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LEGIT RIVALS OUT $2,000,000
9
MORE COMEDY ACTS. FEWER

EQUITY TO FORCE CLOSED SHOP

ON INDEPENDENTS IS DECISION

GIRL "FLASHES" IN

DEMAND

Out-of-Town Managers' Demand's to Bookers IndiConference with Managers Outside P. M. A. Fails
Producers Seek Cure for
cate Vaudeville Styles for the New Season Less
Ideas Advanced to Be Considered by Council
System That Pits ExCall for Revues.
Cohan Threatens Suit Fidelity Recruits Seen.
pensive Musical Comedies Against
Each
Following announcements of the
No concessions will be made to
Keith and Orpheum circuits that
Other in Towns Unable MOUNTFORD OBJECTS
the independent managers by the GIRL STAR ASSAILED
comedy acts are to receive the preActors' Equity Association in the
to Support Both.
TO THE N. V. A. BENEFIT ference in next seasons bookings,
matter of the organization's "Equity
IN ACTORS' CAUCUS
Shop"

—

—

—

policy.

comes word from one of the largest

This was agreed on

of

by the

council of the A. E. A. following the recent conference in

Tirades
which the independents were asked Charles Dow Clark
to meet the council to talk over the
Against Fay Bainter.

the small time bookers In

Keith

the

pop

department,
He's an Orpheum Stockholder, owners of theatres bookedthat the
by him
1920 LOSSES
in small towns have deluged him
That's Why.
with requests for the same type of
act in preference to revues and
on March 25 girl
acts.
A car barn stuffed with deficit Harry Mountford
,_,
m
flent a registered letter to the OrOne owner in particular sized up
statements tuned up to a loss ot|
about two million gross on the pheum Circuit, protesting against the situation and demanded that in
season now closing has brought the the turning over to the National the future instead of a "girl act" or
heads of the two big producing and Vaudeville Artists of the matinee "revue" the same amount of money
be expended for one or more comedy
booking syndicates, A. L. Erlanger

HUGE

of the "Equity Shop."
number of pertinent suggestions
Chicago, March 30.
,
were made to the council by those
A tempestuous meeting of the
managers present at the meeting. Actors* Fund at the Stratford Hotel
The independents were advised that was marked by an attack against
the council would consider the ideas Fay Bainter, launched by Charles
The result was the Dow Clark. The meeting had been
advanced.
clamping of the lid on all casts not called for purposes of organizing
on one side, and Lee Shubert on the receipts of the houses on the cir- acts.
within the protection of the Pro- the local benefit.
Miss Balnter's other, closer together than they've cuit* claiming to be a stockholder
Bookers further report that outducing Managers' Association.
manager read a letter from Willam
theatre
owners
hava
in the corporation and objecting to of-town
No answer was made to the Harris, Jr., denying her permission been in a long time.
evinced an unwillingness to play
Musical
comedy
producers
who've
problem of the independents who to appear. Clark, who is here with
the benefit performances on the
too
many "conversation turns" in
have under contract for next sea- "Shavings," came to his feet and lost the greater part of the two mil- ground -that such action would be a "one"
unless they have strong
lion have supplied some of the magson, players not in the Equity asso- verbally belabored Miss Bainter,
netism, and the losses that the Er- dissipation of the assets of the con- comedy value.
ciation. The independents Bay that crying out such phrases as "Who
Good wholesome comedy, less of
such players will be forced out of does she think she is?" and the like, langer syndicate and the Shubert cern. Mountford wrote:
the dress suit and tuxedo, fewer
combination separate units of allies
"I am a stockholder of record in
•hows or else the managers will be and saying:
special drapes and more hearty
have
furnished
the
rest of the
forced to frame casts with nonthe Orpheum Corporation.
"The good Equity members reluct- loadstone.
laughs and situations seem to be
Equity members. By leaving -such antly agreed to appear on a bill
"I am informed and believe that the advance styles for next season's
Not since the first big split of
managers "holding the bag" or the with this woman, who has fought managers
more
than a decade ago on April 8th you propose and in- vaudeville.
non-members in the same position our organization; and now she turns against the bossing of the then sutend to turn over the whole receipts
the possibility of damage suits is down those who swallowed their
preme czars, Klaw and Erlanger, to
the likely result.
toward her
prejudices
personal
of the matinee performance to an
(Continued on page 18.)
The A. E. A. will make up new stand in the name of charity."
association known as the National
contracts. T^e p/esent form will be
Raymond Hitchcock flow up, and,
Vaudeville Artists or some persons
(Continued on page 18.)
as an Equity member, denounced
pretending to be the National VauClark's sentiments, apologizing for
the attack on a woman, the more so Only Two Stands Left for Sabbath deviue Artists or to some perso s
since she was not present.
Clark
8 hows.
or corporatidn, unknown to me.
Velodrome to Seat 60,000—
answered that Miss Bainter has con"I hereby give you notice as a
sistently refused to appear at Actors'
Starting this week there will be
Leonard-Kansas Bout.
stockholder
record
Orof
the
of
Fund benefits. Her manager replied but two concerts offered Sundays
that Miss Bainter cannot do her- by the Shuberts, the shows being at pheum Circuit. lac, that I protest
self justicj in a brief appearance, the Winter Garden and the^Century. and object to awy diversion of the
The New York Velodrome now In
owing to her personal ity.ovhlch pre- The concert on the roof has been
course of
at ZL'oth
Deadiook orv Salary inspires vents her "warming up" in a short discontinued because of the closing receipts of the above corporation street and construction
Broadway has been
for such purposes. I object to this
turn.
Promenade.
revue
at
the
of the
Project.
on the ground that it la a dissipa- taken over by Tex Rlckard and wilt
The Central al^o passes for con- tion of the assets of the corporation he utilized for tho open air promocerts with the closing of "Afgar"
for purposes which are foreign to tion of boxing contests and bicycle
A "hitch in the salary of the Marx
GUILD'S
PLAY.
Saturday, since the hou e goes to
races.
its charter and a depletion of the
Brothers new act may be the makFrank Relcher is to have ex- D. W. Griffiths pictur
Drea;
The Velodrome Is about half comamount which should accrue for
ings of a new summer show for clusive say about the next producStreet."
division amongst the stockholders." pleted and when ready will have u
Chicago. After breaking in on the tion of the Theatre Guild, which is
At the Orpheum Circuit offices capacity of GO.O0U. It was originally
Poll time and a half week at the a play from the German.
He has
they declined to discuss the matter, intended to be the New York equivFifth Ave., the boys came into the been o. k.'ing the cast and other"FATTY'S" PLAN.
saying the only one authorized 'o alent to the Newark velodrome and
Palace,
where they stayed two wise taking charge of preparations.
speak on such matters is Martin the builders intended staging biweeks.
The salary question then
Young Joseph Schildkraut, who Proposes 10 Weeks in Monolog in Beck,
president,
its
who is In cycle races during the summer
"One."
arose.
The act is laying off this trained under Rinohardt and reEurope, and that. In the absence of months.
week with no future time booked. cently appeared in 'Pagans," will
The work has been conducted
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle is the any instructions from him to the
In case the act and the booking head the cast.
with rumors' of financial
office do not get together, the act
latest picture star to cast his eyes contrary they would give the an- slowly
difficulties
cropping out from time,
The nu.il N. V. A. benefits April 8, as
will be stretched out into a two
toward the speaking stage.
to time.
Riekard is reported if
hour and a half entertainment.
comedian contemplates a ten weeks' scheduled.
GOING
ABROAD.
having taken it ovei for tl>«« sumDuring their stay at the Palace the INA CLAIRE
run in the varieties next season as a
mer
months
and will rush the work>
boys did as long as an hour and
Tna Claire, now in her 78th week single turn in "One" if satisfactory
JAIL BLUES BEHIND BARS.
so as to be ready to Stage *ome
ten minutes at one performance.
with "The Cold Digger**" at the Ly- salary arrangement can be made.
championship bouts while ii f.'arChicago March CO.
Arbuckle did a monolog at a reSophie Tucker, now at Kcisrn- ceum, will leave that show in May
Jack Harrell, song-writer and den is unavailable.
webers, will be featured along with for a rest.
Miss Claire will go cent Friars guthering which was
The first hunt to be Staged in the
the boys, according
wiseauthor
'Jail-House
Blues,"
of
by
the
of
in
tier
to
is
closing
thought
a
well
immediately
very
to the plan. abroad
lub is r< ported as being lite
Chicago is the logical camping remain away a year. See has made acres
In case that vaudeville does jail he e now, charged with non- new
ground for the outfit as it is the no definite plans upon her return. not open up its purse Urines Kutty' support and rough treatment of his Benny I.eoriard-'Bocky" Kansas affair
th;it
his
wife.
he
Thompson.
com*
of
all New York fandom is
nie of the boys and also clauns
seen
in
a
Bstbe"
show
will
OWH
till
may
It could not be learn' d wlio
th«•^songstress
awaiting.
poeqi paitic.r.
backing
succeed Mis-; Claire in hei role.
as its very own.
installation
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RICKARD'S OPEN AIR

FEWER SHUBERT SUNDAYS

BRONX FIGHT ARENA

MARX BROS. MAY HEAD
CHICAGO SUMMER SHOW
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ENGLISH 'IRENE" CASE

STARVATION FACING CHORUS

"NIGHTIE NIGHT" IS HISSED;

SETTLED FOR $35,000

AND LESSER LONDON ACTORS

•

"GRUMPr REVIVAL BRILLIANT
Sir Alfred Butt

Arranges Deal

For Royalties.

Over Two Thousand Out of Work-^Prominertt Producers See No Help in Turning Houses Over to
Pictures No American Millions.

—

.

HEW PIECE BY GUITRY.
London, March 30.
With over 2,000 chorus girls pleadParis, March SO.
ing in London for work of any kind
Rehearsals of "Le Grand Due,"
boractresses
and
actors
and lesser
the latest work of Sacha Guitry,
rowing right and left to keep going have commenced at the Theature
bread lines are beginning to form in Edouard VII, to replace his 'Xe
West End circles.
Comedien," which will bo - withTouring companies hava post- drawn early in April. There are
poned going out. The situation at five roles only in the new. play, to
the big theatres around the city is be held by Sacha and his father.
nono too good and unemployment Lucien Guitry; Polin, Mines. Yvonne
in the show business has reached Prin temps (Mme. Sacha .Guitry) and

"A

special representative sent to
to handle the "Irene" royal-

London
ties

matter has effected a complete

At the offices of the
Vanderbilt Producing Co., which put
the show on here and arranged for
settlement.

its

foreign presentation,

it

was

Q" Acted Without Distinction—Opinion
Divided on American Farce— N^jw Graad Guig
nol Playlets Thrilling and Well Acted.

"Don

old rate of exchange approximates
$35,000. About one- third of the sum
was paid by J. L. Sacks, the balance

coming from the companies handled
by Sir. Alfred- Butt and two provin-

companies. It was stated that
the settlement had been handled by
Sir Alfred. There was no complaint
the acute stage that has brought it Jeanne Granier.
from the. American producers against
to government attention in other
The Guitry family will visit Lon- the titled manager.
labor circles.
don in May, according to present
The Vanderbilt Producing Co. is
The question of building up the- arrangements,
following
Sarah no longer a corporation, having been
atre patronage so houses can pay a Bernhardt at the Princess Theatre. dissolved last fall and converted
return on their Investment has
into a co-partnership, the principal
brought to the fore the possibility
members being James Montgomery
of turning many of them into
SAILING.
and J. J. Moran. The change into a
JOHN T.
cinemas.
John T. Murray will sail for' Eng- partnership was effected to work a
This is no help, according to prosaving on federal Income taxes. A
by
his
land
accompanied
April
7
ducers, as the film business is in as
Murray is tak- number of other managers have
bad a way as the legitimate and wife and daughter.
switched
from corporate production
ing a abort vacation trip to visit his
variety.
for the same reason.
For a long time the hope was held mother. If his family likes the
"Irene" is now in its 71st week at
Other side he will probably return
out that promised American milVanderbilt,
dropping under
there in the fall to remain perma- the
lions would revive business. So far
$15,000 during Lent for the first time
nently.
these millions have failed to matein a year. It is figured to continue
cial

MURRAY

London, March

IN PARIS.

stat-

ed this week that the entire royalty
account had been paid. The amount
duo was 7,045 pounds, which at the

30.

"Nightie Night," produced at the,
22, seems to. be sucEdward C. Kendrew.
cessful.
It proved to be the usual
in - and - out - of - doors, suggestive
^
"Ariane et Barbe Bleue," of Paul farce. There was some hissing from:
Dukas, is to be revived shortly at the the audience at the premiere and,
Opera Comique.
the criticisms are divided.
"Don Q," produced at the Apollo
There is to be an operetta season March 24, is a dramatio mixture,
under temporary management at the Fred Nettlefold ia« monotonous

By

Queens March

.

and

Theatre Anotine from June to September, commencing with "Monsieur the other acting is undisUaguished.
"Heart of a Child" at the Kingsde la Palisse," by Claude Terasee.
way is conventional dramatic claptrap, without originality or ginger.
Victor Silvcstre, temporary lessee
The "Grumpy" revival at the Criof the Gyranase, has withdrawn
terion
is brilliant and promises to
Wolff's "Ailes Brisees/* and on
March 23 revived H. Bataille'a "Le repeat its original success. Cyril.
Maude
is splendid in the title role.
Scandal e."
The new Grand Guignoi series at
The new Theatre des Nouveautes, the Little theatre provides varied
in the same building as the Cinema entertainment without much thrill,
Max Linder, will be inaugurated The best story is the story of blind
about April 11 with a comedy by men trapped in a house supposed
Jean Bouchor, "La Belle Journee," to be on fire. The acting is uni-.
with Chas. Lamy, Capellani, Lou- formly fine.
vlgny, Toulout, Glides, Berthier, de
Garcin -Blanche, Pallet, Mesdames
Regina Camier, Blanche Toutain and
Sielde.

McCarthy meets many

until summer. A new musical show
Duncan Matinees.
At the Scala-a revival of "Vous
is being readied by the Vanderbilt
americans in orient
London, March 30.
company.
Mr. Montgomery has n'avez rien a declarer" has replaced
Isadora Duncan commenced a written the book and the lyrics aro "La Puco a 1 Oreille," with Marcel
unemployed and amounting to from matinee season at the Prince of by J. - J. McCarthy and Harry Simon.
one to five pounds a week. This is Wales April 11.
Tierney, the same trio who wrote
unemployed, and
to
distributed
By a police ordinance Issued March China Good in Spots— Africa
"Irene." {The new piece is designed

rialize.

In many cases actors have applied
to the authorities for the gratuities
granted by the government to the

many

stage people, hard pressed to
maintain themselves, have been
supported in this way.

NEW
Volterra

C ASINO SHOW.

Has • New Hit with His

Revue, "Avec

le

Sourire."

Paris,

March

10.

A

revue by Jacques Charles called
le Sourire,** was presented at
the Casino de Paris March 26 and
success.
In this show
with
met
Leon Volterra has another trump

"Avec

card.

In the cast were Boucot, Magnard, Dutard and Mmes. Esther
Deltenre and Jenny Golder, also the

dancers

Misguette

and

Maxly.

Strikjng scenes from the opera ball
a century ago, the slave market and
of famous amoureuses since prehis"The Danctoric ages helped.
er's Dream," with Jackson featured,
large staircase set
went over big.
was used, with popular musical instruments in evidence.

A

Isadora

New

Play at Prince's.
London, March 30.
A new play by Gertrude Jennings,
"Love Among the Paint Pots," follows "The Blue Lagoon" at Prince's.

17 places of entertainment may resummer or early fall. It main
open until 12.30, and cafes, reshas a tentative title of "The Little taurants and
supper rooms until 2
White House."
There are three in the morning.
other "Irene" companies on tour.

Has

for late

•*Les MIsorables." drama in five
acts, produced by Paul Meurice and

Call.

Shanghai. China, Feb. 25.
just returned from Tient-

,

We've
sen,

Hanchow and

Pekin, where

we

met with unusual success.
ReyCharles Hugo, has been revived at nolds Dennison and his
clever comthe Odeon.
"Aladdin" Ends April 2.
pany are also cleaning up in TientParis, March 30.
The woods will be full of comLondon, March 30.
Tie Petit Due" has been revived
A revue, entitled "On n'en sort Ira sen.
panies here during the months of
"Aladdin" finishes at the Hippo- at the Mogador and "Mme. Marepas," two acts, by Nozlere and WilMarch,
April and May as several
drome April 2 and a new Wylie and chale" at the Marigny.
Both re- ned, follows Polaire at the little
outfits are due.
Tate revue opens there April 14.
opened March 26.
Theatre Marjal.
Chinamen, while looking upon
foreigners (we are the foreigners)
as objects of curiosity, simply worship them. They (the Chinamen)
fulfill all expectations
as to the
much quoted "Lure of the Orient."
Not that the hoped for mysticism
prevails. That ceases to exist onca
one sets foot ashore here and la
largely a matter of imagination
but the number one boy and Coolie
boy are ready at your beck and call,
anticipating your every want.
I
haven't taken off my own shoes
once since being in China as a

PARISIAN REVIVALS.

—

matter of fact, the number one boy
won't let me do it— as tt» —makes
master no proper belong." Hence
the "Lure of the Orient'' bocomes a
matter of personal comfort that
and nothing more.
Clerks, on a
small salary, are waited upon as assiduously as the richest man on

Jackson and Maurice Chevalier
were particularly applauded in their
dance during the opera ball tableaux.
Boucot in a Carmen sketch

—

burlesquing congested street conditions in Paris proved amusing.

earth.

PERFORMERS

The Native City here is a place
woe indeed. More odors than in
Hester street. More rags and sickness and filth than In the worst Bo-

IN HOLLAND.

Paris.

March

of

12.

of the NederlandArtistenbond of Rotto.\am
has informed the affiliated Fr.nch
Syndicate of Music Hall Artistes
that the Dutch union* is charged by
the government to control passports of foreign performers visiting
the Netherlands.

The secretary

hemian

ische

and some
American (and
tation

English)
women
throng the fur stores and a big
Is carried through this medium. Foolishly low prices are the

with the real thing.

squirrel, etc.
They buy
madly overlooking the punishment
when it comes time to pass inspection of the customs officials then
there will be tears and regrets.
India is in a bad shape just

—

now

for shows. Sickness, internal
troubles and other setbacks so disastrous to box office returns.
Calcutta is better, so is 'Java
Africa seems to have (he call from
a money making standpoint. China,

GENEVIEVE WARD HONORED.
London, March 30.
been created
British

as

Empire by the King on her 84th

Good Friday Closings Official.
Paris, March 30.

VAUDEVILLE'S FAMOUS RED-HEAD

Theatres subsidized by the state

IRENE FRANKLIN

closed March 25, Good Friday, but
few others shut up shop.

The production of Leppold Marohand's "Cheri" from the book of
to

Collette at the Gymnase seems
fallen through, as also the

have

new work by Andre Picard

for this

season, *w1iie<H Henry" Behastein had
under consideration.

^^m^^^^^g

mentioned,

I

Japan

birthday. This honor is equivalent
4o a knighthood. The aged actress
will play at the old Victoria during
the Shakespearean festival.

Mme.

Sables, mink,

ermine,

h^n^ accepted enprrf enters
gagements below the union tariff, 2tf
florins per day each person.

the

and women are stocking up

rule

notice further states that the
of non -syndicated artistes will be refused to those who
have signed contracts for payment
in francs, marks or crowns, as also

The

Ward has
Dame Commander of

Jade (imi-

real) in profusion.

trade

admission

Genevieve

Beg-

district in the world.

gars by the hundreds.

i

The Des Moines "Tribune" said last week: "No true Orpheum fan needs to be told
that this is one week out of the fifty-two when neither fire, flood nor famine must keep
him from occupying his favorite orchestra seat.
"Irene Franklin's here. Miss Franklin is one of the genuine artists of vaudeville. She
makes a friend of you wlfh her first song and when .she Is finished with the poor Broad'
.Way fireman's wife/ she's yours for life.
;

"BURTON GREEN,

'

-

'

her pianist with the classic profile,

is

a bear at the piano."

is

is

better for

good

in

spots.

American per-

formers to pass jp.
Lots of theatrical peoplo here.
Met Al Martin (he loaves here for
Japan tomorrow).
Quintrell, the
violinist and leader, accompanied by
that clever songstress, Helrn Duval,
Just finished an extended recital
tour and left for Manilla yesterday.
Myles McCarthy.

PEGGY O'NEIL
SAVOY THEATRE,
LONDON

.

..'

,

)
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ACTOR-MANAGER BROKE.

WALL STREET STAGES IMPRESSIVE
BOOM IN AMUSEMENT STOCK GROUP
—

—

"

.-

4»

,

Tr 'nmmii m

•

••

»

"

'

The
scale of prices.
Famous preferred normally has a
daily turnover of only 100 or 200
shares. In the four business days

ascending

Impressive advance in the two
amusement stocks was
leading
staged on the New York Stock Exchange early this week, when Famous Players jumped more than

An

alliance wltb the Circuit for an outOn the other hand
let are obvious.
Famous Players is the strongest,
indeed only, stable producer of pictures in quantity and the advantages that would accrue to Loew

1

by such an association are equally
"

One of Mfcccus Loew*s obplain.
jects in taking over Metro was to
"Loew-Metro" productions to

use

FIRST TO CUT FARES

Charles A. Seilon, an actor, of 132
W. 45th street, filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy last week,

+

Famous Players Reaches New High of 75, Best Since
Last April Loew Above 21 Vague Rumors of
Deal Between Two in the Making.

NEW YORK CENTRAL

end

of "Cat
Fiddle" Fiasco.

Owes Actors

Seilon

increase the prestige of the theatre

company. This design failed In acwhen Independent
complishment

showing

liabilities of $2,631

assets.

The

include

creditors

Announces 10 Per Cent. Reduction on Excursion Tickets.

and no
the

Oble CampAlbany. March 30.
George Karle,
bell, Thomas
Officials of the New York Central
Essie Campbell, Flo McKlnley, Jesrailroad
announced
this week that
sie Hanson, Laura Neff, Flo Demon
effective sometime between May II
and May Langley, who claim sal- and June 1 and up until September
aries unpaid in Chicago on August
conjunction 30 railroad rates to all points on
1, 1914, when Seilon. in
the system will be reduced ten per
with Mortimer V>. Infcld, produced cent.
hen a round trip ticket is
"The Cat and the Fiddle" show.
purchased. It is believed the proInfel»t could not be located at the
posed
cut in railroad rates will be
time, and Seilon gave his I. O. U.'s
following performers:
Jaffold.

for the

amounts
as

made as

the result of the Central's
recent announcement that wages of
employes of the railroad, from
the high executive offlicials down
to the lowly track workers would
be reduced in May. This is the Qrst
time a reduction in rates of any
kind has been made by the New
York Central since the war.
The rates will be of special bene*
fit
to
professionals,
particularly
vaudeville
performers
who are
booked out of New York. At the
present time the round trip rate.
Including war tax. from Albany to
New York is $11.08. With the pro*
posed reduction the new round trip
fare will be $10.
Another road, It is reported,
which plans to resume excursion
rates this season is the Pennsylvania, which derives a great deal of
revenue in excursions from Philadelphia to Atlantic City during the

to the cast memto the National

bers, as
from Thursday to Tuesday 3.000
objected to screening Printing ft Engraving Co., which
exhibitors
four points In a single session to 75. shares changed hands. On Monday picture main titles which advertised claims $1,460, and the Columbia Enthere was a record total of 1,200
its best price since last April, and
graving Co., $165.
an opposing theatre.
IJoew moved up to 21 H, also a new shares and the stock closed at 88,
However, on February 17 last,
Orpheum moved narrowly, alhigh since the issue of the new its high since the listing.
though still in considerable volume. Jeanne Hart and George Wakefield
It seemed reasonable to suppose
stock. In the case of Loew the stock
for
26
judgments for $590 and
below
broke
secured
At the low it
changed hands in huge blocks, to- that inside Interests, either of the the first time in months. Presum- $277.31, respectively, against Seitalling more than 100.000 shares in companies or of the bankers who
ably the selling originates in Bos- lon In the Third District Municipal
the four days to the mid-week. In are associated, gave the movement
banks are Court, and the judgment debtor tiled
The staging of a ton or Chicago where
its first puf h.

one session the turnover in Loew
the largest of the list, approximating four times the transactions

#

was

in U. S. Steel.

J

The big bulge came on Monday,
when the highs were established.
At 21*6 for Loew a further advance
was blocked by a combination of
short selling for a quick profit and
by the liquidation of buyers around
20 last year glad of a chance for an
"out," following months of anxiety.
This kind of pressure continued up
to noon of the Wednesday's session,
which found the issue back between
19 and 20, a net advance from its
long continued range between 17
and 18. Renewed buying came in at
the close and some lost ground was
(

50,000-share demonstration after a
long period of Inactivity could
scarcely have come from any other
source. In the absence of any surface developments on which to base

such a campaign, it would be almos*
obvious that a strong interest is at
work discounting some definite future development, but what that expected •influence is nobody on the
outside knows.
Company officials appealed to professed ignorance and many employes
of both Loew and Famous who had
bought stock around the first of the
year at the lower levels then prevailing sold to take a profit on Monday. There must have been a good

deal of selling of this sort around
recovered.
What was back of the sudden Times Square, and the fact that
flurry and what it meant for the fu- both Loew and Famous came to the
ture were the subject of feverish end of Monday's business at their
speculation. The situation brought best for the year was an impressive
out the usual flock of rumors, chief index of the power behind the bull
and most startling of which was the drive which could support its issue
report circulated in the Street that in the face of such pressure.
some sort of a deal was in the makInteresting Circumstance*.

ing between Famous Players as a
producer and distributor and Loew,
Inc., as an exhibitor.
This took various forms in its rounds. One version was that a booking agreement
would be negotiated covering all
the ninety some theatres Loewplans to have in operation next season.
Another edition of the same
rumor had it that the deal would go
as far as an actual merger of the
two concerns, Loew stock being
pooled at the ratio of three of Loew
for one of Famous Player common.
Seriously Considered.
These rumblings seeped into
Times Square gradually and were at
first
received with derision, but
upon study the proposition did not
assay badly at all *n<l received some
serious consideration as a possibility, if not now, then at some time
in the future.

Marcus Loew

is

in Chicago, pre-

paring for the opening there of "The

Whether

not there is any
for the reports of a
or

foundation

Famous

Players-Loew

coalition,

there are interesting circumstances
surrounding the proposition. It has
been known in the trade that the
management of Famous Players and
the bankers associated with the concern have been divided on the policy
of the theatre ownership. The company men take the position that
theatre holdings are essential to the
stability of the enterprise.
Theatres are necessary to round out the
organization. The bankers do not
argue the merits of the theory. They
simply decline to finance further
expansion at this time. These opposite attitudes
comprehend the
whole situation in the board.
The newest survey of Loew ac-

shows 95 houses to be opcrated next season.
The advantages to Famous Players of an

tivities

liquidating

would be

New

in

They
get cash.
to
likely to do their selling

York, owing

to

well

their local exchanges could
well absorb much stock withDut breaking the price.

REFUSED 0'NEII/S PAY.

that
lot

There was a minor movement in
Goldwyn on the Curb this week.
The net change on sale of 700
shares was a loss of fc. One of
the better grade information bureaus which furnish tips, this week
took notice of Goldwyn, recommending it as a buy on the ground
that it is turning out some of the
best productions of its career.
The nummary of transactions March 20
to 80 inclusive Is as follows:

Charlie Irwin, Who Replsced Sick
Player, Helped Financially Also.

Charlie Irwin deputized for Hobby
O'Neil in the "Pour Queens and a
Joker" act at the Orpheum. San
Francisco, last week. Irwin going
into O'Nell's role at 15 minutes* noO'Neil was forced to lay off
tice.
for the week, because of having to
undergo an operation on his throat,
in Portland. Irwin played his own
single, in addition to Ailing in for

STOCK EXCHANGE.
Bales. Hlsh. If>w.

Thursday—
Farn.

Do.
I.oew.
r,

Flay-L. 1400
800
pf....

4e»

Inc..
Inc....

70*
fig
18%

68

H

8ft

1«%

18%

....

-1H
+ %

—%

Friday—
•

TOO
(DO
pf
Loew, Inc.... 11800
Do.

70%

M

70

70%

4-

85%

86

+I

%

20

If

10% +1%

75
88

71
80

75
88

21%
25%

10%
25

21% +1%
25% + %

73%

74

-1

20

-1%
%

Monday—
1200
Do. pf
Loew. Inc.... 46800
1008
Orpheum

Tuesday—
Fam. Play-L. 8400

75%
600
87%
Do pf
Loew. Inc.... 84400 20%
Orpheum •••. 800 26%
Orpheum
sold
100
Boston
800

Do. pf

Loew, Inc

17500
100

Orpheum

74%
87%
20%
25

+4%

87

87—1

18%
24%

26% +

74%
87%
10%

87
18
25

25

THE CURB.

44-

Monday—

Sales. HI ah.

Goldwyn ....
Tuesday—
Goldwyn ....

%

—%
—%
%

....

Last. Chg.

0%

5%

5%

-%

108

8%
5%

5%

5%

..

5%

6%

4-

Wednesday—
Goldwyn

Low

600

260

The License Commissioner likewise will have the power to define
the opening and closing hours of
secure specialty people instead of
dance places. It will be necessary
choYisters, casting the girls for parts
for all dance halls to secure a perin addition to the usual back line
mit.
The same ruling applies to
duties of the regular chorus woman.
any organization or person conducting a public dance.
The producer

%

'MBS MURPHY" GRADUATES.
Oracle Emmett's veteran vehicle.
"Mrs. Murphy's' Second Husband"
has been rewritten into a S-act
play.
It will be tried out by the
stock company
la
Sommerville,
Mass., her home town.

in question plans to

EDDIE KANE'S ALIMONY.
Maude Goldman in her separation LEWIS PEARSON BOOKING.
Abraham Cold man
against
suit
known as Eddie Sketch and Monolog Framed for
(professionally
Kane, of Kane and Herman) secured
Same Bills.
•

$50 weekly maintenance award
and $150 counsel fees obi her motion
argued before Justice Van
Siclen in the Kings County Supreme

a

Sheldon Lewis, serial picture star,
in addition to appearing with his
wife, Virginia Pearson, in the sketch
vehicle, "The Second Chance," ths

Court last week.
Mrs. Goldman alleges abandonment. The couple have S daughter,

for the simple reason that they did

not know what it was all about. So
they cqntented themselves with
combing over the figures that have
been published within the last fortnight dealing with Famous Players.
It is safe to say that
these figures
have been pretty well exhausted and
thoroughly discounted long before

five and
plaintiff at

Betty,

The

Ziegfeld

show

a half years
one

time

couple are now presenting in the
Keith houses, will offer a single on
the same bills, as an individual ef-

old.

was a

fort.

girl.

Lewis's' solo contribution will cona monolog, relating to Incidents and experiences about the pic*
turc studios he has worked In. The
acts will be Jointly booked. Lewis
tries out his single specialty for
one performance at the 81st Street
sist of

ASTORIA PLUNGING.
Books Frank Fay and Eva Tanguay

Top

to

this.

Bills.

In

Times Square other possibiliwere discussed, principally the
potential part of the "Four Horsemen" prospects as an influence.
This is a Metro production and

The

ties

million dol-

HOWARD REVUE

at

.Tohnny
\3+>t>

I

t

30.

In

my

room,

J.
don't
for the

stuff,

but the Ice thing

wet.

So

have

I

my valet
with my own

Is

walk

all

in
It'a

ice.

colder.''

IN

readying

THEIR REVUE OF ARTISTIC DANCE CREATIONS

"Miii

Keith'-,

..•

•

;

•

I'hiladelphia

(April

4

Personal Mnnaj'-men't,

Kelt h'|t

Washing ton

LEO FITZGERALD.

YOUNG AMERICA/' PLAYLET.
Lewii & (lordon are preparing a
one act version of the play "Young
Cohan
America" for vaudeville.
and Harris produced the play originally at the (laity several years

CAST.

Hush JermOn and Henry Fink ure

«* possible to force this huge Work
° Puhliv, hands ou a constant l*
*

iee

other

every night

Palace to
a dancer

is

MUTT AND JEFF"

RHEA

wish to thank the several production managers for their kind
..
hul we arc still playing the Rvcater Keith theatres.
Orpheum, Hrooklyn, this week Man h L'k>.

?(

pla\ys the New York
replace Jack King. Dale

LORNER GIRLS
MARGUERITE

than $10,000,000 Is still
j* Wall streets hands.
No on*,
lowever, could explain how it would
lnl

Howard Revue

pianist.
An addition
be made to the cast in the
person! of the Two Carltons, who
,:i v
a! o dancers.

common issues ai a Cover
under which bankers
were cania, n lng to put
out part of
of

March

mind paying (20 a quart

step into the
next week when

Will also

ine two

preferred,

O.,

and King a

«

Famous

Columbus,

.serving

CHANGES.

Dale will

jit

Called Bull Drive.
These hard
boiled
calculator
doped- it that the bull drive
hai.
inspiration from downtown and
he play was beins
engineered in

;
Holdings
of
u hie}i more

VAN'S PERSONAL ICE

ported salary of $500 for the three
Van Hoven, who is playing here
days.
this week, had a "run-In" with the
April 4 Eva Tanguay is the top
He exof his hotel.
management
liner
with considerable advance
plained his side of the controversy
sale reported.
The house has a
as follows:
seating capacity in excess of 4,000.
"They charged rae 25 cents for

a
This
by the showwen, while the Wall street sharps
around the board at the Astor
scrutinized another angle.

[J

next week. Henry Bellit is handling
booking arrangements for both acts.

L. I., continues to
This
for its bills.

week Frank Fay was signed by
Pally Markus to open at the house
Thursday for the last half at a re-

belongs outright to Loew,
Inc.
Estimates of the men concerned with the "Horsemen" enterprise run all the way from $1,000,°00 to more than twice as much as
Profits on the picture which
has
been doing better than $15,000
a

A

Astoria,

grab "names"

Metro

week at the Lyric.

Cotlllo bill calling for official

riod of industrial adjustment.

Four Horsemen." and Adolph Zukor
Is abroad.
Nothing came out on the
ticker or in the news to give a hint
of what was going on behind the
scenes, and the newspaper financial
editors did not touch on the demonstration in the amusement group

lar* profit would
figure out
dollar a share for Loew
stock.
detail was emphasized

Fix

of the vaudeproducers, William B. Friedthat he will
announced
has
lander,
eliminate chorus. girl* from his productions for the coming season.
The move Is necessary, according
to this source, in order to meet the
new conditions that are expected to formed therein.
prevail in vaudeville during the pe-

One of the biggest

ville

FridayHoliday.

No

Friedlsnder Quoted ss Wanting
More for His Acts.

at 25%.

78%

The

LAW PASSED

Cemmissionsr Will
Danes Hsll Closing.

censorship
of
dance halls has
passed both branches of the New
York State Legislature and is now
awaiting Governor Miller's signature.
It is accepted as a- foregone
conclusion that Governor Miller will
sign the bill, which designates the
License Commissioner of New York
city as the censor of dance places.
The bill is an amendment to section 1488 of the Greater New York
Charter.
Under the provisions of the bill,
as soon as it becomes a law the
New York License Commissioner
will be empowered to make regulations such as he deems adequate
and fit to govern the conduct of
dance halls and the dances per-

4-2

Wednesday—
Fam. Play-L. 2800

License

NO MORE CHORUS GIRLS?

___

Fam. Play-L. 0600

'SHIMMY' BAN

According to the story from Frisco
Irwin refused compensation for understudying O'Neil, so that the latter might receive his sa'ary for the
week. O'Neil returned to his role in
the "Four Queens and a Joker" act
this week.

Holiday.

Saturday—
Fam. JMay-L..

summer months.

O'Neil.

Last Ctaj.
09% + %

25
25
25
200
Boston sold 50 Orpheum at 25*.

Orpheum

all

the petition in bankruptcy.

fact

tiie

r

•

\

•

t

and

vaudeville

a

Jeff" for earl;,

ago.

version <•!
production.

The principal* are Harry Lincke
Gertrude Phrriah
ud hob ftlce
Henry Fiidi did the lyric i ami nm^ v
.

;hiU

loo*.

Flllly

Denver,

IbOtSfit,

who

will

ttJOlC ihc t *>0Ok."

i

Jce Gaites has secured for prod net ion a musical piece entitled
p id tin- Clouds/' which he wilt
place in rehearsal next week,
LeOu i^»mp!epad.
clJRltjifg",
> »i
Mi
I

•

J

)

I

VAUDEVILLE

Friday, April

jy*:

,i

MADGE HART STARTS

ORPHEUM TO RUN SUMMER

V.

.

'1,

1921
•3

'i

•
,

1

TEAM TO

M. P. A. DIRECTS

THIRD DIVORCE SUIT

SHOWS ON REVISED SYSTEM

Agent's Wife

Week

Mori Singer on Trip to Decide Policy
towns —Last Seasons Returns on
»^i

«»

\kj»

J

for "Junior
5- Act
*

1

PAY MANAGER FOR "WALKOUT

Demands $1 ,000
Alimony.

Required to Reimburse Hoboken Showman Amount
of Salary Pro Rata for Performances Not Played
Ryan and Lee, the Act Concerned.

For the third time Madge Hart
has begun action for divorce against

—

bills Max Hart, agent summons and
eoanpl&int were served Ma/ch 18 on
Hart in his office in the Strand
building through the wife's attorneys, Herman L. Roth and Samuel

The summer plans of the Orpheum Circuit will probably be

INDEPENDENT HOUSE.

decided within the next

Yates Acts for Other Interests
Building Project.

definitely

Mort Singer, general
few days.
manager, left for the west late this

towns before returning. Last season the circuit ran a summer policy
of five acts and a feature picture,
doing three shows a day. In some
towns this style of entertainment
worked out very well, while in
others it was a failure.
This season the towns that were
bad will be eliminated and the
string framed with some of the Orpheum junior towns included. It
will mean rather a hard booking
proposition, as the jumps will not be
However, provisions
of the best.
will probably be made and there
may be some filling in of acts from
the western office.
Last season was the first attempt
the Orpheum made at keeping the
houses open during the summer

in

Philadelphia, March 30.
Announcement was made here
week of the proposed building

week to make a quick run over the
mid -western cities and will probably
visit some of the Orpheum junior

this

of a large theatre, to be used for
vaudeville and
pictures,
in
the
northern section of the city.

Those involved are CJ. Howard
Moore and Horace K. Heed, agents
for Francis V. Yates,

local repreBaltiinterests handling in-

New York and

sentative of

more theatre

not for the entire summer. The results were rather interesting, Denver and Minneapolis were surprisingly big while other towns did well.
On the other hand, Salt Lake City
was bad and others indifferent. Conditions this year may make a difference in the entire line-up.

Inc.

the

last

ular,"

running from 15

to 35 cents,

and they hint

at the playing of
musical shows at intervals.
The house, which will be
named the "Fern," will be opened
about October 1. It will accommodate 3.000, and plans for its building have already been started by
Ralph K. White, a local architect.
Included in the announcement is
a crack at local financial interests
OUT.
FORD
as being cold to "practical improvements such as theatres." The capBut Girls Get Dressing Room and ital of the Metropolitan Enterprises,
Continue Act.
Inc., is almost all out of town.

traveling

WALKS

MAX

Max Ford

quit

the

bill

the

at

*«- L «eed dunroy dead.

S£7".«££S £/£: «E?

ing room. He refused to go on the
stage Monday because he was asked
to give the girls in the act his stage
dressing room.
Tho booking office notified the
house manager Tuesday to give the
girls the room in question, whereupon Ford refused to go on the
stage. The act continued with another member of the cast taking
Ford's role and was accepted by the
Keith bookers. The turn will continue without Ford for the balance
of the time.

Takes Whisky for a Cold, Killed by

FISHER FIRES THE C00K

OMIT NAME REGISTER

But

It

Takes Mt. Vernon Copo
Get Away With li.

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,

The
home

police
of Fred

March

Wood

Alcohol.

Chicago, March :\0.
Will Reed Dunroy, press agent,
poet and theatrical newspaper man,
died at the American hospital yesterday of wood alcohol poisoning.
He had been on the water wagon,
hut a friend induced him to drink
whisky for a cold, and it killed him.
He was at one time Variety cor-

respondent in Chicago and lived at
the Press Club.

Pittsburgh,

to

Pei nsyivania

The.

Names Act

March

:50.

Fictitious

meeting a rather slow

is

response from the theatrical world,
according to the local prothono-

30.

called to the
Fisher, music pub-

were

then the agent has lost his franchise with the Keith office.
It was contended in the appeal
that Hart owned property valued at
$750,000 and that he made $100,000
yearly when an agent in the Keith
olftee.
A referee appointed to examine the properties has so far discovered $">0,000 in property, but the
investigation is still proceeding.
The decision of the Appellate Di-

real

Arraigned
City
Judge
before
Appell in special session couri, she

Thus, theatres, amusement organizations. Aim companies, etc.,
aro included.
Neglect to so
prevents the individual or firm to
sue or legally defend when sued.

fined

«

>

ED. ROSE IN HITLAND."
Ed Rose joins the "Hitland'' act
of ten song writers next
at the State-Lake, Chicago.
Rose succeeds Sam Erlich, who has
been with the act since it opened,
and who is retiring temporarily.
"Hitland" has been booked for the
Orpheum Circuit. Rose was of the
song writing team of Rose and Snyder, a popular combination of a
decade ago, with several recent successes to his credit, among them
"Everybody has a Key to My Cellar,"

1

George |C Rosener

a
new publication called "The Pan."
The new periodical will be devoted
to theatricals and Broadway, from
the inside angle, and will issue semimonthly. Rosener will continue in

STELLA

'

Tempest and Sunshine Back.
Tempest and Sunshine have re-

MAYHEW

\

year
April

bookings following Delancey Street,
Recently the act refused to play out
contracts for Canadian Loew the'
atres, and the case was given to the
V. M. P. A., the decision being
against the act. The case was withdrawn, however, following .an appeal to Nick Bchenck, and bookings
in New York honVes Was given the

or

more,

at

the

Colonial

8.

Doraldina will play the Southern
houses as a special feature
her picture, "Passion Fruit.*
She will open Monday in Birmingham, appearing one day only In
each theatre.

I,o«\v-

with

JOE DARCEY
.v.'

Week

gV

•:$

^3j>

Sw

i

Baltimore.

DtftBCTtON
•

MORRIS & FEiL

William Hodge placed
a

new

starring vehicle

No name has

!x?ert

Youngstown, and this month
W?

iPr

to indicate a betterment of
Ohio's industrial situation.
Acquisition of a 99 -year lease on

mm

site,

on which

to

$300,000, was announced
A. H. Ahrams, head of

Sunday by
the A. H.

Abrams Amusement Co.
At the same time comes the announcement by Abrams that he has
obtained a Shubert vaudexill'- franchise.

LOU WILSON

"THE VARIETY BOY"

SAILING FOR EUROPE SOON
Direction,

N

be erected a modern vaudeville theatre to cost approximately
is

week.

fliiw

will

seem

a Market avenue

in rehearsal

stoldctcd to dale.

Canton. O., March 30.— New theainvolving an outlay of more
than a million dollars arc either
contemplated or under way for
Eastern Ohio. This Is surprising
in the face of the industrial depression which is reflected In the theatre attendance in this city, Akron
and surrounding town*'.
Road attractions are drawing
better here and at Akron and
bring both "Mary" and "BroadwayBrevities" at $3 top.
This would

Playing B. l>\ KKITil CIRCUIT.
This Week (March 2S), Moss'
Broadway, New York.

(April 4> Maryland,

Conditions

tres,

DATE.

Bee Palmer, the shimmy dancer,
minus a jazz band, and assisted by
Al Siegel, her new*husband at the
baby grand, is slated for her first
appearance in New York for a

THEATRE

$300,000 OHIO

M^HHMKjKt:>

.JM

SPLIT.

to $226.47.

Improving-*
Attendance Better.

RETURNS.

Y.

entitled

Industrial

formerly.

BEE PALMER'S N.

is

covered from their recent illness and
will resume, after a forced week's
layoff, at the Colonial next week,
topping the bill.

edit

to

is

Following a three months' absence from the stage due to illness,
Stella Mayhew resumes her vaudeville
engagements next week at
Albany.
Proetor's,
Billeo Taylor
appears with Miss Mayhew as

The two-act of Charles Conway
and Bailie Fields has split again.
Miss Fields now appearing as a
Conway went to Chicago
single.
last week, the team cancelling Ltoew

icaml

MP.

|

"Oh Johnny" and "Ruddha."

CONWAY AND FIELDS

SCOTCH

vaudeville in addition to his work
as a literary guy.

composed

Monday

R0SENER, ACTOR-EDITOR.

fictitious title.

1

$fi.

The United States Theatre, Hoboken. N. J., llled a complaint and
claim against Ryan and Leo with
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association for alleged breach of
contract with that theatre in February. A contract was entered into
by and between the act for an enwas scheduled for yesterday (Thurs- gagement at this theatre beginning
Feb.
7, 1921, calling for two, three
day).
This means that with the classic and four performances daily, for
which
the act was to receive $000.
music publishers tied up in this
It is claimed by the theatre that
manner, all theatres and dance halls
playing copyrighted music for profit, Air. Ryan, after playing ten perwill have but little to choose from formances, or five days, on the conother than some of the stuff ex- tract, requested the management
to allow him to draw $300 of his
ploited by the smaller publishers.
salary,
which the
management
granted, and then Mr. Ryan advised
them that he would not do four
LITTLE
AT
shows the following day, which was
Hundred Pipers Gathered from the Lincoln's Birthday, told him to get
another act, that he and hid partStates to Play.
ner,
Miss Lee, were leaving the
theatre,
which he did the following
The big Scotch i.: o-ht at the Hip-

BOOK

police.

was

of the case is as fol-

'

employed for two days, was discharged and refused to leave the
She was taken out by the
house.

and

i

The history

lows:

podrome, sot for the coming Sun- day.
Mr. (Jersten, the manager of the
day, when Joseph Hislop is to give
a concert, will get under way when U. S. Theatre, telephoned Oeorgo
Sofransk,
the act's representative,
the hundret? pipers, who have .been
gathered from s'.x States for the oc- telling him the circumstances of
casion, play "A Hundred Pipers the cane, and Mr. Sofransk" in turn
There was
An' A' An* A" from the stage. It telephoned Mr. Ryan.
vision of the Supreme Court was
an understanding then that the act
handed down in June, 1919. In the was originally planned to have the would return to the theatre, providdecision was set forth an agree- Highland musicians parade down ing Mr. Gersten would pay tho
ment under which Hart was to pay Broadway about 7.30 in the evening, transfer charges back to tho thethe wife $20,000 in cash, and to make but the police department would not atre and permit the act to do three
an equal division of his property issue a permit on Sunday, stating performances, but refused to pay
and transfer half to her. Mrs. Hart that the only line of march allowed the baggage charges on the bagagreed to return and live with him. on the Sabbath would be for a mili- gage taken from the theatre withThe court decided the $20,000 should tary funeral.
The Caledonian Club will be out his knowledge or consent the
be paid to Mrs. Hart, but her attorday before.
neys declare she has never re- prominent in the evening's program,
At first Mr. Ryan agreed to rewhile Colonel Percy A. Guthrie, of
ceived it.
turn under these conditions, but
At the time the second action was the British army, will be the prinCol. Guthrie is the later notified the theatre he would
settled it was agreed that the wife cipal speaker.
not accept the proposition.
received $75 weekly for the upkeep man who recruited" 2,500 Scottish
Americans
British
and
at the beginA hearing on the case was held
of her automobile from Feiber &
Shea, in whose theatres the Harts ning of the war and took them before the Joint Complaint Bureau
The across as a regiment. They were of the Vaudeville Managers' Prohave considerable interest.
Kiities."
The Colonel, tective Association on March IS,
Feiber & Shea office also pays tho known as
himself, was wounded 22 times. He and a decision rejidered that Ryan
apartment.
for
Mrs.
Hart's
rent
.While she has received the weekly is at present practising law in Bos- and Lee breached their contract
with the theatre and they would
check from Feiber & Shea since the ton and is an American citizen.
pay to the United States Theatre
agreement, there has been no payCo., Hoboken, N. J., an amount
ment of alimony, Mrs. Hart's attorBobby Connely in Sketch.
equal to the salary called for in
ney asserts.
Bobby Connely, Vitagraph juve- the contract for the unplayed pornile motion picture star, is invading tion
of the engagement, or 7-17
vaudeville supported by a girl child ($205.90).
SUN'S ROCHESTER
The Victoria, Rochester, will be actress in "Man and Wife," a twoThe act was entitled, for services
hooked out of the Sun, New York, people sketch. The act broke in at rendered
for
ten
performances,
The house Proctor's, Yonkers, the last half of $279.43 net, and having drawn $300
Office starting April 18.
has a picture policy, but uses two this week.
on account, which was $20.f>7 more
acts, one a girl turn, as specia' atthan was due to the act, the theatre

tary's dockets. Any individual, not
using his real name, or any organfor
tractions, spending $1,000 weekl
ization trading under a fictitious
bookings. The Victoria has been
nr.me, is required by the act to file the
with the prothonotary ar.d secre- supplied by Ray Leason.
tary of the commonwealth, both its

Saturday, when Marie
Ludecke, the cook, who had been
last

lisher,

MUSIC NEARS 100%

dependent productions. They will
offences alleged.
go under the name of the MetropoliBut a property action begun about
tan Enterprises,

In accordance with a decision
handed down by the Joint Complaint Bureau of the V. M. P. A.
last week, Ryan and Lee were directed to pay to the management
of tho United States Theatre Co.,
Hoboken, N. J., the sum of 1226.47.

I

Oeorge Morton I^evy. The action is
based on allegations of statutory
offences.
Alimony of $1,000 per
Nine
week is asked.
Standard
Publishers
The marital affairs of the Harts
Seek Society Membership.
have been in the courts on and off
for six years.
In 1915 Mrs. Hart
Nine of the standard music pubstarted proceedings through Max
Steuer, but the case was settled and lishers like Schirmer. Fischer, Fox
the couple became reconciled.
In et al., who do not deal with popular
1916, however, Edw. D. Drucker, music, have made application for
acting for the wife, started suit membe..-..iip in the American Society
again. This action was dropped be- of Composers, Authors and Pubcause the complainant condoned the lishers. Action on the applications

same time is still pending. JusThe property purchased by them
tice Newburger decided that the
week is located at 3325 York wife
was entitled
one-half of
Road, at Germantown avenue.
A Hart's property, alsoto that
she was
theatre in this location will draw
equally Interested in the Max Hart
largely from the fashionable disvaudeville agency. On appeal Justricts of Upper Cermnntown and
Chestnut Hill and the populated tice Ncwburger's decision was upheld, except as to the half interest
Oak Lane and Logan sections.
The sponsors of the house an- in the Hart agency, it being held
Since
were
The Junior houses
nounce that the prices will be "pop- the partnership was oral.

months.
kept going longer than usual, but

T1EUP OF COPYRIGHT

Notice of appearance was
returned by the defendant's counsel,
ex-Justice Townsend Scudder and

Altman.

PETE MACK
•

Jeff Davis, Keith booker, took hli
third degree in masonry at White*
stone Landing, N. Y., Tuesday night
of this week. A large delegation of
Palace theatre agents and booking
men wen* prcsent'at the* eeremonitii

flBrw™™ W-."

Friday, April

1,

VAUDEVILLE

1921

CANCELLED ON ADVERSE

FULL YEAR IN GREATER N. Y.

PROGRAM OF KEITH EXCHANGE

IS

—

Thirty- three weeks of vaudeville
within Greater New York is the
promise of the Keith office by
This takes in the
Labor Day.
Keith, Moss and Proctor theatres,
all under the control of the Keith
organization. It does not include
With return bookings it
repeats.
will be possible for acts to appear
for a solid year within the confines of the five boroughs.
The increase in theatres is de signed to open up to vaudeville big
names which have refused bookings principally because of the rigIt is expected by
ors of travel.
Keith executives to attract new
faces and names from the legitimate and concert field. It will be
possible to offer such attractions
20 to 25 weeks of big houses only,
with the eastern cities of Philadelphia, Boston, Washington and Bal-

INCOME TAX EXEMPTIONS

ARE DRASTICALLY CURTAILED

Gibbs and Caldwell Waited a
Year for Manager.

and Picture Start Overdid

Operatic
Alexander Pantages was served High Salaried
j
an action for $6,000 damages by
the "business expense" Proposition Last
Frederick Goldsmith last week actExemptions Denned in Statement.
ing for Gibbs and Caldwell ^who alleged breach of contract. The cause
for action dates back two years, the
are not allowable any more than a
PLAYLETS SET turn waiting the western vaudeville i8 due April an d returns and pay- banker, broker or business man can
in New York ment must be made, in accordance make deductions for daily auto exmanager's
presence
Four Given at Punch and Judy Go
with the law, on or before the date penses in riding to and from pribefore starting suit.
Into Vaudeville.
Many male and
mentioned. "Business expenses" of vate business.
The act was given a contract for professionals, as regards exemptions, feminine stars, particularly in ths
The four Glare Kummer playlets 26 weeks' looking on the Pan time
picture
business,
report
will be drastically curtailed this moving
which were given at special matLast year's returns, it is heavy expenditures for advance
through its general booker, Walter year.
inees at the Punch and Judy theatendency
publicity,
a
personal
light
representatives
to
brought
Though it had played in claimed,
tre where Miss Rummer's "Rollo's Keefe.
the part of many high salaried to newspapers, press agents, posters
Wild Oat" is running, will air be Pantages houses before, the turn on
and photographs, display window
stars, according to a statement is
seen in vaudeville. "The Choir Re- opened in Detroit where it was
8Ued Dy t h e New York State Income cards and other forms of publicity.
hearsal" with Salley Fisher, the only given notice, discontinuing PanTax Bureau, at Albany, to go the These are allowable deductions, if
one of the sketches which had been tages bookings after the following limit in scheduling "business. The reasonable and necessary,
as they
produced prior to the special mat- week, which was in Cleveland. Gibbs padding out of "business expenses" come under the heading of 'business
inees reopened on the Keith time and Caldwell allege Keefe gave as a
in their New York State income tax expenses.'
this week.
reason for the cancellation that he returns, it is said, was found to exist
"Professional people are also per"Bridges" and "The Robbery" will had received a bad report from more in the motion picture and mitted to deduct a reasonable
sura
be sent out as Keith office acts. Cleveland* The act, "Via the Gas operatic end of the show business for entertaining, actual expendiThe productions have already been Route," had been used by them for than in the other divisions.
tures for paint and powder, wigs,
made by Miss Kummer. "Chinese a number of seasons. The CleveState Comptroller James A. Wen- stage and studio dresses, blank
Love," the fourth turn may not go land house's manager is said to have
dell explains in detail Just what may cartridges, where guns are used In
on until the fall. A singer of op- reported they "should have taken
be listed as "business expenses" stage productions, and commissions
eratic ability is required.
gas sooner."
and which are not allowable In the for plays. No deductions are per*
Miss Kummer received offers from
m it ted for travel by private railfollowing statement:
a Shubert representative for the
road
car
and
expenses
for
Motor Car Expenses.
playlets but refused to hold them
RHINE ZONE CIRCUIT
physicians,
specialists,
gifts
and
A more detailed definition of tips,
'off until next season.
shoes, slippers, stockings, hairwas made
expenses'*
Y. M. C. A. Has Two Weeks of "business
dressing,
manicuring,
chiropody,
necessary through the recent audit
Camp One-Nighters.

Contemplates Repeats and* Some Split Weeks
Bookers Propose to Go After Big Names on
Strength of Long Metropolitan Engagement*

[Thi*
c

N. Y,

REPORT, ACT SUES PAN

Year—

in

KUMMER

^

[

1

]

.

(

1

i

timore added.
Many of the new houses added to
the books are in the outlying sections of the greater city. They will
to your neighcamptign of publicity.
The biggest acts used will be also
booked into those houses. Though
for the most part the neighborhood
houses whl be split weeks, the Im-

''bringing

Broadway

borhood"

of such
strong bills posSome standard acts will be
sible.
able to play most of the smaller
splits and for such turns the wider
range of the New York time will be

mense seating capacities

make

theatres will

applicable.

The Bronx
houses by

will

fall.

RAY BAILEY RECOVERED.

have four Keith

The present Royal

at 149th street will be the furthest
Whether the latter will
south.
continue the present full week policy or assume that of the others
which will take the policy of the
Coliseum six acts and a feature
pl6turc—has not been determined.
The new Fordham is the first of
the additional trio in the Bronx. It
opens April 14, using the same admission scale as applies to the
other big splits, 75 cents top during
the week and $1 top for Saturday
and Sunday. The other two houses
will be the Atlas, a 3,500-seater, at
Prospect avenue and 169th street
and the Grant at Tremont and
Webster avenues. Both houses are
said to entail a building cost of
Two of the Bronx
$1,000,000 each.
additions will carry the Moss name.
The new houses in Brooklyn lead
off with the new Orpheum, which,
with a 20-story office building is
being built at a cost of $3,500,000. It
will replace the present Orpheum.

Potter
Charles
Thring) returned to

new

week

split

will

.

bility that several of the Loew-A-H
theatres will Inaugurate a full week
policy in the larger cities which

come with

the Boro Park and will be added to
Keith Brooklyn list of vaudeville
theatres which take in the Bushand
wick,
Prospect
Flatsush,
Oreenpoint.
Another booking will
be added with the Columbia, Far

camp theatres, with the turn playHas Become Elastic
ing a different stand each night. In
After the enactment of the Income
two weeks thus it completes the
with the single exception of San "circuit" but can repeat from four Tax Law;, the Bureau issued a ruling for the guidance of thousands
Francicsco are at present playing tcV e] ght times around if suitable.
of resident theatrical, motion picsplit-weeks.
1

NEW LOEW

JOB FOB TEXAN

March SO.
Harry VanDenmark has become
manager of the Prince theatre and
Houston.Tex.,

South Texas representative of the
Interests.
C. A. McFarland,
former manager of the Prince, takes
over the management of the Zoe
and Liberty and will assist Frank
Shea as city manager of the South-

Loew

I

ern Enterprises.

Carlyls

Black well,

ths

IN.

salaries in Amerand England before the war,
work for almost nothing hi their

picture

ica

own country.
in
The fluctuating exchange rate
vaudeville in "Everyman's Sweetspeculate
heart," has left the act and started also permits the visitor to
rehearsals irf a new vaudeville ve- by buying up marks when very
into
them
exchanging
and
hicle. Fred Spear, the author of the low
former Blackwell act, will go out in English pounds when ths price
the piece, taking the former Black- ascends.
well role himself.
Clarice Thring (Mrs. Potter) was
star,

who has been appearing

compelled to remain in England
because of the illness of her father.
She will return to the States within
a month.
Potter will reenter the music
publishing business, having at one
time been professional manager for
the C. C. Church Music Co.

legitimate attractions during the
season.
Morrison's at Rockaway
Beach will continue. The Madison
will continue

Being paid in German marks Is
another funny experience for the
.English actor.
He needs a couple
of satchels or a wheelbarrow to
cart it away. The exchange rate is
270 marks to the English pound, and
English acta being so few and far
between they usually command a
Potter and Thring
fair stipend.
were the second English turn there
in six months.
Another odd thing to note Is the
way In which German troupe which

commanded high

STAB OUT—AUTHOR

Rockaway, which has been offering

and Monroe

with pic-

tures.

BLOOM BEATS

MEHLINGER & SANTLEY TEAM
POLICE.

Artie Mehlinger and Joe Santley
have teamed together and wlil offer
a "double'' on the. Keith time, open-

ssBeMSJsaaasss

"Midnite

—

Frolic" Opens
Ruling.

on

Court

!'

Santley was formerly
ing May "f
paired with Jack Norton while Mehin conjunction with
.in
act
linger did
George Myers and more recently
was seen in a "single" turn.
'

Chicago, March 30.
Ike Bioom's 'Midnite Frolic" reopens Saturday night under a court
ruling that the police cannot stop

The new combination will be under the direction of Charlie Mor-

or limit restaurants.
In the show will be I?>abelle
Jason, Dancing Humphreys, Pollad,
Amelda Victoria, Del Estes, Otella

rison of the

•>

HELENE "SMILES" DAVIS
Returned to u. s. after playing 24
boys "over there" and
Jim and Betty Morgan have been weeks for ths
playing here consecutively ever since
signed by Flo Ziegfeld for the
weeks. The 24 weeks were for
for
"Midnight Frolic" atop the New the boys and the II ereeks were f<>i
ApistenUtm Hoof.
The team will Miss Davis: but she wishes it Were
<»p"n Monday njgbt for** run of 15 the reverse. With 16 weeks playing

MORGANS ON ROOF.

M

Th< y are of vaudeville.

Ray Hodgdon

office.

for

our boys.

PENNA. BILLBOARD TAX
BILL

TO BE MODIFIED

and circus perform-

ture, vaudeville*

which pro\ided that "an actor
would be entitled to deduct from
gross income the amounts expended
for costumes and other items of
wardrobe used for professional pur-

ers,

May Be Dropped on
Would

Plea

It

Injure Business.
Harrlsburg, March

30.

poses."

It is likely that the Dawson bill
interpretation of this ruling placing a tax of 10 cents a square
proved so elastic and perplexing th t foot on all billboards in Pennsylit has been found necessary to make vania will be modified or dropped.
publio an additio . to the original If it is amended the tax may be reruling declaring that reference to duced to 5 cents a foot, or there
costumes was intended to apply only may be a provision made for a tax
where the costume has a usable life on the gross receipts of the poster
companies.
of less than one year.
The bill was strongly opposed at
"The question of business deduca
public hearing here March 23,
professional
persons,"
said
tions of
Assistant Director Zimmer, Chief of when John Sullivan, New York, secthe Audit Division, today, "has bee i retary-treasurer of the National
one of our most perplexing prob- Association of Advertisers, said that
lems in the audit of returns of th' j It would not be a sound or economclass of professional people.
So ical policy for the State to levy a
many expense items of various kinds tax on the tools of a workman. The
from private cars to flowers are advertisements in newspapers, magincluded in the 1919 returns, '.at H azines, and on posters are the mass
is apparent some professional peo- salesmen of the Pennsylvania prople are not clear on what constitutes ducers. He said this State does not
allowable d.Juctions.
consume more than 8 per cent, of
"In the case of an actor or actress the $9,000,000 worth of products It
required to purchase costumes hav- turns out a year and to cut off the
advertising
ing a usable life of more than one factor
billboard
of
year, and operatic singers having would mean added expense to the
marketing his
a repertoire of standard roles which manufacturer
In
are sung from time to time, or in product.
any other case where costumes are
Pittsburgh,
Norrington,
Alfred
used exclusively in a business, the representing ths Pittsburgh Poster
deduction Is limited to a deprecia- Advertising Co., said that the tax
tion allowance only and not the would drive the poster men out of
I
the oiKMieas.
Furthermore*,
cost
original
as used means
l word
'c ostumes'
such n^ are used exclusively in i
J
PROTEST RADIO JAZZ.
busin< as.
San -Francisco, March 30
'In auditing returns, no deducThe Musicians Union has protions are allowed for modern clo' es
tested the use of the wireless teleor costumes which can be worn or
phone to carry music to privatt
!•"•<! outside of ths theatre or ir the

The

.

•

street.

Deduction!

car.

be

made

for

ostumes

of a period depicting the
Revolutionary days and Civil War
period, where crinoline skirts, bonnetl and costumes of a particular

•

Corday, Jack O'Malley, John Ryan
and chorus.
Bloom's is the best known night
life place in Chicago.

Weeks,

and taxlcabs.

(Potter

1

—

A

millinery

of 1919 returns of several celebrated

"This last Is given in detail for
and feminine screen artists, one of whom the reason that well-known picture
Dancer Discharged From Hospital
York last gave a list of expenses totaling and theatrical people have made the
New
After Long Illness.
week on the Olympic after several $75,000 for the year, while another common error of including ths
went her
months' tour of the English music stage and screen beauty
Ray Bailey has been discharged halls and afterward the Y. M. C. A. one better with expenses amounting items mentioned as business exfrom the Manhattan State Hospital,
These in- penses amounting to thousands of
There, they to more than $100,000.
circuit in Germany.
Ths
Central Islip, L. I., where she has
cluded the tidy sum of close to dollars in individual cases.
say, an English or American act,
practice should not be followed
been a patient for several months.
$50,000 for morning frocks, sport
is looked upon as a novelty and is
again
in
making
1920
returns
as
Miss Bailey was cured at the inclothes, shimmering gowns of silver
always spotted to close the show
stitution and discharged about two
and gold, and other stage and screen under the law such expenses cannot
else the? soldiers would walk out
be
allowed
(his class of taxpayers
weeks ago. She was formerly the
costumes bought in 1919, in addiminute the English-speaking
wife and partner of Dave Genaro the
tion to a fortune for motor car ex- any more than they can be allowed
the rest
(Genaro and Bailey), a standard offering were through. For
penses, furs, flowers, shoes, milli- to men and women not engaged in
bill, six at least were
vaudeville team of a decade ago. of an eight act
nery, hairdressing, tips and gifts, amusing the public. Including them
certain to be native German turns
press agents, entertainments, adver- as business deductions will lead to
of a "dumb act" nature running tising;
numerous items all future inconvenience and annoyance
MORE LOEW FULL WEEKS. mostly to acrobatics or midgets. A shaped uptheunder
the head of "busi- for taxpayers of the theatrical prosong and dance or piano turn is a ness expenses" with a charge for fession,
San Francisco, March 30.
when the returns are
While no definite announcement novelty.
corsets nearly as large as the yearly reached in due courss of audit."
has been made there is a probaThe circuit consists of fourteen income of the average New Yorker.

receive especial attention under a

dances and other affairs from som<
central point such as the Californis
theatre
has utilized. Ths radio
music is gradually doing away wits
the necessity for so many orchestras, according to the protest

Patty Must Pay.
John Vaughn secured judgment
by default against Patsy do Forest
(vaudeville) on a $175 check. The
latter refused to pay, claiming it
was a gambling debt. A check for

These COStumef
time are worn.
cannot he used off stage or out tide

improperly Ailed out
A motion to open the default Is
Robert C. Moore Is reppending.

Sunday papers
the
in
Bros. Great Western Cirof ths entire
dispose
pus," is to
Expenses el motor cars u
professional fersenajfi styling from property at publio auction la this
idie ,><>' on April 11.
.me to theatre or plctun

of picture studios, but

modern

'*r-

:.f

noon frocks and evening gOWfl can
the amount was originally made out he worn outside of ihe studio or
as
back
came
bnt.
theatre and therefore no deduct' n
by the defendant
being

resenting

Vaughn.

allowable.

is

'

I

•

I

-

SELLING
According
rarrled

Henry

HENRY

CIRCUS

JJoston, March 30.
advertisement
to an

VAUDEVILLE
AGENTS CHARGING OVER 5%

TO BE BARRED BY VJ. P. A.

TWO NEW

—

The Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association officially placed
itself on record at a meeting held

on Thursday, March

24,

that

any

agent or artists' representative
charging an act more than five per

cent of the

act's salary for

mana-

hereafter will be
barred from booking privileges in
all booking omceo supplying acts
gerial

services

for houses controlled by members
of the V. M. P. A.
Another official ruling laid down

by the V. M.

P. A. at last week's

BOOKED BY SIMMONS
Borough Park and Fordham
Opens in Early April.
will

supply the

new

the Keith office for the

bills for

the

Keith peejpfo

CHICAGO MONTHS

Memphis, March
Beginning

giving a series of

is

Sunday morning

religious

this city.

The following announcement was
and at the

distributed on the streets
theatre last week:

'

NEW

Brown and O'Donneli and the
Rials will play the Bushwick on the
The
bill the week of April II.

same

joint booking has been arranged to

give the Keith bookers an opportunity to witness a Joint travesty
which the two turns have been

showing for
theatres.

same

bills

five

weeks

in

Canadian

Joint booking on the
for next season depend

Marcus Loew Calls

"World's

Msy

with

15

Six

Acts and Film.

new Capitol,
Walter Reade's
Trenton, N. J., now building, will
May 15, playing six acts and
a feature picture, with bookings
by Fally Markus. The Capitol occupies the site of the old Taylor
Opera House. Reade will continue
to play a vaudeville and picture
policy in the Trent, which he also
controls,
after the Capitol getB
started, playing opposition to himself.
The Capitol will seat 2,500.
Reade is also building a new one
to play pop vaudeville policy in New
Brunswick.
This is to seat 2,800.
and will be ready about August 15.

open

WANT BROOKLYN

HOUSE.

favor to those who direct the Interstate houses because of her excellent treatment by them while playing their theatres.

on

the demurrer
scheduled for April 7.

"But, what follows?"
"That's all."
in the Metro Him is unlimited.
He calks it the world's
greatest picture.

Loew's Ave. B will have a ten
day festival beginning April 2 which
will take in the Jewish holidays.
The house will play special feature
attractions changed every day. In

The Shuberts have started negotiations with the Premier Amusement Co. of Brooklyn, which is addition to the regular show severecting a new theatro at Sutter eral Yiddish
turns have been seavenue and Hinsdale street, In the cured.
Brownsville section,

to secure the
house for vaudeville. The house.
which will not be completed until
Jan. 1, 1922, will have a seating
capacity of 3,100 and will play
vaudeville, whether being placed on
the Shubert books or not.

The Premier Amusement

Co. also
operates the Stadium, a straight
picture house, in the same section.

Leo Edwards Answers.
In Sybil Schwartz's $15,000 breach
of promise suit against Leo Edwards, songwriter, the latter has
filed answer generally donying all
allegations.
Mr. Edwards is a
brother of fhis and is connected
with Shapiro, Bernstein

&

Ce.

an act for 40 weeks or more.

It is

with the plans of the Keith
and Orpheum people to strengthen
the Chicago position by a consolidain line

tion of the bookings.
The transfer of the Juniors to the

New York headquarters together
with reports of a shortage of material oast the early part of the
season created a real famine in
Chicago and nearly rufhed the
western city as a booking center.
Acts that had never played or
sought
time
east
of
Chicago
swarmed into the metropolis, many
them securing routes from the

of

to the

-

t

COMPOSERS' MEETING
Next of Songwriters' Union Set for
April 4.

MAY

week.
Traveling
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road attractions and
feature pictures will be shown the
first three days of the week.
Five
acts will be played, booked through
the
Nixon-Nirdlinger
exchange,
Philadelphia.
The Apollo is one of the Crandall
string. The other Crandell house in
this section playing vaudeville is
the Strand, Cumberland Md., playing five acts on a split week policy.
The Apollo will take the first half
Strand bill Intact for the last half.
1

f

'

1»

m,

m*

HUB WANTS 5

'

inequitable.

The songwriters* organization in
recent letter to the members

its

emphasizes the pledge made by its
members, "to make no yearly con*
tracts or agreements with any concern or individual in the muslo
business until our own form of oon*
tract has been perfected."

SUMMER PARK

\
Ci

I

JH

RBr

.-*><

,'*£*

A

group of summer parks which
book open air acts regularly;
during the summer has been assemwill

bled by Harry Allen and will be
handled practically as a circuit,
covering seven weeks of time.
The group comprises Columbia
Park, North Bergen, N. J.; Starlight
Park, Bronx, N. Y.; White City,
New Haven; Capitol, Hartford;

Lakewood,

r«

Ov.

MORE

*y

Theatre Men in Arms Against
Proposed Tax Increase.
Boston,

B

*'

March

30.

Mayor Peters

recently appointed
committee to find some new
sources of revenue for the city. In
a report Just filed the committee

;

a
i

allows that among other things the
theatres
and
other
amusement
places should be taxed an additional five per cent., this percentage
tn
to bo paid to tho city.
This would make a tax of 15 per
By PAUL GERARD SMITH
cent
on the gross receipts of the
Miss Gibney uses her snappy whimIn theatrical circles it
sies to good effect and does a theatres.
little
athletic dancing.
She is was pointed out that the public
dressed straight and neatly. The would not stand for the tax, and
turn will do.
that if It was enforced it would be
JACK LAIT, Variety. the finish for theatres hero
'

MARION GIBNEY
By "PROXY"

Waterbury;

Riverside,

Rotan Point, Conn.;
Mid-City, Albany; Exposition, Quebec, Pa.; Waldameer, Erie, Pa.
The Bronx, Exposition opens
April 30 this year. It is under the
management of E. Whitwell.
Springfield;

i

GENTRY BROS. APRIL 4

i

P. C.

I

CIRCUIT

Seven Weeks Framed for Open Aff
Acts in the Esst.

Start

Circus
Tex.,

dfl
'

AVE. B FESTIVAL.

.

are to be Included.
These theatres and the Butter*
held string through Michigan will
enable the Chicago* office to route

office

His faith

FOR

fife
1

is

oft

Chi*
cage, several Keith houses now be*
ing' booked out of the New YqrTc,
to

BOOKED

for action.

Argument

switching

Orpheum houses

"The "Four Horsemen" opened
Saturday night to capacity, a fine
The next meeting of the Com*
audience attending. The local prices
are from 60 cents to $2, with the posers and Lyric Writers Protective
League
(songwriters
union)
is
as the railroads, hotels, preachers, higher-priced seats predominating.
scheduled for Monday, April 4 at
organists, musicians and ail others
are paid for the service they render
Keen's Chop House for the purpose
on Sundays.
SELLS-FLOTO
of discussing the report of the con*
"Present day themes are discussed
tract committee.
The latter, con*
in these Sunday morning sermons,
SYRACUSE
26 slstlng of Gene Buck, George W<
which somo call 'lectures,' because
Meyer and Joe McCarthy, met at
Mr. Clark is a Christian who takes
Nathan Burkan's office last Friday.
tho 'Golden Rule* Beriously, and
does not think it necessary to try First Show Up *Sta*e— Ahead They have submitted a standard
royalty contract to the M. P. P. A.
to convert the Jew, the Hindu, Moof Rinqlings.
who rejected it on the ground some
hammedan, or any other religionist,
of the clauses and stipulations were
to his belief.

LIVINGSTON CASE UP.
In the action against John J.
Livinpston, the agent, on the charge
of violating the agency employment
law by exacting more than five ppr
cent,
commissions, Frederick E.
Goldsmith, as counsel for the defendant, demurred to the complaint
on the grounds of Inafltetea*. eat***

In addition to the
the Junior

Greatest Picture."

.

Opens

and

Jrs., Butterfield

Others Grouped.

western Keith and Orpheum
houses in and around Chicago is
going to work out to the advantage
of all concerned, according to the
Chicago, March SO.
sponsors of the new arrangement.
All speculation regarding Marcus
The eastern act will find routes
Loew's purpose in renting the La easier to obtain, the bookers will
Salle from Comstock & Gest for 6 be enabled to use more discriminamonths ceased when Loew, was tion in the selection of acts with
asked about it on his arrival here. the bills benefiting thereby, and the
He seemed surprised.
western turn will find plenty of
" 'The Four Horsemen of the Apowork in home territory.
calypse,' " he answered.
It

on the showing.
Brown and O'Donneli are a twoman talking and singing turn. The
Syracuse, March 30.
"All the religious literature of the
Rials are acrobats. The former in- world is drawn upon
Advance representatives of the
for illustravade tho stage at the completion of tions and inspiration. Mr. Clark
Circus conferred with
is Sells-Floto
barred from any one office should the Rials' regular turn when the a friend to Man and to' all Institu- city officials Wednesday prior to sebo barred from all offices; and after travesty is staged.
tions that help provide for the ne- curing permit for circus, which will
somo discussion, it was unanicessities, comforts and happiness of pay its annual visit to Syracuse,
mously voted that the association
May 26.
mankind.
PETROVA TO OPEN IT.
is to make a thorough InvestigaThe circus this year Will have
"If you have no other place to go
tion In any case where it is inWill Head First Bill-at New House on Sunday mornings, you are in- three rings, the peynlt costing $300
formed or has reason to believe that
per
day, or $100 for each ring. It
vited to hear him at the Pantages
in Dallas.
any agent is not conducting himwill be the first circus to visit Syratheatro at 11 o'clock."
self or his business in a strictly
cuse this year.
Olga Petrova, who some time ago
legitimate and ethical manner, and finished her tour over tho Orpheum
NICK ADAMS' BETUBN.
if such investigation warrants the
circuit and was reported as not to
suspension of the agent under be seen again until next fall in a
Nick Adams, of the old team of CHANGING APOLLO POLICY.
suspicion,
the association is to dramatic production of her own, has Yorke and Adams, pioneer Hebrew
notify all booking offices with which accepted a date to play for one week comedians,
returns to American West Virginia House to Divide
Week with Vaudeville.
it. Is affiliated and the agent will be
at the opening of the new vaude- vaudeville with a comedy sketch
barred from doing business with all ville house in Dallas, Texas, during shortly
entitled
"Vindicated."
Marti
nsburg, W. Va,, March 30.
of them.
the week of April 11. H. B. Mari- Adams is supported by a company
The Apollo, this city, will undergo
of three.
nelli is handling the feminine star.
a change of policy beginning the
It was said
that Mme. Petrova
week of March 28, when vaudeville
TRENTON'S ALL READE'S undertook tho engagement as a
will be installed the last half of the
Capitol

IN

eastern bookers.
The return of these western acts

services

sponsored by Rev. William E. Clark,
minister of the First Unitarian

Church of

FOR "HORSEMEN" FILM

Sunday Pan-

Easter

tages theatre

30.

Orpheum

under their direction,

last.

1

j

to vaudeville

Borough Park Theatre, acquired by

"Mr. Clark Is a preacher who beThe above rulings were unaniCortelyou was formerly press
mously agreed upon by the V. M. agent of the Majestic and entered lieves that God wants us to laugh,
and
is pleased with those who make
P. A. membership, the meeting fol- the Simon agency as representing
lowing the annual dinner of the or- the interests of the late Charles E. us laugh. He Is not in sympathy
with
the movement against what
ganization
and being especially Kohl. He has been with the agency
called to take official action on the about eight years. During that time some are pleased to call 'commermatters decided upon. The rule re- it became the largest licensed cialized amusements'; because he
believes that all people should be
lating to attaching an act's salary vaudeville agency in the West.
also covers the attaching of bagThe parting was entirely friendly paid for their work, when that work
la a profession, whether it is done
gage, scenery, etc.
all around.
on Sunday or any other day of the
It Is pointed out in the statement
week. And so long as there are
issued by the V. M. P. A. that both
JOINT BOOKING IDEA. those who want amusements on
artist and agent have s> tribunal in
Sunday, he believes that the people
the V. M. P. A. and N. V. A, by
which to settle and adjust any dif- Rials and Brown and O'Donneli who provide amusements should be
Travesty.
Frame
paid for the service rendered, Just
ferences that might arise, and it
resolved that hereafter consideration should be given only to
those who co-operate with the principles of the two organizations, V.
M. P. A. and N. V. A. Those who
go outside to settle their differences
at the inconvenience of the artist
and manager will hereafter have no
support from these two organizations or the managers thereof, the
statement says.
The attention of the assembled
managers was called to the fact by
A Pat Casey that some time ago it
vhad been agreed that any agent who
was for good and sufficient cause

active in vaudeville production this
spring than for several seasons.
Five "produced" turns are being
readied for showing. Eddie Dowling, formerly a single, will return

CHURCH

withdrawal,

WEEKS BOOKED

be more

1

A. houses.

was

will

FRANCHISE

meeting was in effect that any
agent or artists' representative attaching an act's salary for alleged
indebtedness for managerial services unless the matter at Issue had
first been placed before the V M.
P. A. will be likewise barred from
booking privileges on tht floor of
any agency booking for V. M. P.

1921

CHICAGO NEXT SEASON

son—Josephine Victor Starred.

Lewis and Gordon

BERT CORTELYOU GETS

OWN

1,

Planning Big Acts for Spring Sea-

featurJ .g a turn called "The Cycle
The of Love." which is described as a
week.
Borough was built by Levy Broth- sketch with music. The acV will
ers, and is located in the Borough have six "episodes" and will carry
Park section of Brooklyn, occupy- eight persons. Being prepared now
ing a plot embracing the corners of is
a satire called "Juliet and
Fifty-first street, New Utrecht and Romeo," in which Josephine Victor
Twelfth avenues.
will be starred. The turn was writThe seating capacity is 2,500. It ten by Maystaff Gribble, author of
will play a split week policy, six "The
Outrageous Mrs. Palmer."
HIS
acts and a feature picture, two a
To follow is "The Chinese Blue
day, with pop prices prevailing.
Plate," a phantasy by Jack Arnold.
Opening has been set for Thursday The turn will have six persons.
Also
Quits Simon Agency to Book evening, April 7. Simmons will also being readied
is a one act version of
book the new Keith's Fordham,
for Himself.
the former Cohan & Harris comedy,
which opens April 14, with a sim"Young America." It will be called
ilar policy.
"Chickens," and is the court room
Chicago, March 30.
scene from the play.
Bert W. Cortelyou, member of the
I N PAN THEATRE.
Simon Agency, has withdrawn from
that agency to form his own. He Memphis
House Hat Sunday Morn- 6
was granted a western Keith office
ing Religious Exercises.

and W. V. M. A. franchise and will
engage a floor man, acting himself
as general manager of the new
agency, which will bear his name.
John and Irvin Simon will continue to operate the Simon organization. John assuming in addition
to his own duties the office management made vacant by Cortelyou's

•

LEWIS & GORDON ACTIVE. 40

KEITH POPS

Danny Simmons

Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association Takes
Official Action to Curb Excess Commission Evil
Agents Attaching Acts to Lose Privileges.

Priday, April

Season In Houston,'
Winter Quarters.

Houston, Tex., March 30.
Gentry Brothers' shows, making
their winter quarters here, will
open their season April 4 at the local
circus grounds under the direction
of the newly-created Recreation and
Community Service Department of
the city.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
Harry Rose, with Georgie While
new "Scandals" production.
Dolly Lewis with Leigh De Lacy

for the

and

Co.

in

"One

Born

Every

Minute."

Vivian Martin, "First Night Out"
(Shuberts). Montagu Love, "The
Tenth Man" (Frederick Stanhope).
Violet Heming, "Sonya" (KUW

i

Friday, April

!W

VAUDEVTCEE

1W1

1,

TOMATO FALLS HARD

ADMISSION TAX RULING

NEW DEAL GIVES CHICAGO
MORE BOOKING THAN EVER

FOR WOMAN'S RIGHTS

SAVES PARK

$23,000

A YEAR

Cos

Finds

Impost on Joint Ticket for Man and Woman 7 Cents
Against 10 Cents for Admissions Sold Separately

—Revenue

Collector O.

BaUimdre,' March

One

of the

HornoII,

sions on admission taxes since the
revenue law of 1918 became effective
has been secured here In favor of

the management of Liberty Heights
Park, the largest amusement resort

The matter was

in

dance hall at the
rk where admission for men is 55
oents. which includes war tax of
five cents and hat check for the
same amount. Women's tickets are
priced at 30 cents, with similar tax
and hat check charge. The management, however, sold a ticket admitting both lady and gentleman
for 85 cents, the tax change being
set down at 7 cents, with 10 cents
This plan
going to hat checks.
sayed the park 3 cents on each double ticket sold, which made a difference of $23,000 last season in
favor of the park.
The dance pavilion at the park
did a gross business last season of

The management was un-

$105,000.

decided whether the Internal Revenue Department would confirm the
correctness of the management's
theory on the matter of admission
taxes and the case had been under
advisement since then. The collector here suggested the park submit
the plan in brief. That was done
two weeks ago, the reply being fav-

The correspondence was:

orable.

Baltimore, Mil.

March

7,

1921.

Collector of Internal Revenue,

Custom House,
City.

Dear

Sir:

In selling admission tickets to
a certain amusement in this park,
I propose to sell a ticket to the
This ticket
gentleman for 55c.
will represent 45c. for admission,
5c. war tax, and 5c. for a hat
check. To the ladies, I propose to
sell a ticket for 30c, which will
represent 20c. for admission, 5c.
for war tax, and 5c. for hat check.
I also propose to sell a ticket
admitting a couple, lady and gentlemen, for 85c This would be

68c admission, 7c war
10c hat check.

K/s Procedure.

March

12,

I couldn't
for bear.
get it at all for in all my experperience I had never run into a
woman fighter who could punch her
way out of a paper bag. I've seen
lady ball clubs and lady wrestlers
that was fair, but never had any of
them that could finish better than
second in a contest with a man, so
warned Tomato not to cut loose
as we both might get jugged for
violatin the Mann act or somethin.

After a few minutes this dame
stepped out in loose blouse and
knickerbockers and we put the
I told Togloves on them both.
mato to fiddle around the first round
until we got a line on what this
Jane was tryin to do. I expected
that she would stop the bout in the
middle of a round and start takln

1921.

Carlln,

up a

MOSNEIt, (Signed

thin happened.

far this system can be made
to apply to other classes of admissions is not yet clear, but the idea

number

\

Where

ASK* MAIL FI.YKKS

—

weeks more than he has now. with
the Butterfleld Circuit remaining in
his office, intact and expanding, besides.

In the conference in New York
the policy of the Keith interests
clearly indicated that Humphrey's
territory will be kept up and increased to maintain the pace of the

Western Vaudeville Managers' Association, as there Is a great deal of

interchange between these agencies

and it is the put-pore of
the Keith institution that its branch
shall have as much time as possible.
To this end, and to further exprc:
the confidence of the eastern officials in the efficiency and standing
of Humphrey, he will be given this
season
the
Palace,
Cincinnati;
in routing,

Dayton;

Keith's,

Park,

Fountain

Ferry

Romona

Park,

Louisville;

Grand Rapids; Highland Park.

Si.

Louis. Humphrey takes these over
on April 28. There will he others

as well.
Joy prevailed among the lieon d
agents
at
the
news that the.
Orpheum, Jr., bookings are to be
returned in toto to the Chicago
sheets. Little significance is placed
here on the innovation of having a
representative in the East, as this
representative will report to Chicago and take his instructions from
Chicago, and will, therefore, not he
an important figure in original book-

ing of acts

John
of

Xash.

J.

the

business manager
returned with

association,

Asher Levy. Humphrey and Bdd'o

Hayman.
interested

Hayman, who

in

heavily

in the Kodzle. and who
heavy on his hands, which

injunction suit
against Jerome H. Remick & Co.. are "itching for thow business. " Ls
arising over "Avalon," is being set- said to Iimvc sought a frunchh
as
tled out of court. The Harms com- an
agent.
This ha.s noi
».;
n
pany charged that the lyric of the definitely settled.
"Avalon" number was really written by Bud G. Dc Sylva, who is under contract to them, although the
ACTS.
eredited authors of the song are Al
Pete Murray. Hattle Harlow and
Jolson and Vincent Rose. Another
suit by the Ricordl Co. against Kd. Met h»n an. singing, comedy and
Remick alleging infringement of piano.
copyright on tneir "Da Tosca" opera
"Margie" miniature musical romis still pending and may also be dis- .edy 4 people.
(Harry Suuhcr.)
posed of amicably out of court, acHomer Lind has in pi*BjMlnHnn
>

<

NEW

cording to report.

a "dramatic musical revue" in the
form of a sketch employing n!g
Jean Bedlnis "Peek -a -Boo," which people, called "The Man of Yc i«ropens for a summer run at the Co- day."
lumbia on May 16. is a specially
J. Herbert Frank, who reei ntly
written burlesque.
Harry Archer
composed the score and P. D. Cook returned from England, is content*
did the lyrics. Leo Feist, Inc., are
publishing the music, and, f<
the
first time in the history of burlesque, the production music will be
sold in the lobby and in music stores
as with regular Broadway musical

plating entering vaudeville.
Robert
Pitkin,
who reeeat y
closed with "Flora Dora," is framing an act for vaudeville.
Lillian Berse, who retired from
the stage some time ago, is to re*
turn In a new act by William R.
i'riedlander and Will Hough e i-

rangers' Protective Association." It
will be more of a fraternal order

Anutol Fricdlander.
"Oh, Hectoy." a production a -t
with six people written hv W. •:.
Fricdlander and Will Hough.
Tommy Gordon, who Is doing ;i

than anything

meetings to be
held impromptu for the mutual henollt of arrangers.
A definite minimum price for making an orchestration, piano parts, etc., will he deelse,

cided upon.

single, will shortly show a
act, with Anna Mayo.

time givin the electrician the office
to douse the lights for a second. As
soon as the house darkened
reached under the drop and stuck
Tomato's dome right in the bucket,
He comes to like a flash and
whispered to him quirk what he Was
up against. The eleetrieian turned
on lie- lights again and Tomato got

MISS

BUDDY WALTON

and woman's ticket figures 10 cents,
The stage will lore one of its dain- up off the floor and tore at that
»ut combined into one ticket there
tiest entertainers if the War DeIs only 7
eents p;iid the collector, partment at Washington pa ta
fa- Jain- like she w.is Airs, .lack Demp* s explained
In about a half a second he
In the correspondence* vorably on the application for ad- sey.
iaU.u ll«i»hts Park is controlled mission to the Government Air Mail had her OUt cold. The Joint was in
Miss
Buddy
Walton,
[•> Thomas l. Keating,
of
uproar,
i walked over arid grabbed
a
John .». Car- Service
lln and
from her home her by the hair braid to turn her
Political friend'
C, S. Rose.
Improvements
anxious
In pul across the
to cost
State
are
over and the hair come off in m>
$100,009 are being made, the
first tr til lofty Cor l.'nclc Ham's Poscomii.:; season
It was a
Bhe was a he.
hat.ds.
to offer new tides.
tal liepartment.
r '<>ast.
;,„,, ••r, m " ,, on
.
Tll(>
a(
nmv doing lie friend of Cuthbert's from an acrolH
Miss
Walton
r :r
They tried to fume us
batic net.
tetlon grossed 1150.000 last
i (1 single.
>rplu nm lour
.

,.

.

tr-

new

lOdgar Mason and lea belle Moore,
Witmark Music Co. has accepted formerly of "Broadway Brcvitte "
'Heaven Is Like Dixie" and "No in "School Is Over."
slid down to the Moor like an empty One" from .lack tttrarnand Clarence
.lames B. Carson's old "To Ba or
.-aek.
Marks for their catalog. Jerome II. Not
To Be" act will be put i-ut
i conld sea our dough takln wings
Kemick has accepted "Persianna"
dashed behind the drop from "The Love lards'' hv the same again by Laurence Schwab in comWhen
Jwwi-liar. with Jiock ;>£'<-& -Crfcei,
:lh~
.""fliers.
rasr
The
pais
a
u>#£*Wiuf.
with a miMie"? of w atwn t the hitta*

,

(

I

miniature
lets."

comedy, "Chic-

musical

H< rBUSS*1

to include io people, for

man

Becker, the producer.

and

Parker are

turn.

Barry's

They
new

to

also

head the now
authored Clara

monolog written for him by

Harry
"single"
to

cop tho

forfeit

Jack

we would pull
was up against a

figurin
lie

if

skirt.

I

got

I

I.

Sykes

is

having

written for him by

a

v

in

Eddie
in

tk

song and talk cycle by lidly CllftiSt
Dorothy lingers and Bar] Pinpry,
two-act.

Nord and Belmont, female lmjn
tons tors.
Sally Fields, formerly Ton wax ;»r d
-

(

fields, single.

iii< r.

lb

II.

the (Jlobe "colyumist."

we had up. Madden (Lew (lolder).
Moss and Clark, mixed team
we thought

hep as soon as she let drive that
right hook for no woman that ever
So I'm
lived could sock like that.
IhoUgh with him no matter if have
to play center field myself this sum-

:

Jaffea, who did the "mother''
role originally featured.
Mr. Carson is due to open shortly In a new

Ada

Phillips,

act.

I

JOI1

n

).

The dame suddenly

I

of ap-

there are two
general admission as at
the park the plan will hold.
Sold
separately the tax on a single man's

TJ'

—

..v;.

!

How

plications.
prices of

it as a
factor in vaudeville bookings, bigIt has 'been for years, and
potentially a power which will command huge influence in the vaudeville world.
Far from cutting down or even
out, as was threatened the western
Keith office here, C. S. ("Tlnk")
Humphrey will have at least •

ger than

llnds time

Harms

T. B.

30.^

crisis,

I

>

Collector:

suggests itself to a

The

.

shot out a right hook that copped
Tomato on the jaw and dropped him
flatter than a pan cake.
lie fell tip
against a drop hangin' "two" and

Collector.

*VT>{HV

something or

I was
tinued through the second.
beginnin to figure where I stood
if the girl went the distance with
500 fish up as a forfeit when some-

JOSHUA W. MILKS.
"

for

middle of April.

Chicago, March

Chicago came out of its
which threatened to destroy

The first round was as tame as
a Bronx house cat after she has inhaled about two quarts of* milk.
Tomato would feint and this dame shows.
would warp her self up in her arms
Charles M. Smith, the arranger, is titled "Sweethearts." She formerly
and give a frightened little squeal
This con- seeking to organize a "Music Ar- appeared in "Sweeties'' and with
that was real comical.

Respectfully yours.

D.

collection

other.

inst., in reference to the various
prices for admission together with
tax on hat check charges, will say
that these prices are properly set
forth in your letter. Each ticket
of admission of the three different classes should bear each separate price and the total of the
three charges, that is, the established
price of the admission
charge, the amount of tax paid,
the amount of hat check paid and
the total.

R

him

come loaded

Liberty Heights Park,
Park Heights Ave., and Reistertown Blvd.
Baltimore, Md.
Dear Sir:
In answer to yours of the 7th

Per

did for that bird takln

.

Baltimore. Md.,
J.

I

out of a show and transformin him
from a female impersonator icto a
season. A new open air "ctrcoreal honest to' goodness ball playvaudeville" theatre is also being
er. Why the poor tramp was about
Ben Klttredge is now associated
built, it to have a policy of five acts.
ready to make a hole la a lake with the professional staff of Chas.
Each turn will be booked for two when I rescued him, and the first K. Harris. Klttredge at one time
weeks, with two or three hew fea- chance
he gets he tries to stick the was on the writing staff of McCarthy A Fisher, but resigned to
tures weekly.
harpoon into me.
concentrate on his dental studies.
The stage will measure 80 by 110
and
as
We're
playin
this
slab
He
expects to practice next fall.
feet.
The apron will hold a new
usual I make my speech from the
feature, that of a water tank with a
Charles
Roy Cox, formerly presi"sinking ring" which is designed for stage offerin 500 smackers for any dent of the Buckeye Music
Pub. Co.
one who can stay six rounds with
a special water pantomime.
Last
of
Columbus,
O., is now associated
"Tomato." You know the rackett,
season's attendance averaged from
with the Song Shop Co. in the same
if you get a tough one you frame
city.
30,000 to 60,000 daily. Frank Wirth
with the spot light.guy to turn the
will be in charge of the vaudeville
light in the saps' eyes so he oant
Remlck has accepted "Glances"
bookings.
see, and then all "Tomato" has to by Eugene West and Otis Spencer.
do is crash him on the ledge and
ENGAGEMENTS.
The A. J. Stasny Music Co. has
collect.
taken over all rights to Weaver &
Stanley Jessup, "Two Little Girls
I make my usual beef and we
in Blue."
Harrison's "Arabian Moon," which
Mabel Brownell has signed Corliss draw the uaual asuortment of bo- the Chicago publishers put out
Giles as leading man and Philip hunks and set-ups who think they originally.
Leigh as the juvenile to support her can fight after readin the sportin
The Florentine Music Co., a west
in stock this summer at the Victory page.
Everythin is lovely up to
theatre, Dayton, Ohio, opening April Tuesday night when we seem to coast publishing firm, has disposed
18.
You know I of the rights to their "A Havana
run out of clients.
Alice Maison, Allan Feagan and always make a crack about "If Moon" to Will Rosslter.
Robert Pitkin have been signed by
lady in the house that
Southern Enterprises, consisting
Gerald Bacon for leading roles in there's any
the new musical comedy, "Princess wants to box with Tomato, step of a chain of picture houses south
It's always a sure fire of the Mason-Dixon line, has signed
Virtue," which will open out of town right up."
laugh from the lady yokels who with the Society of Composers, Aushortly.
Charles Purcell left the cast of think it to comical for anything. thores and Publishers for the en"The Rose Girl" Saturday night, Tuesday night after my speech and tire circuit. This enables them to
being replaced by Robert Halliday.
no offerings for the slaughter I play and sing all copyrighted music
Violet Kemble Cooper and Jane start to stall to give some of the controlled by the society.
Cooper for important roles with grocery clerks time to collect their
Fred Steele, formerly Boston and
and John Barrymore in
Ethel
crack Chicago manager for Fred
Michael Strange's new play, "Clair courage and I pull my wise
Fisher,
Inc., has resigned from the organde Lune," opening at the Empire about the ladles.
ization
and
is
in
town.
April
18.
He
is dowhen
theatre
Can you imagine how I felt
Shannon, supporting Guy a swell lookin doll trips down one ing some work for the Jack McCoy
EfTle
Hates Post in "The Masquerader." of the aisles and climbs up on the Music Publishing Co. McCoy was
formerly professional manager for
Helen Freeman, "The Tenth Man"
stage say in, "I'd love to try It." I Fisher in New York. Otis
(Stanhope).
Spencer
Tom Lewis denies that he has nearly fell into the leader's lap and has also resigned from Fisher's
signed to appear in "The Right figured she was some stage struck staff, and is associated with McCoy
local frail lookin for free publicity, is "plugging" his new "Somebody's
Girl."
Charlotte Granville, "The^ Tenth but she insists she want to put or. Sister" number, which he wrote in
Man" (Stanhope).
the gloves and asks where would collaboration with Eugene West.
A. Barbour Halliday, "The Rose she prepare for the "fray." Tomato
Girl."
Percy Hemus, the American bariand lampLynn Overmann, "First Night is waitin in a bathrobe
tone, recently closed contracts to
in this dame like he's hypnotized.
Out."
make
records for the Olympic Disc
I led her back stage to an empty
Record Corporation, a new concern
drcssln room and was followed a controlled by the Remington Typesecond later by her maid who was writer people.
The first Olympic
totin a suit case.
They sure had records will be released about the

Please advise me if this complies with the law, and In particular as to the hat check. There
will be no other charge for checking hats and I want to insist that
every hat be checked.
Please advise me if charging 7c
war tax for a couple is right.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) JOHN J. CARLIN.

John

"link" Humphrey Gets Four New Houses and Parks
e— Feel Eastern Representative Will Mean Little—Eddie Hayman Seeks Franchise.

I'm off Cuthbert for life and after you hear what ha triad to pull
on ma you'll be too.
Yon know

and

tax,

March M.

MUSIC MEN.

$0.

moat interesting deci-

in this section.
station to the

Nothing

Dear Chicks

what
'

There's

Fair About the Sex.

^-«

gards to the mob.

Your

old

id«-

I

.

;<

'

••

Con,

Thais IfcGranc and tf Killer Kent
by Rdwin
in a fro mo tic sueteh
Burke.

,

:**#?

Friday, April

8

Chicago

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE
PALACE, CHICAGO.
Chicago. March

30.

Not a bloomer in this nhow. No- th<* hit catalog.
Hyams and MeTntyre are breakbody can understand the relief in
the black heart of one of those per- ing their cute daughter into the
sons called ••critics" when he can profession with a wee moment at
down to his typewriter and th* start. Sho looks like her mothsit
know that ho doesn't have to say er did; In fact, her mother still
The child's voice is not
any unpleasant things about pleas- does.
strong, probably because of selfant people. Therefore
but her charms arc
consciousness,
most
the
left
W-illiam Gaxton
Oaxton, re- cl< arly visible and her future is poglowing impression.
has many
•Wlaybloom"
Junior
tential.
"The
Sketch,
peating in Big
Partner," tore into the aft oci ions of
the mob in manner not usual to
sketch performers; had he run a
routine of sure- lire song and dance
numbers he couldn't have gotten
them more quickly nor more solidGaxton combines in a rare dely.
gree a talent for legitimate comedy
portrayal with Man o' War •peed,
hoakum, biff-bang "business" and
likeable juvenile propensities; back
this with manly appearance and
wardrobe cannily aimed to be undudish. and you have a homespun
hero plus a knockout comedian plus
a specialty entertainer. The sketch
has improved vastly. Somebody—
probably Gaxton— has made a good
The
author of Rupert Hughes.
turn, in No. 3, usually the smoking
or sleeping period, went rousing
and finished to a whizz-bang ova-

more laughs than It had, when it
was first teen hereabouts. The director is one of them he conducts

—

Miss Melntyre's kid song as though

But
it were a Wagnerian episode.
Johnny contributes many more by
his punehy method and his polite
Garpersonality. Three curtains.
cinetti's Baboons closed to an aland
amusement
for
most full house,
Loit.
favorable comments.

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
Chicago, March 30.
Vera Gordon, the headliner, can
be credited with the capacity business. It was a case of come early

late. The entire show was
big time vaudeville, run off with
The Four Lamy
rattling speed.
Bros.' easting act, with some sensational,, "throws" and "catches," gave
tion.
and the show a flying start. Claude
returned
Gaxtdn
Later
Golden has the assistance of a very
clowned with the Cameron Sisters. good straight man, Golden doing the
act
quiet
He yanked that sweet but
plant and then coming on the stage
Into the riot class by wrestling with for his running comedy talk and
the brunette and playing duet with card manipulations.
On too early
the pianist. The Camerons, classy to get its full share of comedy value,
and smooth as ever, had a mishap but, as the bill was laid out, there
mid-way in the work, but Edwin was no other position possible.
Weber, their ready pianist, covFord Sisters, with their own scenered it up handily. Leo Beers, also, ery and orchestra of Ave. put over a
had a disturbing element. His walloping hit. The girls have added
lights went flooey and It seemed to a Japanese number that dovetails

and stay
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jta
a screaming laugh event. Their nut
dancing and speedy comedy carried
them with the rest of the bill into

1,

,;«

of 10 now appear Bobby Jonee, Billy
Friaoh, Bernle Grossman, Will Don-

J

...

By ALICE

A! Browne; Billy Tracey fell out,
and a "local" subbed; Frank Magini, a collaborator in "Venetian
Moon" and "Rpsle." The boys take
a lot of credit for a lot of songs,
some of which they wrote and some
of which they wish they had written.

'

-t.:

'--

1

,.

AND FASHIONS

FRILLS

iMson, Leon Flafow, Ted Shapiro.
Bd Rose, Martin Fried and Willie
White, the last taking the rdace of

i

MAC

Wearing her newest Kaster bonnet, a matron known to many btage
whom we shall call Mrs. Rialto, went to the Claridge foe
luncheon Monday and ordered an Item marked $1.30 on the carte de jour.
When the portion came up on her eheck opposite the prico $-.76, she
bridled. The -hoad walt*r-lu?.stenftd, .hurriedly listened to her protest, and
replied, "All a mistake, Madame. The checker did not know we had
revised this item and charged the old price."
"That is not the point," replied Mrs. Rialto. icily. "Here I come to
luncheon wearing my smartest new hat and your waiter seems to have
selected me as a pop-eyed visitor from Rahway."
people, but

They are still "writing" "Just We
Two," which they say is a typical
song-writer's song, but it isn't it
has only four grammatical errois.
The turn went well for laughs and
not so heavy for curtains, though

—

Flatow was making frantic motions
toward the piano as the last drop
descended, with a iew biting at the
bait.

Zuhn and Dreis belted one through
This boob pair,
of nowhere.
with their Munchhausen exaggerations and hob-nailed wit, ruined 'cm.
This plump
June Mills dittoed.
bimbo, putting a ton of heft back
of her gags, riding the orchestra
constantly,
producing a singing
plant in front, wowed the works.
Ames and Winthrop choked the
throats with laughs, the Russian
burlesque calling for hysterics; here
is an act that one might have expected to get over the heads; none
of it went over, anything, and all of
it went over all the way.
Lane and Harper, Miss Harper
looking ravishing in a set of dizzy
costumes that t^t off her OhMamma figure, and Lane taking his
out

The majority

of the bill at the Palace this

week

is

made up

of returnee'.

seen so many times that there leaves little to comment upon. Kitty
Doner, neat and charming as ever, ably assisted by brother and sister,
was one of the bright spots on the bill. The clever dancing of the
Mr. Rock's act
trio made it hard for the Wm. Rock act that followed.
runs much the same as before, except for the finish, which has the girls
asking Rock to excuse them, and bidding good-day to the audience,
leaving Mr. Rock alone, as he remarks, "Now they've gone you don't
want me, so I'll bid you good-day." The girls are wearing new dresses
of pink net, made somewhat full, with feather tufts, and tiny rosettes of
flowers trimming the skirt. Sprays of pink roses are carried.
Miss Collette (Demarest and Collette) donned a new gown of silver
lace that formed three wide frills on the skirt, slightly gathered on green
This material was also ruffled at the sides, edged with deep band
net.
of silver brocade, that had blue bows as a decoration.
Melissa Ten Eyck and Max Welly gave the program some classic
dancing. The first was quite pretty, representing a statue coming to life
and being wooed by an artist, who tossed and twirled her in the air.
The next offering was executed by "Co," attired in lace and blue, with a
bodice of sequins, with Mr. Welly as a partner. This dance meant very
They appeared out of step a couple of times. In an Egyptian
little.
costume, Miss Ten Eyck wore just enogh clothing to pass the censors.
Brilliants forming breast plates, while black and gold lace served as
flowing draperies.
The Parkers (Father and Son) deserve commendation with their clever
hand -balancing. The feat where Son springs over the piano onto
Father's upraised hands, was worthy of the applause they received, and
then some more.

acts,

comedy and numbers smoothly and
suavely, sent it home from their

manicure-table start to their encore.
Miss Harper's lines are very clever
they're not her written lines,
either.
It is doubtful whether a
more startling form roves the boards
have
might
anywhere.
he
Lane has looks, too. It
But
him.
bother
into the rest of the routine. They
made less of it, as he seemed to received enough applause to war- is a sweet pair and a sweet act.
his
sans
always,
About
as
the
same
goes for Langford
same
the
work
rant the short speech of appreciaconfidence. Some of his matter is tion.
Tony Hunting and Corrine- and Frederick, nothing like Lane
a bit blueish, but no one seemed Frances had tough going on their and Harper, but of the same caliber.
offended.
opening, but wormed their way for Langford's subletles lost nothing in
Two woman singles cleaned up. many a giggle and finished to a the vastness of this haven; Miss
Jean Boydell. opening as a boy. healthy hand, with Miss Frances* Frederick's girlish physique and
then going Into eccentric numbers banjo strumming and Hunting's piquancy registered just as toothwith dance and wriggle accompan- fast eccentric dance. Elsa Ruegger, some. And the lingerie-shop surbut
ists smacking of contortions
The Eddie Cantor "Whirl of tho Town" show has been reported at
the 'cellist, now has her director. roundings and the naughty inuennever losing their comedy values, Edmund Lichtenstein, on the stage, dos chimed in to complete a perfect divers times as harboring a petty sneak-thief amongst its cast or crew,
corked in a hit in No. 2. Her fln- accompanying her on the violin, quarter hour.
Ce-Dora whirred and wizzed and matters finally came to a head Monday night at the Shubert-Crescent
ish might have been tronger had
accompanies
Ruegger
b
in Brooklyn (where it is playing this week) when one of the girls
lasi
•*• reversed
-"versed her last
she
Elga Ruegger 8 about in her golden gage to gasps
bftby grand
Qn
now,
ancient
pretty
is
and
Baby"
applause.
Francis and Ken- exclaimed she had been separated from her necklace. This happened
"Jazz
'cello playing still remains the out
limb
it
nedy, favorites, had no trouble, but backstage between the acts, and the manager ordered all exits barred and
though she certainly tears
feature of the act.
Nothing interfered, standing
from limb.
Swor Bros, scored a comedy hit Miss Francis might consult a more subjected everyone present to a "frisking." Some half dozen girls were
however, with Grace De Mar's with their colored jazabo crossfire, progressive modiste; her costumes, thus searched until it was found on one of the showgirls.
clean-up. She started with a new and did a shuffling dance for an all but the final one, make her seem
her newlytoo much fluff and stuff from
bit, a wedding; then to
exit. Vera Gordon and company re- tubby
Following "Jollities of 1920," the show "Follies of the Day," at the
wed shopper of old. finishing with ceived homage from a vast audience the hips down. Kennedy might
broad
with
done
chisel about half out of his stew Columbia this week, seemed an especially good show, with Harry Welsh
a movie satire,
her
end
of
and
at
the
of
admirers,
carrying most of the comedy, with Johnny Weber a close second. In
strokes and compelling personality. brief sketch there was much snif- character for improvement.
The
She was driven to a speech, in fling and clearing of throats. Her rest, of their routine and attributes Miss Baxter this show possesses a prima donna with a voice of exeeptional
which she Al Reeved herself as of playlet was written with the inten- found the bull's eye. Lawton worked quality for burlesque. She not only can sing, but she makes an attracChicago, which didn't exactly go tion of "getting to them" quick, and it up with his lightning jugjing tive appearance. Her gowns were all made on straight lines. One was
with her Manhattan accent; but Miss Gordon takes full advantage a'hd pat asides, and when he came of draped blue, patterned with a silver flower, and had the top
iripoker chips and vaudeville per- of every line and situation. The to his drum taps with the rubber descent sequins. A black satin dress was
good looking, outlined in jet.
formers have no homes, and Miss vehicle is in keeping with her char- balls he got back tattoes of hand
beads, with a wide sash tied at the sides. It had a border of deep fringe.
ChiDe Mar has a right to adoptadopts
clapping.
Lait.
ter of the famous "Humoresque,"
Gertrude Hayes, Jr., as Sing Toy Bum in tho burlesque on "East Is
cago after the way Chicago
and should never miss. She is supWest," looked especially sweet in her costume of pale blue chiffon, with
ported by an excellent cast, but
cold
opening
Nina,
its silver and gold trimmings.
Booth and
One of the prettiest frocks in the showshould have a curtain speech writMcVICKEK'S, CHICAGO.
after the overture (there are no ten in keeping with the ch. racter.
was worn by her In the last act, consisting of rows upon rows of delicate
films of any sort at this housO got Bert Fitzgibbon didn't lose a soul.
shades
of
chiffon,
Chicago,
also
that
hung
in folds at the sides.
March
30.
When Miss Hayes
a slow start, but more than mad* l\v has worked his brother Lew into
Two sketches, both "inspiration- danced dainty lace foundations could be seen.
up for it after the fair Nina got his routine until he has made it a
The
chorus
wore
some
attractive
Booth
costumes
that
were entrancing. One
into her banjoing stride and
two -man act, brother Lew doing al," stand out. Otherwise the bill set had the ponies in short dresses
of black and white, with points at the
worked up his step-ladder-on-bi- the straight. "An Artistic Treat" is nothing to brag about.
sides resembling pockets, while the hats were large and transparent,
cycle stunt to a breath-stopping -aught them quick with one of the
Brown's Dogs, nine in the act and
Fenton and Fields got finest and most artistic
studded with ipangles. Tunics of orange velvet made a blaze of color,
finale.
jsing acts
something on their blackface en- on the big time. Their equipment four working, had a sad start due to with the little blue satin panties showing beneath, edged with green and
trance after the Wop harmony off- appears massive and durable. They a stage-wait; conventional dog act. orange. Some of the girls were given an opportunity to show what they
stage, and worked up the disturb- get away from the usual stalling of Cortez and Ryan did not finish with could do in a chorus girls' "contest''
during the last act.
ance racket, which they originated a posing act, going into their poses
the speed they set on the woman's
as far as this reviewer believes, to with lightning speed.
They did
When Togo the Sensational did his slide for life from the balcony to
about ten minutes, which was just f-haracter number. She is a fine the stage
at the Broadway theatre, I was gla^ that I occupied a seat on
right, and kept everyone seated, not eomedienne and handles splendidly
the opposite side, and therefore able to breathe freely for the rest of the
chance lo take her luke-warm material.
them
a
giving
Edwin
henrV
ART
show, which was good throughout.
the air.
Redding and Co. did the first of
Ryan and Ryan for their opening were attired as Valentines in white
ULLIVAN
EIF,R
the sketches, the old-timer called satin trimmed
effectively with red hearts. Colored tissue cloth helps to
CHICAGO.
STATE-LAKE,
"Prosperity,"
about
a traveling form Miss Ryan's last frock, accompanied by black net, blue feathers,
Chicago, March 30.
man, the guy that got the air when tucked at the waist.
Monday-after-Easter started with his jack was gone, and a girl that
Miss Darnell (Davis and Darnell) is wearing a costume not so elaborate
a whoop and a hooray, the biggest tires of the giddy life; some wholeTO THE PROFESSION
A corker, some advice went with this, and as the green of last season, but it was becoming to Miss Darnell, confirst show in 10 weeks.
4U.
Chicaflo.
610 State- Lake Bldg.
Doggone it, went right out through the door.
too, all the way down.
sisting of a white satin sport skirt, with a heavy knitted silk sweater of
that State-Lake either gets great
Newport and Stirk talked plenty. tuxedo style. The attractiv. blue feather cloak was agafn worn for the
booking or regular booking stands For a couple of extremely eccen- finish.
Phone Central 8689 up stronger here. May be it's the tric parties whose high spots come
Clara Howard makes all her changes in front of the audience, having
open-mouthed mob; may be it's the with jack-knife and scissors dancCatering to the
superfine acoustics, the revorberan' ing, they lean heavily on conversa- tho different costumes concealed behind the chair. One lace model was
Profession
humor that tion. The conversation is too thin lovely, with tiny gold roses as a decoration and bodice and foundation
orchestra, the good
comes with seeing a $2 show for to support the weight. They should of black velvet. The hat matched with a large bird
paradise sweeping
21 No. Clark St. 45 cents; anyway, week after week, dance more; and they should rein- at the brim. Another frock was blue taffeta, lined of
with gold cloth and
the State-Lake shows up all the force their dialog.
A couple of feather trimming as an edging. The skirt was draped
with an opening
Other theatres for laughs, for ap- clever boys, they can't hide their at the side to tht knee.
COLUMBIA THEATRE
plause, for a good time.
abilities even under unshowmanly
The
woman
in
the
Pressler
and
Klaips
act wore a neat ^loak which
Act after act rocks the theatre. routine top-heavy with gags. They
Zuhn and Dreis, Lane and Harper, went well, but should have stolen looked somewhat the shade of brick red. The collar and cuffs were of
squirrel.
Her drosses were the same as at the Palace, and Eva Shirley
June Mill?, Arms and Winthrop. that show.
"Ell," The Jeweler
Lawton, Langford and Frederick, ;ill
Van and Vernon got going late. has not changed her wardmbe.
panics, and the rest getting over.
but when they did they went strong.
TO TUX PROFESSION
Trip to Hitiand," considerably The girl is attractive and the man
"A
*— fcrcrifci E hMWl to Perfonntf*
»:'Im»-»} Jj\ p.'rypnn-.M Rin.Cf lust h< n\ has
personality.
Bketch 2, Wil.V
This is made to dr3or Hani T&* Morris and Co"; oovioi>frr>headlines.
WHEN IN CHICAGO
for the four-a-day. In the company hlirt by preceding sketch. This one
Ground
Floor.
ttatf Lakf Theatre Blda.
toachei a lesson of voting and doSTV.Tt-lArfE QLOG.
ing one's duty as a citizen all very
Chicago
noble, but what a topic for "enter-
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MERCHANT TAILORS

CHICAGO
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FRED MANN'S

A chap forgets to vowdreams the blue laws are in.
turns out entertaining and amiishur after all. Very playable Idea,
w« U taken.
Sherman, Van and
Hyman, for some hidden reason
didn't get to the mob as this trio
is
used to doing.
Probably th«'
Rt of the week will D6 .ill differ*
»nt.
Th«*y worked like beavera,
but missed.
tainment!''

"RAINBO
GARDENS"
CLARK
LAWRENCE
CHICAGO

It

AT

JMULSi

lttl:Fi

continuous oancinctand vaudeville,
famous" chic ken dinnervs and a la carte service

i

Such delicious Hungarian-Yiddish food

!

th»»

quality, but

why

profiteer?

(Across from the Cort; next dcor to Woods' New Apollo;
One short flight up. Welcome !

NOKTH DEARBOHN

MKUl

CHICAGO,

and

Grrmninc

have

ft

oser that starts briskly, works
merrily and holds solldiy. Crawling
in under the olio, they ripped into
S fast line of talk, bright and clean,
getting them In soft for th«»ir trampoline specialty, brief, at the pnd.

ORIGINAL HUNGARIAN RESTAURANT
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QOrdon

ALEX SCHWARTZ
Prices too reasonable for

190 N.

STATE

ST.

Phone Randolph 3393

atld
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Marion Gibney and Frank
ley not seen this show.

Ilart-

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED

•
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POSING ROOMS IN THE COUNTRY

GRAND PJANO FURNISHED f6r ALL MUSICAL ACTS
ALL KINDS OF SCENERY AND SPOT 'lIGH't. OPEftf^NDAYS

NEW YORK COSTUME
COSTUMES
137 N. WABASH

LARGEST COSTUME

CO.
(JOWNS

MANUFACTURERS IN WEST
Central 1801
AVE.
CHICAGO

•

Friday,

April

Chicago

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING
m,1

HOSPITAL BENEFIT

NEW VENTURE.

PEPPLE'S

Chicago,
Unity

Head Oroanixes for Every
Vaudeville Branch.

The annual

benefit

KAY

March

28.

SPORTS

SO.

performance

I
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JACK ROSE DEFAULTS
Absent

Saturday and Sunday
Logan Square Date

American Theatrical Hos-

for the

cf

pital will take place at the Colonial

March

Chicago. March 20,
May 28. All seats are priced at $5.
The professional ice speed skat- and Isn't likely to repeat their sucJack Bose, the comedian, dropped
Dwight Pepple purchased and The personnel of the new Board of ing look-in that Norval Baptle and cess of last season. Robinson, by out at the Logan Square Theatre,
Directors assures a record success
clever jocking of his pitchers, won a failing to "show up" for the Saturhaa taken over everything of the
Everett MacGowan gave a handful
for the event this year.
pennant with a mediocre ball club. day and Sunday performances. ll«*
Unity Vaudeville Agency, one of the
of spectators at the 181st Street Ice composed mostly of veterans. The
had been heavily billed and the diswest's largest independent theatriPalace last Monday night didn't club got the "breaks'* all year and appointment Is said to have cost
STATE-LAKE FIGURES.
Pepple has surroundcal concerns.
the theatre some money in returned
look very good. News of the com- won handily.
admissions.
Lubliuer and Trinz.
ed himself with associates of abil- Revised Estimates Increase Gross, petition of the two men in St. Paul.
cwn*iM>-€f
-tho hou*< ft** *vl<hl.v»N>
tod
the
FIrtltexSeipMa.
WlA-atpeg
olid
T*x
--be
ah!*
to
book
tttefeard
both
Wednesday
•.Vjrta*
ity and will
Decrease Profits'.
ing the Thursday and Friday salcollusion,
alert
for
the
be
scene
of
insiders
to
disclosed
the
had
not
acts and shows, from giving an act
and there was ample grounds Mon- proposed Dempsey-Carpentier bout. ary for the act and claim they will
Chicago. March SO.
new material, rehearsing, dancing,
Additional unofficial data on the day night for believing that if the Offers from Broken Hills, Nev., of sue Bose for liquidated damages.
costuming, scenery, up to getting
Abe Sh iff man. house manager,
present contenders for professional $800,000 and an offer of $500,000 on
them time. Dick Hoffman former- receipts of the State-Lake theatre,
honors and lucre In this sport aren't behalf of a London syndicate by says Rose balked at the three
ly with the W. V. M. A., will do as published in last week's Variety
shows
Saturday and four Sunday,
a
golden
kill
Walter Percival, the vaudeville
as $2,500,000 for the two years of very careful they'll
the selling of the acts.
goose.
author and actor who Just returned though the contract specified them,
g. S. Walters has the engagement its existence up to March 17, IndiMacGowan, who broke into the irom abroad, were being considered. and, after an argument, said "I
department; F. O. Williams, mo- cates that this figure was low by at
The profit total, pro. ranks after his capture of the The wiseacres believe Jersey will guess I'll get a doctor's certificate
Vincent least $100,000.
tion picture department;
letting me iut." This will be used
get the big quarrel.
Dusey. formerly of Coney Holmes however, estimated at $1,225,000, Internationals at Placid, season beagainst any claim Rose may make
fore this, obviously had it all over
agency, is in charge of the club de- was probably over.
that he was ill.
Frank Westphal
In this calculation is reckoned the Baptie Monday night. The opening
partment; Anton Lada, of the OrigJust what the angle is regarding substituted for Bose.
contest, 440 yards, proved the St. the
weight forfeit which Jack
inal Louisiana Five, orchestra de- State-Lake Building, which belongs
Dempsey
veritable
Jack
Paul
man
a
Sharkey is supposed to have lost on
partment; Lowell T. Moore, for- to the same corporation, the StateHYATT BOOKINGS.
Technically his last meeting with Midget Smith
merly with Moore and Megley, cab- Lake Theatre and Realty Co. The of the steel blades.
Chicago. March 30.
notcher yet, de- at the Garden, no one seems to
aret department; Jerry Mills, stage building is said to have yielded only Baptie ranks a top
The
following shows have been
age,
for
handicap
of
spite
his
great
know. On that occasion no forfeit
director; P. K. Paoli, scenic artist. 1 per cent, on the investment last
booked over the Hyatt tabloid cirThe firm will be known as the T. year, though the theatre is charged sheer propelling power, as well as was posted or demanded on either cuit: "Broadway Jingles,"
19 peocontrol. MacGowan showed in this side. Smith received a lovely pastDwight Pepple Agency, and occupies with $100,000 annual rental.
ple; "Jimmy Hodge's Musical Remaster
no
ing following which the local dailies
Rental raises in the offices are ex- event that he'll have
the second floor of the Woods Theaview," featuring Don Lanning, 22
elsewhere,
if
indeed
hereabouts,
if
cent,
printed a story to the effect that
pected to run this up to 3 per
tre Building.
he maintains his present condition. Sharkey was overweight and that people; "Milton Shuster'a Musical
this year.
At times, even in so short a dis- his forfeit had been turned over to Comedy," featuring Milton Shuster.
tance, he seemed Monday night to the Irish Belief Fund.
The writer 22 people; 3. J. Murphy's "Love
ROYSTERJVITH LOEW.
Hunters," featuring Kenneth ChrisJONES' SILVER WEDDING. make Baptie look like a stationery is in a position to state positively ty.
20 people; Bill Bailey's "Starland
That he came in a winner that no forfeit had ever been postobject.
Former House Manager Signe to
Girls." featuring Minnie Burke and
at Twen- by a .short margin counted for little, ed.
Honored
Magnate
Chicago
Is it propaganda on behalf of
Represent Magnate.
as it was evident by the ease of his Smith, who should have lost the Otto Kocrner, 19 people; Arthur
tieth Anniversary.
stride anl the surety of his stroke, decision, but who was given a draw Honks' "Sunshine Revue." featuring
Chicago, March 30.
String's Quartette. 20 people, and
30.
March
that overtaking Baptie. who got decision which was
Chicago.
hooted and
With the opening of the "Four
"Rainbow Revue," featuring Al.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron J. Jones cel- away in the lead, was merely a mat- hissed for 15 minutes?
Horsemen" feature film at the La
Bernard, 18 people.
twentieth wedding an- ter of choice of place.
Salle. Nat Koyster. formerly man- ebrated their
self
SatPowerfully
built,
studiously
Hotel.
Sisson
A new claimant for a match with
ager of that house, becomes repre- niversary at the
CHICAGO TRAFFIC RULES.
The Crystal Ball- trained, and like velvet in his con- lack Dempsey has arisen in Tom
26.
sen'tative here for Marcus Locw. He urday, March
the celebration trol. MacGowan must be regarded (:ih ,, onHi brother of the sensationChicago, March 30.
witf act as manager of the attrac- room was used and
followers
tht
ice
by
all
of
fast
sport
fashioned
Chief of Police Fitzmorris put in
old
st.
al
Paul middleweight, Mike.
tion for the time being, but it is took the form of an
deThe
present
unbeatable.
as
at
party.
force
this
week
costume
one way traffic durand
dance
known
Tommy, although well
understood other duties arc to fol- barn
Over 200 guests were assembled cision Monday night was a tie. but throughout the country, set New ing theatre hours, from 7 to 11 p. m.
low. These will in no way he assonothing.
this
meant
MacGowan,
elaborate luncheon was
York on fire last week in a bout at It is hoped that this will eliminato
ciated with vaudeville enterprises. and an
rathe congestion affecting theatres.
midnight. winning the initial 440 yard event. one of the local clubs, with his
Royster, since leaving the I.a served in country style at
ec- hands down, lost the second r on- speed, style and punching ability.
most
the
for
given
were
Prizes
SaJte, has been special representatest,
pursuit
race
a
of
880
yards,
and original costume, while
Gibbons was pitted against a sec- SCHUMANN-HEINK TO ORIENT.
tive for Morris Oest, doing Trojan centric
"Hickville" orchestra provided back through striking a jutting ond rater in Paul Sampson, but the
Chicago, March 30.
publicity work for "Mecca" and a
plank of the oval prevented his
music.
dance
Mme. Schumann-Heink will give
businesslike way he polished him
"Aphrodite." He is extraordinarily
entry in the final scheduled event
off in two rounds, and the class and a concert here April 6 under Press
"strong** with local newspaper men.
Baptie might have
of one mile.
form he displayed while seen had Club auspices, after which she deti

Chicago.

30.

T.
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BLUE EYES" FOR CHICAGO.

LIGHTNER DIVORCE CASE.
Headliner
Denies
One
Lawyer
Authorized, Gets Another.

to

Be Revamped and Go Out
Minus Fields.

indefinite future date.
In St. Paul,
MacGowan's home town, in complaying the Shu- petition against Baptie earlier this
MacGowan won all six
bert, will leave shortly and be re- season,
vamped for the road with its ulti- events of a meet's programme, viz..
Lew 220, 440, half-mile, mile, two miles,
mate destination Chicago.
Winnipeg, later, anFields may not be in the show when three miles.
other 6 event meet, Baptie vs. Macit takes to the road.
The opinion of the producers is Gowen. gave each contestant 3
that a good show was spoiled wins.
through not being put on right. A
new producer will be called in to do
Efforts to have Jules W. Formel.
the restaging.
widely known gambler of New York
City and Saratoga Springs, brought
before the Saratoga County (N. Y.)
FACE FIXER SUED.
Court for re -sentence has temporarily delayed the execution of the
Chicago, March 30.
sentence imposed on the sporting
Mrs. Catherine Blakeney has filed man by Supreme
Court Justice
praecipes to a suit against Dr. Von Henry V. Borst,
following his conBorries and his woman assistant, viction as a common
gambler last
Suzan Q. Schram, for $20,000. Ac- Friday.
cording to her attorney, Mrs. BlakeIt took the jury less than twenty
ney charges that scars were left on minutes to reach the verdict
declarher face following operations to ing Formel guilty
of conducting a
remold her chin by Dr. Von Borries, gambling house
at 210 South Broadwho practices largely among thea- way, Saratoga Springs, in the sumtrical people.
mer of 1919. It was the third trial
of the indictment against Formel,
returned In connection with an exMARRIAGES.
traordinary grand jury investigaHalina
Eddy Brown, violinist, to
Rruzovna, former leading lady at tion of gambling and vice in Saratoga
County, in which many celebthe Warsaw State theatre, in GreenThe mar- rities of New York City figured.
wich, Conn., recently.
riage was secret, but the news
Formel was the first of f( rty or
leaked out.
more persons indicted who elected"
John Turek, manager of the Prin- to stand trial, many others pleading
cess, was married last week to Miss
Gladys M. Fox, the daughter of guilty as the time for their trials
Major George C. and Mrs. Bessie L. approached. One of those indicted
Fox. of No. 584 Fourth street, Brook- was "Rachel" Brown, well known
New York City gambler, whose
lyn.
Lillian English and Billy Zuhn connection with the Formel house
<Zuhn and Dreis) were married in was listed as a "steercr," it was
Cleveland March 7.
Both were testified in court. Brown also wa.s
playing on the Keith bill.
fourteen gamblers and baseJohn Tuerk of the Comstoek & one of
Gest office and manager of the ball players indicted by the Cook
(.rand Jury. is»
Ur.lu.cess. to CUadv* M. fc'ox, ,.ncin-..J$0MK4Ji Jl)»noi«
week in connection with the alleged
professional, March 22.
"fixing" of the I9is world's cham
piohahip baseball series between the
BIRTHS.
Cincinnati Reds am! th«> Chicago
To Mr. and Mrs Leo Uurns a
Sox.
BOH at Uoxbwry, Mass.
Mr. Burns WhiU( Burnt and Foram, dancers), is with
Eddie Cantor's -Midnight Hound
t>Th«- 'Hants are reported
ti
ers"
muchl) Improved ball Hub over" lasl
Baby girl to Mr. and Mrs Milton season and an* conceded to he the
Chamberlain. The fat net is the ad- class
of the league, all other things
vertising and

"Blue Eyes,"

Chicago, March 30.
An unusual complication arose
over the divorce suit of Winnie
Lightner
(Lightner
Sisters
and
Alexander) against Richard Pyle of
"Mary." which was filed by Attorney Ben Khrlich.
After filing, Miss Lightner denied
she had authorized any such action,

and engaged Attorney Edward J.
Ader, who then filed a second bill.
Ehrllch

is understood to be Pyle's
attorney, and, acting for Pyle, filed
suit in the wife's name as an act of
gallantry Instead of in the hus-

bands name.
•ways,

is

The

both

charere.

desertion.

CHICAGO DIVORCES.
Chicago, March

30.

Grace Olive Frazier versus Melville
Hunter
Frazier.
Leonard
Marsh versus Helen
Marshland
Marsh.
Marguerite N. Patterson
versus Richard S. Patterson. Tyler
Brook versus Elsie Brooke. James
S.

Snow versus

Snow.
Best.

Ottie P. Gammon
Inez Best versus Francis J.
and Fred Lowenthal at-

s. L.

torney for complainant in last mentioned case. Winifred Reeves Pyle
(Winnie Lightner) versus Richard
L. Pyle. Ruth Towne Oliver versus James E. Oliver.
William F.
Ader attorney for complainant in
hoth cases.
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ONE
MAYBELLE
SMART SHOP
LENORE BERNSTEIN
WO™*™
K-m no,

cinrii >treet

A

claimed the meet's victory technicbut chose instead to call the
night a tie, to be skated off at some

ally,

Show

house manager of the

J

Plata .Ww, York.

i.»

McOraw

in^ equal,

have

^e<•?ns to

d up a sterling Ififlt Ider In
Kftpp and with Friseh,
"Goldie*
nerofi and Kelly to round out
|j
ri,.
defense, should be us fast
a combination as the league boasts.
Walker the new renter field rat
quite a bn M
epoi ltd a
dicia' . Is

pi< k»

Three-a-Day Show Played by All Headliners
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Leaguers

in this fair city.

"Pink'* Gardner, Champion middleweight wrestler, who hails from
Schenectady, successfully defended
his title against "Young Stanislaus"

Amsterdam last Saturday night.
He secured two falls in 40 minutes.
Lou Stola and another Schenectady

at

promoter sought to stop the contest by court action, but failed. They
claimed that Gardner was violating
his
contract in appearing In a
championship match before April
1, at which
time they intended to
present him in Schenectady. Stolz
recently became president of the
New York State Basketball League,
succeeding Martin B. McDonawrh.

hould
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Suite 626, State- Lake Theatre Bldg.
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Which illuminated an otherwise
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rot it id out
1

go through a few minutes' hardicap. but soon drew hearts in their
oard game.
Few changes in talk
marked their many appearances
about here and they received the
usual big send-off.
Dare Brothers
closed the bill with their athh inaccuracy, holding in every one until their final stunt.
They even got
recognition on their curtains, tomething unusual for any closer.

now assistant manager of Proctor's.
Troy.
Gardner will stake his title
against the Lord Lonsdale belt, held
hy Henry Irslinger. in a houl with
.t.he
lu Lter
1 1 acbanaejod)
b riday

•

(oil v> hi
is

the sporting pages ringing with his parts for a tour of the Orient.
praises all week. Tom weighs 170
pounds, and Is being touted as the
AMERICAN, CHICAGO
greatest boxer developed in the
Chicago, March 30.
heavyweight ranks since the days
Nicely balanced bill last half
of Jim Corbctt.
Jack Roshier has a real novelty
with his porfe'4ly trained and Umber dog "Muff." Francis and Day.
The Yanks are being touted as man
and woman, took in a wide
the finest conditioned bunch of ath- range of instruments in their musiletes that Miller Hugglns has ever cal offering.
The woman has many
managed. The pitching staff in par- tricks fit playing the violin that Just
ticular is ready for tb.c gong, which mean so much more to this act.
means that the Yanks should be O'Brien, munager, and props, with
when the Maurice Downey got laughs galore,
there
or thereabouts
'he act is entitled "Behind
the
American League clubs hit the Scenes,"
and shows hack -stage
home stretch In September.
It
dressing room, and stage manuger
takes more than a spring to win a troubles, Any act that rocs behind
pennant, but a game won in the first the olio will draw interest, but
months" of the season counts just Downey and his four assistants
as many points In the percentage have lots of comedy with this plot.
Olive Briscoe and A I. Rauh gave
column as one copped in the fall.
clean, spicy, exclusive and enterHugging has the most powerful of- ataining
line of songs and patter.
fense In the league and by far, and, This duo landed
a wallop that
If he gets the pitching, should land
made it tough to follow. Swoi
the first pennant for the American Brothers, therefore, were obliged to
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BURLESQUE REVIEWS

HOUSES CUT SEASON

PLANNED TO STABILIZE SHOWS

Majestic, Scranton,
pic

Out

and Olym-

April 11.

FOLLIES OF PLEASURE.
Luke

Warm

Clyde

—

proposed to pay burlesque
chorus girls a bonus next season in
addition to their regular salary to
•radicate the habit of leaving comtheir
panies before they begin

Western Journey.
Both circuits Issued many warnings to producers last season about
houses with a depleted

playing

The American

chorus.

Circuit de-

Columbia

1« girls, while the

manded

set the limit at 18.

warnings and fines
that were plastered on producers
reported under the regulation numbers, it was found after investigation that In most cases the owners
of the shows were blameless.
Despite

The

the

girls,

them residents
would desert the

many

of

of Eastern cities,
show after a swing around the Eastern houses. As a result the shows
would reach the Western half of the
circuit with vacancies. If the producer was lucky enough to recruit
a sufficient number of girls in the

West

was
when

to complete his roster, he

up against the same condition

he started back East, the Western
recruits leaving him
ing their own territory.
To obviate this the bonus system
is being agitated by one of the most
progressive owners of the younger
circuit. It is believed that it would
flat after play-

of the regular closing date, which
The
Is set for the week of May 2.
list may be augmented, but all of
the houses listed are set for the
closings given below:
Gayety, Newark, closes week of
April 18; Majestic, Scranton, closes
week of April 11; Star, Toronto,
Dixon's "Big Sensation" to Be closes week of April 18; Century,
Kansas City, closes week of April
Called "Lotlypops."
18; Standard, St Louis, closes week
In line with the change of title of April 18; Olympic, New York,
policy to be followed by the major- closes week of April 11; Park, Inity
of burlesque producers next dianapolis, closes week of April 25.
season, Henry Dixon's "Big Sensation" has been given the tentative
MEET.
monicker of Henry Dixon's "Lollypops."
It is an American wheel
Fran
Discuss
to
Board
Columbia
show.
chases Juno 2.

NEW BURLESQUE TITLE

IDEA GAINING GROUND

WHEEL DIRECTORS

Jacobs & Jermon will probably
keep step also with new titles for
next season, having the matter now
under consideration. J. .& J. have
"The Golden Crooks," "Bon Tons,"
"Flashlights of 1920" and "Sporting
Widows" on the Columbia and
"Grown Up Babies" on the American circuit.

The regular annual meeting of
the Board of Directors of the Columbia Amusement Co. will be held
the first Thursday in June.
Routings for next season, the subject of issuing new franchises and
general matters of policy are schedThe "Flashlights" Utle will likely uled for discussion.
be retained, with an equal chance
changes will be made in the remainILL AND INJURED.
ing four.
"Golden Crooks," "Bon
Seymour Furth, general musical
Tons" and "Sporting Widows" are director for Gus Hill, and in vaudeamong the oldest trade marks now ville recently with a double turn
with Virginia Cleary, was shaken
in use on the Columbia wheel.
up considerably last week in a street
car collision on Forty-second street.
The wife of H. E. (Doc) Weaver,
manager of the Henry Miller theatre, underwent a major operation
at St. Mark's hospital, New York,
She is reported out of
last week.
danger.
.

TWO NEW COLUMBIA

HOUSES PROJECTED

be more economical in the long run
to give a chorus girl who sticks the
whole season, a weekly bonus, than To Replace Cincinnati and
to pay fines, not to mention the
Cleveland Theatres.
time, trouble and expense attached
to scouting up recruits.
The box office angle Is also one
The Columbia Amusement Co. Is
©f the main considerations, for, to build a new house in Cincinnati,
after all, the burlesque fan in the a site already having been secured.
main likes to see the girls, and when The Columbia has the Olympic in
an anemic chorus, numerically Cincinnati now, on a lease that has
speaking, trots out before him, no about two more years to run. The
matter how excellent the rest of the new Cincinnati house is scheduled
cast, he feels th.it he Is being to be ready for occupancy by the
Cheated, spreads the word, and the time the Olympic lease expires, the
balance of the week's receipts are Columbia shows continuing to play
affected.

the Olympic until that time.

Campbell

GERARD
Wheel

IN

FRISCO.
Home

Producer Starts
April 11.

buiUTing a

&,'
Drew
new house

will

start

in CI veland
be ready about Jan. 1,
This will replace the present
1922.
on Star, now playing
the Columbia
shows, and operated by Drew &
Campbell. The Cleveland house will

shortly,

to

San Francisco, March 30.
cost approximately
"barney Gerard, accompanied by
Mrs. Gerard, motored to town from

$400,000.

last

—

"Jingle Jingle; - May 15, "Al
Reeves' Show;' May 22, "Town
Scandals."
Columbia,
Chicago.
May 16,
of "Girls of U. S. A.;" May 22, "Ed
8,

STOCK COMIC
Hastings

Signs

ON WHEEL

Tom Howard

Lee Wrothe Show."

Union Square.

Detroit.

May

15,

"Jingle Jingle;"

Harry Hastings Big Show will be .May 22. "Al Reeves' Show."
Buffalo, May 16, "Million Dollar
"Knick
Harry Hastings'
called
Knacks" next season. Tom Howard, Dolls;" May 25. "Girls of U. S. A.;"
producer at May 30, "Al Reeves' Show."
leading comic and
The regular closing date for the
Kahn's Union Square stock this
v.:;l
star
season,
be the
of "Knick Columbia Circuit is Saturday, May
18.

Knacks."

He

also write the book and
Among tho. e
produce the show.
engaged for "Knick Knacks," which
will play the Columbia circuit, are
Phil Feters, Hasel Lorraine and
will

i

CUTS SEASON TWO WEEKS.
Howe

Sard

Quits st Hurtig
mon's April 23.

Mattio Quinn.

The Sam Howe show,

*

&.

Sea

"Jollities of

will cut its season short by
weeks, closing at Hurtig &
Seamon'ii week of April 23. instead
Geo. Gallagher Makes Scouting Trip <»f playing Paterson and Jersey city.
for American.
•i^ per the regular Columbia wheel

NEW WHEEL STANDS.

1920,"

two

m1i<

ii

ile.

George Gallagher, general malinger of the American Burlesque AsBEDINI SIGNS SA3INI.
sociation, completed I scouting tour
1'i.ink Sihjuj has been signed for
for new houses for the American
Jean Bedlni's summer show which
circuit this week.
Several replacements are to be goei Into the Columbia. Sabini is
made in the present line up for n"\t a "Wop" comedian now in vaudeseason. Just which of this season's ville. Following the .summer show
ngngi ment Sabini has contracted
houses are to be sneered* d by others in the American whe* route Ikis to sppeaP in a new Dillingham produet j«,ri to be read: for the fall.
not been announced.
•

1

;...Wm. Vex<er
Richard Young

Hyer

Dorothy Barnea
Ruth Barbour
Betty GcJoi.

Mlae Fortune
Su* Brett©
Outa Lucke

sponsors this
American wheel outfit, the current
attraction at the Olympic. It is a
loud, boisterous burlesque offering
in which noise and speed are the
principal elements of entertainment
on the side of the comedians. As
so often is the case the women prinThey
cipals are more satisfactory.
can sing and dance and are altogether a lively, willing trio, although
Ruth Barbour, the soubret of the
company, is rather more loud and
insistent than necessary. However,
she does work hard and her overanxiety to get her numbers across is
compensated by her genuine effort

Rube

Bernstein

•

to please.

Clyde
maker.

J.

Bates

Ho has

is the
little

chief funof original

material to offer, but does the famOf course,
iliar stuff painstakingly.
he descends to smut, average comedians almost always do.
Where
there is little natural talent for com,edy the obvious expedient is to
rough things up, substituting horse
play for real humor. Bates' business at the dinner scene, which
brings the first act to a close, was
the messiest affair the Olympic has
had this season.
For the most part the lines are
innocent and dull, but Bates' talk on
marriage and the approach of sum-

mer was a
less

rotten

'TOLLIES OF
Polly
Mrs. Van Driggle

<i

L-otta

"L.«ad Pipe Lewis"

Jamesr Pfclc
Matty WhIte

'

Hal Wood*
Vernon
BUI Carver
Julius
*M&y

THE DAY."
Gertrude Haven, Jr.
... .Maude Baxter
Mildred Valmore
Al Ulis

,

...-.

v

Harry Boldcn
Johnny Weber

.»..».....,,.

.

Ha fty

W#^j mtj

Barney Gerard's show is at the
Columbia
this
week,
featuring
Harry Welsh and Johnny Weber,
the former doing his familiar and
likable dialect less

Hebrew

character,

with Weber sticking to an old-school
"Dutch," minus chin piece, whiskers and prop bay window.
A strong contingent of women
principals,
headed by Gertrude
Hayes, "Jr.," helped materially.
Miss Hayes is one of the cleverest
and most personable dancers in burlesque. In addition she is a "looker"
This
and radiates personality.
cutle began flirting with her audience at S.30 and had a perfect average so far as the male element was
concerned, captivating the entire
assemblage before the 10.45 ring

down.

Maude Baxter, a stately prima
donna with a beautiful figure, the
wear gowns and a culti-

ability to

vated soprano voice, was next in
Miss
line of the women principals.
Baxter is evidently new to burlesque
and inclined to be a trifle over-

She
and self-conscious.
numbers across to results,
and did a specialty of
classical and semi-classical

dignifled

got her

however,
three

humor- songs that landed solidly.
was his
Welch carries the main burden
decency, the others and manages to make most of his

sickly sample of
taste.

worst breach of

That

were minor ones. Mickey McCabe, scenes funny, with Weber's capable
doing Irish without grotesque make- assistance. Welsh features a slide
up, was a fair feeder, but never at- which is very funny and has the
One
tained real fun, while Maurice Cole good sense not to overdo it.
was an altogether likeable young of his funniest moments was the
straight man and a capital dancer old "table" bit, but cleverly twisted
His fresh
besides.
His grotesque acrobatic and made laughable.
Alma Arliss (Bell and Arllss) fell dancing
peddling
specialty near the end was waiter who Insists on
on the stage at Syracuse, March 23, one of the genuine hits of the "zoop" was laughable and likable.*
and sprained her ankle, but is now evening.
Matty White and Al Ulis held
convalescing at the Crouse Irving
William
Vexter and
Richard down minor roles acceptably and
hospital, that city.
a harmony singing spe»
and Young also were programmed, but interpolated
(Bernard
Bernard
Fred
their
contributions
evening cialty in" "one" that landed strongly.
to
the
Garry) was forced to cancel the did
group
of
friends
of the boys apA
not impress to the extent of
Hamilton last week because of a identifying
them. Jimmy Hamilton plauded the turn out of all proporphysical inability.
offering, but
to
the
merit
of
the
tion
H. E. Rehfield, manager of the was another of those present.
That left it up to the women and it had registered with room to spare
Calumet Theatre, is confined to his
before
this
incident.
the chorus. The sixteen girls were
bed for the past week.
The second half of the show held
Prince Aquila Yaqui, of the two probably the strongest feature of the more strength than the first act,
Taquis of vaudeville, has under- show. Two of the girls were taken mainly being given over to specialout
of
the
line,
each
lead
numto
a
gone a serious operation at Mayo
ties, which
included bits by the
Brothers Hospital, Rochester, Minn. ber, and one of them had a solo all choristers and Dinty Moore's "Rag
The operation Is the result of an to herself. These were regularly Pickers," a jazz band aggregation.
automobile accident which happened programmed numbers in addition to The musicians accompanied for
over a year ago. As soon as Aquila the "chorus girl competition" which Gertrude Hayes' dancing, in addihas completely convalesced he and came just before the end of the tion to their own saxophone double
his partner will complete their Loew entertainment and took down the offering and Dick Himble's violin,
hit of the evening, one
f its most
route.
singing and dancing specialty to his
Louise Frances stepped into an agreeable moments. There are half own accompaniment.
Himble has
open elevator shaft and was seri- a dozen girls in the sixteen who are been around in jazz bands for sevFour of eral seasons in vaudeville. He was
ously injured. She was taken to the almost worthy of parts.
them
got away with an individual with
Receiving Hospital, Detroit, where
Sophie Tucker and Vy Quinn
an examination showed spinal in- bit of song very handily, and a more recently.
His specialty in
chubby blonde who worked on the "one" with the violin
juries.
got over until
Ennis, "columnist"' o.. the right end of the front line achieved he started to sing, when the gallery
Earl
San Francisco Bulletin and of na- a worthwhile, snappy solo dance.
took exception.
In addition to these individual actional reputation as a humorist,
The book of the show is credited
short story writer and dramatist, complishments the whole chorus to Barney Gerard and is composed
had his left leg amputated last week worked with liveliness unusual at of more or less familiar scenes and
this
late point in the season. They situations well chosen for comedy
as a result of an accident at his
home in Redwood Canyo-. when a put real spirit into their numbers, purposes and well handled by the
revolver fell from his holster and and even go to the degree of over* two comedians, with James Peck
exploded, sending the bullet into his doing a frequent shimmy Perhaps doing straight up to standard. The
Ennis is the author of a tffey were led to this excess of en- first scene, the action of which
foot.
number of dramatic sketches now thusiasm by Miss Barbour, a plump, transpires in a pawnshop, is perbeing used in vaudeville. He wis a round girl who was not designed for haps the weakest of the full -stage
dramatic critic on the Oakland En- parlor shimmying, but who did it affairs. A burlesque on "East Is
quirer some years ago.
nonetheless and gained a lot of West'' was very funny and cleverly
Tommy Overholt (Overholt and friends among the upstairs clientele travestied. The cabaret scene menYoung) is confined to his room at thereby. Betty Gordon is as slim as tioned and Dance-O-Mania. with
the Langwell, Rochester, with grip. her co-worker is luxuriously propor- the principals each contributing a
The act has canceled all bookings. tioned, but the pair got along nicely specialty dance, alfco landed. Miss
May Walsh, member of 'Bringing together notwithstanding.
Their Hayes was prominent hers with
Up Father," was forced to retire duet of "Want What You Want," some graceful stepping. Welsh also
from the show during the Savoy accompanied by a lot of i ther pulled a loose eccentric that was
(San Francisco) engagement, when rough and tumble badinage, pretty applauded, with Weber contributing
she was seized with pneumonia. nearly stopped the proceedings, and a mazurka and "essence" for his
Miss Walsh is the wife of Charles late in the evening at that. Both share.
E. Foreman, manager of the com- good-natured and both good, breezy
The last scene contained a
pany.
"Wheel" bit, the comedians trying
workers.
James B. McKowen, the Ofent,
Dorothy Barnes, the prima donna, to outguess the spindle operated by
Peck.
left Monday for Lakewood to reis a glittering blonde, in contrast
The chorus of 18 girls works hard
cuperate from his recent illness.
to the auburn and raven of the
and
Intelligently. They an- a goodrecovother
rapidly
Caston
is
two,
Ida Lee
completing an entirely
ering from the effects of her recent agreeable trio of feminine players. looking bunch and above the average
in
the ensemble vocal numbers.
All
three
have pleasing voices, and
automobile accident.
One of the principals programmed
Kathleen Barry, the stock leading this, add^d to the .exceptional quality bur not appearing was Mildred Valof the choristers' singing, made enwoman, is confined to her home with
emblevflumbers unusually easy to more, who left the show iust w.-"~
an attack of neuralgia.
This necessitated conlisten to for a second wheel organi- In Boston.
siderable switching of numbers and
zation.
brought a chorister out to lead
HOUSES CLOSING.
It goes almost without saying
that "Down in Chinatown," which she
C. H. Miles will close the Grand, the principals were well dressed, for
did in bang-up style, showing a
Cleveland, April 3. The house is to these days the dressing of burlesque
phasing voice and looking superb
showjs
be renovated.
the one angle that seems in the
Oriental costume that went
always
booked
by the
to be properly attended to.
The Jefferson,
with
the number.
It
would never do to leave the
Keith ofllee, bills supplied by liarMay
Heed, un programmed but
two
soloing choristers nam* less evidently
old Kemp, closes week of May 9.
a principal, had one numOrpheum, Altoona, one of the Wil- They are Nellie Clark, an amazon ber in the cabaret scene,
showing a
with
a likable female soprano, who nice
mcr and Vincent string (Keith booka
soprano.
She
was given a ballad, but should have successor to Valmore,is probably
ings), closes next wct-k.
"luck
The Camden, Parkersburg. will
to -blues,- and France Har"Follies of the Day" is a good
lose the week of April 4. The house per, also a balladist.
burlesque show of the average wheel
plays six arts and a feature picenough
lUtsh.
standards.
It
contains
wholesome comedy to Insure it any'"
ture on a split-week policy, booked
costumTh
Where.
production
and
by Billy Delaney of the Keith ofScribner Back From Florida.
ing are adequate and the east, both
fice.
Sam Bcrlbner, general manager as to men and women, is a strong
of the Columbia Amusement Co., one.
It has the necessary element
STOCKS OPENING.
returned to New York Monday, fol- to lift itself into the upper circle!
of
the
wheel with the right hook.
George Henry Trader is selecting lowing a two months' period of vaa company to be headtd by Mabel cationing at Palm Beach, and other At present it holds its own without
coming
into active CORtp< litlofi with
Brownell for Dayton.
Southern winter resorts.
(.'«».
the pennant winners.
i

E

week. This is Mr. C0LUMBIA'S_P0ST-SEAS0N.
Gerard's first appearance here since
Dstes After Close of
his "Follies of the Day" played ^ere Additional
Regular Tour.
last summer, and reports soon circulated Gerard was arranging to
An incomplete list of the exbring another of his shows to the
tended time and the—show to be
Coast.
Gerard was non-committal. The played on the CoUrinbia\Oircuit Is
The 'list will be inGerards returned south afte. visit- appended.
ing here for a couple of days, an- creased as soon as headquarters rewill remain at Palm Springs, Cal., ceives replies from different houses
until April 11, when they will start regarding cancellation:
Star and Garter, Chicago. May
for New York.

San Diego

Bate*

Mickey McCabe
Maurice Cole

Fulla Pep....

Ty Emmup
A.

J.

Jimmy HamlUon

Kulla Claaa

Mike i'lancy

In line with stories of a general
Burlesque Manager Proposes Scheme to Keep Organdepression In all branches of the
Desertions show business the American Burizations Intact Over Whole Wheel
lesque Circuit announces the folCaused Many Fines and Box Office Losses.
lowing houses will close in advance

Is
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ON LEGIT

to unimportance beside that other question involved in the whole disagreeable Incident, to wit: What sort of intelligence is it which dictates

An
City

....!

->!••.

IA'II.

The issue of tho criminal libel charges brought by Leo Stark against
James O'Brien and based on O'Brien's letter to the Equity Council, shrinks
Equity policies

SUBSCRIPTION

,.

Amm*al...

No. 6

no!"

accused person.

Ths

Marc Klaw declares that Francine Larrimore and none other was destined to open his new playhouse. It seems that Klaw figured Miss Larrimore for the star part in "Brown Sugar." The piece, which was to be
imported from London, for some reason Or other did not materialize.
At the >tlme "Nice People" was looking for a wedge in New York and
afluw had under proposal three shows the managements of which were
anxious to open the new house. The fourth who came along was Sam
II. Harris, and despite his (Klaw's) absence, and with only a perfunctory
knowledge, of what the show was about, added to the knowledge that
Miss Larrjnicre was in it, he gave it the preference.

such a system, involving, as it does, an invitation tp
espionage and spying, would be vicious enough in relation to ordinary
social and fraternal intercourse, but there Is another angle. The function
Westchester county recuperating
of the Council in dealing with communications of this sort would presumfrom the effects of a severe cold.
ably bo arbitrary, the superman trio sitting on disagreements and rivalries,
!<*••
with a sort of benevolent, fatherly detachment from personalities. Who
Maa Devereaux, one of the prin- are the Council members to set themselves up as social and ethical
cipals at the Winter Garden, is to arbiters? Are actors people or children
to submit to any such officious
remain with the show. Her name impertinence?
:waa mentioned in a list of prineffect of

•

cipals apd choristers who had received their notices last week.
Miss pevereaux was leaving to

Professional rivalries among members of the same companies are sufficiently keen in the ordinary course of things without setting up fife
machinery of making them actively bitter and encouraging open conanother Shubert attraction. troversy that would inevitably engender doubly bitter feelings. By thle
jjoin
Since publication of the story she way, would this kind of recrimination strengthen the loyalty of the memhas boon asked to remain in the ber body, or would it more likely perpetuate the present oligarchy by
'•Tassing Show of 1921" and ac- gradually boiling down the membership to the point where only the
cepted.
Council's favorites remained?
.

,

1

I

*

.

Will- R. Anderson,

the author of
Take It From Me," has written a
new musical piece in collaboration
with Dave Schooley which they may
produce independently.

-

i

.

i

E. A. Schiller, southern rcpresentative for the Loew Circuit,

And speaking of favorites, does not the Equity Association conduct a
booking agency which procures employment for members? We do not
the relation of the Council is to the booking department.
Indeed, there are an infinite number of things about the Equity regime
that we do not know. But the question suggests itself that favoritism
might creep into this booking system unless those who governed It exercised an almost superhuman sense of Impersonal fairness.

know what

reached New York this week from
the coast after three months' vaca-

STATE CENSORSHIP AND POLITICS.

trip to HonoBehind Governor Miller's move for putting pictures under control of a
was expected to
censor is an obvious politica' motive. The power pictures exert on the
leave later in the week fc JnrManpublic imagination cannot be over-estimated. The fact that they have
apolis and will make a tour through

tion
]

which included a

lulu.

Mr

4

.

Schiller

Texas and Oklahoma, looking over not been directly used for political propaganda purposes does not argue
Loew interests in that territory. that some time they cannot be so used in the most effective manner and
get a grip on their source and so influence their direction is a sensible
It is not expected that he will re-

the

turn to his office in Atlanta until
the latter part of April.

move, according to politicians.
Pictures are analagous

to-

newspapers.

What Republicans have

been

Holmes left New York able to do with up -state newspapers, where there is little competition
early this week for Indianapolis to and so newspapers less independent than elsewhere, is notorious. Edibecome assistant to Manager Greer torial matter written in the office of the Republican State Chairman is
distributed to these newspapers free and printed by them as if written in
ley of Loew's State theatre there.
their own offices and representative of their original and free opinion.
Percy Athhos and Co. sail for
What pays for this free political advertising? Payment Is made by
England May 2 on the Mauritania
to open a -tour of the Moss Circuit public, advertising matter. The law requires that this advertising be
printed
and paid for by the State and the prii.tlng Is assigned, naturally,
May 27 at Birmingham. George
Foster and William Morris placed to newspapers friendly to the party in power. What if this should he
pictu. .8, nc
done
with
by ad v*. Using payments, of course, but by a
the turn abroad.
censor's threats. Their drawing power would be immediately to an extent
Ths Parrot of Bill Demarest (De- d xauched, but that is not the whole of the story.
marest and Collette) died Thursday
The whole story, properly told, would indict the leaders in charge of
while the team were playing the
Jefferson, this city. Demarest says: amusement interests for their laziness In not long ..go making themselves
too
powerful lightly to be interfered with by Governor Miller or any other
"The parrot died Thursday, we died
up-state big- wig. Had the full power of pictures to influence the imagMonday."
ination of the public been brought to bear long ago and kept going at
Arthur Horwitz started for a two high speed, the industry would not now be facing the necessity of fighting
for
its freedom to develop unhampered by narrow moralists keen to get
weeks' visit to Chicago yesterday

W.

,.

H.

(Friday),

accompanied

by

Mrs.

Horwitz.

i

Marilyn Miller started a near riot in the "Sally" show one night last
week when she appeared in a new costume not approved by the management. Edward Royce, the producer of tho piece, who was out front
rushed back stage and upbraided everybody but the offender. When tho
star came on* the stage she informed the stage manager that if the noise
occurred, again while she was on, she would simply walk off. The producer disappeared until Miss Miller was on the stage again, and then
came back, to continue the tumult and finished by ordering a rehearsal
for the following day.
The stage manager informed all the principals
the* they were called for 2 o'clock the next afternoon. As he knocked
on the door of each one and gave them the information, they all gave him
the same answer, "All right, we will (not) be there." When the producer
was informed of the situation he became very much incensed and declared,
"Very well, there will be no rehearsal."

A belated item regarding the methods of J. Marcus Keyes, who passed
out as the Chicago agent for the Actors' Equity Association, comes to
light flow. The Chicago "Herald-Examiner** (Hearst) organised its annual Christmas benefit for the poor families of Chicago last December.
Willie Collier was announced to act as announcer; he was starring at
Cohan's Grand, which was donated for the performance. Keyes called
on the editors and announced that unless Collier's name was withdrawn
no Equity player would appear.
When asked why he indignantly answered that Collier was not a member of "our union." The editor pointed out that Cohan wasn't, either, and
Cohan was giving the house. Keyes was persistent. The editor lost his
temper and said: "Unless you Immediately retract your threat, I will call
the benefit off, wire George Cohan why, and ask him to donate the amount
we would have taken in. You know he'll do It, too. Then we'll publish
why we did It." Keyes said he thought Collier ought to make a splendid
announcer had always liked him, personally, in fact, and wished tho
editor good afternoon.

—

Halina Biuzonna, a Polish actress and kin of Mme. Modjeska, appeared
In a special performance of "The Dancer" at the Henry Miller theatre
last Sunday night, the performance being in aid of Polish relief.
The

piece is the same as produced by the Shuberts two seaons ago with
Isabel Lowe, "The Dancer" being adapted from the original of Melchior
Lengyel. Mile. Biuzonna created the original role abroad. The Polish
player was anxious to appear in the piece here, her only other American
showing having been in "The Mandarin," which failed at the Princess
during the winter. Several managers were present at the performance
Sunday night. The version is little different than the Shubert offering
except for Certain bits. Mile. Biuzonna proved her ability as an actress,
though using a distinct dialect. One costume worn by the dancer drew
a gasp from the audience. Last week it was announced she had married
Eddy Brown, the American violinist.

on the public pay.oll.

INSIDE STUFF

the house at the Harris, Pittsburgh,
chipped in and bought a bouquet
for Charlotte Arren, of the Four
Arrens, last week.

As things stand even now, much can be done. Should censorship go
through, its stupidities could be* illustrated on the screen. Should the
censor attempt to suppress these illustrations of incompetence and
stupidity, the right to the free expression of opinion comes immediately
into clear air. The issuj would be fairly drawn. The outcome cannot Le
coubted.

Kate Pullman is now the featured
drawing card at the Marigold Gar-

THE QUESTION OF GOOD TASTE.

and

whether it concerns a public or a private
matter. In a picture this week at one of the bigger Broadway houses
a picture produced by one of the more important concerns is evidence of
the lack of it. This lack of good taste is shown by an author in using
as the name of one of his characters the name of someone known to him
The fa_. that the name used belongs to an elderly woman,
In private life.
respected and beloved by those who know her, makes -It all the worse. As
a gentlewoman she has always enjoyed privacy. She should have been
permitted Jo preserve that privacy.

rolt

The ushers and boys

in front of

dens, Chicago.

Nancy McMechen, of the Read
agency, protests with some heat
that that establishment is not going out of business as Variety re-

They have photographs of
some 200 performers and merely
sent out a card suggesting that the
owners call for them.

ported.

"The Nine O'Clock 8how* atop
the Century has closed, but Florenz
Ziegfeld desires it to be known that
the property has not been taken

over

by Ballard MacDonald and
who wrote the piece. No
arrangement was ever con-

Carroll,

such

templated.

Good

—

In the theatrical world it is a matter of business to seek publicity and
keep one's name before the public, but the opposite rule holds for those
in private life.
It Is a matter of pride with these latter to keep their
names quiet. A natural modesty instructs this instinct. Authors cannot
help occasionally hitting on some name that is exactly similar to one in
private life, but when this Is done deliberately it is time to call a halt.
In the case In question, choosing this lady's name as that of a character
probably was not done maliciously, but It was poor .taste and a cruel
imposition on one who is helpless to defend herself, unless she should
choose to take legal ac.ion.

Bobby Leonard, who appeared in
London with C'.us York In "Potash
and Perlmfttter" and In vaudeville
here upon h.s return, has left the

melodies.
Tho tfhow will
open In Atlantic City with a week
a k. & B.
in Washington to follow,
house on 42d Street Will no doubt
house the metropolitan premiere.

Coney Island.

D. D. H., th^ monblogist, sails for

England June
for the

S*toll

8

two weeks
He is booked

to play

people.

reopen in America at the PaU.ee
l)
I),
H.*S two English
pense* for an operation on her Aug. 1.".
mother, Is not the Dorothy Miller weeks have not be* n set definitely
as to lnoisVs. hut will probably be
*'ho appeared In the "Follies."
the Kinsbtiry Park and Coliseum.
Prank Fay's new summer piece
will begin

lo

rehearsals in two weeks,
The McCarthy Sisters, who wen
"ay announces the engagement of formerly In vaudeville and are at
sextette of "Titian Beauties" all present with, the 'Mim Jam Jems"
»ver six feet tall with natural un- -how. signed a Ihree-year contract
j)«nnad hair.
Pay is doing the tins week 10 appeal In the "Greenr

»

FoiLies*"
to '24.

f..r

the sea-

the

stage for a real estate business in

Miller of Trenton.
*'ho received $1,000 from an annonymuus friend to pay t lie ex-

man

at

Hammer-

trucking business for several years past and has cleaned up a neat bank
Business falling away down there Sol decided he could have more
fun losing his roll on Broadway than he could have downtown. He will
probably branch out as "Knight of the Black Books." At Hammersteln's
Sol was often called away from his duties art the front door to do a singing turn on the stage.

The week before Roscoe Ails abruptly ended his Orpheum Circuit tour,
alleging a brok
blood vessel, he had a turbuletit time In Des Moines,
where he was arrested and lined on a gambling charge growing out of
an all-night "era. " game in which E. Tubbs, manager of the Green Mill
Cafeteria, said he had been "taken" for $300. Some of Ails' jazz musicians
were also in the game. The play took place In Ails' roOm In the Savery
Hotel. Shortly after It broke up Tubbs filed Information charging Ails
with obtaining money under false pretenses. This count was dropped
and changed to disorderly conduct and gaming. The Des Moines newspapers gave the case considerable publicity, prominently mentioning the
Orpheum theatre, whero Ails was headlining.
1

Mayo

have dissolved
Jim and Betty Morgan had a tryMayo has out on the New Amsterdam roof this
Harry
teamed up with Jack Cook in a new week, and go into the show regular-

Fox

and

partnership.

to

Ths Dorothy

Sol Lee, the well-known door

stein's Victoria some 15 years ago, is once more carrying his 200 pounds
his broad smile around the Rialto. Sol has been downtown in the

taste diff-ra according to

book for the new show with Bert wich Village
Kalmer, and Harry Ruby attending sons from '21

1

ON VAUDEVILLE
Hail ye old timers!

he Kehamaa, mind reading act,
returned to these parts for a- tour of
the Keith time after a four years'
ab sence in Australia and the CoptdWWJ TE. K. Naael).
•

actress of international reputation recently told friends of a p-

Ths Actors' Equity Association is on formal record in the police court posai of marriage from a noted Spanish toreador, with whom she said she,
summons proceedings as maintaining as one of its Institutions a system was very much in love. The Spaniard has been giving exhibitions in
of tattling. The organisation tried to secure the acquiescence of ths the Mexican bull rings since early winter, and she has been in this counmagistrate's court to the principle that reckless tale-bearing by one mem- try in a show. She has been very anxious to see him, and it was sugber as against a fellow member to the Council Is a confidential, "priv- gested that he visit her in New York and that it would be easy for him
ileged" Communication. That is to say, any member may make charge* to use an aeroplane from Mexico to an American rail point, this making
against another member without incurring any liability. The burden of it easy between exhibitions. She threw up her hands and exclaimed:
proof that th*' that gea are dictated by malice would be entirely upon the "What, my bull fighter take a chartcc in a fiylng macblne, mon dleu, no,

C. P. Greneker, the Shuberts'
general press representative, will be
absent for several weeks. He is In

••

-X:

INSIDE STUr

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

ftKIETY

:

:-

"The Fortune Queen," the latest
production from the Lew Cantor
offices, has betn given the entire
Loew circuit. This makes the thirteenth art that the torn has produced this season. All are hooked
for the

Loew

time.

The Whitemore

formerly
are due on the
s. s Adriatic today (Friday) from
Paris »*here they appeared at the
They ate bringing
Bt-Ta-Clan.
some new creations In stags cos*

of the

Century

tunes for
Broadway.

Sisters,

tilt

appearance on

their r.txt

April

I.

ly,

starting

Monday

night.
•

Ths Valley theatre, rtpringvalley,
Edwin Rosen Is reviving "In 1909.
.V. Y., a new 1.100-seat house, has
in which he will feature Dorothea
been opened by Henry Hopkinson Sadler. The act was. first presented
playing five acts booked by Kally two seasons ago.
Marcus.

Jimmy Cam. a cousin of Kddi*»
Cantor, has joined the Stoddard jazz
band with Lid Wynn's Carnival.

Phyllis Gilmore has taken off her
vaudeville sketch, '•Blackmail,' and
will

return to stock.

Ilooi,

Chad and Monte Huber opens at
lHs MoM.rs l<>wa. on "Hie l\.i. i^i'S
<;f'

combination

,

Jule Delmar and Lew Golder were
catching the .how at the oxth Street
theatre the first half of this Week
taking to th<> balcony i>«»x a here
the
Inuring
smoking is allowed.
course of the evening a' young lady
leaned over toward Jutes and .-aid.
"Brother, what tune have yotl
Jules responded wiihout a smile,
Southern."

"Le Chaustcur de Chez Maxine,*
French comedy has been secured
by Sain II. Harris from Archie fc*elwyn. who recently returned with
the American rights to the piece
from the oiher side.
it
Is planned to make the piece
into a musical comedy, negotiations
How being under way with a well
known o/npo er to make the score.
a

LEGITIMATE
GERMAN OPERAS TO
BOLSTER BOX OFFICE

NEW CANADIAN COPYRIGHT
PROPOSAL PROTECTS AUTHOR
Prompt Accounting of Royalties, New
Act Before Dominion Commons, Said to Be Improvement on American Law.

In Compelling

By

NATHAN BURKAN.

selves as to certain provisions of the

Threatened Over

tion

session.

bill

In the

main follows the

British copyright act of 1911, with
a number of variations, none of
which are material to the dramatic,
motion picture and musical interests except the following:

Section 19, subdivision S, provides
that if a phonograph record or music
roll is adapted to represent two or
more different works and the owners of the copyrights therein are
different persons, then the fixed
royalty shall be apportioned among
the several owners of the copyrights
equally. In the British act the fixed
royalty is apportioned among the
various owners of the copyrights in
such proportions as, falling agreement, may be determined by arbitration.

was

said this

week that an ap-

is

AVOIDS RICH HUBBY
Dan Caswell Waits
Vain at Stage Door.

Millionaire
in

stated

new

Cincinnati,

March

SHANNON

POST

SHE DIDN'T WANT
Millionaire's

Would

Wife

New Woods

Open

House.

Chicago,

March

A

30.

local millionaire whose wife
at one time on the dramatic
stage, but who never was prominent, tried to rent the opening night
of the Apollo, A. H. Wood's new
Rialto theatre, for one performance
of an untried play written by his

was

OPERA"

,

HARVARD

City have resumed the use of the

Press-Union

newspapers after a
lapse of nearly eleven months, In
which the Atlantic City Dally Press
and the Evening Union have carried
only
occasionally
a stray
amusement advertisement. Nc legit mate theatre or all-year photoplay house has advertised its attractions within the columns of
these publications since last May
until Monday of this week.
The resumption of advertising
has been the result of negotiations
of several weeks' sta iding and,
with the exception of the Apollo
Theatre, which, it is understood,
will appear in a few days, every
one of the larger houses Is now in
the Press-Union columns.
No particular emphasis has been
put upon the absence of the amusement ads or reason given for the
so-called "boycott," wh'ch came,
apparently, as the combined result
of strained business relations and
editorial matter linking the amuse'

ment managers with

political

mach-

inations then being brought before

a grand

jury.

Monday

issue, co-incident
publication of the
advertisements, the Press contained
both a front page reference and an
editorial annour cement of the re-

In the

with the

initial

sumption. Both articles tended to the
in regret of the "misunderstanding" that had existed and

same purpose

which is now smoothed over.
During the absence of the adver-

1

Mij

WOODS'

L. Shubert Lawrence, manager of
the house, who leased the place for
the summer, says a, number of new
plays will be tried out by the Lyric
stock preparatory to a possible New
York run in the fall.
Popular
prices will exist.

LEAVING "H0NEYDEW.

"

**

30.

of Atlantic

tisements the Press carried a daily
column indexing the amusement atChicago, March 30.
criticized the openCharlotte Learns replaced Mildred tractions, and
McDonough in the cast of "East is ings of all plays in the usual
manner.
West." Miss Learns is in private
life Mrs. John J. Garrity, wife of
A Boardwalk glut that banked
the manager of the Garrick, where
to the rails
the company is playing, and the the holiday throngs
ushered
in the new season Sunday.
other local Shubert houses.
There are no material additions
Misa Learns is happily domesti
" V "*'^'
T.--1. T—-^r *L
string of intercated, Kllf
out every season or so comes"fto the _.Boardwalk's
~ ^^^a. of
_«
T
an offshoot
ests.
Oscar Jurney,
out of retirement to fill an emergency vacancy, and has come to be the Collier Luna Park, Coney Island,
known hereabouts as the "mascot," regime, is nominally behind the only
being credited with lucky influences. essay at novelty in a Boardwalk
The week she joined "East is West" fun shop now fast completing down
Steeplechase,
near the Shelburne.
It went up about $7,000, and took
the first rank in town for non- Young's and the other piers are now
swing.
muslcal attractions.
When she in full show
shops along the BoardThe
joined "Scandal" it exercised a
and screen, have
theatrical
walk,
similar influence—or coincidence.
had a moderate Winter's business,
The chief
everything considered.
APOLLO, APRIL 18. bad spot in this summary is that
the ocean highway is never pop"Broadway Brevities" to open New ulous enough in the late fall and
throughout winter to support three
Chicago House.
regular theatres, which it is asked
to do.
Chicago, March 30.
Save for Its convenience as a tryA. H. Woods' new Apollo Theatre
the resort ia
is now scheduled to open April 18, out spot for shows,
never
a profitable stopping point
with "Broadway Brevities" as the
initial attraction.
The show will now. as it was when the Apollo
be reinforced by an added feminine was the only legitimate playhouse.
With attractions with big pay"name," with Bert Williams featured.
Woods is now in Chicago, rolls hopping In here for split weeka
preparing for the premiere of his on the way west or south, the restar house. Lou M. Houseman went sult is invariably discouraging and
to Detroit to see the "Brevities" often calamitous, the three houses,
Apollo, Woods and Globe, often ofshow and reported favorably.
fering three big ones of the same
character. Practiced showmen holSTOCK AT PHHA. LYRIC.
ler blue blazes, as a rule, against
the Simon Legree way the three
Philadelphia, March 30.
Pooled in an assoDefinite announcement has been shops are run.
made here of a stock company at ciation of the resort's theatre and
film
shop
managers,
the local theathe
Lyric
during
tho
summer'
months, something which the city tre men run their theatres with the
has not had for a number of years. bullying methods forgotten by reg-

JOINS
antee the payment of the fixed me- EFFIE
chanical royalties to the author and
In "Masqusrader," 8et for Tour of wife and to be played with her in
not to his publisher.
the World.
the star role.
Section 19, subdivision 2, fixes a
Woods raised his eye-brows, gave
royalty of 2 cents. ^or each playing
Philadelphia, March 30.
it a moment's thought, and said it
surface of each disc record and 2
EfHe
Shannon
joined
tho
cast
of
couldn't be done.
The husband
cents for each music roll, but if,
for
the
night.
at any time after the expiration of "The Masquerader" here this week, offered
1 10,000
seven years from the commence- playing the lead opposite Guy Bates Woods refused.
The millionaire
Post
for
the
first
time
on
Monday
shook his head and said it was too
ment of the act it shall appear to
bad his wife would be quite unthe governor and counsel that such night.
It is announced that Miss Shanhappy over the disappointment.
royalty is no longer equitable then
non
will
play
this
role
of
the
statesthe governor and counsel may, after
holding a public inquiry, make an man's wife when Post makes his
"BEGGAR'S
OFF
order either decreasing or increas- "world tour." The show goes from
ing such royalty to such extent as here to Boston, and is then sched- Bohemians' Attraction Drops Roll
under the circumstances may seem uled to go to England. Alice John
on Road and in Chi.
just, but such order must first be played the role during the first five
weeks of the show's successful run
confirmed by Parliament.
Chicago, March 30.
Section 19, subdivision 5 of the here.
"The Beggar's Opera," owned by
not, provides that the governor and
Albert Jones and the Bohemians,
counsel may make rules and mguREPLACES JEANNE EAGELS. closes next Saturday at the Shulations prescribing the mode, time
Marie Louise Walker, recently bert- Central and will probably be
and frequency of the payment of
t«ken off.
The venture came in
leading woman of George M. Coroyalties, including regulations resome $12,000 in the hole and lost
han's
"The
Acquittal"
until
that
or
advance
payments
in
quiring
steadily here.
otherwise securing the payment of company closed in San Francisco,
This provision is to in- i.ndertook the stellar role in "In the
royalties.
WATSON OUT OF GARDEN.
sure the payment of the royalties Night Watch" at the Century Theatre on two hours notice last week
Harry Watson left the cast of the
ai and when due, to the authors and |
and
played
it
for
the
balance
of the "Passing Show" at the Winter Garthe publishers. The American act
den Saturday night, March 26, behas worked great hardship upon week.
Thursday evening Jeanne Eagels, ing replaced by Al Roberts.
the authors and publishers because
the
regular
incumbent, was taken
Prior to the opening of Irving
of the frequent failures of disc and
suddenly ill and at almost the last Berlin's "Music Box" theatre, Watroll manufacturers to keep proper
books of account. This is a distinct moment it was found she was too son will play several weeks for the
improvement upon tho American weak to appear, so a hurried call Keith Exchange, opening a week
was sua do for Miss Walker, who, from Monday (April 4) in a metroact.
The act applies only to British without a full rehearsal and with a politan house.
Rumors that Marie Dressier Is
subjects and citizens or subjects of hurriedly gotten together improvised
a foreign country, which has ad- wardrobe, went on and played the about tc st?p cut of the cast of the
hered to the revised Berne Conven- part. Miss Eagels was back Mon- "Passing Show" are prevalent following the appearance of an undertion of the 20th of March, 1914. also day evening.
aludy at tho Winter Garden.
tho residents within the British
pubfirst
works
also
to
Dominions,
BOYS ON TOUR
lished within His Majesty's DominBACONS MUSICAL COMEDY
Boston, March 30
ion?, and the act also applies to
Frank
appearing
in
Baccn.
The "47 Workshop," the name of "Llghtnin" at the Gaiety, in concountries not signatories to tho
Berne Convention who have given the company that presents the plays junction wlfh E. J. Blunkhall, has
assurance that they grant recipro- turned out by the dramatic "class at Just complete^ the book of a Musical protection to citizens of Canada. Harvard, some of which have been cal comedy entitled "How Come" for
under this provision that taken over to the professional stage, which Leon i)e Costa has written
is
It
American citizens would be entitled are to go on tour early in April. the lyries and musie.
to the protection of the Canadian They will play New York city, NewIt is the first musicr.i comedy book
York state and finish the tour at ever written by Bacon.
act.
A work shall be deemed to be the Tremont theatre in this city.
first published within the British
"FIRST YEAR" FOR ANTIPODES
Dominions if the time between the
AMATEURS GET $12,000
John Golden has disposed of the
publication in one place and the
Australian rights to "Tho First
Boston, March 30.
other place does not exceed fourYear," the Frank Craven comedy, to
boys
in three per"Tech"
The
days.
teen (14)
A* a condition for securing a formances at the Boston opera house J. C. Williamson, Ltd. It. will he
Canadian copyright upon any book, cleaned up $12,000. This is a record produced in the Antipodes immediately.
for an amateur show in this city.
(Continued on page 17)
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i

30.

NOW

A very significant provision is
found in section 19, subdivision 6,
which provides that mechanical
royalties shall belong to the author Girls). It was first called "Spring
or his legal representatives and not Blossoms," "Blossom Time" later
adopted,
although Arthur
to his assignee, notwithstanding that being
the author has made an assignment Hammerstein has had a piece of the
same
name
for
several
years and
of the work before the passing of the
A
act, and the royalties shall be pay- intends producing it in the fall.
able, to, and for the benefit of, the new title may be forced for the
nammerste"in
show.
author of the work or his legal representatives. The intent and purpose of this provision is to guar-

-

The amusement men

would be made through the
Unable to secure a reconciliation
American
Society
Authors and
with Jessie Reed, Zlegfeld "Follies"
Composers to Washington to hold
show girl, who is his wife, Dan Casup the payment of royalties to the
well. 21. of Cleveland. O.. heir to
German authors of "Blossom Time,"
a $500,000 estate, announced before
recently produced by the Shuberts.
leaving Cincinnati that he would
The piece drew extravagant notices
THEN AND
begin suit for divorce. Caswell had
out of town and is claimed to be a
Wednesday in a vain
better property than "Maytime," Boston Censor Has Changs of Heart been here since
effort to win Jessie back. Each night
also an Imported musical show of
on "Masqusrader."
left the Grand Opera house
Jessie
several seasons ago. On the opinion
by the Vine street front entrance to
Boston, March 10
of legal authority, any measures to
Several seasons ago "The Mas- avoid her husband, waiting for her
stop royalty payments would hardly
the stage door on Opera place.
at
hold, since the government has dis- querader." with Guy Bates Post in
patch it
missed the Alien Property Custo- tho lead, ran for several weeks at Caswell tried his best to
up
with Jessie, even going to Mandian and has control over German the Plymouth theatre and was one
Rosenbaum,
ager
Ed.
but
it was no
rights and titles though this country of the hits of the season.
It was
use.
is still technically at war with Gera bigj money maker and not a word
"I haven't seen my husband and
of protest was heard.
many.
The Shuberts announced that the don't erpect to. I don't care to disA dispute over the music publicacuss my family affairs," quoth Jestion rights is believed to have led show would come into the Boston sie.
They were married in Boston
to the royalty report. Leo Feist and opera house for a run and there was four months ago.
She left the FolE. B. Marks, successor to Jos. W. a howl and the censor said nothing lies at that time, but returned after
Stern, are mentioned claiming the doing.
Ziegfeld had reminded her of her
The show cannot play in Boston contract.
rights for publication in America.
The show was bought by the Shu- because there are oertain scenes
berts from Karovag, a Vienna play where the taking of "dope" is porbroker, through Ambcrg, their Euro- trayed and Boston's censorship rules
"MASCOT" IN AGAIN.
pean representative. When played does not allow such a thing.
Charlotte Learna Spells Luck to
abroad it was called "Das Drei
"East ia West."
Madel Haus" (House of Three
MUCH
peal

on Press and

Atlantic City,

TOLLIES" BEAUTY

list.

15 to 20

Call Off Boycott

—Producers Complained Feud Was Costly
to Visiting Companies— Pressure, from Bookers.
Union

with authority that
voices will be in the
Met line-up for next season. GalliCurcl has been engaged for a number of appearances as has been
Ruffo, and there Is a strong chance
for Tetrazzini to rejoin.
It

It

Amusement Men

DRAWING ROYALTIES

som Time" Music.

and consequently it was shelved
before the completion of the 1920

The

in

grand opera in New
York and the attendant drop in pa-

1921

NEWSPAPER DEADLOCK BROKEN

for

tronage ever since the forced withdrawal of Enrico Caruso, it is freely
predicted that German opera will
return to the Met in the fall.
By reviving German operas which
have been kept away from the Met
for four years, new faces and voices
will be brought to the stage and the
way may open for new subscriptions. It is said that wealthy German adherents are ready and anx"Blos- ious to be included on the subscrip-

act,

Justice.

With the undisputed decrease
interest

1,

ATLANTIC CITY THEATRE AND

on

Absence Drag
Met. Takings

KAY STOP GERMANS

During a session of the Dominion
Parliament held in 1920, a copyright
bill was presented and passed its
first reading.
This bill did not proceed, however, because the various
parties interested in Canadian copyright could not agree among them- Suit

During the present session an entirely new copyright bill was presented to the House of Commons
of Canada, known as "611112," the
first reading of which occurred On
the 28th of February, 1921. The bill
was presented by the Minister of

Caruso's

Friday, April

Kuy

who is
with "Honey dew,*" now
Kendal),

will leave that piece

at
in

pi

Saturday night.

reported Kendall desire's to enter the producing and staging end
of the business and will undertake
the new enterprise immediately.

NASH'S

4,

CAMILLE/

,

is understood Mary Nash has
prep: ration a bi^ production of
"Cnmitle," in which she will star
next season, with JoiC Ruben in the
rob: of Armand Duval. Details are
be'ng withheld for the present.

It

in

flooded.
in

natives of the place are not poten
audience material, no matter
what drive is made at them. This
Judgment means that the fifty million dollars of stores along Atlantic
avenue are conducted by residents

tial

who have "nobody home."

preseni
Boston,

It is

MARY

managers since Johnstown was
The local men are a unit
the decision that the 25.000 odd

ular

As a
town Atlantic City is as
peaceful and pleasing as a flaming

show

carbuncle to the conscientious advance agent. Hero tho A. A. Is told
to keep "hands off" and ride with
tho machine.
Reason being viewpoints of the
theatre managers' association. Nut
was screwed down so that one pewspaper only was used, the Gazette.
The Press, oldest and largest seller.
was passed up because of a year-old
scrap. This Press occupies relatively thie same position with the local
residents as, say. the \>w York

(Continued on page 17)
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EQUITY'S DRESSING

ROOM

CENTURY ROOF WILL

BILL

13

B'WAY ACTORS' SALARIES CUT;

BECOME A THEATRE

DIES IN N. Y. LEGISLATURE

Revues

Did

Not

Floor Seating

/Measure Requiring $250

Bond

for Actors Sent

on

The "Midnight

Pay—One

600

FILMS TOP LEGIT OFFERINGS

or 700.

Rounders"

show

"Way Down

'Tour Horsemen" Does $21,256, and

at the Ceajtury Promenade will be
East," in 30th
Leads
Dramatic Atwithdrawn Saturday. The roof at
H
into
Bill" Also
Give
tractions
for One.
of the Century is to be converted
to
a one floor theatre to seat between
600 and 700, and is due tc open next
Final Passage.
month, the first attraction slated
Cutting of salaries has begun on
being a revival of "The Belle of New
Broadway and has extended to
The conversion • of the
York."
Albany, March 30.
several
attractions out of town. It
Promenade leaves the New Amsteris the first considerable movement
State legislators took action on
dam roof alone in the field for regof the kind in several seasons. Last
ular after theatre revues.
several measures of interest to proseason,
the
first
following
the
IN
The Century roof has been a
fessionals last week, chief of which
actors' strike, little or no attempt
loser ever 'since the Shuberts took
Dispute
Hands'
Stage
was the killing of the bill that Is
was made at salary slashing. Busiover the plant last season, and it
sponsored by the Actors' Equity
ness last year continued strong up
never made money for its prior
Goes Over to Summer.
Hanna
Association demanding better dress- Memorial to Mark
to the warm weather, the seasons
managers. In making it over into
practically
merging.
ing' rooms in theatres by the Labor
Has Premiere.
The slump
the present promenade, it was hoped
A
number
between
meetings
a
of
Committee
of
the
Industries
and
which has been on for a month
feature
dining
out-of-doors
the
committee
representing the United shows no signs of ending and varAssembly.
but
novelty,
paying
supply
a
would
Cleveland, March 30.
Managers' Protective Association
At a hearing held on the bill by
Playhouse Square welcomed the it failed too. It is said the roof has and officials of Local No. 1 of the ious methods of retrenchment are
in order.
It is required by the
the committee, representatives of latest addition to its coterie, when been losing $5,000 weekly.
I. A. T. S. K.. which ha<* for t^Ir
terms
of
the
the A. E. A. said the dressing rooms the new Hanna Theatre threw open
actors-managers'
In converting it over to a theatre,
in New York theatres were all its doors here Monday night. Sim- it is not expected that an attempt purpose the setting of a new stage agreement that salaries be stipuhands'
local
scale
for
next
season,
lated on contracts.
In the matter
right, but declared the accommoda- plicity marked the initial exercises to erect a gridiron will be made.
have failed to reach an agreement. of cutting salaries, therefore, lists
tions outside of the metropolis were throughout.
Settings will be "tripped."
It was suggested by the managers of those players reduced are to be
In need of remedial legislation, and
A capacity house greeted Max
that If a scale could be agreed upon, submitted to the A. E. A. and new
in the small towns "sticks" as they
orchestra,
it would be well to grant an Increase contracts
issued.
Players having
termed them they were a disgrace. Faetkenheuer and his
opening
rose
on the
starting now Instead of waiting un- protected contracts which do not
The proposal of the actors that and the curtain
Pauscene
"The
Prince
and
the
of
til
the
summer.
return
In
they permit of cutting are guaranteed
every dressing room should have an
per" by William Faversham and
asked certain concessions from the against the movement.
Several
exit to the street did not meet with
his players.
stage hands, principally the elimi- lists are reported on file now at the
the approval of the committee, the
nation of extras which have caused A. E. A. and in several of the big
At the close of the second act,
members of which thought this requirement was too much of a de- responding to insistent demands, Hill Show to Play Manhattan the principal managerial objection. musical attractions cast changes
It is a fact that the New York are being made where the players
mand upon the owners of theatres. Mr. Faversham made a speech,
scale is lower this season than that refuse the cut.
and Washington, Belasco.
As a result the solons decided to paying high tribute to the late Senwhose
of
any of the other principal cities.
Hanna,
to
Marcus
A.
ator
let the bill die in committee.
Reduction
in
admission
pries
The Assembly Judiciary Commit- memory the theatre is built, and
Gus Hill's "Bringing Up Father" In Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia scales has not extended further
tee last week reported the T. K. Dan R. Hanna, owner, and eulogiz- goes into the Manhattan Opera for and St. Louis the men are receiving over last week, though a general
Smith bill designed to drive N§w ing Cleveland as a theatrical cen- two weeks, beginning April 4. An- $4 per performance, as against New cut is due for long run shows durYork ticket speculators out of busi- ter.
other "Father" show operated by York's scale of $3.75, while heads ing the month. What amounts to
ness to the order of final passage,
Lee Shubert and Crosby Galge. Hill plays Dockstader's Wilmington of departments are scaled at $10 the same thing is the "two for one''
and it will come up on the floor of two of the lessees and managers of week of April 4. Dockstader s plays over that in New York. The dif- ticket which is now applied to three**
The the new house, were present.
Keith vaudeville in the regular sea- ference in males was the actual attractions.
the lower house this week.
It was started
this
cause of the agitation during the season at the Century with "In the
Smith measure is Intended to take
The Hanna is a one-deck house, son, closing April 2.
This is the first time in several winter when the situation grew se- Night Watch" and the success of
the place of the one vetoed recently the gallery being eliminated, has
by Governor Miller, who held that only two boxes and the seating ca- years Dockstader's has played a rious. At the time there was a gen- the plan has brought It into use for
combination after closing its vaude- eral shifting of crews, the only "The Rose Girl" at the Ambassador
the bill limiting the amount that pacity is 1,445.
A third Hill "Father" houses .escaping being the Century and "Three Live G hosts" at the
ville season.
ticket agencies might charge in adproscenium opening is 37 by will play the Belaseo, Washington, and Hudson, 'Mecca." playing the
The
vance of the box office prices to 50
Bayes.
It has been several years
50 feet, and the stage is 40 feet April 11. This is also a rather un- former house, granted an increase.
cents, was unconstitutional.
since the "lithograph" ticket scheme
Special attention has been usual booking for the Belasco for At the Hudson a bonus of $100 was
deep.
A section in the Smith measure given
has
used for Broadway.
been
to the lighting system and this time of year, 'Father" being a split among the crew.
provides that on the reverse side of
success of the special featprecaution against Are.
pop price show, and the Belasco,
On appeal to the I. A. T. S. E. ureThepicture
the ticket shall be printed a conofferings in legitimate
John S. Hale, resident manager playing the Shubert $3 shows regu- the U. M. P. A. forced an end to
tract which stipulates that the purhouses at about legitimate admisof the Shubert-Colonial, will assume larly.
the shifting. Charges are now bechaser of the ticket cannot sell it
one of the outstandsion
scales
is
the management .of the Hanna as
fore the national organization for
at more than an advance of 50 cents
ing features of the season.
Holy
well, and A. H. Halle will preside
settlement,
the managers basing Week (last w.eek) takings
over the price printed en the other
at the
over the box office.
"BREVITIES"?
their claim on the two-year scale
side of the ticket. Any theatre that
Lyric with the "Four Horsemen of
contract which expires the first of the Apoeulypse" went
does not wish to have this contract
to a new figShow Cleaning Up on Road Le September next.
printed on its tickets is compelled
OLCOTT'S
ure with $21,25* in.
That was a
Matte
to
Produce
Another.
to print on the reverse side that the
All the agreements in the princi- greater
than
gross
that of nny
ticket may be sold at whatever price To Bid Public Adieu in Next Seapal cities outside of New York also Shubert theatre hist week, includGeorge
and Rufus Le Maire are expire before the start of next season's Tour of "Ragged Robin."
the purchaser wishes to charge.
ing the Winter Garden and in fact
to produce a new musical show for
The bill of Senator* Salvatore A.
son, and it is likely that a general
summer
showing.
The former is scale will apply all around, the set- takes third for the entire list,
Cottlllo, Democrat, of Brooklyn, proTroy, N. Y., March 30.
topped by the marvelous "Sally."
viding for the regulation and licensChauncey Olcott will bid adieu to writing the book in collaboration tlement going over until the sum- which, at the New Amsterdam, is
with Andy Rice, the score source
ing of dance halls In New York city the American public next season in
mer. Crews in New York, however, in a class of its own and "Tip Top"
not yet fixed. George Le Maire proalso was advanced to the order of the "Ragged Robin," according to an
contend they should be paid a at the Globe. "Way Down East" in
duced "Broadway Brevities" in asfinal passage by the Assembly last announcement of his wife at Sarhigher rate than that accorded out- its thirtieth week at the 44th Street
week.
The measure, which has atoga last week.
The play was sociation with several others last side. Managers take the position played to a bettor gross last WeekE
fall.
been termed the "anti-shimmy bill," originally presented at Saratoga and
that there is no basis for the claim than
many legitimate offerings.
The "Broadway Brevities" title
authorizes the license commissioner Mrs. Olcott hinted that it might open
because of the opportunity in New Indications this week are for the
belongs to the Le Maires, who still
of New York to "adopt reasonable there again.
York to earn more wages through "Four Horsemen" to come elose to
rules and regulations to prevent any
The tour, which will be an ex- hold! an interest in the attraction. shop work.
the Griffith picture business record,
disorderly or Immoral behavior or tended one, will mark his twenty- It is not set whether another "Brevwhose biggest Weak, other than a
conduct calculated to disturb the sixth on the road. Upon his retire- ities" will be produced. 'Brevities"
SHAPING 1921 "FOLLIES." holiday week with extra performpublic peace or safety."
ment from the stage, the Irish star is going at an excellent clip on the
ances,
was $21,373. "Over the Hiir
The Codes Committee of the Sen- will enjoy the peace and quiet of road, the profits within the last Three More Weeks of Present Show is still In the going at the Broadate this week will take action on Saratoga at Inniscarra, now his three weeks being around $25,000.
Ziegfeld Back.
hurst.
"A Connecticut Yankee" at
When the show started on the road
the legislation introduced by Sena- summer residence.
the Selwyn, is doing but fairly, it
around the first of the year it was
tor Farrell of New York prohibitmore
will see the end being in on an eight week guaranweeks
Three
heavily In debt. It is claimed now
ing the advertising of a performer
tee.
to be entirely in the clear.
The of the 1820 "Follies." Flo Ziegfeld
IN BIG
who is not to appear, as well as
South last SaturThe newer offerings are top; ed
piece
may receive a Chicago berth returned from the
requiring managers of road comand
day
is now busily occupied get- by "Nice People" at the Klaw.
The
panies who send troupes outside of Opens in Boston, Phila., Detroit at the new Woods theatre. If so, ting things in shape for the new
demand
in the agencies leads the
George Le Maire will return to the
and 'Frisco.
the state on tour, to file a bond of
series of 1921.
non-musical division and the house
for
that
engagement.
cast
$250 for each member of the troupe
Carl Randall and Ray Dooley are ft getting all it can hold— aroun 1
Metro announces premieres of
to insure each player will be given
present principals to go with the $14,600. "Toto" with Leo DitrichDetroit, March JO.
the
Four Horsemen
of
return railroad fare in event the "The
"Broadway Brevities" cleaned up new show. Others in the present stcln opened to capacity and is a
company disbands while on the Apocalypse" In the Immediate fucast may also be included. There
ture in Boston, Philadelphia, De- during its two weeks' engagement is some talk of Gene Buck return- close second in the comedy demand.
road.
In every ending March 26. Receipts the first ing to the Zleg/eld banner on the It is the big winner of the Holy
troit and San Francisco.
Week openings, though continuance
case of the presentation in a large week were $23,500 and the second music end.
will
Berlin
Irving
(Continued on page 14)
In the face
city it will be in the manner of a week around $17,000.
"COGNAC"
probably again have his fingers deep
of the Lenten season and Holy
regular theatrical production.
in the pie.
Week
this is a remarkable business
$900,000 F0RJPLAY
To Be Recast and Given a New Road
at $2.50 top. In Cleveland and other
Trial First.
EARLY Wm. A. Brady Theatre Co. Acquires
DRAMA. cities the Brevities has been getting
SELWYNS'
Property
The Selwyns are preparing a dra- $3 top.
"Cognac," which closed at the
"Mecca's" N. Y. Date Off—Com
Studebaker, Chicago, recently, after matic piece for summer presentastock & Gest Shows in Early.
understood
York.
It
is
in
New
tion
.deal
...was
a short, tour in the middle west, is
glosed \v.*£ ,.*••'-.
CLOSES SEASON,
A.
to be recast and set for another try that the play will go into rehearsal
the William A. Brady
road's three spectacles will whereby
Washington,
The
D. C, March 30.
as soon as the cast is completed.
in the east.
The opening here Inst night of all close down this month. All are Theatre Co. purchased the lot and
An all star gathering will be col- "Frmlnie,"
The Shuberts are producing the
with De Wolf Hopper under the management of Com- property occupied by the Playhouse
At present an attempt is
play, which was written by David lected.
and Francis Wilson CO -starring, at- stock &. (Jest. Two will be brought theatre. The latter house heretofore
Arnold Balch.
Balch is connected being made to secure John Drew. tracted a capacity house *With a In Saturday, "Aphrodite," ending its was only under lease to the Brady
with the Metro publicity staff. Folsplendid advance sale ahead for the season at the Auditorium, Chicago, Interests, but C. William Funk, the
lowing a preliminary, "Cognac" will
DINEHART AS P0E.
week. The piece closes here on Sat- and "Chu Chin Chow" closing at owner, a Philadelphia financier, haj
come into New York in one of the
disposed of all right and title to the
production of "Ed- urday night for the summer, open- Harrisburg.
Selwyns'
The
Shubert Broadway houses.
"Mecca" will close April 28 lr. producer.
gar Allen Poe" is due to go into re- ing early in the fall.
The selling price is Raid to be
The plan to bring the
Toronto.
hearsal during the summer for early
attraction back to New York this upwards of $900,000.
will
Dinchart
fall production.
Alan
SIGN
FOR
5
YEARS
DULCY" NEXT FALL.
spring for a repeat engagement
do the title role. Bernard L. Rethy
Asked about the reports of a
Chicago, March 30.
and Samuel Shipman collaborated severance of professional relations. has been called off.
APHRODITE' D0ESNT REPEAT.
Contracts were signed between
piece.
Eugene and Willie Howard declared
Chicago, March 30.
H. l[. Fraree and George C. Vyler on the
HAZEL
STEPS
OUT.
The return run of "Aphrodite" ai
signed
they had just
a new point
setting the opening date of "Dulcy"
Bayes 'Engaged for "Whirl."
Hazel Dawn is reported leaving the Auditorium was cut to two
contract with the Shuberts for five
at the Frazee in New York next
Labor D*y. The piece is now at
Nora P.aycs will open in Philadel- years at salary and percentage of "Getting Gertie's Garter," now play- weeks. Patronage on the second enWfllie add'd that he had ing in Boston.
Miss Dawn Is un- gagement was not up to expectathe Cort with indications of going phia next Monday under the direc- profits.
The first week's receipts
on through a good part of the tion of the Shuberts in the produc- not even been approached to sign derstood to be dissatisfied with her tions.
separately,
role and has turned In her r.c'Ice. were reported below $17,000.
Kumrner.
tion of "The Whirl of the Town."

Road—Up

in Senate

"Anti-Shimmy

Committee This

Advanced

Week—

—

Order

Some
"Two

Week,
More Shows

MANAGER AND STAGE

FAVERSHAM OPENS NEW

HANNA

HANDS FAIL TO AGREE

CLEVELAND

Wage

—

—

"BRINGING UP FATHER"

GOES INTO $3 HOUSES

ANOTHER

—

FAREWELL

—

"HORSEMEN"

TOWNS

FOR BROADWAY.

HOUSE

SPECTACLES CLOSE

SUMMER
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.

HOWARDS

DAWN

....
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SHOWS

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

vlous week of about $1,000, the house was practically sold out on
gross hitting $11,500.
the half price plan, which the Shu"Way Down East," 44th Street (81st berts have used to advantage at
than their openings this season.
better
Grossed
week).
many legitimate offerings last
Storm" opened at the Globe

week
"Over the

I

"Afaar," Central (21st week). Will
close for the season Saturday.
Lost both matinee and night
Wednesday through slight Indisposition of star, Delysia. Griffith's
"Dream Street" picture will open
here April 8.
*B*«f. Mark" Comedy (30th week).
One of the' long-run aucc-csaosi
Slipped off in the last month and
was around $10,000 last weekShould easily stay for the season
and into warm weather.
•Blue Eyes," Shubert (6th week).
Gross since moving over from
Casino worse, with the Holy Week
takings dropping to $8,000. May
recover, but new attraction due
here soon.
"Broken Wing," 48th St. (17th
week). Has held on well. Cut
rates have aided, and attraction
should be In the running until
warm weather.
"Cornered," Astor (17th week). Goes
out next week, attraction going
on road in eastern stands into
"Four Horsemen of the
May.
Apocalypse" will succeed, moving
over from the Lyric.
"Dear Me," Republic (11th week).
Fell ofl\ with takings last week
under $8,500. Management claims
continuance into May.
"Deburau," Bclasco (15th week).
Capacity through Holy Week,
with the takings ahead any drama
in town at well over $17,500. Gallery a sell-out, too. Its rank as
the season's, finest dramatic production settled.
"Emperor Jones," Princess (9th
week). Last week's business bettered the takings of the previous
.

,.

.

Gross at $8,200, which is
in this small house.
Matinee dally of "DlfTrent" in-

week.

profitable

'

•

"Enter Madame," Fulton (33d week).
Dropped another thousand last
week, the gross being $10,000 or
Has been one of
slightly better.
the season's smashes and is one
•longest run attractions of season.
"First

One

Year,"
of the

Little

(24th

week).

to play
(Easter);

few attractions

extra matinee

Monday

special
with
both shows 10
Late
week.
performances
week extra afternoon performances being continued by both.
"Ghost Between," 39th St. (2d week).
First week was a doubtful one.
Local reviewers divided in comment on show's merits. This week
should supply a better line on attraction, which is admittedly en"Lightin',".

matinee,

also

giving

.this

tertaining.

(78th
Lyceum
"Gold
Diggers,"
week). Had its lowest gross of
last week, when $11,200 was
Pretty sure to recover starting this week, and management
figures continuance into summer
(August), when show starts on
tour
•Good Times," Hippodrome (34th
Heavy matinee attendweek).
ance Holy Week, with the Easter
school holidays supplying the extra draw. Grossed $52,880, a fine
gross for this time of season.
"In the Night Watch," Century (10th
week). The system of half rates
here has been a "two for one"
ticket, similarly used at Crescent,
Brooklyn, and out of town. Reduction plan has brought good
takings, with the gross around
$18,000 since cut rate started.
week).
(71st
"Irene," Vanderbilt
Slipped back a little further last
week and the gross around $14,000.
Chances favor this musical run
record maker to hold on until

run
in.

summer.

Up to You," Casino (1st week).
Premiere Monday. Opening postponed from last week. Is third
musical attraction here with $2.50

"It's

top.

"Ladies' Night," Eltinge (34th week).
Has been hurt a little within past
three weeks, but farce leader still
drawing big money and will last
out the season.
"Lady Billy," Liberty (16th week).
Should run another month. Mitzi
show has been strong since opening, and completely fooled Broad-

way

talent. Takings around $18,000 of late supplies a good profit.

Gaiety (133d week).
Ten performances this week for
Claimed Holy
the run leader.
Week did not affect the gross but
about $50. Pace is better than
T-i€,fl £0-.weekly. ..:.-..
"Little Old New York," Plymouth
(30th week). Gross for Holy week
between $8,000 and $9,000, the
takings being about the lowest for
the ruu. Looks good for continuance until warm weather with
return to form this week.
"Love Birds," Apollo (3d week).
This attraction fooled the talent
by drawing a good first week
Holy week business was
gross.
Figures for a 10-wcck
$13,700.
"Lightnin',"

•

run.

(15th week).
Will go out at end of next week.
House will be dark one week, re-

opening with John and Ethel Barrymore in "Claire de Lune" April
18.

"Mary

Stuart," Rifz (2d week). Acclaimed as one of best of John
'"•Drlnkwatar'a. writings.. Is drawing a smart audience on lower
floor, with no call upstairs. Drew
$11,700 first week.

the World," Hudson (25th week). Will go out SatM. Cohan's
urday, with Geo.
"Nemesis" succeeding next week.
"Meanest Man" slipped badly of
late.
Slump in receipts started
about three weeks after Mr. Co-

"Meanest Man

.

.

cluded.

"Mary Rote," Empire

in

"The
Broadhurst (26th and while

this would bo rated ma a
first-class attraction, the fact that
at popular prices
"revivals"
several
"Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
Lyric (4th week).
Topped the have played this house interfered In
Shubert houses in business last the consideration the show was
week, going to $21,2B«. Moves to given." Up to the time "Its Up to
Astor at end of next week.
You' departed from the Globe it ap"Connecticut Yankee in King Argood chance of
thur's Court," Selwyn (3d week). peared there was a
Extra advertising pulling fair getting this house out ot-the "stepbooking in
the
class,
but
child"
business.
Is a comedy.
House
guaranteed five more weeks.
there of shows that the public most
realize are not up to the highest
standard has hurt the house. Another season may see a change in
Hill,"

week).

;

SHUBERT TRIO IN
WINNING

this policy.

PUCE

hun withdrew from cast.
Garrick, Princess, Studebaker
"Miss Lulu Bett," Belmont (14th
week). Within last three weeks
Lead Chicago Hits.
this comedy has gone off about
Gross last week was
$1,400.
around $7,000. Claimed satisfacChicago, March 30.
tory for house.
To help the worst week in show
"Nice People," Marc Klaw (5th business there werj four solid days
week). Broadway's new comedy of rain. The sun not showing once
hit.
Demand has grown steadily and with all this only one or
two
since opening and is equal to anything on non-musical list, Capac- shows had a drop in box offlc receipts.
ity throughout last week, with the
Estimates for the week:
gross about $14,600.
"Shavings" (Powers, 6th week)
"Passing Show of 1921," Winter
Garden (14th week). About the $11,700; will stay until May 2, when
worst business last week, when "Call the Doctor" tries for a sumthe takings went to around $20,- mer run.
000. Should recover to better pace
"East Is West" (Garrick, Ird
and continue until warm weather.
"Peg o' My Heart," Cort (7th week) $22,800; looks like a run into
week). Buy off for. this revival the hot weather.
"Way Oown East" (Woods. 15th
which was hurt in slump. Should
run into May, the star's draw aid- week) just got over the $10,000
ing. Gross last week $9,700.
mark, with the "Four Horseiren"
Wild Oat," Punch and taking the edge off on loop pictures.
"Rotlo's
Judy (19th week).
Has been
"Night Boat" (Colonial, 3rd week)
holding up surprisingly.
Last
week the gross aga^n boat $6.0fc0, went to $19,000; though not considwhich is very good in this 299- ered bad, not much money in this
seat house.
Special matinees of large house. Next week, "Mary."
"Dulcy" (Cort, 5th week) dropped
"Mixed Marriage" now offered.
Latter attraction was on some under $9,000; should last about .our
weeks ago at Apollo.
more weeks. Gregory Kelly leavl:.g
"Romance," Playhouse (5th week). the cast next week.
Was hurt somewhat last week,
"The Tavern" (Cohan's Grand, 8th
but takings here have been as
good as the best of the run when week), one of the hardest hit shows
show was originally presented at during the slump, went to "12,000,
which is making money for all conMaxine Elliott's.
"Rose
Girl,"
Ambassador
(8th cerned.
week).
Cast
changes
have
"Four Horsemen" (LaSalle, 1st
brought down operating expenses. week) opened Saturday to society
Management
watching
show, turnout,
which, with a break will run into
"The Bat" (Princess, 13th week)
May or longer.
"8slly,"
New Amsterdam (15th $19,000; will easily go back to $?0,000
after this week.
week). Broadway's star attrac"Irene" (Studebaker, 17th week)
tion, leading in demand and gross
business, which is around $34,000 $22,000; for length of stay and unweekly. Figures to hold up, no limited run is head and shoulders
musical attraction contesting its above anything in town. Has wonhonors.
derful hold and tremendous advance
"8panish Love," Maxine Elliott's
(34th week). Will probably run sale. Will most likely approach
into May. Has been hurt in slump $30,000 again after this week.
"Beggars' Opera" (Central, 1st
like most of the other long run
offerings
week), though treated hospitably by
"Survival of the Fittest," Green
the critics, failed to get a play on
wich (3d week).
Has another the theatre goers; doubtful if it will
week to go. Gross last week was last two more weeks,—
$3,800.
House guaranteed. "The
"H itchy. Koo" (Illinois, 4th week)
Tenth Man" will be succeeding
Owing to its limited run, packing
attraction.
them
in on every performance, went
"The Bat," Morosco (32d week). Is
playing to big business, with the to $29,000.
house selling out except boxes, of
"Women to Woman" (Playhouse,
which there are many in this 3rd week) $6,000. Leaves this week.
house. Demand in agencies has
"Deliverance" (film), with Helen
dropped; box office sale brisk.
"The Champion," Longacre (13th Kellar, comes in for two week, followed
by the musical comedy "Pitweek).
Comedy success which
was hurt in slump, but made the ter Patter," Er.est Truex featu-ed.
"Just Suppose" (Blackstone, 3rd
$10,000 mark last week.
Listed
Patricia Collinge,
to remain until warm weather, week) $12,000.
and will then go to Chicago for Its star, is a Blackstone favorite,
summer stay.
having put this theatre on the map
"The Green Goddess," Booth (12th with "Tillie"; keeping it up with
week). Holy Week made no difher present show.
ference whatsoever. Standees In
1st
(Auditorium,
"Aphrodite"
for most performances and the
Originally advergross was $14,200. That has been week) $17,000.
'

«

i

—

the capacity gait of

show

since

weeks.
"The Tavern," Cohan (27th week).
Will continue into May. Run of
this comedy was not expected. Its
takings have not been among the
leaders, but management made it
a winner.
"Three Live Ghosts," Bayes (27th
week).
Another long run play
that
should weather out
the
month. Has had but one or two
losing weeks since its premiere,
and is a substantial winner. Two
for one ticket plan here now
"Tip Top," Glob- (28th week). Demand not as vigorous in agencies,
but box office p5ckin« up the
slack.
Will run to big takings
until June.
"Toto," Bijou (4M week). Though it
first

opened

in

Holy Week, the

first

week's business was virtually a
se out all the way. Draw of the
star should pull gross to around
$11,000. Good run indicated.
"Wake Up, Jonathan," Henry Miller
(11th week).
Has two weeks

more

name

to

go.

should

Weight

make

of star's
attiaction

;

tised for a four- week return engagement, has been cut down to two
weeks, proving again they don't

come back.
"Thurston" (Olympic, 1st week),
first show in years to plry to

the

prices

$1.50

phenomenal
April 10.

and

failing

speed.

to

Good

show
until

"Linger Longer Letty" to

follow.

HOUSES HANDICAP

TWO

PREMIERES IN BOSTON

to Love,"

te

at

«

Boston, March 30.
Having put behind them the leanest week of the season, with the result not being so very bad as these
things
theatrical
go,
managers
looked for a substantial pickup in
business starting Easter Monday

Margaret Anglin appeared in spe- houses Monday night, that being
chances
cial performance at Century on
"Mary," Knickerbocker (24th week).
Sunday. That show will likely be "Honeydew" at the Majestic, a
Has three weeks more, then goes
house which has been playing films
offered elsewhere this spring.
Third
to Garrick, Philadelphia.
Succeed lug "Welcome, Stranger," Sam H. Har- for several weeks past. It was well
engagement there.
received at the premiere, despite
ris (29th week). Last week's takattraction is 'June Love,* opening
ings an improvement over ore*- poor weather conditions, as the
AjtUJfc

I

of Cohan and Thomas help
downstairs.
Probably under

draw
$11.-

000.

"Whirl of tho Town" (Chestnut
Street Opera House).
Shuberta
havo no whirlwind in this, one. Humored changes and friction constant, with no absolute verification,
Hussey still with show. Average
of house, which started high with
"East la West," has fallen recently,
and "The Whirl" will probably bo
followed shortly by pictures. About
$10,000.

"The Maaquerader" (Walnut, 6th.
Hit by Holy Week slump,

week).

hut

will

urday.

round out a goou ran
About $10,000.

S&t-i

CUTTING B'WAY SALARIES

(Continued from page 13)
Estimates were:
"8cendals of 1920" (Colonial, 3rd at top speed is conjectural. "Mary
week). This show was hit to the Stuart," which opened the new Rita,
tune of about* $8,000 by Holy Week. is drawing smart audiences, but
Takings for last week were about confined mostly to the lower floor.
$14,000.
It played to $11,700 last week.
The recently arrived musical ©f-«
"Abraham Lincoln" (Hollls, 7th
While show could easily ferings do not stack up strongly,
week).
"Love
Birds," at the v polio, pulled
stay here several weeks longer and
clean up it has to pull out on Satur- a Holy Week gross of $13,700. "The
day night. Did about $15,500 busi- Right Girl" played to $8,000 at the
Times Square. "It's Up to You,"
ness.
"Call the Doctor" (Tremont, 3rd the only opening of this week, was*
week). Just about getting by. Fig- not warmly greeted at the Casino,
but is credited with having a* much
ure for last week $10,000.
"Honors Are Even" (Park Square, better chance than predicted.
Three attractions will be with-*
ISth Week). About $8,000 last week.
Has now run longer than any show drawn and possibly a fourth will be
added.
"Afgar" ends its season at
here this season; indications it will
the Central, the house getting Grifhang up a new record..
fith's "Dream Street* on Thursday
"Honeydew" (Majestic, 1st week).
Made a big hit at the opening and next. "The- Meanest Man in the
"Earthbound" (film), on final week World" will leave the Hudson, and
"Nemesis," George M. Cohan's new
did $3,000.
Samson and Delilah" (Wilbur, 2nd drama, will succeed, it being the
only premiere scheduled f
next
week), show on final week. Did
week. "Blue Eyes" gave notice of
not do as well last week as was exclosing Saturday, but the attraction
pected and probably won't do much
may be continued at the Shubert.
better this week. Takings $6,000.
"The Midnight Rounders of 1921,**
"Greenwich Village Follies" (Mathe midnight offering at the Cen^
jestic, 4th week).
This was gup- tury
Promenade, will also stop.
posed to be the final week of local plans calling
for the roof to he
engagement but business has war- converted into a
theatre.
ranted tacking two more weeks on.
There are three "Mary" shows on
Did $18,000.
the list.
"Mary Rose," the Barrie
"Gertie's Garter" (Plymouth, 4th p!ay at the
Empire, will leave next
week). Show will be transferred to week, the house going
dark, and
Wilbur at the end of this week and opening April 18 with
"Claire Da
will stay at new location a week, Lune" with
John and Ethel Barrythen will go on tour.
Did about more. Cohan's "Mary" has three
$9,000.
weeks more at the Knickerbocker,
"The 8torm" (Globe, 1st week). and it will be succeeded April 26 by
Got away in good style opening "June Love." Drlnkwater's "Mary
night.
Has the handicap of the Stuart" has an indeterminate run in
house to overcome. "Twin Beds," sight at the Ritz.
The piece is
in final week did about $4,000.
classed as "highbrow," and the ap"Way Down East" (Tremont Tem- peal Is therefore figured as limited.
ple).
Now on the 28th week and
Margaret Anglin made a fine imgoing strong.
pression in a special performance
for charity at the Century on Sunday of "The Trial of Joan of Arc."'
First plans called for her to succeed
PHILA.
her "Woman of Bronze" at the
Frazee, but the show is too large
and another house is expected for it.
SET
Business this week showed a natural increase over the very bad

OPENINGS

6

FOR NEXT WEEK

Advantage to Nixon-Nirdtinger
in Lineup.

takings of Holy Week. But general business is far from good. But
five attractions attempted a special

matinee
Philadelphia,

With an
Holy Week

unusually
box-office

March

30.

disastrous
record be-

hind them, Philly managers and
show people are looking hopefully

ahead

to the final drive of the year.

Monday

(Easter).

The

Rlnglings, Barnum and Bailey Circus got off to a start Saturday;
night at Madison Square Garden*
retaining the $3 top of last season.
Business there was reported capacity^
early this week.

The most prominent feature of
Twenty-two attractions were listed
next few weeks is the opening of
six shows, all on one evening, April as "buys'* in the agencies where it
4.
This is the record crop of open- was claimed some of the newer ofers for the year. All six shows have ferings "couldn't be given away."
the New York stamp, and one, "As "Its Up to You" (Casino) waa
You Were," has been here before. bought for four weeks with a 25 per
Neither of the two shows whicn cent return
privilege. The balance
will play through the general mov"Rose Girl" (Ambassador);
ing day have been setting any rec- ier:
"Love
Birds"
(Apollo); "Deburau*
ords, and they are likely to flop even
more with warm competition. "The (Belasco); "Toto" (Bijou); "Greea
Whirl of the Town" has disap- Goddess" (Booth); "In the Night
pointed, even with its $1.50, and Watch"
(Century);
"Bad Man01
"Adam and Eva" will have trouble (Comedy); "Tip Top" (Globe):
sticking very far into April.
"Nice People"
(Klaw);
"Mary"
"The Acquittal" (Broad, 2d week).
Hit here at a bad time, but did (Knickerbocker); "Lady Billy" (Liberty);
"First
Year"
(Little);
"Gold
better than some of its neighbors.
(Lyceum);
Generally liked and had a substan- Diggers"
"The Bat"
tial draw downstairs at a $2.50 top.
(Morosco); "Sally" (New Amster$12,000 last week.
dam);
"Romance"
(Playhouse);
"Jimmie" (Shubert, 3d week.) "Dear Me" (Republic); "Mary StuWith an expensive overhead show art' (Ritz); "Blue
Eyes" (Shubert):
isn't breaking any house records.
White Is popular here, and cu- "The Ghost Between" (39th Street);
riosity to see Ben Welch gave it "Right Girl" (Times Square).
The cut rates offered the biggest
better than an even break.
Also
ending this week alt boutrb original- Jlfltjaf ftt.trg.ot.ions since last sumly booked for a week or bo more. mer, there being 20 .shows "regularly
About $13,000 in a big house.
listed.
Two others
"Mask and Wig" (Forrest, 3d dled, one on order were also hanat the box office
week). Almost a complete sell-out
and
another
for gallery seats only.
for this amateur show.
Glowinply
treated by tho critics and* a revela- The list was: "Rose Girl" (Ambas"Love Birds" (Apollo);
tion in dancing.
Last week of sador);
"Erminie"; sank to about $13,500. "Cornered" (Astor); "Afgar" (Cen"The Follies" here next* week.
tral); "In the Night Watch" (Cen"8milin* Through"
(Lyric,
6th tury); "Mary Rose" (Empire); "The
week). Cowl's show ending fairly
Broken Wing" (48th Street); "Wopxtended run for location of theatre.
N-t, however, a big money getter. man of Bronze" (Frazee); "Wake
Up Jonathan" (Miller); "Spanish
Dropped to around $8,000 last week.
(Elliott);
Live
"Three
"Adam and Eva" (Adelphi. 2d Love"
week).
Not as good as expected. Ghosts" (Bayes); "Little Old New
Things broke badly from the first York' (Plymouth); "Emperor Jones"
with rival openings, and Holy Week (Princess);
"Rotlo's
Wild Oaf
slump did the rest. Around $8,500. (Punch and Judy); "Dfar Me" (Re"Nemesis" (Garrick. 2d week).
public);
"Blue
(Shubert):
Eyes'"
Cohan's newest production not a
knock -out here as "Mary," but not "The Ghost Between" (3th Street);
"pass"Right
Girl"(Times
Square);
a flop like "Genius and the Crowd."
Good house at opering, but weak ing Show'' (.Winter Garden).
1

I

,

"Storm" and "Honeydew"
Globe and Majestic.

good on the road. Show liked but
Times Square (3d
pulled no heavy trade.
week). Has shown little strength
Holy Week gross was "Women of Bronze," Frazee (30th
to date.
week).
Had its worst week last night.
around $8,000. Show, however, is
week. House not big enough for
Only one new real first-class
well regarded as an entertainment.
"Trail
of
Joan of Arc," which opening was recorded at the Boston
Current week should indicate its

"Maid

during middle of week. Gloom ot
end not box-office asset, but name*

,

Friday, April

1,

LEGITIM

1921
3C
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SPRING MUSICAL
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DE FOE ON EQUITY SHOP. OTHER UNIONS

SHOW

8ays A. E. A. Will Harm Itself by
Closing Ooora to Outsider*.

PRODUCTIONS PILE UP

MAY

CONE OF EQUITY

I

Two benefits took place this week
at the Kits, where "Mary Stuart" la
The house was sold out
playing.
Tuesday night In aid of the Society
for the Relief of Half Orphan and
Destitute Children and Friday night
for the Catholic Young Women's
Club.
It has Just been learned that Mary
Flckford and Charles Chaplin played
extra roles In Douglas Fairbanks'
production or "The Mollycoddled
They made no attempt to disguise
themselves, but were unrecognized.
•

Henry Clapp Smith, of Dutton's,
the publishing firm, has sent his
resignation to the Amateur Comedy
Club because he is receiving money
for his appearance in "The Man
About Town," at the Ritz.
The censor of Paris, France, has
attempted 10 suppress "in the
Norma Talmadge.
The film tells of a dictator who permitted his male ^subjects the greatThe atest liberties with women.
tempt is arousing a pronounced proNight," starring

test.

Mrs. Sylvia Hough, one of the pais
of the much-diseuHsed l*ady Diana
Manners, daughter of the Duke of
Rutland, is here to go into the
chorus of "The Right Girl.*' Apparently she did not go on the stage
in London because of her husband's
objections.

and

March

child since

said

when he
home any Even Boston Overcrowded as
Broadway Slumps.

13,

he wasn't coming

more.

After spending $160,000 to estaba country home at Great Neck
(Continued on page 17)

spring's crop of musical
steadily mounting, with
do sen in sight to data.
There la a tendency to hold the
productions out of New York probably because of tl . business slump.

shows

HELD.

IS

Into Equity

Boston L» named a* a temporary
anchorage for at least four of the
musical pieces.
Judged from the
box office pace there It will be as
much a case of survival of the fittest there aa on Broadway.
George M. Cohan's new Louis
Hlrsch, Otto Harbach, Frank Mandel piece called "The O'Brien Girl"
is listed for the Hub, and "Blossom
Time," which the Shuberta plan to
hold out until August, Is also
booked there- Also listed for Bos-

Slander Case.
In the criminal libel action begun
Stark againat J. Arthur
wherein
the
plaintiff

by Leo

O'Brien,

charges O'Brien with circulating
slanderous statements concerning
him in a letter to the Equity council, Magistrate Levine in the First
District
Magistrates'
Court late
last week bound the defendant over
to. the Grand Jury under noi inal
ball.
The Magistrate was but 15
minutes in arriving at a conclusion
that there was grounds for a grand
jury Inquiry. There was no actual

ton is A. L. Erlanger'a
Girls in Blue," while

In a featured article In the

Herald

"Two

Little

Edgar MacGregor's "A Dangerous Maid" (formerly
"The Dislocated Honeyday, moon") may be among Broadway's Equity

argument before the cour' that
because briefs had been submitted early summer arrivals. The former
by
parties concerned and the may come into the Cohan late in the

^
court decided

therefrom.
The Equity council maintained
that
such
communications
are
"prlvllegetf." but Kendle/ & Goldstein, the plaintiff's counsel, insist
on a public hearing. O'Brien's personal counsel moved to dismiss the
complaint on the ground that the
plaintiff
had failed to establish
malice in O'Brien's communication
to the Equity.

harming

is

That which is more to be dreaded
than the "Equity closed shop," and
in its principle as applicable to the
Jewish Theatre, which is a unionized
Institution in every conceivable way,
is the ultimate springing up of other
unlona, who will be but too eager
to grasp the opportunity of the actor fighting his battle, is the stateIn part of Charles W. droll,
who for several yeara managed

ment

Jewish players and productions. Notably among them were Jacob P.
Adler, the late David Kessler, Kenny Llpzin and othera. He Is still
affiliated with the Jewish Theatre,
operating the Liberty fn East New
York, and represents other theatrical

^OES

low

HUNEKER FUND PROPOSED.

*

summer

for her jervi^es for the season of
1920-21.

royalties within the last season
or so.
Mrs. Alexander, who appeared In
Pending is an offer to purchase
other stands In the oil territory. the "Friendly Enemies" with Louis the Yiddish theatre rights for this
The Auditorium is also used as an Mann (after Sam Bernard left the country. As yet no terms have been
armory. It is owned by the city, but cast) in the role of "Mrs. Pfeiffer," agreed on. It has been decided to
alleges she had received an offer
leased out for attractions.
withhold the Yiddish presentation
from David Belasco for the season
for about two years.
of 1920-1921 at $150- a week but
'JUNE LOVE'S'
TRY that Mr. Herman had induced her to
remain with him, and then not taken
FRAZEE
OFF
8herman Brown Has Book Re- advantage of her services to her
written by Otto Harbach
Will Defer Ail Productions Until
estimate damage of $7,800.

VENTURES

Sherman Brown,

of the Davidson

Theatre,

Milwaukee, is readying
"June Love" for another try. The
piece, a musieal comedy, which was
produced and played for a few

30.

•The Rlalto theatre, Indianapolis,
booked by Billy Diamond, will close
weeks earlier In the season, Is slaved the vaudeville season next week,
to open at the Apollo, Atlantic City, opening April 3, for a run of musiApril 11.
cal comedy stock. Jimmy Htanton
Otto Harbach has rewritten the will do the producing.
book.
The music Is by Rudolph
Friml.
Cast includes Johnny DooSHOWS CLOSING
ley, Lois Josephine,
Bertie li<-auTlie Melntyre and Heath show
moRt uud -ci*x reNordatro
M '"in 'flu Alexander." "\\niYii lis" beefi
Will play the K. A R time, reaching
ill
out on the road since August
Broadway within a few week*.
close in Washington April 23.
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FRISCO.

Ban Francisco, Mar. 30.
Holy Week was extremely quiet
in show circles Just as the rest of
lent has been this year.
The attractions at the legitimate theatres
were "The Sweetheart Shop" playing the final week of a four- weeks'
stay at the Columbia; "Way Down
East." on a return date at the Cur-

ran,

and "Bringing Up Father," at

the Savoy.

Business was uniformly bad In
Oakland with Alice Gentle, as "Carmen," at the MacArthur theatre,
and Manager MacArthur decided to
hold the show over for a second

Y.,

this

summer.

cluded in the cast are Karle Foxe.
Robert Pitkin and Grace Russell, all
placed by tlie Max Hart Agency.
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shop' principle now
'closed
sought to be enforced by Equity
And " 'What
becomes a reality?'
has been the effect of the Yiddish

the

If.

next

i

CUrrfda.

of 1919.

BOBINS' T0B0NT0 STOCK,

E.

Get "Rose Girl" Cast.
The
Charles Purcell is out of
Rose Olrl H at the Ambassador. SevROBERT MILTON SAILING.
Skin era] other changes have i.e.-r. made,
will reducing tin- operating cosl of the
Robert Milton is sailing on the
tealltllebrand
now
l>
"The 'show. Fred
Olympic April 20. He will produce
replaced while
Itoberl
come lured.
England a play of his own
into the Holds.
Putcell
nu(hoi>Mp entitled "Ladies Must
Live."
Sailing with l.im is Arthur
Kellards "Rep" for Canada.
O-c N ght.'n "Human Hearts."
,.
.,,.,,,
w.| tn w l0m he is ooiA .si ukespenrutn reiiertwhc com
.v
cotnpanj vvai" bring re ruited to bora ting on a play called 'T
Pany, headed i.> John »: l\ el lard, this weejs to i"'
*a1 of Five
JVC Little Roses."
was scheduled to open Wednesday "Human Heart*.'
A
night
Ml or, will he absent 'out il i*
*n Kfngaton,
ii
!•'
'<>r
an Indcfti te period,
OUt
country
has
route
stand
Ontario. It is planned
t(
thada. tf*
'V'ji"' MirQUfch Kasl.rn tla
ough
from England to !•»'.> foi
piece
r -i>\\K
Wff- tl

Boston, March
The openings scheduled for
Mondaj ni^i-t here are "The
Game," Brady's show which
come into the Plymouth, and
Famous m,-s. Fair," which will

"'What will ultimately foland confront the theatre if

Miss Merrill took the assignHobina will inaugurate his ment through the Jenle Jacobs
Fall.
seventh season of stock In Toronto office.
at the Royal Alexandria theatre In
Reported thia week waa the fact that city during May. Mr. Robins
AUTHORS' LEAGUE CHANGE.
that II. H. Frazee had cancelled all and his company will play there
plans for spring productions and throughout the summer in a reperElaborate plans arc going forward
would not take active part In pro- toire of plays and incidentally will to make the coming dinner of the
ducing any more shows until the try out a quartet of new ones for Authors' League of America at the
fall.
IJlar.ch
Merrill
two New York managers.
had
Commodore, April 11, an event. The
scripts placed with Frazee for profollowing day the annual meeting
duction but the pieces will have to
will consider changing the league's
SMITH
SETTLES
DOWN.
wait for the autumn season before
title to
the Authors and Artists*
Loa AngeleS, March 30.
representation will be made.
League of America.
Bdward smith, former general
The. r»'.'isnn for the postponments.
Is
li
*ai'V la tho bv\»ebaU mag- manager '»? »»•»«• Bhttberi bouse* in
Rehearsing "Princess Virtue.*
nate's desire to be with his team, Boston, is now located in HollyHe has just taken a half in"Princess Virtue," understood to
the Boston Ked Sox, at Hot Springs, wood.
hlork
a
of
at
Hollybe
lerest
In
stores
Gerald Bacon's show, will open
Arte, duiing their training period
and for tho opening of the regular wood boulevard and Western ave- at Atlantic City April 11. It Is now
nue, near the Fox studios.
He is rehearsing under Leon EfTOlL Inseason.

RIALTO, MUSICAL STOCK.
Chicago, March

assoclatioa

The Boston court* ordered the ex- week.
amination of these witnesses, and
when aubpoenas were Issued, Mr.
BETH ht.wht.t. IN STOCK.
Erlanger moved to vacate them. His
application was denied by Judge
Beth Merrill, who followed Jeane
Delehanty, whereupon he appealed Eagles in the leading role of "The
to the Appellate Division and that Wonderful Thing," has been engaged
court also decided against him.
aa leading woman with the Malcolm Fasett stock company in Al-

SECOND

r

in

theatre under the unions, who have
practically since its inception been
with Itr "
"Whether or not the Hebrew Actors' Union was a necessity," he
began, "in so far as the individual
actor is concerned, is open to question. But assuming that the answer
is in the affirmative, they have directly
been the cause and have
fathered other unions in the theatres, which have not alone been a
great burden to the theatre and to
ing library of books and music and the actors, but have greatly hampresent these to the New York Pub- pered the progress of the Jewish
lic
Library, where they will be theatres.
known as The Huneker Collection.' "
"The offsprings of the auxiliary
Edward Zlegler, administrative unions (I am not speaking of the
letter,
sponsored
the
secretary, who
carpenters
musicians
stage
or
writes further: "I ask if you wish 'j which have a direct bearing on and
contribute to this fund, and if so, connection with the theatre); I am
will you kindly send your cheque speaking of a Dressers' Union, an
made out to the order of Qto Weil, organization affiliated with the actreasurer.
tors' union which compels the man"The proceeds will be given to the agers to employ from four to six
widow to supplement the extremely dressers or valet, whether the manmeagre estate left by this brilliant ager wants to engage them or not;
man. The Public Library has sig- the ushers' union, the door-keepers^
nified its great pleasure in antici- union, and another now In the procpation of receiving this gift."
( Continued on page

STRANGER"
in Loa Angeles.
Ralph Spence. who says h^ is in
Bought by Jenbird, Ltd., Collections
Los Angeles, March 30.
the picture business to accumulate
by Trust Company.
enough money to go back to the
"The Greenwich Village Follies"
newspaper game, is given a big came within an ace of breaking the
spread on the basis of his titling of house record at the Philharmonic
Though the English rights for
the Fox picture, "A Connecticut
Welcome Stranger" were reported
Yankee," In the Sunday American. Auditorium here that is held by the disposed of several times, it was
He read Mark Twain's book four "Passing Show" and would have not until last week that the artimes and then wrote titles as he done so had it not been that the latwith
thought Mark Twain would have ter attraction had the advantage of rangements were finally settled
written them.
an extra holiday performance. The Jenbird Productions, Ltd. Ernest
In
matter
the
handled
Edelesten
"Village Follies" gross for the week
Mrs. Maude Goldman, wife of was just over
London, Lewis and Gordon closing
$30,000, with a $2,800
oran
got
Eddie Kane, vaudeville,
the deal here. Sam H. Harris proder from the court last week direct- midweek matinee to its credit. The duced the show and Is said to have
ing him to pay her $50 a week and attraction could have stayed for two
major interest. Lewis and Gorthe
$150 In counsol fees. She alleges he weeks judging from the business
don and Aaron Hoftman who wrote
makes $10,000 a year as a member done.
are the other owjiers.
"Stranger"
of Kane and Herman and that he
Harry Bailey, manager of the
Harry Green, who is appearing In
has given her only $40 for herself show, celebrated his first wedding
lead,
anniversary here on March 22, be- English halls now, will play the
due to open in LonERLANGER MUST APPEAR
ing tendered party by members the show being
JOLSON'S $7,000 NIGHT. of
royalty agreeThe
don
In August.
the company and by a number
ment
ranges upward from 10 per He and Klaw Must Answer 8ub
former
cronies
the
in
east who
Record in Tulsa, Okla., at $4 Top of
cent., with 12ft and 15 per cent, atpoenaa in Lawyers' Suit.
are now located here.
Scale.
The
taining as the gross mounts.
initial advance royalty payment was
The
Appellate Division last week
Tulsa, Okla., March 30.
SUIT AGAINST WOODS.
$7,500.
affirmed the decision of Judge DeleA new record for a single perhandling
the
A
new
wrinkle
In
Martin Herman, general manager
hanty, directing that A. L. Erlanger
formance is claimed for Al Jolson,
royalty interests in England has
who appeared here in "Sinbad" for A. H. Woods, was examined be- been agreed on. This calls (or the and Marc Klaw be examined as wittrial Monday morning in a
fore
nesses in a suit pending In Boston
Monday night, drawing a gross of
Guarantee Trust Co., through its
The ad- $7,800 breach of contract suit begun London office acting for the Amer- broug'ht by David Gerber, Ditten$7,000 at the Auditorium.
(professionally
Marie
Alexander
hocfer & Fishel, the attorneys, for
by
Some
mission scale was $4 top.
ican owners. Through such a sysweeks ago "The Passing Show of Marie Keichhardt) against the A. tem any disputes will be obviated, services rendered in connection with
Injunction and other proceedings to
1918" played to $6,900 with the same H. Woods Productions Co. to de- It Is believed.
The trust company restrain the enforcement of a strike
termine the truth of her allegations
admission scale.
plan was asked for following report- order issued
had
signed
Herman
aa
whether
to
by the A. E. A. in the
On the strength of the "Passing
ed difficulties In the collection of
Show" business, the Jolson show
was switched on Its way to the
coast to Include Tulsa and several

enterprises

tative,

'June Love," which Is being reproduced, will succeed "Mary" at
Opera Co. Would Present His Booka
the Knickerbocker April 25, Sherto Public Library.
man Brown being the producer.
"The Whirl of the Town," a Shueffort
to augment the "meagre"
An
bert piece now In Philadelphia, la
by the late
due in town about the same time. estate left to his widow
being
"Caprice" will be offered before James Gibbons Huneker is
Metropolitan
the
by
summer, the Ray Goets show, conducted
letter
In
a
which
Company,
Opera
"Vogues and Vanities" also being a
"The Kiss Charm." an to the artists of the Metropolitan
possibility.
operetta, has also been added to the organization advises as follows:
"It Is planned to invite a number
spring production list.
of the friends of the late James Gibbons Huneker to subscribe to a fund
a
FOR LONDON. with which to buy Huneker's work-

Sunday attention is called to artists
who have gone into picture directRex Ingram, whose career Is "FOLLIES"
ing.
$30,000.
Penrhyn
sketched;
elaborately
Stanlaws, Hugo Ballin. Malcolm Village Co. Rivals "Passing
Show"
Strauss and others are mentioned.

the Experience
Jewish Theatre.

with P. F. Shea.
"Your question is," he said, reinter- peating it to a Variety represen-

own

its

Has Been
in

ests."

spring.

'

Jeanne Eagles has been HI and out
of the cast of "in the Night Watch."
Her place was taken on a few hours'
notice by Marie Louise Walker.

la

a

half

Grand Jury to Inquire

representative what his "individual"
opinion might be on the recent decision of the Actors' Equity Association to enforce the closed shop,
declaring the opinion he was expressing was his own, not the
World's, said:
"I don't think the Actors' Equity
or any power can ruin dramatic art.
think the closed shop or the
I
Equity shop, which is one and the
same thing, would be very hurtful
It won't be disasto the theatre.
It can, however, be harmful
trous.
and the better element in the theatre can be hampered.
"Every manager should have the
right to choose the artists who shall
participate in his plays, irrespective
of the artists' association in an
actors' organization or not. A manager should have a free hand.
"Tlie closed shop is nothing less
than an arbitrary restriction on art.
There it» the danger point, and the

The

lish

O'BRIEN

Louis V. De Foe, dramatic critic
and dramatic editor of the New
York World, asked by a Variety This

LEGITIMATE

„

Friday, April

1,

1921

ment by F. F. Proctor, and House
Manager John G. Wallace and attaches volunteering their services.

Boy Scouts acted as ushers.
As the result of the success of the
play

it

is

believed the Albany Play-

ers will ask Manager Joseph F. Wallace, of Proctor's Grand, to book
are assembled In a palace chamber
sits in the engineer's easy chair and the drama at the vaudeville house
looking upon the market place, ail
cats the. daughter's doughifuta with tho latter part of April. The Playof them shaken according to the
Baltimore, Marco ?,Q.
a bland smile.
ers have already appeared at the Winchester. Cardinal of Bn»land
Powers
degree
of their part in the crime, all
Buffene
ItafTnH
c» 1. Tain. h Constancy
!a«
This sounds very trivial; but if Grand several times this season in
H. Langdon Bruce with eyes transfixed upon the square
lohu l>aly Murphy
Karl of Warwick
rry Mammon
Buikc.
rl°
,Tr*$.
Dudley Hawley you have lived through the sum- one -act plays.
Kimwlts
II.
Duke of Bedford
l.« st< r
W2
?w
beyond
the just visible balcony.
Sydney Mather
Elizabeth RtitJon mery philosophy of Bill Lightnin or
Jean Beaupere
Mfs. Kmiw.ri
sense of doom hangs in the air, and
Nathaniel Hack the trials of the young lady in
Pierre Cauchon. Bishop of Beauvais. . .
t'hurlt-H
Albert Gran grows and grows as the conscience
Itobcrt Aiutruivp
.J« "ine Tatrlrlc
"Ti»«*n to th« Right," you know that
Xatherlne Roberts stricken plotters watch the
ilrant M»'l«
Henry VI of England
Trod fonwtunre
grueit
a not tno story that makes a
Ai>n< Mr.yr.ar1.,,i*. *...#..- *Vtol»*,,Iter»ilnK
Qu««u Catherine, Queen Dowager...^..
Philadelphia, March 30.
Marlon Harney some ceremonies. Bedford staggers
Wilson Day John (.iolfn production seem human.
Kev. Dr. Forbes
This year's production of the Jeanne d'Arc
..^...Jiaxgaret Anglin into sight, as the others make to
John Wray
)\>llifm:in
The
reality comes from the cast
t'oroper Watroua
Charles Bumell
Mask and Wig Club of the Univerflee from the spectacle, forces them
W. W. Shuttelworth and the producer counts for a large sity of Pennsylvania, as disclosed
Selilou
watch the accomplishment of
share of the addition of another
Margaret Anglln'a production of to
in a dress rehearsal here last week,
their design, and, standing at the
Max Ma rein presented "Tin* "pleasant" play to our list.
and which opened Monday night at "The Trial of Joan of Arc," given at foot of the throne denounces them
In
cast,
John
Cope
has
the
honors
under
afternoon
}
Nightcap," a new mystery comedy
the Forrest theatre, is even more the Century Sunday
one by one, until they lie huddled
in two acts, written by (luy Bolton, of "Happy New Year" with the role than ordinarily a "dancing" show. the auspices of the Knights of CoEu- about prone on the floor as a mist of
for its premiere performance Mon- of the railroad engineer who loves
There
is a Russian dance in the lumbus In aid of the Hoover
day evening at the Lyceum. Tt was his daughter, and, in reprisal for first act that made DeWolf Hopper ropean Relief Fund, was disclosed as smoke rises from the pyre and enmost enthusiastically received even injustice, secures her a place in the and Francis Wilson and other one of the finest presentations the velopes them.
The acoustics of the Century were
in its then unfinished form by a ca- presidents home during his sojourn members of the "Erminle" cast who American stage hag witnessed in
too much for some of the players.
in jail.
pacity house.
the rehearsal from the many a day.
watched
H. Langdon Bruce, who plays WarPhyllis Rankin is the mother,
Judging by the getaway Max Marwings last Thursday, open their
It is a dramatic work of notable wick, has a voice in keeping with a
Foster
a rather pretty eyes. That dance, paralleling the
cln and Guy Bolton have a sure Lillian
dignity, and Miss Anglin's stage
winner in "The Nightcap." Though daughter, and Edwin Nicander, re- Spanish affair from last year's creation of the Maid of Orleans field commander, but many of his
speeches were lost to the audience.
the title sounds like the name of a leased from the outlandish role of show, is a knock-out. Twelve men,
earns a place of real eminence in the It was Miss Anglin who triumphed
race horse it turns out to be a little Tangerine, is a secretary named six straight and the other six as
annals of the theatre, probable as over the difficulty.
Her bell -like
drink of the "real stuff," which is Rosenberg, playing the part with girls, take part, and they bring it
approach to perfect poetry voice carried to the furthest corner
taken by the president and the di- unquestioned success. Harry Dav- to a conclusion with an acrobatic close an
the stage as is attainable.
rectors of a certain bank to mark enport has been successfully cast flop, that pulls the audience off on
lost none of its exquisite texand
It was a happy conjunction of
the occasion of a moat important as the father in John Golden style. their seats. Looking at it from any
Truly a great artist in a
tures.
dramatist, artist and stage designer,
Oh, yes; that title!
confidence made by the president to
In the first angle,
amateur or professional, and to make the occasion complete great dramatic work.
act
the employes and the son say that dance is topnotch. On MonIt is this conhis three directors.
Rush.
orchBetra
symphony
fidence that starts things going, and "Happy New Year" to each other, day night it got three recalls and an augmented
and you learn that on a New Year's was asked for more which was gave Tschaikowsky's opera, ^'The
there are developments galore.
the
perduring
Orleans,"
The play is still in a very uncom- many years ago the daughter, then physically impossible because of Maid of
formance. The musical setting was
pleted form, most of last week be- an infant, was kidnapped. Pleasant the strenuous business.
but the overbrilliantly played,
ing devoted to an entire rewriting association, this, of title and plot,
«*harle« K In*
"mirror dance," participated in whelming tragedy of the story need- Ned Spencer
Douglas Leavitr
Dick Dayton
and necessary rehearsing up until for an optimistic "comedy."
by the same twelve men, features ed no interpretative score to make Jim
Harry Short
Duke
the last few hours before the openSchcuer.
In it, the dancers
the last act.
Ray Oeon?»
its poignant message carry home. Freddy Oliver
ing. By the end of the engagement
wear hundreds of small mirrors all An
Colonel Stephen Forrest. .. .Albert Baekete
equally
an
artist
and
inspired
hero with all the comedy concenFrank Michel
over their costumes. It is novel, inspired playwright were for once A Collector
Cutter
Royal
Sheriff
McCabe
trated into the usual time limit this
but the mirrors do not show up as
Lilt Rhode*
in accord to that end, and they were Harriet Holllater
should be a laugh from end to end.
well as was expected.
Ruth Mary Dookwood
Kthel Holllater
singuof
supported
by
company
a
Few plays of this type have been
Albany, March 30.
Mrs. Van T.an*lo Holllater. .Florence Earl*
cabaret specialty in the last
"Without the Walls," a story of act which was crude and roygh at larly sincere players and a produc- r,ntta Do Vere
seen here with such a distinguished
Norma Brown
Florence Hope
the first Faster time by Mrs. Katrina the rehearsal, and at the opening in tion that for dignity and a certain Hortenae Geasltt
cast.
It is evident that it was the
.Madeleine Dar*
Suzanne
the
spiritTrask Peabody, of New York and Atlantic Saturday afternoon, was splendid simplicity touched
skill of the players rather than
Rose
Rose Cheater
real value of the piece that loused Saratoga Springs, widow of Spencer whipped into better shape by Mon- ual heights.
Lorraine Garrison
T.orratne
Trask, the head of the banking house day. It is opened by a man in conthe audience.
It is difficult to deal with this Thea
Thea Thompson
,
*
Ruby Hart
The action of "The Nightcap" of that name, who was killed in a ventional evening get-up who sings moving drama comprehensively. Ruhy
Marcia Byron
takes place at a house party, the wreck on the New York, New Haven something about the various girls' Perhaps something of its grip and Marcla
B.lle
Belle Maycllff
story concerning the Jealousy of a and Hartford railroad a few years names used in songs.
indicated
reciting
appeal
will
bo
by
Dorothy
Dorothy
Selridgo
was
He
man who supposes the host is mak- ago, and present wife of George rather lacking in voice, and didn't a few of the details. Some concep- Gtadya
Gladys McManu*
.....Majory Grant
ing love to his wife and the neces- Foster Peabody, multi-millionaire have quite the pep or personality, tion of its power may be conveyed Majory
Claire
Claire Daniels
sity of doing away with this same banker, had its premiere as the feaPatricia Mayer
to put his stuff over, but he could by the statement that the single Patricia
young man in order that certain ture of an Easter community pro- shake a wicked leg.
Violet Lobclt
For the re- scene of Jeanne's examination by Violet
Madeleine
Madeleino
Dare
insurance money may be obtained gram
at
Proctors
Harmanus frain, various "girls" came on, such her French clerical judges and her
Suaanne \Thaan
to prevent the bank of which he is I Bleecker
hall
Sunday afternoon, as Margie, Mary and others, the English enemies occupied 40 min- Sus.inne
I'emry
Persy K\U*
t
president from closing its doors.
Three thousand persons saw the entrance of each being accompan- utes by the watch, and grew from Phylls
Phylia Reid
series of unexpected and mysterious performance, several hundred standJohn Clubly
ied by a verse from a popular song its beginning to its absorbing end in John
Carl
Carl Levov
crimes result that hold the attention ing through the play, which was using that particular name.
intensity. Miss Anglin stood almost Thomas
Thomas
Dawber
place
on
takes
even if nothing that
given by the Albany Players, who
South Sea island dance, which motionless during this almost in- Jack
Jack Andrews
,
the stage seems particularly real or volunteered their services free.
Lawrence
Lawrence New
was
followed by the song hit of the finite stretch of time as time is
Andrews
Robert
When
plausible.
Harry
Harry T^evoy
"Without the Walls" is a three- play,
also
credit
on measured in the theatre. For mo- Leona
reflected
rd
Leonard Mooney
goes to Mrs. Knowles* door to ask act drama of the City of Jerusalem,
Charles Morgan, the director, and ments there was scarcely a gesture,
George Carpentier
her to change her room, for instance, year 83 A. D. There are ten scenes the man especially responsible for but there was not an instant in George
there is no reason why he should go in the play, three in the first act,
the chorus work. Morgan has done which the tension of rooted* interest
in and help her pack; 'but if he three in the second, and
William Moore Patch brought
four in the the Mask and Wig shows for a was relaxed. The action involved a
hadn't been there there would have third. The story deals with
background of a stagefirl of people "It's Up To You" to the Casino
a ro- number of years.
been no play.
March 28 and thanks to some unmance
between
and
Alceda,
progressed
by
a
of
series
eyebeautiful
this
dancing,
Aside
from
the
Yet even though such a strain on daughter of the Pharisee, Jahdiel, year's
show is under par, and con- hold ing pictures, but the frail figure usual individual performances and
plausibility are- frequent through- and Tiberius,
a Roman centurion; siderably under last year's stand- of the Maid was always the center a regular musical comedy last act
out it makes for extremely good en- the opposition of
it should ride with the money for
her
father,
who ard. The music of Charles Gilpin, of paramount attention.
tertainment though its value as a wishes her to wed
The response of the audience at a reasonable time. Various experts
Josephus, another who has written previous scores,
play is doubtful. But, as said be- Pharisee of great
have been out on the road trying
the
curtain
wealth,
was
a
tribute
the
and
usual.
to
the
inis
not
as
tuneful
as
"Zulu,"
fore, it is the very capable acting ilucnce
of the Christ over the Pagan the previously mentioned second actress such as does not often fall to discover just what the trouble
that makes the play as acceptable Roman
was with this show. The trouble
and
the
to
the
lot
of
artist.
daughter
an
Ordinarily
a
and
ought
he
act
hit,
is
hummer,
to
a
would
as it was the opening night.
wed. It illustrates in vivid manner please the jazz bears. There was scene without change of person last- with it lay right under their noses
Mr. Patrick brings an air of real the Christ's
all the while.
It opens on a cold
ing
nearly
compassion
minimum
sentimental
forty
for
of
song
minutes
a
be
sin
would
and
distinction to the role of the young
Tho attractive set is in
the humanity of His treatment of stuff thla year, probably because an ordeal to exhaust any audience. stage.
host, who Is deeply involved in
green,
the
the
coldest
erring
color there is
woman,
At
that
is
for
the
boys
to
do.
the
so
hard
Century
concluding
Sunday
afternoon
with
financial and amatory difficulties,
for what seemed ten minutes a
and Violet Heming as his ward en- the resurrection of Christ, the news As a result, the score is top-heavy its climax found the audience at tip- and
burglar
tip-toes
of
which
round
a darkened
songs,
brings
with
comic
and
topical
all
toe
relief
of
sympathetic
the
intentness.
to
with
Roman
acts the role of the young girl
There are four acts and each ends stage. From off stage to tantalize
John and happiness to him and loyal Al- of which sound pretty much alike.
fine sincerity and sympathy.
the
audience
ceda.
girls*
laughter
The
voices
comes
are
excellent.
in
a
tremendously
pessimoving
picture.
grouchy
Daly Murphy as a
Mrs. Peabody, who Is the author
The first act is laid on the deck These groupings havo the force of and Frank Stammers, who staged
mist carries away the individual
the
of
piece,
several
of
yacht,
would
a
and
the
second
better
opened
on
have
plays
a
on
tableaux,
Biblical
Elizabeth
although
they
subjects,
and
fall
into
cast,
honors of the
Both sets are place with a naturalness and an in the good old-fashioned manner.
Risdon rises to the heights required shows literary grace in dealing with South Sea island.
These
her
play.
hummers.
girls
are
house-party
at
The
artlessness
a
lines
devoid
part.
of
the
of
the
emotional
drama
slightest
of her in an
The best female impersonator by suggestion of artificiality. The sec- and could have been making things
The play would come under the are well written, and the play insame general classification as the spires because of the nobility of its far is J. H. Hoff who had the lead- ond act closes with Jeanne faint- hum when the curtain rose
ing role in last year's show. This ing after tho terror of tortures, as
Directors lately seem to be for"Seven Keys to Baldpate," and in theme.
The Albany Players, who have young fellow is a comer* has a the sinister English cardinal, moved getting that when people go to a
its line is the best to have been
played in Baltimore for several sea- been appearing in one-act plays in good voice, and possesses shapely to admiration in spite of himself, girl show they expect to see a girl
Albany and the Capitol district for curves. The rest of the cast ranged murmuring in awe, "She never even show. Two-thirds through "Tt's I T p
It received exceptional nosons.
Many of trembled." The curtain rises again. To You" there was a conspiracy on
tices Tuesday morning in the locals. the last year, presenting several at from good to indifferent.
The play is handsomely staged, Proctors Grand as part of the them would probably have been Jeanne has been carried from the to keep the girls off the stage and
better
with
better
lines
to
speak chamber and the whole assemblage things didn't really get started till
up
brushing
vaudeville bill at that house, scored
and with the necessary
tho middle of a second act given
in some of the situations which it their biggest hit since they were than those afforded by the com- stares through the portal.
hold
Lavino,
the
monplace
book
E.
of
M.
to
shape
organized by Jacob Golden, assistant
For richness of color and for mute over mostly to farce comedy efforts
will receive will be in
city editor of the Knickerbocker author.
power, this moment was only sur- to advance Augustln MacIIugh's and
its own on Broadway attractions.
O'Toolc.
"Somebody's Lion," in addition passed by the final picture of the Douglas Leavitt's plot.
Press, who is business manager for
At this
them. Their triumph was an un- to its Atlantic City and Philly runs, third act, an act of such dramatic point Florence Hope, assisted by
usual one, the entire company tak- will play a single engagement in force that it left the audience spell- Harry Short, started a riot of aping half a dozen bows at the end of Wilmington, and another, following bound. Jeanne knealt quietly in her plause and stopped the show with
tho play with Thomas C. Stowell, last year's precedent, at the Met- dungeon,
head up and crucifix "When I Dance Alone." This song
Atlantic City, March 30.
It
is a
who was a star in the Harvard Dra- ropolitan in New York.
pressed to her lips and eyes lifted and Miss Hope's amazingly amusing
the
from
departed
John Golden
matic club during his college days, complete sell out for its week here in weird mist of light. The audi- eccentric dancing got things really
usual this week at the Apollo thea- receiving
three additional ones in- at the Forrest. As usual, almost ence would not be satisfied to have started and when the curtain rose
tre when he offered to the public
every paper in town has given the the curtain stay down.
Just as a on a rich, deep last act set the
"Happy New Year," "a new Ameri- dividually.
Myretta
Chatham, society editor show all kinds of free advertising, picture it would rivet attention; as audience finally settled down to enwas
acts
two
for
can comedy," that
on
the
rehearsal. a dramatic
of
the
Knickerbocker
Press, made a especially
scene it was supreme. joy what a musical comedy really
serious drama and only in the last very appealing
Alceda. Thomas C. "Somebody's Lion" is charging a From first to last this wealth of should be.
episode presented a modicum of Stowell, as
Tiberius, scored his big- $1.50 top.
sumptuous color is always an elelaughter.
Mr. Patch has dressed the show
.
gest hit since his affiliation with the
ment In the play, but it never in- throughout in perfect taste.
to
back
remember
To those who
There
Players.
His wife, Faye Smiley
IN "O'BRIEN GIRL" trudes. Rather it merges into the is fine costuming and such of David
tho "Fortune Hunter" and can re- Stowell,
handled tho comedy elespirit and poetry of the whole piecall "Three Wise Fools," "Turn to
Rennett's dance numbers as were
Fritzi
Scheff
engaged
has
been
by
ment
of
the
play
well in her eharacs' ntation.
The settings and cos- seen before tho last act were clevtho Right" and "The First Year" teriaztion of
David, the roguish ser- George M. Cohan for the new musi- tumes never strike one as mnamenther* have always feeejft tears jn a
erly devised and made one wonder
cal comedy. "The U'Brien Girl,"
*»*<
tation.
Rather they arc part of the why there weren't more of th-m
John Golden presentation. "i'.ut j *»»*
pressed as the stern and forbidding
whbfe *'cohiplW6 illusion of re;ilily. This thirst for more was qu- ncio
there has always been more laugh- Jahdiel.
Miss
Mary
Ids I In re, as a
Stage presentation can go no fwr- finally, but the show hung in the
ter than tears, while the optimism
faithful nurse of Alceda; .Tame: C.
ther.
has usually bubbled.
while
balance for too long
as the Pharisee suitor; RayThe sense of simplicity doubtless the authors attempted atotime
But Hale Hamilton and Viola Jones,
develop a
l
Keeker, as Nicodemus. a ruler
is
intensified by the most skillful farce.
Brothers Shore seem to avo per- In
Winn
finally real entertainJwael;
Laurence
:>.
Hill,
as
treatment of fin- story.
From the ment values were loosed the faco
suaded Mr. (Jolden, perhaps with Manus,
a gay Roman courtier, and
rise of the curtain the playwright's
the success of "The First Year" beof things changed.
Guinevere Rifenburgh, as
- serpurpose is the single one of picturfore him, to try a straight play
The curtain rises on a. third-act
contributed to its success.
ing Jeanne in her infinite solitude, tableaux,
wherein the easy going folk can be va5*J
Maiv
revealing
Ruth
J ne
costumes,
o
which
were
hiscrushed and baited hy the ponder- Lock wood as the center of picture*
persuaded to cry at the end of the '"many
accurate, were loaned by
ous machinery of self-seeking, re- Her pinging here perhaps made
first two acts, and then polish the
body,
who
was
*\*'
unable '.o
lentless politicians.
The situation more impression than elsewhere, but
whole with an amusing but logical attend. ftho
premiere presentation of
of
Leading
Is built up with masterly skin.
denouement finale.
The all through she worked with speed
her ploy. The setting of the court
progress of ev< rus moves inevitably ;md expression besides being very
Their tale is of a child of 15 of
Attire
Stage
Jahdiel'fl home was designed by
to a very pageant of cruelty In the charming to look at
brought to the home of a railroad Dorothy
In a succession
I.athrop,
of
Albany.
For
tribunal hall, where all the forces of elaborate gowns by Hchn^ider?
president as the daughter ho lost
Devotional selections were given
There is a son with
of church and state concentrate on Anderi »n
in infancy.
costume complete!) milHer song done, a half
on
the
organ
by
Floyd
Howard
Walthe frail little creature at bay be- circle s formed to fram** 11 series
socialistic tendencies who fights for ter,
organist
fore her jiidt^< s.
An epic of pathos. of s)> a 1 ties done by, Arthur tTorey,
an accused railroad engineer sent theatre. Priorat the Mark Strand osical and dramatic producto the play Kaster
The last a< writes a new chapter the No:ri Sisters. Mr. and Mrs. Karl
tions, moving pictures, nets,
to Jail, and in the end the engineer solos,
arranged by the Albany comin splendor of staging.
Jeanne has dales and Maslova and .Make iff.
proves to bo the real father, and munity
revues and operas.
chorus, were sung by the
been condemned to the stake, and All scored.
'"'
tho daughter falls in lovu with the
itnr*
w.<
it
143 West 40th St.,
York J the personages who have been con of the show.But COT<*y
For a final curtain audience, led by Russell Carter. The
Focialistlc son.
, etrned
ihe hard-headed railroad president i hall was donated for the entertain- $ 44 + 4
in' jtpe naf^ntou's, pU'so.'ipio
'oven d< With gvdd'h .. f fl Ota 1( .1
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he executed a dance and
poses that won hearty applause. Mr.
Patch got him from the Chicago
Opera Co. and his work proved Interesting beyond Its sheer novelty.
The balance of the play and what
preceded was carried by the regular cast with Douglas Leavitt (formerly Abe Lcavltt of burlesque), revealed as no mean comedian. His
grimacing worked in particularly
well with the "cutle" smiling and
•ye winking done by Miss Lockwood. Charles King was, as always, sure of himself and boyishly
youthful while LiJa Rhodes, who
took Ivy Sawyer's place on three
days' nolle*, did &er „ double nu»n*
bera with Mr. King acceptably, but
danced with anything but her oneHarry Short, who
time, abandon.
has won excellent notices on the
have New York
to
road, seemed
stage fright, but came through in
to

toe

ister for leave to print

upon terms
and conditions prescribed by the

tion picture talent, unfolds en the
screen. The singers themselves will

Minister.

appear in the Paris productions of
these opera-movies, while for the
provinces phonograph records made
by the singers will be used. The
leading feminine singer selected for
this experiment is Miss Luella Me-

NEWS OF THE

DAILIES

(Continued from page 15)
is now auctioning luls, a young American coloratura
off $250,000 worth of furnishings soprano, who has captivated French
there, saying he will be in Califor- critics in Monte Carlo and Nice renia so much he cannot occupy this cently. Jean de Reszke, it is said,
has hailed her as the American
residence.
Pattl
Featuring several of the dramatic
The Motion Picture Theatre Ownnovelties given at the New York
benefit the first benefit for the Ac- ers' Association of New York State
et its meeting Albany. March ,.£4^
tors' Fund e/er given in Brooklyn
will take place at the' Montauk went on record as opposing censorSunday evening, Sept. 17.
Mrs. ship and also declared against the
Fisks, John Drew and George Arllss appearance on the screen of Clara
Smith Hamon.
head a distinguished bill.
Oliver Morosco

Dorothy Miller has also received
bench warrant has been Issued an offer of $100 a week to go on the
the last act when he had Norma for John Channlng Bernard, pro- vaudeville stage for ten weeks and
Brown with him, a young woman moter of the "Revue de Fashion," ho raise the money she needs for
who lent real distinction to the who forfeited his bail March 24.
her mother's operation. The offer
ensemble. Florence Earle also gave
was by telegram, came from Philaa well calculated performance and
"June Love" will be the first pro- delphia and was signed L. A. Blumafter a little preliminary nervous- duction under "Equity Shop" rules. berg.
I

A

D. W. Griffith was the principal
guest at the dinner and dance given
March 27 at the Astor by the Friars.
Alice Brady, Mae Murray, Dorothy and stay of sentence was granted.

pillchritiK.e.

stance

enough and the wheezes not ex-

was when the

twc>
young men and a burglar after losing their money at the races (a
cut-back visualizing all this was effectively shot into the first act) had
established themselves as out to get
back their fortune and so be able
to marry that the show really began. Up to then its best moments
were due to the unusual dancing
and the song numbers credited to

traordinary.

It

against an Evening Telegram rating of the Gazette. The consequence
was that possibility of en'.husing localities was comparatively nil but
a moderate number read the manaThe fight started
sheet.
ger's
with the ignored paper's opposition
to a political nominee that the theatre men were charged with raising
a slush fund to elect. Overtures to
end the fight for the benefit of the
visiting shows got nowhere for ten
months of sporadic agitation on the
part of visiting agents and manaMeanwhile the shows kept
gers.
coming in, counting their losses In
the main and exiting ungracefully.

One hour
Spends

is about all an
in this town unless he's

agent

down

for pleasure.
He alights, gets at
once to the Boardwalk, hands in his

packet containing press puffs, plots,
cuts, etc., then turns right around
again and Is back in Philadelphia
in an hour and in Pittsburgh or
Chi next day.
The time was ripe for a bust in
the taboo and the news was expected because of the Influence the
two big booking syndicates were
asked to swing by the many attractions who've booked in

and

lost

ftut.

CANADIAN COPYRIGHT

{

(Continued from page 12)
the owner before publishing such
book in Canada or simultaneously
with such publication must deposit with the Minister of the
Crown, three copies of such book
and register with the Minister a

-

is shown to the satisfaction
of the Minister that the owner of
the copyright has failed to supply
the reasonable demands of the
Canadian market for such book,

New York Sun. He "was born in cuits for past five years.
A widow, Matg«rlte Sato, eur*
Sydney, Australia on April 22, 1860,
and after an edv|cat|on theje he was, v lYS8 v Mr,, Satp was about 55 year*
employed under the civil govern- of age.
ment of New South Wales from
Thence he went to
1876 to 1879.
Charles Terris, of "Preacher and
;,

v

London

In 1882 to enter journalism, the Man," died March 22 of malnusubsequently becoming a short story trition.
Terris at one time was
writer and a dramatist.
studying for th'e priesthood, but
play
for
His last work was on a
gave up that career for the stage.
Charles Dillingham called "The Card He was known for his kindliness

two acts

Player,"

of

which the man-

FOND MEMORY OF

IN

DAN MAHONEY
Who

Left U» March 21,

Loved by

all

1IU

who knew him.

Gone but never

to bo forgotten

by

hlo]
'

life-long Pal.

MARTIN

LYNCH

E.

and charitable acts to the lesser
people
of
the
profession.
Age
55 years. In later yean he was in*
capacitated for theatrical work and
gamely made hie living'as a West*
era Union messenger.

has

Paris

"Too

banned

exotic," say the

the

shimmy.

dance masters.

The Lambs will give at the Globe
April 10 a performance for guests of
the club of the best playlets presented during the winter at their
private clubhouse gambols.

Frank Sadler, who has done orchestrations for the Hippodrome
well that the latter and many musical comedies; died
One William J. Bull this week had finally presented "Captain Swift" on his farm at Brewster, New York,
his name changed from Bull to
He was born In Penn*
It was March 29.
Goodman. Jests and merry quips at the Haymarket in 1888.
and the difficulty of getting employ- a big hit, and when presented on
ment with the anti-British brought this side at the Madison Square
theatre shortly afterward by A. M.
him to his decision.
MARCH Mill, lilt

JACK CRISP

Berthold Spitzner

phanage. One of the G. & F. trucks
ran over him, fracturing five ribs,
and, he says, due to the impairing
of his "blowing power," he can no
longer play the cornet properly.

Clara

Allied

S.

Hamon

In

pirtures.
of the

was recently acquitted
any person other than the der of Jake L. Hamon.

She
mur-

BILLY

owner of the copyright may apply
for a license to print such book in
To meet the competition of Amercompanies
picture
motion
Canada; in other words, compul- ican
cinema producers h.\Ve
French
sory printing is requiredjn Canada
launched an effort to film opera, the
*• a condition for securing- copy
idea being for the parts to be sung
ll Sai,
otherwise any other persons Dy gingers of the highest class, while
n *ay make application
to the Min-tbe picture, acted by the best mo-

BIJOU WA3HBURN.
Bijou

It

Washburn,

stock

leading

woman, died suddenly last week.
She is survived by a husband. Dud*
Clemona,

ley

with

"Shavings"

la

Chicago.
Professor

Warneeon,

J.

known manufacturer
and

of

well

theatrical

toilet requisites

out in Chicago,
died at his home there Feb. 25 of
diabetes. His children will continue
the

business.
with John Mason making an Impression in it. It was on that occa8arah Grossman, mother of Wilsion that Chambers met Charles
Frohman, resulting In a close friend- liam Gross, died March 21, age ft
years.
It was Mr.
ship (or many years.
Chambers who Identified Mr. FrohH. F. KEENE.
man's body after the sinking of the
Lusitanla.
H. F. Top" Keene, manager et
Keene's Company of Players, Clvtl

8HEPARD FREEOMAN.

War

newspaper
Shepard
Freedman,
man and theatrical publicity man,

25,

veteran,

age

In

March

the

24,

thereafter joining the Morning Telegraph. Later he became publicity
agent for theatrical attractions and

MRS. PETER DE FINA

and

mother of Laurel
the Paul Scott office, die*
after a lingering lllr.eea.

Tintle,

IN

AND OUT,

Alexandria was out of the bm eft
Prospect, Brooklyn, Tuesdays
to illaess, with Rome and Culiea

due

[

FLORENCE TIMrONI

Marea

the

Sacred to the memory of our dear]
HUter and daughter, who departed
from thla life Hatordar, Marrh 2eth,|
1V21. May her tool reat In peaeo.

surroundings are showraanly. Harry
Tsuda, the wonder Jap who does
bends and poses on a chair on another chair on a ball on a table,
went strong in second position.
"The Champion," a sketch briefly
seen at Orpheum houses this season, and a flop there, is worse now,
having lost the gontle and excelcharacter woman who got
lent
what honors the skit then drew. At
the dramatic climax here even the
who populate the
thick-skulls
Logan Square, howled derisively;
the finish got nothing. Mryl Prince
Girls, a feminine four, opened, harmonizing fairly well and reaching
best work in a newsboy's
their

Friday.

Clinton and Rooney were off the
bill at Proctor's, Newark, after the
Monday night show through illnese,
Tuesday Rule and Richards took Use
vacancy.

>«HeeeveHeeeeeeeeeiBHr-

idea, closed and held In the
Their
until
11.05.
Is swift and clever and their

died

II.

ML Sinai Hospital, Jennie
aged 52. A news reporter Tintle, of
on several prominent Texas papers, March 25
the deceased came to Nevr York In
1901, attaching himself at once with
the New York World, and shortly
died

house

in.

Josie Heather was out of the City
last week, because of lllneee*
Ailcen Stanley also cancelled Msp
Fox's Albemarle, Flat bush, engage*
ment the last half.

MOTHER.

bill

toured the country in tha* capacity.
Harry Tlghe and Edna Leedum
returned to the N. Y. World staff
ap*>, on whit a paper left the bill at the Fifth Ave. Frt.
after the matinee. !*w Hiltoa
day
he was employed at the time of his
and Ned Norton doubled into the
death. A genial, adventurous navacancy
from the Broadway for too
ture, with a flaire foi sensing the balance
of the week.
humor of the most commonplace
Ward and Wilson left the bin at
things, his work was always dis- the Delancey St the last half of

He

several years

As city edi'-r, mannglrj
tinctive.
editor or reporter he was email/
During his Morning Telefacile.

last

week due

porarily

to George Ward temlosing his voice.
Tildea

and Carroll substituted.
Fagg and White were forced to
graph affiliation he numbered thouleave
sands of the theatrical profession Fridaythe bill at LoHw*s Avenue B
of last woek due to Julio
among his friends.
White suffering from a cold. Mar*

quartette imitation.

LaU.

tin and Elliott secured the spot.
O. K. 8ATO.
Tyler and St. Clair dropped out
of
eccentric
comedy
the bill at the Lyric, Hobokes*
O. K. Sato,
Juggler, well known in this country Monday, Tyler being seriously ill to
his
room at the N. V. A. I.lndser
and Europe, died March 22, at his
Hazel secured the assignment.
home 114 Linden Ave., Irvlngton, and
Joe Whitehead rcport?d ill at the
N. J., after a lingering Illness.
National Monday.

STOCKS CLOSING.
.will

DUNHAM

did much to make famous
the name of Maurice Barrymore. It
was In this play that the well known
phrase "the long arm of coincidence"
was first used.
In spite of its success, Tree anc?
John Hare refused his next work,
"The Idler," and the play went begging until Miss Elisabth Marbury
induced Daniol Frohman to produce
it here at the old Lyceum theatre,

Palmer

and

The wife of Walter M. Leslie;
manager of the Casino theatre,
Philadelphia, died at the Atlantie
City Hospital March 28. She ha4
been operated on for cancer.

JACK GROSSMAN

and an

Corse Payton

[Mother, Dora

sylvanla and educated in Munich,
and is said to have been the first to
synchronize the playing of muste
with motion pictures by timing the
pictures with a stop watch,

AU3.8TAN8TANLEY

AmusMnont

Industries
of California last week went on record as opposed to the appearance of

The

MEMORY OF

Passed away Mch. 30, '19
GEORGE 30FRAN8KI

---

work

IN

Our Dear Departed Pal

JACK CRISP

Viola Clark, formerly a chorus
girl, has been mentioned as a posmitting Sunday pictures.
sible witness in the Stlllman case.
Seemingly, she has disappeared
After being held three days by from her former home at 424 East
Immigration authorities at Ellis Fiftieth street.
Island Mrs. Hannah Chaplin, mother
of Charlie Chaplin, was released
Samuel A. Benner, Buffalo steel
and left for the West with Mr. man, died this week, and Elfle Fay,
Her alleged^ his widow, is expected to come into
Chaplin's secretary.
mental disorder is said to be due to^ his fortune.
- —
_
shell shock. Chaplain has had several consultations with Washington
authorities with a view to bringing
LOGAN S<i., CHICAGO
her into this country.
(Continued from page t)
German film producers have com- high light They offer as fine and
example -of
an
bined to keep down the salaries of comprehensive
motion picture stars In the Father- getting much out of little as ever
land.
entertained patrons for 15 minutes
and drew a dozen bows and recalls
Mme. Alice Delysia, star of "Af- from a sparse, scattered, numb
and
week
gar," was ill two days last
audience. Silber is a "boob" comic
the Central gave no performance.
of superlative order, working with
such subtle finesse that before he
The Yale Club Is to give three of goes 5 minutes he has the house in
plays
one-act
Rummer's
Clare
a state that brings screams if he
.("Bridges," "The Robbery" and "The moves a finger or raises an eyelid.
UniverYale
at
Rehearsal")
Choir
Miss North is a peachy girl of Blue
sity soon after the Easter holidays. Book appearance and manner, as
soft and sotto as Silber. After conOlive Reeves Smith has rejoined siderable quiet, walloping, clowning
the cast of "Three Live Ghosts" and gagging, the pair execute a
after her trip to England to settle novelty song, entirely in keeping
affairs connected with the estate of with the rest of it, each point
her father, Major H. Reeves Smith. standing forth like a white diamond
on black velvet This turn, next to
Luigl Galll-Curcl, former husband closing, pulled the show up with a
of Mme. Amelita Galll-Curcl, will Jerk and kept the emergency brakes
remarry In June. The bride-to-be Is on until released by an encore,
Wanda Tlrindelll, daughter of the bows, more bows and a final gigglehead of the violin department of the getaway. If big time doesn't draft
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. Silber and North, big time is either
to be criticized for overlooking an
The Hasty Pudding Club at Har- extraordinary act in "one," or is
vard will present this year a musi- to be congratulated on having so
cal comedy by Uennlng Duer Miller, many great acts that It can spare
son of Mrs. Alice Duer Miller, and this gem.
Joseph Alger, president of the LamFrear, Baggott and Frear, the
poon.
Juggling comics with a production
entire

IN riTCRISITKD AND LOYINO
HK.ViOUY Or OUB DEAB ONI.

suing Griot

is

and Fisher of Yonkers for $30,000
damages. He is instructor in the]
comet at the Hebrew National Or-

mously against Senator Brown's bill
to repeal the local option law per-

Sam

manager so

the

it

then

His later activities were mostly
Europe, he having been out oc
active work on the American cirin

i

H. Harris has accepted for
production "The Talkln' Shop," by
notice specifying the publisher of Michael Morton, based on "Sunshine
Leacock.
such book, and stating whether it Sketches," by Stephen
is intended to print such book in
D. W. Griffith's "Dream Street"
Canada or whether it is intended to will be shown privately at the home
import such book.
of Mrs. Vincent Astor, 840 Fifth aveThe word ';book" Is defined to nue, for the benefit of the Junior
Include a sheet of music, a volume, League on April 6, the day before
pamphlet and a sheet. I am of the it begin* its run at the Central.
opinion that the word "book" as
A bomb, believed to he the work
used in the act would include a of anarchists, exploded in the Diana
drama as well as a musical com- theatre, Milan, last week, killing
position.
twenty persons.
Section 14, provides if it shall apJ. Arthur O'Brien, accused by Leo
pear by such notice that any book
criminal libel because of a
is not intended to be printed in Stark of
written to the counsel of the
Canada or if such book is not letter
Equity, was held in $50 hail Marrh
printed
in
Canada within two 24 by Magistrate Levino to await
months after filing such notice or the grand Jury's action.
if

owners.

Lillian Glsh,

of Connecticut has reported unani-

(Continued from page 12)
World does with New Yorkers

lng many repeat engagements. He
toured the Orpheum Circuit In its
younger days, and played for Kohl
and Castle, the Chicago theatre

plays well, told how his first promNorma and Con"Captain Swift," came
Talmadge, Hope Hamilton
A. H. Woods will shortly put in inent work,
the
among
Davies
were
and Marion
rehearsal "Tin Pan Alley," a play to be produced. After his maiden
William A. by Le Roy Clemens and William effort, "The Open Gate" was written
ladies in attendance.
Brady and Thomas Dixon spoke Charles LengeV based on a story in 1887. Chambers took "Captain
against the "Blue Laws."
by Thomas Grant Springer.
Swift" to Beerbohm Tree, but the
producer declined to have any dealDorothy Miller, 16, who said she
F. Ziegfeld, Jr., and his wife. Bilwould marry any white man who lie Burke, returned this week from ings with the young playwright.
So Chambers hired a cubicle in a
put up $i,000 for er mother's oper- Palm Beach. Mr. Ziegfeld immedibath alongside the one
tion, has been given the money by ately announced that Edward Royce Turkish
an unknown donor who will not in- would direct the new Follies and habitually occupied by Tree nnc!
sist upon the privilege.
scenery.
the
provide
Joseph Urban
proceeded to Ingratiate himself With

and

Harry Clarke and Edward Paulton
with music by Manuel Klein, John
L. McManus and Ray Perkins.
Brooklyn's newest neighborhood
Among these "That Oriental
"Moontime" theatre, the Boro Park, at Fifty"Loveland,"
Strain,"
and
and "I'll Tell the World" stood out first street, New Utrechtbought
though Miss Lockwood and Mr. Twelfth avenues, has been
2.500.
seats
It
Circuit
Keith
Leavitt individually made a lot of by the
Leed.
"Umty-Gumty Goo."
The Senate Judiciary Committee

ATLANTIC CITY DEADLOCK

Haddon Chambers.

C.

Charles Haddon Chambers, the
playwright, died in London March
28.
He leaves a wife (his second?),
now appearing in London under the
stage name of Pepita Bobadilla, a
daughter, Marjorie, an artist, and a
brother, H. Kellet Chambers, of the

ager received only yesterday. Almost at the same time came a
cablegram from the widow anBebe Daniels was .sentenced to nouncing his death. Mr. Dillingjail for ten days for speeding in ham, who knew the author of "The
Los Angeles March 28. An appeal Tyranny of Tears" and other noted

ness got her lines over for all they
In a real beauty
were worth.
chorus a youngster named Majory
Grant made her dancing stand out
while Susanne Chase and Marcla
Byron were pleasant contrasts in

In a program footnote, Mr. Patch
serves heated warning on mental
burglars, second story men and cutthroats that they must not steal
any of the play's stuff, but he
should worry. The book was well

OBITUARY

close his stork

at the Academy, Scranton, April 30,
at which time his lease with the

Miles interests expires. The house
Rice and Fran*
Toe deceased has been prominent cis filled the spot
will be reopened by Miles on' May 9
Waiter !'"• iner and crmripany left
with a new company controlled by in \audcville circuits in this coun'!'> y-arg.
the bill at the Victory, Holyoke,
the owners. ,The theatre is, reported try and abroad for the past
Tuesday, TV'iner being eonfln -"* (e
as having been one of the bent stock He appeared at the old Hyde
in attack
Pastor'-*,
b
"•'
"
-....— of ..-.
stands in the East during the past Behman'i" and Tuny
lixmfina
J ..Jj,
season.
a favorite at both houses and plaj Jl'alvixi and Thornton *ui>iUiuteo\
#
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VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.

ASKS RECEIVER FOR

San Francisco, March

30.

Friday, April

jf rancisco

BILLY'S CO.

LEGIT RIVALS OUT.

San Francisco, March SO.
Monte Carter, musical comedy
manager, producer and comedian,
denies the report that he has retired from theatricals, which was
circulated when he invested surplus
money in a shoe store in Los Angeles with Nat Berkowitz, who was

(Continued from page 1.)
new Shubert
comparatively
the
crowd, nave voices so loud and deep
growled against their situation as
the producers playing either side
this season are growling now.
Even with success, the men behind
the payrolls say they can't win. Too

|

'

'

—

Morris said.

other pair in the "nut" class, put-

The

application for a receivership
forth that Anderson,
Mrs.
Leona Rosenstirn, his sister, and A.
M. Rosenstirn, her husband, the directors of the Investment company,
have loaned to Anderson on his unsecured note all the available oath
derived from the rental of the Hippodrome building to the Marcus
Loew Interests as fast as it has
been received.
Two of the suits filed are to recover principal and Interest on two
sets

transportation to

New

York.

Miss

ting over a real hit from the start. Cleveland Intends remaining on the
The business with the horn had coast.
them laughing hard and Bert

Wheeler's dancing got a
plause.

Ralph

lot of

ap-

Hymms

and Sam
to good laughs

Ash

in third
started off
position with familiar material but
recitation by
handled.
well
Hyams which Ash parodies brought
big laughs, and they got away good

A

LASK QUITS FULTON.
San Francisco, March
George Lask, who replaced

30.

Hugh

Knox as stage director of the Fulton, has resigned. The resignation
said to have followed a disagreeis
made
Ash
with a comedy number.
himself useful and drew some regu- ment with the management as to a
apImportant
his
dress the leading woman was wearlar giggles by
pearances In nearly every act on the ing, Lask contending that it was
promissory notes aggregating $15,- bill_, ._
out
of harmony with the stage pic000, of several years standing, and
The Oscar Mirano Trio with perch ture.
the remaining suit Is to recover and ring work finished a show that
$20,000 and accrued interest on an got a corking start with Paul Nolan
and Co., who took more encores in
account stated.
LOEWS CASINO.
opening position than any one seen
His clever Jughere in months.
San Francisco, March 80.
PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
gling and comedy scored all the
fairly
good vaudeville bill at
A
way
San Francisco, March 80.
the Casino, the program being longThe show here this week had
"Four Queens and a Joker," with er than usual, having six acts Inmerit, but was not properly assorted Bobbie O'Neil back In the cast but
stead of five, which has been com-

1921

Poll's of the

ART AND COMMERCE.

The Orpheum bill this week was
almost entirely switched from the
program arrangement Sunday night,
and the show moved smoothly, averaging high in comedy values.
Business Associate Sues An- Alice Lloyd, Will M. Creasy and
Blanche Dayne in "Town Hall Toderson for $35,000.
night" and Herbert Williams and
Hilda Wolfus all share in the top also formerly identified with the many theatres in the cities relied
show business. Berkowitz will de upon for profits, and musical comedy
billing.
San Francisco, March 30.
Miss v Lloyd, programmed fourth, vote his time to the shoe emporium slapped up against musical comedy
Xp'plic&tion tut a 'i^c«>i' -** aW 4v for
%t»th
wfvh^eov
waK
c
oa^
pbearsq
Mfeg* Carier -v^U «c.rntlr'ji<\. .ta„l>e|in oopQsitipp a condition due to the
the O'Day Investment Co.. owner
>
turned character numbers contain- active in musical comedy circles.
antagonism between the two -Ike*
of Ch© Hippodrome theatre building, ing
that
qualities
entertaining
tions, are given as the causes.
and three suits aggregating $35,000 placed Miss Lloyd in high favor.
were filed hero last week in the Su- Her success was so pronounced the
A bunch of the principal musical
perior Court, all against B. M. audience would not let her leave till "INTOXICATION"
SCRATCHED. comedy losers got together early
and
this week to decide whether their
(Brocho Billy) Anderson, majority she encored with "Splash me"
San Francisco, March 30.
road chance
stockholder in the company, by made a speech.
Pauline Garon in the "Intoxica- material would stand any
Cressy and Dayne, programmed
next season, with the result that
Thomas O'Day. O'Day owns one- sixth,
appeared fourth. The sketch, tion" of "Temptation," the Annan
fifth of the stock of the investment though lacking anything new, got Kaliz offering at the Orpheum, was they have appealed to both syndicates
company and the receivership Is laughs, but was let down easy at the let out on short notice and did not for something like definite assurasked to protect his interest, valued finish. Williams and Wolfus, moved open with the act last Sunday night. ance of booking next season comat $100,000, according to Loon S. from fifth position to next to clos- Trudy Lawrence, her understudy, paratively free from musical comedy
Morris, his attorney.
Anderson's ing, got scream after scream with replaced her in the act.
Gene opposition in the principal cities.
following
piano,
stock in the company and his inter- the breakaway
If they don't get the assurance, the
for the various Cleveland, who portrays "Passion," productions they control a group
laughter
riotous
est In the Casino theatre bui'ding
bits throughout this excel- got two weeks' notice and leaves the
10 now playing — will close this
of
have been attached to protect travesty
act at Oakland this week.
lent "nut" production offering.
O'Day 'a other claims against him,
Both will be supplied railroad season for good.
Bert and Betty Wheeler were an-

BRONCHO

1,

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

What

the syndicate heads will do
at present a suspended sentence.
$2,000,000 loss that went to
authors, printers, railroads, actors,
stage
painters,
scene
costumers,
hands, musicians was made up of
a long list of this season's losers.
Among some of the productions and
loss figures, all estimated, but all
as great or greater than here
recorded, are "Broadway Brevities,"
$200,000—show still playing; "Pitter
Patter" $80,000 to $100,000—out, came
in,
now out again; William Rock,
"Silks and Satins," $125,000—closed;
"Love Birds," Rooney and Bent, lost
from outset, taken over by Equity,
now playing; "Hitchy Koo." $200,000,
still playing;
"Rose Girl," $80,000,
still playing; "Blue Eyes," out and
Other
In and out again, $100,000.
shows that lost and have either
closed or had suspensions: "It's Up
to You," $140,000, this week at Cais

The

Shuberts. Baltimore*
another one legitimate house town,
has four, with Ford's and the Acad-.
amy of the Erlanger control fight*
lng the Auditorium and Lyceum ot
the Shubert a Chicago, good at best
for five
legitimate houses,
haa
twelve, the Shuberts controlling tha
Studebaker, Garrick, Princess, Cen-»
tral, La Salle, Woods, and the Er«
langer side the Colonial, Illinois,
Blackstone, Olympic and Powers.
Indianapolis at best a three- night
stand and one theatre, has two
legitimate theatres pTaying' attractions a whole week, the Murat of
the Shuberts and English's Opera,
house of the Erlanger faction. Buffalo, at best but a three-night stand
for one attraction, has the Majestic
of the Erlanger control against the
Shuberts' Teck, each making a
week stand imperative.
The same over-showed conditions
prevail in greater or less degree in
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Syracuse, Cincinnati, Toronto, Kansas
City and Atlantic City.
The belligerant producers are
hopeful that their kick may bringsomething like order out of the deThey bank their
structive chaos.
expectation upon their group "holler" and the hope of further increasing the number of rebels like them-

selves.

United they feel that the syndicate heads on both sides will have*
to give way to their plea for fair
play in fear lest the producers be
all killed off, thereby putting it up
to the Erlanger side and the Shubert side to do more of their own
producing to keep their houses
booked up.

EQUITY TO FORCE.
(Continued from page 1.)
used but in addition a clause will be
inserted in which It is provided
that the player signing the contract
will not be required on the stage
with any player not a member of
This new form of
the A. E. A.
contract will be supplied all managers not In the P. M. A. Actors
will be instructed to ask for this

"Tangerine," renamed "Casino;
prising the vaudeville section the
Formerly for a price," out and in and scheduled to
early section a past few weeks.
four act bills were offered go out next season; "June Love,"
acts suffered accordingly.
"Last great boost, repeating exceptionally time only
in conjunction with the King show. $80,000, out, in, out again.
Jack Josephs.
Night," with Earl Cavanaugh, Ann jfrfl,
vaudeville section was inExact figures of losses by synThe
Francis Ac Co., was headlined, but
creased for the purpose of accom- dicate heads are necessarily unobdid not get all it deserved, most of
modating
full bills coming Into tainable.
the
Losses on "Half Moon," form.
the dialog sailing over the heads of
San Francisco and not for a busi- judged at $100.000—closed; "The
this clientele. The dancing of Miss
The effect of the new contract
30.
was
stimulant,
business
March
ness
as
Francisco.
San
Francis, however, received its just
Whirl of the Town," originally system for independents is believed
to the never better here where the King
Tom Chatterton' returns engagedesserts and the nifty work of Mr.
Jimmy
Tales,"
with
called
"Tattle
a method to force players to join
show continues to draw a steady
Cavanaugh also impressed, but Alcazar cast for a limited
Hussey, $80,000. Among individual the association.
It has the oppoment April 10 in "Three Faces and healthy clientele. If anything, managers
otherwise the act passed quietly.
booking with one or the site effect of forcing those members
Wilkens and Wilkens woke them East." Chatterton was a member of the second evening show appears to
syndicates
down
for
big
losses
several
be
getting
bigger
crowds.
Tuesday
dther
Jor
who have not paid dues into the
up next to closing, getting powerful the Alcazar company
night at that show the house was are John Cort with "Jim Jam Jems"; Actors' Fidelity League.
laughs, particularly for the man's seasons.
packed.
Sanger ft Jordan, sponsoring "Kisscomedy and dancing. Paul Petchlng
One of the leading independent
Clifton and Spartan opened after ing
In "The Musical Garden" provided
Time" and "Good Morning producers has taken the position
Or- the
Roy Burke, electrician at, theafter
Consolidated comedy picture
a good comedy musical offering in pheum,
Gerald Bacon with "Princess that the' "Equity Shop" is closed
Judge";
returned to his duties
which had Chester Conklin. They
the opening position, while Orville
absence of two weeks, on ac- have a neat routine of lifts which Virtue."
shop, that the principle laid down
Stamm was an outstanding feature an
influenza.
The howl of the musical comedy by the A. E. A. is in restraint of
are presented in a parlor set. The
closing the show, his fine muscular count of
boys
strive
for
class,
with
some
digproducers
against
opposition
of
trade
and that it is without the
poses and nifty- acrobatics creating
nified pantomime efforts, and do not
genuine surprise following his rather
her attempt any comedy. The violin their own kind arraigns the theatre legal power of the A. E. A. to force
Clair Starr returned from
frail appearance. Ho began his act
and booking conditions in all the any person to work nor to limit the
her playing
trip to New York and resumed
by one of the members at
with a couple of songs.
the Will King the start and again at the finish week stand cities of an average means whereby he may secure
Wells and Boggs offering Ball and place as ingenue with
current offering, for a slow curtain gives the act I route.
work, by making rules with whom
the
with
show,
West's former vehicle, "The Grand
some Individuality. Babe Sherman
Detroit, sure fire for but a single he is permitted to work.
Arnsv Man," were well received. "Mary's Ankle."
and
Eddie
Pierce
George M. Cohan in a statement
were
second.
big attraction a week in the presjThe-fift/iMght man of this combinaTheir Frenchy stuff opening didn't ent industrial depression, has three last week said he would take legal
tion gives it its strength, the charfrom
retire
will
Cunningham
get
much
and
the
girls'
ballad
Al
set
acter work being far below requireaction if any attempt to interfere
them back another notch. The au- houses, all pitting legitimate at- with his casts was made. Mr.
ments.
William
Smythe,
with the Alcazar cast next week.
dience applauded when her partner tractions against each other, the ErGladys West at the piano, was on
langer
house,
the
New Detroit, Cohan has engaged many players
kidded her voice.
Some familiar
loo early for his talk to get over,
but his excellent tenor voice had
The Price-Waterhouse represen- nut lines by male member, who fighting the Detroit Opera House, for next season's presentations and
system
new
wears goggles, were good for laughs, and the Garriclc of the Shuberts; he will stand on the validity of the
them calling for more.
tatives are installing a
Famous - Players - Lasky and both finished with a fast num- Pittsburgh, good for but one real contracts issued.
Jack Josephs.
the
in
ber that did not call for much ap- theatre with similar conditions, the
The A. E. A. takes the position
houses out this way.
plause.
George W. Moore had a Erlanger house being the Nixon, that it is not a closed shop arguing
HIPPODROME.
rather good spot in No. 8 for his
that
its membership rolls are open
pubmusic
Goldstein
and
the
Shuberts*
Nat
opposing
two, the
The
juggling turn, which is more
San Francisco, March 30.
company's catalog lias sev- able for the initial position. suit- Alvin and the Pitt; Cleveland, big for any player who speaks lines
Comedy, singing and dancing lishingnew
He
Rush,
Ford
upon
numbers.
the stage. In answer to the
eral
enough for 'but two shows a week
tried for too much comedy,
moved along at a good pace here formerly
with Remick's, is profes- ably because he was in the prob- since its great expansion In
together this week, with the honors
manu- questions of the Independent man*
middle
manager.
sional
of the bill. Some of his efforts were facturing, sports four houses, two agers if it was Intended that tha
of the occasion going to Boaggy and
rewarded with laughs. His juggling Erlanger and two Shubert
Clauss. They appeared in opening
the Equity would dictate the compleposition. This mixed team of roller
Niobe and Harry Stone, her hus- of kitchen utensils to close got good Colonial and the new Hanna con- ment of casts, It was stated the
skaters climaxed a fast routine with band, will spend six weeks on a applause. Martha Russell and Co. trolled
by the latter, and the Eu- A. E. A. never Intended to make
next presented "Thy Neighbor's
a double aeroplane spin and brought fishing trip before returning East.
such an attempt
Wife," a sketch every one seemed clid Avenue Opera house and the
down the house.
It was
said that an addition
new
Ohio, directed by the former;
to
enjoy.
Rainbow and Mohawk, working
Miss
Russell
showed
A tie resulted in an 18-hole game some good work highly appreciated. Boston, with the Shuberts booking would be made to the A. E. A. by*
in Indian costumes, did quite well
beweek
last
here
played
golf
of
laws
setting forth the positiom
The act has a little prolog and a seven— Boston 6. H., Shubert, Mawith sdme tame talk, better singing
tween Charles Irwin, on the Or- few explanatory lines at the finish.
and the usual Indian dance finish.
jestic,
Wilbur,
Plymouth,
Park against ever closing the member*
Plunkett and Romaine did some pheum, and "Diamond" Jim Fur- The latter gives it a rather quiet Square, Arlington
ship rolls and against the dictating
The ending and undoubtedly
Square—against
soft shoe and eccentric dancing in a ness, of the Continental Hotel.
diminishes the Erlanger trio,
of casts.
Colonial, Tremont,
style that gets them much applause. tie game will be played off before the applause. The stage hangings
Their novel opening and attractive Irwin leaves these parts. Consider- are pretty, although the lighting Hollis; Philadelphia with the ShuNed Doyle, formerly comedian
setting rounds out their act in able money were wagered on the effects should be more subdued dur- bert five against the Erlanger three,
game.
May Yohe In "Marrying
ing the conversation with her sup- the latter the Forrest, the Garrick with
good shape.
Mary,"
been engaged by KeatDowney's tramp bicycle stunts
posed departed mother.
Thomas and the Broad, and the former the ing andhas
Flood to replace Ben Difgained big applause and the singing
Minnie Rhodes, sister of Billie Race and Fred Edge were very well Lyric, Adelphla, Chestnut St.
O. H., lion at the Lyric, Portland.
and dancing of Armstrong filled in Rhodes, has declared her intention liked in the closing spot with their the Shubert
and the Walnut.
7*ico\y,
of returning to the profession after English and Irish characters, and
Viewed liberally, Boston is good
Bartlett, Smith & Shay gave a aii absence of m-ora-tban four jte&ra. most at their, material went over
Doris Halcom, pianiste. has been
for but thit?e frgitiiu&te
good account of themselves and got
especially big.
*Mfett» inamusea^ent manager at to*
some laughs from the comic's efThe Englishman's Impression of stead of its ten; Philadelphia for Pals.
Marjorie Rambeau will play Oakforts.
land during the week of April 18 In a baseball game also landed heav- but three instead of its eight. Wash"Whirl of Variety" offered a "The Sign on the Door." The dra- ily. Their eccentric dancing finish ington normally
Lada will make her first appear*
good for but one
group of specialties, the girls dis- matic stock company at the Mac- nearly stopped the show.
The
playing numerous costumes in clos- Arthur will go on tour for the week Emery Quintet, programed fifth, theatre devoted to legitimate has ance in California April 2, in the
Greek
four,
Theatre.
the
Music for her
National
ing position.
of the Erlanger
did not appear at this show. The
Jack Josephs.
Miss Rambeau is holding forth.
dances will be provided by the Pawcamp, and the Belasco, Garrick
King show closed.
for a well-balanced

unable to dance because of his rein second posi-

bill.

The house filled slowly for the cent operation, was
show Easter Sunday and early tion and gave the

first
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SAN FRANCISCO

Plans are being made by James
G. Rohan, manager of the Columbia,
to close the Oakland house for a
month for remodeling and redecoration. The musical comedy company Will be sent to one of the valley towns, perhaps San Jose, fo*- the

YOU'RE SURE TO MEET THEM AT

GOOD FOOD — POPULAR PRICES
ANNA LANE, Between POWSLL and MASON Btroet*
CONTINENTAL HOTEL, LOBBY— 129 ELLIS

PAUL HANSEN,

Street.

Mar.
1

period the theatre

SCENERY BY EDWIN

is

closed.

H.

A. C.

ling Trio.

BLUMENTHAL &

CO., Inc.

REALTY .BROKERS
SPECIALISTS

IN THEATRICAL FINANCING. LEASING AND
CONSTRUCTION IN THE WE3T.
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SUTTER STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
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RA HOWARD.
Comedienne

.infling

MIQQIN* AND BATES.
(6pecia*>.

THIS

WEEK

IMES AND ALBERTSON.

AoL
Talk and 8ong«.
Mine., Pu44 Stage. (Speefe*
14 Min.., Pull. Speemft.
23rd Street.
H. O. H„ March 25.
HIggina and Bates, two stria, have
June Imea la a sister of Tempest
appeared with several revues and and Sunshine. Kirt
Alberteon, her
bis acta in the big time houses from support, la
from the legitimate
Dancing

«

1f Mine,; On*.

jProadway.
Clara Howard la back In the
ith a raft of new ooatumea and
js. Miss Howard makes several
at wordrobe in time to time. Aa a sister team
EXllngr changes
—
with stage.
She uses a dancing their chief accomplishment
lew of the audienoe.
The
passenger
deck
of
steamer
a
>unge and a novelty muff that en- they evidence plenty of cVlbs on
•
appearance and uncover nifty array with life boats, staterooms, etc., is
loses the dresses.
disclosed with the rising of the curHer songs sound restricted and of double dances.
male pianist tain.
rere evidently written to fit her starts
the act with introductory
A young wife who has Just been
rsonallty and "nuttiams."
"If I song.
The girls are on following
Only Had a Back Like Kitty Gor- this, singing a lyric carrying out separated from her husband of a
don," followed by a change to ging- the idea of the introductory number. month, is seated in a steamer chair.
ham house dress for "I'm Not Mak- This tells of the different styles of They have quarreled as to where
they will go on their honeymoon.
in
ing Enough to Support .a Husband," entertainment
vaudeville,
the
» good comedy song, is followed by girls lyrically announcing dancing Wiley prefers Bermuda While tta
held
out for Florida.
another change to green decotetto aa their forte.
The Jingle is in-

KRANZ AND WHITE.

Singing and Dancing.
IB Mine.; One.
American.

Songs.
15 Mins.; One.
Fifth Ave.

Young man and woman, both of
Harry Krana and Al B. While
pony site, working with a wealth of formed a team some time ago. That
pep and ginger. They make friends was after they withdrew from th<»
instantly on their appearance and White City Trio. White has teamed
.

brisk

manner

There

is

of getting to work.
early exchange of talk, fairly bright, but scoring more on style
of delivery than on its substance.

A

several song intervals
in time agreeably enough
until they get into their real spefill

Woman

Miss Howard

around.

the best of the bills
spot thereon.

is

ready for

sibilities

for

early

section

of

and can hold a time shows.

"THE HAUNTED VIOLIN."
Mechanical Novelty.
Minx; One and Audience.
Broad v ay.
Mule requests audience to

14

lie

selection.

A

plant is utilized for "comedy"
requests and crossfire, also prop
laughs.
He Is Doc Cook, formerly
the "Stooge" in the Joe Cook turn.

About a dozen requests are played
in the two' aisle, when he returns
to the stage and takes another Instrument to duet "Margie" with the

mystery

instrument.
a real novelty and will mystify the layman; wireless seems to
be the answer. The tone reproduction sounds like a replica of the
usual violin phonograph record.
This would lead one to believe a
wireless transmission from some
hidden player to the violin was being used.
The careful placing of
the man's feet while in the aisle
was also significant, but apparently
unnoticed by the audience.
Its a real mystifying novelty and
held the attention of everyone for
the duration of the turn.
Con.
It's

Man and woman

in

routine

of

won't
appear, but she will go ahead with
act.,

etc.

Partner

.

walks on and

Wo- GEORGE NAGEL

pair go into acrobatic routine.

man

understander,

is

unusual strength
ancing of partner.

in

lifts

displaying

Bell.

HILL.

Talk end Singing.
13 Mine.; Three.

American.
Clean cut young comedian in
dinner coat and nice looking, statuesque girl in a well varied routine
of singing and talk. The arrange-

DEVLIN AND VAN DYKE.
Songs and Talk.
16 Mins.; One.
Greeley Sq.

An "audience" act which has one
ef the boys interrupting the routine
of his partner when about to continue with a violin.
The crossfire
back and forth over the lights revealed nothing exceptional in the
way of comedy, and, in fact, was
below par. The sooner this part of
the schedule is brightened up the
better it will be for all concerned.
Following the chatter the youth
In front makes the inevitable forward movement to gain the boards,
on a dare, and there proceeds to go
into a ballad, after which his partner also obliges with a song, thence
the "double" number for a yodeling
finish.

The boys look well in dinner coats
and possess average voices for their
vocal efforts, but the conversation
Is in dire
need of fixing up and a
little more speed
in getting under
JJiy would not be a detriment to

ment has a

capital

opening on a

dark stage. There Is a crash and
the comedian enters in the dark with
an electric torch which flits about
the stage, finally resting on the face
of the girl, sleeping on a divan.
Lights go up and burglar kisses girl
and scoots off.
Girl wakes up and "burglar" returns for give and take of gagging,
running sadly to puns, but containing a fair percentage of laughs.
This exchange of take continues,
varied by comedy songs, all in the
lightest possible vein. Much of the
give and take of repartee has to do
with hooch and. prohibition, but the
roof audience found it amusing.
Altogether a light, inconsequential
affair, but done in a rollicking pirit.
No. I the pair had to break the ice
of the show and did very well ifndcr
a severe handicap.
i

LEE AND GILLESPIE.

•'•ter

Sengs,
•

Act.

Mins.; One.
JJ
Amtrican
Roof.

Two

f.iris

in

a repertoire of pop

•ongs. singles and
are plump, one

doubles.
Itoth
p ossess ing a sweet
IngiriK voice, the other it
robust
joicc suitable for the
numbers In
the fust
tempos.
The voices of
both blend nicely,
when harmonhung.
Tline girl who sings "Rebec
ca" mlghl u»ne
down her localising
* trin,. I(
civantage, whH< soloing.
<0 ^':mii.g is
adequate for the
,
POp lion. s
Tb< girls singing will
** 1 th« m i».\
in good
ha PC In the
f«rnt I; -i,
c ,f
hC pop shows.
(lid
,

(

that „

|i,
|

.

.

Ituof

Tuesd

i\

night.

HtU.

ture in the smaller class-A houses.

j

Nagel is opening the routine alone
with conversation and a bit* of
whistling, also going into contorence with the audienci
ience On the presence of his wife in the wings ami
using the prevalent gag of late in
asking for applause to make the
At length he anentrance good.
nounces he'll invito "the wife" out
and try to induce her to sing though
"she's never been on the stage be-

14 Mins.; Two.
(Special).
23rd Street. „
i'wo girls, assisted by mule pianist, in routine of pop songs. Open
witn 'Honolulu Byes" harmonised
Another double fallows.
Blonde

memb< r of team singles a ballad.
Good soprano voice. Rag number
by uuburn -haired partner, capably
done.

Medley
drape vci and

Hosing.

Special
sofl lighting aid ro«
rui give tone to turn.
cullxiiuj
i'.i'ih
girls liavc personality and
presrr.ee.
Vocal ability of both
:il.«>v»- sin. Il-tirro* uvtfiagc.
llcfimd
singing turn, holding flut-h valuer
for curly spot in pop house bills,
with [KtxsfhiliiicH for development.
i

f*»r

HARRY WEST AND CHUMS

the- flags of the Allies, and To~o
gets down to his real mission,
which is to thrill with capital T.
A rope attached to the second
balcony over the head of the orchestra and down to the stage is
utilized In the "slide." Togo ascend.*
the rope walking with shocler.* feet,
using a largo fan as a balancer.
After a short rest and a few Americanisms for comedy purposes, he
slides down the rope in an upright
position with his back turned to the

Songs and Piano.
12 Mins.; One. (Special).
23rd St.

Man and woman. Man opens
with piano solo.
Woman follows
with introductory song, leading up
to Italian dialect character number.
Costume change for this and
succeeding; numbers is made in
view of audience.
baton held by

A

woman on her

entrance

Is

con-

stage.

verted into a hatraek.

An

BRAXTON AND HAWKINS.

Irish

number

and supplemented with a
neat bit of stepping. A third change
reveals her In white bodice and
tights.
She registers immediately

on the tights proposition. A topical encircling the rope attached to his
number with the white costume, waist, he repeats the "thriller."
It's a real novelty for vaudeville
with an encore ditty, which says in
or any other kind of entertainment.
ffect she will not make another
Con
change for closing.
Man plays
<

piano accompaniments for all of the
numbers.
A pleasing character
singing specialty, suitable for No.
spot it held creditably at
2, which

recitation
sometime ago lite '.'3rd Si.
published in one of the popular
lir'l
magazines. It had to do with the
war, av did fc-Vie-af*« of th'...l >»<Xh
during the patter, and they mij-'ht FOUR USHERS.
all be replaced lo advantage.
Female Quartet.
The turn carries enough .'peed to 15 Mins.; One.
put it across and outside of the few City.
gags in reference to the past if, is
The girls used to open from the
team seem to be- about set to keep audience in ushers' get-up, but now
going regularly.
enter on the stage, attired in soothing gray frocks.
Jt Is a capable
Kinging quartet, unlng chiefly enHELEN CLARK AMD CO
semble numbers with a double and
Trapeze.
solo relieving the straight quartet
10 Mins.; Three.
u -irhliug.
'

City.

Woman
m

uitaM

and

two

men

working

on a trips trap*
(;<• into nveroge
routine oi si if
so-so.
finishing
Reception or
volume In proportion to medl en.Mi
act.
a small time op tk
simitar if, dosens of other Iran a<
on.-

The house isn't through gar.piug.
when the announcer informs them
that Togo will repeat the trick
blindfolded. With his head incased
In a black bag and a safety belt

next, also cos-

tumed,

Songs, Talk and Dancing.
10 Mins.; One.
Greeley Sq.
A duo of colored boys depending
mostly upon thefr fast stepping for
a bid to popularity and gaining same
to the extent of making them an
acceptable act for an early spot in
any of the smaller houses. Besides
the footwork the boys render three
melodies interspersed with some
la Ik. a bit of whieh smacks of a

1>

•

; (

t

i

-

(3).

8inging and Comedy.
15 Mins.; One.
American Roof.

BOYD AND KING.

The
awkward
and
gestures
frightened actions of the feminine
half of the act. Incidentally not
named on the card, will register
decidedly before certain audiences
but the result would be problematical with a "wise" crowd.
Nagel Is
a secondary consideration with the
material provided.
The girl pulls
the act out of classification as a
rather dull affair.

The outstanding feature of tinwas the lyric soprano's n-ndiof "Tired of Mr." The ensetni>i«work Is capable and pleased
immensel) No, 4 oh the program at
n

t

lioi,

house.
ttood feature on the Ihr small ai

''ii>

pop Rouse time.

,

Kranz and I. a Salle start with an
edge because both are known in
the song field. In the keystone position on a nine act bill here they
Jbcr.
landed strongly.

-.

Follows the action of the woman
registering stage fright and warbling a melody with side remarks
and admonition from her partner.
Her delivering of the song evoked
more enthusiasm from the house
than the remainder of the routine.
She has a voice of a quality worthy
of more than a single number and
that "clowned up" by her partner.

v

purpose and encored with' "Ten-

'

fore."

comedy

the net

MELLOR AND BROWN,

(1).

Talk and Whistling.
15 Mint.; One.
There's enough ability shown to
make Oeorge Nagel's offering a fix-

and bal-

The acrobatics are speedily run
through, the man being a tumbler
of experience and ability. The present opening means nothing and hafj
outworn its usefulness through
repeti tion by others.
If the team
feels they need dialog to supplement the aerobatics, regular material should be substituted for that
now used. The tumbling and balancing will get them by in any of
the pop houses, without difficulty.
Opening the show at the 23d Street,
they received appreciative applause
for the acrobatics during the act,
closing to substantial approbation.

MAI AND

Con.

ter bills.

to

Singing and Instrumental.
14 Mins.; One.
A girl appears first, announcing,
American.
in rhyme, her partner has not put
Apparently newcomers to vaude- in an appearance or something to
ville from the concert division. Man that effect.
Two boys, in usher's
playing 'cello and woman singer uniforms, come down the aisle and
with unusual range from female offer to help the girl ouL A man
baritone to soprano. Act is devoid In property man's garb joins the
of showmanship. Man enters "cold," three now on the stage, and the
carrying 'cello and takes seat center, act resolves itself into the familiar
playing a semi-classic number as comedy singing quartet arrangesolo.
Woman in elaborate party ment. One of the supposed ushers
frock, walks out in concert manner does "wop" and the other, (Harry
and warbles to the 'cello accompani- West), a youthful type of Hebrew lc
ment.
After harmonising to good
comic.
On her exit the cellist does an- effect, the man costumed previously
other number straight, and then as prop, is back in a tux for a solo
livens up the proceedings with a singing a ballad.
Uirl back in
Jazzy selection. Ills jazzing on the changed costume, likewise the boy
'cello is Interesting and one of the who did the "wop" usher, now arbright spots in the turn.
The rayed in a tux, with Harry West
woman returns In another impres- in misfit garb. More harmonising,
sive frock of white and rainbow supplemented
with
standard l/.ed
hues and sings "Kiss Me," getting a quartet comedy. The turn appears
burst of app'aiife on the final hig'.i set for the pop houses, where it
note.
rhould make good feature specialty.
The whole act is listless. For ex- The four landed for plenty of apample, the woman does her two or plause next to closing on the Hoof
three songs without a smile or a Tuesday night.
ficll.
change of expression. 'The opening, too, is slow to the degree of
SEN8ATI0NAL TOGO.
coldness, and neither o' the pair
"Slide for Life."
seems to know how to establish
10 Mins.; Full.
friendly relation with the audience.
Some sort of device to get the pair Broadway.
Togo is a shott stocky Japanese
on the stage would be desirable,
He has evidently been In this couneither a preliminary strain of music
try for considerable time, for he
off stage by the 'cellist or a note by
%
speaks perfect English, despite h«
the singer.
As the arrangement uees the services of an announcr
stands it does not deserve anything
who introduces him.
better than No. 2, which It held at
Homo Japanese top spinning in
the American.
full stage, topped off by running
Hu.nh.
the top up a string, which releases

fitted it out with some catchy tunes
and a complete story that holds interest at all times. Both principals
name ground tumbling, hand to hand and can sing and read lines, the whole
violin
on head balancing, Following sounds turn shaping up as a welcome adplaces
and the instrument of an argument off stage, woman junct for an early spot on the betenters and announces partner

stand
He
plays the requests faithfully.
then deseends to orehestra aisle
and repeats performance without
using bow.

music

Acrobatics and Tslk.
10 Mins.: One.
23d Street.

all .the number* ,ar.e ,d»ietThey opened with a Jazz num-

nessee."

ARDELL AND TRACY.

The sketch is a delightful littleplaylet cleverly written and capably
played by two intelligent and artistic people.
Marie Nordstrom has

LEAVERE AND COLLINS.

ted.

ber and followed it with "l'alesteena" which one mentioned as a
bit old, but it got over well aided
by a snatch of special lyric. 'Regular Girl from Killarney" was the
newest part of the routine. It was
delivered with vim, a medley being
worked in between choruses. They
harmonized with a "mother" song

ffu*h.

finish.

Con.

nr*txgv

a sightly bathing suit of
black and orange satin, which sets
off her pony figure most attractively.
fTheir dances together are graceful and lively, but the feature of the
act and the item in the routine that
should get them past anywhere is
the acrobatic stepping of the young
man. That boy is a sure enough
top grade dancer.
He has everything in tumbling incidentals to go
with stepping.
Midway on the
American show they furnished a
thoroughly pleasing interlude in a
rather mediocre bill. They deserve
better billing in the lobby f-amc
than they got last week.

her way after all.
This is compromised by her promise to leave
for Florida immediately the ship
docks. "Last Waltz," the last double song, takes them off to a natural

big

southern bookings.
Their
routine is the same in style as formerly, the purveying of popular

later in

discovers that the boat is headed
for Bermuda and that she has had

BeTl.

from

cialty, which is sprightly dancing.
The girl is an especially cute little
persowv firs* in& "flapper*' •dross-nnJ

originally

Wild

with several partners since then,
also appearing as a single. Kranz
for a number of seasons was with
Bob La Salle, who is 'now doing a
single with a piano accompanist.
The new team has Just returned

They have

which

The steamer is bound for Berfor some monologing about "mar- telligently constructed and holds
Hubby enters and they
It is bright material and consistently bright lines
riage."
throughout muda.
quarrel an introduction for the doulanded solidly.
Double dance with kicking preble song "Marriage," pleasingly harStripping down to gold negligee dominating,
piano solo by accommonised.
she next dons a black low dress panist while girls arc changing,
anThe quarrel is continued with
with hat trimmed with paradise for other double by girls,
pianist fills both
seated in steamer chairs. She
Dixie
That
Melody,"
"sung in again and girls
**Play
back with an- is afraid
of storms and he aggrawith patter chorus to jazzy move- other costume change.
The
third vates
her fears by relating harrowments and delivery. An "essence" number has the girls in
Oriental ing details
of storms at sea. "Nothdance is interpolated, and the ap- garb, with a pleasing
double dance ing
the Matter with You," another
plause that follows is acknowledged holding a suggestion
of Egyptian
tuneful double is interpolated conwith travestied classical dance.
dancing.
More ivory tickling,
sistently.
A monologue of "kid" stories fol- lowed by more double-stepping folby
"Farewell," is solod by her. She
lowed by another change to blue girls clad in becoming
Jetted affair
gown and feathered hat with large and transparent black lace pantel- wants to make up but he is hard to
impress.
Finally he relents and
muff which held the wardrobe letes. Pianist is good
musician and consents
to go to Florida. He then
and

she
strong on appearance, but should
from the West," her drop habit of beating time on
pedal.
strongest comedy number, delivered
Pretty solid blue cyclorama set
with clowning and mugging that
Act
registered.
She stopped the show makes effective background.
registered at 23d street. Class turn
at this house and has improved her
for pop houses, with excellent posturn immensely since last seen

19

HICKEY AND HART.

<i

WILSON AND KELLY.
Singing mnd Talking.
15 Mint.; One.

23rd St.

Two men,
nut

comic.

one straight, the other

The comedian has an

asy, Ijkable method, and a. knack
of making familiar stuff appear
new.
.Straight
possesses
good
singing voice. Comedian does a lot
•

of laughing, but does not make it
obtrusive, frequently laughing his

audience into a laugh.

A travesty ballad duetted \» productlve of excellent comedy returns and a double whirlwind darn
burlesque also lands heavily. Tli»
team stopped the show Monday
night, some f»«at at this house.
An
sneers bit with the eoasis playing a
trombone, demonstrated his ver?«u
i»ii<>
Doth hove ahiins
much
above bmall lime average. With
change or material here and there
.

i

um

ih<-

i«

for

l>''i

<

i

win

i»e

lilci

i.

«

mdidatc

h-iii
I'.rll

r

,.

—

and Covey.

Dutlel

\

Talk* Songs and Dancing.
12 Mint.; One.
23d Street.

R1NGL1NG-BARNUM

SHOW AT GARDEN

The big top season for 1921 was The display was
opened Indoors as usual when Mad- with the Tybell

man does comedy, man straight.
Talk routine, some of it familiar
with good average of bright spots.
Woman singles "I'm a Nut." with
encore verse in which she gives
Impression of chorus girl singing
same number with a- mild souse.

had its premiere last Saturday
(March 26). It will remain five full

Nicely handled.

-Man solos "mother" song ne,v,t,
excellent voice but should
eliminate facial mannerisms while
vocalizing.
For closing man sings
standard ballad in two-four tempo,
while woman executes simple but

Has

dance

likeable

Woman

routine.

wears spangled costume at opening, changing to knickerbockers for
Small timers with ability
finish.
and material suitable for No. 2.
They pleased In that spot at the
23d Street, passing creditably.
Bell.

weeks, with the eastern stands following, the "kick-off" taking in the
Ohio Valley and the show then
jumping toward the coast, where the

combined shows

will

have their

first

appearances.

The outfit this season presents
mono tit u rtslilljil than at any time
since the two big shows were fused.
There are two outstanding features
In the displays of wild animal exhibitions and riderless equine group

training,
known
"Liberty
as
Horses."
They lead the importations of which there are a number,
practically all coming from Germany. The weakness of the show is
the absence of individual performances, principally the missing equestriennes.
There are no star bareback performers like in other years.

May Wirth and Family

are

in

and will play the fairs
The Hannefords are going

vaudeville
later.

KELLY and BROWN.
Song and Dance.
14 Mine.;
City.

One

into the Sells-Floto show.

is

a capa-

breviated costume, bare knees and
all.
The patter revolves around
their entertaining abilities, the man
singing "Old Pal" and the girl
stepping to it. "Swanee River" vocalised, is danced to by the girl
for the Dixie number.
An Irish
song is treated in similar fashion,
the man first singing it and then
standing by for the girl's dance

A

"Poppy Blossom" song was

dealt with similarly; all in all monotonously.
Considering the duo's abilities It
is rather wasteful of one's talents
to drift on hitting the deuce spot on

when a little enshowmanship and

small time shows

•

hancement

in

staging could elevate it to something worth while. They have personality, make excellent
appearances both, are capable in their individual lines and all but please on
the routine.

r

GIBSON AND PRICE.

.

Juggling and Comedy.
16 Mine.; Two.
Fifth Ave.

Dave Gibson and Sylvia Price Impress as having been out for some
time.
Gibson juggles while Miss
Price first acts as his assistant and
then makes sketches In colored
crayons.
Gibson keeps up a running comment throughout the routine which
has him juggling balls, hats and the
like,
with an occasional comedy
balancing stunt. One remark about
button hole making went for a "local" at this house, which attracts
traveling salesmen at the matinees.
kidded the audience several
times, but* always in good humor
and generally for a laugh. Once he
said in commenting on the way his
gags didn't get over that it was just

He

like telling jokes in London.
At
that, Gibson has "mixed them up"
with some old boys plainly recog-

nized.

The turn amused on No.
son's comedy chatter taking
of the juggling turn groove.

CELIA

WESTON

and Co.

3,
it

Gibout

(1).

8ongs.
16 Mins.; One.
Greeley Sq.

Assisted by a piano player Miss
is presenting a singing turn
that is abundant with material and
"catch" lines, all of which scored, including the short "pop" selection
played by the pianist during a

Weston

r.i.

^.

at-

The Ringlings have sought mate-

Man and woman. Man

ble vocalist sporting an rffectlve
tenor. Woman is the stepper, in ab-

solo.

No

tempt has apparently been made to
replace the individual riding acts.

(Special Drop).

change of costume.
Miss Weston offered a quartet of
numbers, one of which was in the
nature of an encore, all being delivered In dialect. There is room for
improvement in this girl's method of
"selling" a melody, as at present
abe. is deHvej.ing in a listless manner void of personality.' She never
allows herself to approach the
audience except in a chilly manner,
the songs getting over simply on
the strength of the lyrics.
The young lady's voice is of fair
enough quality for the type of ditties used and with the needed polishing off and touching up should
bid fair to go a bit higher than
where she Is now situated.

George McClelland has produced
a new five-people revue, "Peppomint," in which Harry Downey, the
female impersonator in "Every SailSuzzanne Sickleor" la featured.
more and Lester Lee also have principal parts in the piece, T\hieh was
written by Sam Coslow.

\

rial

overseas for the firs^ time since
They bought the major

the war.

part of

the

Hamburg.

Hagenback circus at
That included the big

j

though very sturdily

much

the five looked like new names, but
such turns are made up over night.
neat, as always,
Sisters, Eugenies,
Kinkaids, Latell Sisters and Seafords in the air.
The first of the two equestrian
Two doubles
displays came next.
were programmed, but John Carreia
and Charles Rooney took the end
rings and Mme. Bradna was in the
winner
center.
She was the
of the display, with her plgnms
used for the finale. While the bell
curtains were being mounted for the
posing exhibitions, Mme. Bradna
circled the ring with her white
horses and. dogs, a pretty picture, as
always. The posing acts included
the "statue" horses as in former seasons.
Ena Claren took the center,
and though of slight build looked
All
the classiest of the women.
rings and stages were used for the
posing work, two platforms being
added on the ends, to make up for
the stages on the road (there will
be four, as against two in the Garden).
The wild west exhibition, usually
the next to last number in other
seasons, was the eighth display,
placing the number in the middle of
the show. It looked like the same
bunch. The ropers got more attention than usual, with Cy Compton
starring.
High trapeze and head
balancing took the tenth .isplay,
the change of pace here being welcome.
De Mario, the CTomwells,
Millettes, Hillary Long.- Rooneys and

Man and woman. Man starts to
sing, woman interrupts, preceding

Interruption with camp meeting ison Square Garden's annual fixture, the combined Ringling Broththou* style of song, off stage. Woers and Barnum & Baliey Circus

'

built, displayed that he was In by a mile.' How ha
can strum the "harp"! Few these
nerve.
At 20 minutes to 11 the elephants days can reach him. Ross was on
came on, with nothing particularly 17 minutes. It was' four minute*
new noted in the three-ringed rou- later when he escaped, a speecfc
George Denman was In the taking up most of the extra time
tine.
center ring, with J. B. L. Clarke and He can take almost any spot desired
George Hennessey on the ends. For now, and his repeat date here looks
the finale the balance of the bulls, certain.
The Parkers are an acrobatic turn
mostly used for parades, were
brought on. with the entire line-up formerly billed as the Parker Broth.
of 25 rising on hind feet for a "bow." ers. The billing now says they are
virtually father and* son, and the thin white
then
The aerlalists
The Clarkonians hair of the elder man makes that
closed the show.
The many- look true. Their hand-to-hand rouwere in the center.
fllered Slegrist-Silbon Troupe was tine was so successful at the New
concert Sunday that
in No. 1 posUion and the Chas. Sie- Amsterdam
grist Troupe at the other end. The they were booked into the Pa'ace
Monday.
Closing with the leap
bill
women fliers in the latter two acts
drew the attention for tho first over a piano to a hand -stand was
triek.
the
final
It has been used- by
night.
The trio of turns held the
house with a number of falls to the the act for several years. The rehearty
were
enough to bring
turns
nets making for interest. The jockeys, ponies, whippet dogs and char- the men back after their bows, and
with
leverage trick.
they
encored
a
iots wound up the evening.
The show was over at 11.10, which The scoring entitled them to a hit.
William Deraarest, the man who
is 20 minutes overtime at least. The
way the show Is routined now there cannot do a nlp-up, and the ravenare a number of waits to be worked haired Estelle Collet te were on
out. The dismantling of the animal third, especially early for them. In
arenas cannot be eliminated and that spot they were of splendid
the cages must be set up before the value to the show, actually the real
There are few fiddlers
show starts. The animal feature is scoring.
suggestive of the Hagenback -Wal- with Demarest's comedy ability and
lace outfit. It Is brand new for the fewer still that combine both with
Ringlings, and the show in general comedy acrobatics. The plant comedy worked out all the way, with
is interesting and entertaining because of its considerable change Demarest starting something by
from the past half a dozen seasons. saying something about a song
On tour there is another angle to "Bimbo on Blackwell's Isle." The
the wild animal displays, for in act would doubtless have done as
some communities such exhibitions well later, but a hit Is a hit in any
are banned. For the show in total, spot.
Marie Nordstrom opened interthe question is whether the animal
mission with Frances Nordstrom'!
importations
counterbalance
the
cycle, "Tick Tock." The "Mme
little
lack of individual talent. For this
season at least the signs favor the Butterfly" number was the most
The offering drew a big
colorful.
new Ringling line-up. Lew Graham
is again the big figure in the tent, measure of appreciation, but it Is
announcing and in charge of the doubtful If the routine is as bright
side show.
Fred Bradna is again as Miss Nordstrom's former chatty
•
single.
general equestrian director.
John
Glenn and Jenkins brought the
Agee is the equestrian director and
show's measure of comedy up to
Merle Evans leads the orchestra
The clowns failed to show novel- full content, again appearing next
ties.
Buck Baker's auto stunts to closing, which has been the spot
stood out best. A group of imported for the colored team in its swing
German midgets were present but around the Keith houses. This act
is said to be after new material,
not important.
Ibce.
claiming portions of their act have
been lifted by others. That hasn't
affected it, however, and they should
be careful in making replacements
Easter Monday was not a holiday unless sure of the material. They
draw for some reason; at least that wrote the present act themselves
goes for the night attendance. The and came right up from the threehouse was slow in filling up, the a-day to the best bookings.
orchestra floor Anally going clean
Melissa Ten Eyck and Max Weily
effective
their
offered
except for the boxes, which were and
Co.
but partly occupied. That went for dancing turn on No. 2 and it was
the upper part of the house, too. A well liked. Miss Ten Eyck scored
few standees in, but no sign of an in her single, part of which is Oriental but without a wiggle.
overflow.
The Fillis Family, 'with highA many-sided shift In the running order worked to advantage, the school horses, closed the show, the
Ibcc.
frequent high scoring during the
evening pointed to the best possible
value secured from the bill. Willlam Rock was the headllner, and
The experiment of having Will
Kitty Doner, plus brother and sister,
Morri8sey act as master of ceretook the bottom line.
Rock, with
his "1-2-3-4-5-Girls and Two More" monies is being tried at the Riverrevue, was sent in to close Inter- side this week.. Judging by Monday
evening, it is doubtful If the stunt
mission instead of opening

virtually a line-up as last year. The
"iron Jaw" acts .followed. Three of

.

animal turns, the trained stallions Zerados performed. All have been
of Adolph Hess. The program named with the combined show, and they
the smart horses as being Hun- all fared well.
garian.
The animal features are
Adolph Hess, the European horse
virtually the only pictorials used In trainer, then took the center ring
the billboard stands, around New for the third of the animal features
York and likely will constitute the from the Hagenbacks,
working
main lithograph display through- alone. Hess worked 24 stallions in
out the tour.
The first night crowd that filled
every point in the Garden was
greeted with a strange sight, the
three rings being converted into as
many steel arenas. That was necessary because of the wild animal
exhibitions. Steel tunnels led from
the cages to the Garden's north
exits, which sent most of the audience on a tour of the southern
portion of the track to their seats
or else back into the arena proper.
The animal acts being at the start
of the show pushed the elephants

groups, matched In colors. The first
two groups were of six, each being
gray and brown, and the concluding
group was of 12 coal black stallions.
Each animal is numbered. The exhibition is one of training, with the
stallions taking positions in numerical order.
The work is pretty and
drew general applause. When the

\

<-

.

„

PALACE.

final group was shown Lew Graham
announced the animals, although
then mixed in numbers, would take

position in the circling line without
direction from Hess. The stunt was
well worked, the trainer not employdown to a late spot. This makes for ing his whip, though it was apparent
a peculiar problem in getting equip- that he called them by name, It Is
ment aboard the trains while on said that all continental shows have
tour. It is necessary for the animal horse acts of similar formation discages to be loaded first, along with play, but the Hess turn is the best
the heavy equipment, and the ele- of them. Men and whips s.i. roundphants are aboard the early train. ed the ring during the display, for
If the mammoths are down late in the stallions had been leaping over
the show some switching must be the bank in practice.
done. It is,one of the questions that
mixed display was twelfth. It
probably has called for the deciison held five acts that have been In
to do without street parades this eastern vaudeville during the winseason.
Whether the parades will ter. Alf Loyal took the center ring
be managed later has been left open. with dogs. "Toque" was not alone
The dismantling of the animal featured, "Chiquita," the clown dog,
The Bruno
arenas is another nut to crack. The sharing the honors.
it
as
time consumed slowed down the troup (Weisse), Roeders and Jeane programmed, while the Doner act
show, and it was responsible for the troupe were the balancing turns In was switched to No. 7. With Rock
the display, with the woodchoppers in the first portion of the show, four
throwing out of one entire number
that of the seals, exhibited by the (Jackson and McLaren featured) acts were used before intermission
Hulings James, Frank and Mark. going into the contest at the finale. and five after.
Special stands for the seals are on
Rock is always working on the
Lillian Leitzel. the only single
the boards, and if there is any way feature this season and the only personal feature of his revue and
of reinserting the number they will spotlighted attraction, started the he has evolved a nifty finale.
He
go back into the show. The cages, show on Its last section.
Mlle% has retained the kidding idea with
too, disintegrated another display Leitzel mounted the webbiflg and the "15th letter of the alphabet"
of mixed animal training stunts.
shifted to the rings high up, her still the main idea, but the girls
The three animal cages started the work on them calling for a net be- have a come-back now. After the
show after the "pageant." Peter ing spread. She descended for the kissing bit they exit one by one,
Radke took the center arena with announcement of her endurance with excuses of having an appointfour African lions and Christian test and again was pulled high in ment and the like, each pleasantly
Shroder was in the third arena with the air. She swung to 65 "disloca- sayihg "Good night, ladies and genThere is comedy worked
Petite in tlemen."
seven polar bears. Both are Ger- tions" on the webbing.
the stunt, too, one of the young
man acts from the Hagenback Ham- form and dainty in dress, Mile. in
of the bunch saying she has a
burg outfit. In the first arena Olga Leitzel is the class of the perform- est
While her rigging was being son on the police force and has
Celeste with five leopards drew ers.
promised to meet him. There was a
plenty of attention, both on ap- stowed, John Agee circled the ring sailor
number that looked new, Rock
with
"jazz" stepping mare, Hess
a
pearance and training skill. She has
doing an old tar with two of the
been in vaudeville and the turn ac- circling from the opposite side with girls, the song being
"Speaking of
high
school
stepper.
The
next
a
tually is part of the Selig zoo. While
the Ship." Hazel Webb, the song
the nets were pulled up and the two display, which was to have had soloist of the act,
did "Jazzemova,"
R.
Mme.
Branda,
the
Fallen
turn,
end cages taken apart the freaks
which was the only popular
paraded to fill the wait.
That Meyers' performing camels and E. in a show singularly devoid number
of pubhelped because of the novelties Daniels' Shetland ponies, was out, lished numbers.
brought from abroad. But the wait the latter two turns not being in
In the late spot Miss Doner, with
show
all.
the
at
was actually lightened by Pallen's
and Rose, went for a real hit.
The second and finale of the Ted
hears, two working on either stage.
is certainly the class of male
displays followed.
The Kitty
The bears are part of the eliminated equestrian
impersonators
in American vaudeDavenports
in the center ring,
mixed animal number. The roller with Orrin were
ville.
Perhaps Miss Doner does not
Davenport doing the
class strictly as an Impersonator,
skating and bicycle stunts were comedy.
the
was
easily
best
of
He
given the right spot for once and
her real effort is in boy's togs.
the display.
The Four Rooneys but
The change of pace to the tough
drew applause.
were In the first ring and the "All- number
and then to the gypsy bit at
The center cage remained and American
Team" in the third ring.
was taken by seven full-grown The latter was really the Clarkes, the close again points and gives
substance to her performance. Rose
tigers. It is the feature turn of the an English family.
Doner, the kid of the trio, looks like
wild animal importations, but the
Five perch turns got into the go- a comer. A
natural dancer, with
trainer's name was not on the pro- ing in the 16th display.
Four of
gram. The big striped cats looked the acts are Imported. The Silvas, looks and form, she is rapidly dedangerous enough to hold strict at- an American turn, took the center. veloping as an artist. If it is her
tention throughout their exhibition, On either end were the Andresen first season on the stage, as sister
Kitty said in her earned speech,
and the Bengals, snarled enough to brothers, a Norwegian act, and th
means something. Ted is an
provide a thrill. The* trainer dis>" De Moll Brothers', from Belgium S?1.UH*4
•™
played a bit of inside skill at the between the Wise Troupe and the asset and looks be.st in trie Bowery
bit.
close in forcing the beasts to leap Two Jahns, both German acts, perThere were two first Palace apthe barrier and rush through the formed.
All
were
Interesting, pearances with
"Blackface" Eddie
tunnel to their feed in their proper though the De Molls flashed a nov- Ross
and the Parkers. It is a real
A hundred property men elty when the top mounter unhinged wonder
position.
that
Ross
has never bren
ran to the cage to dismantle it, and a little extension from the top of brought to the
before.
He
a group of elephants was brought the perch, the extension acting as was on No. 6 Palace
for the individual
out for a parade around the ring a support for two gymnastic rings. cle,in-up
applause of the nl^ht.
with football stunts.
The tumblers were out and in With his "African harp" (hnnio)
It was 8.45 when the show proper
position to go on, but were held by tucked under his arm. he started
got started that is the individual the attempt of clowns to get a without fluster, confident
that he
performances. Joe Hoghangi, listed "hootch factory" working.
There would get over, and he certainly did
as "Mile. Bpangellti," was In the was a dead wait.
Finally Fred Mention of the word "drunk" now
center ring with horse and suspend- Bradna blew his whistle and the being an immortal word started
the
lie remained alone for athletes got into action.
ing rope,
It looked l.i ughter.
They yelled when he told
the finale and cleaned up the num- like the storehouse for the clown of the family of 14 children
and
ber, In fact, about copped the com- device.
Of the tumblers, the Joe may be more, and howled at his
edy end of the evening. Gymnasts, Dekoe Troupe carried the pace fast. cross-eyed sister failing to see a
acrobats and equilibrists formed the But the Pecchianl Troupe was the drink that was put down In front of
balance of the display. They were outstanding turn, with the leverage her. When Ross ran his dextrous
Stirk and Arena, Rice Trio, H. Ritt- four high somersault getting the right hand back and forth over the
ley, Four Comrades and the Hardigs, attention.
The girl in the act, banjo It- was a foregone conclusion
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RIVERSIDE.

will enjoy

any permanent vogue.

It

very well for Raymond Hitchcock to do it in the downtown district and "ho!d forth" on well known
men about town, etc., but if the
exact routine were gone through by
Morrissey at Riverside, It would
sound differently—or, at least, would
is all

—

not score as effectively. Morrissey's
harangues are not the same as
Hitchcock's, resembling those of the
more famous comedian only in the
ppening where he stands in tha
audience and welcomes those who
enter.
As each act concludes he
makes some comment on the next
turn, sometimes from the orchestra
and at other times from the stage.
The arrangement of the bill, as
set down
in
the program, was
switched about for tho evening. The
opening and closing acts changed
places, and Harry Carroll and company closed the first half, exchanging with Sallie Fisher and company, who were switched to second
position following intermission.
Morrissey started off at 8:15 to
introduce himself and explain his
job for the week. The house was
only half seated, so that the later
arrivals were not let in on the

,

—

'

secret.

It

was very much

like

miss-

ing the plot of the play and having
to guess what it was about.
He was followed by Dal#y, Mac and
Daley, a trio of skaters* two men
J
:

and a

girl,

who go through an

alto-

gether different routine.
One of
the men is a splendid tumbler on
the rollers, and the other executes
interesting steps on the wheels. A
very fast and pleasing act.
Edwin George, a kidding monolog-JUggler, starts slowly and gradually
"gets"
his
audience with
breezy chatter. XitfUM Stephens and
Len fciollister have a quite legiti-

mate comedy skit, replete with
clever dialog and funny bits of business.
It comes under the head of
up-to-date vaudeville. At its conclusion they had a couple of minutes
of travesty melodrama with Morrissey.
Hollister accuses Morrissey
of stealing the affections of Moss
Stephens,
pulls
a revolver and
threatens
they shoot
tend both
corpse she

kill.
Will suggests
the gun twice and preare dead, to see which
will embrace. This done,
Miss Stephens enters, sees both
stretched out, calls a stage hand
whom she embraces and cries out:
"Thank heavens, they're both dead."
The Harry Carroll act certainly
has a bevy of pretty girls, am the
act goes as "big" as when first

shown.

to

Tho

little

"chirks,"

how-

,

,

^
.
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hould be taught to dress their
Louis
fciV- wigs properly for the

"Mammy" won them

considerable constant amusement and surprise.
and for a finish they do bits from Starting with the dancing Chinese
IfTnu^nber. With the exception the various recent musical comedy it was all good and all expertly
donna, none of them successes including "Irene," "What's manipulated.
The old lady who
«J» the prima
adjusted, In a Name," Ziegfeld "Follies" and suddenly was transformed into an
hid the wigs properly
dis- "Mary." In each case the impres- auto full of children and the old
Morriasey
intermission
nurlng
ario and the title of the show is an- man who turned into an aeroplane,
tributed water and kept up intimate
The act also carries a with a number of other trick de«**«* nounced.
with
conversation
J*
Just before the per- pianist and a "maid" character who vices, were shown without a fumble.
downstairs.
performs a solo on the violin in the
Ida May Chad wick and her **Ad
he
brought
resumed
was
formance
music box number from "What's In were a strong fourth. Miss ChadM&a Marsh and Martha Mansfield, a
Name."
wlck
being a favorite with her
footlights
the
to
down
Sm stare,
Billy B. Van and James J. Cor- "krazy cat" and rural antics.
She
and introduced them. During the bett showed their spirited travesty is doing less of hard -shoe dancing
the
he
of
Day"
"Topics
showing of
with
of
eccentric
on
the
Eighteenth
Amendment,
more
soft
-shoe
and
made but one comment and seemed, Van insisting on telling the red card work. That is designed for comedy,
opportunities for
to overlook several
Jack
That concluded, he ap- joke which he alleges is very arid works out to full effect.
laughs
with a violin, Frenchy, spicy, delectable and with- Joyce, "the boy with a smile," went
stage
the
peared on
two.
strenbang
on
number
Corbett
over
with
a
-provoking.
mirth
al
played a few bar*, fumbled, stopped uousry objects aha '-bum's rushes"' If he lost his leg in the war he must
and announced Kae Eleanor Ball his already quasi- inebriated partner be credited with having mastered
and Brother, turning the fiddle over off the stage.
one-legged dancing with and withMiss Ball and her brother
to her.
Miss Robbie Gordone closed with out his crutch in a remarkably short
provide a legitimate musical turn, her familiar posing turn and despite period, for he has been on for more
showman,
good
the man being a
Heavy applause
a rather late hour held their atten- than a year.
with the knack of looking soulful tion to the end.
brought him on for a speech, and

"

Morrissey
'cello.
appeared once more with a very
brief bit of Felix Adler's burlesque
ventriloquial stunt, crediting Adler

while playing his

with the idea.
Fisher's
Sallie

COLONIAL.
here,

with

their

conv> vmthL n

Richard Kean, doing three characteriiations, followed, being repeatedly called back at the finish
for curtains and again after the
lights had been dimmed. Mr. Kean

giving an exceptional performHe uses good
all the way.
in not permitting any of
the limit.
beyond
to
run
studies
his
He is less in need of restraint In
is

ance

judgment

this respect, however,
specialty performers.

than

most

Whiting and Burt, topping the
bill, held the next-to-closuig position and lived up to the reputation
flashed by the lights out front.
Miss Burt looked particularly well

in all her costumes, besides scoring

with especial emphasis when singing a number. Whiting continues
to be up among the leaders as a

spoke

of

the

pleasantness

of

of this house having an edge on some
Attendance Tuesday evenothers.
Clare Rummer's "Choir Rehearsal"
a
Morrissey ap- ing was even better, there being
pleased as usual.
than a capacity crowd in.
less
little
peared on the stage once more to
Francis
of
attraction
The name
talk of the benefit theatre party
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne is
He was interrupted by credited
present.
with a goodly portion of the
Johnny ILnes, the picture comedian, draw. But an entertaining bill that
who came down the aisles and pre- stood up nicely all the way helped
sented Will with a bunch of flowers
a lot. In addition to novelties, there
a little crossfire, a funny fall by were two acts with first appearHines and off to make way for ances in the house, and for that
Avery and O'Neil, b'ackfaced com- matter New York major time. They
edians, who have a few now "coon" were Jean Granese, who had the
expressions and a lot cf excellent important spot of opening interThey were mission, and Jack Joyce, a fairsteps.
loose-limbed
probably the biggest applause hit of haired, smiling, one-legged single.
of
the
conclusion
At
evening.
the
playlet.
Bushman -Bayne
The
the act ;i drop was. raised disclosing "The Poor Uich Man." was seventh.
Morrissey. O'Neil and the organist Lewis and Gordon have given KdThe nearly extinct art of booking
of the Sallie Fisher act tented on win Burke's idea a corking setting and laying out a vaudeville show
They
chairs discussing the show.
about the richest when properly has been revived at the Broadway
Devoid of the customary number
proceeded to pan everybody on the lighted of any sketch this season. this week. The house holds the best
"show," the
bill, later joined by Avey. who upThe hangings and the long window entertainment from a var'ety stand- of acts appearing to
braided them for it, and then went effect backstage aid in snpplying point that it has housed all season, first -half bill at the Fifth Avenue,
turns, ran
recognized
of
up
made
his
own.
panning
on
on to do a bit of
the illusion of the hero's great and there isn't a "name" among the
through in good shape Monday
Nellie and Josephine Jordan, a wealth.
The house found the act eight acts.
was comthat
a
house
to
evening
and
-looking
pair of plump, pleasant
interesting, with perhaps a little
Togo (New Acts) a sensational
the start. Scampi
ale#t young women, closed the show thrill at the entrance of the crank. noveltv turn, started things in high fortably filled from
on the
team
male
a
Scamp,
and
turn
of
singing,
This
with a very fa3t routine
Mr. Bushman was there with a neat with never a let down.
with a comedy
dancing, somersaults and tight wire speech at the close, mentioning the was spotted exactly right, and gave triple bar, opened
forth many
brought
that
routine
walking.
With a special set and pleasure of the stage's personal the bill a rousing start.
is not
showy costumes they held the au- contact with the audience as opRyan and Ryan in their dancing laughs, although the business
performdience seated and entertained.
posed to their former work as pic- novelty found the going to their lik- of the newest. Libonatl,
off a
rattled
xylophone,
the
Jolo.
ture artists.
ing in the deuce hole. This mixed ing on
mostly of the pubHarry Breen may sing to the air combination of dancers have a list Of numbers,
please,
to
seemed
that
variety,
of "The Wearing of the Green that strong comedy finish with their lished
single encore should have sufficed
they are "Hanging the agents for "skee" dance in Scotch costume^,
second was
booking Harry Breen." but he won deriving laughs from the toe work Tor this chap, but a
The forth coining with but little enAlthough the Van and Corbett the comedy honors of the evening on the elongated brogans.
couragement.
turn was the only "name" draw next to closing. He had little oppo- dance is similar to Toto's "PavBurke, Walsh and Nana, a mesMonday night, business wan rather sition in the laugh-getting line, and lowa" imitation, and was good for
senger boy team with a girl, apgood considering the twilight down- that made the going fine. For once big applause.
at their best while stepping.
through
peared
pour and the sudden change of he did not use the extemporaneous
breezed
Darnell
and
Davis
weather. It looked at first as if song bit. The orchestra played the to a whale of a hit in the third The boys appear well schooled in
the weather man would put a crimp melody when he exited, but Breen spot. The placing of this turn was the hard shoe work, and should
The light limit their dialog in favor of dancin the gate receipts, but by the time was wisely content with bows, for also
nlce|y adjusted.
The turn could stand cutting
the second act was under way, they it was late and he had been on for comedian had them laughing every ing.
were all seated and attentive.
over 20 minutes. Toward the close time he wiggled a finger. The girl with dancing injected irt place of
Kinograras, switched from the he was serious more so, it ap- reminds of Sadie Burt, and is just the gags, as there is little chance
usual after intermission exhibition, peared, than usual. He said there such a clever little person. It's one of the act being placed in the comstarted the program. Ollie Young was a philosophy in his kind of of the really worth while man and edy division, whereas It stands a
and April opened with their "Bub- work, and that if he brought the woman talking acts left to vaude- chance with dancing combinations.
bleland" offering, consisting of trick smiles and laughter to any, he was ville. Just how long the varieties
Newhoff and Phelps, displaying
bubble blowing. It's a good sight well repaid, and he spoke on the can hold a light comic of Davis' a special drop of attractiveness,
act for the small big time bills al- level. There seemed as much gig- ability depends entirely on the legit- gave the show its first flash. This
though not quite strong enough for gling and merriment from the femi- imate and musical comedy scouts. couple have selected several of the
the really high grade houses.
Roy Barnes. most popular published numbers
another
T.
nine part of the house as ever. He's
Shelton Brooks pianologued in the Harry takes them back to the days "Haunted Violin" (New Acts) next. and knitted them together into a
deuce spot, assisted by a portly of stick candy and legal short
Clara Howard (New Acts), back satisfactory offering. The<r double
vocalizing partner who is not even skirts, and in all it is very true. He with new songs and gowns, had the version of "Mammy," used as an
accorded "and Co." billing honors affirmed his idea of being "off his going all to herself, being the only encore, is well handled.
They get
either on program or annunciator, nut, and I'm going to stay off until single woman on the bill following.
all that is possible out of the numalthough worthy of monlca delinea- I get enough money to get off the Miss Howard has developed and ber which Is considerable.
Keene
tion.
Brooks sings a usual medley nut." At the start he got a come- ripened with experience. Her mug- and Williams easily scored the comof pop songs of which he is author back from the leader, whom he told ging and nuttisms, coupled with the
edy hit of the bill. The young womand steps a little for an exit.
not to worry, which brought the re- wardrobe flash, insured her for here an of the act does an amusing rube
Paul Decker and Co. proved a joinder, "I won't." Breen then said without any trouble. She closed to
getting laughs from the outset.
comedy hit with their one-act play- he was going to fix the number so loud noise from all over the house. girl,
With fresh material added the act
let, "
Burke.
and Son," by Edwin
that nobody would ever sing it
Pressler and Klaiss, fifth, also should stand an easy chance for
Not startlingly original either In again.
landed heavily. The comedian pan- the bigger bills. In its present shape
plot or development, the cast indiJean Granese, an honor graduate tomimed his way to laughs with the it should prove a comedy riot in
vidually and collectively enhances
from the three -a -day time around piano stool business, aided mate- the three-a-day.
the lines with sufficiently contrasted
Philadelphia, had a very successful rially by his eccentric blonde hair,
Pearl Kegay and Band provided
pathos and humor, as befits the sit12 minutes, with the assistance of blacked out front teeth and extreme the big flash.
Miss Begay has
uations, to exact he most possible
two
girl slipped her num- f amed a fast moving routine which
"wop"
boys
who
started
The
funny
thinness.
a
from the piece. Decker has a penwith assured carries her along nicely from curchant for strutting just a trifle too argument in the aisles. Miss Granese bers across smoothly
has been out for a year or so and delivery, while he accompanied on tain to curtain. The numbers while
much and
broad
interpolating
strongly.
not speeding the act up add matelaughs into farce and travesty. To only arrived from the slow burg a the piano. They scored
few
weeks ago, with the Colonial
Lew Wilson, following in a versa- rially to the general makeup, and
come within the limitations of the
quietly blend
started
offering,
fling at Broadway.
nicely
with the dancing
She tile single
billing, as "a one-act comedy," some her first
finish with which, as done by this young womof the business should be dealt with started with a pretty melody, "No but built up to a strong
more conservatively. Whether in Wonder I'm Blue." When one of his encores on the piano accordion an, is always sure fire. Just prior
r
the act or not, Decker for his solo the boys reached the stage the other and steel guitar. Wilson should cut to Miss Begay's act a speaker rebend for a final curtain caught the suggested he sing Italian opera, down on the monologing, for his quested that the regular patrons of
hand of the exiting woman and naming "Eli, Eli," or else an Amer- specialty contains enough meat in the house secure their seats for
ican song, "Japanese Ashcan," both the other departments to eliminate Friday, April 8, on which date the
made her bow off with him.
Pinto and Boyle, assisted by an lines finding a mark. Miss Granese much of the talk, which is his weak- proceeds of the house will be turned
He can sin,? a over to the N. V. A.
did
excellently, duetting at the fin-1 est contribution.
unbilled audience plant, offered a
Harry Jolson, employing a girl
musical turn in which Jack Boyle ish of an operatic number, led by popular or jasz number, yodle, play
acceptably, and and a man singer in the audience
dances
instruments,
the
good
voice
of her supporting
announces his regret for his partner's absence, but is interrupted by singer, and the returns were heavy. handles imitations of different kinds down next to closing, rattled off 22
Pinto entering with a note to the She left them wanting more and as locomotive, auto horn, etc., in minutes mostly devoted to published
Wilson's lone fault numbers before calling a halt. The
•ffect he might substitute accept- was brought out to bow after the bang-up style.
is in attempting to be too versatile. Jolson turn proves a pretty strong
ably for the evening. He goes into piano had been trundled off.
his steel guitar work, the audience
Yvette, assisted by Eddie Cook The last half of the turn contained boost for one of the music publishPlant out in the middle of the audi- and Kino Clark, closed intermission enough strength to insure him, and ers who manages to cram a good
The bobbed Titian head he was forced to two encores on the many numbers into this single act
torium acting as interpreter be- classily.
* w *:h Boyle,
Jolson can nut over a number, and
and h?a"wop" partner. I of the animated violinist*. $a*Jbed instruments mentioned,
EvaBhirh y, with Fid Gordon's Jafcz is hot" "dependent' upon' a piugger
about
richly decorated with
stage
a
a
finish
the
plant,
brought
is
Juf
The comedy derived is
jnto the stage for a piece of busi- hangings
of silken
flowers and Band, sang and danced their way to assistant.
ness with a "mvsterlnus trunk" splendidly lighted. Yvette's frocks, sure fire results in the closing spot. remunerative. Dave Winnie, a neat
'thus billed) which he agitates pro- too, are a smart feature of her It is one of the few surviving jasz appearing chap on the rings, closed
n
smart act, which is new throughout. turns that still holds plenty of en- the show in snappy style.
m! * a »°und akin to a bass viol.
Miss Shirley held up
The
In Clark she has a clever saxo- tertainment.
Max Ford Revue closed the
nrst half and proved
His one touch of straight the vocal end with her splendid
itself a well- phonist.
jaaged terpischorean offering. Ford playing sounded like more, and he soprano, with the musicians and a
rew a resounding applause bar- should offer more, for it is a wel- specialty dancer plugging up the
^
interims with instrumental numbers
The lirst half show on the Koof
***« with his long distance hard come change of pace from the jazz.
noe solo in which he showed half The finale barnyard bit, done in one, and dancing.
just jogged along in a lackadaisical
Most of the house remained for manner Tuesday night, with an oc•aozen tricky steps that won him was not quite the spot for it. but it
'•cognition.
In the position it the feature picture, which topped off casional flash brightening up moheld the house.
J ed Doo,
Con.
mentarily the generally slow moving
would h^ safer not to drop the cur- ;im exellent vaudeville bill.
*n i provod°y followed intermission
character
of
the
entertainment,
an other hit, mixing his tain.
tl
#»
lurr
after which the show would drift
with some telling patter which
Schiehtl's marionettes are rightly
81
ST.
«e\eioped into a continuous round hilled \voncrettes." It was »he novback again into its sluggish pice.
or laughs.
About the average total of at- Bollinger and Reynolds, a comedy
elty of the show, as it would be on
Dillon
and Bcttv Parker any bill. Perhaps there is much of tendance was on hand Monday wire turn, got things started brisk»howHl their "Nic
The sextette of acts played ly. The man of the duo held attenis
night.
for
this
new.
that
|S
the
routine
of
Now"
Nacs
°-act in *cute
««n- Hiyie
style anu
proven Hchlchtt's iir*t season on this sid. rather slowly, though the e'enter trio tion with his bounding work on the
and proved
thr,r«
™rn.sH\,. H valuable
additions to nn in five year*. He was caughl over- of turns made it Interesting enough tight rope, and extracted several
V Koo<! ,av -°"
The couple's seas at the start of the war. The to keep the show above the line. laughs with his clowning, the art
novi
ve
Morris and Campbell did exception- going bettei ttian the average opendouble number version 01
numerous transformations were
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ing turn, notwithstanding the disad.

and the former's kidding from a vantage of breaking the ice.
Mellor and Brown (New Actn>
front box providing the first bit of
were second and Coffman and Carexcitement that came along.
roll

of

third, with a likeable mixture
conversational chatter, singing

A special drop of a
railroad depot gives atmosphere to
the gab, although Savannah, C.a.. is
make to look pretty rural, according to the surrounding landscape by
the depot. The man does a blackface coon porter character quite
naturally as to dialect and mannerisms, but the long middle western.
"R" inflection which slips into his
otherwise acid proof southern accent occasionally tends to lessen the
effect of his characterization for
thos* (amiliar with the type r«prc»sented.
The American Boof, however, is a
good many miles from Dixieland and
not inclined to be overparticular in
the matter of such trivial discrepancies. A pleasing get-away with
the man soft shoe stepping and the
woman warbling tunefully topped
off the patter of the Coffman and
Carroll
act,
which should have
gathered in far more applause than
and dancing.

The pair have
deliverer of lyrics.
one of the best mixed singing, acts
houses.
twice-daily
smiling.
now in the
Balph IiOhse and Edna Sterling
Max's* Circus opened to a house
any
could
on
in.
It
really
walking
is
was
The
show
opened.
that
Miss scarcely hope for substantial retime they are in the spot.
Sterling is the classiest woman do- sults under the circumstances. A. C. it did.
and she goes Astor succeeded and did well enough
gymnastics,
ing
Tommy Gordon, a youthful monHis de- ologist, fourth, rambled along with
through a lightning routine without with his ventriloquism.
mussing her hair. She is perhaps parture brought forth enough ap- hits and misses marking his remthe only woman in acrobatics who plause to term his efforts successful, iniscences of a birthday party. Mr.
wears high-heel slippers on the but the return for a somewhat Gordon has a good singing voice,
The Clinton Sisters closed. lengthy encore was ill advised.
stage.
personality and a first-rate appearPrincess Radjah closed before a ance, shaping up as a smart juveTheir dance turn is now billed "CarBetween special Egyptian "set," with two nile, but the art of monology is a
tooning in Danceland."
changes there is a film of cartoon dances sending a gasp through the science of which he possesses only a
style depicting their attendance at house, due to a big snake, which
partial knowledge.
The repetition
a school of aesthetic dancing, the kept moving from one side of the of "You know what I mean" weak-journey to Egypt in a flying ma- stage to the other until the Princess ens his delivery and should be elimchine and the return in a sub. That caught it by the tall and started the inated forthwith. He had a cold
maneuver in the opposite direction. Tuesday night, but put his songs
lends more novelty to the act.
I bee.
One more bit followed, which took over capably. Gordon lacks the ease
the dancer away very well.
that comes with experience when
he

Monday business was good

well

ally

r-

1

ST

Time and playing will
probably alter that. During the act
he mentioned that he was going to
do a double. That's exactly what
he should do. With a partner with
equal qualifications, he should be
able to frame a two act that would
have big time possibilities.
The Cabaret De Luxe, a jasz band
of five men, two girl vocalists and
a male dancer, appearing at the
talking.

closed

finish,

band plays
though

its

the

in

half.

first

The

an average way,

al-

members seem individu-

ally talented, the cornetlst frequently interpolating triple tongue vari-

ations and the others displaying
capabilities that suggested a thorough knowledge of their respective
instruments. Somehow, the ensemble' effect lacked the sort of harmony that might be expected, due
apparently to a lack of team work.
The girls, brunet and blonde, deliver numbers in cabaret fashion acceptably. The turn pleased moderately.

i

Bessie Leonard of Leonard and
Porray, a singing and piano mixed
team', unreeled a couple of numbers
preceding a male impersonation by
MisH Leonard in A. E. F. soldier
costume. She does this splendidly
and was accordingly rewarded. It
was one of the high spots in the

show. Miss Leonard might go
more of the male costuming
with profit to her turn.
Harold Selman and Co. in
Bank Messenger," a mystery
let,

In for

thing

"The

playthe sketch offering the first
Mr. Selman plays the Juvenile

was

half.
role legitimately,

and his supporting
company (middle-aged man and a

girl)

both handle

their

respective

parts intelligently.

The sketch

a

vague

in spots,
leaving several things unexplained
at the finish, but the mystery element is nicely sustained, and,
through capable playing, tbo interest of the audience is held throughout. The exchange of envelopes -is
a pretty threadbare expedient for
the climax, the generally legitimate
atmosphere preceding It calling for
something of a more original nais

bit

It went over safely.
Harry West and Chums

ture.

(New

Acts) were next to closing, and the
Serras, a hand balancing man and
woman duo, closed. The woman i*
the understander. That seems to be
the rule with mixed hand and head
balancing teams this season. It's a
first class turn of its type and can
render a good account o* itself In

any kind of company, whether in
the pop houses or the big timers.
Attendance was considerably below
ffrjl
capacity Tuesday night.

23D STREET.
A nicely varied seven -act bill the
George M. Hosener, head
lining and next to closing, and Wilson and Kelly (New Acts) captured
the blue ribbon applause honors.
Rosener's tough kid and old army
man types registered their usual
comedy results and the preceding
-

first half.

o/arhaafe character studies held -'cut
to rapt attention.

Way

Dalton and Jane Craig gave

the show a strong boost in the fifth
spot with a likable blend of singing,
dancing and travesty. Mr. Dalton.
a tall leading man appearing chap,
scored individually with a varied

dancing routine. The act is handsomely mounted and notable for the
diversity of specialties presented.

Hazel Moran,

lariat

manipulator,

In addition to skill with
the rope. Miss Moran owns a personal presence and a good sense <>f
Vaudeville comedy values, her pat ter catching all the laughs in sight,
despite the handieap of Opening.
The closing trick, which has Miss

opened.

Moran spinning an 83 -foot rope, is
a corking feature stunt. It landed
for deserved appreciation.
Mabel Paige and Co. in NArbl«
(Continued on p.ige 1
\

>
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VARIETY

(APRIL 4)
NEXT WEEK
THEATKEI

BILLS
houses

(All

The

week

the

f«r

opett

A Walsh

Richards

Co
Lanlgan A Haney

McFarland 81s
Nathano Bros
Duffy A Man*
J'RMEV CITY. NJ. Wilton Sis

otherwise

act

according to the booking

In divisions,

below ere grouped

bill.

Uunaay matinee. mis*

rltb

B, F. Kotth's
LOraer Girls
Sydney A Townley

Clare

VAODBVILLB

IN

A Lewis

they

offices

Mang A Snyder

vOtbers to All)
2d balf

absence from

New York

Palace Theatre Building.

MKW YORK

CITY

» t

t

»

Unusual

BAH
Nolan

Jos Howard's Rot
Cmy lou a &a **rds
Lulu IfcConnell Co

Wood * Wyde
Pearson Newport

Vernon
Rajah

P

(One

A

Celeste

Clown Seal
Cook A Sylvia
Ubonatl
Walsh A N
Weaver A Weaver Burks
fill)
Mcintosh A Maids (Others to
The Rials
BROOKLYN
Flak's Mules
Keith's Bashwlek
Keith's Reyai
Whiting A Burt
Billy Glason
Rlggs A Wltchis
Mabelle Sherman
Tannen
Whipple Huston Co Julius
Henry A Moore
Walsh U Xdwards
Finley A Hill
Maria uo
Mr A Mrs Norcross
Vincent O'Donnell
Kitty Doner Co
Margaret Padula

,

Bostock's School
Novelty Clintons
Marlotte's Manikins
Keith's Orpheam
Bailie Fisher Co
Julian Eltinge

(Others to fill)
Keith's Colonial
"Viol-Inn Girls'*

Tempest A

K shine

Furman A Nash
Pearl Re gay
Prank Gaby
Margan A Gates
Nana A Co

A

Wm

Nat Nasarro Co

Reynolds I

DuTlel A Covsy
(Others to All)
2d half (7-19)

half

Young A

Ollis

B

Bis

A

Sharkey Roth

W

(Others to 111)
Koith's Hamilton

A Campbell
Haig Co
Senator F Murphy
Ras B Ball
I A J Connelly
Bthel Levey
Greenlee A Drayton
Morris

Emma

B

Sandy Shaw

(4-1)

Ford

Muller

Berlew
Bronson

A

Stanley

ALBANY,

C'tratlon

Lovett's

Maybew A Taylor

(Two

Gautier's Toy

fill)

(One

Moos' Regeat
Clara Howard

Richard Keane Co
Harry Breen

to

Shop

All)

W

Sharkey Roth A
(One to nin
d half
Robbe Gordone
Matthews A Ayres

Pearson A Lewis
Gallagher A Rolley
Gordon A Ford
Bobble McLean Co
Peggy Carbart
Lohse A Sterling
Keith's H. O. H.
2d half (31-3)
O Wallace Boys
Sullivan

Senator Murphy
Baroness Rouskaya
(Others to fill)

CHARLOTTE.

Lovett's Ctratlon

Seymour A J'nette
Bobby Bernard Co
Al Raymond
"Reckless Eve"
2d half
Jennier Bros

Tony Grey Co
Mable Burke Co

A

Bensee
Schletls

Baird
Manikins

ALTOONA, PA.
Orpheam

A ScoAeld
Howard A T
A Langs

Plerlot

Taylor
Gllfoll

Pietro
3 Victors
2d half
La Petite Jennie
Leila Shaw Co
Pietro

VALENTIN E VOX

Pete Uurley Co
Lillian Herleln
Jean Southern Co
3 Rianos

CHATTANOOGA
Blalto
(Knoxvllle split)
1st half
Jess A Dill

Adgemont
Paulette & Ray
Bernard A Scarth
Flske A Lloyd
2 Rosellas
Harry T Linton
2d half
Gibson & Price.

Dooley

Geo Nagel Co
Keane A Williams
Polly's Pearls
'(tJlheff To fill)
1st half <4-C)

Sankers & Hylvers

A N

B A

J Crelghton
(Others to All)
2d half (7-19)
Dalton A Craig

M Rosener
(Others to All)
Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (31-3)
Geo

Clown
Finlay

S«*al

A

Hill

Bernivicl Bros

Kinney A Shelby
Swift A Kelly
(Others to All)
1st
Ollle

half

(4-6)

Young A A
Nash A O'Donnell
Clinton A Rooney
(Others to All)
2d half (7-10)

Edwards Ornsby D
B A J Crelghton
(Others

to All)

(One

to All)

ATLANTA, OA.
Lyrie

(Birmingham

split)

1st ha!f

Faden 2
Manuel R'maine Co
"Honeymoon"
Marie Dorr
Diaz Monks

Al

RN. N. Y.

III

Jefferson

Lady Tsen Mel
Eckoff A Gordon
Morgan A Binder

Hall

M'rsh'll

A Shapiro

Frank D'obson Co
Big City 4
Flying Henrys
Keith's Palaee
Sisters

Kubellck & Vardo

A Oliver
Black A Whit" Rev

to All)

2d half

Chas L*»degar
Kitnor & Resney
Wilron Co
Polly £ OS

Wm

A

Esther
The LeVolos

A Mom
AUGUSTA, OA.

Rose

Grand
(Macon upllt)

Hippodrome
The Adroi's
Thr«-t>

2

Bennett & Leo

"BungS lOW Love"
Brook p
Little

A.

Jim

Phllson

A Mack

Miller

Chums

Fred Llndsey Co
Buzzell A Parker
"Little Cottage"
Innts Bros
p.nh B^ri Co
Margar-t Young

JACK LEWIS

Readings

2d half

Majeatlc
Petite Jennie
Elsheld
Leila Shaw Co
Ed Janis Rev

(One

Hal Johnson Co
Halg A LaVere
Patrlcola

(One to

to All)

Gllfoll

T

A Lange

Vaughn Comfort
3

Victors

INDIANAPOLIS
B. F. Keith's
Selbini A Grovlnl
Lydell A Macy
H A G Ellsworth

Academy
(Richmond

split)

1st half

Vernon
Neale A O'Brien
Eleanor Pierce Co

(Two

OTTAWA, CAN.

i.

A

Blair

JACKSONVILLE
Arcade
<Savannah split)

MAY

The 8harroek»

Herbert A Dare
PATEBSON, N. J

Kaks
(Two

Majestic
A Indetta
to All)

Id half

Sankus A Silvers
Mantilla

NEW DANCING STAR

Fred Elliott
Green A Parker
Scanlon D Bros A 8
Roode A Francis

HILL

D D HT

A

Tlsr

Palace

Bobby Connelly Co
Rude 11 A Dunlgan
Olympla Desval Co

Robert

Palace
A Robert
Shields A Ogles
Col Jack George 2
"8alvation Sue"
Coogan A Casey
Theo A Dandles
2d half

Theo

Rathbourne

Proctor's

Four Aces
William Ebbs
H*,yiru>nd

Grace Nelson
"Bubbles"
2d half

Monroe A Grant
Hall, n

Walter Fishter Co
Ernest Evans Co
(One to All)

SYRACUSE
B. F. Keith's
Sealo

The LHghtona
Long Taek Sam
Vinle Daly Co
Davis A Darnell
Lee Children
Spencer A Williams
Jordan Girls

Robert

A Dandles

1st half

Australian Delsos

A Marconi

Rodero

Kiddles' Cabaret

Howe A Howe
Eddie

2d half
'

Texas

2

Hunter R'ndall A S
Coogan A Cssey
Brten Family
Plaza
Synoo

2d half

Col Jack Goorge 2

Cleo A Thomas
Alfred Powell Co
Valentine

Joe Fanton Co
Palace
Dallas Walker

BAP

"Cheer Up"

Mabel Whitman Co
"Who's My Wife"
R A E Dean
"Melody Garden"

".Salvation

I

Sis

I

H

Wilson
Wilson Co
Adams A Barnett
Kltner A Resney

Al

Wm

Ross

A Moon
2d half

BANGOB. ME.

Gibson

Rappl

BUoa

De Hollup
La France A Ken'y
Burt A Roscdale
LEWISTON, Me.
Music Hall
Baron's

Evans A Miller
Prof Peak Bl'kh'd 8
G A H De Beers
Una Clayton Co

HOLMES
With Geo.

Hal Francis
Loretto's Bears

Bob
Mf Donald
CAB
Kelly A Drako
Lonny

Arthur Lloyd
Duval A Little

Mme Hermann
BROCKTON

11)

Welda
Kelly

A Drake

Strand

Duval A

Little

Mme. Herman
2d half

Georgo Hall

Howard & Fields
Ameta
(Two to All>
LYNN. MASS.
Gordon's

Olympia.

Ferro A Coult. r
A Tully
Kelly A Pollack
Rome & Wager
Bhrlner & F'slm'ons Heath A Sperling

Vee

Sue"

Cartmell

&.

Harris

2d half

Nolly

&

4

W

The Stenards
Pollork

McCool A Glld-a
Donald Sisters

Palace
Earls

2

Leon' Varvara

Rappi

4

Organdie Girls

M Dunbar
The Naess

2d half
Prof Paak'sBl'khda

Thornton Sisters
Cartwell

A

Harris

Cocktail

MANCHKKTLR

rommodore Tom
C A

I

A M Levar

Creole

Gordons' C'ntral Sq.

"AMERICAN

Casting Mellos
2d half

Peggy Brooks
Plan'osi & Wo: ton

CAMBRIDGE

Porter

•Story-Booh Stuff Is delightful: one of
the beet comedies ever seen In vaude8.. Toledo "Blade"
vllle here."— R.

WELLS

Bob Tenny

2d half

M*ryl Prince A Sis
"Magic Glasses"

A

,

W*-;da

KEITH

Bsxl*>y

and

Jessal's "Troublee mi It?*"

ORPHEUM. VANCOUVER (APRIL

BOND
RAYMOND
HUMORIST"
M

Murdock

A

Basil A Allen
Creole Cocktail
2d half
2 Earls

Flottow Bros

Proctor's

Chas Ledegar

LAP
Lydell

Lorettos' Bears

Vaudeville Exchange, Chicago
I

A Elva

Stanley

Chris Richards

Clark Verdi

BATTLE CREEK

Empire

Fields
2d half

Jean L'ghton's Rev

B. F.

LAWB*NCB. MASS

Vee A Tully
Inez Hanley

2d half
Dallas Walker
Hlbb-rt A Nugent

2d half
Margarlte's Ponies

Naesses

3

Howard A

Violet Carlson

Q A h GasAoa
Mario A Marie
Torke A King

P Fsxon A

Rome A Wager

Frank Bush

Hume Co

The Big 3
Mrs Well'tons Sur
Rudell A Dunlgan
(Two to All)

Funds

6

Bu'kri'ge Casey Co
2d half
Ballot Trio
Moore A Fields

National

WBC'ST'R, MASS.

Cliffords

Hayden

Princeton

Howard
Mellon A Renn

Poll's

liijnu

FAS

James Cullen

•

PaU's
(Scranton split)

3

CHICAGO

HAVERHILL
Colonial
Zarrell Bros

Geo Frederick Co
Lehr A Bell
Harry Lamore

WILK'S-B,BK, PA.

Bijou

Musical

CAM
Dunbar
Althea Lucas Co

4

Frank
A DeVere Casting Mullane
Campbells
A M'rkh'm

Mack A Stanton

NEW HAVEN

S

2d half

Leon Varbara
Ferro A Coulter
4 Organdie Girls

Gordons' Olympla
(Washington St.)
Angle Cappell

Elsie

A

"Cheer Up"

Rube Waiman
Alice Manning
"Maid of Love

Richards
Breen Family

Ryan A Ryan

Manning
"Melody Garden"

Alfred Powell Co
Mitchell A M'rkh'm
Mrs Well'tons Sur

The Big

Chris

Olympla

Stephens A Br'nell
H A J Chase
Boyle A Bennett

Alice

Rube Waiman

N

SCHENECTADY

Wm

A

Harry Harkins Co

McGrath A Deeds Althea Lucas Co
Olympla Desval Co Arthur Lloyd
Brown Jackson
2d half

Robert

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

to All)

Dominion
Tho 9 E Shea Co
Dotsnn
Christie A Bennett Tor- Brown's Co
Creole Fashion PI
w .<n Bros
Whit* h< kd A: Irel'd Margaret Ford
O'Donnell

McFarl'd

A

Jean

Lyric

Van A Emerson
McCor'ck A Regay

(Scollay Square)

Poll's

Mitchell

2 Cliffords

Zarado
Walters A Walters
John T Ray Co
Swor A Westbrook
4 Ortons
Bert Wheeler Co

Dugan A

eil)

NORFOLK, YA.

2d half

A ScoAeld
Taylor Howard A

Plerlot

Shaw

HORWITZ— KRAI

Gordon's

WATERBUBY
Pedrlck

FrrBI'KG. MASS.

Mabel Taliaferro

Jimmy Hodge Co

Carlson
H'nter Randall A S
Cliff Nasarro Co
2 Little Pals
2d half

Fred Lewis
Wern'r A Amo'S Co

A Marguerite

The Berkoffs

A Elsie
R A E Dean

Jean

Violet

KEITH

B. F.

Lucy Bruch
Wild A Sedalla
Harry Cooper
Renee Robert Rev
Bowdoin
Kitamura Bros

2d half

Dawson A Lanlgan

fill)

Temple

Orlff

La

VIOLA
A

to

ROCHESTER

»«<»

BARRIHB1 RG

1st half

Hughes

Avollons

MAY

.i

F«-rrone

Grindell

(One

HIJou

Olympla

Claudia Coleman
Davis A Darnell
Mile Hi.Co

Lew Hoffman
Mack A Stanton
Jimmy Hodge Co

Capitol

"Snapshots"

to All)

2d half

BOSTON
Perez

Palace

Ih^RTFORD

SAYANNAH, OA.

Faber A Bennett
Demarest A Doll

A C Cohen A

Toomer Co

McKenxle
Gun Bohn

(Mobile split)
1st half
Yalentl Bro.
Betty Bond

W

McCormack A

CLEVELAND

KoolRta

(One

Wayne

NEW ORLEANS

Lyric

B. F. Keith's
The Brlttons

H B

A B Hart
A Hawley

HAMILTON, CAN. NEWPORT NEWS

CINCINNATI

Janls Rev

Ed

N. J.

Watts

6

BOSTON

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

2d half

DeWitt Burns A T
Fargo A Richards
Coley A Jaxon

(Two

IRaaso Co
Janet Chllds
Saxon 8isters
Anderson A Golne
"Magic Glasses"
"Spirit Mardi Graa'
Lew Cooper

"The Incomparable Mentallot"

All)

(Others to AH)

4

Praetor's 125th St.
2d half (31-3)

W

(One to

Aleska Duo
,

A Rauh>

2d half

HARRY KAHNE

Patrlcola

JesTras-Strand

Sisters
Ellis

Briscoe

Roanoke
Hal Johnson
Halg A La Vers

O'rgla Campbell Co

Weber A Ridnor
Sunshine Girls
Harry Von Fossen
Chalfonte Sis
(One to All)

Helen Staples

Vaudeville Exoiiange, Boston

A Edwards
Me"
SPR'GF'LD, MASS.

Mabel Whitman Co
"Maid for Love"

I

Seymour Family
Boyce Coombe

Flttgerald A C'roll
20th Century Rev

Shields

ROANOKE, YA.

Proctor's

N. C.

Murray
Joe Jenny 3

to All)

split)

Frick A Adair
Carl A Ines

A De Vere
A Ogle

Pedrlck

Bellis 2

(Charlotte split)
1st balf

Falcons

Mary"

Lillian

GB'NSBOBO,

Elliott

RICHMOND, IND%

Herman A Shirley
»»«MM««m
»,.t^
HAMMOND, INS^„6
nMrt 4 8aul
Parthenon
Helm A Lockwood

1st half

Margarlte's Ponies
2d half

Australian Stanley

Marie Gasper
Ford Sis Co
Elinore A Williams

Solar

CHESTER. PA.

NEWARK,

Weber A

Poll's

(W'kes-Barro

"Begin of World"
Torke A King
Mario A Marie

Lynch A Zellor
Betty Washington
Bronaon A Baldwin

Mlddleton A S Co

Mack A Reading
ORIGINATOR OF SINGING IN TWO VOICES Sabbott A Brooks
SIMULTANEOUSLY.

G'D R'P'DS, MICH.
Empress
Lane A Harper
J R Johnson Co

Grand

2

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Griff

1st half

Keno Fables A

(Two

"Kiss

Geo Nagel Co
(One to All)

Collins

SCRANTON, FA.

Barron

All)

"Bells of St

2 Little Pals

McGrath A Deeds
"Moonbeams"

C Mack A Co

Faynes

(Louisville split)

Milt

to All)

Harry

Nasarro Co

Thames Bros

1st half

Nippon 1
Bert Stoddard
Sh'mr'k A T Rev

B Kenny A Nobody
Willie

M.Y.

NASHVILLE

Circus in Toyland

1st half
Elliott & West

All)

(Others to All)

CABBIE

Strand
Petty Reat A Bro
Waiman A Berry

Lachman

A Dano

BAP

RICHMOND. YA.

Lew Wilson

"ProAteerlng"

PANTAGE3 CIRCUIT

PA.

Orpheam
Rekoma

Bradford
Harmony Kings

(One to

(Others to Ail)
2d balf

Alexander A Bart'n
Libby A Sparrow

A

Maeart

Cliff

2d half
Musical Lunds
Valentine
"Who's My Wife?'

Thelma De Rona

Taylor Co
Rosener

M

A Scott
QWOSSO, MICH.

Harris

Regent

O'Neil

Neville

B Connelly A Co
Clark. A Verdi
Joe Fanton Co

2d half

Ameta
Farrell

A

Bryant S41-S42I

Emma

.

Garden
GAL
Emma O'Neil

Jason A Harrigan
Steven A Bordeaux
Foley A O'Neil
J C Mack A Co

J

Corelll

VERN'N,

Geo

Jenny 3
WIS. Joe
Bennington

Williams A How'rd
Smith's Animals

POLI'S CIRCCIT

All)

Pall's

Praetor's

Colonial

O.

',

Holden A Herron

All)

C A J Lewis

Mary Haynes
La Bilblanita Co
Leona La Mar

Colonial

BRIDGEPORT

Rsv
Casey A Warraa
(One to

Gordon

Cortes Sisters

Ben Byer

Majestic
LeClalre A S'mpson

Lytell

2fT.

4

MIDDLETON,

Jim Reynolds

BEADING, FA.

4

A

Mullsn

AUSTIN and ALLEN

Aces

ALLENTOWN,

Nine Toy

ERIE, PA.

BOB

Howard A Sadler
4

split)

Lario
Orlsans split)
1st half

(Nsw

Barbette

Academy

2

MOBILE. ALA.

Al Raymond
"Reckless Evs"

N.C.

Do Ross

(Others to All)

Seymour ft
Bobby Bernard Co

split)

Amanda Gilbert Co
Chas L Fletcher
West'n A Young Co

A Ward

Rice

(4-«)

Jack Llpton
Burke Walsh
Ubonatl

(One to

A J Kaufman
Horllck A Bar Sis
St. Deals
Do Voe A Statser
Manning A Hall

Je'nette

Nestor A Vincent
Clare Carroll

Mason A Cole

Clown Seal
Burns A Prabito
(Others to fill)
2d half (7-10)
O A N Fosto
DuTlel A Covey
(Others to All)

(Columbia

(Greensboro

Zd half
Paul Brady

(Others jo fill)
Keith's Hint St.

V

I

Able O. H.

1st half

N. Y.

Proctor's

Astor

Tommy

Rolls A Royce
2 Kervllles

Valerie

1

Noel Lester Co

Harry L Mason

Stafford

(Three to

GREEN BAY.

(One

Tel.

'

MAG

Dainty Marie

KASTON, PA.

Ethel Kellar

Worth Wayton
The Lamplnls

HAMILTON, CAN.

BROADWAY

O.

Prescott A H Eden (One to All)
Lockwood A Helm
2d balf
A Hayes Rev De Bell A Waters Bill Genevieve A W Jennings
A Mack
Cortes Sisters
Rome A Gaut
Debrow
A
Hughes
Dale
Marj
Fred A
Jim
Reynolds
id
half
Lucas A Ignes
Anderson A Graves Solly Ward A Co
Rinehart
Dealbart A Morton
"Current of Fun"
Three Dennis Sis
QUEBEC. CAN.
Chabot A Tortoni
SAGINAW. MICH.
Van Hoven
Auditorium
Prescott A H Eden
TJTICA. N. Y.

Princess

Palo A Palet
Anderson A Burt
Alex Bros A Bvs
Anderson A Yvel

MASHILON.

Grand
Lockwood A Helm

WAYNE. IND.

Orpheam

149S

"

Ethel Kcllor. Co
Pa hire
Carmen Ercell Co
S Kashmer Co
Worth Wayton 4
Muldoon A Fr'nklln Dealbart A Morton
Roy La Pearl
2d half

1«21 M

8HOW OF

Helen Staphs
(One to Ah)

Santos

The Sterlings
Young A Wheeler

Cunnlngh'm

ft

FT.

'

Archer
LAG
Eddie Ross

MONTREAL

Joe Cook

CLEVELAND

Harris

B

by

Bryant 5g«a

2d half

Season's Dancing Seasa t ssa

PROVIDENCE
B. F. Alhee

MAG

Rinebart

Bennington A Scot|
Chabot A Tot-tonl

All)

Palace
Petty Rest A Bro
Carl McCullougb
Lew vCooper
(Three to All)
2d half
Herman A Shirley
Gilbert A Saul

Robins

Ma*ime Bros A
Green A Myra
Edwin George

O.

Orpheam

Salte S61.

FLINT, MICH.

Under Our Exclusive Direction.

The O'Mearaa

split)

•

Helm A Lockwood
(Two to All)

-PA88ING

Marcelle Fallett

(Sunday opening)

Vans

Sybil

F. Keith's

A
Ryan A

(Others to All)

Howard's Ponlas

half

A Garry
A Norman
Stewart A Meroer
MACON. OA.
Bernard

May Wlrth Co

BOSTON

Daly

Llnd Bros
Chester A Allen

Sylvia Clark

1st

A Foss

O.

Hippodrome

(Four to

BROWNER

B. F. Keith's

Reddlngton A Gr'nt
Bobby Folsom
" 'Twas Ever Thus"

Toney

Temple

Girls

PORTLAND. ME.

Chic 8ales

DETROIT

Ward A

Togo

HAH

Bergere
Jennier Bros
Edwards Ornsby D Brown A O'Donnell Tony Grey Co
Yvette Rugel
Nat Nasarro Co
Mable Burke Co
Flahse's Revue
(Others to All)
Bensee A Baird
Nathan Bros
2d half (7-10)
Schletls Manikins
Ameta
2d half
CHARLESTON. 8.C.
Nash A O'Donnell
Rekoma
Victoria
1st' half

JeflVraon

H A R

Ladora & Beekman

A B

Hart
Lulu McConnell Co
Geo M Rosener
Pearl Regay Co
(One to All)

Bushman A Bayne
Ona Munson Co
Kane A Herman

Zelgler Sis

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

John O'Malley
Billy Doss Rev
Loney Haskell
Josie Rooney Co

Martha Pryor Co

flit)

Fallon A Shirley

The

Dody A Burman

A-d«M Cleaves
Ryan A Moore
Kuter 2
Mario Hart Co

BIRMINGHAM
1st halt

J Crelghton
(Others to All)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (21-3)

Zelglcr

to

CHICAGO

Ross

I

Will J

LOWELL
B. F. Keith's
Miss Ioleen
Kelly
Francis Renault

(Augusta

TOUNGBTOWN,

2

1st half
Loiimer Hudson Co
Wallace Calvin
(One to All)

1312-1313 Masonic Temple Homer1stSishalf

A

Scamp A Scamp

A C

AGENCY

to All)

V A E Stanton

Mile Twlnnetts Co

ERNIE
YOUNG

A S

Claire

A K
A Delroy (One

Belmonts
Hippodrome

Sheridan Square
(Johnstown split)

..

MARION,

2d half

Le

Patrlcola

Girls

-

Ercell
Vlllanl A Vlllanl
Rose Kress 2

C'HANDOS SWEET

Broadway.

14ft*

Mason Keeler Co
Weber

*

to All)

With JACK KANE
ACT WRITTEN and PRODUCED

Dorothy Jardon
2

(One

'

Jason A Harrigan
Stevens A Bordeaux
Foley A O'Neil

Rev

Homer Romalne
M'Waters A Tyson
Russian C Singers Herbert

The Canslnos
Ruth Roye
Gallettl's Monkeys
Keith's National
(Nashville split)

Opening April 16th

(4-6)

2d half
Clara Howard

Keith's

the

(Others to All)
1st

Goff

Hymer Co

McDonough
A Brennan
Lynn A Howland

3

"Maryl'nd Singers"
<Four to AWJ
2d half
Cameron A Rogers
Murray Bennett

Bradf'rd

Harmony Kings
(Two to All)

Diam'd

Davis

A

.

MARCELLA SHIELDS

«

Bthel

Tpto
Masters

PITTSBURGH

1st half
Hollins Sisters on
Jerome A Newell
Pontages Circuit
WardeMs A L* Cost a

Vincent O'Donnell

Avey A O'Neil
Ths Gellis

Rosellas
Billy Kelly Co

2

A Douglass
Raymo A Rogers
Ja Da 2

Booked

Dogs

Stsrrett's

Gas Edwards Co
Davo Harris
Bobby Gordons
(Two to (111)

>

Klaiss

Keith's <irrrn point
2d balf (31-3)

(Others to All)
Mass* Coliseum
Bernivicl Bros

/

A

Jack Benny
Frankly n C Co
Brooks A Powers
(One to All)

(Others to All)
Mass' Broadway
"Indoor Sports"
Major Allen
Alexandria

>

John B.
Ciccollni

Rock Co

Pressler

Kelly

to

Rita Gould
Naynon's Birds

Muller A Stanley
Henrietta DeSerris
La Toy's Models
Moss' Flatbush

Jack Joyce
Jean Graneso
Delano A Pike

(Two

The Hedleys
Arthur Whitelaw N
A-

Norrls'

•

I

•

'

f

2d half

Hartman A Meeker

A Reck tor

Marcarl

Sis

ILL.

Palace

YORK. PA.
Opera House

Shea's

Melva

Carmen

DANVILLE,

Thelma De Romo

TORONTO

"Going Straight"
Fraser A Beck
(Two tO fr)l) "

Van A Corbett
W'LM'GTON. DEL.
4iarrtck

A Allen
Mayhew A Taylor

Animals
Bernard A Scarth

LOl IHYILLE, KY.
Ruth Howell Co
Davo Roth
Plloer

BAG
Guhl
Jans Dillon

Ruby Norton
A Houghton

Jack Wilson Co
Jean Adair Co

O.
F. Keith's

Pierce

A G

Bensars's Circus

DAYTON.
II

Gibson A Price
Sabbott A Brooks
Merlin
20th Century Rev
2d half

Temple
Balsonia 2

KOKOMO.
N D'
<"
Wynn A Cafmen
Holden A Herroa

Reuk

Deegan A Raym'nd
William Ebbs
Gautler's Top Shop

,u

"M'dowbrook Lane"
Bertram A Saston (One to All)
2d half
Osterman
Jdck
Shaw A Campbell
Nat Nasarro Co
(Two to All)
Dolly Kay

Smith- A'De^Vcr«'-'
Harry Price
Bison City 4
S Variety Girls
Bob A Tip

Chester

Wm. Prnn

JAB

A Ward

Tulip OiPl"
2d half

Ben Beyer Co

Yip Yip Yaphank'is

Mclntyrs
"Wright A Earl
Chas Lloyd Co

Rica

'My

Howard A Sadler
,

Allle White
Denny A Barry
Vine A Temple

apllt)

Harvey Hensy

to All)

Ke> Ktone

BUaa
(Chattanooga

Eddie Leonard Co
Aleen Bronson Co
The Duttons

(4-«)

Bohn A Bohn

Sully

(Others to fill)
Keith's A I ham bra
Kitty Gordon Co
Swift

B'T'N ROl GE, LA.
Columbia

(Two

Praetor's

A Blondy
Mason A Cole

Will

t»

.

td half »
Prince Girls
Princeton A W'traa,

Van

TROY. N. Y.

Big Jim

KNOXVILLK

Hymack
Fulton A Burt

Ben Smith

Foyer

F.ddle

It

Allsn Co

<LIej

1st half

O.
F. Keith's

Frank Wilson
Hobson A Beatty

Doree's Opera
Rial to' s Look

/

Tommie

Wanser A Palmer
d Nevada Co

.

COLUMBUS.

Shea's
Marshall M'tgom'ry
Quixey 4

(Others to All)
2d half (7-10)

Gkatler's Br'kl'y'rs

to All)

BUFFALO

Crane

Lew Wilson

Tom "Wise Co
Glenn A Jenkins

<;irls

Flanigan A Stap'Cn
Morton J«w« 11 Co
Brown A Spencer
Henry Catlano Co

Co

to All)

-"i

.

Brown's Yndtanrs

Browne Indians

B. r. Kotth's
CJeve A Pete

Clark A Bergman
Mel Klee
Osborne 2

2d balf
Paulette A Ray
Flske A Lloyd
.
Hendricks A Stone

Newman

Gertrude

1st half

Folll*

C i* mi tAiS sr" "th* Vlv'%
Marls Nordstrom
Wstson Sisters
Kvan s A Pares

half (4-1)
Girl"

1st

Riverside

Keith's

2

Everett

A

Brown A Weston

Mr A Mrs J Barry

i

The Okaras

BB'NTFORD, CAN! Meryl

WASHINGTON

Glrard

Billy Kelly

(Pittsburgh split)
1st half

S. C.
Columbia.
(Charleston split)

A B

Arthur Barat
"Heart of Hebrew"
Mack A Reading
(One

COLUMBIA,

Maryland
Carney A Rose
Bert Levy
Joe Dearcy

"Wonder

Stiles

(Others to All)

Sylvia Loyal Co

Leary Co
Martha Pryor Co
Great Lester
Zelgler Sis Co

Kara

Nat Nasarro Co

»«

Bud Snyder Co

BALTIMORE

City

Praetor's tar* St.
2d half (21-2)

Keith'* Paenco
Belle Baker

wo

JOHNSTOWN

^

B.F.KEITH

lor

wboro ustea

vaudeville, or appearing u. "H*

Eikins'Fay

.Vl.v*

Norton
Alice Hamilton

All)

(Others to

V

r,rff'« ,V

A

Lewis

Ksfky A Stanley
Haslam A Wilson
Bernard A Townes

B. F. Keith's
Alice's Pets

Lady

Ornheum
La Delias
Weber A Elliott

S

Carl llcCullour.h

Id half

"My Tulip Girl"
TOLEDO. O.

A O Dooley Rev
W
Demarest A Cirtte

B. F. Keith's

Cook A Sylvia
Newhoff A Phelps

4'CKSON

Mathews A M'rsh'll Fraser A Beck
(One to All)
Imas A Albertsoa
2d hair
Frosenl
Ths Ofturaa
Resists.
Bayes A Fields
tone to All)

Lee Hing Chla
Barker A Duna
Bokoff A Gordon
Matthews A M'ah'U
Morgan A Binder

rHILADELPHl A

1st half

Carllta

Baron's De Hollup
La Fran'e *• Kin'lf
Toy Ling Foo
2d half
ZarrHl Bros

Brown A Jackso»
El^a Ryan A Co

.*.

BEDFORD
B
FTed Lewie

ESh

Paddea O*
rtna'eel * Walton

A Willis
Mlltoa

1

A Bcyaa
A Olldal

I

U

f

ni

i

Roy*

c

Orpheaaa
Courtney Slaters

Leo Carrillo
Heckett A D Rot

AA

'
'

Emily Darrell
Barnea A Freeman
Platel

B A L Walton
Darl a A Peile

Wm

A Dayna
Ash A Hyams

BAB

DKN V

Sea bury Co
McLallen A Carson

Lachmann Slaters
Benny A Hollls
J C Nugent

Brie* .Co

Hampton A Blake

Dora Hilton Co

Tuacano Brothero

Mr A Mra G Wilde

DBS MO!aIBB

Tt\mco«

Gordon's Clrcua

Oakea A DeLour
Geo McFarlan*
Dl'Ll'TH

(Sam*

hei a

plays

bill

Kails Co
"Moonlight"
J Tell
Finn A 8awyer
Charlea Irwin

Tho Nagyfya
Farrell CO

A

playa

ST.

Calgary 7-a)
Banaone A Dellla
Daisy Nellie
Conrad
Grant Gardner

LOUIS

Orpheaaa

BAB

B A Wellman
Sheila Terry

A

Ccmlln

W

Elaie

Francla

W

Orphean)
Juno Elvidge Co

Halo

Bros

A Kennedy
A Bro

BiaHo

B

McDermott

Qiaos

Whit* Co

Lamy

4

KANSAS CITY

Co

Do Mar

Grace

Rev

Broneon A Rdwarda

Fitsglbbon

Co

Fenton A Fields
H J Conley Co
Bigelow A Clinton
Mast Kiddies
Toyama Japs

Girls

Hungarian R
Foley A LaTour

A

Bell

Clark A Arcaro
Francla Kennedy

PAUL

ST.

LINCOLN, Not,
Orpheum

Orphenaa
Slnger'a Midgets
ffealy A Cross

Bamadells A Deyo
Vokes A Don
Janet of Franco
Stuart Barnes
Usher
F A O Walters

Johnson Baker A J
Rose Clare
Hugh Herbert Co

CAP

SALT LAKE
Orphenm
Newton
Harry Kahna

Miniature Revuo

LOS ANGELES

Flo L«wls

Orpheosn
Taloska Suratt Co

A

Kellerman
John Burke

Roy Conlln
Gene Greene

Plying Mayos

WIMi

"BICE

A Old Roe*
SAN FRANCISCO
Orphei

CONLEY
MAY

J.

NAOMI

AND OLD SHOES"

This lY'k (Mar. 28) Majeatlc, Milwaukee.

Neat Week (April

Page A Green
A Basch Co

MEMPHIS
Orpheum
Helen Keller
RUly Arlington
Edith Claspar
Geo A Moore
Laural Lee

4),

Forda Revue
Holmes A LnVere
H Remple Co
Otto

R * M

Mandel Co

Mullen & Francis
Booth A Nina
Valentin*

Pucker
Forrest

Sheridaa

Kvereet'e Clrcua

Williams

A

Wolfos

Cummins A White
Ben Harney

SEATTLE
Orpheosn

Alan Brooks
Williams A Pierce
McConnell Sisters
Billy Beard
Sylvester Family

SIOUX CITY

WllHr»fne

Paul Levnn A M
Palace
TmhoT Conn A C
Herbert Clifton

Wm

A

Moss A Frye
Margaret A Apahres

MILWAUKEE
Majestic

Rtalto, Mt. I,oul«.

4

Murphy A Whit*
The Le Oroht

Vera Gordon Co
Donald Kerr Girla
Jack Rose
Hunting A Francis
Claude (loldcn
Choy Ling Hce Tr

ft

v,,*
V.'lnifr. d

A Church

"Walters Wanted"
Storey A Clark

Cameron A Rogers
2d halt
Cook A Valdars
Ferguson A S'd'l'nd

O Hughes Co
A Allen

Hursleys

EVNSV1LLE, IND.
Grand

Hart Wagner A
Bloom A Sher

JAR
(On*

Orpheum
Herbert Brooks
F Prltchard Co
Joe Laurie
Herbert's Dogs
P Bremen A Bro
Donovan A I^e

Mitchell

chicaoo

Wm

Bradly A Ardlne
Pink Toes
•

A

R'df*d

(One

to fill)
(

GALESBU1KG. ILL.
Orphenm
Burn* Broa

2d half
A Winch' tor

Snow

Orren

Lowry A Prinoo
H Harrington Co

Ward A Dooley

A

Francis

"Man Hunt"
Adams A Griffith
Briscoe A Rauh

(Two

2d half
Peters A LeBuft*
Steve Freda

KENNEDY
BURT
-ANI

ENGAGED— MARRIED— DIVORCE

A

4

L A

H

Dancers DeLuxo

A

Peters

I^sBuff

fd half

(Two to 811)
SPB'GFIELD, ILL.

Sd half
Joo Melrin
Butler A Parker
Steed's Septet

Majestic
Teschow's Cats
Hall Ermine A R

Bobby Randall

(Two

(One

Arcos Broa

B'thwll Browne Co

to 811)

to 811)

Sd half
Garclnettl Bros
Matthews A Bl'k'ly

Sla

Freddie Berrena
Belle Montrose OS
Herchel Hendler
'Trip to HltlandT
Sd half

JAN
Olma
The Volunteers"

Green A Dean
Bothwell Brown Co
(TWo to 81D
T*BB HI TE. IND.
Hippodrome
(Evanavlli* spirtJ
lat half*
Connell Leon a A Z

(Ono to

Griffin

2d half

Amaranth

WayT

246

47th

8TREBT

Sisters

Howsrd A Lewis

Wilson

Ethel Lsvy

.

A Modern Diana

Craig

Loo Begga Co
Murray Livingston
Musical Buds

Gray

Bo

Virginia Le* Corbln

Hamilton A Bucher

(On*

Walter

Kay Hamlin A

(Two

to

O'Brien Mgf&Prop
Swor Bros
Olson A Johnson

2d half
Dial* Four
Phylls Ollmors

Olrls"

fill)

KANSAS CRT

Lincoln

Warwick Leigh

BOCKPOBD. ILL

Jean Boydell
Butler A Parker
Aroo Bros

Tracey

Lane

A Moran
2d half

2d half

A Burt
A Chadwlck
S

Duncan
W'mslsy A Keating
Dorl B

Oliver

J Grady Co

Oacar Lorraine

Jack Lavler

W

Comb* A Nevlos

2d half

A H Brown

Davia

Monks

A Chadwlck

Warwick Leigh

Sd half

S

Nick Hufford
Aurora Co

Dare Bros
Byrd A Allen
Lillian Coane Co

Sd half

Merriman

Bevan A Flint
White Hussars

Ollmore

•

IA.

Colombia

Hub»r
CAM
Oscar Lorraine

A

Olp

you

Girla

Caatle

Jack Ruaaell Co
Hamilton Walton
Four Mllo*

MADISON, WIS.
Orphenm

"Man Hunt"
Walmeley A K'tlnx

Olms
JAN
Meredith S Snooter

Sidney Phillips
4 Kirksmlth Sis

Doris
Oliver

A Catto
A Grahsm
Soabury

Ralph
DeMont
FAG
"Lbve Lawyer"

A Verdi
Jussl A Oasl
FALL RIVER
Macka
McDermott A
Aerial

(One

Harry Tauda

A Raymond

te nil)

Oacar Lorraln*
S Regal*
(Oa* te fill)
ST. Lona
Coraenbta
"Sultan"
J Llchter
Dreasler A Allen
4 Hursleys
2d half
Preai Baggotl A F
Kennedy A Kelso*

"Pinched"
Marios Oibney

•

•

t

Building.

CITY

American
Th* Ovandns
Merrl.-k

A Wing

Slg Pranx

Co

Barnes A Lorraine
"Toy Shop"
Y.

dissatisfied

CITY

2d half

to

BROOKLYN
Metropolitan

A Modern Diana
Cabaret DeLuxe
(On* to fill)

to

Jack Levy Oirls
Maldie DeLoag
Smith A Inman

Sd half
Otis

WICHITA, KAN.
Prineoas

Vaggea
Ailraan A Nevlna
"Tale of S Cities"
Jack Polk

fill)

A DeVoy Co

Money"

to All)

Robinson McCabe
Jean Valjean

New York

City

A Rogers
Raggott A Sheldon
to

nil)

2d half

2d half

liallsy

Six Tip-Top*
Callan A Kenyon
J Gordon Playera

2d half

Co

Ryan A Wcbcr
L*e Iteggs Co

Hoffman

Lalng

A

Green

Musical Budx
Fisher A Lloyd
»

(One

to

fill)

A H

Bldg.. 1493

A Verdi
A Oast

Sd half
The Bramlnos

Morris Co

A

McKee

Day

Cantor'e

MEM PTDS

Minstrels

A

Marston

Manley

A Nagaml
SALT LAKE

Loow

Horl

Emily

Margaret Merle

Renard A Weet
Johnaon Bros A J

Casino

King Broa
Chae Martin
Samuels Co
Do Lea A Ornia
Dancing Serenaders

M

2d half

Palermo's Canfnee
Gene A Menettl
Aif Ripon May Stanley Co
Pop O- Mint Revue

Sd half

A Ryan
A Wilson
A De Verra

Chrystle

Norton

"late the Light"

MODESTO

Wells
4

(1-4)

Royal Hussars

BAN ANTONIO

A Edwards

Otis Mitchell

"Welcome Horns"
Murphy A Lockmar
Black A «ThlU

J

A

J Gibson

Patriae

Rives

A

A

Criterion

Sulllvaa

Arnold
4

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
the N. T. A.
(fstsso BsHdlSfJ. Me* Y*ft

Offlelal Dentist fe
(441

BROADWAY

Clifton

JAM

A Spartan
Graham
A PJ'j'-C'*'

"Patches"
Sd half
-

Martha Russell Co
Race A Edge

Emy

Quintet

MONTREAL

O

Loow
Ayrea

King
Feds

Verdome
Palermo'*. Canines

Gene A Menettl
Alf Rlpon

May Stanley A Co
Pep-o Mint Revue
2d half

?i£?*V..w^>*-

Jaok Opldle
Klbel

A Kane

Lewis A Thornton
Rose Revue

BAM FBANCIBCO
Hippodrome
(Sunday opening)
"Just

Friends"

Le* Moran Co
Senna A Stevene
Robt Giles
Joale Flynn Mine
Casino

'Sunday opening)
The Larconlana
Roher A Gold
"Marriage v Dlv'ce"

Anne Kent Co
Beattlc A Blowe

HOirMTON

M .ink In

Prlncea*

Reedc.r

Fred Rogere

Virginia Bellas

Beaggy A Clans
Rainbow A M
Armstrong A D
Bartlett Smith A S

Montambo A Nap

JOE MICHAELS
Putnnm

DsMont

Love Lawyer

Coscla

Vernon
Frank Hartley

Reoee

,

Ralph Seabury

A Bro
A Roae
A Frolics
Helea Morettl
Koler
A
Irwin
Racing Days
Mystic HanMa S
J Courthope Co
Plsano A Bingham
NASHVILLE
N. J.

A Orsy

A Noble

Jussl

A

4

Loew

PAG
The

Ajaz

PAIL

ST.

Sherman Van

E
Van A

B A E

Kldrldge

Texas Comedy
Ling A Long

Mnreton A Manlcy
Horl A Nagsml
Sd half
Play A Cast let on

P*wrr»«#ii

BOOKING EAST nnd WEST
PreaSIS Sil\ers A f
Qolck AcGon — — Kcllable Service
Kdmondson A V
WIRE, WRTTF5 OH CALL Bf/ITB l(»S

Sinclair

Lockhart A Laddie
Roe* Garden

Cantor's Minstrels

B4.

"Home Again"

DeLoach A Buddie
Ollmore
(One to fllU

King

Franklyn Bros
Jean Oermalne Sla
Delmore A Moore
Oeo Clifford
Glasgow Malda

I,ew
S

2d half

Tiiyou

(One

2

Warwick

Phylla

Robinson's Baboons
2d 'half

"Bucsin Around"

While

flOBOKEN.
Loow

a.- i
2d half

Bernard A Ferris
Newklrk S P Sis

A

Hawthorne A Cook
Kalaha A Co

M'M'b'r J Wheeler
Walsk S Ausrln
"Old Blk Joe Land"

Thre«

GAB
parks
Cy A Cy

Sd half

HAMILTON, Can

-

Palace
Lalng A Oreen
Fisher A Lloyd
Artie Mehllnger

(Two

A Edwards
Mitchell

Black

Jean A Valjean
Robinson McCsbe
Jonea Family
Artie Mehllnger
Catland

Herman A Ergot
Charlotte Worth

Billy Kinkald
Billy A Koran

Wm

LOC IS

BT:

:

"Welcome Homo*'
Murphy A Lockmar

Symphony

Is

©al.

Hippodrome
Victoria A Duprss
Harvey A Sflfter
Nancy Boyer Co
Copes A Hutton
Reeco

Eddie Montroe*
Coffms n tt Carroll
Rolls A Royes

"Money

DAL Hurley
FAB
Burke
Oreat La

Browsr Trio

Petite Muslcsle

2d half

J Stager A Dolls
Arthur DeVey Ce
Celta Weston Co
(One

Hippodrome

Irvlnjr

FRESNO,

Roa* A D*B
Ooffman A Carroll

Society

A

Braxton A Hawkins
Geo Randall Co
Connor* A Boyn*
Kinkald Kilties

fill)

Fulton

MARCUS LOEW
Putnam

Spacialty

COAST TO C0A8T
— I44S BROADWAY. N.

SM

Girl-

NEB YORK

BOB BAKER
My

are

XYZ,

"Mi Drear*

Duncan
A Olp
2d half

Booking Acto of Marit

81*

2d half

Worden Bros
Kelly A Macky

"Around Clock"
Slegel

Sail*

(Tw*

Carlton A Belmont
Fickle Trolhia

LOB AN6ET.ES

•

T

A Hurat

Doyle

Bart

Co

personally
in
roiiins A Dunbar
vaudeville, write in stric test Freddie 8ilvera A F
In Wrong
confidence to
Tappan A A'atrong
Casting Lloyds
2d half
Variety, New York

Charlea Wilson

2d half

A F

Newklrk

A Roble*
Casting Lloyds

The Crpmwells

A D
MINNKAPOI48

Coscla

to fill)

you

froBBt

Brown G'dener A B Gordon A Delmnr
Oeorge Demarel Co
(Tw* to 811)
Wm Siato
Logan Square
LINCOLN, NEB.
Gordon A Delmai
"Cameo Girle"
IJberty
Bobby Randall
Blnna A Burt
"Aeroplane Girl*"

If

A

Novotty
M'M'h-n A Wheeler
Walsh A Austin
"Old Blk Joe Land"
Bornard A Ferris

with condftions as they con-

Virginia*.

Jamee Grady Co

2d half

A McBrlde

"Step Lively"

KENOSHA. WIS.

to 811)

Kavanaugh A E

TOPBKA. KAN.

Jewell .A Raymond
L'gford A Fredr'ks

Nick Hufford
Aurora Cc

Pearl's Gypaiea

K

Monroe Bros

Globe
Worden Bros
Kelly A Macky
Jack Levy Girls
Maldio De Long

Blnna
Davis

Weems

Sd half

Armstrong

2d half
.4

BRYANT

A Reed

WtHkMa A Daisy
Boh White
Paari Abbott Co

LawM

Flying Fuaaells
Laurie Ordway Co

Phone;

great La'PoTletio
and A Gold

Wsston A Marlon
LOSW
Brennan A Murley The Bramlnos
McKee A Day
"Lst'i Go"

OFFICES

Butt* SIS.

Originalities

DILITH

B

Avenue

A V

Wells Virginia

Joa Whitehead
"Toy Shop"

Powers March A D
Frank Ward
t Musical Queens

Band A Gold
Th* Cromwaila

S

W

A Porray Dane*

Leonard

Leon's Ponies
half

Foilette

Newport's Btlrk
Townsend
Co

2d half
Esther Trio

Sd half

Smith A Inman

DAVENPORT.

Colonial
Wanda A Seals
x.

Ryan A Weber
Walter Knuf man
"Money Ta Money"

Hlppodramo

2d
DAL
Hurley
F A Burke

Courtney

DETROIT
A

Wright

Our Acts Always Working.
)

A

Martin

Berry A Nick's raoa
Sellna's Circus

M

811)

Yatss

Walter Hopkins Co
Harrington Co
A O- Mai ley
Charles Wilson

H

D'nh'm

Follotte'a

(Somas Bldg

i

Gorgalls Trio'

Wardell A D
Kend Keyeo A

BACBAMENTO
Barrel! Bros
O Stanley A 81a

P*v*. Manic

DAYTON

G Leonard Co

A Beed
Anger A Packer
Bottomley Troup*
(One to 811)

Yates

BInta
A Jranatto

Norn^an

.

Rosa A, Doll

OAK
VAC

Kane A Chldlew
"Volo* Or Monty"

Bell A' Relgravo
Julia Curtis

Amorog A .jeanette

Sd half

Hanlon A Cliftoa
King
Johnny Clark A Co
Barlow Banka A ol LoVoy A Wetst
Avery
LaCosta A Boaawo
Ward
A
Wilson
I/O BEACH. Oal. Dancers Supreme

S

A Gordon

Gordon

S Loos

Sd. half

Sd half

Doll*

Muskateera

-

Clothes"

'Clothes

Maaon A Morrla

Orphenm

Lalmee A Tollman
Big Girl
Kvana A Sidney
Nobody Horns
Mulcahy A Bucklef

Little

Loew
Makarenko Duo
LyU A Emerson

Ferraroa

Leach Wallln

PBOVIBKNCE. B L

UTour Co
LONDON,

Jess

Santry A Norton
Dixie Hamilton Co
Breakfaat for S
Weaton A Kline

Leigh DeLacey Co
Jerome A Albright
Timely Revue

*

Nearly a Prlnc*

Lyndall Laut*ll Co

DALLAS. To

Jones Family

Singer
CedrJc

A

AK

Boothly

Cha* Da land Co
Alt Grant

2d half

Al Leater Co
"Overseas Rev"

A Smith

Kramer A P

Slaters

Willis' Knrbe
Dell A Ray

Liberty

Lane A Moran

Goaler

V

ItSl**

PITTSBURGH

Sullivan Co
Ralph Whitehead
Kanaxawa Bros

CLEVELAND
The

National
Catland
Roa* Yalyda
Herman Lleb Co
Mills

A

Fori.

A

'Rhyme A R

Loew

McMahon

Baals'

to 811)

Dunbar's Hussars
Walter Woems
(Three to 811)
Sd half
Lewie A Henderaon
"Trip to Hltland"

Artists' Representatives.

"Girla

Ishlkawa Bros
Casson A Kirk*

•UITC

Arthur Terry
A Lusby

A

Odlva

Manikins
1 Telaak
Raj ah Co
Frank Tofry

AH

KNOXVILLE

McVlckers

Fisher

Kedsfe
Samaroff A Sonla
Connolly A Francis
Jack Lavler

Jewell

Orphenm

K

Beaua

£$

B' ray's

W

"

"Nino O'clock"

A R

A

LaBarr

w

Mahoney A Holme*

CHICAOO

Rusao Tlea

MICKEY CURRAN, Manager

A Wlnch'tsr
2d half

(Two

Orphenm
Kay Hamlin A

DANNY DAVENPORT

"Volunteers"
"Spirit M'rdl Ores"

Adams A

A H The Ovandoa
McConnell A West
BEND, IND. Zelaya

B

'

V

Whit* Black A
Co Ralnee A Avey
J K Bmm*lt CO
Mbnta A Lyons

Oella Wanton A
Odlva A Seals
2d half

%

-

*

Sd half
Mltot
Cla/ A Robinson
Delbrldgo A O

^'Around Clock"

A

Cits

Metro/ Sletent
fTart
Heloae
'Bernard A Meyer*

,

A

L*on

Evans' A Sidney
Fisher A Hurst
Bart Doyltf

Jack

Nto Vers

4T.

J*
9r
•Garden
Helen Vincent
fiockhart A Laddie SsraeH**
Rosa Oarden ... Al Gambl* Oo
Bldrfge Barrow A E Dtas Troup*
Texas Comedy 4
OTTAB'A. Cao.
Ling A Long

:

lrvlnk

Macks
McDermott A

Bros

Garclnettl

Connolly

Powell
Qulnnell

JOHN

44

•

Aerial

>^

'

A Lyk*

Wilbur

Chapelle S-Co
- KANSAS CITT

2d halt

Harrison D'kin

Arselma Slaters
Eddie Carr Co
Pheaay A Powell
"Si Pink Toes'"
PEORIA, ILL.

Amaranth

A Drew

A

Hill

:

«r

t

OKLAHOMA CITT

-=

Klnka&L Kittles.

Delancey St.
Eddie Montfoae
Paaqual e A/ Powers
Salle A Robles
Berint d>Trosier *

GAMA Brown
JOO Laurie Jr

RfeUt*

'

Empress

Phesay

BACINE. WIS.

Sargent Bros
S Blighty Girls.
. Sd half
Teschow's Cats

James Llchter
JOLIET. ILL.
Orpheum
Monohan Co

Belle Montrose
Casson A Kirks
(Oaa to All)

R'dfd

811)

G'NITE CITY, ILL.

"Rice Pudding"

W

Johnson

"Artistic Treat"

(One to
Slato

J Grady Co
"Four of Us"
Bevaa A Flint
(Two to nil*

Ray

"Rttbetown Follies"

Charlea Kenna
"RufSea"
Sd half
Dooley A Storey
Willie Broa

*

to All)

Trlxlo Frlganza
to

B

(Tsrrs Haute apllt)
lat half
Challen A Koko

'

Araelma Sisters
Eddie Carr Co

2d half

Erbere

}

Tat 171 l*hs

Braxton A Hawklna
LeVey A Waist
O Randall Co
Connora A. Boy no

:

;

A

Blegel

Den*

Bond-Berry Co
Harry nines
Oyaoy'S

HKMMENDINGEB. laa.
DIAMONDS iMoocuag

.

fill)

A

Metro

H^icvey^,
LAO
A F
Rounder of li'srar
Mr A Mra *W Hill
Anthony A Arrtold Jimmy Lyon*

The Office of Quick Results
Chtaaa* tMaa* 1212 M«t«sie Ttnpls.

9444.

Sis Belforda
Sd half

•

Ward A Dooley

4

Martello

Grey

Alfred Latell Co
Xmerson A Baldwin
Bessie Browning

HARRY

W

Mrs

Lewis A Henderson
S Regals
(Tare* to fill)
Sd half
Adonis A Dog

Bellew

OMAHA. NEB.

Dressier

Sd half

Annan

(4-6)

Valentine

%

FA

Orpiirum

De Wolf

Pour Balmalns
Green A Dean
"Pinched"

!

Fraano T-t)

A Moat
BOMONTOX, Can.

Billy

Girls

(«-«>

Newell

Dunham A

ILL.

Stllwell

Olson

Orph ea n*

The Langdons
Hihbott A Maim

Jeasel'a

Brown G'rdner A B Ray
-

H

A

A
Merriman Girls
Snow Co
Black A O'Donnell Jack Ruaaell Co
Gilmore A Castle
Dare Broa
Four
Miloa
ST.
E.
LOUS, ILL.
Beck

Fox A Florence

SACRAMENTO

Howard A Sadler
OOO Yeoman
Mullar A Stanley

G

IA.
Majestic
J Roahler A Muff

Frlganxa

A

Carleton
Brian te

DUBUQUE.

Bert Melroa*

A Kolb
Edith Clifford

BRYANT

Phost:

211.

Haynes Mont

All)

Sampson A Douglas Davla A Hopp*
Billy Barlow
PORTLAND. Or*. N*lll* DcOneon* Co
Orpheum
CHAMPAIGN. ILL
Pranklyn Ardell Co
Orphan m
J C Morton
Wilfred DuBols
Tom Smith Co
Murray
Delmer

Orphean*
Irene Franklin

bill

(On* to

Coombs A Nevins
Donovan A Lee
Byron A Haig

CBNTBALIA,

C. 8* Its

:

.

Coaroy A Howard

(Same

Managers and Producers
1443 B'wsy, W. Y.

IA.

2d half
J Roshier A Muffs
Black A O'Donnoll
Gosler A Lusby
"Four of Us"
4 Kirksmlth 81s
Orrsn A Drew
Jupiter Trio

(One to

Jack Gregory Co

Vincent

MANAGE

yfiTSS.

Belles

2d half

A Bary

Eary

D.

Orpheum

IEmy

'

K*kny

B.

Paramo

haJf

4 Bel for ds
(On* to fill)
S.

Astroag

Virginia

A Edge
Quintet
2d half

Liberty

A

A Towns
PLATISME
Mumford A Stanley

.24
Stanley Broa
Mona Gray A M
Amoroi A Jeanette
BOSTON^
Cabaret DeLuae
Orphenm
Lape A Smith

Bradley A Ardth*
Trials Frtgahra
SI'Z FALLS.

Five Chapina
Stuart Girls

IRVMG

Majoatlo

'•Summertime'*

Orpheaaa
••Oa Fifth Avenaa"
Melville A Rule

t

Orphenm

Wm

Moldy A, Duncan

Wl n to n B ro

Wheeler

Id half

Donovan

A

Co

Russell

Race

INDIANAPOIJS
AlVlM

Spartsa

A

M

Mllle A Smith
Parian* Queen

,

Morris

Jgfer^eANTCHi OFFICES

Bottomley Troup*

Trlxie

M«^ln Broa

Romamoa

Beck A

'.

OMAHA

Orphean*
(Bandar opening)
Delmore A Lee
Burke A Betty
"For Pity'a Sake"

t

t

St 111 well
Pearl's Gypaiea

Harry Tauda

Creasy

"Pedestrlanlem"

2d half

«

C'DAB B'PIDS,
.

Orpheaaa
Alice* Lloyd
B O'Neil A Queeae
Oecar Mirano 1
Paul Nolan Co

Gaston Co
Wright A Dietrich
'Loo Beers
t Bobs

B

Johnson

OAKLAND

Slatero

to All)

P Brennen A BrO

B

.

Wrong-

•'In

'Telephone Tangje"
Greeley Soj.
Helen Jackley
Leonard A Porray
L*lgh DeLacey Co
Bobby. Henahaw Co
Fortune Queens
(One to nil

A
JAM
Graham
Sherman
Plerco
Clifton

Valyoa

Pjoso

M

Bobby Henahaw Co Mankln
Dawson L A Co
Boeder

Herbert Brooks
Harrison A Dak in
Pranci* Prltchard
Jo* Laurie Jr
"St Pink Toe*"
2d half

James

2d half

Work A Mack

BIRMINGHAM

L A H

M

Keno Koyca A

Merle Hartwell
Roger*
A
Callahan A Btlag
-Bkotly A Heit R*v

Helen Jackley

Herbert'* Canlaoa

Sd half
Howard A Atkln s
Golden Troupe
Dunlay A Merrill
Hayatake Bros

Zelaya

BALT1MORF

W

OAKLAND
Una*.

The ParshleyS
Moker A Eidridg*
Robert H Hodge Co

Tho Perettoa

Sd half

CITY

T

BH

fc.

Lloyd A Whlteh'ao
A Quinnall
Rawson A Claire
A Merrill
Waak A Lew nd Sis Cahill A Romalao

Sargent Bros
O'Hara A Neeley

Bl Clevs

State-Lake

Cameron

A

—

Dunlay

.

(On*

2d h*lf
.

H. V.

Hill

Majestl*
Joo Melvln
Steed 6*pt*t

Royal Gaecoignes

Btedman

r.ogars

BL'MINGTN, ILL

Walker

Lillian

A

Cameron

Owen McBlve'ney

AAP

\

Ward A Dvoler

NEW ORLEANS

Palace

47th ST.

Cedrlo

Samaroff A Sonla
Arthur Terry

.

A

MoCormack a i
Dense Fantaelea

WEST

24»

Co

Brewer Trio

I now

Ralph Whitehead
Kaaaaawsv Broa

Lorralao

Trls
2d half

A Bmlly
Margaret Merls
Renard A West
Johnson Bros A

Ajar

Dick

HOLTOKE.

Slaters

A Albert
Sulllvaa Co

A

Edmondaoa A F
Cooper A Lano
Timely Revuo

Passe Bryaat 4S74

BOSJAX BLOB..

A

Wm

Dlak

A polls

Apollo Trio

Conns

Hod go Co

Fraas

Fallen Stars

A F

MoMahon

Llaooln H,'
Esther Trio
ateve £ r*ua

5HH>d
OOOnAtIO m/Vl/tBKTTKB

Bloom A 8her

Id half
Story A Clark
"Waitress Wanted"

Clayton A Leiialo
Curaon Slaters
Norton
Glass
Org! A Vadts
Bill Robinson
The Barlows
Lew Dockatadar

Arthur

Montgomery

3!

Sip;

Vinc*nt

Stanley Broa
Sd half

4

H

Oraad
Paramo

Rounder of B'wsy
Anthony A Arnold

Sd half
Paaqual* A Powers

Koo Tom

OKM'GBE. OKLA.
Kennedy A Nelson DES MOINES. IA.
Cook
Byrd A Allen
Tazart
Howard
Atkins
A
Frear Bajrgett A, F

taw

CITT, IA.

n *n

JAB2dMitchell
half

Hall Ermine A B
Anger A Packer
BELL'VILLE. ILL. (Two to All)

Rae 8amuele

AAA* Chandler
D* Havea * Nlca
Barrr Moiman Co
Joo Tow !•
B Morgan Co

A H

house
WClaire

Orphean*

Majoatlo
Lelghtner Sla A

A DOS
M'tth'ws A Blakaly
Hart Wagner A B

M

"Telephone Tangl*"
Valda A Co
(one to BID

A Mack

MOUK

A R

Ross Revue
Sd half
Mykoff A Vanity
Gatos A Flnley

Ga.

FalMOA Stars

Wm

A Kan*
A Thoratea

Klbel

to flll)

ATLANTA,

'

VlctarU

Moaa Gray A

PROOBB88IVB MANAGER

Adonis

Rawson A

CHICAGO

Bolllngor

Stanton Co
Clay Crouch
Westen'a Models

MERCEDES
ArT^ MAliF

DECATTJB, ILL.

Lloyd A
t Melvlno

THEATRE BUM,
Dr. M. G. CARY

WUt

A' strong
to 811)

(On*

AMERICA'S MOST

•

Stuart Girls

DENTIST

Tappaa A

A Brown
L Mortimer Co
Taylor A Franelo

=

Korohsl Healer*
(One to BU>

Flo* Chaplns
td half

MeVlCKEB'fl

I.ewla

Robert
Barnea

B'T*SVLE. OKLA. Martello
Harnaa Moat

B

=

(On*

A Oa

Broslua

Sulllvaa

Pattoa Co
Silver Duval Co
Hamilton Walton

A Blrneo
A Hals;

Byron

KOV York
MINN BAPO US

CITT. IA.

Jupiter Trio

W

Herman LJ*b Co

Stanley

Ferguson A Slaad
I Ankers
Bd Ball
f Blight? Glrhc
Murray Voalk

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Ensstsl Baioo

MASON

BaJ^daag. Chloage

Jxm.i* Cutlan
Princeton e

CHICAGO

I

"Stop Lively"

Saddle Waltaa
Duooe Broohore

Laurie Ordway Cs
Flyiag Rusavti

Jack Ooldl*

Earloa

Talda

8a*n A Yoraoa
Laoiaaaa Laoaa

A Mask

Nevlaa

»•-

"Pail of
Mljarlee

ALTON. TJJU

FAT
Kayd«a
Lydell A Qibaoa

Do Garme
im

All.

WESTERS VAUDEyTLLK

Prank Bush
Burt A BoaodaJa
Id half
Stanley A Mlva

4
IflWrf NE'B.MX

M## d

Oa
Joe Browning
Prank Do Voe Co
I

i

Monroe Bros
J*an Boydell
Laagfrd A FrooVfc
Traoer A MoBrtSa

Orphesun
»•

Larry Ooaaor
Selbtnt A Ka«oJ

Ballot Trio
Millard *
Blaa Rraa Co

* Regay

A Born*

Meherta
**

'

M Ml* an

Caatlag

4

half
"^fd
psgarme
•k

1

WW«

Co

Ca

TBI

'

nanders * WHO*
YANCOUVBB, b. a
* Aim'i Of
td half
Bloesom Se*Uy On
Tor Ling Foe
Loir* Adkr Oo
Cartelll A Rogers
Four Ooentps
Whit*
Howard A
Proapor A Mors*
Heath A Sperling
Nad Norworth Co

irdoofc

jseFrld'e

VARIETY
—
-

IH1

priday, April 1,

Broadway. N.

Y. City

A A'strong
Morris A Town*
Mumforl A Sfahley

NEW

OBI LANS

Crearenl
Mykoff A Vsnny
Gat"H .V Klnlcy

Wlgwaan

Whirl of Variety
2d
Le a Aradne

(Continued on page

•

21.)
sd

—

VARIETY

H
OTHER UNIONS
(Continued from page

CM

Of
union.

ma

fo.

i

Ion;

J

THE BALLAD THAT WILL MAKE THOUS
THE BALLAD THAT WILL REUNITE TH

the treasurer**

"The ushers' union compels the
employment of superannuated men,
physically and in temperament unfit for that position, who act as
ushers and do the bill posting or
lithographing.
In fact, they are
known as the "Hebrew Ushers and
Bill Posters' Union.' and they compel the managers to do lithographing whether they want to or not.
And If no paper is made and there
is nothing to lithograph compel the

,

iprill,

> >

>

»

•

> A.

Held Fast
Babyfc Hands

V

'

>

A

In

managers to pay them just the
same. The union allots the men to
the particular theatres* and the
manager has no choice in the se-

CH(

oopt

artist's
>

>.

.*» t

Words and Music by
KAY PERKJN S

Valse moderato

lection.

"The last principle applies
to the door keepers' union.

also

'Then the chorus union, which
forces the employment of. a chorus
whether a chorus is needed or not,
regardless of whether a musical or
dramatic policy is pursued Wit-

VOICE

JM'nii

ness the sorry spectacle of theatres
to employ one and two
choristers just for the privilege of

having

True

being allowed to operate a Jewish
theatre.
"If

r

>

J

r

i

j

smooth Quir-rels roust play

ner-er runs

love

their

i

a manager

he cannot af-

feels

ford the services of 'valets' at his
he will not open his house,
and settlements sre made for the

theatre,

employment from as many as six
at one house, to two at another.
But employed they must be.
"The Theatrical Trade Council,
the high tribunal and court of last
resort, composed of delegates from
musicians, stage carpenters, dressers, ushers and billposters and door-keepers regulate
the required number of persons
each theatre is to have and employ.
Take all, or you don't open.
"As conclusive of this I will illustrate what occurred to me one
day, when after a conference with
the 'powers,' I concluded that I
couldn't open the doors of my theatre under the conditions as proposed. The answer came back
and this Is Gospel truth 'Who extended you an invitation to go into
#
the theatrical business?'

the actors,

Luck-y

they who can

Tie pain of an

soothe

heart.

in - jured

—

"It is the offspring of the actors'
in the form of the other

Dad-dy and moth-er for-give one an

union,

oth-er

-

How

getting their troubles of yore

for

unions mentioned, and eventually
the Theatrical Trade Council, that,
are most to be dreaded. Think of
being compelled at the door, next
to that of the treasurer of your
business, to employ a man, not in

whom you have confidence,
whom the union assigns!

but

"Let it be said, to the credit of
the actors' union, that except for its
affiliation, with the other organizations, it is a fairly reasonable body
to deal with. While they have the
closed shop, I don't know of any Instance where an artist of merit, a
box-office attraction and an actor
or actress whom the manager felt
he needed or wanted in his show,
has been barred. Ultimately the
actor or actress is asked to join the
organization, but never Interfered
with so long as the management
thinks it for the best interests of
his business to employ him or her.
A privilege is usually granted the
artist by the organization, and he or
she is permitted to go on.
"In the last 25 years not a dollar
of private capital has been Invested
In the Jewish theatres Just because
of these conditions."

oft-enyouVe seen them a cradle be-tweenthemwhile ba-by u-nites them once more,

Copyright

(Continued from page 21)
tratin* Llsy" a comedy sketch with
a slangy shop girl for its central
character, got plenty of laughs,
Miss Paige holds the shop
third.
girl in restraint, playing it down,
so to speak, with excellent results.
The turn holds value for the pop
houses, for which division it has
evidently been pointed.
Boyd and King (New Acts) were
second, and Sig Franz and Co.
Mr. Franz is a comedy
closed.
cyclist, with which talent he com..Woe*. voca.liz.im?.. doiny Very well |
with both. Frank also fakes a shy
SPOKANE
at comedy with fair success. The
material now used does not give
him much scope in the way of se- Marvelous DeOnzoa
curing laughs. The catchline, "Isn't K J Moore Co
Mack * Maybelle
it warm?" repeated several times,

Marks Music Co.

B.

British Copyright Secured

YOU SING

IF

23D STREET

MCMXX1 by Edward

%

£060-2

_

8980-fcj

WITH FEELING

IT

;

HP

THE HUMAN APPEAL STOPS THE SHOW!!

EDW.

A Jordan
Glrla
and would bo more B Hart *half
2d

loses its significance after the third

repeat or
effective

so,

if

used less frequently.

A

Willing

Buase's Dog*
Melville 4k 8tetaon

assistant makes an attractive
figure in tights, also riding very Bob O'Connor A Co
well.
A male assistant in comedy Morey Senna 4k D
garb enters into the proceedings Sh< rloc'.t Sia 4k O
occasionally, but always for a laugh.
8PR'GF*LD, Mas*.
He, like Franz, is a capable cyclist.
Broadway
The turn pleased closing. "The Hanlon A Clifton
Ghost in the Garret," a Pine Arts
4k K King
Attend- V A C Avery
picture, was the feature.
Ward A Wilaoa
BeU.
ance good.
Dancer* Supremo
girl

BILLS NEXT WEEK

Lalmee

•AN J OAC,

Cat.

Mippodxoiue

4

Lc-a Aradoa
Kddlo Hall
R RuKi-n Laurell
Mulct* * Bonconl
Jack Martin I

2d half
Ucatfy * Claua
•ajL

.>_-.

4k

Tollman

Little Biff Olrl

(Continued from Page IS)

Rogers Laurcll
ITaleia A Bonconl
Jack Martin 4
71

Bond -Berry Co
Harry Hlnea
Gypsy Trio
-

m MM-:

•

Burrell Broa
O Htanley 4k 81a

Powera March 4k D
Frank Ward
B Musical Queena

SUPERIOR, Wl*.
Loew
Mr 4k Mra Wiley
Calvert

4k
4k

Shayna

Ward

Ronalr
Arthur Deagon
Wheeler Trio
2d half

Weaton 4k Marlon
Brennan 4k Murley
"Let's Go"
Craig

4k
4k

Catto

Graham
TAFT, Cal.

Gray

Hlppadreaae

Id half
Billy
Hfily

Klnkald

A Moran
Nobody Home
Mulcahy A Buckley "Buaaln Around"

'

F.ddle Hail

B.

1
4

^TORONTO

Gordon

A

Pauiino
A" Day

KMly

—

Eugene Emmett
Harvey
Bryant A Stewart

CAT

Royal Harmony a

Uptown
Biz Tlp-Topa
Peacl Duo

STOCKTON
Hippsdroene

Jack Gregory Co

A Dena

A Doprea
Harvey A Stlfter
Nancy Boyer Co

Victoria

Co pe«

A Button

Petite Mualcale

A Gordon

Bell A Belgrava
Julia .Curtis

Loew
Paul

'•

~

2.7 naif
J Gibaon
Patrice A Sullivan
'

A

Rlvea

A

Arnold

"Patches"

WASHINGTON

A Kenyon SkatingStrand
Macka
Gordon Playera
Hawthorne A Cook Jack Reddy
Mae A Hill
Kaiaha A Co
Prank Sfeblnt Co
2d half
Melody Festival
franklyn Broa
WIND80R, Caa.
J Genmalno A Sia

WACO,

Texae

Oraheum
Maxon A Morrla

Loew

Johnny Clark Co
Barlow Banka A G
La Cost e A Bonawe
Id half

Makarenko Duo
Lylo A Emerson
"Clothes Clothes"

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
DALLAS. Texas
MaJoeUa
Roy Harrah Co
Glad Moffat Co

Now York

bill

-

flli)

playa

Auatln (7-9)
Onakl A Takl

MUSKOGEE
Majestic

Tuck A Clare
Bessie Rempel Co

Neal Abele

Elly

Reed A Tocker
Mary Marble Co
BJlly 8choen
Varieties Of 1»20

A Odaro
Dogs

LITTLE ROCK
Majeatle

"RubcvHle"
Cavonna Duo
Babcock A Dolly
Jack Tralnor Co
Laura Plerpont Co Claude A Marlon
Jimmy Lucas Co
A Priedtand Co
Corradini'a Animals (One to fill)

Neal Abel

Barr Twine

New York and

:v>uia

Claire

A

A Romuine

Mclvina

2d half
Five Chaptns
Stewart Slaters
H ay nee
A
Carleten 4k Bellew

M

f.

plays
Mta-

7)

Coots''

Co

"Jed's Vacation"

Peyton A
"Liberty

Chicago Offlcee
"Flvo of Clube"

Pantagaa

Redmond A Wells

Baldwin Blair Co
Dolt Frolics

At wood

Coleman

Tozart
Lloyd A W'housa
Rawaon A Clare

M

bill

Anaconda

Orpheom

3

•

DENVER

(2-S)

(Saioo

fill)

OKMULGEE

Cahlll

A <9P*)la.ts*
A Gold
WICHITA FALLS

Powers
Genaro

Harry Puck Co

Paatagrs

Brack Co
to

Sadler A Dunbar
Bert Baker Co

Majestlo

BUTE, MONT.

Nellie Nichols

(Ono

Loenore Kern
Conlln A Glaag

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

(4-1)

Wm

h

Price A Bernle
Victor Moore Co
Marlff Stoddard

Lordena

Majestic

Frank Vllcox Co

HOl'STON, Texas

3

NEW YORK)

Hubert Dyer Co

Orphan an

Lorraine 81s Co

Majestic
Zola Duo

Pieces

TULSA, Olds.

Brack Co

Harry Pox Co
Bouncer'a Circus

A

BobbswA Nelaon
McBamia

Nichols

Nellie

OKLAHOMA CITY

Kate Leipzig

B

suian ^surpkiiis
Wilfred Clark Co
Saxton A Farrell
Bits

Blljr

Wm

Majestic
York's Animals
'

Prank Wilcox Co

<«-«)

Lillian's

City

rfTXN lo

S
to

Kellam

Palace Theatre Building,

»-

Co

Wilhat

(Same

SAN ANTONIO

Seymour
Henry Santry Co

GvddaTllton

N. V. A.,

The Brlanta

a Tear"

H A A

Majestic

Callan

Delmore A Moore
Geo Clifford
Glaagow Maids

A

L-loytf

Corinne

(OPPOSITE

2d half
"6,000

STREET

46th

CO.

Texas

(Two
fill)
OALVEST'N, Texas

Criterion 4

LaPan & Mack

WORTH,

Majeette

Dancers DeLuxe
J

FT.

P George
Barry & Lay ion

J

(»-§)

Leaa

Bcter

MARKS MUSIC

Ward
Glrla"

CALGARY. CAN.
FnaWagee
Chaiidon 3
MatcM* De Long
B Harrison Co
Paramount 4

Howard A Rose
4 Bellhops
Norvelie Bros

EDMONTON, CAN.
l^aniagea

Ann VI visa Co

A Wlllard
B Arwiatrovg Co
Graco ijayaa Co
•Not Tet M.-vrU"
I*o&*r4

.-.

jk-:

VARIETY

==
Laka
Lease

HESITATE ON THE BRINK!!
NDS OF LOVING HEARTS!!
1

*

of

hands

_

bo

4*

J
Led

i

by

r

3 DANCE HITS

by hit

Riley Jee A Agnaa
Ritchie Chaa
Rivera Art hag

St

SAB

Roaa
Ruaa Johnnie

L

Lorraine

Shaw Winn
Rhrincr J Anthony

Stevena Flo
atlmson Ada

>

W

A BAUAD OF

Hi

Williams Marion
Winnie Dave

Wood

P
A May

Young Emma
Young Wilfred
Zuker David

CHICAGO OFFICE
Anderson Lucille

Joyce Jack
Johnston Gertie
Joseph Jack

Armento Angelo
Andrus Cecil
Anger A Packer
Ashworth Leah

Ada Ruth
Xaan Richard

Kelly

Adama Nip

Abbell Pat Mlsa

Adama Geo
Armatrong
Allen

_^

Edna

a

Arneld

CH/KM

King Madeline
Keane A Walsh
Keough Ba

WGrant

A

Sobel

Lubln

Beardaley Harrle

Brooke Jamea
Becker Bart Mrg
Barry Lydla
Booth A Nina
Bernet Bonnie
Braaaa Stella

nude

or bo bro

Luke Xda Ana
l*onard Al Mra
Levy Ethel
l*owerie Glen

Lloyd Wilkes
Laser LLx*.
Lcroy Veck

Lee Bryan
Lewia A Norton

Bernard Mike
Barke Helen

Mudge Mr

Bleating Charles

frr

Belle
k

mm

• ten the

pj'

i
i

fate

of an

^

Montroae Bella
Miller
Miller Dixie Mra

MAP
FAB
Manafleld A RlddK

F

McGulra Anthon)

Maran

Nada

Martin Felloe Mra

Bento Sefraa
Bayle A Patay
Badte A

Burkhart

McGreery A Doyle
Mao A Macher
Martyn Maade
R'berte Murray Edith
Morgan June

A

Claire Nell

V

Ruby J
Cummings Ray
Clarke Frank
Cooper "Fitch"
Caadaer Otto Mra
Casell Sidney
Casaady Bddie
Cahill Jack
"Oerve" Dan

F^

*^

>

Clifford

ach-ing

J

Moore

Miller Cleora

Benny Jack
Beck Eddie
Browning Art
Brooka Frank
Berger Harry
Byron Ben

Lewie

Lent A Harper
Llngard BlHy

Belford 8ix
Belmont Joe

ken

A

Lewis Margette
Lorraine C A
Lund Charlea

D

Bradley George
Bryant A Stewart
Bernard A Lloyd
'be

Billie

Woodland Flo
Worth Bud

Bolin Carl
Belmont Bella

Home*- may

,
I

Ward A Barton
Wlgand Viola

Ramaey Idea

Ideal for motion
picture uove scenes

EXQUISITE

Allen

Vir.r, Jean
Verner Harry

Reavla Ruth
Reed Harry
Renard Grace

AUOVEllTMEWOQLD
AHonca 'CiUOW-WOftM^

/

~

cj

A

Vance

Poole Jaok

6 Malta Sencatfon
pIlUNC AND PLAYED
a -lone

A Webb

Sturgia

Lilila

Ralphs

Sonb

London'*

Lee

John

Sterling

Nevlna Joale
Nicbola Clyde

TIA4E

A

Stanley

Martin Adeline
Martin Helen
Martin Mae V

Mealy Mg " —
Mennettl Eddie
Molyneax Fred

MLAC

Wffff^fw

M

Silvers Julia

Major Carrtck
Manafleld Frank

Maynard Tom

L4WE

Frank

Schepp Charles

Mack Dick
Mack Bddie

blue

JSlee

fiarnow

Mueller Eldrldge

He

Ryan

Lehman Gertrude

Mast

big

U

Le Roy Merirya

**=£

ae^

Eddie

let »bet

Leonard Albert
Leonard Jean
Leonard Jean
Leonard 8elma
Le Roy Babe

Davenport Orrin
Dare F R
Davenport Earl
Downey George
Duffy Jamea J
DeVlne Dottle

F

Mannard Virginia
Morrell Frank
McCue Louis J
Mayes Jack
McCuiiough Carl

AF

Mitchell

Narder VI ke
O'Den Jimmey
O'Mar Caale
Plokard H B
Poaty Dot
Philllpa George
Perry Alice
•

Sis A Stern Renard
A Jordan
A McCoy
Roberta

Dawson
Davie

Dayton Sylvia

DuNord

ir

Ij*o

Dale Geraldlne

IgBI

Rolls

Earl* Boby
Bart Ruby
Evol
Ellsworth Fred Ce
Earl A Lewta

Ford Charlea H
Faber Earl
France A Hamp
Fluhrer A Flnhrer
Flak's Bert Band

— if

Foater

Faber

I

Foley

May

CK

EDWARDS,
BLAIR, JIM

Prr'*soional

OGDEN

OT. FALL8. MONT.
Panfaceo

Pentagon

(5-«)

<7-t)

-it^L

$*&

blU

Alanson
Qray ft Askln
Fern Blgelow A
Jonei & Jones
**es

tO.

The Mclntyres
1
Co a vi tetfa -VtTntwi

Bedlnl'a Dogs
Peerless 3

Rahn a Beck

A Davis
*•» Htmi'j Troupe
BrowriiPK

-

I*a»»(eg«e
**Appl» liloseoroe"
''aa'ltchu»idt»
Sterling Sa* i

Fnntagee
The NefveHoe
3 Qullllaxui

Fot A R*;'
s vangall

Mayere Warns &
O-jveeno Troupe

Keliv

VtrMlra Cfrgag

OAK I. % NO.

fJAJL
Pant «***
Jth»<ley anaftlaf)

p ««l FHchitr
°/»«le

Mamm

Mark Nawoe
*<*« Night

•

O

C1AN.

l'anfaar*e

(Seme

5

at

Pe*tog*e
(Sunday opaning)
:.ove A Wilbur
.Teaai* UlU*r
(Jew A Qtevae Co

M>

!Uhn

»*

Ootaai

A

f»»jvt*r»>«*r

Huio Lutgsae
Tr***r Palmer

LAV

liar:

A T Tempi* Feew

IKrte* A D~xytr

UkK

SaJAT
PajMngee
Ju'Aar n.' floe"*
Cn.Mor A Buddy
Rutin* A BirrMt

Wood

Brltt

House David Band

VANCOUVER,

r'MaAege*

VICTORIA,
Ti<

•» Bliia

Ted

*

Adolphua

B. C.

A R

Rblnehardt A luff
W*»ls a Hogin

Dnn

Duffel! Co
Uiabailo Broa

D*
RoyePe .R'nphanla

Aldon Otis
Allen Louise

Andma Cecil
Arm la Walter
Armatrona; Harry

Aruaud Pierre
Arrena Charlotte
Atkinson Edw R

Aft

IN

?

Brea

Aaabliu'

Greea a

I-«

(Mil

A

lto'#n«oi:

D«#*r

•'.olmoat

Belmont

Fc'l

Ce

ap*:
Ff)-T»r»

DmrtK'jr'a O". cue

nr

Co

***f»

Diamond Carlesa

O

Dickson Dot
Dixon Capt

C

T<

Donovan James

B

Bronzer Will
Bryant Billy
Burch Ernest
Busch CTeo
Hum tf Paul

Cameo

Oirla
Carllale Lucille

Murray

Tom

Bennette Flo
Bennett Jl Wli'tnVn
Herman Tharlea
Bl(ff«rt Mildred

E

CoAen Mary Belle
Tola Alice
Colin Mabel

Cooke Mae
Coake Mnree
Corelll*
CrolUia

Bd
A W

Cullen

M>r.i

Cprson L*e
'iiraon Son In
•

rornlfr

Dull Harry

Dumltr^scu Mltta
Dunn George
Elliott
Elliott

Louise

May

Emernon Chas
Swing Lucille

Fairbanka Jack
Fatima Miss
Felix Seyipour

Ferguson Roy

B

Fisher John C
Foiiimins Margaret

Marie

11 Cadillac Detroit.

"Beauty Trust" 4 Academy Pittaburgh 11 Penn Cirmlt.

Abellne

Show in Town'' 4-6 Bastable
Syracuse 7-9 Uayety Utlcav 11
(Jayely Montrv.il.
riig Sensation" 4-6 Xew Bedford
New Bedford 7-9 Academy Fall
Klvcr 11 (.Irand Worcester.

"Best

Kal.im.i Noml
Kane Ai

Friod;i

Williams Connie

1? Cayrty Baltirno**'.
"Beuuly Revue" 4 Academy Buffalo

Kreinka Antony

Krsuse

Weeks Loroy

We lla

ara Fallg 11 Star Toronto.
the Town" 4-6" Cohan's
Newburg 7-9 Cohen's Poughkeepsle 11 llowartl Host on.
"Itathlng Beauties" 4 Penn Circuit

Jupiter's Trio

Gilmor Phyllis

Wilson Mlaaaa

Wilson John Mrs

"Around

Johnson Happy
Jonoa T I*

Kelly KM. Ho
Kolly Mil'
Kent Nettle
Kerville Jeele
Kln< Harfjarel

Uoldmaa Sam

White Bob
Wilbur Elsie
Williamson Geo

APRIL. 4 -APRIL 11
Revue" 4-5 Armory Bina;hamton 6 Elmlra 7-9 Inter Niag-

Irwin Alice Bell
Ivcrsoa Frltale

Kan» a Herman

Foster M.irlo A
Francis Milton J
Francis A De Mar

Joe

Dave

"All Jazz

Hilton Kayles B
Hilton Maude
Horellck Andre*

Ford Johnny
Forde Annette

mi*s s

Dalton J B
Dalten Xsancy

Hearts A Flowers
Helnk B S
Hendricks Duke
Hight Pearl

Jupiter

Sid

Burlesque Routes.

Jarvis Jean

Fad A Fanry

B

Charlea

*c.

Hardy Adele

Jackson Warren

Faber Harry

Mra

Vyvyan A Kaatnee

Johnson Paul
Jordan Marlon
Jupiter George
Jones Lonnle
Jonea Helen M

..

Hall Jack
Hall V B

Hyland Mrs Thoa

W

Alb't

Harris Dave

Gordon John R
Gray Jack
Green Cliff
Grey Gypsy
Grey Jessie Fisher

•*

NOT

Boone Blanche
Braun Betty

Clovor Chaa

Baker Annette
Baiter Leah B
Bailey Frankte
Bailey Harry
Barclay Batty
Marker Ambroan
Beasoa Harry C

Barton

A Mark

H

Thayer
Tracey
Temple
Tueker

Howard Bert C

Goodrich Ruth

Dryadale Phyllla

Adams

Hector's l>og d
J Tboysas Saxotet
S«**v;aa A Sloan
Mme Zu'eika CA>

'barlM

llanil-n

BE ADVERTISED
LETTEM ADVERTISED

Spahman

Thlele Otto

Hart Chaa Co

Mentioned

Delsos Australian
Demonde Faliy

i

Th* Posalre*
Sammy Duncan

Clir Wethwill Co

HlrkiniT Free

tor

Pan tag**

Km>« %

ktnrspall

mall to
addreaP Mall Olark.
* 'O&TCAftiijb
ABVEBTtAJNO
ll« CI.AB LETTERS WIIX
eeodini.

B.C.

Skew * Ot»*»n
K t'(«mmiafi
IPBdfAwBl

Two- Dollar Yearly Orchestra Ctub

'

<

Capps Family

Moon"

l
Paidraaia
hirntH HJelt

Whan

Paatauree
Oorffob A Day
Belle Oliver

C-averly

plays

Butters

CaanlUe'e Birds

'

Pet roarers

SAN VKANCIHCO

SttATTUtt

Haakatnou 7!)

C A

Allen

Zelda Stanley

•

(4-a)
bin

A

Violin Misses
Primrose Minstrels
S

XorvelLa 3ros
Brosiol Troupe

RROINA,

Kovey

Rosa King Co
Auatln

Bock A Stone

LOS ANORtK9

TACOMA

W

Bdwln

Henderson Norman Vox Valentine
Hart Haael
Valyda Roaa
Happy Harrlsoa
Vincent Jewel
Havatake Marie
Van Dot

TO ALL MUSICIANS
WHO JOIN OUR

Dean Nelson
Dean Phyllis
Dean A Reade

e>

John
Smith John
Sterling

Seamanna MabeMe

Harris Honey

LETTERS VARIETY

Stanton Walter
Stafford

Skinner J J
Schrein Bert

Harty Bab
HAxelton Blanche

All. Four Big Hits

J Mra

Rogera Wilsoa

Sully Lew
Binith Willie

Halg A Halg
Haywood Harry

r Kfc.fc.

C

Regan Jamea

Scott John George
Sperling Pkllip
Smith Oliver

Glah Leo
Gould Laura

Davenport Paul

Vardon A Perry Co
Lottie Mayer Ce

BAN DIEGO

My Dear"
PORTLAND, ORE.
BEACH. CAL.
Pantngea

2>m

Prevoat A Goulet
Otto Broa

Clair* Vincent Ce

K

Manager

BRENNAN, AL WILSON

Rene Mfgnon
Rvaaell

Seymoore Dolly

Glenmar Pauline
Bray Bee Ho Mr
Gordon J Playera
Gue A Haw

SONG ORCHESTRATION READY
ALL 4 NUMBERS—ALL KEYS

Batelle

A Royee

Royal PbllUplae

A McGowan Beckett Albert
Thomaa J
Single Billy

Grey Jack
Germain Jean
George Fred

ALL COULD HEAR IT IN TIME
ENO WOULD GO OUT OF BUSINESS!!

Rigga Mary
Rogera Frank Mra
Rickey R Keith

Rehan

Edmunds Glen

hand!

"

W

'

J

M BI«

Wonder Show"

I^uis

11

Star

.Vr

4

Oayety

Bt.

darter Chleace.
X>aytoa 11

"Bon Pons" 4 J.yric
Olympic CincinRatl

<^.

.

'

M
VARIETY

Friday, April
i

TO VAUDEVILLE

—

number

i

i

1,

UK

i

x

*

ARTISTS:
r

A

r

*

of managers have complained that since die

yAUDBVILLE MANAGER*?

PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

has been interesting itself in their affaii^^
throughout the country, when something happens that doesn't just suit them, antagonize the verfl
interests these managers are taking in their behalf, by flaunting in their faces: "I will write to die
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association (or to the N. V. A., or to Mr. Albee)." 'And this js
*'•.,,
done in a very threatening manner.

>

4

t

There

is

only one

way

to get results in a

movement

for better Conditions

and

that is for every,

to co-operate, and the fact that the Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association, the N. V. A. f
or Mr. Albee give consideration to the artists (many times overruling the manager) should, not be
bragged about or referred to in a disparaging manner to the detriment of anyone who is a pjarty to
any controversy or any condition that has received our attention.

one

i,

*

.

•

•

-

-.'•••>
.

....

..

.

Don't walk aroui^ with a chip on your shoulder because you have someone to look after
your affairs. It only makes it harder for us. Use a little good horse sense. Accept the conditions
which are prevalent today, as far as the good ones are concerned and treat the matter modestly and
without any outward show of spirit as "I showed 'em. They had to settle with me. Mr. Albee
made them do this or made them do that." That is- the wrong spirit and it will lessen my opportunities for straightening out complaints in the future. It is not helpful to the managers, who are
doing everything they can to carry out the principles that we have all agreed upon. Don't make
any talk about your troubles. If you have any, and things don't go right, write to us; that is, to the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, the N. V. A., or to me, and when the matter is
straightened out, forget about it. Thenr we will all get along better, and the improvements will
:

.

continue.

E. F.

I

ALBEE.

I

I
ae

4 Gayety Buffalo 11 "Girls from Happy land" 4 Gayety
Omaha 11 Gayety Kansas City.
Gayety Rochester.
^Bowerys" 4 Empire Brooklyn 11 "Girls from Joy Land" 4 Empire Hoboken 11-13 Cohen's Newburg 14LO.
16 Cohen's Poughkeepsle.
••Broadway Belles" 4 Empress Cin"Girls
of U S A" 4 Gayety PittsColumbus.
cinnati 11 Lyceum
burgh 11-13 Park Youngs town 14"Cabaret Girls" 4 Standard St Louis
16
Grand
Akron.
11 Century Kansas City.
•Cute Cuties" 4 Gayety Baltimore "Golden Crook" 4 Gayety Detroit 11
Gayety
Toronto.
11 L O.
•Flashlights of 1920" 4 Columbia "Grown Up Babies" 4 Grand Worcester 11 Plaza Springfield.
New York 11 Empire Brooklyn.
Hastings Harry 4 Perth Amboy 5
•Follies of Day" 4 Casino Brooklyn
Piainfleld 6 Stamford 7-9 Park
11 Empire Newark.
Bridgeport 11 Empire Providence.
"Follies of Pleasure" 4 Gayety Newark 14 Rajah Reading 15-16 Grand "Hip Hip Hurrah" 4 Gayety Roch-

"Jollities of 1920" 4

Trenton.
"Folly Town" 4 Grand Hartford 11

11 Perth Amboy 12 Piainfleld 13
Stamford 14-16 Park Bridgeport.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 4 Empire*Toledo 11 Lyric Dayton.

^•Boatonianft"

L

O.

•French Frolics"

Academy

4 Star

Buffalo.
••Girls de Looks" 4

L O

Toronto 11
11 Palace

Baltimore.
"Girls from Follies" 4 Howard Boston 11-13 New Bedford New Bedford 14-lg Aonriemy Fall River.

ester 11-13 Bastable Syracuse 1416 Gayety Utica.
"Hits and Bits" 4 Gayety Montreal
11 Empire*Albany.
"HurTy Burly" 4 Trocadero Phila-

delphia 11 Star Brooklyn.
"Jazz Babies" 4 Gayety Brooklyn 11
Olympic New York.
"Jingle Jingle" 3-6 Bcrchel Des

Moines

11

Gayety Omaha

ton 13 Elm Ira 14-16

Empire Newark

11 Casino Philadelphia.
"Joy Riders" 4 Empire Cleveland
€1 Avenue Detroit.
"Kandy Kids*' 4 Olympic New York
11 Gayety Newark.
Kelly Lew 4 Gayety Boston 11 Columbia New York.

Inter.

Niagara

Falls.
<<

Parisian Flirts- 4 Haymarket Chi-

cago 11 Parle Indianapolis.
"Parisian Whirl" 4 Gayety Toronto
11 Gayety Buffalo.
"Peek a Boo" 4 Gayety Kansas City

11

L

O.

"Powder Puff Revue" 4 Hurtig &
Seamon's New York 11 Orpheum
Peterson.

"Puss Puss" 4 Plasa Springfield 11

L O.
"Razzle Dazzle" 4 Gayety Milwaukee 11 Haymarket Chicago.
Reeves Al 4 Columbia Chicago 10-

"Kewple Dolls" 4 Lyceum Columbus
11 Empire Cleveland.
"Lid Lifters" 4 L O 11 Gayety
Brooklyn.

"London Belles" 4 Star & Garter
Chicago 11 Gayety Detroit.
"Maids of America" 4 Casino Boston
11 Grand Hartford.
Marion Dave 4 Majestic Jersey City

EARL PINGREE
Assisted

by

?

FATIMA ?

"Mischief Makers" 4 Gayety St Paul
11 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 4 Gayety Minneapolis 11 Gayety St Paul.
"Naughty Naughty" 4 Majestic

,Scranton_ll-12

wkh

his

MIND-READING CAMERA

Armory Bingham

Come and See

the Mystery

Who

will

it

be?

.......
.

FORMERLY OF

(SANTLY

& NORTON)
-v

ANNOUNCES TO

HIS

MANY FRIENDS

JEROME

IN

H.

THE PROFESSION THAT HE

IS

NOW CONNECTED WITH

REMICK & CO.
COME

219 West 48th Street
*
.

IN

OR DROP ME A

LINE!

a

H

!

VARIETY
USST12 Berchel Des Moines.
Reynold* Abe 4 Gayety Washington
11 Gayety Pittsburgh.

CHARLES

E

^M

87

FLORENCE

••Record Breakers'* 4 Cadillac DeChicago.
troit 11 Engel wood
•Koseland Girls" 4- 6 Park YoungsAkron
11 Star
Grand
7-9
town
Cleveland.
Philadelphia
Casino
4
Jack
Singer

AND

Miner's Bronx New York.
•Snappy Snapps" 4 Orpheum Pat-

erson 11 Majestic Jersey City,
^Social Follies" 4 Gayety Louisville
11 Empress Cincinnati.
••Social Maids" 4 Miner's Bronx, New
11 Casino Brooklyn.
4 Bijou Philadelphia
Majestic Scranton.
Hurtig
-Snorting Widows"
aSeamon's New York.
AlGirl.%"
4
SinrCrc
Lively
•Step
bany 11 Casino Boston.
Stone & PiUard 4 Avenue Detroit
11 Victoria Pittsburgh.
••Sweet Sweeties" 4 Park Indianap-

York

•Some Show"

4LOH

11

IN

&i

olis 11 Gayety Louisville.
•Tempters" 4 Century Kansas City

11-12 Lyceum St Jose.
Lyceum St
••Tid Bits of 1920" 4-5

Jose 11 Gayety Minneapolis.
Tiddledy Winks" 7 Rajah Read'ng
8-9 Grand Trenton 11 Trocadero
Philadelphia.
•Tittle Tattle" 4

M

SONGIFLAGE

Star Brooklyn 11

Empire Hoboken.

"Town Scandals" 4 Olympic Cincinnati 11 Columbia Chicago.
•20th Century Maids" 4 Palace Baltimore !1 Gayety Washington.
•Twinkle Toes" 4 L O 11 Gayety St
Louis.

„_.

,

,

„.,

•Victory Belles" 4 Star Cleveland 11
Empire Toledo.
•Whirl of Mirth" 4 Engelwood Chicago 11 Standard St. Louis.
White Pat 4 L O, 11 Bijou Philadel-

WUliams

Mollie

Empire Provi-

4

dence 11 Gayet y Boston.

ALBANY,

N. Y.
BURKE.

By THOMAS 8.
HALL.
HARMANUS BLEECKER
booked this
—No legit attractionsbeing
shown.
feature films
First half. Fatty Arbuckle in
Life of the Party''; last half.
Kid."
„
.

week,

EMPIRE.— This

Show.
Gir's

"

The
"The

__ „
week. Lew Kelly
"Step Lively

Next week,

PROCTOR'S GRAND.—Keith

Providence Journal
Many a musical comedy prima

Toledo Times
It

donna and motion picture star

has boasted that her face is her
fortune, because of the value

league offerings. Just preceeding her on the program is Florence Baird, who manifests per-

placed upon her facial charms by

unique countenance Miss Baird
should by all laws of average
spend many years of her life in
peace and plenty. The girl comedian has a face which is capable
of such mimicry that a bare look
in he direction is bound to cause
a panic of laughter. Even Mr.
Bensee himself cannot resist the
temptation to enjoy at least one
good laugh at the expense of his
partner. The dialogue is entertaining and Miss Baird's songs
contain many humorous elements.

"The Kid."

CLINTON SQUARE.—First

Ward Crane In "The Scoffer";
half. "The Kid."

half.
last

face,

expressions,

her

which she

'ca"n

is

fortune.

unquestionably

The comedy she

provides must be, by its spontaneous quality, simply the expression of a humorous personality.

Her

which Charles
an important part,

act. In

E. Bensee has

one of the funniest we've

Portland Telegram

ORPHEUM
By David W. Hazsn
It's a rollicking. Jazzy, lollapaloosa show at the Orpheum.
It opens with a fine act, closes
with a dandy and has a bunch

The Winnipeg Telegram
There were other good acts .on
bill, too.
It Is a brave man
who would follow Sarah Bernhardt with broad comedy, and a
brave woman; but the pair who
essayed the task made good
with as clever a bit of work as
has been seen In the Orpheum
the

week,

-

for many a day; and It was
appreciated,
as
the
applause

eat."
If it was possible to send
O. R. Miller, secretary Miss Baird a mash note, then,
Civic League, has with violets in hand meet her at
returned to Albany from New York, the stage door, one would wi.hwhere he attended a so-called truce out doubt see a very fine looking
meeting between motion picture pro- young woman. But on the stage
whew
ducers and reformers relative to the

THI8

The Rev.

©f the

different type, for

contort into the most ridiculous

of headline stuff in between.
"Blind Florence Baird and Chic Sale
are the rioters, but there aro
Wives.*'
other acts that outshine many
heralded headliners that have
Ben Franklin, music Impresario been shoved out this way.
in the Capital district, will stage
Chic is well and favorably
.t
season
his fourth concert of the
the Albany Armory April 6, present- known In these parts, so our first
efforts
will be directed to FlorQuartet,
Opera
ing the Metropolitan
Nina Morgana, soprano; Rafaelo ence. She hasn't one of the popular
makes
of faces, but as the
contralto,
Diaz, tenor; Cecil Arden,
young woman tells her partner,
and Royal Dadnum, baritone. The "If
was
good
lookin' we wouldn't
I
tax.
war
top price is $2.75, including

ALBANY.—All

Her

ing.

is

LELAND—

a

sonality of

Florence might be slangily termed a "riot" in the ar» of clown-

vaudeville and pictures.

Pauline Frederick in "Roads of Destiny"; last half, "The Kid."
First half, Seena Owen
in "The House of Toys"; last half,

which Miss

bill

Scheff follows, a program of big

theatrical procTucers.
Florence
Baird, who appears with Charles
E. Bensee in "Songiflage," is, no
doubt, entitled to making the
same boast, though, pehaps, with
some qualification, for if fortune
can ever be the reward of a

MAJESTIC— Popular vaudeville
and pictures.
MARK STRAND.—First half,

a big

is

New York

showed.
Florence Baird and Charles
Bensee in "Songiflage" put on a
show which was inimitable. Baird
is a true comedienne, and an ac'
complished one.

FLORENCE BAIRD

13

—

Clayton-Lusk film censorship bill,
Dr. Miller
in the Assembly.
and George West, Albany agent of
the league, represented that body at
the hearing on the measure Wednes-

now

She and Charley Bensee have
an act called "Songiflage." But

they don't have to sing nor dance
nor even talk to get a laugh.
The fair sex member of the duo
makes such funny faces that
day.
from the outset one knows she
Joseph Tansey, singer and dancer, will stop the show. She has the
old
wife In "The Sultait of Sulu"
service
several
who appeared in
men's productions in France and backed off the boards.
a
as
"filer"
England, may take a
professional next season. Joe, who
Newis running a linotype for the
Kansas City Times
York "World," confided to friends on
was
he
that
a visit here last week
Florence Baird, who appears In
getting tired of the machine and what she calls "Songiflage"' with
was going to have a try before the Charles Bensee, is a comedienne
footlights next season.
who inevitably must become a
head liner in a day not far off.
Manager Joseph F. Wallace has Her humor is original and Infecthe
for
program
arranged a special
tious. She makes faces as funny
benefit performance at the Grand as Eddie Foy, has a drawl that
this afternoon (Friday), all the pro- out-Williams Bert Williams, Is
ceeds of which will be turned over a Gertrude Hoffman In mimicry
to the National Vaudeville Artists. and almost a Harry Lauder in
It is the second annual benefit mat- dialect.
inee for the N. V. A. in Albany.

Walter F. Powers, manager of the
Colonial, has definitely abandoned
his plan to present stock plays at
the West End theatre in opposition
Bleecker
to Proctor's Harmanus
Hall this season, it is understood.
Mr. Powers will continue to show

ACADEMY—

LTCBU

FORDS—

Week

B. F.

—

MARCH

28

Post-Express

TEMPLE

KEITH'S

Florence Bairc? and Charles E.
Bensee, a couple w." cce comedy
work hits the bullseye when it
comes to genuine unforced entertainment for the tired business
man and others who turn to
vaudeville for a change from the
ordinaries of life, are back at the

HAMILTON THEATRE
NEW YORK

Temple

—

P. S. It is rumored around Broadway that
gince Charles E. Bensee hat bought a yacht, between shows he can be found outside the three-

mile limit. "Fishing"—Maybe?

new musical show with some clever should draw well In this city, his
lines, although not as yet down to home town, despite the quality of
real smooth running order, was the attraction.
PALACE.— Abe Reynolds is the
holiday
by
enjoyed
thoroughly
This play one best bet in his revue, this week's
crowd Monday night.

without the musical numbers and
the pretty chorus was seen here
feature 'films dliHhg" the nrnrmwr last seasW as' "The Dislocated
months.
Honevmoon." but the revised edition fills out all that was to be
John G. Wallace, resident man- desired in the original.
ager of Proctor's Harmanus Bleeekor
"A Child for Sale,"
Hall, announced
today that the a picture drama, opens a stay as
opening of the stock season at that
the attraction at this house, the
hoiiRA has been advanced a week, the
largest legitimate house in this city.
new date being Monday night, April Although
extensively advertised by
Malcolm Ivan Abramson, the prospects for a
18, instead of April 25.
Fassett will be the star of the com- renewal of the success of (Jrifrlth's
pany. Joseph F. Wallace, general
"Way Down East" picture are very
manager for F. F. Proctor in Al- doubtful.
bany, who is associated with EdNight -ap"The
M.
ward M. Hart, of New York, in the
unusually well -acted
stock venture, is now in New York proved to be an
artificial mystery farce
frankly
but
to sign other members of the comIn the first phases of its developpany.
was enthusiastically reIt
ment.
ceived by the first-nighters Monday
evening.
MARYLAND.— Vaudeville.
By F. D. OTOOLE.
PDAYHOUSE.— Babe Ruth In his
picture, "Heading Home,"
feature
a
"A Dangerous Maid,"

BALTIMORE.

Thi»

attraction here.

AUDITORIUM.—"Up

In

QAYETY.— Pat

White

GARDEN— Pop

his

vaudeville.

and

Pictures

Vampire

Girls,"

burlesque.

PARKWAY.

-Dorothy

The plan

Gish

Eastern

Construction
r

<~*o

,

said fc be beaded by Cot. 3ECd%, forCollector, is planning the
erection of a large theatre on the
cast side of Charles street. Just
north of Lafayette avenue, on a lot

mer City

vaudeville.

FOLLY— "The

under con-

fostered by Frederick R. Huber.

is

The
and

Girls."

HIPPODROME. —

tion permanent has been
sideration by the Mayor.

Mabels

Room."
"Gayety

the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
to about $35,000 by private subscription in order to make the organiza-

in

which was formerly owned by the

Webb

tre

is

theatre interests. The theato be the largest of its kind

"The Ghost in the Garrett," picture. in the city and will be devoted to
of vaudeville and pictures.
combination
RIVOLI. The
Charles Ray picture and a Harry
Lloyd comedy adds to the following
at this house, which sells out at the
last three performances every day.
By 8IDNEY BURTON
Fruit,"
WIZARD. 'Forbidden
'Robin Hood,"
MAJESTIC
ond week is still drawing well.
STRAND.— Mary Miles Mintcr in Ralph Dunbar's production. Business
variable
but
show
seems likely
"All Soul's Eve."
NEW.— Enid Bennett la "Silk to catch on.

—

BUFFALO.
—

—

Hosiery."

A plan to augment the municipal
appropriation of $13,000 a year for

BHUBERT TECK

—

week where

their

show until her partner
estch up with her.

could

at competing houses. Wise ones set
four weeks as outside limit for its
here. Being watched with In-

draw

terest.

PICTURE HOUSES— Shea's Crl"The Glided Lily"; Shea's
Hipp, "OMalley of the Mounted";
Strand. "Mama's Affair"; Palace.
•
- "Lying Lips."

with rush dwarfing attendance

,

terion,

-

The

Citizens'

••

Committee,

?

which

has been the prime mover in the
local censorship battle Saturday, issued a statement praising the support and co-operation given them
by the theatre manager* The proposed ordinance for picture regulation here was characterised as "the
result of the joint consideration and
revision of the Citizens' Committee
and the Theatrical Managers' Asso-

The statement continues,
express the sincere apprecia-

ciation."

"We

tion of the people for the spirit of

helpfulness and co-operation shown
by the Managers' Association."

Griffith's

"Way Down East." Opened Sunday
wUh six weeks in prospect.
Qol
off

this

appearances In the past proved
almost as commendable as this
season. Miss Baird has a line of
fun all her own, whic!; not alone
yesterday afternoon convulsed
the house, but nearly held up the

The Toronto Nation Stock (Yiddish) played at the Majestic Easter
Sunday night getting away with

MM

VARIETY

28

^m

mm

Friday, April

1,

1921

at
i

-T-^

about $1,000 at the box office. "The
Man To Be" was the attraction.

Harry Theater Mason, on Shea's
week, was handicapped by
a severe cold and forced to cut
short his monologue at several performances with an apology to the
bill last

"YOD WILL DO BETTER WITH PEPPLE"

audience.

MiSP Laura Rerktenwalt, long a
Buffalo newspaper woman and sec*
rotary to Manager O'Shea at the
Teck thin soasr n, has left the theatre to engage in business for her-

TO MANAGERS OF
RICHARD

C. (DICK)

MOTION PICTURE THEATRES

self.

The
,

i

Buffalo

against

the appearance of Clara
Smith Ilamon in pictures and certifying that no such picture will

be permitted to be shown in Buffalo.
The Managers' Association
have voted to send a representative
to the hearing on the Clayton bill

Albany April

at

WANTING

HOFFMAN

managers

theatre

have, issued a statement protesting

TIES,

Artists*

the Teck, has been sold to Cleveland
interests who will erect a seventeenstory: hotel costing $3,000,000 on the
site.
The project will boost the
valuation of the Teck property sky

or

SCENERY

FOR PROLOGUES.

Picture

Theatre Department

VAUDEVILLE ACTS

WALTERS

S. S.

VINCENT DUSEY

MUSICAL COMEDY PRODUCTIONS

WANTING

Engagement
Department

high and will make the locality one
of the most important business centers in Buffalo.

Club
Department

PRIMA DONNAS. SOUBRETTES, DANCERS,
MEN SINGERS, MUSICAL ACTS,
SCENERY or COSTUMES.

47

"WE CAW SUPPLY YOU"

Workshop of Harvard University
two performance? in BufApril 21 and 22, under the aus-

will give
falo.

WILLIAMS

TO MANAGERS OF

5.

Baker and the

COSTUMES

"WE CAN SUPPLY YOU"

Representative
I

The Weyand property, now housing Weyand's Restaurant opposite

Prof. George F.

F. 0.

DANCERS, MU8ICAL NOVEL-

8INGEPS,

pices of the College Club. This is*
one of the first appearances of the
organization ever made outside its
natural Cambridge haunts.

I

"BOOKING EVERYTHING THEATRICAL"

The* approaching close of the theseason has brought rumors
stock projects for the summer.
Jessie, Bonstelle will open at the
Majestic immediately at the close
of the regular season in May and
will Continue for the entire summer, alternating with two similar
Bonstelle companies in Detroit and
fctrlca}
i'f

one in possibly a third city. There
is talk of a rival stock at the Teck
but the matter Is still indefinite.

The barricade fronting Loew's
new theatre here was removed this
week revealing the front elevation
of the house. It is of yellow brick
with bow windows fronting on Main
Street.
Work on the interior is
progressing rapidly.
At the same
time, the new Lafayette Square is
being rushed, with the steel frame
work of the building beginning to
tower. Stock in the project has been
fully subscribed and it is rumored
that out of town capital has been
on the ground clamoring to be taken

AGENCY

In.

No

attraction since last summer's
circuses has been played with as
heavy advertising as "Way Down
Bast."
With the newspapers running pages of display stuff, every
available barricade, window and
wall in the downtown section has

SECOND FLOOR, WOODS. THEATRE BLDG.

CHICAGO
Phones:

been "cracked" with cards and
Bill boards in all towns
banners.
within a radius of 30 miles are beIt is said that no one
ing used.
attraction here in 20 years, has used
is much poster space.

ANTON LADA

will

che

T.

MOORE

Cabaret
Department

PROFESSION

Department

resume building operations on
Shea Metropolitan Theatre in

One wall of the structure was
»rected last fall after which operations were stopped and the project

May.
,

LOWELL

TO THE

Orchestra

The Shea Amusement company

State 8026-27

WE BOOK VAUDEVILLE ACTS.
WE PLACE ARTIST8 WITH ACTS, REVUES
AND MUSICAL COMEDY PRODUCTIONS.

It is now
temporarily abandoned.
planned to rush the work for com-

This will
early in 1922.
the fifth house in the Shea
The new house,
Buffalo string.
when completed, will be devoted to
\n exclusive picture policy; the
Hipp will present vaudeville and
pictures with a possible 50 cents
top: while the Court Street, Cripletion

WE BOOK

JERRY MILLS

make

WE STAGE NUMBERS AND TEACH
DANCING.

Stage

WE DE8IGN AND EXECUTE C08TUME8.
WE DESIGN AND PAINT SCENERY.

Director

terion atld North Park will adhere
to their present policies.
It Is rumored that the Loew interests are casting an eye about the
Buffalo suhurh.'i n districts with a
view to annexing one or more neighborhood houses to operate in con-

junction with the

new Loew State

here.

SINGERS IN MOTION PICTURE
THEATRE8.

"CALL OR WRITE"

SUCCESSORS TO THE UNITY VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

CALGARY.
By

FRANK MORTON.
(Week

Brooks,
Allan
half.
Harriet :*nd. Mario McCOftQftlV PiMf
Beard, Ben Harney. Williams and
Pierce, Cummings and White, the
Sylvester Family.
PANTAGES (D. G. Tnverarlty.
Manager) The Liberty Eight, Coleman Goetx. Tom Martin and company. Diana Bonnar, Payton and

agers—Last

—

raised. Another proposed change is
State,
"The Nut";
to have the tax printed directly on Standard.
"Colorado";
Hoffman's
the theatre ticket, instead of on a Palace, "Mountain Madness"; Stillseparate ticket.
Every
man,
"What

Billy de MiiMHey and hi* girl revue d<d not open at the Empress.
to a last minute misunderstanding regarding the cast.
Mr.
de Mussey and Marie Thayer have
accepted an engagement with the
Sherman company at Moose Jaw.

owing

Ward.

PRINCESS

Manager)
pictures.

(J.

Clarke

— Permanent

and

ALLEN, REGENT. BIJOU,
EMPRESS. LIBERTY— Pictures.

By

J.

OHIO —

The big Griffith's film. "Way
Down Eaa\" which has held sway
at the Opera house for eight weeks,
closes on Sunday.

The opening of the New Strand
Lansing, Mich., has been
postponed for several weeks.

DETROIT.

theatre.

Hampden

Whirl."

HANXA — "The

Prince

and

the

SHUBGRT-COLOXIAL— "BroadJack Dempsey plays the local
Pantages two days only, with one way Brevities."
PROSPECT— "Daddies" (stock).
extra performance each day.
Vaudeville
Keith's,
at
Loew's
According to contemplated Liberty, Priseilla. Miles and Grand.
STAR -'Million lK>llar noils."
changes in the Amusement Tax Act.
BMPIKR — Stone and Pillard
the tax will be lower on the cheaper
tickets, and also on those selling Show.
OPRRA HOUSE
at the higher scale, while the tax on
will
be East' (film).
tickets
priced

—

Next

Pauper."

medium

|

By JACOB 8MITH.
NEW DETROIT— "The Girl in Michigan Motion Picture ExOhio, "Hitchy-Koo the Spotlight," Victor Herbert him- hibitors'
week
Association
also
have
Hanna, "The Passing self directing the opening night; barred the showing of any Clara
of 1921";
WILSON ROY.
"Century
Midnight Show"; Shubert-Colonial. Walter Hal Skelly and Mary Milburn fea- Hamon films.

CLEVELAND.

Belmont.

stock

Norma Phillips, with George M. Woman and Marriage" at Adams;
Cohan's "The Tavern" in Chicago, "The Mask" at Madison; "Faith
is closing there shortly, and will Healer" at Broadway-Strand.
Woman assume the lead at the Prospect
Knows"; Knickerbocker and Or- here in stock.
Emmons & Colvln complete their
pheum, "Scrambled Wives"; Strand
season with John H. Kunsky April
and Metropolitan. "Now or Never";
The finishing touches are being 2, and have been engaged for an
Kiatto, ^'Outside the Law"; Gaiety, rushed for the opening of (he new Indefinite time at the Ferry Field
"If Only Jim."
Allen on Friday.
theatre by Phil Gleichman.

PICTURES—

of 21st.)

GRAND (M. Joiner, Manager)—
Mary I'ickford in "The Love Light."
ORPHEUM (R. MacLeod, Man-

"Way Down

in

Shakespearean reper-

"Century

Midnight
There was a special hearing beWajter
Hampden. fore the State Affairs Committee of
Dorothy Jardon, former Chicago This is his second engagement this the House of Representatives at
Opera Co. star, was a hit at Keith's year. As yet nothing booked to Col- Lansing, Mich.. Inst week on tlie
The hill low.
at Monday's matinee.
Censorship bill. They later reported
this week is far above the average.
- DETROIT
Frank the bill out. and another hearing
Tinney in "Tickle Me."
Next. will take place this week on the
Three robbers held up two jani- "Fitter Patter," with Ernest Truex. floor of the House.
tors at the Standard theatre early
^ —— —
Monday morning and looted the
Photoplay houses: "Black Charles H. Miles is spending
safe of $t,050. The Janitors were Beauty" at Washington;
"Brew- few days in Detroit, where he his
left looVod <n the operator's room.
ster's Millions" at Majestic; "Mai\
three large houses.
Mr. Miles will
toire.

tured.

Next.

Whirl."

SHUBEKT —

HUBERT

—

i

—1~-

jr.

Hey!!

Dors'x

UP SO

WEL.L.V. OIS

HERE ONE.IT
BELONGS TO

LONDON COLISEUM.-" Until I saw Soy
Rice and Mary Werner at the Coliseum, I did
not know how much genuine fun was to be got
out of a black-faced act.
The title, ' On the
Scaffold,* suggested anything but humour, but
there you art ; it is humour, real and unadulterated.
'On the Scaffold" is limply the
laborious process of getting out and back
through a window,. but one has to see Rice and
Werner to appreciate how laughable this little
exercise can be, Roy Rice is a natural comedian
with the biggest bsg of original stories going
round the halls."— News OP THB
Feb. 12.1921.

MABCH

U*21

1.

THE PALACE.
ins*

WOELD,

*

-

Rice, lend

the

llary Werner
•*On the a

Me
LONDON COLISEUM.-" Quite

a novel act
«i a. cooo character was introduced in the
Coliseum programme u»t week by Roy Rice and
Mary Werner. 1 happened quite by chance to
call in, and found the quaint couple raising a
storm of mirth by their acting in an item which
they name * On the Scaffold.*
While they
occupied the stage laughter ioud and long prevailed.
I hope to do their act fuller justice in
the near future."— People Feb. 1?. V 21.
.

LONDON OOUSCUM.-* Roy Rice and Mary
Werner, who made their first appearance in
England last week at the Coliseum, proved a
*

great success. The sketch Is a splendid character study of negro life. The flirtation of ,tht
painter and the cook under difficult circumstances on a scaffold created a deal
of
merriment. The buxom cook, who had some
difficulty in getting out of the window on to the
scaffold, found the return journey even more of
a puxzle, and the adventure ends in disaster,
landing them both on the stage.
This play
should appeal to the humour of Liverpudlians,
who will have an opportunity of seeing the
iketch during the week."—
Sunday Sports ma k, Feb. 12, 1921.
•

LONDON COLISEUM.-"

ga3£3»£a~
LEEDS ENTERTAINMENTS.-'* An amusing
Coon Sketch at the Empire. One if the most

window. After some very amusing backchat between them, some excruciatingly funny
situations are indulged in by the skivvy trying
to get in and out of the window. This is the
signal for spontaneous hilarity throughout tlje
building. Tk*tr .bow from start to finish runs
with
big punch, and is full of nonstop laughs,
and should not be placed in closing position.
Such an act is good for fourth or fiith spot in any
programme. '—TBE EliCOUE, Feb. 10, 1921,
eviewed by Onlooker.

of a

'

'

interesting of several meritorious items in this

and

Mary Wen er
recently come to this country.
in the role of a negress domestic, who is tempted
todecend from the safety of an upper window to
join a negro house -painter (Rice) on a precarioi a
scaffold outside to ii ten to Some 'good jokes
during the absence of her mistress, is an ex*
tremely. funny figure. . Her queer antics and
amusing patter between the window and a
scaffold are such as to rouse the most apathetic
audience to enthusiasm* tnd last night both she
and her partner had a very cordial reception.'
Yorkshire Observer, January 4, 1921.

called

?e*!»ei

eonvultions.

—

'ROYAt

BIPPOVBOMZ.

This week's programme at the Hippodrome
advance of what' Mr. -Harding
call "normals?" in music haU entertainment,
The muiio hal), to tome extent,
like the oineraa, has suffered from s> too

is certainly in
'

would

easily-gained popularity, and the result i» a,
certain carelessness.
There ia no design in
much of tho stuff' we see at the muiio hall;
a great deal of it ia -'a. little alipahod, and, the
merest fooling soon becomes* tedious that
way. There are scores of negro mimics, lor
instance, who sing «illy songs about mythical
old raoth«*. .in .mythical old-fashioned ootta/ree.
It is * waste cf time to black
one's
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week's variety programme at the Empire is the
farcical coon sketch given by Roy Rice anu
Mary Werner, two Americans who hive but

Rice and Werner

are two black-laced people who burlesque the
parts of a painter and a slavey. -When the
curtain rises the male member is seen swinging
about o* a cradle while the slavey is gazing out

W

1

Jan. 20.

192)

8TRATF0RD EMPIRE.
Roy Rice

arid

Mary Werner

RIC

in coon "get-up " were a scream in
their duologue "On the Scaffold."
Ron* after roar greeted the lady's
efforts to get out of the top window
on to the painter's scaffold and vice
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FROM THE SELF-STYLED

'FRIEND OF THE ACTOR

This cheap protest will have no effect upon the

Orpheum

Circuit's intention of giving

9
National Vaudeville Artists

turned over to the

Day on April 8 in all their theatres and the money
Insurance Fund for the benefit of the artists* dependents.

will be

,"

673 Broadway,
Hew York Cftty, March 25th f 1921

•

Orpheum Circuit; Ino
1564 Broadway,
New York City.
Gentlemen:
I

am a stockholder of record in the above

Corporation.
I am informed and oelieve that on April Bth,
you propose and intend to turn over the whole receipts
of the matinee performance to an association known as
the Rational Vaudeville Artists or some persons pretending to be the national Vaudeville Artists or to
some persons or corporation, unknown to me.

I hereby give you notice as a stockholder of
record of the Oruheum Circuit, Inc., that I protest and
object to any diversion of the receipts of the above
Corporation for such purposes* I object to this on the
ground that it is a dissipation of the assets of the
Corporation for purposes which are foreign to its Charter
and a depletion of the amount which should accrue for
division amongst the stockholders.

Yours very truly.
-v
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STREET

week's record for the house being
topped Thursday. Jesse James, Jr..

a young lawyer of

CITY

8how
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EVELYN BLANCHARD
149S
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for big
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information after I complete
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my travels?

Marcus Loew, AftfK Pantages,

(PLEASE TAKE NOTICE*)

HATE TO

BANK ACCOUNT MONEY"
HOWEVER
KNOWLEDGE AND CONVERSATION
MOST WONDERFUL ASSET IMAGINABLE.
HAVE A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH TO SELL.
"WOLVES OF WALL STREET" ASSOCIATES.
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"ENOUGH SAID"

ADDRES8
CARE of VARIETY,
EW YORK CITY

BUCKNER

31-APRIL 3)

99

and
LEW GOLDER

,

restricted material, ttetrheaj
ecenarioa. Etc.

alnglee.

ACTS REWBITTEM. REHEARSED AND
OPENINGS ARRANOrn

Act and new everything with the same melodious and enthralling music.
Direction.

Ume

comedy

I.

BERNIVICI

is

Shuberts, Etc.

NEW YORK, NOW (MARCH
"MUSICAL MOMENTS

who

person daily.
For the current week the photo-

BUCKNEIte

A. N.
57

PROCTOR'S 5th AVE.,

New

pay for

as

Wardrobe Mistrses,

(a few doors East of Broadway)

NEW YORK

with Road

this city,

featured in the picture in the titls
appeared with the picture la

role,

and Looking Over

E. F. Albee, Martin Book.

BUCKNER'S

W A NT—Work

the picture

Ail Cities, Theatro*, Shows, Etc., Everywhere

Who will

CITY.

By WILL R. HUGHES.
The bookers for both the Shubert
and the Grand let one get by them

is

1 KNOW YOU"

Visiting

lish's

1920

CENTURY REVIEW, 1920
MIDNIGHT ROUNDERS, 1921
THE ROSE GIRL
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Gregory Kelly wMl sepen at Engwith his new stock oompany
April 11. Stuart Walks/ has not indicated when he wlrr open at the
Murat.

Now

This

"made in Kansas City," the first fori
the Mesco Pictures Corporation, and
it
proved a record breaker, the

"HELLO EVERYBODY"

make it
cer who

Broadway Shows Owing Their Clothes RepuMadame Haver stick Are:
CINDERELLA ON BROADWAY
HITCHY KOO, 1«20
8INBAD
LOMBARD!, LTD.
|YE8 OF YOUTH
HELLO ALEXANDER

Among

Smith Hamon appears. "We have
laws in this State that enable us to
Interesting for any produwill attempt to exploit the
above or similar stories,'* telegraphed President O. G. Schmidt to
Sidney S. Cohen, presideat of the
Motion Picture TheatjMTOwners of
America.

E netted

management.

own

Private Individuals.

I..

April 4 with his new play, "At the>
Villa Rose." Mr. Skinner is a great
favorite here and a heavy week's
business is looked for by the Grand

MADAME HAVERSTICK

to serve Theatrical

New York

Pitnfcune. Pa.

BARNEY HASAN

cream parlors and drug this week. The annual convention
Ice
stores have started in earnest to of the American Independent Petrobreak the strict enforcement. of the leum Association was in session,
Sunday closing law, which the po- with the largest attendance in its
and the members with
lice of Huntington, Ind., have had history,
in effect since early in February. pockets full of "oil" money Were
Several opened up last Sunday, and raring for entertainment, but "Way
B. FQVVLER.
By
The Michigan Motion Picture Exthe police did not molest them. T. Down East," picture, at the Shuibitors* Association will hold an
"Irene" at $3 top, week Guy Perfect, who opened his film bert, and a colored minstrel show
of April 4. Shriners have the house show, however, was arrested.
at the Grand did not appeal to them.
for their spring ceremonial this
As it was. the Orpheum and the
week.
Gayety got the best of it, the forManagers of photoplay houses at mer house heading everything in
ENGLISH'S.—Fritz Lieber, first
half, $2 top, and "Bab,'* at $2.50 Newcastle, Ind., are taking a straw town on the week.
Cleansing
"Apple Blos- vote to determine whether the citihighest, last half.
The fourth week of "Way Down
soms/' $3, last half week of April 4. zens want Sunday pictures con- East" at the Shubert has been antinued in reply to a vote taken in other disappointment, business fallthe churches, which resulted 1,788 ing Instead of picking up. Al J Olagainst and 61 for the open Sab- son opened Sunday, March 27, and
bath. There are 6,000 voters in the business will no doubt pick up again
city, and the theatrical men say that at this popular house.
Charlotte
.
trie
majority are against "blue Greenwood in "Linger Longer Letlaws."
ty," first time here, follows. The Grand was dark week of
The Motion Picture Theatre Own- March 27. Otis Skinner comes on
the Opening of her
Establishment, where she is prepared ers of Indiana have agreed not to
exhibit any pictures in which Clara
turns to New York City.
Tuller April
The Majestic theatre is now hack
one change a week, and Is also
tying a few acts of vaudeville.

p.,:.?"^.™
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Pastaset Bids.. Ban Franclaoo, Cel.

ROBERT EDOAR
MO Meateiiee Bids.. Seattle.
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424 Bsrtb Sleek. Denver. Celo.
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Langwell Management
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Listen,

Mr, * Mt9.
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Mmrianal

you got a yen for oomo hot
moat ond you wont to put tho
nooo boa on In big looauo
fashion, Juot back into tho now
If

HAS JUST RELEASED

LANGWELL HOTEL
RESTAURANT

HIS

'

conducted on both a la carta
ond toblo d'hoU piano whoro

you

got

real,

OWN SENSATIONAL

old-fashioned

home-cooked grub served in
thot good old-fashioned way.
Tho eats are in tho four hundred class and you don't have
to mortgage the family jewels
to lift tho chock. You will run
into all tho mob and you can
cop enough gags to savs royalties for tho noxt six months.
In addition, your poloto will
think you are giving your
stomach a birthday and you
will have to bore a couple of

SUCCESS

froth holoo in tho old bolt aftor
you Inhalo their collection of
io no sawdust
but tho prices ara
ao right aa though thoro were.
80 if you eravo a referee's decision over Kid Highcostof-
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living fall into their olab
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and
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("Everybody Calls Her Baby")
CLUB BREAKFAST
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30c
(7 A.

$1.00
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THE HIT OF THE "MIDNIGHT ROUNDERS"

M. to 11:30 A- M.)
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7C C

"Baby"
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(5:10 P. IL to

A

(T A. If. to t P.
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M.)

AM ATMOSPHERE THAT
REMINDS TOU OP HOME

"Food That

a wonderful Fox

Trot dance number. Send for
the specially arranged orches-
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play houses offer: "The Witching
Hour," Newman; "The Easy Road,"
Royal; "O'Malley of tho Mounted,"
Twelfth street.
Joe Hurtig'a "Big Wonder Show"
the Gayety this week lived up to
advanco billing as one of the
best on tho Columbia circuit, and,
duo to tho extra advertising, drew
some new business to the house. It
is too bad that in a production of
this kind so many comedy bits
should not get over as they might
If not done many times by preceding attractions. In the roof garden
revue the impersonations of Sophie
Tucker by Flo Perry and that of
Fannie Brice, done by Mile. Babetto,
proved two of the biggest personal
lit

Its

WANTED

X

He was 64 years old, and prior to
Tuesday night the Perry girl abso- his Illness, which started some five
lutely stopped the show with her years ago. was with the original
"Tucker" stuff. The chorus, led by production of the "Road to HappiBabe Burnette, was rushed on, but ness.**
The funeral was held at
the noise drove Miss Burnette off
and she never returned to finish her Mount Sterling, Iowa.
specialty, the
alone.

F.

chorus

singing

the

Sisters,

at

the

Or-

The performance Sunday night of
"The Messiah- at Lindsborg, Kan.,
was the 111th by the Lindsborg
pheum. and the Morok Sisters, at chorus. Covering a period of 40
the Gayety, are both doing the same years, the massed singing of this
kind of an aerial act. The Morales organization has reached a point of

number

The Curzon

BONGIOVANNI

Melvin

any

t

v ir v

%

that
in

of
the

probably be Bent Into faster company before long. He is a hardworking comic and has. a happy
faculty of putting his stuff over in
a manner that counts. He Is also
some eccentric stepper, doing two
singles during the performance.

opening performance Instead ot
toward the close of the season, and
the designs were novel and attractive, this In addition to a bunch of
girls who knew how to wear them*
made tho showing one of the most
attractive seen here this season.

Tom Sullivan, owner of the Rawson and Clare were the fea*
"Monte Carlo Girls," playing the tured headliners at the Globe theAmerican wheel, which show has atre this week.

probably cleared as much real
money as any one on the circuit this
season, is one manager who does
not believe in giving all his money
the

to

oostumers.

However,

his

ANNOUNCEMENT
The "Equitable Life" of N. Y,

chorus numbers make as pretty a
Offers to the Profession
flash as any seen here this season,
Policy*
John Hudgins, the colored come- despite the absence of gold cloth, a New HEALTH and ACCIDENT
1*4 Our Representative Call and Explain
dian, who is doing second comedy beads, tinsel and feathers.
Every
Yon.
to
It
vith
the
"Monte Carlo Girls." costume was as clecn and fresh
Phone STAGG 1020
American wheel, this season, will looking as though it had been 'the
Your Convenience.

Chamberlain,

professionally
Edwin
as
Melvin, died at his home at Rich
Mo..
March 20.
Hill,
He was
claimed to be one of the oldest
Shakesperian actors in tho business.

LEONA

-

perfection that surpasses
similar organization
country.

use four girls in their act.

Nixon Cafe, Pittsburgh, Pa.

>.v;v

y

hits seen in this house this season.

Duo or Trio Girl Entertainer*
Edwin
FLAYING, SINGING & DANCING. known
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NATIONAL VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS,
MEMBERS' NOTICE
DUES
>
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From APRIL

*,.

to

Inc.

OCTOBER

ARE NOW

DUE

PAYABLE

and

In order to be in good standing

it is

necessary to carry a

ARTIST

MANAGE*

WITH THIS EMBLEM

BROWN CARD

THE CENTER

IN

Dear Member:
Friday matinee, April 8th, is the date of the National
N. V. A. Day, at all theatres throughout the United States and
Canada, affiliated with the Vaudeville Manager's Protective Association, the proceeds of which are to go to Your Insurance Fund,
making it possible to insure You for $1,000.00, without any addi-

TEN REASONS WHY YOU ARE

you other than the semi-annual, dues, $5.00.
The managers throughout the country ^are expending
every effort to make this, a banner day for you. All 'that is asked,
is your cooperation. Wire or Writ* immediately to the manager
of the theatre you are booked to appear in, on April 8th, and find
out in what way you can be of service. Each manager is going
to add an extra attraction to his -program on that occasion. Any
idea you have in mind that would further the interest of the performance on that day, will be gratefully received by the manager.

Insurance at your
Cash.
Paid
—$1,000immediately.
your
would take 100 years
$10 a year
$1,000.
dues
pay
you
that long?
(
2nd—Your Contract

ANN.V.A.

tional cost to

Henry

1st

death.

heirs

-

to

to

at

It

Will

in

live

Protected.
3rd—Your Material is Protected.
4th— Help when you are sick.
5th
A Clearing House For All Your Troubles.
is

'

—
7th—
Your New York
Your New York Home.
8th—
— with food and
Your Playground. Where you
9th—
rooms
Bis People
the
10th—Because
Members and
and Laymen,
6th—THE CLUB HOUSE.

Office.

It's

Chesterfield

It's

Secretary

relax

It's

—

at cost.

P. S. Don't forget that any member securing forty accepted applications for active membership before December 15th,
1921, will be awarded a life membership in the National Vaudeville Artists, Inc. The value of this life card is $200.00.

ProfesN. V. A* Associa-

in Vaudeville.

really

all

are
sionals
tions are Valuable to You.

=
and also has revived the talk of a April to attend P'etro A. Von's master class, which opens April 4. Three
new music hall for Kansas City.

The large audiences that have
two within two years. The engagements
have been divided between the Or- been the rule at all musical offerings
weeks ahead of Otis Skinner.
Rae Samuels, "The Blue Streak pheum and Electric Park. During here this season are responsible for
'•f Vaudeville,** the featured head- her stay here thi~ week she has
liner at the Orpheum this week. Is been the guest at several dinners the announcement of a number of
playing her eighth week in this city and social events.
others during the next few weeks,
Stewart de

Kraflft

la

here,

public recitals will be given April 4.
Organists from a number of cities 15, and 25. The first two will prehave announced their intention of sent no Ton compositions, while the
coming here during the month of third will be made up entirely of

Yon music

A

nother Smashinihit

thousand contestants will take
part in the all-Kansas music contest
at Emporia, April 14-15. The contest idea is an Inheritance from the
old "Eisteddfods" of the We!ah, who
first
settled Emporia.
At these
"Eisteddfods" Emporia singers and
choruses won so many prizes that
finally Emporia was barred from the
contests.

Al Jolson and his "Slnbad show
opened at the Shubert Monday
night with a sell-out and prospects
good for a duplication of his last
fall's business when capacity was
the rule at every performance. Jolson' gives the bunch more "Jolson"
'

kl

D0 YOU EVER

THINK^ME
successor to

w

for their $3.30. Last fall he sang
songs, now he gives them
seven. Charles Brown has replaced
Lawrence DOrsay and Ma Belle is
out of the show on account of Illness.

four

Joseph B. Glick, resident manager of the Shubert theatre, was
called to Cleveland last night on
account of the serioua illness of his
brother, one of the firm of the Ollck
Clothing Co.

n

LOUISVILLE.
By

JOHN

M. FRANCIS.

MACAULRY'S.— Helen Haves
"Bab,"

half; Fritz
Shakespearean offerings,
"Llghtnin* " next.

SendforOrchestration and
Professional copy

Now!

first

in

Lcibcr

in
half;

lant

P I C T U R K S.— "Brewster's Mil"Small Town Idol,"
"To Pleasj One Woman,"

lions," Majestic;

Alamo;

Strand;

"Lying Lips," Walnut.

Fifteen minutes after he had. been
granted a divorce from hi* former

wife, Kdgnr C. Marsh, a newspaper
man, obtained a license to marry
Mi*H Leota Whltten Bierarch her*?
Saturday. However, the Jud -e had
not yet signed the deer
Miss
Bierach is a prorMnent local harpist
and was formerly on the Keith cir.

cuit for three seasons.

Following

Sherman Jllay & Co.

complaint

from

the

Churchwomens' Federation tiiHt lh*
picture waa ii. moral, the Strand

EDWARD GROPPER,
THEATRICAL

SAN FRANCISCO

Inc.
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Friday, April

1,

1921

STUDIOS
THE HIXON-CONNELLY
KANSAS CITY
of

Announce the opening of their third Studio in CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Telephone Number, Wabash 532
508 Fine Arts Bldg., 410 South Michigan Blvd.
James Hargis Connelly will devote the first part of each week—Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday—to the Kansas City Studio, and

Mr.
Friday and Saturday to the Chicago Studio.
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All sittings will be

—

ORPHEUM
LOEWS

substituted
another picture
Courtney Sisters
for
•The Scoffer" at the suggestion of and seven acts of vaudeville.
the Board of Safety last Week, the
STATE—Vaudeville and
change being made in the midYl" if pictures.
the afternoon. The chairman of the
PANTAGES—Vaudeville and picboard said he did not "order" the tures.
theatre to discontinue the picture,
STRAND- Pictures.
but would, have done something to
MAJESTIC— Pictures.
top It had the management not
PRINCESS- Pictures.
volunteered to change the program.
PALACE— Pictures.

made by appointment

well told

and

his stage personality

appealing even If a trifle bizarre.
Turpln la a local product and for
years played the "shooting galleries"
about here before he drifted into
pictures and stardom. In his personal appearance Ben indulges in
his famous "fall" for the delectation
of the auditors.

LOEWS

Annette Fernandez of the chorus
of the "Kewpie Dolls" at the Gayety
last week and Joseph A. Lee of New
York, electrician with the company,
were married here. Members of the
troupe were present at the cere-

mony.

The takings

engagement, were
opening night, but have
Don Philliplnni, the Strand's orgrown nightly and the week's run
looks like capacity houses for the chestral director since its opening,
"Lightin* "

the

light for the

of

rest

their

An

stay.

show with a very good

Louisville golfers

won

"The Kid" hag established a record at the Liberty that will probably obtain for months to come.

at the Lyric, during

excellent
cast.

their bat-

"Twin Beds" opens a three-days'
from local dramatic fans In the
squabble as to whether or not the stay at the Lyric April 4.
Cherokee golf links could be used
to stage a pageant of the history of
Chas. McElrayey, general manthe city here this summer. When ager of the Memphis Enterprises,
golfers first kicked and said "Nov" spent a part of the week in NashPercy Mac Kay e, prospective com- ville, where he was instrumental in
poser of the drama, jaid he would killing the proposed bill to tax
not write the pageant If the chosen amusements in Tennessee 10 per
site could not be used. The com- cent.
mittee in charge then suggested
tle

*

.

the Palace Tuesday evening. It waa
the type of bill the managers are

demanding, composed of meritorious
acta minus any dead weight or surplusage. Regular vaudeville of the
sort that made vaudeville the institution into which it has grown.

Jesa and Dell made an imposing
opener of the kind that can be used
handily in that position in the biggest houses. The animal finish send

them away to an avalanche of applause. They should, however, keep
wfthln the picture. and not remove
the heads worn when acknowledg-

ing final plaudits.
shortly.
Wandem and the La Costas were
scheduled to nicely spotted second. The turn ha«
succeed the Don, who Is perhaps diversity and the essentials that
America's moat eccentric bandmas- make for light entertainment. The
will leave that

institution

Armand Veasey

is

Don

ter since Creator©.

A

Philliplnni

a director of the first water and
one of Broadway's leading picture
theatres la right now angling for

is

'his services.

Oscar Seagle appears here

in

S

Pantagea

MEMPHIS.
8. L.

Kopald.
24 to

SO.

NEW

ORLEANS.

By

SAMUEL.

•

is

O. M.

75

WEEKS
WITH

con-

Roscoe

OLTSWORTH

installing a

Now

PALACE. — A good weather break

CITY

Hear Htm Play His
Own Great Number,

"Whistling Blues"

OUNDS

TULANE.—"Twin Beds."
CHARLES.— Sherman Stock
Co. in "Along Came Ruth."
LYRIC—William Too -Sweet and
Co. (colored).
STRAND.—"A Small -Town Idol"

PUce*

* Broadway

NEW YOUR

ARMONY

and the beat ahow in months had
them standing back four deep at

Ails

at "The

18th St.

arranged.

causes.

LYRIC— "Lightnin' " March

1}

cert during the week.

typhoon
fan cooling system with a view to
that several Louisville writers were
remaining open all summer.
Business
in
all
vaudeville
and
capable of handling the stunt, but
the whole thing seems to hav i fallen picture housed was off week ending
March 27. Warm weather and flveWhile the Orpheum Is closed the
through.
cent cotton were the principal seats in the balcony will be re-

By

Thursday,

personally in either studio.

(PAGI * HANDY)

ST.

OFFICES

and Ben Turpin

THE
LOEWBLDG.
TIMES SQUARE
45th St. & Broadway

"Way Down East" opens at the
Tulane Sunday, remaining as long

IN

Only Executive

as business
picture

L

Stop, Look

Griffith

W

Listen

You

Ben Turpln

is

are taking chances when you
money on the road unprotected money
but your travel
funds are safe at all times when in
the form of—

appearing in person

carry

at the Strand this week, following
super-comedy,
*A
Sennett
the

Small -Town

in

Idol,"

Turpin

featured.

Desirable Tenants
Renting Office in
Building

MAY

The

justifies.

the final attraction of the

is

season at the theatre.

Offices for

POSSESSION

in person.

which he is
the
employs

jockey costume worn in the film
and indulges In anecdotes of the
screen and stage. His stories are

1st

Representatives "WiU
Call Upon Request.
3C

M
Est.

—

American Express
Travelers Cheques

1NERS

Three hundred thousand travelers
carried them last year. Millions in
the past thirty years. This is why
you have no trouble in spending

AKE-UP

Henry C. Miner,

—

them everywhere.

Inc.

ore:

For the showman on the road American Express Travelers Cheques are
safe
and spendable. Contingent
funds converted into Travelers
Cheques may be carried on hand.

JUST OFF BROADWAY, AT TIMES SQ.

TheLangwellHotel

Equip

AMERICAN PLAN

(WITHOUT MEALS)
$1.50 Day and Up (1)
$2.00 Day and Up (2)

(WITH MEALS)

$4.00
$7.00

Day and Up
Day and Up

(1)
(2)

*

Day and Up
Day and Up

$6.00
$10.00

(1)
(2)

Day and Up
Day and Up

(1)

LUNCHEON

(7 A.

M. to 11 :M A. M.)

A LA CARTE SERVICE,

"
IN

(11

M A. M.

to 3:30 P.

Purchasable at Banks and Express Offices

$1.25
M.)^3oT\

7 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.,

-

.

M. to 8:30 P.M.)

-

-

-•-

- .

-

-•

•

.......

......

•-

•

••

AT MODERATE PRICES

FOOD THAT SATISFIES

99

AN ATMOSPHERE THAT REMINDS YOU OF HOME

DID YOU SEE THE FASTEST CLOSING

JsL Fred
This

a nominal fee

for

DINNER

75c

30c to $1,00

with

to carry their salaries.

(2)

Restaurant Conducted on Both a la Carte and Table D'Hote Plans.
Real, Old-Fashioned, Home-Cooked Food Served
In That Good Old -Fashioned Way.

CLUB BREAKFAST

Man

Express

Actors and Concessionaires require
Travelers Cheques as a protection
of their savings and as a safe way

ROOM AND PRIVATE BATH
$3.50
$4.00

Advance

Travelers
Cheques for his traveling expenses
and the payment of railroad moves,
lot or hall hire, licenses and other
details.
His emergency funds in
Travelers Cheques can be spent as
cash but will not be subject to
hold-up or loss.

NEW YORK
EUROPEAN PLAN

your

American

123-129 West 44th Street

and

Al

IN VAUDEVILLE?
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'•FEATURING THEIR OWN ORIGINAL DERRICK LIFT"
KEITH'S HAMILTON—Closing the Show at 11.25—Going Big— Next Week
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Hake-ap oMoet

off

at easily ft
> heed. In

Jr Nights
when you

in,
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ALBOLENE
into the grease and
does the skin good instead of
harming it, preventing make-up
poisoning. Hat practically superreded the sticky or watery oldf
* --*
~ied cream*.

Cuts right
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-
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UNIFORMS
Any rorelgo NaUon— U111Ur> o» Karat.
tUSSELl UNIFORM CO.
Iiraau Uniform and Equiptttt Breedwey, Heaf

Vwe.

Phono: Bryant 1466

Guerrini&Co.
teattoa aad

Tfee

Largest

Accordion
Factory
la tfee Ualtee Stew*
Factory
onl*
Tbo
that make* any eat
at Beads: as*d« ay
hand.
*77.r7t Ceteettae
tea f raecieee. Cat
Are.

SIDNEY

R. ELLIS

Router for Attractions

V

Tour Show Deaervea Oood Booking,
I'll

Secure Resulta.

14*1 Broadway. New York
Phone Bryant 882?

1114,

WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,

I

$10.00

Big Barrel na. Hare been uae<L Alto
Vfaw Second Band Innovation aad fibre
ardrobe Trunka. fit and 811.
A few
tatia larva Property Trunka
Aleo aid
laylor aad Bal Trunk*
Floor.
MWeet Slat Street. New Parlor
York City.

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119

WEST

42d

NtW YORK

STREET
CITY

A

£. Galizi
Oreateat

Bro.

Prefee-

aeaai

Aeeeadlaa

ttaajfaetureea aad
Repairera.
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Shirt Case.
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"INSIDE STUFF"
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T01 Delta Bldg.. L. A.

The world* •

Beautify Your Face
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far*,
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to your

week-end outing

SATEEN DROP $100 -BIG BARGAIN
Navy

T. CO.
BIS WARBJNOTOB ATB.
LOtIS
ST.

blue,

hand painted, SO ft wide, 22 ft

high,

•ilk velvet trim.

HERKERT & MEISEL
•

—take

Catalog or Sea Our Ag«nt>

NATHAN, 631 Sovtnth A vs.
CHICAGO
BARNES T. CO., 78 VV. Randolph

THEATRICAL OUTPITTERS
New York City
Broadway

& SON

HICKS

friends

$.

1580

IBS Baal

Baata aao

LlWty Ba s da

aold.

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a little fruit delivered to your home or your

NEW YORK

AT BIG DISCOUNTS
St..

BOM.

H.

PRICES REDUCED

Write for

ALL SIZB8
BOB THB PROFESSION.

•OPEN E1EMNGI

a

Companies

TRUNKS

"•

TAfJSIG

largest

ALL MAKK8

BlAJ/ro
Weet>4Sd

ran

Pif-ata.

Maw ay boeght mmd

aaogat aad

The Lug-gage Shop With a Conscience.
SIXTH AVE., Bet. Stth aad 40th 8<e.
"Opca Evening. Till 1'*

Individual
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all

6SS

manufacturer* of theatrical footwear

w
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Foreign

early

fell:

Strand Luggage Shop
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California

Ven^c/a,

ARE YOU GOING
TO EUROPE?
god
OB

teal*

For the Theatrical Profotaion

HARVEY G. WOLF
Lee Anfeleeand

«t

I

Suite 6-1, Langwell Hotel, 123

W.

44th,

JV.

Y. C.
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FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
RLY AYN
AND

-

-

WATCH FOR US
Direction

IN

LEWIS

YOUR CITY

& GORDON

ROUTE
•m. l«—u.te. mm
JH. 17—fi.y.l. SrMkly. ... Mt. Vara..
BBS. l#^"nMIVtMT Ss
Masts. Hew York
J-*.
Jaa.
iaa.

»

14—Wnkee-Barre aed
94—«ta#Wt.a. S. I.
91—Newark
7—«>al*ee. Mm Yark
14—Ksttk's OraHeea..
'•

Berantea

Weaker
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

May 3a—Philaieitkia

15— Empire, Lawrenee

14—Keilh'a. Boetea
21—B. F. Keftk's. Syracuse
tt— Keitk'e CeleaiaL Maar Verk

4— Keitb's

April

iaffaraaa.

J

.">na
.i-na
J4ly

New Vers

July
July

94—Sara's, Tereate
I—On*eew. Maatraal

t— Kaltk'a,

Alhaatkra.

•

Ajf.
Aaa.

Naw Yark

A as.

14— Kartk'a, BustawWu Braakrya
May 2J—Keitl.'e NasiSfla. Haw Yark

Tray saw Praetor's. Albany

use

ivae

April II— E. F. A lea.. PravMaaca
AtrM It— Skea's. Batata

Brooklyn. Naw Y.rfc. April
and Bless Fall.
May
SfrereMe. Naw Yark
May
0. H.. Naw Yark.
May

>>\ af
ut $—ParBaa4

V.'wX af

Aaa.

4— Hiaeedr.n.e.

M—Palace.

ran* tho

bell In all parts of the

house.

L'est

Nawarfe

25— MaJartk Ck teats
9—Orekeuw. Wlaalyaa
15— Edieeatoa an* Calgary
12—Vaseesver
24—Baattta

Kak.

Nav.
Hmi.

favoritism.

—

SIX ACT8
EACH WEEK

ARTISTS!
CLEv E

LUNA PARK
OPENS APRIL

28

„

8IX ACT8
EACH WEEK

r

24—Oeaver

7—Oaiaka

14—Kaasaa CKy
21

him with

ATTENTION, VAUDEVILLE

2—

Loe. 19—Mks e oaaells
Dae. 24— Oalatk
!xn. 1, 1422—Milwaukee
Jaa. i. 1422—Palaea. Ckttaae
Jan. 14. 1122—Bt Louis
Jaa. 23, 1922— Msnpkls
Jaa. 34. 1922— New Orleans

CsL 31—Liaeela

Mile. Twinette displayed the best
toe dancing seen In any local vaudeville theatre this season.
She has
all the requisites of a premier bal-

William O. Catom
Lao won P. Milla*
SMAMkSS V. SLATTf »T
HASMTf HAMSMe
•WAN* COMtarofta"

—

12—Baa
IB—Baa

Fraaeisee
Franatsca
rot. 24—Baktaatf
• I. 3 Sa w a wenk* as* Fracas
C«t 14— Laa Aaeele.
Cr.\ 17—BaM Lake City
•feet.

Price and Bernie were not In esits clientele in point of
teem, possibly because the child imJerome and Newell were especial- personation of Miss Price was
They have cloaked deemed flippant. All of their matter
ly well liked.
endeavor artistically, is rather pale and colorless.
bar
their
model
for gymnasts to
serving as a
Mrs. Gone Hughes had an oldlerina.
Her male dancing partner emulate in point of what the public time sketch played as per the hisdoes not further her efforts. Twi- is now desiring.
trionism of other days, but managed
interlude
was
nette's
dancing
to do fairly well with the playlet.
warmly welcomed and proved an
ORPHEUM. Ten persons were Victor Moore and. Emma Littleimportant cynosure.
Blue Bert Kenney panicked them. sleeping in the first four rows at field achieved considerable laughter
The blackface fellow knows the Pal- the Orpheum Monday evening. The with "Back to the Woods," although
ace gang and they know him. The answer was plain. The performance it could be played faster for the
The present
house is pie for Kenney. and no ran 30 minutes too long, the actors present generation.
comedian in any branch surpasses stalling around and gumming the finish is not so good as the old one.
Harry
repair.
and
beyond
proceedings
Anna Seymour were
Lord and Fuller estopped the rungowere
They
ning at the outset.
with
JAMES MADISON says: ing great guns in full stageFuller
Margie
Ask Nora Bares, or Frank Tinnay. or Howard and unicycle work, and
had them staring up in admiration
liow&rd. or Charttw DUIlagnam. or Win. B. Campbell, or Elisors and Williams, or George Yeoman.
at her magnificent form, when, for
or Hunt lug and Francis, or Diamond and Brenno reason at all. they hopped into
nan. or In fact, nearly anybody I write for and one to blow some musical instruIn spite of
they'll tall you I write good material.
ments indifferently and finally left
wlfirrrs
three rent raises. I'm still at
sadder but no wiser.
Clyde A. MoaaiaoM
NEW YORK CITY
1493 BROADWAY
BSBBSBSSS
ftoecar r. T*»n«nr

trio

V.'sck af

Nav. 29 Das Mains*
Dee. 5— Daveaeart and Cedar Pa;
Deo. 1
Bt. Paal

•

Cteveiaa*

13— Davis, Plttseoreh
24— B. F. Harm's, Wasklaeten
27—fiarfea Plar. Atlaatta City
4— Naw Brtsfctes. BHykUa Seaeh

ETC.. ETC..

material of their own.

—

PANTAGES Yes and no, about
Kokin and Galetti worked dolewith the striving bearing fruit the current bill at Pantages. One

ally

eventually. The set needs a con- moment it is speeding while at anclusive punch just now. The final other it barely limps along.
curtain comes abruptly.
Selma Braatz was the class of the
Henry Santrey and Band were an
easy success.
Santrey might reia»-»
F0RJ5CI.O91TRK BARGAIN
f 7.B0S
press himself slightly, which would
Am trying; to dispose) of tho base'
tend to augment the appeal of his home in Massapequs, T.. I., of the r.
resonant baritone.
He was very Ren Bhlelda. for his widow before auction.
Real value, $12,000.
willing with bows and encores.
PAYNM.
Hubert Dyer was the closer, with Address WILLIAM HARNETT
122 Liberty Street. New York City

—

—

1

Dtrrctora

/¥
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gewAaa a Mamomiv*
TNtosoaa

TWSasvasa
LienAaiA*

JfrtBB (Stub
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IBS

of gsftagti
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oeoaae w voo***aea
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Chicago, March 20,1921

H. BRANDT MANAGER
614 PERMANENT BLDG.

FRED

Tel.

l

o. SairTn

C4WTSA4.1*"*
f 4SSO

D

ADDRE88 ALL MAIL OR TELEGRAMS
BOOKING

Cleveland, Ohio

1922.

in doubt for a time, tut gradually the first part of his number not
awakened enthusiasm. The couple novel or quick enough to hold them
might be able to do something with seated.

riasT vtcs PsnreiDcm

SscasTAav

UNTIL JUNE.

Sl oe* City

<

Dear Miss Clark*-

Main 2139

Madam Sohuosarui-Hoink iato sing under the
auspices of this club Wednesday evening .April 6th,

at the Medlnah Temple.

We expect an audiance of at least fire thousand

—ALWAYS OPEN—

on this occasion and are anxious that you alsaslng on

•

this occasion. A groat many of our members have heard

RESTAURANT
Formerly

you sing in the "Satires of 1920" and are anxious
that you appear on the concert stage on this occasion.

WALLICK'S

B'way, Bet. 43d

&

1

44th

St:.

We will consider it a gro*t faror. Please advise at
once. obliging,

DELICIOUS

WELSH RAREBITS
COLD DELICACIES

ours sincerely,

w*
Miss Eva Clark.

Sherman House Chicago
,

SPECIAL BLEND OF

COFFEE

Wi

April

y,

1,

1M1

VARIETY
=^.

ss=c

.»

i

ro
r/iw> YOU

FOUND
!N

BIGGEST HIT

DEVILS GARDEN

RO*:

THE

USHER;

BALLAD

New York

224 West 46th Street

Inc.

present complement. She has added ner of working that cannot help hut
ieveiAl bW- f«at«, which with her retard his efforts.
Mr. and Mrs. Melburne ottered
regular routine had them sitting
She their sleeping porch playlet to heat
rubbing their eyes.
up and
"
out like a lighthouse and cor- returns. It has been here tour times
the honors with something now and deserves something tor
getting across after repeating so
spare.

z.

LOEW'S— "Just a show"

porti on

about

the composite appeal of
the first half of the program at
Loew's, A collection of acts preferring to follow rather than lead,
minus one trace of originality.
Jack and Jessie Gibson unlc/cled
for a starter. Both dress poorly and
both seem competent to do a better
act than that being projected. At
one period the crowd evidenced interest in the pair, but the whole
has not enough diversity to strike
Toward the end they
universally.
were watching the next card to be

Wraps

ROSE DOUGAN

t

weather from midsummer atmos«

phere to cold and snow had a boosting effect at all the theatres. Pre-

PITTSBURGH.

h ere.

summed up

G owns

recently, began neatly and interests of the Associated Women's
then started missing, possibly the Clubs here, who are staging a
stalling may have impeded the gen * $190,0109 cam»afgn ..fojr a "new ^fueral reception, although the act has ture" home for destitute girls.
much that could be deleted. The
"Mecca** is drawing heavy resaxophone solo of the boy could
and should go out, while the toe turns at the Shubert Alvin. Eddie
dance of the girl in which she hops Cantor in "The Midnight Rounders'*
about on the ball of her feet instead next.
of her toes does not help any. The
act can stand lots of speeding.
The most sudden turn in the

Chody Dot and Midge banged over around

success of proportions because of
the restful method employed. The
accompanist should watch the song
interpreters instead of gazing out at
the auditors while they are singing.
company
and
Noon
Paisley
achieved very little at the end. The
"Billy Broad, who has annoyed much.
Novelle Brothers got more tor the revue proceeds in leaden manner,
Beard the past several years
ugh using a similar stage name, encore bit in one than for their with a dull tempo maintained alseemed to annoy the patrons. regular presentment. They Worked most throughout. It misses being a
- dress to patter he Is bock five In full stage which may have ac- small time headliner by a wide
margin, receiving only silence for its
He has a cumbersome man- counted.
.

City

Easter day* were warm, with the
COLEMAN HARRI80N.
result sales were slim, but with the
Unusually extensive advertising start of the week and the return of
winter
a general Increase was noted.
in advance of "The Famous Mrs.
Pair brought results at the Nixon,
where Henry Miller and Blanche
Bates are starring in the piece.
WRITS FOR
William Collier in "The Hottentot"
next

By

COLOR CHART

i

AND BOOKLET

Victor Herbert conducted the orchestra two
nights during the
week's run of "The Girl in the Spot-

HOW TO MAKE-UP
I

light."

i

inserted.

"The Famous Mrs. Fair" will play
engagement In London after It
"The Love Nest" let an
completes Its Boston run, which
them down some prior to the exit, starts April 4, according to anthe number having been used too nouncement here.
often here. They look like a couple
of beginners who are trying.
Members of the defunct Duquesne
Rives and Arnold were promising stock
posed for a picture that is
at first when the setting flashed
being exploited extensively in the
into view.
It was a buyer's room
in a wholesale firm, but the talk
Patrice and Sullivan skipped along

right merrily.

Amelia Caire,
102

W.

57th

Inc.

St.

that followed proved only the quintessence of hoke and far removed
from the locale. The crowd soon
stamped the pair as ready listeners,
following everybody and let them
perish without sympathy.
.Criterion Four seemed an immature quartet, lacking in poise and
rather ill at ease and self-conscious,

NEW YORK
Costumes

while shattering the atmosphere
with off key harmony they did less
than any quartet sent South in
months. They might have at least
tried to get some new songs.
"Patches," the steenth revuette

Millinery
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Through Variety now
through subscription

Subscribers, often reaching

j

No. 24

funniest scene in yeare Is in the Eddie Cantor
A clothing store in which Eddie Canter and Joe
Opp try to sell Lew Hearn • suit. The audience reare
and roars for 30 minutes. Eddie and Joe have all sorts
of trouble to sell Lew a suit. But it's entirely different
at Eddie Macks. Mack nmvr has any trouble with EDDIE CANTOR,
HEARN or JOE OPP, the three of
them have always bought EDDIE MACK clothes willingly .They Juet say, "Mack, select a few suits for me,"
and they're always satisfied. Mack's clothes satisfy

LEW

all.

1582-1584 Broadway

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre

Opp. Columbia Theatre

JACK.

is

is

LOT

SAID

getting out earlier than

This was a genuine variety program, with new faces and pep and
contrasts. C08CIA and VERDI, two instrumentalists In Italian charformerly, Variety
acter, ran away from this excellent competition and tied up the show
regularly its with a walloping hit. C08CIA and VERDI whopped It up to a riot. Encores were demanded and generously given. These amusing veterans
the newsstands. could have "milked" further* bet stopped the audience when the audience
stopped the show.

by

reaching earlier and more

them before appearing upon

those desirdUs of Variety each

moment, a subscription
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B. F. Keith's Vaudeville
(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building; New York)
A. PAUL KEITH
EDWARD F. ALBEE

KEITH

B. F.

*'».<>

**

Mary Nash

Woman"

"Thy Name Is
"Jim Jam

in

the

at

Marcus Loew's

"Way Down East" la in Its fourteenth week at the Shubcrt.
.

Bongiovanni's summer cabaret at
Wild wood, near here, was the aubr
ject of several attacks by prohibition agents when the cabaret ap«
piled for its license last week to

1,1

V

.ft

the non- Intoxicating stuff. The
men alleged booze was openly
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can book direct by addressing S. K.

Pitt.

Jems" next

dry
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VAUDEVILLE

General Executive Offices

AGENCY
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Putnam Building, Times Square
A

finer,

more extensive

PHONE BRYANT SMS

Booking First Class Acts
FIRST CLASS THEATRES

ai*y where.

As manufacturers, selling furs
only, we can offer you tremen-

H.

J.

dous savings on every piece you
buy.

LUBIN

MAY BOOK

ARTISTS

DIRECT

The Gus Sud Booking Exchange Co.
Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily

RATKOWSKY,

A.

Between 11 and

Inc.

Booking Vaudeville from Coast to Coast
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NEW YORK

CHICAGO OFFICES

CITY

Masonic Temple Building

_-

H. H.

J.

sold there. The court has not yet
handed down its decision.

ROCHESTER,
By

"The Man
Knows," all week.
FAY'S
"The Love
Tangle."
Evans and Sydney, Henry Horton
snd Co.. Yankee Trio, Verona, Far**•
rel and Hatch.
PICTURES—Roscoe Arbuckle in
"Brewster's Millions," Loew's Star;
"To Please One Woman," Picca-

—

fa/Irs

New York

gives

— Variety San Francisco
Nugent brought home the laugh- ALCAZAR
and applause bacon."
—Billboard (San Francisco).'
)

"J. C.
ter

"J. C. Nugent finishes by talking on
any three subjects suggested by the audience, and he talks delightfully. There Is
no taint of 'hokum.' He is original, witty.
refreshing, delightful.
This Impromptu
talking la a new stunt for Nugent, and a

»

a*

H. 8INGER,
General Manager,

CHARLES

BRAY,
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General Western Representativ*

LAZ LANSBURGH,
BENJ B
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Law Dept!
JOHN POLLOCK,
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GEORGE GOTTLIEB,
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Managers' Booking Dept

PAUL GOUDRON

E. H.
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Publicity

"The

of

best

monologlsts,
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bar

—8t. Louis Olobe-Dem.

'

CONWAY,
and Promotion

.Press Dept.
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Manager Auditing Department
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MARKET,

GENERAL OFFICES,
PALACE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY
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BOOKED SOLID
RIAL/TO
(Junior
Coline, a vaudeville acOrpheum)—
was taken 111 with tonsilitis "The Pest House" heads the bill.
GRAND (Junior Orpheum)—
at Gsneva and unable to appear at
H< r accompanist, Golden Troupe heads the bill.
the
Temple,
Helen

dllly;

-The

Stealers."

••Black Beauty," all week.

Rtalto;

SHU BERT

KIKGS-LOEWS — Cantor*
program.
EMPRESS-PANTAGES —

7>w Lockctt, a member of the lotte Greenwood in "Lfnger Longer
George M. company which presented Letty."
ORPHEfTM— Headed by Helen
"Mary" at Auburn recently, was ill
and unable to leave that city with Keller.
STANDARD (Burlesque)— "The
It 4s said he sufthe company.
fered a nervous breakdown and Tempters."
OAYETV (Burlesque)— "London
lapsed Into a violent state- He was
Belles."
taken to Maine by his mother.

strels top the

TdYL°R TRVNKS
44*h

ru

N.

Y

28

.

"The

John

J.

Nash. Business Manager

Bandit," dramatic ^ketch.

The
tral,

Missouri,

West

New Grand

Thomas

sVttANDOLPH«T H CHICAGO

J.

Carmody, Booking Manager

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Cen-

End

SEATTLE, WASH.

Sunday.

"The Star Rover," Colonial; "ManWoman -Marriage," Coliseum; "The
"The
Strand;
Love."
Greatest
Miracle Man," Class A.

At the picture houses (wrek March
Manager George T. Wood -of the
Reeves Espy, publicity director 21 ) "Home Spun Folks." Blue Mo-He
Metropolitan theatre has made arof the Famous Flayers Missouri "The Magnificent Brute," Clemmer; rangements to hold D. W. Griffith's
Corporation here, pulled a good "The Price of Marriage." Winter 'Way Down East" for a second
press stunt this week, by having Garden; "Paying the Piper," Lib- week, starting with a matinee Suntraffic stopped for a half hour while erty;
"Prisoners of Love," Oak; day.
members of the Fire Department
J.

drilled

W.

Min-

9

Managers Association

Lyric, and Fox
Liberty theatres, four of the lead- Ma theatre last ^eek proved V> be
ing picture houses, have adopted a good drawing card.
the policy of changing their proJEFFERSON—Char- gram on a Saturday instead of

LOUIS, MO.

110

The Western Vaudeville

tress,

The Paullst Choir played a re- however, entertained with the piano
turn engagement on Wednesday to and Interpretations. Miss Coline Is
expected to remain In Geneva until
a great crowd in Convention Hall.
she
recovers,
her engagements
being cancelled.
ahead
The Family has a pair of new
loads this week, George Clifford and
Marion Mason, who have completed
ST.
They
a vaudeville engagement.
were formerly seen here with Fred
By GEORGE W. GAMBRILL.
Webster's company.
AMERICAN— "The Storm."

*

'

•'A versatile

none."

SJ

MORT

President

O. R.

water.**

Direct

PHONE NEAREST OFFICE

MARTIN BECK,

AUSTRALIAN
BEN and
— Los Angeles Times.
CIRCUIT
JOHN
monologtst of the
—Salt Lake News.
MELODRAMA
AND
PANTOMIME
VAUDEVILLE,
and superior monologtst."
—Denver Post.
American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
first

PA.
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Can Book

Artists
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THEA. BLDO

206 Apollo Bldg.

PITTSBURGH,

WRITE, WIRE,

|

stunt for the stage."

**A

HOWARD ROYER

W. TODD

City

ASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Bldg.,

Acts Routed from 10 to 40 Weeks

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
THEATRE BUILDING

ORPHEUM COMMENTS
(

J.

1493 Broadway
(PUTNAM BUILDING)

#*

about anything »»

"J. C. Nugent, next to closing,
prestige to the whole bill."

NEER, Now Regent Theatre

Charge

Theatrical Enterprises

NUGENT

C.

J.
"He

in

Feiber &? Shea

N. Y.

LYCEUM—Alexander,

Who

MATTHEWS

Woods Theatre Bldg.
CHICAGO, ILL.

720 Briabane Bldg.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

8KEFFINGTON.

L. B.

C.

CONEY HOLMES
PAUL GOUDRON

WAYNE CHRI8TY
212 Putnam Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY

34 West 34th Street

\i

in

General Manager

Special Discount to the Profession

new

New York

1441 Broadway,

New York

collec-

tion of fur coats and fur pieces
than we are displaying could not
possibly be shown at any one

shop

PROCTOR

Founders

.

Artists

F. F.

:

in

front

of

the

Missouri

theatre.

The personal appearance of Bud,
one of the team of movie comedy
stars, Ward and Bud, ak ib^fpolum-

SPECIAL 80NG3, TALK, ETC. —WRITTpN RKJHT

CASPER NATHAN

81

WEST RANDOLPH
»f ^
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ifee
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Its attractlaas.
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115.00

Up Weakly.

Phe.,e
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Watt 4Jd St
Sryant $l$;.«2S2

3333
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310

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
48th ST.. N. Y.

WEST

ROCHESTER,

lie lv

edition of the "Revels
of 1921" will be presented at the
Butler Hotel this week.

PHONES: C1BCXK

UP

$1.00

Are,

will

Pacius

is

reopen this week.
manager.

B.

B.

Ringling Bros.-Barnum eV Bailey
Circus is to bo here in August for
the first time in four years, ,

Band Catalog

PARK HOTEL w
very room

and Florence Eldridge are the
Both were with the ManhatPlayers, the Howard Rumsey
company at the Lyceum, Rochester,

-

HOTELS RECOMMENDED
BT OR I'll BUM CIRCUIT ACTS

COLONIAL HOTEL
Seventh Ave. Beat
Calgary, Alta,
$2.00 0eeMe-6I.U Siesta— Met aaa aeM
Every Reset.

CHICAGO, ILL.

HOTEL WASHINGTON
SS.6S a Day aad Dp
With or Without Bt.th
Washington St.. Bet. La Salle aad WsBe

Catering to

Orpheum Acta

HOTEL ASTOR

,

176 N. Clark

St.. Near Randolph Si.
CHICAGO. ILL.
Rates $1.60 Pur Day and Up
One Block frnm Palace Thea tre

KEITH'S.— The Syracuse

NEW TREMONT HOfElT

SAVOY HOTEL

lane

tan

is

T

,

HOTEL RICE

leads.

season and Miss Eldridge

%i^E*

HOTEL CLARENDON

heavy opposition. Company sizes up
as one of the best that has played
here in recent years. Jack MacFar-

last

$11.04

with either private bath oi
running hot end cold water— $2.00 per
day and up." or with private bath, $3 Of
per day end up. Cafe and Grill opea day
all night Popular price "C lub Meals."

aad

F.

«htgl«:

Club, a local business'
hol«2s a theatre tl-tt So. Dearborn St,
'
CHICAGO
party at Keith's on Thursday, makEverything NSW aad Modern
ing the fifth or sixth Syracuse body
A.
8JNGER,
Manager
to get the Keith habit en masse.
This week's Keith bill again has
only seven acts, but with the Santos
and Hayes revue it's a knockout. Na. Clark aad Ontario Streets. Chicago.
FIVB MINUTBS PBOM LOOP
Tryouts of ambitious amateurs under the "Inspirational Artist Plan"
* ATES 61.06 AND OP
are continuing. Three acts alone
ONS HUNDRED OUTSIDE ROOMS """
appeared before the Board of Judges
Ererj thing Sew.
Modern and Homelike.
on Tuesday morning. The trials are
KLINQBEIL BROS.. Praprletere
held on the average of three times
753 No. Dearborn Ht.
I Mlnutea' Walk f
a week. Contrary to the general imCHICAQO. ILL.
pression, not all of the amateurs
appear on the regular bill. The majority are simply passed upon by
6200 aad Up without Hath
the judges at private trials. The
63.00 and Up with Bath
Three Karp Children, the first to
J. O. NICHOLS, Mgr. and Prop.
DENVBB, CO LO.
receive the official O. K. of the 17th and Broadway
judges, are slated for a Canadian

SYRACUSE,

Hip, is well and fondly remembered
by pioneer Seattleites, as it was here
Wally Reid, hero of many a screen that she began her professional
plot, fell to the lowly state of a one- career, first appearing as a toddler
quart booze villain in a real world, with" her parents under the name of
Snohomish county, recently. O'Brien, Jennings and O'Brien.
in
Hearing that R*eid was coming from
Joseph Muller, manager of the
Vancouver, B. C, by auto, a
/erett moving picture man connived Palace Hip theatre, was called to
Francisco by the death of his
San
with Sheriff William West to "hold
up" Reid. The "arrest" was made brother. Sam Muller, formerly a resof Seattle.
ident
and a good time was had by all until, when a few miles from Everett
Washington State Music
The
four men stepped out in front of
the West-Reid autos and signaled Teachers' Association will hold its
sixth annual convention at Ellenburg, April 7, 8 and 9.

prive te bath $15 CO
Teiettboeee la all room*.

OAVIP KRAUSE. My.

Exchange

"A hold up,"
for them to stop.
"No," was the
party.
.heavyweight champion, when he ap- gasped the
looking for
N. Y.
"Just
reply,
snappy
pears here in vaudeville at the local
The search revealed two
boose."
By CHESTER B. BAHN.
Pant ages the week of April 4.
bottles of whiskey and a bottle of
EMPIRE.—All the week, KnickerFederal agents say.
Wallace Reid was seen in three Vermouth,
bocker Players, first week, sixth
of Seattle's big downtown theatres
season,
in "Civilian Clothes" Opened
Annie O'Brien -Kent, playing with to about two-thirds capacity, unlast week in person, first at the
Coliseum, then at the Liberty, and the current bill at Loew's Palace usually good business, considering

Big

Room* with
double.

men's organization,

Seattle boxing fans will have their
first peek at Jack Dempsey, world's

last at the Strand.

MM

A

Profewwlonnl Bates Quoted.

•

PHILADELPHIA

of Uroaejway

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Kitchen.-

Up

15th
t heatuut HD... PllIll.ADEl.PHIA.
Beat located hotel In city.
Rates: Single, without
beta, $12.00 per week.
Double, $16.00 oat weak.

High Claae Elevator Apartments; Every Possible Service; With Kitchen aad
Kitchenettes; 4-Boeaa Suites Especially Adapted for Two Couplee; Large

to Tbeatree.

Itth ST..

M

Streets

4

12 60

Mgr,

NK All ALL THKATIIK8
Single rooma with runninp araut. $110 a day.
double.
SO.
Single, with pHeate aath.
a
day. double. $3.00. B. P. C A RILL. Mgr.
Same Mapag«waetit for the Past Ten Teara.

Private Phase la

1, t. S,

--

HOTEL STRATWMORiT~
at

—APABTMENTS
1690-1696 — Between 53d-54th
—
BOOMS
BATH

Ft KN1SI1KD

GOOD RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
WRITE FOB BESEKVATION3

J.

••

SErKER. Pe n.

r,

WALNUT

Ashf ord- Ardsley Apartments

A New Home and Headquarters
The Princess Theatre, ruined by FOR THEATRICALS.— Madera and Up-to-Date.

.

WM

1114-1116-1116-11 17-4*43

on Broadway

DETROIT, MICH.
Walk

Bines

p

Special Bates fa the Profeseloa

—

CASS AND COLUMBIA
Flea Minute

<*n-

I

INDIANAPOLIS
vary Room with Bath from

EIGHTH

-en 4Gt

Three, Font and five-Boom High-Class Furnlahed Apartmenta SlO Up
Pheaesi Bryant 8950-1
MBS. GEO BOB H1BGRL. Mgr.

HOTEL SANDERS

Jane Morgan, leading woman of
the Wilkes Stock Company, will return to the cast at the Wilkes this
week in "Polly with a Past."

Circle 5640

Strictly Professional.

N. Y.

—

Up-to-date European

A brand new

»»

Phone

5.1st Street.

754-756

SEYMORE HOTEL

f IS.

HEW

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

NOTICE

CITY

Clean and Airy.

—

ej

Large Rooms, 60.00 aad Up.
t. I Room Apartmeata. f 10 to

1W

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

elevator, fireproof buUdiag af the aesrest type, having every deviee and eon.
aaa) c-nnelat of «, S aad 4 room*
•*<-nlenee.
ApartaaeatS are beeetlfaily arranged•-•*
"
-~ "phoae.
*» aid
jl7.ee Vp
jn.se
Up Weekly
bath
kitchenette*
with lotcheas aad' «-"-•Add
a|| commnnleatlona ta Charlea Tenenbenm, Irvlagtoa Hall.
»n«e.
Na e* •etlnn «»••

—

LONGACRE

..„„„„
"• BIOHTH AVENUE

Hout. keeping.

Hay

Per
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0-l«*., «..-. M

Geo. P

tor

fcl ltd

Special Attea tioa Theatrical Trade

Streete

IStta

NEW YORK

An

Addreea ell commun]catlona to 11. Clemen
Tend.a Court, 141 Weat 43rd 8treet, New Tork
Apartroente can be eecn eventnge. Office In eecb building.

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS

West

355 to 359

Three ana tear reaaia with bath, furalakei *• a
degree af aiedereaeei that cxceli anyihiaa la 'hie
type af eulldlne.
These apartaieau will aceenaiedate feur er more adulte.
IS.SS Up Weekly.

Principal Offlce

Paeoe

47th end

AVENUE. Betwera

Weekly Bates SB.eO and

Seatomber.

t»

IRVINGTON HALL

THE OUPLEX

Mi -147 Waal 436

y

6i .A4* to

leee

tram

Rate*

T-

Up Weakly

SI7.00

Osama*

YORK CITY
323 Weet 43rd Street
Private Data. 6-4 eeaee. Catartag to the caaefert aad roavcalenee af the profeaaioi
.
60.80. Up
Heat aad "Wtrlr Light *

apa/tmaaL

S30 aa«

Special

aat 1S44

Complete

aa te-tha-niauta. oee. ftrepreet BeSdlae.
arraaaeS le apart men ta af three ana 'ear reeeu
with hitetiea* aaa private bath.
Phoae le eeeh

Mooter,: $n.oe tie Weakly.

Br.

St.

Ae

YANOI3 COURT

:

St,

Prefaccles

the

TENNESSEE AVE.. Just Off Boardwalk.
The Hotel That Has Advertieed
ATLANTIC C1TT tor i9 Teera

NEW RICHWOOD HOTEL
BOSTON. MASS,
Furnished Apartments t*4 Treaneat
kooma

THE BERTHA

ALL BUIL0IN68 EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
•II

ta

310-16-60 BJOHTB
Private II. th oae) Phone
In Kara, Apartment

Broadway,
reed

C*clservel>

Seaare

BIocb to Tl

MRS. OEOfcWE DANIEL, l^oe^rees

'

Catena*

Economical Folki)

of

are the ••rtMt

Wt

felkt,

,

Reach

without hath 11.75 Double, o'thoot
f2.23 Single, wltb bath $3 00 Double, vita

bath

*

Claw— Within

N. T.

Rlesle.

bath.

500 Housekeeping Apartments The Edmonds
(Of the Better

WARNER^^
AMSTKRIUM,

K

tl

TeL Bryant M4-0M-7S33

,

Hotels Catering to Profession

due

to return there in May. MacFarlane
looks likd a real "find" for local
stock; he's of the virile type. Ted
Gibson, the juvenile, made an excellent impression. Raymond Bram-

tour, starting at

an early

B A S T A B LE.— First

and

HOTEL HAMMOND and CAFE

date.

half,

HAMMONO. INO.
Very Modem, Running Water hi All Rooms.
Shower Baths; II n tea: $1.15 Single; $2 00 Doublet
One Minute Walk from Orpheum Theatre,
*
Oppoelte New Parthenon Theatre.

"Hits

the Herk-Pearson show,
with Sliding Billy Watson. This
Ralph Murphy, Mark Kent, piece abounds with sujrgestiveness,
ley,
Charles Halton, George D. Cukor insinuating lines and swear words.
and Royal Thayer are the ether The stuff got the laughs, but offers
men. Frances McLaughlin, an un- a fertile field for the efforts of the
usually pretty and sprightly in- Columbia censor.
Bits,"

TNEO. 6U6C0FP.

Free.

MAJESTIC HOTEL

HAMMOND.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Running Water

In

INO.

Every Boom; Aleo Rooma srtth

the Parker genue; Florence Roberts, character
Rath.
Rata: $1.25 and up. Located In Center af
Cloaa to All Theatre*.
City.
Read, Jr., Seattle Star scenario con- woman; Edith Speare, a finished
Sent Free
Florence Eldridge was the third
N. 6C0FE6. Mr.
Mrs.
week.
this
Colcord,
selected
woman;
Mabel
a
were
second
test
Whatever you need from a drumstick to
leading woman engaged for the
the highest priced cornets In the world. Lillian McReavy, author of "The favorite of past seasons, and GertPlayers before that
Used by the Army and Navy. Send for Tangled
Web"; Barbara Claire, rude Drinkwine, the latter of this Knickerbocker
company opened at the Empire. The
big catalog; liberally illustrated, fully de- author of "The House of Mora," and city,
are the supporting women.
$38.00 PEB DAT WITH BATH
scriptive.
Mention what instrument In62.00 PEB DAT WITHOUT BATH
of "Hap- Next week, "Wedding Bells,- first original choice of Howard Rumsey
terests you. Free trial. Easy payments. Helene H. Wilson, author
to replace Minna Gombell was Vera
600 BOOHS
Sold by leading music stores everywhere. piness," and who is at present in time here.
tl were Ava. A
Be
I2t» SL. Keeaea City. Me.
Helare.
Miss
Helare
failed
apto
New York, are the three winners
WIETING.—First half "The Mi- pear for rehearsals, advising tnat
from Seattle.
the
Opera
Askado,"
first
effort
of
she
had
discovered
64-75 Jackson Blvd.
that
was
she
alCHICAGO
tl6 W. 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
sociation, Syracuse Plan.* With a ready under contract. Rumsey then
company that Included many pro- engaged Keman King, but she de- THEATRICAL RATES. $1.00 PIS DAY A WB
ALL MODERN CONVB* DJNCJES.
fessionals, among them Morton At- veloped Illness that has put her on
ANNA SCOTT. Manager.
kins, who sang the Mikado, this the sick list for at least a month.
Write for onr
Liberty Loan
production registers ait one of the Finally, Rumsey called in Miss EldOMAHA, NEB.
100-Page
best home talent efforts in recent ridge, who opens with the ManhatBonds
years.
THIRD AVENUE
Catalog
tan Players at Rochester on May 2.
$3.00 a Day and Up.
»aw»NLAR eo^-vrntir.
In the meantime, Rumsey Is seekAccepted as
Every Boon Wltb Bath,
nioatrated With
a perman?nt leading woman for
Cash at Full
PLAY8
8KETCHE8 ing
ACTS
Kn graving a
16th aad DO CO LA 8 STS.
the
local
company.
Face Value on
also

The contestants
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—

HOTEL BALTIMORE
I

LYON & HEALY

HOTEL EMPIRE

HOWASSI

FONTENELLE HOTEL

M423

Any and

aw

«<•

Cash
MEN AND WOMEN OF THE
or Credit

—

WRITTEN

CALL, or TBRM8 FOR A STAMP
E. L.

GAMBLE

16-Page Special

Purchases

I

—

—Halftone—

FURNITURE

All

Sale Circular.

"THB CHICAGO WRITKR"
X01 LOOP BND BLDG., CHICAQO

•

TRUNKS

whom the artlstle la furniture preaenta ever its strongest appeal, ahould follow
the example of the hundreds of leading member* of the profeeelon who have furBlahed their homee through ua. and thereby not only eeve from 15 to 40% on the
Hce, UBi aTa|| themselves of the JMllUgre af 9ur con*, mleoi deferred payment
syateea, the most liberal la New York for over a quarter of a century.

6325

I

TALUE
|

Consisting of all
Period Furniture

tO/tC

Bare Beauty
»iU» reached from Wert

•f

Wtb

or 50tb Street

* ir'°
.

I

$300
6400
**°°

Larger

#07^
•>»*» D

Side by
Croestown Caxa.

66.00
69.00
610.00
612.00
616.00
620.00

62.00
62.25
62.50
63.00
64.00
6.V00

a>a5»D 6200

^_
A 4-Hoom Apartment
6500 VALUE
Feriod Fumltnre

J™*^™!*.

fioo

Amount Up

to 65.000

SPECIAL

CASH

DISCOUNT

2G1

A 5-Room
6*00

Incomparably Bleb
Period Furniture.

.

.

.

ALL MAKE6

BELBER

€CQC
w

Modem

-

61.000

VALUE

Elaborate Designs.
t^Cfk
In Period Furniture. SwawwT
We Deliver by Anto Truck
Direct to Your Door.

STYLE

IN

BAL

MURPHY
NEVERBREAK

LARGE DISCOUNTS
FULL SIZE WARDROBE TRUNK —
seas. 40 is. hlah. 23 Is. wide:
4 te 5 drawer*; hat 10 Veneer haea
Refular priaa $50.
ere.
22

in.

$28.75

EXTR A

(Trt-d
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KK.HTll

Derwron 47th

A

AVENUE

48th Sis.

CLUB HOI SB

were the

NEW YORK

Open Evealaee

Till

Tes.

BEAUMONT

SCENERY

Opp. N. V. A.

CITY

''Brewster's
Millions"
and "The
the Larry Semon comedy,
film features. As a special
musical feature, Edoardo Albano,
baritone, who has been singing at
the Kialto, New York, Is appearing

Hick,"

BARGAIN LUGGAGE SHOP

THEATRE A 8TAQE

N. Y.

The Robbins- Eckel had Its formal
opening on Sunday and Monday,

TRUNKS"

Almost 'Siren Away Prim.

EGES, CLUBS, EXHIBITIONS
D")W DISPLAYS. TO ORDER
PPLIED ON RENTAL BASIS

230 W. 46th ST.

plimentary seats.

7 K o™ hhion

HPK<:iAf^— T A Y LOR

RiwraJ Slightly

"Two Crooks and a Lady,"

An a hit. of promotion, work fjgs»
"Wedding Bells," next week's offer*
ing of the Knicks at the Empire, the)
first dozen April brides to call at
the box office Thursday drew conv-

ALL 6IZE6

AND OTHERS TOO NUMER0U6 TO MENTION

v'***

1

—

C.&M.
INDESTRUCTIBLE

A 6-Room Apartment

plays,

FOR THE

Apartment
VALUE

BEAUMONT
L

Per Week Up — strictly

"Joint Owners in Hpain" and "8up«
prestud Desires," will he offered.

THEATRICAL PROFESSION

VELVET, 8ILK, 8ATEE
PRODUCTIONS, REV

STUDIOS

17.00'

Homelike

STAGE

*•

A 3-Eoom Apartment

METROPOLE HOTEL

OF ST. LOUIS
Juat N. of Waahlngton Ave. OB 12th
Special Theatrical Bates

The Little Theatre will house another program of the Drama League
on April 5, 7 and 9. Three one-act

STUDIOS

I

this week, In connection with
Patrick Conway's orchestra. At the)

all

festivities Monday night, William
Hubin, local Shubert legal repre-

Theatrical and
spoke.
sentatlve,
picture folks from Utica, Chicago,
Detroit, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Niagara
Palls uiul other cities were present,

Xulaoa

M crock

has been engages!

D

*

;

VARIETY

NEW YORK THEATRES

|

A

CAPITOL

"

"THE CABINET

PMPIPr
**•*
—

?:,*'«,*

BWilNMNO SUNDAY

fcV

of Dr. Caligan
KKNo

STRAN

J.

MARK

''*.*>

V

.»

, .*

S'WAV

t.

Olractiaa. !•«•#*

at 47IR It.

MIRIAM COOPER

aiH

Wuakati

CONWAY TEARLE

lltlfl
UAiViVlO

Bm.
A

«d.

Tbaa..

•:«).

yatlncw Wad.

Sat.

"WELCOME STRANGER"
Naff

Wait 43(h St

I

Hurl «mi

Sat.

I'HTlNtJI IXIIKIt

:30.

fAUAV
Vj\JKMI\1^

at.

Bat..

DEAR ME
West 44 Street

*

The

YEAR

1'

•

Hat..

CAST INCI.UIfKS:
and OLIVE TELL

Theatre. U*wa> A 43d 81.
g 30
BBRWMLS 8at

a*,

.

THE TAVERN

"MARY"

the second time this play has been
staged by this company. A special
feature is a Fashion Show with the
ladies of the company between the

COMEDIANS'

GRAND OLD NAME)
"EVERYBODY CHEERS FOB"

acts.

(ISN'T IT A

Saturday 8:30.

AVENUE— 28,

A

Farte Ceateiry le Three Aete.

CUMBERLAND

J.

wite

CHARLES RUS6LER
EVELYN SOSNELL

ALLY* KINS

"QOOD JIMES" JK5BS
AT
THE.

MATINSK
DAILY

Pfleea.

|
.

HIPPODROME

|

SEATS SELLING EIGHT

WEEK8

ADVANCE

IN

^^"Miss Lulu
Dnlmnnr
DCIIIIUIH

Bett"

W. 48SL BryanttS. Era.8:S»
Mlt a Thura A SaL t.V>.

Mahda,

the mental

week.

all

Agenta.

dead or olive, of seventeen hundred
million 1/en, which is about equivalent to three daj/.t' salarjr ot Proctor's Fifth

&

LOEW CIRCUIT
"Dance Diversions of 1921"
Direction, ABE THALHE1MER

Direction,

—
—
COLUMBIA "813,"

RUTH HOWELL
DUO
Playing-

KEITH and ORPHEUM
JOE 8ULLIVAN.

SIDELLI

NORMAN

JEFFERIES.

KEITH TIME
tt

Tew Funey Buoys"
MARRY

PALL

MOHER

T

company headline vaudeville.
PA NT AGES House of Day id
Band and vaudeville.

Avenue.

MENNETT1

PAUL

ROYALr— Kelly's Comedians in "AMERICA'S PREMIERE AER1AL18TK"
NOTE— The only lady doing the toe-to"The Tempters." _,
toe catch.
ORPHEUM—Franklyn ArdellAnd

tip-top"

and ELDRIDGE

Circuits.

Direction,

rr
IN
feature film.
Players senting another new musical piece
this week at this house, "Blossom
theatre which opened March 12.
"I
Time."
This week, "Midsummer Madness." and the It got away to a good start
critics on the morning paEveninse 1:30. Matlneea
C.—
TIMF<\
Hampton
Hope
LEAF
IIIYIL.OOU. Thur^ Md
pers seemed to like it. The cast has
fcu r s# in "A Modern Salome."
Booked Solid. IOKW TIME
Olga Cook, Zoe Barnett, Loeta CorilI.ESRICH Preaenta
DOMINION Bebe Daniels In der,
Frances
Holllday,
Ethel
Bran"Oh, Lady, Lady."
Direction, HORWITZ
KRAU8
and Emmie Niclas; among the
BROADWAY, REX, don
ALLEN.
leading male members are Ralph
GLOBE,
Feature
COLONIAL
Hers. Eugene Martinetti and Robfilms.
Rogers; Merle Hart well; Callahan
ert Payton Glbbs.
Ice skating and world
A New
Manic*!— Play
SHUBERT-BELASCO
—
_—
Walter and Bliss; feature films.
series hockey games.
CAPITOL
"Hurly
Scanlon.
the
singing
Wr,t
Evwilnga
8t
comedian,
<*
at
8:18.
in
I IRr-"RTY
L.iui_n i i | 0|^ MaU w#lL 4nd 8ct |:15
"Hearts of Erin." The piece chose Burly." Business at this newly reWallace Reid was here to be pros- an opportune time for its appear- modeled house is giving indications
ent at the opening of the new Capi- ance here as there is a big drive on of fast growing to a paying basis.
tol Theatre, one of hie new pictures here to raise $100,000 for the Irish
PALACE Roscoe Arbeing
While returning Relief Fund.
buckle in "Brewster's Millions."
shown.

GLOBE THEATRE

CAPITOL— New Famous

BROADWAY and PORTT-8IXTH ST.
MATINKES WEDNESDAY a*c SATURDAY

DON'T CARE"

—

MAPLE

.

—

A

THE RIGHT GIRL'
—

Brock Pemberton'e Productions

marvel,

IN

j

"LADIES' NIGHT"

B. C.

Jilt

COHANS

GEO. M.

RITTV

EMPRESS—Empress Players in
"The Daughter of Mother Macbree,"
This IS
featuring Edythe" Elliott.

.^V£

Albee, your courage le
of considerable diffi-

MORRIS A FEIL.

REECE and EDWARDS

NEWBERRY.

P.

Go ahead. Mr.

great, in the face

31 West 71st Street
CENTRAL PARK WEST

LOEW CIRCUIT

ELT INGE WW FRED STONE
A

FRANK JOYCE

HOTEL JOYCE

y>

By H.

Aquitania

8.

Our Agent say a: At lost we have
become famous. The Chinese Government has offered a reward for us

"VOICE OR MONEY"

SHOOTIN' F^R?'

May *4—8.

Mere worda are not sufficient to express
ray gratitude and love for America. They
pleked me up out of the mire, polished,
me, and are sending me back a new man.

Miami, Fla.

COMEDIAN WITH

VANCOUVER,

auit, but I'll be
can play tha bloomins piano.

culties.

MILTON
WALLACE

COHAN

GEO. M.

Knickerbocker U

"*—Sja>>aJ

Enoinfea 8:30. Rata. Wadaeeday

Wilson

f.

GRIFF

owa Idea, and infringe™
Attorneys are Mllo B. Stevens

WHY? THE AN8WKR- ERNIE TOUNO.

SOLID.

"The Loom* Nat"
W. V. M. A.'ing it

2 20.

AMEIIICAX
I>UAMA

WHArS ALL THE

FRANK CRAVEN

[»

BOOKED

It I

Salle

UUEATKST MYSTKRT OF THEM ALL

'

Ktco. at 8::0.
Hat. t:.10
Mats. Wed,. Thura.

By

untl

NEMESIS
GEO.

Evea.

IS

have

I

SPALL TA WM VX&SGh

tried to be Americanised.

Have sot tha tuxedo

their

la

My

3.-- ZjC*1 g-/

hanged

GREETINGS FROM

NEW

LIGHTNIN

C
LIITTI
I I LL

THIS ACT

Kvenings. 8:30

St.

Weil,

f».

Co.

Sparkling Coandy.

Rata..

ILinacciitent of

I

A

EMMETT CORRIGAN

42d SL
at 8
REPUBLIC W.
Mat*. Wed. A
2:^0.
GRACE LA SUE and
HALE HAMILTON

for a patent on their Drop, which
proaecuted to the full extent of the law.

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

US

FRANK BACON in

MAN DEL & ROSE

Have applied

3 BIG HITS Charlie

West 44th

W RAWSON

Circuit

WARNING
THE GIRL IN THE FRAME
BY MAY FOSTER AND CO.

NEXT MONDAY NI6NT— SEATS NOW

A

Booked Solid Loew
Direction

AMD
Restored to perfect health

BOOKED 80LID

Whirlwind Odditiea.

>•..,,..,.

-IN—

AYERT ROPWOOrrg

46 Yearn Old
28 Years Member of
B. P. O. E., No. 1, New York

KISS,

SAM BAERWITZ

(THIS WEJCK)

18 Years Married

"BIR-

THS
MONEY

'

"The Gold Digger*"

Ere*, at 8:.10

St.

Mat.., \Ycd.. Fri.

>

>

will be

INA CLAIRE

+ + +
Hroadwaj. 40

.

end Saturday.

BOGGS

and

aetl

"Triplm Anniversary"

IACSSS

SKATING MACKS
Artistic

Frei.tJrtt/

Hate.. Thursday

Series

John Golden
rilCTV
UAIL T

Direction,

"DEBURAU"

%• COHAN'S

Ran

WEILS

•l

at 8:S0
Sat. 1:X0

YCEUM THEATRE

L

Comedy t>* AARON HOFFMAN
Wltb OBORGE 8IDMY

Hit and

PAULINE SAXON

A

TOURING PANT AQ US CIRCUIT

Evea

St..

Mata Thura. and

DAVID DELA8CO

JOE BOGGS

Prawenta

—SECOND YEAR—

R. HARRIS Preaenta
."—Bra World.
"Tha fwilir R

SAM

A

—

RUBEN

UONEL ATWILL

Conductor

CAUL KDOnAltnE.

2:18

"The Grand Army Man"

A Comedy from tha French by Saeaa
Oultry. adapted by Granville Darker

STRAND ORCHESTRA
IA1

.> *-

i

In

"THE

Bala" IT
U.

1:11

Sat..

M.

West 44th

Bela SCO

Inatitatlon-

-A National

Iym

*

Play

la

ROTHAKKL |^j

L.

LAST WEEK

St..

RUTH CHATTERTON
a Naw
"MARY
ROSE"
HARRIS
By

Conductor

UAl'EE,

Wad.

CHARLES FROHMAN

»»

CAPITOL ARANO ORCHESTRA
Pre»«DUf »oo»l>y S.

B-way 40th
Mat*..

]
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ARENA—
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MITZI
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THE NEW

—

LOEWS
LOEWS

—

"Tht
south by auto with his manager it
COLUMBIA
SHUBERT-GARRICK
William
was arranged to have him arrested Fox's "Over the Hill" opened Sun- Faith Healer."
VARESI
In the Muolrml Cattnli Hit **LADY BILLY"
f7
for speeding, for publicity purposes, day night to a big house.
"Blaok
MOORE'S
BEST SEATS
$2.00 but he really was caught for speedCOSMOS— Frederick V. Bowers In Beauty."
NORMAN TREVOR
ing.
CRANDALL'S METROPOLITAN
"Around the World"; Hudson and
E?e*- t:M
4titn 8t
CHI
rULITHAI
UH wMat8
—Charles Ray in "19 and Phyllis.".
Jones
ed. A Sat,
in "The Moth and the Flame"
AMERICAN.— "Midsummer MadGOOO 8EAT8 AT THE BOX OFFICES
The
last
Coakley
two
plays
presented
at
and
Dunievy
in
"The
ness," all week anniversary week.
Now that the depression in theaPROCTOR'S ORISWOL.D, TRO- the Empress Theatre were "Cappy Trench Hounds"; Merr lam's Dogs;
JAN, KEITH'S, RMPIRB, MAJES- Ricks," featuring George B. How- Aloha and Girlie; Marie Sparrow tricals due to Holy Week has passed
ard, and "Friendly Enemies."
The and feature Alms.
the houses have all started off with
TIC. —Pictures.
Empress Players are now finishing
STRAND— Skelly and Helt Re- excellent indications of good busias
press representative
of
the
vue; The Perellos; Will and Mary ness.
Knickerbocker Players.
A Cosmopolitan magazine was their fourth year In this city.
givf n to every lady at the American
There was no further confirmation Wednesday afternoon in connection
of the George Eastman film house with the showing of "Midsummer
D.
plans for Syracuse this week. It Madness," a Cosmopolitan produc-

EGILDA MADAMENTER

-

.

RIALTO —

E^fig

-

W

was authoritatively reported, how-

ever, that plans have been prepared
for a picture house in the 400 block
of
South Salina street, running
through into Clinton street. Prop-

WASHINGTON,
C
By HARDIE MEAKIN.
NATIONAL — Washington had

tion.

The

Chi< ago Stock Co. is holding
at the Empire, Glens Falls,
week, giving a different show
erty ownW by James Burns is said every day.
Freddy Beaudoin, a
to figure in this deal.
Tentative Glens Falls boy, is one of the prinplans have been discussed, also, for cipals.
A musical stock company
a theatre on the east side of South is booked for the week of April 4.
Salina street, in the same block,
running through into Warren street.
This Involves realty controlled by
PRE-PUBLICATION
Isaac Rosenbloom.

forth
this

_____

Mrs. R.

—

Lavina Ilanton, a

New

literary agent, was in Syracuse last week for a chat with Harold MacGrath. She opened negotia-jJnna for the. film rights to MacGrath's "Drums of Jeopardy."

PROFESSIONAL

WARDROBES

—

We

FAMOUS HERKERT A MEI8EL MAKE, OF

$55

daily program of stock,
vaudeville and movies, the Kichard-

aon at Oswego
4.

will

reopen on April
will be head-

NEW UNPUBLISHED SONQ MATERIAL
and identify yourself with the mt-oduction o* one of the many good
If >ou
ave room in
long numbers wc ire in J position to oHer you
your act for one o r more goad numbers vis.t our n'ofess'onal depart*
ment at once, as we art prepared to supply scngs tHat will fit most
any occasion. Out-of-town acts may either write c pHcne their rem.a'l copies of
quirements to our professions' ---j»-*aqer and -^r .v
songs suitable.
r

KNICKERBOCKER HARMONY STUDIOS

to

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

offer you an opportunity to secure tome absolutely

n

k

t'n nn J,l™»*.

i'

v

nty

r.

ST. LOUIS

IN N. Y. CITY

$90
O. B.

MEW YORK

CITY

USED TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
Hartman, Indestructo, Belber
EVERY
EVERY

mvr
MAKt

Oshkosh,
Murphy.
Neverbreak,
Central,
Bal

Taylor,

Ti

q ua re

Tct?o D

& M TRUNKS

531 7th Ave., New York
PHONE

The stock company

crvir
SlllX

NATHaANS

SaAJVIUEL
SOLE AGENTS FOR H

I

With a

"

WkM THEATRICAL
Xr |V| TRUNKS

CAN NOW BE BOUGHT

ANNOUNCEMENT

TO ALL SINGING ACTS

York

A thousand feet of film was destroyed in a blaze in the projection
booth at the Gralyn, Gouverneur,
last W434?k. The audience took the
blaze calmly. No one was injured
In the blaze.

been waiting for the advent of
Francis Wilson and De Wqlf Hopper in "Erminie." This fact was
attested to by the capacity house
that assembled and gave the stars
and the play a great welcome.
POLI'S The Shuberts are pre-

IMPORTANT NEWS! PRICES REDUCED!

CiHKKI.KY 0*20

IN

EAST

*SSaS

ed by Sadie Belgrade.

Stephen Dillon, former Cortland
theatre owner and. manager, is now
a Federal prohibition agent, operating in this vicinity.

-

LEWIS

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
Some
we have
of the Act*'

TROY, N. Y.
PROCTORS KBW TIIKATIli:
Wtudeville and pictures.
days
HAND'S. — "Passion."
eifjht

SCENIC STUDIOS
245 W. 46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

equipped with scenery: Skelly
Fortune Queen

&

Heigt Revue,

CANTOR A YATES PRODUCTIONS
AND OTHER MATERIALS

IN VELVET, SILK, SATEENS

rriday,

April

PICTURES

1921

1,

1MENTAL TOMMY

ever, there is an absolute digression from the western locale. In- Sandys, as author. .Qareth Hushes stead, it has a theme involving the
Gr

conflict,

tainted Lady, aer *****•••••» h

labor versus capital.

«

-,

,_,

production, due to the presence of
an excellent cast as well as a
scenario that posse sses something
deeper than the regulation type of
scenarios.
In a production way the film has
many outstanding features, such as
the scenes laid in Alaska, depicting
life in the rough t id ready days of
the gold rush, with its dance halls,
gambling houses, etc. Another part
of the film has the Long Is and
suburban cottage section for its
background, with its wealth of
picturesque scenery, furnishing atmosphere of the convincing sort.
The thousands who have read the
Oj ^wrjj stwy wiULf.ivVl«. fVwG]n\
a splendid variation of the theme.
A striking interpretation is given by
John Bowers, who incidentally bears
a considerable resemblance to Will-

The title of the picture retains
the original from tho story by May
Harry L. Coleman Wilmoth and Olin
Bhtacb
Lyman. The
I^atla Froat
•tb Saadya
Kempton Grwn# whistle is symbolic of the clarion
David Oemmell
rVllco Pippin worth..... Virginia Valli that arouses from slumber a myriad
Kate Davenport army of workers to renew their acB <.
Alfred Kapp«ler
. little Minister
Malcolm Bradley tivity <n one of a thousand mills
Bomlnle Cathro
where the call Is for pressure and
i
an apparent absence of humaneness under that pressure.
pleasure
to
record
It ie * great
As this whistle affects Robert
that so fine a story aa Bir 'James
"Sentimental
Tommy" Evans (William S. Hart) he is in14. Barrle's
troduced as the father of a motherthe
to
translated
screen
been
has
less lad.
The spokesman for less
In a way to do credit to the author.
Intrepid employes, he appeals to
Indeed, the- achievement is more
Henry
Ch.app!c
<Frank Brqwnlee)
notable titan thzs 'summary '"md:-» to
adjust some faulty machinery
eates, for two novels "Sentimental
which
might
cost
some on'e life.
Tommy" and its sequel "Tommy The answer is a denial
an arand Orizel" have been compressed gument that "they are plus
late on orwithin the limits of a film feature ders." Adjusting
machinery would
tell
a take too
and, marvel of marvels,
much time. The lad is
simple,
comprestraightforward,
subsequently caught In the whirl
hensive tale plainly and adequately. of faulty machinery and dies, a
More than that the novelist's bleeding picture of helplessness
creation has been dealt with in a born in the memory of his father.
mood of reverence, so much so So deprived, his vendetta is born.
that there Is in the picture trans- He saves the mill owner's boy from
lation much of the spirit of sincer- drowning, kidnaps him and subseity and a good deal of the delicate quently brings him up as his sister's
character drawing with which the son.
Scotchman endowed the original
The action passes on to a conwork.
struction camp several years later.
This screen adaptation is unique Here circumstances again brings the
too much boy together wifh h's real parents
in these respects and
honor cannot be accorded those who while his self-imposed uncle is rehad a hand in its creation, namely, covering from a bullet wound.
John S. Robertson, to whom the There Is a bit of tense acting beproduction 4s credited; Josephine tween Evans and Mrs. Chappie
Lovett, who "made the photoplay," (Myrtle
boy's
Steadman),
the
as the program has it; Adolph mother, to whom thus far his parZukor who "presents it," and the entage is unknown.
desire to
four principal players who act the acknowledge the legitimacy of the
principal characters so charmingly, boy to the unhappy mother is frusOareth Hughes, Mabel Taliaferro, trated by the relentless father, who
May McAvoy and Qeorge Fawcett. is far from the humanitarian Evans
The production is so good that deems fit for the bringing up of the
the usual test of its commercial lad.
The concluding episodes deal with
success
ought not be applied.
Rather its fate should be a test of the acknowledgment of Chappie to
the screen public.
Critics of the Evans that he was mistaken, his
film are not wanting in the asser- pledge that he will adopt the boy
tion that the producers are giving and brings him up to serve huthe public pictures of a quality far manity. The confession follows, as
below their wants. Producers who well as the restoration of the boy to
declare that they are giving the his rightful parents.
The picture as a whole falls short
public what it wants are quite as
numerous. Here the issue is fairly of the standard Hart has thus far
through individual acting
created
joined.
Is the screen public educated up to Barrio in as near an and the numerous assets which he
master of through tho
has
become
adequate presentation of one of his
best works as has come out so mediums enlisting him in the explainsmen's "ethics."
position
of
far? It will be interesting to see.
The picture's beginning at the Cri- By comparison with those he
has
an opportunity to
scarcely
terion
was auspicious.
Sunday
night at 8.30 the box office had the "register" with that forcefulness
that
one
is accustomed to In the
longest line of waiters noticed
star.
in
several
weeks.
"Sentimental work of this exception
there Is an
With one
Tommy" is distinctly a picture that absence
of violent action. There is
should have the support of the film an Interpolated hundred or more
enthusiasts of all tastes.
It is a
feet depicting a fight, which for
step forward toward sincere and in- vigor and activeness is admirably
telligent adaptation of substantial effective.
But its relation to the
novels.
story is questionable, and whether
The work of getting the substance the authors intended it or not the
of two novels to the dimensions of entire "shot" is incident, and therea feature must have been monu- fore mechanically contrived.
mental, but the selection has been
In adapting the story Lambert
well advised.
The story complete Hlllyer (also the director) did not
in its essentials as it is screened, possibly figure that the theme itgives a satisfying reading of Bar- self would be negative. Perhaps it
rle's creation.
Incidents and epi- never occurred to him that there
sodes have been eliminated ruth- are labor inspectors all over the
lessly.
For example, the delightful United States keeping in close touch
scene of the essay competition is with every kind of a mill or factory.
not touched upon, but there is a Rottenness in plant construction is
wealth of character touches ample something that the employer is
to block in the queer human en- quite anxious to adjust speedily betity of Tommy that Barrie etched cause the government demands it.
with such sympathetic vividness.
If
the action of this story was
To this end the adapters have coupled with the late 90s or the
employed carefully chosen passages, early 1900's it might be relevant.
The action of the first two reels
such as Tommy's letter writing
talents, specifically the note about combines the story's more salient
points.
Its opening scenes are well
the "weeping willows" that he
walked three miles to see. Another done; but the pace is never kept up
as
plcturization of Hart and
in
the
is the leave-taking from Elspeth.
So likewise are preserved Tommy's the scrapping lad. Hart's biggest
scene
a debate with the mill
Is
indulgence in emotional frauds; his
uncertainties of mind and wierd owner, an attempt enacting certain
scenes
might go very well on
that
conflicts with his own soul.
The
Here they are
adapters have succeeded in a con- the spoken stage.
effectiveness. The
screen
lacking
in
siderable measure by holding as
closely to Barrie's text for their best acting is done by Miss Stead
titles as possible.
They must have man as the bereaved mother. The
been tempted often to devise their role is outstanding for its sincerity,
condone her exown short-cuts, but the results of but it is hard to Mr.
Brownlee is
deference to the original are worth treme make-up.
of the callous mill
suggestive
never
the pains.
For Instance, Tommy owner, neither in attire nor percannot make up his mind whether
Tho player was
features.
or not to run away with Grizel sonal
The three children act
and she upbraids him, he makes the miscast.
commendably.
illuminating reply, "How can I make
As a production it is all that it
up my mind, when I have so many
should be in interiors and exteriors
minds." Nobody but Barrie could
Step.
Mfbel TaMaferro
...0«orss Fawcett

vJ^T.
eQueen...>

,

-
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In order to present it at tho
Strand Managing Director Flunkett
found it necessary to eliminate all
but the news weekly to keep the
show within the two-hour limit. A
brief prolog precedes the feature,
handsomely produced, but quite as

and

iam Farnum.

Richard Tucker, also
a role that permits of
dramatic expression of the higher
order. Jane Novak plays with her
customary ease, and artistic portrayals are offered by Hardee Kirkland, Willard Louis, and Maude
shines

(

;

in

eorge.

Misfl Frederick gets everything
possible out of a role that calls for
repressed emotion.
The picture
pleased when shown initially a. the
Capitol last Sunday afternoon. It
should give equal satisfaction in any
of the better picture houses.

vague as the picture Itself.
Emerging from the theatre Sunday evening the reviewer overheard
a re iark from a "flapper" which
sums up the effect upon the audi-

much more succinctly than a
column of comment. It was as follows: "Every time it gets interesting she hits tho pipe." This comment referred to the flashbacks
showing "Woman" throughout the

ences

ages.

The

story opens, and c.l09«e in the
present) telling or the Faith* 6a
Woman that "Right must conquor
Might," etc.
Stripped of the cutbacks, which are magnificent, seenically and as specimens of the director's art, the story is elemental.
These cutbacks alternate with the
progression of the tale. They are,
a series of incarnations jf Woman
in the various ages, with nothing
new other than the expensive manner in which they are produced before the camera.
The star and the supporting company are of fine quality as film artists
there is every evidence that a
few fortunes were expended in the
production, but the feature, taken
*
as a whole, is tiresome.
Jolo.
'*

—

Robert Cain

Barney Sherry
Shannon Pay
.Gordon Marr
Jean Calhoun
France* Parke
Emily Chlcbeetcr

J.

ttobo

Richard

The Wronsed One
Mllly

Jerry

•

Man's treatment of
thesis

of Allen

woman

an elderly and Victorian
is

not

generously

Neither is it sufficient to make up
for absence of action.
Sequences
between a youngish grandmother of
the heroine setting her hook for an
bach lor axe
titled
elderly and
amusing.
Its climax Is weak, absent irom
any gripping force 4 that otherwise
would Justify the preceding four

.

reels. The star's most commendable
bit of artistry is portrayed in sev-

eral "shots," "registering" her

hap-

piness upon seeing her parents.
In all the total effect of the picture Is (qua! ?a opening tfcj pages
of a picture book and getting no
greater thrill from it than having
observed some pretty faces in the
foreground of rich surroundings.
The action is laid in the opening
scenes in an autumn resort of a
.

•

made American millionaire.
Here the heroine is wooed and won
by the scion of an aristocratic EngBefore her marriage
lish family.
the heroine exacts a promise from
her future husband that during
self

i

married

their

—

James Klrkwood

Honshaw

ideas of

mother-in-law

distributed to form a story in itself.

I

.Dorothy Fhllllpa
...Ralph l*ewts
Margaret Mann

David Courtney
Schuyler

arising front

HER

MARRIAGE.
The Father
The Mother

The humor

life in the event that
she displays self will, her husband
is never to give in no matter how
much he loves her. The subsequent
scenes are laid in the horn, of her
husband, and the climax is arrived
at with a rebellious wife going out
to dine with her parents on a Sunday evening, against the wishes of
LORD AND MASTER.
her husband who deems it improper
A fragmentary slice out of the for a lady to be seen in public on
placid pages of life in society as the Sabbath.
The dinYrmce of
lived here and in England is trans- opinion ends in A reconciliation the*
lated to the screen for Vitagraph by morning after.
Edward Jose, director, from a story
In addition to Miss Beaudet, the
by J. Clarkson Miller entitled "Her character work of Ida Waterman aa
Lord and Master." In it Alice Joyce the mother-in-law and John Suthis starred, and heads a cast of ex- erland as the butler are two examceptionally able players
cast as ples of fine screen acting, finished
desirably as anyone could possibly and polished in every degree. Marie
wish for— but, whose abilities are Shotwell and Frank Sheridan as the
limited by a vehicle, which through parents have little to do. Holmes
direction, is lacking in action.
B. Hobart is typical of the cold,
The story is not good picture ma- dominating English husband, while
terial from the start, although Jt Eugene Acker has a bit.
The photography is even, well
shows off the star to advantage.
That, however, in addition to the lighted and Includes several excellong shots commendable for
carefully
lent
production
able cast and a
managed, is sufficient to warrant their range and pictorial effect.
Step.
five reels.
The element of suspense

MAN—WOMAN-,
Victoria

lacking.

situation in which the heroine
mockingly conforms to tho modest
a*

—

Bell.

A

is

is

the

Holubar's stupen-

production,
starring'
film
dous
Dorothy Phillips and released by
First National. It runs »« minutes,

•

~1

Jl J.

PARKER READ

JR. Production

IIP'

*>fw

in

,

have put

The

it

sentiment has
been somehow conveyed through
the camera, but only in part by
of

Barrie

the

The players

titles.

GUILTY!

j

I
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By Bradley Kinq

I

ROADS OF DESTINY.
Pauline Frederick

Rose Merrllt
David Marsh

John Bower*
Richard Tucker
Jane Novn<<
Hardee Kirkland
Willard Louis

have themselves gotten into the atmosphere of the author's people,
and the producer has managed
somehow to give the filming a back-

Pate

pound

c

too much to say that viewing the
picture is as satisfying as reading
the stories, but it is nonethele:
true that to one who has read the
book the picture will renew a delightful^ experience.
Rush,

"Roads of Destiny," a Go:dwyn
Frank
by
directed
production,
Lloyd, from a. scenario by Chan-

in settings that is thoroughly convincing. It would perhaps be

Marsh
Ann Hardy
Mr Hardy
McPhcrsoa
I^ewis

Maude

ning

Geortf*-

m, B. tiyas

!by

Pollock,
story of

was

suggested

*

••

".r,cv.v

"I

by"

that

Am Guilty !" has

THE WHISTLE.
Robert Kvarm

WIHlftffl

H«?nry Chappie
Mrs. Chappie

Naby
first

S.

lT.irt

Prank Hrownl*—
Myrt'e .Stca'lman
Gcorfto Btone
Will Jim Hatton
KidijpJ Headrick

*.'.

neorpie
^tonny

time

in

more than

Vear the Rialto exhibits the

a

cum nt

week a William S. Hart special, the
newest (Paramount) release by that
hero of a hundred or more motion
Pictures with a background of western life.
In "The Whistle,' *:ovv-

present! a
Frederick.

woman

star, in

ance, color

and those

NOMt 0»IK[ !

In brief the gist of the story Is
that "What is to be will bo." The
has been the basis of
many pictures in the past, but as
pr< sented in "Koatls of Destiny'' it
reveals hitherto unrealized possibili-

.

<1

—
.

I

spectacular touches that

Associated Producers

Pauline

H'S.
The dramatic element ha*
been splendidly brought out in this

of J. Parker Read, JrY

have given him his high rank as a producer.

fatalistic Idea

I

all

of production; lavishness of appear-

richness

name

written
by O. Henry. Instead of making the
ns
in the*
centra] character a man,
short story, Mr. Pollock has made P
the chief figure a woman. This W*«
probably because of the fact that it

the

This is a society melodrama with a truly tremendous punch; with a story of love tnd
loyalty of immense heart-appeal and with a central situation that has made advance critics hail
it as "an American Madame X." The exploit
ation opportunities for this story are enormoux

|

For the

AM

so.

real

means

I

.

.

...

.

...

........

i

.

7*t tlVtMTM AVI.

Nt*

tOftR C1TT

Inc.

'

DUCKS AND DRAKES

cavort in? about the house as a supposed "ghost." There is a bit of a
Beb* Daniel* love story interwoven, conflict »aJack Holt lore and a nicely sustained element
Maine Kelao
Edward Martlndel of mystery.
Tom liaxrunl
That the story is based on an old
W. K. Lawronoe
Colonel Tweed
Wad* Hoteler idea and contains much familiar
•••••••
Maurte Newell material means nothing, except posP)*«y
Mlns
'"Slai*
Andrean
sibly to strengthen the picture. As
a whole the film is corking enterBebc Daniels, the star, is the best talnment. The scenic investiture is
thing in this Realart production "Up to tho best standards, but the
which moved Into the RlVoli March photography in several places Is
27. The finest possible photography merely tinted, where "night phomakes the mont of her beauty, well tography" would have been more
fitted interiors and gorgeous gowns artistic.
All the parts are well
and lingerie, but when you have played, the chap playing the tough
said this and spoken a word for crook and the man doing blackface
aptly titled but scattered humorous standing out in a comedy way. The
acenoc yoi> tottw ,iol<! tl>^ pjfajbse* tauter of the crook* is also excel
Bell.
worthy side of the matter. The lently interpreted?' story by Klmer Harris is slight and
Toddy Simi<t*.n
Wlnnlow
Aunty WVckH
Dick OhUtcro.

Mb

•

w.

•

I

—

'.

•

interminably extended.

low

start,

in directing
tigh,t
tighten

it

It

makes a

and Maurice Campbell
failed at any point to
it took a grip on the

it

up so

interest.

THE SMART
I

Rose barro"
u ,hn
Fred Vaugi
Horace ...
Danny O'Urady

SEX.
Goeflrey
n

Webb

~ KOn"5fi?n
*V
Nelll
James

a debutante who I'apa Vaughn
C. Norman Hammond
She
is engaged to Rob Winslow.
finds him a bore because he and her
Eva Novak is starred in this Uniaunt are always in league to reprove versal effusion, which sub-featured
her, and so starts a series of tele- at the Circle Tuesday— and amply
phone flirtations. Winslow discovers proved the reason for the minor
fellow clubmen of his are the par- billing. It is just an ordinary Unities of the other part, but does not versal of usual U standard as far as
worry inasmuch as they are gentle- production expense goes— which is
men. But Muopose some bounder kept at a minimum and will do

Teddy Simpson

is

—

should get hold of the

girl?

little

The clubmen combine to cure her.
One calls when she is pretending to
Another dikes her automobillng and out to a secluded river
shack, where the third pretends he
is an escaped convict and stages a
fake attack on her. The fiance
comes to the rescue only to find she
Una made her own escape.
They are married but she rejects
his attentions till he climbs into her
rootn from outdoors.
There's a
laugh in the ending, but oh the
whole the picture is unconvincing
though admirably acted.
heed*
be

ill.

"GHOST IV THE GARRET."
Delate O'Dli. a poor relation .. Dorothy Olah

fairly

well

the

for

houses.

double

jitney

.

_

Miss Novak, as a member of a

show troupe, is stranded in a country town where she happens along'
in time for an amateur contest at
the local "opry house" and annexes

the murdered man and had been
"railroaded'* to a lunatic asylum
explains the reason. Several months
later the family and the chorus girl
are reconciled, but not until she has
made a tremendous hit as a dancer
at the "Winter Palace." Just why
this had to be included In the continuity other than to show a magnificent sot with Miss Brady as the
central figure in diaphanous dancing apparel is hard to understand.
In this instance extravagance is
entirely irrelevant, but still the extravagance goes on. Good drama
The apla sacrificed to lavishness.
peal to the eye means more than the
appeal to the intellect.
The story's appeal and the drawing power of the star are the only
•commercial aageta. to the picture.
The action of the story is too long
drawn out. It does not follow a
straight line, is padded, is lacking
also overIt
is
suspense.
in
crowded with titles, so much so
that where in the stage version of
such a piece one would declare it

her former modest abode,
her bosom friend from the millinery
shop frames with her to pretend she
has lost her fortune, whieh has t'.ie
effect of bringing the artist-lover
to her feet once mora, and all ends
welL

A pretentious production, well directed and excellently acted throughout.

Solo.

OUT OF THE CHORUS.
Here again is the amplification of
the theme Involving the chorus girl
married to a scion of a family with
money and social prestige. Eager
to do her share In the matrimonial
contract and truly in love with her

husband, she is flighted by a
mother-in-law whose ambition is to
see her son separated and her
daughter-in-law in disgrace.
An
old admirer of ner chorus girl's
days whom she had turned down
appears and tells stories of the
These are untrue, but
girl's past.
enough to satisfy any dowager with
a Van added to her name.
The mother-in-law goes on believing.
The action culminates in
the murder of the admirer by the
ex-chorus queen's husband.
The
family is undetermined about helping the son. His chorus girl wife,
accepts a two-a-day engagement at
$2,000 per to pay the legal fees.
She goes one better. She is willing to tell a jury that her husband
had a right to kill this Ned. She is
willing to confess guilt in the absence of real guilt to save him.
The psychological moment occurs

for her offspring's future wife, etc.
Among other things, the hero leaves
his home following a harmless gambling episode, and It Is as a co-

TRADE OF SWEDEN
American Imports Off a Third,
Olser.

Says.

That American film exports are
was emphasized ./hen on
his arrival,. John Olsen, of Sweden,
declining,

declared that all Scandinavia is
using a third less American pictures in comparison with two years
ago.

. ...

•

>

.

..»».

,

»»..,

What is wrong with our pictures,
he declares, as far as their acceptance by the Scandinavian audiences

concerned, is that the star doesn't
play the same big part as he or
she does here. In Copenhagen it
talky.
was his impression that when
The fault is not so much in the there was a good picture the
story itself as in its adaptation. No
knew about it overnight,
poorer example of continuity writ- "town"
ing has been seen here in a long and a bad picture received a dismal
fate
irrespective
of the drawing
whiie as this by Coolldge Streeter.
A few scenes handled forcefully, power of the star.
convincingly and with the necessary
He declares the German -made
touch of characterization are en- picture is making bigger inroads
trusted to Edith Stockton. For the on the Scandinavian
film market,
number of scenes that she appears because
the story value is more in
in she practically dominates the
screen.
Charles Gerard, Vernon keeping with the thought of the
Fitzroy,
Bigelow people of those countries. In cerEmily
Steele,
Cooper and Constance Berry com- tain oitien he makes the statement
plete the cast. They have been se- that theatres are devoted exclusivelected with discretion.
ly to the showing of pictures

honors, winning the approval of
the college crowd In general and
Fred Vaughn in particular. The
latter installs her at the Hasklns
farm, and in due tune falls In love when the real murderer shows up.
with her, although barred by the A confession that he is the uncle of
usual obstacles, such as a wellmeaning female parent, who has
already selected one of their "set"
first

GERMANS GRAB FILM

The lighting is exceptional and
the photography very creditable to
Badaracco. The art direction of

J.

Robert M. Haas adds

way

much

in the

of rich production.

is

of

German make and no

others.

Mr. Olsen is connected with the
Swedish Biograph and the Overseas Trading Co.

Btep.

•Ctffftt

laborer with the heroine on the
Has! Ins farm that he acquires a
For an attempted punch
mate.
Downing: Clark
twist wherein some uncut diamonds
Percy White, a social secretary and
villain
Ray Gray are stolen, Rose falls under the
Mrs. Gilbert Dennleon. .Mrs. David Landau. usual suspicion, as is expected in
Dennleon 'a butler
Walter T. Lewis such circumstances, but vindicates
Dennleon' cook
Mra For
Detective O'Connor
Frank Badglsy herself after a much ado about
Tom Slake. Frank Harney.
Crooks
nothing situation.
William Nally. Porter Strong
The support is worthy, particularly Mr. Webb in the leading male
That good old hoko classic, stand- role, and Frank Klngsley as Horace,
by of burlesque and vaudeville in the bespectacled, sedate personage.

BUI Clark, a eecratary and hero

William

Park

10.

Gilbert Denntson. Delate'e uncle

the variety days, when no show of
that character waa complete without an afterpiece, "Ghost in the
Pawnshop" hag been dug from the
musty archives of the theatrical
embellished,
and
past,
modified
modernised, and blossoms forth as
"Ghost in the Garrett," a Fine ArtsParamount, starring Dorothy Gish.
F. Richard Jones directed and Wells
Hasting» wrote the photoplay.

Emma Bell Clifton perpetrated
the story; Doris Schroeder the slow

moving

and Fred Leroy

continuity,

Granville Is the accredited director
of this Universal "special."
The role of Edith, the "smart"
young lady who aspires to the honor
of being the hero's wife, is sadly
miscast and unconvincing.
Production expense, as stated before, Is kept at a minimum, being
It's a farce, and a capital one,
exteriors, with a theatre and
mostly
with the laughs bunched in the latball room scene betraying some
ter part of the picture, cumulative a
trace
of
a loose purse string.
action of the liveliest sort keeping
The title Itself would not be conthe interest at fever heat through a
sidered
strictly descriptive of the
as
thread of interpolated melodrama
neatly blended with the farcical exposition.
herself is acceptable all
star
The
theme. The author knows his picture audiences and has succeeded in things considered.
giving 'em "what they want.**
The yarn unfolded is relative to
a stolen necklace and a substitute
paste affair, which suggests the au"The Girl with a Million'' is a
thor may have quite as good a
feature preserfted by Fred.
knowledge of De Maupassant as he five-reel
Falkner, directed by Edwin ForW.
has of standardized farce and burrester, scenario by Germalne Dulac,
lesque. Dorothy Gish plays a sort
Grandats.
of "Peg o' My Heart" type, with a and starring Suzanne
The story follows rather closely
bulldog instead of a terrier, looks
sweet and peachy and realizes the "Peg o* My Heart" for the first
four reels, and Instead of finishing
full meaning of the comedy situaat the same point as "Peg," protions she is involved in.
ceeds
to a more serious situation.
One of the pieces of business has
Suzanne is a poor milliner's apMiss Gish sitting on a chair and
prentice
and loves a young artist
pretending she is part of it by enveloping herself in the furniture who is her neighbor. They become
engaged
when suddenly she is Incover.
This is good for several
wows and is capably handled by formed she has fallen heir to a large
Her fiance, in a burst of
fortune.
lfigp Gish, a comedienne, incidentself-abnegation, renounces his right
ally, who registers every point with
precision. The animated chair thing to marry her and tells her he has
Wat old when Willie Collier made undergone a change of heart.
Meantime Suzanne has gone to
his debut, but It's apparently new
to present-day film fans. In addi- live with titled relatives who scheme
tion to the old afterpiece mentioned, to marry her off to their son and
which seems to have been the basis thereby save the estate. Stung by
of the story, there Is also a slight what she believes to be a "throw
suggestion of "Seven Keys to Bald- down" on the part of the artist and
The big comedy scenes— dazzled by the pomp and importance
pate."
and there is a succession of nifties of marrying a marquis, she contents
of the sure-fire sort, sufficient to to marry the profligate so i, who
plans to secure her fortune and
"make" a couple of film comedies
take place in a haunted house, squander it upon his mistress.
It is at this point Miss Grandai*
where Miss Gish goes in search of
unloosens a wealth of emotional
the stolen necklace.
power.
On the night h«»r hptrothal
A gang of crooks is making headquarters in the haunted house, and is to be formally announced she
Miss Gish succeeds in spreading enters the reception hall and deterror among them by utilizing nounces the conspiracy to annex her
ch*aperK»s i*ud TTfattg eoverlngg. \ fortune by marriage, and returns to
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Life Imprisonment!
np WO words—and

A MILLION

HOTEL,
HOLLYWOOD
TUB ttKNPEZVOtJB Of TBEATBICAL BEST
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Hying death.

they doomed a

human

soul to

—for

a crime

Life imprisonment

he did not commit!

But when the

iron doors of Sing Sing close

upon

him, that's only the beginning—the beginning of one
of the greatest heart stories ever filmed.

You

will see his

—you

escape

and

in the dark, fight for his

You

will see

will see

him, alone

honor and freedom.

him torn from the arms of his bride
by the relentless hand of the law. And you will see

how a
was

convict's sacrifice freed the innocent

Without question, the greatest picture
the

man who

his friend.

in

which

Good Luck Star has yet appeared. Prison scenes

filmed in Sing Sing prison.
JESSE L.LASKY presents
•

>

THOMAS MEIGHAN
•The City dt Silent Men

G paramount Qictiwe

_

Adapted from "The Quarry," by John A. Moroso
'
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Direct 3d by
-

.

^MSS

Tom Forman

T

Scenario by Frank Condon
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PICTURES

1981

XE
LTRE DRIVE

TO

AID IRELAND

IS

"ORIGINALS" RULE

ON

Asked to Serve.

EX-GOV. MILLIKEN OF

SCENARIO FIELD

mtry Districted and Exhibi- Unsold
tors

3=

Plays

MAKER

MAINE, FILM

of tea Maine business men who
financing the venture.
The company has purchased the film rights
to five Curwood novels, and has entered into jreements with the author to supply four more stories
dealing with life of Maine fishermen

Market. Organizes Company to Pro- and employing sea settings.
Gone, Official Says.
duce Curwood Stories.
Curwood will move to Maine

Demand

Flood

The literary market for scenario
motion picture theatres purposes is practically at a standthroughout the United States in still, and the slump in play values
the
the campaign to raise funds for has never been as depressing in
the Relief of Buffering in Ireland are entire history of the picture btfsiTelegrams we. e sent ness. This is the opinion of one
under way.
by the executive, officers of the of the officials of Famous Players,
American Committee for Relief In who declares further that there Is
Ireland to 53 pt . 'nent motion pic- no demand at all for "hit" play
ure exhibitors requesting that they material that could be converted"
t as chairmen of the campaign in for scenario use.
These
Values have changed considereir respective localities.
Organisation plans for participaof

policy of the Pins Tree

Com-

pany

will be to put on everything in
Maine, to keep Maine before the
public in pictures to the greatest

extent, to portray Maine
scenery to the greatest possible ex-

possible

tent, presumably for its effect on
tourists, and eventually to Introduce

local people into the casts.

in

be cfh hand to advise
in the production of the first picAugusta, Me., March 80.
50,000 SCREEN TITLES.
Former Governor Carl B. Milllken, ture which has as its locale the
Ralph Spence, editor of "A Conof Maine, has just organised the country near the Canadian border.
Pine Tree Pictures, Inc., and Is The cast for the initial venture has necticut Yankee in King Arthur's
ready to begin on the first of • Louise Prussing, leading woman; Court," makes a novel claim for a
Richmond. leading man; record. He says that with the comneiieft of screen stories by James Warner
character player. pletion of the Fox special he has
Oliver Curwood, dealing with the Richard Neal,
Spence
Charles M. Seay Is director, as- written 50.000 film titles.
romance of the Maine woods.
Associated with the former execu- sisted by Royal V. Rothernal. was a newspaper man for ten years
before he got into the film game,
tive of the State is Frederick W. Charles Gilson and Eugene French
and says he Is trying to accumulate
Hinckley, representing a syndicate are the camermen.
enough money to go back.

June and

tion

The

49
xac

will

exhibitors are the same who con- ably. The ordinary mushroom sucducted the Hoover drive in their cess that could command a low of
territories.
$15,000 a year ago, is not given any
The telegram enlisting their aid consideration at all now.
folIreland
was
as
of
the
cause
In
The biggest reason is not lack
lows:
Producers can get the
of money.
"One-half million men, women services of an author to write
or
homeless
hungry
children
are
and
"direct" for one fourth of what
In Ireland. Ireland is being indus- formerly was asked by a "legit"
trially destroyed, resulting in wide- producer for the picture rights to

Under- a play.
spread misery and want.
signed members of the American
Statistics are given by this ofCommittee for Relief in Ireland, a ficial who states further that with
humaninon-political
son -sectarian
Whitman Bennett as production
tarian organization, asks your co- manager the price for the motion
operation in relieving this condition. picture rights to a successful play
,We are calling upon the motion pic- ranged from $15,^)0 to $100,000.
ture industry for tielp and have
Another reason for the dwindling
been advised by your associates in fluctuation in value of play •material
the industry that you are the proper is ascribed to the economic pressure
person to head this movement as by Walter Wanger, who, after takWe ing up the duties as successor to
chairman of your locality.
know that the motion picture indus- Bennett, was imperative in refustry -has never failed to' respond to
ing to countenance high prices for.
just appeal. We are not concerned
scenario material.
with the causes, but know that IreMushroom producers were getting
land's sufferings are as poignant as
their production cost a year ago
out
the world has ever known."
by accepting the low
The telegram was signed by Mor- on legit plays
$15,000. Today that price
gan J. O'Brien, chairman; Cardinal prices of
to
$5,000, and the dedwindled
has
Gibbons, John D. Ryan, Thomas P.
mand is nowhere in comparison.
Ryan and Capt. J. P. Lucey.
This official illustrates the lack
No set rules have been adopted
to a "teasing" hit
for the gathering of funds for the of consideration
the manager who "arrived"
relief fund. The chairman in each after
emphasizing the" fact
locality is expected to organize a this year, by
he
committee and devise whatever plan that he was turned down when
Inquiring what
of campaign may appeal to him as submitted a letter
Famous would offer. The Shubert
best adapted to the purpose.
The allied theatrical interests successes he declared were unsold,
"Clarence," was unsold, and one
addition,
in
to
have been appealed
with the following committee se- of Belasco's "The Phantom Rival,"
lected from the various theatrical which was contrary to Belasco's
organizations and agreed upon: policy in offering, was also unsold*
chairman; Martin
P. Albee,
B3.
Beck, William A. Brady, George M.
The Arthur Guy Bmpey Producn«h«»> Rvrinpv 8 Cohen William
answer to John
Marcus wew, tions last week filed
Harris Ma^curi^w,
Fox, Sam H. Harris,
erbout'a
V
D °^ B $15,000 breach of contract
Scrib_
*fJ Q
Walter J. Moore, Samuel S.
denvin*
generally denying
claims,
damage
ncr, Harry I* Spencer and Joseph the allegations. Verbout alleges a
Weber.
two years' written agreement as
for the defendant
A series of benefits arranged by "route manager"
undoubtedly at a weekly salary of $160. Robert
all theatre owners will
Spear is acting for Empey.
follow.
1
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'
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First National Business
PASSION
FASHION BEAUX ARTS.
Mgr.

—Played

proved a

event It was acclaimed a triumph in
Broke all box-office records.

TRENTON THEATRE.

The

picture

and held the

spec-

W;

J. B. Trail. M«r.—Tke*
declared it to be the best picture ikty had
struck die crowds as a whole as a top-notch show.

Lynchburg.

AMBASSADOR THEATRE.
Mgr.

art,

Many

ences were greatly pleased.
it

C

Fla.; Stanley

brilliant social

tators spellbound.

and

West Palm Beach.

at one dollar admission to largest audiences in history.

—Marked

the opening of this

the house during the entire run.

Los Angeles. Cal.; S. Battel ISfcConaack.
theatre.
There was not one empty seat in

new

Critics praised the picture highly.

THEKID
COLONIAL THEATRE, Elyria, Ohio; O. J. Bannon. Mgr«Attendance records a fifth more than ever before. Many could not get in and asked
Box-office receipts largest in
for a second play date, which is being arranged for.
history.

WONDERLAND THEATRE,

Lorain. Ohio; August Ilg. Mgr.— Broke all
Big crowds lined up trying to get in. Return date to be played.
Broke both box-office and attendance records.

records in this city.

NEWS OF FILM WORLD
Phoebe Hunt, leading woman of
the Wilkes Stock Company at the
Majestic, Los Angeles, has been selected for the leading feminine role
by
In a Frank Uoyd production

with the concern for the past seven
years.

Marjorle Daw! who played the
role of "Love" in "Experience" for
has returned to CaliforParamount,
Goldwyn of "The Grim Comedian, nia. She was brought to New York
a stage play in which Miss Hunt is to play the part in the picturization.
by
now appearing. It was written
Florence Flinn, who played the inRita Weiman. It is Miss Hunts genue in "Daddy Dumplins," has
first appearance on the screen.
been chosen to play the part of
"Frailty."

Rushton, a legitimate
stage director, has been added to
American distribution rights for
the cast of the new Reginald Barker a series of four French dramatic
Goldwyn production, "The Old Nest," pictures have been secured by the
The cast will have 21 principals.
C. B. C. Film Sales Co. The first,
which is called "The Nightingale of
Corporation Paris," is to be released shortly.
Pictures
Reelcraft

Roland

CRITERION THEATRE,

Atlanta, Ga.

;

Willard

attendance and box-office returns in three months.

CENTRAL THEATRE.

Fairbury,

111.;

best picture ever run as far as box-office receipts.

RIALTO THEATRE,
fluent

wild over it

C

Patterson,

A

Milwaukee, Wis.; Frank Cook.

Mgr.—The

March

SOWING THE WIND
RIVIERA THEATRE.

KnojcviHe.

excellent picture that played to big crowds.

Tenn.; William E. Drumbar.

Everybody

Sidney Kaliner, formerly assistant
director of the Peerless Studio,
leaves for the coast April 4, and will
reside at 1342 East Adams street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
SSSSSWH^

Morris Kohn, president of Realreturned Monday from a trip
the country and rppo^ls
general conditions as very satisfac^
Barring certain sections like
tory.
art,

around

Seattle,

.

where the shipbuilding

^Echoes of

The Big

1

in-

Pearl White sails for Europe April dustry haa been shattered, he says
motion picture patronage is quite
a vacation.
normal.

and

another, reason

why

5
—

IS for

The

title

of

latest picture is

William Farnum's
"His Greatest Sacri-

MATT MOORE

SIGNED.

fice."

Matt Moore, brother of Tom and
Jacob Glucksman has bought the Owen, has been engaged by Cosmopolitan
to play the male load in
foreign rights to "The Black Pantheir forthcoming feature, "Back
ther's Cub" from W. K. Ziogfeld.
Pay." It is a Fanny Hurst story,
Jack Gilbert, film star, was mar- adapted by Frances Marion. Borried last week to Beatrice Joy, a zaRc, who directed "Humorcsque,"
west coast picture actress.

will handle the direction.
Seena Owen will have the femiOscar A. Morgan has be*.*n prolead oppnsito'the newest of the
nine
moted to an Important post in the
the leading
foreign
Famous Moores. Matt played
department
of
in "The Passionate Pilgrim"
roles
flayers,
Emil
under
working
Shauer, who Is director of that of- and "Straight Is the Way," both
fice.
Morgan has been connected Cosmopolitan productions.

Mgr—An

liked it

30.

The mother of Charles and SydMabel Ballin and Wyndham Stand- ney Chaplin arrived in New York
ing will have the leading roles in from England on Monday for a visit
Hugo Ballin's production of "Ave to her sons. She leaves this week
Maria," to be released by Hodklnson. #^y* *l«*f* AAaaf

audience

Picture broke both box-office and attendance records.

A

tion

satisfied.

Elmer Ramsey. Mgr.—
riot
The
Also broke attendance records.

will make its releases in the east in
new series of two-reel
future.

Percy Marmont.will play a promWesterns, featuring Jack House, has inent role in "The Price," starring
been added to the short subject pro- Helen Ware, which will be screened
gram and will be ready for distribu- as a Whitman Bennett production.

Mgr.—Best

Everybody thoroughly

qfareyilb#+aFrmteMs^£}&yM!£UUtLl
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PICTURES
LOCAL POLICE CONTROL

WOULD BANISH
FILM VAMPS SMOKES

BILL

VS.

STATE CENSOR, NEW PLAN

West

Virginia

Has

Prize Plan

to Reform the Screen.

fight on Lu*k-Clayton Bill to Open at New York
Legislative Hearing April 6— Industry on Hand
.

to Resist

Up

Steam

State Political

Roller,

****
cency" of patrons of motion picAlbany, March 80.
Regulation of motion pictures by tures.
"The proposed measure or any
instead of
authorities
jttmnlciival
State censorship is the plan pro- other attempt at censorship will be
ducers have decided upon in order vigorouHly fought by this organito defeat the measure introduced zation regardless of the treachery
by Assemblyman Walter F. Clay- attributed to some self-constituted
ton, Republican, of Kings County, spokesman of the industry,** he
a hearing on which has been set added. "The illogical and inconfor April 6, before the Senate Fin- sistent attitude of a producer advoance Committee and the Ways and cating censorship is too transparHeaps Committee of the Assembly. ent to need comment."
The picture men, who are headed
Boston, March 30.
by William A. Brady and Sydney
Despite the determined fight that
8. Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League, State was made by those in opposition, a
of New York* do not intend to let bill which will call for the State
the Miller steam roller flatten them, censorship of moving pictures has
•Tea though the O. O. P. machine been reported by the Committee on
has about rolled out everything it Mercantile Affairs.
The bill provides that on and after
has tackled this year. The producers will not submit to any censor- Jan. 1, 1922, it shall be unlawful for
any
person to sell, lease, loan or use
ship idea without a battle, it is
understood, and will fight the "gag" for public exhibition or commercial
purposes in the Commonwealth of
proposal to the limit.
The producers held a conference Massachusetts any motion picture
film unless it has been approved by
with Senator James J. Walker of
Brooklyn, minority leader in the the Commissioner of Public Safety.
If the owner or lessee of a moUpper House, last Friday, after
Which the announcement was made tion picture film or the owner, manager or lessee of a motion picture
that they will ask for regulation of
the films by the police of the establishment is aggrieved or dissatisfied with a decision of the comvarious cities In the state instead
missioner he shall ask for and reef censorship. At the conference
ceive a hearing by the commiswith Senator Walker it was decided
sioner. If still dissatisfied and agthat the best course for the producgrieved he may appeal to the Supeers was to offer the substitute for
rior Court, any justice of which
the scheme of censorship.
shall have
power to revoke or
The moving picture interests modify such decision.
Were advised by
Miller, of
A charge of S3 shall be paid for
Buffalo, that the only way to stop the inspection of each
reel of film
censorship was to offer ah alter- not exceeding 1,00© linear feet
and
native plan, and he suggested that $4 for each reel exceeding
1,000
regulation of the pictures by the linear feet.
State and local authorities might
The Commissioner of Public Safebring about results. His alterna- ty is authorized to appoint a deputy
tive plan is that if any exhibitor director or moving picture
censor
shows a picture that is questionable at an annual salary not to exceed
he may be summoned into court $3,500.
and fined for producing it and the
film confiscated, and permission to
SEEKING STUDIO RECRUITS.
exhibit it elsewhere in the State
.would be denied.
Los Angeles, March 30.
The Los Angeles Chamber of
Mrs.
Clarence
Waterman, of
Commerce
is making a bid to get
Brooklyn, state president of the
National Moving Picture Censor- the rank and file of the motion picship Association, who has taken a ture industry enrolled in Its ranks.
The chamber is trying to increase
leading part in the fight on pictures,
has held conferences with Speaker its membership from 7,000 to 10,000
Edmund Macbold of the Assembly, and during the past few weeks the
.Assemblyman Clayton, the intro- heads of departments at the various
ducer of the bill and Senator Clay- studios have been invited to Join.
ton R. Lusk. Republican, of Cort- The response has not been all that
land county, who is the majority the chamber desired.
'leader in the Upper House, and who
will handle the censorship bill when
It reaches his chamber.
The regu- SHORTY FREE, BACK AGAIN.
Houston, Tex., March SO.
lation plan did not appeal to Mrs.
'

'

Charleston,

The Helmlck
State

W. Va, March
bill,

Legislature

30.

presented In the
here, creates a

Board of Censors for motion picture
films exhibited la this State and
provides for a system of examination, approval and regulation of pictures to he exhibited.
The bill
would require a board of three
members to be appointed by the
governor for a term of three years,
the chairman of the board to receive a salary of $2,000 a year, the
vice-chairman $1,000 a year, and
the secretary $2,000

a

year.

An

Friday,
and other
scenes in which the human form Is
shown in the nude, scenes holding

distressing scenes, studio

NAME COUNSEL OF D. C
TO FRAME CENSOR PLAN

up to ridicule aad reproach races,
classes or other social groups, pictures dealing with counterfeiting,
pictures showing mea and womea
living together without marriage,
brutal treatment of children, gross
and offensive drunkenness, pictures
of gun play, etc., sensual kissing
and love making scenes, views of

Washington. D. C, March

The new

women smoking.

Section 21 would prohibit the display of any advertising matter that
was immoral or Improper. Much of
the bill is devoted to detailed regulations governing the elimination
Section
or the rejection of films.
32 deals with subjects which must
be condemned and in that category
are those relating to "white slavery" relating to the betrayal of
young girts and assaults upon
women, prenatal and childbed
scenes, pictures and parts of pictures dealing with the drug habit,
scenes showing the modus operandi
of criminals, gruesome and unduly
'

20.

District Commissioners,

have turned all matters concerning
Owensboro, Ky., Marjh f\
the censorship on the movies over
picture censor committee of to the District Corporation
Counthe local Chamber of Commerce is
who, it is stated, is to make a
preparing a city ordinance provid- sel,
ing for a board of five which will close study of all Its various phases
Include a Jew, a Protestant and a and report It bade to the Commissi
Catholic to pass upon screen sub- s toners.
There will be two other
jects.
He is to go over the Pennsylvania,

The

members

rules,

who

harm

at large.
City Attorney George S. Wilson,
is advising in the draft of the
measure, contemplates a penalty
for failure to obey the rulings of
the censors.

It

Is

the belief of the

The Corporation Counsel, it Is
stated on competent authority, will

make recommendations along the
following lines: Undue suggestions
Immoral sex relations; white
slavery or procurement of women;
passionate love scenes or too brazen
exhibitions of vice; nude figures,
except children, and salacious titles
or sub-titles.
An Interesting sidelight on the
censorship campaign has been the
leaning toward censorship of the
dramatic writer of the Evening
Star, with the result that all the
motion picture ads**ln last Sunday's
edition were cut to less than a hun«*
dred lines.
of

try for propaganda purposes.
The reel was prepared under the

direction of J. L. Croze, and presented at a private show given in
the Salon of the Hotel Continental

here on

and

Commissioners that It will do
to have current and elastic
regulations to define how far a sex
story should go and just where portrayal of crime becomes too minute
for the good of youthful minds.

examination fee or $1 for each
film, reel or set views of 1.2u0 lineal feet or less would be required
under section 17, plus a fee of $1
FRENCH INDUSTRIAL FILM
for each duplicate or print Under
Paris, March 12.
section 20 any member or employe
The direction of the Societe Comof the board would be authorized to
enter any motion picture house and merclale of the soda mines of Alprevent the display or exhibition of sace has had a film executed showany picture not approved by the ing the various phases of the indusboard.

Studies State Statufa
as Guide.

Official

March 1*

A

suitable musical program accompanied the 'presentation, which
constituted an entertaining soiree.

DE MILLE'8 NEXT.
Lynn S. Card, late general m
Weiman has sold an original
to Famous Players-Lasky, ager for Hallmark Pictures, h
been
manager of Select
which William C. De Mills will do branchappointed
office exchange In Kansas
Rita

story

as hls^next special production.
story is as yet untitled.

The

City, succeeding

Arthur

S.

Hyman,

resigned.

R R

Under the

Waterman.

local direction of

W.

Edna

Governor Miller returned to Albany Sunday from Atlantic City,
where he "rested up" after snapping the Q. O. P. whip on the Republican members of the Assembly
and making them do his bidding on
the New York traction bill, paving
the way for an eight cent fare. The
Governor passed his Easter "vaca-

Saunders, Shorty (Jack) Hampicture star, arrested here on
a charge of being implicated in a
hold-up and released front the
county jail after the case was dismissed. Is now appearing in person at the Star theatre, where they
are showing one of his pictures.

tion" at an exclusive country club
outside the beach resort and denied
himself to newspaper men. He gave
out but one interview since leaving
Albany and la that one he relterated his stand for film censor-

JUDGMENT RECORDS.
The following

is a list of judgIn the County Clerk's
First name is judgment
debtor; second name of creditor,
and amount of Judgment follows:
Clsrence H. and Leslie H. Cooke;
handle

ship.

Senator Lusk, who will
the Clayton measure in the Upper
House, held a short conference
with the producer* Friday. "I was
Informed they had a substitute plan
for the present bill," Senator Lusk
!*aid.
"Submission of that plan, I
told them, should be made at the
hearing, and if their proposals are
convincing that they want to suppress salacious pictures, we might
consider the proposition.
Otherwise the Lusk- Clayton bill will be
only
censorship
the
measure considered."

to

ments

filed

office.

H. von Bulow,
Francis X.
Co.;

J.;

$10,020.80.

Bushman; Taxi Cab

$.596.25.

Ivan Bankoff; D. Hines; $161.70.
Law Scenic
Studios; $1,354.18.
Bsmer fcame; $1,008.98.
Frohman Amus. Corp. and William L. Sherrill; A. P. Kelly; $1,-

John Cort; H. Robert

060.30.

Schooner

Photo

Play

Producing

Bauman & Co.; $120.01.
R. Wilner and Nat Kahn;
Olinick; $1,075.72.
Carter De Haven; Circle Taxi Cab

Co., Inc.;

B S.Moss's
Glowing
Tribute,
io this

Co.; $29.20.

BANKRUPTCY PETITION.
Charles A. Sellon, an actor, of No.
132
631;

W.

45th street;

liabilities,

aoesoroiitAS

U?

Magnificent

Msx

J.

After learning that members of
the Legislature were reported as
understanding that representatives
of the industry invited censorship
because of newspaper stories of
conferences between those agitating censorship and certain motion
picture producers. President Cohen
of the Exhibitors' League, made a
statement in which he pointed out
that the censorship bill is "neither
Just nor equitable" in that censorship of movies "is as up -American
as censorship of the press" and "an
insult

ilton,

ran immjosiosi

8T AID SICOID AT1I0B

'MIIKD THAtOU*

Super-

Feature

IftOTSD A

tbbatbs i*9 oQi AODxarcn ixts
A

norODlAKA.

tibutn

A14B0U9I 'BUBUD flUUSOBK'

it test oapacitt boosi* to

America;
Inc.;

$3.-

372.42.

JUDGMENT VACATED.
Lambart Film
Clifford
B. Harmon and
Lambart, B. K. Corn to;
1920.

tn

W

001'MOADBAT

rxti rabios xufisi
ORftAt

PUlU) JOUB

SOU

HBO

no

qxtbs

l> A t'tSi

At OUTJSKIi

broadbat tbxatbj.

•••.MOSS.

8toll
Film Corp. of
Craftsmen Film Labs.,

Harry
the Intelligence and de- June 2:.,

miasm

$2,-

ATTACHMENTS.

Cqrp.,

ST0

J* TBI BOI OITldj.

MAOTiroi AID IBTBLLIGBSt rHBBBBTATIOB 07 A

no assets.

Mirror Films,

BOIA0A

Inc.,

QOOK NOW

A (gsmopoliian
O
fP*z**czsrn'Cri4*l4

Distributed by

FAMOUS PLAY^RS-LASKY c6W\

,

.

•*
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WANT OBERHOLTZER

ARREN LEAVES BIG 6 IN HUFF

COAST FILM NOTES

BACK AS FILM CENSOR

AS LICHTMAN TAKES CHARGE
'

Industry Ready to Fight His

Reappointment.

'

«

i

9
Associated Producers General Manager

Walks Out

Philadelphia* March 30.
Offices
Price's
of
A strong campaign to put back
Dr. Ellis P. Qberholtser as a voting
Coast Crisis Arrived
member, of the Pennsylvania Board
of Censors has been started here by
various women's societies and orA crisis was reached on Monday ceed Warren directly a settlement ganizations throughout the city.
Dr. Oberholtzer was secretary of
could
be
effected
Warren.
with
Jn the New York offices of AssociJust what transpired between the board of three up until last Ocated Producers. Inc. ("Bis; Six")
tober,
when he was given an honorPrice and Warren on the former's
with the return from the coast of return east could not be learned, but ary position with the board, deprivHenry
(President Oscar A. Price.
it is understood the matter was a ing him of a voting power.
Starr Richardson, a local ^newspaper
Immediately thereafter F. B. War- personal one.
fill the vaman,
appointed
to
was
general
manager
of
distribution,
Warren,
declined
to
make
any
ren,
packed up his belongings and walked statement for publication, saying he cancy. Richardson is known to be
Up to that time no contract had placed the matter in the hands more favorably disposed to pictures
out.
and has inclined the board to more
had been signed with Al. Lichtman of his attorneys.
Price was equally uncommunica- leniency during the last few months.
to replaqe Warren, though it is adThe position of chairman of the
mitted negotiations had been con- tive, other than to say that Warren
Will again become vacant next
cluded when Lichtman was on the had resigned and that Lichtman board
May. Heading the movement for
coast and that he was slated to suc- was now in charge of distribution.
the reappointment of Oberholtxer is
Mrs. H: R. Porter Bradford.
Moving picture interests here are
MADLAINE TRAVERS 8UE8. determined in their opposition to
TOUBING
UNTAMED."
Madlaine
Travers,
film
actress,
and are pinning their
Oberholtzer
Signe Patterson, formerly partner
with Frank Hale in vaudeville, is has started suit in the New York hopes to the fact that the Governor
Lyon
against
H.
is inclined to be in sympathy with
Supreme
Court
touring as part of a road show in
conjunction with "The Woman Un-f Smith for $222,500 for breach of them. The last flare-up on the centamed" Which Frank McGovern is contract. She alleges. Smith agreed sor business was the passage of
sponsoring as a touring attraction. to star her in a series of pictures "Passion" almost In toto.
Doraldlna is featured in the film and to pay her a salary ranging
PRODUCTION SPEED MARK.
and Miss Patterson does a hula from $1,600 to $3,000 a week, but
number in the acted prolog similar failed to carry out his agreement
30.

N«w York

on Oscar
Monday.

—

from

Return

i

"WOMAN

number.

McGovern

sending out five road
conjunction with the
different parts of the
is

in

picture Jn
country- Each

even

company

Los Angela*. March 30.
new production next week at the
Jerome Storm, director for Kath- Vitagraph under the direction of
MacDonald, was married on Chester Bennett.

leen

March 19 to Miss Mildred Klchter
at the home of the Robert McKims
in Hollywood.

William Do Millc has finished
"The Lost Romance," a Knoblock
story.

v.

:

->

r

Colonel Selig, in association with
George Melford is starting on
Sam Rork, in again to take an active "The
Great Impersonation" from
interest, in ?he picture producing
the novel by IC. Phillips Oppennelitt.
field.
will
be
the
The first venture
James
Kirkwood and Ann Forrest
production of 16 two-reelers from
James Oliver Curwood stories, Bach will play the leads.
is to have all the thrills of a fiveMonte Blue has been loaned to
reeler and a star of the caliber of
to play the lead opposite
Lewis Stowe will be seen in them. Realart
Mary Miles Mlnter in "Moonlight
Bertram Bracken will direct.
and
Honeysuckle,"
the
George
Scarborough play which -served
Jack Holt has been loaned by the Ruth Chatterton as a stage vehicle.
Lasky studio to the Goldwyr. for a
picture.
The production in which
"The Woman Next Door," with
he will appear is "The Grim Come- May Allison as the star, Is Bayard
dian,"
playing;
opposite
Phoebe V elller's first directorial effort. He
Hunt, who has been leading woman is now busy cutting and titling.
at the Majestic here for a short
time.
E. Mason Hopper will direct at
the Gold wyn lot for another year.
Hi«
contract with the company was
Eva Gordon has been engaged by
Metro to support Viola Dana in renewed last week.
"Life's

Darn Funny."

Ethel Clayton

shortly to leave

is

Ruth Wing was married last week Los Angeles and go to London for
to
make a picture
to Ted Taylor, publicist and scen- Paramount
ario writer, and the couple are abroad.
honeymooning in Hawaii.
* Larry Seamon has been in bed
for a week as a result of Injuries
Louise Dresser and Jack Gardner received
doing trick stuff in one of
arrived here last week and opened his
productions.

home

their

domestic

of

in

A

Glendale.

comedies

are

series
to be

Mary Carlisle has started work
in the lead. on the
Los Angeles, March
Wlllard Louis will play opposite in whichseries of two-reel comedies
she is to be featured. The
Louis J. Gasnier has just made a her and Jack Gardner will be the
productions are being made at the
FAY TINCHER BACK.
record at the Robertson -Cole stu- business manager of the company.
Glendale studios.
After two months of personal ap- dios by shooting a feature in three
pearances in mid -western states, and a half weeks. The title of the
The Apache Trails Productions, a
Eddie Rosenbaum. Jr., has about
Fay Tincher has returned to Los picture is "Wives" and it is now in new company, has started work on tired of the film selling game
with
Angeles to resume work in Christie the cutting room. It will elevate two-reel westerns at Globe, Aria. Fox in this section of the country,
J. B. Warner and Vester Pegg are and
is soon to embark in the directwo-reel comedies.
Fritzi Brunette to stardom.
•*the

to Doraldina's screen terpsichorean

companies

By FRED SCHADER.

consists of

people.

made with Miss Dresser

featured leads. Others in the
cast are Kitoria Beverldge, "Blllie"
Bennett. Lew Meehan, Isabelle Wilford and William Ryno.

torial field.

Ward Wing has been engaged for
a new Realart production which is
to be directed by Sid Franklin.

Mra William Christy Cabanne
obtained a divorce from her husband, the motion picture director,
EVICTED.
last Wednesday.
Under the order
of the court she receives $5,000 im- D«ol Reported for BJanek
to Take
mediately and $200 weekly.
Davenport Capitol.

BLANCHAR0

pSSSsJssNfaSSSj

H i.

Marie Provost has quit the Mack
Sennett lot. She is to be featured
by an Independent company.

Davenport, la, March SO.
H. Blanchard, head of the
Blanchard Amusement Co. and the
man who has been the moot promback at the
inent
J.

Frank R. Conklin is
Chri-te studios as* chief of the
scenario staff. Rose Loewniger has
the post of scenario editor, taking
charge of all outside manuscripts
for the company.

locally In the vaudeville lino,

was ejected from the Capitol today by the police on orders from

the owner.
The theatre is a beautiful picture
house seating 2,600, and has had
some trouble In getting the pictures
wanted, and lately a deal was consummated by the owner by which it
is to be pooled with the A. H. Blanck
Interests, an outfit that has three
local theatres and many others radiating from Vem Moines.
The trouble came from Blanchard
finding a new manager had been
sent here, and it is reported that
Blanchard removed him violently
from the office. The police were

-

nario

Scenes by Joseph Urban

and Direction George D. Baker

H*rnr

Revier,

who

is

to

make

six

XT
Morthwestern
stories for the First

National,
last

week
of

first

started
to

for

Lake Tahoe

shoot the prolog to the

the stories entitled "The
the North," written by
£^ £*
Eddie
Dowling, for which John B.
Clymer did the continuity.

beautiful

rt

Adam

Hull Shirk, of the Lasky

publicity staff,

J72iAqs

went

to

Vancouver

with Wallie Reed. Arch Reeve taking charge of the department in
his
absence.

<

called and now Blanchard promises
Pauline Fredericks is back at the a legal action to enforce his conRobertson-Cole studios after two tract.
weeks on location shooting scenes
for "The Greater Love."
"DOWN EAST" DOES $10,040.
Capt. Edwin Brower Hesser, forSeattle, March 80.
mer dramatic critic, motion picture
Company "X" of D. W. Griffith's
director and producer, is now a pho"Way
Down
East," in its second
tographer here.
He caters exclusively to the picture stars and is week at the Metropolitan, shattered
all previous Holy Week records lolocated In Hollywood.
cally,
by piling up a gross of
The vacation period at the Mack $10,040.
Sennett studio' is over and work
The picture had its premiere bohas started on the Mabel Normand fore
4 brilliant society audience
picture,
"Molly O."
F. Richard
Jones will direct the picture, and which attended as the guests of D.
Griffith.
W.
The first week's gross
the general scheme of things is to
make It a fitting rival to "Mickey." bordered on $14,000 and the advance
sale for the third week indicates
Antonio Moreno Is to start on a that total will be exceeded.

ROADWAY
Ay

STORM

I

greatest picture of re-incarnation ever shown. Played
four weeks to capacity at Criterion Theatre, New York,
then a week at B. S. Moss's Broadway Theatre.

The

CLOTHES

Now

playing high-priced, reserve seat Keith, Moss and
Proctor houses, New York. Also booked for an indefinite
run at the Randolph Theatre, Chicago.

MISS DAVIES does the best work of her career in this
picture.-VARIETY.
By all odds the best picture MISS DAVIES has ever appeared in.-N. Y.

EVENING MAIL.
;,"" r

Production
-»»

n

BOOK NOW

MOM
|

t
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*
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PICTURES

Hugo Riesenfc! ; certainly gave the Criterion a "Breath of Scotland" this
week, which was started off by a beautiful scenic, entitled "Bonnie Scotland," with the lakes of Loch Lomond, and castles where Scottish kings
once made merry. This was followed by a pretty little song scenic and
musical setting, "A Scottish Idyll," while succeeding the feature picture
Vera Myers, in a dainty silk crinoline, with Paul Oscard, danced "In the
Moonbeams.''
John S. Robertson is to be congratulated for his translation of Sir
James M. Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy" to the screen, making it seem
real and not mere play acting. The majority of the action takes place In
that quaint little village of Thrums, which Mr. Robertson has represented
just as one would imagine it. Caret h Hughes is a delight as Tommy, the
dreamer, whose wag of the head meant so much. Mr. Hughes makes
Tommy come to life. The same applying to May McAvoy's Grlzcl.' No
Is too emphatic for this little lady's acting.
Miss McAvoy was a picture in her gown of white, made bustle fashion,
that being the style in those days, and charming they looked. Taffeta
formed another of Miss McAvoy's dresses, with short sleeves and square
neck edged with a niching. But no matter what her attire, whether silks
or rags, Miss McAvoy would bo beautiful. Mabel Taliaferro, whose appearances were brbf In the role of the Painted Lndy gate a finished 'f^erm.i
»,>r»
formance of On uffr'-ritig 'character study.

praise

4
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LASKY SEES PERIL

IN

ACCUSE YOUNQ AUTHORS.

TRUCE

Picked

Up

In

N. Y.

Schenectady, March

Arthur Flynn, sixteen years

St.
old,

BROADWELL WRIT REDUCEC
062,000 Attachment
to 012,000,

Qlavey's

Schenectady When
Now York.

CLARA HAM0N PICTURE

About to Leave for

OF INDUSTRY AND AGITATORS

EXHIBITORS BAN

.

Ctf

On motion to vacate a 0S2.878.tC
Attachment secured against tap
Broadwell Productions, Ine* by
John J. Glavey, Justice Gavegan, o£
the Supreme Court has denied tho
defendant'* motion other than to
reduce the attachment to $12,000.
Glavey brought suit against the
Broadwell oompany for the full
amount above mentioned as back
sensationalism as illustrated in a salary and damages alleged dup
Smith him on a written contract to
Clara
to
film
proposal
Hamon," acquitted on a charge of services rendered In an executive
killing Jake L. Hamon, the million- capacity.
aire oil magnate and Republican
Robert Spear, who is acting for
politician, with whom she had a
Glavey, has attached the "Nick
liaison for ten years, by a jury at
Ardmore, Okla., was bitterly de- Carter" series of pictures whicf
nounced by the Motion Picture the Broadwell company produced.

Opposed to Exploiting "Crimof II Duane avenue, and Edward
Fitzpatrlck, fifteen years old, of T
inal Sensationalism."
Duane avenue, Schenectady, bought
9
tickets for Poughkeepsle yesterday
Albany, March 10.
Producer Warns Directors Association Screen Is on and
were waiting for the train in •
At a conference at the Ten Eyck
Trial and Reformers Will Make Capital Out of the New York Central station. Po- hotel late last week to plan a camlice claim they acted peculiarly and
paign against the film censorship
Plain Clothesman Albert Veeder,
Crime and Sex Subjects Endorse 14 Points.
the exploitation of "criminal
arte,
having the money for the bill,

—

.

.

.

.

"We

are told that censorship advocates have declared a truce of
one year," said Jesse L. Lasky,
speaking before the Motion Picture
Directors' Association at a dinner
in the Peacock Room of the Alex-

andria Hotel, Los Angeles, March 17.
•'This victory we appear to have
won, it seems to me, is the most

dangerous crisis of the industry.
Unless we are careful, we will walk

a trap.
"During this armistice the reformers will try to 'get our numbers/ They will Judge us, not by
the best not by the clean entertainment produced by 9S per cent,
of us. but by the worst work of a
I per cent. The trouble maker of
our industry is the individual with
a fat bankroll, who produces a salainto

picture

cious

—oh,

Then

boy!

make

to

—the

on us all.
"Every man la

it

fatter.

reformers are

room has the
any story not
morally right is handed him to pro"The
duce," declared Mr. Lasky.
right

to

object

this

if

executive head of every big picture
corporation in this country has
pledged himself to a clean screen.
are pledged to put any man who
dares to exhibit an improper picture out of business, to expose him
to the police and to herald his moral
treachery to the press.
"No man can spend his career In
the theatre or pictures and come
through 100 per cent, normal. He
cannot see with the eyes of the

We

average American with & family,
who attends church, who has never
seen the Follies or the metropolis
nor read the type of literature the
dramatic professional is forced to
read-

"That normal man's viewpoint Is
right because he is in the majority.
An'' he wants a clean screen. We
can double attendance at picture
•hows of America simply by screening interesting, decent stories and
exploiting them In the proper way.
"I am speaking from my selfish
viewpoint as an individual when I
say that clean pictures are not only
right

— they

are the

way

to success.

"Scenes considered proper In a
book or on the stage often are ImTo know
proper on the screen.
whether you should film a given
scene or not, think what its effect
would be on the Impressionable
young people, who form the bulk of
our audiences. I don't mean children; we can't produce with them
only in mind; parents must exer-

same jurisdiction here they
do over theatres and books.
But

cise the

make

pictures that children of 20
not ch'ldren of 10 can go to see
and remain unsullied.
"Remember that motion pictures
sot styles for youth in hair-cuts,
clothing everything only we don't

—

—

—

realize it.
"Let's make pictures for the public to enjoy, not for censors in forty
States to cut and slash.
"It is amazing to think of the
power in this room. You directors
could coin a phrase among you that

you could use tomorrow and break
the highest official or popularize the

known commodity.
"Remember that you are

least

artists.
it art.
The

not bunk to cMl
picture is probably the
greatest
art
God
ever
gave
•*"
humanity.''
Mr. Lasky's code of fourteen
points antedated the clean screen
meeting of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry by
several weeks, and covers the same
principles that the recently adopted
thirteen points of the N. A. M. P. I.
The original code was drawn
do.
up by a newspaper man who represented the attitude of the outsider to motion picture William C.
Bullitt, who went to the peace conIt is

motion

tickets refunded, took the boy* to
police headquarters.
of crime, any offense to any reFlynn was charged with vagrancy
worobjects'
of
ligion, sacrilege to
and Fitspatrick with Juvenile deship, suggestive comedy, unneceslinquency.
Flynn will be arraigned
sary bloodshed, salacious titles or
in Police Court tomorrow morning
advertising.
Mr. Lasky answered questions and Fitspatrick will be arraigned in
Juvenile Court Saturday.
following his talk.
The police say the boys had a
"Let us hear from one brother
Theatre Owners of New York State.
who has perhaps the hardest role peculiar map of several of SchenacIn adopting the resolution against
tady's
streets on which were mysteof all to play," suggested William
the exploitation of Clara Smith
D. Taylor, director of the M. P. rious notations, which the boys
life as revealed in the
Hamon's
claim
was a basis of a story they
D. A., Indicating Cecil de Mile.
were writing as a motion picture. murder trial, the theatre owners
"It is really more our party than
pledged their "full strength to prethe producers'," responded Mr. de The boys said they had received
$20.50 for a story they sent to a mo- vent the appearance of such films on
Mille, and proceeded In a satirical
the screens of New York theatres."
interrupted
by tion picture concern in California.
frequently
vein,
public
the
This amount was found on the boys, They also "warned
laughter, saying In part:
investments in such unsavagainst
"So far I have never produced a the police say.
ory productions, which necessarily
picture that finished anything like
invoke deserved condemnation and
the story the producer gave me to
general disapproval."
QUITS GRIFFITH.
produce.
The resolution was passed unan."There are only thirty-two draTwenty-two of Resigns to Qo Into Business as Ad- imously at a session between the
matic situations.
vertising Counsellor.
Executive
Committee and officers of
them are offensive to Anglo-Saxons,
the organization and reads as folwhich leaves ten. Eight and a half
The resignation of Robert Edgar lows:
of them are offensive to the censors,
Long as general press representa"This organization being emphatwhich leaves what?
tive for D. W. Griffith, was the sub- ically opposed to the exploitation Of
"However, a director can take
almost any picture and make it ject of some comment this week. criminal sensationalism as illustratHe was associated with Griffith for ed in a proposal to film Clara Smith
either salacious or exquisitely pure."
Mr. Taylor summed up the situa- more than three years and in addi- Hamon, take advantage of the prestion to acting as personal publicity ent meeting to protest against, such
tion:
"No matter what the subject is," representative for the director, ex- exhibitions and pledge the full
he said, "it is not necessary to play ploited such films as "Hearts of strength of its organized influence
up Its salacious side. You can do the World," "'Broken Blossoms," to prevent the appearance of such
films on the screens of the theatres
almost anything— in a clean way." "Way Down East.'*
Long's explanation is that he of New York State. In fulfillment
At this point the motion was
made and unanimously carried by wishes to engage in business for of our earnest desire to protect our
the forty directors present that the himself, acting as personal repre- patrons, we respectfully warn the
M. P. D. A. indorse Mr. Lasky's sentative and counsel in advertising general public against investments
points, undertake to comply with and publicity for producers, direc- in such unsavory productions, which
them, and to give hi. a resolution tors and players, both of the stage necessarily invoke deserved condemnation and general disapproval."
to that effect to carry back to the and screen.
East.
Reginald Barker suggested that
San Francisco, March 30.
JUDGES.
the time would come when two
The Allied Amusement Industries
classes of pictures would be proof California, composed of manduced one for children, another for Calif. Senator Proposes Advsnce agers embracing all the leading
Information Board.
the matured mind of adults.
Mr,
theaters In San Francisco, and
Lasky declared that no great
practically all the picture thoatres
San Francisco, Mar. 80.
splurge in children's stories was
A bill to establish a board of re- in Central and Northern California,
likely to be made at present, but
took steps to bar the appearance of
that special performances for chil- view for motion pictures with the
any Clara Hamon pictures in the
dren on Saturday mornings and purpose of classifying them in
groups,
such
as
"Racy,"
"Non -of- theatres controlled by their associafternoons was a logical step.
The dinner was arranged by fensive" and "Educational," is pro- ation. The stringent action was
Messrs. Barker and Lloyd, recently posed by State Senator Walter taken by the executive committee
Eden. The bill does not provide for when it was learned that Mrs.
retired officials fo the M. P. D. A*
censorship but is designed solely to Hamon proposed to commercialize
give the public advance information the wide notoriety which she reLICENSE
KILLED as to the exact nature of a picture ceived during her trial.
exhibited in the theatres.
The board of review would conBoston Mayor Will Continue to
sist of the State Superintendent of
Regulate Theatres.
Public Instruction and eight other
members to be selected by the Board
Boston, March 30.
An attompt to transfer the licens- of Education. The appointments
ing of theatres and moving picture would be subject to the approval of
houses from the present authority, the Governor. The board members
the Mayor, to a state commission would serve without pay and fees
Taris. March 12.
was met with opposition before a would be charged producers for reHuguette Duflos, exclusively engaged by the Societe Eclipse, has
committee at the State House and viewing the films.
commenced on "Une Brute" for that
was reported adversely.
company, of which film M. Bompard
Several
theatrical
people
apTheo Bergerat is at
PENNA.
CENSORS
REPORT.
is producer.
peared against the bill, claiming
present working on the exteriors for
Harrisburg, Pa., March 30.
that the present system was as perin
Comedie,"
Douloureuse
The State Board of Motion Pic- "La
fect ii.s a licensing (and censoring)
which Stacia Naplerkowska, Eusystem could be, and their objec- ture Censors of Pennsylvania exam- genie Nau, Marcelle Schmitt and
ined 11,066 motion picture films last Mr. Dalsace are to appear.
tions prevailed.
year, according to Its annual report
which has just been filed with GovThe lead in Oscar Wilde's "Crime
ernor William C. Sprout.
of Lord Arthur Savile," which Rene
Forty-four of the films were dis- Hervil is producing in France for
Old Board and Officials Re-elected approved in their entirety; 154 were the A. Legrand Film Co., is to be
Cecil
reconstructed and the remaining held by the English actor,
Unanimously.
This concern is also
Mannering.
films were modified by order of the
preparing "La Mort du Soleil"
The board of directors of Famous censors.
(Death of the Sun), with Andre
The board collected 81.680 in fines, Nox. and "La Marche au Supplice,"
Players-Lasky held a meeting last
Tuesday, with the most significant most' of its revenue coming from with Severin Mars.
feature of the event being the unan- fees collected for examination. This
imous re-election of officers "with- amounted to 887,250, while $3,509
M. Rosen, the Paris agent of
more came from the re -issue of Select Pictures (Selznick), has left
out a dissenting voice."
for the United States for a rapid
The time of the meeting was 15 seals of approval.
Henry Roussell, a
business trip.
minutes in all, and as one of the ofwho recently
producer,
French
ficials described
"purely perfuncSAILS IN AUGUST. showed
Ames
"Visage
Voiles,
tory,"
since both the president,
Closed
(Veiled
Faces,
Richard A. Rowland, prenldent of Closes"
AdoJph Zukor, and vice- provident, Metro, sails for Europe In August Souls), has also gone to New York
Jesse E. Lasky, are now absent. E. He says he has booked passage on to look over the studios.
Lucien
J. Ludvigh presided.
a cattle ship and will take with him Lehman, of Hebdo-Fllm, is likewise

l
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NEW SAENGER HOUSE.
To

Opposite New Pantaget.
*1
Seating 4,000.

Build

New Orleans, March 80.
Julian Saenger today confirmed
story of several months ago that the
Saenger Amusement Co. would
build a mammoth picture house it*
Canal street, to be the largest and
finest In the south, seating 4,000 persons and to cost over a million.
The site selected Is between Rampart and Basin streets with a fifty t
foot frontage on Canal and extend*,
ing back to Iberville street. It is
directly across from the property on
which Pantages is to build. Work
upon the theatre will begin immediately.
The house is to be called. I
the Saenger and will form the main
Saenger chain.

link in the

JACOBS-HART FIRM.
Man and Agent

Picture

Partr.

ir.

nership.

»

.

NON-CENSORING

'

—

CHANGE

Arthur H. Jacobs, long identified
with business activities in connection with the motion picture industry, has combined forces with Max
Hart. Of recent years Jacobs has
devoted his efforts to business negotiations relating to the producing

and managing film players and for^
the past two years to the personal
representation

of

stars,

directors

and players, while Hart is better,
known as a vaudeville agent and.
producer.
Rose Franzblau, who has been
associated in business with Jacobs
for the past six years, will remain,
in the employ of the new combination, concentrating on the personal
representation of artists in motion,
pictures, musical comedy and dramatic.

FRENCH PICTURE NOTES

FAMOUS PLAYERS MEETING

ROWLAND

"The Four Horsemen."

NATT ELECTS

paying a

visit to

America.

Mat hot will
Tenth Ave. Hotel Report.
when he has
regular meeting of the
The recently anncunced purchase terminated the serial in which he
Associated First National of Wash- of a plot of ground on Tenth ave- is now appearing In France, to work
ington, D. C, took place last Friday, nue and West 65th street opposite under
the
direction
of
Leonce
with the election of officers as fol- the present Fox Studios, by Wil- Perret.
lows: Harry Crandall, president; liam Fox as an addition to his
"Balkis.
Reine des BabatUrti,"
Guy L. Wonders of Baltimore, vice motion picture plant, Is said to be
president; F. P. Hoffman, secre- part of a plan to erect a theatrical adapted from the book of Dr. J.
MardruH
by Jacques Hehertot. ditary and treasurer. The directors hotel.
ference with Woodrow Wilson.
s
rector of the Theatre des Champs
The code prohibits improper sex arc: F. P. Hoffman, F. H. Durkee,
Elysees, Paris, is to form the subattraction, white slavery, illicit love William C. Murphy, Joseph Morgan,
Dorothy Phillips is considering an ject of a play and a, film.
themes, nakedness, suggestive Guy L. Wonders, Harry Crandall. offer to return to the speaking
The war tax is ngain on the tapis.
dances, prolonged love demonstra- K. P. Johnson of the legal depart- stagef in a stellar role next fall —
field of endeavor in which she was At the last meeting of the Exhibittions, domination of crime or vice ment of New York* First National a
prominent before she went into pic- ors' Syndicate the question of
drunkenness
or
gambling
represented
story,
that office at the meetin a
tures.
temporarily, closing the suburban
made attractive* instructive scenes ing.
establishments if VatlsTaction ivijejt

1ST

The

It is probable Leon
visit the United States

first

—

.

k

,

•

obtained from the government in
the near future again was raised;
The member of Parliament, M. Bo«.;
kanowski, who Is framing a new
bill,
shortly to be brought befort
the Chamber of Deputies, placing
picture houses on the same basis
as the legitimate theatres, Is of ths N
opinion that such action would be
detrimental to the exhibitors' inter*
ests. Moreover,, united action is not
certain, and it is feared if Bom*
managers close others will profit by
the occasion to remain open. The ,
only manner to assure solidarity,
according to "L'Ecran," will be for
renters to refuse to furnish films to
those exhibitors who insist on remaining open, .should It be decided
to close as a sign of protest in order
to secure equal treatment at all
places of entertainment, as regards
the tariff of the "war tax."
"

\

.

Attention of picture people It
Called by Senator Breton, Inspector I
of Scientific Research, to the annual
prize of 12,500 francs offered by
Jean Barres for French inventors.'
This money is offered to a French
citizen, parent of at least three chil- '
dren, who has discovered the most
useful contrivance susceptible to
French industry during the year.

Harry Perrin
at Nice with a

he

is

ville.

8.

is

new

at present busy
picture in which
Armand Hoi*

appearing with

La

Ooupll,

Mesdames

S. Hell,

Ordonneau and De LaOrolx. Duwho was seen
"Comte de Monte Crlsto," is en-

parc, of the Odeon,
in

gaged by Barlatler for a

film to be
Ivan Helthe
Swenska Co. of
Sweden, has arrived in Paris, having been booked to play for the
X.itura Co. In the next production,
"•
"Rose tie Nice.
"m

executed at Marseilles.

quist.

of

"L'Aviateur Masque," n
six episodes by
VftXre, has just
is. .-reguy.
,

.

serial in

K. Flori?;ni

;i" (l

been completed
.
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BOW
TO COMPOSERS' R0YALH RULE
DING FILM CIRCUITS

—

Society

—V(ins

First Suit for Infringement.

film houses have comsurrendered in their fight
jainst paying the tax aemanded by
le American Society of Composers,
oithora and Publishers is evidenced
"the large number of picture cirlits that have .signed up with the
:lety for a term of five years each,
lese circuits include the Southern
iterp rises (300 houses), Sanger

That the
stely

Fargo, owners of the "Follies cab
aret in Los Angeles, Federal Court
Judge Bledsoe awarding the plaintiff $260 damages and" $100 counsel
fees. The song, involved was "Avalon," which a scout reported as be1

'

1

ing performed for profit without a
license on December 7 last.
The
Judgment debtors have paid the

amount.

The society in all cases sues for
Co. <180 theatres), First :: tlonal
Circuit of 260 picture houses and the minimum amount allowed by
Federal statutes for the infringethe
the William P. Gray picture circuit
ment of a musical copyright, that
In New England, totaling 69 theaThe Stanley CO. from the amount being $260. The organisatres.
start has been willing to pay the tion has circulated the following
tax demanded by the American So- letter to the various motion picture
ciety for the privilege of playing exhibitors, both as an invitation and sity of filing these actions, and the
the music controlled by the society, a warning:
penalties that the law will -impose
"This is our final message in the upon the violators, and to avoid this,
and were among the first to sign.
complete Pie-up will yield $1,000,- campaign our last word urging ex- both foe you and us, we ask you
hibitors to protect themselves in to stay within the law. If, in your
•00 to the society.
No special license tax rate was the matter of public performance, opinion, your patrons do not want
made to these circuits, every circuit for profit, of copyrighted musical te hear the late music, the 'hit* mubeing charged at the standard rate compositions, the performing rights sic, play the non- copyrights, the tax
of which are controlled* by this so- frae* music, and we will all stay
of 10 cents a seat a year.
The society also won its first suit ciety. Hereafter the law will be good friends. And, if you- want- any
for Infringement of copyright, be- invoked to protect our rights. ,
information concerning licenses, or
gun since the recent publicity cam- want you to have every opportunity the law, ask our nearest office,- your
brought
to inform yourselves; we do not ask own lawyer, or our general office in
The action was
paign.
against Charles Alpln and Robert you to pay the tax to become a li- New York City."

We

A GERMAN

—

A

We

FILM QUOTES HARDING
Klaw's

Picture,

"J'Accuse,"

*

Anti-War Theme.

H as

FORMS LOCATION

EXHIBITOR FIGHTS TO

KEEP ADMISSION

President Harding's inaugural address:

''When the governments of earth
shall have established a freedom
like our own and shall have sanctioned the pursuit of peace as we
have practiced it, I believe the last
sorrow and the final sacrifice of
international warfare will have been
written."
"J* Accuse" Is understood to be of
Austrian make, and has an anti-war
theme. It Is also understood that
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld is at work on
the cutting of it.

PAY BY THE REEL
Hall

Gets Judgment for

"Woman

in

Work on

Gray"

Universal

DOWN

Law.",

'Albany, March 30.
The Universal Film Exchange Of
is attempting to compel
S. Suckno, owner of a chain
of motion picture houses In Albany,
to charge a $1 admission for "Outside the Law," which he has booked
fen his Albany theatre for all of

Buffalo

R. Hall, the scenario
writer, secured
judgment by default for $1,730 against the Slreco
Productions last week. Hall sued
for that amount as a balance due
for services rendered In writing the
continuity for "The Woman in
Gray," a serial running to 30 reels.
He was to receive $100 per reel,
plus $260 for publicity work.

next week, beginning Monday.
Suckno today received a telegram
from the Universal Film Company:
" 'Outside the Law* cost one million to produce.
Home office insists admission prices be raised to
Will not permit this produc$1.
tion below above admission."
Suckno sent the Film Company
the following answer:
"Wire received. Will not raise
admission prices under any circumstances regardless of cost of pic-

SHIPMAN SAILING.
Ernest Shipman will leave tomorrow (Saturday) on the Duca degli
Abruzzi for Genoa.
It is understood he Is going to look over the
film market for Luporini
Brothers.
In his absence Shipman will be
represented by Steven T. King.
Shopman's mission abroad has been^
hinted as possibly seeking a European channel for the release of "all"
Canadian films in which he has an
interest. On the door leading to his
offices are inscribed the names of
Dominion Film Co. and James Oliver Curwood Attractions.
If>iian

BTATE-RIGHT TRIANGLES.

—

word.

stock at the Majestic theatre
here to leads in pictures at the
Goldwyn studio Is the record made
by Phoebe Hunt within three weeks
of her arrival in Los Angeles.
*
Miss Hunt came here to play the
lead in the "Acquittal" and was to
have remained with the Majestic
company. But the Goldwyn people
Mary
placed her under contract.
Xewcomb is her successor at the
thnatre and makes her Initial appearance with the presentation of
in

''Her Greatest
ons' "Dombey
Jr.

II.

B. Irving,

ing publicly released..
The picture was made In Munich,
since the war by the Bavaria Company, and has at the head of the
cast Grit Hegfa, a feminine star.
The story is from a novel written
.,

.

son features for the British Isles.
will be gone two months, returning tor four weeks and then
crossing again for an additional
four months.

merchants and now both Rothapfel

SNUB FOR LOS ANGELES.

COSTUME PLAY REVIVED.
The tip comes from the scenario
department of one of the largest
nlcture concerns that directors are
ravorabie to stories employ fngHhls-'
torlc playground and costume feature.
"Passion" apparently has set
the style.

This was emphasized recently at
a private showing of "Ann Boleyn"
when the directors who were present were much impressed.

"QUEEN OF SCOTS."
Gordon Edwards, Fox director,
who recently completed "The Queen
of Sheba," sailed for Europe April

10 FILM

Lease

J.

STUDIO.

New Amsterdam

Plant

10, to arrange for the filming of
another big subject.
It is said to be an elaborate production of "Mary, Queen of S-fcots."

for

Mae Murray.

Performance," Dick& Son," and "The

Lyons Mail," featuring

Another German -made picture is
in this country which is due to be
released sometime within the next
month. The film just recently arrived and will be given a private
showing for exploitation before be-

The cutting, titling and supervision of foreign films being readied
for the American market is gradually bringing in another angle to
this development. It appears that
S. L. Rothapfel's work on "Passion" gave an Idea to the foreign

Bells."

N. Y.

The

Perry

leased the

New

Corp. has
Amsterdam Studios

Service

Walter Porges, president of the on West 44th street for one year
Herald company, has been 111 fol- from April 1.
The corporation Is handling the
lowing an Internal disease the past
Robert Z. Leonard-*!*® Murray
*w months and wont's be back at productions
and other spmal feadesk before next September.
tures.

•

ganised effort may be planned to
combat censorship and blue -law reform in general, with possibly soma
utilisation of the screen to enlighten
the public.

There will be* two separate meetlngs here, that of the New York
State Molon Picture Exhibitors*
League and the combined meeting
of the exchange men of five eastern
distributing centers, as follows:
The F. L L. M. Club of New York,
the F. I. L. M. Club Of Albany, the
New Haven Film Club, the New

linked that

rink's Novel.

It

is possible

that

soma

form of permanent organization may
be effected. L E. Chadwlck, president of the New York City exchange
managers, will preside at the sessions, at which it is expected about
two- hundred exchange men will be
present.

Committees in charge of the exannual convention say that

hibitors',

26 Westerne by C. B. C.
B. C. Film Sales Corp. has
contracted with C. Edward Hatton
for the production of 26 two-reel
C.

(

Western pictures.

SOARS
Sum Named

to Inquiring Author.

He

and Hugo Riesenfeld are in demand. The current week's feature Studios Bar Visits of Bank and
at the Capitol is "The Cabinet of
Commercial People.
Phoebe Hunt Goes from Stock to Dr. Caligeri," of German make.
Goldwyn Studio.
Reisenfeld is now at work on what
Los Angeles, March SO.
is believed to be a picture of Aus"No Visitors Allowed" is a new
Los Angeles, March SO.
trian origin.
general order at practically all of
A mighty quick leap from leads

PERRY'S

in

England Film Exchange Managers*
Association and the Buffalo Film
Exchange Managers' Association.
These five bodies of exchange
managers are each separate, and]
FEATURE
not officially connected, but their
work and purposes are so closely
Version of Mty-

LEAPS TO FILM STARDOM.

The Herald Productions has taken
over four Triangle subjects for release on a state's rights plan. The
Pictures
are
"Lady Wirfdemer's
Fan*' (Oscar Wilde), Ellen Torry in

Due

Rochester, N. T., March W.
The gathering of exhibitors and
exchangemen in this city on April
5, C and 7 Is expected to be one of
the most Important in recent years,
in that many of the problems which
have become or are fast becoming
acute In the motion picture industry
will be threshed out Chief among
these it is expected that some or-

can has been assigned to exploit an
American picture in London and
the
rest
of England, applying
Reisenfeld and Rothspfel Sponsor American methods.
STORY PRICE
Them For U. 8.
In addition Vogel has acquired
the entire output of W. W. Hodkin- Three Times Original

told Variety's correspondent that he will insist on this and
Is even prepared to make a fight in
the courts. He has advertised the
picture for almost a month for the
usual price of admission 25 cents
and is determined to stick by his

"Wedding

Convention

Rochester April 5.

TITLING FOREIGN FILMS

Suckno

—

Biggest

ENGLISH CAMPAIGN

Samuel

ture."

Walter

CONSIDER PROBLEMS

A

Demands $1 Charge

for "Ogtside the

in

•

the attendance will set sor.e new
records in this state. It is said that
assurances
have been received from
TRUST.
enough exhibitors to assure that
Meyrink
by
Gustav
and
is oondensed
Coast Genius Lines Up Los Angela
the convention will be 100 per cent,
The representative of the
into a little over seven reels.
Show Pisces.
exhibitors of
tragic ending, which the feature
the state.
One of the interesting
originally had, has been changed, as
Los Angeles, March 10.
features of the convention will be
new bit of graft has sprung up has also some of the titling and an exposition of equipment used
in connection with the shooting at tinting.
by the exhibitors, at which film and
Fred W. Faikner, formerly asso- supply manufacturers
locations outside the studios. It is
will
show
First National, Is hanthe result of a piece of heavy think- ciated with
their latest wares. The movie men
dling
the picture in this country.
ing by a former location man.
will be the guests of the Eastman
Kodak company on a tour through
He has lined up practically all of
one of its local plants, at which the
the show places within a radius of
50 miles of Los Angeles that are "KID'S"
company will state an historical
exhibit qf things connected with the
available for shooting and has put a
stiff price on their use by the picVogel's Mission te Exploit Chaplin early drys of the picture industry,
including among them some of the
Locations that
ture- companies,
Feature
first motion pictures taken.
were formerly obtainable for $5 or
A ball on the night of April 7
$10 are now quoted anywhere from
William Vogel, special represen$75 to $100 a day for filming pur- tative for First National, sailed on will be the concluding feature of
poses.
the Aquitania last week. His mis- the convention, and up 'j date sixThe studio heads have gotten to- sion on the other side is solely to teen picture players have notified
gether and practically placed a ban handle the exploitation on "The Jack Farren, of the Victoria, chairon the location stuff as far as those Kid." It was announced that the man of the ball committee, that they
controlled by the corner are con- manner of exploitation would be will attend. Between now and that
cerned and the gang has been over- along the lints mapped out for the date it Is expected that several other
worked trying to land new ones.
Chaplin latest in America. This is players and others will send in acpractically the first time an Ameri- ceptances to like invitations.

motion

picture
"J'Accuse,"
a
which Marc Klaw Is bringing out
In conjunction wivh the Abel Gance
Film Co., has dedicated the film to
President Harding and the American public. Among the titles are
quoted the following part from

*

Hegfa Starred

•"

EXHIBITORS MEET TO

National Association Repeats Many
Previous Warnings.
the law against
Violation of
carrying films in the subway has
caused the transportation committee of the National Association to
issue a warning against, repetition
This warning has
of. the offense.
»
been sent to every producer, discensee privileged to publicly per- tributor, exporter aud transporta
form everything in music. We do tlon member of the National Assoinsist, however, that you 'do not ciation, calling attention to the fact
play publicly, for profit, Composi- that it Is illegal to transport films
tions which we control unless you under any condition in the subway
do hold a license.
Know your systems and that any one violating
rights, as we know ours; protect the rule is subject to a heavy pen-.
yours and respect ours.
alty and possible imprisonment.
"There are some, of course, that
"The Bureau of Explosives filed
only the expense and inconvenience a complaint today," the warning
of litigation. With a fine in a Fed- reads, "that two boys carrying films
eral codrt, will convince. Those we from two well known exchanges to
are prepared to con vine 3 in that a theatre were apprehended in the
manner. We entered this campaign subway and their case Is receiving
solely to clear ourselves of any the consideration of the authoripossible accusation in the future ties at the present time.
that, we had not given every one
"It is nbso! itely imperative that
concerned a full, fair and complete you take this matter up at onee
opportunity to inform himself.
with your shipping departments to
"From now on our agents will be avoid a recurrence of this offence."
The boys referred to were emin the field; they will secure evidence of violations of the taw in ployed by the Century Theatre,
They Were caught by
this matter, and in each case we Brooklyn.
will bring an action in the Federal agents of the Bureau Of Explosives.
wrapped in paper.
film
had
Each
courts.
shall regret the neces-

Eight Hundred Houses Sign 10-Cents-a-Seat-a-Year
Agreement Represents $1,000,000 Annually to

ass

A

story Anthony Paul Kelly once
sold to Lubin for $1,760 has now
risen in price to 66*000, as demanded
It appears
for It by Vltagraph.
that the effects of Lubln were acquired by Vitagraph soma time ago.
The story called "The Light of
Dust," was subsequently filmed. It
had some measure of success, and
Kelly, it Is undertsood believes has
possibilities for a screen filming.
With this in mind Kelly is reported
to have approached Albert B. Smith
about bringing It back, with the reThe
sult that the price mounted.
however,
didn't
author,
coma-

the larger studios. It Is more or
less in the nature of a "kick back"
at the manner In which Los Angeles
has treated and is treating the inthrough.
dustry.
aujnber .of big firms .and hanks
^'*.
1,
have made it a practice to entertain
visitors to the city with a trip
CHAPLIN'S NEXT.
through the studios, but from now
on all that will be cold. The studio "Vanity Fair/*
Two- Reel Comedy,
heads say the presence of visitors
Hslf Completed Alresdy.
distracts the workers and thus results in the loss of money.
Charlie Chaplin is filming a new
production, "Vanity Fair." It is already half finished.
QUITS.
OHIO
"Vanity Fair" will be a two-reel
Miss Parker Becomes Ex-Gov. Cox's subject. It Is an original idea of
Chaplin's.
It will consist entirely
Secretary.
of comedy, however with a little
story of love, romance and advenCincinnati, March 30.
Elinor Parker, of Dayton, Ohio, ture running through it, according
has resigned as a member of the to the announcement,
Ohio State Board of Motion Picture
Censors, to take effect April 1, and
Singer's Midgets Signed
will become secretary to former
Singer's Midgets have been enGovernor James M. Cox. When he
was governor she was hJe persona gaged to sppear In a William Fog,
*•<
production entitled 'Skirts/'
StftROgrapb*«

A
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Friday, April

1M1
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Friend—"Hello, Chappie, how come you're
not playing the big time ?"

ChappeUe— (Answer) "Money."
Friend—'Then why are you playing the

Loew time V*
ChappeUe— (Answer) MONEY!!

AND
4

March

Variety,

1921

4,

**i

'Clipper"

LOEWS AMERICAN

ChappeUe and Stinnette, a mixed colored
team, though they followed three acts which
contained singing, found it easy going with a
number of songs.
„

By IBEE
enow distanced the
with ChappeUe and Stlncopping
the Monday
couple,
tfstte. a colored
evening's honors. The team is now carrying a
value.
The
routine Is
his
pianist, and he proved
entirely songs, saving the piano solo. Eliminatalk
worked
for the
wonders
tion or the
has
turn, which took the No. 2 spot a season or so
time
allotted the Imago here, hut was this
portant position of seventh. The colored girl's
voice has greatly improved.
The couple have changed la dressing also,

The oeeond

first

part in

section of the

scoring-,

Reading (Pa.) News-Times

*

ChappeUe and Stinnette, a pair of clever
"black and tan** singers with remarkable voices,
are some of the most talented people in Reading
in several seasons in point of vocal ability and
their audiences fully showed their appreciation
of the act, which carries a very pretty setting.

having discarded cork and appearing as "high
yallcr," their general idea of working being
along straight lines, which Is something of a
departure for colored acts. Few can get away
with it, at that For the chorus of one of the

Springfield (Mass.)

*

ing "Come Along Miss Mandy." The number
was very well put over, the* pianist s musing by
his chuckles and humming.

Springfield (Mass.) Daily Republican

COLORED SONG8TER8 8COR?
ChappeUe and Stinnette Divide Applause With
Bobbie Heath at Poll's.

and Fashions
In Variety, by ALICE MAC
The woman of ChappeUe, Stinnette and
Frills

•

Union

ChappeUe and Stinnette have the sweet chocolate voices. They had the audience with them
awft could have kept going indefinitely.

several ballads In the routine, the girl yodeled.
For others she had novelty interpolations. They
won their encore number announced as an impression of Tvsk Norworth and Nora Bayes do-

Co. is
the possessor of a pleasing voice, which she
showed to advantage in all her numbers. Her
two gowns were well chosen, the first of gold
and black sequins, wired at the hips from which
hung black net. The hat was crownless with
a turned-up brim and decorated with a yellow
bird of paradise. The other frock was royal
blus taffeta, with the overdress of black net,
heavily encrusted with blue and silver sequins.
Blue, pink and gray tulle was draped effectively
at the side.

•

#

ChappeUe and Stinnette share honors with
Bobbie Heath and company In the popular favor
at Poll's for the week-end bill, while Oscar Lorraine, the nutty violinist, is both an excellent
musical performer and a comedian of original-

1

ity.
:

is

assisted

by a young woman

soloist

Stinnette, colored songsters, make the greatest
hit In point of melody and applause.

'

l

i

He

a box who, however. Is not mistakenly
thought to be there by chance. ChappeUe and

in

J

# ^?^'-^->?§>±flB 1

II

-

With

.

FRED TUN STALL

at the

nan
•
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THE NOTE JUGGLERS. FEATURING THEIR OWN SONGS"
thanks to

MR.

J.

H. LUBIN, not forgetting

MOE

*
•

SCHENCK and JOHNNY HYDE, for booking us solid
and headlining us on
NOW

all bills.

—

Playing:
March 28 Colonist Theatre, Detroit
April 4— Loew's State, Indianapolis
April 11— Loew's State, Dayton, Ohio.
April 18— Liberty, Cleveland
April 25— Loew's Lyceum, Pittsburgh

—

May 2— Rochester
May 9— Buffalo

Personal Representative,

osss
r4st«fi.,

Msy 16— Loew's, Hamilton
Msy 19— Losw's Uptown, Toronto
Msy 23—Orpheum, Boston
Msy 26— Empire, Fell Rivsr
May 30— Emsry, Providence

June 2— Broadway, Springfield
June •— Viotory, Melyoke
AND ALL OTHER TIME TO FOLLOW

ARTHUR

S.

LYONS

i

'

-

PRICE

CENTS

26

.1.

W eenta
lilt.

Pabllehed Weekly at 184 Weet 4Cth St., New York, N. T.. toy Variety. I«c Anna*] subecrlptlon $7. Single copies.
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FOR BEN HUR

CHURCH TO GIVE SHOWS AS

.CET

AD) TO SPIRITUAL TEACHING

DOPE FIEND IN "MASQUERADE"
SO CENSORS IN BOSTON BAR IT

F

Part of Radical Work Undertaken by Timet Square Deal Is Step Toward Set- Mayor Has Final Say but Refuses to Interfere—
Has Already Played There 16 Weeks on Previous
Divine— Pastor Will Pat on Three Productions
tlement of Erlanger9
Booking—
."Spanish Lore ' in Doubt Through Law
with Professional*.
Klaw Partnership
4pute Screen Offer of
unbeen
baa
departure
radical
A
Boston, April 6.
$900,000.
COMBINE'S"
TOUR

—

THOU)

dertaken by the Union Methodist
Episcopal Church which is in the
heart of Broadway's theatrical district and is conducted by Dr. James
O. Benson, who ha* "dedicated his
church to dramatics in the presentaInterexchange Arranged With
tion" of his messages.
Three plays have been written
Gilbert Miller..
dramatizing scripture lessons, and
next
church
in
the
presented
will be
An international arrangement for
One of the plays is the
season.
work of Dr. Benson. Two thousand the (exchange of producing rights
invitations will be sent to ministers has been consummated between Gilof the gospel for these plays and bert Miller and Arch Selwyn, the
briefs of them will be enclosed, conveying Dr. Benson's lesson of the latter acting for Sam H. Harris,
the Selwyns and Arthur Hopkins,
value of dramatics to religion.
who made an agreement some
The first actual dramatic pre- months ago which led to the trio
sentation at the church was on
plan becoming known as the "third
Easter Sunday, Dr. Benson showing
legitimate combination." Confirmthe spirit of the day by means of
ation of the European connection
one of the old miracle plays, which
was supplied this week when cabled
dates back to the 16th century.
advices stated Miller had sold the
For the week starting April 18,
American rights of "Daniel" to Selhowever, regular performances of
wyn when the latter was abroad
Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors"
Will be given in the church.
The recently.Selwyn stated Mr. Miller
Mr.
cast Is made up of professionals enwould have first call on the foreign
tirely under the name of the Perrights of any of the Harproducing
clval Vivian Players. In addition to
ris,
Selwyn or Hopkins offerings,
the night performances there will be
with plays
reciprocating
two regular matinees, and the ad- Miller
which he presented or secured conmission scale will be from 25 cents
understood that the

HORSEMEN'S"

NEW

FOREIGN CONNECTION

to $1.

Dr. Benson's church is more gencalled
"Travell^'s
the
Church" because of the service it
offers to persons in New York and
those visiting here.
The stage of
the new Ritz theatre is directly next
to it on 48th street west of Broadway and across the street is the
Longacre.
During the winter a
"jazz" electric sign was erected outside, -oaHfag attention to the social

erally

-

TRUCE FREES PLAY
Beats

$22,400 RECORD

"Way
by

The presence
neys

of a corps of attorrepresenting A. L. Erlanger

and Marc Klaw

Saturday, in
the offices of the former, was followed by the report a long step
had been made in the settlement of
the varied interests which have
been jointly held by Klaw and
Erlanger. It is reliably stated the
agreements entered into were entirely amicably arrived at.
One of the matters disposed of
was the rights to **B$n Hur" which
the firm had controlled by arrangement with the Harper Publishing
Co. and the estate of Lew Wal(Contirtued on page 21)

IS SITE

OF NEW THEATRE

has been recorded against "The
Masquerader," with Guy Bates Post,
which was to have come into the
Boston opera house. The censors
Down East" Best ruled no for any
show in which a
dope fiend was characterized on the
$1,000.
stage.

last

j

A new

business record for Alms

exhibited on Broadway in legitimate theatres and along regular
attraction
lines
was established
last

week by "The Four Horsemen

of the Apocalypse," which drew a
gross of $22,400 at the Lyric theatre.
This beats the previous record established by "Way Down

East" by about

show

is still

$1,000.

The

latter

showing on Broadway

thirty-second week at the
Forty-fourth Street and is weekly
beating a number of legitimate attractions in gross at the box office.
in

its

"Way Down

CHURCHILL'S

East"

aimed

is

for

a year's stay. Still in the running
is "Over the Hill" which has passed
the sixth month. At present it is
showing at the Broadhurst. hut
will move to the Park April 17 and
will

continue

its

run there.

The field of pictures on BroadIt is
trol of.
Seating way is steadily enlarging and this
House
Legitimate
will find two more important
week
younger Miller expressed dissatisentrants. "The Queen of Sheba,"
2,200 Is Planned.
faction with the slowness of some
the third William Fox film, will
of the older managers with whom
start at
the Lyric Sunday, the
he has been in touch and that he
Churchill's restaurant at Broadelected to string along with the way and Forty-ninth street is to be "Four Horsemen" moving over to
younger faction of American man- closed May 1 when work will begin the Astor. D. W. Griffith s "Dream
agers.
on a new theatre which will replace Street" took tenancy of the Central
Thursday.
"Daniel" is current in London »ha restaurant proper.
with Mme. Bernhardt. The Selwyns
The stores on the ground floor
are little confident that Mme. Bern- will not be interfered with, accordONE PER CENT. SALES TAX
hardt would consent coming over to ing to the present plans, the theWashington, April 6.

appear in the American presentation atre beiac tr<::\9d a&O** th 1 ifcf"
Martha Hedman and above the space now occupied
That was not the first theatre and have chosen
for the lead.
by the cafe.
(Continued on page 2\)
Several English players will be
A 2,200-seat house to play legitibrought to New York for the mate attractions is to bo constructHIP CLOSING EARLY
"Daniel" production. Among them ed. The move is duo to the loss of
are Lyn Harding and Claude Raines, -revenue in running a "dry" resDark Ah-ad of Last Seato
Poor both of whom are in the London taurant.
Business
production.
Many offers for his lease have
"Daniel" is due at Uie Hudson in been turned down by "Cap" ChurCharles DillinKham may close Ihe the fall.
chill in the past. The spot has been
Hippodrome, New York, two weeks
much sought after by ambitious
aarlier than last season, through the
theatre builders on account of its

Senator

'

activities.

MACDONALD

WRIGHT.
decrease in business at the big SEEKS
theatre recently.
A picture producer, actuated by
Industrial conditions and unem- the success of 'Dr. Caligari," has
ployment are r?ivcn as th»* chief set out
find S.
Ma dot aidi
cause of the slump.
High trans- Wright, founder of the synohronlst
portation costs have also affected movement in painting and "master'
the Hip. which got a strong play to the Munich .Troup of Germans
from visitors to the metropolis.
who did 'Caligari." !!»• is said to
The closing may occur the last be on the Coast. He is a iuph< w of
*eek of April or the first v.e*k of ColHs P. Huntington win built the
.May.
Southern Pacific Railroad

location.

Beed

^m oot

IN

CHICAGO.
•mi**-

t'

t<»

shown in New York is the use of
the apron, stepped down to the orchestra pit, which is made part of
the stage.
Players for the most
part enter and exit to the boxes
and through the aisles, while from
the stage the character visualise
the house was ;a part of the
"huerta."

SYLVIA JASON TO WED.
Los Angeles, April
Just

prior

6.

the departure of
"The Greenwich Village Fo'lies'*
from Los Angeles Sylvia Jason announced that on her return to New
York she would marry.
At Hum Urn* »h* stated that William Hine, a New York business*
man. was the lucky one.
to

according

u

Congress reconvenes

calling:

1

MANAGER OF THE LEW CANTOR OFFICES
<••••»

"The Masquerader" played here
four years ago for 11 weeks. It is
understood the management of the
attraction was not keen on the
opera house date, regardless of the
censors'
action.
Shubert representatives took, the matter up with
the mayor, who has final say regarding the decisions of the censors,
but he refused to interfere.
There is some doubt, too, whether
"Spanish Love" Will be successfully
presented here because of the law
which forbids entrances and exits
of actors through the audience.
The novelty of the production as

bill wtfen
BARRYMORES AT $5.
for a
The Barrymorcs
(Ethel
and
per cent, sales tax. It Is also John) aren't
taking any chances of
understood the excexs profits tax losing money with their
new coand luxury taxes will be repea'ed.
starring vehicle written by Mr*
If the 1 per cent sales tax goes
John, "Michael Stange." It is unthrough, it is the belief in legisla- derstood
that the box office scale
tive circles that the 10 per cent, will be
$5 for the entire floor at
ticket tax will also be retained. all
night performances.
Theatrical managers will be subject to paymenl of the 1 per cent,
Filming the Children
sales tax. The 10 per cent ticket
New Orleans, April 8.
tax is paid by the ticket purchaser.
Victor Moore and Km ma Lit tie
field, while playing at the Orpheuin
here, received 100 feet of film showing the condition of their children.
They receive a like amount eaclii

to report, will introduce

IRVING YATES
NOW

The first move of the new Board
of Censors on legitimate attractions

Room
SI w?*U«* bt-nkri

1212.

Masonic Temple Building

r«»ntnftet<

far »<en<f*rd art*.

month from James Home, the picture director, who is a relative, and
with whom the two kiddies are
staving while their pments tour the

Orpheum

Circuit.

VARIETY'S LONDON OFFICE
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V. A. F.

BRITISH STRIKE

BANS SLURS ON PART

OF AMERICA

IN

NEW

IN BERLIN

—

MENACE TO THEATRES

WORLD WAR

Managers Meet

on

to Decide

MELLERS MAKE HIT

Closing Houses.

Walter Percival Gel* Action on Complaint When
British Team Makes Slighting Reference to This
Country's Part in Recent Conflict
4-

.

An appeal to the Variety Artists
Federation by an American who
took exception to sarcastic references made by Barker and Tarling,
an English turn from the stage of
the Victoria Palace, London, has

CHEER BERNHARDT.
Brilliant

A, general strike is threatened
throughout the country and It it
materializes will be much more
serious than the last railway strike.
the amusement
It
will paralyze

Ambassador.
6.

has been

called for today (April 6) to decide what steps to take in this dilemma. They will either close the
If
theatres or try to struggle on.
they decide to close, it will mean
ruin to many successful runs and
the disbandment of companies at a

Mme. Bernhardt had a brilliant
resulted in the V. A. F. forbidding reception
when she opened in
any reference by artists members "Daniel" at Prince's April 4. The
to the part the United States played audience was composed of the elite time when things are improving.
in the

world war.

filed with the
V. A. F- by Walter Percival who
witnessed a performance where the

including

society,

of-

The complaint was

the

French

Ambassador. The last act is different from the one played at St.
James'. Daniel is shown dying instead of dead in the next room.
Charles Cochran had to speak instead of Bernhardt, who was over-

STOLLS ROBEY SHOW

Oswold Stoll has withdrawn "Littl 3 Johnny Jones" from the Alhamslurring allusion to "The Yankees
bra,
London.
A replacement will
have
to
alleged
war"
is
winning the
take place in the way of a road
been made. Percival was in London
show, which will have George Robey
on business and had booked return whelmed.
added to the cast and is to be
passage, which prevented him from
Inquiries reveal that Gilbert Millknown as "Robey en Casserole."
taking the matter up in person with er
only controls the English
not

the V. A. F.

He

complained by letter and has

since learned that the V. A. F. is
co-operating to prevent a repetition
Following the
of the occurrence.
protest, one of the leading English
theatrical trade papers editorially
arraigned artists who jeopardized
the good feeling existing between

England and America.
E. F. Albee of the Keith Exchange
was notified by Percival of the action he had taken upon the latter's
return. Mr. Albee endorsed the Percival stand and in a letter to Percival said in part: "How any artist
vith a reasonable amount of com-

mon

sense will use material which
to irritate the citizens of
either England or the United States
It is
is beyond my conception.
really up to the managers of the
different theatres to call the artists'
attention to any breach of good
ethics or the goodwill we owe each
other as sister nations."
The Keith office issued an order
banning reference to the same matter some time ago.
Several English acts have been
making capital of the feeling that
exists among certain classes abroad
regarding the United States* part
in the recent world war.
Anything
that belittled the part taken by this
country In the great conflict has
met with a certain amount of approval from the unthinking.
Mr. Pcrcival's appeal received the
immediate attention of Mr. Voyce,
the head of the English actors coclety.
A letter to the American
artist stated that the Federation
aftes receiving the names of the
acts would see that the undesirable
matter was eliminated.

tends

WODEHOUSE PLAY PICKED.
London,^ April 6.
Laurillard's future
plans include play* with Cyril
Maude, a net? version of "Robert
Macaire" called "Devil Macaire" by
P. G. Wodehouse and Fred Thompson, with Grossmith as Macaire and

Grossmith

W. H. Berry

&

as Jacques.

speaking rights to "Daniel," but has
American rights to Archie
Selwyn, who has also secured the
much-criticized Somerset Maugham

sold the

It

is

also reported over here that
in London had the

show business

<

London, April

Drummond"

6.

Dog
Wyndham's March

production

of

at
29 proved a big success.

"Bull
It is

purely

.

Paris, April

6.

"Le Divan Noir," a new work by

Edmond Guiraud, was

presented* at
the Renaissance April 2 and went
over nicely. It is in three acts.
The cast holds Mme. Cora Lapercerie,
Madeleine Carlicr, Suzanne
Berysse, and Messrs. Gretalllat and
Georges Colin. The plot deals with
adultery, the old happy hunting
ground of all French playwrights.
The wife of a doctor has a lover
who dies during her visit. The

Girls are sailing for
England on the Aquatania, April 12.
They will join the cast of the English production of "Mary."
They
were to have ftiled last week, but
play
contracts from the
pay or
Keith Exchange for vaudeville dates
in Philadelphia and Brooklyn held
them back to the latter Cate.

ALEX-CARR GETS OVER.
London, April 6.
Alexander Carr opened well at the
New Cross Empire In "April Showers" td a wooden audience.
Tho dramatic finish finally got
them and he had to take several
curtain calls and make a speech.

Klurum

at

K ha rum opens
April

Alhambra.
Paris, April «.
at the Alhambra

*,

\

21.

in

America

with sheiiey Huir and Efrte shan-

equally
cast the playwright requires fifteen
distinct scenes.
In all other respects it is unlike the Woods' opus,
as» it is a modern expressionistic
tragedy: a wrfe gives herself to the
friend who brings the news of her
husband's death.
It. might
have
!

been more interesting had a more
pliable actor than Dleterle played

the male role.

Agnes Straub, howan extraordinary vocal
and much power to the

ever, brings

variety

woman's

Attendance

part.

good; won't last long.
The production of

not

Shaw's

stimulating rather than disillusioning factor. "The Man of Destiny
well known in America through
Arnold Daly's admirable perform
(Continued on page 8)
is

.

'WARRIORS' DAY" FAILS
London, April 9.
Despite desperate efforts made by
concerned. Earl Haig's "War-

all

riors'

Day" seems

to

have been a

failure.
Most of the theatres in
aid cf this charity gave special matinees
March
31, but some of them
woman promptly telephones her
husband* for assistance and com- played practically to empty benches.
E. C.
mits suicide after receiving his
pardon. The doctor himself realizes
J. R. WATERS' VISIT.
wife's passionate physical conhis
Paris. March 22. i Paris, Ba-Ta-Clan; Folies Bergere,
James R. Waters, after an exClara Rabinowitch, American pi-|Mayol, Marjal. Eldorado, Bouffes du dition and so forgives her.
tended trip abroad which carried
anist, is in Paris (where she previ
Nord, Abri, Boite a Fursy, Moulin
him to England, New Zealand and
ously studied), and will make her Bleu, Perchoir, Pie qui Chante,
DATES
DEFERRED.
Australia, playing in "Potash
professional debut here i- a recital Gaite Rochechouart.
Ben Beyer was to have opened Perlmutter" and 'Friendly Enemies,"
at the Salle Erard. Likewise, it is
Billie this week in England for the Moss
Program
the
Alhambra
at
reported from London, Alice Frisen
will tr,y out a single tur'n here
J illy Judge's Seal: Circuit, but secured a postponement
of California is appearing with the Reeves and Co.shortly. He will return to England
Ristor, Nibor, Beret ta Trio; Jack
New Queen's Hall orchestra, under Delino
of his dates there, and is appearing later to take up future bookings.
Lee;
and
and
Adams
Sammy;
the direction of Henry Wood.
America, awaiting an addition to
Lrf Maze Trio; Les Arna, Torcat and in
The Russian troupe of Balieff, Flor d'Altea, performing cocks.
his family.
SAILING.
from the Bat Theatre at Moscow,
now playing so successfully at the
The exodus of American proFemiha, is booked for Lcndon

IN PARIS

By

KENDREW

BEYER

&

—

MANAGERS

ducers to Europe

through Howell and Baud.
For the third centenary of the
fabllist La Fontaine, an al fresco
performance of "Clymene" will be
given at Chateau Thierry.
It
was announced the French
troupe playing the Casino de Paris
revue "Cache ton Piano" in the Orient was stranded In Greece en route

London, April 6.
Arthur Bouchier has secured the
new Sacha Guitry play, "Le Grand
Due," and will produce it after "A
Safety Match." He will also probably stage "Le Corned ien.'V

The spectacular show

of Maurice
Vernes, "Les Mille et Une Nulls/'
produced last season at the Theatre
des Champs Elysees. is going to

London with Colonna Romano as
Sheherazade.
The unique performance of "Tristan et Isolde" given at the Theatre
des Champs Elysees by the troupe of
the Teatro Regio cf Turin on March
31 was a big success, with Amedeo
Bassi and Mme. Serafino in the two
title roles. The husband of t' * latter conducted the orchestra.
PARIS THEATRES.— Coeur d*
Lilas (Th. de Paris); La Bataille
(Antoine);
Beethoven
(Champs
Elysees):
Soldier and
the Man
(Montaigne); Prise de Berg-op-

i

A.

BURLESQUE AT GAIETY.
London, April C.
"The Betrothal" closes at the
Gaiety April 9 and will be followed
by a burlesque called "Raust on
Toast" featuring Robert Hale.
Ella Retford Visiting.
Ella
Retford,
English
singing
comedienne, arrived in New Yorfc
on the "Mauretania" last Saturday,
on a fortnight's visit to America,
She came as the. guest of Shaua

and his wife, Dorothy
Ward, who are under engagement
for the American production of

Glenville

"Quality Street."

"Rebel Maid" Lands.

London, April 6.
"The Rebel Maid," the Robert
Courtneidge production at the Empire, a romantic light opera, book
by Alexander M. Thompson, lyrics
by Gerald Dalton, is a big success.
It is the property_of Louis Nether-

(Oeuvre); L'Homrco qui Assassina
et Cle.
(Amhigu); Notre Femm
(Albert T) ~L"e CoftTcdlcn ( Edo Jtud
VIII); Chasseur de chez Maxim's
(Palais Royal): J'avais une Marraine (Marlgny>; Si que Je s'rais roi
(Capucines);
Comedie du Genie
(Arts); La Pucelle du Rat Mort
(Cigale); Vous n'avez rien a declarer (Scala); Phi-Phi (Bouffes);
;

sole.

Gilbert Miller Postpones Trip.

London, April

En

(Femina); Marquis de Sade, etc.
(Grand Guignol); Le Couer des
Autres (Noveau Teatre)
Les Detraquees, etc. (Deux Masques); Oscar, tu le seras (Cluny); Beulemans
a Marseille (Dejazet); Une Poule de
Luxe (Comocdia); classical operetta at Empire, Trianon, Tr' adero,
Montparness; revues at Casino de
;

PEGGY

0'NF.lL

SAVOY THEATRE,
LONDON

beginning with

SACHA SHOWS IN LONDON.

to Cairo.

1'an 2020 (Chatelet): Arlequin
(Apollo); 8 Femme de Barbe Bleu
(Michel); BaliefTs Russian troups

is

announcement that Henry W.
Savage is due to sail about the middle of next month.
William A.
Brady has announced his intention
to sail about June 1.
the

Madge Titheradge in the loading (Athenee); Amant de Coeur (PotlnJames Bernard Fagen an- iere); Celui qui recoit le gifles
La Mort de Sparte
nounce* that Shakcuperian revivals (Monecy);
here will be limited to eight weeke' (VIeux Colombler); Le Pel it Due
(Mogador); Hedda Gabler and rep.
run.

The Lorner

March

On Feb. 28 the first performance)
of "Beyond' (Jenselts), by Walter
Hasenclever, was given at the Kammersplele.
Thhr play even puts ,fit
over on the two-person war melo-

two
.playlets, "The Man of Destlrw" and
point to* prosperous revivals of this "The Shewing Up of Blanco Ppsnet"
(March 1) at the Tribune have been
class of play.
Many indications show that the doing very well. Eugen Robert has
as
usual selected an exceptional
great mass of the public is tired of
cast and his -direction is always of
sex dramas and high-brow works.
a superior quality. This small theatre, no greater in seating capacity
ANOTHER NAUGHTY PLAY than the Punch and Judy, gives
performances comparable to any in
"Le Divan Noir" with Cora Laper- the whole city and the intimacy of
the atmosphere makes the simcerie Produced at Renaissance.
plicity of the scene investiture a

roles.

SAILING.

HOOPER T—

,

melodrama* brilliantly
produced and acted by Gerald Du
Maurier and a fine cast.
The audience was remarkably enLead by
throughout.
thusiastic
resumption
in
Maude's
Cyril
"Grumpy" recent successes of melodramas shown in the West End
sensational

The latter is scheduled to follow
"The Naughty Princess" at the Zoom
(Sarah
Bernhardt);
Mon
Adelphi when required.
Homme (Renaissance); Nelly,
(Gaite);
Antar
and
repertoire
(Opera); Louise and rep. (Opera
LIMITING SHAKESPEARE.
Comique); repertoire at Comedle
Francaise;
Les Miserables and rep.
London, April 6.
"Henry IV" finishes at the Court (Odeon); La Rol (Varie'les): La
Tendresse
(Vaudeville);
Le ScanApril 23 and will be followed by
dale
(Gymnase);
Madame Sans
"Othello," with Godfrey Tearle and Gene (Porte St. Martin); Le Retour

I0RNER GIRLS

C.

drama Woods produced

worst Lenten season in years.

George Grand Dead.
"The Circle."
Paris, April 6.
Percy Marmont has been engaged
George Grand, an actor at the
by Whitman Bennett to create the
leading male role in "The Price," Comed.ie Francaise, died this week.
a stage play which served as a He was a Scotchman whose real
vehicle for Helen Ware.
ziame was MacLeod.
play,

FAIL

Renewed Popularity Foreseen
From Bu Maurier Opening.
The

An emergency meeting
at

By

Berlin,

6.

business.

Premiere of "Daniel"

London, April

WHERE OTHERS

London, April

-

The

St.

Paul "Pioneer Press' said;

they go, but

"Comediennes come, and again

IRENE FRANKLIN
says she 'just dropped in* at the Orpheum this week. If Miss Franklin's
presence here la something more accidental than overtlv designed, tnen
it Is just another of those happy fortunes that come now
and then to make
life something better and sweeter for all of us.
"It is no small task to run the gamut of human emotions,
and more
especially tb do It subtly and with a tlnesse that unconsciously intrigues
a ready response from the average audience.
"But Miss Franklin does this with an easy facility. Her song stories
of Dirty Face,' 'Cash Girl' .-d 'Help, Help, Help!' are fine bits of pleasant
diversion that have more than the average appeal.
"BURTON GREEN, assisting Miss Franklin at the piano, knows the
a t
accompaninient and nIs R0l ° number, Jewels of the Madonna/ is
r .?\
of high menu"
'

6.

Gilbert Miller should have sailed
for America today (April 6) to
look after his American interests*
but the present condition of affairs
In London has upset all his plans
for the present.

—

Held to English Dates.

Unable to secure a release of their
English dates, Yokes and Don could
not accompany the Annette Kellerman show to Australia, sailing
May 3. They will continue on the

Orpheum
for

Circuit until time to sail
May 24 on the

England

"Aquitania."

mmiiihi
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BECK FLOATS CAPITOL,

AMUSEMENT STOCKS ADD NEW

KEITH TIES UP AMSTERDAM,

DETROIT, $3,000,000

PUZZLE BY QUEER MOVEMENTS

Promoter and Builder Ready
Build

Break Sharply From Recent Top and Fluctuate
Sudden Wave of Buying Ends
Erratically
Abruptly Bull Argument Plentiful.

—
—

amusement

The

stocks

meteoric

their

after

sharply

broke
ad-

CHAMP. BENNY LEONARD

vance to new high levels early last
week, and from Wednesday until
last Tuesday sagged bit by bit to a
point close to their old levels, 68 for
Famous Players and close to 18 for
Wednesday there was a
Loew.

%

repartial recovery -to 72 and 19
Orpheum did not move
spectively.
other.
the
one way' or
The 'two leading film theatre issues defied any attempt to guess a*
the factors that actuated them. In
1

GOING IN MARX'S ACT
Financially

Interested

—

Big-

Time Bookers Made Condition.

.

the surface to explain how it the Keith office. After the last conhappen that an interest ference it was suggested if Leonard
could
strong enough to back an upturn would go into the turn the salary
Leonof more than 2 points in Loew in- asked would be acceptable.
around ard consented.
of
transactions
volving
125,000 shares could be so quickly
to

abandon a bull position.
Where the advance came on days
to

to nearly 50.000 turnover
in Loew, the decline was marked by
daily turnovers of little more than

of

30.00t>

normal. The burning question is—
should any group of men wc k
a stock rapidly upward in an expensive campaign and then aban-

why

don

it?

Getting into the

of specu-

field

lating on possibilities, it might be
that the upturn was engineered as

Moving

a demonstration.

mine

*

stock ahead is merely a matter of
buying such as apaggressive
peared early last week. Whoever
was behind the move gained the
desired point. Perhaps the operation was merely desig led to estabfor the
lish a better price leve
moment for its psychological effect,

Size.

Exchange Leases Four Theatres
Chicago, April C.
Robert Beck, the Chlcagoan who
within the last several years has
become a national figure as a promoter, financier and builder off
costly new theatres, left here for
Detroit to be present at the starting of work for the rush job that
is
to erect the $3,000,000 Capitol,
Detroit. His organization, the Longacre Engineering and Construction
Company, has the erection contract;
Beck has placed the bonding with
the Union Mortgage Company of
Detroit, in the form of 7 per cent,

in that city.
owning 14
Beck spent several days here look-

tory,

ing over the progress of A. "H.
Woods' new Apollo, which he
handled, as he did also the StateLake, the Woods, the Harper and
Wootllawn, as well as the mammoth
James, Columbus, the new Keith's
in
Cincinnati and several other
monumental mid-western structures.
He is now negotiating two
.

new houses for Marcus Loew. He
said that he is prepared to provide
adequate capital for any theatrical
Cincinnati, April 6.
construction of any magnitude, as
Milford linger, treasurer of the well as undertaking the building
Grand opera house, received this itself.

EDDIE NELSON MARRIED.

message Sunday afternoon:
"Kindly reserve seat on left
facing stage, for

aisle,

my

wife.
1 have
just been married here, and rejoin

show at

Cincinnati.
Obhge, Eddie
Nelson."
Nelson, with Fancon and Marco's
"Satires of 1920," which opened

to New York last
week, without telling any one in the
company, and married at the Little
Church Around the Corner Dollie
Best, formerly with Ziegfeld's "Fo'

Sunday,

went

LIBERTY DEFENDERS' CHIEF
Anti-Blue

Law Society Elects United
Fruit Co. Head.

New Orleans. April 6.
Ellis, head of the United
Fruit Co. here, was named first
president of the Anti-Blue Law Society of America, formed in Dover.
Del., this week.
The formation of
the society is the first movement of
'

Crawford

lies," whom he met when both were
playing in San Francisco last sum- nation-wide scope to combat legislation aimed at restricting personal
mer.
«
The "Satires" was favorably re- liberty.
The new organization will wage a
and to attract attention and inter- ceived by the critics here, who were vigorous campaign against
busydelighted to get to see something
est to the particular issues inreformers,
and is amply
All body
volved. At the new high ihort sell- before it reached New York.
financed. Some of the biggest men
ing was pretty sure to come and agreed that the San Francisco revue
in the country are enrolled as memthus a new balance* between 'mils compared very favorably with anybers.
thing
produced
in
the
East.
down
and bears created on 'he

grade.

The

would

effect

final

that
at

be

MUSIC HALL A FIGHT CLUB

The Brighton Beach has been
converted into a fight club with the
opening show scheduled for tomorrow night Saturday. The club
Is ideally located for bouts during
summer, situated at the waters
invite
edge.
The management intend to
current short interest would
new bull rent the hall for pictures all but
a covering movement on
It looks like an expensive two nights a week when boxing will
sally.
and risky maneuver, considering hold forth.
The Brighton Beach music hall
the advantage gained, but it well
might be part of a campaign de- hasn't played vaudeville for the past
three
years.
signed for "the long pull."
A good deal of llteratu a was put
BESSIE CLAYTON RESUMES
out by various brokerage houses
during the week, most puttit «? bullBessie Clayton, after laying ofT
pubfigures
the
on
constructions
ish
for almost a year, will take up her
lished by Famous Players, and th- stage work again late in the sumsubsequent analysis of Domlnick mer in a new offering. The dancer
& Domlnick, but they conveyed will open in the middle west and
nothing especially new.
tour the Orpheum Circuit.

Famous has

established

itself

better than 70 and Loew a" ove 19,
both figures considerably better
than the levels before the drive,
and at the same time the market
situation as to the proportion, of

Marcus Loew in Chicago early i.i
the week gave an optimistic interview on the general business situation and especially on the good
prospects of the Loew theatre enterprises, but nothing in his comments concerned the pri-e movements in his stock. He express ^
his confidence in the new Administration and voiced .lis belief that
the business depression Is only
temporary and more or loss forced
to get prices down to a sane basis.
Tho summary of transactions
April ~\ to 6, inclusive, is as follows:

8TOCK EXCHANGE.I.a-t
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Vaudeville—$500,000
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N. V. A.

DAY ARGUMENT.

Suits for injunctions restraining
the Orpheum Circuit Co., Inc., and
Loew, Inc., from turning over the
proceeds of this Friday's matinees
to the National Vaudeville Artists'
Association will be heard In Part 1
of the Supreme Court today (April
8).

Harry Mountford started the action against the Orpheum; backed
up with affidavits from William J.
Fltspatrlck, former president of the

William P. Conley.
another of fhe Rats crowd. Is responsible in the papers for the suit
against Loew, with affidavits from
Mountford.
Mountford is the possessor of one
share of Orpheum stock.
Judge Edward B. McCall repre-

White Rats.

sents the

Orpheum and Loew.

W

clash

possession

May

.
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The Rlalto, Strand, Kegent and
Amsterdam Opera House have been
one leased to the Keith people for a

the latest inno-

term of ten yeare by the present
owners.

The

was

closed late ThursMurdock, Leslie M.
Thompson and former Senator J.
Henry Walters acting for the Keith
day,

deal

John

J.

people. By virtue of this transaction Keith will practically control
the theatres of the city, the only
house outside the string being the
Orpheum, . small picture house.
Vaudeville st Rialto.
The Rlalto, which is the most centrally located, will continue with
nary wrapping paper extremely vaudeville, the Strand and Regent
strong, and because its cost is half will have
a picture policy, and the
that of canvas and there is an equal Amsterdam legitimate road attracsaving in weight, he proposed its tions as heretofore.
Each of the
use for theatrical scenery.
theatres Is to be entirely renovated,
The inventor made several sets including new decoration
and
for uae in Kngland, and the paper
equipment and elaborate lighting
scenery idea is being taken to gen- effects from the front. They will all
erally in Italy.
In addition to its
be operated by the Amsterdam Theeconomy, the paper is said to hold atres Corporation and will be in
colors more readily than canvas.
charge of a general manager from
It is claimed the new paper procthe Keith forces, who Js expected
cess can be made fireproof and.
to arrive in the city about the midfurther, that once it is fireproofed
dle of the month.
the process will not need repetition,
$500,000 Invested.
as is now required in various cities.
The corporation, of which a subThe inventor has explained that by stantial block of stock has be?n
mixing certain chemicals with the
taken by local business men, in
paints used in the designs, the firecapitalized at $50,000 and has two
proofiing quality is "locked" in the
officers from Amsterdam and two
Dependent upon successful
paper.
from the Keith offices In New York.
demonstration, a plant for quantity
transaction le said to embrace
The
treatment of scenic paper is to be
more
contracts
totaling
than
established here.
Of the three houses now
$500,000.
operated by Edward C. Klapp, two,
the Regent and Amsterdam, are
NICK
under l^ase to htm and the Keith
interests have taken over the unexKansas City Police After Himpired leaves to them, with an exCharged With Theft.
tension of 10 years.
Mr. Klapp, who is only 32 yearn
Nick Hanley, whose real name Is
Lew Melamedoff, and who has used of age, first started the Orpheum,
a number of aliases, is wanted in with a seating capacity of 287, In
Kansas City, where a warrant, for 1911. In 1918 he erected the Regent
embezzlement was sworn out against and in 1917 the Rlalto, ope
g it in
him by Pauline Huntley, who alleges April. Meanwhile, in January, 1917,
he made, off with two diamond soli- he took over the lease of the Amtaire rings, valued at about (4,000. sterdam and about the same time
The warrant names Jimmie Hanley, that of the Lyceum, now the Strand,
one of the aliases. He was also from the Van Halstead Amusement
known as N. K. Morrison and Jame- Company.
Shubert Acts Out.
son.
In June, 1917, be sold his control
Miss Huntley was formerly a New
York show girl. She went to her of the Lyceum to the Shine Amusehome in Kansas City on account ment Company and after seveial
Last changes- It came into the possession
of illness about a year ago.
summer she appeared for a time of Sam Wood, the present owner.
in a revue at one of the local The Lyceum, now the Strand, was
parks and there met Hanley, who remodeled and reopened at Christappeared to know several of the mas. 1919. A few months ago the
He represented to Miss Rialto was the scene of the opening
players.
Huntley he could have her ring set of Shubert big-time vaudeville, adIn platinum at wholesale rates. After vertised as "direct from the Winter
giving him the Jewels the man dis- Garden and Century Roof. New
appeared. According to the Kan- York."
About six weeks ago all reference
sas City police Huntley is sajd to
have claimed he was going to the to the Shuberts was dropped by the
coast as a scenario writer for Selz- Rlalto and since that time ft has
nick.
Inquiry developed he had been presenting five or six ordinary
never been employed by that com- acts with a picture. The four thepany.
atres taken over have a combined
It is alleged Hanley is wanted in
seating capacity of 5,400: Rialto,
Pittsburgh on a check transaction, 1,000; Strand, 1,400; Regent and
in which he represented himself to Amsterdam, 1.000. At the height of
He Is the skirmish between the Rialto and
be in the secret service.
alleged to have been known there the Strand, William W. Waldron of
as Leonard Manning.
New York was named general manAbout three years ago Nick Han- ager of the Klapp houses.
ley acted as manager for Marion
Officers of the Amsterdam TheaWeeks, then a "single act" in vaude- tres Corporation: President, Major
ville.
Miss Weeks' name was men- Leslie E. Thompson, of New York;
tioned by Ilanley during his travels, vice-president, James W. Ferguson,
intimating he was engaged to marry of Amsterdam; treasurer, Thomat
her. Miss Weeks Indignantly denied W. Swan, of Amsterdam, and secand MOTf Hanley simply acted retary, former Senator J. Henry
It
for her in a business way.
Though Walters, of New York, attorney for
it was never announced Miss Weeks,
the Keiths.
s

HANLEY WANTED.

who

is

a sister of Ada

wan married

Mae Weeks,

June of

last year to
Henri Barron, formerly of the ChiOpera.
cago Crand
The couple are
in

apf» uing

|fl

vaudeville

as

a

FISCHER ORCHESTRA ON ROOF
The tyfao Fis< her orchestra, due on
the ZlCgfeld Roof, arrived in New

Vork yesterday (Thursday). Fischer
team,
and his companions c.irne from the
Loe Angeles.
Th« negotiations for ihe Liking Hotel Arnhassador.
They will u!-o appear at the Hotel
over m
he ('• titui y lt,ool
Paul Amha. s.,U.r on I'atk avenue, New
S.ilvin fc' the Summer wcro <'« fiVork, \\ii< n that new hostelry opens
\.<
nitely r.i ,;
off
H
Apr?! 'o.
recused t<> p«mc the rental d tuanded
KlUltl.ltl.Y A PW.K
by the Siiuborts fur thv .,-<.a! r<
ii

I

!i

•

•

.

i

Vlirr*

UurawryQ

T., April f.

the Keith*
Shubert vaudeville war, which wan
on here some weeks ago, terminated
this week in the sale of Amsterdam's four leading theatres to the
B. F. Keith interests, who will take
first

The inventor is an Englishman
interned in Germany four years
'during the war.
During his detention
he
experimented
with
paper, using various chemical baths
He is said
to toughen the fiber.
to have succeeded in making ordi-

il

m;<..
,

New

Act to Test

i

7."

72

Amsterdam, N.

Invention
Paper scenery

Town

in Deal.

The

PAPER SCENERY IDEA
Vaudeville

Up-State

in

—Move Practically Bars Out Oppo-

EXPERIMENTING WITH

now

70

-

72''j

H".

Ten Years

sition

mortgage

securities.
The Kunsky interests are the projectors of this venture and will
first

for

Benny Leonard. World's lightvation for productions and is
weight champion, will go into the operate the Capitol as a spectacle angle of the German attempt to remotion picture palace.
John H.
act of the Four Marx Bros. Leonplace cloth clothing with paper
ard U interested financially in the Kunsky negotiated the deal with suits during and subsequent to the
The lease is for 99 years.
turn and has been induced to take Beck.
The war. The new idea is to be tried
part in the act following a report The house will seat 4,500.
in a vaudeville act as a test upon
the turn was going into a summer Kunskys are the foremost showmen which a legitimate producing firm
and exhibitors of the Detroit terrishow in Chicago.
will decide the scheme's vaeue.
houses

the absence of information it was
preSbmed that the bull drive, probably inspired by banking interests
had run into determine.! opposiThe Marx Bros, are cToing a new
tion by market operators and short
selling from this source had de- act written by Herman Tirnberg;
pressed values. This, of course, is which represents considerable production and salary expense. They
entirely a guess.
Nothing In the busin^sa situation played a few weeks at the local thesurrounding the picture trad 3 came atres without coming to terms with

made

Any

—SCENE OF RECENT SKIRMISH

to

sort.

in

a Inilrr for yon
U»ae.

tfcta
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Friday. April

DAVIS AND CLARKE'S TRY. 1|£
1

OREGON SANATORIUM SUES

1921

GREENROOM ELECTION.

SHUBERT WEST;

Contest

Doing a Musical Comedy With Carl
Grey for This Fall.

8,

On

THEATRES REPORTED

as Rival Tickets Comsj
Into Field.
j

i

WILL CRESSY FOR $25,000
Remarks Made
by Vaudeville Actor Regarding Institution Soldier Patients Deny Having Grievances.

Suit Arises from Alleged Derogatory

—

San Francisco, April 6.
Speaking in behalf of discharged
men and commencing a col-

HISLOP ATJI.

lection for a pool table to be donated
to the heroes proved rather disagreeable for "Will Cressy, on the
bill

Makes Good

Impression

Joseph Hislop, Scotch tenor, with
Chicago opera company prior
to his present concert tour under
the management of William Morris,
made his New York debut as a
concert artist at the Hippodrome

the Oakland Orpheum. While in the act of boarding a train for this city at the Portland depot two weeks ago, Cressy
was served with papers in a damage
suit growing out of a warrant sworn
to by the Pierce Sanatorium for
an alleged attack against the hos-

current

Y. HIP.

Morris' Scotch Tenor

the

at

last

Sunday

night.

Assisting Mr. Hislop, who possesnes a tenor voice of resonance
and sweetness, were 100 Scotch bag
It appears that Cressy during his pipers,
under command of Col.
stay in Portland was one of the Perc^ Guthrie, and appearing under
pital.

several volunteer acts to play before the wounded war heroes at the
Pierce Sanatorium. Shortly afterward he was a guest of honor at
the Portland Rotary Club's luncheon, he being a member of the RoHere, according to friends,
tary.

Cressy

made a

spirited

speech

ii\

behalf of the veterans and told of
the eagerness for entertainment It
also happened that he mentioned
the dreariness of the place and said
that the environment there could be
a good deal better. Then he pitched
some money into a pot and stated
that that would go toward purchasing, a pool table for the boys. Many
of his fellow artists also contributed
and were followed by the Rotary
men and the Y. M. C. A.

was going
Everything
Cressy was remarking how
he enjoyed his stay in the northwestern city; and then came the
along

nicely.

serving of papers.

They

for

call

the auspices of the Caledonian Club.
Hislop's repertoire included selections from Aida, a group of English
songs, and several Scottish ballads,
with "Donna B. Mobile" for an encore number following the concert
proper.

«25,000.

The complaint charges that
Creasy stated that the sanatorium
is "dirty and cheerless," that "he
had seen "a lot of poor farms that
were better kept up than Pierce's
sanatorium," and that "one of the
boys told me that there was not
even a checker board out there."
Cressy is also alleged to have
made the following statement:
"I asked one of the boys what
they did for amusement at the place
and ho told me, 'Mr. Cressy, there
isn't anything to do out here but
sit around and wait to die and
watch other boy» die before you

Clarke for

tee,

presentation

next

fall.

To date only one act of the two,
which the show contains, has been
completed.
Clarke is

Davis

is

tfcj

author of the act

now appearing

in,

and! also sponsored
other vehicle, "» O'clock."

"Birdfor

seed,"

He

his
is

a

Sunday
May. The Nominating Commitwhich was headed by Ralph
Delmore, has prepared two tickets
which Include Frank Bacon,and Hal
Chicago, April «.
Briggs for Prompt or, Donald Mci
Lee Shubert stopped here twice Kensie and -Ralph Stewart /or Call
in a swing through the central Boy, Chris Brown and Doty Hobart
for Copiest, Frank Stevens and
west. When in town last week It
Jesse Eldot for Angel.
was reported he had secured a lease
The club Is reported as being dU
on the Great Northern Hippodrome, vlded into two elements known as
which is supposed to have been se- the Blue Laws and the Liberals, both
cured to show Shubert vaudeville of which have favorites on each

Said To Have Assumed
Charge of Shubert Vaudeville

fornia.
The music for the comedy
will be written by Carl Gray, who
has been a musical directors for
somo time.
here.

understood he also
is
It
both Davis* and Clarke's settled on a theatre for vaudeville in
writing
book
the
initial attempt at
St Louis. Another western house
for a l»-gitima*e attraction.
known to have been recently acquired by the Shuberts is the CadilFILM STAR.
That theatre has been
lac, Detroit.
playing burlesque and will continue
William Desmond Wants to try until May, after which alterations
Vaudeville.
Will be made.
It was stated here that Lee Shub"Wires from the coast this week
ert had taken over charge of the
conveyed the information William firm's
vaudeville
activities
and
Desmond, the picture star. Is not that J. J. would not be concerned
adverse to a try at vaudeville. Tim
with the physical end of the venODonncll, of the Pat Casey Agency,
ture.
will attempt to locate Mr. Desmond
on the twice daily.

This

BLOW TO BARBARY COAST
ALIMONY REDUCED.
By mutual consent aa Order

for

Maud Goldher separation suit against

$50 alimony in favor of
in

Abraham Goldman (professionally
Eddie Kane of Kane and Herman)

Police Order All
sorts at

What

Women From
1

Re-

O'clock.

Sari Francisco, April
believed to mean

is

6.

the

EDWARD

8

GUMBLE TAKES CHARGE.

Jones- Sylvester Team.
ager of the Chamberlain Brown
Mose Gumble of Remlck's has reGeorge W. Jones and Harry Sylagency.
sumed charge of all the professional vester have teamed up and will
Mr. Grant is now at the home of departments, including the New break in a new act next week out
his parents at 21 Webster avenue York olllce, from coast to coast, of of town. It is a talking and singing
Somerville, Mass. His injuries con- the Remick branches.
arrangement called "Checking Out."
sist of a broken nose, bBttty laceratFor some -time past Mr. Gumble
Both were members of "That"
ed face, both legs fractured and has given the branches his atten- Quartet. Sylvester, Jones, Pringle
chest crushed in.
and Morrell.
tion in a perfunctory manner.

with the complaint, signed by patients at the hospital.
The affidavits are signed by Gustave W. Pfunder, John K. Barr,
Louis H. AuClair and Oiin B. Clark,
who swear that they are perfectly
satisfied with their surroundings,
that they had accompanied Cressy
on his recent visit to the building
and that they at no time made any
of the assertions credited to patients

by Cressy.

The

alleged defamatory

statements credited to Cressy are
branded as false by the four
patients.

BEE WOULD SHAKE
Miss

AL.

Palmer 8ays Pianist
Her Act.

Ruins

Chicago, April

6

Fresh on the announcement of her
marriage to Al Slegel. her pianist,
Boo Palmer sued him for divorce.
She says he is insanely jealous and
frequently has ruined her performances because of his ill humor.
She sets herself forth in the bill
as originator of the shimmy, describing it as "synchronised undulations of the muscles of the upper
limbs," and says Siegel had her so
nervous and exhausted that she was
unable to execute her specialty.

"AFTERPIECE" FOR

N. V. A.

At the Palace on Friday of this
week all the artists appearing on
the regular bill will reappear in an
afterpiece that will be presented at
the termination of the regular show.
The occasion will be the N. V. A.
Day, the funds of which are to be
turned over to the Insurance Fund
of that organization. The afterpiece
thing hasn't been done in a big time
iheatre since the days of Hammerstein.

\

VAUDEVILLE'S STANDARD COMEDY COUPLE
CLAYTON
MATTIE
KENNEDY and ROONEY
in

nimiirrit * r.uiK
re

In

IB

h letter for
thl* Imhkw

joa

ticket.

CUT WESTERN FARES.
Promise

ANOTHER

1

do.»"
In refutation of the charges made
by Cressy, four affidavits were filed

in

is

death of San Francisco's famous
was reduced to $40 this week.
Kansas City, April 2.
Desertion and non-support were "Barbary coast" comes in an order
The new Pantages theatre, at
issued last week by Captain of PoTwelfth street and McGee, is being alleged.
The Goldmans were married on lice Arthur Layne of the Central
rushed to completion and it is rumored that the opening will be Oct 16. 1914, and have a six-year- station that all women employed
in public dance halls must be out of
about June 1. It is also understood old daughter.
the places at 1 a. m. or face arrest
that the policy of the house will be
for vagrancy.
three daily with four Saturdays
PREDICTS STRIKE'S END
The order, which is aimed solely
and Sundays. Another rumor has
Troy, April 6.
at the dance halls and cabarets of
it that an orchestra of 15 will be
X-Ray
"The
Templeton,
Charlotte
the
old red light district, winds up
used under direction of Lucien
American vaude- a two-months campaign by CapDenni, now in Brooklyn. If this Girl," made her
ville debut last week .at Proctor's tain Layne to "clean out the dissized orchestra Is used it will be
Lovett's "Concentra- trict."
Severe restrictions were
larger than that at the Orpheum, with George
which has featured its music for tion." Khe couldn't help being a placed on the cabarets at the time
local
that
the
predicting
hit after
of the Kruvosky vice case here last
years.
street car strike would be settled December and since that time the
within ten days satisfactorily to cafes have been hanging on. Just
GRANT INJURED. the strikers, and that everybody in recently an order was issued forthe house out of work would se- bidding any woman employe of a
Providence, R. I., April f.
An auto smashup outside the city cure a position within two weeks. dance hall or cafe to dance with the
'
Mrs. Lovett died in Texas recently. patrons.
resulted in severe injuries
to Edward Grant. New York theatrical
manager and formerly general man-

Room Club

election will be held the last

man

BIG PANTAGES ORCHESTRA

Green

Frank Davis, of the team Davis
and Darnell, is writing a musical Lee
piece in conjunction with Harold

graduate of the University of Cali-

service

The annual

a

New

Version of Original Bits and Business

"CAN YOU IMAGINE

?»

Appearing Exclusively on B. F. Keith and Orpheum Circuits

of

2</2 -Cent

July

Rata

After

1.

Chicago, April

6.

Advance intimation has been
made that all western roads will reduce railroad rates beginning July 1
to a maximum of 2V» cents pet mile.
This Is a cut of 16 2/3 per cent.,
and will be effective west of
Chicago.

JOE HOWARD'S DRUG STORES.
Joe Howard (Howard and Clark)
says he has an "ace in the hole" in
the drug store he is opening at 8th
avenue and 58th street. Mr. Howard's brother will be in charge. Another drug store lease has been
secured by Mr. Howard in the new
Dr. Harris8 building, now under construction at 57th and 58th streets
"
.*•
and Broadway.
The commercial enterprises will
prevent Mr. Howard from taking his
proposed English trip this summer.
Mrs. Howard (Ethleynne Clark)
withdrew from the Howard and
Clark turn some weeks ago, to
await an impending family event.

THOS.

J.

RYAN COMING BACK.

After several seasons absent from
the stage, during which Thomas J.
Ryan devoted himself to his invalid
wife, Mary Richfield, who died a few
months ago, Mr. Ryan has concluded to return to vaudeville in a
s
new sketch.
As the founder of a particular
type of comedy playlet which Ryan
and Richfield made a standard in
vaudeville for many years, the com-

edian will essay his return in a playlet and the same lines, and will be
billed as Thomas J. Ryan and Co.

Witkins and Wilkins, appearing at
Pantages, San Francisco, the
half of last week, celebrated
their 13th wedding anniversary on
April 1 on the stage of the theatre.
the

last

^_
Friday,

AprU

$,

^^m

VAUDEVILLE

1921
x=c
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WILLIAM FOX HOUSES

ROW OVER
Faber

NO, 2 POSITION.

A McGowan

Do

Only

Ai

Now On—Competition Too

Strong for.
Inability to Secure Feature Acts Is Given

Negotiation*

Fox

—

as Another Cause for Transfer.

MINSTREL, DEAD AT 72

by Frank Gerson, manager of the
house, who alleged the act failed to
giro its regular performance at the
matinee. The team was booked in
by the John Bobbins agency at $175
weekly, with a pro rata figure for
the split woek date in Hoboken.
The act was paid for the one
show playe I, Gc» son then making
P. A. for the balclaim to the V.,
ance of the salary from the act,
theatre.
The
the
that to be paid
management bases claim on the
provision of the rlay or pay con-

cording to report.
The story says the move was
forced on the Fox people to proteot
their theatres from the inroads
made by opposition especially at

Audubon

Fox's

heights, the prize

PLAYERS ON LOEW TIME

rooms

«

Al O. Fields, a pioneer of min-

.

to Bright's disease,

an

the elncuit before the Coliseum, a
Keith house near theirs was opened.
Ths same condition exists to a
more or less degree at most of the
Fox houses which are situated close
The
to Keith opposition stands.
City on 14th street, is opposed to
the Jefferson a Moss-Keith theatre,
The Crotona will have opposition
when Keith's, Fordham, opens next
week, the Albermarle, Brooklyn is
close to the Flatbush, and the rest

of the Fox string which includes the
Bay Ridge, Comedy and Ridgewood
In Brooklyn are In similar straits.
Another factor said to have inalgamation Is th~
fluenced the
difficulty the Fox people have had
securing
high grade
this season is
acts to compete with the rival bills.
The Fox" theatres opened the season
Is securing high grade acts to compete with the rival bills. The Fox
theatres opened the season auspiciously with high priced acts holding
Shubert contracts.
Eddie Cantor,
Nart Halperin, George Price and
others were played by Fox, given
•

week stand contracts. The Fox
patrons became educated to this
brand of vaudeville and when
opposition developed Fox found
himself without acts of this calibre
to continue the standards set.
The opposition house reduced
prices forcing Fox to do likewise
with no decrease in the overhead.
This put several houses former
money makers on the losing side of
the ledger. Business at the Audubon has decreased steadily since the
huge Coliseum opened north of it.

SARANOFF*S DAMAGE SUIT.
Saranoff, the violinist, suing under his real name of Jules E. Lipton, has retained Kendler & Goldstein to bring a $10,000 damage suit
against the Blossom Heath Inn,
Inc., and Harry Susskind for alleged breach of contract.
Saranoff claims an oral agreement whereby he was to appear at
the Blossom Heath for a period
dating from April 1, 1921, to Sep-

playing the Loew
Southern and
the
Circuit may obtain
guest cards giving them access to
some of the best golf courses in the
country in nearly every city on the

whereby

artists

on
Southwestern
theatres

ance the players replied they did not
care whether they placed the date
The act had complained
or not.
to its agent that it did not like
the number .wo position assigned
it and would prefer not appearing.
Informed of the contract ruling
The house claims
they went on.
the act played the same position on
a previous bill there.

BECK MUST TESTIFY.

circuit.

The only expense

be the usual
green fees, so bring on your clubs
and make your stay on the circuit
doubly enjoyable and of pleasant
will

Motion to Vacate Passpart Order
Denied

YATES ON SCOUTING TRIP

6.

down the curtain immediately. A
Physician was hastily summoned
and he placed 14 stitches in Dyer's
head. He will not be able to work
for several weeks.

HELEN LANE WEDS AGAIN.
San Francisco, April

6.

Helen Lane, who was divorced
from Ned Norworth in Chicago,
Feb. 7, was married here last week
Monday to William B. Mortimer, an
electrician at the Pantages theatre,

San Francisco.

being installed at the Fifth

The

Mr.

was
He was

life

Loses

Through

in 1913.

"LONDON MUSIC HALL"

ACT MAY BE REVIVED
Plan Afoot to Have Chaplin
Appear in Leading Role.
There is a plan afoot to revive "A*
Night In an English Music Hair
and have Charlie Chaplin give the
revival an impetus by reappearing
In his role of the "drunk" for tho
opening performance.
Negotiations are on between H. B.
MarinelH and Alf Reeves, now on
the coast, where he Is personal representative for Chaplin.
Reeves*

brother, Billie Reeves, created the
"drunk" of the "Music Hall" act and
appeared In It for several seasons
over here while his brother Alf was
managing the turn for Fred Karno
of London.
After BllUe left tho
skit Chaplin came over from England to replace him. Chaplin had
appeared In the same part In am

English

touring

company of tho

"Music Hall" act for Karno.
"A Night In an English Musle
Hall," played for many years on thla
side.
It had a record of SI return
engagements at Hammerstetn's Victoria.

AGENT -GOING TO EUROPE.
8malltimere

Sending

Representa-

tive Across.

The Lew Cantor agency will send
Lew Herman to Europe in quest of
material for the coming: season.
Herman will sail April 31 on tho
Imperator, to be gone about two

months, and will visit England.
France and Germany before returning.

This is probably the first Instance of a small time agency sending a representative abroad
la
search of material.

NO MEMPHIS SUMMER
Closing dates on the Orpheum
have not been set as yet, although
it is more than likely that New Orleans and Memphis, the first two
towns on the circuit to bo hit by
the warm weather, will be the
earliest to call it a season.
This probably will be within the
next couple of weeks.
Memphis,
which has played a small time
policy during the summer for tho
past two years, will remain dark

Ella Retford Comes Over.
Ella Retford, wlf of the producer.
There is a bill to be Introduced T. F. Dawe, and star of musical
in the Illinois Legislature restrict- comedy and vaudeville in England,
ing the amount of commission for arrived here this week for a month's
booking an act in the State to 3 vacation. Negotiations are now on
per cent This includes the amount to secure Miss Retford for a short
engagement In the twice dally durif one person or if a number are
involved in the booking. It means ing her stay.
It is not known whether the Engthat ai> agent -booking an art wl/.b.
any office in the State, all that lish actress has accepted the offer
or
not.
could be deducted for both agent
and booking office would be 3 per
Taking Sketches to England.
cent.

ILLINOIS

FALL.

Orleans, April

is

Avenue.

Josephine Davis* sails for London
April 12 on the Aquatania to open
a 30-week tour of the Syndicate
Halls at Walt ham -St owe Palace.
Miss Davis signed contracts for the
this summer.
engagement in 1913, following which
she accepted offers for Australia
and India, arranging to have the MORETTE SISTERS BOOKED.
tour set back. This brought her up
Chicago, April 6.
Bert Cortelyou has opened his
to the war period when she returned
agency
offices.
The first act subto this country.
Despite other offers for Europe at mitted by him. the Morette Slaters,
a much Increased stipend she is has been booked and will start tho
forced to live up to her contract Association time immediately upon
before accepting any further time closing of the burlesque show the
sisters are now with.
abroad.

Irving Yates, office manager of
the Lew Cantor agency, left Saturday to spend two weeks in the
Chicago office of the firm. He is in
search of vaudeville acts for the
Loew time and also material for
their own productions for the coming season.
The firm plans to branch out ln>
their production department next
season, having already 'signed two
or three well known acts, the Idea
being to build productions around
tried vaudeville specialties.„.

New

Davis

Agreement Made

Saranoff was cancelled before he
actually began work.

HURT IN COMIC

private

MUST

Josephine

mum

Hubert Dyer, when Closing the
show at the Orpheum Sunday night
dived into a back drop, a part of
his act, but a departing actor had
left his trunk Just back of the curtain and Dyer struck his head on
one of the corners.
It was found necessary to ring

in

'

15, for a consideration of
t per cent, of the food and drink
receipts, with a $250 weekly miniguarantee against that.

;

name

Justice. Delehanty Tuesday denied
"Apply to Fred E. Peters, Public- Martin Beck's motion to vacate an
ity Director of the Circuit at 400 order for his examination before
man, Frank McNlsh and numerous
Loew's Grand Theatre Building, At- trial in William L. Passpart's $300,present day stars of vaudeville and
000 breach of contract suit against
lanta, Ga."
Pass- the legitimate.
the vaudeville impresario.
Bernard Granville started his
part, who was formerely European
representative of the Orpheum Cir- theatrical career with the AL G.
ASKS INVESTIGATION.
Mr. Fields was
cuit, is also plaintiff in an identical Fields Minstrels.
Buckner Wires President—Opening action against the Orpheum Theatre noted for a series of "Anderson"
stories
done
as
first
a
part bit for
and Realty Co., Inc.
New York
In tho Beck suit, Passpart alleges years. He did not appear with the
The Atlanta Georgian of March he entered into the Orpheum em- show the last three seasons. The
FMelds troupe was and is a standard
31 last published a wire sent by ploy in 1905 but was discharged in
willing organization throughout the south
Arthur Buckner to the President at 1915 although rea«Jy and
perform services in booking and middle west, with but very few
to
Washington, asking for an in- European, acts for the Orpheum exceptions finishing each season
vestigation of conditional at the circuit. The complaint shows Pass- with a substantial profit
Buckner part was to receive five percent
Federal prison, Atlanta.
Mr. Fields was married about 40
was discharged from that instutition remuneration for his services of years ago.
He left an adopted
the amounts the acts earned, and daughter. He is reputed to have
a few days previously.
Buckner in his wire requested the that he derived upwards of $15,000 left a fortune of approximately
President to send an inspector to annual income in that manner.
He was Interested In
$500,000.
Beck generally denies the al- many mercantile propositions in
meet him at the Hotel Piedmont,
Atlanta, where Buckner would "ex- legations and counterclaims to the addition to his interests in theatripose the true and uncalled for con- effect he loaned Passpart $17,114.08, cals, having large holdings in railditions." The Georgian said Buck- $11,844.74 of which was repaid him, roads and industrials.
The Fields
ner received an answer form At- leaving a balance due of $5, 269, .34 show played New York about 25
torney general Daugherty and left which he seeks to recover. In turn, years ago at the Grand Opera
generally
denies
the house.
Passpart,
the next day for Washington.
Mr. Fields was a prominent Elk and Mason. Burial was
This week Buckner arrived in counterclaim.
An order for the examination of at Columbus, Tuesday, April 5.
New York and immediately secured
office* where ^e said he Intended the defendant before trial has been
to conduct a theatrical and produc- Issued, which Beck motioned to
vacate and lost out on.
ing agency.
FULFILL CONTRACT.

memory.

tember

i

the

and came after

of several weeks.

Albert Griffith Hatfield.
born In Leesburg, Va., Nov. 7, 1848,
and removed to Brownsville, Pa.,
where* he was raised. He entered
the theatrical profession when a
youth, at first appearing with the
minstrel organizations of the day.
Later he became ringmaster with
the Wallace circus, later Hagenback- Wallace show, remaining with
that for ten years. Returning to
minstrelsy he organized the Al G.
Fields Minstrels in October, 1886,
at Marion, Ohio. At first the troupe
played on the commonwealth plan.
The Fields Minstrels has played
continuously since its organization,
a record of 86 years, only exceeded
for continuous playing by that of
the Guy Brothers, which antedate
the Fields troupe by about ten
years. Among those who were with
the Fields minstrels at earlier periods of their career are Nell
O'Brien, Arthur Rig by, Harry Bulger, Press Eldredge, Frank Cush-

but

Headquarters of the Locw Southern and Southwestern Circuit at
Atlanta fhakes this announcement:
"Arrangements havo been made

illness

Fields'

tract.

6.

for

elevator will run from tho
strelsy and for nearly two scorer stage to the sixth floor, supplying*
service
to the restaurant and roof
years heading the minstrel organgarden, in addition to eliminating
isation which bears lite namo. died the necessity,
of walking/ up and
Sunday, April 3, at his home in down stairs to and from dressing
Columbus, Ohio.
Death was. due rooms.

Gerson alleges the act did
Guest Cards for Southern three
minutes and that no scenery
was ordered hung though the turn
Clubs Made Available.
Washington
on
carries hangings. When asked why
money maker of
they had cut .short their performAtlanta, April

5th Avenue Players to
Dressing Rooms.

artists, XurLeaves an Estate Estimated nlshlng transportation to and from
from the stage to tho dressing:
at $500,000.

M

GOLF PRIVILEGES FOR

Whisk

A back stage elevator
accommodation of the

Faber and McGowan were cancelled at the United States theatre.
Hoboken, on Thursday last week,

.

are
on for the
Negotiations
Keith office to take over the
William Fox Vaudeville houses, ac-

BACK STAGE ELEVATOR

VETERAN

Will

Minutes; U. 8 Theatre Cancels.

REPORTED GOING TO KEITH'S

G. FIELDS,

S

AGENCY

BILL.

Alexander Loftus is taking two
Two years ago a similar bill was
introduced in the State but was sketches to England for presentation
over there.
One of Lewis &
up.
came
it
Gordon's "Touch in Time" and the
other Ben Harnett's "Serving Two
KEITH'S, DAYTON
Masters."
Keith's, Dayton, closes April 18,
Loew's State, Boston, June 1.
Keith people having refused to
(Special) the
Singing
renew their lease which expires
Loew's new State theatre in RonMay 1.
Broadway 16 Mins.;
ton, now building, is scheduled to
The
The house has. been named as one open on or about June 1.
Clara Howard is back with a raft of now costumes and songs.
.
dazzling changes of wardrobe in view of the audience.
songs fit of the proposed Shubert Vaudeville State seats 3,000, and will play the
and
solidly.
is
bright
material
landed
and
mittisms."
It
regular
Loew pop vaudeville and
her personality
Circuit, but no future policy Ins
applause
She stopped the show at been announced.
.
registered
.
•
picture policy.
this house and has improved her turn immensely. Miss Howard can
ready
Keith
house
to
be
r
A new
Con.
hold a spot on the beet of bills.
mmui.ki v * p\6W"
opening next season is to be built
Booked, solid by FRANK EVANS until June, 191:2,
lettar for w«m
lli<re*U
one block from the former stand.
in th In teaee.
at all of the Qreattf Keith Houses.

quashed before

NEW

CLARA HOWARD,

Comedienne
One

—
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VAUDEVILL
TISHMAN

PROCLAMATION GOV. SPROUL

IN

LOEW AGENCY KEITH'S BOROUGH PARK

IN

Commission

Chicago

A

Beehler

URGES AID FOR

N. V. A.

DAY

Pennsylvania
' '

Chief Executive Praises Vaudeville
Artists for Their Part. ..in. War A*k* Citizens to
Help Them by Attending April 8th Matinee.

—

ti

Harrisburg. Pa., April

f.

Governor William C. Sproul has
Issued

a proclamation

"to the peo-

ple of Pennsylvania," urging:

them

!

ACT CLAMS AGENT
COST IT V. M.

P. A.

FINE

to attend the vaudeville theatres
during the matinee performances on
April 8, National Vaudeville Day. Josie Heather, Mulcted of SalHis proclamation contains praise
ary, Blames Lew Leslie.
for the vaudeville actors and the
part they have played during the
war days and in the present reconThe V. M. P. A. last week ore>
struction period.
dered Josie Heather to reimburse
William Fox for the half week enThe proclamation reads:
"During the great crisis through gagement Miss Heather refused to
which we have so recently passed, play at Fox's City for the last half
no group of our citizens rendered of March 21 week. In consequence
more unstinted or unselfish service Miss Heather was ordered to pay
than those who have made a pro- to Fox the equivalent of four days'
fession of entertaining their fellow salary at the City, against her withcltisens.
While the great war con- held salary of three days at the
tinued, they gave freely of their Audubon the first half of the same
time and energy*
In the army week. Miss Heather played the Aucamps, along the battle lines, on dubon.
our ships at sea, and wherever solThe complaint was entered by the
diers and sailors were gathered, at Fox
booking office when Miss
home and abroad, they provided en- Heather notified it she would not
tertainment and diversion for our play the City. This same notificabrave defenders.
Miss Heather asserts, was
tion,
"Here at home in the public gath- given to Lew Leslie, a Fox agent,
erings arranged for arousing our who secured the* week for her. Lespatriotic spirit, and to encourage lie, says Miss Heather, assured her
contributions
to
the
benevolent the City would not be assigned to
work of our philanthropic organ- her for the last half of the week's
isations, in securing subscriptions contract, which started with the Aufor the war loans, for combating dubon, but more no designation in
Miss
hostile sentiment among some of writing for the last half.
those living here with us, and upon Heather importuned Leslie during
the
Aurubon
three
days
at
to
the
all occasions where good work was
planned or carried out, the Ameri- inform her where she would have
can vaudeville artist was found ac- to go the last half, without receivtively engaged in helping in the ing a satisfactory reply, excepting
Leslie tOld her it would not be the
most effective way.
'

vaude- City.
As she was finishing the first half
fund of
mirth, music and song to strengthen at the Audubon, on Wednesday
the morale of our people every- evening, Miss Heather was advised
where, and this was given as a vol- back stage there to report the next
untary contribution to our victory. morning at the City. She answered
the agent had promised her the City
"It is effective now in promoting
the very necessary spirit of confi- would be exempt and che would not
accept
that engagement.
dence and optimism among our peoDuring the threshing out of the
ple during their post-war trials.
matter before the V. M. P. A. Edgar
"The association known as The Allen, booking for Fox. stated Leslie
National Vaudeville Artiste is a had not appraised him
at any time
benevolent organization among our Miss Heather did not want
to apentertainers. It provides a permanpear at the City.
ent insurance fund for its members,
and gives them the advantage of
care and comfort after their short
INDIANAPOLIS REDUCES
"It fell to the lot of our
ville performers to supply a

K

and happy day

is done.

"Friday, April the eighth, has
been set aside as National Vaudeville

Day and

Pop Vaudeville and Picture Houses
Indianapolis, April 6.
Price cutting is on.
The Rialto

and Broadway, Lenwood Amusement Company pop vaudeville and
picture houses, announced a change
of policy and a reduction of prices

"I feel that this is an occasion in last week. The Colonial, one of the
which the public should be espe- big picture houses, also shaded five
and that a general cents off of its top night price of
made to show ap- 40 cents.
The Broadway, which has been
preciation of the patriotic and unselfish services of our friends in running full vaudeville with an ocvaudeville who have done so much casional picture will feature picto make life cheerful for the rest tures and fill in with acts at 25 and

cially Interested
effort should be

of us.
"I hope, therefore, that the people of Pennsylvania will generally
avail themselves of this opportunity,
and attend the testlmcnial performances of their vaudeville theatres on
the afternoon of Friday, April the
eighth, and thereby have a pleasant

entertainment together with the
consciousness of having done the
right thing In giving encouragement
to those of our fellow citizens who
have always contributed so much
to the Joy o& living, as well as the
serious side of our affairs."

LOEW 83d

ST.

35 cents hereafter while the Rialto,

pop vaudeville and feature pictures
for years, will play musical comedy
and photoplays. High price at the
Rialto will be 40 cents.
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Irving Tishman has severed his
connections with the Beehler &
Jacobs firm of vaudeville agents
booking through the W. V. M. A.
of Chicago

and

will locate In

He will be associated with Alex
flaiAmi 'ttrxiar whose franchise .he
will work, acting in capacity of office manager. When questioned regarding the new firm, Jake Lubin
advised that Alex Hanlon had always helc? a Lbew franchise and was
.

at liberty to employ anyone he saw
fltjn his office. This, however, does
not Include the privilege of the floor
Alex Hanto anyone but himself.
lon besides his agency business has
been booking the Grand Opera
House, New York an<? the Olympic.

Brooklyn.

April 7,

New FordWeek Later.

'

1

1

FROM CHICAGO MAY

Association

Go Back

&
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Chicago, April

6.

LEVY LINKS WITH SUN.

The Association and the Western
Keith's will again operate'as formerly in regards to issuing blanket
contracts.
Up until last season
when the Orpheum, Jr., houses were
booked out of New York, a representative of the two western offices
came east at this time oi the year
and acts thought desirable for the
time were given ""blanket contracts
of from 20 to SO weeks, starting
the following fall.
Later at a booking meeting the
time was laid out and the route

Visits Chicago to Perfect Routes to

Coast.

Week

30,

PAIR.
Brighton

Earlier.

Morrison's, Rockaway Beach, will
open for a preliminary season on
or about Memorial Day (May 30).
The house will play Saturdays and
Sundays until the middle of June,
the exact opening of the regular
full
week season depending on
will supply the
through the Keith Exchange,
as usual. The customary big time
two-a-day policy will prevail this

Chicago, April

summer.

Goldie also will book the
Brighton theatre this season, with
the opening set for May 23.

f.

SMALL TIMERS CLOSE
Bert Levy, the Frisco booking
manager, made a flying visit here
Small
Towner* Booked by Deianey
to consult with Paul Goudron and
Call Season Off.
Coney Holmes regarding rerouting
the Gus Sun shows from here to the
The following hbuses booked? by
coast.
They will issue 14- week
contracts and tne shows will travel Billy Deianey, of the Keith Exchange, are closing on account of
intact.
light
business:
Square,
Herald
Steuben ville, week of April 11;
submitted to the act. Tink HumMEMPHIS HOUSES STOP. Palace, Olean, N. Y., week of April
phries announces that starting May
18; Cortland, Cortland, N. Y., week
1, blankets will be issued to become
of April 18;
Glove, Gloversville,
operative next fall. The contracts Loew'a Lyceum, Pictures, and Pan
week of April 26; Camden, Parkers*
will call for 30 weeks which will be
tages Close Last Week.
burg, W. Va., week of April 11.
a nucleus for a fortx week seaAll are split weeks.
son available from the fifth floor of
Memphis, April f.
the State Lake Building. The Keith
The regular policy of Pantages
MERCEDES BACK TO STAGE
Western will blanket for 10 weeks ended April 1 and the house was
ancT the Western Vaudeville will be taken over locally.
Mercedes, the vaudeville act, has
able to add 20 more, including the
Loew's Lyceum, with pictures, returned to the varieties, after a
Orpheum, Jr., houses.
stopped April 2.
brief tryout as a "Knight of the
No selection has as yet been made
Business had been very bad in Book" in New York.
for the eastern post of the Western both houses.
Last week he gave up his offices
Vaudeville
Managers Association
Loew's vaudeville theatre con- and the mystic had transformed
and Western Keith Booking Ex- tinues, also the Orpheum.
himself from agent to actor once
change.
more.
Future bookings will take
him to Europe this summer.
Press Eldridge Again
VETERAN CHRISTY RETIRES. Press Eldridge,- prominent as a
black face comic a decade ago, Is N. V. A.
West Va. Showman Gives Up The- returning to vaudeville shortly,
The following complaints have
atre Sun May Book.
after several years absence. Harry been filed with the N. V. A. Com*
Shea has Eldridge's vaudeville plaint Board:
Morgantown, W. Va-, April 6.
"come-back" in charge.
Shriner and Fltzsimmona against
H. A. Christy, for more than a
Tom and Dolly Ward, alleging in«
score of years prominent as a thefringement on dark stage bit, in
atrical man in Morgantown, retires
which Fitzsimmons lights match
from the business with the passing
and
looks for a nickel.
of the Grand Opera House, which
Avey and O'Neill against Lloyd
he has operated' for some years past,
and
Good, alleging Infringement on
from his control. The lease on the
the opening of the Avery and
Grand theatre has expiree: and conO'Neill turn.
trol of the theatre goes into the
Billy Hart against Howe and Fay,
hands of W. R. Evans.
infringement alleged on burlesque
Mr. Evans has closed the theatre
mind reading code and business of
for three weeks, during which rethe Billy Hart and Circus Girls act.
pairs will be made. When it Is reBilly Glason against Sabbott and
opened, the new director expects to
Brooks, alleging Sabbott and Brooks
offer vaudeville, probably for the
are Infringing on "Buy You and
Sun circuit, with tabs shows as
Keep You" gag of Glason's act.
have been given during the recent
Miss Norton and Paul Nicholson
months.

I

COMPLAINTS,

against the Four Marx Brothers, alleging the latter in their new turn
"On the Mezzanine Floor" are using
the following, claimed to be an infringement on a similar line In the
Norton and Nicholson routine: "Did

Men

Denies He Will
Syracuse Theatre.

Upon
trio Jn

Y.,

his return from
Florida, George

Build

April

You Bring Our Toothbrush?"
The complaint of Al Hawthorne

6.

a pleasure

against Raymo and Rogers has been
dismissed.
Raymo and Rogers
wrurtrno the N. V. A. Complaint
Board stating they were not using
the material complained of by

Eastman,
head of the Eastman Kodak Company, gave emphatic denial to the
rumor that he was interested in or
in any way connected with a proposition to build a theatre in Syra-

Hawthorne.

The

The policy for the new Loew
theatre at 83rd street and Broad-

Loew Booking

Office Moves Apr. 25.
have been completed for
the moving of the Marcus Loew
oillces from the Putnam Building to

Plans

way, has been definitely settled.
Jake Lubin, general manager of the
Loew booking office, received word
last week to figure on the usual

Loew

policy for the house, five acts
of vaudeville, three shows a day,
and a feature picture, splitting

JOSEPH L. BROWNING
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
4th— WINNIPEG

&

FEIL

the new Loew State theatre building April 25.
The executive offices of Loew's
will occupy the seventh floor of the
main building facing on Broadway
with the booking offlco of the Loew
Circuit installed on the top floor of
the annex on the 46th street side.

Cohen, assistant manager
of Loew's Palace, Brooklyn, was appointed manager of the Elsmere
this week, succeeding E. C O Neil.
Louis

complaint

of

Lew

Holts

against Rogers and Cameron, in
which Mr. Holtz claimed thj team
were using the song "Sola Mi" in
a manner that infringed on his rendition of the number, has been dismissed, Duke Rogers of the Rogers
and Cameron, informing the N. V. A.

p

MORRIS

SUMMER

Rocks way Opens May

bills,

cuse.

April

GOLDIE'S

Keith Western and Devltt. Simmons also books weather
conditions.
the Fordham.
Lawrence Goldie
System

to Old

Rochester, N.

Direction

014

With

30-WEEK BLANKETS

-

SHOWS.

at 96th Street the Keith interests
Riverside'
playing
a
have the
straight vaudeville policy.

into

Firm.

•

K

Five Acts and Film Decided Upon
as to Policy.

Monday and Thursday.
Loew's 83d Street is two blocks
above Keith's 81st Street, playing
six acts, twice daily, full week and
a feature picture. Further uptown

Man Taken

Chicago, April 6.
Ferdie Mayer, for years the floor}
representative of the Simon Agency,
was admitted to membership in the*
ham to Follow
organisation and made the juntos
partner, succeeding Bert W. Cor*
The new Borough Park theatre, telyou, who
withdrew last week to!
recently acquired from the Levy establish his own agency.
Mayer
Brothers by* the Keith Internets, dig' -not* -have •$• "bey •*»,*. .being
opened yesterday (Thursday, April given his Interest by John and irvin,
7), with the following bill: Harry Simon in recognition of his loyal
Carroll Revue, Bertram and Sax- and able work and his long and
ton, Pressler and Klaiss, Allman, excellent service.
John Simon has been only parMayo and Berk and Whiteside and
tially active during the last year,
the Gellis.
The house is located in the Bor- but has now resumed full time at
ough ParK section of Brooklyn, his desk, becoming office manager
seats 2,500, and has all of the latest on Cortelyou'a departure. John wilt
wrinkles in the way of moden the- however, spend three months of this
atre construction, both before and summer in New York, as always,
behind the curtain. It will play six officing with Harry Weber.
acts and pictures, operating on a

Opens

He will continue to book these
houses for the present. The Beehler split week policy at pop prices.
& Jacobs Arm in the west will con- Danny Simmons will book the house
tinue as heretofore with the orig- for the Keith Exchange.
inal members.
The Fordham, another new Keith
house just completed, built by the
Keith people, opens April 14, playing the same policy and operating
along the same lines as the Bor1 ough Park. The initial bill will be
Carl Emmy's Pets, Paul Decker and
Co., Clayton and Edwards, Pressler and Klaiss, Nonette, and Russell

Film

'

New

York.

Popular Floor

ADDED TO POP STRING

EASTMAN SPIKES RUMOR

-v

-xe^

.

r

with

—

Revise Scales.

the entire receipts of

the matinees for even- vaudeville
house in America will be turned
over to the fund of the National
Vaudeville Artists, to take care of
the aged and unfortunate among Its
membership.

Man

Jacobs.

HELENE "SMILES" DAVIS
The above cut appeared in
same space two' -weeks ago.

ho

is

not

using

the material in

question.

Hughes and Debrow's complaint
We against Lloyd and Good has been
generally change, Tmt the requests dismlrrsed, Lloyd
and Good eliminatwere so numerous and the demands ing material
complained of.
so insistent that we are running it
this

again. We'll admit it's pretty, but
we don't know why they should be
so interested in a cut when the
original can easily be seen, as she Is
always playing at some theatre

around

New

York,

Avel B. Silverman, now with
House, Grossman & Vorhaus, will
open law offices for himself by ne
middle of this month, in asso< i.aion
with L. E. Schlcchtcr.
*

.

—
Apr*

Friday,

8,

1

AUDEV1LLE

1W1

GRIFFITH MAKES CONTRACT

PLAN CIVIC SERVICE INSTITUTE

Agrees with Society of Composers
About Music and Gives Up $1,000.

IN KEITH'S SYRACUSE HOUSE

P, W» Griffith this week signed
a blanket contract with the American Society of Composers, Authors

and Publishers,

—

Noon Forum Meetings Projected Educaand Political Notables to Be Presented

Series of
tional

using certain musical composition!*
in conjunction with his "Way Down
East" production. The deal involved
$1,000.

This gives Griffith permission to
OiffcsP U}'i \\t*' vopynshtt d 0)0*16'

Outgrowth of 'inspirational" Idea*

,,,

for the privilege of

<

trollecf

atre in

Syracuse, April 6.
B. V. Keith'j million-dollar Syrais designed to bepalace
art
cuse
come a people's university."
Complete utilisation of the local
playhoui e. already recognised as a
civic institution, as an educational
First Quarterly Society Districenter, is projected in plans mapped
cut by Edward P. Albee.
bution April 15.
The innovation grows" out of the'
throwing v open of the Syracuse
The first distribution of the
Keith IiouSe" for a series of Lenten

TO CUT $25,000 MUSIC

MELON FOR MEMBERS

The noon

services aj.ain this year.

say meeting during the Lenten season Just closed brought to Syracuse

by the American
Society of Composers, Authors &

profits

collected

Publishers will take place April 15.
come of the best known clerics in The amount to be divided
among
the United States. ar.d were attended by thousands of worship- the members of the society this
pers.
quarter will be $^5,000.
Success of the plan in this city
A committee of 12 song writers
will mean hat the idea germinated
and music publishers is at work on
here will probably be extended to
ether Keith houses. Syracuse sim- a system for the division of the
ilarly pioneered with the "Inspira- profits, each dozen to look after the
tional" project.
In some respects,

Interests of their respective bodies.

the regulation
"people's university" will be akin to that of the "In-

The society always retains $200,000 in the general treasury, profit-

Management

sharing to take place every three
months.

new Keith

•f the

spirational''
will rest in

project.

a boaid of five, but
whereas the Inspiration Board is
composed of dramatic critics, and
dramatic musical authorities, and
serves merely in the capacity of a
judge, the board to be created to
direct the destinies of the forum
will be k elected from the ranks of
the city's educators, commercial
leaders and churchmen.
Inasmuch as the board will be a

by the Society in a:»y thewhich he shows "Way Down

Kast"

producer-exhiblter.
a
as
releases the film generalthe usual license tax from picture exhibitors becomes effective
once again.

Where he

ly,

LOBBY SALES OF

MAIN CIRCUS SIGNS

MAY WIRTH AT $1,000

sale

of
the

mechanioal

The Wirth Family was signed as
a feature of the Walter U, Main
Circus this week at a reported salary of $1,000 a week, tne engagement to begin under the tops as
soon as the equestrienne's vaudeville dates are completed.
Special paper is being made ready
for. the exploitation of the turn and
the impression is abroad that An-,
drew Downey has plunged on the
expensive act with a view to having a feature to "brass band" during the coming summer If the Main

there being easily handled. A" num- is the first time it has carried a
ber of managements have heretofore number of tha cost represented in
firmly opposed concessions or the the Wirth salary.
The Muggivan-Ballard interests
their
anything within
of
sale
theatres except sheet music of the have about cleaned up the independent
circus properties and are
producer
which
the
production, in
understood to have their eyes upon
Is iuterented on a royalty basis.
Distributors of disc records con- the Main show, almost the last entend the sale In the .lobbies Is a terprise on the rails outside of the
Muggivan-Ballard
amalgamation.
direct method of exploitation.
The latter will have four or five
.shows
out
this
summer,
and it
The Joe Wright repertoire, which

opened last week, will play three
weeks in Jersey territory, and will
then open as the permanent summer stock at Hersey Park, Hersey, Pa.

GETS REAL COIN

Keeping Away from Muggivan- Gyps the Gyppers Upstat
Ballard, But Ready.
Father Couldn't Save Him.

DISCS.
music
lobbies of houses show and any of the Ballard-Mugrecord* in
berthing musical shows has born givan outfits come into conflict.
Only the Downey, proprietor of the Main outproposed to managers.
dh.c records for talking machines fit, has always conducted the proppresent, erty on a conservative basis. This
at
considered
being
are

The

CON'S 'TOMATO*

would

without

be difficult to route them
running counter to the

Olean, N. T., April

Dear Chick*
Tomato and me crossed a

t.

flock

gypper* from this bur/- ami
grabbed ourselves enough Jack to
keep us in grease for the balance
of the summer. We cum up here
to box a guy called Kid Pepper who
is a local bird that has been flattening all the set ups they could throw
of

at him.
A flock of ex- wires and bookies
has been cleanin up bettin on <his
sap and in addition he has the
police force, he maycr and the Are
department on his side.whic! makes
l

him about
his

home

I

8 to 5 to lick

Dempsey

in

town.

had been tipped

the

that

off

burg
was poison but Tomato
wanted to work so we took a chance.
I had a $600 weight forfeit up and
knew Tomato would be over weight
and that I was stuck for the jack
anyway, so we decided to go
through with the match to try and
get some of it back.
The kid has been growing heavy
and wont bo a lightweight much
longer unless he aawa off a leg.
We aint in town a half an hour
after welghin in before one of the
local gamblers grab:
me in the
hotel lobby and offers to get back
my weight forfeit if we would do

-

Main property, although Downey
has shown every inclination to avoid
I did straight for him
a conflict in the early movements. business.
and he eased me the tale. Tomato
waa to dive In the fifth roun* and
take a bow long enough to La
counted out.
Meanwhile the egga
in the know would bet on their fav
to cop and we were to get 10 per
of their winnings. I a veed
and then went out and bet every
nickel we had on Tomato. I got 2
for 1 and 9 to 5 after the word had
been passed to the* wise mob by the
cent,

civic er.terprise, full control of the
forrum v/lll be vested in it. To
this end, it Is emphasized that the
"people's university" is to be that
And nothing more. It will not be
(Continued on page 9)

sap I talked turkey with.
Sure enough they slipped me my
five hundred berries afte
I hunted
•

this

they
club

•

guy up and

told him unlrss
did I woi.ldn't frame.
The
here la a local armory and

when Pepper and

the kid climbed
into the ring, the bugs were hanging
on by their eyebrows.
The sure tiling mob were milling
around the ring bettin odds on that
their boy would cop. A bunch of up
and up gees were grabbln the bets
for they had read that Tomato wan
pretty hot stuff and were willin to
take the short end oa general principals.
To make things dcubly
cinched for Pepper they read him
a fake telegram Just before the bell

INJUNCTION REFUSED

CASE

IN "LOVE BIRD"
Court Rules Witmark

Cap-

Is

able of Meeting Judgment.
Justice Newburger last week deinjunction
temporary
the
nied
prayed for by Shapiro, Bernstein &
Co., Inc., music publishers, against
M. Witmark A Sons, Wilner &
Horn berg, Max R. Wilner and Slgmund Romberg, to restrain the defendants from further publishing
and selling the sheet music of "The
Love Birds," on the grounds that
Ballard MacDonald, the lyric writer,
was under contract to the plaintiff

the effect that his father was
and dying and that his last
request was for Pepper to go in
and win. One of the gams tipperl
me thinkin it wuz a -Teat joke.
to

sick

Tomato went right after this jrajtfj
and punched him silly in the -firrt
three rounds. Pepper could take it
but he was wide open as a bint
door. Tomato dropped him in tl
fourth and the we boys tii-**e
One of Peppers eecotu". I
white.
runs around the ring and yells t
him, "Get up kkl and fight for your
poor old father who's sick and dying." Pepper takes nine and gets
up bleary eyed but managed to lathe round out.
The ace in the holers knev by
•

1

corporation.
Justice Newberger says:
"The
defendant, Witmarks, is now publishing and distributing the songs

•

and claims that It is amply responsible to respond in any sura which
the court In this action

may

direct

judgment for against the defendant
In view of that statement, I do not
feel that It would be proper at this

this time that

time to enjoin the publishing and
selling of the songs referred to. If.
the plaintiff doubts the
financial responsibility of the defendant Witmarks It may submit
affidavits upon the settlement of the
order and I will then determine
whether an undertaking should be
filed by the defendants."
Alfred Beckman of House, Grossman & Vorhaus, as counsel for the
plaintiff, S ays he will appeal from
that decision.

"Love

Birds" show is the Tat
(Marion Bent starring)
vehicle playing at the Apollo, which

Rooney

was produced by Wilner & Romberg, inc.
Slgmund Romberg, who

wrote the score for the piece, Is
under contract to the Witmarks.
Plaintiff charges the defendant
*JJJ
vytouirk
with publishing the music
without a license or agreement in
writing
Witmark avers that the
Plaintiff assented to
the arrange-

\

—

contem-

'

rir >t'ii,;

»'<dds

Wltln-

plaintiff, either in the

Mid distribution or

miK
|riM
.d pubbcMInn
.

1(

,

.

in

fpofM

the

h

the count. I collected my bets tinder heavy guard and we went a..
from there nrat cabin.
It's the first chance I've ha
to
get a belt at that sevens all around
erowd and believe nie it feH k '<"'
Take Rood rare of Ihc SOU per
Your old pa?,
Com.
.

songs ami meloarrangement had been

n,;i

'•••

rolls over on his side ni
through his blood smeare
lips
whispered in his scco-ds ear. "Th*»
h 1 with my poor old father, I'm
sick and dying myself."
A deputy sheriff that I had oi
nan I got us out of the plaee after

plated collaborating
with Romberg,
lu y ri - '"".Ml
there would he no
PUbllcutl »., of the
i

to

The kid

Shapiro. Bernstein & Co. in answer contend that while
they were
informal that MaeDonakl

i

wux

Around the ring races tr second
and pulls his college yell of, "(let
up kid and don't forget your poor
old father who's sick and dyi'iR"

orally.

n?i tin. ari
mri <W:tl. the

the fight

on the up and up and began to
threaten to croak me if I didn't
make Tomato dive as per agreement I told them what they could
do and sent Tomato out to knock
Peppers ears off If he c.mlT.
In the next round Tomato drop*
this egg attain and they work the
telegram rackett for the second
time. I felt sorry for Pepper but
he got up at nine and took a h« rrlble lacln for the rest of the two
minutes.
This happen J once a
round for the next three round*
with the telegram workin like magic
antll ToaMfttA-fl catty dragged on?
from his heels and socked Pepper
on the button with a boff that >ou
could hear all over the buildln.

however,

ment

'

JULIAN ELTINGE
Win

lias

b«»en

sensational soccess nvr the Keith Houses playing to H
Keith's Ornheum. Brooklyn, This Week (April 4).

s

Keith's Palace,

New

York, Next

Week

(April II)*

'

R

.

—
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8

Chicago

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

dancer he Is. Miss Hackett's roice, CHICAGO BENEFIT, $11,000.
too, goes with her excellent dancing.
Little does she need of singing,
Fay Baintsr Does Her Biit from
though. The turn thrilled and capBox.
tivated, and, in addition to Mis*
Hajskett*! individual triumph, the
Chicago, April %.
ensemble drew tumultuous recogniThe Actors' Fund benefit played
tion.
be the
Al and Fannie Stedman all but to over $11,000 here, said to
wrecked the theatre, holding the top figure of the country. Practihouse in darkness for some two cally all the stars in town appeared,
minutes while the riaruh* banged to- as well as 'a lot'ai' pageant of soThis team has everything ciety women. The show was slow
gether.
voice, hoaits type can carry
and ragged, due to poor arrangekum, dances, speed, piano business, ment.
some.
then
monkey business, and
Fay Bainter, who was the subject
Fannie looks delicious and is clowning even faster and surer than ever of an excoriation from Charles Dow
—enough. Al is not to be outdis- Clark at the meeting organizing
tanced by any one, Fannie included, the benefit, Clark alleging that Miss
and is breathing on her fair neck. Bainter was not loyal to the fund,
This hit followed on the bill Billy bought a stago box and bid in the
Montgomery with piano foolery and
program at auction
an act of somewhat similar all- autographed
Montgomery's start for $100.
around type.
was slow. Minnie Allen's first numAfter "little" Elmer
ber lagged.
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
(George Kirby) entered, it got go'

PALACE, CHICAGO.
Chicago, April

«.

The audience did as much work
Monday afternoon as the talent.
Through a walloping succession

of

the natives answered every
xue and curtain, laughing, applauding, sticking.
Leo Carrillo topped and copped.
acts,

'New York stars.*' he is
a Westerns. This reviewer met him
first many a year ago in San FranIn conversation, ho asked
cisco.
Leo if he had ever been Hast. Leo

.JUt(ftvJ9MM<t

"Yes; Arizona." Carrillo was
then a cartoonist on the San Francisco Examiner, a good looking kid
with merry, soulful eyes, a curly
sheen of hair, maddening white
teeth, and a sense of humor; more
than that, a soul. The same description still goes, in or out of
vaudeville, on or off the stage. Carrillo is a gentleman, an American
and an entertainer, and any vaudeville verdict of him must take in the
three elements.
As a gentleman he met his audience pleasantly, without affectation,
without begging or bending or bowing for acclaim— he left it the same
way. As an American he yanked
the house to its feet with a dramatic tribute to our doughboys,
following a sincere little speech on
the American Legion; no jockeying
for "hands'* here, every fiber of it

said,

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

—

house, and was formerly original
and amusing, but at present has de%
acended
to the boresome level of all
page
from
2)
(Continued
ance as Napoleon (much finer than the others. The Black Cat and th«
Jacob Feldhammer's here), but why Rocket are under the same man"Blanco Posnet." a play laid in agement and double many of their
America and with all American acts. The star turn there is always,
characters, has never been played an amateurishly put on one-act.
in New York except for a few in- musical oomedy or farce featuring;
ferior performances by tho Irish some big star, who makes
it aftec
Players, must remain a mystery.

IN BERLIN.

What
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"ELI," The Jeweler

MAYBELLE
SMART SHOP
LENORE BERNSTEIN
Koom

to tin
Special

145 N. Clark Street

FRED

rt'.ot

IN

CHICAGO

State Lake Theatre Bltfa.

Floor.

traiiae?

"RAINBO
GARDENS
CLARK
LAWRENCE

Only the closing whirls are
worthy of remembrance.
Black.
White and Useless have an art
written around a kicking, biting and

THE ORIGINAL— RAINBO ORCHESTRA

Unruly mule. The scene is set in a
blacksmith shop, and though tbc
act closed the show, it pot as much
attention as any other act on the
bill.
It could easily hold a more
important ppot on any bill.
J*ck

CONTINUOUS DANCING AND VAUDEVILLE
FAMOUS CHICKEN.DINNERS AND A LA CARTE SERVICE.
i;

j

1

A

Three-a-Day Show Played by All Headline™

"THE

13th

CHAIR" "PETE"

Next Door to Colonial Theatre, 30 W. Randolph

GIMP Says
COLONEL
TOWN TO
M-A<
'TMK
ItKHT

AND

J

K IV

01 OUT TO KNOW."

RAT,

and

Soteros

St.,

Fori!

and

Monti*

\v.ic not seen at this

CHICAGO
'

j
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In

Long

Liet of

Productions.

March

Berlin,

20.

State Schauspielhaus: "Othello,"
Fritz
Kortner and Ernst
with
Deutsch, as lago, direction Leopold
Jessner; ''The True Sedemunds,"
direction Jessner. March 23: Schlller.'s "Fiesco," with Deutsch in the
title role, direction Jessner, end of
-

Metropol theatre: "The Blue
Mamir," the new Lehar operetta,
under the persona! direction of the
composer, who will conduct; the
Guido
Thielscher,
Albert
capt,
Kutzner, Vera Schwartz, Dorothy
Manski (State Opera in Stuttgart).
Grede Freund, Kurt Vespermann,
opening set for March 23, after several postponements.
Neues Volks

April.

"Fraternization"
(Verbruderung), by Tuul Zeeh. direction
Friday.
Good
Heinz
Goldberg;
ArtziThe
Rotters
announce:
baseheffs "Passion" (Leidenschaft)^
feature, Fiametto Hiltlegarde. does
March
26 at*
with
Werner
Kahle;
not class up to its position, Hildegarde being technically there but the Residents, "The Privilege," by
lacking originality of conception. Otto Ernest Hesse, cast, Paul WegAs a contrast tire Two Severus, a ener, Lucie Hoefiich, Ilka Gruening,
Spanish pair, who also do modern A. Lieho.
eccentric stuff, show up German
Deutsche* theatre: Eleinrich von
have Kleist's "Tho Broken Jug," with
they
dancing in general;
rhythm, an Intelligent conception Jannings,
and "The
Precieuses
of what they are setting out to, do,
and tho means to accomplish it. Ridicules," of Mollere, director,
Karlheinz
Martin;
Moliere's
"TarThey stopped the bill. The other
acts do no more than get by, al- tuffe," with Jannir.gs in the title
though La Krcmoline and Darras do role; George Buechner's "Woyzeek,"
some phenomenal stunts so easily with
Eugen Klocpfer, director,
that they fail to register; a little Reinhardt;
August
Stramm's
more showmanship might make "rower," director, Reinhardt.
them a riot.
QroSSCS Schauspielhaus: Shakes*
On March 4 Director Charle reby pea re's 'King Lear" and ''Taming
(Zigeuncrblut),
vived
"Sari"
Kalman, at the Komische Op<*hi: of the Shrew: Goethe's "Goetz von
Else Mueller in the Mitzi Hajos role Berlichlngen; " Calderon's ''Life Is
was well received, more for her act- a Dream;" Kleist's "Penthesilea;"
ing than her singing, and Charle "Saul and David;" •Hannibal," by
himself played the comedy part to Grabbe;
"Worker, Peasant, Solgood returns.
At the Neues Volks Theatre. dier," by Becher;" "Judith," by
March 18, Ludwig Fulda's "Boyhood Hebbel; "The Weavers," by HauptFriends" (Die Jugendfreundib) was mann; a revue with song and dance.
brilliantly revived; the notices goVolkesbuene
Sophocles' "Antiing to Ernst Laskowski, Marpa:* »te gone."
with
Mary Dietrich and
Fielding, Armein SehwciUcer. ami Ernest
Slab!
dircefor,
Jurgen
Tilda Staudta.
Fehling.
Reinhardt's revival of Offenbach's
Rose
theatre:
Knit"Kotzebue's
"Orpheus In the Underworld" at
Copenhagen, March 5, met with big ting Needles, " director, Emil Lessing,
April
1.
success and Bernhardt is wanted
Nelson theatre: Opening of the
there again soon.
Moreover, his
contract with the Vienna Burg The- summer policy, April 1, three oneatre is- now extended to cover a acters, "The Hairfoot," by Hans
period of five years. He is to make [Brennert;
"Reiger.
Parody,"
by
productions there every April, May
Burg and Turfstein; "The Strong
and June and will bring with him
each year some of his Berlin rtarsT Piece," by Julius Hoist, with Juliu*
theatre:

'

Falkenstein.

Komische
Oper:
'The
Little
Rascal,"
farce
by Tone Impekoven, with Klso Boettichcr and
Plenty of Them But Offerings Are Franz Schoenfeld, Easter Sunday.
Not Enlivening.

BERLIN CABARETS DULL.

Berlin,

March

20.

Cabarets here are legion and

most universally

KM

al-

dull.

ART

MEN '<>

C»

2 >ULLIVAN

IYIeier &

The

four
best at present are the Black Cat,
the Rocket, Bing Bang (Shall and

MERCHANT TAILORS

Rausch), and Swellhead (Grossenwahn).
Schall and Rausch is m
the basement of the Grosses Schauspitdhauet, the huge Reinhardt play-

in

i

in

i

610 State-L,»Uo G

i;>u

1

<->ION

c!g

Chicago

i

43lo<>;

STAT* -LAiCf at&O.

Chicago
190 N.

and

Lyons

show.

Lester Bryant, mai.air«*r of the
Playhouse, had his machine stolen.
but recovered it after four days
When found it had been stripped of
everything but Its motor.

STATE

ST.

Phone Randolph 33«3

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED

plot.

CHICAGO

AT

BERLIN'S FULL SCHEDULE
New Lehar Opera

Godfrey and Henderson, man

Gordan and Rosalie, man and
woman, do dances and songs in toysoldier style, which is part of their

MANNS

ness at all these is nothing to boast
about, but as wine is obligatory
and fancy prices arc charged for it,
they do Well enough.

—

and woman team, also showed scenery .\nd drops aplenty. The idea is
we!l rendered but not so forte. There'
are other ideas the team could use
oeside marital quarrels. J. K. Emmctt and company worked to a continually
moving audience. They
wet e not heard clearly and suffered.

&-'hiun

Discount to Performers

WHEN

MODISTE

503

ing.

his regular evening show.

rank of Ger- Adelbert, very popular in Berlin.
Grossenwahn, under the management of Roso Valetti, is newly
opened and may possibly develop
into something interesting.
Busi-

Tkcre

ONE

it

However, They have Frit2 Gruen*
htm baum, a clever monologist. and Max

Brfrryrnore!

places

the Kammcrsplele
Rabindranath Tagore's "The King
of the Dark Chamber." This is the
second play by the Indian -English
poet to be produced here within the
past two weeks, his one-act "The
Postman" having been done Feb. 23
at the Volksbuehne. Dunsany and
Synge, both of whom should take
Berlin by storm, are utterly unknown and this diluted metaphysician, this 2.75 per cent, mystic (who
lacks, moreover, all sense of the
theatre) receives all over Germany
sumptuous productions. The present one is unsuccessful, as the Berlin critics saw that behind the veil
of carefully vague mysticisms lay
bromidic
such
only
concealed
moralizing as "true happiness comes
from within."
Scala. At last the Scala seems
to have hit into its pace: this is the
best bill since opening and attendance improves weekly. The worst
act is tho feature, the Ballet Charell,
an unfinished unoriginal conglomeration that would have no chance
Mac Turk,
in the United States.
with good hokum; JShorp ami Shorp,
and the Two Brownings all get by
big, and the Brothers Klaus, featuring a turning head balance 30 feet
in the air, is undoubtedly one of
tho most perfect acrobatic acts
extant.
Tho "Wintergartcn is practically
sold out every night, and with onethird of the house- forced to buy
wine the receipts- are excellent. The
present bill Is good, but again the

but not until the double-voice
Chicago, April 6.
Miss Allen's return and
Business way off. probably due
Montgomery's divers' shoes dance, to the summer weather and an unwas there any concerted action in known headliner. Though Lighfner
whereupon the show was Sisters and Alexander have been
front,
Miss Allen scarcely playing the big time for many seabuckled up.
needs the chest-hitting bit that sons, and have made many return
makes the powder come up, which, visits to the Majestic, this is the
as far as the observation and mem- first time they have held headline
ory of this reviewer can trace, be- honors.
The act made more than
legitimate, gloriously done, rever- longs to Herbert Clifton; if she good after the patrons were in. but
wants laughs great laughs she it seems not a name that will draw.
enteran
As
reverberant.
ent and
tainer ho told little gem stories in should do a really serious (bur"Danse Fantasies," with Frededialect and with touches of deft lesque) dance with Kirby, as the rick Easter and Beatrice Squire,
showmanship, though handicapped little they do together registers had a tough spot in starting proby several strangely similar bits powerfully.
ceedings, and it was not until after
done in rrevious acts. For laughs,
Owens McGiveney again did Bill their last dance that they received
for impression and for applause he Rikes and all the others in "Oliver what was coming to them.
They
easily outdistanced an exceptionally Twist" to splendid appreciation and carry a special silk drape and set.
enthusiasm grabbing bill. When a complete concentration. The strong- and should be commended for their
child began to cry in his act it not est acting he did was after the act, spotless wardrobe. McCormack and
only didn't disturb him, but he free- when he shot into evening clothes to Irving fared well in No. 2 spot. They
ly adopted it, made love to the baby, take his bow before the curtain
have class, both can sing, and their
did a little boe for her special ben- his Impersonation of an exhausted, talk was bright and refreshing.
efit, and drew a resounding salvo grateful
artist was a vaudeville Beatrice Morgan and Co. in "Moonon his human attitude and ready masterpiece equaled only by Eddie light Madness," a meaningless and
spontaneity. Carrillo is a headliner Leonard. McGiveney is pure vaude- badly played sketch, bored in No. 3.
in every letter of that disappearing ville; he seems never to tire auDe Haven and Nice were a weltrade term.
diences with his repeats of his vet; come relief. As Mulligan and Multhink
ligan
eran
material.
But
one.
would
from the West, they were a
revue
dance
The Hackett-Delmar
Jeanette he might grow tired of it himself laughing hit. Their grotesque danIf
stunned the folks.
his
specialty
melocing,
and
apply
and
especially
the one with the toy
Ruth
St.
drive
doesn't
Hackett
Denis back out of her retirement, dramatic power to another vehicle. balloons, is a welcome novelty for
then the saintly Ruth cares nothing This is only by way of being a the two-a-day. Their straight man
about her title and her memory as carping critic, and must not be deserves mentioning for never stepthe greatest interpreter of Oriental taken as the verdict of the audience, ping out of his character. The boys
dances in this land.
There are for the household ate McGiveney up stopped the show for a speech. The
many Egyptian dancers, some more as he was and stormed him with L.ightner Sisters and Newton Alexander, in "Little Miss Vamp," put
showy than Miss Hackett, but none solid approval.
as truly perfect.
In her superbly
Royal Gascoigr.es, the most en- it over to five bows, Winnie Lightconceived interpretation there is no tertaining and probably the great- ner, as usual, carrying the brunt of
groveling to the mob; this sterling est juggling act in the business, the work. Joe Towle clowned and
young artiste serves only her art. deuced it and dished it up to the talked in his own inimitable fashThat sounds like poor vaudeville, taste of the multitude. Following ion, and then called back for an
but it is the best, at once a compli- an act in "one," the opening \va« encore. A heavy hit for Towle here.
Harry Holman and Co. had no
ment to the dancer and to her audi- possible in full stage, and the
ence. Miss Hackett dances with her cigar-lighting masterpiece of per- difficulty in gaining attention and
Every time Holman
eyes, her fingers, her everything. fect balancing and stage effect went holding it.
because fho dances within as well ja.s an encore. Hefty laughs greeted talked it was a "wow." Ho also has
a
genius
for
picking good lookers
as without.
She radiates, she vi- the turn throughout.
Gascoigne
brates, she is iridescent with at- did not work his "Where was I last to assist him, and this time he was
mosphere and luminant with tem- night" and "Shut the door" as much an extra good picker. Anna Chandperament. She is ready for Concert as at other times; he can do so in ler, with Sidney Landfleld, came on
work, alone; her Egyptian dance is safety, for he is a wit and a com- at 4.45. She gave them three songs
in fast rotation and left them clama recital.
edian, and the more he says tho
Yet her work is not limited to more he gets, in which he stands oring for more.
Roy aihl Arthur
closed.
the classical, for she is breezy and
Those who stuck were endistinct from the Held of mechanfrothy in dances and costumes of ical performers and "dumb" .acts. tertained, though they were few
and far apart.
the day, an amazing blend of the His feminine assistant
is charming,
soubret and the premiere.
Sur- and is a duchess in manner and
rounding her in all her episodes are personality compared with the suMcVICKEK'S, CHICAGO.
four
promising
girJs,
sweetly pernumeraries who usually wait or.
trained and good to see, Delmar is
Chicago, April 6.
Repeating findings of the
Jugglers.
a trick dancer who holds up ;he
This is the four hundredth week
that can apopen spaces, and he sings several past, there is an act
pear in any niche of any bill with McVicker'fl has played vaudeville,
indifferent
ditties
like
the good full credit and no fear.
and a good hill topped the occasion.
Husso, Teis and Huhso, dancers, held
Bert and Ix>ttie "Walton, a boy nr.d the initial spot.
Raines and Avery
girl dancing pair, with a production were
Universal Scenic
slow in petting
and a run of varied and furious, if ence, but by the time atthethe audiman in
unique or superior dances, "hick" make-up
not
stepped into his
launched the hill with a flying get- recitations, things were sailing
their
Suite 626, State- Lake Theatre Bldg. away.
Miss Walton knows how to way.
The woman is neat looking
dress ar.d match colors, and her ap- and a good foil
for the man's wise
ILL.
pearance shows up many a stepper cracks.
Orr and I lager gave a
lie hr*t tn
Tt roMH you no morf to k«
Bert works breath of big
in less trying "spots."
time to the bill with
drftiiWM and workmanship.
\\ by expert*
steadily and modestly, hoofing away their futuristic
mflnt ?
drops and talk. The
in a business-like method and not songs
and dances come up to the
fighting or pleading for applause. average.
The man's voice was disThe applause came the more vigor- appointing or the
ously for it.
Davis and Pell, an prove to be in tooballads attempted
high a key.
extra-good closer, following CaJohnny Johnson, the eccentric
rillo's
lengthy and ringing (also comic, had no
Is
competition; his mawringing) recitation, held In the terial got
laughs galore, applause
usual percentage, and kept enough heftily
and freely given, and bowa in
guests to pull ripples on their out- wholesale
numbers.
The high spot
standing tricks of strength and of Johnson's
speedily delivered parequilibrism.
Jm'xI.
odies on numbers is 'Poet and Peasant." He goes right through the entire score and ran true to his billing,

a magnificent opportunity

would bo for John
Feldhammer's Blanco
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Grand piano furnWhed'for all musical acts
all kinds of scenery and spot light. open'sund/
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PEPPLE'S ACTIVITIES.
Ail-Around Organization
-^Ventures.

in

Varied

Chicago, April I.
Will J.
T. Dwight Pepple and
Harris are producing an act with

Mike Bernard assisted by fourgirla.

The

act will consist of piano selecspecial
of

tions, singing, dancing and
*»c€rt*i*y opening the lattej.part

April.

here and there in the sketch spot,
held by Harry Brooks and company.
This was the first pleasant breeze
that came. The turn got scattered
applause.
Lone Star Four, three men and
one woman, are harmony singers
and attempt comedy. All wear cowboy outfits and work before a blue
drop that has an iridescent star on
All numbers sung are popular
It.
ones. A new routine of songs and
a more careful blend of voices could
help this art Swift snd Daley still
have the old musical act. with the
same old material. Swift stepped
out of his turn and offended the
crowd. When they refused to applaud his moldy horn bit he said,
To prove the crowd
"I'll wake you."
come to the front if
would
Harper and comMabel
"reached."
pany followed and crashed over with
show. Miss Harthe
the honors of

The Pepple Agency has signed
Ivy Heider as soubrette for Will J.
Harris* new revue opening Monday
Doris
at the States Restaurant.
DeLoris has also been signed as
O'Malley
Jack
principal dancer.
and Ottelie Corday, formerly members of the Winter Garden Follies,
this
is a comedienne who in
were put into the Charles Dowl per
Her
class of houses panics 'em.
Kevue at the Midnite Frolics.
style of working la Individual, careLowell Moore,- brother of Menlo free and breezy. Miss Harper is a
Moore, has taken charge of the remedy for "blue," which is effective
cabaret department for the Dwlght and easy to take. Her piano player
works In a dark stage.
Pepple Agency.
Harvey DeVora Trio worked
against odds, but overcame them
with spicy humor, funny acting,
SUE K. C. CEBTTUBY.
e'ever dancing and a lltt'e pinging.
Chicago, April 6.
Harvey continually keeps his act
makes
The Bennington Trio and Jack ahead of the times andoften
resuit
commenced
changes that build up his
have
Altord
vehicle. Harvey ran second
viewed
Kanof
Kader,
and
Miller
against
the
upset
to
threatened
honors and
pigs
sas City. Mo., for $565 and $95, reschedule of the show. Freds
spectively, representing salary due
trained
closed the show. Fred has
the
with
appearing
them while
them to show their elumsiness. and
Miller owns and this they do fn an entertaining,
"Baby Vamps."
manages the Century theatre, Kan.- funnv way. Jack and Eva Arnold
and DeVoy and Dayton not seen at
k.-is
City.
this Show.

MID-WESTERN NOTES.

building and operate a
picture house.

first-class

*
Sam Hixson was arraigned before
the District Attorney of Milwaukee,
charged with obtaining money un»**>- Hlxsca posed
ci <*r fa L*«pr*tev«
as a motion-picture promoter.

PLAN CIVIC SEBVICES
a

(Continued from page 7)
for any propaganda,

medium

clerical or secular. And the utilisaforum
tion of the theatre for the

meetings does not mean that the
by
theatre will be open for the uso
orrental or otherwise of any local

AND FASHIONS

FRILLS

Chicago. April 6.
The Majestic Theatre building.
Peoria, has been purchased by Ralph
Warren of Bluffs, 111. He Intends to
take possession as soon as the present lease expires, remodeling the

By ALICE

MAC

Belle Baker, after an absence of over eight months, is with us again at
the Palace, looking thinner and more charming than ever. In her opening song Miss Baker explains why she was away so long, that a little
stranger had come to the house, but Master Abrahams did not take a bow.
Miss Baker's gown was one of the prettiest seen this season. It is of
orchid -shaded chiffon, with Jittle, circles of rearls dottfv here a*W* there,
while down the front and back of the skirt pearls form a narrow panel.
Joseph K. Howard, minus Miss Clark, who was missed. In the new edition of ''Chin Toy," closed intermission. Newcomers to the act were
Chong and Rosle Moey who, attired in native costume, executed the cakewalk quite well. Adele Yost looked well In her evening gown of green
chiffon with Its panels back and front of Jet sequins matching the bodice.
Bows of various shades stood out of the sides, while decorating the waistline was a garland of flowers. Her Apache frock of black satin and red
was less becoming. The show girls are wearing the same costumes as
before.

Lulu MeConnell, who was the life of the party in her sketch, "At Home,**
neat figure in her full black taffeta frock, which had seven rows
of green embroidery on the bottom of the skirt, showing, when Miss MeConnell twirled, a lining of cerise.
The miss In the act of Pearson, Newport and Pearson, chose lavender
silk for her one frock, with an oversklrt that came half way down, of
Iridescent sequins forming a pretty pattern on net. Wood and Wyde are
back again with their laughable skit, "Very Good Eddie." Miss Wyde's
gowns look none the worse for wear. Stately was she as the Empress
Josephine in her regal robes of white satin, with the trair of silver and
tone Is the moving Impulse in this scarlet lining.
decision.
Vernon Stiles made three speeches thanking the audience for the kind
When the people's university is way In which they had received him. He also mentioned in two of the
formally opened, one or two speak- speeches that it was his first visit to the Palace. Princess Radjah made a
is
ers will be presented monthly, it
striking figure in her Oriental costume of pink satin heavily studded with
proposed. The meetings will be held Jewels. The robe made a brilliant bit of color as she moved about. Her
at the noon hour and will continue setting was indeed handsome, representing an Egyptian palace.
This will enable
for 40 minutes.
the beard to secure the services of
At the American this week (first half), in "The Toy Shop," thejr had a
many uotables who are passing great big doll, who could walk, talk and even dance. But the doll turned
through the city. As has been cus- out to be a real live' person, a tittle girl, who wore a dainty frock, conAuditorium Benefit G*t« $11,000.
tomary with the Lenten s?t vices, sisting entirely of blue chiffon frills, with a bonnet to match. Another set
LINCOLN, CHICAGO.
Chicago. April 6.
there will be no admission fee. The of dre sSM was of apple green chiffon, with the tight fitting bodices of
6.
April
which
benefit
ago,
Chi
The Actors* Fund
use of the theatres and its attaches taffeta that came to point in front. Large flop hats matched.
The bill ran smoothly to an un- will be donated by Mr. Albee.
was held Friday noon. April 1, at
The mother (Arthur De Voy and Co.) was stately in her evening gown
Jack
audience.
the Auditorium theatre p!ayetl to usually responsive
of tuniuoi.se blue, brocaded in silver. The model Is made on straight,
His
pictures.
turnaway business, realizing $11,- ltoshier followed theindisposed, but
OUT.
STILL
PUBLISHERS
line.-;, with train at the side.
clinging
The sleeves consisted of '.owing blue
a bit
Society turned out en force dogs seemed
000.
never missed a trick. Received a
G. Schtrmer, Inc., have not made ehiffon, finished off with a tassel. The bride was attired in salmon pink
All daily papers gave it unlimited
and
Nelson
tafTeta,
draped
into
points
at
the
sides,
while encircling the waistline were
generous send-off.
application for meml>er«hip in the
Examiner Bailey,
Chicago
the
space.
smallest of small-time acts, American Society of Composers. flowers of a pretty shad**. The acting of all four characters was excepback
the
entire
the
near
giving
(Hearst)
failed to come anywhere
Authors and Publishers, but will tionally good.
page for the Thursday issue in a class of the other acts. It appears continue permitting the performThe boy who does the Imitation of Jimmy Hussey, In the act of Barnes
that
pictorial display. Alexander Lefl- some one took a lot of material
and Lorraine, should omit it. The Al Jolson imitation was splendid.
tried ances of their copyrighted music for
and
buried
been
since
entertainlong
the
of
has
wich had charge
Black sequins were becoming to the woman cyclist in Slg. Franz's act.
humor didn t profit, (ax free.
ment while the program and adver- to revive it. Their
The American Society, however, The skirt was heavily trimmed with feather tips, with the short knlckercause smiles and their songs
tising was in charge of Oliver even
hockcrs
and bodice of the sequins. Another change was a tunic affair of
talent,
the
for
no
committee
With
has appointed a
fared little better.
Jones.
material or personality this duo purpose of inducing ull standard :>aie ye'lew frills, with sequins also contributing to the decoration.
prevailed
which
played to silence,
publishers of a class like the
In "Flashlights of 1920" at the Columbia, there is a newcomer to burto join
until the next act went on.
CHATEAU, CHICAGO.
had Schirmer houw*, Fisher et al..
Lester, who gives every evidence of making quite a name
Oliver and Olp followed and
a body. The committer will make lesque, Lillian
in
again. They
Chicago, April 6.
herself in '.his field. She has a pleasing voice, hi a graceful dancer,
for
to start the show over
report at me noxt meeting,
Clifford Wayne Trio smashed a have a pleasing sketch about a its
is attractive to the eye, especially in her frock of draped silver, with
and
homer with theft mixed offering. couple being put out of a bungalow. April 13.
a hem of black fringe, almost hiding from view the little panties that
They closed the show, yet were the Quite a common thing these days,
matched. She looked pretty in all her costume*. Another was of black
outstanding hit, drawing curtains and possibly why It was received
NOISELESS MUSIC SHOP.
sequins, which had the hem falling into points, caught in at the waist line
rain
The
stopper.
show
a
threatened
enthusiasm.
that
with such
oince
State
L*>ew
the
When
with a brocaded sash of blue and silver.
They are Indians. The heaviest effect at the finish climaxed the
In May,
time
some
landed
opens
building
Benlery
Lulu Moore, also new to this work, was a favorite as the prima -donna,
years
eight
Juvenile,
Herschel
work falls on a
offering.
the her voice appearing to splendid advantage- in her duet with (lien Eastman.
old, who sings, dances and does an BOlldlv with his kidding, has* and the B. D. Nice Music Co. will be
Whistling,
loeated
firm
numtook
publishing
a
He
playing.
routine.
acrobatic
only music
As Celo Patt, the Queen, in robes of white satin heavily decorated in
clever piano
ber of curtains alone. The other stamping of feet and hand -clapping in the *'. ucture. They hav taken rhinestones, with the majestic headdress of feathers, she was a picture.
two are a man and woman, who brought Henlere back for many an office on the tenth floor facing Quite a contrast was she as Bo-l'ccp, a Ceisha maiden, in her simple
He
Bartholdi's Birds opened. bows, but he did not encore.
register.
kimona of saxe blue, with its embroidered flowers of white, worn for the
on Broadway and 45th street.
with a few new bird stunts added was noticeably troubled with a cold.
Being an office building, the L*oew song that had the show girls in quite long dresses of white chiffon, with
The Yates and Reed, with their singing,
to their feathered carnival.
continuous piano ruehings of onmge and lemon taffeta as an effective trimming, while
to
object
people
were
lots
making
impersonations
unruly,
very
were
birds
talk and female
They really stopped pounding from the professional worked on the front of the bodice was a huge sunflower. The ponies wore
of noise during the act that fol- the berries.
Moore and Hughes were the show, but they were not allowed st-'fios. The Nice Co. will obviate panties of yellow satin, with the blouses of white, that also had the sunlowed.
Dare it that by means of sound - l oof flower in front.
obliged to sing to the accompani- to by the stage manager.
ment of the orchestra and bird Brothers offer a quiet, classy and piano ro nis.
If one wants to learn how they design gowns go see this show and see
Not very harmonizing. ideal closer. The hand -balancing is
shrieks.
what effects Cllen East., an gets out of a few pieces of material and* some
The stepping of the man comprises as wonderful as any, with apparent- Apollo. O'Brien has gained quite a pins. The first was peach satin draped at the sides with black tulle tied
the entire turn, as the woman does ly little exertion.
local reputation in the designing of around the waistline and tied at the side. Another was cerise satin,
very little dancing. Accented enlighting effects for theatre fronts, draped around the figure, and caught up at the side with a Jet ornament.
thusiastically regarding of the openOlga Woods, a dashing blonde, wore a good-looking two-pieco froek of
ing handicap.
Harry Pearl, western professional orange cloth, with rings of grey wool as a design. A young miss out to
A girl act, "Sweet Sixteen." with
and Frederick sail on manager for Irving Berlin, Inc.. has play a game of golf was striking in her sports skirt of white with black
Langford
Morrlsey,
Bert
and
Collins
Jack
July 15 to visit Ina been booked as a vaudeville act for
were third. Considering some of the the "Aquitania"
• nd blue forming a large chock pattern; a scarlet sweater and tarn com(Mrs. Langford) folks, five weeks in all the Jones, Ltnlck
present girl acts this one was medi- Frederick's
pleted the outfit.
not seen for eight and Schaeffcr houses.
has
she
whom
ocre.
The chorus worked nicely,
play four weeks
more Impressive than the principals years. The act will
The Viol-Inn eontains five dainty misses, that can actually make
England.
in
vaudeville
of
work.
Southern Harmony Four
R. E. Mack, owner of the Mack music come out of the violin, the harmony when playing with the fellow
raised a racket with their avoirduExchange, Detroit, has
alloy of the Booking
the
in
beautiful, for this the girls were attired In the costume mostly worn
occurred
was
fire
A
They
and moved to
pois and vocal renditions.
and Cohan's Grand sold his interests
open up an by the French artist, long baggy black velvet trousers, white satin blouse,
xook second honors on the bill and Palace, Cort
pene- Cleveland, where he will agency..
Smoke
night.
Friday
theatres
with an orange sash vied into a bow at the side. For the finishing numvaudeville
many curtain calls. Clifford Wayne
theatre and only independent
ber, each girl comes out separately and plays a solo, wearing different
Trio then came on with their beau- trated the Grand
the quick action of the stage crew
Cosmopolitan frocks. Striking was the military of satin mustard shade, with its piptlfcfl eye, tearing in with plenty of
Brothers,
Aacher
the
prevented a panic. They filled
vim.
Theatre, was robbed of $879, the ings of royal blue, and cheeky little hat worn on the side trimmed with
basement of the theatre and covered thieves carting away the safe.
One girl had red, white and blue ribbon streamer i for a
S feather.
the entire stage with water, holding
dress, with the flags of ull nations standing out at the sides.
Pretty
RIALT0, CHICAGO.
the smoke down, and the audience
Riviera Music Co. has purThe
was u frock of frills with the poke bonnet, worn by the miss who tripped
was none the wiser.
4$
.
Chicago. April 6.
chased a fox trot entitled "Karma."
merrily
on
her
while
playing
violin.
toes
the
of
'*j£h>rm£ weather and fever "got"
reported consideration
for a
Stein and Smith replaced Jack $25,000.
Lulu MeMillan (McMillan and Snow), In quite an amusing sketch,
iW*m oM here, and *a draggy bill was
Isham Jones has recorded
cafe.
wort a sports outfit, that looked very cooling. The pleated skirt was
ibe result.
The crowd refused to Duffy at the Winter Garden
it for the Brunswick records.
immewere
••fccotirage acts, ftondaa Duo opened They did so well they
Large was
silk, with the silk Jersey of a pretty shade of blue.
white
They diately booked for a tour of the
Norton's the hat of cerise velvet, with French flowers, placed artistieally in front.
fsrfa very restless audience.
and
Bonnell
Klimt,
MP* instruments while doing some Puntages circuit by the Ernie Young "The (Jumps'' closed In Woodstock,
Grey chiffon dresses with large mortlfs of grey and orange, were
cycl ing. The combination was sat- agency.
A stockholders' meeting was effective and looked well on the two twins, "The Reynolds Trio," and
111.
isfactory, but received very little.
called to put the show out as a tab. there were others,
T
one set quite short of soft lace, with the bodices of
Fritz Block and Dick Tallman.
l pon the entrance of Clifford
and
hoys,
silver Sim] blue checks,
Ribbon was bound around one arm In place of
Twelve it appe'a.re/l things might stir two Northwestern University
Suit has hern fUej] against th«
have written* a book and music for Hray Studios hy Russell C3 reiver •\ sleeve, wrTlle the h'als were sailor shape, with streamers hanging at
>ip a little, but their dancing, singcalled
ing,
chatter and "Blue Sunday" the Hermitage and Crow Club
for failure to produce the side. One twin, who sang about the silly little clock, wore a beautiand
Russell
number were listened to without •Nine o'Clock Town." It will run a animated pictures of "Gasoline ful frocfc of French blue, made vpry full, with a wide band let in th«
•my response. The crowd laughed full week at the old American Music Alley."
Fkirt half way down of th«* same shade of satin embroidered in flowers, a
Hall, starting April 29.
fun which she used gracefully was of lemon feathers.
ganisations.
Selection, and other details, will
While no efrest with the board.
religious
fort will be made to give a
aspect to the project, the clergy
representation
greater
the
have
will
on the Board of Control. Desire Xo
Insure that the educational movement will be of the highest moral

made a

'
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latest in Men's
Furnishings can be
had at

The

21 No. Clark

St.

CHICAGO
I>«N>r to

COI.l'MlIIA

THKATKK

The
will

Al

theatre.
Ascher
loop picture house,

Roosevelt

Brothers'

new

open M.iy
H.

2.

Woods

anp

Hilly

tinted

Woods'

OBrten chief electrician <>f
theatre and building, to a position
of like rapacity for the" new Woods'

Such delicious Hungarian-Yiddish food
r<»r

tin*

quality, bul

Ill

short flight up.
NORTH DKAKMOKN STKKKT

New

Welcome
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i»<

137 N.

AISTONS
INC.
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largest costume

Central 1801

TME BAMBOO INN
WIKKH AN OK

FOOTWEAR

ORIGINAL HUNGARIAN RESTAURANT
One

Illinois Theatre, Rock Island,
forced to close as a result of
tug unable to ^et road shows
Th«" h' .il.-M- will l'liv pi»Miin-s.

The

NEW YORK COSTUME
PAfiTITMRfl
lUfeiUMfch

<

IIINKsK M)Oli-\s

T. V.

DLSIGNERS MAKERS *-• RETAILERS

wh> profiteer

(Across from the Cort; next door to Woods'

all.

THEATRICAL and STREET

!

ALEX SCHWARTZ
Prices too reasonable

Lester Cuneo has signed up with

Doubleday Producing Co.. a
the
I, os Al u< lea lirm. to produce LM reCuneo is to he featured In
leases.
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BURLESQUE

10

Friday, April

1921

8,

I.

2D HOUSE IN NEW YORK

NO EXTRA TIME FOR AMERICAN

FOR AMERICAN

WHEEL SHOWS THIS SEASON

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

WHEE

Looking for Park on Columbus
Circle.

FLASHLIGHTS OF
Rhyme

Unsettled Business Conditions with Resultant

Kfimrm

Unem-

Ameri- Judge Public
.. .,
kry,
„ > , .^
can Burlesque Association wni ifavv I Tired
DunineRa Man.
another theatre in New York City. MiiHical Comedy
Negotiations are now under way to Burlesque
Drama
secure a house, with the Park at Hokem and Jazz,
Rich <Shorty) McAllister and
Columbus Circle being mentioned.
Vaudeville
A deal was pending some time Variety
ago for the American Circuit to
Bets..jRing next season the

,.

May

Razzle Dazzle
unsettled!
Cleveland
with the at

.»

.

,

'.

ployment Brings About Early Closing of Wheels.
Last Year Some Shows Played Until Late in June.

As a

Empire take over the lease of the Park, but
business conditions,
some last-minute hitch prevented
Mischief Makers Apl 25 Park In- consummation.
tendant factor of unemployment
throughout the country, which In dianapolis.
The Park is under lease to Wilturn has brought about a heavy
Monte Carlo Girls May 3 Park liam Fox with John Cort taking
tailing off in patronage, the bulk of Indianapolis.
The American
possession Sept. 1.
the American wheel shows will close
Tid Bits May 2 Haj market Chi- Circuit has a metropolitan stand at
this season from one to two weeks cago.
the Olympic, 14th street.
earlier than the regular scheduled
Early last season American Wheel
Tempters May 2 Gayety Milclosing date. None of the American waukee.
burlesque was at the Mount Morris,
shows will play extended time, as
Cabaret Girls May 9 Gayety Mil- at 116th street and Lexington avehas been the custom for several waukee.
nue, but was withdrawn after a
Last year most of
seasons past.
Whirl of Mirth May 9 Gayety short period.
the shows played until May 15, the Minneapolis.
tTirect

of

result

year, according to men high in
the burlesque field, there will have
to be a readjustment in the overhead of shows.

Next

delphia.
Follies of Pleasure Apl 18
Philadelphia.
Kandy Kids Apl 18

On*

Loser
One American producer with two
shows is reported as a $20,000 loser
on the present season, and It is
understood the majority of American wheel producers, because of the
slump of the past two months, will
fajl to get by without a substantial
$20,000

loss.

The trouble seems to have been
American shows were
the
hooked up as to overhead costs in

that

accordance with conditions existing

and two years ago. As long
as business remained good this sea-

last year

Bijou

Grand

PEOPLE'S CLOSES.
Mills and
Shipyards
Hurts Business.

in

Philadelphia. April

Kensington
burlesque,
near Huntington
street,
Saturday because of poor

closed
business. The strikes in the Kensington and Frankford mills and at
Cramp's shipyard, which have put
thousands out of work, ai i given
In
as the reason for the closing.
recent weeks, shows here have been
playing to mere handfuls of fifty or
seventy -five people.
People's was particularly hard hit
because of its location, being a typ.,
_„
...1- ....
-,.*i.leal neighborhood house, but all the
burlesque houses have felt the industrial slump here, and only the
Troeadero is doing any kind of
business.
,

son, although not touching the high
water marks of the two previous

STOCK AT OLYMPIC.

American wheel shows Continuation Depending on Busiwent along and made some money, ness. Regular Policy Again in Aug.

seasons, tho

even with the high overl cad, but
when the depression set in arjund

the first of January the shows
Constarted to feel the squeeze.
tinued off business for most of the
shows, since the first of the year,
has rolled the losses by continued
repetition to a surprising total.
The following table gives the
American
closing
dates of
tho
scheduled to
shows.
Springfield
close April 18, may close a week

The Olympic, New York, operated
by Hie Kraus Brothers, and playing
the American wheel shows, winds
up its regular American season
April 16. and starts with burlesque
stock Monday, April 18. The duration of the stock policy will depend
on business, being used as a fill-in
between seasons, the Olympic becoming a regular American wheel
stand again in August.

earlier.

Jazz Babies Apl 18 Gaiety

New-

ark.

Lid Lifters Apl 18 Gaiety Brooklyn.

Puss Puss Apl

SCHENECTADY PALACE.
Increased

_

Springfield.

Around the Town Apl

2

Gaiety

.Brooklyn.
Girls from Joy land Apl 18 Howard Boston.
Tittle Tattle Apl 25 Howard Boston.

Hurly Burly May

Howard Bos-

2

ton.

Pat White Show May

9

Howard

1,600

Seats

—

May

Schenectady, April

t.

will close
to be renovated.
The seating capacity will be inereased from
900 to 1,600.
The house has been
playing straight pictures and is located in the heart of the city.
1

The future policy hasn't been announced, but vaudeville and American Wheel burlesque are mentioned
as possibilities.
The renovating is
being financed through local "Stock
subscriptions.

FRIARS' "PEARSON NIGHT."

Leo Miehael and about 200
Friars are to give Arthur
Cute Cuties May 9 New burgh and
Pearson a gala night when his
Poughkeopsie.
Bathing Beauties May 2 Star "Step Lively Girls" open at the
Columbia April 18. The gang will
Brooklyn.
Beauty Trust Apl 25 Capitol at-tend in a body and during the
running of the performanee are to
Washington.
Stone and PiRarTI May 2 Bijou put on -The Step Lively Boys," a
clown
travesty, now in rehearsal.
Philadelphia.
After the performance a dinner
18
Joy Riders Apl
Academy
will lie tendered to the burlesque
Pittsburgh.
Kewpie Dolls Apl 11 Empire manager at the Friars' Club.
Dr.
Other

Boston.

—

1

,

this week, a revue entitled,
"Trifles and Troubles," by Harry

town

Morgan and Arthur Swanston. The
piece,

which carries a special

set,

has in the cast Jay Velie, Pauline
Chambers, Randall Sisters and Eleanor McCune. Bert French did the
staging.
Isabel) e Jason with a band.
Mark Under will revive his former vaudeville vehicle, "The Crim-

were very easy to listen to. He
helped also In the smooth upbuilding of the bits.

Indeed the male division was
equipped as few burlesque organizations are.

comedians

the strength of the stage dressing.

That was only one of many

of the

same

sort.

The

details

scene

final

had a satin cyclorama and made
especially

NEW

I

In addition to the two
the
satisfactory

and

man Harry Rose and Glenn
Eastman were present, the odd men

straight

an-

attractive Japanese Interior, an artistic set worthy of a
musical comedy that would make
much more pretention to artistic

appeal than would be expected in a
whoop-hurrah
heel entertainment.
Just as the settings shouted
"class" so was the chorus, a nice
looking dozen and a half of willing
workers provided with an assortment of costly looking frocks^ more
than generous. The producers certainly dealt prodigally with the
scenic studios and dressmakers, and
their casting apparently was done

W

r

on the same

The show

scale.

is

W

a

T
distinct credit to the
heel, the
producers and the company. Proving that the producers did not scant

outlay the program credits special
music to Ruby Cowan, book by Victor A. Levitt and lyrics by Jack
Strauss. Fred Clark did the staging.

Rush.

KANDY

KIDS.

Mr. Smooth

John O. Crant

Mabft ReeS
Phtl Brown...,
Iky Shrimppki
Nervo I'.unke
Fedora Swift

Babe llealy
Frank Croaln
Billy llhisk*

Danny Murphy
Jean I.eBrun
Sonny l,awrrnca

Magg IfcGee
I^ena Daley,

who can

take care of herself.

Just a normal wheel attraction
presented by Dave Kraus and Ed
Dailey at the 14th street house this
week. Lena Daley is featured.
The show is in four full-stage sets
and two in "one," with a cast of six
principals. Danny Murphy, doing a
semi-"nance" Dutch red-nosed character, hogged the comedy honors
and held the brunt of the burden
throughout.
Billy Blask afforded
light comedy relief as a crepe-haired
Hebrew, but at no time soared to
the heights attained by his coworker.
The rest of the women consisted
of Babe Healey, an ingenue, who

made a few
led

a

songs

brief appearances and
few numbers, talking her
and dancing quietly.
She

looked nice In her costumes, but
didn't help the general dullness any.
Jean Le Brun. the prima donna, led
the heavy numbers and possessed
the voice of the feminine contingent.
Miss Le Brun made quite an ap-

pearance In
her
gowns, being
graced with a good figure and considerable comeliness.

Her voice

is

a peculiar soprano, at times sounding falsetto. She got her numbers
across to results here, stopping the
show with an Italian song sung in
the native tongue.

Lena Daley was on often, her
dressing scheme running mostly to
tights and her 'work lapping. over to
"broadness." She went after them,
strong and landed them here, where
they eat up the blue and rough stuff.
Miss Daley is quite a stepper for a
big girl and
possesses passable
vocal equipment for this Wheel. She
is a soubrettish worker, with an experienced delivery that aided her to
uphold her prominence in the billing.
The book of the show is credited
to Jack Stanley.
Jack doesn't deserve any laurels for the story, but
should be credited with an unusual
memory. Most of the dialog passages have been lifted intact from
vaudeville or musical shows.
The
bits and scenes are also of ancient
vintage, such old standards as "The

of a troup.
Ordinarily they would
almost have escaped notice, but this
pair put over a dandy specialty in
the form of what used to be called Money Changing" bit, "The Lost
comedian of George Choos aipl a "rathskeller
act,"
two singing Diamond," etc., having prominent
other girl acts, has formed a part- dress-coated juveniles
with a piano, pots,
nership with John Alexander, for- andvthoy managed to occupy an
The four full-stage sets arc avermerly of Alexander and Mack, to be agreeable
ten
minutes
between age scenic creations, with the last
known as Alexander and Tonef.
cenea with a well selected routine one deserving commendation.
It
Walter .Lawrence and Mildred of ballads and Jazz songs, nicely was a full -stage box affai& backed
Elaine frem the Winter Garden in 'dovetailed and handled.
Besides by a reproduction of an old master,
a new turn to be titled "Bits of they did well in numerous bits in a with shaded lights above and about
the walls to aid the effect.
subordinate way.
Broadway."
A scene that was rather well down
"The Law of Compensation," comThe principal women were three
edy drama with four people.
in number and a better average for was a Shakesperian travesty having
Evans, Mero and Evans, Western looks and singing ability would be to do with [he comics all possessing
combination.
difficult to find in a Wheel com- keys to Cleopatra's boudoir. The bit
Paul Earl (Earl and Edwards) pany. Olga Woods, the soubret, and is as old as the Bible, but was well
handled, nevertheless, with Murphy
single.
Lillian* Lester, .the
ingenue, are
Dirk
songwriter,
Long.
with lively steppers and especially happy as the disappointed suitor copping
the honors.
Frances Gibson (Mrs. Lon^), for- in their choice of frocks. They
Sonny Lawrence, a young man
merly of the Gibson Sisters, and long to the pony type and are bedi- with
a dazzling gold tooth promimore latterly appearing in pictures, rect, simple, spontaneous workers,
nently
displayed, led several numtwo-act.
without
mite of the rough and
bers and got over strong with the
inal,"

The Palace theatre here

May

Marie Case

Jacob Si Jermon's "Flashlights of
1920" this week at the Columbia has
pretty nearly all a burlesque entertainment needs good comedy that
is clean but still robust enough to
be truly in the burlesque vein, good
looking and agreeable women prinstage pictures,
attractive
ciples,
lively numbers with the girly-glrly
flavor and first rate singing.
The organization is first of all
favored by its brand of comedy in
the hands of Rich ("Shorty") McAllister, 4 feet 10 inches or thereabouts, and Harry T. Shannon, 6
PRIMA DONNA. feet I Inches or more. The contrast
in size is but a minor part of their
fun, which is as much made up of
Eva Clark of Fanchon- Marco Co. clever
humor as it is of knockabout,
Sings with Diva.
the two varieties of nonsense combining to make them a tower of
Chicago, April 6.
comedy strength. .They pile the
Eva Clark, the » prima donna of laughs up In constant succession
Fanchon-Marco Revue, who and almost altogether in legitimate
the
won extraordinary notices while ways.
The ludicrous disparity in height
the show played here at the Olympic, has been engaged for one night between them is only the basis of
gained
to sing in a Joint recital with Mme. their fun, the real laughs are
They
means.
Shumann-Heink, on April 6, at by more legitimate
plenty of spontaneous humor
have
Medinah Temple, after which she independent of that detail, as, for
will continue with the Revue for example, during their talking spethe balance of the season.
cialty early in the evening when the
Miss Clark sang abroad during Long Un does the golf player and
Here was a
the war and was decorated by Shorty the caddie.
brightly devised bit of talk and
King Albert of Belgium.
laughs.
legitimate
rich
in
business,
Their relations are always genutheir
of
growing
out
inely funny,
handling of lines and business of
pair
way,
the
the
Feature Was Discarded Last Fall the best sort. By
have not a single bit of shady busWhen Riots Occurred.
line
in
iness and not a suggestive
Even the nonthe whole affair.
Chicago, April 6.
linwith
the
sense having to do
Wrestling was resumed at the gerie models and comedians was
Haymarket theatre last Friday. clean, good natured fun. It could
Business has been way off and has easily have been made pretty blue,
failed to react even with the wrest- but the whole thing was done in
The sport events were dis- such an artless way that it never
ling.
once had a suggestion of being near
continued last fall after a riot over the line.
an alleged fake match.
The two comedians likewise managed to get comedy out of their
ACTS.
dressing. It ran from grotesque to
writer. shabby genteel, but was always
John Hoffman, the son
and Enrico, formerly of Enrico and clean. Add to these qualifications
Co., musical troupe, have teamed up the fact that the two are strikingly
for vaudeville. Max Hayes is han- good dancers and got away with
one of the hit? of an evening undling their act.
Jean Barrios in a "single * offer- commonly well supplied with sucing of special songs, material and cessful specialtb
with their dance
in the third scene of the first act,
setting. (Rose & Curtis).
Al Fox, of George White's "Scan- an unusual dancing exhibition.
dals of 1920," formerly of the team
The show is an exhilirating proof Rockwell and Fox, has written a cession of fast moving bits, numnew single for h!inself entitled, bers and specialties and delivers a
"Line's Busy," with all special ex- varied evening of rollicking enterclusive numbers. The act will have tainment the equal in its way of
showing on the Keith anything the Wheel has so far disits initial
time April 10, playing two houses, closed this season.
Jimmy Slater
Gordons Central Square, Cambridge, fits into the cast as a highly
and the Strand at Dorchester, Mass. likable straight man, with a pleasThe Scandals closes the season at ing way of getting over the trivialBoston April 9.
ities
which usually fall to the
Rosalie Stewart produced, out of straight man's lot and his numbers

with

Tommy

Held.

Grown Up Babies Apl 18 Gaiety,
Brooklyn.
Big Sensation Apl 25 Gaiety
Brooklyn.
Girls from Follies Apl 25 Plaza

to

House Burlesque.

Plaza Spring-

4

Shannon
Nina Mack

HAYMARKET WRESTLING.

$. •

People's

avenue

Lulu Moore

II T.

HONOR FOR

*

week of May 9. May 16 will sec
of the houses closed as far the wheel
shows are concerned. A few will
play stock, but from present indications most of the American houses Trenton.
will not reopen until the beginning
of next season.
PHILA.
'The consensus of opinion among
burlesque people seemed to be that Strikes
the present season has "shot its
bolt" and it would not be wisdom to
buck the odds any further this year.

.'.

16

regular season terminating about
Kecord Breakers Apl 18 Standard
that time, and an odd dozen or so St. Louis
played extra time, which extended
Beauty Revue Apl 18 Englewood
their season well into June.
Chicago.
French Erolics Apl 25 Englewood
"Razzle Dazzle" Last
Chicago.
The last show to close this year
All
Jazz Revue May 2 Englewood
which
bo
"Razzle Dazzle,''
will
winds up its route at the Empire. Chicago.
Naughty
Naughty May 2 Cadillac
Cleveland, May 16. The Penn Circuit or one nighters in Pennsylvania Detroit.
Some Show Apl 11 Scranton.
will play a week beyond the schedTiddlewinks Apl 11 Troc Philauled closing date of May 2, closing
all

likewise goes a large share of
credit. From first to last the show
has more impressive stage pictures
Harry Rose
Glenn Eastmann than ordinarily furnishes out such
Jimmy Slater an organisation. The operfing of the
Yourselves second act, an Egyptian
palace,
.'..'.. .'Jrtiiittjr dtoaif
urtrtv*' spontaneous burst of *p-/
William Lester
01*a Woods plause from the audience purely on

1920

........Nina Mack

Court Crier

Bill Hodges in the cast.
Toner, formerly featured

ILL

AND INJURED.

ready, boisterous burlesque

woman

principal.

Rather they belong to the
Miss Louise Frances is remuner- new type of feminine burlesque
ating at the Lincolu Hospital, De- players who are gradually diminishShe f< n ing the Visible difference between
troit, from an accident.
down an elevator shaft adjoining tne Wheel and the musical comedy
Lulu Moore Is the prima
the National Theatre which she mis- belle.
took for the stage door entrance. donna by virtue of a glittering soprano
voice,
rather hard, but of
Miss Frances, who was to have
opened as prima donna with the a .meal. h- quality and purity. .All
Cleveland.
National stoek Company for the three wear clothes well up to tinBedini Signs 6 Stellas.
summer season, was reporting for best type and all graceful and ri< h
Broadway Bells Apl 25 Penn Cir*
.lean Bedini has engaged the Six rehearsal and ir. the pitch darkness in color and materials.
cuit.
of
the alleyway fell through the
They'd have to be in this organiPenn
Circuit.
a Parisian dancing act,
Stellas,
Social Follies May 2
sation, for the producers have given
Sweet Sweeties May 9 Penn Cir- composed of six girls, for next sea- shaft.
Cecil Manners, of Manners and the company an especially elaborate
son. It lias not been derided which
cuit.
Loweree, underwent a minor opera- equipment of costumes for the
the
Bedini
Columbia wheel tion while playing the Rialto, Chi- chorus
Parisian Flirts May 9 Empire of
and stage settings unusually
shows the turn will be allotted to. cago, last week
Cleveland.
sightly and elaborate.
'

To

the stager.

regul' s.
Sonny possesses a back?yard ten or that would be a riot in
he old days of Jimmy Doyles' Chatham Club, and cooed a couple of
ballads that brought buckets of applause.
The tooth should be amputated, however, for the reflection
had the leader groggy at times.
The average numbers of chorisincluding eight ponies sang
ters,
and danced in the stereotyped manner.
They made about a dozin
changes, the costuming of which

i

was up to standards.
The "Kandy Kids" haven't

cor-

nered the glucose market by any
means, but average up with 7«r per
»

cent, of the

American Wheel shows.
Con.

Friday, April
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Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" differs from "Passion" in that the former
a novelty. This novelty consists mostly in its settings. There are no
settings from nature. Everything is painted, and what is more, everything is painted in the cubistic or futuristic style. The work was done
fey a young group as ticrman artists known as Ibe Muoteh Moderns, or
rather by three members of that group. Vhese men are comparatively
inconspicuous. They are following, though intelligently, in the footsteps
of others, and so we come to the point we intend to make.

A

la

in the Sunday News-Leader of Cleveland, on
dramatic' page, referring to the "N. V. A. Day:
vaudeville theatres in the country will be
all
the
of
"The receipts
turned over to the National Vaudeville Artists, that splendid organizaof the two-a-day cntertainert, when
comfort
the
after
tion which looks
they need help."
The italicized words are the misleading ones of the statement, unintentionally made, but leaving a wrong impression nevertheless. If this
is press work, and it doesn't seem possible that error could have been
committed by anyone informed, it's bad press work. If it's an opinion
held by dramatic editors it should be corrected. Also the misinformation
about "when they need help." The N. V. A. is not a charitable organization in that sense; it's a social and benefit society. There is a difference.

Witness then this Item

ete

.

for April. 1921.

the

of

aforesaid

publication

for

the

date shown in the above caption, required
by the At* of August 24. 1012. embodied
in Section' 442. Postal Laws and Regulations, printed ou the reverse of this form,
to wit:

.
A
That the names and addresses of the
managing editor, and
editor,
Sublisher.
.

I

usiness

manager

are:

Publisher— Variety.

Inc..

New York c'ty.
Silverman.
New York ciiy.

street,

Editor— Slme
street,

Managing Editor-None.

Manager— Joshua

business

.

vide a

new

'

its

This is the fsct that the painters who showed German artists the way
were Americans. The chief and most important of these men is now in
this country. We read also that a certain producer is trying to find him,
State of New York, County of New York,
MBefor» me. a Notary Public in and for but that does not alter the fact that every producer of any importance
not only should have tried to find him long ago, but should have found
personally
aforesaid,
county
and
State
the
appeared Joshua Ix>we, who. having been him and put him to work instead of spending the public's paid-in money
duly sworn, according to law, depcses and On popular
illustrators and scene painters who can do no more than
•ays that he is the business manager of
Variety, and that the following Is, to the decorate the effects already obtained. What we need is something new, the
beat «* his knowledge and belief, a true introduction of
space values into picture work, and by that process prostatement of the ownership, management,
.

DAY

is

All the vaudeville theatres are giving a benefit matinee. As the V. M.
P. A. membership embraces large and small time theatres, the "all" ineludes the big and the small time. The N. V. A. membership makes no
vaudevillian -may enroll, and a,
distinction a* to its artist members.
vaudevillian is one who appears in vaudeville.

Of Variety.

K Y

N. V. A.

today (April 8). The vaudeville theatres, members
of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, are giving a benefit
matinee performance, with the gross proceeds going to the funds of the
National Vaudeville Artists through the V. M. P. A. The funds of the
N. V. A. are applied as occasion demands.

The N. V. A- Day

Europe emitting several chuckles over
the obtuse buying- mind of American exhibitors in that they let "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" lie in Mr. Blumenthala vault for several months.
At the end of that time S. L. Rothafel took a chance on it and is showing It this week at the Capitol. The results speak for themselves. Its
record has been beaten only by "Passion," on which Mr. Rothafel also
put his stamp of first approval.
sailed for

The

SUBSCRIPTION
Assssi

THE

NATIVE TALENT BLUSHING UNSEEN
Ben Blumenthal has

INSIDE STUFF

thrill.

8. Macdonald-Wright is the man to do that. It was he who started
the Synchromist movement in Taris, and by using painted colors in their
relative positions in space created on canvas the emotion of space. The
study of light ended with Kenoir, and Cezanne tried a new trick. This
trick Macdonald-Wright carried still further, and his pre-eminent abil-

ON LEGIT

Rulh Mary Lockwood of "It's Up to You" at the Casino announced
this week that she will soon open a midnight tea room which will be
46th
West
154
located around the Times Square section. An effort will be made to
ities have long been recognized by European critics and masters, and by
have the establishment exclusively for performers, and to halt transient
154 West 46th
men here of the critical eminence of Pr, Christian Brinton and the late people, a sign inscribed "For Actors Only" will decorate the entrance.
Charles H. Caffln, and by such artists as Robert Henri, who called Mac- I* ruler present arrangements it will open at 10:30 P. M. and close at
Lowe. 154 West
donald-Wrfght

40th street. New York city.
That the owners are: Variety, Inc.,
154 West 40th street. New York city. Si me
Silverman. 154 West 40th street. New York

"the greatest living master of color."

2:30 A. M. daily, including Sundays.

2.

This

man

an American and born of a distinguished family. While
ma
certai "
m08t P rod " cera of m ° tIon P^ures are still
city.
r
3. That the known bondholders, mortgascratching the surface
of their respective arts, he is delving deep. The
holders owning or
Sees and otber security
sooner
picture
amount
total
of
producers
more
draft
or
him and use him —if, indeed,, he will conolding 1 per cent,
of bonds, mortgages or other securities sent to be used
the sooner pictures will advance from two to an approxare: None.
imation of three dimensions. What pictures need now is this new qual4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the numes of the owners, stock- ity.
The director who gets th!s young, but famous, artist will not only
holders and security holders, if any. conimprove pictures artistically to an immeasurable extent, but also coin
tain not only the list of stockholders and
upon
the
appear
they
money with the exceptional quality, value and "punch" of what he prosecurity holders as
of the company, but also, in cases
is

ELESXLSi
—

fcooks

where the stockholder or security holder

appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee Is acting, is given, also
that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon
the books of the company as trustees hold
stock and securities In a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association or corporation
has any Interest, direct or Indirect, in the
aald stock, bonds or other securities than
as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise,
to psid subscribers during the six months
proc/edlng the dste shown above is
iThls Information is required from daily
publications only.)

JOSHUA LOWE.
Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
25th day of March. 1921.
FRANCIS O. HUBBARD. Notary Public.
(My oommtsslon expires March SO, 1021.)
Sir

Harry

Lauder

finished

his

London engagement at the Palace
last week, and has returned to his

home

in Scotland to rest for the re-

the
summer.
The
comedian played nine
weeks at London's foremost variety

mainder

of

knighted

theatre. He will come to this country to inaugurate his tour here in

October.

,

^

|
j

duces.

starring

Rpsrilynn

Da
Sally"

at the

m

Amsterdam, was en-

rolled in the Actors'
of last week.
Miss

i

'

PROPER WORDING OF CONTRACTS

From the happenings back stage now at the Empire word comes that
Whsn, oh when, will players understand that a contract in writing says John Barrymore's new role in the play by his wife (Michael Strange) is
just what shall be performed by the wording of the contract? The con- that of a dwarf. He is also rehearsing an "eccentric" dance, something
tract must speak for it3elf. That is why it Is placed in writing. Assur- that he has not si own himself In practically during his entire stage career.
ances, promises, statements, verbally made and not included or reduced
to writing in the contract, mean nothing, if contested, unless, as we think
the lawyers would say, such verbal statements could be substantiated.
The contract always is, however, the best evidence.

Reported elsewhere in Vsrlety this week is the decision against an
artiste who has been obliged to lose a half week's salary, besides the
additional cost; of her company, to the Fox Circuit because her vaudeville
contract with it was not explicit in its provisions. Not alone the artiste
lost a half week but she had to refund the amount for the last four days
which exceeded the amount, naturally, she was to have received under
the contract for the first three days.

The Fox contract called for a week's work, two halves. It did not
specify the theatres.
The urtiste relied upon an agent to whom she
stated she would not consent to play a certain Fox theatre during the
week's engagement. The agent assured her he would see that that
house was not assigned to her. She relied upon his representations. He
books through the Fox booking office and is therefore sanctioned by it.
The agent receives a commission of five per cent, from the artiste. He
may have lost five per cent, of her salary. She lost 100 per cent, and the
extras which amounted to over five per cent. more. The Fox office entered a complaint against the artiste when she refused to appear in
the
very theatre she had exempted on the Fox route and to which the agent
had assented. By its action the Fox office repudiated its agent and
through the repudiation give public notice either that the agents booking
through the Fox office can not be depended upon or should not be.

Jack Potsdam, the Loew agent,
opened a 'Chicago office this week,
The "Fox office was within its legal rights in making the complaint and
v.'ith Arthur Linick, a nephew of
the decision against the artiste was a Just one under the circumstances,
Adolph Linick, of Jones, Linick and for the arbiters had nothing beyond the contract
before them. That conSchaeffer, in charge, in the Loop tract did not mention the theatres. That
it did not was purely the fault
End Building. Jack Blair, of Blair of the artiste in this case. Regardless of the promises
of agents or of
and Crist ie. has been appointed booking men, let the contract state the terms,
state everything.
The
his assistant.
artiste should no more depend upon an agent or
booking office in the
matter of a contract than the booking office leaves am Hung to
the artists
Washington Pezet has written a in those matters.
new play which will receive a tryout on the road sometime during
The Fox office some time ago announced it intended thereafter to
the month of May. The title of the "route its acts," i. e., list the houses acts should play. A contract not
piece is, "Save the Alimony."
specifying is known as a "blanket." Under it acts may be shifted into
any house of the circuit. Fox had issued for years a tricky contract of
Michel Fokine and Vera Fokina this nature. The statement of reform was thankfully received by acts in
will sail for Paris April 20 to give a general, but it appears from this case it has not been lived up to or has
series of concerts at the Opera been revoked, for the Contract in question, though for a week, was a
House in the French capitol. They "blanket." Whether the artiste was taken advantage of is a matter of
will
appear twice weekly while conjecture. It is seldom however,, an agent will make a statement to
abroad, and will remain there dur- an act he will not repeat to a booking manager. If there must be a goat
ing the months of May and June. in the case the agent doesn't want to stand alone. He has to stand
Incidentally, Pokine will stage a enough as a rule from booking men.
ballet for the opera company while
there. He will resume at his school
of dancing, it; this city, upon his return.

John Dr n kwatcr, the English poet and playwright, sailed for England
afte
having sne- a week in Richmond and Washington.
The author was accorded real southern hospitality according to those
close to him. He went South upon Invitation and not to secure atmosphere
forthcoming "Ribert E. Lee" which is practically finished. In
for iii
Washington he chatted with President Harding and was given a luncheon
by Secretary Hoover. Mr. Drinkwater will return to New York in the
"Robert
fall to ~tage "Cromwell" which William Harris is to produce.
put on later in the season. Drinkwater's "Mary Stuart"
E. Lee" will
at the Ritz has drawn c'ass audiences. The second week showed strength
the piece drawing over $13,000, a jump of $1,500 over the initial week.

Wcdne .day

During Florida's winter season last year dispatches from the southland
confirmed the marriage of a Broadway actress to a wealthy Chicago lumber man. It was but a few months later that the couple were reported
traveling in different circles. It is understood separation was agreeable
to both. The wife is said to have received a settlement of $500,000.
Several artists appearing with a musical show in Philadelphia have
gotten themselves into a jam through appearing at a cafe in the Quaker
city after the show one night last week. The artists were spoken to
rather harshly by a representative of the owners of the show, who threatened dire things. Just to show how frightened he was one of the artists
went on with an act playing at the Keith house the following afternoon.
Several columns of inside stuff could be written each week on the dissension that has been going on in this particular troupe since the opening,

about four weeks ago.

M

Cohan hasn't lost his sense of humor— much. He is quoted
as saying recently, with the accompaniment of the familiar Cohan smile:
"When the Equity starts enforcing the closed shop against me it will
serve as flop insurance. I won't have to give two weeks' notice. I'll only
have to join the cast myself, and the troupe will walk out cold."
George

Arnold Daly told friends this week he had written an article giving his
views of the dramatic critics, which a high-brow magazine accepted. The
star said he was paid $21 for the "yarn," and wondered whether the
dailies paid the scribes who have panned him so often any more than
that.

Harrison Hunter, who plays the title role In "The P.at," lost a bet to
Kemper last week. After the second act of the performance of
'flood Friday night Kemper went back to Hunter's dressing room and
showed him the box o.^ce statement— $2,491. Hunter had bet that the
house would be under $1,500.
Colin

Somerset Maughn's "The Circle" is the piece to be produced by the
Se'.wyns in the fall, in which Mrs. Lexlle Carter will return to the American stage, as mentioned in Variety recently. Pig names will be in the
company, including John Drew, Estelle Winwood, Courtney Foot, Ernest
Lawford and John Holliday. It was at the request of Mr. Maughn that
Mrs. Carter consented to accept the engagement. "The Circle" is now
running at tha Haymarkct, London, and though panned by the critics
is reported doing excellent business.
The plot is risque, the author working out an idea if a married woman
who eloped in the early years of her marriage, whether the same situation will not attain with the children, now supposedly happily married.
That the leading feminine role calls for a character about 50 years of
age appealed to Mrs. Carter. Mr. Drew's character will be 65 years of
age. He advised the Selwyns he believed .t one of the best ever given him.
The Selwyns have signed Olga Petrova for next season, she returning
to the dramatic stage under their management in a Spanish piece. The

However, the Injunction to sign contracts only that are perfectly plain star saUed for Spain this week for costumes and atmosphere data.
They will also put on Vincent Lawrence's "Love and Learn," a show
their provisions and terms holds good, for every player, whether of
Protect yourself and if not tried out by George M. Cohan several weeks ago. Mr. Cohan has turned
vaudeville, legit, pictures or burlesque.
thoroughly certain you are being protected, refuse to sign, for when the piece over to the Selwyns because of pressure of his own plays.
Lhe uartyof the first part is dodging you may be certan there's trickery Wallace Kddlngcr will be retained in the lead role, the play beln^ dated
for showing hi l he-fa II.
somewhere or there wiii be.
.—
•
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-

•
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-
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Equity Friday

Miller is reported as having joined (hi Equity
to all other members of her

force, as five turns of that nature staff intact, will go to Atlanta. (!i,
If the terms are acing a full week in all the Loew and Curtis.
New York vaudeville houses com- ceptable the comedienne will desert are appearing in metropolitan houses for their customary ar.nual weekly
They are "La Toys vh.it. This year, however, Atlanta
Uiis week.
mencing this weik. The star is ap- the legitimate for the two a day.
Marie Lo." "Marie La will through n fault of Its own, not
Models."
pearing as a special attraction one
and have the pleasure of hearing CarIlcrgere,"
"itobb'e
Gordons*'
house.
each
Mary Hay, appearing in ''Sally" day in
C. W. Willetts, who has been
uso.
The Metropolitan on that day
st the Amsterdam, turned In her
managing 'Peg o' My Heart," will one other.
will have concluded 23 weeks of
Mike Lewis Is now stage man- ««» back with 'Two Little Girls in
notice last week.
Miss Hay is regrand
having
recent
opera in New York.
Jefferson,
the
Circuit,
move
The Loew
which will
ported as hiving been appearing in ager of
lilue," which <>] ns in 1'oslor, next
the production against the wishes lv succeeded Al Stiomberg.
week and s due into the Cohan for Its booking Office fioin Its present
of hop husband, Kiehard Bartholquarters In the Putnam Building to
With the recent activities of prosummer run.
the 40lh St. side of the in w Loew hibition officers having extended t*>
omess, the picture star, who has
The Howard Comedy Four has
been working on a new picture of Changed Its name to lbs I'oui ComThe National, Lindenhurst, L. T.. Stale theatn bullying upon the com- Delfuouieo's, there in' heavy gloom in
late, and whose disapproval has
Th cast now Includes under the management of \v. c. pletion of the latter, will be entirely the Lambs Club— the two favorite
In- edy Fiends
wiih
now furniture* "annexes* U\ the neighborhood both
creased Hue to his inability to see Arthur Lyons, James (it rant, Pete Bckelsoft, will i»1ay «*m eight •SCt re-equipped
nil wife When his picture work was Salle" and Gen
Pnnagg Ed Weiss, Sunday concert booked by Fall) eliminating to a large extent the cost having hung out the "nothing do-

due

company being membets.

•

<

i

•

1

completed tut
gagement.

to her

production en-

a ja-/7. dancer joined the tioupe
week.
,

last

of

Marcus.

A stranger making
"The Guild«d
ture, starting

Lily." a feature pic-

Mae Murray,

is

play

Fannie Brice »S being offered for
vaudeville for next season by Rose
.

r

i-

iho

local

rounds of
vaudeville theatres this
get the Impression that
1 1

»

«

-

week might

t

x

moving,

Ing"

tan

Opera
i

•

Company,

singer.I

i

for

the

past

three days.

Sybil

I

and
I

hj;j:u

Vane has been booked to
Open f"r the Moss Implies in Kng-

At the conclusion of it-i k«M performance, April S3, the aletropolt*

l.-.nd
'

during August,
!

•

»

*

"

A
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?
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Sale of Tickets by Agencies for More Than 50-Cent
Premium Will Be Responsibility of Producers
••
Gov. Miller Favors Legislation.
•

The newest measure introduced

I

in

New York

Legislature at Albany
to control theatre ticket speculation, puts the sale
of tickets by agencies for more than
60 cents premium directly up to the
managers themselves, in the opinion
of show men who have studied the
The bill sets forth
ticket matter.
that where it is printed on the reverse side of tickets that they must
not be resold at more than 50 cents
more than the box office price,
printed on the ticket, any violation
of that provision would be a misdemeanor. The law would provide
punishment for such misdeamnor.
T. K. Smith, an up-State Senator, introduced the bill, and it Is
said in inside circles, that Governor
Mr.
Miller favors the measure.
Smith was concerned in other ticket
principal
measures,
the
regulation
one of which was vetoed by the
Governor, who stated he felt the
bill as framed was unconstitutional.
the

HELEN GILL DEMANDS

week, and aimed

The

stipulation

itself,

when ap-

Sherman Krellenberg Held
Starring Deal

—

in

Fraud

Charged.
Sherman Krellenberg, theatrical
promotor, was held in $10,000 for
further hearing on a charge of securing $7,500 from Helen Gill, who
played in "Experience* and other
on

fraudulent representations.
The case was before Magistrate McQuade in the "West Side
Court early this week.
Miss Gill testified that Krellenberg promised to make her a star,
sending her out in a piece named
"Green Jade," written by Roland
plays,

pearing on the back of a ticket is Rolfe, a^ aviator, and pursuaded
Mr. Smith her to put $7,500 into the venture.
classed as a contract.
in discussing the -bill said it was It was established that Krellenbased on past decisions in the berg held the rights to the play,
courts on the viobiiity of such con- but his option expired before it
tracts.
got under way.
The printing of tickets holding the
Miss Gill bases her charge of larcontract is therefore up to the manceny on the statement that Krellenagers.
No law need have been berg falsely assured her Joseph
passed giving managers the privSchenck, Lewis J. Selznick and othilege, but in the absence of any
ers had offered large sums for the
legal provision, setting forth the
rights
picture
to
the dramatic
measure of punishment for violapiece, and she entered the project
tions such contracts on the tickets,
on these representations.
would have been valueless, so far as
Magistrate McQuade put the furcontrolling the agency premiums.
hearing over until next TuesManagers have taken no official ther
day
and fixed Krellenberg's bail at
notice of the pending Smith meas$10,000.
ure, there being no meeting regularly scheduled by the Producing Managers' Association.
ABRAHAM'S
JOB.
A theatre authority stated this
Boston, April 6.
week that If the Smith bill became
Saul Abrahams, here with the
law it would be a case of show"Greenwich Village Follies," has
down by the managers on the mat- been
appointed general manager of
ter of controlling agency premiums.
the Bohemians, Inc., and will be in
He further said that the battle over charge of all the firm's entertaina number of tax bills in Washingments.
ton, aimed at amusements, had been
After the close of the "Follies"
defended by managerial interests
upon the claim they (the managers) here he will return to New York

NEW

1

.

.

had no way to control the actions and make that
of the ticket brokers. If the Smith headquarters.
bill is signed by the Governor, and
the P. M. A. takes no official action
on it, the managers individually
will decide whether the resale premium contract would be printed on
tickets. The law is not aimed to be
mandatory on that point, and it is
doubtful whether it legally could be

made

city his

Friday, April

permanent

STOCK VENTURE ABANDONED

WHEN EQUITY ASKS SECURITY

George Monroe Returning
Marie Dressier Holding Over.
The new Winter Garden show

is

William

rehearsal in about four
weeks. Amongst the principals mentioned &s engaged by the .AfcobftrtC
are old-time Winter Garden, favorMclntyre ahd Heath, out with
ites.
their own show this season, are the

due

for

O'Neill
for

Salaries

of

Project— Won't Obey Edict,

DOUBLE TROUBLE

Lillian Glaser, her understudy,

a most favorable impressio
part

.

made
in the

.

The* loss of

an engagement rirj

Handsome Saratoga Estate by Rosamond Whiteside, daughter
to the City.
of Walker Whiteside, who scored as

"Javotte," brought to light that the
Mrs. Chauncey Olcott announced young actress is engaged. This was
last week that the Olcotts will give a surprise to the members of the
their beautiful Saratoga home, In- cast and her other friends, and the
niscarra, to the city for a museum congratulations she received softafter they no longer have use for ened the loss of the ring.
They intend to provide a proper
it.
Miss Whiteside was one of the
endowment for the estate so that ardent war workers, she having sung
it may always be used by residents
in practically every camn in the
By the terms of United States, as well as t" j miliof the Springs.
their wills, if they do not have tary hospitals.
sufficient funds to endow it properly,
"Erminic" came near to breaking
they will leave directions for its the house record for the National.
sale and the diversion of the money
to some suitable purpose "dearest
Into the hearts of Saratogians."
niscarra, which is the showplace of
Saratoga, is an exact duplicate of a Henry Malgren Also in New Project
In New York.
cottage in Ireland.

CARLTON-BOLTON THEATRE

$10,000

FOR 'RIGHT

GIRL."

Incorporation

papers

Albany

for the

filed

at

summer.

the

firm's

have been
Jenny Lind

announcement.

The two stock organizations
formed by William O'Neil to play
summer engagements in Davenport,
Iowa, and Louisville, Ky., have disbanded following an order received
by O'Neil from the Equity to the
effect that if he had Equity people
in his companies it would be necessary for him to furnish a $10,000
bond to guarantee the payinent of
salaries.

companies, refused to agree

to be disbanded.
The Equity last
notification from its

sentative that a

panies in Chicago, in that manner
eliminating the heavy rail fares to
Equity memthe opening points.
bers are reported as openly display*
ing their disapproval of this plan*
claiming that the Chautauqua engagements which average but $50
a week for the artist are not remunerative enough to warrant tho
expenditure of $28 carfare to Chicago to open and the same amount

TO WIDEN^4TH STREET.

Vehicular

Wallis*

having decided or. widening tho
thoroughfare with the growth of
The curb
theatres on the block.

<

«

•

»

back two feet on
line

of

the old

0.

FOR WILLIE HOWARD

the heavy missile.
It caught him on the side of the
head and laid him low. A policenan<carried the comedian^ in to the
theatre antT some time laxorWilfie
was taken home. After a night's
rest Willie was back in the show

for

Wednesday matinee.

'GIRLS IN BLUE" OPENING.
Boston.

"Two Little
new Erlangcr

NOW

AVAILABLE

THE SCREEN'S NEWEST TOUCH OF REALISM
oft*

the

C. 8.

of

Novelty— Mystery-

EARNHART,

Scientific

Achievement snd Musical Entertain*

E. H. Sot hern and Julia
will return

ber and

at

Grand Hotel, Brcsdway and

6.

tho

31st Street,

New York

City

ad<? th s
ferings.

to

from Europe

in

Marlowe
Septem-

that time will revive
"The Merchant of Venice," and will
!

Prop.,

April
Blue,"

S0THERN MARLOWE TOUR.

lips.

Ten Minutes
ment combined.

in

rehearsal.

Living characters "do their turn" in front of Screen, facing Audience, in such perfect
unison with their own screen presentation that you serin to pick their words and music
right

Girls

musical show will
open at th rt Colonial next Tuesday
night.
The house will be dark on
Monday night to allow for a dresy

SYNCHRONIZED MOVIES

IN BOSTON.

#

be moved

throwing an iron bar at
each other when Willie came out
of the door and ran straight into

ttar cast of professionals.

•

be afforded

playfully

ple**~4A« wnfc of May. .22 nt.
H. Woods* new Apollo theatre.
Mrs. Insull was professionally
known as Gladys Wallis and was
the star of "Fanchon and the
Cricket" 23 years ago. Her husband
is president of the Chicago Edison
Electric Co.
The revival will entail a production cost of $40,000 but society Is
expected to support the benefit,
the admission scale of which will
be 410 top. Frank Reicher has been
engaged to stage the show and Mrs.
Insull will be supported by an all

i

will

Willie Howard featured with his
brother Eugene in the present Winter Garden show ran into trouble
while leaving the theatre Tuesday
night. Several chauffeurs who station themselves at the stage door
of the Garden every night were

•t.o.kn

»

traffic

more on Forty -fifth steet,
between Broadway and Eighth avenue, the Department of Highways
four feet

not be opened until fall. It will bo
necessary to make the marquee
awnings now in front of some houses
also conform to the new curb line.
There are seven theatres on the
block, the others being the Klaw,
Plymouth, Booth, Morosco, Bijou)
and Astor.

Chicago, April f.
Mrs. SamueJ Insull, a former pro-

*

Back Curbs to Give Theatro
Autos More Room.

The first theatre to establish the
new curb line is the "Muslfe' Box,*'
the new Sam H. Harris-Irving Berlin house.
The latter will probably

fessional, will return to the stage
for one week, when a revival of
"The School for Scandal" is staged
next month for the benefit of St.
Luke's hospital.
The benefit will

t

at the terminal

the building line to provide the old

Charity Venture.

Boston, April 6.
When the "Whirl of the Town,"
comes into the Shubert in two weeks
tho Ktimmfr prices will be put into
*» 7ect.
They range from 50 eents to
$~ with $1.00 for matinees.

New York

back to

tion of the route.

X.

SUMMER SCALE

of people

Chautauquas were needed in
that city for the coming summer.
Is
understood that several ChauIt
tauqua managers who were in the
habit of securing their companies
in New York for the Middle West
have decided to recruit their comfor

sidewalk space.

MRS. INSULL'S RETURN
Gladys

week received

brownstone dwelling houses still on
the block will be moved back to

This manager is a power in the
P. M. A. and it is believed official
action by that organization will be
taken if the governor makes the
measure a law.

Back

this

Chicago repre-

number

The high stoop

for the ticket speculating evil.

to

to.

ruling and immediately notified the
people he had engaged that both of
his companies for the summer were

will

One of the most prominent producers on Broadway stoted this
week that he was for the Smith bill
and addetT that if it was found constitutional would prove a remedy

,

of

and who was to have had his wife,
Ann McDonald, heading one of his

either side of the street.

so.

Society

who is a recognized stock
many years' experience,

O'Neil,

manager

8et

Charles Purcell will join "The Theatre Building Corporation.
Right Girl" this week.
The piece .The incorporators are Carlo Carlis backed by Virgil Randolph, his ton. Guy Bolton and Henry Malgren.
first venture on Broadway.
Last
Plans are being drawn for the
week the "Girl" went to $10,000 at erection of a theatre and sixteen
the Times Square
story building to be erectec? in the
Its backers intend keeping the Fifties near Broadway, according to
piece in until

Bond

to

and Abandons Summer

$10,000

ERMINIE" TOUR ENDS

THE 0LC0TTS' WILL

Refuses

Louisville

Marie Dressier, with the present
Winter Garden show, will be a holdover, and George Monroe, who has
IN
not appeared for a couple of seasons, is to return. John T. Murphy
will be seen in a low comedy role, Miss Williams Breaks Down.
a new line of endeavor for him.
Girl Loses Rinq.
Harold
Atteridge
and
Jean
Schwartz will again do the book
and music.
Washington, D. C, April 6.
Because of the early rehearsal
A nervous breakdown suffered by
date and the present strike condiDne pf the principals, while another
tions which exist in England, Murray, who was to have sailed April 7, lost her engagement ring, were two
canceled his passage at the last features of the elo* i.j. week of the
Francis Wilson-De Wolf' Hopper
moment.
Jack Sweeney, formerly of Duffy season in "Erminic." Irene Willand Sweeney, Is rehearsing with iams, who sang the title role, was
the current Winter Garden show stricken Wednesday night and is
and will go into the cast next week, still confined to her room in the
playing the bits done by Harry Wat- Washington hotel. It was reported
today that she is convalescing. Miss
son.

Leave

1921

8,

..-•'

JC

leaders.

RETURN OF HER $7,500

•

*

NEW SHOW
WITH KTNTRYE& HEATH

FOR ALL TICKET SPECULATION

last

*

GARDEN'S

NEW LAW WILL HOLD MANAGERS

*•- -

~*~ »»

*

I

their ShaKesperian of-

LEGITIMATE

Friday, April 8, 1021
-

-•

/

g

•
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FOKINE SIGNED UP

WAR FUND

M. A. PLANS RAISING

T.

13

*

FOR HIPPODROME

\

TO FIGHT EQUITY WITH $500,000
Assessment to Be Levied and Dues to Be Increased in Closed Shop SituationBig Advertising Campaign and Best Obtainable Legal Talent to Feature

Will

Fokine has heen engaged for
next season's
Hippodrome show,
the contract, having been signed by

FRANK KEEN AN DOING
"RIP

Appear in and Staqc Bal$4,000 a Week.

lets at

the Russian Agftesj >t.*r fuel C. i;
Dillingham this week. The securin
of Fokine is oae of the blr/gest

VAN WINKLE

Strike-back.

features for the Hip since the early

productions there.

Producing
The Touring Managers* Associa- campaign.
tion,

with

accordance

in

an-

against

attitude

nounced

its

the

"Equity Shop," and in pursuance of
an "open shop" campaign which it
will shortly inaugurate, will take
steps to raise a large "war fund."
reported to be approximately $500,A special general meeting of
000.
the T. M. A. has been called for
Tuesday, April 10. at which the
members of the T. M. A. wlil discuss and lay out the plan of action
to be followed with respect to the
"Equity Shop" situation lor next

The

season.
general

decision

to

call

the

meeting was arrived At a
Board of Directors' meeting of the
held this week.
A.
T. M.
it is understood there will be an
assessment levied on the Touring
the
Managers' membership and
dues of the organisation will be increased to meet the Equity shop
condition. One thing has been settled—the T. M. A. has definitely

tracts, this

the
against
"Equity Shop" and will not submit
to any application of the closed

recorded

as

itself

shop principle.
According to report, the T. M. A.
advertising
big
a
.contemplates

A. C. C.'S
—

•

"What

the Public

SATIRE

i

While

not engage any Equity actors next
season.
Several weeks ago John Emerson,
president of the Equity, was quoted
as stating that if Gus Hill, president of the T. M. A., employed
nothing but non-union actors next
season, he (Mr. Hill) might find
himself obliged to play only to nonunion audiences. This has been interpreted to mean that the Equity
would ask the aid of the American
Federation of Labor should Hill or
the T. M. A. members carry out
their non-Equity casts policy.
It is understood the Equity will
also call on the stage hands and
musicians for assistance In the
event of a battle with the T. M. A.
the T. M. A. will Just what the attitude of the stage-

no

m

Wants" Duo Noxt

Soason on Broadway.

means

1

limited

BALKS AT COLOR LINE.
6.

Arthur T. Long, negro actor, re-

to

A

Park

was

deal to transfer
called

minute.

off

the

current success which will be
produced in tho fall by David Belasco and A. L. Etianger. Though
Mr. Belasco will have general super-

two weeks.

vision of the production.

It

will be

staged by Fred Latham, general!
stage director for Charles Hilling

"FOOLS ERRANT" TRYOUT.

ham.

FRED STONE BREAKS ANKLE

a company of

12 players.
Though
Edward fcitt is named as having the
"Classics" under his direction there
are two backers in control. Several
years ago Ritt attempted to promote
grand opera for Brighton Beach.
He also started negotiations with
representatives of several operatic
stars for grand opera, which
he
claimed was to be presented at the

BOWMAN

"FRIVOLITIES" FOR CHI.
1921

Model to Be Done After
mur Run.

Neither

venture

BROS. OPEN.

Minstrsl Organization

Hss Cowboy

Turn.

Sum

Altoona. Pa.. April

0.

Bowman Bros.' Mlrstrels made
The Buckeye Amusement Co. was tl.eir Initial appearance for the seadickering early this week for a Chi- son at the Mlshhr
here April 1.
cago theatre to house "Broadway Tho entertainment consisted
of Brevities" for a summer run. Dur- minstrel first part,
"Boseland." and
ing the warm weather a 1921 edition
of the revue will be put on under
direction of Phil B. Isaac, president
of Buckeye.
The Isaac concern bought the
"Frivolities" property outright from

*

<

NED WAYBURN'S OFFICES.

to move regularly to Broadway.
It
will succeed "Wake I'p Jonathan"

at the Henry Miller, April 18. "Mr.
Pirn" is by A. A. Milne and Is played
by a cast that is partially professional, Laura Hope Crews having

the lead.

"John Ferguson" was brought Uptown ^jujyju, .Uiy..G.arj ivk. lip* G.Ulld.'j
theatre,
v\ o
toasoni a»?o and made
a run of it. Last season the Guild's
"Jane
Clegg" which the
success was
crowded condition of Broadway prevented its entrance there.
t

REHEARSING WITH SCENERY

Opens Them

st 229 West 45th St.—
Dillingham Contract Ends May 1.

When Adolph Klauher's new show
A King" starts rehearsals

Ned Wayburn has now opetnd
his new offices on the second Moor
of 229 West 45th street, between

Broadway and Eighth avnue.
contract

ends

with

May

1

Charles

and he

will

His
Dillingham
then be at

liberty to stage productions for

any

manager.
MFlying Island." hv

Fred Jarkso.i

•ml Kei Wnirtmywy win *evM:vW<v»burn's first fall essay. Cliffoi 1 Grey
of Sally" fame has done the lyrics
and the score is by George (J-sliWllt, Willy Pogany will design s enery and costumes. Mr. Wayhttrn is
also Working on another musical
comedy book with GCOfga L Stoddard.

'Like

will not go
Chicago for a summer run as
The piece
announced.

EJOSTON.

Monday a new producing lde ;l will
YOUNGEST PLAYWRIGHT.
be inaugurated. The first act setA. If. Woods has acquired a pity
ting will be in place at the start of from the youngest living playwright,
th«> rehearsals, that being
true of who in only 19. and is entitle*? "The
the second and third act*.
There Debutante." It is a comedy in three
are lliree scenes, the production to acts.
The author is Meyer Keilbe em rely completed this week The solui.
play was wiii ten by John Hunter
Contracts will be formally signed
r.t'odi atid is a comedy drama with Mini
\<
hv the boy'a father
tiled
a small lown locale, James G lessen next Monday at the Woods' office. It
wiin drew attention recently will !»«• is likely, too. that the title will be

WEEK, MARCH

28TH.

BILLY GLASON
"Just Sonss and Sayings"

closes to morrow April |, at Columbus, Ohio.
The Closing v as de •led upon aft -i
reports oi a Slump n
in- western

By BILLY

GLASON

i

Interpolated Dialogua by Ne.il R. O'Hara.

i

required ibandonme a
K\i\ bookings.

the leaking out of the news
the report.

Hrnnwy confirmed

Mr.

i

"Mr. Pirn Passes By" is the first
Theatre Guild production this season

"Broadway Brevities"

i

Chicago booking has also been
asked "The Survival" was written by
George H. Atkinson. It drew a severe panning from the critics, but
both author and backers are set to
go the limit with the show which
was in the village house on a guar*
antee.
It
has been
'aylng to
around $4,000 weekly.
The succeeding attraction at the
Village house will be "A Review of
the Classics," which is said to be
In the form of operetta, offered
by

MR. PIM" MOVES UP

previously

conditions
mi*
further

show will withdraw Saturday, but
the management has been seeking a
Broadway house, and It may be
brought uptown after cast changes.

edition.

•'BREVITIES" ENDING SEASON

ad

Louis Mann has been asked to
take over an interest in "The Survival of the Fittest," which has been
playing at the Greenwich Village
theatre for th< past month.
The

an afterpiece, "Dr. Bull's Island
Rest," with an olio between.
The principals include James ami
Billy
Bowman, Jack Duncan, cowconsequence no performances were
boy minstrel; Whalen and Trainer,
given Wednesday matinee or WedLee and Williams, Jimmy ^ralnor,
nesday evening.
George LeMaire, who has surren- Martin Hyatt, Fred Russell,
Doyle and Dixon were called into
J. Mydered all claim on the title. LeMaire ers and others.
the show.
will not be concerned with the new
Fred Stone
broke
his
ankle
while dancing in "Top Top" at the
(Jlobe Tuesday evening and as a

Cole,

r

"Survival" Out.

lish

paid for the motion picture rights
received for "»<0 1-«; M S Letty" is up
for trial shortly.
Harris wrote the book of the
piece and Carroll lh« lyrics and
music.
H is understood Morosco
received $20,000 (for the film rights
to tin* hook and that nothing l)>lOnging to Carroll was disposed of.
Tho lilmizat inn was sold to the
Christie Film Co. and the feature
was released through Robertson-

presenl

With
»i

THEATRE

Promoting Operetta—

Announcement was made this Miss Fldridge, as she Is known pro- Knickerbocker.
week that Tyrone Power bad heen fessionally, was called here to fill materialized.
engaged for the American showing the gap left by Miss Comhell, who
of 'The Wandering Jew" the Eng- for live years was Ihe feminine lead.

$20,000 FOR "LETTY."
The suit of Karl Carroll against
Oliver Morosco and Elmer Harris for
a one-third share of the moneys

and

NEXT AT

Brooklyn "Eagle" fame.

stood.
(ieorge Sommes, director of the
Little Theatre, shouldered tbe role
in the afternoon and went on In it
in the evening.

city,

•

last

y

LATHAM STAGING "JEW

Lewis Ivan Shipmanf? author of
fused to appear a second time in
the role of Brutus Jones in the "The Grain oJ Dust" and "The
Little Theatre Society presentation Fountain of Youth," has recently
of "The Emperor Jones" at the completed "Fools Errant."
The production is now being gotMasonic Temple last week because,
ten ready for the road, where it
it was reported, negro citizens were
will be tiled out during next month.
refused admission.
An attempt was made to com- Providing results are satisfactory,
promise with Long by promising to the piece will receive a New York
move the show to the coloret! Y. showing in the fall.
M. C. A. for a special performance
for negroes but tailed, it is under-

into

ducer, has secured the original Jo- The salary In said to be In excess
seph Jefferson script and the cos- of $4,000 weekly.
tumes and tbe production are to be
In addition to Fokine and the bal •
.nade at oot June 15. Keenan will lets, ar. ice carnival is being ar«*
play the role Jefferson immortalised ranged for. It Is uncertain, howfrom one end of the lation to the ever, whether Charlotte will reappear.
other.
She is reported III at her
The initial production will b in home abroad.
one of the small towns between he >
a id Frisco, and the company Is to
VILLAGE
open at the Columbia thero June
27. Later it will be brought to the
Edward Ritt

X. .J., at the home of the bride's
th* aunt, Mrs. Frank Archer. The bride,
who is 20 years of age, is the granddaughter of John T. MacKechnle of

to

it

at

The agreement
Fokine to stage

Incorporated In the contract callLos Angeles, April 6.
ing for Fokine's name to be promiFrank Keenan is to do "Rip Van nently
displayed and credi ed for
Winkle." Thomas Wilkes, local pro- all the dances arranged by him.

denly because of Mac!:'s indisposition.

for

appear In them.
There are a number of provisions

ing East.

OWN

,

Indianapolis, April

•

—Com-

calls

the ballets, of which there will bo
a number, but he will personally

Mason opera house here for acovple
hands and musicians unions will be of weeks and then it is the plan of
in the scheduled T. M. A. -Equity the producer to send the attraction
fight cannot be determined at this to New York for a run early in
PLAY.
McHUGH IN
time, as it would be necessary for September.
executive boards of the stage
New Work of -Officer 668" to Be the
bands and musicians to first conDone in Los Angeles.
RUMSEY REMARRIES.
sider tho matter, and then place it
Los Angeles* April G. v before the memberships of their reaction
for
spective
organisations
WeeN Leading Lady Two Weeks
Frank Egan is arranging to proone way of the other.
After Divorced.
duce a new play by August in McHugh. the author of "Officer 6C»6."
Syracuse, N% Y., April 6.
The
at the Little theatre here.
Two weeks after he was divorced
piece Is at present entitled "Always MACK BACK ONBROADWAY.
from his wife, Minna Gombell,
Tell the Truth," and while the title
suggests farce, the play is in reality "Smooth as Silk" Goes Into Frazee actress and daughter of a Baltimore
Next Monday.
doctor. Howard Rumsey, lessee of
a social drama.
the Empire theatre here and owner
The author will return to the.
"Smooth as Silk." a Willard Mack of the Knickerbocker players of
stage in the piece and May Collins,
Broadway
play,
reach
the
will
Syracuse and the Manhattan "Playplaying leads at Goldv.yn, will also
be in the cast. Anna Zacsek, whose boards again, going into the Preset ers of Rochester, took as his second
"The bride Florence Eldridge MacKechto
performance at ihe Little theatre in .Monday as successor
Mie. who is now playing the lead in
"Monna Vanna" caused her to be Woman in Bronze."
Mr. Mack opened the drama at the local stock company.
hailed as a "find." will have one of
Efforts to keep the wedding secret
the principal roles, as will also the Greenwich Village some weeks
ago and moved it to the Lexington. were unavailing.
The ceremony
Frank Clark and Harlan Tucker.
U wis well liked but stopped sud- took place, March 19. at Maplewood,

A playwrighting idea tried out by
recently will be given
regular presentation on Broadway
in the fall. The piece in question Is
called "What the Public Wants,"
which was played by the Amateur
GRIFFITH FILM MOVES.
Comedy Club, a fashionable organthe Garden Theatre.
isation, at
Washington's Birthday, the per- "Noticed" Out of Woods, Gets
Auditorium- -Prices $1 Top.
formance being a benefit. The play
•was written by Julian F. Thompson,
Chicago. April 6.
a Xew York barker, who has taken
"Way Down East." dispossessed at
up writing as a hobby.
after falling
notice
the
Woods
by
is
Wauls"
a
Public
"What the
satire or. the theatre. It has a pro- under the stop limit, will move to
logue and three one-act playlets. the Auditorium, left vacant by the
All deal with the same topic but abbreviating of the run of "Aphrotreated differently, the first being dite." The Auditorium seats 3.400.
The
farce, the second comedy and the The scale will be $1 top.
reopening i« set for April 11 and
finale as tragedy.
Griffith
occupancy will be
the
amateurs

Script on Coast

verification

could bs obtained at T. M. A. headquartert, it is said the T. M. A.
plan* t» carry its battle with the
Equity direct to the publie through
the press, in the event the Equity
r.hauld interfere with the conduct
The
c\ the T. M. A.'s business.
best legal talent obtainable also
the
into
protect
will be retained
terests of the T. M. A.
The T. M. A. has decided its
members will not Issue Equity contracts, each member of the managers' organization Issuing his own
individual contract next season. As
the ICquity has a rule, which makes
mandatory on the part of its
it
members to secure Equity con-

Jefferson not only

Original

Staff

K

-iti t's

Royal

hit ectlon,

Humorist,
.\<>w.

Now York World and
\'.-x»

LEW COLDER.

Week
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n>

Boston Po
Htishwlck,
*

II

i

.'.

in

ti..

hading comedy

Morrison

w l"

role,

Priestly

stage ihe plees

<

hanged, Mr. Woods expressing a
preference for something "snappier.**

«
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Erlanger musical show, will sue- and cou!d eas.ly last four more'
ceed first week in May.
week.;.
"Three Liva Ghoata," Hayes (28th
Estimates for the week:
week).
Nearing the end of Its
"8 havings" (Powers', Ijth week).
Has been profitable prac- Went to $12,000 and will hold mj
run.
tically all the way, with small
this pace until time to leave, which
operating cost.
"Tip Top, "Globe (27th week). is set for May 1.
Thurston (Olympic, 3d week).
About, seven weeks more, Star
Fred Stone electing to stop for Only one more week, then Charlotte
big, Greenwood
still
Longer
summer.
Business
"Linger
in.
though fiot capacity early in the Letty," which will try fOT an allweek.'
Wednesday performance
run.
1

SHOWS

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

:

•

Man," Comedy (31st week), money hit. With nine perform*
Business b* st here last week than ances it wont to $15,200 last week,
Show of 1921," Winter
for a month, gross regaining pace "Pasting
Garden (15th week). Accredited
of run with nearly $1?.000 drawn.
!-;..r.
to last out season,
one of the best of the Garden's
eometiy* fihew*, Fe.Ji off marju dly
"Blua Eyes," Shubert tUh' «etkV,
off,
btiw having. tw$*t*d,. aiikjjt,
within last month but should reExtra advertising in attempt to
louse may be dark a day or so.
cover.
shove this musical show over met
Bijou (3d week). Thus far
with little response. Will with- "Peg o' My Heart," Cort (8th week). "Toto,"
this new comedy has drawn exdraw Saturday. Margaret Anglin
One of few houses to offer an
Leo Ditrichstein,
cellent houses.
in "The Trial of Joan of Arc" will
That
Easter Monday matinee.
the star, providing strength to
succeed next Tuesday.
aided In sending gross to well
New scale arrangethe draw.
"Broken Wing," 48th Street (18th
Figures
over $12,000 last week.
ment sent gross over $12,000.
Takings continue good,
week).
to run through May.
Up, Jonathan," Henry Miller
with the cut rates finding it a "Right Girl," Times Square (4th "Wake
Has another week
(12th week).
good sell.
week
its best
Last
was
week).
Liked, but did not rise to
go.
to
"Cornared " Astor (18th week). Final
since opening, the gross going to
successes. "Mr. Pirn
the
level
of
week; will play around east for
Several
cast
nearly
$10,000.
Passes By" mentioned to move in
about five weeks. VFour Horsechanges. Was first called "Maid
as successor, Latter is Theatre
men of the Apocalypse" mows
to Love," but came here with
Guilds offering of Milne's comover from Lyric on Sunday.
"Right Girl" title.
edy.
week).
(12th
"Dear Ma," Republic
Oat," Punch and "Woman of Bronxa," Frasee (31st
Wild
"Rollo'a
Went to $8,000, which is the ,<top
Attraction
(20th week).
Pace of this
Judy
Final week.
week).
continue
into
Figures
to
limit.
comedy continues strong in light
was on tour all last season. Run
May.
Preof house's small capacity.
here gives it a season's stay
"Deburau," Belasco (18th week).
diction that it would last out the
mark. Margaret Anglin will apContinues great gait. Last week
season looks safe.
Around $6,pear in "The Trial of Joan of
again saw absolute capacity. It
Marriage" playing
000.
"Mixed
Arc" in another theatre. "Smooth
is the class of dramatic offerings,
here special matinees.
as Silk" will be revived and sucand is one of the most expensive "Romance," Playhouse (6th week).
ceeds "Woman of Bronze" Monshows to operate on the list.
Excellent pace of this revival
day.
"Emperor Jonaa," Princess (10th
continues.
Not figured the box "Welcome, Stranger," Sam H. Harweek). Picked up with the takoffice come back it has proven.
Figures to run
ris (30th week).
ings last week, going to $6,800 last
Has been getting $12,000 and betuntil first of July, making good
week (includes matinees of "Difof a full
ter.
prediction
York
New

"Bad

1

"Ease

1

'

f'rent").
Engagement is indef- "Rosa
Girl,"
Ambassador
(9th
inite.
week). "Two for one" ticket plan
"Enter
Madame," Fulton (34th
keeping this attraction going.
week). A brisk business starting
There is a chance of it continuing
Wednesday of last week brought
through May.
the business back materially last "Sally,"
New Amsterdam (16th
week. Grossed around $12,000.
week).
The "sweetest" musical
M
"First Ye*r,
Little (25th week).
piece on Broadway, and the only
Played ten performances Easter
one that has not dropped in deweek for a gross of over $14,000.
mand. Record breaking call for
Tuesday extra matinee to be conshow of its type at this stage of
tinued. Looks like all summer for
run, which is predicted to extend
this comedy.
far into next season.
"Ghost Between," 39th Street (3d "Spanish Love," Maxine Elliott's
week).
Second week's business
(35th
week).
Responded after
showed a natural improvement of
Holy Week drop, getting around
about 75 per cent, over Holy
$10,000 last week. Another three
Week's premiere. Around $7,000.
or four weeks.
Must better to figure in the run- "Survival of tha Fittest," Greenning.
wich (4th week).
Final week.
"Gold Digger*," Lyceum (79th week).
Cast changes being made and
Jumped $2,000 last week, getting
management is trying for another house.
$13,200 on the week; no extra per"A Review of the
formance. Management plans for
Classics" will succeed next week
under a guarantee arrangement.
continuance
mid-summer
until

New

sets in.

attraction listed

a.-j

operetta.

season's run.

and

$12,000

"Way Down

Got between $11,000
week.

last

East,"

44th

St.

(3 2d

week).

"Over tha

Hill,"

Broadhurst

(27th

which

is

50 cents
"Irene."

"Way

"Call tha

17,

lease

to

1

of the

Now

Slipped

back
in.

Under $10,000; leaving this on.
"Honey dew" (Majestic, 2nd week).
theate for an unlimited run t.t the
"Gertie's This show looks to be one of the
10.
Auditorium April
good attractions of the season.
very
Woods'.
Garter" follows the film at
About $20,000 last week.
"Night Boat" (Colonial, 4th week).
"Gertie's
Garter"
(Wilbur).
"Mary" opening
Left to $16,000.
Switched to this house from
Sunday to a ceP acl *y and enthusi- Plymouth to finish the Boston the
run.
Looks good for all
house!
astic

Has been

summer.

,6th

week).

CH,-

record

getting over

last
$11,100, a

this

theatre, will

try to

mark.

BOSTON BOX OFFICE
IN BUSINESS

BOOM

of

then to
"J-uno
attraction,

to run;

25.

"Mary

Rose," Empire (16th week).
Final week; goes to road. House
dark next week; reopens with
"Claire de Lune," April 18, with
Barry mores. Engagement is announced for eight weeks.
"Mary Stuart," (Ritz (3d week).
Jumped in its second week, with
balcony getting a better play.
Went to $13,000. Class of drama
insures moderate run.

M.sa Lulu Bett," Belmont
week). Moved upward to a

(15th

comedy

suc-

town

Open This Week-

"Follies" at $3.50.
Philadelphia. April 6.
The last lap of the theatre season
started Monday with changes in six
of the legitimate nouses. Some announce following attractions, but
others will probably go direct to
pictures at the conclusion of the
runs of current shows.
The prospect of a fairly successful financial finale has brightened.
Although last week was disastrous
to several of the departing shows,
others picked up arter Holy Week
and broke even or better, while this
week's openers s'.iow promise.
"The Follies," at a $3.50 top this
time, had a packed house at the
opener. It will prooably stay a week
or so longer than the two-week engagement of the last two years and
should be a sell-out all the way

"Whirl" show maintains its $1.5«
and the rest are asking $2.50.
The "Whirl" concludes its run in
another two weeks, with no sign
of Nora Bayes coming over to bolster it up.
The houses look good,
but the heavy overhead and the low
rates militate against big money.
Griffith's "Dream Street" will succeed April 18 and run into the summer.
No successor is announced to tha
"Follies," at the Forrest. Mantel!
Will follow "Lincoln" at the Broad,
with little else on the horizon for

6.
that house.
"Mary" comes in for
an extended run at the Garrick.
week and Faversham in "The Prince and the

over the city picked
last

Pauper'.'

succeeds "Adam and Eva,"
fallen below expectations.

which has

From present

indications

will

it

take a knockout to last longer than
the last week in May here this year.
"Abraham Lincoln" (Broad. 1st
week).
This one is above doubt.
Making auspicious getaway, with
prospects of heavy play, upstairs

"The

BELLE BAKER AND SON
This
is

Is

a picture of P.elle Baker and her son, Herbert Abrams. She
first appearance at the Palace this week since the birth

making her

of her child.

Some comment on

this year's lack of

humor, but uni-

commendation from

versal

critics.

the $30,000 mark at
S37SO top, a feat unusual this year.
"The Mask and Wig" show played

Should

pass

About

close to capacity at $3 top.
$26,000.

"The Mirage" (Lyric, 1st week).
Reed show panned by some eriti'S.
but should pull down nice gross for
short run.
Crowded house, freely
Smilin'
papered, opening night.
Through" went out lo somewhere
around $8,500 after respectable run.
"Adam and Eva" (Adelphl, 3d
week).
Something of disappointment considering season run in New
York. Not expensive and probably
making money. Hit by this week's
openers.
Around $!),000.
"The Son- Daughter" (Garrlek, l»t
'

Estimates for the week were:
"Scandals of 1920" (Colonial, 4th
week). Final week. Show starved
out very well but flopped two weeks

Will close down when the
Already young Herbert has displayed unmistakable talent as a ago.
and it will only be a matter of time before he will make his local run is ended. Last week
$12,000.
debut in vaudeville as a "single." The child's father, "Murry" Abrams,
Tha Famoua Mra. Fair" (Hollis.
lias issued a challenge to the world matching his son to out-slng anybody
of equal age and weight
1st week). Had a splendid opening

Follies" (Forrest. 1st week).

Usual sell-out.

be.

cesses.
(1st
week).
"Nemeaie," Hudson,
A
Only opening of the week.
Cohan
production
folGeorge M.
lowing his "Meanest Man in the
World."
"Nico People," Mnrc Klaw (lth
Extra matinee inserted
week).
Friday of last week. On short
notice the performanee did well.
With about $900 in. Show a real

Six Plays

capacity house, with the elite of the
town in attendance.
From present indications the town
will soon see several new playa of a
musical character, which will either
start from here or come in for the
premiere, reviving the custom of
each spring when this city is picked
for such openings in the hope of hitting on a hummer run attraction
such as Cohan's ".Mary" proved to

$7,500
gross last week. Satisfactory to
house and attraction. Play rates

small

BRIGHTENING UP SOME

this

y-hilirdeiphfrr i i#dottnl te)y*

succeeding

END

There were two openings in town and down. Critics unanimous and
"The Acquittal" closed
week, and on Monday night glowing.
both of them got a splendid play. fairly successful two weeks and
show closed, too. It got about $10,"The Skin Game" opened at the 000.
Plymouth to one of the biggest
"As You Were" (Shubert, 1st
houses this theatre has seen this week).
Show hack for promising
season
There was a turn^vvay and stu^ 3*** UYfcvr- IfOTHMT thnn it played
"Jimmie" broke no recindications are that show will be a last year.
good payer.
"The Famous Mrs. ords. Last week about $13,000. In
Fair" opened at the Hollis to a this house disappointing.

the new musical comedies. Last
week it beat $15,000, and has
a chance of running into sumrfler.
"Mary," Knickerbocker (25th week).

Love"

all

the indications at the start of this
were that this prosperity
would continue.
The "Greenwich
Village Follies," in on an extension
of engagement, and "Abraham Lincoln," which closed Saturday night
while still in full bloom as a paying
attraction, were the leaders.

$2,500 over Holy Week.
"Love Birds," Apollo (4th week). Ts
standing up nicely, easily leading

Two weeks more

fine

scale

week

week and

jump

since

Boston, April

of $17,tV»0 for the ten per-

coming back strong

off

opening.

duplicate this feat with this show.
2d
(Auditorium,
"Aphrodite"
week). Goes away after disastrous
return visit of two weeks. Though through.
The rate reduction proceeds slowtl.o show picked ui, from last week,
The Walnut's new show, "Opit
fell
way below the profitable ly.
portunity," instituted a $2 top, the

Business

formances.

with

a run at

up wonderfully well

"Little Old New York," Plymouth
(31st week). Showed its class by

April

j

week).

maker played extra

matinee and also usual special
Friday afternoon for a gross last

week

si mm ? patronage.
"Just Suppose" (Blackstone, 4th
week). $11,6C0. Leaves after next
week to make way for "Bab." Bill
Gorman, who put over "Tillie" for

for

Hub Looks for Spring Efforts
To Find New "Mary."

week with nearly $16,000
figure for this attraction.

Figures to play out the month and

Bun

"Pitter Patter," with
rental.
Ernest Truex, opens April 10. Another musical comedy to compete

week

(17th week).

may stay a bit longer.
"LightninV Gaiety (134th

slipping

Got about $8,000.
"Greenwich Village Follies** (Shu100;, Lynn Fontanne getting more bert,
6th week>. Has draffrn good
attention from critics and playgoers money since hitting
here, and there
than the show.
is nothing that would indicate It
"Tha Tavern" (Cohan's Grand, will not finish out the two weeks'
9th week). Business picked up and extension at
top speed.
One of
went to almost $15,000. New show two highest money making shows in
not yet announced, to open around town last week with $22,000.
May 15.
"Tha Skin Game" (Plymouth, 1st
"Four Horseman" (La Salle, 1st week). Open to capacity Monday
week).
On 15 performances go^gaaght.
This is almost capacity
$12,000.
"The Storm" (Globe, 2nd week).
Actual capacity at present prices This show, which came in under a
would be $16,000. Will do much handicap, is pushing most of the
better next week and Is in for a run. obstacles out of its path.
"Tha Bat" (Princess, 14th week).
"Way Down Eaat" (Tremont Tem$20,550; both in the good and bad ple). Now on the 29 th week.
times, th!s Show ha9 not varied
$2,000; no end in sight.
"Irene" (Studebaker, 18th week).
Another one that climbed back to PHILLY'S SEASON'S
midseats selling into
$24,000;
"Dulcy" (Cort,

down Holy Week but came

last

Good

'

I

,

week).

list.

Billy," Liberty

did not pick.

—

"AS USUAL"-G0OD

most
"Lady

Doctor" (Tremont, 4th

Last
Takings $10,000.
on last week.
"Honors Are Evan" (Park Square,
14th week). It has been finally anthat this show >s on tha
U Weal* vGnrriok, 4th nounced
Went to absolute* capacity fast fortnight, it has broken \ho
record
for
a. stay
this season.
In
$24,200 at the present scale,
below the preceding show, all the advertising this point, and
the long run of Megrue's other ofDown Eaat" (Woods', 16th fering, "Under Cover," were dilated

week

CHICAGO

I

1921

Not making much.

week).

Will move to the Park
that house being under
William Fox.
Broadhurst may get a musical show.
"Four Horsemen of Apocalypae,"
Lyric (5th week). Smash of the
current film offerings going for
runs in the legitimate houses.
Moves to Astor - Sunday next. summer.
Broke Broadway film record in
"Beggar's Opera" (Shubert-Cenlegitimate houses last week by
Went out to almost
tral, 2d week).
getting $22^00.
"Connecticut Yankee in King Ar- nothing. House dark, awaiting new
thur's Court," Selwyn (4th week). attraction.
Around $10,000 last week. Con"Hitehy-Koo" (Illinois, G. week).
sidered satisfactory gross for pic- Closed to $28,800. Played to capature.
"Dream Street," Central (1st week). city on its limited run but had to
Premiere set
Thursday night give way to Frank Tinney and
"Tickle Me," which expects to run
(April 7.)
to early August.
1st
(Playhouse,
"Deliverance"
week). Film, in on a guarantee for
two weeks, doubtful if it drew first-

week).

April

Times," Hippodrome (35th "Tha Bat," Morcsco (33d week).
Again
established
leadership
week).
School holidays Easter
among non-musical shows by
week aided in sending business up
BUSINESS
$19,000 last week.
That
in the big house.
A claimed getting
by aid of extra matinee Easter
gross of $56,800 last week. Has a
Monday.
few weeks more.
Champion," Longacre *( 1 4
Un tha Night Watch," Century (11th "Tha
week).
Beat $11,000 last week,
week). Fewer cut-rate "two for
with
several special parties aidone" tickets handled last week,
ing. Figures to run well into May Live
Ones Recover Normal
with business taking a flop. Drew
before taking to roar.
Is aimed
Will stay another throe
$14,000.
for a Chicago summer run.
Pace After Easter.
or four weeks.
"The Green Goddess," Booth (13th
"Irene," Vanderbilt (72d week). Reweek). Summer going figured alturned to capacity Wednesday of
Chicago. April (5.
most a certainty for this melofor
remained
strong
week
and
last
Most of the shows went to normal
drama.
Held to capacity since
the rest Of week. Business grossed
premiere, slump in no way affect- business last week, with ideal spring
$14,000 or a little better. Should
ing it, and takings regularly over weather and a strong list of Broadoutlast many of this season's long
$14,000.
way successes. Though two of the
run offerings.
d<N*a
TfcO Tavern,
Cohan (28th week).
"It'a Up to You," Casino (2d week).
Vil 1; st out the month, giving shows never created a furore on
First week not strong, the gross
it
a season's run. Business has Broadway, they are making money
being around $9,000. Show, howbeen moderately good. Attraction in this city. They are "Shavings"
ever, rates better than one of the
The Colllnge
Itself a novelty in presentation. and "Just Suppose."
recent musical pieces brought in.
"Two Little Girls in Blue," an show inclosing to a heavy intake
"Ladies Night," Eltinge (35th week).
One of the season's longest run
attractions. Business as good now
as during the fall. Will outlast

"Good

week).

8,

and also has a large advance sale.
Will rival for a time, at least, tho
drawing power of its predecessor,
"Abraham Lincoln," which on lta
eighth week here cleaned up 126,000
with two extra matinees.

•

summer
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Week Slump

Falkner
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Dorothy Miller Due for Feature Position in Current

ReviYals mammoth

a* Yet Undecided
Pictures a Stop-Gap—Business Recov-

Planned
ering from Holy

by the Welch Mala

—Agency

Buys

Declining.

pavUlloa. which has a
seating capacity of lO.OQf. and It ts
planned by him to run IS concerts
during the season In a seri es of two
weekly.
All engagement* win bo
directed through tho Jenle Jacobs

Show—"Passing Show"
Weeks

office.

With a goodly portion of Broadway's theatres being listed for
changes and any number of attractions being ready to exit, the condition this spring appears reversed
over that of the past two years.
Houses appear to be seeking attractions instead of attractions bidThere Is no
ding for theatres.

doubt about the house shortage
being ended, and that goes for the
road as well as New York. Many

minus

are

stands

at

attractions

present.

Whether Broadway will ho!d as
many spring and summer offerings
this season as for the past two years
is far from decided and the IndiNot
cations are that it will not.
nearly the same number of new productions have reached the boards.
There is an air of indecision in the

managerial field.
While the less prolific managers
are waiting the major interests
have naturally shown more activity.
The Shuberts* production program
lists nine or ten plays for April and
.Tune, though which will be brought
in before next season is undecided.
They already have "Blossom Time"
out. but intend it for a fall ptart

'The Whin of the Town" Is
Three other
a spring possibility
musical shows are being readied by
them— "The L*st Walts." a revival
here.

"The Belle of New York" and
"Quality Street," the Barrie piece
which is to take the same title as
when presented as a straight comOther new shows started in
edy.
which they are interested Include
"The Silver Fox" (with William
Faversham) and "First Out" (with
Jules Hurtlg). A. L. Erlanger has
started off the spring with "Two
Little Girls in .Blue." He is said to
have accepted six plays, including
several musical pieces, for next seaof

Galli-Curcl will give a performance there and negotiations are now
on to secure John McCormack for
EVEN "MARY"
a date. It la also mentioned that
Business Off to $15,000 at Los An- two other artists, of the musical
comedy type, may bo induced to
geles Mason.
appear for one evening.
The Auditorium is the enclosure
Los Angeles, April 6.
George M. Cohan's "Mary" hit Its which grossed $20,000 for Caruso
on
a single night's performance.
first flop town In Los Angeles. The
opening week at the Mason Just
topped $15,000.
This week looks
FIDELITY LEAGUE SHOW.
like $10,000. Jo e Vion lays tho fault
The. following program hat been
to the house.
Other agents during the last few arranged for the next Social Sesweeks have also complained along sion of the Actors' Fidelity League.
the same lines. Walter Messenger Sunday night (April 10). at the
with Marjorie Bambeau had the Henry Miller Theatre: John Ransame complaint. The "Mary" ad- sone, monologue, "The Open Door."
vance showing was strong in the sketch by Alfred Sutro, with Bodil
daily papers and there were also Rosing and Knox Orre; "Sale of the
unusual stunts such as window dis- Raven," sketch, with Gabriel Ravenelle and Scott Hitchner, and
plays.
Vera Berliner and Mildred Fischer,
piano and violin selections.

CANT DRAW

SHUBERT STOCK TRY0UT

Lyric, Phila., to Present

New

In addition to these there will he
several other entertainers.

Plsy

Every Three Weeks.

CHI RUN POSSIBLE

H. H. Frazee's show. "The Girl
and The Dollar," featuring Taylor
Lyric Into a stock company, with Holmes, has closed temporarily to
Alma Tell and Henry Hull in, the rearrange Its booking schedule. It
leads.
Henry McKae Webster will is understood that there was, or
direct. The opening date is set for will be. some changes made in the
Philadelphia,

The Shuberts

May

will

April

6.

convert

the

28.

FREAK MARRIAGE AD.
WINS WINTER GARDEN JOB

The Auditorium at
ri. J, near Asbury Park, wta Inaugurate Its season July S with a
oonoert

Offerings

GIRL'S

Audltorluaa at
OaSI Carol t i nned.

REVERSE OF CASE LAST SEASON
Summer

CONCERT PLANS

BI6

HOUSES NOW BID FOR SHOWS;

enst.

It Is purposed trying out a new
The plan is tq send the piece in
play every three weeks, according to to Chicago for a .summer run. but
present plans.
Lillian Wilck, a at present this project is pending.
sister of the Laura D. Wilck, the
play broker, has been signed.
Coast Wants French Plays.

for

New

OLD DEBT EXPIRES.

Boston, April 6.
"Honcydew" looks to be one of
ths hits of the season here.
The
show got a big play on the opening
week.
The house was not sold on the
half-price scheme for the opening,
as Is the case sometimes with new
attractions, but got over at the
theatres by
regular prices.
at a

son's production.
Tenancy of Broadway
special moving pictures comes
time when the legitimate births are
well ready for them and the bookings will fill many a gap on the road.
By Sunday next six houses will hold

f

There are more ways than one af
becoming a star these days. Dor*

LOS ANGELES OPERA STARTS.

;

IRENE'S TEMPERAMENT.
Furnishes Dillingham's Defense in
Dancer's $30,000 fejit.
Irene Castle's suit against Charles
Dillinghum for $30,000 is on ths
calendar for trial this month.
Plaintiff brought the action three
years ago. She was employed at the
Century when it was under the
management of Dillingham and
Ziegf eld at a salary of $900 per weelc
and claimed she was discharge!
without cause.
Dillingham's
defense,
as filed
througli his attorney,
kan, is that plaintiff

"Dream Street." the Griffith film at
the Central, and "Queen of Sheba."
which has Its premiere at the Lyric
Sundav. "The Four Horsemen of
the
the Apocalypse," which brpke
c
record for legitimate. houses In p
with
Lyric
tures last week at the
to
over
move
will
$22,400 grossed,
The 44th Street still
the Astor.
better
holds "Way Down East" to
ofbusiness than many legitimate

v&&

APRIL 8

which
':

*•#*!'

Nathan Bur*

was insub*
ordinate and temperamental, iuilat*
ing on going on the stage at r.cf
own hours, refusing to attend re«
hearsals, etc., and besides, defend*
ant is not personally liable, as the
contract was made by a corporation

The newest additions are

pictures.

Few:

in

othy Miller, the seven teen -y ear -old
Limitation Statute Applies is Play Trenton, N.. J. girl, who advertises
Brokers' Claim
for a husband with a $1,000 bankroll to pay for an operation for her
Is rehearsing with the Shumother
In the action of Sanger & Jordan, play brokers, against William berts "Whirl of the Town" now
Cary Duncan, playwright, to re- playing the Chestnut St. Opera
cover $750 on a note executed In House, Philadelphia, and was due te
go into the show somo day this
191S. the Appellate Division last
week affirmed an order In favor of week. There has been much dissentlon in the show since its open*
the defendant-respondent on the
ing as to who was to be featured.
grounds of the statute of limitaJimmy
Hussey was first named aa
The action having been betions.
the feature, but was displaced In
gun after the stipulated six years' the billing
by Ann Cody, who is noV
period, Duncan claimed exemptlop
put down with the also rans to make
from all obligations.
room
for the girl who gained much
In 1913, it appears Duncan appublicity through her matrimonial
pointed Sanger & Jordan his play
advertisement.
brokers and the latter advanced
Dorothy Miller will be featured
him $750 and took his note for the for the balance of the Philadelphia
amount, Duncan contending he as- run which has two weeks of ttn origsumed they would deduct that inal bookings to go. A couple of
amount from any accruing royal- weeks additional may be added to
As a matter of fact, the the stay here before the -how
ties.
plaintiff-appellants did collect tri- moves to Boston. After the Philafling sums from time to time, but delphia run thf; plans are to bring
never the major portion of the $750. the girl Into the New York Winter
In 1919 just prior to the expiration Garden where iihe ia also to be feaof the legal six years' limitations, tured. Nora Bayes had been menSanger & Jordan reminded them- tioned as joining 'he show, but busi-"
selves of the indebtedness and \>e- nens in Philadelphia has beea
gan suit, only they were unable to good without a big name that it IS
effect service on Duncan until after uriTikely another large salary will be
added for the remainder of the run
the full six years had elapsed.
O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll there. Clarence Nordstron left the
cast last week.
acted for Duncan.

Los Angeles, April 6.
The Chieago Opera season here
opened big with "Othello" Monday
Los Angeles, April 6
There is a plan under way by the night and Carmen" Tuesday. The
French- residents of Los Angeles week should top $100,000.
and the vicinity to conduct a French
theatre here. Last week a scries of
Musical "Live Ghosts"
one act plays in French was given
Chas. McLaughlin of "Three Live
at the American Legion Hall, Hollywood, and the success of the per- Ghosts'' and John Colds worthy have
formance suggested the possibility written a musical farce which is to
of a permanent native language be produced shortly. Ballard Mac«
Donald will write the musical score.
playhouse.

BOSTON LIKES "H0NEYDEW."

Way

Gives

Offering.

is

now

insolvent.

'

MME. AQUILA'S RISK
#>

Adellna Aqulia, prima donna am
soprano with the Budapest Opera
Company, arrived here last weelc
from her native heath to appear in
either the higher singing circles
or on a concert tour.
The foreign feminine star made
the trip to this country entirely at her
own risk. Negotiations are now on
to secure her services, but In what
guise she will appear could not be

(Continued on page 21)
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SMITH-GOLDEN "WHEEL."

)*%#*.;

Winchell Smith has completed a
new play called "The Wheel" which
Golden.
will be produced by John

Jh

described as an Amer-

The piece is
ican drama with gambling the basis
of the plot.

•^jwh
:***>

AiV.A.B^^.

learned.

this

will be second try-out
The show
spring for Mr. Golden.
will open at the Apollo, Atlantic
City, May 2.
It

cMJwj

HARRIS' "IRISH DEW."
William Harris, Jr., is casting
"Irish Dew," and is holding in readiness a new play entitled "Blue
Beard's Kighth Wife."
The latter

•m

PREPARE NEW 'SCANDALS."
Harry Rose

is

to

Lew

replace

Kj

play Mrs. Harris was instrumental
in acquiring for him.
A satire on European conditions
is also declared to be in his posHesston from the pen of Porter

:**?

next George White's
Tho present piece
closes tomorrow night in Boston
"Scandals of tttf goes into rehearsal immediately following.
Burs. Buer and Arthur Jackson
nro doing the book, 'With Cc©.
CSorshing writing the melodies.
the
"Scandals."
lloltz

In

mm>

Emorson

Brown,

entitled

"Simply

Killing."

'

W

..

'TENTH MAN" READY.

nfiiiitiu!

Somerset Maughnm'H threeact comedy. "The Tenth Man," will
be produced by Frederick Stanhope

Woods Theatre. Atlantic City.
10.
In the cast Will be Montagu Love, Helen Freeman, Kdward
Emery, Sydney Herbert. Charlotte
tlrauvillc and Dennis King.

DANDY
'

<

'•

**••••!.

•

Nigh

to belli

open* with
It's

He-

I

Out" MtArted

The
Dandy In

its title.

Jesii

former

Ihls

»>ui
|.!.'c.

n

the lead

"What's

Name" production made by

A Beamon, stm

Ynm
Ilurtlg

under that management and booking through th< simhnrtn,

%*£
v*

M tW3

Yx.tmtr^

ONE NIGHT OUT."

IN

Los Angeles, A.tril «.
Arnold. Daly has been trying to
Gareth Hughes from the West
coast to appeal in the East in the
rovivals of "Candida" and "Hamlet."
Daly
intends
presenting.
Hughes is under contract to the
Metro here and refuses to leave for
a legitimate stage venture at this
lure

at

April

..

ARNOLD DALY'S REVIVALS.

•
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KEITHS COLONIAL?

DIRECTION HARRY

\X>F BEft.

8

I

slock

pew

April

6.

Ail nston theatre, where the
company is running, has n
ding woman, Maxine Isa-

The

"

NEW YORK

ARLINGTON LEAD.
Boston,

" EXT WEEK

!•-.•.

i'x d.
Bhe has been playing
stock Companies' throughout the
country*
M

belle

i'

in

~>

legitimate:

IS

Friday, April

8.

1021
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Spartans, contains many similaribills, and its initial program is a
powerful comedy by Marcel Berger; ties to modern history. The mountdealing with the intimate life of an ing is unpretentious/but there is a
big crowd of supers splendidly hanauthor.
As
(There are »• roles.)
It is the custom of thin person- dled.
ality to take the lives of his friends usual the play* of high literary
and embody them in the action of merit, is interpreted by the homo-.
'J
his dramatic works. He is not above geneous troupe,- comprising Jouvet
probing into his own household. (a real artiste), .as. Antigone. Deity
WOMAN. horse. Felicity rides for help to the Happily
SAVAGE AND
married but without chil- as Cleomene, Bacque. as Sphaeros,
Indian reservation, returning With
London. March 23.
the old ehlef and his braves just as dren, he has prevailed on his wife to Savry as Xenares, Mm.es.'S. Bing as
Phillip Yale Drew
!n<U«i: Jim ,.,».,
accept his son, the fruit of a free Agiatls, O. Barbierl as Cratslecle.
V)L aur.K MiNfffr io r Jim ha* surrendered to the sheriff!
union when young with a girl now Indeed, Plutarch was'-never' better
ete •••.•••.••.»«........•.• ,v^ec ii de l^e Then we quickly discover that Jim
The natural child is, there- served;. Tfci;r> *** supposed te be
l'hll 'Nmt.
...H*»rtH»rt r^annerd Is no Indian, but the missing heir, dead.
Walleye Johnson. ...... .Wlngold Lawrence of the Atherstone peerage, Spanish fore, received by Rose, and raised 25 tableaux, but little* change
CJ*orge James'
Jamei Mordaunt.....
JTendreu*.
Arnold Bell Kate confesses to killing the Indian by her with every motherly care. scenery.
N'unky Dawson:
She is horrified later when she asDorothy Moody girl, and then, "hat in hand"
Felicity
Ourge Belmore touch of David Garrlck creeping In certains her husbdnd is portraying
"Chlnky." a Chinaman
BATAILLE.
LA
Jeremy
J. T. llsrMlllan
his
latest play,
old Dawson makes It up with Jim this subject in
Florrle Kelsey
M'llssa
Paris, March 22.
Frank Tennante and the curtain falls on the cer- threatening to quit if he produces
Henry Mordaunt
"The Battle" -is one of the best
Jane Wood, tainty of a speedy wedding between it The playwright declines, though
".Spanish Kate"
author, Claude
naval
the
by
novels
the Woman and the once despised the son also rebels at the idea, and
the play is a big success. But the Farrere, describing the combat of
Gore.
Drama In prolog and four acts by Savage.
has been reit
and
Esou-Shima.
family ultimately realize the author
Arthur Shirley and Ben Landeck.
the stage
is a slave to his realizations, and markably well adapted for
Lyceum theatre.
•THE CIRCLE/'
mounted at
and
Erondaie,
Pierre
by
Rose is reconciled with her husBefore an audience which filled
London, March 23.
the Theatre Antoine by Firmin
band.
the big house to capacity the brothComedy in three acts by SomerBerger seeks to paint the selfish- Gemier.
ers Melville successfully produced
The Marquis Torisaka is a great
set Maughan, at the Haymarket.
ness of humanity, particularly autheir spring drama, "The Savage Tjord Porteous
Allan Aynesworth thors. He has succeeded in depict- diplomat and sacrifices even his
and the Woman," March 4. Aa a Cllve Champion -Cheney
llolman Clark
ing the convulsions, hopes, despair honor for his country. He assumes
play it Is very ordinary dramatic Arnold Champion-Cheney. M. P
is fervantKrnest Theslger and emotions of the modern psycho- Occidental manners, but
The plot and the method of rfdward Luton
fare.
Leon Quartermalne logical essayist.
Like Francois de ry attached to Japanese customs. He
its unravelling are somewhat oldto live in
Lady Catharine Champion-Cheney....
wife
young
his
obliges
Venne Curel, he tries to interest his aufashioned, and there is no sign of
I^ottle
style, and she obeys so
Tonle Kdgsr Bruce dience in the mysteries of the stage European
any daring surprise such as those Mrs. Shenfltone
a young
accepts
she
that
faithfully
Compton
Fay
Klizabcth
from
the author's point of view. It
for which the Melville shows are Butler
W. W. Palmer is creditably acted without pre- English naval attache as her lover,
"The Savage and the Footman
famous.
Cecil Trounccr
the
During
happy.
sublimely
being
tense
of
elaborate mounting.
Woman" Is simply frank, convenflirtation Yorlsaka is able to approKcndrcxo.
tional melodrama of the type which
"The Circle" is described as a
which
documents
confidential
priate
has done duty in the suburbs. All comedy, but this description is
will enable him to improve^the mathe old ingredients are presenta at amiss.
The piece is a study in
LA COMEDIE DU GENIE.
rine of his motherland.
the Lyceum the handsome hero, cynicism and nastlness; in fact, we
It is the period of the war with
Paris, March 22.
the dark, sinister villain and his do not remember a play with a
has need of every
The comedy of errors by Francois Russia and Japanlearned
equally dark and sinister mistress; more unwholesome main idea or
the secret
Having
a younger but equally scoundrelly working out. If we are to believe de Curel, presented by the co-opera- asset
Navy, he
British
the
of
doctrines
villain, the beautiful heroine, her in this play, then we have to look tive of playwrights at the Theatre
a
awaiting
patiently
ship,
father and the comic relief in this upon Mr. Maughans as an open des Arts, under the direction of R. Joins his
hostilities
after
revenge
for
time
case represented by a Chinaman. apologist for free love. During its Darzans, is another inside view of
accompanied
is
He
Local color we have in Indians, three acts the characters manage the dramatic author's existence. are terminated.
English atcowboys and the bevy of frail and to outrage most of the accepted This play was published two years by the handsome young the
warfare
semi-clad dance hall girls these social tenets. On the night of the ago in a magazine and possibly M. tache, who is to follow
Marquis
observer.
The
neutral
a
as
innovaan
Curel
of
did
somewhat
not
anticipate its stage
latter are
production the audience soon began
Englishthe
and
action,
is killed in
tion and we must thank the west- to show signs of uneasiness, which appearance.
of the
It is a powerful work, which will man reluctantly takes charge
ern films for them probably.
recoiled upon the heads of the playThe comedy is weak and of a ers, who, after the fashion of some not appeal to the general public. vessel, being also killed. The little
rough and ready order. Standing West End actors, were holding The Academician did not intend to Japanese widow, mourning the two
out clear are the American accents what might have been a confidential write for the man in the street. The sailors, enters a convent.
Frondale has analyzed the complay is somewhat complicated, with
of the British players and the al- chat.
passages and individual phil- plex characters of the Japs with
most total absence of it in the leadDemands to "Speak up" and heavy
Gemier holds the
osophy. Any person met in the most much insight.
ing man an American. The great
"Don't mumble" were frequent. The
humble station of life i..ay be a role of the marquis, a /great imperthing about tr.-. production is the fall of the curtain was followed
by genius who
missed
has
his opportu* sonation, probably one of his best.
introduction to the West End of what
is politely called a "mixed
nity. As a rule, the genius does not He is ably supported by Henriette
"Young Buffalo." billed for the oc- reception,"
in which booing had a
realize he is abnormal or far above Roggers as the amorous little Jacasion as Phillip Yale Drew, who good
position.
Mr.
Maughan,
who
The production
card
in
the
drawing
bis fellow creatures, and is recog- panese aristocraL
long has been a
previously showed how heartless his nized only
The third act is the
is a successbig drama towns of the provinces.
after his demise*«
cynicism
could
be
in his wartime
on the battlebig
turret
an
of
prove
as
a
probably
This
..ounded:
interior
treatise e
He will
"Home and Beauty," cannot be con- DagrenatU isthe
gifted aa a playwright; ship, realistic and entertaining.
attraction at the Lyceum. Most of
gratulated upon his latest offering, he meets an actress who encourages
Kcndrew.
the show rested on his shoulders;
clever though the "Circle" may be him and assists in his work being
it would not be great exaggeration
from a literary point of view.
mounted. It is a literary success,
to say that he was the show, and he
Thirty years previous to the open- but does not please the crowd. The
LES AMANTS PUERILS.
received a vociferous and genuine
ing of the piece Lady Catharine author wonders what can be lackParis. March 23.
ovation at the curtain fall.
Champion-Cheney
had
eloped
with
is a sort of csjbist
Commelynck
ing. He is anxious to have a son,
Shooting was treated with economy, though there were. two knife Lord Porteous, and as her husband but. Instead of marrying, has an in- playwright who caused artistic disfights, much "pulling of guns," an had refused to divorce her, had re- trigue with a peasant girl, who dies cussion in a piece recently presentattempted abduction, an attempted mained her betrayer's mistress. On in giving birth to a fine boy. When ed at the Oeuvre, because no one
fun of the growing up, her son, Arnold, marries a youth this illegitimate son also seemed to know how to take it.
lynching and all the
*
The young wife con- writes a play, which Is a big success. Personally I felt ignorant in the
western* fair, but Villainy "ended | Elizabeth.
led
off at the ceives the Idea of bringing husband Dargenat becomes Jealous and seeks presence of the "Cocu Magnifique,"
mlldly, bring merely
final curtain instead of wallowing and w,f e together again and invites for the difference between his own and the same obscurity prevailed In
the lady and her elderly lover to work and that of his natural son. "Les Amants Puertls," which Firin Its blood.
The story tells how a party of stay with them. On arrival the He visits the Folies Bcrgere and ex- min Memier has Just produced at
white settlers were murdered by principals in this 30-year-old ro- changes csude philosophy with the the Comedie Mondaine.
So far as could be understood
Navajo Indians. One alone escapes, mantic scandal turn out to be a frequenters. (The scene shows the
a little boy. He is adopted by the rouged and utterly insincere old famous music hall 30 years ago, from this three-act piece the author
chief, Big Wolf, who brings him up harriden and a gouty old black- when It was perhaps the most fa- wishes to convey the impression
Grown to manhood, guard with very imperfect false mous house of its kind in Europe.) that love in all its forms is a vain
as his own.
He then passes the night on the illusion. There are two dramatic
Indian Jim, as he is called, becomes teeth— teeth which get entangled in
a dead shot, a fearless horseman, a his mouth whenever their owner stage of the Comedie Francaise, stories in the clouded plot.
where the characters of the great
teetotaler (almost) and a respecter gets excited or out of temper.
It deals with the suicide of two
Chance brings Champ ion -Cheney plays pass before him in his dream. young people whose parents place
of women. He Is also in love with
Felicity, the daughter of a wealthy along, and he gets much pleasure His own creations are not in the obstacles in the way of their legal
bar proprietor, but his color stands out of hitting back at the elderly group, but those of his son are re- union, and the ultimate disillusion
between them and happiness, and lovers. All this time the eternal suscitated. Don Juan advises him of a man who has courted a veiled
triangle Is at work, and we are by to defy God, and thus when he so- lady.
The youth pays court to a
. he Is perpetually about to run away
from temptation, although he never no means surprised to find Eliza- journs later in Switzerland, Dagenat princess who has never allowed him
gets very far.
This color ban is beth carrying on an Intrigue of her enters a church to question the sex- to see her face, and he considers her
well rubbed in whenever the two own with a young Malay planter ton. This scenario is unfolded in charming.
He is fascinated with
young people meet. In fact, s » of- who Is also a guest. This man, Ed- terms of irony.
her charm and graoe, but she slips
The only feature of exceptional away whenever his flirting is too
ten referred to In the course of the ward Luton, is a very ordinary
drama that it loses something of its stage wrecker of homes. He fan- interest is the appearance of a new pressing.
power.
A man from Plnkerton's cies Elizabeth for her plumpness) actor, Beuve. And Beuve is not a However, one day he catches her
arrives searching for the heir to the she develops a passion for him be- new actor, but has hitherto played unprepared and at the sight of her
Earldom of Atherstone, but at the cause, as she says, "He's a dirty only in outlying theatres, being gray hair, with wrinkles in her face
same time Mordaunt, the next to dog." These two characters who mainly attached to the Montpar- revealing she is no longer the sweet
(Variety had creature he imagined, he makes off
kin, turns up in an endeavor to re-enact the old tragedy or "com- nasse and Gobelins.
prove the death of the rightful heir. edy" of thirty years back are mere- occasion to speak of this actor, now with scorn.
On the other hand,
This gives Phil Fargoe, a very ly coarse disciples of animal pas- In his prime, a few weeks ago, call- there is a decrepit baron, the for"bad" man, who ill-treats his little sion. Elizabeth explains matters to ing attention to his talent, but mer lover of the princess, who is
Indian wife, and has suffered for it Arnold with great frankness, and never imagining his progress would true to his illusion.
For him the
at the hands of our hero, an idea. announces that she is going off with be so rapid as to hold the lead in woman he loves cannot age, a deThe other licious paradox relieving the foggy
Abetted by Spanish Kate, whose Luton.
Instead of finding Luton Curel's latest essay.)
advances have been turned down and smashing him to pulp, Arnold roles are well defended. But "La atmosphere of the obscure work.
by the virtuous cowboy, he sees a runs to his father, and as a result Comedie du Genie" is not the sucBert he Bady, a favorite actress
Kendrew.
chance to obtain his revenge and of their consultation returns to cess anticipated.
In Paris, long absent from the foot"TCmove Jim from-his path for ever. Elizabeth.
lights, makes her reappearance In
They plot in various ways to kill
this tiring effusion.'
SPARTE.
He tells her that, much as he
LA
our hero and pass his body off as loves her. he will
Krndrcw.
her divorce
Paris, March 22.
that of the missing Earl's. At last him, moreover he will
settle a large
frequently,
his
program
Renewing
they decoy him to a shack in the income upon her so that the
course Jacques Copeau has Just produced
ANTAR.
mountains, where he is soon ac- of true love may run
smoothly. at the Vleux Colombier (no\
Paris, March 23.
the
CQfied' of mm-dcring Fargoe's Indian
Ellzabe'Jl isafc-fijest greatly affected
The Opera has at last mounted the
real House .of Moliere in Paris, from
wife, although she has been done to by his
generosity, she is more un- a classical pointer view; and' "f fcr -musical ycrs ie a *>g Gherkl Qanem's
death in a quarrel with Spanish settled when Lady
Catharine ex- outdistancing the Odeon) a three- drama, for which the late Gabriel
Kate. Jim makes a daring escape plains the
effects of social ostra- act tragedy by Jean Schlumberger, Dupont wrote the score. He comand is supposed to have fallen into cism.
However, passion conquers based on the Greek story of Plu- pleted the music in 1914, and died in
the ravine, although all the time he and she
and Luton elope.
Not tarch. Sparta Is the prey of money- August that same year at the age of
Is being concealed by the comedy
knowing of the elopement, old lenders and profiteers, so the king, 35 years. "Antar" Is probably his
people, Jeremy and M'lissa, and his
Champion-Cheney
arrives
highly
well disposed, endeavors to tend to best work, though his talent was reFelicity.
sweetheart,
delighted
Jeremy is supposed to be "all cocted withwith the plan he con- the national craving for luxury and vealed In 1905 with "Cabrera." The
Arnold
bring
to
Elizaguide the people toward the pre- drama itself was created at the
removed
the
to
and
is
broke up"
beth
This he ex- cepts of Lycurgus, the partition of Odeon. In the first act we tee the
sanitarium, but It Isn't he, but Jim, plains to her senses.
with
great
gusto
to
Lady
the land among all the citizens, with return Of the Arab chief Antar, after
bandages
of
casuwears
the
who
and
Porteous,
who, military training and the watch- a combat, followed bv his departure
At the last minute, however, Catharine
alty.
knowing what has actually hap- word of "Be ready."
for fresh glory after having bid
Fargoe introduces Hector, Jim's pened,
bring the curtain down with
But he is assassinated at the In- adieu to his mother and Abla; his
horse, who recognizes his disguised
derisive laughter.
stigation of the capitalists. His suc- nuptial f«'iist, and his sudoVn death.
Gore.
master and upsets the plan. Jim
cessor, Cleomenus, pursues the same
Dupont has felt his subject and
again escapes and confronts Fargoe.
noble policy and succeeds, over- later, When he deplores the death of
In the fight which follows Jim is
IE COEUR DES AUTRES.
throwing the power of the money his hero, shot by a poisoned arrow,
victoiious, and, seeing red, is about
Paris. March 22.
lenders.
The people burn the it can almost be Imagined he foreto scalp his enemy in true Indian
At the NoflYeau Theatre (for- usurious bondf and set tip a demo- shadowed his own
funeral anthem.
style when at the last moment he is
merly Theatre (Jrevln. in the wax cratic government.
Nevertheless, Although the plot
prevented from staining his hands
works museum by that name), now after years of victory on various eighteenth centuryofis Arab lif«« in the
with blood by Felicity. This is by
somewhat difdirected by Irene Maugct, a group battlefields. Cleomenus is betrayed, ficult to follow
in the operatic verfar the best and most gripping
Fargoe is al- of playwrights designated as the his army vanishes and he is over- sion, the genius of the young comscene in the play.
lowed to go and uses his liberty to Canard Sauvage, or Wild Duck (a thrown. He goes into exile. It iy poser made a deep impression on
Presently the homage to Ibsen), has been formed the death of Sparta, the end of that music lovers.
plot fresh villainy.
And this is the notable feature of
"boys" trap Jim and are about to under the same conditions as the nation's glory.
The work, written about 12 years the latest production by M. Houche,
lynch him, but they leave Jim un- co-operative at the arts. This comguarded and he is rescued by his pany is now presenting the regular ago, describing the Wars of the which he has mounted in rich style
fr

In spite of the crisis raging around
him. Camilla Che vi lard conducts,
I

with

ability.
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This is a fascinating thing, but
over the general head. Admirably

and

directed

acted,

it

is

a society

murder mystery written in the elevated tone and with the urbane distinction characteristic of its author,
Augustus Thomas.
the

Brought

in

to

Hudson April 4 by George M.
it moved at a leisurely pace,

Cohan,

developing its theme, establishing
the fact old as the Hebrew prophets
that truth will Out, that there is
nothing, one way and another, .we
can conceal, but not till tho third
act did its pace quicken to the
point demanded by the mob, and
even after that it did not fall into
the accepted grooves of melodrama.
What of the sensational it had lay
in its competent dramatic assertion
that fingerprints can be Imitated
and are dangerous as positive evidence of crime not only imitated,
but imitated for so smali a sum as
i

—

15 cents.
It is by such an imitation that
the outraged husband. Kalian, fastens murder on Jovaine, betrayer of
his wife.
The whole first act is
given over to laying the groundwork, to establishing the circum-

stances of the sculptor's Intrigue
with the pretty wife and throwing
the sympathy from him to the hus-

band because Jovaine has had a
wife whom he abused and who divorced him for infidelity. The husband's suspicions are now aroused
by a purposely catty remark made
by a pretty divorcee, Mrs. Dorarby.
Mrs. Lonarby's passion for men is
all too delicately indicated throughout, bearing in mind its ultimate
effect on the plot. American audiences must have their minds directed by headlines.
Again the
character of Dr. Simpson, with his
somewhat inaccurate references to
psycho -analysis, is introduced as
though he. too, were to have an important bearing on the plot and
then he doesn't, serving mostly for

—

comedy

relief.

Despite this old-time tendency of
the dean of American playwrights
to leave at loose ends some of the
threads of his story, the story itself
is a fascinating progression in mystery.
Working at his studio, Jov.ine shows Kalian how impressionable a thing clay is.
Kalian
gets away with the clay on which
Jovaine's thumb and finger marks
are left and later murders his wife,
in an ingenious and dramatically
effective manner fastening the guilt
on • the sculptor.
This done, ths
fourth act curtain—and all the cur-

tains were skillfully devised— rises
on a courtroom scene, fresher and
nearer life itself than anything that
had gone before. Here the act ends
with the suggestion left by a question that the sculptor will be found
guilty.

The

last

We

scene

is

outside

Sing

Sing.
see the lights dim as
the current takes the sculptor's life.
Outside Kalian, without actually
saying so, informs the district attorney whd it was who really com-

mitted the murder, emphasizing
that the sculptor deserved to die,
but that he. Kalian, must live on.
tortured by memory.
For the most part the acting was
delightful.
Olive Tell is beautiful
to look at, and played with finesse
and moderation, neither losing nor
gaining the sympathy which was as
it should be.
Eleanor Woodruff, as
the divorcee, drew what vaudeville
writers describe as the "applause
hit" of the evening. A slendar brunet, tall and with an evenly cutting
way of getting over her lines, she
wore as beautiful clothes as Miss
Tell

and wore them

well.

Marie

Gotf has gone back to a pretty 'girl
role here and its fits her charmingly.
Of the men Roland Bottomley had the humor to dispense and

(Continued on page LM)
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FORUM

San Francisco, April i.
Letter* to the Forum thould not exceed 1W words. They must ft*
Conflrmation of a rumor that
Mrs. Patricia O'Connor Henshaw, signed by the writer and not duplicated for any other paper.
widow of Tyler Tubbs Henshaw.
Los Angeles, April 6.
was engaged to Carlo Morblo of
enough to lend weight to my refutaNew York; March 28.
Mrs. Oliver Morosco is the de- San Francisco was made by the
tion to your article.
fendant la another suit which has bride-to-be's mother, Mrs. Charles Editor Variety:
The leader of the modern danoa
grown out of the legal tangle whloh H. O'Connor, this week.
It was. really, with a great deal orchestra has proven himself to ba
finally brought about a compromise
Mrs. Henshaw is prominent as of surprise that we read an article an exceptionally good musician audi
and settlement with her busbar d, a singer of note in this State, uarin your last iseue of the "Variety" I personally believe ha U entitled ta
tho theatrical and motion picture ing gained much prestige through
which yeti mete out rather severe such support as the publio and pubproducer.
her concert tours here and in the in
lishers are Willing to give such
regarding orchestra lead- numbers as are deserving of recoger'tic'sm
Cohen
Phillip
Several weeks ago
east following the death of her hueers' attempts to write songs.
the attorney here started an action band, a well known millionaire.
nition.
Will appreciate if you win
As a leader of an orchestra my- print this communication; and wish
to collect fees due him in the setMr.
with
advised
have
(and
I
self
J.
now
tlement of the case and
to assure you that the same Is writNorman Spencer who signs this ten not so much in the spirit of reHarvey McCarthy sues for $26,000
RECEIVER FOR HIP.
letter with me) I feel I must take sentment as with the idea of infor his counsel and advice given
during the time that the legal ac- O'Day Asks Court to Look Into exception to the remarks contained forming you more fully on the subin the same.
by Mrs. Morosco
tions brought
ject
Anderson Finances.
First of all, I do not wish to conagainst her husband were pending.
Jack Bhilkret fLittle Club).
tend that because a man is a leader
Norman Spencer ('Moulin Rouge).
Mr. McCarthy is a realty operator
San Francisco, April 6.
of an orchestra that that qualifies
and In his complaint he alleges that
The Superior Court of this city
wish
Chicago, March SI.
property valued more than $5,000,- last week appointed a receiver for him as a composer. But I do
that the individual who is Editor Variety:
000 was involved in the actions the O'Day Investment Co., owner of to say
in that directalented
fortunately
There
is
an
act playing Loew
Morosco.
Mrs.
brought by
the Hippodrome theatre. This action has an added advantage by circuit billed Stetson and Melville.
The charges that Mr.
tion followed the filing of a petition reason
being
orchestra
his
an
of
Owing
close
confliction
in regard
to
claims are Lis due for having by Thomas F. O'Day, partner in the
leader.
to maH, friends, ate, wa cjo obliged
handled the affairs of Mrs. Morosco Arm, who alleged this was the only
leader
been
in
For years the
has
to discard the name Stetson and are
in the suits are placed at $11,327. way in which he could gain full
constant contact with the dancing now billing ourselves as "Chad and
settlement for his interests in the public and has played everybody
MacABTHUB STOCK RESUMES. company from G. M. Anderson, one else's successes (In fact was most Monte" Huber.
Chad Huber.
of the stockholders.
San Francisco, A. ril 6.
Instrumental in making them so)
O'Day also petitioned the court to and has learned and has come to
The MacArthur Theatre, stock.
New York, April S.
Oakland, resumed Sunday after a Investigate a loan of $20,000 to An- know just what the dancer on the Editor Variety:
derson by A. Rosenstlrn and wife, floor best responds to. The value of
week's lay off.
Eddy Manly, the proprietor of the
Alice Gentle returned and is fea- also stockholders, the latter being this experience cannot be denied; Star Cafe and at one time conwhich
O'Day
Anderson's,
sister
of
week.
a
this
Cottage"
whatever
coupled
with
inand this
tured in "Canary
nected with the Star Theatre,
dividends and herent ability he may possess, the Brooklyn, has been sick for over
alleges
really
is
should be equally divided among leader finds himself in a rather ex- two years, and is at present in Ward
Mark Collins Drops Dssd.
the stockholders.
cellent position to write such selec- 51, Kings County Hospital, Clark son
San Francisco, April 6.
It is reported here that the Cations as the public demands.
street, Brooklyn.
Mark Collins, property man at tho
Will you allow me to submit the
At first he could not talk, but
Savoy, dropped dead March 30 of sino theatre, another of Anderson's
at
this
has
been
holdings
in
city,
folic wing list of hits, everyone writ- now ha holds a conversation very
heart failure.
tached by O'Day pending a decision ten by an orchestra leader?
well.
Both houses are
in the other case.
"Whispering," "Roste," "Avalon,"
He Is not looking for charity, but
PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
used by the Ackerman-Harrls- "Grieving/* "Rose," "Love Bird," only sociability. He is a little loneSan Francisco, April 6.
Loew syndicate.
'Cuban Moon," "Hold Me," "La some and I'm quite sure if his 1001
The bill at Pantages this week
Veeda," "Palesteena," "Margie," and friend.* in burlesque and vaudeville
maintained the standard set for the
my own humble effort, "Make Be- only knew where he is they would
past few weeks, excelling in spots Dsve Rsy Merries Msrjorie Myers. lieve."
gladly call and see or writa him.
and closing with "-Sept ember Moon,"
Strely, the above are impressive
San Francisco, April 6.
O. McCaffrey.
a breezy tab containing youthful
Dave Ray and Marjorie Myers
exuberance and a good straight man
LoBuster
with
Budd.
were married yesterday in this city
in Frank
renzo capably handling the comedy Mrs. Ray will retire from the stage
ALICE
Realty

BACKED BY FILMTOWN

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

rancteco

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

Men

Ala* Asks $25,000 in
Expert's Feet

|

Los Angeles. April
TTbe ""fcatlfornla Opera Co.

$.

of

William O. Stewart and
Charles R. Baker are promoter*
producer and business manager re-

*vhlch

spectively, is out to obtain

a

$25,-

000 guaranteed subscription locally
to assure the continuance of the
project. Thus far the subscription
list has assumed such proportions
as to make certain a season of light
opera revivals at the Mason O. H.
during the summer.
The California Opera Co. has
opened offices within the last week
Auditorium
at the Philharmonic
and subscriptions have been received there from William May
Garland. A. C. Belch, H. E. HaldeArthur
Chandler.
Harry
man.
Letts, Louis M. Cole, Mrs. Dean
Mason, Cecil Frankel, William G.
Many of
Kerckhoff and others.
these are also subscribers to the list
Chicago
the
guaranteed
which

Grand Opera Co.

$40,000

for

this

week's engagement in Los Angeles.
It was after the California Co.
presented "Iolanthe" at the Philharmonic for a week against oppo-

advance publicity for the
Chicago Grand Opera season that
its promoters felt that if an organLos Angeles
to
foreign
ization
could obtain the guarantee from
were surely
they
people
local
the
entitled to support for their sub-

sition of

ject which was to give local singers an opportunity.
For a time it looked as though
the Chicago company was going to
local
find itself arrayed against

feeling of the mass of music lovers
here, but when the subscribers to
the Chicago company began to add

I

»

I

i

GENTLE OUT, ILL
TIA JUANA CASINO
names to the list of those that end. George L. Graves and Co. Her husband Is assistant manager
of a Thouwere sponsoring the California or- presenting "The Woman
of the Hippodrome, San Jose.
MacArthur
Closes,
but
Will
3Howmtn Said ta Back Recomedy
Frisco
good
Re
a
have
Secrets."
sand
ganization the feeling died out.
sums Next Week.
sort at Race Track,
vehicle and found favor, but did
The Auditorium is scaled for not register fully on account of bad
Levey Adding to Books.
1200,000 for this week with $7.50 as enunciation on the part of Ermyl
San
Francisco,
April
6.
San Francisco, April I.
San Francisco, April 6.
the top. The house seats 3,800.
•
Barton, a featured principal.
A company is being organised
The MacArthur in Oakland, after
In conjunction with his recent
Quinn and Cavetly were a big hit
here to build a Casino at Tia
next to closing. Their comedy drop acquisitions in the middle west. playing four weeks of an 11 -weeks
created noisy laughter for a couple Bert Levey has added Ottumwa, dramatic stock season with Alice Juan a, according to reports. It la
ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
understood that several prominent
of minutes before their entrance, Iowa, to his books.
Gentle as lead, closed suddenly fol- Callfornlans
San Francisco, April 6.
are interested, among
and their talk had them howling.
lowing an announcement by the them
The Orpheum this week had all They concluded with parodies treleading theatrical men, and
management that Miss Gentle was that the construction of a Casino
with
the ingredients of a good show,
mendously received. Love and WilLOEWS
CASINO.
more than half the bill made up of bur opened, their neat work on the
ill
as the result of a breakdown for the Mexican race
track win
San Francisco, April C.
strong comedy parts. The bill ran rings eliciting good applause. Jessie
Only one of the six acts com- sustained in her dressing room .soon be under way If present plana
as programed, which made a stage Miller got a tremendous reception prising
after a performance the preceding
the
vaudeville
bill
held
mature.
wait necessary in mid-section, slow- for her cornet, piano and accordion
comedy and that came last with night. It is believed, however, that
ing up an otherwise fast moving selections.
The erection of a Casino at Tla
Smith and Cook. They ara billed the closing was due to poor busishow. Harry Holmes and Florrle
Marva Rehn landed solidly, but as
"Two Millionaires" and their en- ness and that Miss Gentle, although Juana will mean that a general
Le Vere, coming after the stage did not get all she deserves for her trance
as hoboes brought the first a finished opera singer, was not amusement program will be la
wait, in fourth position, got the hit clever delivery of comedy numbers,
real laughs in the show after more
suited for the dramatic stock type vogue there all year 'round. It it I
of the show with their neat skit. nut stuff and good, loose-jointed
than
an
hour of straight and semi
stated that the structure will ba
big
laughs
for
The couple received
Her ballad, however, straight stuff.
dancing.
of role.
located in such a position that intalk and comedy and the novelty of could be dropped to advantage.
There
was
plenty of applause In
The
management
plans
to
re- coming boats will
strongly.
be able to make
the act also figures
Jack Josephs.
the early section, but the utter lack open the theatre and continue with
Harriet Rempel in "The Story of
of comedy and not enough variety the scheduled stock season. "Can- direct landings.
a Picture" headlined. The sketch,
made the bill as a whole far from ary Cottage" will mark the resumpLOWE'S HIPPODROME.
with a pretty setting, made a pleassatisfactory
entertainment.
Les
San Francisco, April f.
ing impression, and Miss Rempel
Arados,
men made-up as a tion which is expected for the comCALIFORNIA STOCK.
The Hippodrome bill succeeded devil and two
Whether Miss Gentle
was heartily applauded for the
a clown with special scen- ing week.
"Just
well
this
week.
San Francisco, April 6.
charming characters she portrays exceptionally
ery started the show after the news will be in the cast or some one else
so well. Moss and Frye went over Friends," consisting of a male jug- reel. The men do difficult acrobatic secured to replace her Is still unThe Fort Bragg theatre. Fort
exceptionally big.
They have talk gler having a well trained dog and feats, but have little showmanship. announced.
Bragg, just remodeled by the Edentirely new here, and with good a leaping hound, opened well and A hand climb backward up several
win Flagg studios of this city,
harmony singing scored a hit next got away in good shape.
tables and a dance on one hand by
started with a musical stock show
Miss Lee Mason's deep voice one of the men were solidly apto closing.
Easter Sunday.
keeps the audience in doubt as to plauded. Edward Hill's cartooning
NANCY FAIR STAR.
The Ford Dancers also landed sol- whether she is a man or a woman,
Jimmy Rose, Ed O'Brien, Bea
S
consists of changing the headgear
idly. For his individual efforts Edand
with Sam Scott at the piano and clothes of a woman by the Now Featured in Extended En- Hendricks, Irene Gray, Minerva
win Ford hauled down the biggest the act was soundly received.
and
brush
different
sweeps
of
the
Ureka
and six girls constitute the
gagement with Alcszsr Stock.
applause, although not out-distancBeat tie and Blome, with a neat crayons devoting all of his time
cast. There are three bills weekly.
ing by far the clever dancing of
repertoire of dances, took several on that single subject* and talking
Mayme Gehrue, Lottie Ford and
San Francisco, April 6.
Senna and Stevens got many throughout.
He held attention,
Bob Adams, who form an excellent bows.
Nancy Fair's engagement at the
laughs with their Chinese laundry
Four
combination in a well presented skit, and their dancing was not Ruth Rogers and the Laurell their
Alcazar as leading woman has been
tried for some comedy at
dance production.
Elizabeth Otto
either.
Robert Giles, opening but It fell flat. The Laurell extended 12 more weeks at an inSan Francisco, Aarll 6.
and Aileen Sheridan came second, overlooked
next to closing, with just whistling Four are a male quartet who assist creased salary. Her new contract
Beatrice McKenzie & Co. sailed
holding the spot nicely with a neat
and imitations, held the spot nicely. Miss Rogers and offer some pleas- calls for top billing and her name for Australia on the "Ventura,"
repertoire of songs. Everest's NovJosie Flynn's Minstrels closed the ing harmony singing. Miss Rogers
March 2».
elty Circus completed the show,
show, holding the stage quite a is a good looking soubrctte who in electric lights.
creating quite some interest.
while.
Miss Flynn, in blackface, can put over lively numbers ef
She was originally signed for six
next
commences
Watsonville
Marguerite and Alvarez opened keeps the house laughing while in fectlvely and who dances well. She weeks shortly afcer closing her enweek with Bert Levey vaudeville*
nicely on the trapeze, the man's front of the well gowned ladies who is especially good in her high kick
gagement
with
the "Girl in the playing the regular four-act bills.
head stand on a swinging trapeze offered various commendable spe- ing. She received tho applause her
Limousine."
Until receiving her
going for a hearty hand. Herbert cialties. The act makes good, and efforts merited. Maleta Bonconl ac
Williams and Hilda Wulfus re- as a flash was well received.
companicd by a man at the piano new contract she was featured
H. C. Dor8ey, recently from N<
the York, has taken over the Gaiety at
peated big.
offered a high class repertoire on equally with Dudley Ayrea,
Jack Josephs.
Jack Joseph*.
the violin in which much feeling is leading man.
Santa Maria,
She was heartily ap
expressed.
!?»
plauded and her presence on the bill
their

T
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lent class.

GREEN ROOM CLUB

The Jark Martin Trio, two women
and a man, the latter with only one
lop: go through a lively fox trot and
cake walk aided by a crutch. The
women appear as his dancing partners in turn and one of them offers
a couple of ballads that would be
bettor left out. The cake walk finish

9

Thespians Rendezvous Supreme

Cafe Marquard
BIG

COLUMBIA

THEATRE

REVUE FEATURE8

SAN FRANCISCO

GEARY
MASON

and

with all three participating was
Smith and
generously applauded.
Cook closing the bill got laugh after
talk, the
the
laugh after laugh for
burlesque dance by one of the men
the
Again,"
"Back
getting howls,
King offering was filled with laughs
the
with
show
fne
provided
an<!
come,!/ that the vaudeville portion
lacked.

SCENERY BY EDWIN

J. /.

H.

A. C.

BLUMENTHAL

&

CO.; Inc.
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THE WEST.
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ANNA LANS,

Between TO WELL, and
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NELL
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O'DON- JAPANE8E REVUE
Songs,

(1).

"Nearly Single"

(ccmedy

Dances

WEAVER BROTHERS.

(7).

and

Electrical

playlet).

Two, FuH Stage mnd Rivers ids.
The Weavers axe better known in
the West than hers, apparently so
far
as the big houses are concerned.
combiThe Japanese Revue is a
nation singing, dancing and scenic The act Is a rural novelty and
spectacle, employing six girls and proved its ability to take a spot.
The brothers are billed as the
a man, who works a lamp producing
electrical effects from .he orchestra "original handsaw musicians." There
pit- Th* act has an attractive open- has been plenty of discussion over
ing, which establishes it immedi- jest wiiC' did put trie h&a&Mw eorunt
From their proately. Four of the girls' heads are in vaudeville.
thrust through as many holes in a ficiency the Weavers have been getlarge fan, the fan being embroidered ting music out of the tool for some
on a drop in "one." The fan Is time.
Prior to the handsaws which the
orange and the body of the drop
The girls comprise a sing- men work singly and in duet, there
black.
ing quartet, the turn starting with was a comedy song and a one string
an ensemble number, which is tune- pitch-fork fiddle stunt, with the
fully sung, good lighting accentuat- tune worked out by the movement
ing the color values of the scenic of the edge of a cigar box instead
The
background. Full stage scene next, of pressure of the fingers.
with Jap scenery, possessing a dash saws are worked both with mallets
of the futuristic. The female quar- and bows. The Weavers walked ofr
Jbee.
tet have another inning here, like- to a good score.
wise the fifth and sixth members of
the troupe, respectively a poser and TRIPOLI
TRIO.
10 Mint.; Ons,

18 Uir.*.; Pull Stag*.
Fifth Avs.
C. H. O'Donnell wrote

One.

what he
dubs a "domestic flash" in "Nearly
the comedy vehicle in
Single/'
which he and Julia Nash are appearing. There are not only bright
lines,
but really humorous ones
and the running ccriim/'rit between
the stage man and wife holds a
good deal that is true and human.
The couple have Just come from
the theatre; she is in fighting trim,
accusing him of flirting with another woman who was sitting beside him. The battle is on, with
hubby declaring the man who wrote

"Home Sweet Home" must have
been the world's greatest liar.

He tries to explain that the
woman asked him a single favor
about changing his seat, but it is
no go, for wifie had distinctly heard

Keeney's.

(8p«cisi.)

(Brooklyn.)

to "go easy kid, my
with me."
Hubby rages about being con- dancer.

him advise her
wife

is

living
an
nagged and
A summer house with transparent
Wifie walls is lighted and stage darkened,
"alarm clock existence."
pulls out the letter in which he showing poser in disrobing bit This
proposed to her seven years ago. is very brief, but a fleeting glimpse
After showing the difference in his is given of the disrober, as she
she
herself strips to what appears to be a union
feelings,
declares
"through."
The maid hears them suit. It's a silhouette effect, and
mention having been wed in June artistically handled. The Idea of the
of 1914 at Islip and explains if that girls' heads through the fan is remis the date and town, they aren't iniscent of the old animated music
married at all, because a mildly in- sheet idea, and the silhouetted dissane minister from an asylum had robing a second cousin to similar
taken charge of the church and bath house bits, but in each inwhen it was later discovered, all stance as done in the Japanese Remarriages performed were declared vue, the ideas have been reshaped
invalid.
so as to leave little or no trace of
That changes everything. Hubby their parentage. A toe dance also
wants to rush for a minister show- is introduced in this scene, coming his inclination to wake up in petently executed.
More lighting

stantly

'

the morning to find himself a free
bunk. Wife won't hear of
He
it and intends staying free.
old
proposal
letter,
grabs
the
spouts the sentiment and she falls
for it. Maid returns with an old
newspaper and it is then shown the
town she meant was in New Hampshire, not Islip. Curtain with hubby
saying he knew he couldn't have
been that darned lucky.
Some earlier lines between the
maid and O'Donnell brought one of
the act's best laughs. She comes in
to explain the beefsteak item on
the butcher's bill was an error it
should have been 63 cents instead
of 60. He declares he won't pay it.
But when she goes on to say that
the man who brought the whisky
said the price would be $19.50 instead of $10, ho said, "Well, that's
reasonable enough."
"Nearly Single" is nearly farce.
The action Is carried along at a
fast clip. Both Miss Nash and Mr.
O'Donnell aro very good and the
value of every point is worked to
the full. The playlet was amusing
all the way and drew a full measure of well earned curtains. This
one will fit the bigger bills to a

man was

—

>

Ibce.

nicety.

MURDOCK

and

'*

KENNEDY.

Comedy

Talk, Songs, Dances.
11 Mint.; One.

Columbia (April

3).

Medium height, slender, dark girl
walks across stage with tall slender
youth following her. She halts dead
centre to upbraid him and they get
acquainted, which introduces opening song where the differenco in
sizes is commented upon lyrically.
This is followed by a good eccentric
dance, both being nimble kickers,
tho male getting considerable altitude with his long legs.
Some crossfire with the
fecting

a

semi-nut

man

follows.

af-

His

comedy efforts don't land through
weakness of material. He does a
good

eccentric steps
while she changes to pretty black
short skirted dress for her song, "Oh
Boy," delivered in vivacious style.
double eccentric acrobatic dance
concludes. They are excellent dancers and should stick to their knitting.
As little as poasibto on the
comedy efforts will improve the
turn, which should reach big time
standards with intelligent pruning.
Con.

routine

of

A

CHARNOFFS GYPSIES

Slnginj.
14 Mina;

Two.

American.
Three men with uncommonly
agreeable voices. They are seated
about a table at the rise of the
curtain, dressed in picturesque Neapolitan costume, playing cards and

singing a semi-operatic number.

A

first
rate, easy beginning
for a
straight singing turn.
After a short number, two men go
off
and the tenor sings "Irish
Mother of Mine as a solo, the number being exceedingly pleasing, although scarcely the selection you
would look for from a picturesque
Italian.
One of the trio follows
with various antics as incidental to
'

the drop.

One

gles, followed
Stage
ing.

a

-A

Mechanical Novelty Automaton.
12 Min.; Full Spec. Drops (2).

Sketch.
20 Mins.; Pull Stage (Interior).

Columbia (April 3).
"Enigma" Is offered as an eleeautomaton which Is supposedly operated and controlled by elecAn announcer explains the
tricity.

American Roof.

of the vocalists sin-

by quartet harmoniz-

with the ballad.
Went through with a whoop on its
quartet having individual lights on
solid excellence as a singing turn,
their faces makes excellent effect.
comedy providing just the right
the
To "two" next, an embroidered drop,
with toe dancer soloing, poser in relieving note of contrast to the
sentimental songs. Ought to be a
center, and four girls harmonizing.
any kind of
Different costumes are fitted on the rousing number on
smaller
time with possibilities for
of
figure of the poser by means
The subjects are an early spot in important bills, decolor effects.
pending on the surrounding show.
really artistic and miles in advance
Rush.
the regulation posing-lantern
of
With Its frequent
turns.
slide
GIRLS.
WILSON
THREE
change of scene, novelty lighting
effects and the ability of its people Singing and Dancing.
darkened,

entertain, the Japanese Revue 14 Mins.; Two. (Special).
shapes as a decidedly effective flash Keeney's (Brooklyn).
Three young girls in a refined and
feature for the pop houses, likewise
holding values for an early spot in well staged singing and dancing
BeB.
turn. All three are capable dancers
the big timers.
and one owns a pleasing singing
voice, considerably above the averCELESTE and CRANE.
age for a dancer. A special boudoir
Piano Act.
drape of a pretty blue color scheme,
Mint.;
One.
12
which blends effectively with the
23rd St.
A mixed team, woman vocalising, costumes worn, makes an excellent
background for the numbers.
very
grand.
Neither
is
the
man at
Open as a trio with introdnctory
expert, but the man as a piano
pounder is a better hoofer. He Is song, supplemented by brief bit of
stepping.
Two of the girls next
ablo to fake it as accompanist,
offer a double introducing some
however.
They open with a special ditty neat toe dancing. Girl mentioned
advising the audience to put down as having a voice does a ballad, folat least it betrays lowed by another double by the pair
its programs
the team's ambitions to attain big- that had previously contributed the
time bookings, with programing and toe stepping. Vocalist back for a
singing bit and the three
all that. The 23rd St. patrons look short
to the annunciators for their pro- close with fast dancing finish.
There
is an atmosphere of daintigram information. She then soloes
a female version of "My Gal" in a ness about the act, which comrather indecorous decollete that bined with the cuteness and petite
leaves next to nothing to the imag- manner of the three, lifts It several
ination from the waist up. A double notches above the regulation sister
vocal number followed, following turn of the pop house variety. The
which she "dreams of you" for a costume changes are also in exceltaste.
The act opened the
solo, in pajama get-up, with a mir- lent
ror reflection l»it into the upper show at Keeney's, and did well in
that
trying
always
spot.
stage box for an audience number.
Bell
Tho man's "Spanish Dancer" got
something and a dance double sent
them off to tepid response in the ROSA and JOSEFA.
Freak Act.
deuce spot.
The miss- is a voluptuous damsel 10 Mins.; One.
who would be wiser In confining her Pantages, New Orleans.
charms to a less frank degree. As
New Orleans, April 6.
This Is an attraction discovered
they stand, it's No. 2 In the threeby Ike Rose in Europe and presented
Abel.
a-day.
to

—

BILLY MILLER and CO.
Comedy Sketch.

by him this week for its first American appearance in vaudeville, the
two sisters with their bodies Joined

(2.)

Restrained comedy sketch wltfc
dramatic coloring, the story revolving about the situation of at
rich lawyer who makes court of a'
so-called Invention In "one" preced- shady sort to his stenographed
Principals are Jeane Allen andf
ing the turn.
The drop parts to disclose a prop Ted MacLean. The situation at the*
switchboard operated by an assist- beginning is hammered home that)
ant lp evening dress, "JEnigma," a the girl has long resisted thel
figure about seven feet tali, is fao "boss " advances, but Is under 4h,{£
The operator ex- difficulty of having borrowed hist
ing the house.
plains that a switchboard apparatus money to pay her mother's doctor**
on the back Is the controlling bills.
medium. Wires are observed leadShe has a worthless brother whe)
ing to the main switchboard where constantly makes demands upon
a spark is sizzling.
her for money and the "boss" uses
The figure is dressed convention- this circumstance in an effort to
ally with a long frock coat, a masked force her to agree to his proposals
Under for "a cosy flat." When the poor girl
face and baggy .trousers.
direction it walks, writes name upon it at the worst of her troubles, enan easel, ascends and descends ters brother with a demand that she
steps, turns crank of a motion pic- get him $800 to cover a shortage in
ture camera, hits piano keys in hap- his books. If she refuses, he will go
hazard manner and operated one to jail. A client has just sent a
hammer in a duet of hammers large sum of money to the lawyer
played while illustrating the "Anvil and the roll .is carelessly disposed
Chorus" from "II Trovatore."
on the stenographer's desk. Brother
At the finish the figure is seated. snatches up part of the money and
Wooden legs are removed, the head departs.
Is divided in twain and the front of
Lawyer makes a show of using
the coat opened disclosing colored the theft as a weapon to force the*
lights and mechanism.
girl's compliance to his wishes, but
The operation of the switch and at the end it turns out that his inthe undressing will convince the tentions are altogether honorable,
average layman. The skeptic will designed to test her strength of
immediately perceive that the trunk character and all clears up with a
of the figure is ample to conceal a proposal of marriage. Sentiment is
human operator.
rather obvious and of the family;
The announcer should aim at a story paper sort of the pure woman
more convincing manner of address and the villain who pursues her, but
if he wants the offering to be ac- the
effect gets over fairly well.
cepted as a convincer.
His light Crowd at the American received
manner of delivery arouses sus- the effort mildly.
picion.
Con.
Rush.

triangle

of

OLLIE YOUNG and APRIL.

"Grouch"

boss,

"Bubbieland" (novelty).

10 Mins.; Two (special hangings/*
Fifth Ave.
tho latter tall
For the past several seasons
and good looking. The routine is
OUie
Young has been developing
supposed to occur while the pair
his
idea of soap bubbles. In the
are at a party and Is labeled "Bepresent routine the juggling, fortween Dances."
A flirtation bit at the start, he merly the main feature of the turn,
entirely discarded.
is
telling in the language of war how
Using black drapes hung in two.
he will pursue her until she agrees
Young
and April appear as Pierro
to wed. She replies she is engaged
At first the glri
to another, but will call the engage- and Pierrette.
reads a "recipe" about soap bubment off.
bles.
The
various
shapes and
During a change by his partner
the man offers "Some Little Bug," bubble stunts are worked out with
the number done by Roy Atwell in soap films except a bit of "Bil"Alone at Last." Atwell's tortoise liards," where glass balls are emshell spectacles are used, though no ployed.
Both, "however, succeed in "jugimpersonation is announced.
The
girl was out for a slow tempo bal- gling" the bubbles, at times on a
lad, after which there was a letter parasol and then upon sticks. Many
but in which the youth discovers of the bubbles are filled with
They succeed in running
it is his father who has been paying smoke.
ono such down a string pathway.
attention to her.
He remarks that she owes the old The girl who looks like a new
boy something for all his presents, April, sings "Bubbieland" near the
but she replies that when she thinks close, while Young scatters bubbles
of the hours she spent with him, by means of a small electric fan,
she earned them. A relationship bit For the finish, bubbles with gasoas to what might have happened If line mixed aro burned by contact
she wed the father got something, with a lighted candle. The act Is
but was too long. They close with a novelty good for opening on the
"No Wonder You're a Wonderful better bills.
lbrr.
Girl."
The act is overtime. Another song number for the girl's NOLAN, LEARY
and C. (1).
single should be more effective and "Oh, Jasper"
(Farce).
the routine should be speeded.
13 Mins. Full Stage.

Man and woman,

Jose.

CHESTER

and

WARREN.

Acrobatics.
7 Mins.; Three.
23rd St.

Tho men enter in checked business suits, remove the Jackets and
go into a fast routine of familiar
ground tumbling. Working fast and
hard, however, brought them considerable in the way of applause.

An announced

feat was a back
somersault by one of the men, In
which he lands on his head with a
loud thump after describing a medium sized parabola. It is a foolhardy stunt and its very foolhardiness earns it the approval it did.
The performer uses no head covering, nor is his shock of hair very
imposing.
Good for either end of pop house

Abel

lay-outs.

JACKSON

and

TAYLOR.

together but with separate heads, Songs.

Full Stage.

Columbia.
Small time comedy sketch writton around the usual "business"
sten-

The quintet, two nun and three ographer and son who is in love
women, open in "four," singing with latter. Father doesn't approve
what probably is a native Rustrian of tho affair, and Isn't convinced
folk song, accompanying themselves until offspring saves him from beon string instruments. The balance ing swindled out of $45,000.
of the routine is a cycle of 'hock"'
Miller gives a capable characterdancing, most of it seen Ixfore, with ization of the middle-aged business
a few new steps, well executed. man addicted to witty retorts and
One of the women is also some- extracts all the laughs possible from
his mediocre linta.
The two supthing of a too dancer.
Tho two men do a double sol<> porting players are weak. Tho son
told
all
particular,
and
In
Jumbling his lines In
that won considerable
the act might fit in neatly on some bewildering fashion. At the Columbig-time bills. It's a corking act of bia before a "soft" gathering the
Abel turn Just passed.
Con,
Its kind.

23d Street.
This is a bedroom act.
But
though the principals are dressed
for that there Isn't a sign of any*
thing naughty. A girl appears In"
pajamas and explains she had been
to a picture show.
She raves over
the hero, one Jasper Jewett
That person happens to be a
somnambulist and he walks Into the
boudoir in 'Jamas and bathrobe.
She takes him for a burglar, and at
the point of her wavy pistol compels him to phone for the police. A
policeman finally arrives and is in
the going until the end. The action
puts them in bed, but not together,
the sleep walker being palmed off as
auntie with the aid of a nightcap.
When the supposed knocking of
the officer Is first heard Jasper tells
the cop that it is the apartment of
Douglas Fairbanks, and when the
knocking ceases ventured that it
was probably Owen Moore. The
farce will do for three a day, for it
is a change from the sketch idea.

S

15 Mins.; One.
arms and limbs.
They stand around/* and a .4s en t Fifth Ave.
This duo emerged from cabaret
whilo Rose explainatheir physical
and mental sides. Both play the last -season and framed their rouviolin and xylophone and also sing, tine with a jazz band. A piano acbut a display of these attributes is companist has been substituted.
They are using blues numbers
not deemed necessary as Rose and
^oscfa is a freak turn purely. It is almost entirely with little attempt
the type of act Willie Hammerstein at variation. One of the ducts held
loved to book for "the corner" in a culinary lyric.
It
was called

the old days.
at

It Is creating a stir
Pantages here. •They opened cold

Friday, but the business for
day, Saturday and Sunday
boomed. Iko Rose and tho 2 in 1
sisters arrived in America over a
month ago. Next week they begin
a tour with the Wortham Shows as
a de luxe feature.
Samuel
last

that

(3).

trical

scintillating

"Trail to Home, Sweet Home," a
particularly sweet rendering of the

MODERN DIANA"

"ENIGMA."

playing a piano accordion and then
MACK and JAMES.
drop a comedy number to the same ac- Talk and Songs.
companiment dealing with a "Shimof some white spangled material.
18
Mina; O.ie.
Panoramic color effects showing mying Marie Ooch." They finish 23rd Street.
after more comedy clowning with
pretty landscapes are thrown on
effects also.
Back to one,

18 Mins.;
(5).

Song and Dance.
14 Mins.; Four (Special Cyc).
23rd St.

Handsaw Musicians.
One

10 Mins.;

Effects.

Iber.

NEAPOLITAN DUO.
tinging*
10 Mins.; One.

Broadway.
Two men,

In

typical

"wop" CO*-

tume, in a routine of songs, including selections from "Rigoletto" and
"Pagliacci." Both have tenor voices
Ilome Again Blues.'* Miss Taylor of the robust type, and they handle
brought forth a new ono with the operatic airs effectively. Both
"Vamping Rose," which was ap- are Italians. "For All Eternity"
parently written for dialed pur- partly harmonized, for closing. *cnt
poses, though not so rendered.
them off for four recalls. Good singThe team has not disguised the ing turn of its kind, with vocal
cabaret air in their work. It's a ability that will send them through
Jazzy turn for tho three a day.
in the pop houses.
Turn has posIbce.
sibilities for development,

HUSBAND"
SOPHIE and HARVEY EVERETT. "HELLO
Faroe Comedy
(Skit).

Sloney"

«j Mint. One and Two.
CSd Street.
symbolised
Ifoney and gold are
specially written by
in this turn,
to the
holding
and
riyman
jtonnny
The man Is flrat
tonic throughout.
pirouette
a
uaing
cmTaa "money,"
oostume with dollar marks and dewritten around the
livering a rhyme
the "algood and bad influence of

..

a revised version of "In
and Out of Bed," a farce comedy.
Lewis & Gordon are the producers.
The act features Effingham Pinto,
late in support of Alice Brady in
"Anna . Ascends."
Alice McGuire
has the feminine lead.
A pink cycloramo and pretty
boudoir set Is the background for
mighty dollar.''
Mi«s Everett appears as the sym- what appears to be a real, naughty
which ehe says is bed room farce. Thoy are a newly
bol of gold,
money, and there £*'ft lyric 1i< ex- married couple of a f eW hours;. She
Harvey for his second is preparing to retire, but insists
position.
entrance sports a suit typifying the that the bridegroom spend the night
she says, Is her part- in an adjoining room to which he
who.
dollar,
looking for. goes after much protestation, which
ner and whom she is
out that includes references to a book he is
He qualifies by pointing
and that he reading about another's couple's
checks
are
bis '..ousers
honeymoon.
has a "date on every corner."
•Dollar Bill" then tells of his exBreaking from his last embrace
to
a
given
he
was
how
periences,
Miss McGuire addresses the audlbootlegger, but woke up to find him- ence, demanding the manager of the
federal agent's
self as part of a
act. She protests to tho latter about
How then he was traded in the scene, refusing to continue with
roll.
ticket and
for
a
office
box
the
at
the action, claiming it is too risque.
bow the stage manager borrowed The manager defends the plot, givfrom the* 'box office, and thus he ing statistics of bed room farce
found his way to the stage. Miss successes. Another voice interrupts
Harvey had another rhyme about from a box. It is the author who
Harvey then played upon a renounces the scene, claiming his
gold.
trombone while the girl changes to original manuscript was tampered
a soubrct rig.
For the finale a special silk drop
parter showing a large prop cash
through the bottom of
register,
The Harveys
which they exited.
have a novelty in their money skit.
with
It can be sharpened up, and
some changes should fit early In the
Jbee.

better houses.

BAGGOTT

and

is

Columbia (April 3).
Full sffege woodland set with wide
Picspreading pTQ£ tree centre.
ture slides are ^roJectetL on trunk
telling of the effbTt-JO/ secure a
novelty.

Lights up disclose a large egg in
the branches which opens to dls
close a girl in "chick" costume.
Doffing this, she grasps a rope
which is dropped from the flies and
goes into a routine of aerial gymraoqatoglne;
continually
TA&ftUctv
meanwhile.
The tree has been
"struck." She is attired becomingly
in tights and performs brilliantly
upon the rope, doing upside down
splits and contortions.
After a head first decent the girl

dons a minstrel top hat, cape and
cane and does "teeth" swings on a
rope.
The finish is a
swing over the heads of
few i;ows accompanied by

Deflowered
thrilling

the

first

a body spin.
It's a real novelty
and strong
enough to 'open any of the big time
bills hereabouts.
Con.

"THE TOY SHOP."

(4)

Tabloid.
23 Mins. Full Stage.
with. A minister has protested pre- American Roof.
viously from the opposite side of
Victor Hyde produced this one
the house.
It is frankly
for the small time.
Pinto upholds the girl's stand. tailored to flt the present style of
He explains they are engaged to be company it keeps and so qualifies.
Four people are in the cast. A
married In real life, and that the
situation called for by the manu- male comedian who Is a cross between Eddie Cantor and Harold
script is impossible.
1

The minister is appealed to and Lloyd with rimmed tortoise shel!
he mounts the stage to marry them. eheaters, a patent leather haired
cleye
ever
after they agree they can play the Juvenile, and two attractive
seene If they are really made man twins representing feminine contln

SHELDON

Club Jugglers.
10 Mint. "Three."

ing her re-appearance after several months' absence, pulled down
Speed and entertainment galore the hit of the show. Without the
in the Palace phow this week. Mon- aid of satine drops, piano player,
day night marked a succession of leader or any of the usual accessorand "knockouts/* ies. Miss Baker held the stage for
hits,
ovations
every one of the nine acts going 27 minutes, and had to beg off with
over.
The show started at a fast a speech after doing "Eli Eli" at the
clip by Kara, the juggler, never halt- Insistent demand of the audience.
ed for a second. It is seldom that Harry Kuby and Bert Kalmar are
an opening act at the Palace Rets credited with Miss Baker's exclua reception on its entrance, but Kara sive numbers, which included "Weldfdr^lie also took a legitimate bow come Stranger." "Irish-Jewish Jub"My Friend Mario" and
at the finish, with sufficient applause ilee."
to have warranted more than the "Holding Hands." in the "My Friend
solo bend. The pool ball manipula- Marie" number, an Italian dialect
tion, hat, umbrella and cigar jug- character song, there aro a couple
gling and some nifty work with a of pretty strong couplets. That tho
knife, fork and orange. In addition audi^hctv yjftttfd at the Itugjftstjpn;
to other tricks were signaled out for does not condone it.
individual applause during the Kara
Princess Radjah closed with her
Considering the few In the familiar "Egyptian" dancing.
turn
The
house throughout Kara's session, Princess ban a new snake, bigger
his reception was remarkable.
and far more wriggly than any she
No out-and-out acrobats in this ever had before.
The iron Jaw
week's show, but plenty of acro- business with the chair landed heavPearson, Newport ily.
batics at that.
Several among the audience
and Pearson, second, combining seemed to remember Radjah from
fast ground tumbling with hard the old Hammerstein days, and "cshoe dancing, caught 'em on the corded her a reception.
Brfl.
wing, keeping up the tempo set by
Kara, and sustaining it throughout.
The two men are clever tumblers
and the woman a good entertainer.
Tuesday evening's balmy weathBy the time Wood and Wyde, third,
were on, the house had reached ca- er found but a sparsely Ailing at the
Colonial,
notwithstanding a strong
There .is a
pacity proportions.
wealth of travesty in the Wood bill on paper which ran UP to expectations.
The house seated early,
and Wyde turn, some of it broad
and some subtle, but nine -tenths warmed up with the opening turn,
kindly
taking
to the acrobatic dancof it extremely funny. The trick of
having the solemn visaged balladist ing of Mile. Nana, assisted by Alexis
who.
although,
billed to close the
iill in the scenic changes with brief
bits of antiquated song hits is real show, were brought down Into the
early
spot
fo
eliminate
the bunching
Laughs crowded each
burlesque.
other in the act Monday night, of too much dancing in the last half.
Gd.
Furman
Bill
Nash,
with a
and
to
shouts
of
ranging from giggles
piano routine, No. 2.
the hilarious variety. A well-writ- song and
slipped
over
resounding
hit
in the
a
travesty
splendidly
played
ten and
this, mounted like a Broadway pro- early position, which should warrant
them
a
later
position
in
the
wallop.
for
duction. It landed
a
best of bills in which they are
Edwards, fourth, bound to play. The boys topped off
Clayton and
Mr. Edwards a well, routined list of numbers,
stopped the show.
could not give 'em enough of his with a knockout medley that should
crooning jazz melodies.
The act last them for many a day, and Tueshas reached the standard classifica- day night brought them such retion in unusually short time and turns
that an encore a * necessary.
deservedly so. Both are talented In This team, which is comparatively
their departments, and their comnew, should prove one of the standbined efforts is a real vaudeville act ard two-men turns of the day.

PALACE-

Aoria* Oymaastio Novell*.
10 MMf-l Full Stao*.

••••«?••

If Mine.; Full Stag*.
Fifth Ave.

This

GIRL.9

THB/^VONDER

(5.)

I

COLONIAL.

The eeremony follows gent.
and wife.
The latter lead numbers and do
smooth upon the rosttHItt, Arthur and manseveral interesting dance doubles,
club juggling, passing ager are called upon the stage as
handling lines In the coraetTy
also
The latter witnesses. The eeremony and act bits and scenes between the special
and boomerang hats.
re- conclude With ,the principals emis worked up for good comedy
The turn has a light plot
tics.
braced.
sults in slow passing from head to
The that hasn't a dull moment In it.
The act is well written, cleverly which concerns the title.
"Indoor Sports," a comedy sketch
head, the tempo -gradually IncreasJoseph E. Howard, assisted by
The juvenile sells a toy dOll he has In- Johnny Dale and a company of credited to Harlan Thompson and
ing until the pair are working like cast and lavishly produced.
One
for
$50,000.
comic,
the
to
Herbert, carried laughs from
Hugh
'fhe
finish
dialog
is bright,
is the vented
finish
including
strong
seven,
three
Chinese,
made
It
a
beavers.
given an
weakest link, lacking the big punch of the girls Is thereby
whooped things up, closing the first curtain to curtain. The four people
for them.
opportunity to do a "mannild.i half.
handling the vehicle, Genevieve
Mr.
Dale,
shoe
neat,
soft
a
this
would
put
act
the
unthat
In
her
The girl looks attractive in
Mildred Davis, James
dance" cleverly assisted by the f'tepper, made the third to contrib- Prlzselle,
smart costumes while the man is a usual class.
ute dancing in the first half, but he Hunter and Edmund Dorsey, get the
At present it will have smooth other.
of
clean cut chap with a likeable perbest
out
it, giving the necessary
old
accepted the handicap of competiThe bits in the turn are the
lie fastest of company,
action to a comedy vehicle of merit.
sonality and a good pair of hands. sailing in
standards and the dialog mostly in tion and gathered In a whale of a Krank Catty,
is
welcome
interesting
a
and
and
of
"passes"
a clean-cut ventrilshoulder
The over the
The arrangement of ''Chin
the same category. The entertain- hit.
Toy," the Howard vehicle, permits oquist, fared nicely in a routine
the team pulled laughs when the comedy diversion for vaudeville.
lies In the specialties of the
ment
which
denotes
him as an originator
Con.
of numerous specialties, ail of the
man got a hop on his fast one withprincipals with the girl coming in
speedy
type.
Mr.
Howard did in his line. Caby devotes but a small
out making the girl back up.
lion's share of the approval. "Hello My Baby" and several of his port 'on of his time to the customary
the
for
An unusually Interesting turn of LILLIAN WALKER.
They like the turn on the Roof old
favorite
compositions
and worn with dummy, using imaginary
this type and an ideal opener or Picture Talk.
dummies for the major portion of
and it should have x.o trouble plead- cleaned up.
bills.
Mins.;
One.
8
day
a
three
the
closer for
following the laughthe Howard act, Mr. his offering,
Following
the pop house audiences.
ing
Con.
Orpheum. New Orleans.
Con.
Howard auctioned off several box- ing hit scored by "Indoor Sports,"
Now Orleans, April 6.
en for the V. M. P. A.-N. V. A. ben- Caby had little trouble in getting the
efit
performance Friday afternoon laughs started In his direction with
with quite an JACK GEORGE DUO.
Lillian Walker,
MERRICK and WING.
(today), prefacing the auction with his very first attempt.
Piano and Songs,
acquaintanceship in pictures, has Comedy Talk and Songs.
Pearl Begay with her band closed
a boost for the show.
He sold a
turned her star to vaudeville, but 19 Mins.; One (Spec. Drop.)
t Mins.; One.
seat for $100 and a couple of boxen tho first half, supplying that ever
American Roof.
it is a beclouded one submerged in
surefire flash of hers. The Colonial
Columbia (April 3).
for $25 each.
Woman pianist and male in single lack of stage experience and bereft
Vernon Stiles, the operatic tenor, audience showed great respect for
Special drop of exterior of weird Her offering is Just
and double songs. Both voices are of sparkle.
Mr. Stiles her acrobatic work with the usual
owls, skull and opened the second half.
with
cave
looking
A popular anecdotal and ooC bright enough at crossbones, etc., thereon. Black - wan not In good voice Monday approval stamped on the Jazz dancstrong and unmusical.
In Ray Sheldon, Miss Kegay
with
opening
night,
missing
a
of
couple
high ones. ing.
any time to start anything.
song is doubled for the
comic with girl feeder goes into This was due to a cold.
a boy who, in addition
He an- has selected
with another pop
Few picture lur.lnaries are skilled face
fair harmony
to his dancing, can handle a piano,
negro's fear of the nounced
on
based
routine
was
suffering
from
he
double following In which the male In the knowledge of Implanting conand
put
over
a number vocally In a
yards.
skeletons, ghosts and grave
stage fright, following a break on
solos' Ohio" getting results through versational points and most seem
way.
The theme is old, but the material one of the high ones, and was im- manly
Rubes" following
"The
Three
In a foreign atmosphere when bethe lyric.
has new twists and is capably de- mediately accorded a salvo of ap- "Topics of the Day," after intermisMiss Walker
Seated on the piano stool the hind the footlights.
livered. The girl has a foreign ac- plause. Presenting the same reper- sion, took down several rounds of
orchestra
spoke falterlngly and with nervousgirl sings "Gee Gee" to
toire as at the Riverside two or
cent and is an excellent feeder.
accompaniment in a strident voice ness apparent. She strove valiantly
ago, Mr. Stiles did won- applause and an easy comedy hit.
His description of going over the three weeks
Tho men have a unique offering
well, in view of the handiwith much straining and mugging to please but her material and
boy and his derfully
dough
and, with an audience of the Colwhile
a
top
to
hoarseness,
cap
his
closing to an
of
It just managed
for comedy.
equipment did not prove engaging. appeal to his "dogs" not to desert
onial type craving for knockabout
ovation.
land. Tlje man returns to crossfire
Samuel.
him has a new twist and was good
Lulu McConnell and Co., In "At comedy, their efforts are sure of
a couple of released gags, followed
recognition.
for big laughs.
Home," kept 'em howling for 22 satisfactory
Tempest and Sunshine, headlinby "Vamping Rose" a Hebrew dia- FREO and DAISY RIAL.
Tho house drop is lowered before minutes. The skit offers Miss Mc- ing,
presenting their customary
lect comedy number doubled, with- Rings snd Comedy.
which the girl solos "Just a Little Connell splendid opportunities for dainty offering, found an audience
It made a fairly
out tho dialect
8 Mins; Two (Special Orop).
Love" in French in a pleasing so- fun-making, with situations and not altogether to their liking, but
strong finish to a light Xo. 2, small Riverside.
business of the kind that often ocprano. In wig and specs as negro
which they soon educated up to a
Con.
time turn.
curs in the best of families when a
The Rials have dressed up their preacher with stand and book the row is in progress. Another un- state where their efforts were equally as well received as an act dering routine, using a silken drop comedian delivers a comedy sermon qualified hit.
to the much in demand hoGRACE and HOWARD.
and adding comedy in the way of written around "matrimony" and
Next to closing, Belle Baker mak- voted
kum.
Using three numbers with
Songs and Talk.
Some of the material is
"love."
chatter and other bits.
impersonations
and a brldul num12 Mint.; One.
Only the rings and a bit of the familiar, but he got results with all HOWARD and HELEN 8AVAQE.
ber for the finish, the girls displayed
Greeley Square.
porThis
webbing are shown, the drop part- of It through the delivery.
Sharp Shooting.
the usual charm which has always
A mixed team employing a rou- ing for that after dialog which leads tion could be shortened materially. 10 Mine.; Full Stage (Special Sot.) placed them in the first rank with
tine of chatter based upon the fa- up to talk of rings.
After a change to blue dress and Fifth Ave.
Wedding rings
sister teams. Clayton and Kdwards,
n*»xt to closing, found the house still
miliar late for rehearsal idea. The are mentioned and big circlets cover hat she has another song with the
A pretty set showing a summer strong enough to laufch
and scored
talk is snappily handled but the the gymnastic implements.
Daisy male Joining in the last bars for the
fountain, an easy hit without straining themrunning
idea is shop worn.
The man pos- Rial has two changes and works finish. It's a corking turn for the garden with
and
flowers
is dis- selves. Carl Emmy's I'ets closed the
furniture
wicker
sesses a voice of sufficient value to first, Kred saving bis .stunts for the three a day houses, but is running
show capably.
A little pruning would closed upon rising of the curtain.
Warrant the addition of another finish, and then doing her best feats. too long.
An attractive dark-haired girl, in
Con.
number to the turn in preference to
The new arrangement takes the help.
riding habit, enters for recitation
some of the present talk, his "Irish act out of the full stage class. Down
RIVERSIDE.
about the t/p« Of act to follow. The
Mother' number standing up satis- close ho ring work looks better and UNUSUAL DUO.
Monday, sample of May wcither
ffort to disguise the nature of the
factorily and "Apple BlOSSOm Time," the act is given new utiiiosphere in Roller Skaters.
successful.
She sings, iiuiisf a month ahead of time, found
turn
is
American Roof.
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The man

The act takes its billing probably
because it is a two man team InSongs. Balancing and Darcc3.
stead of the usual man and woman
One.
12 Mins.
Ouple for this kind of work.
Greeley Square.
The men have devised a number
of
Sptnf which are different, with
inLindsay,
i
former 1)
Cedric
gle known as "Cigar lio\" Lindsay, the younger skater taking unusual
a cigar box balancing positions while He whirled around
feat*] iag
At the close he locks
trick, has <ut down Oil his own spe- on the floor.
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paniest and orchestra leader. Whi!<'
that may be considered a duplication on the turn's payroll, the stunt
which is exploded and hits target. probably has worked out well. Tin
Doner act Is headlining and that
It
looks risky.
The finish is the girl in u. Cloak, about answers it. A goodly part f
ex
fastenings of which are shot off tbe r. umbers used ;ire probably
H
elusive, though the hillinc does not
hj 'hi- man without a miss
(Jood credit
was
a composer.
There
not
turn Of its kit 1. A little less ehatter it hitch In the routine. Kitty Doner
from ihe marksman wbei cloving Is newer to vaudeville than the
bills will h l<l In
house in igei
mil leal comedy stage, and she eer.•

i>

HtaSOD
reported us i»'in".
he le;».| with \'iv
a pi' in C f»:«
pH

i-

explains

a reflection in tho evening attendance which was distinctly off
Novelties and a fast pace made th<«
first section of the show stand out
from the later portion which, while
it
netted _ood scores, waa entirely
too slow.
Kilty Doner, with Ted
and Hose, had the top billing, and
Tom Wise and company had the
bottom line The Doners closed intermission, again going for a corking score, it is one of the very few
acts carrying both plar.o goconv
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tee to investigate.
A scries of shot follow with few
The dash is a "billiard"
misses.
shot by the mari. A rifle, mounted
in apparatus. Is aimed at a target
which is situated just above his
Staalirg beneath he fires at
head.
the triggers of the "stationary" gun

the

lr.

Drew

pin.
I

rifle

and aims
comedy by requesting commit-

that real bullets are used*
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no
anywhere

Tilly with
ist

rival male Imp. cssionin s-ij^lit. With h« r sar-

a good deal

torial neatness, there is
of the girl about her. That comes
out In : l, ° tough number and the
very neat "fakir' or tiypsy finale.
Mr. Wise has "what they want"
with Boy Briant'i turn originally
called 'The Old Timer.'' hut now
With Nila
"Memories."
entitled
Mac in chief support, (ho old star
held the house all the way, being
spotttd seventh. This will have feats

Ma U let

>'•*
loudest, *vtay in vaudefor the playlet is now booked
next year.
the spring of
"Within the past week or so the

ville,

until

back drop baa been changed, an d
It is much more in tune with the
balance of the exterior employed.
Glenn and Jenkins ran the topliners

a raee of

It.

In their usual

"7-11" babes brought out more real
laughs than the rest of the bill together. The colored comics have held

the same position and scored equalfour successive weeks in the'
big houses here, missing out but

ly in

once and that

because of

illness.

L*ooks like a good bet that their
present material needs little changing.

mules,

Fink's

though

as

billed

"vaudeville's equine Joy feast," has
lot more than the two mules and
The turn was
the several ponies.
alloted No. 3 and made excellent
going of it. The somersaulting of
the dogs first brought a rour.d of
All of Fink's animals,
applause.
Including the monks, work as though
It is out of the
they enjoyed it.
ordinary to find an act of the sort
In a spot, and it certainly worked
•
out to advantage.

a

Marguerita Padula, programmed
with a final "a," entertained nicely,
after the "Topics of the Day," which
brought forth more giggles than

Her idea of holding her
usual.
numbers together with the thread
works out well. Both her
piano numbers and whistling were
and she won a sufficient
liked,
measure of apnreciation to have

of "plot"

warranted encoring.

The

"Weave*

rural

Urothers,

musicians admitting Arkansas as a
habitat, were a novelty on fourth
Vincent O'Donnell,
(New Acts).
the "Kid McCormlck," warbled on
second. O'Donnell is a bright youth
with a personality. He did not get
started until next to finale of his
routine. Then closing to "Pretty
Kitty Kelly," he won enorgh to encore but spoke thanks instead.
Both opening and closing acts
Fred
dressed the stage in silks.
and Daisy Rial, with a changed

routine (New Acts), were number
The notice about the closing
one.
act on the program and also shown
on a slide could not hold them in for
Mcintosh and Musical Maids. One
of the girls, with beautiful tresses
down to her knees, is a curiosity in
these dayi of bobbed thatches. The
routine of the Scotch quartet was
far too low and slow for the snot.
1

bee.

JEFFERSON.
Not even a "name" draw

like

SHOW REVIEWS

place of his hlrth. Other local refa pleasing small time Jap act^^
erences made by Breen were likea girl singing and dancing.
Jack Stern and Billie Shaw*-camc wise just as accurate. He cleaned
make excellent appearances and in for a very fair share of tluj an<ji. up a sizeable hit. Following his
can read lines acceptably. The two ence's approval. Stern l|UMndcd at specialty Breen made a splendid plea
men supporting them are also capa- the piano for severalctfner num- for public support of the V. M. P. A.Billie
Shaw.^'daneed and N. V. A. benefit on Friday (today).
ble.
For the speech portion, Mr. bers.
The Reynolds Trio, a mixed singBushman remarks that contrary to showed a couple^jOrtricky costumes.
Fay MajrJferfTwas the real hit of ing and dancing combination, closed
the playlet character which he personated, he is not worth two mil- the regular vaudeville program, but the vaudeville section with a finely
However. costumed and prettiiy mounted turn.
lion dollars, but in reality is quite Bha-"Tiad little tp beat.
poor.
Fay Marbe has something and The two girls are lively steppers of
should the modern school and the man a
she
worked
out
properly
However, it remained for Sylvia
They
Clark to annex ton honors of the develop Into a very good single. A corking soft-shoe dancer.
that wnt over exceptionally for the
appearance
and
figure
a
floe
evening.' The
giad fciri" clown, d
made to wear clothes hh\L closing spot. Tuesday night the
all over the place with a choice was
vehicle of specialty numbers, the should wear costumes of the very Broadway held a good crowd in the
She sings a little orchestra section, but the balcony
sum total resulting in a halt of the striking sort.
show after the annunciator for the and dances a little, plenty well was very light. A picture showing
of single she a number of female pseudo picture
type
enough
for
the
closing act was revealed. A smile,
a bow, a wise crack, a laugh and a should aim to do, for with the stars in a funny-face contest sponshould sored by a New York daily newsappeal
clothes
the
proper
final bow
and she was permitted
reach the women as well as the paper, news weekly and feature picto depart.
the ture completed the bill.
or
Tanguay
the
men.
Either
Bell.
Fred and Al Smith, trapeze and
ring duo, closed, and, though work- Kitty Gordon type of costume, with
would
personality,
it
Frenchy
the
ing fast, could barely hold their own
with the impatient crowd edging be up to the builder of her act and
81 «t
Mis* Marbe needs a builder.. The.
toward the exits.
The warm weather tended to
right one should make her a real
away from the theatres
big time single of an unusual type. keep em
section of
FAY'S INTIMATE CONCEKTS.
Frank Fay has a great idea in his along the residential
Broadway Monday night, with the
Wank Fay has been running intimate concerts, but back of the result
did drop in
who
those
that
Sunday night concerts at the Cort Idea, he needs some real vaudeville
wandfred down the aisles up to
theatre all winter.
The entertain- which ho has not been giving. Last
hour, considering the
ments have been novel in charac- Sunday night the evening would quite a late
portion of the program
ter.
They started off very light as have been a dismal failure if it vaudeville
It looks as if the
9.30.
around
ends
Frank
Duffy,
to attendance, built up substan- had not been for Mr.
attendance figures have begun to
tially and are now drifting off. This Fay (himself) and a few people in
summer.
the
for
decline
their
volunteered
audience
who
the
may be due to a number of things.
The serial screen stars, Virginia
Lrftst Sunday the weather was Ideal services.
A Sunday evening spent with Pearson and Sheldon Lewis, held
for anything but theatre-going and
undoubtedly this had its effect on Frank Fay and Mr. Duffy at the forth in lights as topping the bill
the attendance. Another thing that Cort theatre is worth while, espe- with their dramatic playlet, "The
is
affecting the business is the cially for the insiders. A few real Second Chance." Since last caught,
Mr. Bewis has toned his emotional
price.
Fay has overstepped him- laughs are assured.
minutes down to quite some extent
self somewhat in trying to get $3 a
and, as far as both he, personally,
seat for a vaudeville style of enterand the act are concerned to adtainment.
It cannot be called a vaudeville
A smooth-playing eight-act lay- vantage. The only emotional acting
entertainment. If anyone looks at out at the Broadway this week, run- done now is taken care of by Miss
This still remains a bit
it as a vaudeville show, last Sunning wholly to singing, talking, Pearson.
day night's exhibition was poor en- dancing and music, with a substan- overdrawn, but, on the whole, is
tertainment. On the other hand, if tial comedy strain making for bal- accepted by the audience in good
faith. The act seems to have gained
it
is called a vaudeville style of ance.
Instead of the usual acrosomething
sadly
it
entertainment
there
are many batic or silent turn for opening, momentum.
The elimination of a few
things to be recommended and Major Jack Allen initialed the show lacked.
many a laugh for the insiders of with a likeable lecture on wild ani- "red-fire" speeches has helped considerably to that end.
show business.
mal hunting, illustrated with movThe substantial strength of the
Just how the layman accepts this ing pictures. The major is a fluent
evening came late with the two
bit of horse play is a question. speaker, with personality and stage
closing
acts. Gordon and Ford and
There are unquestionably many, presence, holdhjg the audience at
especially in New York, who like attention throughout his monolog. Bobby McLean, with his fast footwoi
k
the ice.t Both turns easily
on
to be known as on the inside or Pictures showing the capture alive
as Intimates of the profession and of a mountain lion, lynx and black took the honors of the night, with
(Jordon
and
Ford having nothing
to these the Fay evenings should bear are filled with thrills and made
particularly difficult to follow, and
appeal. The idea is a splendid one doubly
interesting
through
the
and there is none better adapted chatty and intimate way the inci- cleaning up on the comedy end of
show, and McLean scoring
for this breezy style of Intimacy dents attendant on the hunt are the
through his personality along with
with an audience than Fay.
A described.
the
speed
with which he works.
ready wit, a quick tongue and with
The Neopolitan Duo (New Acts)
The first half consisted of Lohse
it a pleasing personal
touch with- were
second,
the
way
pavlnar
nicely
and
Sterling
(Mew Acts), opening,
out at any time getting offensive,
Fay runs the concert from the aisle for Ltda McMillan and Bert Snow, thence followed by Peggy Carhart
following,
with
comedy
a
sketch.
who
rendered
four selections on a
of the theatre.
Announcing the
She seemed to encounter
acts before each appears and mak- Miss McMillan plays in a convincing violin.
manner
part
a
that
might
easily
some
be
difficulty
with the boys in the
ing remarks after they disappear,
coupling with this a few stories of overdone, and Mr. Snow likewise pit, but overcame it to finish nicely
evidences
the
finish
in
his
work
that
after
playing
medley of "pop"
a
his own or carrying on a conversation with someone in the auditor- comes of application, study and ex- numbers preceded by three of the
perience.
The
little
playlet
heavier
caught
variety.
Miss
Carhart posium giving the whole affair a
every laugh in sight and then some. sesses the needed appearance with
clubby atmosphere.
the
addition
of
an
attractive
smile
Alexandria, the xylophonlst, had
The Idea Is not exactly new. It
that will gain her attention, and
was done in England almost a cen- *em buffaloed for several minutes she's
an excellent musician.
tury ago, where a chairman presid- with his novelty opening. He's supGallagher and Rolley held the
^
ed at every music hall, announc- posed to be a stage hand placing the
spot,
3
affording
sufficient
ing the acts in a similar manner. instrument out in one for "Alexan- N'o.
satirical sketch, ranker far-fetched
in theme but tapablj handled and
mounted.
The formtr film stars

'

—

STREET.

BROADWAY.

liayne had
acting the

up

in

The Lunette Sisters, in fetching
Geisha costume, opened with their
whirling "iron Jaw" act, discarding an over-dressing three separate
times until down to full tights for
the whirling finish.

Keirn Brennen and Jimmy
J.
Rule song writer-piano act. No. 2,
walked off with a Bweet hit, Jack
Brennen whipping across a medley
of his pop hits of yesteryear that
scored big, and Jimmy capering
about at the ivories and otherwise
in between times even essaying a
new ballad by Brennen to approval.
Howard's Spectacle, a dog and
pony turn, is an excellent sight act
of its type and went big in the
trey spot. The cquines and canines
are handsome animals, well kept,
put
kindly
schooled I and
well
through their paces by their masters.

Kane and Herman
down the hit of the

in No. 4 pulled
first half with
their "ragtime cocktail" patter, the
begoggled comedian slipping across
a few telling Impromptus at tne
orchestra leader's expense, which,

audience comedian none
has shown the suave finesse of
Fay. Chief assistant to the Boss,
as Fay is called by his colleagues
about the theatre, was Jimmy
Duffy.
Mr. Duffy acted as stage
manager in a grotesque makeup
appearing for cross-fire talk with
Fay between each act. To those
who can only remember Mr. Duffy
under the piano enjoying an all
day lolly pop his work was a revelation.
Funny mannerism, a sense
of humor that digs laughs from almoHt any subject and a natural
versatility, ranging from a planologue to footlight falls and hokum
that is done to a three-dollar turn.
Mr. Duffy tei a comedian of rare
ability and ^his value to a show
should be manifold. In the absence
of any vaudeville material in the
first half of the program he helped
Frankie through dire straits last
aisle

or

Sunday

night.

The vaudeville acts themselves
are the smallest part of these eoncerts.
The Brazilian Duo. which
was really a trio, opened the show.

A man and woman dancing act
seemed with a piano player. The act has
nothing whatever. Amateurish and
afraid, they went through a routine that might have been opened
Ona Muson's "manly revue," in up just before they went on. Even
which she is assisted by a male though the Keith Booking Exsextet, showed her well-staged ve- change do not allow acts to play

whether rehearsed or

not,

raise the ire of that musician,
all to the appreciation of the downfront customers.

to

hicle

to

considerable

appreciation.

the <'ort Sunday nights there Is no
ex< use for this sort of thing at $3

The turn is handsomely mounted,
both in costuming and setting, and top.
a restful sight. The boys make fine
Baby Helen a girl of about
appearances in the opening number twelve (Kay specialises in child
in great coats and caps, but not so acts) had nothing to offer that most
good in checked trousers and black any family of children cannot dig

Single breasted coats. It giv< s one up. The orchestra did not help the
the impression that whoever ens
little one any nor did they assist
turned the production cheated on any of >,.• oth< r tutus.
As for Mis*
this particular angle.
May Marvin sang three or four
Munson, she proved a Rprightly numbers and being the first act
nymph,
radiating that had anything at all came in
terpsichorean
wholesome good cheer. Sheun and for a va«t amount of approval. In
Phillips, a couple of specialty hi">;- a regular vaudeville program she
«i
also gave good accounts of would hot look so well*
A good
selves hi a solo.
coon shouting voice With an over
th<
A. C. Ast<»r, following Intermis- ili Ire to put her numbers across
sion, showed a ventriloquist act that gave the Impri sion «>f working too
contains some naive repartee be- hard.
The
tween straight and "dummy
The M.i.ania Japs announced by
talk is really funny and witty.
Mr. Duffy, who wondered how tie
Bushman and Bayne then held Mazuma ever got Into the Cort
forth in their "Poor Rich Man' theatre on a Sunday night, showed
t

.

m

'

—

*

Bushman and Beverly
old Middlesex was the last to
much effect on counter- The
relinquish the custom a scorn of
humid weather without. years
ago.
Raymond Hitchcock Ed
The house was but 60 per cent, of Wynn and others have
done the
But what
its normal population.
thing
in
a
more or less similar
they lacked in numbers they made manner in musical shows. As an
applause.

Francis X,

Friday, April

dria,"

amousement with

ly

tion,

a man in dress suit apparentbeing the xylophonlst,
Following much dropping of props, which
pulled laughs of the hefty kind, it
develops the stage hand is Alexandria, and he proceeds to "beat the
life" out of the percussion instrument, playing a medley denoting a
thorough acquaintance with iL He's
a capable xylophonlst, is Alexander,
and an excellent comic, but if the
stage hand were to be toned down
a bit following the opening the effect would probably be considerably
more convincing. As it is now the
audience is apprised too soon that
Alexandria is not the stage hand he
purports to be, through the fact of
Alexandria's tendency to overdo the
clumsiness with which the stage
hand 1* supposedly afflicted. The
act landed solidly.
Avey and O'Neil, next, landed
their usual comedy returns and
scored with their solo dances. Two
genuinely clever negro impersonators these two chaps; with a sense
of the character seldom realised by
white men.
Every mannerism is
photographically correct and the
dialects acid proof. The crap game
Is one of the most natural bits of
comedy seen around this season, as

their conversabut it would have been a
thankless job had it not been for
the harmonica playing.
It brought
the team back for an encore.

8,
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thing on the program. The house
chuckled over the signs on the drop
picturing "Wiggin's Comer."
id%
May's hard -shoe dance brought %
solid response.
Dad "slapped" hie
daughter to "teach her a lesson,*
and the house laughed.
Julia Nash and C. H. O'Donnell
offered a new comedy playlet called
"Nearly Single" (New Acts), and it
proved a big number three. Jack*
son and Taylor, in a song routine
billed as "Blueing the Blues," lound
plenty of favor on second (Mew
Acts). The team was out last sea*
son with a jazz band, and are now
using a pianist only

Young and April (New Acts)
show interestingly.
the
Le Bergero, with her -ingle
posing act, was successful in hold*
Ollie

.opened
Elsie

ing a goodly portion of the audi*
A number of the poses were
provided by her two hunting dogs,
the animals working together and

ence.

singly.

the

Before

show

was a

there

snatch of film showing a crowded
theatre, with persons getting up and

leaving the house, discommoding
others on the same row of seats.
The scene had the caption, "Don't
repeat this scene." It ia the newest
wrinkle in the Keith campaign to
keep the houses intact while the
Ihec.
finale turn is showing.

AMERICAN.
bill and feature picture at the Koof the first half lost

The nine-act

a decision to the weather

man on

Monday night. About half a house
was in when the Ovandos, a foreign
appearing mixed team of xylophone
players, started the show moving

with an interesting repertoire of pop
and jazz melodies.
Merrick and Wing (New Acts)
were second, just passing in a piano
and song offering, Slg. Frantz and
Co. third, stirred up the first inFrantz
terest from the gathering.
with a
Is a comedy bicycle rider,
female and male assistant. He has
framed up a really interesting rouA surprise was Frantz cooing
tine.
a ballad in the midst of the festivities in a sweet, appealing voice.
He landed solidly. The girl wears
several attractive costumes and is
a pedal artist of no mean ability.
The turn got a good break in the
spot, which also helped.
Barnes and Lloraine, two neat
appearing young chaps, picked up
This pair
the theme following,

They are
should be heard from,
clever dancers and have the neccs«
sary showmanship and personalities
After several popular
to advance.
numbers doubled with jazzy delivery and technique, they do a song
and dance duet idea with one member imitating singers like "ilussey,"
"Leonard" and -Jolson," while the
dancing member does imitations of
George
doing
hoofera,
famous
White, Tat Booney and C.eorge M.

Tho latter is almost old
to be new, and we hope it
don't start another cycle of Cohan
imitators.
Some of the impressions ars not exact replicas, but
they were all liked on the roof.
little modernization with tho imitation idea brought up to date and
these youngsters will be ready for
spots on the best of the bills.
Cohan.

enough

A

"The Toy Shop" (New Acts)
the first half.
After intermission Curry and Graham, a man
closed

FIFTH AVE.

and woman duo
The sudden descent of spring ers, pleased with
weather appears to have little affect and Irish songs.
on business here. Tuesday evening fire in the pop
the house was capacity or very close holding a sweet
to

of

harmony

sing-

a cycle of Scotch

The

act is sure
houses, the male
tenor voice.
The
girl looked well in a Scotch costume in the closing double which
evolves into a song duel, the man
singing Irish favorites while the

it.

Good entertainment was provided
first -half bill, with no weakness at any point. Promise of a big
show for National Vaudeville Day girl handles Scotch numbers oppoThe house took to the idea
celebration Friday afternoon came site.
with an announcement from Jim and applauded each variation individually.
McWilliams, who was next to closArthur Do Voy and Co. in his
ing, and went over for the hit of the
evening.
They encouraged Mc- standard domestic sketch held inThe turn is full
Williams' nut stuff at the piano and terest following.
there were howls at the burlesque of long speeches, but De Voy played

by the

"grand opera"

bit.

There

Is

not a

deal of difference in the bit from
that of Charles Olcott's, but McWilliams seems to get considerably
more by poking more pointed and
ludicrous fun at the characters.
McWilliams made the K. V. A.
announcement, saying that a bill of
20 acts would make up the program.
far removed from the regu'ation Belle Baker and Ethel Levey
were
comedy business of the conventional mentioned among the extra acts.
block face comics as Frisco from Julia Kooney, who had been
on just
Flat bush.
ahead, was out in a smart suit, and
The Viol-Tnn Hirls duplicated the on her promise to imitate brotln r
success it has been making around 5> at she sold tickets among the un the other New York houses for'.dicnee, the usherettes aiding.
The
several seasons. The present com- sale was brisk
pany averages up nicely. Five girls
The Seven Honey Boys headlined
are now employed in the turn, all and went for a hit on fifth.
The
good fiddlers and cute and nifty "original" is left out of the billing
locking' to boot. Billy Abbot is still because of several changes
in the
playing his original role of the stage line-up, but the general results are
manager, handling ?hr vocalizing art good as ever. As a min«trel act
retting away with it in great shape. it is an example of good team work.
The young fellow plaving the part The Job of interlocutor switched
formerly played by Herman Tim- from one man to another.
Borne
berg and later Saranoff Is a good very good harmony singing won the
musician and handles the comedy turn a demand encore.
Care In
acceptably.
keeping the white costumes ImmacITarry'Breen, next to closing, un- ulate a Iso helps the "ho. a
boy
y
corked his familiar routine of nut turn
stuff and human -Interest patter to
Clinton and Rooney got a
there
'•'ii appreciation, putting a punch
was In the following spot, They
In tho show ri^ht where if iraa inshot ahead erlth a neat dance after
rended a punch should be.
Mr. the op-mug number. Misj Kooi
Breen evidenced that !e can get RPmi -riding costume, with its pockequally strong »• wits with serious ets, came in handy for the inflamaterial as well as with his likeable tion Of the now starring Pat.
Clinnonsense.
In telling the audience ton drew some laughs with
his talk,
be was born In Madison street, on but musaled one by not waiting.
the east side of New York, Mr
Ida May Chadwick with Dad
Breen was actually giving the exact number four as important as made
any-

intelligently, not trying to overdo
the part of the worldly father who
is trying to steer his son and daughter-in-law from the rocks of divorce.
The rest of the cast were
capable,
handling their separate
roles splendidly.
Tilyou and Rogers, old favorites
on the roof, cleaned up in tho next
to closing spot with their acrobatic
dancing and gymnastics. As a pair
of old gray-haired veterans they
flashed some difficult ground tumbling and lega mania. The constant

crossfire contained some new and
some old gags, all of which got
over at this house.
luffed strongly, but despite this, one
ber insisted on Stalling for bows
which held up the turn for a min-«

mem

ute or two.
Baggott and Sheldon (New Acts)
closed with fast club swinging and
boomerang hats, to be followed by
the feature picture.
<'<>n.

23RD
I.

Ch« U<

r

ST.

and Warren and Celeste

and Crane (both new acts) started
proceedings In the order named.

The sketch spot was occupied by
LefDngwi ii and Wallace, who have
a talky, obvious vehicle about a
brow* beaten husband who. like the
proverbial worm, finally turns/" 1
his domineering wife, only to find
her affection for him grown double
upon tii" discovery of her new "cave
man." Tin' team saves the piece by
working hard and injecting considerable "pep" in'o otherwise h-"*™"
nied lines.
The combination looks

Friday, April
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a standard duo and should repeat with the sketch in the pop

BROADWAY STORY

litre

CH TO GIVE SHOWS

(Continued from page 15)
ferlngs, while

"Over the Hill" continues at the Broadhurst. The latte ' picture will move to the Park
April 17. "A Connecticut Yankee at
the Court of King Arthur** Is pulling fairly at ths Selwyn, getting a

Bender and lfeehan made sport of
their apot bumpty-dumptied their
•tuff to receptive response. Bender

waa formerly of Ratal and Bender.
That ankle-to-ankle catch for a
finish brings that fact back at once.
For the reat the comedian destroys
a couple of derbies per performance
for laughs, and Meehan doea a neat
loose-Jointed dance solo. The team

gation of SO pehs<jns. The flock now
numbers J00, pracNcally all being
actors and actresses. **>s
In addition to its religious activia week longer than its management ties the Benson church offers social
kind that is not secintended, on pressure of the Shubert service of a
office.
Margaret Anglln will suc- tarian nor meddlesome. A threeluncheon
is served
in the
course
ceed with "The Trial of Joan of
"gray zooms" in the basement daily
Arc,'* in which she appeared at a
cents, and that include** a
benefit showing at the Century two for 35
weeks ago.
Her "Woman of cigar for the man. No religion is
talked
in
the gray rooms which are
Bronze** stops
Saturday at the
Prazee, though
might have con- never closed and which are to proprofit at $10,000.

A minimum

five attractions
will close Saturday.
''Blue Eyes"
will leave the Shubert.
It stayed

also displays versatility in other re-

spects and ought to make some of
the email bhj bills to an early spot.
The Tranalleld Sisters musically
disported themselves handily during
their thirteen minutes' sojourn on
the rostrom. displaying considerable
ability on the saxes, string instru-

The darker
brunette is a flip flapper who worke
with a verve and a seat that brings
all optical focus to bear on her, the
faithfully
"sister"
more sedate
pounding her Instrument, heedless
of the temporary lack of attention.
Whether conscious showmanship or
not, it proved effective in that thia
particular miss won a few quiet
laugha with her naive mannerisms.
ments and xylophones.

TOMMY'S TATTLES

(Continued from page 1)
gle taken up by Dr. Benson. Tie
mhVster has literally adopted the
When he arrived from the
stages.
WestTl*-^f ar a 8° the church was
about "UmMJ^k" It had a congre-

of

By

THOMAS J. GRAY

OUTSIDE STUFF ON THE LEGIT:
Man/ managers now look upon "LIghtnin' " as a sure success.
John Drinkwater is still leading in tho League of Great Men's Plays,
though Judge Landis may have to decide whether or not be bad the right
to sneak in a woman.
A girl's name as the title of musical comedies may be a new novelty
Introduced by producers of that class of entertainment this season.
Ushers in Broadway theatres are to be given alarm clocks to be set
beside the chairs of patrons who wish to leave a call for whichever reel
of the picture they want to see.
On Broadway the "Popular Wednesday Matinee" never seems to be
very popular.

Do your Equity Shopping early.
A
Willard mote good fellowship. The rooms
tinued
a bit longer.
professionals
convenience
to
are
a
OUT8IDE STUFP ON VAUDEVILLE:
Mack's "Smooth as Silk," which
It is rumored that several artists are contemplating doing Kipling's
closed suddenly at the Lexington and are largely attended by them.
Two dwelling houses have been unknown poem, "Gunga Din," in vaudeville, as a novelty.
recently, will be revived and sucthe
adjoining
church
to
taken
that
Irving Jones is still doing a black-face act.
ceeds at the Frazee.
"Cornered"
Eddie Leonard has cut out 62 bows, but still leaving the other US.
takes to the road leaving the Astor west and has been fitted up for the
It is said there have been several popular songs written in which ths
ready for the "Four Horsemen." use of girls. No one is turned away
though
professionals
the
doors,
from
name
Hose is mentioned.
The contrast itself is something to "Mary Rose" bows out from the predominate here too. A modest
There may be a few acts using silk or satin drops next season.
be valued, the antithesis presenting Empire and "The Survival of the charge per week is made but where
possibilities for elaboration with the Fittest" leaves the Greenwich Vilthe applicant is without money she
OUT8IDE 8TUFF ON PICTURES:
flippant miss broadening her man- lage, to be followed by "A Review
The selling of serials is now becoming serious.
nerisma to suit the situation.
of the Classics," said to bo an is taken care of anyhow. There, too,
No more than 670 picture stars are to return to the "speaking stage."
is an electrically equipped laundry
Lew Wilson did a couple of en- operetta.
cores before he was released from
The Empire will be dark for one and any actress is welcome to its The other seven will remain in pictures.
service, following his antics on the week, then
Several producers have thought up the original idea of announcing that
reopens with John and use for the charge of 15 cents an
with
his
business
the
and
accordeon
Barrymore
an eight hour, though not living in the they will only make "Better Pictures." So far there have been no arguin
whistle. Ethel
trick voice and comedy
ments.
church houses.
That "Yodeling Blues" is a clever weeks' engagement o f "Claire de
It is rumored that some of the blonde picture stars really are.
The "Travellers Church" is used
ditty and Wilson handled it mas- Lune," by Michael Strange (Mrs.
Villains and "Male Vampires" working for the cheaper companies are
he
admits
he
more,
What's
John
Barrymore).
With the ad- as a service for the "front of the
terfully.
authored it all by his lonesome.
missions reduction idea in vogue on house," too, parties from out of town insisting that the property men supply them with better class cigarettes.
'
From now on the producers will make only two "sex" pictures, male
CharnofTs Gypsies, a Bus Ian Broadway, it is exceptional that being in regular correspondence in
troupe (Now Acts) closed. A Selx- the Ha ny mores should come in at the matter of securing hotel accom- and female.
how.
the
concluded
nirk feature
this time of the season with a scale modations and the purchase of theA brl.
Baseball players who went south to learn how to play bsacball seem to
atre tickets. Tickets are bought at
of $5 top.
L*i st
week business rebounded request from such applicants In ad- think they went there to try the fight game.
from the low pitch of Holy Week vance and held for them.
GBEELEY SQUARE.
Things are certainly advancing this year. Even the lay-off season Is
Another feature is a general
Monday evening's business at the but the current week, found the "clinic" In charge of a physician, starting earlier for some people.
Greeley Square held up nicely, with slump on again a flood of spring- dentist and attorney.
This is for
a six-act show and a Mae Allison time weather greasing the skids. A
Benefits this year arc bigger, brighter and better than ever.
feature providing the entertainment. survey of the field indicates that advice though it is not for free
Helen .Tackley, displaying a pleasing 19 attractions out of 45 are playing treatment. Any one is weleome to
Baseball season will soon be here and It will not be so hard forests
form in a white union suit, opened the profit. That does not include ;he clinics, and if in need of a doctor
to lay off.
Until they get the golf bug, that also meant you knew whtSs
the show with a dash of tabasco the pictures, one of which
("Four or a lawyer are so advised, they you could tind
that started it off in the right direcyour agent.
then
to
whom
choose
they
wish
to
Miss Jackley has routined her Horsemen") is beating most of the call upon.
tion.
work down to a fine degree, going list. The balance of the legitimate
People
who
worry about a censor for the movies might spend their
Dr. Benson has within the past
through her acrobatics in jig time, offerings are either losing, or are
year taken care of a number of time to better advantage by gotting one for the divorce cases) now taking
which invariably adds to the value close to the margin, with no inconup space in the newspapers.
of a turn of this order.
siderable
number having spent stage struck girls who have hit
Broadway and became stranded.
Grace and Howard (New Acts). their runs.
They
were
returned
their
to
homes.
No. 2, kept the show going, with
Some of the spring musical
Bessie Leonard, with Edmund Por- shows
have been assigned houses.
ray at the piano, taking down one
Love" gets the Knickerbocker
"June
$1,000,000 FOR "BEN HUB"
of the hits of the evening in the No.
(Continued from page 1)
Miss Leonard has dis- in two weeks. "Two Little Girls In
3 position.
carded her two French numbers in Blue" comes to the Cohan early in lace. The Harpers are said to have
"The Last Waltz" may be taken over the show in entirety,
favor of an Irish opening, with a Mcy.
GEORGE M. KELLEY.
lips and later heading girl acts, died
Spanish song following. Her Amer- sent into the Cjntury where "In the
A life long pal of Al G. Field, who last week in Liberty, N. T.
the price being set at $1,000,000.
ican doughboy number, used for a Night Watch" has a few weeks
died
Sunday,
George
That
such
high
figure
M.
Kelley,
a
was
set
closing, provides the knockout of the more.
"A Dangerous Maid" may depended on the picture rights. The Hingham ton's. N. Y., famous mlnHelen
Monahan, 7 year old
turn. War songs have long passed find a
berth at the Selwyn, at presArm had been offered from $600,000 strelman, survived his friend by daughter of Daniel Monahan. died
into the discard, but Miss Leonard
can retain this character number, ent under a film contract. Gerald to $900,000 for the' films. One offer only a few hours, dying in that city at the Fordham Hospital March 29,
with which she should always be Bacons "Prir.cess Virtue" will be was for half a million and SO per April 4, without having been In- as a result of being
burned by
a spring arrival in a Shubert house.
identified.
formed of Field's death.
flames from their gaa range. The
The agency buys show a steady cent, of the profits.
Niis Grantlund, tho Loew press
The Harpers have been closely
Kelley was 80 years of age. He aceldent occurred in the Manahan
representative, made a short speech, decline.
It will be the last week
involved with "Ben Hur" since it first became known to the profes- home, 214 Audubon avenue. New
announcing that Mae Murray would for five attractions:
"The Right was first put on. They originally
sional world when he joined a circus York, while the mother was preparappear at the Greeley Square on Girl" (Times Square),
"Dear
Me"
published the book. In lieu of royal- owned by Lievi S. North In 1855,
Friday as a special feature, the (Republic),
"Love Birds" (Apollo),
Murray feature, "The Gilded Lily,"
ties the firm has received 25 per and made a successful tour with
IN LOVING MEMORY
playing the house a full week com- "Blue Eyes" (Shubert) and "Rose eent. of the profits, they in turn
OF MV DKPABTKD WIHK
mencing Monday next. Leigh De Girl" (Ambassador). Others listed settling with' the Wallace estate
Lacy and Co. in a comedy sketch, are "Deburau" (Belasco), "Toto"
"One Born Every Minute," procured (Bijou), "Green Goddess" (Booth), on a royalty basis. It is understood
(MR8. PHIL KELLY)
In
an easy' laughing hit. Dolly Lewis, "Its Up to You" (Casino), "In the the publishers stood between the
memory of a
l>IKI> MARCH Slut.
playing the ingenue role, is a new Night Watch" (Century), "Tip Top" sale of the picture rights when
Sh*> camo from o'er th«> !*?a
Her work (Globe), "Nice
addition to the cast.
offers were made In the past, they
To h land of promise mr*.
People"
(Klaw),
holds up satisfactorily with the
desiring more of a share than the
met, I wooed,
won
good pal
Billy"
(Liberty),
"First
other players, but the pink and green "Lady
And protected from all rare.
managers agreed to permit. Twice
gown for a strawberry blonde lacks Year" (Little), "Gold Diggers" (Ly- this season the show was started in
Cto4 in hi* wisdom has taken
ceum), "Sally" (New Amsterdam),
harmony in color.
An angtl to hi* fold.
rehearsal to save the picture rights
Hut always in my thoughts,
Bobby Henshaw, suffering with a "Romance"
(Playhouse).
"Mary
CHARLIE
I>oroen's image
wiil hold.
cold, had considerable difficulty with Stuart"
(Ritz),
"The Ghost Be- if nothing else. The first try was
PHIL KKI.f.Y
his imitations, and relied to a large tween"
by Mr. Erlanger last fall. Mr. Klaw
(39th Street).
extent on his girl cornetist, who
Who Departed March 31, 1921
The cut rate list is bigger than recently begun rehearsals for a
helped materially in holding the turn
ing supper.
The child bent under
plans wore
for a year, with 23 attractions of- second time but the
up to a next to closing standard.
the stove in search of a toy and her
suddely
halted.
It is believed the
"Fortune Queen," a flash turn, fered. They are: "Rose Girl" (Amclothes became ignited. The mother
with a male quartet and a girl num- bassador), "Love Birds" (Apollo), approach of a settlement with Mr.
quickly extinguished the flames.
ber leader, closed the show with a "Cornered"
(Astor), "It's Up to Erlanger was the reason.
Tho physicians found the child died
of
settlement
Properties
in
the
punch. The act provides a corking You"
the
Night
(Casino),
"In
more from shock, than the actual
flash for the Loew houses, the drops
Watch" "(Century), "Peg o' My Saturday Include all but the Liberty, Thayer and North end later with Injury.
and props showing a large expendiHeart" (Cort), "Mary Rose" (Em- New York, the New Orleans hold- John Robinson's clreus, which made
ture in the right direction.
possibly
and
The father, of the dead child was
theatres
ings,
Chicago
a tour of the country by rail.
pire), "Broken Wing" (48th Street),
Kelley*e act was a feature In all formerly connected with the Broad"Woman of Bronze" (Frazee), theatres in Seattle. That Mr. Klaw
"Wake Up Jonathan" (Miller), relinquished his Interest in the New the circuses of that time, and later way Music Co. and is now a patient
PHULY'S SEASON
"The Champion" (Longacre). "Span- Amsterdam however is questioned. with Forepaugh, Buffalo Bill and
(Continued from page 14)
(Elliott), "Three Live Since the firm split and the house Barnum and Bailey, he made fame.
ish Love"
week).
Despite opposition drew
was taken over by Erlanger, DilThe friendship between the Bingcrowded and distinctly class house, Ghosts" (Bayes), "Little Old New
"Emperor lingham and Ziegfeld, Klaw is said hamton man and Field was never
(Plymouth),
ulthough lots of paper back of the York"
received
rent
but
have
not only to
broken. Mr. Kelley had been confirst 15 rows.
Not entirely liked by Jones" (Princess). "Rollo's Wild
critics,
but distinctly superior to Oat" (Punch and Judy). "Dear Me" a percentage of the profits, with no fined to the hospital here for the
East Is West." Cohan's "Nemesis" (Republic), "Blue Byes" < Shubert). share of losses to bo sustained by past eight weeks.
ended lamely at around $10,000.
That is said to bo a better
him.
•Survival of. the Fittest" ( CTree*
"The Whirl of the Town" (Chestwich), "The Ghost Between" (30th arrangement than when he and
DOREEN DAY.
Jut St. opera house, 3d week). WelllOrlanger
Joined controlled the bouse.
(Times
r.lrl"
Right
Street). "The
Doreen Day (Mrs. Phil. Kelly) at the Sea View
Riled, houses but low scale brought
Hospital. Brighton
(Winter
Show"
"PaKMU?;
£|q»a&»X
died March 31 in the Buffalo (Jeneral
week's frusslb about $T2.!>rto.- r>o'rBeach, H. I., with
it

!

&

.
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OBITUARY

DOREEN DAY

1

I

WOOD

I

MARK LEVY

othy Miller. Trenton's $1,000 bride,
W featured heavily by Shuberts this
w**k\ appearing Monday for lirst

(

ENGAGEMENTS

larden).

NEMESIS

time.

(Continued MffTpasje 16)
paraded a. silly-ass British eeeem
Pedro de Cordoba
to Rood returns.
take it from *he girts makes
hut in H Neme*ls"
villain,
handsome
this theatre, whieh should have
he has the unpleasant role of a
JJ
'•iff- name stuff
only. "The Masque
off with nn«
smasher
sneaking
rader," with Bills Shannon In the hearl
This man ess
other man's wife.
cast,
went out to profit, about played »>y Emmet
Ccrrisan with
$«. 50U.
his ii^ual depth ol voi<\ ..rel u \'0raMsation slow in tempo, hut hen
Basily ihc mosi natural
effective.
"FOLLIES" IN RERFARSAL.
mid effective performance wa> pivei
The Zlegfeld "Follies ol 1921" will hj John Craig as
sum
Ko into rehearsal May 1, according ' n*!
•>
h<
I-'
lor thai
« :,n
to
hv
" >f
ie
'" us producer.
os
Irving Berlin has '"
m :i
»S led
•''most completed ihe musK
reality with which
rn;..
.»

-

1

'

-.

'

f

:

\

i

>

[•

,**w

ol

the

principals
in
last
.sears
Will he Included in this,

Earned.

who

par
par-

S^SST

•

fiS

mi

thi

"Follies'
it

Is

also

i

i

ji,«h-i»t

rhol<

••.

ndenco

«>i

fire,

in

.v.i-^

lui

it

the soi
f.i

Oul"

«

nft* r

«r>

operation.

tuberculosis.

-Ke-

Thelma Parker, "The Rose
BVS Grady in "Sally."

Girl."

Farr with Blaney stock.

Klorine
Astoria.

Bobby Gals With Doris Ifardy
and Co'.
Clay Tody. Stock, Charlotte. N. C.
.!o<
K*th> for "The B*lle of New
York' revival to l»e produced on tjni
Cft

•

roll

lodgment
/

i

o(
in l

s»nd

"W.

Memory of
*;t DAJH4MCI MOTHKR,
In

Stanhope).

IHE FITZGERALDS.

i»i U
.>!r
Mrs. Fit age raid (Margie
ifs'i'i', April 1. s' n. at Sloan's
,j»tiai.
.\«-w
York. The father la
Ht
V.Miih vi'h- a«' 'it.
;i
Mrs, Klfsaerald was formerly in

lite

'

iittrsi

I'

'

«'

;

!i'S

Ions.

and

«>

:••••

fcgll im.it«'

while in

last

week.

memory

The

of

SAM CHIP
Who
died April

11,

1917.

JOHN W. niNNR
MAKY M Willi K DVNNI

son.

A.

JenkiriM)

her husband, formerly of Kelly and
diivin. who has now temporarily
retired fr ofg

th«-

profession.

Sale

Charlie Wood, for ninny \-.>r* u

Wood,

Melville

and

dt flfted came from Boston to visit
his son.
He was a retired show
dealer no years old. Four sons and
a daughter survive him.

Mn.

CHARLES WOOD.
of

Sam

JACK HOWARD.

Howard

m em her

New York

In ever loving

{.mf*-

H«f loving
<

SON TO

i-i

father of

Shepard (Shepard and Dunn), was
by a fall out of a window

killed

Cleveland. Ohio.
Ma.v ih«' houIm of all th< faithful
departed, through the ssarcy of (Jod,
r**t

Silverman,

Isaac

li!RS. BRIDGET JENKINS
who wits railed to her reward on
March iMth, 1T»21, from her homo in

Hoof.

i.i \

'

f

;

.

'

HoKpital

(

''Opportunity" (Walnut. 1st we. k).
°Ppositian pretty stiff, but had
respectably tilled house at opening
Monday. Not likely to draw heavily

;

_

Tyrone Power, "The Wandering cently she had been working with
Jew" Belasro and Erlanger).
Dorothy Mortimer, "First Night

ritii-

'1

;it

wis

R. Sales, mother ol' CorlniMl
Doolejr and Balea), died April
J.onlsx ille, Ky.
Her daiigh'er
at tin* bed nlde
i

<

"

n

)

booses open

(All

Monaay matinee. wh*m

with

week

the

Indicated.)

according

tn divisions,

below are grouped
are supplied from.

Tho

bill*

the bcoklpa

tc

not

which, these bill, are pruned dee*
acta nor their program position*

The manner

in

Importance of
•Before nam. tnd.ca.es .c ».
absence from vaudeville or appearing

4

Palace Theatre, Building* New York

HEW YORK

CITY

Emma

Dooley A Storey
Lucas A Inez
Ruby A Norton
Julius fkinnen
Harry Watson Co

Lo

Ifarle

Dot son
Whipple Houston Co
"Flashes"
Polly A Ox
Ethel Levey

J J Jones
(Others lo

"Just

A

r

Keith's Royal

Stanley

Hughes

W

Three Bobs

DETROIT

Kenny A Nobody
Harrison's Animals

Temple

lXmKLL

Royal Ca^-oyres

L

B

A:

half

JAM

-

A Kegay

(Others to All)
Keith's Colonial

lla'.-kins

Van A Corbett
l.

(Two

to

School

«

Alhambra

Keith's

J Howard's Revue
Marie Nordstrom
Rae Bleanof Ball

Lohse & Stirling

M

I

Chad wick &

A

Greenlee

I)

l»r:«yton

Howard's Ponies

(Two

Raymond A Senium
Burns A Frabito
Bobbie (iordone
A C Astor
Edwardfi 3

A
to

olifcCUU)

Clinton Sis
to

fill)

2d half
Millard A Marlln

Craig Campbell
Reynolds 3

(Others to

A Jenkins

A

Kaufman

J

(Others to All)
Keith's Prospect

1st

Keith's Jefferson

split)
1st half

half (11-13)

(Others to fill)
2d half (14-17)

Academy

Yule A Rlehards
Avoy A O'Neil
(Others

to All)

Moss* Regent
Norton A Melnotte
Llbonati

(Others

3

to All)

Kllz th

Kennedy Co

Vernon

Stiles

Run.se II

A

(One

St.
Devit't

(Charlotte split)
1st half

(Know ilie

Lam- & Mnran

11

HAMILTON,

split)

half

1st

Mai. I. Fonda Trio
Taylor Howard A T
Stevens A Hollister

DuTlel

A Covey

"Cheer Up"

"Bits of Hits"
Hall A Colborn

Paul Brady

4

Harmony Kings

i,

AN.

<

i

«..t)

A

t;r:i

NEWARK.

ve»

Proctor's

Kd Janll Revue
The 8harro«:ka

CHESTER, PA.
Adgemrnt
Margot A Francois

Readings

4

IIARRIMH

Caits Bros
"Profiteering"

R<>

Majestic

Raymond A Schram Kaufman A
La Bergere Co

Elsie

(Two

to All)
1st half (11-13)

JAB

Altken

Lassies

Wilson A Kelly

Ardelle

Cleaves

Ryan A Moore
Brooks A Philwon
Co

Al PJspe

Ooldie A Thorne
.i

(Three

CINCINNATI
Bud

••THE

A Douglass

Ilymaek

Buttons

jab

1st

half (11-13)

Clara Howard
"Royal Highness"

Burke A Burk«s
(Others to (ill)
2d half (14-17)

"Indoor Sports"

Cook A 8ylvla
Jay Voile A Girls
(Others to

fill)

rroetor's Mil Ave.
2d half (7-10)

Honryboys
Ben Beyer A Bro

7

Leavere A Collins"
1. A A Roth

B A

Al

J Creljchton

L Wolfe

Gilbert C<

(Others
1st half (1113)
Joe F*nton '"o
to All)

Toy IJng Poo Co
Avoy A ON U

UN,

III

N.

T.

Bert Rtoddard

2d half

Herskind

Marlow A Thurs'on
'I'aitie

Creadon A Pavis
Long Tai-k .Sam

Al

STA.
Grand

til

lt,t

<iA.

h.-.If

Frank Maneftekl
Florence Giadioia
Tra\i-r» PouglsiP «'o
Lantgi"" A llaney

Nathano Bros

BALTIMORE
Maryland

Ucintyra

CLKVKLAND

.L-fTt-rvoii

Norns' Animals
Barker A Dunn
Yvette Rugel Co
w m Hallen
4 Ortons

Co

IlipiMtdromc

•

(

isborrte

roil
i

(Th.

i

I

i-i

Elliott

pete

Men

s.

C,

spill

hall

a Weal

'urley <"o
Lillian Herleln
<

Co
J. an Southern Co
3 Rlanaa
(OH MIIIS, O.
B. F.

Pierce

A

R

M'rshall A

«'

Keith's
Goff

SCHENECTADY
The
Rolls

Wm

Monkeys

(Richmond

Brown A Spencer
Flanlgan A gtap't'a
;• luT
c I.
Morion J» u« 11
JI.RSKV < 1TV. N ..I.
Keith's
L'd half <7-m
Niit N«;.nrro «'<
i:.
Clinton a Del
Bi>? d A. I\ Ing
Joe Armstrong
Mr A Mr« s »arro
P.

1

I

ley

A

lionise

id h.»lf H4-17)
Mull, r A. Sl.inley
Burl-e A Burke

La Tey'i

Majeftle
(Pltr-burgh split)
let half

feroon

Valentine
Prin'ss Wah Let Ka
Bally Hoo 3
Margarites Ponies

NEW HAVEN

A Royre

Clinton
Rice A

A Rooney
Ward

BAP
(One

1

& ;...>

""I'm

Howe

Bardo

(One

Dainty Marie
Walters A Walters

to

Gallagher A Rolley
Kitty lionrr Co

OTTAWA, CAN.

2d half

llorllck a sar sfs
Monroe
Cr.int
Suor A West brook e Syneo
Boyee Coombes
Wllliama A Wi «r
White A Leigh
Larett's Conc'trat'n
riara Morton
Wm Bail, n
Herbert 2
Morris' Animals
/i

PHILADELPHIA
•«

A 1. Garden
Holliday A Burns
Musical Lunds

nORWITZ— BRACK

A Maids
Rcgay 'o
ti

I

O.
R. F. Keith's

Margarites Ponies
2d half
Llnd Bros
Mario A Marie
Bobby Connelly Co
Foley A O'Neil
Farrell Taylor Co

A Duval
Wynn A Carmen

Mlrano Bros

Henry B
Marie Qasper
Lydell A Mai y

Poll's

(Scranton split)
1st half

4

IRA

t

IT

A Ixiis
A Lock wood
Lew Cooper

Violet

Murray Bennett
Danahue A Fletch'r

Hess

FLINT, MICH.

(Two

Bijou
2d half
Shirley

Hermsn A

Elliott

"Magic Glasses"

(Two

to

"My

Cortex Sisters

to All)

WAYNE,

1ND.

Nora Jane Co

MASSILLON,

O.

Bobby Bernard Co

"Love Game"

Col Jack George 2
Eva Shirley Co

Jim Reynolds

Petty Reat

Casson-Klrke Co

Miller Sisters
Vlllanl A Villanl
Amaranth 8isters

Grand
A Brot

A Duval Co
WORCESTER.Mnss. Silver
Frank Wilson
(On*

Pedriek A DeVere
Hagerty A Gordon
Carlyle Bla'kw'll Co
Cliff Nazarro Co

Hoo

Bally

3

2d half

Robert..

O.

Orpheum
Norma Teima

Sisto

(One

Soul Mate"

MARION.

Girls"

Lewis A Nortoa

Wm

MAG

Rhlnehart
"Magic Glasses"
Hlrehel Hendlere

All)

2d hair

"Cameo

to All)

LANSING. MICH.

Fra?er A Beck
Ix»wry A Prince

to All)

MIDDLRTOWN,

GREEN

B'T, WIS.
Gordon
Orpheum
Miller Sisters
Bud A Jessie Gray
Villanl A Vlllanl
Rawls A Gilmoa
Mack
Lamey A Pleraoa Jennings A

O*.

OWOSSO. MICH

Monroe Bros
(One to All)

Strand

MiKhi-lJ. A M.
H A J Chase

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

•

•:

Rud.-ll

A Durygan

N'olan

Leary

Frank Bardo
H A K K« lly
Burt A Rosedale
Roberts A Boyne
Darkln'a a nimnis

Bouiloln >q.

Nana

«*o

Kan< Mor»

M

A

y

Si si-

1

<

Natioii.il
*€

Angie

Bonm

I.ito

t'sppi-ll

A Towers
Grace Wallace Co
r

half

T^iwton
Gene Metealf

Bender A Meehan
(One to All)
Gordon's Olympia
|8col!ey »q )

Bros
«

'o

La F-ancc A J'kson
LoTetta'l Animals
Gordon's Olympia
(Washington st )
P«'ggy

BROADWAY

the N. V. A.
(Putntm Bulldlsf). N*w

HAMILTON, CAN.

Zarrell

The Ray-o
'

1495

B^iston

Rnpil
Donald

HARRY KAHNE
OHIHIIH

Arco Bros

Raymond

Lester

Weber A

Jean A Rlsle
Fred Whitehouse

BOSTON

2.1

"The Incomparable Mentalist"

2d half

2d half

Golden Bird

Palace
Rasso Co
Ssxon A Sister

WILKES BARRE

Sisto

McCullough
Klmberly A Page
*
(One to All)

Carl

Silver

Jerome A France

Howard

Pedloy 3
Arthur W ht- law
J R Johnson v'o
Tool.

Baycs A Fields

Wm

Anthony

R A E Dean

Orphrnm
Herman A Shirley

and HILL

Landolf A Doha

B. *F. KEITH
\niide\ille Esehange, Boston

TOLKDO,

R. F. Keith's
.

arl

Fink's Mulrs
Kddie Poy« r
cisudius a Scarlet

>

Capital

BOSTON

Hunter Randall A S
Creedon A »a\ is
Lovetfs Conc'trat'n

Art hie onrl

JACKSON, MICH.

Official Dentist to

Prnetnr's
ITersklnd

I

Dominion

R

MAY

M A A Royre
Bobby Connolly Co McFarlr.nd A P
McParlnnd A P
Oiymiiia Desval Co

Taxie

Till)

A

Roy La Pearl
P A II Eden

JACK LEWIS

Poll's

(111)

Palace.

Robert

Toilet

split)

Howe

.'

Kiddles Cabaret

G Campbell Co

Marlow A Thurston

•

WATERBCRY

Poll's

Stewart A Mere.->r
Hagerty A Gordon

F. Keith's

Patrieola

v

"Who's My Wife"

to All)

2d hulf

SYRACISE
II.

2

KEITH

Harmon

Palace

Hibbett A Nugent
Valentine
J Leighton's Rev

Jaek Inglls
Tennessee 1

Meltea A Clegg

!'•

M

CARRIE

DUou
Texas

CAJN.

Helm A I^ockwood

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

2d halt

.Moil"!s

JOHNSTOWN

A L Garden
A Nugent

BAP

Kalauka's Haw'ian*
2d half
Maxino Bros A B
Jennings A Dorman
Geo Frederlcke Co
Fr.d I^ewls
Rence Robert Rev

Llsette

AUSTIN and ALLEN

Ortons

4

..

1st ball ill*19|
!< nt A vYtliiafll
(Others to till)

Ka

Hibbett

Wilson Co
Morgan A Bender
A Parker Co

1st half

to

Wah Let
2d half

Prln'ss

W

Chris Rlcharifla

B. F.

Temple

2d half
Pedriek A DeVere
HoIIiday A Burns
Musical Lunds
Cliff Nazarro Co

BOB

Jordan A Cass
'arney A Rose
Pram-is Renault

0>ne

BRANTF'RD,

Rube Walman

A

Bello

Vaudeville Exchange, Chicago

A Dandies

Mitehell

^

Crollus

CHICAGO

Dillon

Neale A O'Brien
Patterson 3

Academy

A Dano
Almont A- Dumont
Pitzgorald A C
Neville

OVlli*

A

Tyler

A Bernard
A Lewlg

Proctor's

NORFOLK, VA.

Arcade

1

Rooney Co

Co

Gilbert

Weston A Young

2d half

<Sav.inn.th «plit)
hrCf
I j-t
Fol!;« Oirls

Fra«

MM A,
oliimhisi
rit

Josie

JACKSONVILLE

II.

Amanda

split)

Ross A Koss
J O'Malley Co
Billy Doss Rev
Tx>ney Haskell

l-'i.

Lad} Alley's Pots
Hobson A B- ;«ity
Hi Writ. r K A Tyson
sp< >n r \ Wllliama
La Bilh anlta
The Dooley's Revue
Th...- R Khca •*«»
K r:mz A W hlle

fill)

Plerlot A Se.nofleld
The Oakes
Kleanor Pierre Co

v •-

Qallettl's

Dalton A Craig
Pippins

Nestor A Vincent
Clare Carroll
Faber A Bennett

Fepton A- Fields
H'u'ih Roys

Bit rr

Willie Solar
Mile Twlnnettf

I

>u

Mason Kceler Co

Wright m lOarl
Manuel Romalne Co
Mlddleton & s

LOVE BANDIT"

Ruth
Muldoon F A
i

w.iyn.

NONALCOHOLIC BUT INTOXICATING
Opening ORI'HKI M CIRt IT. April 2.V
Two

l»are

Keith's Palnee

DORIS DUNCAN

fill)

F. Keith's
Br<.«

It.

Co

3

Wilton His
The Caniluos

Bob

to

INDIANAPOLIS

F. Keith's
S'n.\di-r

J a. L\i
Piloer

(Others

Music Hall
Lucy Brush

spilt)

('•

(One to All)
Palace
Stewart & Mercer
Mario A Marie

C,

Bijou

M'C'm'k A Wallace
Geo Nagel Co
The Savages
(Ono to fill)

Mack Co

<'

SAVANNAH, OA.

Olympia
Harry Garland

2d half

L>onn a Toaca

4

Offering a Musienl Prt-seription.

C Maek Co

Oanticr's Toy Sho|»
II.

split)

nan
Marie Hart A Co
JSl

J

Ford A Cunnlngh'm
Alexander A Burt
Sybil Vane

NEWPORT NEWS

"Pi xing FnrnaeaM

Lyric

2d half (7-10)

L A

W

Sharkey Roth A
Lloyd Navada Co

(Birmingham
Ht.

Geo M Rose nor
Healy Pelrl A 8
R<5»tth

Lillian
Little Pals

T Blondy A Sis
Wilson A Kelly

J

ATLANTA, GA.

Vine A Temple
Joe Darcy
(Others to fill)
Proe tor's Pi 5th

-

3

Bryant' b929.

Sol.

Joe Cook

1st half

M.rlin

2d half

A Palet
May Wirth Co

Palo

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Palace

AND PRolUJCED RY
CHANDON SWKKT

Broadway, Suite

Temple

Nash A O'Donnell
Galettl A Kokln

(Mobile

ACT- AltRANCKD

Hanky Panky

Nat Nazarro Co
Kilty Gordon Co
Jack Wilson Co
to

O'Neil

Breen Family

ROCHESTER

NEW ORLEANS

MILLER SISTERS

14R2

N. J.

My Wife"

A

Donn Co

Skip K. naedy A
Farrell Taylor Co
Coogan A Casey
CUNTOIf
Olympia Desval Co

2d half
Dallas Walker
Carlyle Bla'kw'll Co
Bernard A Searth

18)

Anderson A Yvel
Alexander Bros Co

Oemarest A Doll
Naynon's Birds

HuRhi s A DeBron
Wilson Bros

W

A

HKATTLK (APRIL

M

Bohn A Bohn

alo
>,.i.

I

Rev

apitol

"Who's

A

B. tty

Piantodoei a
Parol A MarKUi-rltO
2d half
Stanley A Lee

LEWIKTON, ME.

Palace

Will A Blondy
Pollard Sis

Foley

Pa.

SPR'GF'LD, Mass.

HARTFORD

WELLS

and

SAG Cnhl
Jane Dillon

Margaret Ford

Milt

2d half

Kilties Band
(Two to All)

Lehr

Lew Hawkins

Royco

J Leighton's

I.

Kalanka'i Hawa'ns
rhris llkhirds
Toy Ling Foo

5

Poll's

2

M A A

Henry Catalona Co
Reilly A Roy

(Louisville split)
1st half

Geo M Rosener
Thelma Deromo
"Ye Song Shop'*
McCrath A Deed!
Una 'Muuson Co
Jones A Johnson
Party"
Mr A Mrs Norcrosa ALLRNTOWN, PA. "At the
Jim Jazz. K Ing
MADKI.ON and PA I LA
Orpheum
"The Faith
Healer"
Keith's If. O. II.
2d half (7-10)
G A N Fosto

Texas

fYlth Geo. Jesscl's "Troubles of lttf'

OKI Ml

I.jrle
s.

I

Volenti Bros
Clares Co
Collins
Ki-no Fabli I

Rube Walmaa

R.

Opera House

Mellon

Princeton
Dunbar
CAM
Casting Campbells

1st half

2d half

to All)

2d half

At -iiss

Hal Johnson Co
Halg A I.aVero
Sa«y r A Eddy

RiaRo

to All)

A

Australian Stanley

Nippon

HOLMES

N. C.

Colty A Jaxon
Snapshots

2d half

Kent Co

OAINSBORO.

8CRANTON,

Shea

(

ItyamS A M^lntjre
m -l Kles

B<

CHATTANOOGA

Proctor's
Bert Wheeler Co
Prozini Dttfan A Raymond
Hutches A Meirift
Ernest Evans Co

(Two

Lee Co
Coogan A Casey
Breen Family

Kiddles Cabaret

Howe A Howe

Band

Kilties

Princess

Brown A W« ston
Winthrop
Anus

C.i iff

to All)

The Setbacks
Hunter Randall A B
Rose A Moon
Lydia Barry

(Others to fill)
Keith's 81st

Wm

half
The Fay no*
Fargo A Richards.
1st

ALBANY

Casting C'mphrlls

N.C.

(Greensboro split)

ORIGINATOR OF SINGING IN TWO VOICES
SIMULTANEOUSLY.

Dave Raphael Co
The Oakes

NEWPORT.

Commodore Tom

Frank Bush
A Lucas Co
SALEM, MASS.
Empire
Ballot Trio
Toy Ling Foo
2d half
Will A May Da Var Mi lion A Renn
Mack
A James
Stephens A Brunellr

Sammy

Boudinl
Pearson

"Creole Cocktail''

The Barkoffa
Ryan A Bronaon
Geo Fri'di'ricks Co
A Rohlna

2d half
Will A Blondy
Pollard Sisters
University 3

Dallas Walker
Jerome A France

A Mace

Britt

L'WRNC'E, MASK. Mack A Stanton
Empire
Buckridge A I'ascy

Jili)

(Wilkes Barre

Marguerite

Mabel Taliaferro Co

vt Renn
Mack A Jamea

Van A Emerson

Plasn>

Roanoke

NASnVlLLE

Connolly A Francis

Almont A Dumont
R A
Dean
Dummies

*o All)

.V-

CHARLOTTE.

VALENTINE VOX

Rl'DS, MICH.

2d half

Robert A Robert
Fitzgerald A Carroll

ROANOKE. VA.

"Indoor Sports"
(Others to All)
2d half (14-17)
Ford Sis Co
Newhoff A Phelps
(Others to All)

BmneeM
iit-ur a Adama

\\

to All)

1st half (11-13)

•

(. I)

Sunsh.no Cirls
Burke A Durkin
Chalfonto Hia

Richard Kean Co
4 Mortons

'

Harry Brcen
Jack Joyce
Jack Kennedy Co
Thames Bros

C.

(Two

Martha Pryor Co

Taylor Howard A T
Stevens A Hollister
4 Harmony Kings
Cheer Up"

Lea Co
Bernard A Scarth
Hanky I'anky

Challls A Lambert
Olcott A Ann
June Mills

A Harrison
A Dailey

Sheldon
(Others

3

Sammy

1st half

Edwards Revue
Jarvls

Lind Bros
University

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Lew Wilson

W

Rev

to All)

to

A

L m P Murdock

2d half

Kddie Foy Family
Innis Bros
Fred Lindsej Co

(One

Poll's

RICHMOND. VA.

Proctor's
2d half (7-10)

Fonda Trio

liable

(One

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

half

I'd

Weber A Rid nor
Harry Von Fosnen

Jay Voile A Girls

Utile Pnle

2

Sharkey Roth A

Baird

20th Century

I

2d half

P»rez

Ho Peep A J Horner
Jennings a Dorman
Renee Rohort ftea
Fr< <i Lewla
Casting Camnbella

POI PS C1BCI IT
Dummies
BRIDGEPORT

Jnhnstin

A

Bensee

Ht. Denis
Elvera Sisters
Bolger Rros
Four Aces

Lloyd Navada Co

(Columbia

Ameta

fill)

Reynolds

Vinie Daly
Davis A Darnell
Luvenbrrg Mis A N
tAte Kids

Delroy-' Jone 9

&

Patrieola

1

PaUetie

Rekoma
A

Masters A K'ft Rev

C ileal si

N. f.
Colonial
Basil A Allen

Schichtl's Manikins
2d half

A Rowland

To to

Weadiek x- Ladna
Frick A Adall
Will J Ward Co
10 v.i
Fay
••Curr<nt of Fun"

Vletoria

Martha Pryor Co
Jack Inglls

Rlgga A Wltchie
Matthew-g A Ayres

(Two

boston
H. F. Keith's

O

Van Clave A Pets

4

ERIE

0>

MICA,

Althea Lucas Co

Colonial

CHICAGO

Master Gabriel
Vaughn Comfort

Resista

Linn

W

HAVERHILL

1312-1313 Masonic Temple

Simpson A Denn

.

Ciccolihi

Miller A Mack
3d half (7-10)
Dunh'm A O'Malley CII'LESTON, 8.
Donnell
Nash A

Watts A Mawley
Jean G ranees
Belie Baker
Haley A IVtIcw
to

A

Bennett

(Sunday opening)
Belmonts
Melva Sis

Ryun A Ryan
Tom Wise Co
LMdell A Gibson

Piantodosi A
F>nie A Ernie

Majentic
Jennhr Bros

3

Claudia Col< man
r h ft Recktor

"Bungalow
Ed Morion
Little Jim

2d half (14-17)

Nat Nazarro Co
Jean Adair Co

(One

Frisco

I

All)

Keith's Hamilton

Glenn

Bartram A Saxton

M

READING. FA.

Princess

Marcolle
Dave Harris
Bddle Hohs
Monke His
BantOS A Hayes Rf'V
Ollie Young A April
Kane a Hermann
(Two to All)
pi-arson Newp't A P
KASTON, PA.
1st half (11-13)
Walter rishter Co
Bl FFALO
Able «). II.
Cook A Sylvia
Slim's
Paul Brady
Newhoff A Phelps
Kaufman A Lillian
Samoyea

I A J Kaufman
KUton A Norton
A Klaiss
A A L R II

Joe Deli« r
Mullally H'w'll A
Herbert A Dare

Cordon's Olympia
Stanley A l*ee

half
Scott

Frank Farron
Tom Wise Co

AGENCY

Auditorium

Rollins

NEW BEDFORD

Howard A

YOUNG

Sietera

halt

2il

Consmodore Tom
Ryan A Bronson
"Mi lody Garden

The BerkofiS

Prank Bush
"Melody Garden"

Er

1

l>i

Vsrli City

A Brunella
Howard Chase Co
C A M Dunbar
T A K O'Meara

St. i>h«'ns

A

Garmo

M

R

ll

QUEBEC. CAN.

MONTREAL

Shaw

Lillian

Watson

Dias Monks
1

Keith's t.recnpoinl
2d half (7-10)
Burns A Frabito

Pressler

(One

Whiting A Hurt
3 Jordan Qirla
Brown A O'Donn*

Young A April
Sully A Houghton

fill)
I

Wood A Wyde

Lyric
Alice l»e

Boyle A Bennett
McC«e) A (Bldoe

Opening April 16th

Bushman A Payne

Faden 3
Mary Dorr
"Honeymoon"
Harvey Heney A G

Archer A Belford

Pollock

Moms'

Dorothy Jardon
Margaret I'adula

Rials
Moss' Pltitbosh

Moos' Broadway

(Two

Bert Levy

James Cullcn
Harry I-a More
FITCHBl'G. MAKS.

J Barry

Sisters on
Circuit

Pantages

the

Ca

PROVIDENCE

Lyric
Orleans split)
1st half

(New

Vrlma Thelma
IL»ri

Inc.

8T.

4ft

Horn'r
Bo l'eep A
Boylo A Bennett
Betty Donn Co
J

Maatcal Hunters

Booked Hollins

/

K. F. Albce
A Lewis
Cooper A Simmons' Max's Cireus
Nalda Norraine
Voyer A Wendell
Baroness Pa Hollub
Lazar A Dale
D D H?
Chung Wha 4
Duffy A Mann
MOBILE. ALA.
Jim McWilliams

Orpheum

Keith's

Mr A Mrs

MM

Tsl. 17 •

II i|i|»od route

Beth

Palace

Lawton

amon ds siJlSSSili J
a&mp
IEWELRV di
Nta
JOHN

Manikins

Bchictl'fl

MANCHESTER

R..HEMMEND1NGEB.

"

Master Gabriel

Si*

Nelson & Madison
McCool A Oilday
Diers A Bennett

Cocktail"

2d half

(One

Carlita

The

to till)

Kelly

split)
1st half

Rev

to All)

YOl NtiKTOWN. O.

Toney A Norma

(Augusta

20th Century

Chas Ledegur
Ernest Evans Co
Hugh's M« rritt
Morgan A Binder
The Celil*

Bernard* A Cary
Chic Sales

Lavar
Mace

Barry Cooper
(One to All)

Slmnson A Dean

to till)

M

A

Britt A
"I'reole

(One

2d half

Howard A White

W

Goldle

Vanghn comfort

B. F. Keith's
Miss loleen
The Stenards

tirnnd

BROOKLYN
has Withers Co
Billy (Bason
Matt>lee LJppard
L A O Archer

<

Opera House

Rekoma
A Thorne
Bensee A Baird

N. Y.

2d half

Hoy

CAMBRIDGE
Gordon's Cent. Sq.

Tennessee 10
I^idy Tsen Mel
Rose A Moon

PORTLAND. ME.

Lydell A Gibson
Ballot Trio

YORK. PA.

2d half
Jennief Bros

Irt half

Ryan A Ryan

4

MASS.

Gordon's Olvmpla
Harry Lnmoru
Jim Cull, n
Mabel Taliaferro
Buckridge A Casey

.

Lehr A Belle

Co
McFarlane
MAM
Marx Bros

Sal Me Fisher

The Seebacks
Eekhoff A Gordon
Clinton A Rooney

Rallen m Hnrran
Craves A l>esmond
Lorim* r Hudson Co

Sterlings

Parket Bros

fill)

Sheridan S<|unre
(Johnstown split)

MACON. CA.

Frank Gkby
Weaver A Weaver
Wlntt r Garden Girls

The Lrlghtons
Evans A Peres
HoHtui

The

(Others to All)
Keith's llmdiMi.-k

Bee I'H'.nnT
Jack Osterman
Bronson A Baldwin

The Levollos

Princeton 5
2d half

Demarest A Collette

Proctor's

Jed Dooley Co
Buszel) A Parker
Eddie Leonard Co
Margaret Young

Thornron Sisters
William Ebs
Rome A Oaut
Elsa Ryan Co
Cordon A Ford

•

l,i..>,

L A P >wu.uoc.w

B. F. Kolth'e

>,it7.'our

TROY,

Oillette
Dennis Sisters

B F. Keith's
Peak's Blockheads

l»r«-y» r

John b Hymer Cn
Wright A (Metric*

RUH

Lucy

rls"

C.

••'

fill)

Kajiyama

Mile Rh> a Co
Kitner A Reany
Devoe A Statsor

Davis

Ous Bonn
Betty Bond
'Follow Me

F A C

L>*. «Tv

FITTSBl

Co

Keith's NaUonal
(Nashville split)
1st half

Burt

Dlam'nd A Drennan
F Charles Co
Johnny Dove

BAH Kelton
M'Cormick

MiOrath A

Ladora A B-ekman

Bronson
Fanhiin Tl

Sensational Togo
Munnina* A Hall

"At the Party"

P'rank Dobson
Big City 4

Van Hoven

Revue

| at

(Others to All)
2d half (1417)
Vine A Temple

Vincent O'Donnell

Creol"

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Ungaro Romany

Gus Kd wards Co

(li-ir.)

BIRMINGHAM

1st half (11-11)

Mull,

A

2d half
Calts Bros
"Profit ee ring"

2d half

Sankcrs A 8ylvera
Angle Cuppell
IUCOCbvT'Nj MAS8. flm ee Wallace Co
Strand
Bonn-r & P«>wits
•''•«»•»
*
—
it"
l\. v
in'
I

»

Frank Coadoy Co
Look
Hippodrome

Rome A Wager
The K»rvilles

Heather

The Kervillcs

WASHINGTON

Rialto's

The Brittons

(Three to

Far a A .Marie
Dnree'a »p« ra

Wilson A Kelly
Vony Orey Co
fiyons A Voico
(One to till)

O'Donnell A Blair
Christie A Bennett

Ward Co

3 Girls

Mullen A Corelll
Ning Toy
Cas^y A Warren

Douglas Family
LaToy's Models

All)

A

Fulton

& Crovinl

g< iL.iii

y

Homer Roinalno
Solly
Ale. n

Lytell

Mary Anderson

O.
H. P. Keith's
I. A.

Avollons

LOMhVILIE, KV

DAYTON,

B'T'N ROl'GE.
Colombia

Burke Walsh A N
Kavago
Dave Thursby
Clown sval
Kennedy A Rooncy
(One to All)

I.

Dili Q* th-vm-vc

Dolly Kay
Win Rock Co
V A E Star.Ton
Kara

HAH

Keith's Riverside

>t'.|

I*' rfM»B
sV
Ray mo a Rogers

Geo Moore Co

Clara Howard
Joe l>arcy
Walter Flshter Co
(Others to fill;
Troetor's 23d St.
2d half (7-10)
Cook A Sylvia
Libonatt

Co

Hals;

I

Ben Smith

1921

8,

Organdie Girls

4

A Crollus
Rome A Wager

Barker A Dunn
Vvette Rugel
Llhby A Sparrow

Marshal! M'tgom'ry
Qulxey 4

II

RiLarTfould

Clark

Raymond

Al

A

Cult M

Mabel Burke Co

halt (14-17)

after

Hall a Shapiro
Ethel M.l'oi.ough

Aerial Wlvertafces
Skim y h Townlef

<"it>

(Others to All)
2.1

Keith'. Palace
Julian Kltlnge
Morris A Campbell

^^^

rt

vVardolli a ^i>w
Irrnanr ^igrTnill

4

Josie

id half

shea's

lay

abbg^a^A Brooka
Oakland
•ekleaa Eve"
Mm. IV II

1st half
Blet< rs

Homer

«.i-t» v »
rsi.Ove

,.

th.

denote

rean D eanna
mm
in J^/J^^^J\9

KEITH

B. F.

ihey

offlloi

Paulct

Hijou
(Chattanooga split)

Organdie Girlg

Tyler

Brooks A Powers
Long Tack Sam

TORONTO

Keysto

RNOWILLR

»>iherwls#

not

Norwood A Hall

Ijimbert A Ball
Adroits Bros

B« rnic

R. n

i

IN

Friday, April

Valerie Berg<re Co
Parl«h A »<ru

Ahearn A Pederson
Wanner A r'aim» r
a Lard 3

WEEK (April 11)
NEXT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRE?
for

'

VARIETY _JL

a=~n

BILLS

n

Brooks

Tarlton Talkn-Log
Wyatt'i l a Lnaatei
Rhriner A Vai'moni
IN <l«-rson Bros

BANGOR, ME.
Bijou
Evelyn De Lyons

F Hall
G A R Llewellyn
0< o

Inez Hanl n y
Howard A Fields

Darby A Brown
Tick Tock Rer
2d hall

The Rny-o I.ahf
Lucy Bruas>

-

Twa

Lad<

Yerft

llai

Saxon A Sister
Regent
Chabot A Tortonl
Nora Jane Co
PT. HI RON. MCH.
Roy La Pearl
Majestic
"I'nder Apple Tree" Kasso Ca
(Two to All)
Qilberl A Saul
2d half
Prince A Oris
Hartman A Meeker
SAGINAW. MICH.
Brown'u Indians
(Throe to

Jeffras-Strand

Ail)

Frauer A Peek

HAMMOND,

1ND.
Porthenoa
Donahue A Fletcher
•

'h.ib'-t

A

Lowry a Prince
"Cameo (iirls"
Lewis A Mortoa
Baker A Rogers

Tortonl

2d half
Flying Weavers

'Rufflf s"

P A

II

Kden

Baves A
Weber A

half
heller Co

2.1

Ethel

Flelde
Elliott

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
Pc Vice Theatre Building. New Vork CH:
Kerr Girls
CHICAGO
<0 Hughes Co
Mnjeetle
I Mrs
I

Friday, April

Murphy ft White
The La Qrohs

Jean Boydell
B#ot h * Nina
(Others to

Claud* Golden
Minors ft William*
Williams
9 ft MLevan
ft
Paul
Clayton ft Lennls

M

Lake

C

B

Voices

F

Walton

I

ft

Olaon

DKXVKK

OALEBUBO.

Ore.

Monahan Co

Walman

Berry

ft

MAY

CHAMPAIGN.

NEW DANCING STAR

A

Cummins

(Sunday opening)
John Burke
Harry Kahne
Grey ft Old Rosa
P Lewis Co

ft White
Bon Harney

Alan Brooks
Williams ft Pierce
McConnell Sisters
Billy Beard
Sylvester Family

Rice ft itfewton
Flying Mayo«

DE8 MO INKS

SACRAMENTO

Orpheum

Orpheum

RIvldK*- Co
J C Nug-nt
Donovan ft Lee

J

ft

ft

Paul Nolan Co
Oscar Mirano

Orphenm
Rae Samuels

S

Lelghtm

Dill Robirnioti

Sis

r

ft

fill)

(One

A

Clark

Anna Chandler
DeHaven ft Nice

Challon

Joe Towie
Davis ft Pelle

Tracey ft McBrlde
Yates ft Reed
"Little Cottage"

Can.

Orphenm
(11-U)

Ia>rd ft Fuller
plays Jack LaVier
Calgary 14-16)
Rlalto
Roscoe Ails Co
II Santrey Band
Joe Browning
Bert Baker Co
Frank DeVoe Co
Be*Van ft Flint
"Fall of Eve"
bill

II

Mljarles

Klly

Buddie Walton

KANSAS

Mil in Bros
ST. PAIL

i

II

<

A Seymour

ft

Or p hcum

Orpheum
Bubbles
Dora Hilton Co
McLallcn A Carson

Kenny

Francis Pritchard

G McFarlane
Morton ft Glass
J Laurie Co
Herbert Brooks
Herbert's Dogs

Mollis

ft

Rule
William DeBois
Melville

ft

Revue

Miniature

Kirkamith Sia

LINCOLN, Nek.

SALT LAKE.

Orphean*
Delmore A Lee
Burke ft Betty
T
"For Pltya Sake"

Orphenm

Moody A Duncan
K Brice Co
Hampton A Blake
Tuscano Bros

Divorced

Orpheum
Franklyn Ardell Co
Tom Smith Co
J C Morton Co

The Nagyfjs
A Farrell Co
Finn A Sawyer

Bert Melrose

Chas Irwin
G«ne Greene
Vaieska Suiatt Co

Delmar ft Kola
Murray Girls
Ford Revue

Edith Clifford

MEMPHIS

SEATTLE

W

& Bro

Hale

Dewey

Rogers

ft

MILWAI KKE
Majeatic
Leo Carrill.>
Barr Twins
Elsie

Orpheum
Mr ft Mrs G Wilde

White

IlcCormick

Foley

I

ft

A A f Stedmaa
"Step'

Slg Friscoe
Gordon's Circus

Hayatake Bros
Hungarian It'sody
Stuart Barnes
"On Fifth Avenue"

Cllflon

Carmen

D

ft

Win Sea bury Co

Lively"

Herbert

La Tour

ft

Sampson

Palace
Osxton Co

Wm

Sisters

Kelow & (Union
Montgomery & A
Wansley * Keating
Cooke A Valdaro
<

VAXCOt VFR.

B. C.

Orpheum
Geo

MINNEAPOLIS

E

Revue
Conrad

.Teasel's

B

ft

BOB BAKER
Booking Acta of Merit

My Specialty
C0A3T TO COAST

* UlTE

—

S2C*

Bllis-Knowlin Co
Lincoln

U»3 BROADWAY.

CITY

N. V.

Midgets
"ugh Herb-rt Co

H *»lr A

Johnson Baker ft
Jonroy * Howard
t'ake,

Adams

K*U
"He n

.1

winton Brothers
Newell ft Most
The Langdon<a

Orpheum
Keller

iiibbitt

JJir Arlingi wn

Irene
(Sen

r.ee

El

A Malta

Franklyn

Rey

Sis

Theatre Building, Chicago
A »TO\.
t*a
—
A
in
(< »tie to fill
Hippodrome
y
,.'""'
•' «t:^ut
A F HF.I I.KVILI L. Ill
Con »"H
Washington
Uons & 7.
FergijHon A S
o n - " :,,r
Ta» iur a Fraracla
v av<

Allman
Saxon

HI.

Hill

F. la.

LOUS,

III.

N

•'Fc»ur

- _

)

fill)

t

L'-w

K. Ind.

,J

iii.

Id haif

Lew Huff

ft

is
i

r

r

ft

V

Half

'A Modern Diana'

Tilvou

Va!d* to

ft
ft

lingers

Rviowa Co

4.rt-eley

Sq.

V

ft

iiair

"it»ti ft
LaGrart
Barlow Bank:* ft Q
i

Sin< !air ft Gray
<;• u
Olfford

Cofftnan

Jones Family

Salle

ft

larroll

Kobies

ft

i

uses

Km-

Kfess Ihio
Byard ft Allan

t

Ml

Palace

Id half

'The 8tanley"

J

SCENERY
THAT MXKK.S ACTS

ft

N

n ft F!
Comedy

'

4

WOltTII

%>

lllf.K

III.
1

7

:

i

i

tgdea A

<»i"iB

Phone
(IIK \(.0

B)

8

in

C> rry

>.

ft

Ii

'

Buzz In*

Copes

kei

4efTers«»n
••!•••.

?.%i\\

I'j

ft
I

J

rlca

ft

S

1.;

Fleece
<

half

* Bdn a

i

•

At!»->!U

in

ds

Mis Mitchell

Mm

|.li

"Whirl

•

x
ox

I

\

Bra don

'

ft

A Shaj n
Ronalr A Ward
Arthur Beagou
Wheeler s
Calvert

2d half

A Marlon

vv.'^ton

Haw kins

Geo Randall Cn
oi nor* ft Boy lie
Klnkaid Kiiti>- a

2

SPOKANR

Brennan A Aluiley
do"

"Let's

Crsig

City

Catte

ft

Graham

ft

•

Rime
t

'

Hippodrome
Mr ft Mrs Wllej

F.mery
ft Ii ving

"in

SPR'GF'LD,

I'd

half

Work

ft

ft

M.kk

Rose

\

Work

"Welcome Home

Qibson

Rlvei A

Musicals
I'd

DA1.L\S, Teia«.
T

Button

ft

Petite

CARY

Brower

4

PROVIDKNCF.

Dupree

ft

L

ft

piTTsni rc;h
loew
The Ferraros
Al L'-ster Co
Overseas Revue

Btefel

Hai rey ft Btifter
.Nancy Boycr Co

r\<y

Circng

B< lina'a

Moran
Around"

ft

llipi>odrome

'ottl

I

2d half

Smith ft ('ook
Beaggy ft Clause

Klnhaid

Victoria
<

R Rogers

LOS ANt.KI KS

Le wi!»

ft
ft

Dick

AJax A Emily
Margaret Merle
Renard ft West
Johnson Bros ft J

Saeslal Rates to the Profession.

IUI>

BEACH. CAL.

Petite Maaieale

flora/a 111 I
N';i rt

to

-

Nancy Boxer Co
Copes A Button

LFVFl.AND

Hon ard

Wm

Apollo

CHICAGO

2d half
Victoria ft Dupree
Harvey ft Sliftcr

Lons

ft

Bobby ft Stole
Fallen Stars

M. C.

br.

State

RIdrldaje

Ling

> ii

Billy
Billy

<

Tea as

«

It.

McVirkers
I.O' khntd ft l.:i Jil>
Uose Garden
y ft Cy

EUGENE COX

re*

KOCKIOKD.

fill*

<

Ixqjs
fill)

IIK Xi.O

<

SAN ANTONIO
Mykoff A Canity

VB KLIPS THEATHI BIDO

M.

Beulah Pearl
Harry Mnso:i Co

Wilson

ft

lo

Robinson's Baboons

DENTIST

M kUtBliss
Daveys

Liberty

JLihI. toll
Lorrain-*
If

tiifton

C Averv

Ward

Farriu'd's

Ilogers

ft

M

3

K King

(one

Lien Co

Til) on
Ru/toff

2

ft

Worth

A G Parks

2d half

Sisters

Banian

Taylor

ft

Kenna

t'all.-than ft

ft

Herman

Trovato

Edward Hill
Plunked A Rom'ne

Austin

\'al>da

"in

Wrong*'
Sim

Mills d
I'ort line

M.IIm

h

it

ijiji

•

a

M

W

Mark
I

yds

Wrong"
A Smith

Fori una i^o
I'd

ii

h.ili

lllUl

arietj

C'ottl

itiii»'.l

on

I'uffe

29
•

'

.'

•

.

>

•

.

»

•

•

•

H

2d haif

Harry Sykes

Harris

ft

a-

E Moms Co

Frgottl A
Charlotte

Maleta Bonconl
Bartlett Smith ft 8
Jack Martin Trio

latew

McConneu

Noil

Castleton

ft

Wm

Van & Vernon
Sherman Van ft

Stpto

KNOWILLE

Lindsay

Play

Les Arados
Rainbow ft Moh'wk

Gamble Co

I

Cordon

ft

& RYlgravs

OAKLAND, CAL

Bias Troupe

I.

Frank Hartley

Loew

Sisters

Bi ford's Whirl
(On<» lo All)
«* hn!<ti

Orpheum
Aeriul Macks
Barman

ft

Jo-Jo

Artie Mehlmger
AWOrOI ft Jeanette

Williams

ft

I

2d half

H

l

afcDermoti

Id half
of Ce"

White

•j

W

to

>'

(

Walter Weemi
oison A Johnson
Bedford A
(On.-

Pasquale ft p
McConnell & West
Zelaya
"Money Is Money'

m

*"

Rose ft Dell
Bart Boyle

Lincoln Sq.

fill)

Kartell

Brown Cardie

•*""

A

ST. PAL
l-oew

Morris

Grace Ayrea ft Bra
King ft Rose
"Fads ft Fancies"
Koler ft Irwin
Mystic Hanson t

Helen Vincent
"Sweeties"

The Ovandos
Cardo

Co
-

r

ft

Holmes

ft

Wilbur ft Lyks
Melroy Sisters
Hart ft Helene
Bernard ft Meyers
Bernice La Barr Co

OTTAWA, CAN.

A Mulroy

Roljo

Mahoney

Dancers DcLuxs

W

2d half

Orpheum

Malta
Monroe Bios

Campbell

Meredtl m A Kneoxe

Johnny Sine

1

Haig

Hoof Carden S
(One lo "Fit
RA< INK, Wis.

ft

Ben Linn
liii'-iy Lev

ft

Bell

Hart A Helene
Bernard A Meyers
Bernice La Ban Co

BOSTON
('•dric

Mitsl

ft

"I O'Clock Rev"
2d half

CITY

Julia Curtis

Garden
A Lyks

Babe LaTour Co
ft Lawior

Salle

Loew

2d half

Wilbur

Ornate

National
HrJrn 5««k!ey
ft Roblea
Vnrke ft Maybelte
Artie Mchlinger

Eary
Dunbar

Musketeers

4

Bros
!••

ft

Collins

Kvelyn
4 Ishikawa Jai>9
(One lo till)

Mardl Gras"

1

Ear/

Orpheum

III.

Fuller

Wells Virginia

L Co

ft

ST. I/O! 1*

Virginia Bellcai

Cordon

Dance Original

Rsy

Lyndall

4

"Syncopated Feet"

Clay A Robinson
Delbridfa & Or*mat

Maxon

l-oew
Scala

Karbe

Wllllo
Dell ft

S

Exposition Jubilee

Weston ft Elms
Leach Wallin I

Wanda A

Kthel Levy 3
Townsend W Co

Sd hslf

Kee Tom Four
Johnny Singer Co
(One to All)

Society Symphony
Sd half

Mitchell
2d half
ft

ft

C

"A Modern Diana"
Frank Terry

K

Bfhll.V

2d hair
to

Carroll

S

Victoria

Merrill

QBiffi y.

Malta

ft

Cofftnan

ft

Uel'crrle

Cook

Tom Mahoney

'

INDIANAPOLIS

BRYANT Mdroy

Phone:

ft

R"eder A A'strong
Morris & Towne
Mumford ft Stanley

KANSAS CITY

hsir
Paul Earle
Bailey ft Noble
Herman Lieb Co

Dunlay

A L

ft

Sis

OFFICES

A'strong

ft

Smith

Beaggy ft Clauaa
2d hslf
Taylor ft Arnold

Liberty
Santry ft Norton
Dixie Hamilton Co
"Breakfast for 3"

half

I'd

Conne & Albert
Arthur Sullivan Co
Italph Whitehead
Kanazawa Boys

L«i

ft

Willie

Steeds Septette

Ebby

ft

DePerrlo

ft

Tapjian

Plunkett A R'mslne
R Rogers ft L 4

Leon

OKLAHOMA

Wrl?ht ft Wilson
McConnell & West
Arthur DeVoy Co
Cella Weston Co
(One to fill)

Bijou

McMahon

STOCKTON
Hippodrome
Edward Hill

Slatera

Mass.

ft

Lee*

3

BIRMINGHAM

Suite tl5.

Bldg.)

Frank Terry

Dawson L

(Four

Stone

I>>ol'y

Philyss

Howard ft Atkins
B Patton Co

Byron

& Rauh

(Romas

Belfords
2d hair

J

Ankers

A-

Frank Sablnl Co
Melody Festival

C

ft

Flynn Minstrels

If
you are dissatisfied
with conditions as they confront
you personally in
vaudeville, write in strictest
confidence to
X Y Z, Variety, New York

Tollman
"Little Big Girl"
"Nobody Home"
Mole aliy 8c Buckley

Hill

ft

J

2d half

I4>ew

Our Acts Always Working.

Sonla Mcroff Co

PEORIA, 111.
Orpheum

Frank Stafford Co

Anjfei
"Spirit

Symphony

STREET

Panrlng Kennedys
S»rKcnl Bro*
Welch Mealy ft M
Cameron * Rogers

Erbern
Blighty Girls

ft

47th

Jupiter Trio

Kingsbury ft M
Al Williams
Byron ft Ha!g
Orren A Drew
Hungarian R
Monohan Co

ELGIN.

ft

Society

W

Majestic
Jewell & Raymond

Ward

1

Evans

Mae

(One to fill)
Delancey St.
Rose ft Dell
Bart Doyle
Amoros ft J
Leigh DeLacey Co

Maybells
Fisher ft Lloyd

ft

Bottomley Tr

Hay Snow

Yorke

Jack Reddy

ft Sidney
Steve Freda

Ward

ft

HOLYOKE,

Lalnne

Htpporiromor
Skating Macks

2d hair
Bollinger ft R

Dawson L

2d half

Goldie

Marlln

I

BALTIMORE

Ryan & Weber

ft Ensign
(Three to fill)

Kerr

GAM Brown H
Harrison D

Lillian Walker
Hilly McDermott

ft

WEST

*43

Green ft Dean
H Harrington Co

Heck

"A Lonesome Girl"
Barlow Banks ft G
Laurie Ordway Co

ft

,

Robert Giles

Arnold

Mankln

AJax A Kmlly
Margaret Merle
Renard A West
Johnson Bros A J
Brower 3

Grand

Co

Friends"

Princess

Ga.

Willie Karbe
Dell ft Ray
l.yndall Laurell

4

B'way

of

Pep-O-Mlnt Rev

fill)

HOUSTON

MICKEY CURRAN, Manager

Joe Melvin

1

Stove Freda

Artists' Representatives

2d halt

Dl Bl Ql

Lew Huff

Richard Wally Co

All)

to

Dixie

R'uloff ft Rulowa
(One to fill)

American

Sis

Bros

(iarcenittl

CITY

DANNY DAVENPORT

Howard

W

to

A

Crescent
Palermo's Canines
Gene A Menettl
Alf Rlpon
May Stanley Co

Jones Family
A M Rogers
Tappan A A'etrong

(Two

2d half
"Just

Lee Mason Co
Senna A Stevens

NEW ORLEANS

3

Flyinf Russells
2d half

fill)

Racing Days
Jean ft Val.iean
(One to fill)

Nick Hufford
Aurora Co

J

Neb.

Quinnell

ft

ft Chadwick
Warwick Lclght 3

With

NEW YORK

Empress

Empress
La Petite ft Jenny
Princess Nal Tal T
"Rubetown Follies"

Newman

to

N. J.

Co
"RICE AND OLD SHOES"
Babe LaTour Co
2d half
W£EK (APRIL 4). RIAUTO. ST. LOUIS Grazer ft Lawl»r
Palermo's Canines
NEXT WEEK (APRIL M), PALACE, CHICAGO
2d half
Gene A M.-n-Mtl
afcCoanell A A
Alf Rlpon
Hurry Sykes
May Stanley Co
MARCUS LOEW
3 Kenna Sislers
Pep-O-MInt Rev
Callahan
miss
A
Building,
New
York
City
Putnam

Okla.

F

(One

2d half
Allen A Moore
Fisher ft Hurst

Burt

ft

Rounder
Anthony

McMahon

THIS

W

ft

Binns
Davis

A F

Conne A Albert
Arthur Sullivan Co
Ralph Whitehead
Kanasawa Boya

Gardner

Robinson McCabe
"Toy Shop"
Fisher A Hurst

Vincent

Stanley Broa
2d half

Isnay

A

Aubry

Cat land

lnman

HARRY NAOMI
J. CONLEY
RAY

fill)

OMAHA,

Girle
Delor.g

ATLANTA,

Farrell

ft

Orpheum

HOBOKEN,

fill)

W

Levy
ft

to

Warwick

2d half

Herchel Hendlere

Nevins

ft

Newkirk
(One to

Mitchell

E. ST.

ft

(One

"M'rr'ge or Dlv'co H

Anne Kent Co
Beattle A Blome

Vendonao

Kugene Kmmett

Mine Victorl
Leonard ft Porray
A M Rug. r,

8

NASHVILLE

Bryant A Stewart
Royal Harmony 6

Russells

A

Smith
Jack Martin 3

Paramo

C A T Harvey

Bobby Hen*haw Co

Worden Bros
Kelly & Macky
Matdle

fill)

2d half

The Larconlans
Roher A Gold
"M'rr'ge or DlVce"
Anne Kent Co
Gypsy Trio
Beattie A Bloom
(1C-14)
SAN JOSE, CAL.
Les Arados
Rainbow A Mohawk The Hippodrome
Larconlans
Maleta Rnrconl
Roher A Gold
Bartlett

Chas Deland Co
Lyle ft tCineraon
"Rising Generation"
2d half
Paul ft Pauline

)>o\vning

King

Flying

Princess
J">ck

1

King Street

Buds

ft-

'

Can.

Kramer ft P
Makarenko 2

2d hair

Cody

(10 11)

Kctor A Dena
Bond -Berg Co
Harry Hlnea

Whirl

HAMILTON,

Wigwam
"Just Friends"
Lee Maaon A Co
Senna A Stevens
J Flynn Minstrels

Jack Gregory Co

Harris

ft
s

Ft fori

R

ft

to

Hawthorne A Cook
Kalsha Co
MODESTO. CAL.
Hlppodromo

Noll

ft

Jo-Jo

"Telephone Tangle"

WICHITA, KAN.

Smith

Gertrude

(One

Hamilton Walton
Four Milos

ft

Damarel ft Vail
Bloom ft Sher

Juggling McBanns
2d hair
Three Alex
Old Black Jland
Bernard ft Ferris

Mack

DECATUR.

Cardo

Helene Davis
ft

Jean Gordon Co

The Ovandos
Odric ft Lindsay

Pulare
Friend
Musical

4 Tip Tops
Callsn A Kenyon

Bsrnold's Dogs
2d half

Quick Ren-jits

Bollinger

l4»ew

Clifton

ft

Casino

(Sunday opening)
Burrell Broa
Geo Stanley A Sis
Powers Marsh A D
Frank Ward
» Musical Queene

MONTREAL

O ft K King
V ft C Avery
Ward ft Wilson

Chicago OI0e«: 1212 Matonic Tarns!*.

BEND. IND.

SO.

"Tale of % Cities"

Of wd

Rt«te-I.uke
1*

Cook

McMahon

"Summertime"
Bloom ft Sher

KVANSMI

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

la.

2d hair
Folettes Monks
Doris Duncan

Shaw
(Two

Yeoman

C

ft

8.D.

Atklna
Patton Co

B

Cecil

OKMULGEE,

(One

Hanlon

opening)
Daisy

ft

Bob White
Pearl Abbott Co
Carlton A Belmont
"Fickle Frollca"

Monte ft Lyons
Russo Ties ft R

I<oew

Gray

Hippodrome
(Sunday
Williams

K Kmmett

J

Quli.tet

FALL RIVER

Dixie 4

Office of

•

Downey

Harry Hlnea
Gypsy Trio

M

Leigh DeLacey Co

I*

CITY.

DAVENPORT.

Orpheum

Ori.TUh

OKI. FANS

Laurel

It

WINNIPEG

& Devour
ft

A

MASON

Columbia
Jack Roshier
Butler ft Parker
Gosler ft Lusby
Bobby Randall
"Trip to Hltland"
(One to nil)

Bert

ft

fill)

ft

Pierce

SAN FBANCISCO

Robinson's Baboons
2d half
Jack A Foris
Raines ft Avey

Spartan

ft

The Cromwells
Rsnd ft Gould

Herman
Worth
o Parks

ft

Trovato

Ector ft Dena
Bond -Berry Co

Gi fiord

<;*o

2d half
Merriman Girls
Gilmore ft Castle
Jack Russell Co

Harry Tsuda
Beck ft Stillwell
Black ft O'Coinell
Pearl's Gypsies

La Petite ft Johnny
Gordon ft Delmar
J Grady Co
The Volunteers
Wm Seabury Co

Novelty 3
Bayle ft Patsy
Orren A Drew
Weston's Models

E

to

Sinclair

Binns ft Burt
Davis A Chadwick
Warwick Le!gh i
Nick Hufford
Aurora Co

Dunlay A Merrill
Jupiter Trio
2d hair

fill)

Will Fox Co
Alice Hamilton
"Spirit Mardi Gras"

2d hair
Connell Zippy

Nellls
Sampson ft Delila

to

Pearl's Gypsies
2d hair

ft

W

2d hair

2d hair
Challon ft Keke

Hopklna

Howard

ft

Harry Tsuda
Reck A St ill well
Black ft O'Connell

3

ItroiiHon

SIOIX F'LLS,
Orpheum

(Two to All)
Logan Sq.
Kennedy ft Nelson
O'Hara ft Neeley
Owen McGiveney
Beck ft Stone

Grant Gardner
Dulay

Cross

0"Hara ft Neeley
L Mortimer Co

(Two

Co

Dunham &

W

2d hair
Morellea Toy Shop

fill)

Miller

Briscoe

Orpheum
Sinier-,1

F

ft

to

9496

Hayatake Bros
Hungarian R

Leo Beers
I Regals

Tracey ft McBrlde
Leo Beera
3 Regala

ft

(One

K

Jack Gregory Co

"Toy Shop"

The

Stuart Barnes

Church
L Mortimer Co

2d hair

J

Emery

Hall

ft

Keyes

—

BJdg.. 1491 Broadway. N. T. City

Frgottl A
Charlotte

Martha Ruasell Co
Race ft Edge

2d half

Novelty

BRYANT

Phone:

211.

Eddie Borden
(One to fill)

Forest

McDermott

Nevins

Orpheum
Blossom Seeley Co
Lolya Adler Co
Four Gossips
Prosper & Moret
Ned Norworth Co
Larry Comer
Selblnl ft Nagle
Mill \ CITY

*JCasting Laraya

Owen McGiveney

W

ft IV.

TOPEKA, KAN.

D

ft

2d half

Jimmy Dunn
Ward ft Dooley
MADISON. Wis.
Orpheum

Marlett

Langford

8uU

Virginian
Martelle

2d hair
J ft N Olms
'Walter, Wanted"

Billy

C.

Wis.

The Volunteers

Frank Wilcox Co
Alice Hamilton
Ray ft Arthur

Roy Conlin

— Married

Orpheum
E A Wellman Co
Grace DeMar

Browne
Duncan ft C

Kraenon ft Baldwin
Bessie Browning
A Latell Co
Page A Green

way. N. Y.

KENOSKA.

ft II

Ray Snow

—AND—

Orpheum
Arman Kaliz Co
F A J Tell

nut B

Jimmy Dunn

A

Seabury Co

Gordons Circus

Managers and Produ~ers

Kedzie

Donsld Johnson

SAN FRANCISCO

Wm

Hawkins

Walter Weems
Bedford A Wlnc'ter
(One to fill)

Foley ft LaTour
Signor Vriscoe

Sampson

ft

Armst'g

LaGrace

i'Ceno

A

Sherman A

;w/M6 yAT£S. tmmem

Sun Bros
Ray ft Arthur

(Two

Meredith

Putnam

.

2d half

M Henshaw. Co

B

Snoozer

Brown Gardner

Wilde

,

Castleton

ft

Clifton

JEtewGANTOR OFFICES

"Little Cottage"

Doris

O

Mrji

Play

Wm

fill)

ft

Great La Folrlte

JOE MICHAELS
Quirk Action

Frank Hartley

Fulton

Leigh

2d half
Hall Ermine ft

la.

Nagami

ft

2d half

Lloyd

to

Montrose

Toyama Japs

Orpheum
Mr A

Three Romanoe
Arsclma Sis
Kddie Carr Co
Phesav ft Powell
"CO Pink Toes"

2d half
Jack Roshier A M
Gertrude Newman

W

Murray Yoelk
Belle

Hori

Valda Co

(Two

ha.ir

and WEST
a ROOKING EAST
— Reliable
Service
WIRE. WRITE OR CALL SUITE 101 %

Mauley

ft

2d hair
Williams ft Taylor
Zelaya

White Rev

ft

?d
DAL
FAB Hurley
Rurke

MINEAPOLIS

TH

Marston

Allen

ft

"Moonlight"

KENNEDY
BURT
—
Engaged

Byrd

sioi \ CITY,

2d hair

Empress
ft Keke

Ranch Co

LOS AN CELLS

Gilmore ft Castle
Jack Russell Co
Hamilton Walton
Four Milos

to All)

Lew Docks) sder

Arcaro

"The Mast Kiddles"
5 Chapins
Murry Bennett
7 Brancks

'

Girls

Blsck

Dave Manl'-y
Leon's Ponies

A F

Vincent

Mi Kee «\ Day
Cantor's Minslre's

Timely Revue

I.

"Man Hunt"

Globe

Sultan

ft

R.

State

I/OOW

fill)

ft

SALT LAKE
Norman ft Jearette
Kane A Chldlow
"Voice or Money"

Rounder of B'way
Anthony ft Arnuld
Stanley Bros

B Morrla Co
Van A Vernon
Sherman Van ft H
Metropolitan
Esry ft Esry
FRESNO, CAL.
Ryan ft Weber
Hippodrome
Warded ft Doncourt
Fisher

Everett's Circus

Paramo

The Braminoa

BROOKLYN

Returns for his fourth season ns leading
man to the Albee Stock Co., Povldence.

KANSAS CITY
Merriman

2d hair
ft Vincent
Damarel ft Vail
Oscar Lloralne
Gosler A Lusby
Yates ft Reed

LOCIS
Orpheum

The Stanleys

Mack Lano

IlCMORIST"

(One to fill)
3argent Bros
Cameron ft Rogers
Welch Mealy ft M

to

Loew

Virginia Belles
2d half

Ting a-Ling

Dl LI

fleflrrlat ft Darro
Grace Da Winters
Marietta Craig Co
Royul 4

#

A Town*
Mumrord A Stanley

Brown'a Dogs
DeVoy ft Dayton
Harvey DcVora X
McCoy ft Walton

Seal*

ft

2d half

Morris

Colonial

2d hair

Hippodrome

Mankln

DETROIT

Eddie Montrose
Leonard ft Parray
Robinson McCabe S
Friend ft Downing
Odlva ft Seals

RAYMOND
BOND
"AMERICAN

III.

Orpheum

Lester

ST.

Curzon Sisters
Cygi ft Vadie

(Same

JOLIKT.

Fred'ks

T'RK HTTE, IND.

W

Joe Melvin
Steed Sextet

Co

to

fill)

Samaroff A Sonla
Billy Barlow

fill)

Miller

(Two

Dayne
H yarns

Cressy

Ash

A

Wheeler

to

2d half

bill

B & B

De Wolf Girls
Dl'Ll'TH

EDMONTON,

Grand
CITY, III. Madam Paula
Stanley ft
Sia
Washington
Teschows Cata
Lusicanna Lucca
Arthur Terry

American
plays
Jeanette Chllds
Fresno 14-16)
Nevins ft Mack
Alice Lloyd
Oliver ft Olp
B O'Nell Queens

Bro

ft

(One

GBAN1TE

A

Langf'd

Odiva
(One

"Syncopated Feet"

Reeder A A'strong

Chapelle 8tinette Co

Laurie Ordway C'j
Keno Keyes ft M
Avenue B
2d hair
Freer Baggott ft F LaVaux
Maude Allen Co
Princess Nal Tal T
"Rubetown Follies" Evang ft Sidney

Murray Voelk
(One to fill)

MEMPHIS

L ft O Harvey
Mr ft Mrs W Hill
Jimmy Lyons

Bottomley Troups
(One to fill)

Ferguson ft 8
Will Stanton Co
3 Ankers

DayUa
A Kenny

Alvln

4

Tom Mahoney

2d half

Wray's Manikins
Swarts A Clifford
"Nearly a Prinze"

DAYTON

Doncourt

ft

Charles Wilson

2d hair
Blighty Girls

S

2d half
Beatty ft .Evelyn
Ishikawa Broa

111.

CHICAGO

(11-11)

(Same

France^ Kennedy
Valentine ft Bell

P Bremen

to

IIL

"Four or Ua"
Roof Garden S
(One to fill)

Orpheasa
Samaroff ft Sonla
Green ft Dean
H Harrington Co
Hall Ermine ft B
Swor Bros *
(One to fill)
Id hair
Garcenittl Bros
Story ft Clark
Chaa Wilson

(Two

Columbia
ft W'houss
Will Fox Co
"Waiters Wanted"
The Gabberts

Orphenm

Butler ft Parker
Big Friscoe
"Trip to Hltland"

Dan hu.

MANAGERS' EXCHANGE
VISES?*"*
CHICAGO
PHONES: STATE 84>?«-?7

Lloyd

ft

Alay
.* B

Sto.
I

Hippodrome'
Ileuggy £ ClaUH*
Taylor ft Arnold
K< posit Ion Jubilee

t

Boothly A Everdeen
"Prosperity"

Lewi* ft Thornti
Roae Revue

AGENCY
NTATIVK

Maidie DeLong
Worden Broa

Id hair

IKibel

•ACBAMKNTO

Loew
Sterling Rose

|

DWIGHT PEPPLE

1

"Patches-

*

/

LOUS

ST.

LONDON,

Criterion 4

I

iD, «

WOODsVuEATsS
WOOU8
itRE
THEATRE BLD4J.

Blrnea

ft

Jessie ft Herbert

VIOLA

Gir!s

T.

The Barlows

Orphei

ft

Jack Levy

Stuart Barnes

ft

Orpheasa

Inman
Macky

ft

Kelly

Girl"

in J

i

at

Frank Wilcox ^
Bobby Randall
(Two to fill)

"Summertlmj"

Dcyo

ft

F Ushen
PORTLAND,

C

Stanley

2d hair

Monks

Follettea

O Walters

ft

Rainsdells

Artistic Treat

Kan.
Mayflower

Smith

T

2d U
half
^^^wsfc^.
7^rw jaUambo ft N
Xok Goldie
/ c»
Kane

Lewis

FLORENCE,

ft

Stanley

"

v

(-

Majeotle

Don

ft

Lonesome

*•*%« **n

ft

Brown
CD'B RAPIDS. In.

Ce Dora

Harry Holman Co
Hunting ft Francis

A

Montroaa
Johnson
Toyama Japs
Belle

Rauh

ft

Broalue

Frlgaana
Bradley ft Ardla*
Jamet of Franca
Trlsrte

Francis

ft

Brlecoe

23

Lane
I
White Rev

ft

Black

Luclanna Lucta

Orphan an

Hackett ft Delmar
njert Fltzgibbon
Mullen

Mack

Orphenoa
Snail ft Vernon
Williams ft Wolfus
Harriet Rem pel Co BLOOMINOTON.IU.
Hoi mas ft La Vers
Majaetle
Margaret ft Alvares "Mixtures"
Moss ft Frye
Jim Doherty
Ott-> ft Sheridan
Willie Bros
Everest's Circus
2d hair
Dancing Kennedys
OMAHA
Taylor ft Francis

Ca
Co
•arm Mandell Co
Snhn A Drela

{Vera Oordon
ahetla Terry

Imhof Conn &

Broslus ft Brown
Id hair

OAKLAND

fill)

miaco

State

VARIETY

lttl

8,

>

.

-

v

VARIETY

£4

AND

IN

"The Wonder

Friday/ April

6,

1921

OUT.

woman

Girl."

sin-

out after the Tuesday matinee

gle,

week at Proctor's 23rd Street.
Cheatei and Warren sublx>d.
Faye and Thomas have been
this

\

forced to cancel the balance of their
route owing to an accident to Miss

Faye.

The Two Wrens dropped out
the

of

American the
week after the

the

at

bill

half

last

of

last
first

AI Kickard substituted.
cancelled the

show.

The "Timely Revue"

Lincoln,

half at the
the comedian of
fined to his bed
Temple and Co.
first

due

.So,.,

*

tp

the turn being con-

with influenza.

La

substituted.

Lane and Smith were forced out
of the bill at the Warwick the last
half of last week, due to
Joe Martini substituted.

illness.

MUSIC BY

MARRIAGES.
Marion Weeks, formerly a vaudeHenri Barron, of the
Grand Opera Company,

ville single to

Chicago
June 28,

'

The couple kept the
1920.
They are now in
secret.

wedding

ALBERT VON TILZER

vaudeville.

Robert de Conedie, pictures, to
Mrs. Amanda Hamilton at Santa
Barbara.

BIRTHS.

WAIT UNTI

To Mr. and Mrs. Bud Green, a
son on Match 30. Mr. Green Is the
song writer now connected with the
staff of Fred Fisher, Inc.
To Mr. and Mrs. John Flanagan
The
a son Thursday, March 21.
mother was formerly Mary Creighton, of the Three Creighton Sisters,
of vaudeville.
Bud Green, the
the father of a baby
ster arrived March
To Mr. and Mrs.

Bond, Barry

song writer, is
The young-

boy.

Harry Bond, of

olas avenue.
ten Oliver Bond.

To

Rader

Murray

31,

/e*:

Nichson, Ber-

St.

of

Real art.

twins (boys), born March 29.
To Mr. and Mrs. Bert French, a
daughter, March

ttfa

30.

& Co., at 321
New York, a

ifr-

m

(second).

HOUSES CLOSING.
IMaza, St. Petersburg and Lubooked by
cerne, Orlando, Fla.,
Jules Delmar, close for the summer
the week of April 11.
Keith's Dayton closes April 18.
Keith's Columbus closes week of
April 18. The summer policy of the
latter Is to be stock.
Both houses
are booked by Jack Dempsey of the

Keith Exchange.

"Way Down East," which has been
on tour under the management of
Counihan & Shannon, closed March
29 in Atlantic City.

STOCKS CLOSING.
The Corse Pay ton stock

at the
Academy, Scranton, scheduled to
close April 2, will continue until the
end of the month at which time that
house will be taken over by the C.

FRANK CRUMIT'S

interests, the owners who
will install a company of their own,
the house having proved one of the

H. Miles

best money making stock stands in
the East.
The stock at the 14th Street theatre closes May 28.
The dramatic stock at the Winnipeg, Winnepeg, closes May 28.

OVER NIGHT HIT

IN

THE OUT

THE

BROADW

GREENWICH FOLLIES

NEWS OF THE DAILIES
Max Schwartz, one of the owners
of the Catharine street picture theatre where six children lost their
lives in a f.re scare, Nov. 14, 1920,
was lined $23 in Special Sessions
following his conviction on a charge
of allowing children to enter the
t beat re
without parent or guarjlan.
Barrett Weinberg, his partner, was
sentenced Feb. 11 to sixty days in
the workhouse on the

same charge.

Peggy

Marsh denied last week
that she had been offered a settlement by the Marshall Field estate.
Henry Field, the late merchant's

145

grandso?». is the father of her fouryear-old boy, and his brother paid

Chicago,

III.,

WEST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

State Lake Theatre Bldg.

Philadelphia, Pa.. 37 South 9th St.

Miss Marsh, who is now married to
Albert Johnson, an allowance, but
refused her a share in the estate.
She is still pressing her claim.
Mrs.

widow

Emma
of

Swift Hammerstein,
Oscar Hammerstein, lost on the fact that Dreamland Is in shocking and far behind American
operation ant? no rents are being In lavishness of production.
paid to the Title Guarantee and
Trust Co., trustees of the mortAlfred T. Bingllng. who died Oct.
The action brings into dis- 31. .19.19, left an estate exclusive of
crafio.

the second legal encounter she has
had recently with her husband's
two daughters by a former wife
Mrs: KteWH: Keuttiig and lira
Hose H. Tostcvin. They sued to
prevent her cancelling a lis pendens
on the Manhattan Opera House by
posting a bond for $20,000.
The
Appellate Division decided she should

be bonded for

$1100,000.

obtained
aration agreement with
whereby they were
guaranteed $100 a week
ters' rights are

The daughby the septhe mother
Individually
each. They

charge their stepmother with lessening the value of property guaranteeing these payments by legal

pute the recent sale of the prop- his real estate holdings valued "at'
erty to ft syndicate composed of $'.77,677. It will he equally divided
William Fox. Mrs. Hannah Sullivan between his son and widow.
and Eugene D. Wood.
A tract on the sea side of DreamArehduke Leopold Ferdinand of land was bought last week by real
Hapsburg recently appealed in a estate interests headed by Samuel
Berlin cabaret, but his dancing was Gumpertz of Coney Island for a
so awkward that royalist member! price reported to be $500,000. It was
of the audience are said to have stated the purchase was made to
wept out of chagrin.
safeguard the title.

Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, blue law
West to arouse
sentiment
Charging a combination by big measures. in favor of his restrictive
Interests to prevent the showing
of his attractions, Earl Carroll is
r.erthold Spltzer, who said his
to erect a theatre at Seventh avenue
"blowing power" had been seriously
and &0th street, southeast corner.
impaired by u truck running over
The ownership of Dreamland, him, last week recovered $15,000
Coney Island, Is still In dispute. from the National Market Co., of
Gustavus A. Rogers, on behalf of Yonkers, who owned the truck.
the Pondholders Protective ComEthel Keightley, wife of Cyril
mitted, is renewing his application
for the appointment of a receiver Keightley. the actor, arrived last
for the property.. His claim is based week and said French plays are

subterfuges.

chief, is touring the

mother

$1,000 for an operation, got the authorities who found the pathe same from J. J. Shubert, but rents afflicted with physical infirmwon't have to marry him. Instead ities and are sending back with
she will appear at the Winter Gar- them their four minor children.

den the week of April
*

11.

»#

Kitty Quirm,

shftW

r/v.-i^-oj
rH;i; of ••
•

•->
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The Shuberts have accepted for Taaffe place, Brooklyn, has beei
publication a musical version of reported to the police as missing.
"Quality Street" made by Edward
Delaney Dunn with score by Walter
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt announced
Kollo. The leads will be played by in
London last week she would reDorothy Ward and Shaun Glen- turn to this country in January.

ville.

"Liliom," by Ferone Molnar, feaThe Theatre Guild took "Mr. Pirn turing Joseph Schildkraut. will he
Passes By" to Sing Sing for a one the firth production this season of
night engagement. Sunday, April 3. the,, Theatre
Guild.
Pirn
"Mr.
A fire In the Winter Harden
Passes By" will be removed to the
building March 31 drove the chorus
Leon Gordon will stage for the Henry Miller.
girls to the street In their stage Belwyita "The Poppy God" by himclothes, collected a huge crowd and self. De Hoy Clemens and Thomas
"The Silver Fox," by Cosmo Hamnecessitated calling the reserves. Grant Springer.
ilton, will be produced this spring
The blaze did trifling damage to the
by Pec Shubert and William Fuplant of the Winter Garden Drug
Mr. and Mrs. Coburn will be fea- versham,
Co.
tured in "The Bronx Express" by
George M. Cohan.
Beatrice Noyea taat week Jjot a
Governor Miller last week let It
divorce from Donald GallaherX win*
be known that he was against the
Little Alexander Milne. 15, the boy entered a general
denial of "her
Carp* ptier-Dempsey fight and in tenor, detained with his parents at charges of
Infidelity, but failed to
favor of a picture censor.
Kllis Island and described by Qui appear at the
trial.
Edwards as a "diamond edition of
Dorothy Mi'ler. who said *he Harry Lauder," must go back to
The March Federal Grand Jury.
woud marry any man who gave her Scotland, according to a ruling of of which
Hubert Adamson, former

Tridgy, April §;

VARIETY

1MI 4

was attached for payment Of debts.
The expedition is backed by Lionel
Atwin, Ben H. Atwell, members of
the cast of "Deburau," "Maytlme"
and other theatrical people as well
as by international celebrities. The
idea

yacht

the

salvage

to

is

Isis

sunk during war time.

WITH THE MUSIC MEN
Ernest Golden, of the "Greenwich
Village Follies," collaborated with
Ted Lewis on "I'm Coming to You,
May Be," the new Shapiro- Bernstein
number, which was played and sung
over the long distance telephone
from San Francisco to the publish*
era' headquarters in New York, and
was taken down in manuscript form
in that

LYRIC BY

•

manner.

Harms

T. B.

accepted a new

lias

number, "Now Is the Time," lyrics
by Richard Coburn and Arthur
Jackson, music by Vincent Rose.

BROWN

The T. B. Harms, Francis, Day &
Hunter Co. will undergo a change
in

name this month to
Harms has severed its
Day

corporate

Harms,

Inc.

British affiliation with Francis,

Hunter, hence the change. The
other subsidiary corporate titles of
Harms, such as Chappel-Harms,
Inc., and the "Victoria will remain

&.

OU SEE

unchanged.

MY

\OHn Finney has gone into the
music publishing business as the
Gotham-Strand Corporation, with
offices in the Schirmer building, at
10 East Forty-fourth street. Frank
Wright, formerly with the Schirmer
music house, is professional manager.
Leo Friedland, last with
Stasny & Co., Is general sales manager. Mr. Finney and Bert Adams
collaborated on "Poor Me."
This,
together
with
John
Hoffman's
"Sunny Boy" are the two "plug"
numbers

of the house.

Thompson

Billy

Is

New York

in

office for Van
a Chicago music

opening an

A

Curtis,

concern.

ing

Alstyne
publish-

Thompson has long

been known in the music field, having represented New York houses in
Chicago for a number of years, and
before that having been located in
New York.

Harry Rosenthal (Harry Rocey),
conductor of the Club Maurice Orchestra, and Joe Rosey, have writ*
ten a new number, "Somebody

>^crr

Else," which Irving Berlin, Inc., la
publ.fching.
1

By arrangement with M. Witmark & Sons, Leo Feist, Inc., will
publish

the

music

"Blossom

of

Time," the new production based on
the melodies of Franz Schubert. Slgmund Romberg is arranging the
score. H. Berle wrote the book.

The
Coon-Sanders
Orchestra,
which plays at the Hotel Muehlbach, Kansas City, made a special
series
of dance records for tho
Columbia recently.
The orchestra
made the records In Kansas City

NELSON & CHAIN'S

<DING HIT

BIG SUCCESS IN

for the first time in the history of

the town's musical circles.

Jimmie McIIugh, formerly with
George A. Friedman, Inc., lias become associated with Jack Mills,
Inc., as professional manager.

THE

FANCHON MARCO PRODUCTION

BREVITIES

The Tuesday meeting
Publishers'
this

Protective

of the Music

Association

week was mainly taken np with

discussion of the proposed
standard songwriters' contract, as
submitted by the Composers' and
Lyric Writers' Protective league.
The unanimous consensus of opinion was against the particular contract submitted, with the general
proposal the M. P. P. A. do not accept any stnndard contract form

the

whatsoever.

The

chief

objection

therein

re-

volves about the theory of supply
and demand, which is based on individual bargaining.
tion cannot

WILL VON T1LZER, PRESIDENT
Boaton, Mast., 240 Trcmont St.

Commissioner, was foreman best to get the bottle from her, but
handed a presentment to Judge were only partially successful. She
Knox drastically criticizing four was rushed to Bellevue Hospital.
Federal
Enforcement
Prohibition
agents and" characterizes these men
Albert Gibson, of 729 Seventh
generally as unfit or worse.
avi'iiuc,
was arrested last week,
charged with "swindling" Various
Edwin P. Kilroe, an Assistant people out of large sums by promDistrict
Attorney, and Louis E. ising them huge salaries if they innwartr, n lawyer, were found guilty vested in his picture concern.
last week of conspiracy to impede
»nd d,.f ;it tno omls of justice in
Mrs. Leslie Carter and John Drew
failing to prosecute Napoleon Arthur
the Selwyns
will be featured by
Kourasse lor alleged bigamy.
ne::t fall in "The Circle" by Somer-

San Francisco, Pantag»» Bldg.

(

.

set

Muds

*ra 1).
has been appointed
general Mage director for A. L. Er•anger.

Maughm.

Peggy

ft

race, pictures, served real

attachments for $ ISO, 000 in
against Robert M. Dobbins,
r)(ins Keane bus
understood
to be her fiance, last
been invited by
Kronen Academy to present week.
J«e
»««m«n. /•••
n i' iir H
This is the
»'»* hm<
In history such an
inwomen
Insufficient dressing by
"i&uon hat been issued.
en the stage is now being discussed
in the French Senate with a view
Kthei Fleming, a
picture actress, to preventing it.
r
«uin.ing Apr;,
from a per^»rin; 1M(
ut lh€ ra] i?ol wifh Jo .
The bill to censor pii tines last
M»n king, the picture hading man, week was tabled in the California
wok poison. They were in a taxi- legislature*
••n ri.. ir
her apartment at 110 East
rvfMt
Mr. King and the taxlAnna field's estate according to
,ah *}
<-»D
drwn Moc Lang, did their papers hied in California last weefc,
estate
a suit

i

Hf

i

.

:i

.

(.

,

'

,

Her his cab to be used* for immoral puramounted only to $100,000.
daughter, Lianc Carrere, was the poses.
principal beneficiary. Holdings conJohn Golden's next production
sisted mostly of bonds and stock.
be "The Wheel" by Winchell
Richard Walton Tully returned Smith. Rehearsals commence next
with Ins «"ir> and daughter. Uupa* week.
from a year in Europe last week.
will

'aimer

three
has returned to the
walking about his cast of "Hollo's Wild Oat."
J.

of the Songwriters*

Union should be ceded the same
terms for hie songs as Victor Herbert, Silvio Hein or the like receive.
It is a case of the standard proven
writer being worth more to the publisher than the unknown.

As
Fire

The associa-

comprehend why an un-

known member

1

weeks'

illness,

Collins,

after

K. C. Mills of the Executive

Board of tho M. P. P. A. propounded,
it would mean the songwriter would
be presented with added temptation
to cheat on the agreement. Should
the songwriters' proposed contract
for a 00 per cent, mechanical
royalty (as is demanded) what is to
prevent a writer from accepting
only 2.1.. per. cent v on the q. L.?..
is all a business proposition, and
the writer benefits according to how
call

U

.

hard a bargain he can drive.
Another phase of the royalty contract that Is objected to by the
Despite,
her
parents*
opposition,
M.
P. P. A. is the percentage sysable to sing again at the MetropoliBeth Meakins, 16, has joined the tem a writer is to receive, instead
tan next season.
Cast of the Rose tflirl." Her father of so many cents per ropy of sheet
is Charles Meakins.
music sold, a stipulated percentage
George R. Cole was held last week
of the gross money receipts from
In $500 bail charged by Anna Suthe sale of the song.
Jim
Cross,
This is the
negro
the
porter
for
her
for
vada with taking $40 from
Winter
Drug
Qarden
Co., who dis- system prevalent in England with
instruction In picture acting and
tinguished
himself
British
songwriters
publishers,
at
and
the
Are
there
typewritten
slip.
only
giving her
a
last week was made the recipient the amount of the percentage there
Frederick S. lsham who wrote of a check for $100 from an un- also being determined by a system
"Three Live Ghosts" is now at work known donor who presented it of bargaining. The only objection
to it here is that it would mean a
on 'Captain Debonnaire" for Max through the Tribune.
radieal revision of the current acMa re in.
Harry Filter has announced he eounting system employed by AmerRobert Melvor and Alice Martin, hopes to be instrumental in caus- ican music publishers, and is therechorus girl, of Yonkers, were arrest- ing to be built in Paris a theatre fore Impractical from their point
of View.
ed Saturday charged with violating as a memoral to Gaby Deslys.
The Composers' and Lyric Writthe Sullivan law and intoxication.
ers'
Blue
Point
The
was
about
to
Protective League held its last
sail
Sidney Simon, the chauffeur in
Not hug of inwhose care they were, was also ap- April 2 with the Saliger ship sal- meeting Monday.
terest
was decided upon.
when
it
allowing
expedition
vage
on board
prehended, charged with

Caruso is now
apartment and will go to Italy in
May. Mrs. Caruso says he will be

/

*
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THE FOLLOWING LETTER

IS
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Friday, April

FROM A WELL-KNOWN ARTIST WHO

IS

I
8,

1921

QUALIFIED TO SPEAK
No.

1

Ridgewood

Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Flatbtifth.

April

Mr. E. F. Albee,
Palace Theatre Building,

New York

My

2,

1921.

City.

dear Mr. Albee:

Orpheum

have just read a copy of the letter written by Harry Mountford in protest against the
donating their matinee receipts on April 8th to the N. Y. Insurance Fund.

I

cuit

Cir-

As an old Artist and a former White Rat and one who has seen and enjoyed the remarkable change
that has been brought about through the efforts of yourself and the other managers of this country, as
well as one who has been a beneficiary of this splendid Insurance Fund, I feel that I must raise my voice
Mr. Mountford always assured us that his aim was to protect
in indignation at the effrontery of this man.
the actor. The objection he makes to the managers giving their theatre receipts to the N. V. A. proves
that his loyalty to the actor ceases

when

own pocketbootk

his

is

affected.

there are any performers left in the United States or Canada who still believe he is sincere or in any
helpful to the profession after this letter, then I am no judge of the mentality of artists. Regardless
of one's opinions toward the N. V. A. or the N. V. A. Club House, or the many other advantages that the
organization has made possible, there certainly can be no sensible criticism against this action of the man*
agers in giving an N. V. A. insurance fund day once a year. This money is for the burial of artists and for
the relief and assistance of their dependents.
If

way

movement

has raised itself in protest against this
policy has always been one of self-exploitation and destruction.

significant that the only voice that

It is

the

man whose

is

the voice of

He has attacked the wrong thing this time. Even the most gullible follower of the man can certainly
see his real nature as a result of his contemptible protest against one of the most wonderful benefits accorded to

artists

by the managers.
Sincerely yours,

THOMAS

SPORTS
After playing even for a stretch of not allowing both principals to
Charles Irwin, crack golf player, be represented by the same manager
took the large end of a series of was a good one, but claimed that
ganr.ee from Jim Furness of the this did not apply in his case beContinental Hotels, San Francisco, cause another manager signed the
final papers for Brattin.
He adlast week.
mitted, however, that he asked for
guarantee
for
a
$300
Brattin.
Al Lippe, prominent Philadelphia

manager, is in bad withjhe Massachusetts boxing commission because
A bill to legalize horse racing in
of a recent bout staged at Wor- Kansas, which passed the Legislacester in which he represented both ture almost unnoticed, will probably
Loughlin nnd be vetoed by Governor Hyde. The
principals, "K. O."
" i'oung" Brattin.
The commission measure is now being considered by
for
suspended him
30 days, but he the governor, and the information
asked last week that the suspension has been given out that he will
be

Al agreed that the policy

lifted.

AT LIBERTY
Neat appearing Juvenile man who ran
and in a very clever buck, suft thoe
nnd c-Ior dancer. Address BOX 92S, care

Now

York.

JUST OFF

who

SQ.

TheLangwellHotel
123129 West 44th

Street

EUROPEAN PLAN

AMERICAN PLAN

(WITHOUT MEALS)

$3.50
$4.00

Day and Up
Day and Up

(WITH MEALS)
$4.00 Day and Up H)
$7.00 Day and Up (2)

(1)
(2)

ROOM AND PRIVATE BATH
$6.00
$10.00

(1)
(2)

Day and Up
Day and Up

(1)
(2)

Restaurant Conducted on Both a la Carte and Table D'Hote Plans.
Real, Old-Fashioned, Heme Cooked Food Served
In That Good Old-Fash. oned Way.

CLUB BREAKFAST

LUNCHEON

DINNER

30c. to $1.00

75c

$1.25

A. M. to 11:30 A. M.)

(7

A LA CARTE SERVICE,

11:30 A.

7 A. M.

M.

I©

llM

TO 8:30

P.

I*.

M.

M.)
t

any one but a student. McDonagh
has coached the track team for five
years and has been unusually successful. He was a star runner himself a few years ago.

(!£•

I'.

AT MODERATE PRICES

<>.,.

AH ATMOSPHERE THAT REMINDS YOU OF HOME
..........
...

In

No. 13

response to numerous

is

the

at
athletic

Why

The former champion says
bar no man and that he
come-back with Jess
Willard.
Should the boxing commissions refuse to allow him to appear in boxing bouts, he is planning
a traveling athletic carnival, in
which he will appear.

optional

pounds

know

the world

let

it?

Continue your correspond-

.

i

ours very truly,

VARIETY.
P- S.

an

offer of $30,000 American money and
three round trip tickets to London
to meet Jimmy VVilde. the fly -weight
champion of the world. The match
117

com-

ence thru

like a

received

not

Wise 'em up!

France.
he will

has

acts are to he the style for the

You know, and we know, you have the advance style; but do the Managers— here and
abroad — know it?

of his own race. He smilingly denied that he has signed any
contract with Al Lippe of New
York, and said his ring future would
be directed by Billy McClain, of
this city, who at one time promoted
bouts for Oorgps Carj>entier. in

manager

Sharkey

a good bit of publicity fur a good
and good goods need good advertising.

ing season.

given out an interview in which he
states that he will return under a

Jack

was

Comedy

director, announces that as soon as
his term is over, July 15, he will
return to the boxing game. He has

would

asking

a few facts.
It

serving a sentence in
Penitentiary
States

is

inquiries

why you have discontinued your open letters, we take this means of informing you of

act,

is

IN

Restricted property.
98x100.
Theatrical Colony, near Little Neck Bar.
20 minutes via Penn. R. R. to 83d Street.
Price $2,800.
ATI.AS. ears of Variety,
154 W, 4«th St.. X. Y. C.
Siae

KIMBERLY & PAGE:

who

M, to 8:30 P. M.)

"FOOD THAT SATISFIES"
.

PLOT FOR SALE
Bayaide Park. Bayside, Long Island.

To

Jack Johnson, former champion
heavyweight pugilist of the world,
United
Leavenworth, where he

NEW YORK
Day and up
Day and Up

anxious to stage the match at that
time rather than wait until the fall
boxing season.
This is the bout
that all New York is awaiting and
is second only in interest to the
Dempaey-Carpentier match. Kan(Continued on page 28)

OPEN LETTER

They're off at Saratoga already! resigned as assistant manager of
Charlie Hughes, veteran trainer, has Proctor's, Troy, has been awarded a
Polybeen working out a squad of two- 'varsity letter by Rensselaer
technic Institute, the first time in
given
to
history an "It" has been

BROADWAY AT TIMES

$i.50
$2.00

year-olds from the Lexingtoa sta- offer was transmitted to Sharkey
bles at the up-State track for the via Harry Fitzgerald, who has been
The horses were asked to conclude negotiations for
last two weeks.
quartered there all winter. Hughes, the English promoter.
Sharkey's
a firm believer in the climate of the manager, Joe Wagner, accepted the
Springs, is smiling to himself these terms and conditions and the match
perfect spring days, as he thinks will probably be consumated this
of other trainers down South handi- month.
capped by the rainy weather. The
track is in mid-August form.
Benny Leonard and Rocky Kansas are tentatively matched for the
A representative of the Sinclair May 2 date at Madison Square Garstables was at the Springs last week den. Kickarl is reported aj
being
making arrangements for the quartering of some two-year-olds who
are not to be used in the early spring
racing. Frank Wilson and his wife
are visiting the latter's parents at
Saratoga. Wilson recently returned
from Havana, where he made the
best record of any jockey.

"Marty" McDonagh, who has just

•ing,

of Variety,

accede to the wishes of those
are protesting it.

RYAN

J.

— To

do

this.

».f

course, will cost you

money.

upon Sharkey making
tor the Britisher.

The
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Associated with vaudeville interests in the
middle west for the past 15 years and
lately of The Simon Agency, Inc.

ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF

OWN

HIS

and

OFFICE
book

will

VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTIONS
with

B. F. Keith

Western Vaudeville

Booking Exchange

Managers' Association

Chicago Office

Orpheum

Suite

interstate Circuit

Circuit

1607-1608 MASONIC TEMPLE
(After

-

•

,

May

1st)

*.
..

•

•-

•

_.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
(You can write or wire to

my temporary

The Palmer House, Chicago)

headquarters

.

.
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EDDIE

MACK TALKS:

No. 25

Violetta

Why

at the Palace, New York,
(April 4) just where he should play. The
best of vaudeville at vaudeville's beat theatre. Joe
Howard, a vaudeville institution, always up to date in

Why

Howard should wear EDDIE MACK clothes, always up to date in material, cut and everything.

EDO.F MACK

MACK

Better than medicine, better than maeemae. better than any of the
conimonly approved treatment*, better than travel, change of air. or
change of climate.

a theatrical institution, EDDIE
JOE HOWARD'S revue. See the
EDDIE MACK. You'll ntver regret either
is

Givee You Radiant Beauty, Glowing Health,
Throbbing Pulsing Vitality

outfitted

Revue. See

1582-1584 Broadway
card

.1.

RAYS—
10 DAYS FREE
TRY VI-REX VIOLET
giving Vl-Rex Violet Raye a
You don't have to take any risk
your own home. Uee thle marvelous
Take 20 treatment*
— you do not
you do not And quick
machine for ten daye.
back and you will not

Opp. Columbia Theatre

—

a great acquisition it Innures joa for SI.OOO-00.
Hot better than that you can m»yc 10 per rent at EDD1K MACK'S bj showing
V.

You Can Have Vi-Rex Violetta Rays in the
Privacy of Your Own Home or Travel

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre
Im

In

In

trial.

better, sleep better,

be out one penny.
act quickly!

o
Kngland on the eve of "Derby
Day." Moran is regarded aa hav(Continued from page 26)
ing
a great chance to whip the
saa ia conceded to be the toughest
opponent who has flashed across Frenchman and knock him out of
the pugilistic horizon since Leon- the Dempsey match which ia achedard copped his title from Freddie uled for July 2. Moran has been
bombarding Carpentier with chalWelch.
in

The wrestling show at Convention
Hall, Kansas City. March 30, hctween Zhyszko and Kustace, drew a
six thousand crowd which paid
18.538

into

former won

the
the

box

office.

first fall in 1:31

The
and

the secon.l in 3:52. When Zyhszko
pinned his opponent's shoulders to
the mat for tho second fall it was
his 920th consecutive victory.

Danny

Sullivan, the actor-referee

wishes to correct the impression
h*s Jack Goldie lost a decision in

Troy recently to Artie Hose. The
Jack Goldie under Sullivan's management is now touring the Loow
Circuit and will be unal»le to box
for a long time owing to an injured
thumb.
Local fight fans were amazed at
reports from London to the effect
that Frank Moran and Georges
Carpentier were matched to battle

TRUNKS
AIL MAKES
ALL SIZES
FOR THE PROFESSION.

AT BIG DISCOUNTS
K I ALTO LUGGAGE SHOP
tS» Heat 4td

St..

Near

Mb

Avenoe.

^___oi»kn kykmm;h__,

lenges ever since he created a furore in Kngland by stopping the
nuu-h-ubused Beckett in one round.
They think Moran is a wonder
on the tight little isle.
Despite
Moran's reverses in this country,
the fans give him a chance with
Carpentier
figuring
the
blonde
Pittsburgher will outgame and outpunch the Frenchman as he has
other clever men. Jf the fight is on
and it's to be on the up and up.
Carpentier deserves a world of
credit for his gameness in accepting
the
test
with a small fortune
awaiting him to face Dempsey.
Should Carpentier win, his prestige
here
will
increase
considerably,
where, dospite oceana of publicity
and clever press stuff, he isn't conceded much of a chance to go more
than a dozen rounds with the present world's title holder.

Abe

Attel Goldstein was
knocked out of his chance to wear
the American fly-weight crown and
a bout with Jimmy Wilde the
world's title holder in England. The
setback occurred at the Manhattan
Casino the night of March 31 with
Johnny Buff, the 32-year old chamGoldpion on the winning side.
stein had been battling toe to toe
with Buff for two rounds, having a
Little

relief

If

14.

feel

SPORTS

So Inexpensively

8o Easily

So Quickly

visit.

V

from Impaired Health and Lowered Vitality
Lose Tour Good Looks and Energy

be the victim of bothersome Ailments
That Drain the Strength

but natural that

It ia

1921

Why

Joe

An

Suffer

weak

material, attire and everything.

8,

J

the Best Health Insurance in the World

is

JOE HOWARD'S Revue

this

Friday, April
V

may

If

it

be withdrawn at any time,
^

—

:

BOOK
SEND FOR FREE
Read what
you.

hundreds of
Find out how Violet Rays will help
users say about the Yl-Rem and astonishing results which have been
obtained. Learn why It ia the most economical and practicable mamachine of its kind available. You may use it to gain health, vitalThere is no limit to its beneficial powers. Mail the
ity, beauty!

Do

coupon or send a postal.

it

NOW.

COMPANY

VI-REX ELECTRIC

326-W Madison

Dept. No. V-4

the cleverest middleweight in activity, but never did
get a chance at the title. He retired temporarily, but after watching Wilson and O'Dowd in their recent set to, announced that he
wanted a chance with Johnny.
Gibbons has always been a clean
liver and should have no trouble
regaining his former effectiveness.
He will have to be right to make
a dent in Wilson for the latter has
developed into a dangc/ous body

the
right

Jersey veteran with a hard
cross that knocked the
on his haunches.

latter

back

in to finish his man,
with victory waving her phantom
another
started
hand, Goldstein
right cross and the next thing he
knew ho was having his ears
rubbed by Willie Lewis, his train-

Jumping

manager and second.

Buff had
started a similar blow and brat the
youngster to the punch dropping
him as dead as the League of nations.
Rickard is trying to match
Buff and Wildo for the world's
er,

Chicago,

St.

puncher.

III.

DILLINGHAM AT HOME

was about

He ooppod

distinct advantage.

Charles Dillingham has decided
to forego his annual trip abroad

and will remain in New York to
produce several shows this spring,
besides

making ready

several others

for next season.

Webster Directing

Philly's Stock.
Philadelphia, Apri fi.
Harry McCrae Webster has been
engaged as the stage director of
the summer stock company at the

Lyric, according to an announceGibbons of St. Paul is ment just made by L. Shubert Law*
busy knocking out second raters rence. its head.
championship.
around the East without getting a
tumblo from the light heavy or
Johnny Wilson and Mike Gibbons heavyweight
boxers. Tommy has
are reported as matched for one of
improved so much that his local
the last of the Garden shows before
reappearance created a sensation
it closes its boxing season.
Mike among the local critics.
In the
is quoted as having very little reART. BOOKBINDING CO.
event that Frank Moran upsets
gard for the present champion's
plans for the forthcoming Demp119 WEST 42d STREET
prowess and wants a crack at him
sey-Carpentier bout, Gibbon3 would
NEW YORK CITY
pronto. Gibbons a few years ago
make an excellent substitute.

Tommy

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

»

i

The Day
is
* I

A

Ben

look better, eend

This special offer

^HERE are
pie

of Corns

over for the folks

who know

millions of peo-

nowadays who never

a corn ache twice.
stop the pain, then
end the corn completely.
Thus, year on year, they are
keeping free from every corn
annoyance.
Their method is Blue-jay,
either liquid or plaster.
They apply it by a touch.
The corn is then forgotten until it loosens and comes out.
The inventor was a chemist
who studied corns for many
years. The maker is a surgical dressing house of world-

let

They

Beyer
(HIMSELF)
First
•

New York
Re-appearance
After

Three
Years'

Absence
*s

Abroad.

wide repute.
Blue - jay makes harsh
methods unnecessary.
It
is
"gentle, yet nothing could be

more

At the

It

f

5th AVE

Watch

makes paring
:

tor paring

*

is

ridiculous,

J
dangerous,
and
l

Critical

The
JAUER & BLACK
Makers of B

FRANK EVANS

*" ls

DWn

It

n?wer

.

corn.

win you, as
bettsi method.

will

^

it

It

will

has

Do

change

won
this

% ktt

The

best t'*c

»

totiicht.

ue=fay

Invited.

Direction

lo

rded on one

'he

Plaster or Liquid

Inspection

N. V. A. Club
SKIT YORK

*j.

it

your
vourideas.
ideas.

never could end a corn.

APRIL 7-10

AKI'IJKSS

Watch one corn

efficient.

&

B

Scientific
Chicago

Corn Ender
New York

Sterile Surgical Dressings

Toronto
and Allied Products

all

millions,
millions.

for y
your

.

»

1

:

•

*
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CARL McCULLOUGH
SQUIRREL HAVEN

ORPHEUM

Any one

CIRCUIT

McCULLOUGH

CARL McCULLOUGH
SQUIRREL HAVEN

Can Spend Your Money

ORPHEUM

but you alone can cash your

«

CIRCUIT

wishes to express his sincere thanks to

FRANK VINCENT

CARL McCULLOUGH
SQUIRREL HAVEN

ORPHEUM

ORPHEUM ROUTE

for the

CIRCUIT

and also

to

thank

Mr. E. F. Albee and Mr. E. G. Lauder

CARL McCULLOUGH
SQUIRREL HAVEN

for their interest in the hit of the season

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

A*B 'A'
To members

iJlSL Cheques

ORPHEUM

ROUTE:—

CIRCUIT

Week
"
"

of the theatrical profession these

CARL McCULLOUGH
SQUIRREL HAVEN

universally accepted cheques offer exceptional

advantages. If lost or stolen they are valueless

in the presence of the acceptor,

They can be procured

at virtually

"

any bank

CARL McCULLOUGH
SQUIRREL HAVEN

"

They

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

required.

is

United States and Canada.

"
"
"
"
"

are

by hotels, stores, railroad and
both here and abroad.
lines,

steamship

They

in

compact leather

and

BILLS

NEXT WEEK

Continued from Page 23

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY
Member
Downtown

16 Place

Vendome

Irving

Braxton A Hawkins
<:•<> Randall Co
Connors A Boyne
Kinkaid Kilties

Federal Reserve System
Parts Office

Office

16 Wall Street

A

Mfirgel

Astor Trust Office
5th Ave. & 42nd St.

SUPERIOR
Palace
Ralph K«abury

V & O

D.-Moi.l

"The Love Lawyer"
Coscla

A

Jus«i

A

V*rdl

Chmni

2d half

IMPORTED FOR "QUALITY

SEASON ENDED

ST."

"The Night Boat" closed in ChiThe first stage production the
cago at the Colonial last week after Shuberts will make of a Famous
It was scheduled to
three weeks.
play an additional week, but the
house was needed for the opening

Cohans "Mary"
and Charles Dillingham gracefully
retired, despite good business.
The Dillingham show has played
all the big towns and had nowhere

there of George M.

else

to

Players'

has

script,

two of

"Quality

MeKee A Day
Cantor's Minstrels

A Mauley
A Nagami
TAFT, CAL.

Marston

Street,"

principal players,
English, hero for rehearsals. They
are Shaun Grenville and Dororln
Ward (Airs. Grenville).

Hippodrome
(10-11)

Reeeo
Otis

A Edwards

Mitchell

'•Welcome Home'*

Murphy A Lockmar
"Whirl of Variety"

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS.
Evelyn Cunningham, Patty Moore,

A Edge

Emery Quintet

TORONTO
Loew

—

(16-16)
Clifton A Spartan
Sherman A Pierce
Armstr's; A Downey
Martha Russell Co

W1NOSOR, CAN.
Loew
Wray's Manikins

W

A

BIFFALO

Telaak

I

Alf Grant

A Dcnaw

LaCoste

Newport A Stirk
Dance Festival

WACO. TEX.
Orpheum
Montambo A Nap

Olympic
Youkl 3
Beaum't A Rcnnett
Maggie LeClair Co
La pan A Mack
Vera Hurt Co
CII'L'ST'N.

W. VA.

Hell

A Kane
Lewis A Thorntoi

Fred Weber Co
O'Neill

Rose Revue

Al Shy y lie 0>

2d half

Mykoff

A

Vanity

Hobby A Earle
Dick

Apollo

3

WASHINGTON
Strand
Peters A LeBuff
Wii: J Evans
Downing A U Blf
Hank Brown Co
Great Felix Co

PriMilbi

Kawana

5408

220

WEST

46th

INDIANAPOLIS

Ruin*

LEXINGTON, KY.

Bros

Ada

Lewis Lavnrre &j
Anita Arlias Co

D

MARION,

O.

Rlvoll

J A II Mure
Monti A ParU

Comedy

4

Morrow A Grey

•

Japanese Revae
l'atrick A Otto

TOLEDO

Kenny Mason A 8
ftiew York CM/
Reed A Tucket
Mary Marble Co

Palace Theutrc Building;,

• DALLAS, Tex.
Majeatlc

P

Billy Schoen

GeorKe
Barry Layton

GALVESTON,TexM
"Varieties of l»St"

Corlnne Tilton Rev
Ket-gan A O'Kourke
Mine Petrova
Lloyd A Good
Gibson A Connelll
Wilhat 3

Kellam A Odara
Lillians Dor«
HOI STON, Trias

FT. WOR1-H. Texee

Roy Hsrrah Co
Glad Moffat Co

S

Majeatlo

Majestic

Rubevllle

A

Babcock A Dolly
Laura Plerpont Co

Price

liernie

rt Dyer Co
"Bsoryman"

Huh'

Marie Stoddard
Victor Moore Co

A Bradford

Mill' r

Mar*. no

A Maley
bill

Jimmy Micas

Corradinl's Animate

L'TLE UK, Ark.
Majestic
York's Dora

Suaan Tompkins

MuJ>«tiC
(11-13)
(Fain'*

*>

"Bits

play 8

Austin 14-16)
Zola 2

A

Pieces"

Hnbb* A Nelson
(One to fill)
2d half

Orpheum
W A

M

Jiarni

Forbes

Waddeil

Sistors
3

Hays A Lloyd

Colombia
8 A <J Harris
Freehand Bros
4 Pierriotts
Deane A Read
MILWAUKEE
T A C Breton
Fields La ><•!.,« 3
Crystal
Emery Manliy Co
Howard Nichols
Gabby Br»»s
Frrry A Hawthorne
Columbia Mus Rev Bf-rtio Fowler

£. Galizi

& Bro.
Profee-

fireutast

Aorordioa
Manufacturers and

eIoii.i

I

Itfpalreri.
I n ''mi par* ble
cial
worst.
i

Idas
Khift

ASK
H.

REMICK and CO.
NEW YORK

New

Franklin 6S«
New York City
215 Canal Street

Tel.

nflt

CHICAGO

Spe-

Patented

Keya

THOUGHT

JUST

JEROME

(

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

I

STREET

W

5

2d halt
Bert Fmd
Fiakf A Fal'on
Bkelly a licit Rev

s

Broadway

A Hazel
A Murk

Meiiilr

A Do Mont
Marks A Rosa
rtob« ris

Royal

CO LI MIH
Allinan
Gaynell

Heireas"

A

A D

Beatrice Morrelle

.

5

Les Perrottca

2

Kennedy A Martin
Kidd's Dogs

DETROIT

.

Marks A Rosa

Royal

(Jertrude Taylor Co

Mack & Nelson
Hid Lewis Co
Funtasy Jewels

CLEVELAND

Pickard's Seals

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOSnew york
bryant

H'TGT'N, w jfA
Hippodrome
I<ob<rts A De Mont

"Brazilian

Johnny N«ff

THE HIGHEST STANDARD. NOW SHOWING A VARIETY OF SETTINGS OUT OF THE ORDINARY.
UNEXCELLED NOVELTY DESIGNS AND NEWEST IfATSRIALfl ALSO ON DISPLAY.
OUR SETTINGS ARE VERY ECONOMICALLY PRICED.

Fouthern

Lyric

"Les Aristocrats''

Fallon Stars

Wm

Koothby A Ev'rdecn

Morlen & Rex
Lorinur & Carberry
Oarflald A smith

Slaters

Morrison Nash
Hugh Johnson
l^ewis Lavarre

l'lU-ZA

A Eva

Jack Ooldie
Kibcl

"Nearly a Prince"
2d half
Starting Rose 3

"ProHperity"
warts A Clifford
CUS SIN BOOKING EXCHANGE CO.
1493 Broadway, New York city.

Johnny Clark Co

Ilorl

its

"Step Lively Girls."

go.

The liraminos

Race

*"

BALANCE of ORPHEUM to FOLLOW and then EAST,
HOPE NO ONE TAKES MY IDEA EAST ahead of ME!

fioo,

wallets.

la.

—
—

"

M

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
Issued in denominations of fio, $20, $50

la.

—

"

are safe, convenient and economical.

Dee Moines,

Omaha, Neb.

—
—

u
"

CARL McCULLOUGH
SQUIRREL HAVEN

— Orpheum,

— Orpheum,
—

June 6— Calgary and Edmonton, Alta.
June 13 Orpheum, Vancouver, B. C.
June 19 Orpheum, Seattle, Wash.
June 26— Orpheum, Portland, Ore.
July 3 Orpheum, 8an Francisco, Cal.
July 10— Orpheum, Oakland, Cal.
July 17 and 24—Orpheum, Los Angeles, Cal.
July 31 Orpheum, Salt Lake City
August 7 Orpheum, Denver, Colo.
August 14 Orpheum, Lincoln, Neb.

«•

readily accepted

April 17
April 24

May 1 — Orpheum, Kansas City, Mo.
May 8— 1st half, Orpheum, Sioux City,
May 15 Orpheum, St. Paul, Minn.
May 22—Orpheum, Minneapolis, Minn.
May 30— Orpheum, Winnipeg, Man.

,

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

to the tinder because your counter-signature,

in the

"SQUIRREL HAVEN"

CARL McCULLOUGH
SQUIRREL HAVEN

DETROIT

VARIETY

Friday, April

192]
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ORPHEUM THEATRE, BROOKLYN, Next Week

At the

CONNIE

RUSS

AND

O'DONNEU.
DAISY RIAL
AND

and

NEW NOVELTY

WILL OFFER FOR THE APPROVAL OF THE BOOKING MANAGERS AND THE PUBLIC THEIR
COMEDY AFTER PIECE, ENTITLED

•

•

RUSS AND CONNIE

will

do

own

their

act,

"PROFITEERING IN FUN," and guarantee to WOW
RIAL'S "A RING FLIRTATION."

the customers working in and

FRED AND DAISY

about

ORPHEUM THEATRE, BROOKLYN, WEEK OF APRIL
Dave Ferguson

Walsh A Austin
Hernard A Ferris

"$6,000 a rear"
Nellie Nichols

Newkirk & F

(Two to nil)
Ml HK04.KK

H.

MaJ+ftlir
t

Qiaos

Powers & Wallace
Oenaro &. Gold
OKLAHOMA « ITY
fttajMtto

(11-13)
tr.ordon.s

Leonora Kern

&

Glass

Barnard A- IN rris
Old Black J' land
Powers
Wallace
Oenaro & (Jolt)

Bessie Rrrrnj.le Co

Nat

i.fiu/ ig

OKMl M.Kh

Harry Fox Co
B Bouncers Circus
Tl'LSA, ok l.i.
Orplieum
Cavanna 1

The

Orplientii
\V
Aiinian ,v K*rlV>nS
•"laie of .T i it ;••!»"
Paxon & Parrel]

Marlon

\-

Itriunts

Mojoslle
El Clove

Juggling Ifclianng
half

Adli-r &*

Dunbnr

Roye
(Two

Iiii'lif

CLEVELAND

&.

to

Burke

H

Wttee
La Petite Csbarst
yrrd Allen
Saint At Pinner

lill)

i:

&.

B Armstrong
Hayes

"Not Yet Mam
Dl N\ K

Phil La Toslia

Khoda A Civmpton

U'gi Co

Hendcr A Heor
C & || Huber
Bd Ulondeii Co

Sweet Sixteen

«'huck

Orpheum
A Mack

Violet

Pantages
(Sunday opening)
Love A Wilbur

OODEN

The Bandit
(Two to till)

Com

Pantages

CAN.

Ponlngea
CAM
Bvtterg
Tracey

Horner

Ooo L Craves Co
Marva Rehn
Qulnn A Caverly
"September Moon"

(14-16)
•Julnar of Sea"

Carter A Buddy
Rotina A Barrett
Otto Bros
Prevoef a Couiet

A T

Palmer

Birdg

II la's

Burton A UvrjroT
Xechitl
CiT.

Beautify Your Face
'•» "est test esse ts asfet sees.
Man> «t th« "PrstoMiss" *•«• *••
tsinsi ess rstalsaS stttat t»rt» »,
"*!•• m» ssrraef t*«4f fsstarsl laswf»v.Heai
sag ««aeM ktsmltess.
rsntsltatlss fres. 'to* rssssssMe

f K. SMITB
I«7 Fifth Ave..

(Opp

t10

M. D.

H

Waldorf)

ff.

O

44th ST.. N.

Y

Capps Family

plays

bill

Helena II)

Wood

Britt

Chanden 3
Maidle De Long

4

m

SEATTLE

Ptalejr

c.

Hamlin A Maek
Vardon A Ferry Co
Lottie Moyer Co
Pantages

A Atwood
Coleman Ooets Co
Claire

."Jed's Vacation"

•

D arllng's

Harrison Co

"Five „f Clubs"
I/O HKACII. CAL.

II

RANDOLPH

8T..

Raymond

Trixis

Reed Harry
Regay John

U)

K

CHICAGO

Anthony Jack

1-3

Samuels Rao
Savoy Irene
Saxon Pauline

W

Iverson Fritsis

Armond

J»-s«i<-

Asbury Blllie
Athos Percy
Atkinson Eilw R

Baker Leah

ii

Biirneg Davies

SAID A PROMINENT MANAGER:

"You

Harnett Camilla
Barry Leon J
Marry * Kelson
Dee be Irvinu
Belgravs Jack
Rlaney Irene
Blosoom & lnjjr. <i
Itlu.- Ctovd AL W

Schubert II
Schuyler Eugene

Smytbe

Jordan Jack

Stephens Harry
Stephen Murray

Kirey Karl

Sterling John
S troupe Mr J
Stuart Herbert

K<*llerman Annette
Kogtt Nettle
KM brid ge Percy

La Rra'k Frankie
\0>y Mr
Ltttlejnht)
i

.

loyd

K
F P

Herbert

i.ubi n

M

Brennen Kd

C

can

Kingston Bobbie

Kremka Anton
!••

bill this

Barry Lydia
Beardsley Harris
Bernard Mike
Brooks Frank

1

P

Inc.

oven

most wanted

pelts.

make

your fur purchases here you arc
dealing directly with the manu2

facturer.
Special

Thorne Jess
Thornton Anna
Trnlnor Jack
Valentine H
Vernon Irene

for the late .Spring and
Summer, developed In the

Remember when you

Swift Fred

Taylor Farrell
Taylor Laura
Taylor Phyllis

LESS

than wholesale prlceg. All the
latest Coatees, Scarfs and Throwearly

Billy

at

R

Discount to (he Profusion

34 West 34th Street

NEW YORK

CITY

act 'Direct fircm the

Palace,

New

York,' and no one would doubt it"

_>.

JACK

Fulton

Belford Six

Buy Your Furs Now

Royce Fred

Joel Clara

King Margaret

Adams Rex

Nada

Byron Ben
Bryant A Stewart
Bernard A Lloyd

FURS

R.-han Adrietta
Rene Irene
Richards Sylvia

Kins; Blsio

plays

bill

Saakatoon

Rafael Dave

Holmes Babe
Howard A Sadler

ABJiK.<aM*JL

Belle

Perrln
Petrle Ada
Polly A Or.
Pries Flo

Harris Sara

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING OR
illUUI^R LETTERS IVILL NOT
PK ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED LN 01 1

Bernet Sonnie
Badle A
Bayle A Patsy

RATKOWSKY,

A.

Pagulo Jose

Palmer Clara
Parker John

Hamilton Miss
Hanlon Chaa

seadlag for moll to VARIETY
address Mail Clerk.

Sobel

Bell Rita

Browning Art
Berger Barry

Oaks Percy
Olsmlth Mary L

Hahn Leon
Halller Ruby

Heller Jane

Burke Helen
Becker Bert Mrs

Brooke James

Geo

Haas Chuck

Circus

A

Belmont Belle
Blessing Chas
Benny Jack
Belmont Joe

Norwood Olivo

Finn Pearl
Franks Jessie

(11 -11)

(Same

Arnold

Nelson Clifford

Howe Mr

Peat ogee

Moran Jas J
Morris Ray

Nathan Joe

Harry
Graves Vera

Pantages
3 Amble Bros
Green A La Salle
C om Co
Barton A Sparling
Morton Flynn

SPOKANE

I

Miller Art
Miller Fannie
Mllllkcn Bob

Morton Elsie
Murray Edith

Gotilson

U'lNNIPKO

AGO OPFICE

Armstrong A Grant
Adams Geo W
.ubel Pat
Adams Nip
Ashworth Leah
Anger A Packer
Aubrey Burton A
Atkins Jack

Morriasey Jack

Frusier Peter C
Fraxer Wesley
Frldkins Joha

Seaman A Sloan
Mine ZueliUa Co

Hit

Edna

Allen

MUgely Ray

.'

Marshall
Hickmon Bros

You You You
Young A Weston

Anderson Lurcillie

Newman Win

Hector's Dogs
Thomas Saxotot

Co

A

Girls

Maynard Tom

Kd wards Helen
Biking Jack
Lwipg Lucille

Sammy Duncan

Pontages

Williams Bert
Williams Grace

Armento Angelo

Mclntyre John
McNeil Peggy

Dyer Victor

LAM

Kagle

Maxlne

Dave Chas
Do Vers Doll is
Imj Pcil Frank

.

House David Band
REC.INA. CAN.

Slaley A Bitb.ck
I'aramotint 4

28 E.

Pantages
PaldroBg

Paatagee
Erneot Hiatt
(Sunday opening)
Hart
White Bros
Temple 4
Hlnkcy A May
Shaw's Cirrus
ivrmaine A Shelley R Cummings
Holera Revue
VICTORIA,
Paul Klelst Co
Parttagea
Stevens A Lovejoy
The Rosalrcs

Whoa

Oliver

Hclle

T4YLOR TRVNKS
W.

B.C.

LETTERS

Poatageo
Gordon A Day

Pantages
(it-n)

1)

SAN FRANCISCO

Williams Mary
Woods Helen

Adams Jack

Martin Izetta

Crafts Chas
Cross Alma
Curtis Samuel J

p.-

Bruce Duffett Co
De Michelle Bros
Royal's Elephants

PORTLAND. ORE.

PALIS, MONT.

(Same

Kills

VANCOUVER,

Vivian Ada
Vivian Harry

<

Marlowe Jas
Martell A West

Camia May
t'amia Willy
i'arlton Alf
Carvel Virginia
Challia Jas
Julia
"base Colin
t'layton Mack
Cluver ("has

A R
Kin
hardt A Duff
Wolls A Baggs

Kelly
Circus

Clifford Bothwell

Mack Dick
Mack Geo
Mack Roy

fh.illiH

Pantagrs
Rose

Lorlllie's

Jessie Miller

of Itudda"

KDMOMON,

Fulton

the Air
Manon * Ro<»n<f
Whirl of Mirth

OAKLAND

Haas

"yog

& Wood

Hamilton Co

"Love Shop"

Pontages
(Saturday opening)

Four Fantrnog

MHeg

M

Oa1leti»l sis

The dockers
f.orens

In

Fan 1 ogee
tfclgtjrres

MacDonald Marg'et

i

Savoy
"Apjrte Blossoms"
Gaudschmldts
Sterling Sax 4
Sampsel A Lech'd

Tom

Lyle Cecil

Racher Mlso
Burton Richard
BuNMy Miss B

M

TACOMA

8AN DIEGO

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

Harlequins

Six

Jimmy

Brown A E3
Budd Arthur

Mallette Belle

Wintergarden Four
'•Love Tangle"
Juliet Dike

Hahn A Beck
Browning A Davis
Geo Hamtd Troupe

MINNEAPOLIS

'

IT'll

Dogs

I'eerless 3

Wilklna A Wilkins
Mark Nelson
•Last Night"

C«>
C<»

flrace

Pantages

De Vore A Taylor
Mr & Mrs S Payne

Pontagee
Bedini's

Stamm

orville

Pontages
Ann Vivian Co
Leonard 8k YVtllard

>R8 MOINES

Toohey

A Meranlon
Regent

DETROIT
Olrl

8c.

SALT LAKE.

Pantagrs
Billy Smith
Paul Fetching

t'ountnw Vernon
Clotre Vincent Co
Beck A Stone
Norvello Hr.>*
Broainl Troupe

F A M Dole

roii

It

K

TORONTO

Darling's Circus

LOS ANt.KI.KS

Aftkin

CALGARY. CAN.

Th«

MHES-PANTAGES

Orey &

&

Fern Bigelow &
Jones 8c .Tones
"Yea My Dear"

I

WICHITA FALLS

McMahon &

Clerneniio

1 I;

Alanson
(Sray

Lorraine Sisters

»:iuu.l.

soula

"Liberty Girls"

Primrose Minstrels
Zelda 8tanley
5 Petrowars

Britt

A Ward

Pajrloa

Barton A Sparling
Thornton Flynn Co

A Allen
Vlolla Misses

S

Dianna Bonnalr

Ambler Bros
A La Fell
Co

Ureen

('hag Olll

Austin

OK)

Tuck & Claro

Carleton & BellOW
Jack Trninor Co
CahlU & llomaine
Anat<»i Prtedland

A.-

I'd

Pontages

(Sams bill plays
Anaconda IS, Mis-

A Takl

Osakl

3

Offices

Pentoses
Rosa King 3

BUTTS, MONT.

Majestic

Kern

A

Conlin

New York and Chicago

ANTONIO. Texa^

Lerilens

Liftonort-

Coll a

PANTAOES CIRCUIT

Big

Alex
Old Black J'land
3

11TH

ALICE

and

OTHERWISE KNOWN AS JACK LA FOLLETTE AND ALICE BERTRAM
In

an Original Comedetta by

PAUL GERARD SMITH,

»

entitled

"THE HOLD-UP GIRL"
JACK
FORMVMrT
LaF'jIlette

A

Leonard

Just Finished 10

APRIL
APRIL

4
11

KEITH'S,
KEITH'S,

Weeks on

ihe Keith Southern

APRIL 25—^KEITH'S, YOUNCSTOV/N
2— COLONIAL, AKRON
MAY
Pat Casey Agency Blame t on E. K.

COLUMBUS
DAYTON

Direction of

—

$>M

Tour

ALICE
•i,.\|r

Jii-

!••

>

w

.•

SIRENS"

—

-

VARIETT

FOREMOST EQUILIBRISTS

'AMERICA'S

The Only Act Doing Both a

SILVAS
HAND
A

HEAD BALANCE ON A HIGH POLE

AND

ONE

RINGLING BROS.

AND BARNUM AND BAILEY

DREI —JAHNS

Dl
-

II

Der Beste and Hochste Schulter

Kopf

Persch Der Gegen wart
SEASON RINGLING BROS.-BARNUM AND BAILEY

8th

NORSKE BRODRENE ANDRESEN
DE AAR HOS RINGLING BROS AND BARNUM AND BAILEY

9

Med Stormende Lykke Og Den

Hoieste Mest Halsebrekkende Perch Act

FRERES MOLL
Sur Perche De 4 1-2 a 7 Metres
Createurs Du Travail Aux. Anneaux Sur Perche

Gymnaste

Equilibria te

SEASON

1921

RINGLING BROS.

AND BARNUM AND BAILEY

BRUNO WEISE TRU
10
Braasa Stella

V

Claire Nell
Caeeelt Sydney

Camming* Ray Mr
Clifford Ruby J
Clarke Frank

Dan

Dale Billy

Dare F R
Davenport Orrln
DeVole Jewell

DuNord Leo

W

Dale Oeraldlne
Dayton Sylvia
Davia ft McCoy
De Vlnne Dottle

Dawson Sia & S
Duffy James
Downey Geo P

FAT
Edmunds Olen
Earl
Evol
Earl

Murray Edith
McFarland George

Jones Helen M
Joyce Jack
Johnston Gertie
Jordan Marlon
Joseph Jack

& Fluhrer
Band
Foster May
Faber A McOowan
Fluhrer

Caadner Otto Mra
Cox Florence
Cabin Jack
Caaeady Eddie
Cooper "Fitch"

Xarle Boby
Ellsworth

Harty Bob

Francis Al

Ford Chas H
Faber Earl
France & Hamp

Bolin Carl

"Cervo"

Original Doppelter-Riesenpersch
JUBILAUMS SAISON 10—RINGLING BROS. AND BARNUM AND BAILEY COMBINED

Flak's Bert

Mitchell

Frank
McFarlane George
Morrell

Geough Bz
Keane A Walsh
Kelly Ada Ruth
King Madeline

Giah Leo

Gue A Haw
Gordan J Players
Gray Bee Ho
Glenmar Paulina
George Fred
Germain Jean
Grey Jack
Gould Laura

Narder Vlke

Newkirk

Lewis Margette

Haywood Harry
Halo Sue
Harrison Chas
Hayatako Mario
Hacelton Blanche
Harris Dave

A

Lewis A Norton
Levy Ethel
Lubin Mr
Lingard Billy
Lubin A Lewis
Leroy V'eck

Rolls

Ruby

Hart Chas
Henderson Norman
Hart Hazel

A Lewis

Harris Honey

Rehan

Mr

McCue Louis J
Martyn Maude
Mac A Macher

Moran
Miller

Also
Biff Bargains. Have been used.
a few Second Hand Innovation and Fibre
"Wardrobe Trunks, tit and Sit.
A few
•Jttra large Property Trunks.
Also old
Taylor and Bal Trunks.
Parlor Floor.
tt West Slat Street. New York City.

H.

FABP

M &

Mayes Jack
MuJko Mr
Mannard Virginia
Mack Roy
Morgan Juno
McGreery A Doyle
Mansfield

&

Riddle

in*: 15-16 Grand Trenton 18 Bijou
Philadelphia.
"Folly Town" 11 L. O. 18 Miner's

White Bob
Wilson Misses
Wilbur Elsie
Williamson Geo
Wilson John Mrs
Weeks Leroy
Williams Connie
Well a Marie

Bronx

New

York.

"French Frolics"

11

Academy Buf-

falo 18 Cadillac Detroit.
"Girls de Looks" 11 Palace Balti-

more
•?\

Burlesque Routes.

Gayety Washington.

18

"Girls from Follies" 11-13 New Bedford New Bedford 14-16 Academy
Fall River 18 Worcester.
"Girls from Happyland" 11 Gayety
Kansas City 18 L. O.
"Girls from Joyland" 11-13 Cohen's
Newburg 14-16 Cohen's Pough-

Howard Boston.
S A" 11-13 Park Youngs

kcepsie 18
(April 11-Apri! 18.)
"All Jazz Revue" 11 Star Toronto 18
Academy Buffalo.
"Around the Town" 11 Howard Bos-

ton 18-20 New Bedford New Bedford 21-23 Academy Fall River.

"Bathing Beauties" 11 Gayety Baltimore 18 L». O.
"Beauty Revue" 11 Cadillac Detroit

U

"Girls of
town 14-16

Grand Akron

18 Star

Cleveland.

"Golden Crook" 11 Gayety Toronto
18 Gayety Buffalo.
"Grown Up Babies" 11 Plaza Springfield 18 L.

O.

Hastings Harry 11 Empire Providence 18 Casino Boston.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 11-13 Bastable
Syracuse 14-16 Gayety Utica 18
Gayety Montreal.

ton.

"Kewpie Dolla"

"Maids of America"

Empire Cleve-

11

it

Grand Hart-

ford 18 L. O.

Marion Dave 11 Perth Amboy 12
Plainfleld 13 Stamford 14-16 Park
Bridgeport 18 Empire Providence.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 11 Lyric
ton 18 Olympic Cincinnati.

Day-

"Mischief Makers" 11 Gayety Milwaukee 18 Haymarket Chicago.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 11 Gayety St.
Paul 18 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Naughty Naughty" 11-12 Armory
Binghamton 13 Elmira 14-16 Inter
Niagara Falls 18 Star Toronto.
"Parisian Flirts" 11 Park Indianap-

18

4

to your week-end outing

City 18-19

Lyceum

St. Jose.

"Cute Cuties" 11 L. O. 18 Trocadero
Philadelphia.
"Flashlights of

1920"

11

Empire

Brooklyn 18 Empire Newark.
"Follies of Day" 11 Empire
18 Casino Philadelphia.

Newark

tain* very

deSSBfcBBBBM arranged as
fail:

FACT. TAPSIO

fj

arrange early.

SON.

all Lane*,

104 Baet Itih *..

New Terk

SOME

KITTY GORDON'S BIG SONG HIT

& CURTIS
VAN ALSTYNE New
York

City

at

Fewelga Money bancht and said.
boacht and fold

WITH

310 Strand Theatre Bldg.,

WOLF

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

gteaitnlg

BHLY THOMPSON ON BROADWAY

a

11

land 18 AVvJiue Detroit.
"Lid Lifters'* 11 Gayety Brooklyn
18 Olympio New York.
"London Belles" 11 Gayety Detroit
18 Gayety Toronto.

HARVEY

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a little fruit delivered to your home or your

—take

Vyvyan & Kastner
Van Dot

"Follies of Pleasure" 14

Valyda Ross,

olis 18 Gayety Louisville.
"Parisian Whirl" 11 Gayety Buffalo
Engelwood Chicago.
18 Gayety Rochester.
"Beauty Trust" 11 Penn Circuit 18
"Peek a Boo" 11 L. O. 18 Gayety St,
Gayety Baltimore.
Louis.
"Best Show in Town" 11 Gayety "Hits and Bits" 11 Empire Albany
Smith John
18 Gayety Boston.
Montreal 18 Empire Albany.
Stafford Edwin
"Powder Puff Revue" 11 Orpheum
Spahman Alb't Mrs "Big Sensation" 11 Grand Worcester "Hurly Burly" 11 Star Brooklyn 18
Paterson 18 Majestic Jersey City.
Seymoure Dolly
Empire Hoboken.
18 Plaza Springfield.
Stanton Walter
"Big Wonder Show" 11 Star & Gar- "Jazz Babies" 11 Olympic New York
Sackett Albert
When You Play LOS ANQELE8
18 Gayety Newark.
ter Chicago 18 Gayety Detroit.
Single Billy
"Bon Tons" 11 Olympic Cincinnati "Jingle Jingle" 11 Gayety Omaha 18
Scott John George
LET MB OIVB YOU
18 Columbia Chicago.
Smith Oliver CoGayety Kansas City.
Sperling Philip
"Bostonians" 11 Gayety Rochester "Jollities of 1920"
"INSIDE
STUFF"
11
Casino
PhilaSkinner J J
18-20 Bastable Syracuse 21-23
delphia 18 Hurtig & Seamon's
On Real Eatate Investment*
Schreln Bert
Gayety Utica.
New
York.
"Bowerye" 11 L. O. 18 Palace BalG.
"Joy Riders" 11 Avenue Detroit 18
timore.
Loe Anrelee sad Venice, California
Academy Pittsburgh.
"Broadway Belles" 11 Lyceum CoDelta
701
Bid*..
U A.
Cleveland.
lumbus 18 Empire
"Cabaret Girls" 11 Century Kansas

HICKS & SON

friends

Thiele Otto
Tracey Sid

Rajah Read- "Kandy Kids'* 11 Gayety Newark 21
Rajah Reading 22-23 Grand Treny-

Vincent Jewel

Vox Valentine

W

Miller Cleora
Miller Dixie Mrs

$10.00

Estelle

Royal Phlllipine
Rlchey R Keith
Russell Jack Mrs
Russell Jack Mr
Riggs Mary
Rogers Frank Mrs

Mcintosh Peggy

WARDROBE PROP.

A Royce

Rogers Wilson
Roberts Peggie
Renard & Jordan

LeRoy A Cooper
Lee Bryan

Howard Bert C

Billy

Rene Mignon
Regan James

Loftin Dixie
I-azar Liza

I.athem

Thayer Chas EUery

Phillips George
Pickard H E
Perry Alice
Posty Dot

Lund Charles

Harrison Chas Mrs

1

O'Dea Jimmy
O'Mar Cassle

Lowerle Glen
Lloyd Wilkea
Lorraine C

Lew

Seamanns Mabelle
John
Henry

Sterling
Scuaael

Temple Joe

Kean Richard

Foster A Clark
Foley Thos J

TRUNKS,

Sully
.

A P

Montrose BHl«
Martin Felice Mrs
McGulre Anthony

Uteri? Bead*

Phone, Stnrreeaat «I1I-6UT.

VARIETY

Friday, April

8,

1921

e-r*

YOU
GAVE
BRENNAN
&J

lyiJIC

AGO
LONGTOGETHER

AtE

WITH

THIS

KEIRN

J.

"LET THE REST of the WORLD GO BY "and "DOWN THE TRAIL to HOME, SWEET HOME"
COMPLETING A TRIO OF THt. GREATEST WALTZ DALLADi EVER WI3ITTEM

~

THE JAW1C of ALL THREE
by

COTOER

WORLD FAMOUS

the

~

Moderately with much expression

PROFESSIONAL
COPIF c * ORCM.
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Yoa

3 KEYS
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for
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READY
M. WITMARK Sc SONS
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that lone-bome pain..

drops

of

tea- der-aest That made me love

yoa so;.
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crumbs of hap

-
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-

me long
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OOO HOWARD
East

SI

JOS. L

AL HOWARD
ISS Wsat Laraet Strast Dafrelt

Huh.

BYONEV KLEIN

4M

Ill Treaaat StraaL Bestee. Mass.

Pa.

MANN

Bum. Oaavar. Col*.
talst*
H. ROSS MaCLURE
Eaeerlaa MareaatMe Co.. BL Pasf. Mlaa.
4SI
ALBERT J. LINOSEY
414 Bart*

Straat Clasiaaatl. 0*to,

Stfc

it

Plea

ROBERT EDBAR
tat Maateliaa Blda.. Seattle. Wash.

FRANK F0S8
827 Hamfltaa Tarraaa.

Pusa" 11 Ls O. 18 Gayety Singer Jack 11 Miner's Bronx New "Town Scandals" 11 Columbia Chicago 17-19 Berchel Des Moines.
York 18 Orpheum Paterson.
Brooklyn.
"Razzle Daule" 11 Haymarkct Chi- "Snappy Snapps" 11 Majestic Jersey "20th Century Maids" 11 Gayety
Washington 18 Gayety Pittsburgh.
City.
cago IS Park Indianapolis.
"Twinkle Toes" 11 Gayety St Louis
Reeves Al 10 -IS Berchel Des Moines "Social Follies" 11 Empress Cincin18 Star & Garter Chicago.
18 Lyceum Columbus.
nati
18 Gayety Omaha,
"Social Maids" 11 Casino Brooklyn "Victory Belles" 11 Empire Toledo
Reynolds Abs 11 Oayety Pittsburgh
18 Lyric Dayton.
18 L. O.
21-23
18-20 Park Toungstown
"Some Show" 11 Majestic Scranton "Whirl of Mirth" 11 Standard St
Grand Akron.
Louis 18 Century Kansaa City.
18-19 Armory Binghamton 20 ElWhite Pat 11 Bijou Philadelphia 13
''Record Breakers** 11 Ens c I wood
mlra 21-23 Inter Niagara Fall3.
Star Brooklyn.
Chicago 18 Standard St. Louis.
"Sporting Widows" 11 Hurtlg &
"Roseland Girls" 11 Star Cleveland
Seamon's New York 18 Empire Williams Mollie 11 Gayety Boston 18
Grand Hartford.
18 Kmpire Toledo.
Brooklyn.

FOR SALE
Cash or Royalty

burgh 18 Penn Circuit.
"Sweet Sweeties" 11 Gayety Louis-

J.

aU.

Pa.

MORT NATHAN
L— Aaaele*.
ARTHUR WHITE

Cat*

207 SuaarSa Thaatra Bldg..

in "One,"

*

T

<

'

WARREN
I.,

EaUaed

his acting won him many friends
here. Malcolm Fassett, who played

that the film actor is planning a
vacation at Saratoga Springs durin
Cosmo Hamilton's comedy, ing the racing season. Crane asked
"Scandal," this season, will be the his father to rent a cottage for him
leading man, and Beth Merrill, a on the shores of Saratoga Lake.

charming blonde, who has been in
musical comedy for the last two

The Albany Lodge

seasons, will be the feminine star.
Thomas McHugh has assumed the
presidency of the Motion Picture
Operators* Union, No. 324, of Albany, to which office he was elected
at the recent annual meeting. Former President Smith represents the
union in the Central Federation of

of Elks will

Guerrini&Co.
Tee

Leatflas

Largest,

Accordion
Factory

Labor.

ALBANY,

York

4S4 Llatflay Balldlas. Miaaaaaaiu. Mlas*

7-a Sob* Stjaare, Leadea. W.

la the umtMJ Statu
factory
only
that make* ant est
of Reeda: made ay

N. Y,

The

Walter Crane, father of Ward
By THOMAS 8. BURKE.
Albany picture star, haa reville 18 Empress Cincinnati.
HARMANUS BLEECKER HALL Crane,
ceived a letter from his son stating
"Tempters" 11-12 Lyceum St Jose —First,
"Midsummer Madness";
18 Gayety Minneapolis.
second half, "Forbidden Fruit."
Three people. Character*. Rube Bill- "Tid Bits of 1920" 11 Gayety MinneEMPIRE
This
week.
"Step
poster, Policeman, Bum Legit. Country
apolis 18 Gavety St Paul.
Girls;'; next week, "Hits and Bits."
lilrt.
Good baritone and soprano mn-caSIMON
Winks" 11 Troeadero
«ary. Your big chance; don't overlook it. "Tiddledy
FERDIE
GRAND— Keith vaudeville and

Comedy

New

p.,."'?*.*.)

BERLACH.

Sit Savoy Thaa. B«IMhi|. Pitttburia.

CHAB.

Baltiaiore,

"Putin

"Step Lively Girls" 11 Casino Boston 18 Columbia New York.
Stone & Pillard 11 Academy Pitts-

I.

BARNEY HASAN
Paataaes Bids.. Saa FraasHaa. Cal.

JOHN MANER
Aid Beta.. BL Laafc. M*.

562 Broadway
J.

lettae* Straat. rravidsaee, n.

HARRY WALKER
Theatre BM#. ( Kaasaa City. Me.

1213 Na. Taeaaia St. ladlaaaaeili, lad.

Kaatar Teraeaa, Bait Laka City. Utah

jack crowley

jack lahcv

IS a. tin St.. P»iiad»i>hi».

AL COOK
1

hand.
377-771 Celuabsa

|

17 Min.

Franelioo.

Oel*

Ave.

—

JOHN

WM.

B.

469 W. 157th

Philadelphia 18 Majestic Scranton.
"Tittle Tattle" 11 Empire Iloboken

READY

18-20
Cohen's Newburg
Cohen's Poughkeepsie.

Street, N. ?.

Phoae Audubon

8791.

21-23

%

If

it

$

thought of hon> you v>hh to spend the

Ocean

or

Bay Front Bungalows,

n>e

summer?
have

just

(Fire Island)

to »ult.

situated
lat.

S

The

miles from
Island

la

Bay

Shore,

T..

S.000 feet acroaa.

I.

Boats run twice

J.

KEOGH

OCEAN BEACH, New York
JOHN

P.

LOR AM,

238

West 62d

8t.,

N. Y.

IRVIN SIMON

and
half,

Hole."

ALBANY — All
Loij

weok,

Chancy

Prise Ilia
in "Outside

CLINTON SQUARE— First

half.

Mahlon Hamilton in
"Half a
Chance"; second half, Justine John-

LELAND— First

half.

tucky Colonel"; second

"The Kenhalf,

'The

change

pic-

Tiger's Coat."

COLONIAL— Daily

THE STANDARD CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVES

THE
SIMON*

AGENCY

tures.

You can walk from

the ocean to bay In 6 minutes. Great South Bay which is of white sand has
the beat fishing, claming and crabing on the Eastern Coast. Also a few
furnished bungalows for rent. You are in touch with managers and ascents.

THOMAS

First

stone in "Blackbirds.''

Can build four room bungalows for $1,760, Including lets, which If not
used, enn ba rented for the aummer for |360.
Ai*<> one near bungalow Just
finished $2,500 and two new houses, one of th<Mn 1 block from bay, with 7
rooms, sr-alcd and ahingWl for $4, TOO; another cement huu^e, 150 feet from

Terms
Ocean Beach la
dally beginning May

—

the Law."

OCEAN BEACH, NEW YORK
$7,000.

vaudeville

Katherine
MacDonald
in
"My
Lady's Latchkey";
second
half,
Charles Ray in "The Old Swimmin'

Dean and

the thing for you.

bay

MAJESTIC— Pop
pictures.

MARK STRAND

as

Have you

MAYER

pictures.

Represented ve.

MARY

HELD OVER

An

old favorite will return to Al-

bany when the Fassett Playere open
engagement at Proctor's

their stock

BUSINESS AS USUAL

Harmanus Bleecker Hall Monday
night, April 18, in Louis Albion, who Booking
exclusively with W. V. M. A., Keith's Circuit (Westhas been made stage diroctor of the
company. Albion was the Juvenile ern), Orpheum and Interstate circuits
and all affiliations.
of the Frederic Bond stock company
at the Leland many years ago a nd

WOODS' THEATRE BLDG.

8

MORE WEEKS AT WINTER GARDEN, CHICAGO

"Ernie Young's Latest Find"

CHICAGO

WHAT VARIETY SAYS:
"Mary

Reilly, a local sensation, late
of Edelweiss Gardens, a singer of
jas* numbers, par excellence."

—

'riday,

April

«,

VARIETY

IWCi

33
r

,

j

THOUGHT
p.

»

;-
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»

*

.

>

,

# > t

*

^

f

FORME
JEROME

ASK
REMICK and CO.

H.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
—

LOEWS

GRAND.
Vaudeville
have their annual minstrel show at
the Empire in May or June. Oscar and photoplays.
Perrin. manager of the Empire and
LYRIC—
Keith vaudeville.
himself a leading Elk, will aid in
HOWARD, RIALTO. FORSYTH.
putting on the show, wfeich probCRITERION. STRAND, VAUDably will be under the direction of
ETTE,
feature photoplays.
Fred W. Kerner, Albany music' diAlec Sayles will handle the
rector.
Speculation is rife in Atlanta as
publicity for the minstrels.
to where 'The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse" Is to be presented.
Charles E. Kessnich, district manager for Metro, states that, in all
probability, the Atlanta will be used
By FRED E. PELER8.
ATLANTA.— (First Half). H. B. with a large orchestra.
Walthall in "Ghosts" and "Taken
"Three Wise
Half).
(Last
In."
The Bonlta, a small theatre on
• Fools."
Peachtree street, near Five Points,
playing musical tabs, will enlarge
by taking in the Metropolitan restaurant which it adjoins. The BonWP.XTB FOR
lta has been one of the biggest
money makers in town.
E. A. Schiller, general representative in the South for Marcus Loew,
AND BOOKLET
has returned from his three-month's
vacation on the Pacific coast and
Honolulu with Mrs. Schiller.
He

ATLANTA.

COLOR CHART

HOW TO MAKE-UP

DETROIT

manager in Macon, brought to the new cast, including the chorus,
Atlanta as city manager for the S. numbers sixteen.
A. Lynch houses, has been made
Cleo Ross left for San Francisco
resident manager of the new HowJack
ard Theatre. Frank B. Hammond, to join the Will King Co.
former publicity man for the Lynch Dempsey, during his engagement at
enterprises In" Atlanta, now has the Pantages, registered heavily
remaining with the sport fans, the Calgary
the
over
jurisdiction
Elks giving him a farewell smoker
Lynch houses here.
ture

crowded the big house to

last

'

seat.

The local stage hands' union
sprang a surprise At Woods theatre
last week when a combination week

five-act vaudeville and feature
photoplay was filled in. The house
was served with notice on Sunday
on his closing night.
morning that the performances beSum Maurice is now managing
ginning the same night wouM reHarvey Kissock, formerly with quire not only an additional scale,
Loew's Palace, Memphis, succeeding
Fred B. Klein, who has returned to the local Select exchange, has re- but an "emergency man" for quick
turned from New York to handle changes, which the house claimed
Washington, D. C.
several Eastern novelty and spe- could not occur on the billing. Recialty houses.
fusal of the extra salary la said to
have been given.
of

CALGARY

By

FRANK MORTON.

GRAND.

(M. Joiner, manager).
Pickford, in "The Love Light"
(return picture).
(R. MacLeod, manager). (Last half). Blossom Seeley,

Mary

ATLANTIC CITY.

Rendezvous Park, the new amusement enterprise on the boardwalk,
By CHARLE8 8CHEUER.
The Ambassador Hotel has made at Georgia and Mississippi avenues,

photoplays a feature of its attrac- occupying a whole block, announces
tions for the guests. The announce- opening May 28.
ment
on the weekly card of the
Comer. Prosper and Maret,
Joseph Soloff has been placed as
Ned Norworth, Four Gossips, Sel- hotel programs "Photoplays in the
Pompelian
Grille at 8.30 p. m. Mon- treasurer at the Woods theatre, with
bini and Nagle, Lolya Adler.
Harry Harbach as assistant.
PANTAGES (D. Q. Inverarity, day, Wednesday and Friday evenThe screen showings preings."
left for New York last week to at- manager).
"Yes, My Dear," Jones cede the customary events of the
tend the V. M. P. A. banquet. Dur- and Jones. Alanson, Gray and Asgrill, which begin at 10 o'clock.
ing his'vacation Mr. Schiller visited kin. Fern, Bigelow and King.
all the Loew-Ackerman and Harris
PRINCESS (J. Clarke Belmont,
By P. D. O'TOOLE.
A. E. Weeden, organist of the Ashouses on the coast. During his ab- manager.). Musical comedy stock
AUDITORIUM—"Blossom Time,"
cension Church and well known at
sence Lionel H. Keene. assistant to and pictures.
built upon story of
operetta,
an
the shore for his almost annual amthe general representative, was in
ALLEN. REGENT, BIJOU, EM- ateur
productions of operettas for
charge of the Loew Southern and PRESS. LIBERTY—Pictures.
charity, announces the advent Of
Southwestern Circuit.
After playing stock, minus the
Mascot" about May 1. The
chorus for one week, the Princess "The
Ralph De Bruler, formerly a pic- management re-engaged the girls, performance will probably be given
Keith theatre.

ORPHEUM

—
Larry

—

BALTIMORE.

—

M 8TEIN C08METIC CO.
430 IIKOOM K ST.. NEW YORK

I

TRUNKS

at the

MAKE CERTAIN OF

The "two-for one" ticket system
was tried tonight at the <;iobe thea-

RECEIVING VARIETY

time with the opening performance of "The Nightcap"
of Max Marcin. The local advent of
this cut-rate price system nearly

For the Theatrical Profession

Strand Luggage Shop

tre for the first
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The Luggage Shop With a Confidence.
OSS SIXTH AVK.. Bet. 80th and 40th Hie.
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Through Variety now
mail through subscription
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"To those

-

getting out earlier than formerly, Variety by
is

reaching earlier and more regularly

them before appearing upon the newsstands.

desirous-*/**- Variety

moment, a subscription

is

its

each week

at

the quickest possible
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suggested.
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Mig subscription.
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"The two speed kings
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traveling on the
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CLEVELAND.

street, known to local -State Censorship at the Hotel
and the management of the Iroquois Wednesday evening.
i

Franz Shuberfs love
presented

Monday

proved acceptable
The romanticism

in this city and
to a large house.

policy of no advance
sale of .Meats, the box office line at
both entrances wa's over a block

was with the house

affairs,

for the first time

of the times and scenes of the stories are cleverly suggested, and portrayed by a cast of capable light
opera singers.

FORD'S.— John Golden's latest
New Year." resembling his "Turn to the Kight," in
the gooey sentiment and hoakum it
contains might repeat the success
accorded to his first attempt, as it
is now running smoothly and very
well acted. Its biggest moment
comes in the first act, w hen the
father bids his doubting girl a fareThe
well as he leaves for prison.
lines are gripping and ring true.
returns
to
LYCEUM. This house
its special run picture policy for a
work, "Happy

—

line at

every performance.

WIZARD. —

"What's

Worth

While," picture.

STRAND.— "Kast Lynne" drawing well in picture form.
PARKWAY. — "What'l Worth

While" opens a run here.

NEW.— "The

(latest Lover."
Isn't Being Done

VICTORIA —"It
This Season."

Discord in the management of the
Lyric Theutre was disclosed, when
John B. Bland resigned from the
vice-presidency of the organization,
claiming mismanagement through
lack of business know ledge on the
part of the other officers and trusMr. Bland is president of the
tees.

few weeks with first local showing V. S. Fidelity « Guaranty Co.. and
of "Over the Hill." replete with When the [dans were first formulated
heart interest, and should go well last spring for music -loving people
during its stay.
to buy the Lyric Theatre in order
ACADEMY.—"A Child for Sale," to keep it from passing out of exa film melodrama dealing with tene- istence, he was one of the forement house dwellers and ruthless most of the subscribers and most
landlords,
has not created any active in the campaign. It lias not
startling run on the box otfice, but yet been determined how far the
has been held over for another discord of the management has split
the backers of the theatre com-

PALACE.— "Best Show" proves
and entertaining burlesque.
GAYETY.—"Cute Cuties."

lively

In

COLONIAL. — Da-k. Babe Ruth
"Heading Home" film drew very

light crowds all last week, and did
not Justify the management In holding over for a second week and
leaves the house dark.

FOLLY.— "Flfl,"
returns and
tion" of

is

Oriental dancer,
the "added attrac-

"The Oriental Maids."

RrvOLI— Pola

Negri

"Pas-

in

sion" is this week's attraction and,

PRICES REDUCED
ON ALL

H

& M TRUNKS

Write for

New

Catalog or Sea Oar Agent*

NEW YORK
NATHAN, 531 Seventh Ave.
CHICAGO
BARNES T. CO.. 75 W. Randolph
8.

HERKERT & MEISEL
•10

T.

CO.

WASHINGTON AVE.
NT.

LOUIS

East Fayette
printers

Lyric as the manager of the affair,
was arrested by headquarters detectives and locked up in the Cen-

By

J.

WIL80N ROY.

Shea's Hipp and Court
OHIO.— "Hitchy-Koo of 1921."
Street are featuring the local first
HANNA.—-"Passing Show of 1911 .•
run of "The Kid." At the Court
tral Police Station.
SHUBERT-COLONIAL Walter
Lieut. Carey, in charge of Police Street it is being run in connection Hampden.
Headquarters last night, received a with the regular vaudeville bill, the
earlier
PROSPECT—
"Grumpy." (stock).
minutes
fifteen
call asking for the arrest of Wil- show opening
The
Vaudeville at Keith's, Priscllla,
liam Braiterman. When questioned to make room for the film.
morning
and
Loew's,
Liberty
Miles.
extra
giving
an
at Police Headquarters Waxman Hipp Is
Opera House, "Way
FILMS.
and Braiterman said they had been show, starting at 10.30 o'clock.
Down East"; Allen, "The Greatest
approached by Lapidus to assist In
For the first time in local theat- Love"; Standard, "The Unknown
the sale of tickets for the concert,
and had purchased tickets which rical history, street' car advertising W»e"; Hoffman's Palace, "Princess
were priced $1 and $1.50, plus tax, is being used to play a legitimate Jor.-ea"; State. "The Charm School";
When they attraction. "The Century Midnight Stillman, "What Every Woman
to the amount of |50.
went to the Lyric last night in time Whirl." which comes to the Majes- Knows"; Knickerbocker and Ortor the advertised opening of the tic April 11, for a week's engage- pheum, ''The inner Voice"; Strand
show they found the house dark ment is using regulation sized and
Metropolitan,
"Trust
Your
and a crowd of several hundred tic- cards in all of the 'important car Wife."
The stunt is an innovation
ket holders clamoring for admis- lines.
STAR.
Burlesque,
"Victory
here
and
causing
considerable
is
Lapidus, according to the
sion.
Belles."
statement of Braiterman and Wax- comment.
EMPIRE.
Burlesque,
'Joy
man. made a short announcement,
The heavy iron sign hanging Riders."
to the effect that the concert would
not be held and left the building above the entrance of the Strand
through a side door.
theatre fell to the street Saturday
Lapidus told the detective that he afternoon at the height of the mathad arranged the concert in good inee rush hour. No one jvas infaith, that he had paid a .$."« de- jured, although several persons narposit for the hire of the theatre, and rowly escaped being struck.
he exhibited a stub to show he had
Mayor Buck, of Buffalo, in a letpaid the eight singers who were
to take part In the concert $400. The ter to the Clayton-Lusk Committee
singers were on hand Monday night, this week, stated that in his opinion
but the management of the theatre some sort of censorship for moving
refused to permit the doors to be pictures was advisable. The letter
The world's largest
opened until the balance of $300 was given wide publicity in the
The de- Buffalo newspapers.
agreed upon was paid.
manufacturers of themand could not be met.
atrical footwear
Last week's receipts for v Way
The Century Theatres are rapid- Down East," Its first week in BufFit Entire Companies
ly nearly completion and are booked falo, are reported to have reached
$17,000.
The coming week's gate Also
to open the last of this month.
Orders
Individual
from present Indications will top
8 «•> at

Both

—

—

—

—

**#
iMLLER^S^L?
***,

pany.
After two months' deliberation in
both branches of the City Council
the American Theatres Co. finally
succeeded in getting through an
ordinance permitting it to construct
a large picture house at Greenmount
avenue and Thirty-third street. The
ordinance was favorably reported
Monday night by the Committee
on Police and Jail and passed under a suspension of rules by an
unanimous vote. The strong opposithis figure.
was brought about by the
tion
Baulevard Theatres Co., having gotten a permit to build on a lot diBy 8IDNEY BURTON.
rectly across the street about two
MAJESTIC.— "Twin Beds." One
weeks before the American comInBy of the "freaks" of the season.
pany plans were announced.
money here. Adthis new ordinance both of these variably grabs off
indicates duplicate of last
theatres can be erected on opposite vance
clean-up.
corners, each costing approximate- year's
SHUBEBT-TECK.— "Way Down
ly a quarter of a million dollars.

iTAGt

We
<M4

«8t*
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BUFFALO,
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St.

Statt ana

Manraa

"VARIETY'S

Second week
East."
Plugging
business.
heavy advertising.

—

to

Sta.

f*

bank-up

consistently

After eluding a crowd of between
Film Houses. Shea's Hipp, >The
400 and 500 people who had purKid"; Shea's Court Street, "The
chased tickets for a concert adver- Kid"; Shea's Criterion. "What Evtised extensively
in Jewish and
ery Woman Knows"; Strand, "The
American papers to be given at the Old Swimmln' Hole."
Lyric Theatre Monday night by
Sophie Kurtber, mentioned on the
tickets and in the advertisement as
Samuel Berman, secretary of the
a "Female Cantor," Samuel Lap- New York State Exhibitors' League,
idus, who gave his address as 911 addressed the local exhibitors on
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will be issued with the

opening of the new

LOEW STATE THEATRE

pad
ANEW sanitary
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Loew Number will contain unique features in
the Loew Circuit and its progress; also
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advertisements.
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CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW HIT DOWN YONDER
ME AS IP THIS SONG WILL BRING YOU OUT OP

*H0NEY GIRL"
"DE LUXE ANNIE"
"YOU'RE IN LOVE
"LITTLE MISS CHARITY"
"OH,

47 BLUE

TULSA OKLA
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WILDERNESS

AS SWANEE NEED

BIG A M|T FOR ME
MORE BELIEVE ME ITS ANOTHER

IS AS

IT
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LOOKS TO

IT

SAY

ROBERT E LEE GOOD LUCK

YOUR PAL

A GIRL"
"FURS AND FRILLS"
"COAT TAILS"
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AL
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PREPARATION:

IN

"BLOOD MONEY"
"CALL THE NEXT CASE"
"THE BAD WOMAN"
The Grand has closed

for the sea-

ion.

tmm

The run

of

"Way Down
has

House,
weeks.

the

the

ICast"

at

been

extended

CLAM Of MKVKC SYMBOL
T«yi»

film,

Griffith's

Opera
two

Pwua*
v

Hoffman's Palace has installed a
even -piece orchestra, under the diMusical
rection of L. R. Shalloner.
settings are arranged by Max Faet-
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Celebrating the hundredth presenof "Way Down East" last
Monday, Burr Mcintosh and Vivia
Ogden appeared at both perform-
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House and made
brief talks.
It was at this house
where Vivia Ogden started her

ance at the Opera

tage career, supporting

WOLFE GELBKR?

Effie Ellsler

166 IBS? 47 2H ST KYC

In stock.

DOWD YOWDBR TRBUBIDOUS HIT KVKK BIGGEH fHAll K03KP? B LEE

pictures,

Capitol,
—Allen's
neto
opens on the west side on Friday.

S2LIE gUBIGB

CONEY ISLAND.
By

D.

KALKER.

The battle which Samuel GumSertz and the city have staged over
the right of the former to erect a
fence has come out with the city
a complete victor so far. Monday
there was a squad of men under
'the

head of Borough President

Ed

which came down and
which
fence down
Gumpertz had erected as a spite
obstruction,
fence
the
but with
dowr. there is now a clear roadway
from the West End Terminal to
Ki«»gelman

chopped

the

Brighton Beach.
Henderson's, owned by the
brothers,

Weiss

has had a wonderful win-

ter

season, comparing with the success of the theatre
In former years
during the winter months, which,
°r course, are
the dull season in

•

AMERICA.— "A

Tale

of

PRINCESS. — "Ducks and

Two

Worlds."

Bebe Daniels.

Dollar-a- Year
Ill ALTO. — "The
Han iVliojtijne. A.vb»j--\v.
RlVOI4w—>'J3ush," Clara Kimball

locality.
On Tuesday nights
JJJis
We
»o_ns content
holds forth and
-jTiuay hlght' tffo dance Contest is
"je feature.
Either one of those
nights will llnd the
S. R. O. sign
evidence.
The house h..s bu.it
l,Usim ss phenomenally.

:

Max

'

pheum,

King's Highway theatre is
the stage where the openB dat«! will soon be announced.
*ne then lie is almost complete.
y tne Interior decorations being
ia!,'.
:

Luna park win again
feature \ri ryor'a
band for the opening
1
»na Reason. The
date for opening
J*J«oiinced ;«s May 14. Evan- la

woman

manager.

Follies."

y-»J

FERRIL.

Tim,,
c

n?

1

'"•

"Sinbad,-

—-"Wedding
eiuiii

Id ;i \..,s,

>\

stork.
ille.

manager
to

New

of the Or-

York upon

kttc-wlton,

for

the

characfi

i

Denham company,
after next.

months.

Claire Sinclair, Who has been filling
her place; will return to Ran Fran*

^BROADWAY.- -"Greenwich
JJjs

go

will return to work week
She has »"'"" HI r° r several

DENVER.
T. H.

Will

Georgia

'

By

Fablah,

the closing of the theatre this summer, then take a trip to Europe,
spending most of the tittle In England and S otland.

Peking.

nt

•

I

Ruth Rolrihsbn, 6ns of the most
popular leading women the Denham
the
Al 'ever had, Will come through on

VII-

with

NEW
night

tk
a he

I

orphpum

Bell*," 'called

next, "Hltchy

SHUBERT-DETROIT.

Mid-

Koo

GAitRICK.— "Adam

—

'Titter,
Jemn.**
and
Kx.i."

—

1

*'The

Kasy

Road'

1

Broadway-

at

the

lirst

Fitspatrick and McEIroy, operating a h.g circuit of theatrea in
Michigan, have hascd \\\o Rhodes

a
\j,_]

little
.-!.»•

liinej

under
•

in

"Tickle M«

J-'tjooo

week

at

thr*

at

%'i

'

did

Bhulop.

n treasurer of the Palace at
will

Mo-

take Belters placj at the

Columbia.

Des Moinrs "Women's Club is
opera house in Kenosha, wis., and sponsoring "Tho Willow Tree' in
plan a half million dollar building. stock at Princess. Proceeds go toCharles H. aflles has reduced the
prices of all main floor seats at
night for the Regent, Orphoum and
Miles theatrea from 60 to 50 cents,
which prices include war tax.

Fitspatrick

Lee Rhuberl was hers lost Friday
conferring wiih David Nederlahder,
the ncn lessee of the Shubert-Dewhk*h tlie Bhuberta ^^ill controit
tinue b< "i ing,
'1

bi k

line,

Strand.

Frank

|

of the year.

of

Jam

Next, "Jim

easily

week.

1

Next; William Faveraham,
"Man. Woman
Photoplay houses.
and Marriage" held over for a second week at the Adams; "The
Witching Hour" at Madison; "Prisoners of Love.' at the Majestic;
"Polly with a Past*' at Colonial;

"A Widow by Proxy."
East" closed strong

Whirr;

could

<oij(l

> j l

DETROIT.— "Century

Patter."

have remained a treasurer of the Dea Moines Orpheum .succeeding Walter Dunn,
who has resigned. Dunn was formerly
treasurer of the Davenport
Ground was broken April for the
new $2,000,060 theatre building Columbia and manager of the PalHis homo is in
ace
Moline.
at
on
.wjbich JQhjn !J. KunM vv \s
ercj
Broadway, it will i- reaoTy abouf i>aer,rpnrL -^4frr.T O'Neill, yviw 1ms
lie
Bi

1921."

circuit presently in a ikii

'Way Down

fourth Week at tin

By «>ACOB SMITH.

Young.

"anng

its

DETROIT, MICH.

.

m

»"n amu8em<

end of
Broadway.

at the

Drakes,"

& McEIroy

a new theatre
Mich., Beating

In

*m

U< n:on

sreel

Harbor,

wards the club's building fund. Next
week "He Comes t'p Smiling."
Robin

Ifood'* at Bcrchel.

this
week.
'Xying
Lips," at Dea Moines; "Hands I 'p.'
at Palace; "Inside of the Cup," at
strand; "Black Beauty," at Rialto.

Pictures

L'.ooo.

DULUTH.
DES MOINES.
By

DON CLARK.

By

JAMES WATT8.

The leading picture

theatres^flid

Jioly
business
almogl capacity
treau-uri-r of |bc Col- We< k,
Irving Itcit'
but vaudeville suffered a
umbia, J'awnpott, has bessi made slight slump. Oold and rain en bat1,

I
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T?C

THOUGHT

ME
ASK

\

JEROME

REMiCK and CO.

H.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
urday night cut down the

Nine consecutive days of Shakespeare, six by William Hampden and
the week.
history
three
in
the
by Fritz Lieber, was too much
first
t'me
the
For
©f the city, all theatres observed for the town, and the records hung
Good Friday, remaining closed until up for support of the classics as
Virtually all business presented by other exponents in the
3 P. M.
houses were closed from 12 to 3 past suffered badly.
total for

o'clock.

Finkelstein and

The

Ruben the-

have instituted a policy of
giving free shows to school children
Three shows
Saturday forenoons.
have been given to date with great
A show is given at each
success.
of their houses simultaneously, no
tickets being required for admisManager P. F. Schwie, who
sion..
inaugurated this policy, has selected educational and clean, entertaining films, and the shows are meeting
with enthusiasm, making many
atres

friends for pictures.

INDIANAPOLIS.
VOLNEY

By

B.

FOWLER.

Winter season goes out in a blaze
of glory, with "Apple Blossoms" at
$3 top at English's and "Irene" getting the same at the MuraL American Legion bought out "Irene" on
Monday night. May be post-season
bookings at Murat between now and
May 2. when the Stuart Walker Co.
opens its fifth season in repertoire.
Gregory Kelly gathered his stock
company here this week for rehearsals and opens with "Clarence" at
English's April 11. Kelly's scale of
summer prices runs from 25 cents
to $1 nights and as high as 75 Cents
matinees.
Tb*» cast

for

comweek as

Kelly's stock

pany was Announced

this

follows: Mr. Kelly, Ruth Gordon.
Byron Beasley, Vera Fuller Mellish,
Percy Helton. Angela Ogden, W'illard Barton, Harry -Cribble. Beulati

Rondy.

Bertrand, Florence
Murphy, William Bheafe, Elisabeth

Howard

Hill.

AFewChoiceOffices
POSKK.SSION AHOl'T ATKII. l.VTH.
$50 Per Month and Upwards

Romax

thing.

Skinner,

The main orders
who opens April

menced coming
week and, by

KANSAS

in

the

com- week.

4.

of the

who

died recently.
Doloris G.
Bruce, formerly an
usherette at the Garden Theatre.
was warded a verdict for $35,000
damages in the circuit here this
Week, against the- MeGee Amusement Company which owns the theatre, for damages sustained in January. 1D20, when she fell on a runSadie Banks, in her character im- way in the house. She alleges that
personations,
and Nettie Knise, the fall caused partial paralysis,
whistler, were emphatic hits with and appeared in the courtroom on
"Tid-Hits of lft.'O" at the Ccr.tury crutches, fainting while on the witness stand.
this week.

all

in

month.
• Galsworthy's
'The Mob" is the
Shubert players' vehiele for the

week

of April 10.

The Metropolitan, dark

for several

weeks now. will reopen April 10 for
one week of Otis Skinner in "The
Villa Rose."

Plans for the light opera repertoire at the Shubert following the
end of the dramatic stock season at
that house have been abandoned.

NEW

ORLEANS.

By O. M. SAMUEL.

TULA NR— "Way Down East.'*
ST. CHARLES.— Sherman stock
in "Alias

Jimmy

Valentine."

By

strel

show under canvas.

Street, are the offerings at

Although'

the

Grand has

freer)

THE ROBERT- MORTON
THr AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
MAV YORK CITY
CHICAGO
S\N FRANCISCO
k*oo BU«J.

1

0'>

Golden Calr

Arc

The Orpbeum cut down to seven
this. week. .but lh«' show was
exlia long, and tin- pici itre
w
Next
not over until after eleven.
week eight acts will again make up
the bill, which will h" topped by
une Blvidge, troitgly i>nie<i as a
•popular motion picture star.
•

i

THE ORIGINAL TWO MILLIONAIRES"

PROFESSIONAL

THEATRICAL

WARDROBES

TRUNKS

FAMOUS HERKERT & MEISEL MAKE, OF

I

Jean Hedini believes in getting
his money's worth out of his act*,
With the 'Twinkle Toe" show af
the Gayety this week, the 'l-'ive Cry
liable**' .la/// went into the orelw»s-flic
[trfl for the opening overture,
[number wai featured with an annouiwcement eard and proved a very

$55
ffjf.lK

LAUGH

IN

"ONE"

and

LOEW CIRCUIT

UIUIEIW

I If.l.F.D F. O.

K.

tfmW VOKK CITY

Taylor,

Oshkosh,
Murphy,
Neverbreak,
Central,
Bal

MKVV
iviAfVL

STYLE

SAMUEL NATHANS

;

BIG

LOUIS

IN N. Y. CITY
$90

USED TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
Hartman, Indestructo, Belber
EVERY
EVERY

|

;

to

•

I

!

ST.

CAN NOW BE BOUGHT

i

enjoyable surprise.

SMITH

IMPORTANT NEWS! PRICES REDUCED!

i-<4x

.

Vamps
Moat unique variation*
of the correct mode.

Mr. Gild-

-

The Vaudeville Organ

Short

have been with the Dan

"What's ICmmet show when Emmet wrote
Dixie." and thut he, Glider, was the
first person <»vr r t<> niua the famous
song
in public
the lead-

ing photoplay houses.

St.,

FRENCH
SHOES
and Medium

DEAN JENSEN.

midnight show given last week at
Pantages.
Receipts were turned
over to the fund for Chinese relief.

Gilder,
appearing at the
Glove this week in "Old Black Joe
Land." has been playing this city
for the last 56 years. Appearing
heie, for the first time, with a min-

West 45th

New York

acts, recruited from
local
vaudeville and burlesque houses,
volunteered their services for the

Sam

of the feature acts playing

154

Opp. Lyceum Theatre

Ten

Worth While." New Royal; "The
- a - Year
Man."
Twelfth

Ja.

Clint and Bessie Robbins, whoae
repertoire show is the best known
in this section
of the northwest, will close their
long season the latter part of this

and one of the oldest

MINNEAPOLIS.

:»

Dollar

E

Ray

.

"Not Guilty." Newman:

Strand Theatre

b4

— Charles

After a three weeks' engagement
at the Metropolitan in St. Paul the
Ots Oliver Players c'ose April 9.
Business was poor, and the company's reception by presH and public rather neutral.

—

er elaims to

H. SCHEIER
III WKST 47th STRKKT
Phone BRYANT 6102-*
OR Y'Ul'H OWN XK4KKIS

Hr<>a'iw»v

PICTURES.

—

Some

JOHN

l'.'J0

JOHN M. FRANCI3.
MACAILEVS. — 'Lightnin."

Otis

for

first

LOUISVILLE.
By

CITY.

with the Columbia shows at the
Cayety here do not like the idea of
the layoff between here and St.
Louis, ami till the week in independent vaudeville houses.

Building

245 West 47th Street
New York City
A«l Joining

dark this week and the boxofflce
bunch had planned on having a
sort of vacation, they overlooked one

Wednesday, had "Phylltg and Nineteen," Strand;
proved to be the heaviest for this "Madonnas and Men," Majestic;
house in several years. As a con- Elaine Hammerstein in "Poor Dear
sequence, the boys, instead of get- Margaret Kirby." Alamo; "A Thouting a lay off. have been busy all sand to One," Walnut.
By WILL. R. HUGHES.
week opening mail, assigning seats
SHUBERT.
Charlotte
Green and counting money.
wood in "Linger Longer Letty."
Marcus Locw has been making a
Next, Mary Nash in "Thy Name Is
week of April 23 ought to be strong attempt to establish a house
Woman" for four days only, start- a The
good one here, as seven conven- here. Last week he offered Louis
ing Sunday, April 10.
of various sizes are scheduled Dittmar, president of the Majestic
GRAND.— Otis Skinner in "At the tions
They and the Rialto, which is just Hearto be held during the week.
ing completion, a large price for
Villa Rose," next "Robin Hood."
are National Electrical Exposition,
EMPRESS.— "Hi Jinks Musical Western Electro-Therapeutic Asso- the new house, but Dittmar deComedy Co.
in
Two Turtle ciation, Public Utilities Association, clined. The Rialto will open early
Doves."
Wholesale Grocers' Association, In- in May. It will be one of the most
ternational Trade Composition As- pretentious photoplay houses in the
All roads led to the Shubert this sociation and the State Associated South, costing in the neighborhood
week, and the business done by Al Trade Commission. As a large num- of $1,000,000. It is said to be almost
Jolson has set folk talking.
At ber of delegates and their families an exact replica of the New York
the other houses the Gayety, play- will bo in attendance, the "show Rialto.
ing "Twinkle Toes," and the Or- shops" should be busy.
A check for $400 for two boxes to
phen, with its regular established
patronage to depend upon, had the
The management of the Glove the special benefit performance of
best of things, although the other Theatre, playing W. V. M. A. acts, "Lightnin'," held Tuesday afterhouses reported a slight pickup in has announced that the house Is noon, was received by Macauley's
their box office showings.
playing to more than a million paid Monday from Lewis Park, of Pittsannually; its weekly average is burgh. The proceeds of the matinee
Mary Nash, who is announced for 25.000. The house is just a block will go toward a fund being raised
a four-day stay at the Shubert, it ai.d a half from the location of the to purchase for the State the old
Main Theatre (Junior Or- place at Rardstown known as Fedis claimed, is making the Jump from new
eral Hill, where Stephen Collins
New York to San Francisco, and is pheum).
The
contest between the musical Foster wrot* his famous song, "My
giving this city the four days to
leaders of this city and St. Louis Old Kentucky Home." The benefit
break the jump.
for the services of Rudolph Gunz, matinee was made possible through
assistance of John Golden, proThe "Greenwich Village Follies." pianist. has ended in favor of the the
ducer
Irvin Cobb
with Jimmie Watts, which opened Eastern city, which has given Mr. raffled of "Lightnin'."
off seats for the performthe season at the Shubert last fall, Ganc a three-year contract to conance Saturday.
will be here for a return engage- duct the st. Louis Symphony OrIfe succeeds Max Zach,
ment the latter part of the month. ehestra.

Frank

Black and

DETROIT
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7th Ave., New York
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Hotels Catering to Profession

GRANT

LORR

CHICAGO
Tel.

w
$12'. stn«t e

bath

l-J

R HOTEL

HSTKRDAM,

N. T.

without bath. $1.75 Double, without
ti Single, with bath; |3.00 Double, with
,

______^_

b .uiv

FREDONIA

____

(EUROPEAN PLAN)

Oae Bloc*

Bryant 064-M0-7833

TENNESSEE A VS.. Juat Off Boardwalk.
The Hotel That Hat Advertised
AT A TIC CITT for 29 Y e ars.

I© Tlanea Sqamrr

T.

500 Housekeeping Apartments !*•
(Of tha Better Class— Within Reach of Economical Fotki) "
t
h,
°!**J. ii5H .
tlosa te all aooklaj
•abway.

,

gy

,,,0
."ri!!.I!l?
principal

!Il^
•ct«.

theatre,

s.

m.

»

"

HILDONA COURT
A SalMlae

titchent. kltehenettes.
every luxury kae»s to

Theao a pari menu embody

modern acioaca.

M0.00 Up Moathly: US.DO Up Weekly.

PhMi

141-^47 Watt 43d at.
Bryaat 7S
Oae. three aad leer rasa apartmeaU. with
private balh and telephone.
klteheoettei.
Tllo
apartmsnts
privaey there
pro noted far h) one of
1

attractioni.
SI 5.00

Up

Weekly.

Address

tkeatrftat

SIS. 314 aad IIS

LONGACRE

1.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
48th 8T.. N. Y.

LYRIC—Clarence

I

ROCHESTER,
Up-to-date European

of next

Gates and Findlay were compelled
to cancel the remainder of the Loew

N. Y.

time in this city, owing to the illness of Marion Findlay. Bobby and
Earle were sent on from New York
to replace them.

Business picked up at all theatres
last week gave the Tulane, which

had

"Twin

Beds"

occupying

its

1 stage.

Eob Sherman is thinking of putpictures in the St. Charles (formerly Orpheum) at the end of his

ting

stock season.

Pantages

is

playing to tremendous

business this week, with Ike Rose's
grown twins booked in as an extra
attraction (New Acts) the magnet.
The bill lg the best in several weeks,
which helped swell the attendance
also.

Stuart and Keely opened. Stuart
the turn across individually
aggressive stepping.
Miss
keely just filled in the picture. She
could perhaps secure something better than the Chinese number emsent

with

ployed.

Chisolm and Breen found their
reception almost replica of the first
turn.

the

A Hew Home

and leaving eventually to genuine

solid

success, surpassing the othcrg in
point of artistry and appeal.
The
finish would probably get more response with the quartet grouped at
attention in the center of the stage
instead of the divisional method at
either
side,
as
now employed.
Peterson, Avery and Rees Just ambled in, sang a bit, then ambled out.
They were the weak spot. "Sweet

are easy to -look

closer.

An anemic show

The
and the

neatly.
-oi

energetic, even

if

imma-

Orpheum
Monday mati-

at the

this week.

After the
nee Manager Piazza remedied some
of its defects through switching, but
the night performance was drab and
pale enough. The Courtney Sisters
are headlined, with Lillian Walker

M

Klne Lear takes

the general impression is retarded
through the xylophonlst indulging
more in personal display than in the
promotion of his playing.

act is loosely put together buffoonery. To achieve its best value
The
must be routined properly.
loose coat v.orn by Freeman is not

ait

Est.

crown when he uses

with only vocalizing, although the
expects a feature or something
that looks like a feature.
Pistel and Johnson were a sbrprise with their blackface hoke getting considerable laughter from all
parts of the house. Pistel has been
doing this stuff a long time, but it
seems perpetual material of which
the public never tires.
Ray and Rudac were treated shabbily In conclusion. Neither is possessed of dancing talent and there
are only drapes and soft lights to

mob

make for entertainment. Many
who remained sat wondering how

that

^UMR&^MAKE-yp

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

ALBOLENE
If

ALBOLENE— you

Brs«

Color

a set

Card.

NEW YORK

CITY

ALL SIZE*

BAL

INDESTRUCTIBLE
BELBER

MURPHY
NEVERBREAK

AND 0THER8 TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION

H

LARGE DISCOUNTS

At all dr-uggnU and dtoUrt
Sample FYwe on Rpquttt

MANl'FACTiaESa

—

C&M.

* os. tubes for the makein
lb. snd I lb.
fans for the dressing: table.

E$tablitkrd tSSS

Lilt

STREET

ALL MA*FS

snd

McKesson a bobbins,

Prier

tar

48th

l»

THEATRICAL PROFESSION

will find it a
Cut* the grease instantly and
keeps the face smooth and soft,
preventing make-up poisoning.
up box; Also

Send

H3 WEST

It

FOR THE

W-

1

U» Pro*, •e^^sbwP

TRUNKS

you arc still being annoyed by
watery creams, just try

•ticky or

la

FULL SIZE WARDROBE

TRUNK —

inc.

is. deep. 40 in. Iiipb, 23 is. wide:
4 to 5 drawers: has 10 Veneer ha at
Regular price $50.
art.

York

$28.75

New

HOTEL ASTOR
178 N. Clark

KXTKA

ce-

I'j-mI

.it

Almn«t QtTtsj Away

KH.HTII

Between 47th

A

AVKMK

48th Sts.

HOTEL CLARENDON
Na. Clark aad Ontarla Streets. Chicago.

FIVE MINUTES

FROM LOOP
B ATES 8108 AND UP

onslaughts ahead.

HOTEL RICE

Everything \«w.

KUKGBEIL
755 No. l>earbom

,,.i.
17th

J

-

8200 aad Up without Bath
88.00 aad Up with Bath
°.' WICHOI*. Mar. aad Prop.

and Broadway

enough lilt and raillery.
Peggy Houlton is featured and lifts
the endeavor through her magnetism
and personality. Miss Houlton has

PENVBTB, COI.O.

HAMMOND. INS.
Vtry Modern. Rmtnlu« Water hi AH Rooms.
8how«r Baths; Rate*: II 15 Rlrtfte; $8.00 Double,
Ono Minute Walk from Orpheum Theatre,
Opposite New Psrthenoa Theatre.
TMtO. SUSCOrr,

Prea.

MAJESTIC HOTEL
KUROI'EAN

HAMMOND.

PLAN.

IND.

lUinnlnf Water In Every Room; Also Rooms with
Jtath.
Rate: $1.25 and up. Located In Center of
City.
Close to All Thcatree.
N. 8C0f E8. My.

HOTEL BALTIMORE
83.00 PER DAT
82.00 PKll DAT

BOO
Baltimore. Avo.

t

WITH BATH
WITHOUT BATH
ROOMS

12th St.,

K.

asses City, Me.

HOTEL EMPIRE

the

evident, had

ILL.

HOTEL HAMMOND and CAFE

Mykoff and Vanity might have

Bobby and Earle had an idea to
begin with, but soon drifted into the
conventional, with the reception receding toward the close. They lost
si^at of the main motive about
midway, and proceeded with semiclowning, to their own disparagement.
"Fallen Stars," a rube turn with
the familiar village grocery store

'

SAVOY HOTEL

recently.

lapses.

St.

Modern sad HnmalUra.
BROS., Presfretero
8 Minutes' Walk from Loon.

CMICABO.

program at
Bright, diversified
Loew's the first part of the week,
ranking as ono of the best around
achieved more at the outset with
two stage waits eliminated and
less attention to himself by Mykoff.
Miss Vanity attended to her knitting, however, and atoned for the

""

ONK HUMORCD OLTHIDK BOdlU

in

Avalons sought hard to retrieve
with a snappy wire moment at the
end, but few had remained with the

IIS W. 12th 8t.. KANSAS ClTT, MO.
THEATRICAL BATES, $1.00 PER DAY A UP,
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.

ANNA

SCOTT, Manager.

OMAHA, NKD,

FONTENELLE HOTEL
$8. 00 a Day and Dp.
Story Room With Bath.
18th aad DOUGLAS STS.

4

METROPOLE HOTEL

OF ST. LOUIS
Just N. of Washington Ave. on 12th St
Special Theatrical Hairs

Up— Strictly

Week

$7.00 Per

Modern and

Homelike

possibilities.
r.lackfltone,
"The Love Special";
William Dirk, thoroughly at home Savoy, "Lying Lips" (second week);
hud easy sailing, distributing his Regent, "The InHldc of the Cup";
merchandise to universal approba- Olympic, "The Witching Hour";
tion.

Shubort,
week).

"Way Down East"

(15th

Apollo Trio made a corking eloper
small time witli their btonzc
posturing and worth-while aerobatOne or two of the feats seem
ics.
new. Tha* dislocations and tensing
of the museles hy one of the members slows the tempo some and does
not look so well with the body eneased in bronze tinting. It coyld be

The Shubert theatre management
has announced that "Way Down
Eant" will end lis stay there after
the second week In April. Musicians
there had been engaged for the run
of the picture as due to end May 1.

deleted.

and there

for

it

PITTSBURGH.

Pri«-«-t.

Open Evealst* TRt Tos.

and Madam
SINQER, Manag+e

A.

the hit column.

KoVSwaio*
TRUNKS

SHOP
BARGAIN LUGGAGENEW
YORK

-,*.->

number

mented her afore and placed her

81'Kt'IAI*— TAYI.Oli

Si'vrral KIirIiUv

22

final

Si.

CHIC AGO

tl-29 So. Dearbarn Si.
Everything; New

less.

Her

Near Kaadalpb

NEW TREMONT HOTEL"

ginning.
Both are methodical accordionists and the numbers employed are mostly pale and color-

eventually.

St..

CHICAGO, II.U
Rates fi.60 Par Day aad Up
One Block from Palace Theatre

and

4

1, t, S,

Orpheum Acta

,

Faber and Bernett were squally
an asset.
while attempting to put over the
Emily Darroll had them feeding Flanagan and Edwards act, "Off and
from her hand up to the very end, On." The old lines have life, but
and then lost something through a this pair needed a life-line, for the
auditors let them sink.
rasping delineation at the end.
Demarest and Doll met with the
Courtney Sisters, accompanied by
Benson's ultra string band, probably same fate. Demarest sougnt approrequired the musicians for a flash. bation with piano lore that has been
Their reception, a healthy one, peddled all over. The crowd frowned
might have been as lusty If they upon him. The femlnino half poshad been down in "one" as of yore, sesses no histrionic ability. Five

AKE-UP

Ivory Boom.

HOTEL WASHINGTON
Catering to

•

Betty Bond began and ended conBarnes and Freeman were a hitand-miss pair. Some of the stuff, fidently. She tried hard and coaxed
the bright material, landed but th* and cajoled them, with success

Lsi

his
wrinkles almost as easily as

la

CHICAGO, ILL.

Elmer EI Cleve Is pounding his xyl- and why some of the acts were
ophone In Scotch attire now. The booked. Valentl Brothers failed to
strumming is quite adequate, but meet with approval at the very be-

off

Pha se

Prhrata

Phones: Bryaat SB**-]

Professional Rules Quoted.

an added attraction. Miss Walker
court approbation.
is reviewed under New Acts.
Charles Henry's Pets wore first,
The auditors walked out in bata posing dog act, presented in smalltime manner. The turn did little. talions at the Palace Tuesday evening.
Little wonder, for the show
\v;is minus most of the requisites

INERS

Calgary, Alfa, C
Double—$1.21 SlSfle— Mot aad oold water.

$2.00

53d-54th Streets
—1690-1696 —— BetweenROOMS
BATH

Kitchen.

and Headquarters

The Drapes harmonize

,
Seventh
Ave. East
i

off

High Class Elevator Apartments; Every Possible Service; With Kitchen and
Kltchenettee; 4-Koom Suites Especially Adapted for Two Couple*; Large

The Four Renees were a

girls

^^^^^^•^^s^^%B»»^kja

COLONIAL HOTEL

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

appreciation. More animation would
help Mi«s Breen. Her tailored suit
could be more dapper, ag feminine
auditors expect actresses to dress
their best these days.
Uber Carlton began mildly, but
toward the end ensnared a score of
large
proportions.
His matter,
while not new, has not been used
much, which helped. Carlton is in
blackface, attired in gob uniform.

The man wag shooting all comedians
time, keeping up the interest ture.

BY ORPHEUM CIRCUIT ACTS

8?.0t a Day aad Up
With or Without Bath
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES Washington
St.. Bet. La Salle am

1114

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

to Theatres.

made an apt

HOTELS RECOMMENDED

on Broadway

FOR THEATRICALS— Modem and Up-to-Oate.
GOOD RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
WRIT* FOB RESERVATIONS

Sweeties"

>*t

'

Lansdale-Canton Apartments

UP.

DETROIT, MICH.
Walk

CIRCLE

0»#» Block

*

—

EIGHTH

»•••*••

1

MRS. GEOR4JB HIKGEL. Mar.

Strictly ProfesslonaL

CASS AND COLUMBIA
Five Minute

-

Msr.

with either private bath or
running hot and cold water $2.90 per
day and up, or with private bath, $1.00
per day and up. Care and drill open day
snd all night. Popular price "Club Meals."

=

Broadway
Three. Fear and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apsrtmeats—810 Up

HOTEL SANDERS

week.

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

PHONE
$1.00

DAVID KRAU8E.

PARK HOTEL WIL¥£S?r*T
Every room

Phone Circle 6640

5=

754-756

—

Best located bote! In city.
Rates: Brads, without
bath. $12.00 per week.
Double. $1#.N par week.
Rooms with private bath $15.C0 pjefle; $11.08
double. Teiephonee In all roonia

1

ored Carnival.**

The Tulane closes the end

CITY

An elevator, flrepreof building ef the aeweet type, having e*ery device and ransentence. Apart menta are bract if all j arranged and constat off 8, S and 4 rooms
with kUchena and kitchenette*.. t*ru bath and 'phone.
817.00 Up Weekly.
Addreaa all eonaananJcationa to Charles Teneahaam, Irving-ton Hall.
No c*» teethu* ssith onf •tape *"»n««.

F5?

PHILADELPHIA

fc^WtfttnM.

u.b * ^.TSii

Clean and Airy.

51at Street.

at 18th ST..

NEAR ALL THEATRES

Single roonia with running water/ $1 00 a oar.
double. $2.50.
Single, with private bath. $2.50 a
day. double. $:t.00. B. F. CAM ILL. Mgr.
Banna Management fur the Past. Ten Years.

IRVINGTON HALL
Between. 4611. «w*

SEYMORE HOTEL

WALNUT

-

West

Up

$2.58

Rates to the Profession
8ECKER. CJon. Mar.

R.

HOTEL STRATHMORE

AVENUE

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

Street

special

aanaeuier. rrup.

365 to 369

CITY

Bennett's Col-

Weat 43rd

323

St.

NOTICE

f 18.

778 pTIOHTH
lie*. t\

S30 and 325 Wast 43a St
Phase: Bryaat SISI-4XSI
Three aad four room a with hath, farn it hod to a
deerot of moderaneet that axcolt anythini In hie
typo »1 hulldlnp.
These apartments will accommodate four or more adults.
SS.50 Up Weekly.

3333

WEST

Ofllee:

i

'

Complata for Housekeeping.

Woof 4Sth

Every Room witn Bnth from
VVM.

Private Bath 3-4 Room*. Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession
Steam Heat and yJertrlc Light 89.50 Up

Furnished Apartments
AND BOOHS
310

NEW VORK

Thooe

PT«br!etrea*

Summer Rates fram lune to September.
Between. iTLh and 48tb Streets

Special

Loapacre S830
up-to-the-minute. ne». Breproof bulldlap.
arranged m apart menu of three and fear rooms
with kitchens and private bath.
Phone la each
apartment.
SI7.US Up Weekly

Phone:

Aa

all

Large Rooms, 86.00 and Up.
t. 3 Room Apartments, $10 to

Profession.

THE BERTHA

communications to M. Claman * Principal Office
Yand.a Cotfrt, 241 Weat 43rd Street, New Tork
Apartment a can be aeen eventnge. Office In each building.
Phone

EIGHTH A VEKlUt

the

Earh Apartment

In

THE DUPLEX

YANDI3 COURT

Its

776-78-80

HENRI COURT

Waal «th

St..
Phase: Laaaaaro ssco
luat completed: elevator
do luxe,
apsrtaoet* erraaaed la ntltm af e«e. two and
three reoasl. art* tiled bath aad eaewar. tiled
to 347

to

PbckaaVBtVant 1844

-J-

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
Mi

Exclusively

Private Bath and

L?* X
l,Mrt •' *"• ««>. !•»•< •" Broadway.
'»
department Moras, tractw. line*. »L" *•** aad

arp the lerajot Mlatalaara at housckeeplap ruralsas* apart masrts eaeslsililas. to
We are oa the around dally. ThU aleae Issures prompt terviop and eleanltaess.

we

•
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HOTEL LINCOLN
IMHWU'OI.IS

**^Jzg*s&&»*»~**
MRS. GKOKGlC DAXIKL,

Catorlni

Marriage";

Liberty,

still

a

possibility that

over that long.

John Boyd is the new leader of
the Harrin theatre orchestra.
He
has been llrwi violinist in several of
.

By COLEMAN HARRISON.
PICTURES—Grand, "Man, Woman.

is

will be held

same;

the local theatres in the last few
years, as well as one of the leading

dance musicians.

BUMPUS

&

LEWIS

FOR SALE AND RENT
DROP CURTAINS
Revue
&
equipped
Some

of the Acts

SCENIC STUDIOS
245

W. 46th

St.,

Bryant 2695
.

t

,

N. Y.

IN

we have

with scenery: Skelly
Fortune Queen

Heigt

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
VELVET, SILK, SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

;

"Mecca," originally announced for
one week at the Alvin. has been
held over for another "by popular
demantl." The house played to capacity all of the initial week, with
similar indication*} for the closing.

Cantor

in

Tin-

Midnight Roundera"

nrxt.

A r.mk on Leave,"

the big A.

"
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Friday, April

8,

1921
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ALBEE,

E. F.

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

General Manager

R

F.

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville
(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building; New York)
EDWARD F. ALBEE
A. PAUL KEITH TEBR

KEITH

B. F.

Founders

Artists
35. F. comedy under the direction of
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concert each Sunday evening at the the Hill."
Doing well.
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Collini's Variety Dancers; Lieut. Oirard; Bett's Seals; half; "A Thousand and One," seo
Evening prices at the Empress Bob Ferns and company; Peed and ond half.
When Blake; John P. Wade and company,
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ihe prices were only 35 cents.
Tyson. Films.
"The Marcus Show of 1920" at the
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MOORE'S STRAND.
Jack Guy Bates Post in "The MasquerSkating
Macks;
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Rcddy; Mae and Hill; Frank Sa- ader," at the ShjUbert-Belasco; WalD.
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ter Hampden ujSO returns, but to the
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CAPITOL— Pat White and the greater seating capacity of Poll's
KEITH'S. The makeup of the Gayety Girls.
His prein Shakespearean plays.
GAYETY.— Abe Reynolds's Re- vious appearance was at the Garbills at this theatre have been so
uncertain that Manager Robbins
rick early in the season.
PALACE.— Bert Lyhas had to resort to a set of cards
for the display frames praising the tell in "A Message from Mars."
Rosa Ponselle sings here under
COLUMBIA. Elliott
coming bill as a whole and menthe direction of Mrs. Green at tho
tioning no individuals. These cards Dexter in "The Witching Hour."
Dan- National on the afternoon of April
MOORE'S RFALTO.— Bene
stand until Wednesday or Thurs^8. A wonderful advance sale awaits
day when the program is displayed. iels in "Ducks and Drakes.*1
CRANDALL'S METROPOLITAN. her appearance.
The bill this week is headed by
Billy B. Van and James J. Corbet t, —George Arliss in "The Devil."
The Federal Employee's Union
E S GARDEN. "East
others being Nat Nazzaro, Jr., with
gave a minstrel show at the Shuhis selected sextette; Claire Whit- Lynne." (Film version).
CRANDALL'S KNICKERBOCK- bert-Be lasco on Sunday night,
ney and Robert Emmett Keane;
Arliss in "The Devil," first April t.
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NATIONAL— Edgar MacSells-Floto circus hits Binglti.Hl•now was given, although the trunks
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17.
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Bisters did not reach
Maid," which arrived after a clever
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The Fleck grand opera company. advertising campaign. The cast has
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THE CABINET OF DR.
CALIGAR1.
KrMM

Warner

Dr. Caligan

(."onntd VelJt

Cesare.*.

Frita

Francis

Jane
Alan

T-ll

Feh*r

Dafowr

H. von Twanlowaki

the GerCaligarl,"
attention
astonished
the
to
brought
of local funs at the Capitol April 3
by 8. I* Kothafel, Is problematical
in a nation letting "Passldn" die in
the sticks, but any consideration of
that can properly be postponed till
attention is centered on the artistic
advance this picture marks. It is
not only a step in a new direction

The box-office value of
man-made Cabinet of Dr.

girl, played by LH Datrover. shows
distinctly the difference in type appeal between this country and Ger-

prosperous in California. Here he
is beloved by the daughter of his
employer (a pretty close parallel of
many. She suggests a dark model "Jimmie Valentine"), but haunted
for Botticelli, where the head of a by the fear of being run down by
Raphael cupld on a girl's figure Is the police.
His pursuer is Mike
Kearney of the New York police,
nearer the American Ideal.
But the settings were the main who traces him by means of finding
thing.
As Willard Huntington out who it was that ordered and
Wright.
America's most distin- paid for a tombstone for the grave
guished art critic, remarked, they of the escaped convict's mother.
were worthy of Picasso. Produced Jim's way of covering up this transby a German scientist and professor action is about as stupid as his acas an independent venture, artistic- tions in the safe-breaking, and
ally this la the'moflf Interesting pic- leaves a wide open trail.
Tho detective catches up just on
ture since "Broken Blossoms.''
Jim's wedding day. Jim denies his
JjCCd.
identity, and to prevent detection
by his finger prints, thrusts his
hands into whirling machinery to
The detective is
mangle them.
Norma Tafmadge touched by this heroism and agrees
Courtenay Koota
Old Bill, howKulallo Jrnsrn to let Jim go free.
Harrlaon Ford ever, has been released from jail in
Charte* Stevenson the meantime and runs down the
Alloc May
real criminals just in time for a
{Herbert Vance
The whole thing is
H. D. McClellan happy end.
Austin Harrison
ridicuously theatrical and artificial
Robtirt Afnew and an
vehicle for so
unworthy
Harold Stern
player as
screen
a
Natalie Talmadire satisfying
Mrs. Jacquen Martin Meighan.

THE PASSION FLOWER

a misconception to call it a
step in advance but also in the Acacia
Esteban
way of direction and acting it is so Hulmunda
completely and skilfully organized Norlx-rt
and handled as to compel attention Tio KiiH.-iu.t
it

is

—

Juha

and study.
It

may

catch the popular fancy.
it is a mystery etory

for certainly

told in the Pee manner and fairly
prods the interest along at a high

Faust mo

pace. But it is morbid. Continental
creations usually are. The story is
of a young man who is seen first
relating to a visitor the peculiar
reasons for the trance in which a
young lady whom he points out appears to be. "She has been that
way since ," we are informed by

Old Juliana
Franceses

—

one of

Katherine Hillaker's brief
and then we are into the

sub-titles,

major portion of the story.
This relates how a faker misspelled "fakir" on the screen came
to a fair at a small town and proceeded to enliven things by having
& somnambulist who had been asleep

—
—

for twenty-three years foretell the
The faker called himself
future.
murder is foretold
Dr. CaligarL
and a series of them occur. Finally

A

the

who commits
young woman
and throws himself

somnambulist,

them,

falls to kill the

known as

Jane,

over the cliff. Dr. Callgarl is pursued to a neighboring insane asylum, where he is revealed as Dr.
Sonnow, head of the institution. At
this point we dissolve back to the
young man, Francis, telling the
visitor his story. Enter Dr. Sonnow.
Francis promptly attacks him. protesting he is CaligarL That is the

delusion of Francis, and now that
he knows his delusion, the Innocent
Dr. Sonnow can cure him. The rest

was a

tale told

by a madman.

Mr. Rothafel introduced the picture with a tableau and ended it in
All exhibitors
the same manner.
cannot afford to do this, but the
story is so unusual in Its telling as
to make it possible to say, without
fear of successful contraditlon, that
any group of so-called cultured people who fail to see it are neglecting their education. To miss it
the inis to include oneself among
sular and uneducated.
directhe
is
Of first importance
tion and cutting. This has resulted
perfectly
so
in a series of actions
dovetailed as to carry the story

through to Its conclusion and answer at a perfect tempo, with due
weight and no more given every
Item of which It is compounded. The
director's r.ame Is Robert Wiene.
Among the few pre-eminent in the
world today he may justly be included because of what he has done
with this story by Karl Mayer and

Little

Carloaa

MHagros

Elsa Fredericks
Robert Payton Olbb
Augustus Balfour
Walter Wihum
Mildred Alain*
Julian Qreer
....Kdwrard Boring

Norb**rrs father

Th« Padre
Rubio

Dona IaabM
Acacia's

father

Rcrnabe

It isn't often an established star,
either in the legitimate or pictures,
permits a member of the supporting
cast to have a role of equal importance. It is comparatively easy
to curtail a part that stands out
too prominently, even after the picLure is completed, through the medium of the cutting room. Norma

In a purely pictorial sense there
are many striking "shots," particularly the night photography dealing
with Jim's escape, and the directorshop throughout Is painstaking.
The trouble with the picture is that
the story is basically all wrong In
It is deIts form and material.
pressing, particularly the harrowing
the condeath
of
passages of the
vict's mother and the gloomy atIt
Is
life.
prison
of
a mismosphere
take to consider morbid gloom as
"strong" drama. "The City of Silent
Men" is an offering to be avoided
as deprerrsing and profitless.

Talmadge, however, has permitted

Courtenay Foote, who has the role
of Esteban, the step-father, in "The
Passion Flower," to shine eflfulgently so strongly in fact as to
compete for first honor. The character of Baimunda, the mother, is
also permitted to stand out. As a
matter of fact there are so many
good parts in the filming of the
Spanish play, and, they aro all so
excellently cast, one might set the
production down as all-star.
"The Passion Flower" is probably
the strongest piece Norma Talmadge has ever appeared in an
artistic achievement.
Atmospheric,
romantic and well directed, it follows closely the stage version shown
here, but might have gone a little
further by a couple of hundred feet

—

—

of "clinch" to

remove the taste of

tragedy from it. This might not be
so artistic but would be a sop to
the proletariat and a bid for popular approval.
First National can
stand back of this release, guaranteeing exhibitors it will give complete satisfaction.

Jolo.

CITY OF SILENT MEN.
Jim Montgomery

Thomas Melghan

Molly Ilryant
Mrs. Montgomery.....
Olid Bill....

Mike Kearney.
Mr. Bryant

Wilson
Kate Hruce

I/ols

Paul Everton
George MacQuarrie

Guy

Oliver

"The City of Silent Men" is- a
Paramount picture, presented by
Jesse Ij. Lasky, adapted by Frank
Condon from "The Quarry." by
John A. Moroso and directed by
Tom Forman. It has two excellent
features, a popular star in Thomas
Hans .la now its.
Melghan and a title which piques
setof
use
perfect
made
He has
tings designed by Hermann Warm, Interest. These two points probably
explain
Kohrig,
the attendance at the Rivoli
Walter
and
Ueimann
Walter
probably members of the younger Sunday evening.
Tho
valuable assets mentwo
arIndependent
of
group
Munich
They have made In black tioned are not supported by the film
tists.
itself.
The
story
is disjointed and
that
settings
course—
of
while,'
and
squeeze and turn and adjust the eye rambling and as a screen production
and through the eye the mentality. it is not, properly speaking, a story
This squeezing and adjustment of at all in the sense of a complete
the mentality Is of such a sort action. Rather it is mere narrative,
chronological record; not a drathat soon the mind is attuned to the a
There is scarcely a
fantastic and mysterious quality of matic unity.
moment
in the tale when the audia
the story itself. Nowhere is there
not well ahead of tho deshot of nature itself. Everything is ence is
designed and painted and there is velopments. There is never a sureverywhere a sense of the widening prise and the element of suspense
and narrowing of the attention. and of unexpectedness are entirely

—

If

if

*7t.

OUTSIDE WOMAN.
There

is

little

to laugh at;

there

is little to smile with; there is little
reason for the making of this Uealproduction entitled
five-reel
art
Wanda
"The Outside Woman."

Hawley
business
tinctive
parel.

is
is

the star.
to

show

creations

in

Her principal
some dis-

off

feminine ap-

Intended as a comedy feature, it
Its situations
is devoid of comedy.
were no more mirth provoking with
a Loew's New York audience than
registering five laughs, and not one
that might be regarded as of the
diaphram species. It Is a disappointment from beginning to end.
The piece never had a chance.
The j>lay as a picture is from a
scenario by Douglas Bronston from
an early effort by Paul 1*. Sipe and
Philip Bartholomae.
Its situations
are these:
A newly-wed couple is
entrusted with the care of a valuable antique, the value of which
is unknown
to them.
The wife,
with a penchant for exchanging
things, gives the relic away in trade
for a shawl.
The shawl vendor hi
turn sells It to an artist living directly over the newly weds. Learning the value of the lost relic and
discovering Its whereabouts* the
wife climbs the fire escape and encounters the artist.
The latter's
jealous wife returns in the interval
and discovers the two. For safety
the heroine locks the turbulent wife
of the artist in a separate room. A
policeman comes In and holds the
scene until an ambulance may arrive for the outside woman.
Explanations are offered In due time
to clear the field.
One reason why this film comedy
did not register with the audience
was that the situations were explained by the sub-titles, and this
had a great deal to do with wearing
the edge off of Its humor. In nny
event, this kind of material as furnished by the original authors
hasn't a chance on Broadway.
The cast ranks as standard, but
the members unquestionably miss
the object as eomedy purveyors.
The players are Clyde Fillmore,
Thena Jasper, Sidney Bracey. Kosita
Martini,
Misao Seki, Mary

This Is done not by irises, close-ups
and other such familiar fowl that
have prowled too long in the barn-

lacking.

yard of the industry's Infancy, but
by new means, by the arrangement
of spaces and values, by the laying
of heavy lines In juxtaposition to

names of Paul Perry and Una Nixon
Hopkins as having had the major
circumstantial evidence and railpart of the responsibilities in makroaded.
The conviction is uncon- ing
this picture. The production is
vincing, as these screen happenings
rich in settings and the photography
so often are.
Jim Montgomery is is
even.
step.
a country boy, a mechanic who
comes to the city for work, and is
led into crime innocently by a gang

The

of course, refors to
prison, in this case Sing
is a prisoner,
unjustly convicted* of a murder on
title,

state's

Sing,

where the hero

Winston and Jnke Abrams.
Supplementing the film are the

ones lighter, and this new method
deserves special and careful study
by experts, with a view to making
use of the basic notion in American
productions.
of crooks.
Lastly we come to the acting.
They tell him they want him to
The settings are more important d# a repair Job. and he
goes alonf'
They establish to a bank and stands outside
than the acting.
whiie
They
This Li Lawrence Weber producthe mood for the acting.
they take his tools inside and protion cannot be recommended too
maintain it inescapably, but with ceed to to blow open
safe.
a
Inter- highly
done
performfor them the
as a picture offering with
so much
rupted by the watchman, they kill
stellar merit, for the principal reaers still do their share, and they the guardian and
escape,
the son
that the novelty of its theme.
have a great deal to live up to. mechanic to fall into theleaving
hands
of
If they did not live up to it their
the police. It takes a good deal of in which the hidden motive of its
poor work would stand out glar- credulity on
characters is bared in the finale.
the part of the specThe idea has been used in pictures
ingly.
tator to swallow this labored,
The best performance unquestion- ficial set of circumstances, allartiof preceding it. and notably in "Seven
ably is that given by Werner Krauss which is transparently contrived to Keys to Bald plate" and "Cheating
as Dr. Cabgari. He manages to lay make a theatrical situation.
Cheaters." There is a thrill in its
in his part much as the settings are
The trial is just as implausible. lease and often exaggerated Scenes.
laid in. There is a suggestion of the As a matter of fact the Whole inAs f;ir as plot is concerned it is
cubist about his every attitude us tricate fabrication belongs to sub- secondary.
The action is spread
Dr. C'aligari nnd of the natural ject matter outside the real story over incidents involving
detective
about his impersonation of Dr. Son- and might better have been Intro- :m<l his playwright son. The deterThe naturalness, of course, duced in explanation alter the tive loses his life after an almost
now.
stood out as sane from the crazy prison life had bean established, in successful attempt in trapping two
background which suggested an in- Sing Sing .Mm is befriended by an crooks, brothers, who .ire in possane asylum more surely than a real absurdly sympathetic fellow convict, session of some jewels owned by the
picture of such an environment an elderly crook who is a model of British Museum.
An Investigation
The unpleasant kind Iteartedness, although he is into the killing of the rtcteetlvi
could have done.
somnambulist, Cesare. was ghoul
lea\e 3 the clue that it may have
pictured as a confirmed criminal.
ishly made evident for every one by
Old Bltl, as he is railed, helps Jim been the "Breen glrl, M sin.
her
Conrad Veldt. Lesser votes were to escape and the convict is pres- dagger is left near the victim.
competently taken. The part of the ently
found
re-established
and
The concluding drama i» left to

THE WAKEFIELD
CASE.

:i

<

.

the playwright, who turns detective
avenge his father. He falls in
love with the *'Breen girl/* who is
unknown to him, while a passenger
on the same boat is one of the
crooks separated earlier from the
Jewels. The balance of the story is
in

America.

It

is

titles

period of fifteen years. The here
here disclosed in the role of «
and afterwards as a diver.

With another he Is engaged in investigating
the
sinking
of
*
schooner owned by his sweetheart's
grandmother.
The hero's fellow
workman plots his destruction and
tries to lock him in the cabin o.
the submerged vessel. The hero is
rescued, but the villain causes his
rival's boat to catch Are.
A preceding shot of the sinking
schooner is pictorlally effective.
The scenes below the water are well
done. As a whole the picture might
be regarded as a fair program release.
At the New York it war
used on a double feature day. It I:

filled

explain-

an easily convincing hero
master crook Is from Scotland Yard. Wortt of alt I* the desire on the part of the author to
ing to
that the

convince the audience that the
"Breen girl*' Is the daughter of
"Grayson" of the Secret Service and released by W.
that the wounded soldier is also a through Pathe.
Grayson. This is too much for any
one's tired eyes.
The cast includes Herbert Rawllnson (featured), Charles Dalton,
Jere Austin, Florence Billings. William W. Black. J. H. Gtlmour. Joseph
Burke, J. P. Wate. There Is very
little that one can say apropos of
histrionic merit in any one's performance In that cast. If Charles
Dalton could see himself in the role
of a man waiting to poke out the
eye of his victim with a hot poker
projected in the flaming heat of a
burner, and if the thought occurred
to him that he gave one of the most
the
performances
as
masterful
"Doctor" in "The Case of Lecky."
wouldn't it seem equally absurd to

him?
The

title.

The theme
power

T<-t.»

Jim

Andcrmm

buclen

Potts

Ir.

over environ-

home, making it plain that the
son cannot return until he shall
have 'made good.". The youth oZ
polished manner and immaculate
clothes is transformed into a tramp.
He goes through every hardship, and
his

Mint«»r

l.ittlcfl'ld

ZHma Meje

LIS
Nellie

will

the turning point in his career occur* just when he needs food the
most. Applying to a stranger, he is
Jack Mulh ill rejected.
Instead,
the
Stranger
Winter Hell
Helen I>unUir handd him a piece of philosophy
Cameron ('<>nvy which sounds like this:
"Young
Nerly Edwards mar, what you
n« ed is hndinc: yourWilton T:iylor

Mary MiWn

t'onnie

of the picture story

man's

The action involves the self-indulgent youth of an Irate parent, who,
failing to arouse Any of the better
Qualities in his son. oiders him from

THE LITTLE CLOWN.
Hev.rl.y

of

ment.

Is by George Irving,
from an original by
Case Russell, the photog
Step.
raphy by Walter Young.

Rodiiy Beverley

Step.

Tacoma. Wash. It is a production
by the Hermann Film Corporation,
directed by Margery Wilson, who
also acts one of the major parts. The
scenario has been supplied from W.
W. YVoodbridges book of the same

direction

roioiH-i Beverley
Mr*. ll«v«*rl«y

llodklnso*

THAT SOMETHING

L

Pat
Dirk

W.

This picture has been dedicated tn
the Rotary Clubs of the world bv
the Tacoma Rotary Club No. 8, 0"

scenario

the

Mrs.

1

1921

sailor,

with the usual underworld atmosphere, with some dash and pep on
the part of the hero, who is captured and eludes his persecutors.

And again the usual

8,

hi

to

enacted

Friday, April

Johnson

l.ura

self.

You must

thing.*

within you."

find

That Some-

And from then on

Aus<>!i

the psychological transformation takes p'ace. Ho
Thomas Heffron has made a sat- .succeeds in getting his tiist job
isfying production of Avery Hop- When the odds are against him. and
wood's 'The Little Clown" for Real- the action compels him to move
art, in which Mary Miles Minter is from place to place, winning greataccorded starring honors, it the er consideration with each Stepping
In fact, he meets the same
llialto, New York, this week.
It's stcne.
a tale of the big top with the star man who once gave him knowledge
of a 'hand-out.'
That man
personating the title role, that of
feminine clown in Jim Anderson's is a silent partner in the concern
mammoth show. Knters the hero, J which employs him. Later he is
Dick Reverly (Jack Mulhall) of reconciled to his family, and the
Beverly Hall, Beverly City, Va., a tinale of the picture has him baskrefined "tramp," and secure a posi- ing in the radiance of happiness
tion with the circus as bareback achieved.
From a production standpoint,
rider. The romance Quickly ensues,
with his parents entering into the the feature has real merit. It is a
fair
program picture. It. neverthescene, inducing their offspring to
return, and willing to accept his less, profuse with technical faults
circus sweetheart on a six months' and the continuity is choppy.
Apart from Its commercial possiprobation In which to prove her
She leaves the Beverly bilities it is not unlikely that if
mettle.
home for the circus, the hero pur- the owners of this feature cared to
suing, and for a fade-out a church exploit it. as Industrial propaganda
wedding scene, following a "title"' It might havs it uses.
The acting is not of a high order
which read. "After a year at a fashwith
the exception
ionable finishing school."
of
Charles
Nothing startling]}' original here, Meredith, who measures up to the
yet altogether acceptable for a pro- best artistic standpoint.
Step.
gram feature. It is a case of story
overshadowing the histrionic efforts
of the cast.
Even the star has
little opportunity
for distinguishTogether with "The Wakefield
ment, her circus clown stuff being Case."
this picture was used on a
of the simplest, while a long disdouble-feature
day at Loew's Circle.
tance view of her ground tumbling
It is from the Vitagraph studios,
was evidently "double" by some ex- starring
Alice
Calhoun, although
pert. Yet on the whole, it Is a well
done job, cast direction, continuity there is scarcely any ground for
starring
her.
judging
from the presand photography all considered.
Eugene B. Lewis did the adapta- ent performance. The picture is
tion and has done himself cred t, adapted from an original script by
for the continuity really is nn in- Mrs. Owen Bronson, the scenario
terest
sustaining
affair.
Faxon for which was completed by Fred
iJean's photography should not be Schaefer and the direction left to
L. Sargent. The photograoverlooked either.
He had some George
phy is by Vincent P. Scully.
mellow shots throughout.
Dra
ati
cally it Is a poor picture,
The support is worthy.
offering scarcely anything in the
way of a climax, and in its action
moves listlessly, arriving at nothing
PARTNERS OF
TIDE.
more than a happy ending, which
There are three ine'dents in the has been anticipated all along. Its
action of this picture filmed from continuity is often clogged by subtho book of similar title by Joseph titles which do not lend, but detract,
C. Lincoln which provide the major from what possibly might contribportion of the thrills. Otherwise it ute something in the wny of lifting
is slow in actum.
In fact, it drags the subject into a big moment. It
and the loose titles and over- is doubtful if the story could lend
elaboration of detail do not help itself to that kind of action which
stimulate the interest but rather is essential in pictures, and except
wear out the patience of the on- for the acting of two principals
looker.
there Is little left to recommend.
The element of drama leading to
"Charming Deceiver" has as its
its pictorial climaxes has not been central character a girl deceived into
provided for with the interest con- marriage by a man who in the opencentrated on the three major inci- ing scenes Is in jail. An invitation
dents.
And this has had a great comes to her and a brother to spend
deal to do wftii the hvek-nf tmer.^t tin rest- of- their days, with a.grundbefore the climaxe* are attained. father, who earlier in life could not
Director Irvin W. Willat announces condine the match of their mother.
from the start that "liberties" have The brother is recovering in a hosbeen taken with the original. The pital, nnd she goes on alone, ultiwonder then is why he or L. V. mately establishing herself in the
Jefferson, accredited with the an- home of the grandfather. Her husthorsh'p r>f the scenario, did not band in the interval escap* s from
build a more direct script.
The 1a.il and seeks the protection of H
picture gives the impression of pad- wife's home.
lip is introduced as
ding With incident, when the need the absent brother. The concluding
really
is
for
more drama and scenes are taken up with tho uprcmance.
pearince of the legitimate brother.
The best th;»t can be rdid for the Due explanation is made. In th«*
picture in the matter of acting Ik o\-n\ the eonvh
conveniently kill*
furnished In the opening scenes. himself.
The hero,
first Impersonated by
Th« east Includes .lack M'l.'.it'.
Marion Padueah, is an orphan. He Rugene Ac er. Charles Kent. Rois on his why to two
spinsters who land Bottom ley and Robert OaiUard.
SdOpt him. In the following scenes Mi. Acker's performance, especially
the net ng by this youngster regis
in the "drunk" scene*, were nothing
ters with sore appeal.
Indeed, th
hoi
of wonderful, while the p'"' r
merit ot his work ttunds out in bold handled bv
Charles Kent wsp a«a*
contrast to the acting by the rest I ing
for n natural quality and Inter
of the cast.
And none poems etuallrsl attracted sheirh through
to the appeal that this boy exerts. I
The action then glides over a sonuUty

aj^^d

CHARMING DECEIVER.
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HOUSE IN CLEVELAND

By FEED SCHADEE.
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SUNDAY BY

Frank Hayes, Walter Whitman, The Allen, Fine Film Theatre,
Los Angeles, April 6.
Cabanne leaves the coast James Mason and Frederick Starr.
Has Many Improvements.
extended
visit
to
this week for an
him the
Richard Dix has been placed unNew York, taking with which
he der contract by Goldwyn for the
Cleveland, April C.
irint of "The Pretenders,"

53 IN 5,000

Christy

has

directing.

finished

Harriet

formerly one of the
Sennott beauties, plays the

Hammond,
Maefc.
lead.

next two y»ars.

evening, and

J. Casploitation of the "Snowy" Baker
nier special for Robertson -Cole, was
features which Col. William Selig
Shipped east on Saturday. The picand
Sam Rork are making.
three
and a
ture was completed in
on
the
R-C
record
lot.
a
weeks,
half
Elliott
Sparling, son of a millionFritz! Brunette plays the lead, while
aire department store owner in the
others in the cast are Sam de
middle
west,
is working in the films
Grasse and William P. Carl 3 ton.
at the Morosco plant
This is the third special that Gasnler has directed for the company.
After having tried playing features for a "run," with "Passion" and
Sessue JTayakawa finishes the "The Kid" as the attractions, the
the direction of
shooting, under
management of the Kinema has deColin Campbell, of "The Swamp," cided to return to the policy of
a
written by the star, thin week. weekly change of program.
This
Bessie Love is playing opposite the week "Mama's Affair"
is the attracstar.
tion, to be followed by "The 01*

"Wives," the latest Louis

Phillip

Tom Moore has resumed activity
Goldwyn and is now working
on a feature production, the first

at the

since his marriage.

Weiman

this week
keteers," while
rest for several

ing her next

throughout Canada.
The house is under the management of O. D. Cloakey, who has
heen long identified with the Allen

"The Grim Come-

interests.

dian."

OF FILM WORLD
Swanson in a new special, as yet
untitled, authored by Edward Sheldon, the playwright. Miss Swanson
will be starred in the picture, and
will begin work therein immediately
following the completion of "The
two
recently.
The
for an entire day
Robs have been opening each other's Oreat Moment" by Elinor Glyn.
mail for the past four years, both J. E. Nash is at work on the Shelbeing members of the Los Angeles don continuity.
Athletic Club, where each receives
the bulk of his correspondence. Cain
A $5,600 action on a note is on
is planning to go to (Jermany shortfile in the Supreme Court against
the Louis Tracy Productions, Inc.,
ly OB a still hunt for another "Pasand Sidney Garrett by the Republic
sion."
(Jarrett is inLaboratories. Ine.
volved as indorscr of the note.
Robert T. Kane, newly appointed

general manager of the Famous
Astoria, enterPlayers' plant in
tained Robert Cain, motion picture
actor, just arrived from Hollywood,

start-

picture.

The Loulae Dresser series of 12
two-reel comedies is to be made on
the Brunton lot. where space has
been secured for the company. Irving Lesser will have the distribution of tho product. The first of the
"The Fat
series will bo entitled
Fighters," and work will start on it
on April 1.r>. Willard Louis will be
co- .starred with Miss Dresser.

The Wallace Trwin

picture,

Los

on "The Three MusMiss Pickford will

weeks before

Jeromo Storm has completed
work on the first Katherinc MacDonald feature which he directed,
lie is now cutting and editing.

story. "Sophie

R nienoff." has been filmed by Fred
Rutler. with David Rutler as the

J.

star.

Father and son

will

effects,

their

in

They returned
Angeles after all.
to the city from a motor trip to the
north on March 28 and were present
Jn Pasadena that night to witness
of Jack
Pickford's
the triumph
shepherd dog, Boy o Mine, at the
Doug starts
Pasatlena dog show.
work

his

for

rest

The second Retty Compson picture
"Hail" the Woman" Is the title of
will be a W. Somerset Maugham
a now Ince drama, being produced story entitled, 'The Ordeal," which
on tho coast under the direction of has just been completed by the auJohn (5. Wray for Associated ProThe first Retty Compson starring ducers' release. In the cast are thor.
picture at Famous Players is to bo Florence Vidor. Theodore Rqberts
Harry Myers has beer, engaged by
"At the End of the World." and It (by special arrangement with ParaRestart to play opposite Rebe Danwill be directed by Penrhyn stanmount). Lloyd Hughes, Madge Relllaws, with Mitchell Lewis, Milton amy and Tully Marshall. The story iels in 'The March Hare," a new
Kline r Ha; lis comedy-drama.
Bills and CaSSOfl Ferguson in the
and scenario are by C. Gardner
supporting cast.
Sullivan.
Agnes Ay res is to be sent abroad
by the Famous Players-Lasky for
Myrtle Steadman. who has beep
will next week cele- a series of productions in England.
Strand
The
111 of pneumonia
for four weeks. Is
It
Her son. Lincoln brate its seventh anniversary.
out of danger.
and has been conducted
Sol Lesser left late last week for
Steadman. has just been signed for was built
Co..
Realty
the Mitchell Mark
New York. Before leaving he stated
a series of two-reel eomedirs which by
policy Of first -run motion that the admission prices at the Ama
with
are to be made by the Beverley
pictures, changing the bills weekly, bassador will be reduced for the
company at Universal City.
excepting in the few instances when summer season. Undoubtedly, if the
Charlie Chaplin pre- cut attracts patronage, it will be
Mrs. Alice Y. Brooks (profession* there was a
release, when they were held over made permanent, for the Ambassaally known as Yvonne (lardelle) won
week. The Strand is dor has failed to attract business,
a divoree from Roy L. Brooks in for a' second
and directed despite heroic efforts of S. Rarrett
Judge Walton J. Wood's court. She at present managed
L. Plunkett.
MacCormick to put the house over.
declared that her husband was a by Joseph
confidence man and dfalt In worthTom Forman and Thomas MeigLucy Fox has signed to appear in
less mining stocks and that, in addiserials for Paths under George 13. ham leave this week for Nc-w York
tion, he tried to teach her to cheat
to make a picture of "Cappy Ricks"
st cards.
They were married in Seitz's direction.

a week before starting on the eeond of the series of pictures which
they are to do for Irving Lesser,
i

'

New

Jersey in 1915.

Monty Ranks

Sam

is to

the 12 two-reel

Wood

will

direct

at the Famous
Gloria land studios.

Players'

Long

Is-

he the star of

comedies that the

make for
Exchanges. Gil Pratt
directing him.
The first picture
was started last week.

"Warner Rrothers are to
the Federated

Peggy Leo. sister of Lila Lee. was
harried last week to Leonard P.
Tufford of Flyrla. Ohio.
He is the
son of a millionaire rubber manufacturer.

Ethel Terry will be the lead in the
*ojrt U«>x J-nfrr*ant
etorVi Wh!oa the
director of "The Four Horsemen" is
[o start on shortly.
As yet the title
« not announced.

Max Karger and the general

pro-

auction staff of the

Metro have arrived from the cast and are now
working et the Hollywood lot Of the
company. With Karger were Pert

LONDON PALACE FROST

Hi,000,000 CALIF. CIRCUIT.
L03 Angeles, April

Is

L.

Italicn

Siler,

Former Vsriety
House a Flop.

Picture at

London, April

subscribed to by local capitalists for
the formation of a string of picture
houses in the smaller towns of

6.

The opening of the Palace, where
variety formerly held sway under
Sir
Alfred Rutt, as a picture house
Southern California.
Associated in the- jnn.;ect arc J„ was urieyvntfu! and passed, almost
Henry Gwin, Charles Walker and unnoticed. Rusiness was bad.
The picture was an Italian BibThe company has
S. W. Anderson.
purchased the Fairyland and Grand lical subject called, "The Dawn of
Excessively and Inexat Anaheim and have taken posses- the "World."
pertly cut, it has no drawing power.
sion of the houses.

THREE

THEATRE PROMOTERS HELD.

IN

NEWBURGH

4*011 and Joseph Strauss.

San PrancisCO, April C.
Newburgh, April 6.
The Newburg Cinema tjomrany
•Ann Forrest, who underwent an
Edward E. Gerlinger and John
operation for appendicitis at the CanlUe were am sted in their offices has tal;en an option on lots at the
Good Samaritan Hospital last week,
last week oh warrants sworn to liy southwest corner of Broadway and
will he sufficiently
recov< red to becharges them Robinson avenue and will erect a
m work in the new fleorga Mel- John Hjoden, who
George
picture house on the site.
f°rd
With Obtaining money under fa
r
production, 'The Great JmncrCoin n. manager of Cohen's and
pretenses.
J°nation," at th^ Lanky lot in three
****• .Tames Kirk wood will play
BJoden allege? that the men had Other theatres in Newburg and
motion picture Poughkeepsle, filed plans last week
°Ppositr her,
him
•sold
theatre in Oakland and had mis- for two new theatres facing Broad
"Tho Mysf« Thus- Rid /' I v-YTin way. One will be above the other,
to him.
deal
the
«me Drey story, has been pi a 1 In represented declare i? is sUnpl]
the upper to br devot ed to legitidefendants
»m«liirilnn by Ren jam In R. HampThey a-re out on mate productions, audi tho lower to
n
In the cast me Claire Adams, misunderstanding.
motion pictures.
i

i

•

fl

1

1

,

,

!

*/

-

ar »

Qsntvoort,

Maude

Wayne,

$.*>00

bail eo<

*

of State bills lnimlcable to picture
and theatre interests.
Mr. Love said on his^ return, in
regard to the proposed one per cent,
tax on gross receipts of houses,
which he characterized as the chief
worry of tho theatre people:
"I feel confident that there will be
some sort of a compromise on thin
bill as, in its present form, it would
be ruinous to the industry, especially to legitimate houses where the
overhead is large and the margin of
profit necessarily smaller."
Other bills which are claiming the
attention of Philadelphia managers
include the one Introduced in the
House by Representative Green of
this city, which would amend the
Minors' Welfare Act so that its term
would not apply to children- employed on the stage of theatres with
the approval of the Department of
Labor and Industry.

6.

votes.

The count was 2,079 for and 2,02*
against.
The picture interests are already
planning to test the validity of the
law. The West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
have two houses in Pomona.. They
will continue to remain open Sundays after May 1 until the law is
tested.

If the measure is declared valid
the houses will close permanently.
Tho Sabbath business is all that
makes the running possible.
Nationwide attention nas been
focused on Pomona for the past
three weeks because it was selected
by those behind the Sunday Blue
Law closing agitation as the scene
of the Initial shot in their campaign
for National observance of tho Sunday Closing law. Pomona is a little
town with 7,000 voters situated
within 30 miles of the heart of the
motion picture producing center. It
three theatres and 32 churches
142
RIGHTS, has
and has been spoken of as tho most
Mount Olympus Distributing Con- religious city in the west.
Outside of the incorporated" limits
cern's Short Subjects.
of Pomona, Southern Californa has
The Mount Olympus Distributing paid little attention to the Blue Law
battle has
Corp., a Delaware chartered con- agitation. In Pomona the
fierceness.
cern, has entered the state right boon waged with extreme
The reform element was confident of
field with 142 short subjects ready
for immediate release.
The new victory lato last week and stated
they would show that even
that
organization will at once place a
within a stone's throw of the cradlo
Its prodselling force in the field.
the
picture industry the popular
of
uct consists of 26 "Darktown Afpeoplo would show that
pictures, featuring colored vote of the
faii-8"
there was a desire for the suppresplayers; 52 "Jacquclin" comedies,
sion of the exhibition of motion
domestic farces; 12 Charles Conkpictures on Sunday.
lin (the latter a now producing unit
Tho motion picture industry as
under the guidance of «the former
whole took the situation seriously
Mack Bennett comedian); 26 'Dizzy arind
battled against the reform eleDumbell' comedies; 26 "Character
ment, using the theatres as their
Comedies."
platform to reach the public.
Several full length feature proLa Verne, a town four miles from
ductions also will be handled, disPomona, is taking steps to prevent
tributed under the trade name of
the moving of tho theatres within
"Olympian Productions."
the limits for the giving of Sunday
Financial interests of Cleveland
performances there.
are said to be sponsoring the comPomona has Just closed a series
pany.
of revival meetings which were di-

FOR STATE

:

rected, by the Rev. C. H. Scoville,
an itinerant evangelist who received $7,600 for his "bit" through
the medium of a collection taken
Five $1,000 Awards Against Freh
up in tho town. His work was diman Corp.
rected against Sunday amusements
Anthony Paul Kelly, the scenario to a great extent.
Those behind the Sunday closing
writer, last week secured five judgment awards of $1,060.30 each movement In Pomona deny that they
against the Frohman Amusement were assisted in the campaign by
Corporation and WiUiam L. Sher- the International Reform Bureau of
Kelly sued on Washington, D. C, but they admit
its president.
rill,
will
five notes of $1,000 each, which that the trend of the election
effect the plans of the National
Sherrill had endorsed.
organization.
The notes were for services rendered as a scenario writer of two
scripts for the Frohman AmuseFUTURE.
ment Corporation, each dated a ANITA
month apart, beginning Novcn
1920, maturable monthly, with the Star Ncan End of Mayer Contract
May Change.
provision that if any one of them
was defaulted all would become
I.os Angeles, April 8.
payable at once.
Anita Stewart is ncaring the end
O'Brien, Mak-vinsky & Driscoll
contract, with Louis
present
her
of
acted for Kelly.
The Frohman Amusement Cor- B. Mayer and the general trend of
poration went uito .bankruptcy. la*t matters :>t the Mayer studios Indicates that when her next pfctUVS Is
December.
completed the star and the producer
Originally the
will part company.
STATE RIGHTEBS
contract was for three years with
four pictures to be made annually.
Kansas City, April (5.
Harry Taylor, for Several years Miss Stewart is now on her elevKansas City manager for the. Pathe enth picture under the contract.
Film Company! and Ralph Simmons, She is being directed by EdWln
who has been manager -f the Kan- Carcwe and the production will take
sas City offices Of the Hodkinson about fi\e week! additional to comFilm Corporation, have resigned plete.
Aft. r that there is one additional
their
have joined
positions and
hands an the B. & T. Film Company. picture to be mads on the coast by
The new organisation will look after Miss Stewart under the Ma: <r
Wh» n that i* comthe interests o! the "County Fair' management.
pleted it wil] be optional w:th Ml
film, Which is to K" OUt as a road
she
Stewart
if
caret to COI InUO
show, playing the territory in Kanfor still another production to be
sas, Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri.
York.
mads In New
..
_
in th<
event that she does not
The Kcllpse Company is Issuing
the contract will
rhortly "L»e Tfaquenard," a senti- wish to continue
be terminated \*:th lb* twelfth pic*
mental comedy by Muurice de Mai
lurs
san. With Cbi lathaa Vernon.

KELLY'S JUDGMENTS.

STEWART'S

6.

manager of the
Scenic theatre, Whittier. Calif., has
formed a million dollar corporation
J.

h Angeles, April

fixtures, lightdecu%a*Jons, in fact

,

ciate director.

wedding anniversary

and

DISCUSSED.

Pom^prtT In Southern California
Theatre Managers Take Trip to voted in favor of the Blue Law last
Harrisburg.
Sunday. It was the first tdWn In
the country where the populace via
Philadelphia, April 6.
Thomas M. Love, head of the the ballot waa given the opportunity
35-piece Nirdlinger legit houses here, and
to voice sentiments.
The elect! -n

ture has teen lavish to procure the
highest comfort and entertainment
for patrons.
A new feature in film houses is
the installation of a tea room,
where the cup that cheers and light
lunches may be secured.
The owners are Jule and Jay J.
Allen, who own a chain of theatres

Blanche

Doug and Mary celebrated

Spitalny

PA. BILLS

John McCurk, vice-president of the
was a close one, the ordinance in
Stanley Company, returned yesterday from a trip to Harrisburg, where favor of closing down all amuse*
everything concerning the house is they looked over the field in regard ments as well as other Sabbath acup to the minute, and the expendi- to the possible passage of a number tivities being carried by only
63
ing

Rose,
Florence
Eric Snowden has been signed by
Oberle. with Al Ray acting as assoGoldwyn to play the lead in the Rita

first

-

expectations re-

The appointments,

Nichols, Wilfred Lucas, Lionel B;l-

more.

the

orchestra.

Hole."
"Trust
Your
Wife" and the latest Pola Negri.
"Gypsy Blood."

The
entitled "The Barnstormer."
In the
star is directing personally.
cast are Charlotte Pierce, George

$1,000,000

garding this addition to Playhouse
Square were fully realized, for it
is indeed a thing of beauty.
With a seating capacity of S.400,
the house was jammed when the
program opened, an organ recital
by Bruce Metcalfe on the Kimball
$40,000 organ paving the way for

Swimmin*

Charles Ray has completed his
seventh First National picture and
started work on the eighth. It is an
original story by Richard Andrews,

newest

Cleveland's

Closely Divided in Popular Poll Election
Follows Immediately on Religious Revival t
Test Cade Film Trade Plan.
U.

amu_ ment place— the. Allen — became a public reality last Friday

Paul < Scoop) Conlon, who fpr two
years was the publicity promoter
for W. S. Hart, is now on the Selig
lot, where he ftili- handle the ex-

—

Pomona

-

—

NEW

—

.
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Here is a Statement of Facts
and a Prediction
fe

The

Inside of the
the country.

Cup"

the greatest photo
regeneration ever made.
It is

is

sweeping

drama of moral

the greatest sermon ever preached
through the medium of the screen.
It is

doing more for the moral elevation of the screen than any other production ever made.
It is

'The Inside of the Cup" will live longer
on the screen than any photo drama ever
made.

"The Inside of the Cup" will sweep the
whole world and leave behind it a higher,
better standard for photo dramas.
All

of the

exhibitors of
motion pictures will show this great drama
at their theatres as soon as possible.

IT IS

intelligent

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
IT IS

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
.

..

HOOK NOW AT FAMOUS PLAYERS LA SKY EXCHANGES

•

.

.
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ass*

"PECKS BAD BOY" FUJI.

FRANCE PROPOSES HUGE DUTY

New

New Tax Will Be

Law Makes

Tariff

It

Appear

Paris,

March

20.

BUYS

providing for a revision* GRIFFITH
SITE
of the "war tax" at moving picture
be
to
France,
presented
in
in
bouses
PHILLY
the French Parliament, is to come
up for discussion next week and will
tben be submitted to the Senate. A
new schedule of customs duties is Price for Old Mansion,
also embodied in the proposed law

FOR

|g to
law,

films.

by Maurice Bokanowski. the chairman ot tte present budget commis-

HOUSE

Philadelphia, April

The fast-changing
here was stirred again

picture

tity of foreign films in the programs. The surtax is raised to 6
per cent, when the program does
not comprise 20 per cent, of French
films projected.
Moreover, -after Jan. 1, 1922, the
percentage of 20 per cent, of French

may be

increased by a decree of the Treasury and Ministry
Instruction
Public
and Fine Arts.
of
Educational films are to be the obMuniciject of special treatment.
palities will be authorized to collect
a special contribution for local purposes, but not to exceed) a half of
'the State tax. The new import duty
on films, as proposed, will be:
4

'

"

'General

tariff

s

r-Co-efflcl^nt.-s

Proper 100 kilogs.
Positives
frs.
frs.

..frs.

Duty.

Now.

16S
200
300

1.6

posed.
32.0
100.0

...

3.2

1.0

Minimum

,

tariff

*

r-Co-efnel«Tit.->

Duty.

Now.

frs.

110

1.6

....frs.
Sensibilized ..frs.

lf»2

...

per 100 kilos*.
Positives

Negatives

'The
so

100 QUICK

MAN DIES.
Troy, April 6.
Los Angeles, April 6.
Corrino Barker in "Enchantment"
A picture house recently bad a
Julius Eschbrlch, aged 26, asCosmopolitan announces the ad- Buster Keaton and a Norma Talsistant director at the Lasky studition of Corinne Barker to the cast madge picture on the same program.
dios, died following a major operof the new Marion Davles feature A large ad of- the films had an N. B.
ation on March 29. He was assist- "Enchantment."
to the effect
that Keaton was
ant to Cecil B. DeMllle. A widow
Maud Turner Goodwin has also Norma's brother-in-law.
Quick
and four children survive.
been added.
work!

6.

field

last week by
change paragraph the announcement of the sale of a
large plot of ground at 19th and
S of Article 92 of the Finance Law
of June 25, 1920. making the war Chesnut streets, now occupied by an
similar
cent.,
to
theatres
tax 6 per
old mansion, with the added state(instead of the sliding scale), with a
ment that a picture house will be
surtax of 3 per cent, of the taxable
receipts proportional to the quan- erected on the site.

Sensibilized

ing to the government by the shippers.
The films and titles in the
notice may be seen from 9 to 10
A. M. on the day of sale.

Coming I

is to

The object

Negatives

C.

19th

sion.

films

Los Angeles, April

Robertson- Cole has closed down
studio here for three weeks.
Tho working staff is the hardest hit.
More than 150 were laid off April 2.
Frederick,
Hayakawa,
Pauline
Gasnler and Christy Cabanne all
have* completed production.
its

A Special public auction of various lots of film is announced for
today (Friday) by the U. S. Seizure
at No. 641 Washington street The
lots are composed of film unclaimed
for taxes and other charges accru-

and Chestnut. $425,000.

The bill
be known as the Bokanowski
being studied and introduced
Frenoh

Down—

'

AUCTION SALE OF FILMS.

STUDIO

bill

to protect

Robertson -Cole Plant Shuts
150 Laid Off.

20,000 Frs. Instead of 200 for

American Product.

The

Los Angeles, April «.
special car on the Bait Lake
route left Sunday night The passengers were Maurice Tourneur,
Carl Harhaugh. Christy Cabanne,
Sol Lesser, Jackie Coogan, McCormlck and Wilson, press agents for
Lesser, with a print of "Peck's Bad
Boy." and Fisher's Jazz Band from
the Ambassador for the Zlegfeld
Roof.

A

ON IMPORTATIONS OF FILM
Published Draft of

STUDIO CLOSES 3 WEEKS

200

United States
cinema films.

1.6
psO's

general

Proposed.
32.0
100.0
3.2
tariff

As an example of the proposed
new duties, changing the coefficient,
American negatives at present pay
200 frs. per 100 kilogs., but by the
new tariff the duty will be 200 frs.
.

multiplied by the coefficient of 100,
or 20,000 frs., while for raw stock
(sensibilized), 300 frs. multiplied by
1.2, making 960 frs. per 100 kilogs.

MARK

StranD

From trustworthy sources, it has
been learned that D. W. Griffith interests made the purchase, although
Martin E. Greenhouse, who conducted the transaction, refused to
name

his

client.

The

price

Broadway and 47th

was

Beginning Sunday. April 10

$425,000.

Two

elements

Street

in the situation are

of particular interest.

The

first

is

the proximity of the site to the recently opened Stanley, at 19th and

Market
is

streets,

one block away.

It

generally believed that this will

be the opening gun in a campaign
to fight the Stanley interests^
The other peculiarity of the announcement is the fact that if a
theatre is erected on this site, it
will be only one block away from
aristocratic Rittenhouse Square and
in

itself

a

fine

residential

block.

Vigorous protests are forecasted by
many as soon as definite building

work
140,

started.
plot of ground, 101 feet by
now occupied by the old

is

Th©
is

three-story Jayne mansion which
has been empty for nearly twenty
years. Horace Yardley represented
the estate in the sale. A couple of
years ago the same location was
rumored for one of three theatres
that the Syndicate people intended
building to replace the Broad, For-

The

Screen's Most Powerful Domestic

Drama and Another Big S

Picture

taken by the small rest and Garrick, all of which were
exhibitors to the surtax on foreign expected to come down to make
Objection

is

programs, and also to the increased
duty on films.
Tho coefficient of
100 for negatives seems excessive
and may be an error to be rectified
before the bill is introduced.

FRENCH, NOT AUSTRALIAN
A correction as a result of an

room

for
building

new

buildings. When the
Phllly
the
hit

slump

scheme fell through.
Prominent Philadelphia

theatre
people are closely interested in and

An

R. A. Walsh

connected with a venture which is
being watched with much interest,

Production

the building of a picture theatre at
the 69th street terminal of the L»,
which until recently was open
country.

Presented by the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation with

Impression published in the last
issue of
Variety that the film
"J'Accuse," was of Austrian origin,
Mrs. J. Efflnger, who, with her
is asked by Marc Klaw,
one of its son, is now running the large Strand
ponsors in this country, who de- theatre In North Philadelphia, and
clares further that the film is of the Leader in West Philly, conFrench origin with artists employed ceived the idea to build a house at
to It both from the
Odeon and Com- 69th and Market streets. Thomas
edie Francaise.
M. Love and Fred G. Nixon- Nird"What I said, "Mr. Klaw writes, linger, heads of the Syndicate
was that it was such a tremendous
houses here, and Frelhofer, the
Phillipic against war that one of
bread manufacturer, joined hands
the Austrian
papers said that if on the proposition, and the theatre
tnls film had
been seen before 1913 is now well under way.
"7 a mass of people there would
It will seat 2,600, making it one
probably have been no war."
of the largest in the city, and will
show only first runs, with an augmented orchestra. It will probably
RELEASING "CAUGABI."
be opened in the fall.
The ownership of "The Cabinet
Its sponsors admit that there are
Dr. Caligari," is stated to be in not enough people in the vicinity of
JJ
ine
hands Jointly of David P. How- the house to make it pay, but count
*Jis and Ben Blumenthal.
Despite on drawing on all the surrounding
woweli's affiliation with First Na- country, Which Uus flBtt&y \-48asttfo
J|°nal, the picture will be released suburbs.
will be distinctly a
It
through Goldwyn.
"class" house.
1

HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
1MB RENDEZVOUS
THEATB1CALS BXST
OF

Miriam Cooper
Adapted from the

A

by William
by R. A. Walsh

novel, "Idols,"

New York

My

Locke and directed

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

Here's what an Associated First National
says of it:

Mr.

J.

City,

FRANCHISE
March

holder

28, 1*21.

J. D. Williams,
Associated First National Pictures,
S-8 Wsst 48th 8treet, Now York City.

Dear Mr. Wilfiamsi

cannot refrain from writing you regarding R. A. Walsh's pkture The Oath,"
I
have just seen.
is one of the finest pictures of the year, because it contains
I really think this
such tremendous drama, of the kind that pleaees the audiences.
Mr. Walsh is to be congratulated for this splendid production, and the First
National is also, for having secured what I am sure will be a big box office winner.
I

which

Sincerely yours,

(Signed)

JOSEPH PLUNKETT, Managing

That's another reason

Director, N. Y. Strand.

why
Ihere'ILbe^a Frenchis^. everywhere

BOLLYWOOD. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
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-A-

GERMAN ZIQN

STANLEY CO, PHILADELPHIA,

Special Showing of
tion on

REDUCES ADMISSION PRICES
New

Except at Their

Stanton

fecting

Stanley

— Mastbaum

Claiming Cost Rise

There AfMakes Statement

400 Per Cent. Since War.

Is

New m porta
I

East Sida.

A novel booking has been effected
for a 700-seat house on the lower
East Side which will play a German made

—Business

VERDICT FOR SIX CENTS.

FILM.

VAMP-PR00F COURT.

In Ian Forbes Robertsons $10,000
breach of contract suit against
Charles Frohman, Inc., Justice Newburger in the Supreme Court Monday directed a verdict for six cents
in favor of the plaintiff. The plaintiff will appeal from the decision.

feature for five days.

who

Ian Forbes Robertson,

is

a

"The Wandering brother of Sir Johnston Forbes Robcalled
and stars Rudolph Shlld- ertson, alleged a ten weeks' contract
kraut. The piece depicts the tribu- at $400 per week, entered into Nolations ot Judoa passing, on through vember, 3918, in London, for his
the ages up to the time of the at- appearance over here in
B<ear
It

is

Jews,"

Santa

Ana Judge Sentences Be be
Daniels for Speeding.

Los Angeles, April 6.
Bebe Daniels, the Realart star,
is out on $100 bail pending the ap«.
peal of a sentence of 10 days in jail
given her by Judge Cox of Santa
Ana for speeding. Miss Daniels
was charged with going over 50
miles an hour and Judge Cox's rule

4i

In tho past has been "10 days" for
tendance of Dr. Hersl in the Zion- Brutus" in the role of "Coade." He all offenders of this caliber.
The picture alleges, through his English soliciist conference abroad.
Miss Daniels demanded and rewas made in Austria and is con- tors, the contract was made with a ceived a jury trial and the jury
SHIPPING RULES
trolled in this country by Charles Mr. Lestoq, then London represent- just to prove that it was vamp
The executive board of the Trans- Penser.
ative for Charles Frohman, Inc., but proof found the picture star guilty.
portation Committee of the National
that the contract was rescinded be- The judge, who stated in advance
Association held a conference with
fore it became actually effective. that he feared Miss Daniels would
Theatre Bandits Get $1,000.
S. W. Topping, assistant chief inThe trial was based on testimony vamp him, sustained his reputation
Cleveland, April 6.
spector of the Bureau of Explosives,
in the form of depositions taken in by imposing his usual sentence.
and final specifications for shipping
London.
Following the closing of the mateases, which the Bureau has pre- inee at the Empire theatre last SatPRODUCER.
scribed, were
analyzed and ac- urday, two gunmen held up the box
Gus Mortimer for Two-Reelers.
cepted.
office and escaped with more than
Douglas & Scheuer, Inc., who
Cus Mortimer, who finished his have hitherto confined
These specifications have been $1,000.
their activir. ad,>
effective on and after Sept.
Louis Isaacs, assistant treasurer, vaudeville time April 50, hat signed ties to state-right selling of feature
1. and will be issued to the trade
was counting the afternoon re- a year's contract as the featured pict res. are entering the producthrough the press and by bulletin ceipts, when he stared into a re- comedian of the Starlight Film Co., tion field.
They are making a
Just as soon as proofs are received volver held by the other robber, making two reel comedies. Morti- five reel comedy drama "Easy to
from the Covernment printing of- who had forced his way Into the mer starts his first production Get/' The story is by Frank Berfice.
esford.
May 2.
rear of the box office.
'

Philadelphia, April

•

6.

The Stanley Compaq will make a
general
reduction
in
admission
charges, beginning Monday, according to an announcement just made
by

of the company.

officials

The reduction will affect
downtown houses except

—

— and

,
a'.\

t

the

new

e

majority ot the
neighborhood houses as well The
Stanley

the

larger central houses, including the
Stanton, the ralace, the Victoria
and the Arcadia, will dtop their
evening prices 10 cents and their

matinees 5 cents. This will make
the Stanton 50 cents and the Arcadia 40 cents, the lowest the latter
bouse has been in a long time.
The neighborhood houses will
have their scales reduced by smaller
amounts, varying with the present
admission prices being charged in
the various theatres. The change
will also affect the smaller downtown houses, such as the Regent,
the Capitol, the Ruby and the Market Stroet. The reductions do not
apply to the Stanley Company's
vaudeville houses.
The Stanley, which has a top
trice of 75 cents in the evening and
§0 cents in the afternoon, is securing
usiness
the cream of the picture
In Philly. It has been .very noticeable, that aince its opening the
Stanton, two blocks east, formerly
the best regular money getter, has
(alien off considerably. The Stanley
baa taken all the overflow from
both the Arcadia and the Stanton.
SThe company, in its announcement,
claims that with the class of pictures shown at this house, and the
-elaborate scenic features, plus the
(orchestras, it could not afford to
'

lower

its rates.

NEW

NEW

1

"The Seventh Wonder
NEVER before

prices of films," said Jules E. MastLauoi, head of the Stanley company,
the reduction
fta connection with
announcement, "one can readily
understand why we have not been
Inclined to reduce prices of admission until now. However, I feel that
Inasmuch as the public Is called
upon to pay every excess ^charge,
and that our patrons are so* appreciative of everything we have done
In their behalf and will continue to
do that we must extend them every
teonsideration. That is why we have
decided to shade down our prices in
jeome of our theatres at this time."
The Stanley company controls half

more

tor

the

of

In

city.

cially In

the picture houses in
some sections, espePhiladelphia, the re-

was such

praise

—

gave to "Sentimental Tommy/' And the public agreed with the critics the
was crowded night and day during the first week of the showing, and the second week was started off Sunday with the biggest night in the theatre's history. Here
are the criticisms:

"CENTIMENTAL TOMMY
gets

is

"DARRIE

the seventh

wonder of the film world, and one* forwhat the other six wonders are in

viewing

it.

In

slightest

of

the outstanding
the year." New

"HpHE

York Herald,

"CEEM5

destined to rank as the best thing
produced by an American director thus
far."
New York Telegram. f

"TT

New York Globe

is

Barrie.

when you are
most worthwhile picture of the sea*
son. One of the finest pictures I have

U THE
I

New

it."

New York

smiling."

u A PICTURE

Tribune.

—New

loveliest film as to technique that

"LpOR sheer beauty

has the charm and the

New York

Tele*

graph

ful

have ever seen."

It

pathos, the quality which brings tears

PHE

ever seen."

with

real Barrie has at last reached the

screen."

44<r

fault

its line it is

achievement

film

the

himself could not have found

York American

New York Newt

of beauty, far

more power-

than Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.' *
<

York San.

"\\'ILL go down in the annals as one of

of treatment and pio

turization it would be difficult to conceive anything to surpass it."
New York

•

the year's best pictures.

want to secure
tended run."— Wid's Daily.
hibitor

Mail

FEDERATED BUYS

New York

given a motion picture as the

critics

West

duction of prices In their houses
Will be watched with interest because of rival houses controlled by
tine Nixon-Nirdlinger people.

in history

Criterion

"When one

realizes that the war
fiaa bruoght about a raise in some
instances of 400 per cent in the

Film World"

of the

will

it

Every
for

e»

an

FILMS FOR $5,000,000
Big Campaign on to
edies

Sell

Com

and Features.

ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS

The largest individual purchase
by independent sources in the film
Industry was made with a $5,000,000,
Issue announced by Federated Film
Exchanges of America. The deal
carries this sum on contracts, some
Of which have matured in delivery
Of film, and others to be fulfilled".
It consists in all of features, super
speclals and comedies to be released
throughout the country in tho coming year.
273 in number,
2-reel Chester
1-reel Warner
Brothers' Comedies. 104 1-reel Chester comedies, IS Monty Banks comedies. 20 Hall Room Boy comedies
and 52 1-reel comedies manufactured
by a producer still unnamed. On<-

Tho comedies total
and consist ot 26
Animal comedies, 52

Of the features includes "Don't Leave
Your Husband," with Martha Mans-

A
William Desmond.
Warner Brothers' animal production
has
Jungle,"
the
of
Called "Miracles
been completed and in size is 31
and

field

reels.
It

nn

ho divided

any length contingent
I

manJ

by exhibitors.

units of
on the do-

Into

i i

SIR

JAMES

Sentimental
With

M. BARRIE'S

To mmy

GARETH HUGHES, MAY McAVOY, MABEL TALIAFERRO
A JOHN

S.

ROBERTSON

Photoplay by

Production

JOSEPHINE LOVETT

d (paramount Qiclure
FAMOUS nAYERS-lASKY CORPORATION frj
%m

9 9

Friday, April

ft,

PICTURES

1*21
I

fORS

MEET

WHOSE (3,000,000 ARE

WITHOUT INC

Rochester, April

on Source

Silent

of

New

The-

atre Financing.

New

6.

who

Just

Vice -president William Pillon of
ica called the convention of the

is

Orleans, April

6.

behind the Saengers

now ?
Some say Lynch, with whom they
are
associated and who holds a
lew York State Motion Picture Exminority interest in the Saenger
Ibitors to order on Tuesday afterAmusement Company. Others say
the

in

toon

absence of President

Cohen at Albany. Several
jndrcd delegates heard more than
dozen resolutions read by SecreSam Herman, after which they
rere referred to a committee on
composed
of
Jules
buttons
laels, Buffalo, chairman; Louis
[lcha(
Cohoes;
Fred
Warren,
isttnet,
ssina; Fred Duffle, Utica; David
tson. Herkimer; William A. CallWalker,
Rochester; "John
in,
Schenectady; Ben Knobel and Maurice Needles. New York, and Gus
ley

Paramount, from whom they rent
a prodigious amount of film, while
some mention Locw and First National.

Surely somebody

is

pouring new

capital into the concern, for while
it is a highly profitable institution,
it is just now announcing the expenditure of $3,000,000 in new theatres in New Orleans, Shreveport,

Texarkana, Monroe and Pensaeo'a.
money and has everybody South rubbing eyes and mak-

That's a lot of
ing

all sorts

of guesses.

The location and detail of the
new Saenger to be erected here was
Hag- announeed last week. The house
an address of wel- in Shreveport is to be at Milam and

Koenigswald, Brooklyn.
Mayor's* Secretary" Barney
,

gerty delivered
come and after routine matters had
been disposed of adjournment was
taken to Wednesday, when President Cohen presided.
Ideal weather gieeted ihe deleEntertainment features ingates.
cluded a reception and buffet lunch
for exnibitors and exchange men
by Erwin J. W. Huber, publisher,
and the Film Clubs Frolic on Tuesday night and the banquet of the
Exhibitors' League on Wednesday
John J. Melnerney of
evening.
Rochester, general counsel for the
State league, was toast master, and
several legislators and
I introduced

;

;

•

Crockett streets. It will seat 3,200,
coat $800,000 and will be larger than
the Strand in this city.
1

The

theatre in Texarkana will bo

on State street. Th old PasPensacola will be torn down
to -make room for Florida's handsomest picture playhouse. Helena,
Ark., will also be graced shortly
with a new Saenger theatre.
When asked where all the coin
was coining from, Julian Saenger
bmiled knowlingly and replied: "We
It is
never worry about money.
always at our command."

built

time

APRIL 20.

HEILBRGNER DISCUSSES

Executive Committee Considering
Propositions at Prelim. Session

SAENGERS

Routine Affairs Engage Attention of Showmen.

NATL MEETS

1st

4ft

in

GERMAN AMERICAN FILMS

The present meeting of the execucommittee of First National
which began last Monday and will
likely last through the entire week,
is a prelude to the annual meeting
tive

He

the First National franchise
Conditions,
Says, Is
Solution of
holders scheduled for April 20.
Concerning the major events of
Finds Parallel for Paranation of
the present session, one official of
Theatre Holdings in
First National declared that the
committee was considering various
propositions, which had been submit teed to them in the interval of
Milton D. Hoilbroner, Director of occurs in this country, from what 1
One of them
five weeks or more.
the Emelka Corporation of Munich. have been informed.
is
a "proposition" sponsored by
"Furthermore, I cannot help reJoseph M. Schenck, which is entirely Bavaria, who has been in America marking
that I believe the motion
apart from the present and existing since Nov. 19, on a mission con- picture industry,
which is the third
agreement he has on account of the nected with the placing on the largest in the U. S. A., will eventuNorma and Constance Talmadge re- American market of the foreign ally b*> ruined if the censorship
They are also debating a product, leaves tomorrow (Satur- which is now being discussed is carleases.
few important "South Sea Island" day), on the "Rotterdam," having ried through. In my opinion. It in
stories which have aroused their concluded
arrangements for the impossible to produce motion picinterest, submitted by a producer distribution of the Emelka products tures worth looking at if all the
entierly independent up to now of in the U. S. A. and Canada. To a matter of crime must be eliminated
he from same. Undoubtedly, if the cen"Variety,"
of
any connection with First National. representative
Four foreign pictures are also under said
sorship is carried through, as It is
com 'deration.
"I have learned, in the months now suggested for New York State,
In attendance are Sam katz of that I have been here, a good deal a great portion of the territory
Ralahan and Katz, Chicago; A. II. from which my various firms In which the American hitherto conBlan'.
Dee Moines; Robert Lieber, Geimar.y undoubtedly will profit in trolled, cite, for Instance, South and
M. If. Cordon of the fu»wr*\ and at the same time, Central America, will be lost for the
Indianapolis;
Boston; H. D. Schwab of Philadel- cannot help but remark I also am American producer.
phia, chairman of the executive com- thoroughly
convinced
that
the
"I certainly believe in a censormittee and secretary of First Na- Americans can learn a good deal ship, and we now have quite a strict
tional; Moe Mark representing the from the leading German manufac- one both in Berlin and Munich, hut
Strand. Joseph M. Schenck and turers of
motion pictures, and plays which are allowed to be shown
James D. Williams.
think the time Is not far distant in sp 'aklng theatres undoubtedly
when the combination between the should be permitted to be screened
Americans and Germans in this in- in motion picture houses. If GovBALKS.
dustry, through the closest affilia- ernor Miller of New York State obtion, will become an absolute neces- jects to all matter of crime being
Palace Too Strong on Film, "Ma- sity. What has surprised me most screened in picture houses, I would
donnas and Men."
since my arrival in this country has suggest it might be feasible to have
been the keer. competition and at least one picture house in every
Schenectady, April 6.
jealousy existing amongst the var- city and town In which educational
Manager Harry Fink ana Willium ious large American corporations. films and scenics should be shown,
but undoubtedly others In which the
H. He al< y, the press agent of the
"In Germany there are but three
Palace here, courted the attention really large solvent makers of mo- public should be allowed to see dramatic screenings which have to go
adnewspaper
of the police through
tion pictures, namely: Universum,
vertising with the Jans Pictures of- Decla Bioscope of Berlin, and The before a censorship, but which are
The Tmelka concern of Munich and not to be censored in a manner such
fering, "Madonnas and Men."
as Mr. Lusk suggests.
ads, which appeared last Saturday Berlin.
"I cannot help remarking that I
morning previous to the opening of
These
three concerns work hand was surprised at the wonderfully
Saturday afternoon,
picture
the
in hand together, and in this man- large and beautiful motion picture
were of a lurid hue.
ner, are In a better position to fight houses which I have seen in this
Commissioner John E. Cole of the the
small
manufacturers
than country, and I certainly was pleased
public safety department, called up
would
otherwise
be
the
case. to see the tremendous amount of
Manager Fink and told him that if Furthermore, these three Arms own business these houses were doing.
the picture was as bad as the ads practically
"During my stay here I have often
or control the greater
The comit would have to stop.
interests in all the first run motion heard from various producers that
missioner also said that if it wasn't picture houses
throughout Ger- they thought it wrong that Geras lurid as painted in the ads the many. Take, for instance, the con- many limits the Importation of fortheatre was guilty of misrepre- cern I represent here.
eign films Into its country.
PerHowever, Commissioner
sentation.
The Emelka controls in Germany sonally I do not approve of thi*
Cole, being unable to view the piclimitation.
143 picture houses; the Universum
ture, ordered the showing stopped
"On the other hand, I can readily
controls in Germany, 70 odd picture
OVer Sunday, and this was obeyed.
understand that the German Govhouses'; Decla Bioscope controls in
The Palace theatre, partly owned
ernment
was compelled to make a
Germany, CO picture houses.
by William L». Shirley, is offering
law of this kind owing to the fact
Germany is divided into five sec- that the German currency Is today
bonds at $100 per for Improvements
The Emelka control two of practically valueless, and the deto the theatre, which when com- tions.
pleted will be called the New Strand. these, the Universum two and the mand for clothing, foodstuffs and
Decla
any
Bioscope,
one.
that
We arrange other necessities of life are far
offer
the
forth
The ads set
one purchasing a bond will be given our programs so that virtually the more important than the importaentire
productions
are shown in all tion of pictures. However, I firmly
gate privileges.
the theatres belonging to the three believe that the present law, which
companies.
came into effect owing to the
STUDIO PLANT. "The Emelka concern is properly only
strong agitation of the small manufacturer,
who has not sufficient
the holding company of twelve of
Rebuilding Louis Mayer Outfit to
the leading and largest manufactur- means to produce motion pictures
House Four Units.
ers in Germany.
The Emelka suitable for exportation, feared the
finances these companies, furnishes ruin of his business provided unI^os Angeles, April «.
the
necessary
capital
for
their pro- limited imports Into Germany were
Housing for four producing units
Personally I do not
ductions, receives the rights for the permissible.
which are releasing through First entire
world.
Outside of this the believe that this law now existing
National has necessitated enlarging
in Germany will remain in force
Emelka,
which
is
being
backed by
and alteration of the Louis B. Mayer five of
the largest German banks, longer than a very few months, for
plant here. The rebuilding was dehas its own realty company called undoubtedly all the picture house
faciliadequate
provide
signed to
the
Keichshof Realty • Company, owners in Germany are anxious to
ties for five producing units, four
show foreign productions in their
which finances its picture houses.
of which are independent concerns.
own houses owing to the fact that
B.
Louis
"The
firms
two
the
the
Emelka
include
controls in the past six years we have pracThese
Mayer productions, those under the
"Munich Photoplays Co., Inc.,
tically had none shown in Germany."
direction of John M. Stahl and those
"Fett & Wiesel,
and
Mr.
the
Stewart;
starring Anita
"Harry Plel's Film Corporation,
Mrs. Carter De Haven productions
LYNNE."
"Bavaria Film House,
and the Oliver Morosco productions.
"Robert Reincrt,
unit.
fifth
the
heads
"The Sea-Gull Film Co,
Exhibitor Allsgss Hodkinson Broke
O. M. Anderson
Originally they had two indoor
"The Central Film Co.,
Zone Agreement.

World

of

These

Two—

Combi-

Germany.

mount

,

SCHENECTADY

.

ASCHERS OPEN 27TH.

others.

A

big movi" ball, at

which about

twenty film players are to appear,
on Thursday night at the Armory,
is the final event of the program.

Capitol at Cincinnati Seating 1,100.

Playing Goldwyns.
Cincinnati, April

"GEORGIAN COURT" STORY
I

Again

Reported Goulds Will
Estate for Studio.

Sell

Lakewood, N. J.. April 6.
The report is again' around the
'

'

'.

6.

Aseher Brothers $875,000 picture
Capitol, opened Saturday
with Tom Moore in the Goldwyn
This
feature, "Hold Your Horses."
theatre,

makes the 27th theatre controlled
by Aseher Brothers. The Capitol
took 19 months to build. It is situated at Seventh and Vine streets,
almost adjoining two new Shubert

George J. Goulds are about to sell
their "Georgian Court" estate here theatres now being erected.
Edward Nikodem 1? managing
for pieture studio purposes.
This
time the purchasers are mentioned director; Edward Benedict, of Seas Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair- attle, is the organist, and Buel B.
Risinger directs the 30-piece orchesbanks.
Natives place little credence in tra, composed largely of Cincinnati
Harry Rice,
these annual reports, though Miss Symphony players.
Pickford has been in many pictures Aseher Brothers' publicity director,
the opening
herald
here
to
came
set in the spacious Georgian Court
grounds.
and put over the event in great
George J. Gould was reported shape, having a special Capitol
some years ago to have placed a opening section in the Cincinnati
selling price of 16,000,000 on Geor- Post.
gian Court.
The majority of pictures shown
At another and later
date he is said to have increased at tho Capitol will be Goldwyn's.
the figure to eight millions.

Mary Pickford appeared

pic-

in

tures with scenes taken at the

That company until the Capitol was
built has been using Gift's theatre.

The

Court

when she was unknown.

is

Capitol's

about

seating

capacity

1,100.

UP WITH
THE HEADLINERS

ENLARGING

ROW OVER "EAST

Vaudeville managers who take pride in giving patrons
well-rounded hills cannot afford to overlook'

MACK

SENNETT'S two

reel

spice for the hest of

Mr. Sennett
clusively for
first

of these,

is

comedies.

They

are a dash of

programs.

making

his

famous comedies now ex-

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, Inc. The
".MADE IN THE KIXCHEN/ is a foamy,
1

peppy piece of funny business about home brew, with

studios.- each 190 by 80 feet, and an
out-door stage 205 by 80 feet. The
additions include two dark stages,
one r.iiuO feet square and the other
with :t,000 square feet of floor space,
mill covering 4,900 square
and

"The Klnehotograph Co.,
"South German Film Corporation,
"The Lewis Sales Film Corporation and
"The Monumental Film Co.
"As far as the three concerns In
feet,
Germany arc concerned, I might
".My Lady Friends," will be the state thai the banks back oar com*
first
production by Mr. and Mrs. panics with any reasonable credit
Carter >e Haven. The first Morosco which we might bo needing, and it
production is "The Half Breed.* has been surprising for me here re"Thr Woman in His House" is the peatedly to hear that the banks and
l

1

a

pre-war punch

in

-every foot.

first

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
INCORPORATED
ll'

>MK OFFICES

Staid production.

CUT THEATRE INTO OFFICES.
Auburn, April 6.
Toe rniversal theatre, one of the
must popular in town, will be closed
within the next two weeks, Joseph
Swart ft Wftlder, owner and manager,
announced this week. This house
to he converted into an Office
is
building.

729 Seventh

Avenue

NEW YORK CITY

The Grand

theatre,

managed by

take the $10,recently installed, also
ih< full line of pictures that were
to be shown at the Universal.
This will make only two picture

Joseph
(mm)

s. Kailet, will

di^iiii

houses

In

Auburn.

barking corporations in this country
do not like to extend credit to the
motion picture manufacturers, and
when th»y do they only do so at
prohibitory terms.
Toe Emelka,
for Instance, Which is today working wi;h a very larce capital, has
never yet paid less than 7 per cent,
dividends, and in spite of the very
large program we are compelled to
make, which consists of roughly:
42
42
36
12

The

of

Hodkinson V

booking covenants in that
had contracted to show th«

of their

they

picture on May 6, with a stipulated
clause in the contract guaranteeing

them against any competition in lh«
immediate neighborhood.
Solomon Goodman, an counsel fo»
the S. It. 8., avers Hodkinson Untried to effect a cancellation of their
contract with his client, but that h<

had refused.
Co Starring Ferguson Reid.
Los Angeles, April 6.

features,

comics,
oirtoons,
educational*, and
6 medical pictures
a year, we have never been compelled to reduce our program owing
to lark of funds, which SO frequently

exhibition

production of "East Lynne" at Proc
tor's 125th Street theatre last wee)
precipitated a controversy between
the S. R. S. Theatre Co., which Operates the New 125th Street theatrr
ri'.-.roy, aod the HodklnRon neopl*
the S. ft. S. people claiming breach

Jesse I* Lasky
star

Klsie

Held

In

is

planning to co-

Ferguson and

Walln.«

«

a screen version or "Petei

IbbetHon."
The production is to be the firs;
of a aeries of real all-star picture*
that i^isky has in mind.

PICTURES
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Friday, April

8,
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WARREN SUES "BIG 6" FOR
EXPECT TO JAM CENSOR BILL
THROUGH; HEARING PERFUNCTORY $100,000 ON $5,000,000 SAL
4New York Stats, characterized the Former Sales Manager Avers He Was Discharge
iam A. Brady, D. W. Griffith and Other Leaders bill
as unnecessary legislation, deFrom Associated Producers Despite His Conclaring
the industry itself is at all
of the Industry Make Final Plea far Fair Play
times making efforts to purge pictract—Attachment Ties Up $125,000.
tures
of
objectionable
features.
Before Legislative Committees.
i

Miss Mary Graves Peck of Geneva,
speaking as a writer, objetced ot
A $100,000 attachment in favor of
submitting pictures to three men
Fred B. Warren against the AssoAlbany, April 6.
"that the producers I represent and who would do the thinking for 10,ciated Producers, Inc., was filed
The picture Industry was per- the exhibitors enter a hard and fast 000,000 of people. "The plan is ab- Saturday, based on a breach of
mitted an opportunity to voice its ob- agreement with Governor Miller to solutely impractical and un-Amer- contract claim for salary. Warren
jections to the Lusk-Clayton censor- clean up the industry and drive the ican," she declared.
$100,000 on a 15 months'
Hugh Frayne, who represented claims the
ship bill at a legislative hearing objectional le picture out of busiwritten contract dating from May
here Tuesday, while the advocates ness. The governor and this Senate I Samuel Gompers, president of the 1, 1920. His complaint alleges he
of the measure also presented their will be here next year and we will American Federation of Labor, at was discharged from the Associattake the word of Mrs. Clarence the hearing was another opponent
side.
ed Producers, Inc., service by Osof the measure who termed it an
The exercises, it is understood, Waterman and the others who "un-American" one.
car A. Price, the president of the
clamor
for censorship as to whether
were merely to make the passage
corporation.
Mrs. Clarence Waterman, one of
or not we shall have cleaned house.
of the bill "regular." As a matter
Warren's affidavit goes into deforemost proponents of film
If we do not then I shall be one of the
of fact all the preliminaries have
censorship who is credited with tail regarding the organization of
the
first
urge
the
to
passage
of
a
been arranged and the present inthe
A. P.; how he conferred with
having won Governor Miller's apcensorship bill."
tention of the State political maThomas H. Ince and J. Parker
David Wark Griffith told the proval of the plan, was the first to Read, Jr.. and how he interested
chine is to put the law through.
speak in favor of the maesure. She
At the conclusion of the hearing committees that he regretted the said many crimes were committed Oscar A. Price (at that time presifact that it was necessary to come
dent of the United Artists) in the
held before the ttananee committees
forward in defense of free speech. in the name of art, "especially in corporation, with the latter eventof the Senate and the Assembly here
the moving picture."
Mrs. WaterMr.
Griffith, who spoke for the proNew
Brady
of
yesterday, William A.
man said that 5,000 feet of crime ually becoming head of the A. P.
ducers, denounced the measure as
York, representing 90 per cent, of
would not be condoned by 50 feet alliance. Warren for his services
"un-American
an
one."
the motion picture producers in
of morality at the end.
She said was to receive $750 per week, to
"Think as I think," Mr. Griffith that an exhibitor told her he took be charged against his percentage
America, submitted to the legis"That is what censorship a vote on the character of moving commissions on the sales of the
lators an alternative proposal, and said.
The first censorship of pictures the public liked and (hat company's product. Warren to be
asked the solons to defer action on means.
John J. movies was established in CJermany. 60 per cent were in favor of the in charge of the salts staff.
the censorship measure.
The total sales, according to
McAneny, representing the motion The second country to take it up rl.que picture.
picture exhibitors, agreed to the was Bussia, and Bussia had given
Mrs. Ellen O'Grady, former Police Warren's- figures, were $.">.0.'{4,'J60.62
Let
the
people
little
commend
it.
to
proposal on behalf of the exhibitors.
Commissioner of New York, de- up to the day he was discharged
Mr. Brady bitterly arraigned pro- who favor this bill remember ,that scribed some of the lewi! pictures and he estimates the sum due him
at $100,000.
ponents of the censorship measure religion itself was. censored once. she had seen on the east side.
By the terms of the agreement
answering several h>sterical Censorship %will check moving picThe finance committees of both
In
an
tures
as
art."
Producers.
Claytonthe
speeches in favor of
houses will meet today* it is ex- when the Associated
Sydney S. Cohen, president, of the pected, to take action on the censor- Inc., was first organized, the seven
Lusk bill.
producers were to make at least 30
"My proposal is," Mr. Brady said, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of ship bill.
pictures during the first year, as

—

%

Tom

follows:

JAIL

Proctor Ties Up
in Lawsuit.

Ralph

MAN, COURT'S WARNING
________

Servant

Says She

Girl

$40

FIRST NAT'J. CUTTING

PRODUCTION COSTS

as counsel for Ralph Proctor in the
latter's suit for alleged breach of
contract against the Stoll Film Co.
of America.

Anna Suvada, housemaid,

six;

Negatives

The Stoll Film Co. of London is
making efforts to vacate the attachPaid ments secured by Nathan Burkan, Spectacles Fewer to Aid

to G. R. Cole.

at

least

eight

J.

Discuss

Question

According to

and

Elect Officers.

Kansas City, March 31.
The
of Sunday shows In
You know as well as I do that Kansasquestion
was one of the important
girl is no more tltted for pictures
questions discussed by the Kansas
than I am."
State Moving Picture Exhibitors'

BOOKING SINGLE FILMS.
Exhibitors

Declining

to

Sign

for

Series*

Exchanges
senting

the

in

New

York repre-

principal

this

week.

in

session at

Wichita

While no definite step

was taken in the matter, the
ment prevailed that some

in

Re-

Gavs

exhibitor stated

that

juring good will.
Exchanges instead of signing up the exhibitors
for a serfea ire securing dates for
the individual pictures.

City;

Huron,

l>..

picture performance on flu iday;
Qoethal'a arrest is the Arid in the
blue. 'law enforcement cam*

Sunday

Boutta

I,,

flees,

If.
H. Woody. Lincoln;
William ivyn. Directors:
Saunders. N'eodesha; Harry
McClurc, Emporia; R. O. Liggett.
Kansas City; Stanley Chambers,
Wichil i.
s.
and
a.
tavidson.

treasure!-.
I.

1

s.

April G.
Allen Goothal, manager of a local
theatre, Ins been taken into custody
by a deputy sheriff and
charged with conducting a motion

pafga ot

H.

retary,
J.

FIRST SUNDAY ARREST.

vice- presidents.

Dakota,

Cherry

tie.

1

DORALDINA'S THREE.
Pot atriina, the din.-, r, ban i"i mod
her own
ompany and will mukC
three
il»oi ate
featui cs
a \ car.
ftrnesl Hhipmnri is reported to i><*
ild<-. b
d
n lib her.
'

<

!

in

official

His

men

to

sell

each production indi-

so as to get the most
for it from the exhibitors,
according to the relative demands
and merits of each.

vidually

money

The Associated Producers' bank
account, amounting to about $125.-

left

VILLAGE FILM H&USE.
Sher dan
Set

Man

State-wide search
for a

is

being

CHANGE

fill

6.

made

man, whose name the police

are keeping a secret, who Is said to
have obtained nearly $3,000 by Using
the name of Mrs. Irene Tarns, motion picture actress, tiow residing at
the St. Francis Hotel, this city,
through promises that he would
start her on a national career with
her own company.
According to Mrs. Tarns, she gave
the
man checks for whatever
amount he named, which he stated
would be toward starting the enterprise.

LAEMMIE STARTS

EAST.

Los Angeles, April
Carl Laemmlo and It. 11. ("<>•;•raue are to leave Los Angeles thli
week for New Vork. Mr. Cochrane
is expected to have tomorrow and
Laeinmle win leave on Raturday. a
f..

farewt-ll
party
.Hurida> at one

the

go en

valley
to

all

was
of

tendered
rinclus

the

<.n

in

where a barhacuc was
of the

U. employes,

Have $16,000
Open June

The new Sheridan, which
the

first

Stage
1.

will be

picture theatre in Green-

wich Village, will be ready for
opening about the first of June.
A new switchboard system controlling the lights Is to be installed,
it being the first of its kind in the
East.
number of effects can be

A

operated by a push button from any
About 40
portion of the house.
houses in the West are now usii
the system.
The Sheridan will have a stags
setting along new lines for a picture home. It will be an exterior

The set il
of last week, with the and will cost $16,000.
Lyons declared that he being made by P. Dodd Ackerman.
The
by Ma*
house
being
built
is
was through.
Spiegel and a syndicate.

Make Her

to

to

— Will

la'ter part
result that

Famous.

sixty-

Mulberry; K. H. Holmes. Emporia,
and It. (J. Liggett, Kansas City; sec-

high

San Francisco, April

five
moving picture shows were
companies are revising their bookopen in the State now and that more
ing system with exhibitors.
The would follow. The question
of recongestion of films has caused an
leasing only religious and educaacute situation in the distributing
tional films to churches and schools
field and exhibitors who had signed
was also taken up without action.
to pay an entire series are backOfficers and directors for the coming out.
ing year were elected as follows:
The exchanges, while technically.
President.
M. Van Praag, Kansas
able to keep the exhibitors to their

original Signature, are afraid of in-

|3,000 to

Sabbath.

One

a

BUNKED.

senti-

steps
should be taken in the near future
to open all the theatres on the

distributing

A

pictures.
services, according to the
allegations, consisted of organizing
cOsnplete national sales, distribushipping
tion
and
departments,
with 20 branch offices; incorporating a binder system of booking contracts whereby a bulk of advance
Sgles was secured as guarantee to
the bankers on various loans advanced; and instructing his salesP.

to

D.

C.

MANAGERS.

Washington, D. C. April 6.
Thomas M. Eastwood, for the
past three years manager of Harry
smaller theatres find themselves unKnickerbocker theatre
able to keep the pace at the pre- Crandall's
(an uptown motion picture theatre),
vailing rentals asked by the disresigned his position to take up
tributing concerns.
at
mercantile
career
here.
Robert
Etrls has been brought here
by
Mr. Crandall from Philadelphia
to
IRENE TAMS

jail.

Association,

some

the Mayflower Photoplay for the coast last Saturday. Oscar
Corporation), and Marshall Neilan. A. Price declined to discuss the
two (who also had four more pic- matter.
tions

First National, 60 per cent, of the
exhibitors throughout the country
are operating at present at a loss,
due to excessive competition and
dropping off of patronage. The new
big houses are securing the cream
of the patronage and the older and

'

Exhibitors

of

impatiently waiting the
release of other contracted for

LYONS AND M0RAN PART.

—

said:

demands

who were

ducing Rentals

Magistrate
McQuade said he tangible assets of the corporation
would hold Cole in $1,000 hail fori
the grand jury, but gave him his
FAVOR IVAWM&
KANSAS ^UNUATb.
SUNDAYS
freedom when ho paid back the $40.

McQuade

quiet the Insistent

release, the attorney for A. P. asked
for an immediate argument, which

|

you ever try any more
of that kind of shaking down.
If
you ever come before me again on
any s-uch charge I will send you to

of

Loane Tucker, one (dependent on was scheduled for this week.
Warren is reported to have
his completing his previous obliga-

22 years
Following closely upon the policy
The English concern has laid of Famous Players -Lasky, it is Lyons Walks Off Lot in Huff Over
wanted to be a movie queen.
claim
understood
certain
negatives,
First National proposes
to
claimShe answered the advertisement of
Part in Comedy.
ing they are not the property of to eliminate, as far as possible, in
George It. Cole of 206 West 46th the American corporation, but of future, spectacular productions and
Los Angeles, April 6.
street, who guaranteed to fit her the British
parent company.
A confine itself to strong dramatic
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, the
for a screen career and to get her a hearing was had this week before stories.
1a sheriff's jury, and while the jury
The directors are to be limited Universal comedy stars, have split.
position.
was instructed to find for the Brit- In their expenditures, but to be al- Eddie Lyons has walked off the lot
She told Magistrate McQuade ish company, they nevertheless
in- lowed a first class all-around cast
Monday after she had had the al- structed the sheriff to impound the and wherever stars are utilized for and Lee Moj^n is continuing with
picturo
present
with Billy
leged movie director arrested that exhibits in his custody until trial a feature they are to be allowed the
he had given her nine lessons, each of the issues.
six weeks* salary to completement. Fletcher playing opposite him in the
^consisting of the recital of "Love's
It
is
understood the American with additional time to be devoted role that was to have been porSweet Dream," a poem. He told concern proposes to settle all the to completion w'thout pay.
trayed by Lyons.
her that he liked her and instead claims against it, with the excepFirst National, it Is understood,
The picture is entitled "Whose
of charging her the regular fee of tion of Proctor, owing to his atti- feels this step is necessary to cur$75 he would take $50.
The girl tude in attaching all the properties, tail production cost to meet the Wife Is Kate?" and the two comedians
had a difference over the
said she could only spare $40, so and will endeavor to prove justifica- movement toward reduction in exCole took that, according to the tion in discharging Proctor. Mean- hibition rentals which is sweeping roles that they should play.
This
led to a final flare-up during the
time Proctor is in possession of the the country.
testimony.

"Cole, don't

none

declares

seven lived up to their obligatloi
in delivering the number of pi
tures called for, Read at one t
even being compelled to substitu
his
"Love" production (starri
Louise Glaum) for A. P., althoui
that particular picture had be
completed long before the organ!
zation of the Associated Produc
ers, and snag intended for release
through anuther channel.
However, AVarren continues, the contracts he had closed with the exhibitors compelled
this
move to

Tourneur. 000. was tied up by Warren and
Maurice
Parker Head, Jr., six; Mack instead of furnishing a bond for its

Sennett, six feature length comedians; Allan Dwan, two; George

old,

Magistrate

complete for the First Na«

Warren

productions;

ST0LL ASSETS ATTACHE0.

FOR FILM SCHOOL

Ince,

tures to
tional).

,

the vacancy.

Germans Picture Mexico.
The range of subjects in the re*
Importation of German made

cent

films even extends to Mexico and
phase of the
her internal affairs.
issue during the turbulent times

A

under Gonzales and Fcrnandes

|

I

i*

depicted in a picture called "Don
Maria," controlled here by Natha
Hirsch.
It will be, released
pendently.
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THOUSAND FILM DAYS FOR

WASHINGTON

IN
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NEXT SEASON KEITH PLAN

MAKE CENSORSHIP PROBLEM CLEAR

mgressmen Characterizes Picture People as Stupid and Their Campaign Big Exchange Proposes to Book Own and Orpheunf
Picture Features— May Buy Productions for Dis*
Against Blue Laws as Negligible Plenty of Money to Settle Fight if
tribution
Now Drafting Details of System.
§
They Wish.

—

with

Washington, April

moment — and more

6.

nothing to this motion
ture censorship proposition that
a pikestaff
to
t as plain as
rerjbody in the know— and still
nobody comes out and tells the
truth about it. It's just another
fc#*There's

—

proof of the downright stupidity of
men »uost v!tr!V concerned in

the

picture
I

ity is

for

production.

Their stupid-

responsible in the first place

all

islatures

censorship bills now
the various State Leg-

the

pending in

— and

the

fact

that

this

stands a chance of becoming enacted into laws is likewise owing to their stupidity."
legislation

This is the gist of an answer
Bauds by a Congressman today to
horn a representative of Variety
a question regarding his opinof the underlying causes of the
renewed agitation for stricter censorship of motion pictures.
The
Congressman
an old timer in
Washington, and one of the most
picturesque figures that ever held
Jorth on the floor of the House of
Representatives consented to talk
only after a promise had been made
to withhold his name.
Jn view of
the importance of what he had to
say. and inasmuch as his opinions
are generally
shared
in
"wise"
quarters, his statement will undoubtedly furnish food for fever-

—

—

ish

thought

among members

industry at

picture

the

of the

picture industry the country over
to spite of its anonymity.
"In the first place," he said, "most
people don't stop to realize that the
very size of the picture industry
toakes it as tempting a cherry as
ever a bunch of politicians had a
chance to pluck. Why, the picture
fcame makes the dear-departed liquor industry look like nothing at

—

this

so.

"Naturally conditions differ in
every State but take New York
State as a good example. Practically the whole picture industry is
directed in a business sense from
New York. All the biggest men in
the picture business nave their
headquarters on Manhattan Island.
If there is anything even slightly
akin to wisdom In the business end
of the 'movies' it certainly should
find expression in New York.
But
as a matter of fact what is the
actual situation there?
"To begin with practically every
big producer and exhibitor in New
York made the political mistake of
backing the wrong man in the last
gubernatorial campaign. Not satisfied with throwing the weight of
their
combined influence behind
Governor Smith, and in attempting
to bring about his re-election doing everything in their power to
crab the chances of his opponent,
Governor Miller
they have done
nothing since to get aboard the
band wagon. It doesn't take a supernatural intelligence to imagine

—

—

what Governor Miller's attitude toward the picture industry might
reasonably be today.
Everything
that could be done through the medium of the screen to effect his de-

—

was done from one encL, of
New York State to the other and
since last fall the men responsible
for
that campaign against
him
haven't had the sagacity to try to
win his forgiveness and get tofeat

—

gether on a working basis.

"The situation
typical

the

of

State

other

in

in

New

situation

the

York
In

Union.

is

every

Take

Pennsylvania as an example. The
chairman of the State Board of
Censors in Pennsylvania is one of
the most reasonable men in the
world a man with a really broad
ail in comparison.
One of the best viewpoint a regular guy, in other
things the dear peepul do is to forwords. For thirty years he has been
get, of course, and today probably
a working newspaper man. Recentnobody except the distillers and
ly he was here in Washington and
brewers remember how the Eighteenth
Amendment was slipped ;came to call on me. I asked him
brer on them because they were if any sane attempt had been made
Pennsylvania exhibitors to prefast asleep and too stupid to get by
eut and hustle against the organ- sent their side of the case to him.
feed minority that cracked the whip He to!d me they had not, and add-

—

—

—

the

balance.

IKVING

—

—

—

ity of the

men who

control

MUST CONSULT FILM

"Even within the ranks of the
industry there is enough bitter enmity of individuals enough antagonistic,

personal,

ting-off spite

— to

stupid

%

Holds

—

—

—

—

LLOYD

—

that way,
Everybody and
therefore you can't very well put
lawmakers in the exceptional class
everybody knows that there is
large wealth in the picture business.

killed

—

NATL HOUSES TIE
UP WITH PARAMOUNT

1ST

West Coast Chain Needs More
Features.

IN

PICTURES.

Comedian Casting

Vaudeville

Morosco,

rector for

Los Angeles, April
Al Lloyd
the

for

lias

Di

Inc.
6.

deserted vaudeville

time being.

The former

partner of the late "Chappie" AvelIng is now the casting director for
the Oliver Morosco Productions,
Lloyd has been playing a bit
Inc.
in the initial production of the
company, "The Half Breed," which
is now being made on the Mayer
lot, and during the last week was
advanced to the post of casting di-

D. W.

at

4Tth

GRIFFITH

presents

DREAM STREET
A
All

Seats Kestrved

Twice Dail*. S;li and

is;

10

new department and then disposing
of them elsewhere.

ONE UFA FILM WINS.

\

ANOTHER FALLS DOWN

start

Artcraft.
The
contract is said to be the largest
ever entered into with an exhibitors' organization for service.
The
hous«s have been practically relying on First National service for
their features, but the growth of
the organization has been so rapid
that additional features were necessary.
The houses are controlled
solidly by the owners of the First
National franchise.
A. L. dorr, who is secretory of
the Gore Brothers, Ramish and Sol
Lesser
Theatres,
concluded
the
contract with Ollie Traggarth, local
repress ntative of the Paramount.

Lambert Hillyer Marries.
Los Angeles, April
Lambert Hillyer, director
William

8.

Hart,

March

on

Berlin,

March

20.

"The

Uprising at Genua" (Die
Verschwoerur.g xu
Genua)
has
come, at the Ufa Palast am Zoo,
and gone. Great was the blare of
press trumpets that preceeded this
film adaptation of Schiller's play,
but even the prestige of the Ufa
could keep it In but two weeks.
In contrast to this burst bubble
is "Brandherd," at the Tauntzienpalast, March 6.
The scenario is
taken from an Icelandic novel and
concerns life in a small country
town.

A

rich and self-righteous old
woman forces her orphan nephew
into a marriage with the daughter
The
of another wealthy villager.

young fellow has already had an
with a servant girl and
wishes to marry her, but the aunt
affaire

has

her

spirited

to

off

bear

her

On

the wedding night she
dies and is brought to the marriage
feast in her coffin by the sardonic
but kindly maker of coffins as his
child.

wedding

—

A

tremendous
climax is achieved when the youth
sees her and realizes what his aunt
has done. The whole direction of
this film makes it more like "Broken
Blossoms" than any other produce
present.

tlon seen for some time. The effects'
gotten by Karl Freur.d, the photographer;
Robert
Nappach,
the"
scene designer; Hanns Gobe, the
director, are about as nearly perfect as modern film technique can
make them and for the first time
in a German product misty «moke«
dimmed lightings are brought intd
play.

The

cast

Is

well

balanced, 1>uf

Adele Sandrock, Eugen Kloepfer
and MarIJa Lelka (featured), de*
serve a special word of mention.

film.

its

McGeo" which was recently produced here, but which has not been
Charles A.
shown in the east.
Half
Taylor is directing "The
Br^crl" which has Wheeler Oakmai)
as the star.
ii

KING LEAR" ON SCREEN.

Los Angeles, April 6.
Another attempt h to he made to
screen Shakespeare. John M. Stahl,
directing for Louis B. Mayer, is to
produce a picture version of "King
The script has been comLear.'
pleted but as ft I no definite date
has been set for the commencement
lilniization.

O.

6.

K.

Mrs.

Wally Raid.

Famous Players-I^asky will
was married on no opposition to the manner of
for

offer

RECEIVER FOR APEX.
PMMm
Smart Pictures,

Inc.,

Also

|

Named

in

Petition.

Indianapolis, April •.
James L. Barnitt, 307 Lombard
Building, Indianapolis, has beep appointed receiver for the Apex Pictures Corporation of Indiana and
Smart Pictures, Inc., jointly, by
Judge Linn Hay of the Superior

Court.

The

receivership

was ordered

ori

petition of George G. McConnell, a
stockholder of the Apex corporation,
who claims that the Smart Pictures

company took over the Apex outfit
la«t year wh*m the Ap«x people
owed approximately $L'0,000 and
that now both are n^ar insolvency.
Husband Arrives; Wife Leaves.

Los Angeles, April 6.
Been* Owen, Wife of George
Woman's Problem," with "Mrs. Walsh, left here last w« W for N» w
W allace Held." The picture is re- York* Her departure took place
leased hy Plymouth at the head of three days after the arrival of her
which Is Nat Levlne. fetno ly Mar- husband. The coup'*- ha\e not l.\td

27 in San Francisco to Lucille Stein.
The couple came to Los
Ang*les and last week * r r. Hillver
touches to the final
finishing
the
put
Hart picture, leaving thereafter for

ing

a honeymoon

cus

trip.

Production.

tistic

6.

of the

DRAMATIC COMEDY

far-reaching this scheme
be estimated until the

R

Is about to
second production and
there
is a possibility that Theodore
The West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
have signed for 100 per cent, serv- Wharton may be the director. It
is to be a screen version of "Slippy
ice with Paramount-

Street

how

cannot

idea is put into practical working
order.
In addition to booking pictures from the standard distribution organizations it is proposed to
purchase outright any that may be
offered, playing them over the combined circuits under control of the

Owing to the 'failure of "Genua^
at the Ufa Palast, "Du Barry'*
Bentel, former auto- (Passion), has been shot in for a
George
mobile racing promoter, and inter- revival r~n; on a review it does not
ested in auto shops here as well as seem to class up with Bubitsch's
or
"Anne
Boleyn."
in a large business dealing 1b used "Sumurun"
cars, is the father-in-law of Lloyd. Business has not been big and it
will
be
succeeded
March
21 by
Incidentally he Is the general manager of the Morosco and its prin- "Countess Satanella" (Cherehez la
Femme),
billed as the great foreign
cipal financial backer.
rector.

The Morosco company

Broadway

Just
is,

Musi "Brandherd" Gloomy But Ar-

Children

—

Los Angeles, April

CENTRAL THEATRE

believed, prove attractive

nose-cut-

wreck any enter- Court

JESSE LASKY & SON.
Los Angeles, April 6.
Mrs.
Jesse Lasky is a daddy.
Lasky p/esented him with a son at
the Good Samaritan Hospital on
March 24.

INFANTS ON CAREERS

Naturally every man whose
Agree to Picture Contracts.
pocketbook is involved wants* in
a general way to prevent conditions
that will mean his having to go
Los Angeles, April 6.
out of business but none of them
Judge York in the Superior Court
has sense enough to go at the thing here rendered a decision last week
in the right way.
that will have an important bear"Everybody said it couldn't be ing on all motion picture contracts
done when it came to taking our in which minors are involved, if
Judge York
beer away from us.
But It was the decision stands.
done.
There isn't anywhere ne».r holds that "a child under the age
as much sentiment in favor of mak- of 14 cannot be bound by a coners of pictures as there was in tract unless by his own consent,"
favor of makers of beer.
If the and because of this A. W. Nowell
brewers could be beaten, with a and his wife were not legally acgreat public approval behind them, corded the right to sue for monies
it ought not to be difficult to un- alleged to be due their three-year
derstand that picture producers old son from the Chester Comedies
haven't got a chance in the world Co.
unless they get together and apThe -child was "farmed out" by
proach the situation intelligently.
his parents to the film company for
"The merits of the case have noth- $75 a week to play next to the
ing whatever to do with It.
A Chester trained "chimp." Young
child in politics knows this much. Nowell decided that he wanted io
If any legislation now pending In cry rather than smile while the picany State Legislature inimical to ture was being taken. The father
picture producers is going to be tried to make the youngster smile
scotched, it can be done in one and by slapping it, but this was withone way only. AH these delegations out avail and the company disof producers and authors and spell- charged the youngster.
The parents started suit for $300
binders that are getting front page
notice in the newspapers these days which they alleged was due on the
of the contract.
balance
aren't going to accomplish a thing
so far as defeating hostile legislation is concerned.
Bills aren't

—

THALBERG TO MARRY.

is

it

Aim producers.

prise.

—

Universal City, Cal., April «.
It is understood here Irving ThalVrg, general manager of Universal
.studios, is to marry the 18-year-old
daughter of Carl Laemmle.

to

—

—

—

will,

it.

ed the illuminating information that To date this money has been dumb
as a clam. The industry has talked
as a class picture exhibitors didn't
a lot against censorship but it
have enough sense to come in out
hasn't
been speaking the right
of the rain.
language. The whole thing simmers
"Fanatics religious and otherwise down to a business proposition.
professional reformers and certain There is a way to settle the matter
pocketbooks were in members of the clergy who believe sanely if among the real powers in
Its the same way they have been divinely ordained picture there is any sanity."

over every State Legislature in the
country. Hootch was ruled out by
Constitutional amendment because
the interests bent on forcing prohibition on this land of the free
out-foxed the apathetic gentlemen

whose very

The film department of the B. F.
Keith Vaudeville Exchange is to be
enlarged next season and will be
these are in themselves a suffi- operated on a more comprehensive
ciently active force to accomplish scale, to include the booking of all
almost anything they start out to motion pictures playing not only
tackle. But they are by no means the Keith houses, but the Orpheum.
the important factor in this situa- Circuit and all the theatres securtion.
What will fasten a kind of ing their acts through the Keith
censorship on the picture industry Vaudeville Exchange.
By this means more than 1,000
that will muzzle it to the point of
extinction will not be the activities days can be offered to a feature and
this
method of syndicated buying
of these propagandists.
The third
largest business in this country will
be choked to death if it is choked
to death
by the downright stupidto make the United States of America holier than the holy land itself

a

picture

bill-

"Every

entitled
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T

i

Loews

secretary^

together*
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UMMER SLUMP COMES EARLY
LEANEST MAN" CLOSES; COHAN
BLAMES EQUITIES

BOX OFFICES HARD TW0-F0R-0NE TICKET SCHEME

CAST

IN

SEEN AS NEW CUT-RATE PLAN

HITONBM

^

>

—
—

"Misconduct of Players n Brooklyn Subject of Report Public Realizing Business Being Tried Out at Four Shubert Theatres Tax Is
Bated on Actual Amounts Paid In No New
Producer Absolves Officials, but
to A. E. A.
Situation Theatre Stop
Ruling on Reduced Tickets Discovered.
Says He Anticipated Trouble.

—

f

—

Limits Withdrawn

•The Meanest Mun in the World"
withdrawn for the season Saturday after playing one week, foldeparture from the
its
lowing
ENGLISH V. A. F.
UP
Hudson, where It" ran for nearly
Behind the sudden closfix weeks.
isg are charges of misconduct on
Berlin Lodge Calls Attention
the stage by several players. Reports sent to John Meehan, general
to Resolution's Point
Stage director for George M. Cohan,
Brooktheatre,
Montauk
from the

New

Seek

REMOVING GERMAN BAR
TO

'

)

lyn, last

Berlin,

week, detailed the actions

March

Editor Variety:
In your issue of March

St the cast, and Meehan is preparing a report which will be sent to
the Actors' Equity Association.

lish

a

letter

4

28.

you pub-

from Berlin, dated Feb.

which states that, as an answer
Mr. Meehan was incensed at the 15,
to the English boycott of German
Conduct of some of the playere. He
artistes', the latter have retaliated
declared it looked like an attempt -4to
by proclaiming a boycott of English
destroy a valuable production propartists for five years.
This stateAt the same time he believed ment is not in accord
ittty.
with the facts.
the members of the company responsible had not only injured themselves in cutting short the season
for themselves but the other players

The

International Artiste's

Loge

has merely resolved that English
cannot appear In Germany so

artists

long as German artists are not alIt
Cohan, who produced the lowed to perform in England.
Play, when asked if he believed the rests, therefore, entirely with the
Equity was concerned in the of- Variety Artists' Federation In Lonfenses, refused to. entertain the Idea, don how lor.g this boycott is to be
upheld. Moreover, the stand taken
fie said:
by the I. A. L. is altogether in con"It's hard to believe that people
Supposedly responsible would so de- formity with the V. A. S*. resolution

fclso.

Attractions.

"PASSING

MORE FILMS ARE

TWO

The reports

one player
(Continued on page 21)
of

told

HIP BIDS

EDITOR PICKS SIX BEST

FOR JACKIE.
"Apple

*»g*TI Boy's" Fat'fier
a

Amon^

the

Coogan.

Name*

$5,000

Week.

many

offers for Jackie

Blossoms" Tops— "Blue
Flame" Worst/*
Indianapolis, April

14.

The Kid,- starred with
Walter I).
Hickman, dramatic
Cnapiii, in u ie comedians latest
editor of the Indiana "Daily Times."
Diptun\ was an offer of an engage
picks
as
best performances
the
six
Jj*nt at th e x ew y ork Hippodrome.
Mark Luescher. manager of the big of the season at the two legitimate
houses the following:
aouse. had a
conference with John
t-oogan, father
English'!
"Apple
Blossoms,"
of the boy, an«l
*8ked what the salary would he for " M ons ie u r Be a tie aire,- "The Return
S two weeks' engagement. The fig- of Pctrr Orimm," "The Hottentot,"
re given the manage** was $r>.000 •The Century Midnight WhirT' and
k,y
Nothing defli.ito wan set- "Bab."
JTfJ
"*d ami the matter harms there.
Murat— "Irene," "Nol Bo Long
It doesn't
look as though vnudc- Ago." "The Beggar's Opera.»' -Adam
W '" ~'' t liMl
Eva." "Binbnd" ar..r Walter
his and
° Jackie,
fath
ather (iuc-sn't think
that the houses Hampden's "Hamlet,"
oul.l
M
a )k l0 RfJ u |H>ve lnree
The "Worst" offerings Wet." the
S!
""'
Wi vk and from present Marcos Show or l'vJt». "The Blue
ia2l
jwjieai
ion* tl„. boy w.'l Im aide to Flame.*'
"A
Chance Every Girl
£"** ,|„. VM jloubl^, ,,,,, n mount Takes" Ki.i v Might In Honolulu,"

—

-

«

|

.

,

|
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Cohan Repeats "Mary" Plan
in Chicago and Boston.

wn

1

ep«.-vl;tl

engagements.

r

Bf agra)

company,
Barton,

DETROIT AND BARE KNEES.
Though

new musical show.

his

'The O'Brien Girl" is not to open
until April 25 and is then going to
Boston for a summer run, George M.
Cohan is already planning the production of another company, designed for a

summer run

in

Chicago.

explained as the reason the aversion in the major outof-town stands to "number two"
companies, and it is his intention
to frame a cast as strong and possibly stronger for the Chicago production than ha* been gathered for
.Mr.

HIST T,<> ,J fo!,~r.)n.

pany.
A similar production idea was carBefore thai
ried out with "M<ry."
show reached Broadway* a special
company had been organized ami
opened on tour, it led to reports
at the t me (hat Mr. Cohan would
not bin g 'Mai>" Into NeW York
\\
*
at all, though it
plnying to
smashing business fn Ih* eastern
;

I

stands.
<•:<

,'The

O'Brien

km company

Bo

of th«

t

flirt'

his

\\ »'e\-<.

Tomhei
IlirsCh,
i.

.1

im

s

The
OltO

KrIUl

Mines, .\^,
Mae
Marlowe ind And
authot
are l.ou?s

Dli'/.abe'h

Si 'neff,

Maml

to

It,

and Girls Talk ing

Audience.

Detroit, April 13.
The police department has ruled
that bare knees on the stage will
no longer be permitted. Last week
the Bichard Carle troupe was put
on the pan for this.
The police
censor also stopped the girls from
asking the people In the audience
to button up their dresses, which
was a stunt with one of the song

1

1

i

i'

•

•

;

\

»i:l

I

ft a!;

The railroads entering New York
have announced that the schedule
on all suburban trains will be put
forward one hour at 2 a. m. Sunday.
April 24. This is the date the daylight saving time becomes effective
in New York City and adjacent
place's.
The daylight schedule will
continue until Sunday, Sept. 25.
Through trains for the West on
the New York Central. Pennsylvania and other lines will continue
to run on standard Eastern time
and the clocks In the Gram; <Vntral and Pennsylvania stations will
not be put ahead. New Yorfc-Booton trains on the New Haven wdl
operate on daylight saving time,
which is effective in Boston end

most of the cities
York and Boston.

IRENE'S
Beat*

betweeii

New

NEW RECORD.

"Evangeline"

Forty

After

Years.

principals.

"NORMALCY"
Hits Vie to Soil

"Irene" now In Its 73rd n
k «t
the
Vanderbilt
will
he
break
musical run record for America
with next Monday night's performSeats at Attractive ance, which will
be the 604th con-

IN

CHICAGO.

Prices.

I

secutive time. The old record will
be equaled Saturday niijht. 'Kraft*
gcllne." the K. K. Bice production.
'

Chicago. April 13.
A batth of low prices is on here.
".Mary" is a<l\ «-rt ising SO cents to $3,
the lowest at the Colonial in a year,
matinee Wednesday.
With
V"Gertie*! darter" is down to $2 top.
Sh iugH" at
Powers' is selling
?_*'.(> |Op night* and $1.5* Wedriesd.i
matinees.
w.4> Bows Bast" Is » lha Auditorium at $1 f-K' th<.* Wi tie main
••

The
Of

Stop

Police

Cohan mid numtn rtfc
These regulations brough: out a
storm of criticism from the show

that with both companies being sent
out prior to the Broadway showing there could he no charge of
cither not being a New York com-

-

•

Internal dissensions in the
said to involve Jimmy
Frank le Heath ar.d the
Avon Comedy Four, are reported to
have brought about the precipitate
abandonment of a profitable route.
tour.

SUMMER

CO.'S THIS

By Konoiah. The manager

tion this spring."

The "two for one" ticket plan in
operation in at least four Shubert
theatres is actually a new system of
cut rates in spite of the attitude
of the Public Service Agency which
handles virtually the entire consignment of cut rate tekets on
Broadway, that the "two for one"
idea has rather aided than hurt
business there. The idea of "lithographs" calling for two tickets at
the box ofllce for the price of one is
not, in itself, new, and was quite
llbeially employed during the hard
going of a few yenrs ago. It Is also
being used in the one-night stands
and other out-of-town dates for
opening performances. An entirely
(Continued on page 2>

Business in the legitime theatres Finished in Cincinnati Last
vacillating as violently as the
Week.
The temporary reaction
weather.
following Easter lasted one week
Cincinnati. April 13.
and last week attractions on Broad"The ^Passing Show .of* 1919"
way started slipping further than
ever, many of the non -musical closed its season abruptly here at
plays dropping $2,000 and more. the end of its local week, canceling
With theatres looking for attrac- all future bookings without notice.
Louis and Kansas City
tions and sending scouts out of The St.
town to look over the new show weeks will leave those theatres
An eleventh-hour effort was
possibilities, the season Is believed dark.
close to a finale. Stop limits which made to hold "Irene" over in St.
formerly ended May 1 may be dis- Louis for a second week to fill the DAYLIGHT SAVING APRIL
24.
void, but the Omaha house, where it
continued on page 21)
was booked, refused to permit this.
The show was routed to the coast Clocks Will Move On* Hour Ahead
in New York and Vicinity.
for an all-summer engagement on
"O'BRIEN GIRL"

itself,

liberately insult the intelligence of
audiences by resorting to such pracmans.
tices. I really anticipated the thing
Since in Germany they could not
because of the amount of kidding
among the company during the final well expect that there should be no
two weeks at the Hudson. There- Germans or. the same bill, we only
fore no further time was booked make them stick to their own resafter Brooklyn, although all the olution.
INT. AKTISTEX-LOGE E. V.
Eastern stands wanted the attrac-

ABRUPTLY CLOSES

IN

is

Mr.

that British artists shall not
appear on the same bill with Ger-

'W

SHOW

'

.

•

door.

i

.

played 603 consecutive times in
New York.
The "Evangeline" record has held
for nearly 40 years. Showmen differ
on the status of the Bice altering*
saying it was exti avagansa and not
to be classed us musical comedy.
"Irene" has been playing 1.0 around
its
lately.
mana ge ent
ji 4.000
plans continuance ol the tt traction
into the bumrner.

m
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CABLES
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BRITISH FILM INDUSTRY

IF

NEAR

Beaverbrook Backs Plan to Force 25 Per Cent. Reduction en Existing- Contracts Running 18 Month*
Ahead Trouble for Exhibitors' Association.

—

is.

Every indication points to a big
smash in the him industry here.
Several kinema circuits supported
by Lord Beaverbrook. who is interested with Tathe Freres and is
popularly supposed to be desirous
of cornering the film business, are
believed to be at the head of a plan
to stop bookings for a while and
demand a 25 per cent, reduction on
existing contracts, which extend
from 18 months to two years ahead.
The object is believed to be to
pave the way for a big kinema
merger, followed by a co-operative
renting combine.
If this

comes

mean

scheme

to

is

pass,

it

the breaking

ETHEL LEVEY'S PLANS.,
May Not Return May
land

— Ha» Production

3 to EngOffer.

While the
Ethel Levey

May

to London of
tentatively set for

return
is

Miss Levey

3,

may

remain

summer.
Her
vaudeville engagements will shortly

over here for the

end, but there has been, according
to report, a proposal for Miss Levey
to be starred in the first production
Sam H. Harris and Irving Berlin
have in prospect for their new Music
Box theatre.
Miss Levey missed her first per-

formance

will probably
up of the Cine-

week when swollen

in

many

years during

MABEL'S ROOM DOUBTFUL.

adopted the

;

different reception.

FREE TICKETS FULLY TAXED.
Paris, April 13.
The presidents of the theatrical
syndicates were called up last week
to discuss the war tax and poor rate
contributions question
with the
heads of the city administration,

and were

definitely

informed

full

taxes are due according to the price
of the seat occupied for all free
tickets.
On the other hand, the
taxes are chargeable on the actual
amount paid for so-called reduced
price tickets. The directors' syndicates have therefore advised managers to give no more free tickets or
Invitations, but to issue only "reduced price tickets" (which should
be plainly indicated with the price
printed) on which the actual amount
so paid will thus be taxable.
The word "invitation" should he
suppressed to avoid paying the full
taxes on the value of the seat occu-

some booing. The

There was even
were un-

critica

friendly.

Charles Haw trey was wasted la a
well produced, well acted but suggestive farce dealing principally
with an article of women's apparel.
The lingerie touch, its risqucness
and Hawtrey may bring success, but
it is doubtful.

The Lorner

who

recently

left for

England

girls;

played Keith time,

London, April 13.
The Canterbury, a famous old
music hall in Westminster Bridge
Road, narrowly escaped destruction
by Are. During the past week-end
there were three outbreaks under
the stage, in the band room and the

—

ond "The Dawn

of

Tomorrow."

Edna Aug's Engagements.
Tuesday aboard the "Aquitania."
They will appear in the London
Edna Aug sailed for Europe on
company of "Mary."
the Rochambeau Tuesday to fulfill
The show was to open April 27, engagements in private entertainbut cable advices lead to the con- ments. Miss Aug was sponsored by
clusion that a postponement may Mrs. Howard Gould and has become
become necessary due to the gen- a society "lioness."
eral depression throughout England
that has especially hit theatrical enterprises in and around London.

"MARY" SET FOR APRIL

27.

London, April 13.
"Mary" has been definitely set for
premiere at Queens April 27.
Evelyn Lave will appear in the
title role.
Others in the cast art
Mabel Senlby, Maisie Hope, Claude
Bailey,
Bernard (Jranville, Ralph
Lynn, Ambrose Manning, Percy
Parson?, the Two Maoleono, Lorner
Sisters,
Gere Richards and the
Magleys.

London, April

13.

LONDON

By IVAN

of the- show. 'After the "star"
himself, W, E. Ritchie, the "orig-

The

Strike situation appears to
be clearing, but if the worst hap-

ity

managers '"have plans inal tramp cyclist," is the only big
iu the bill, and- he tears up
ready.
These will probably mean thing
Speaking to Variety
the house.
the playing .of matinees only, al- after his opening and prior to dashthough the already falling receipts ing across London to work two
at some theatres will make some shows at the Victoria Palace, Tie
managers close entirely.
said his present engagement had a
The Kingsway, with "The Heart good deal of sentimental interest
of a Child," is already playing mat- in it for him. In the palmy days of
inees excepting Thursday and Sat- the old theatre he played the Palace
for seven months, and his present
urday evenings.
The kinema trade has completed
L,
__u
motor plans for distributing film
programs in case of need.
VAUDE OPENINGS.
The call to arms of the Army Reserve and recruiting special forces Bailey and Cowan Davia and Phil
have swallowed up many unemBaker in English Houses
pens

"ihe

P.

.

TWO

ployed actors.

ACTIVITIES.

Signs Dramatic Soprano and Viennese Band for St. Louis Opera.

London, April 13.
Matt Grau has engaged Sara Ma-

"Her Husband's Wife" Out.
London, April 13.
"Her Husband's Wife" at the
Globe finished April 16. No successor has yet been announced.

de«

*

The business with "A BiH of Sfl
vorcement" at the St. Martins

h

la
enormouus, While the advance book!

m

«i*. be
fii'im
said Jo
vr» the .Urg.esf
pas' ever
ev«,
experienced by the Reandean firnL
Clemence Dane, the authoress, "
been something of a nine days' woi
der, and has occupied more npctb
Xn the daily papers than is ordU
narily devoted the mighty of

'ijrig"js

stage.

•'Everyman"

is

being done

daily at the old Vic. during

Week.

{

The speakers preceding

morality play are Sybil Thornd

«.

Lena Ashwell, the Rev. Father
drew,

Hugh

Walpole, Sir Fran]
Benson and the Rev. Dr. Pete?
Dearmer. A notable example of<4Jbt
mingling of church and stage
holiday attraction will
be
'TJ

m

London. April 13..
Bailey and Cowan Davis opened at
after
their world tour Taming of the Shrew" for
Holborn
the
mati
and went big although not billed.
and "The Merchant of Venice
Phil Baker's opening at the new evening shows.
Cross Empire also went well, and
the act will go big when adapted to
The production of the much-die,
local conditions.
cussed and censored Ceorge Bejw
|

MATT GRAU'S

GORE

appearance was the result of a
London, March 21.
The last week of the Harry sire to be in at the end of the
Lauder season has arrived and with mous establishment.
it a distinct falling off in the qual-

'

nard

for the
tinza. dramatic soprano,
TW0-F0R-0NE TICKETS
municipal opera at St. Louis and
(Continued from page 1)
also a 24 piece mandolin and guitar
Grau new phase in the present operation
students band from Vienna.
says the band is wonderful and will of the system in the charging of
admission tax. based only on the
create a sensation.
He is now arranging in London actual amount paid by the patron.
Where the top price is $3 a paGinger
"The
for the production of
tron receives the coupon holding the
Bread Man."
seat number and a hard ticket upon
which is marked $1.50, and he pay«
CALL OFF FOREIGN TRIPS. 15
This
cents tax on each ticket.
American Show Folk Avoid English gives the "two for one" system a
advantage
over
the
rate
distinct
cut
Strike.
agencies who in selling a $3 ticket
Unsettled conditions in Europe for $1.50 or, in fact, under the face
generally, with the strikes that are value of the ticket, must collect 30
prevailing in England in particular, cents tax, just as the broker in
have caused the cancellations of selling tickets for more than the
many theatrical people's reserva- face value must collect 10 per cent,
of all money over the printed
tions for Europe.
well-known
theatrical amount carried on the face of the
Several
ticket.
people who were to have sailed
The income tax law of 1918 sets
within the next few weeks have
given up the idea entirely and others forth the collection of the tax, specificially
stating that, where tickets
have postpon?d their passage to
are sold under the face value, tax
await developments.
on th.e full amount must be collectLINGARD'S FAREWELL AT 84. ed from the patron. The cut rates
applied to "Washington for a ruling,
London, April 13.
Horace Lingard, .veteran actor- fearing the public would dodge
manager, is to have a farewell ben- even the cheaper seats if compelled
efit at the Savoy.
He will be 84 to pay the full tax, but the Comyears old in June and has been in missioner on Internal Revenue ruled
the business for the past 64 years. the law was specific. The only exceptions set forth were in the cases
of soldiers or sailors in uniform,
BUSSO-SPANISH BALLET.
who are permitted to pay tax only
London, April 13.
on the amount paid, or in such
Serge Diaghileff's Russian Ballet cases where free admittance
was
is having a London season arranged,
given such persons, no tax was to
which will be reinforced by Spanish be collected.
Later it was ruled
dancers, probably under the directhat working newspapermen are to
tion of Charles Cochran, who Is now
be admitted without tax.
in Seville.
No one at the Shubert offices appeared to know of any new ruling in
VACHELL PLAY.
the matter of cut rates. It Is known,
London, April 13.
however, that Instructions recently
"Back to Earth" by Horace An- sent out were to the effect that tax
nesley Vaehell will follow "Fulfilling was to be colleced on the amount
the Law" at the Garrick, April 5. of the hard ticket, I. e., the sum
after a provincial .tryout.
Maske- actually paid at the box office. It
lyne is inventing special magical was said that the orders followed
effeds.
confusion at the box offices over the
payment of the full tax by "two for
Trix and Dolly Sitters
one patrons," and that was regarded
as a public expression that paLondon, April 8.
The Trix and Dolly Sisters who trons were tired of the admission
are appearing here In C. B. Coch-i taxes.
The cut rate agencies said the
ran's
"League of Notions" will,
jointly, make the hop across the new syaem helped them because a
Channel to Paris by aeroplane new grcup of cut rate buyers was
within the next week or so.
The established, ar.d that such persons
trip has been planned for some time. wouid eventually become patrons
'

aw*

.

FIREBUG AT CANTERBURY.

dress circle.
The flames were discovered beInfore great damage was done.
cendiarism is suspected. The hall
pied.
Free invitations consequent- now plays combined pictures and
ly cost more at the door of the vaudeville.
•
theatre than reduced price tickets
which managers have the privilege
of offering. However, the big crit- GERTRUDE ELLIOTT BOOKED.
ics who can afford to pay have red
The African Theatres Trust has
cards issued by the government exForbes-Robertson
Lady
onerating them of all entertain- booked
ment taxes. The small fry have to (Gertrude Elliott), supported by an
pay. The ruling applies to movies English
company, for a South
and music halls.
African season, commencing April
25. Her opening piece will be "Paddy
the Next Best Thing" and her secPOSTPONE 'MARY."

MAY

Plan to Play Matinees Only
If Trouble Comes.

last

vocal chords
obliged her withdrawal for a day
from the program.

following
"Exhibitors shall eease American Farce, With Charles Hawresolution:
troy, Draws Soma Boos.
shown
to
be
are
which
films
book
to
after August 31, 1922. The system
London, April 13.
be
of booking films in blocks must
"Up in Mabel's Room,'' the farce
Exhibitors are to ask
given up.
renters of pictures for a rebate of produced in New York by A. H.
25 per cent, on pictures already Woods, was .seen here at the Playhouse, April 8, and met with
labooked under contract.''

Association

IN

,

persisted in and

matograph Exhibitors' Association.
Independent exhibitors would be
hard hit by such a plan.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors'

STRIKE BREAKS

MANAGERS ARE READY

SMASH ON BLOCK BOOKING PLAN

London. April

Friday, April 15,

zry^

z=c

NEW

there.

Shaw

play,

"The Showlng~m

of Blanco Posnet" at the Everymaa
theatre, Hampstead, proved some*
what of a disappointment for many
who, relying upon the censorship
expected something unusually wfcdu
ed and shocking frbm the aufcber.
The play is a story of western
life, with all the strong language
and sentiments which we have
learned (being trained mostly
Western films) to expect. Doie
of melodramas now touring 'tftot

A

much more blasphemous.

t\am

On March

the A. A. boycott at
defaulting managers began. Already
the association has been instru*
mental in laying several bogus managers Jay the heels, bringing their "it
it comes in" tours to a termination.
The modus operandi of the bogus
will be simple and effective. Should
the theatre at which Mr. Bogus'4s
playing refuse to bring him to' »
proper and honest frame of rrfrhd
or not close on him when calfed
upon to do so. the A. A. authorities
will circularize the town and trade
unions with the result that the the«
atre will be prectically emptied*
The same system will operate
against the manager who, without)
being bogus, refuses to play fair,
adopt the standard contract ori
jockeys his artists into accepting
less than the minimum salary.
21

|

|
I

Another step in the right direction would be a move against the
pirates of vaudeville acts. It is authoritatively reported that a couple
have been visiting the Coliseum
and making a careful copy of a popular American act (Tozan and Gen*
eva). Not only are their tricks being assiduously rehearsed, but the
lady pirate has even had her hair
bobbed and dyed so as to lend
greater color to the impersonation,
Charles Coborn, the veteran comedian and creator of that music hall
classic of long ago, "The Man Who

Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo," It
breaking new ground.
He has
started to walk across the country.
He hopes to get engagements by the
way and on Sundays will read the
lessons at some church in the town
or village at which he is taking a
week-end rest. For many years he
has performed this duty at a popular church "across the bridges."
Should the Performing Animali
(Prohibition) Act (1921) become law
will inflict great
hardship oa
many animal acts. Not only have
the officials of the different protective societies entered the arena,
but all sorts of cranks and faddist!
have joined Jhe movement. The act
is aimed principally at music hall
and circus turns, while animali
showing in "dramas" and wild west
shows are apparently exempt.
it

Dent Back
London, April 13.
London, April 13.
Frank
le
Dent
is
back at the PalSAILINGS.
Sacks
J. L.
produces "Mary" at
ladium and is doing well with his
the Queen'w, necessitating the tram
April
(from New York for Lonnew
act in a bill somewhat over"Nightie
of
Night"
ference
to loaded with "stars."
The same bill don), Sylvester Schaeffer, (Rotterleaving
Prince's,
"The
Charm includes Laddie Cliff, as popular as dam).
Alfred Capper, a leading drawttl
School" temporarily homel'-ss.
April 12 (from New York for Lon- room
thought
ever, and George Carnej'.
and
entertainer
don), Edna Aufx (Rochambeau).
reader, h;is just died und«r tragic
was
H<
lis.
circumstances
I
'a
in
April 12 (from New York for Lonfound dead in a taxi cab which h«
don) Lorner sisters (Aquitania).
Cars
the
from
had
hired
to
take
him
April 16 (from New York for San
Nord. The
FRANCES DEMAREST REDUCED
Juan. Poi to Rico), Meeican Herr- du Lyon to the Oare du
of death was heart disease.
man and Co., Mile. Sahaya, Deiinar cause
Frances Demarest at 110, reducHe had been a popular figure beSisters. Carlisle's Wild West, Lottie fore the public for over thirty-five
ed fn.m 200. is rehearsing with the
Goodman, Nellie Crawford, Mile: yeftra and his act was in great derevived 'Belle of New York."
Robert (Con mo).
mand.
Miss Demarest astonished her
April 20 (New York to London).
companions when appearing for re1-Mdie nailing (Olympic).
hearsals.
It
is
Luplno Lane, who is s'ill the Wf
tbOUf two >«>ars
April 23 (from London to New thing In London's one surviving
since Mi.-s Demarest appeared, sinYork), Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Mor- pantomime, "Aladdin," at the Hipseemed to rapidly acquire weight
podrome, will shortly proceed to
ris (Aquitania).
and reached the heavyweight class.
to fulfill his film contracts.
May 7 (from New York for Brus- America
Just how Bhe lost the 70 pounds is
It is more than likely h<> will also
sels), Charles Bornahaupt.
not disclosed.
appear in the road show o( A fear
April 23 (from New York for Lon- before his return home.
don), Mme. Olga Petrova, (Aquitania).
Ruth Budd opened at the PalaCJ
May 14 (from New York for Ixm- March 7, and despite some difficult!
with
her lighting, made a hit witn
don),
Mrs.
Ernest
(Jlendinning
her novel aerial a<-t. She a!-<» had
Marie Home), (Cedric).
the distinction of making her debUK
I
In June, for England. Clark and
as a single turn, before an awduncs
Arcaro to ploy Gulliver time.
which included the king and i-ieea.

"Mary"

at Queen's.

Frankie

le

i
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O'NEIL
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TANGUAVS 3-A-DAY
30
AT $3,000 A WEEK

LOEWS BOSTON TO DECLARE
66 P.

C

WEEKS CERTAIN NEXT SEASON

a

STOCK DIVIDEND

Turns

OUT OF CHICAGO AS CENTER

Down Chicago Senate

with 8-Week Option.

—

Wall Street Gets Wrong Impression Action Is by
Loew, Inc., and Market Flurry Results Trading at Low Ebb.

EVa Tanguay,

—

following her en-

gagement at the Astoria, L. I., this
week, was offered a record salary for
a single, the week following when
she was to open at the Senate, Chi-

cago, the newest of the picture theaEighty-third street.
They will tres with a policy similar to the
in 20 years and will draw
8 per cent.
The public offering of Strand, New York. She declined.
tions being in small volume com- the securities has not yet been made.
For the Chicago engagement Miss
boom,
and
prices
recent
the
to
pared
It was the American Bond & MortTanguay was to receive $3,000 a week
within
gage
listlessly
narrow
Co.
that
financed
the
building
moving
for three performances a day with
Wednesday's 2 o'clock of the State-Lake, Chicago, and the
margins.
an option of eight weeks to follow
prices were substantially unchanged Selwyn -Harris house in the same
ffom those of a Week before: Fa- city. These operations were accom- if acceptable to her.
In addition she has been tendered
mous Players 71 K, Loew 19 & and plished by means of loans.
The summary of transactions April T to a 40 -week blanket contract for the
Orpheum 25.
13 inclusive are as follows:
development
interesting
The one
Pantages Circuit at a reported
STOCK EXCHANGE.
*ef the period was the semi-ol!lci;il
salary of $2,500 per week. The offer
Thursday— Sales. High. Low. Last. Chg.
report from Boston that Loew The— % is contingent upon Miss Tanguay
Fam. INay-I...looo 71
70
70
atres would declare a stock dividend
20O
K.%
Do. pf
— l»i deciding that she will play three
H*
«."\*J,
&JOO
10'*
lfi%
IS* -1
This announce- Loew Inc.
of 66 2-3 per cent.
performances dally, this being the
on.li-um
200
25
S3
24%
^i
3lent drifted into Wall street MonFriday—
first consideration
of consecutive
70
70 ,70
ty, and immediately the Boston Fain. Play t... 100
booking.
8".
*
..
Do. pf
100
•concern and Loew, In?., became con- Loew, Inc
isv.
i8'i -f H
ihv4
i»00
'St
St
23
_100
fused in traders* minds. There were Orphtum
Boston sold 0J> orplwutu at 21
Chicago
hurried telephone calls to Tim» s sold SO Orpheum at 34%.
RELEASE
Saturday
square to learn what a "Loew, Inc..
70
..
70
Fam.
Play
L... 1200
(8%
sWk dividend meant."
*•"•'-•
S.V4
200
Do. pf
*>W + % Comedian Given Route by Keith
18-;
1*00
18% + %
Loew. Inc
*ljU took quite some time to get the
18'i
Office.
Monday-—
tangle straightened out, but there Fam.
72
70\ 70% 4- "M
Play-L..1700
Mt% 8.1*4 80% +1%
600
J* still a good deal of confusion as
Do. pf
Harry Watson has been routed
1»
8700
18%
-f %
10«i
to what the Boston company's ac- Loew. Inc
by the Keith office opening this
Tuesday—
Loew uoston has de- Fam.
7<»«4 — %
7*
tion means.
Play-L..1400
71'i
week
out of town.
'«
K7
87
87
200
Do pf
+
clared two extra quarterly disburse|t
Watson was a featured comedian
8800
1W»
l»U
Loew. Inc
ments of lH.per cent, each during Orpheum
••
20"
2.1
S3
If
the
Winter Garden and held a
at
Boston sold 50 Orph< um at 25.
the last half year, and by that it
Shubert contract which contained
"Wednesday—
seems it must have a generous sur- Fam. Play-L.. 000 71% 70
71'i +
10%
18%
2700
% an option clause. The Shubert's
10'i
Loew. Inc
plus.
released Watson upon his own re20
100
II
B3
Apparently the company wants to Orpheum
quest, following which he 'signed
CURB.
THE
convert this surplus into available
Saturday— Sales. High. Low. Last. C'hs. with Keith's.
capital, probably to finance a build5
..
100
5
Ooldwyn
So far as is known no personal
ing program or acquire some other
Tuesday
differences entered into the release.
200
5
sort of assets, and takes this means Ooldwyn
of making a distribution. The stock
dividend takes the form of exchangJUMP.
ACTS*
EDDIE DARLING SAILING.
ing the present shares of $10 par for
The Olmypic next Wednesday
new certificates of $25 par at the
New
York
Palace to Broadway in
rate of three old $10 shares for two (April 20) will take to the other side
—Five Blocks Apart.
new $25 shares. Quotations in the Eddie Darling, the Keith's chief
fully
to
abroad
going
Boston market for the "$40 shares booker, who is
Vaudeville's shortest jump that Is
and long
•advanced from 12 to 14 on the news, recover from his recent
made by acts is now in New York.
Although under the revised par it siege of illness.
will prospect It is the Palace to the Broadway,
Darling
Mr.
Whether
would appear to have a book value
while in Europe for foreign vaude- both Keith houses.
«t 16%.
This week Morris and Campbell
be imThe readjustment of the stock, of ville material which may
big time here next are at the Palace; next week they
course, does not involve any change ported for the
depend upon how are at the Broadway, five blocks
In intrinsic values.
Nothing goes season will largely
further down the main street.
before returning.
out of the company and nothing he feels
comes in. It appears to be merely a
bookkeeping device to make surplus
In cash available for development.
At the same time the maneuver has
Its advantages in advertising and
publicity. Twenty-five-dollar shares
have something of better standing
than those of $10.
The Loew office must have a defective system of putting out financial announcements.
This Is the
third or fourth time that the affairs

rading in the amusement stocks
featureless this week, transac-

Headl inert for Junior Orpheums Placed in New York
Until Association and Western Keith's Are StabiChicagoans Pledge Eventually Fine Season
lized

—

at

MINSTRELS CONTINUE

mature

Bequeathed

The

Chicago. April

Al. G. Field's .Minstrels, ac-

I

,

•»-

.

H.".

8.",

WATSON

# .

1t

.

.4-

cording

to

the

provisions

the

of

will fit the late Al. G. Field, who
died last week, will continue a. an
organization.
The show is bequeathed to Mr. Field's brother,
Joseph E. Hatfield, and J^s nephew,

Edward Conrad. Mr, Conrad has
V e manager of the Field's
for a number of •• ars.
Mr. Field, whose name in private
life was Alfred Griffith Hatfield, be-

been

show

queathed the residue of his estate
of approximately $200,000 to his
widow. The bequest carries a proviso that the

widow

..-pose of

i

est .te a. any time
she so desires. A fund of $20,000
is set aside for i the' education of
Mr. Field's nephews, Alfred Field

any part of the
if

1

Wilson Conrad and Jack Conrad.
Bequests of $1,000 each were rr.&de
to Mr. Field's brother Joseph Hatfield, a sister, Mrs. Marie r -Ills, a
niece.
Pearl Conrad, and
three
nephews, Jftck, Alfred Field Conrad and Robert Bellis.

• •

<•

SHORTEST

of the

Boston company have become

confused with Loew. Inc., to the
puzzlement of the parent company
Stockholders and the market in general.

As a matter of fact, nobody appears to know much about the relations of Loew, Inc., and Loew
Boston. It always has been understood that the parent concern owned
practically all the capital stcok of
the New England outfit, but since
attention has been directed to the
down east concern It becomes evident that this Is not the case.
The Issue is fairly active on the
Boston exchange.
One day this
week there was a turnover of more
than 500 shares. This would argue
pretty wide distribution of stock
J
In public hands. That
being the case,
the rHati^ns between Loew, Inc.,
jnd Loew, Boston, would seem to
be ownership of certain assets or
an agreement of some sort by which
the parent company participates
in
the Boston

company's

VAUDEVILLIAN NAMED.
Syracuse, N. T.

April 13.

t

was made pubAmerican Co. had unwwrltten a bond issue of Loew,
the

inc.,

covering nearly $2,000,000. to
used to build L. ew's Right*
J*
tnud Street, New Yorl;.
and
ne
JOuae at Broad and New streets.
-

:«

\

whereby a considerable portion of

offer

in the Humphrey
theatres independently owned, such
as Gary, Fort Wayne, ete.

PRISON MUSICAL COMEDY
..

p^.

.

.

_

Convicts at Auburn, N. Y., producing. "Inbad, the Sailor."

The Duluth "Herald,"

last

week, had this to say:

'Well she's hero at

IRENE FRANKLIN

last

little

Auburn, N. Y., April 13.
In the future musical comedy will
minstrel
replace
vaudeville and

shows

have read so much but never had liad the pleasure of seeing before. We have
always pictured Irene In gingham, carrying a sun-bonnet by the string, tripping over the
daisies to the old, red schoolhouse. It was some years ago we cot that picture, but Irene
baa not changed.
'She is one of those inexplicable personalities that defy time and change. She has
never grown up. She still has the same Titian -fluff of golden hair, the same twinkle in
her bright eyes, the same queer, little quirk in her voice, and the same vibrancy of youth
that has always made her inimitable as an impersonator and juvenile. If you have seen
nn> of h f'r Imitators, forget them. They are merely a sideshow 'to the original.
"Yesterday she did a series of song Impersonations in excellent voice, all <>f which
were masterpieces. In fact, they were done with so much finish and grace that they
seemed easy — just m emed easy.
"BURT (:ui;i:.\\ who assists her for better or for worse at. the |»lai and elsewhere,
i* an artist, also adding much to the attractiveness of the act."
This week, Orpheum, Winnipeg,
of

whom we

..

Tl '" bonds are
secured by a firs!
m( " -"•• on the
Imul and building

Orpheum,

same prevailing

tax.

that

all

bookings will be handled in
Chicago next season, now appear
to have been a bit inflated, 'it remains a fact that the bulk of the
bookings will be made here and
that thirty-week blanket contracts
will be Issued jointly by the Keith
Western, W. V. M. A. and Orpheuiu.
Jr.,
offices
here beginning next
month.
It has been found impracticable,
owing to the absolute ownership of
Orpheum, Jr., houses by the Orpheum
Circuit to confine all. bookings in
the minor houses to Chicago. Several headline turns have already
been contracted in New York for
next season, and for a year or more
headliners with open time will be
hard'to get here in quantities sufficient to provide for each house each
week.
Next -to-closing turns axe
also comparatively scarce around*
here and will be until the local
vaudeville market is stabilised, exploited and proven.
Until then a
friendly
arrangement will exist

heads to do so.
Some Junior houses will, however,
be booked entirely from here, noAlso,
tably Decatur and Moline.
no acts will be routed over W. V.
M. A. time (houses not owned by
the Orpheum) without being first
submitted for O. K. to the individual bookers of these houses, the

It was at first
thought that the
tock dividend might be a move to
well the capital as a means of re-

lic

York, to the effect that
Jr.,

this booking will continue east.
Chicago, however, is at liberty to
proof of the contention of Mrs. Nelbook freely, having next year the
lie A. Cramer of Rochester that a
authority to blanket acts and condivorce had been obtained against
tract for turns In any spot and at
her in that State by Marvin A.
any salaries, which it did not have
Cramer, who was yesterday awardIt is now known that
this year.
ed an interlocutory "decree by JusChicago will not be able to supply
tice Leonard C. Crouch because of
enough feature
near
anywhere
her alleged infatuation for Earl
turns, and New York is providing
Castleman,
a Rochester vaude- against this condition.
But local
villian.
booking heads state that the policy
Castleman was named defendant
has been clearly defined, whereby
by Cramer in a suit for $25,000 for
as soon as Chicago can furnish
alienation of affections now pendsuitable and available material it
ing in Supreme Court.
will have all the bookings of the
H^!
three circuits mentioned, with a
representative in New York responsible to Chicago, booking there also.
The thirty-week blankets are
promised by C. 8. Humphrey, John
J. Nash and Sam Kahl, respectively,
for the Keith Western, Association
and Orpheum, Jr., whorls. Asher
Levy represents the Junior, but
Kahl is the principal booker. These
circuits now offer ten weeks each,
or 30 weeks solid in thin territory
to acts on which the three agree.
These men pledge themselves
both as to authority and sincerity
in the announced effort to rapidly
create a condition whereby a full
season can be booked on the 5th
floor of the State-Lake Building to
some acts, with others hitting the
high spots coming east or west on
the main Keith and Orpheum tours.
They are unanimous in stating that
If
It is up to the acts and agents.
and when a sufficient supply of
this
in
bought
be
can
bookable acts
center, Chicago will have all the
necessary support from tho eastern

Oklahoma records did not

profits.

ducing the rate of excess profits
hut this can scarcely be the
case, the rule
for surplus being that
«t Immediately
goes Into the capital
account as it Is accumulated, and
the taxes paid
on it year by year.
An item of subordinate interest
in cor.aeetion
with theatre financing
came out this week with the announcement that the American Bond
* Mortgage Co. of Chicago, which
"as rnsds
something of a specialty
or theatre
financing, had taken an
office at 562
Fifth avenue. New York.
At the sumo time it

11.

While the recent reports, based
Owner's on statements from officials of the
Keith and Orpheum offices in New

Lata
Brother/
to

in the annual entertainments
given by the Mutual Welfare League

of

Auburn

ical

Prison.

Members

now arranging
comedy, "Inbad, the

laagtte are

of the
for a musSailor," to

be presented May 16-17 In the
prison chapel for the people of Auburn, and on May 18 for folks from
out of town. The play was written
by convicts and will be produced bf
Some of the so?igs given the
theftt.
convicts by music publishers will
be ttted, but outside of these the
whole thing will be purely an "inside Job."
.

VAUDEVILLE

Friday, April 15, 1921
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15

OR

20

MEANS NOTHING NOW

FOR SHUBERTS' VAUDEVILLE
Conviction Obtaining This Will Embrace All Proposed Shubert Vaudeville Several Act* With
Girly Ensemble for Finale Few Contracts Issued

—
—

The conviction ha* finally obtained that the full extent of Shu
bert vaudeville for next season will
embrace 15 or 20 semi-revue productions, with several acts in each
and

all having
finale.

girly

FRANK CLARK REMARRIES.

|

Flo Jacobson Again

cago

ensemble as

Bride of Chi

Man.

Music

Chicago,

April

13.

Frank Clark, Chicago and midthe
manager for Waterson,
Since the Shuberts announced western
vaudeville activity but few con- Berlin & Snyder, was married Friday
afternoon
to Flo Jacobson, the
tracts to vaudevilians have been
Issued and those few of the former local soprano. It was a remarriage.
form of agreement designed for They wfffe divorced some years

The Shuberts are said
to have a special contract form
printed for their vaudeville shows.
These contain, according to the
story a special clause which permits the Shuberts to "farm out"
the acts to others, to take up the
productions.

time guaranteed in the agreement
for the season. The production contract of the Shuberts has called
upon the artist to play at the direction of the Shuberts. as the other
party to the agreement, but such
direction Is contemplated by the
contract, as In productions where
it Is not expressly stated that there
shall be Sunday night performances,

where allowed.

ago.

The ceremony took

place in

cham-

Judge Jacobs officiating. Sevpremature publications of the
marriage had been made and debers.
eral

feels

pretty

,

I

t

thftZL

il l

mm

tli.

asking that
large batches of mail be posted at
frequent intervals during the day
instead of holding off the bulk of
matter until evening.
in the picture business,

Mr.
this

Hays urges compliance with

request,

promising that busi-

and, after negotiating with
Gus Edwards is framing a trio
people for revues for the of new acts all of the production
have its own entertain- type. The first opened this week at
ment.
Jersey City and will be known as
Sophie Tucker, who is now at Gus Edwards' Newsboys of 1921 in
Reisenweber's under the same man- "Regular Fella's."
The cast has
agement, will have a try at the eight boys, between IS and 18, and
summer place.
A vaudeville bill a girl.
The second offering carries the
supplied by the Shuberts through
Davidow & Le Maire will supply title of "Sally, Irene and Mary."
six acts weekly besUles the singer. being three girls assisted by a boy
In case Sophie wants a rest, the surrounded with some of the cosagency agrees to furnish a name to tumes and scenery from the Edtake her place.
The Shelburne is wards' revue which never materight across from the Brighton the- rialized.
The last in the series will be
atre,
running vaudeville through
the summer months supplied by known as "The Baby Follies," carrying a cast of 20 and du: in June.
the Keith Booking Exchange.

ness will bo materially expedited,
making a difference of a whole day
BUILDING IN
Bill Morris Back April 30.
VIRGINIA
in the delivery of mail.
Mr. and Mrs. William Morris are
The important booking offices and
Fairmount, W. Va„ April 14. ~
Following a completion of a lease
the National Association of the due to return to New York April 30
Motion Picture Industry have for- on the Aqultania. Mr. Morris has for a term of years by the Dowden
warded copies of Mr. Hays' com- been in London for some months estate to Harry B. Clark, local coal
munication to all members and per- looking after the Lauder engage- dealer, of the city property in the
ment.
sons associated with them.
rear of the Dowden building in Main

WEST

sei

and

lyrics.

j

ONE ACT -LINCOLN" SH0WI
Dixon Playlet Confused with

Drir

water's.

Howard

Hall,

of Joseph Hart,

Orpheum

under the directU
is appearing on

circuit

a condem

in

version of Thomas Dixon's "A Mi
of the People," in which Abrahf
Lincoln is the main role. When tl
act opened at Duluth last weel
the house used its own blling, sine
the booking was a sudden one ar
mention of Hall's appearance

SETTLES FOR
Frances

Ksnnsdy

$12,000.

I

Amount

for

That

Accepts

Wreck

Injuries.

Chicago,

April

1.1.

Frances Kennedy, through ^hef
husband. Attorney Thomas Johnson, settled with the New York
Central for $12,000 for injuries to
her nose and nerves in the recent
wreck near Gary where 30 were
killed.

EMPLOYMENT STILL LOW.
Albany. N. T., April 18.
preliminary survey of the New
York State employment situation
for March, made, by the State In-

A

dustrial

Commlssior

shows

em«

ployment only a half of 1 per cent
better than February and still 84
per cent, below March of last year,
the last month before the industrial
decline.

The small gain

March over

in

was announced

York

of 30 feet.

CHARLIE AND M0LLIE KING.

TWO BENEFIT SHOWS.

Charlie King and his sister, Mol-

Two

performances were necessary lie, will
enter vaudeville as a team
in lit Vernon. N. Y., Sunday night
next week.
Charlie King was in
to
accommodate the clamoring "It's Up
to You,"^which he left at
crowd holding tickets for the benethe Casino Saturday, and Mollis
fit vaudeville show, given
at Proc- King with
"Blue Eyes." which
ter's and the Westchester theatres
closed Saturday at the Shubert
that evening. About $7,000 was realThey
will do a singing and dancing
ized
for the beneficiary,
police association.

the

local

turn.

Eddie Keller has the act for
under his direction with Jack vaudeville. It will break in at one
of the outlying Keith houses and
Henry,
Tim O'Donnell. Walter
Meyers, Mark Murphy, Herman reach New York in a week or so.
Weber and John Schultz, assisting.
Jule Delmar had the performance

current

JESSIE BUSLEY'S SKETCH.

Howard

ACT WITH OLD TIMERS.
H. James Madison, In conjunction
with Howard J. Green and Milton
Hocky, are producing a "revival of
minstrelsy"
*£»^_ f or
va.udejvil'eSeven old-time minstrel men. all
more than 60 years of age, will he
in the old-fashioned minstrel
of-

t>'chers,

,

Jessie Busley, legitimate star several years ago, is returning to th«

stage after a long period of retirement, appearing in vaudeville in t
Keith houses.
Miss Busley's vehicle will he a

comedy

playlet called

"My

Lu£*e#

Face," by Edgar Allen Woolf.
sketch has a cast of four.

T

fering.

No

Johnny Dooley Without

CENSORED LINES REWRITT1
"Falls."

"June Love," the musical piece
with Johnny Dooley, Elsie Adler,
Lois Josephine and Bertie Beaumont, will open April 18 in Atlantic
City, coming to the Knickerbocker.

Chicago.

Winnie

the stage after

produce the book. Kuy Kendall wi
put on the numbers and Harry Rul
and Frank Fay will write the mi

New

LIGHTNER GETS DIVORCE.

The

to'

much unemployment
It will have a seating capacity
of 1,400, with a «tago 65 feet wide continues due to strikes in the
clothing trades.*
and a depth

New

April 13.
Lightn«>r- Richard

Pyle divorce decree was granted
here to the comedienne on grounds
of desertion, not contested by her
husband, who is with the western
"Mary" company. In the testimony
was revealed that her "taster"
it
(Mrs. Newton Alexander) is no relation to Winnie. No alimony was
asked.
Willard L. Salon procured a divorce from his wife, a former
chorus girl professionally known as
Ruth Otto, naming his brother as
to- respondent.

returns

Frank Fay has written and

February is principally to the seathat a new
theatre would be erected on the site. sonable revival of production in the
The deal has gone so far that a clothing and allied trades and to
Wheeling architect has completed the settlement of a few strikes.
Many mills are still closed and in
plans for the playhouse.

street, it

Winter

Proves Desertion;
Relation to "Sister."

who

eral years of retirement.

several

hotel, will

the gross.

Headlincr

and Wakefield, Fay Marhe, Gretch*
Eastman, He-ten, Qrr.pg?. and Mi
Frank Tinney (Edna Davenport

EDWARDS

coming

summer,

brothers.
The present Garden attraction is said te have passed
through the usual few weeks' prosperity of all new Garden producoff in

Frank Fay has completed the
for hie new piece, which is to
into rehearsal next week. The \>U
will have its premiere in Atlant
City the last week in May.
The cast Includes, besides Fi
Jimmy Duffy, Fred Heider, Mai
Ferrari, Nevins and McNelly, Kyi

•

for

carrying a number of vaudevlllians
are the "Midnight Rounders" (Eddie Cantor) and "The Whirl of the
Town," both now playing.
That
the Shuberts look upon the "Whirl"
show as a straight out-and-out example of their vaudeville seemed
proved last week when the Shuberts
added to that attraction, playing to
$1.50 top in Philadelphia, the Trenton girl, Dorothy Miller, who wanted
someone to marry her and give her
mother $1,000. All featured billing
for the "Whirl," when this engagement was entered in Philadelphia,
came down and only Miss Miller's
name was used instead. The Philadelphia engagement lasted one

uitd

Op,

SHELBURNE'S

The revue type as thus far produced by the Shuberts with each

dropped

8how Which
Week in May.

\n

Last

...

disrupt the atmosphere created.

tion,

'

IS.

the $66,000 action
Plenty 4>t
brought by Emil Melville of Inter-.
la ken, against his wife, Mae MelWant to Be Shown.
ville,
for an accounting of the
property she held in -custody for
According to the local booking him during the 25 years of their
men the supply of available mate- married life, will be be<run this
rial continue*! to exceed the deweek before Judge George Turner
mand, with the condition expected of Auburn, as 'referee. The case I«
to increase, now that vaudeville the second of three actions brought
houses have begun to curtail their against the former Mrs. Melville,
season with the beginning of warm whose present husband ia Halsey P.
weather.
Minor of Interlaken.
The first case in the domestic
The usual cry of a material
shortage will fall upon deaf ears troubles of the Melvllles was that
season,
according
begun
by Melville against Halsey
next
to these men,
who claim they were fooled this Minor for allienation of his wife's
year, and as a result cluttered up affections and criminal converse,-*
their books with acts that they tion several years Ago.
Last Sepwould have liked to sidestep later tember Judge Thompson, at Waterloo, ordered a non-suit in the case.
in the season.
A quiet note ts sounded by the Attorneys appealed to the Appelreceived an order
vaudeville producers, many intend- late Division
ing '-> do little or no producing that for a new trial.
The third case ia against his/
considerable
Investment
requires
*
under the New
until they are assured that they will wife for dlvor*
York.
laws.
Since the commenceget their investment back.
ment of the first action Mrs. Melo*

trial

Many Acts

:

EARLY AND

to

Autmra, April

The

safe

A

week. Miss Miller shifting
York and opening at the
Garden Monday with the
show there, headed by the

—
—

Acts — Producers

FAY COMPLETES CAST.

I

Several Started One for Accounting Now On.

Many producers who went in ville, who moved
to Pennsylvania,
strong for the revue thing last year
obtained a divorce from her hueare
cured for life, according to their
about this announcement, however:
band in that state and later marown tales. One of the best known ried Halsey
Jack Lait was best man.
Minor, complicating
of the "girl act" producers was
matters to a considerable extent.
forced to f< nd one of his class A
Now
Melville has sued his former Drinkwater's "Lincoln" was mad<
KEITH'S, PHILLY, CUTS.
attractions over the Pantages Cirwife for absolute divorce, the action
This brought objection from tl
cuit to avoid loss and keep the act
having been noted In the Seneca office of William Harris, Jr.. wit
$2.00 Top Reduced to $1.50— Matinee out of the storehouse.
county calendar, but not having yet the request no mention of Di
Price Holds.
been tried* pending the outcome of water be made. Mr. Harris protj
Philadelphia, April 13.
two suits.
Following on the heels of the reedthe title of "Abraham Lineeli
VAUDEVILLE. theMr.other
Melville is known through- In Chicago, when an Injunction
duction in prices of the Stanley
Company of America here, last Seashore Hotel to Run Shows in out as "Marvelous Melville," one of secured restraining other attracthe cleverest acrobats and- trapese tions from using it. Mr. Hall apweek, Keith's comes (fat this week
Keith House Zone.
performers American circuses have peared in the lead of the Dixon's
with a drop to' take effect next
known.
week.
piece when it was in three-act
The Shelburue. Coney Island,
The change will affect only the after feeling around for a different
length.
top-price seats which will be restyle of program
TRIO.
the
Variety

nied.

The scant bookings by the Shuberts thus far indicate to the onlookers the Shuberts do not anticivaudeville
their
pate gathering
mid -summer, duced from $2 to $1.50, and makes
companies
before
though booking liveliness in their no change in the matinee scale of
offices 55 cents and 30 cents.
vaudeville
newly-opened
Neither are
may gain momentum at any day. the cheaper evening seats at 30
semi-revue, as understood by cents to be reduced, says the manthe Shuberts and their associates, agement.
is said to be a succession of acta
lightly strung together and worked
OFTEN.
MAILS
rapidly for "speed," with the big
Postmaster General Will H. Hays
"girl flash" at the ending looked for has addressed a circular letter to
to be the chief drawing card of the theatrical managers and companies
performance, If no star's name is
featured in the billing.
Whether
there will be a girl ensemble with a
troupe carrying a star-name feature is not reported.
In line with the purpose of the
revue type of production and several scenes to be punctuated with
turns in "one" to cover up waits
for changes of scenery, the Shuberts have been said to be bending
effort Just now to procure the "one"
style of turn before going after the
remainder. For "one" they are reported looking for acts that will
blend In, In that position, with the
performance as a whole and not

MELVILLE'S SUITS

MATERIAL SHORTAGE"

SEMI-REVUE SHOWS

New

York, April

first

show

will
role

appear

in

26.

It will

be the

which Johnny Dooley

a straight comerly
devoid of the customary Dooley
in

Two -of Belle Baker's songs w<
censored at the Palace, followl
the Monday night performance last
week. A couple of couplets In ti
different songs were deemed suf*
gestive.

The order was complied with)
other lines minus the broadness o*
the offending ones being substitute*

CECIL LEAN'S RETURN.
of "Look Who!

falls.

With the closing

House Opening

EVA CLARK
Prima Donna. Fahchon and Marco

Satires.

IftL'O

URR VOICE FAVORABLY COMPARED WITH
GALLI GURCI

by Chicago Critics.

at Rye, N. Y.
Port Chester, N. Y., April 13.
Bverett J. Kinney has been named
as manager of the new Playhouse,

open soon at Rye. near here.
policy will be pictures.
to

The

Here"
Cleo

last

week,

May field

Lean a" d
Lean) com*

Cecil

(Mrs.

Bentham

col
municated with M. S.
ccrnlng their joint return to \;iud<
froi
vllle, with some bits and ionfs
*thc show.

-

Friday, April 15,

VAUDEVILLE

1W1
r,

Texas Triss New Way to Make
Stag* Finanoa Government.

EARLIER THAN IN SIX YEARS

—

Be "Shot99 Good Weather Break the
Main Hope—Summer Season Impossible Keith
Canadian Time Shutting Up a Month Earlier.

Reason Held to

Indications point to earlier closIngs of vaudeville houses throughout
ie country this season than in the
While many of the
it six years.

•

.

'

'

'

'

—

With the switching of the
of the Kinograms

May
June

real,

14,
11.

and Princess, Mont-

•

tentatively set for closing
the latter part of June. Last season
the Colonial kept open all summer.
AH of the American wheel burlesque houses will close April 23,
supplementary orders to those issued last week having been sent out
to all shows and houses cutting the
season short by a couple of weeks.
It was at first the plan of the American circuit to have a few of the

-

Houston, Tex., April 13.
proposal is expected in the Bumpkin Cops a Swell Moll
Texas Legislature to impose a tax
and Con Is Saddened.
of a cent a seat on theatres, the
impost to go into the State rural
Hornell, N. Y., April 13.
school fund. It is proposed to raise Dear Chick:
$4,000,000 by this tax which is to
Thank God the baseball season
apply on all amusements and cerIs openin' for tho minors pretty
tain other activities.
The attorney general has given soon for I am nearly coo-koo
an opinion that this legislation handlln Tomato. He has fall in for
would not be unconstitutional and . waltrew who «•!. them off th.
Ana Blanton, State superintendent tray at the Eagle Hotel here and
J
of publio instructions says she will
ask Governor Neff to submit such is up to his eyes in own your own
home catalpgues and furniture
a bill to the Legislature.

A

news

The Governor vetoed the

school

bill

FOKINEjAT

A

—

the plan to keep
Keith New York houses open
i 4he
r throughout
the summer, the same
as last year, has not been modified,
except in the case of the Colonial,

which

is

SUN SUES THEATRE.

A

report the Orpheum Circuit
(vaudeville) had ordered a scale reduction in all of Its theatres was
denied at the Orpheum's office in
New York this week. It was said
there had been reductions made in
but two or three towns.

while I pumped one of her dukes
Broke which would have done
credit to
Cannon Ball Redding, and you
know, he could palm a cocoa nut.
Wheeling, W. Va., April IS.
Her name is Gladys and she
suit styled (lus Sun Booking
started talkln' shop right away

Alleges

A

Wheeling
House
Booking Contract.

Exchange

vs. the Victoria Theatre,

shows play from two to five weeks
an action for $5,000, was filed in
beyond the regular closing date,
Circuit Court today by Attorneys
earlier by several weeks than last
Schuck & Gompers. The suit is the
season, but conditions called for
GALL FOR PHOTOS.
outgrowth of alleged breach of conclosing even earlier than expected.
The Loew Circuit publicity depart- tract.
Business has been fair in most of ment
which is preparing to move
The plaintiff, a Dayton booking
the American wheel houses the last
to the
new Loew State building exchange, had a contract with the
couple of weeks, but the heavier
April 25 is sending out a notice to Victoria theatre, it is alleged, to
overhead of the shows over preall acta that have played the Loew furnish acts for the local house.
vious seasons called for much bigger
Circuit to call for old photographs Use of* the Sun acts was disconreturns than those coming in, in
which are on file in that office. Sev- tinued before the contract expired,
order for the producer to show a
eral acts which have not played for the plaintiff alleges.
profit.
Loew in over two seasons still have
photographs in the office.
TRIO FROM "MARY."
GYPSY SMITH ONE OF US.
The Loew press department in
A new act for vaudeville will
charge of Abe Friedman and Anna
Indianapolis, April 13.
of the "Mary" show.
C. Roltaire Eggleston, manager of EHmer is desirous of cleaning out come out
Keith's, broke all precedents last the old photographs prior to the Jack McGowan, Joe Niemeyer and
Ethel Sinclair, following the proFriday when he billed Gypsy Smith, move.
duction's closing in' Philadelphia,
the internationally known English
scheduled to take place in about
evangelist, who has been conducting
Roanoke Week Filled In.
six weeks.
The show has a fortrevival meetings here for the past
Roanoke
split
the
The
out of
night more to run in New York besix weeks as a special act for the
Keith
office will fill in with Green
undertaking
fore
the Phillie engageNational Vaudeville Artists* benefit
boro, N. C, following the closing of ment set to- endure for a month.
performance.
Rose & Curtis will direct the
the Academy, Charlotte, N. C,
Gypsy followed Thomas E.
.

Shea,

who was on the regular

April 30.

in his
Mr. Shea Inthe evangelist who told
bill

bookings of the

trio.

sketch, "Spotlights."

troduced
the audience, "I know the vaudeville folk better than you do, for
they and I have much In common."

SUTTON TRANSFERRED.
Duluth, Minn., April 13.
Sutton, who has been
New Grand theatre
here for the last year and a half,
has been transferred by Finkelstein
& Ruben to the Twin Cities. It has
not been decided just what his
Chester

manager of the

tor 16 years.

has taken charge at the

>?re.i\u.

open

of

the

square date by the

Loew'g
1

arfs

Loew

"im

stars.

she had once shook hands with Jim
Corbett when she was a kid and
thought him one of lUe handsomest
guys she ever duked.
Tomato
looks about as much like Corbett as
I look like the ghost of the Czar of
Russia, but they both had two legs
and two arms and a girl cant have
everything in this world.
Tomato had fallen hard for her
chatter and couldn't talk about
nothln' but her when we left.
I
cautiously pointed out to him that
she would never wreck any happy
homes with her personal charms,
but he countered that she was a
corkin' cook, a wise jane who knew
what it was all about, and a dame
who wouldn't be above handlin' the
arnica after he reported home from
a tough fight.
He said that she was the first
woman he met who didn't think
that prize fighters eat with their
knives and that she didn't care
whether he was a sword swal lower
or not, she liked the game and the

cop some

sa|>

who would

goln* to

reported normal patronage.
The mayor of Troy, N. Y., urged
the citisens to attend the N. V. A.
matinee In that city.
Billy Sunuay appeared at Keith's
Cincinnati, and Gypsy Smith at
Keith's Indianapolis, Friday last
(N. V. A. day), both of the evangelists speaking a good word for the
vaudeville actor, and boosting the
benefit as a worthy cause.
The N. V. A. Is to institute a
series of Clown Nights, to be held
Tuesday evening each week hereafter.
The first was held Tuesday
of the current week.
The Clown Night is a sort of impromptu entertainment, given by

any member who may be present

None but active members will be
permitted to attend, lay members
being barred from
the
Clown
Nights.

This is separate from the Bohemian Nights, held on Sundays at
the N. V. A.

Harry Mountford's and William
Conley's motions for temporary injunctions to restrain the Orpheum
and Loew circuits respectively from
donating their last Friday's matinee
receipts to the N.V.A. fund, were
argued before Justice Delehanty in
Special Term, Part I of the Supreme
Court Wednesday morning, the court
taking the matter under advisement.
It was a mere formality, the presiding justice having 14 days in which
to decide on the motion.

New
When

the

Orleans, April 13.
half bill for the

first

Palace reached the house three
of the acts on it claimed the headlocal

distinction.
They were Josie
Rooney and Co., Ross and Doss and
Loney Haskell.
The argument would have been
prolonged until the first half ended
had not Manager Howard McCoy
announced hs would change his 100line single column advertisement to
a 50 -line double column and make
It a triple feature bill with the trio's
names In same size type. That apline

peased the contestants.

JOHN STERLING RETIRES.
Chicago, April 13.
one of the best
known ring and trap performers in
vaudeville, whose wife and partner,
known as Marguerite, died recently.
has retired from the stage and will
go into real estate business in San
Diego.
Sterling for years was of Lohse

John

Sterling,

Jimmy Duffy and Johnnie Stsnley.
Jimmy Duffy has teamed with

Greeley

Beauty Contest.

POLLY AND OZ
Keith's Riverside, New York, This Week ("April 11).
Orpheum,. Brooklyn, and K.Khs, Washington, to follow.
Direction, H. BART McHUQH.

Nunn'a Tab.

match him

Nunn is producing a
"Esmeralda"
version
of
which
he
will
take on the roa<U
mind off this dame. But I aint any
In Brooklyn next week.
to hopeful.
I have got him at the opening
point now where we are both grab- The tab will play i>op vaudeville
bin' regular jack for knockin' over houses as an added attraction.
these set ups around the State and
is Just about in the cards that
it
he will sign up to feed this frail in a thoughtful mood with their
for the rest of the journey.
minds cm their troubled, smacks
Marriage is all right, but not for them one on the kisser and you
l>ox fighters. It's so much like their have an ex on your hands.
I'll let
regular profession that they p»-t yo\i know what happens.
stale and the first thing you know
Vour okl bunkie.
some mornin' glory catches them
Com.
quirk with the toughest guy I
can find and see if I cant get his

circuit.

Avenue B will play
feature nightly during the
^'wish holidays starting April 14.
lne H(, l»"dule will include
a beauty
contest at which the
Judges will be

No gross amount of the benefit
receipts was given out at the V. M.
P. A. this week.
Early reports it
was stated Indicated the gross would
run about the same as last year.
The benefit matinees around New
York were well attended, in the
customary way. Other large cities

record like an agent
to cash money orders,

However, I'm

w '«

«I>erial

^mh^'w^m wither condlUo"^

terested in the knights of the hit
and get a way and she told me that

tip

Monday brought about a

cancellation

the

was Johnny Stanley for vaudeville.
Duffy has been appearing with
wouldn't be convinced and I Frank Fay since dissolving his
could see with half a lamp tiiat he former (Duffy and Sweeney) turn.
was nearly goaled and on the ropes.
The new combination will play
So I had to call It a day and left vaudeville until the new Frank Fay
him palpitatin' with emotion his summer show is ready, when they
chest heavin' like a brewery horse will step Into the cast.
after a two-mile climb with a load
of the forbidden fruit.

dancing act, the turn, according to
V}* Management, refused to play
the opening show
Monday afternoon. Harry Selman
and company
replaced the Ruloff and Rulowa act.
The refusal of Ruloff and Rulowa
t0

belonging
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association last Friday was
generally reported to have received
a break in the weather favorable to
attendance.
The benefit was for the funds of
ihe National Vaudeville Artists. It
was the second annual benefit for
the same purpose. Last year the
benefit day was later and held unto

He

RULOFF TEMPERAMENTAL.

.

benefit performance

bale her out of the beanery she
doin* her bit in.

.

As l he result of a wrangle over
the dressing room to be occupied at
the Greeley Square the first half by
Ruloff, of the Ruloff and Kulowa
,

The matinee

in the vaudeville theatres

_

tryin' to

New
..

Enjoys

Weather Break,

TRIO OF HEADUNERS.
and gabbed about pugs until I was
reelln' and dizzy.
Manager at Palace, New Orleana,
I asked her how she got so InRearranges Ads.

as

-

perior,

Tomato's

DAY.

Benefit

knows how

the sportln' sheets and that as far
I could see this frail was jttst

Stanley Brown, who has been
manager of the New Palace, the
p & R. vaudeville house in Su-

havin" the names of the riders and
all the dope about fighters right at
her fingers' ends.
She was a
walkln' encyclopedia of who's who
in cauli -flower alley.
She knew

N. V. A.

Country -Wide

and Sterling, and later teamed up
sugar that was in it.
with his wife as Sterling and MarI come right back warnin' him
that any skirt with an ounce of guerite. She died of overexertion
brains could get up in the ring stuff due to nursing her husband back
by readin' a Spaulding Guide and to health In an illness.

duties will be.
Mr. Sutton was a
manager for the Orpheum Circuit

...

TOMATO

0RPHEUM DROPS

Up to the present

•

distri-

HANDLIN'

rural sales.
He has been beefln' to me about
at the last session because there was no money in the what a swell moll he had grabbed
treasury to carry out the program. off until I promised to go over and
give her the once over which I did
last night.
You can wire Mary
Pickford and the rest of the mob
$4,000.
that their laurels are in no danger
Russian Will Get *2,000 for Hippo and it Is all right for them to make
drome Rehearsals.
a few more pictures without competition from this Eagle Hotel enFokine's contract with the Hippo- try in the beauty stakes. She findrome for next season will- actually ishes a bad fourth on the outside.
begin with rehearsals for 'the next
I walked into this hot meat joint
attraction at the big house, and the and Tomato steered me to her table.
terms are the biggest individually
minute later his fair appeared
there for any single feature.
The staggerln' under a load of nourishRussian ballet star is to receive ment. After she parked the dishes
$2,000 a week for rehearsals and around a couple of cheaters frum
$4,000 a week for his appearance in New York who were wise crackin'
the show.
to her to break the jump from salad
The agreement calls for Fokine to coffee, I got a good peek at her.
SCALE. appearing for 10 weeks, which is the From where I was sittin' this
custom at the Hip. There is an dame looked like a night key. ToCalls It Summer Cut 25c. Slice.
optional clause for extension of the mato, who is no Bushman hisself,
contract. The engagement was se- would be considered a handsome
Memphis, April 13.
cured by H. B. Marlnelli.
guy alongside of this Arab. I was
Commencing
this
week
the
Prior to the Hip contract Fokine tryin'
figure out what the atOrpheum reduced its scale from was offered for vaudeville but the tractionto was when
she marched
$1.25 top, to $1, excepting Saturday booking heads were not Interested.
over to our table all smiles for her
and Sunday.
future lord and utility man. My
The reason assigned is summer
egg had a dazed smile on his pan
price.
as he murmured an introduction

bution

weekly to the First National after
the Educational Films had taken
over the handling of the new reels.
E. F. Albee resigned as a director
of Associated Screen News, the
corpotatlon owning Kinograms.
remained open throughout the sumSome time ago Educational Films
mer last season conditions at pres- made an extensive enlargement of
ent appear to make the experiment its business, at which time First
The gen- National secured a 50 per cent, inimpossible this season.
erally bad business existing in the terest in their business and took
vaudeville houees at present is over the distribution of its product.
ascribed to unemployment condiA new deal has been made by the
tions, aggravated considerably by film
department of the Keith
the unusually early spring this year. offices whereby Pathe News will be
Three of the Keith booked Cana- substituted for Kinograms throughAlan houses have set their closing out the Keith circuit. This will go
dates this season for a month earlier into effect May 1.
than last. They are the Dominion,
Ottawa, closing May 7; Lyric, Hamilton,

"

KEITH'S TAKES ON PATHE
Discontinues Kinograms Albee Resigns as Director.

closing at the present time are hold,%4ng off until the end of the current
Sreek before making definite declpion in the hope of getting a weather
break that will carry them for an
extra week or two, the consensus of
opinion is that the season is "shot"
In the case of many houses that
!

—

I

and houses contemplating

pircuits

GOOD

SCHOOL TAXON THEATRES GOES NEARLY C00-K00

VAUDEVILLE HOUSES TO CLOSE

William

tabloid

^M^aVa^a^a^a^a^H

VAUDEVILLE
a
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BORNHAUPT LEAVING

COSTLY BIG TIME PRODUCTIONS

NOW

LIMITED TO

$1,500-51,600

More Comedy Turns Next Season Given as Reason Best Known of Producers
Informed by Big Time Heads.

Intention to Provide

—

The best known of the big time N. V. C. INVADES BOSTON.
producers are reported to have been
advised by big time heads to restrict N. Y. Concern Sign* to Book Hub
their productions for vaudeville next
Houses for 6 Yesrs.
season to a $1,600 or $1,600 weekly
salary limit.
The National Vaudeville Circuit
The restriction on productions Is through Ray H. Leason has taken
said to have been inspired by the over three Boston neighborhood
recently reported Intention of the vaudeville houses and will start supbig time to expend more weekly plying the shows Monday.
The
alary hereafter upon comedy turns. houses concerned are the Broadway,
The big time programs are allowed East Boston, Codman Square at
so much weekly in the salary list. Dorchester and the Waldorf WalShaving down the production ex- tham. The booking contract is for
pense to the house will permit of Ave years.
the difference gained being paid out
The trio of theatres has been supon the remainder of the bill.
plied out of the Keith Boston office.
The producers affected are those The policy of the houses Is twice
who have given to vaudeville girl daily, using four acts and a feature
These for each half. The bookings will
acts, tabloids and revues.
have varied In the amounts of their come from the New York office.
salary,
running from Each house plays a different show
respective
$2,500 net (approximately $2,760) for Sundays, the concerts holding
down to $1,750. A good percentage five acts. The latter bookings will
of the groBs salary asked was be made from the N. V. C. Boston
charged up because of the produc- office.
In the restrictions
tion expense.
The agreement calls for the Naenjoined the producers will likely tional
Vaudeville
Circuit
being
clip as well from initial cost as of amusement director for the houses
the number of people and personnel. and that organization will have enThe big time limit for productions tire charge of the management of
as reported for next season is not the shows. It is understood the
greatly beyond what the small time switch in bookings takes along sevis willing now to pay for that class eral other houses, with a two and
of turn. Some of the small timers three -day vaudeville policy.
are paying as much at present.

AMALGAMATED BOOKS TABS
SUN BOOKS 10 WEEKS.

Play

Full

Week

In

Conjunction

With Vaudeville.

Contracts With
10 Week Additional
The Amalgamated Vaudeville
Option
which includes the SabWayne Christy of the Gus 'Sun Circuit
losky
and McQulrk houses in
Booking Exchange is starting to
Pennsylvania has booked tabs in
route acts for next season. Blanket
all its theatres.
contracts for ten weeks with an
The houses are playing a tab comoption of ten more are being given
pany a full week, two bills a week,
out.
Comedy acts in "one" have the tab
taking up one hour of the
the preference although other acts
show's running time and the reof the feature type are also being
mainder of the performance being
booked up in advance.
given over to vaudeville and feature
The principal time booked out of pictures. The
vaudeville plays the
the office will remain open during
customary split week policy.
the summer months unless condiThe tabs now playing the circuit
tions become much worse than they
include the Billy Allen Musical
Blanket

Issuing

v - u,, - v!,,

t

;jir..r.r:

N. y.

,M* b,i - h

KErnrS NEW BOROUGH

LEW FIELDS

DICKERING.

May Do "The 8ummer Widower* *
1

park spacious house

Charles Bornhaupt, known as a
foreign vaudeville agent In New South Brooklyn Property RepYork, will take this city off his map
resents $700,000.
May 7 when leaving for the other
side to re-establish the booking
business over there he had built up
Keith's new Borough Park theaMr.
before Belgium was invaded.
tre, built by Levy Brothers, and
Bornhaupt will likely once more lo- recently taken over by tho Keith
cate in Brussels and have corre- interests, had its premiere evening
spondents in other European cap- of April 7. The building and site
itals.
represent an investment of $700,000.
Bornhaupt has been over here
The Borough Park, is located at
with interruptions for many years. the intersection of New Utrecht,
He was hugely successful until the and Twelfth avenuo and Fifty-first
war disrupted conditions.
street
the Borough Park section,
in

a South Brooklyn suburb.

Scene in Vaudeville.
-

I

Lew

Fields looms up as a posst*
Negotiation*
bllity for vaudeville.
are now on between Fields and MH
8. Bentham, calling for Fields' np*v
pearance In the Keith houses in a
scene from one of his former sue*
such as "The Summer
cesses,

Widowers."
If the deal for Finds' vaudc villa;
appearance goes through he wily
probably use the barber shop scenef
from "The Summer Widowers," it£
which the late Vernon Castle also;
appeared with Fields and in whlchj

made

Castle

The ex-

his first success.

ORPHEUMS

with terra SOUTHERN
New Orleans, April 13. ^
Seating
cotta stone trimmings.
The southern Orpheums are
capacity is 2,500, with 1,800 seats in
the orchestra section and 700 in the closing earlier than anticipated!
breach of contract grounds, failed single balcony. Thomas A. Lamb The house at Memphis closes April
to appear In the First District was the architect. The stage has 24, and the Orpheum in this cityv
Municipal Court at trial last week an approximate opening of 44 feet, May 1.
and so the suit was automatically with a 40-foot proscenium arch.
It is reported the Orpheum, Mem*
adjourned until Oct. 1921.
Mr.
is
to slash its admission
phis,
The
is decorated with a
Walsh and his wife (Miss Law) tan andinterior
prices
next season, as the house is
gold color scheme predomclaimed Kussel had contracted to
strenuous
inating. The side walls are paneled doing badly with the
keep them working at $80 per week
Loews and Pan*
in red, the whole effect making for competition of
in their sketch "At Home" but had
tages.
an artistic atmosphere. The house
failed to secure bookings.
is carpeted with red velvet. Unlike
When the matter came up before the
JEFF CALLAN ILL
newly built Keith houses there
the V, M, P, A., the latter decided
is no green room for the artists,
Jeff Callan, Keith theatre man*
with Kussel on the findings that
but all the dressing rooms are on ager for the past 10 years, is se*
the team's vehicle was not in
the ground floor above the street riously ill at his home, 152 Noble
demand with theatre managers.

PLAINTIFFS FAIL TO APPEAR
Vera Law and Jack Walsh who
are suing Dan Kussel for $1,000 on

terior is of pressed brick,

level.
The interior presents a
Goldstein are acting
roomy effect The acoustics, however, are excellent, dialog carrying
distinctly to any part of the house.
Harry Crull is the resident manGEO.
TRANSFERRED.
Ward & Glynne, the independent ager, acting in that capacity for the
Borough Park and the Prospect.
vaudeville
operators,
transferred
Geo. E. Kann this week to the man- The policy will be two a day,
vaudeville and pictures at pop
agership of the Alhambra, Brookprices.
The opening bill was The
lyn, one of the firm's circuit.
Mr. Gellis, Transfield Sisters, Allman
Kann was formerly assistant to
and Mayo, Harry Carroll and Co.,
Michael Glynn and director of pubPressler and Klalss, and Asahi
licity.
and a Vita comedy and
Ward A Glynne have three Troupe,
feature film.
Every woman apvaudeville theatres, two in Brookpearing the opening night was prelyn and one in Astoria, L. I.
sented with a floral boquet by the
management. The orchestra 'is under the direction of Mr. KatxenROBBERS PLAT ON HOUSES. stein. A feature of the auditorium
"Cleveland, April 13.
is that the rows of seats are much
Yeggs here are evidently concen- more widely separated than cus-

Kendler

&

for Kussel on the legal matter.

KANN

trating the!*' efforts on amusement
centers. Early Sunday morning, a
visit was paid to Carlton Terrace,

newest

cabaret,

where

between

and $7,000 were netted; then
they turned around the corner and
gathered in $2,200 from the safe of

new Hanna

Websr Family on

New

theatre.

Bright's Disease and complica*
tions are the cause, with his physician holding out very little hope
Mr. Callan was
for his recovery.
taken ill about a week, at which
time he was acting as assistant
manager at the Greenpoint, Brooklyn.

LYONS SUCCEEDS MERCEDES.
Arthur

S.

Lyons has taken oven

Way Home.

Orleans, April 13.

Mercedes who has given up vaudeville agentlng and producing. Mer<
cedes at present is playing for
Sablosky & McGurk through Pennsylvania assisted by Mile. Stantone
with his musico-telepathic act.

NEW

MAJESTIC, DALLAS.

The new

Dallas, April 13.
Majestic, replacing the

former house of the same name on
the Interstate Circuit, opened MonIt's a handsome theatre.
Karl
Hoblltaelle, president of the Inter*
state, officiated at the opening.

The Harry Weber family arrived
Leo Fitzgerald with Marinelli
here, coming from Panama and the
GEORGE MUNR0E OFFERED
Leo Fitzgerald entered the Mar- tropics where they have been vacaGeorge Munroe.and Harry Fisher*
inelli
beginning
Monday, tioning.
office
in a comedy scene from the old
are.
Mr. Weber will return to New Lew Fields' musical show "Tha
Hodges week. Leo recently left the office
Jimmlo
Comedy
Co,
"Havana Girl" and Orth & Cole- of his brother, Harry, after an as- York via Chicago the latter end of Girl Behind the Counter" wera
sociation of eight years.
the week.
mans* "Merry Makers."
offered to the Keith, bookers this
LOEVV BOOKING BRISKLY.
week. George Munroe was reported
LU_.
as engaged for the forthcoming
Disregarding Opposition Talk and
Wintergarden show.
Issuing 30- Week Blankets.

-

>

The Loew circuit, amid the many
rumors of vaudeville opposition for
next season, is going along on an
even keel and is giving out blanket
contracts in the usual way.
Acts are given 30-week blankets,
and Jake Lubin, general manager of
the Loew booking offices, states that
they^kre having no trouble in gettings acts to accept them at this
time.

MISS

who closed hep
season in vaudeville has started pro*
ductlon of a vaudeville vehicle for

Max Hoffmann, Jr., and a young wo*
man from the "Midnight Frolic."

1

The turn

production work
done by Miss Hoffman other than
for her own use.

In fact, efforts along this line

The opening

ham

theatre

BILL.

Summer
stalled at tho

W. STAND.

Hamilton and

Jeffer-

*

Dan Simmons

of the Keith office

books both theatres.
Lansing Opening, April

21.

Chicago, April 13.
The. opening of the Stram". Lansing, Mich., the star theatre of the

which have had a last half lay off
between Dallas and Oklahoma City
will be booked into Ardmore after
1

Butterfield Circuit, has been post*
poncd to April 21. It will b»> !»**
augurated with considerable ceremony by the local vaudeville

half in the former city.

DULUTH'S AMATEUR NIGHTS.

—

Policy and Bills.
policy will be in-

tures.

The Loew southern road shows

Duluth. April 13.
Amateur nights are to be revived
attempt a revival
to
Grand,
at the
The tirst night will
of patronage.
be this Friday, when amateurs are
to be given their opportunity between acts of the regular bill.
Stanley Brown, who assumed tinmanagement Of the house last week
made the announronn nt

13.

lay 16, when the houses will
revert to split weeki. The Hamilton will play six acts and pictures,
the Jefferson eight acts and pic*

son

Palace. Ardmorc, Oklahoma,
will be added to the books of the
Loew circuit commencing April 21,
playing the Loew shows two and a
half days tho last half of the week.

first

April

The summer

The

the

111.,

Leon F. George, son of Frint
George, the Chicago booker, has
been handling the Majestic.

man-

aged by Danny Simmons and Chris
Kgan was as follows: Howard's
Ponies, Miller and Capman, Paul
Decker Co., Pressler and Klais, Clayton and Edwards and Nonette.
It has not been decided, definitely,
whether the house will remain open
throughout the summer or not.
S.

first

Waukegan,

for the new Ford(Keith) set for yes-

NEW LOEW

the

Maurice Zelechower, manager of
the Orpheum here, has taken over
the Majestic on a five-year lease.
Both houses will run vaudeville and
pictures, three a day.
Improve*
ments will be made in the Majestic*

bill

terday (Thursday) booked and

is

TAKES OVER OPPOSITION.

dotted up.

FORDHAM'S OPENING

HOFFMAN AND SON

Gertrude Hoffman

have met with more prompt response than formerly and the books
for next season are pretty well

officials.

Fred

Roche

at

Keith's

Boston.

Boston. April

JULIAN ELTINGE

Fred

NEW

At pa lack.
YORK, this week (April 11), and resorting to tho vernacular
Up of
ludcviUe, "a veritable riot."
Maryland, Baltimore (April 25);
Keith's. Philadelphia (April 18);
Keith's, Boston (May 9).
Riverside, Now York (May 2);

RETT H XING TO BROADWAY, NEXT FALL,

IN

A PRODUCTION.

.

the acts formerly handled by Joseph

day.

$6,000

the

Brooklyn.

street,

tomarily.

Among the Keith officials attending the opening were J. J. Maloney
and E. C. Lauder.

CLOSE,

Roche,

one

known newspapermen

of
in

the
this

13.

bestcitji

has accepted a position as !»» s3
agent of the Keith houses here.
Rocho is a live wire, capable 0J
producing the results if allowed a
free hand.
«*

-

'
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PUBLISHERS TURN

SHUBERTS ALLIED WITH FAMOUS

DOWN

MONTH'S SIX BEST SELLERS

KRESS STORES' PROFFER

INCORPORATE TO SELL SCORES
and J. J. Shybert, Directors of Newly
Formed Tama Co. Will Sell All Music of Foreign Plays Controlled by United.

)onnick

—

The Shuberts, together with the
^United PlaysT'Inc, a subsidiary of
Famous Players, are backing a
music publishing concern known as
the Tama Music Publishing Corporation. H. D. H. Connick and J. J.

RINGL1NGS SHIP FIRST

ELEPHANTS TO EUROPE

ghubert are reported to be principal
figures in the newly formed corIt is tho purpose of the
poration.
new concern to publish all the music
of the scores which the Shuberts are
producing in conjunction with the
United, and includes Oscar Strauss's
The lAst Walts," Walter Kollo's
tousle set to Sir James Barrie's book
as "Phoebe of Quality Street."
Jean Gilbert's "The I^ady in Ermine,"

Part of Agreement Covering

Hagenbaok Animals.

With the sending of four elephants to the Hagen backs at Hamburg last Saturday, the - Kinglings
established for the first time the
mown
trans-shipment of big animals to
"Love in Snow," "The Rose of Stain
Europe. Up to the time of the war
boul." and "Miss Puck."
Hamburg was the wild animal cenA certificate of incorporation was ter for the world. Most
of the eleftled in Albany the latter part of
VasU week, the figure being quoted phants either died or were killed of
necessity during the struggle and a
at $150,000.
It is understood tho new concern
part of the agreement between John
will probably undertake the publishRingling and the Hagenbacks when
ing of all other music directly conthe former recently bought a major
irolled by the Shuberts, and that
hereafter with few exceptions tho part of the Hamburg outfit for this
tormer concerns with whom the Shu- season's Rlnglings, B. & R. circus
berts dealt with in this connection,
was that the
elephants be sent over-

will no longer be allied.

A

report

current with the
although a bonus

new
was

seas.

Tn reply to a decision by the Kress
chain of retail stores to sell popular music at a flat rate of 27* cents,
the music publishers arc of the opinion they cannot possibly deal with
them as far as the really big hits
are concerned. For one thing, the
jobbers are turning down Kress' orders where a "special" price under
the usual 18 cents wholesale is
asked for. The publishers individually are taking care of their end
to suit themselves.
But the consensus of opinion prevails that 30 cents is the ideal retail price, wholesaling as heretofore
at from 18 to 20 cents a copy, and
even higher in the cases of production hits. But for the average pop
hit, a publisher expends 2 cents per
copy for the cost of manufacture
and 8 cents on the average for exploitation. This does not take Into
consideration the 2 to 3 cents
authors' royalty, totaling the cost
per copy to the publisher around 12
or 13 cents. He figures he cannot
go under 18 cents to tho trade and

i

*an

nN

(

;,-,

man

All

.'o

"My Mammy" still remain the country's biggest
On the whole, sheet music is selling in better

quantities.

u;sual.

as Irving Berlin, Al. Planta-

began

their

'

N. Y.

BOOKINGS SEPARATED

Keith Managers to Route In and Out
of Metropolis Meeting Wednesday

—

Keith booking managers held their
meeting for the routing of
for next season Wednesday.
The meetings will be continued
weekly from now on.
An effort will be made next season to route nets in such a manner
that certain acts will not be playing
in New York so consecutively as to
become stale, as occurred the season just ending.
The time if possible will take an
act from a New York house to an adjacent city, Philadelphia, Boston or
Washington, and then back for a
first

acts

MUSIC SALES BRISK.

|

Plenty of Hits in Market and Public
Interested.

Tom Moore, of the Crown Music
a leading jobbing house, Is
authority for the statement that the
Co.,

music "slump" has departed and
that this month's business is on as
high a par as any April month's
turnover.
The reason advanced is
the large number of hits on the
market just now, with practically
every

publisher^ boasting

a

brisk

^\

seller.

So numerous are the songs in demand that one can.iot easily pick
any limited group as standing out
above the others. Heretofore, only
week intervening as far as possible. the best few of the published songs
seemed
so
to attract
Price prohibited
become
Vaudeville theatres have
numerous in the metropolis an act the sales of other stuff at SO cents.
Rut the favorable sales either
playing the. New York house conseprove that 'all of the two dozen
cutively soon becomes familiar.
Doubling is another item that will really big sellers are quality song
receive the attention of the booking or that the public has become edumen and will not be practised unless cated into paying 30 cents a copy.
absolutely necessary and in emer.

gencies.

OBJECTS TO CIRCUS.
—»»e»

CIRCUS ACROBAT KILLED
Ernest Lane Has Accident

Indianapolis

Bsr

Man Asks

Court

to

Sells-Floto.

Prac-

in

.Indianapolis.

tice.

Chicago, April 13.
Ernest Lane, crack flyer with the
Family, doing the feature return act with the Sells-Floto at the
Coliseum, died Friday from injuries
sustained that morning during prac-

Ward

last

who

returned

week from England.

VETO WOULD BAR CIRCUS.

April

111.

Pert Cool, who owns property
near West Washington street and
Belmont avenue, where the Sells Floto circus is billed to show lain
in the month, has filed suit for in junction to prevent location there
He charges the circus will cause
him property loss because of offensive odors, noises and the bringing of alleged dangerous and offen*
sive persons into the neighborhood.

0E0.

WIRTH ARRIVES

George Wirth of toe Wirth Brothers enterprises of Australia arrived
in

New York

last

week accompanied

around the world has taken an
apartment and will remain in New
York for several months.
Mr. Wirth is seeking nuv<
for his circus and amusement ven
!i

Hsrrisburg Objects to Presence on lutes in the Antipodes. He is put
chasing considerable equipment. M«
Memorisl Dsy.
is also buying animals here, because
liarrisburg, Pa., April 13.
Ilarrisburg Post, No. 27, Ameri- of the passing of the Kuropeon marcan Legion, has adopted
resolu- ket
tion requesting the City Council to
refuse permission to any Circus Of
to exhibit here on Memorial
Day. The Kingling circus was here

Falls

show

Circus.

May.

on

will be

Si,

IS20,

here

May

and

into effect

In

BR00NES'

LUCAS
NEW

PALACE,
Miss
1

1

u

I

VORK,

\KZ mi>a-s.s
.

I

form.
Keith's.

*nd

of

"An

An

Classic" at

the

•

;in>

of grace

woman

on the American siage toda\ in
strength, suppleness and beauty of face

*

Philadelphia,

MANWARING.

nexi

*

ek

(April

IH.i

It

for

would go

»22

TAB REHEARSING.
Lew

Strauss.

Martin Brooms has formed a vaudetheir
ville producing organization,
first effort to ho a 12 people musical

and INEZ

1921 presenting
this wi k (April M >.

Venus

combined qualities

the
.-

;'i.«l

(

In association with

MISSUKINEZ
The Apollo

1

year

this

SO.

The ruling asked

house manager,

or the old school.

"Bright Ryes" and
sheet music sellers.

the aerial performer,

NEAR DEATH.

a

I

same turn, was killed at that time. by his wife, secretary and maid. The
She was the wife of Tom Herbert, party, which is on a two year trip

street

becoming

"Humming."

show where the circus opened Saturday.
Lane did a double somersault
from the trap to the net at the end
of the act and miscalculated. Eddie
Ward, owner of the act, was injured
in the wreck of the HagenbackWallace show at Gary, Ind., three
years ago, and Jennie Ward, of the

formerly manager of

vious to

"Without You."

"I Used to Love You 3i
Over Now."
"O-H-l-O."

Wolfe Gilbert got his start as
song writer and vocalist in Coney
This is not Mtisland cabarets.

Top

day morning. The last rites of
the
Jurch were administered, .left' pre-

"My Mammy."

tice at the big

ami recently assistant
,()
Hi
manager at the Grcenpoint,
s reported
nl
death's .door MonY"
*_':',»

8HEET MUSIC.

ROLLS.

Kind Treatment."

L.

dosi, Fred. Fischer, etc.,

now »t the Coliseum for 16 days
opened to big business. Since then
»t has gone
poorly.
n li a poor entertainment and
n °t up to past grade.

J*fl Catlati,

"Look for the Silver Lining."
"I'm Gonna Do It If I Like It."

par.

Chicago, April 13.
'I'lio
Bells-BiotO Circus under the
Ballard - Muggivan
management

the

I

(Oh Myl Oh)."
"I Went to Go to the Land Whrre
the Sweet Daddies Grow."

"Bright Eyes."
"Over the Hill."

to Song Writer
at Stauch's.

SELLS-FLOTO OFF.

JEFF CALLAN

•

"OHIO

"Crooning."
"I'm Missin' Mammy's Kissin'."
"I Found a Rose in the Devil's
Garden."'
"Nobody's Rose."

Crowd Host

This means that the usual
18 cents trade price will have to be
cut and may hasten the already
considered question of generally reducing the selling price of sheet
music from the prevalent 30 and 35
cent* to "two bits" or even less.

Away — Poor

Me 2"

of

Picking the six best sellers in sheet music this month is a ticklish
proposition, and in fairness to the several other brisk sellers the following should be mentioned as in a class with the "bit" songs: "Do
You Ever Think of Me," "Ain't We Got Fun," "I Never Knew," "Old
Irish Mother," "Caresses," "Love Bird," "Make Believe," "Dream of
Your Smile," "I Found a Rose," "Scandinavia," "Maxle." "Little
Crumbs of Happiness," "Vamping Hose," "Lasjr Mississippi,"
"Pining," and "Rose," and possibly six or eight others of a similar

ingly.

Chicago

"You Oughts See My Baby.

"Happy Hottentot."
"Remember Me."

'

Q. R. 8.
Little

Then."

"Rosie. H

H*smi KnavK."

"A

The S. H. Kresa Co., syndicate
store dealers, has circulated a letter to the music publishers advising
them that they have placed a 25
cents top limit as the retail price
of their music and suggesting they
Ax their wholesale figures accord-

in

"Now and

Billy."

"Valse Erica."
"Saxophobia."

engagement.

Opening

"Humming."

"Lady

"Love Bird."

MAY FORCE REDUCTION

Good

"Love Bird."

"Sally."

"Bright Eyo«."

CONEY DINES GILBERT.

1

H. Krtee eV Co. Set 25 Cents
at Their Music Price.

"Humming.

"Do You Ever Think

careers likewise.
This week Gilbert is appearing at
Henderson's theatre and Tuesday
evening the waiters from the various cabarets, the barkers from the
concessions, the "hot dog" vendors,
etc.. including also the proprietors,
Louis Stauch. Paddy flhea, Tony
Kelly, .Toe Perry, in fact, the entire
clan got together and gave Gilbert
a theatre party. The whole lower
floor and boxes were reserved. After
theatre they all went to Stauch's
where tables were spread.
"Wolley" was toasted and roasted.
Music was furnished by a combination of Ernest DeBondy, leader of
Henderson's, and S. K. Valdez. leadwas ill, the management feared it er of Stauch's. The police "tasted
would
not
survive.
glasses and' didn't recognize the
the
WIRTH'S MAIN DATES.
Though it was announced that brand.
Two Weeks with Circus Then Back the Ringling show was again top
Elsler at Akron Casino.
at 33 this season, the scale is actual
to Vaudeville.
Akron, O., April 13.
ly a little under that of last year
O. L. Klsler. former manager of
The booking of May Wirth and here. Tickets sold at 33, include
House here, has
Opeia
Grand
the
war
tax,
whilo
the
last year the
the Wirth Family with the Walter
That applies to" taken over the management of
I* Main's show is for two weeks tickets were 33.30.
only, and takes in the Long Island the $2.50 tickets which now include Summit Beach Casino, in the park
tour of one nighters, starting May the tax, as against $2.75 for the of that name. It will offer musical
comedies, opening Memorial Day.
An offer of 13 same tickets last season.
23 at Hempstead.
weeks was rejected by the Wirths.
The equestrienne star starts on
her next season's vaudeville time
July 4.
The bookings, however,
will stop August 29, when the turn
will start eastern fair' engagements
and then resuming vaudeville.
The six weeks of fair dates involve 313,OOO v or more than 32,000

S.

"Bright Eyes."

"}

exist in business.

Island

"My MammV."

"Rose."
"Tip Top."

Switching of the program at Madproject is.
Offered by Feist in six figures for ison Square Garden by the Kin4he publishing rights to the, six glings now have the elephants folmn.i il works to be produced, the lowing the wild animal turns which
Shuberts did not avail themselves open the show. The sea lion turns
of the inducement.
have been placed back in the show
It is probable that the offices of and a number of changes in the ridthe Tama concern will be established ing displays have been made.
One
jp the same building on 45th street new turn has been added, it being
£rom which the Shuberts are going the Erretto Troupe which recently
to operate the "Shubert Vaudeville landed from Germany.
Exchange."
"John Daniel," the gorilla, is easily
William C. Phillips, at present the star feature of the show from
associated with United and formerly an
advertising
standpoint.
and
manager of J03. W. Stern & Co., "John" is getting practically the
'will take charge of the new enterentire attention of the outfit's press
prise.
department. Last week the animal

for each

COLUMBIA RECORDS.

VICTOR RECORDS,
Chain Retailers* 25
Cent Sales Idea.

Decline

bonked by

HUCHES

n«w in rehearsal. The piece
be known as "Moonlight." and
was written bj Broones and Strauss.
The latter Is a former theatrical
newspaper and publicity man. more
lutteii> associated with the Goodman << Hose Music Co.'s profea-

CARNIVAL AFFRAY.
Kansas City, April
report here from Qeanratomi
Kansas, a little town fifty miles
south of this city, "Ralph Wilson,
30 years old, was shot and killed
following an alleged gambling game
in
a car of the Patterson-Kline
show train here last night."
"Several arrests have been mad<
but the, slayer has not been identified.
Wilson was the Janitor of a
school here and was married."
I

lob,
will

!

ioo.il

y

i.ifi.

.

.

I

A

BERT SAVOY BETTER
llert
<

I

t

Savoy
of

the

who was

oul

"Greenwich

i.i*

of

VHHm

Kollics" In Boston due to trouhl"
with his eyes, returned this w<
Bobbie Beaumont pin) ed the s
olo white ho was out.
i

i
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VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDIN<
!

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
Chicago. April 13.
society turnout with capacity
that
can be chalked up
business
to Florence Walton's credit as a
headliner. Miss Walton ia dancing
at the new Drake Hotel with two
male partners. She brought to the
theatre both of thorn, including her
own orchestra. The orchestra and
partners ajMM&roril v*»ry amateurish
and gave the impression of it being their first appearance on a
stage. Miss Walton danced divinely and showed two frocks that

A

spoke French.
No matter how inferior Miss
Walton's orchestra played or appeared they easily showed their
superiority over the musicians of
This
Majestic house orchestra.
played like one of the worst orchestras in any of the Orphcum houses
and many an act has blamed a flop,
and rightly, on their playing. They
successfully succeeded in making
Donald Kerr and his act look like
small timers, besides effacing the
smile from Kerr's face. In his solo
dance the tempo was so slow that
it made Kerr look as if he were
standing still, but with all this a
corking gooil show was unfolded
and everyone got money's worth,
even the reviewers who had to pay
their

war

tax.

Booth and Nina, in their combination of bicycle riding and banjo
playing, quickly got the attention
and held it throughout their routine.
Jean Boydell makes an acceptable
appearance and works
hard throughout her offering. When
she strips from boy to girl she
flashes a nimble pair of heels with
some fast, energetfc, eccentric
steps.
Mjss Boydell appears very
satisfied with herself. Kerr, with
bis lady friends, gave them a touch
of girl-act. The patrons at first
refused to limber up, but when it
got down to Kerr's dancing he just
forced them to sit up and pay homThere was what seemed a

age.

five-minute wait to get the stage
set for Mrs. Gene Hughes and her

company

of

unfolded

a comedy

enough

for

sterling

She

players.

sketch

clean

home consumption and

bright enough for vaudeville digestion.
Anger and Packer, with a
fresh bunch of likeable hoak gagged
and kidded their way into a gentle

When

Miss Packer sang her
"Sweet Papa" song they all yelled
for more.
Miss Walton, assisted by Leon
"Leitrim and Alexander Vlad, also
hit.

Roy Wilson's orchestra, received an
ovation. The orchestra played an
entire selection and they breezed
into a Viennese waltz and then into
a fox-trot. Another selection from
the orchestra, then a Parisian tango
step.
Though Miss Walwas scheduled for a solo dance,
not materialize. She easily

and a one
ton
it

did

too dancer while she Is making changes.
this
in
Friedlander's melodies
Miss
Further,
go up and down.
sound familiar; when they aren't
Gordon's dialect is natural and not familiar of anyone else they're fahimself.
Friedlander
acquired, and when she steps out miliar
of
of her character it is the give- The staging and conception of the
away and in reflection it takes away turn, however, are snappy and origsome of the impression of her ut- inal, and there is an unexpected
postscript laugh and punch when
terly kosher Jargon.
Miss
greatest back again before the drop.
the
••Lullaby"
isn't
sketch of the day or even of its Terry romped into favor and danced
kind, but it is probably about *rhat off to a pronounced impression and
The child has a
ile doctor Ordered to irjiroducc the vigorou*! success.
suddenly famous Miss Gordon to limitless musicai comedy future,
English -speaking audiences. She is and again vaudeville is sure to connot versatile, but she is wholesome, tribute to the more costly boxLait.
and. like con.ed-beef and cabbage offices a ready-made star.
(or In this case it should be salami
and eggs), she combines the two
STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO.
elemental qualities of stage expresChicago, April 13.
sion: low comedy and low tragedy.
The
full house was good naturcd,
vim
She tears scenery with that
typical of the Yiddish drama, and jovial and responsive and every wise
Zeraater
she gets thick laughs on slender crack was gobbled up.
material.
Only one real laugh is and Smith went through a triple
few
unbar
routine.
A
horizontal
she
when
are
in the lines; the rest
Ufres Yiddish words. For her hand- funny lines "elevates" this act out
Lottie
of
the,
class.
Bert
and
dumb
stuff
trk
old
the
wringings she has
If si
is to Waltdri danced three times faster
of the melo school.
endure in va .deville she will prob- than the orchestra could play. Yet
ably lean more toward comedy, they worked hard as ever and
illuminating it with a bit of pathos. cashed in for substantial returns.
She drew solid applause coming and Harry Holman assisted by two girls,
paniced them with his spicy humor
going.
Harry J. Conley romped away that never missed. The sketch is
with the surprise hit, assisted by well presented drawing many cur-

through

polite

,

applauding

and

Is

to stop entirely as curtains

»

Naomi Kay, a healthy girl with apThis
ways.
looks and
pealing
neatly eccentric costume, make-up
comedian
hoakum
individual
and
never lost a man, woman or child
for a moment. There Isn't a great
deal to the material in discussion of
it, but there's a world of deep and
walloping comedy in the hearing of
it— at? dealt by Conley. It he sold
the turn to someone else for $5 he'd
swindle his customer out of $4. except for the delicious trick finish;
but to him and Miss Ray it's worth
a fortune, because it is for them
and of them. Conley tore them

tains. Hunting and Francis opened
to their flower shop drop, with lots
Somehow the material did
of pep.

not strike the crowd's funny bone.

talent ar.d wardrobe. They opened
Chinese costume for a number, and
then take to the piano and violin, a
violin soio by one girl, then a violin
and pi'ino duet, a piano solo while

the other girl makes a change for
her Clypsy number, using a gypsy
drop for a background. A Jazz number followed, which completed this
splendid offering. Good for any spot.
Johnson and Parson, two colored
men in songs, stories and piano
play«ng,
ran through the usual
brand of colored t-iueriahuro.'ut. going over for big returns.
Jules
Held's 'TSehool Days" closed, four
girls and five boys.
Extracts from
different school acts seen around
hero for many years nave been
slapped together for a "book." Instead of the old reliable bladder they
utilize a wet sponge aimed at the
silly kid for comedy.
The girl occupying the first bench makes frantic efforts at comedy and goes in
for everything, and tries to "hog"
every piece of business in the act.
She does not sing and has only one
line to read.
The harmony singing
of tho four boys was the one redeeming feature of the act. For a
finish they came out in "one," walking across the stage for bows. The
cigarette bit by the silly, with the
drop
moving .back and forth,
brought a few snickers.

FIREPROOFING RULES

"GO"

into their act of

seemed more

Chicago, April

ment

,

walked away with the honors of the
bill.
William Mandel and Co.
showed their versatility by both
opening and closing irt "one." Opening in "one" to give them a chance
to char the preceding act and set
th< ir own, closing in "one" to give
them a chance to set the following
act.
Mandel got to 'em quick, and
though many of the audience were
ready to leave after Miss Walton's
appearance, they were forced to sit
through one of the funniest acrobatic novelties on the two-a-day.
Bert Clark and Flavia Arcaro delivered a laughing hit. Miss Ar- A baseball d; ice effort for an encaro proved a great "Hamilton" for core seemed wasted and let it down.
Rert Clark's tomfoolery, besides Clayton and Lennio reported sick
having appearance and voice. Bee- probably affected witli Number 2
man and Grace had more than the fever; replaced by Texas Walker
ordinary closing act, but there were and Warne, a regulation ropefew who stayed to find this out.
twister and regulation girl assistant
'

in

a

feminine counterpart

of

and sings. Little Lord Roberts has
a Christmas shop drop in "two."
With the women and children he

made a

hit,

both with his miniature

and method of working.
Ward and Raymond banged over
Ward has
at 60 miles an hour.
his {many tricky ways of getting at the

this

to Variety with

|

1

1;

and pharaphemalia shall
have been treated! with a paint
or chemical solution which shall
ery

same

"Some years ago we adopted
a compromising rule to the effect
that instead of insisting on having those delicate fabrics treated
directly with fire-resisting solution, we would accept and pass
them if fully backed with a
denim backing thoroughly
treated as required for ordinary scenery.
"These acts are booked into
some of our Chicago theatres,
principally

seems a hardship after their
arrival, apparently in ignorance

and regulations, to
require them to do one of four
things, namely: either fireproof
the fabrics, provide the fireproofed backing, show with
house or borrowed scenery, or
cancel their engagement.
"This is to notify you that
on and after Monday, April 18,
1921, the ordinance and rule
above referred to will be enforced absolutely."
of our laws

principal dancer with Ruth
St.
Denis, has the assistance of five
tcrpsichoreans and a woman

advance

information a lot was exof Miss Humphreys and
even with this class of audience she
extracted solid applause. Her girls
work in unison, but the smallness
of this stage handicapped them.
They work in a eye of gray. The
piano player is too emotional while
giving the tempo to the orchestra.
Two dances executed by Miss
Humphrey are jewels.
billing

pected

PALACE, CHICAGO.

ARTIST STUDIO

&

&

ULLIVAN

MERCHANT TAILORS
1

Balaban

HENRY

ART

EIER

size

futurist cowboy clothes.
The girl 'crowd. His facial expressions crewas so nervous she all but passed a'ed howls. Only one remark proved
Chicago, April 13.
^he sang a ballad in the offensive. That is the bit about
out.
Vera Cordon packed the upper middle of the act that was even "ham and eggs." It is not necessections.
The main floor was not sadder than the lyric-writer in- sary to the act and might be cut
Stratford Comedy Four is a
full.
Miss Cordon did very well tended it. The man kept it alive out.
until her curtain speech. That was with hard lasso-spinning, though he school act of the type growing exlamed by a number of things, not- made many a miss; finished fair, tinct. They harmonize finely and
ably the speech itself, in which the and here, also, too much retching a different manner of working will
bring them into higher favor. Rice
personal pronoun predominated and for bows.
and Gibson and Betty
the recently elevated vaudeville star
Sheila Terry copped the class and Elmer
admitted that she was popular. honors of the afternoon and left no not seen at this show.
Further, there had been two or question of the result.
The little
three curtains too many before the miss was a hit from the first
ACADEMY, CHICAGO.
final one, which always leaves an dimpled eyeful to the final animated
Chicago, April 13.
aud'ence embarrassed, as it Is curtain bow. She is so full of life
An all-around good bill, with the
that she sizz'es. She looks not unof one act, Violot and
exception
like Norma Talmadge and dances
Universal Scenic
Lois, the class on the bill walked
several styles of varied stuff dainthonors and tied up the
She has some off with all sailor's
ily
and dizzily.
knot.
Hart and
show in a
pointed affectations of talk, but in
Krar.cls, a two-men hoop, jugKlinK
8uite 626, State-Lake Theatre Bldg.
song her diction is effective and of and rolling turn, went fair until
advantage to what she is singing they tried the hat bit; and there
ILL.
about. Harry Peterson and Morris they flopped.
Ruth and Pardons
It rohtn you no more to fet the newt in
Uoyd, in her BUpport, far surpassed were next. The girl opens with a
design* and norkmaiiMliip. Why experi"*
the usual first aides to a single "kid" number of ancient vintage
ment ?
;«nd is followed by the man, who
An old burlesque
is her "sweetie."
bit of splitting the money 70-30 is
<l..ne with the Rhort end going fo
the man. A medley of songs by the
man, a variety of steps by the girl
and a squabble of chicken talk by
i!i<" pair, conrluded the turn.
JOK IIF.N.S J. J. KOSKNTII \f, ROULO TIMI'OM
KATII KUINK OSTKKM \\
Walsh and Hand, a man and wornSOKMAN FIKI.O.
an of the concert school, opencl
Next Door to Colonial Theatre.
30 W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO with a series of comic opera nunIn is.
"Tha,t Irish Mother of Mine,"
a
by the man was well rendered,
"ST.
selection from "II Trovatnre," l,y
505
516 N. Clark Street
Madison St. the woman and taken up by the
man in the au<li< nee, went for a
smashing hit. By way of diversion
Thoroughly modern.
Single, without bath, $9.00 and Up.
the male member announced he
Nevwly furnished.
Double, without bath. $12.00 and Up.
would sing a popular number using
Convenient to all theatres.
$12.00 and Up.
Single, with bath,
"Feather Your Nest," which comFree rehearsal hall.
$16.00 and Up.
Double, with bath,
pleted their offering.
Then c.-im«Violet and Lois, two sweet looking

vaudeville

in

houses, some for a week and
some for only a few days. It

girl

TO VAUDEVILLE.

RIVIERA

,

be ruinous.

and Mexican border. Then talk
takes place between a "Mex" who
does a Hebrew comic, funny to say,
and a U. S. inspector. Mediocre
from the first to the last line spoken.
Miss Doris Humphrey, late

this

t

to be fireproofed without

"We are experiencing considerable trouble with acts using

to

With

.

and

velvet, plush and other delicate
fabrics, some trimmed with sil-~
ver, gold* and tinsel, the users
of which claim the application
of fire-resisting solutions would

S.

player.

)

•

delay.

enunciate more
clearly. As it is her voice is good,
but it is hard to understand her.
The man acts as an understander
for the juvenile's acrobatic antics.
Burkhart and Roberts were the
disappointment of the bill. They
work before a drop showing the U.

piano

strch treated

approved by the
of Fire Prevention and
Safety, and if found to
be inflammable he shall require

when singing, but that makes it
The woman dresses lavishand sings. She should make a
effort

non-inflammable, nor
scenery and
paraphernalia has been

•'

it

unless
stage
tested
Chief
Public

cuter.

better

depart-

bulletin
a request that the
published,
setting

following
be
players ,and managers right on what
to officially expect:
"Attention is called to Para* -tgi
graph (c) €4 of the City OrdU
nance, as follows:
"No scenery, draperies or
stage paraphernalia of any sort
shall be used upon tho stage of
any theatre unless* such scen-

make

ly

The fire
week issued a

alleged for years.

WEST ENGLEW00D, CHICAGO.

ly

13.

^Chicago fin -piooflug" has !on$
been a puzxle, a problem and a
nuisance to vaudeville acts and
road shows. Graft has been openly

punching bags. It certainly have mastered difficult
a gym than a things. Master Karhl. lisps slight-

—

Clear,

Ultimatum.

in

like

vaudeville act, but what brought
the curtains was the rapidity with
which the duo hit the bag. Bisset t and Scott are the two dancers
that can dance, but the lack of
Zuhn and Dreis, two huskies In showmanship by both maffes their
spoken back-and-forth of the old- work monotonous.
They should
stylo variety act type, made 'em cultivate personality for they don't
howl. Brazen voices, longshoremen even smile, nor have they poise.
make-ups and murderous exaggera- They frown and look angry all the
Samuels, assisted by Daisy
tions of speech mark this pair. No- time.
body can resist laughing. Nobody Jennings and "Dad" Salsbliry, went
did.
Hit.
Kate Kllnore and Sam nicely with their sketch. Samuels'
Williams, with still another kind of individual work was the outstanding
He is comical, pathetic
rough-stuff laugh turn, followed all feature.
the rest and doubled 'em up with and impressive in turn. The many
received were well
curtains
they
Madisons and Kate's
their Jim
wind-mill execution against Sam's earned.
and company (male,
Norah
Allen
Miller
and
smooth support. Levan
closed
to
a good hold- in and piano player), did not deliver. She
classical song cycle
straight
offers
a
applause.
For some reaJOd and Mack Williams, indus- in a pleasing voice.
applause
was the only
scattered
son,
opened
dancers,
trick
tap
and
trious
the show In "one," not evidencing response she got. Kahn and Boone
threw
it into'high but slowed down
entitle
would
them
to
a
that
much
The male is a funny
stronger position on the best time. to second.
They took too many exits for con- fellow, but a serious moment now
bring him bigger
would
then
and
centrated effect in the spot, ut two
dresses nicely
or three times got hefty applause. returns. The woman

CHICAGO

Made

Attitude

Official

Chicago. April 13.
The dancing bit made up for it and
The house is beautiful and operbrought them back for bows. Imhof. Conn and Coveene always has ates on a feature picture and five
Frawley
and always will register a hit of act, split- week, policy.
a show. Here the trio was a knock- and West, upright bar workers,
the feature picture and
out.
It was a hard spot that Bert followed
The
Fitzgibbons occupied, but Bert can performed without a hitch.
follow any headliner, drawing-card man of the team sometimes takes
bring his time to acknowledge applause
or show-stopper and yet
home the bacon. He did it. "An and this slightly detracts from the
Artistic Treat," a posing act, pre- impression they might have left.
sented many of the finest poses King and Gilson, two men, appeared
seen hereabouts for many a moon. in tuxedos and raised a racket. The
open with laughs whenever he
boys
syncopate,
harmonize and
moved or spoke, and, after the acted
"kid" through one number. They
RIALTO, CHICAGO.
finish, when it went to the scenie
have tenor voices that blend best
after-bit and it wavered a moment
Chicago. April 13.
in the final song, a mixed classic.
on the verge of an anti -climax, that
Maurice Samuels, Ward and Ray- Popular songs and two specialties
pulled out and topped the main mond and
Lord Roberts comprise their routine, accepted
Little
event; so Conley and Miss Ray shared the competitive "hit" honors. here with
open arms.
Clifford
came back for plenty of acknowl- Each brought laughs, curtains and Wayne Trio,
featuring
Master
edgment, thoroughly earned and applause. Jean and Arthur Kelly Karhl, rang the bell
with everyfervently given.
are a crackerjack opener and sailed thing they offered. These Indians
long
absent,
Golden,
Claude

whizzed over a powerful hit, too.
The skill of this man as a manipulator is more than uncanny it's
ghastly.
His straight man toiled
faithfully and Golden had no worries with his surprises and laughs.

W

o

I

UK pkoi kssion

610 State-Lake Bldg.

Chicago,
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Katz Entering With Big
House.

There
Chicago, April

IS.

&

The

Riviera, Balaban
Katz's
North Side picture palace, will go
into vaudeville and pictures next
year. This house, until a year ago,
was considered the most beautiful
picture theatre in the United States,
but with the building up of the
North Side the seating capacity has

Is

Only

ONE

been found inadequate and a new
picture will be built, seating 4.500.
This will give the Balaban & Katz
firm a house in every section of the
city,

including the downtown, which

will

conclude the building activities

of this firm.

MAYBELLE
SMART SHOP
LENORE BERNSTEIN
fcoom 503

modi8tr

145 N. Clark StrMft

CHICAGO,

43

DO YOU KNOW

"PETE"

WELL, TAKE OUR WORD, HE

WE

SOLICIT

Chicago
190 N.

YOUR PATRONAGE

iriris

with an abundance of luoks,

STATE

ST.

Phone Randolph 3393

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED

CANT BE BEAT

HOTELS
REGIS"
"MARION"""
CHICAGO
W.
PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY RATES
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"POSING ROOMS IN THE COUNTRY
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ACTS
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« J SCENERY
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-
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STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

"MARY" BEATS TINNEY.

CHICAGO OPERA IN

Of Rival

Openings,

CRITICAL CONDITION

Takes

IS

Chicago, April

Millionaires

Said to Balk After

Huge Losses.

Of

two simultaneous openings
week, "Mary" at the ColoniaJ "Gertie's Garter" Has Deliand Frank TJnney in "Tickle Me"
cate Touch of Pile Driver,
at the Illinois, "Mary" easily showed
this

her heels to the other opening, both
Chicago, April 13.
in complimentary notices and reregarding grand ceipts.
The Cohan show got the
of this seaopera and the results
critics and received some of the
Opera manage- most flattering
Ion's Chicago Grand
reviews ever given
ment indicate that the existing in this city to a musical comedy.
regime has been a huge failure. It It looks like an all -summer run for
there may
"Mary." Prom the showmen's point
U broadly hinted that opera
after
grand
of
Tinney
show
interest
the
t* no Chicago
this season.
is receiving a great deal of attenAn unofficial but creditable re- tion, being the first Hammerstein
port states that the New York en- attraction in any K. and E. house,
gagement grossed $600,000, but it also coming in after such stars as
was necessary to telegraph the Hitchcock, George White and Ed.
backers for $120,- Wynn had registered phenomenal
local millionaire
It is said business.
Prom the first week's re000 to meet obligations.
and principals port on the Tinney show it does
stars
costly
many
following
quite
compete,
were carried and paid repeatedly not
never gave, "Hitchy-Koo" which closed to $29,for performances they
Martin,
Rtcardo
being
instance
drawing
$22,000.
and
000,
one
who is »aid to have been paid for
each when
10 performances at $600
OFF.
he showed in only one.
The rich Chicagoans are said to
After
Con
Off
withholding ^actual pledges for Chicago Date Called

TANGUAY ON AND

be
next year, as

a result of which all
of Mary Garden's announced enof opera notables for
next year are tentative because the
have so far failed
angels
financial
A plan
to endorse the contracts.
float next
is now in the wind to
inpeople
common
the
year among
stead of looking for the deficit
bagholders in the rich coterie that
has for years made good at the end
of each seanon and has "stood for

gagements

murder."

.

'

I

GUNPLAY

IN

THEATRE.

When Blanchard
Ousted at Capitol.

Davenport Fracas

Davenport, la., April 13.
M. Blanchard, the best known
theatrical figure In this town, owing
to his national activities last season
as a producer of road shows, etc.,
was removed from the Capitol theJ.

atre, of which he had been manager,
by the police, and a revolver was
taken from him.
Blanchard had been given notice
by H. C. Kahl and A. H. Blank, the
Iowa film magnates, that he was
ant. He refused to accept dismissal,
claiming a contract protecting him

Harry Stolte
Des Moines arrived as Blank's
agent and Blanchard and his aides
are said to have forcibly ejected him

against such action.
•f

from the theatre.

The new manager is John L.
Loveridge, formerly of the Strand,
Brooklyn, and Alhambra, New York.

wrarrai honored.

mrs.

SHOW

"GERTIE"

IS.

Critic

dope"

Inside

SPORTS

TOO ROUGH FOR CHI

Show

Cohan

Rait.

firmation.

Says.

Chicago, April
"Gertie's Garter," presented

H. Woods,

13.

by A.

was panned here as

dirty.

Percy Hammond, of the Tribune,
said, "It is merely a rough, drab
lot of premeditated Weariness, dull,
witless,
incoherent,
hysterical,
striving its worst to be wicked and
succeeding only in being guilty."

O. L. Hall, of the Journal, described it as follows:
"It reveals
the delicate touch of the pile driver,
the nimble wit of the porcupine, and
the inventive genius of the missing
link. It is a farrago of vulgar nonSense.
It has insinuations which

you have hoped would never be put
into a play."

Charles Collins, of the Post, de"the motto seems to be,
skin, let the underclothes
fall where they may.'
clared,

'strip to

SOAK CHICAGO CABARETS.
Sliding License Scale

Up

to $2,000

Voted.
Chicago. April

and called

The

all

negotiations

off.

affair will be referred* to the
P. A.

The new fee will be for 150 seating capacity, $150; 300 seating capacity, $750; 500 seating capacity,
$1,000; 800 seating capacity, $1,250;
1,000 seating capacity, $1,500; 1,500
seating capacity, $2,000.

come-back.

Chicago, April 13.
Francis Morey. formerly manager
of the Boston Opera house, Is now

Studebaker

the

MANUFACTURERS

IN

WEST

CHICAGO
OR C'HINKKK FOOD— As VOl

CO.
GOWNS

LARGEST COSTUME

AMERICAN

theatre,

here.

WABASH AVE.

137 N.

Central 1801
IKK

THE BAMBOO INN
I.

IT.

T. V. CIIOV. Mzr.

APPOINTBD »kio IN TUK WORt.n
RinHo— Around !»••• Corner from K»er> « here.
THE RKMIK/VOI S OF THE I'ROI KSMON.

T1TH PINBST
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II.
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«

of the

roaa from Ihe Sherman Hut«-I
N'oxt ilnof »<> tin: Olympic Theul!
" ur floors
west of tuo narrick; sromri ins eornei of the Psiaro
"nan's Grand Oporn Hose*.
ast of Weed's Hml Apollo
Oft* block
On* hlocic Wfsi of iVTve.r** Theatre.
i

«

RAtrrOI.ril ANII

Chicago,

at

Chicago, April 13.
Sale of the site of Cohan's Grand
opera house, one of the few remain-

always noted as a clean liver who
had brains enough to provide
against the day when he would
hang up the gloves and stop blinding opponents with his dazzling
Cleverness.

principal beneficiary.

BALL

CLARK STKKFTV CUM

Af.O

close its regular vaudeville season
May 8. It wllj be entirely redecor-

ated and opened with stock May 29.
The W. V. M. A. will continue to
book this house beginning next

CHICAGO NOTES.
Mr. and Mrs.
for their
Princeton, Wis.

left

The Twentieth Century, a
for

Chicago, April 1.1.
Tne fol lo ing people have been
l»y
the
placed
reorganised
T.
Pcppie
Dwlghi
agency:
(Miss)
Bobby DerSttt and M;irion Davis
with the Litfbtner Sisters and Al<\andcr^Rertie; Lucille Vitcnell, with

has

w

"The

Byes

Budda";

of

been

c.

Meiianson

e

with
girl.
"Oh
Charlotte
Johnson,
at
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Cleveland,
for
v
irv'ntT
k*
two
Post er with
Ernie young'* Merigold Garden Re*
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Primrose s« imon
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'![»[. '-r
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A
ing a f u '"
ihur Conrad nrd fcflUntoeth John*
scenery
being
Is
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21 No. Clark St.

arranging to

CHICAGO
Next Door to

COLUMBIA THEATRIC
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CHICAGO

Such delicious Hungarian-Yiddish food

t

ALEX SCHWARTZ
Triers loo reasonable for the quality, but

r

whv

profit-

ORIGINAL HUNGARIAN RESTAURANT
(Across from tho Cort: next door to Woods' New Apollo;
One short flight up. Welcome !

I

sh'-r.

latest in Men's
Furnishings can be
had at

CONtiNUoyV DANCING AND VAUDEVILLE
FAMOUS CrllCkCrVOINNCUS AND A LA CARTE SERVICE

=

'1

The

to $19 ,000.
is

Ground Fleer.

THk GtHlQlHAL—RAlHBO ORCHESTRA

•

•

WHEN IN CHICAGO
State- Lake Theatre Blda.

.

.

qhorus

'

in

subject

TO THS PROFESSION
Special OUcotint to Perforrorrt

"RAIN
BO GARDENS"
.CLARK AT LAWRENCE

Blanche

Daddj

•

repudiating several

"ELI" ThVJeweler

picture

FRED
ri\LU

Pearl's
Roumanian
Gypsies;
Aiuselie,
prima
Rita
donna, pot Allen, soubret, and Kuth

Karn,

flat

purchased by
and associates

construct a $2.10,000 house in l>enton Harbor. Mich

with

Balgar,

Mabel

$'6r>,000.

w.

Jacob's

(Contlnued on page 21)

Lew Silvers have
summer home in

Jean Gibson left the American
Theatrical Hospital after a severe
illness which kept her confined for
four weeks. She is at her home in
St. Charles, Iowa, to recuperate, reopening her vaudevlllo tour May 1.
theatre,

PEPPLE BOOKINGS.

left

matches the latter had made for
him for which action he has been
barred by the Massachusetts Boxing Commission from appearing in
that State. He is now in the Gibson stable and a story is percolat-

season.

Harrv M. Ortenst*

Morey Manages Studebaker.

NEW YORK COSTUME
COSTUMES

House,

L

managing

MAUD EARL

Opera

Benny Leonard's reluctance to
close for a match with Rocky Kansas has started the weightguessers
buzzing again. Close friends of the
champion are authority for the
statement that Leonard finds the
rigors of training and making the
weight demanded by the state laW
not to his liking, and that he is
seriously thinking of quitting the
ring for good. Leonard is reported
as one of the wealthiest of pugilists,

Jack Johnson, colored, former
heavyweight champion, has signed
a contract with W. A. Andlauer of
V. M
TREASURERS'
Kansas City for the flrst call on
his services, when he is released
Boxofftce
Men Hosts at Record from the United States penitentiary
RIALT0, ELGIN, OPENS.
Gathering.
at Leavenworth.
The papers call
It is estimated that at present
for one picture production of six
Blown Down Last Year, New House there are 450 cabarets in Chicago,
Chicago, April 13.
reels and an exhibition performance.
Finished.
and under the new ordinance this
The Treasurers' Club of Chicago Regarding the Dempsey-Carpentier
will dwindle down to about 100.
biggest
and
finest match the colored ex-champ says,
put
over
the
April
13.
Chicago,
The ordinance does not provide theatrical "affair" in the history of "Let the best man win, and if I
The Rialto theatre, Elgin, threw
for any closing hour, but Chief of the town this week at their annual am given the chance I can whip the
its doors open to the public for the
Police
Fitzmorris ruled that one frolic-dance in the Hotel Sherman winner."
theThis
night.
Monday
first time
main ballroom. The fullest repreatre replaces "the one blown down o'clock was quitting time.
sentation of theatrical folks ever
by a cyclone last Easter, which cost
Benny Valger outpointed Shamus
gathered here attended.
the lives of Sam and Ada Beverly.
O'Brien
at
the
Commonwealth
J.
&
S.
START
"STATE."
The new theatre seats 1,800, is decWalter Blaufuss provided two Sporting Club Saturday.
It was
orated in old rose and gold and is
orchestras, in all more than 80 mu- Valger's llrst start since he placed
considered one of the prettiest the- Loew Vaudeville Will Occupy New sicians, and spotlights of many himself under the management of
House.
$500,000
atres in any of the surrounding
rooms. Billy Gibson and his first bout as a
vast
the
flooded
colors
towns. Sam Tishman will book the
Every star in town was there.
lightweight. Valger started boxing
Chicago, April 13.
house through the W. V. M. A. It
locally under Frank Bagley's handThe first of the chain of outlying
is one of the links in the Frank
ling as a feather.
Bagley took
BADDY SAM KAHL.
Thielen circuit. It will play two- Loew -booked vaudeville houses anWillie
Jackson to the Coast for
•
Chicago, April 13.
split and Sunday shows: The open- nounced recently by Jones, Linick &
bouts
and
Valger
resented
his
Schaefer,
clinched
was
with
the
ing bill consisted of Ward and
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kahl, forced stay
in the metropolis to the
Dooley, Angel and Fuller, and "The signing of * 10-year lease with 15- son, April 9. The father is the head
extent
that
quit
Bagley
he
and
A special year option for the State, a $500,000 booker of the Orpheum junior asked Joe Jacobs to handle his afSpirit of Mardl Gras."
train was run between Elgin and house in the Roseland district.
houses In the west. Mother Is a
fairs.
Jacobs, through clever pubThe original lease is at $40,000 a non -professional.
Chicago to take care of the Chicago
licity and careful match making
year, the option at $50,000.
The
wellwishers.
built
Valger
up to a place where he
house will seat 2,700. Ground was
Danville Turns to otock.
was regarded as Johnny Kllbane's
broken immediately.
IS.
April
Chicago,
most
serious
contender for the
MANAGER AND $5,000 GONE.
The Palace theatre, Danville, will featherweight title. Valger recently
Chicago, April 13.
feet

(German).

Ask:

COHAN-HARRIS CINCH.

The high price for illicit liquor
charged Jay cabaret owners and huge
wrofits they are said to be making,
caused the city council to impose a
same "bill.
The Hamlin estate sublet to CoJenle Jacobs, who handles Miss new set of license fees which, in
Tnnguay's theatrical ventures, was some instances, are higher than han & Harris for $45,000 to $50,000.
those paid when highballs sold at 25 W. B. Warner, the picture star,
to split 5 per cent commission with
Young. After everything was con- cents each. At present. cabarets pay now married to Rita Stanwood, is
Hamlin's widower and the
Mrs.
firmed Lubliner & Trlnz got cold no license.

•

CHICAGO

.

ing joint properties of Cohan and
Harris, revealed that this choice and
profitable house is being rented at
$24,000 a year by the Hamlin estate, with 22 years still to run. The
lot sold for $400,000.

13.

'

Phone: Seelry 3801

'

$24,000 a Year.

OPERA"

«84 0*d«n Ave.

1

Grand

Chicago, April 13.
It seems to be a case of off again
on again, with Eva Tanguay and
Lublinej & Trlnz, local picture men.
After dickering several weeks
through the Ernie Young% agency,
Miss Tanguay was finally prevailed
upon to accept one week at the Senate, at $3,000, with a stipulation no
other act would be allowed on the

i
Chicago, April 13.
A party was given to Mrs. Thomas
Whiffen on the stage of the Princess
theatre by her only rival in point
of service, Mrs. Elizabeth Hudson
Collier.
Mrs. Whiffen was appearing here in "Just Suppose.'*
Mrs.
Collier In "The Bat."
Local society women poured tea
BACK.
Thomas Breskin, manager of the "BEGGAR'S.
iand were entertained by local stage Casino, 68 West Madison street, is
celebrities consisting of Helen Ship- sought by the polioe.
Breskin dis- Unexpected Hit Comes Too Late,
man, Fay Bainter, Harry Beresford, appeared at midnight Sunday, and
'So Quick Return.
Lowell Sherman and many others. about $5,000 of the theatre's funds
Miss Collier is 65, Miss Whiffen is 76. are missing.
.Chicago, April IS.
It is also reported
"The
Beggar's
Opera"
was
that a woman violinist in a downbrought back here to the ShubertChinese
restaurant
disaptown
W. ENGLEW00D IN FILMS.
Central for a run after an absence
peared at the same time.
Chicago, April 13.
of one week. The departure came
The West Englewood theatre,
when business was bad and a week
CHICAGO DIVORCES.
Ascher
picture
Brothers'
new
in Toronto was booked.
Before It
house, which has been playing picChicago, April IS.
could be canceled, patronage had
tures and vaudeville, will go over
Mrs. Johana Kramer filed suit leaped from $240 Monday night to
to a straight picture policy begin- for divorce against Conrad Kramer, $1,650 Saturday night.
ning April 25, with vaudeville only naming Bertha Von Turk. Kramer's
All critics combined in a telegram
Saturday and Sunday, booked by stage name Is William Schubert to the Shuberts asking a return of
the local Pantnges office.
and he plays opposite Miss Von the attraction, and the house was
Turk at the Bush Temple theatre kept dark a week to await the

EUGENE COX
SCENERY
—

The Giants and Yanks will open whether ho will hit big league pitch'
the season with plenty of young "lug is problematical.
Bancroft i
blood in their infield combination. convalescing from a recent operaThe Yanks will start with Fewdter tion and won't be in shape to play
at second base and Ward at the for about two weeks more. "Pep"
Baker is in shape Young is hobbling around on
difficult corner.
and ready to play but will decorate crutches from a wrenched knee.
the bench until Judge Land Is is Young was about to slide into the
satisfied he did no -wrong ja -play- plair- in W2C of- the cxhi*mt<in games
ing with the Upland club of the when some one yelled "stay up."
Delaware Valley League the past Young checked his slide and hustwo seasons. The Delaware league tained a painful injury, later dingharbored several contract jumpers nosed a.s water on the knee. Ho
and other ineligible players. Baker will be out for about a month.
is to explain why he played with
the black sheep.
The dopesters like Cleveland in
The Giants will answer the bell
with Patterson or Monroe at short the American to win with the Giants
favorite in the Nation.
League.
in Bancroft's place, Walker in cenThe dark horses in the American
ter fleld and another newcomer,
the Yanks and St. Lcuis, while
are
Brown, in right. Both of the new
Brooklyn and Pittsburgh in the Naoutfielders played the tail end of
tional the the runnersup.
Clevelast season at the Polo Grounds
land is figured 'above the Yanks
but Patterson has been secured in
a deal with the San Antonio club mainly through Tris Speaker's magnetic leadership and personal valu*
of the Texas League. He Is touted
as a trail blazer. Speaker hit .380
as a mightly sweet fielder but
last scujon.

II

NORTH

HI \itlloi;N STKI.I.T
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BURLESQUE

10

Friday, April. 15,

1;

.1
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TOO COLUMBIA STARS DROPPED |™
«ggF«K
FOR NOT OBSERVING ORDERS

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

10 American Wheel Winners-

LEW KELLY SHOW.

Few Contracts Next Season.

Names Not

Disclosed but Generally

—

Known

— 'Took

Chances" on the Road "Clean" Performances
Imperative, Says Columbia Executive,
The most drastic action thus far
taken by the heads of the Columbia
Amusement Co. in its determination
to clean up burlesque resulted from
a meeting of the directors held last
Thursday. Two stars on the Columbia Circuit, one male and one

BURLESQUE TO HAVE

OWN CREWS AND MUSIC
New

Seafemale, will be dropped from the list Announcement for
after the present season because of
son Made by Both Wheels.
their disregard of the mandate for
strictly clean performances. No perThe statement below was made
son in authority around the general
offices of the company would di- this week at the offices of the Covulge the names of the offenders lumbia Amusement Co. No further
who have

thus

been

summarily

barred, but the report was verified,
and the names seem generally

known

in

could

be

with

secured,

Columbia people' saying the

the

state-

ment spoke

burlesque circles.

"We

shall not at this time mention the names of the people who
have been let out," said an officer

•

detail

for itself.
It is believed the wire included in the state-

ment portends »a movement of importance by tho burlesque circuit:
of the company, "but our decision
Thursday of last week, the
la irrevocable.
We do not propose
following telegram wa3 sent to
to have theatres destroyed overevery house manager on the
night by any performer, no matter
Columbia Amusement and the
how prominent he or she may be.
American Burlesque circuits:
The public has been assured of"The Columbia Amusement
fensive burlesque is a thing of the
Company has adopted a new
past, and we mean to make good
policy
for next season.
Each
assurance.
that
show will carry its own orches"These two stars have repeatedly
tra and stage crew complete.
been warned, but every once in a
"This arrangement will neceswhile, at points on the circuit where
sarily eliminate the house orthey imagined they could Indulge in
chestra and stage crew and will
their vulgar methods without disinsure you a better opening percovery, they Ignored our instructions.

"In future, we will not wait until
the end of the season to dismiss
offenders.
They will have to go
the day their first offense Is brought
to our attention, regardless of any
possible consequences to us.
will not consider the old alibi that

We

they 'didn't know.' We do not want
performers, or managers, either,
that do not know the difference between decency and indecency."

it

was learned that

Kon»hu»e
Hammond Degga

Burlesque managers »re holding M.

WOULD PREVENT

BURLESQUE WRESTLING
Measure Brings Mat Sport
Under Ring Rules.

A

Albany, April

13.

Introduced in the Assembly
week would make It impossible
a burlesque, carnival or circus
organization to carry a wrestler as
an added attraction.
Tho measure was introduced by
Assemblyman Brundage and amends
the boxing law to change the name
of the Boxing Commission to the
Athletic Commission and include
bill

this
for

this

plan has been under consideration for a long time and its adoption follows a series of confer-

ences at which every angle of
the movement was carefully
gone into. Operated as these
circuits are, the result cannot
fail to obtain perfectly smooth
performances, especially on the
opening days, without in any
way disturbing the orderly conduct of the theatres both on the
stage and in front of the curtain. Musicians and stage hands
will be employed by the company managers before the beginning of the season and become part of the regular or(Continued on page 21)

wrestling in the restrictions thrown
about the fighting game.
Burlesque houses would have to
take out a license at $750 and tile a
$5,000 bond.
The section of the
boxing law (No. 12) relating to
"regulation of conduct of (boxing)

matches or

amendment

exhibitions'* carries this
in the Brundage pro-

posal:

"The provisions

of

this

section

TOM DINKINS DEAD
Thomas W.

Dinkins, veteran burlesque producer and manager, and
one of the factors In the Empire
Circuit,

(old

Western Wheel)

T. Noodle,

.,,.

Lew

until

its dissolution several years ago,
died at his home in Brooklyn, Ap.'il
11, from a complication of diseases.
He had been ill for a long period.

men,

Most

tical.

virtue,

feel

uncommon enough

to

roles

4 COLUMBIA WHEEL

HYNICKA-HERK SHOWS
Jean Bedim Will Produce 3 of

Them.

given an opportunity to spread himself.
His talk was pat and he got
over a neat bit of dancing with
Dolly Barringer late in the proceedings.
This Dolly Barringer, by the way,
drew down one of the hits of the

show

jvith

"Mammy's

Kisein,'

opening the second act, although

number and its manner of preH. Herk the
sentation were entirely unpretenPerhaps the secret of the
tious.
duction of four shows on the Colum- score was that Miss Barringer had
been saved for it. It was only her
bia wheel next season. Jean Bedinl second number, her first having
will produce three of the shows and been an equally simple song of the
the very outset.
Mr. Herk the other. The shows to "mother' variety at
This business of saving a principal
be produced by Bedlni are "Fair woman up for her best number apWeek," which will be the new title pears to have no little merit. If a
of this season's "Powder Puff Re- personable girl makes a good imvue," "Twinkle Toes'* (title un- pression early in the show and then
changed next season) and "Harvest disappears for a time, she nearly
Time," which will replace the "Hip always makes a bull's eye with a
Hip Hooray" show produced for sev- good number after the interval.
The burden of the number leaderal years past by George Belfrage.
and dancing work in this orThe other show is "Jingle Jingle," ing
ganization falls upon the plump
which will go out next season with shoulders of Kathleen Oden. She
title unchanged.
George D'ressel- was in and out all the time and the
house has been appointed general audience never had a chance to formanager of the combined Hynicka- get her for a moment and then reHerk Interests. Mr. Herk is treas- new her acquaintance. She handled
urer of the Columbia Amusement half a dozen capital numbers, did
Co. and Mr. Herk president of the her full half share in' a conversation turn with Holland, done as a
American Burlesque Association.
specialty, and worked in many bits.
In addition to the three shows Her work was quite as enjoyable as
mentioned as to be produced by Miss Barringer's and perhaps she
Bedini, he will also produce "Peeka- won as great a volume of applause,
boo."
"Peekaboo", is an individual but it was spread out over more
franchise with Bedini. Messrs. Hy- moment and not concentrated into
nicka and Herk will be associated one big whoop. For example, her
with Bedini in the operation of number, "Don't Take Away the
Blues," was a flawless bit of bur"Peekaboo."
lesque dressing and number leading, not to speak of a rollicking
sample of jazz, but it did not get
R.

K. Hynicka and

I.

will be jointly associated in the pro-

Mr. Dinkins was 58 years old, and
was born in Sumter, S. C. He managed and controlled the Bon Ton
theatre, Jersey City in association
with Kline Bros., for upwards of
12 years, up to a few years ago.
Among the burlesque shows
operated by Mr. Dinkins in his Will Cut Down Houses and
time were the "Alcarzar Beauties,"
Shows Now 37 Weeks.
"Baltimore
Beauties,"
"Yankee
Doodle Girls," "Utopians," "InnoThe American Burlesque Associacent Maids," and "Vagabonds." He
was interested with Weber & Rush tion will tighten up its present 37
in the management of the Mohawk, week route next season tj 31 or ?2
Schenectady, with F. W. Stair in weeks. Several houses now on the
stock enterprises and also with the circuit will b* dropped and at least
five shows franchises will be canMiners in burlesque.
One of

32 WEEKS NEXT SEASON

ON AMERICAN WHEEL

shall apply to a wrestling contest
except that the commission shall
by rule and regulation prescribe
the length or duration of such contest, the manner in which the contestants shall engage in such conhis
tests and such further safeguards
pd ..CQn.djtiQ.ns as^sbay .insure /air, more recent ventures was a stock
mniijsHiin! at Mm
t
ifcft Brooktyn,
sportsmanlike and scientific wrestin association with Corse Payton.
ling contests."
He operated a company on the
American wheel for several years.
Mr. Dinkins maintained an office
DEV7NE-LE VAN BOOKED.
in the Times square section the last
Claire Devine and Harpy <Hi
key)
few years from which he conducted
Le Van have been routed
weeks on the Loew circuit, for 14 his theatrical enterprises. In early
beginlife he was the manager of different
* "
ning April 25. They
w„ d a burlesquo companies. His mansinging, talking and
piano turn
agerial career covered approximate.Le A an returns to
the
v ew (American wheel) »'B!> Re. ly 25 years. He was a member of
at th,
the Jersey City Lodge of Elks, and
piration of his vaudeville
tour
of the Pacific Lodge of Masons.
Claire Devine is Mrs.
Henry
P
Funeral services were held at Pacific
Dixon, owner of the show.
bodge Rooms, New York, Wednes-

celled.

The

gwn

names

of

houses to go-out

the
-viil

l/e

shows and
announced

THREE DAYS AT SCHENECTADY
the
Y.,

would be a three-day stand in the
American wheel route next season,
a deal that has been pending for
several weeks between I. H. Herk
and the interests controlling the
theatre, being all ready for the signatures of both parties, with con-

'

summation expected by Friday or
before.

day afternoon.
The deal calls for a five-year
Bedini'. Summer Show
Breaking In
Mr. Dinkins leaves a wife, Lida lease of the Van Curler by Herk.
new '^kaboo" Dexter, formerly of burlesque, and If the deal goes through, the house
scheduled for the summer
run th s a brother. Burial took place Wed- will play legitimate shows the last
season at the Columbia,
will break nesday in Greenwood Cemetery.
three days of tho week.
It was
in for four preliminary
performThe deceased is understood to operated by Charles H. Miles for
ances at the Majestic, Perth
Amboy
accumulated a fair sized several weeks this -season, playing
have
beginning May 12, prior to the
open- fortune, during his theatrical career, vaudeville and later the American
ing at the Columbia, May
16.
wheel shows.
mostly slfMtcd in real estate*

mJSLS'SS^

I

Ejravyt

,

Ww*

Mr. House of Houston street. .George Itarf
Mr. Wall of Wall Street. .Mickey Markwood
.

The Peck & Jennings show at the
Olympic this week is saved from
mediocrity and lifted to standard
dimensions by the excellence of the
cast of principals, led by Mickey
Markwood, a tramp comedian.
The book doesn't contain a new

>

,

j

thought, line or piece of bustnes
but the group do the old standb
in a new way that get them aeroi
Comedy predominates, and it.
fortunate, for the production is n
both as to scenery and the costum

The

ing of the chorus.

latter

almost a flawless assortment of ex
tremes in physique, either runni
to pulchritude or a notch belo
slenderness, with the exception
about two of the 15 carried.
Slapstick and

hokum

are play

up heavily by the principals. Markwood taking falls and rough housing in general withqut offense, ex
cepting when he injects the totall
unnecessary trick of. expectorati
several times.
Bonnio Lloyd, the soubret, acte
as a buffer for his rough stuff 1
one scene, where they are rehears
ing the scenario of a picture. 8'
is a plump, nicely proportioned ml

without a voice, but equipped wit!
a complete mastery of what the
Olympic audience wanted, which
she proved by holding up the show
on two occasions when leadingnumbers, and wiggled her way into
3

the hearts of the huskies with %..
near-cooch, accompanied by much
rolling of the eyes.
That and a pick-out number in

which Miss Lloyd
were the biggest
Rene Vivienne, the
an unusual type for

much
when

was prominent
encore earners.
prima donna,

Is

burlesque, inas-

as her accent and enunciation,
reading her lines are perfect,

...

She leads all of the classical ana
heavy numbers in a clear soprano.
Miss Vivienne, wearing the greatest variety of wardrobe, from evening

dresses

down the gamut

-t«%:

She has appearance and is,,,
tights.
about ripe for one of the big wheel
shows.
Don Clark, a gray -haired exper*
handled
the
burlesquer,
ienced
straight

role

in

bang-up fashion,

making

semi -hick character,
It a
dressed neatly and dominated all
Clark is credited with
his scenes.
staging the production, and deserves
credit for extracting some comedy
juice out of the dry manuscript he
was handed.
George Hart is the second comio
doing "tramp" opposite Markwood
and passing muster. Hart works in
a subdued manner, allowing Markwood to absorb most of the sppt.
May De Lisle, probably the ingenue,
was on a few times, mostly In short
shirts and tights, without starting
anything.
Ernie Stone was prominent as an
English butler, a Chinese Mandarin
and in a semi- straight role in the
"motion picture" scene.
The scenes are three full stage
sets, none above the average, and
seemingly chosen without regard for
the book, with the scenes in "one"
utilizing the house drop.
Table bits were worked overtime
and other burlesque familiars were
as she deserved. prominent but handled intelligently

her nearly as much
As between the two girls it Was a
case of getting more of Miss Odens
excellent work, while Miss Barringer's several bits were separated
and emphasized. Both are lively,
pleasing girls and beth belong to
the new type of burlesque principal

women.
Tho show

for full comedy results. The principals didn't miss- a chance to extract a laugh on any occasion,
Clark's Scotchman, in a scene with

Markwood, Hart and Vivienne, was
another high spot.
"The Jazz Babies" averages with
the American shows of tnls season.

is
particularly well If the Olympic gathering is a criequipped with this kind of players. terion wheel audience the "Babies'*
A third member of the singing and must be accorded a laughing hit of
dancing trio was Margaret Haven, no mean dimensions.
Con,
a slim and agile number leader, but
given more to evening frocks and
less to tights and giddy soubret getDIXON ACTING AGAIN
up. The polite attire counted in the
Henry Dixon is to return to the
estimation of the Columbia clientele.
Lucille
Manion was the prima stage next season after an absence
donna. She was set down on the of 14 years.
Dixon will be the
program for a specialty, sut only straight man for his American
did &' couple Ui reci^Mtars, wto- uf wheel
show
Lig ttel'fewV ui5
'The
them having to do with a Jingle
about the pedigreed Persian tabby season "The Big Sensation."
James Francis Sullivan has been
who learned a lot from a lean backyard Tom, a spicy verse or two that engaged to play opposite Harry L»
got a roar from the crowd. They Van. Le Van will be starred and
wanted more of the same, but Miss Sullivan featured.
Manion, who was obviously sufferDuring this season when not with
ing from a cold, begged off.
his troupe, Mr. Dixon was either
Joseph Holland makes a very acrhuni
ceptable straight man, playing up teaching Friars how to play
Club
capitally to Kelly's humor and do- or members of the Burlesque
ing nicely in individual song and how to play pinochle. Between the
talk bits, especially his specialty two Mr. Dixon easily beat the gross"
with Miss Oden.
of his show each week.
Mr. Dixon is in hope that hui
The show is a Jack Singer property.
Dolph Singer collaborated vocal chords will have recovered in
with Kelly in the writing and com- time for his next season's return..
piling while Joseph C. Smith staged They were slightly
off for several
the numbers. The production looks days last
week.
Mr. Dixon *t
like an especially costly one. There
Broadway
and 48th street called to
are five scenes, two of them rather
heavier ones than ordinarily occur Lew (Jolder at Broadway and 44th
in Wheel productions and the others street but Mr. Colder failed to hear
simpler, with special drops.
The him. Mr. Dixon thereupon concostuming looks expensive and for sulted a throat specialist, sayinp his
the most part colorful and In good voice throwing record was six city
Ruth.
taste.
blocks.
•

shortly.

The chances Wednesday were
Van Curler, Schnectady, N.

.

Alex Saunders
Arthur Putnam
t Jo« Holland
Kathleen Oden
Margaret Haven

that they are facing
or the sort, that there is nothing
another bad season, next year, and morbid in his ravings or delineation.
the general idea seems to be trim
Arthur Putnam acts as feeder for
their pails for squally winds.
the delirious conversations, making
a sort or lay figure upon which the
Alexander Saundialog revolves.
ders is a subordinate comedian,
doing a Hebrew in a way that suggests he could make more of it if
hopeful,

JAZZ BABIES.
Miss Taken, a nifty tourist. .Bonnie Unyd
Rosa Vivit-nna
Miss Ootrox, her aunt
May D?Ll*i*
Susette, a cabaret singer
I>obbins, a butler
Ernest fitoot
Fuller Bull, poor but not proud

Kelly

Lucille Manion

Jazx
before making engagements for Lotta
Ann Jennue
Frank Young
next season, less artists having been H.-*a Nutt
Dolly Barringtr
Sh*e*a Pippin
contracted for at the present time
than in the past ten years.
Lew Kelly "compiled" this week's
The number of American wheel entertainment at the Columbia.
shows that got by with a profit last The program says so openly, with
year is estimated liberally at ten, a candor that is all too rare among
creators.
burlesque
of
with the real money makers con- makers
densed down to about four. This Pretty much all burlesque shows
of fact,
matter
a
as
compiled,
are
will
about
expected
bring
a
it is
to find a comegeneral salary reduction on both but it Is refreshing
dian who will admit that he did not
wheels.
originate, and Mr. Kelly's ingenuous
The high road rates also figured statement predisposes one to look
as an enormous expense item, in upon his arrangement with favor.
the overhead of the shows. Several
In spite of Kelly's modest disof the more optimistic producers claimer there is much that is novel,
see a glimmer of hope in President and all the material of its chief
Kelly
Harding's initial message to Con- comedian is his own. It is the
characterization of the "dope fiend"
gress, in which he intimated that
ideas
of
distortions
weird
and his
rail rates must come down.
and talk that furnish the best of
One suggestion has been the use the amusement. His lines are as
for burlesque of the recently in- full of surprises as a Jack in the
It's a welcome variation of
vented paper scenery. Just how this box.
would? work out is problematical, the "nut" talk and the tangled diathat Wheel audiences
material
although it is reported to be prac- lect
while have been fed up on, and it has the
burlesque
off

'

BILL

Ima Peach
Issie

formance and incidentally increase your gross business.
In the offices of the two circuits

Professor Fuller Hoppa
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ANOTHER NOTE ON

DR. CALIGARI

By ALICE

MAC

fter having been away for two years and a half in the Orient, Julian
Eltinge returned to the Palace this week, looking as handsome as ever
in his impersonation, and a wardrobe that any fair damsel would be
willing to own. When the curtain rose Mr. Eltinge, in a handsome wrap
of black satin studded with brilliants, was posing against a background
of gold cloth. He discarded the wrap revealing a gown indeed magnificent, made tight to the figure, of wine shaded sequins, that was slit at
the sides, the ends forming two trains. Adding to the beauty was the
picturesque white wig. In a sweet crinoline he sang one of the songs
heard in his show "The Fascinating Widow" called "When Grandma

M

Joretgo....

AND FASHIONS

FRILLS

Or. Daniel Carson Goodman supplies the last needed note in explanation
of "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," the German-made picture which, when
shown at the Capitol last week, left the reviewers swimming in rhetoric,
but so much in doubt as to what it all meant that one of them objected
that she didn't like having the chief figure go crazy in the last few scenes
As a matter of fact, he is crazy all through the picture. The last suggestion on the screen is that the physician can cure him, now that he
knows what his delusion is.

Dr. Goodman points out that this is a fundamental of medicine. When
man is crazy, there is a picture in his mind representing his deiusion.
"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" pictures the delusion in the mind of the
No. 8 man, Francis. As soon as it is clear to the "physician, in this picture, Dr.
you lxh.
Sonnow, what this delusion is, he, Dr. Sonnow, knows he can cure the
man by making a picture. "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" is this picture.
Professionals may be interested
As a matter of fact, it was made by a German psychiatrist and professor, Was a Girl.'* For all the changes the red plush curtain was lowered,
to know that the night boat is now and quite possibly it was made to cure a patient.
and when raised the last time Mr. Eltinge was seated on divan attired
Troy
and
between
Albany
running
in a shimmering garment of silver. The gown worn with this in style
and New York. The boat leaves this
Dr. Goodman laments that no reviewer here got this point. Unlike Dr. is somewhat Egyptian, heavily trimmed with various colors of sequins
city at 4 p. m. and Albany at 8 p. m., Goodman, the reviewers here did not give up 12 years of their life to worked on a background of silver cloth.
arriving in the big town at 7 a m„ Studying medicine, part of the time in Vienna, where Freud and the
Joe Morris and Flo Campbell were one Of the big laughs of the prodocking at Canal street. Six to 6 psychoanalysts hail from, but even so, the doctor's aide memoire brings up gram.
Miss Campbell,, as always, wore a smart frock, of dark blue
ar| the hours northbound. Start
Interesting
should
an
point. Wealthy men who are crazy, or have been,
The bodice was
chiffon, heavily embroidered in coffee colored wool.
pi g Decoration Day, there will be
go to Germany and have a few thousands spent on making a motion pic- brought high up to the neck, with a cape effect hanging at the back.
nightly
from
both
ends.
boats
tins
ture visualizing their delusion. We think of one character who has been Trim she looked in short panties of black satin that showed beneath
The fare is $4 one way and $7 a in the courts and the public eye over 20 years who might well try this her frock of goid cloth that had all shades of flowers worked in sequins.
round trip. Staterooms are price** ijemedy. His family has tried everything else for him, and a picture like
Emma Hag, a charming little person, with her equally charming
frdm $150 to 18, with $2.50 the Caligari only costs $5,000 in Germany. They could get their money back.
costumes, was artistry Itself In dancing, assisted by Richard W. Kecne.
cheapest outside room.
A picture of the mental delusion of this particular person would sell For the opening number her frock was of frilled peach taffeta, reminding
heavily here if the censors would permit it.
one of the early Victorian period., with its little pan-cake hat. Burnt
has retired from
Lillie Bennatt
orange net with a long waisted silver bodice was for the toe dance but
If they did not permit it, one benefit at least from having a censor would
Yaudevllle, she says, to rest at home
the silver or orange panties would have looked prettier than the white
preparatory to a seas >n of musical at once become evident.
lace worn.
II oiati
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comedy.
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Winniett,

the

play

broker, has recovered from the operation on his eye and is now back
at, his desk.

THE LEGIT BOOKER

who

in his den,
hadn't slept since God knows when
(At least, that's how he looked to me:
With tie awry and hair skugee.)
I watched him route ten different shows
From tropic climes to Arctic snows,
And each show wanted all the cream,
And kicks were coming by the ream.
If pther shows were booked too close
They'd cuss in language verbiose;
And each one wanted Sat day night
In th' biggest town that hove in sight
But if they had to double back
They'd roar: "The railroads get our 'jack'.**
•
And if u tank turned out okay,
They "should have had an extra day,"
But If a two-day stand went pot,
One night was all they should have got!
And as for easy jumps well, now,
Th re's nothing simpler, they'd allow.

are play-

1

the Gulliver circuit.

the departure of Ina
Claire from the cast of Belasco's
"Gold Diggers" next month, several
successors in the part have been
Following

The annual benefit for the City
Chapter of Phi Lamda Phi

From
From
From
From
From
From

College

mis staged Sunday evening at the
under the direction of
Eltinge,
Dave Loew, a member of the chapincluded Nora Baycs,
show
ter. The
8am Bernard, Benny Leonard, Avey
and O'Xell, Amoros and Jeanette,
McKenty Kids, Laizeed Troupe,
Hughle Clark, Lou Holtz, George
Le Maire. Moe Schenck acted as

And

An

jued

sat in a Bughouse ward;
said to him: "I'm sorry, pard
Yoa alv-nys Mhftfcf a Una- gSSd •fgOttt
I'll do my best to get you out!"
He glanced around the peaceful cell,
Then calmly said: "YOU GO TO HELL!"

-

awarded In London. EngJii on June 7, 1916. The comdoes not state the cause for
»
th
we British
*
court award.

A

VHl,df>vl, l<*

program, through
°n of hat city
house for the time.
appears once da ly.

l>r,can

amI<"ytiR out the
ne si ns<T

L °S

l

10 " 9
° lhpr hin « s Sully, he who
run"
ns the
barber shop on the third
r <>f th*
Palace Building, has now
deel ar ^d
h.msp'.f as being "off" all
Irinh

an(1

linl,/:"
ly Grady.

°"°
f Sr .

» particularldy blew lnto tnc
J

—

i

shop and all his descendants. show is also reported leaving about
Not another squI called on Sully for that time, having recalled the notice
Sully already handed in.
the remainder of the day.
claims business is bad enough withVincent Scanlon was included by
out having anything wished on him.
despite the fact that he now and an error among the defendants in
then yearns "or the brave days of Barney Gerard's suit against the
Tip Top Pour. BcanlOB has never
old.
been a

Edgar Mason and Mary Moore,
formerly of 'Broadway Brevities/'
who recently tried out a two act
have separated.

t0!,s"rt««

1

'

•

,

-<

of the Riverside Tuesday night held girls selling carnations
for the Hebrew Orphan Asylum. With Kthel
Levey as a hcadliner the house was packed, folks standing at the back.
Miss Levey is doing the same as when at the Palace, also wearing the
foime wardrobe, but this t.mc there is no "Mary Rose," who was then
Georgette Cohan, but has since become a bride and retired from the stage.
In "The Gosslper," Robert Emmet Keane has one of the best sketches
seep for many a day In vaudeville, and how true! At last woman comes
into her own and proves Thai nun aie the bigger gossipers than the oppoClaire Whitney makes a charming wife in her tight-fitting evensite sex.
ing gown of black satin, that brought out her blonde beauty. The gown
was made on plain lines, faintly studded with Jet beads, while at the back
bung a long straight panel.

his

garden and wasn't
Dolores has signified her Intention
JWWWHI with the treatment, follow- of leaving 'Ball) " in June to sail
** w Wch he
put the curse on Sully, for Europe. Mary II. iy Of tfte same
-?tur

The lobby

at 50 cents

The Booker

.

•terling

thT

—

awful tank we'll take a chance
They've never had a road show there
It may be good for railroad fare."

I
..

|

'•

,

...

i

•

•

member

villain.

Lillian Russell, more beautiful than ever, made a charming speech in
response to the tribute paid her by De Wolf Hopper. Wilton Lackaye
presented to her a huge bouquet of American Beauty roses, almost as
tall as Miss Russell herself.

SO HE SENT THIS WIRE IN HASTE A-PLENTY:
"CAN-SEND-BIG -SHOW-TERMS-EIGHTY-TWENTY.*
AND THIS CAME BACK FROM THE TOWN OF J:
"WHO GETS THE EIGHTY ANYWAY?"

to- P.

1pIh
J««lc,

and hissing the

—

and Lew

appear

At the Globe, Sunday night, the Lambs held an Intimate Gambol, tho
funds going towards the expenditures Incurred by the club in giving the
*
boys wounded over there dinners twice a week.
The program contained serious and light entertainment. One of the
funniest bits was when Irving Fisher sang "What Has Become of the Men
of the Florodora Sextet," whereupon six of the most troddcn-down-looking
individuals appeared, including a cabby, waiters, etc.
A dramatic sketch. "The Law of the Gang," by Emmett Corrlgan, gave
all the thrills one could wish for.
"Nick of the Woods," a bloodthirsty melodrama of the olden days,
actually produced in New Orleans in 1849, was part of the program, and
produced us originally played, with the standing-up footlights and one
piece of scene.y. Tho audience fell Into the humor of the affair, booing

then from E there came this douse:
"Can't play the show; have closed the house."

•

will

—
—

The Booker said: "That knocks us* cold
E was the Junction point — but hold!"
(He grabbed a map) "There's still a way
We'll play the Tuesday date in J
It makes connections on that branch—

Sunday evening, April 19. at the
B in conjunction with the
•pecial carnival being held at the
house during the Jewish holidays.
Orher stars to appear during the

Shumann Heink

•

And

Ave.

days next week at the Ma "
Dubuque, as part of the reg-

dribbling out:
my serial day.

date's

From D— All right; we'll take the trick.
From B- New date? You make us sick.

The Marcus Loew publicity de-#
has secured »Willie and
Eugene Howard through arrangements with the Shuberts for appearance as a special feature? on

W°

came

A—That
B— New

—
From C — More dough in picture game.

feartment

Hi

sweeping 1: vln.
Kerr and Ensign carried their drop, of a summer cottage, where an
ambitious young man tries to sell some violins to a miss who isn't a bit
interested in them, and to prove her words smashes one. Pink organdie
waj her choice for the frock worn, consisting of numerous frills on the
skirt, with a shawl collar, crossed in front of the bodice and finished off
? flowered silk.
by a nn'<
SiS

—

Keeney's, Williamsport, P«., will
July 1, and remain dark for
a month or so, to permit of the rebuilding of the present stage.

•lose

.

late.

terms and date okay.
C Have Just booked vaudeville.
D The boss has fallen ill.
The Booker said: "Two towns okay,
So now we'll switch D, C and A:
We'll have to alter B
To make connections into D."
More answers came some quick, some slow—
For this one week and this one show:
From A Don't know the show you name.

Captain Harold Goldberg, assist-

Horace Goldin, the magician, has
answer in the Supreme Court
Lawrence, Ltd.'s suit to reaver $4,520.62, In which the defendant generally denies all allegarjjon* The.. plaintiff -Is- su«H# or, a
Judgment
for
931.14.10
pound«

looal date.

your wire too

film;

F— Send on the show; okay.
A—No road shows Saturday.
B— Your terms give me the pip.
E— Boss on a fishing trip.

these replies

From
From
From
From

ant manager of the Olympic. 14th
St, is now the owner of a restaurant In that section one block south.

include Irene Castle

C —Conflicts with

D— Big

"Good start!" the agent did opine,
"But E's the Junction for that Una."
He switched the last four days about.

manager.

«»me.

Brides at Loew's American, first half, were the prominent features of
bill.
The first bride was Miss Elaine (Brown and Elaine), whose Intended turned out to be a married man. She made such an attractive
bride in her gown of silver cloth, very short, with a piping at the hip
The
line making it stand out. Tulle serves as the veil and headdress.
other bride was Laurie Ordway in white satin. But Miss Ordway doesn't
finish as a bride, she next appears wheeling a baby carriage in bright
green taffeta, with trimmings of orange. Miss Ordway carried her own
pianiste, who wore a neat frock of green net r.nd silver.
"A Lonesome Girl" was quite a big Let, with eight chorus girls and
three principals, two women and a man. Eva Du Rue carried the comedy role, and looked well in cerise taffeta, with a deep scalloped hem.
Panels hung at the sides, caught with a silver tassel at the end. It was
hooped a trifle ut the hips with blue flowers. The ingenue was a sweet
miss with brown locks in a simple gingham frock of red, green an-*, brown
stripes.
One would never have recognized it was the same young woman
when si e appeared in a tight fitting gown of black sequins over a foundation of black satin. Chiffon formed a bow at the back, ending into a
the

watched the Booker for a spell,
said: "Id like your Job— like hell!"
He answered: "Come and take a peek
We'll route one show for Just one week."
He framed the route the shortest way
To F, E, D, C, B, and A;
Then shot a wire to ev'ry stand
And slow these answers came to hand:

of his child.

Fields.

duction.

Then

King theatre, St. Louis, was in New
York this week, called by the illness

w &ek

family parlor.
As a freak act Miss Miller could never be properly fitted into a pro-

I

Eddie Klein, manager of Loew's

stage

thousand dollars for an operation to be performed upon her mother.
The Shubert publicity man is undoubtedly responsible for Miss Miller's
appearance.
About 10:30 a little miss walked on all dolled up in
curls and a dress dug up by the wardrobe mistress. It was a white sort
of shepherdess In design. After one speaking line which never crossed
the footlights, Miss Miller sang an old song in a voice reminiscent of the

—

Hoboken.

at

Amateur night at the Winter Garden Monday, when Dorothy Miller
made her first appearance on any New York sUge. Miss Miller Is the
young woman who promised to wed any man who would give her one

—

•

Gertrude

Sol Robbins and Harry Brown.. ;.
standard two-act of some seasons
vaudeville this
back,
return
to

w*ek

—

He

wlB appear for eight weeks over

them

met the Booker

I

ing Middle Western time, will sail
for England in June, where they

ruinored.
among
Vaiiderbilt.

figure.

(Written by an agent in advance of an opera company touring Canada.)

Sylvester Schaeffer sails fur Europe on the Rotterdam April 9,
after seven years over here.

Qlark and Arcsro,

'

Effective was the opening of Lucus and Inez act, with Inez clad In a
skin tight suit of pale yellow, posing on a high stand of black velvet,
later developing into a splendid hand balancing act, with Lucas attired
The latter had a trim little
in the same style of costume as the girl,

of the quartet.

and a do'lar

Doe Baker was bewildering as ever with his quick changes in the
revue, "Flashes/' whieh remains about the same as last seen, and the
dresses as good as new. Perhaps they are. Lavender fringe formed one
frock hanging from a wired, h p line, with a deeper shade contributing
to the cape "t the bark.
Another was of brocaded silver, sort of Russian
style, with the full skirt having a -ide band ot white fox on the edge.
Polly Walker, a dainty miss, looked nice in saxe blue crepe de chine,
with the high neck finished off with a wh.le Peter Pan collar, and a tair
rested jauntly on her brown tresses.

The Riverside enjoyed Polly and Ot, with Polly's quaint style. Hci
Freda Hempel, the opera and con- first (rock was ol yellow silk, with square pockets trimming the front,
hound with organdie, which also edged the short sleeves and square neck.
eeit singer, will appear in Parts
Her chunge was Into S bright affair of wh te satin, veiled with an overseries of perduring June to give
skirt
The hat was of pale blue.
ol brilliant, and frills at the sales
formances there and then embark
Btutely did Bayonnc Whipple (Whipp'c and Huston) look in her gown of
r winch will keep
up mi a concert
Miss Whipple
h hang ng at each side.
her In France for an Indefinite white satin, With the ends of t!
carried a dircctolre stick, wh'«'i
thing in Pares last year.
riod.
i>
t
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CENTER FIGHT ON

BOSTON'S STAGE RESTRICTIONS

WRITTEN INTO
Audience

Runways,

Dope

Plants,

Two Measures Up

to
Ticket Scalpers.

4The Boston ordinance aimed

to

ENO ESTATE PLOT

all classes of performances on ihe stage is now being- incorporated in theatrical contracts
in
for legitimate attractions booked

•Ylean up"

the Hub next season. The inclusion
proof the points of performance
the
hibited is taken as a clause in
forth
set
been
contract and has
both as advance warning and also
protection to both attraction and

bouse managements.
aisles,
Is barring the use of the
bow* or any part of the auditorium
the
as
devices
to players, such

Winter Garden production runways
The Boston
will be eliminated.
laws appear to be as much designed
shows at
burlesque
raw
.tgainst
anything else, but from the proa bar to
as
visions will likely act
posing turns, regularly a part of
vaudeville
characters

"Nance

programs.

presumably

are

also

banned.

and Present Status Given VaCould Be Made Free in
Version
riety by Klaw
Figures.
Version
Canada Young

Inside Story of Sale

—

I

—
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Both bills passed the House and
are now before the Senate. They
may be amended in order to save
them, and there is a probability
that the theatrical tax measure may
Both theatrical and
be defeated.
billboard men have come here in

FOR NEW THEATRE
Co. Has Broadway
and 46th St. Site.

Stanley

1BANE2 BULL FIGHTER
Next Season's Vehicle Will Be
Novel, "Blood and Sand."

large numbers to protest against
Kansas City. April 13.
"The Large theatrical syndicate" the measures as unfair. The billOtis Skinner will be seen in a
in the dailies this week board bill, as introduced, called for
season in which he
o estate a tax of ten cents a foot on all new play next
as having secured the
This will have the part of a bull fighter.
billboards in Pennsylvania.
property ft 1556 .nd 1558 Broadway
The play will be a dramatization of
bill was amended in committee after
and running through to 46th street. a public hearing.
Ibanes's recent novel, "Blood and
the hero of which is simfrom 157 to 165, for $1,250,000.
The past week has seen the in- Sand,"
Spain
is the Stanley Mastbaurn interests troduction of two more bills aimed ilar to the national idol of
of Philadelphia, as previously men- at the ticket' scalper and speculator. who was called El Galllto and who
year.
last
bull
ring
a
killed
In
was
tioned in Variety. According to re- State 'Senator Joseph O. Clark,
tour in "At
port, the theatre to occupy the site Indiana, is the sponror of a bill Mr. Skinner's present
Villa, Rose" will clese in May,
is to seat 4,000 and include a 15- that makes it unlawful to sell or the
story office building.
Real estate offer for sale any ticket that does after which he expects to join his
and daughter in Paris and
wife
men and builders, however, point not have printed on its face the
then for a couplo of months in
out (hat inasmuch as the plot se-

The "inside" story on the trans*
action involving the sale of "Ben«
Hur," and reverting back to the
publishers who control the picture
rights, the events that precipitated
the buying out of the Brooks and
Klaw interests; the fact that Har«
per Brothers, the publishers, only
control the picture rights on the
novel in the United States and that
a film version could be made in
Canada, since the novel is not pro*

reported

•'*•

rhe restrictive provisions of the'rured on y nas a frontage of apBoaton ordinance, as incorporated proximately 100 feet square on 46th
street, which section would have to
in the contracts read:
"Attention is called that the fol- house the auditorium of the prothe
by
posed theatre,, it would be imposlowing has been adopted
authorities of Boston in reference to sible to build more than a 2,500performances and the scat house unless more ground is
theatrical
j

to
party of the second part agrees
Dialogues,
1st
following:
the
gestures, songs, (especially paroof
dies), language or conversation
any kind which are directly or by
double meaning obsene or lascivious
and intended to suggest sexual re2d—
lation, must be eliminated.
I'erformers must be confined enThis especially
tirely to the stage.
prohibits female performers, whether
artists or members' of chorus, from
using the pisle or passageway of
the theatre, and either sex from
using or occupying seats in auditorium, boxes or balconies of the
3d— Fetheatre during their act.
males prohibited from appearing on
the stage in legs bare. Exception
to this only permitted upon authority of the Mayor or licensing

—

secured.

The property at 151 and 153 West
46th street i* owned by I -uis Bernstein, of the music publishing firm
of Shapiro, Bernstein & % o.
Up to
Wednesday Mr. Bernstein said no
one had purchased the property
which adjoh.s the Eno plot.
In
order to build a 4,000-se;
house
the 50 feet contained in the 151
and 153 W. 46th street Bernstein
parcel would have to be secured.
The Broadway frontage of the Eno
plot is 40.5 feet. This would be the
of the proposed
Stanley
lobby
house, which if built wil! play pic-

tec ted

is

"Ben Hur was originally nego*
Mr. Klaw, "by Mr.
Joseph Brooks, and the contracts
Spain.
were
discussed
and
concluded by
In speaking of his new play and
his trip to Spain, he said: "There me and the late Capt. Ben Harper-,
Mr. John Larkin acting in a legal
is much romantic lore about the
tiated." declared

The bill proprice of admission.
hibits the sale of any ticket to any
place of amusement at any other
place than at the ticket office of
the theatre and it is also unlawful
national sport of Spain that I shall
to offer any ticket at any price
be expected to absorb, but I am not
higher than that marked on the going to spend all of
time in
ticket plus the tax that may be pro- musty old? libraries.
I shall travel
vided by law. A chart containing a bit in the Pyrenees and have a
the seating arrangements of the little vacation." The new play will
theatre must be hung near the box open in New York early next fall.

advisory capacity for the Harpers
and Gen. Lew Wallace.
Joseph
Brooks was the man who convinced
Gen. Wallace that stage appliances
and stage managerial ingenuity had
reached a point at that time where/
'Ben Hur* could be adequately

office.

portrayed.

1

my

The

'

plot at the northeast corner
of 46th street and Broadway will
have a new 12-story building to be

came from Repre-

unlawful to offer tickets in any
hotel, building, store, shop,
booth, window, yard or garden not
connected with the theatre. Both
bills provide a penalty for violators
of $500 fine and 6 months to a year
in prison, or both.

"The production was not made, af
has be'en erroneously stated," Mr,
Klaw continued, "under the direction of Mr. Erlanger. It was adver*
Used as a Klaw & Erlanger produo*
tion but it was staged by Ben Tea?
and the late Joseph Brooks. The
contract made by Gen. "Wallace and!
the Harper Brothers on the one sidd
and 'K. & E.' on the other, stipu<"
lated that if ever the partnership
which controlled 'Ben Hur* was dissolved or went into the hands of a
receiver, that all the rights to 'Ben
Hur* would cease. For this reason,
among others, it was agreed by Mr.
Erlanger's counsel and mine, when
our dissolution took place, that wn
should continue certain going pro*
ductions, such as 'Ben Hur/ "The"
Velvet Lady/ 'The Rainbow Girl/

LEDERER DEFERS PIECE.

is

street,

"DANGEROUS MAID."

tures.

The

othcr'bill

McOwen,
sentative Lawrence F.
Philadelphia, and provides that it

As

MacGregor's Piece
tioned for Broadv/ay.

"Elsie,"

Men

No More Summers on

Broadway

for Veteran.

1

"Rapid Transit," the new George
Lederer production, which will star
Hal Skelly, will be a fall offering,
instead of a summer attraction, as
first planned. The piece will be interesting because it will be the first
attempt to produce a musical comedy in revue form. There ar.» to be
10 scenes.

and others which we had jointly
produced and which still had some
value in 1918.
"When the Harper Bros, and Wallace read of our dissolution, they
tried to stop our rights in Ben Hut*
but we proved by affidavits of Mr.
Erlanger and myself (in the Federal
Court) that we had not dissolved

Ben Hur, and Judge Hough held
that no matter what we dissolved,
our rights in Ben Hur could not bd

STONE OUT 4 WEEKS

impaired so long as we jointly oper»
ated that production. I was, therefore, amazed early in the autumn
when Mr. Erlanger disbanded the"
(Continued on page 21)

Replaced in "Tip-Top n by Harland
Dixon of Doyle and Dixon.

BLUM'S- ONE-ACT REP.

people.

not permitted."

COrVTS COLORED TROUPE.
"Shuffle Alone"
ville

Has Many VaudePlayers.

Philadelphia, April

"Shuffle

Along,"

the

13.

all-colored

musical show produced by John
Tort, opened here at the Dunbar
Monday, coming from Washington.
where it played its first stand of

two weeks at the Howard. The
attraction's local engagement will
also be for two weeks, with Baltimore to follow. It is due into New

Harland Dixon (Doyle and Dixon)
replaced Fred Stone in "Tip-Top"
Monday at the Glohe. Doyle remains with "Hitchy-Koo." No performances were given last week
after Tuesday night, when Stone
was Injured. An X-ray showed the
star had broken hi.s little toe, it being a clean fracture and sustained
during one of Stone's simplest

Intends Playing Tabloids

j

VA MjStfttN BtflC

Philadelphia,

As
in

April

IS.

the result of a motor ac< ident

New York

Sunday,

in

which he

sustained a

fractured collar-bone,
Sam Bernard was out of "As You
'Were" at the Shubert Monday night.

Al Shean was

York

summoned from New

dition to

to play the role.
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flue
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Gustav Blum, playwright and
author of "A Sleepless Night," produced by the Shuberts a couple of
seasons back, is fathering a per*
manent one-act repertoire theatre
idea.

Mr. Blum, who was last director
of the East -West Flayers, proposes
to lease a small theatre in ths

dances.

with a fever of 102 degrees.
No change in the CJlobe's admission scale has been made, the showretaining its $3.50 top, with $4 for
Saturday evenings.
"Tip-Top" awl "Ilitehy-Koo" are
both under the direction of Charles
Dillingham.
Now featured in the show in ad-

in

Square House.

York in May.
Physicians said Stone would be
The piece is regarded as one of able to return to "Tip-Top" within
the biggest colored offerings *rnce four weeks.
It
is probable, howWilliams and Walker. Several col- ever, he will not again appear thin
ored vaudeville teams are in the
If so the attraction will
season.
including Miller and Lyle,
cast,
likely be withdrawn in May, about
Sissle and l'.lake and the Palm
month earlier than was intended.
Beaeh Four. Ix>ttie Gee is the a
The forced withdrawal of Stone
prima donna. The company numlast week nieked his appearance
bera 46 people.
It being the first time he has
record,
Vodrey arranged the score, which
wan composed by Sissle and l'.lake. missed a performance in 15 years.
During tho run of "Chin Chin" at
Miller and Lyle supplied the book.
the (Jlobe he worked at one time

SAM BERNARD HURT.

'

Marc

in the
recent deal, following inquiry by *>
Variety representative.

by either sex are prohibited. This pin's restaurant and another buildincludes every dance which con- ing one door south is to have a new
tains suggestive or repulsive con- building, about eight stories high,
tortions of the human body. 7th
which when completed will be ocThe use of profanity will not be cupied by the Cadillac restaurant
of

anybody

were disclosed by
Klaw, one of the principals

1

8th— Tho portrayal

and

figures

The show is scheduled to open
4th— Wearing of one-piece erected by the show firm of I. MilPittsburgh, April 13.
Edgar MacGregor's "A Dangerous Aug. 15, rehearsals being timed to
union suits by females, where ler Sc Sons. This plot is 40 by
simply used wantomly to display feet. The net rental average paid Maid," playing here at the Nixon, start July 10. Otto Harbach and
the figure, as In li.ing pictures, is by the Miller concern for the prop- has changed its title to "Elsie, 'the William Carey Duncan are writing
5th— The portrayal by erty is an average of $50,000 a year, leading role. The piece is a comedy book and lyrics and Rudolph Friml
prohibited.
either sex of a dope fiend, wherein on a lease extending for 63 years, with music. It has a class flash is doing the score.
Lederer was the first manager to
the act of taking a hypodermic in- with the privilege of purchase for chorus, consisting of but eight girls,
jection, the inhaling or eating or 31,000,000 within five years from whose salaries are $100 weekly each. offer summer shows on Broadway
dope, or the use in any manner ot May 1, 1926, the date of lease.
"Elsie" is mentioned for the Cort. and when at the Casino he had the
dope) intended to show its effect
The 40 by 80 foot plot on the New York, as an early summer ar- field to himself. He no-v has
changed plans.
upon human being, is forbidden. southeast corner of 47th street and rival.
Cth— All forms of muscle dancing Broadway now occupied by Wol-

permitted.

Canada,

in

could put it all over Europe, Soutlt
America, provided that no use of
the William Young version of the
dramatisation were made; the fact
that "million dollar" quotation is
regarded as nothing but showman's

officers.

a moral pervert or sex degenerate

IN U. S,

BUT NOT OUTSIDE, FOR SCREEN

Curb

Harrisburg, Pa.. April 13.
Interest in the score of theatrical
bills now before the Legislature has
centered for the present* at least,
upon the consideration of the bill
placing a one per cent, tax oo the
gross receipts of theatrical and
amusement places and the bill placing a five per cent, tax on the gross
companies.
billboard
receipts
of

and
Vaude-

Fiends

"Cissy" Characters Banned- -Hits Legits,
ville and Burlesque Alike.

DEN HUR" PROTECTED

15,

PENN A. TAX BILL

CONTRACTS

1921

Friday, April

Times square section and present
one-act playlets by native authors.
It
is
the intention of the im prc'sario to produce the sketches
with an eye also on future possiblevaudeville production. They will be
designed and staged as regular legit
productions, aimed at popular favor and not for highbrow or quasihighbrow consumption by neighborhood and "art" theatre audience*.
•

"WHIRL" IN

NEW

YCRK.

Philadelphia. April

A group

JEAN GRANESE
fust appearance on Broadway was at the. Colonial two weeks
ago. After the first performance her name was put up in lights in front
of the theatre. From her showing this week at the Hamilton it will not
be long before it will be the common rather than the unusual thing to
see the name of Jean Granese in lights in front of all the leading vaudeville theatres.
Supported by her brother Charles with Charles Borelli
at the piano.
Direction, ROSE A CURTIS.

Her

•are

here to

13.

Broadway show girl*
enter "The Whirl of the

of

Town," playing the Chestnut

Street

opera house.
It is understood the sending of the
"regulars" here is in preparation
for the attraction's New York debut.
Reports are the piece will slice***
"The Rose Oirl" at the Am1>assade*
soon.

—
F-uUy» April

15,
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$500,000 SETIUMENr

300-YEAR LIFETIME THEME

publisher Describes
thor's Scientific,

ment"

Separation

Couple's

APPLICATIONS BY INDEPENDENTS

FOR

Pact

A

P. M.

MEMBERSHIP

Gives Wife $500,000.

.

"Back

to Methuselah" as

"Au-

Religious and Political Testa-

— H?s Supreme Exploit.

la common gossip in literary
as the "last" play by Bernard Shaw is further described by
tbe Socialist-playwright's publishentitled.
ers a* a Pentalogy and is
*jpack to Methuselah."
scientific,
re_"It is the author's
ligious and political testament as
w*M as his supreme exploit in draIn form it is a
matic literature.
ytav in Jive acts; but every act is
a complete play in itself, following
tbe precedent of Wngner's 'Niebthe
that
lung tetralogy, except
whole drama is a pentalogy.
-The first play of the set ia enIn the Beginning.' the actitled
tion taking place in the Cardrn of
den and partly after the expulsion.
'The second play is of the present
day, anil is called "The dospel of the
In it a reBrothers Harnabas.'
ligious leader and his brother, a man
electioneering
an
receive
ejf science,

13

OF HOROSCOS IN COURT

OF BERNARD SHAW'S NEW PLAY
I

i

1

What

"GOLD DIGGERS" HERE

circles

TILL MID-AUGUST
Then Road Tour

No

from Ina Claire.

Notice

Los Angeles. April 13.
The properly settlement between
Oliver Moroseo and his wife in their
public
recent difficulties bceame
property in court here when Phillip
Cohen, who was attorney lor Mrs.
Moroseo brought suit to recover
$12,000 in fees due him for his part
Prior to this time
in the action.
every effort was made to keep the
the manager and
between
agreement
his wife a secret. Mrs. Moroseo Is
defending the suit on the grounds
that the fee is excessive.
Attorney Williams, acting for Mrs.
Moroseo, was summoned to bring
the agreement into court, and upon
his refusal J. Harvey McCarthy, in
who^e possession the agreement
was. was subpoenaed and the agreement was produced by him. The
settlement on Mrs. Moroseo ia approximately $500,000 In cash, property and playrights.
The property and cash approxiIn addition Mrs.
mates $*J4!>,000.
Moroseo gets the rights to "Peg o'
My Heart." the exclusive rights to

"The Gold Digger*" will continueits run at the Lyceum until
mid-August, leaving for the road at
that time, with Atlantic City the
first stand.
The llelas"o office announced the booking following reports that Ina Claire had already
left the show.
The star must give
or receive two weeks' notice prior
to her withdrawal and. up to this
week, action on either Sid* had not "So Long Letty." and Mr. Moroseo
be.
taken. It is generally under- is to purchase the Moroseo theatre
stood Miss Claire will leave the here from her at about $150,000.
'Gold Diggers" sometime in May. The rights to "Peg* is placed at
ami that an Operation on her throat $100,000 and those of "So Long
wHl follow.
The agreement
Letty" at JJTo.OOO.
The booking until August will also contains provisions giving the
give the Avery Ilopwood comedy a wife certain bonds and stocks.
continuous run of one year and nine
months, the premiere having bee..

—

T. M. A. May Submit Secondary Plan
Three Broadway Producers Forced Into P. M. A.
by Equity's Attitude Decides Against Tyler.

Members

—

ELIZABETH HINES GOES

FROM R00NEY TO COHAN
Unpaid Salary in "Love
Causes Switch.

Birds*'

The Producing Managers' Association at one of the busiest meetings since its organization considered and made decisions on a number of important matters Thursday
last week. Activities of the Actors'

.

Equity Association will be watched
and a committee appointed charged
with

duty.

that

Application

for

membership by the Touring Man-.,
agers' Association was received ofElisabeth ficially, but the T. M. A.'s proposed

The

engagement of
for
"The O'Brien Olrl"
brought some criticism from several
managers because of Miss nines'
current appearance in "Love Birds,"
the Pat Rooney show at the Apollo.
Hints'

plan for the admittance of of its
rejected.
Applica-

members was

tions for membership by several Independent managers were favorably

acted upon. A ruling was made In
Inquiry developed the fact that the favor of the submission
by the
actress
desired
to
leave
"Love A. E. A. providing that understudies
Birds," alleging salary being owed
shall be paid for extra performher.
ances and the reports
various
When a dramatic agent suggested measures pending In the on
New York
the girl Ceorge M. Cohan stated he State Legislature
were digested.
would not hire a player then apThe P. M. A. has decided on keeppearing in another show. The agent ing tabs
on the A. E. A. moves, reVisit from two well-known stalesreplied Miss Hines was not getting
gardless
of the agreement signed by
pirn, and meet them With the astonsalary.
At rehersals last Sunday the managers' association and ae
7
nothing
can
that
ishing proposition
the manager asked Miss Hines if
tors at the close of the strike in
nave civilization but a prolongation
she had been paid and she answered 1919.
When the "Equity Shop" was
q[ human life to antediluvian proth;it
the payment of salary due
being promulgated Equity official*
portions.
last Saturday was missed. The show
were careful to state the principle
Thr. third play. 'The Thing Ilap- early in
is reported doing good business for
October, 1910.
VILLAGE FREAK.
did not affect the P. M. A., pointing
sen.C deals with the discovery :iOO
this time of the season.
but the strike agreement having
year.; hence of certain persons who
Miss Hines was formerly in
Undressed Dancer in Curious Offerfour years more to run. The manEQUITY.
are triccntenarinns surviving from
vaudeville and also has had some
ing.
have regarded the
u»ir own time.
dramatic experience. Showmen who agers appear to
care with which the "exception**
Agent
Kansas
City
Is so far Not
"This is followed by the 'Tragedy
A curious entertainment was of- have seen her in "Love Birds" re- was made with suspicion, and the
the
Bothered by Equity Shop.
Centleinau.*'
Klderly
of an
fered at the Greenwich Village the- gard her as a comer. Her salary, in P. M. A. in considering the matter
period being a thousand years hence.
atre Monday when a three-part the latter show, is mentioned at decided to watch Equity members
Kansas City. April 13.
It exhibits a phase in which the
1160. and with "The O'Brien Girl"
who walk out of their productions
The At MaekinMHi Agency of this affair made its debut. The parts
British Islands are inhabited exclunot related in presentation, the the contract is reported calling for from now on. In the meeting It was
a*«ciy by persons who live 300 years. city, which furnishes the players for are
$-100.
title of "A Revue
taking
the
whole
charged players have not lived unThey are venerated and consulted as a large number of dramatic and
with "Hubbies in
to contracts In the past, but It would
erucVs by thr Eastern Kmpire of musical shows playing thi? terri- of the Classics"
Alparts.
the
of
one
Distress,**
be up to tbe Equity to see that conBritain, with Bagdad as its centre, tory, reports that no attempts have
CHURCHILL'S
SALE tracts
though the critics were present,
are fulfilled.
finally comes a play which takes as yet been made by the Equity to
attempt in any of the Captain
The proposal of the Touring Manplace in the year 31,920 A. D. en- keep it from booking non -Equity there was no
Molds
52 Years Longer
menfew
it and
review
to
dailies
agers' Association, which will be afas Thought Can actors.
titled. 'As Far
Lsase No Intention of Selling.
fected In full by the closed shop of
Reach.'*' and. according to BrenMr. Maekinson said he issues two tioned it.
The firnt nighters were treated to
tano's essayist, is' '"quite indescrib- contracts, one containing the Equity
Captain Churchill, owner of the the A. E. A., made good the predica:« a "revolutiondescribed
"Thanis"
able."
railroad clause, which he advised
restaurant bearing his name on tion In Variety that "Equity Shop"
only
The Shaw preface preludes this all managers to use. but that while ary dancer." Thanis sported
Broadway, says that regardless of would tend to force independent*
that being
pentalogy and is entitled "The In- most of the managers were favor- one bit of real covering,
the many reports concerting the and one-night producers Into the
around the waist. Little or nothing sale of
fidel Half Century." in which the able to It, most of the actors did
his property for theatrical P. M. A. The latter was asked to
The
waist.
above
the
worn
was
make concessions to members of the
author contends "that the extension not want the clause in their conpurposes, there will be no sale.
had been announced to apof human life contemplated in his tracts, as It requires them to pay woman
The Captain's lease on the prem- P. M. A., who ssked they be adoccasions
different
three
play is a scientific possibility, and fares to the show for those taking pear on
ises has 52 years more to run. Cap mitted on the basis of $100 annually
before, but Monday night appeared
Memmust be included as such in the re- their places in case they left.
Churchill states positively '.hat at and $100 weekly per show.
to be her debut. The "attraction" is
ligion of Creative Evolution which,
present he has no intention what- bership In the P. M. A. calls for dues
in the Village under a three -week
$2fi weekly for
and
year
he maintains, has been taking shape
a
$500
of
ever
of doing anything with his
rental arrangement.
HARRIGAN'S ALIMONY.
ia the chaos of unbelief of the past
each attraction. The P. Iff. A. re"The Sacrifice," a new offering, is restaurant building excepting to fused to reduce Its dues for the
60 years and is now ready for adopoperate
It as a restaurant, which
of
Quarter
Claims
succeed
it.
already announced to
tions as the New Faith of the Former Wife
Captain Churchill has done since the smaller managers.
Actor's Earnings.
World."
It Is probably the admittance of
building was erected.
the touring managers will again be
It has been said by restaurant
MRS. GLENDINNING SAILING
Dorothy L. Harrigan, former wife
under a changed plan.
submitted,
people if Captain Churchil! should
of William Harrigan, star of "The
PHILLIPS IN STOCK.
Mrs. Ernest Glendinning will sail
This might call for the establishAcquittal" recovered a claim of $750 May 14 on the Ccdric to visit her want to dispose of his lease he could ment of a class B membership, with
Former "Mutual Girl" Now Leading unpaid alimony in the Third Mun- parents in England, returning to secure more for It by selling lease such members providing some arand restaurant than he could seicipal Court Wednesday and there- New York July 6 on the Olympic.
Lady.
to the P. M. A. guarancure from disposing of the lease rangement
by established a claim upon a
Mrs. Glendinning, professionally
teeing salary payments and return
alone, for the demolishment of the
durquarter, of Harrigan's earnings
Cleveland. April 13.
Marie Home, has not appeared
transportation. The T. M. A. may
building.
Norma Phillips, the former "Mu- ing his life.
upon the stage since her marriage,
seek to secure a general bond covMrs. Harrigan testified she made about two years ago.
tual Girl" of the films, has been enering its members who might be
gaged as leading lady for the Pros- an oral agreement with her husadmitted Into the P. M. A.
OPPOSITION.
EQUITY
which
under
1919,
May.
band in
pect stock.
Three of th* four Independent
The same stock next week will among other things he promised to
managers represented at recent
John Emerson Again to Head Regu
give
the
performance of pay her 23 per cent, of his earnings
initial
meetings requested by the A. E. A.
lar Equity Ticket.
*The Masterpiece," a new farce by as long as he lived. She sued for
to "explain" the "Euity Shop" me
A.
Margot Case Hale. Mrs. Hale is divorce and was awarded a decree
It appears to be virtually settled piled for membership In the P. Iff.
the wife of John S. Hale, Shuberts* in November of the same year.
that John Emerson will again head The applications were favorablv
cerpaid
h^r
She said Harrigan
resident manager in this city.
the regular ticket of the Actors' received, ar.fi the Independants wilt
tain sums for three months and
Euity Association for re-election probably be voted to member hip
then ceased and the $750 demanded
at next month's general meeDng.
as Its president.
Her
since.
"SCANDALS"
was acrued amounts
No opposition to Emerson has They are Brock Pemherton.
had
Harrigan
jury
the
told
lawyer
anGeorge Whites third "Scandals"
arisen, nor is any looked for among Marcln and Lew Fields, while
•
«ue at the Globe for the summer, been earning $500, although lb* actor
the Equity's ranks. Mr. Emerson, other favorably received applies*
of
It
will hold Virtually the same cast declared his salary at the time
Mori's
by
in
sent
was
Hon
regard
high
in
held
from report, Is
week.
a
only
$150
was
agreement
assoas last season.
Ann Pennington, the
by the mer.:bers of the Equity Coun- Their joining the managerial
Harrigan's counsel said the judgGeorge Bickel, Lester Allen and
ciation was forced wheg ffquity recil, and they are said to be unaniLou Holts have all been re-engaged, ment would be appealed.
fused any concession! to the indemously for him.
Harry Rose will also be in the cast,
The latter asked they
pendents.
as
replacing Jack Rose now in vaudebe given the laOlfl arrangem
J0HN R.'S "MYSTIC BOARD."
REVUE
until the period of Hnj
HARRIS'
ville.
A.
SAM
the
P.
M.
over sixty years John R.
Tor
Continued on page 10
It
i*
understood the revue will
A new revue will be readied for
Merrily") .Rogers has been
com- U early this season, about (Vours
the Sam H. Harris theatre the at
associated with public amusements
a
run
summer
month
Ziegfeld's
for
a
ahead
of
traction designed
VILLAGE "FOLLIES" CAST.
in all its branches, finally attempt"Follies."
A change bringing the ing a vaudeville turn, which he adand listed to succeed "Welcome
The No. 1 company of the "(incn•show in early was made following
that bouse early in
at
Stranger"
terrible.
was
mits
wich Village Follie ," which U Just
the withdraw] of Fred stone from
June.
Rogers says he is fans wit'i thefinishing up a tour to the coast,
"Tip Top" which is expected to cut
projointly
be
will
The
revue
atricals forever and is now special
will close within the m xt live or
the run of that attraction.
Woods
A.
Harris,
H.
Mr.
duced
by
unique
and
new
for
a
representative
six weeks, after a run of almost
and Joseph Santley. Santley will eighty weeks.
(f.'vico to keep fathers at home o'
be in the cast as will be Ivy Sawyer
The new "Fellies,** which will go
PANNIE BRICE-DILLINGHAM. nights. It is a beautifully colored
Hassurd
Moore.
Florence
and
lay-out of fifty-two fortune tilling
into rehearsal in the summer, will
After several seasons with Flo
Short i* to stage the piece.
cards, combining a number of ways
Ted Lewis, Jimmy Walts and
have
VsfCeld shows, Fannie Price has
and Instinct the old and
Al Herman of the No. 1 show as Its
entered into contract for next sea- to interest
called
is
It
sexes.
main entertainers.
young of both
son w li a Charles Dillingham.
PASSING SHOW" CLOSING.
Board'1 and tells the
Hot Price under the Dillingham "The Mysticfascinating
Cincinnati. April 13.
manner.
ftl'ure in a
Management will appear In a
"The Passing Show" will close "PITTER PATTER" NOTICE UP.
•tralfht comply and role,
Prior to
Chicago. April l&
here
Saturday night, earlier by
Trail."
"Red
Dickey**
Paul
that premiere *iv
will hot play else"Pitler PuPer." at the Playhouse,
weeks than the original tour conwhere.
A. H. Woods will produce shortly
weeks'
notice up, but w«n
a
assigned
has
templated.
Is
The
reason
two
LA
pew play by Paul Dickey called
Miss Brtee
Mrs. Nick Arnslein)
the bad 'break" in business and coul in ii. from week to week as long
Week of April 18th— Keiths.
••teljr left th s
"The Red Trail.''
T'oiins'* t»
trail a
it
not
Is
it.
•unporte.
tie decision of the Shuberts to as business
Indiana poll*.
fan* y eveai
ThO piece gOOf inl» rehearsal
Mi*t is mow dallj hnregarded as a hit here?.
ibandon the Coast tour.
**•*{*.
Direct b*i, MORRIS d\ FEIli
Pending.
.s,,n».- lime heil
ii

!
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"Bad Man," Oomotly (324 week). this week. Last week, with reguFour New Ones This Week,
Continue! in favor and classes as lation s performances, tho gross
one of the ix'st bits of comedy went close to $14,000, which Is caTwo Last Week
Was hurt pacity (a sell-out to a party pulled
satire In recent seasons.
in downward trend of business la*t down money capacity).
Figures to
Week, the takings going- to T $11.000. run through the summer.
Chicago. April 13.'
"Broken Wing," 45tK 'Street; (19rk "Passing Show of 1921," Winter
A very small slump in a few of
Week), Strength displayed by this
Garden (10th week). Reports tfi.i' the leaders \vii ft "M.i'.y" jumping
comedy.
Has the locale of "The
new* summer show has started way ahead.
This Week saw the
Bad Man." but its rating is differMclntyre and opening' of four hew shows. "Lingpreparing
with
ent.
With cut rate aid it should
Heath. That gives "Passing Show" er Longer- Letty" at the Olympjc,
run until June. (Jot $9,500 last week.
Business off "Fitter Patter" at the Playhouse.
until early June.
riince Easter.
"Gertie's Garter" at the Woods, .and
"Dear Me," Republic (13th week).
Slid back last week along with the "Pea o' My Heart," Cort (9th week). "Bab" at the Blackstone.
Dropped o*ff again, with the takrest of the*list with the gross about
Estimates for the week:
ings* around $10, Of) last week.
this
$6,500.
Continuance
after
"Shavings" ePowera, 6th week)
Length of stay after this month Still turning in healthy profit;
month not certain.
not
sef.
House
summer
due
for
a
Leaves in three weeks.
$12,400.
Belasco
(17th
week).
"Deburau,"
show, and may get "Elsie" ("A
The dramatic smash of the lis*.
Thurston (Olympic, 3rd week)
Dangerous Maid").
Capacity attendance to date. Warm
Left to small intake, with "Linger
weather figures to be felt, with show "Right Girl/' Times Square (5th Longer Letty" following for limited
week). Management continues to run.
costly to operate.
Should remain
use
extra
advertising.
I^ast week
until mid-June.
"East Is West" (Garrick; 5th
gross was $9,000, a profit for hou^e week)
"Emperor Jones,'' Princess, (Hth
Slipped aroui.d $1,000 after
at this time of season, but hardly high mark of previous week.
week). Engagement with the maStill
for a musical piece.
tinees of "Piff'rent" continues inleading legitimate hits with $22,000.
definite.
Takings last week off in "Rollo's Wild Oat," Punch and Judy
"Way Down East" (Woods', 17th
proportion with most others. Gross
(21st
week).
Indications still week)
Leaves for two
$16,000.
of $6,500, however, satisfactory to
point" to this comedy justing out weeks
Auditorium,
"Gertie's
at
management, with profit both to
the season.
"Mixed Marriage" Garter' coming in to replace Aim.
house and attractions.
continues as special matinee atweek)
"Mary"
(Colonial,
1st
"Enter Madame," Fulton (35th
traction.
$27,000; tremendous hit with smart
Week). This long run success has "Romance," Playhouse (7th week). publicity. It looks like all summer
chance to continue into June. Its
Success of th> "evival surprising run.
takings slipped down last week with
even to management, it continu'The Tavern" (Cohan's Grand,
others, but gross went cose to
ing to very good business. Con- 10th week) $11*000.
Doing heavy
$10,000.
sidered fine property for road next last half business.
"First Year,'* Little (26th week).
"Four Horsemen" (LaSalle. 2nd
season.
Grossed around $12,000
One of the very few current offerweek).
Matinees off, but heavy
last week.
ings not affected: Appears to have "Rose3
night business;
«jw«iih. o.->
,i.,uto.
$12,000
\Jiri,
J\II1IM>><(<II»X
Girl,"
(10th
Ambassador
XV III «»»fS«»i
V
the best chance among non-musical
"The Bat" (Princess, 15th week),
week). With the cut rate system]
attractions of holding over through
in force, like with several others, I $19.000.__ Expected this show will
the summer.
the takings are claimed to be sat- stick till next season.
"Ghost Between," 39th Street (4th
"Tickle Me" (Illinois, 1st week)
isfactory, with around $12,800 last
week). Doubt if this offering will
week. Cast changes have pulled $22,000.
land.
However, while others were
"Deliverance"
(Playhouse,
2nd
down operating expense.
dropping last week its business "Sally,"
New Amsterdam (17th week) $2,000. "Pitter Patter" had
went upward, the gross going to
favorable
opening
Sunday.
week). Is far in lead of anything
$7,500.
Is getting smart audiences.
"Irene" (Studebaker, 19th week)
on Broadway, with only the Hip
"Gold Diggers," Lyceum (80th
able to beat its gross. Is the mar- Still playing to $20,000, with no end
week). Business is holding up satvel to ticket brokers, where de- in sight.
isfactorily, the management having
"Just Suppose" (Blackstone. 5th
mand still tops by a wide margin, week)
booked the show for in here until
Little better than $12,000.
at end of fourth month.
August. Eased off to $11,700 last
"Bab"
which opened Sunday at
Week. Figure affords a good profit. "Smooth as Silk," Frazee (5th week). $2.50 played to best of society and
First
week
Broadway,
and
the
on
"Good Times," Hippodrome (36th
most of the critics.
Show
fifth actually.
Show opened at drew
week).
Is in its last weeks and
being handled in a masterful style
Lexington some weeks ago and for an all summer
is due to close April 30.
-While
run.
closed suddenly. Crook piece, with
business is claimed to have been as
-

,

.

,

'

big this season, profits are reported
under those of last season's banner
half million winner.
"In the Night Watch," Century,
<12ih week). Number of weeks to

go depends on how much "pull" remains with the "two for one" ticket

a chance.
"Spanish Love,"

Maxine

Elliott's

36th week). Will leave soon. Is
a dramatic novelty, and though Its
grosses have not been large, the
run equals any of the season's

BOSTON'S BUSINESS

FLOPPED LAST WEEK

offerings.

"The Bat," Morosco (34th week).
Is
the come-back winner for
late.
Shuberts may succeed it in
Wagenhals & Kemper. Off at White's ''Scandals" the SurMay with "The Last Waltz," now
being readied.
midweek matinee, and is not goprise
'Honeydew" Big.
ing to clean with box seats, but is
.."Irene," Yanderbilt, (73d week).

Has about broken even

plan.

of

—

Ties

the

New York

musical run
on Saturday with

record

for
603

performances, claimed the consecutive performance mark attained by
"Evangeline.''
Business last week
held up in fine shape for this stage
of run, with the takings a little

under

$14,000.

"It's

Up

to

You,"

Casino

(3d

week).

Failure to attain stop limit
led to two weeks notice
to vacate and a film,
"Mother
Eternal," starts at Casino Sunday.
Attraction reported In financial diffirst

week

ficulties.

leading or equalling anything on

non-musical list.
"The Champion," Longacre (15th
week). Standing up well, with the
gross around $10,500 last week.
"The Green Goddess," Booth (14th
week). Has not had an empty
seat since it opened; matinees also
going to capacity for a gross of
better than $14,000 weekly.
"The Tavern," Cohan (29th week).

Has two weeks more

to

run.

House then gets musical show,
scheduled for opening May 2. It is

"Two

Little Girls in Blue."

(36th "Three Live Ghosts," Nora
"Ladies
Night,"
Eltinge
Bayes
week), itu nning ahead of most of
29th week).
Cut rates keeping
the season's long run offerings. Last
this comedy alive and responsible
Meek,
with
grossed,
it
$12,260
for it beating $7,000 last week.
showed a heap of strength at box
Profit at that figure.
office.
Top," Globe (28th week). Was
"Lady Billy," Liberty (18th week). "Tip
closed last week after Tuesday
Has been a winner since premiere.
night, when Fred Stone broke litNot off as much in proportion to
tle toe.
Reopened Monday with
others last week, the gross going
Harland Dixon in Stone's place.
well over $15,000.
Looks safe to
Another
month
unless star is able
run well Into May.
to return to cast.
"Lightnin'," Gaiety (135th week).
"Toto,"
Bijou
(4th
week). Has been
Fast reaching for attainment of
selling out since it opened, with
solid three years' run; unheard of
the house going to rew box office
mark on this side of the pond.
records by means of revised scale.
Has not fallen under $15,000 in last
Should last until hot weather, and
nix months and showmen predict it
has chance well into summer.
stands good chance of going into a
fourth season. Management figures "Trial cf Joan of Arc," Shubert (1st
week).
Stars Margaret A glin,
to send it out in August.
wlio tried piece at Century bene"Little Old New York,'' Plymouth.
fit lately.
Opened Tuesiay night,
(32d week). Slowed off like many
replacing
"Blue
Eyes,"
of the other long run shows last
which
stopped.
week with the gross a little over
$9,000.
A comedy success with in- "Wake Up Jonathan," Henry Miller
(13th week).
Final week.
dications of the run reaching well
"Mr.
Pirn Passes By," a Theatre Guild
into May.
attraction, moves up from Gar"Love Birds," Apollo ($th week).
rick next Monday.
Holding to a pace of $1">,000. Easily
the strongest of the recent musical "Welcome Stranger," Sam H. Hararrivals.
Ought to last into June
ris (31st week).
Pace is now
with a chance \<t a longer vtay.
around $9 000. Number of weeks
"Mary,"
Knickerbocker
(26th
yet to go not definite, Dili 'tffiouj
week). Cohan's musical winner has
last well into May.
House # is to
another week to go. then leaves for
get a summer revue.

Philadelphia and makes way for
Sherman Brown's presentation of
•June Love," which has hern done
over and is reported in good shape.
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of putting; a snappy musical showimatic critics had the evening to
in there for an early summer bid J to the fights,
will be followed. "Honey Oirl" was
Last week's six openers can h*
that show last season.
judged pretty well by now a«
Business with the other showj in their success or failure, and
th*
town did not reflect the flop noted conclusion drawn if only moderate
Indicating the ly opttenjstic. "Lincoln" has
Inv the above three,
caught
business drop was not a general on splendidly for an avowedl*
thing, but rather the fault of the "highbrow" play; "The Son Dauahshows themselves.
t:r" is drawing a class attendance,
Two openings Monday r.Ight, but not any too much of it- "Tha
Follies"
is setting a substantial fiS!
booked
wit^h another one
for Tuesi

day night. "Blossom "Time" opened ore, but below the average of th**
at the Wilbur to a capacity house, last few years.
In the Shubert ranks Floren**
which was sold at regular price on'
the/ merit of the show, and Fisk^ .Reed's "Mirage"' is rte.onlv out!
O'Hara in "Springtime in Mayo" and -out success. "Opportunity"
opened at the Tremont.
tle .Girls

"Two

Lit-

in Blue," A. L. Erlar.ger's

newest show, opened at the Colonial
on Tuesday night.
Estimates for. the week ar.e:.
"Two Little Girls in, Blue'' (Colonial, 1st week).
Opened to house
that was a winner .for a^ premiere
Indefinite
performance.
engagement. White's "Scahdkls" did about
$11,000 on its final week, and then

company disbanded.
"The Famous Mrs. Fair" (Hollis,
2d week). Of the type Hollis people
like, with names in the cast that
are drawing in themselves, coupled

with really decent show caused
house to do $17,000 first week, with
ouening Monday of this week indicating the drag was still there.
Only other bookings will cause it
to be withdrawn for some time.
"Springtime in Mayo" (Tremont,
1st week).
Near capacity house at
opening.
Should get the support
of those that hare been blamed
for the failure of other shows, of
English type, that have flopped

week).

East," 44th Street (33d
Wiyi attempt to remain

Takings

slightly better th

"v

.

"Dream

Street," which will follow
latter show at tlu> .ChestmS
Street, will run about six weeks,
when the house will be closed and
extensive repairs made. For several years the Chestnut has
been
open late in the summer with fea-

the

ture pictures or musical shows
possible hitch in the plans for

A

a summer run of high class stock
at the Lyric has thrown a further
gloom over the hot season here ir
is beginning to look as if the
picture houses would have a> clear
field.

ing just

on

maker unless suffering from "Blos"Abraham Lincoln" (Broad. 2d
som Time" across the street from it weok).
Enthusiastically
received
in
another one of the Shubert and well patronized.
Not knockhouses.
"Honeydew" got away to out because the hoi polloi steers
and did $15,000 last week,
total of about $35,000 for
the two weeks it has been here. A
little lean Monday night, but nothing for Joe Weber to be frightened
about.
"Blossom Time"
(Wilbur,
1st
week).
One of the slick openings
of the season, with house enjoying
every minute of the show.
nice
chance for run that will extend well
into the summer. "Gertie's Garter,"
on last week, slipped off to about
$8,000, which could not be called
very good.
Village Follies"
(Shubert, 6th week). Will finish up
this week while going very strong.
fine start

clear,

making a

had since "Clarence."

A

"Greenwich

Boston, April 13.
In the case of three shows, two
of which have left and the third go- About
$18,000 last week.
ing out this week, business took a
"The Skin Game" (Plymouth,
decided flop last week.
George 2d week). About $8,000 for the week,
White's "Sear.dals of 1920" slid considered
good for show of this
down to takings of about $11,000 for kind. Is getting
a steady support,
eight
performances, considerably which should get
it
by without
poorer business than he should have much trouble
during stay.
done with his "rep," and which was
"The Storm" (Globe, 3d week).
considerable of a surprise.
The More publicity than most of them
show did not make extra big money that has
played the house this seaany time during its stay, which son. Business
very fair.
may be due to the fact that the
"Way
East"
(Tremont
Shuberts slipped the "Greenwich Temple). Down
Thirtieth week. Business
Village Follies" in a week ahead of big.
it, taking the cream, and also
the
fact that "Honeydew" came in and
took some more of the top milk.
"Gerties Garter," which closed at PHILLY'S
SIX
the Wilbur last week, also did poor
business at the finish. In fact, this
show did not make the hit at any
time, except the first week, that
Woods' farces have made here in the

NEW

BREAKS ABOUT

"Honors Are Even" also slid
at the Park Square, showing Plays Last Week Hold Nothing
takings of about $7,000 for the week,
Startling—"Follies" Off.
and it is now announced that it is
on the finish, and that "Honey
Girl" will come back for a run of
Philadelphia, April 13.
five weeks, which should about finA dead calm succeeded the flurry
ish the regular season for this of
last week in the legit here.
Not
house. Probably the usual custom an opening
Monday, and the drapast.

off

but best bet the

"As

You

Broad has

$14,000

Ware"

(Shubert. 2d
week). Suffering from competition
pf 'Follies," and fact it is repeat
In poor season.
Making bit. however, in shor^-stay.
Sam Bernard
nd out of cast Monday night.

lJjtA

"Follies" (Forrest, 2d week). Not

even

approximating

capacity

and

distinctly under last year's average, but financial gold mine of the
ent shows iuBt the same About
'

J22^

-

"The Mirage"

(Lyric, 2d week).
better than some of
the wiseacres predicted because of
rival openings.
Florence Reed, re*
siding here, also helped. Over $11,.
000 in small hOuse, with good pros*

Doing

nicely,

pects.

M

"The 8on Daughter" (Garrick,

week). Probably weakest of three
syndicate shows, but showing good
houses.
Show an expensive one,
and scale only $2.50, wliich cuts:
chances for large gross. Has had
several benefit performances. $12.-

"the Whirl of the Town" (Chest*
t
tr et ° n era House (4th week).
,V. .^ ^
With
Dorothy Miller, the much-

n

touted $1,000 bride, in east this one
took a fair jump last week. Clever
Shubert advertising of their new
star
got lot of laughs, but actually brought in cash.
Doubt as
to
success of $1.50 top. which
brought the week's gross down to

about $15,000.
"Opportunity" (Walnut, 2d week).
£ot so good. This house would
have been wise to stick to the policy
unning big names like Arliss la
Jr.,r
The Green Goddess" or Hampden.
This melo of Owen Davis' is limping.

$8,000.

"Adam and Eva"

(Adelphi,

4tk

week). Keen disappointment, perhaps because Broadway run was tot
much a thing of the past. Xo naraM
to help pull them in, and indefinite
stay cut down to four weeks. T«
be succeeded by "Prince and ths
Pauper" next week. About $8,000.

TH0MASHEFSKY, CO STAB.
Boris Thomashefsky.
the Yiddish actor will co-star next season with Adolf Phillip in 'Auction
Pinochle."
The piece had conoiderabte vogue in 'the 'Cihi.in *ongtw
In New York, but failed to attract
big interest on the American stage

week were

"Mary Stewart.'' Riiz. .'4th week). "Over the Hill," Broadhurst (2*th
Looks like
limited run for this
week). Moves to the Park Sunlatest Drinkwater play because of
day. Will be succeeded by Walgetting class
it< limited appeal.
I>*
ter Hampden, starting "Macbeth."
audiences, but appears strictly a
"Four Horsemen of Apocalypse,"
lower floor draw.
Slipped in last
Aator <6th week).
Only a few
week's slump to $11,000.
legitimate attractions beating this
"Miss Lulu Bett." Belmont ilfith
picture
smash,
it. went to 120,000
$7.0<i0
mark
week). Dipped under
last week.
Moved over from the
Attraction is in small
last week.
Lyric Monday.
JOE
house «nd not costly to operate.
FLOSSIE
"Connecticut
Yankee in King ArL'd
week).
"Nemesis," Hudson
thur's Court," Selwyn (5th week).
and
Pace of tho first w«<k claimed at
"Dream
Street," Central 1st week).
S th « n«*«fmtllt at Palaeo. New York, this week (April 11)
nround $11,000 should be easily bet,.
nnd
Vi
Premiere tet back and picture had after
the Monday matinee moved to next-to-closing. Our
tered this week when call was
181st wei k of
first showing Tuesday, this week.
Koith and Orpheum vaudeville with our present vehicle "Tho
strong at box Office following extra
Avi ;i»
Hun not figured indefinite, and her" by JOB BROWNING, who is preparing our
advertising.
Management believes
new act.
reba.se date has been ~ t.
it a winner.
Keith's, Washington (April 18):
Maryland, Baltimore (Am 11 "A"Nice People,"' Klaw (7th week). "Queen of Sheba," Lyric (1st week).
Keith's,
Philadelphia
(May
2L
Opened Sunday, b«ing third Fox
ft)ucc< <s of this comedy certain. Expicturi in Broadway houwes.
Direction ROSE
tra Friday matinee, again inserted
CURTIS
<

•

attraction.

last
$11,000.

m

•

m

Theatre people here are wonderhow long "Mary" can last
its third try at the Garrick.
The
general concensus is that with any
kind of a weather break the Cohan
here this season.
"Call the Doc- show can
earn
money for every,
tor," on final week, got $12,000.
body concerned for a couple of per"Honors Are Even" (Park haps
three, weeks.
Nothing else is
Square, 15th week). Will shake the carded for the
Garrick.
dust of this city from heels after
The high spot of the prospective
this week. Engagement has been a openings
is "The Prince and the
profitable one, considering type of Pauper," which
to the Adelshow and money it cost to put it phl Monday. A comes
lively battle of box
on. but last couple of weeks has offices is
prophesied when "The
indicated
it
has about rim its Greenwich Village Follies" reaches
course. About $7,000 last week.
the Shubert On Monday,
Zieg"Honeydew" (Majestic. 3d week). feld's show playing its with
final week
Will probably prove big- money across the street at the Forrest

"Way Down
a year.

only so so, and "As You Were" tZ
being cut some by the "Follies"
^
across the street.
••
..,.
The two Shows, opening .previou*
to last Monday are fading away
thii
week, "Adam and Eva" miserable
«V,d -The Whirl" to a gross
pulled
l/kWrn
Yv«* *l«A In...'
Y>.
Way down by the low' scale, lea vine?
no profit for the expensively CaS

MORRIS

CAMPBELL

&

"The

"Jeff" in

Disguise.

Talking

Shop."

produced

Monday

at the Apollo, Atlantic
City, by Sam H. Harris, was originally produced under tit-- title
"Jeff," with Cyril Maude in tb<
title
role.
The piece, which h*i
i

Robert MoQuide
will

in the leading role,
play a week in Atlantic City,
Mass., to follow-

with Springfield,

All Colored.

Creamer and Layton,

the colored

songwriters, have written a music*
*'"
revue, "Ebony Nights," whi
be Mitt out with an all-negro fl8
as a road show. The piece li bein '
>

<"

cast.

gga

LEGITIMATE
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"OLD KENTUCKY HOME?

ITS UP TO you; beset by

15

PREPARE FOR SUMMER STOCK

FUND GETS $4,000

TROUBLES, STOPS THIS WEEK

BATTLE IN INDIANAPOLIS

Benefit Matinee in Louisville.

75-Year-0ld Lady's
Record.

following Complaints of Orerdue Salaries, Equity
Steps In Players to Receive Entire Company
Gross for Final Week.
"Its Up To You/' the William
Moore Patch show will close at the
Casino, Saturday, at *hich time it
"Mother
will have run three weeks.

Eternal,"

a

picture,

will

follow

Louisville, April IS.
dollars was added
to the fund being raised to purchase as a State shrine to Stephen
Collins Foster, composer of "My
Old Kentucky Home." Federal Hill
at Bardstown, where the famous old
song was written, at a special matinee at Macauley's last week. The

Four thousand

PEGGY HOPKINS' GIFTS
Estimates

Husband

Gave

Walker Signs George Gaul and Regina Wallace—Opens May 2 in Opposition to Gregory
Kelly Other News of Repertoire Companies.

Stuart

—

Her

Million and Half.

—

HOUSE -FOR "FOLLIES."
New

Amsterdam

or
Prospect.

occasion was made possible through

it.

Globe

f

Indianapolis. April It.

Stuart Walker
in

summer season

Company opening

May

Gregory

1.

Kelly opened with his new stock
company at English's April 11.

magnaminity of John Golden,
George Gaul and Regina Wallace
The musical piece has been in difFlo Ziegfeld upon his return from
Peggy Hopkins, former "Follies" producer of "Lightnin,' " which was
Its first girl, who was married at Miami in on the bill and will be long remem- Palm Beach is reported as having will play leads 'for Stuart Walker
ficulties since it opened.
week at $9,009 gross was under the the height of the winter season last bered by theatregoers here.
expressed himself as being in fa- this summer.
Re-engagement of
stop limit and two weeks' notice was year, was sued 'for annulment by
Governor Morrow delivered an in- vor of retaining "Sally" with Mari- Gaul, who was not with Walker
For James Edward Joyce, the millionaire spiring address, stressing the love lynn Miller and Leon Erroll at the last summer, is regarded as a move
given by the Shubert office.
the song New Amsterdam over the summer, In the stock skirmish between
the second week the business showed lumberman of Chicago. Sensational Kentuckians have for
a further decline, with the gross at stories from that city appeared in which is popular the nation over. shifting the new "Follies," now in Walker and Kelly.
attraction
was
put
in
The
of Bards- rehearsal, to the Globe, which is
The town Indulged !n a big grin
residents
hundred
Three
the
dailies
Monday
but
Miss
Hopf7,000.
and on second thought decided to
cu^ rates and "two for one" tickets "Sdiis was not actually served hi the town came on a special train for the reported as avatlar'e.
Kmily
objection
to
the
buy tickets when it was announced
The strongest
were distributed.
aotion until Tuesday evening.
At matinee. Among them was
v
Salary claims started friction back the time she was seated in the McAtee, who is 75 years old. and plan is A. L. Erlanger, w j holds this week that Kelly add Ruth GorLast motor car of a Broadway manager. who wajL an intimate friend of the no interest in "Sally," the major don will play "Romeo and Juliet"
stage from the first week.
Charges made by Joyce name a Rowan family, which owned the part of which is owned by Ziegfeld, for a week soon. >
Saturday several principals refu* d
"Old Kentucky Home" since 1795, with minor portions held by Guy
Kelly announced that William
to go on at the matinee unless paid, numbe. of men here and in Paris
Miss Hopkins re-, when it was built. It was her sec- Bolton and Jerome Kern. Erlanger Schaefer, Jr., of New York will be
This led to the withdrawal from last sumr.wr.
the
theatre,
a
at
attendance
the
financially
interested
is
in
his technical director through the
of Charles King, Lila ceived as a bridal gift a home in ond
the cast
summer.
Under- Florida for which her husband paid other occasion being when she saw "Follies" yearly.
Rhodes and Harry Short.
Van WinThe present "Follies" will end its
Los Angeles, April IS.
$350,000 and which is Unencum- Joseph Jefferson in "Rip
studies took their place.
kle."
in
Baltimore.
season
April
30
The Vagabond Players have
Complaints made to the Actors* bered. Sh estimates the diamonds
the
was
program
the
on
Included
opened
season
a
of stock at the
Equity Association led to a dele- given her at a million dollars.
"My Old Kentucky
of
singing
Little Theatre. The current
During the
The actress told friends she "had Home" by Kthel Metz, who received
LOUIS MANN BUYS HALF. Fagan
gate being appointed.
week's bill, the first of the season,
week he advised the players to stick. to marry Joyce. to get rid of him." a number of encores.
M Survival of is "Mrs. Dane's Defense." In the
It is claimed none of the cast Was They have not been living together
Mr. Golden wired $100 to the the- Comedian Invests in
company
are Florence Stone, Alec
Miss atre just before the performance,
the Fittest** Due for Road Tour.
paid Saturday, and the choristers for the past eight months.
B. Francis, Lawrence Grant, \esey
were ulloted $20 each. A new ar- Hopkins further confided she would directing that a. seat be set aside
O'Davoran,
Robert Bolder, Isabel
Louis Mann has bought a half Wilford,
rangement was effected for this have given her husband a decree in the #gallery and given to the first
Zeffle
Tilbury.
Helene
week, the A. E. A. agreeing to per- had the action been taken quietly. small boy who could be found on interest in "The _ Survival of the Byrane, Sidney Bracey
and Howard
Fittest" and it will be sent on the
mit the playera to continue pro- This week she oulered counter pro- the street.
Chaldescott. Mr. Grant is director.
read.
vided the company's share be turned ceedings started in Chicago, asking
for alirtiony and counsel feen pendIt ran for several weeks at the
over pro rata on Saturday.
PHILLY.
Duluth. Minn., April 13.
WOODS'
ing
the
action for annulment.
Greenwich Village and made money
It is said the show has entailed
At the close of the regular vaudedespite
the derisive greeting ac- ville season
s
week
List
'.as
for the suit is on the Has* Closed for 8ite— 1,600 Seating
an outlay of $158,000.
at the Duluth Orpheum,
corded it by the reviewers and the playhouse will be
Capacity.
another claimant appeared, when grounds that prior to their marturned over
first night audience.
a marshal took over the costumes riage, Miss Hopkins p oduccd a dito dramatic stock for the summer.
Philadelphia, April 13.
for an unpaid balance due. -A rep- vorce from a former husband in
Arthur J. Casey of the Biaun -Casey
A. H. Woods has closed for a site
resentative to watch the wardrobe Texas and that as neither princiFIELDS' "COME ON OVER." company of Brockton, Mass., has
was satisfactory to the marshal and pal was a resident of that state, the for a new theatre in this city, which
leased the theatre and will open
decree is invalid
is to be a link in the chain of his
it is said the balance was later paid.
8ummtr' here May 22.
Produoe
Comedian to
The
circuit.
picture
announced
Mr. Casey presented the Orpheum
Box office statements were turned
Show for Broadway.
site is on Broad street, near the
Players here last season and won
over to an Equity representative
SHORT SUES PRODUCERS.
Forrest, and the deal had been
great
success.
Monday, to ensure the players reLew Fields' summer production
Hassard Short began suit in the pending for some time. ConstrucSince the Lyceum theatre closed
ceiving the total percentage of the
for Broadway is to be called "Come
is to be commenced imwork
tion
Ninth
District
Municipal
Court
this
presumed
here
It
is
a year ago, no dramatic shows
attraction's share.
Fields contemplates
mediately and the house will be on Over." Mr.
have been presented in Duluth, and
the players back stage were per- week against Max R. Wilner and
January 1. Seating ca- an oddity in the musical comedy the whole town is clamoring for
mitted to see the statement One of Sigmund Romberg as individuals ready by
line, with no book authorship. Sevpacity, 1,600.
dramatic shows.
the players who withdrew stated (not under their corporate title) for
eral wit writers will be credited
J. B. McElfatrick 6 Son arc the
39 per cent, of last week's gross $500 representing a week's salary
different scenes.
with
architects.
The Majestic, Scranton,
Pa.,
had been distributed to the com- for services rendered in conjunction
formerly playing burlesque,
pany Monday. If correct some de- with the staging of "Three Kisses,"
has
ductions were made since the com- a production to have been sponsored TAX SAVED ON FREE TICKETS. IRENE WILLIAMS ENGAGED. been taken over by Corse Payton
by
the
defendants
Philadelphia, April 13.
but
later
for dramatic stock.
pany percentage is 60 per cent.
Payton plans
"Mother Eternal," a feature picAnnouncement is made of the en- to remove his company now at the
"Waxman, general manager for the abandoned.
ture, which will debut at the Casino
Short claims a written contract
Irene Williams, leading Academy theatre to the other house
producer, stated the proffer of turnSunday, under the direction of Ivan gagement of
ing the entire week's receipts over signed Dec. 29 last guaranteeing Abranson, was planned for "live woman in "Erminie" which closed after his tenancy at the Academy
him
five,
weeks'
employment
Washington, and Ar- ends this month.
him,
at
week
in
from
last
Payton opened
to the company came
dollar" opening, the idea being to
and it was done to prove the good $500 "per week, starting Jan. 17. He give away the tickets compliment- thur E. L. Jackson, a local attorney at the Academy on a 13-weeks'
lease to which were added four adfaith of the Patch office to the worked one week, was paid for it ary like other recent openings of and an amateur singer of note.
Miss' Williams, following a col- ditional weeks. The Academy will
company. In return he said officials by check, a controversy over which films in Broadway houses.
lapse on the stage during a per- reopen with the C. H. Miles Players
of the A. E. A. had acted arbitrar- eventually arose but was settled, but
It was learned that where such
was never .paid for the second week. tickets were given away the man- formance of the revival, is confined May 9, In "Turn to the Right" in
ily, following the appointment of A.
Alfred Beekman, Short's counsel,
Douglas Leavittr as representative
agement was responsible for the to her room in a Washington hotel. opposition to Payton's "Lightnin"*
Physicians say that she is suffering at the Majestic, Payton having
Leavitt plays the states he is not suing for the bal- payment of 50 cents tax.
of the company.
It was
leading role and is the Equity dep- ance of the five weeks' guarantee decided to distribute the tickets free, from a severe nervous breakdown. booked a road company of the piece
period
because of the fact his client
been by her bedside to open his new house.
Uty with the show.
but to eliminate any mention of the Jackson has
during much of the last few weeks,
Leavitt has been receiving $500 secured immediate employment for price.
and said today, commenting on his
The Albee, Providence, B. I., will
weekly. For his share of rewriting a new production thereafter and did
engagement, that their marriage end its vaudeville season April 16,
the show when it laid off in Cincin- not suffer any loss.
would have to be postponed for the reverting to stock the following
nati he was allowed one per cent,
time being. -He declared that it was Monday.
When the
of the gross royalty.
Sam Godfrey, for three
EXCITED OVER BELASC0.
believed best to remove Miss Wil- seasons stage manager of the Albee
show came to New York a week's
Philadelphia. April 13.
liams to a hospital.
stock, will remain as company mansalary was due him. and three weeks*
\
Everybody got all excited here for
ager.
royalty.
In addition, he loaned the
show $1,000, receiving a demand nothing Monday night when the reLE MAIRE UNDECIDED.
port
began
circulate
to
David
that
note.
Bobert Sherman will close his
In return he wanted to fenGeorge Le Malre's return to stock at the
Belasco was either dying in a local
ture, but the request was refused.
St. Charles, New Or"Broadway Brevities" depends on leans (formerly Orpheum), this
Last week, with a week and one- hotel or critically ill with pneuthe attraction getting either of the
monia.
Sunday. The returns were fair, but
half salary due all around, Leavitt
Woods theatres in Chicago. It was of late the house showed a weekly
Reporters from the morning paappealed to the A. E. A. The latthe
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ter refused to

manded

first

attempt to collect on

negotiations
Monday Leavitt derepayment of the loan

the note, but
for salary.

started

and then the back royalties. When
told the matter would he settled as
soon as possible, he stated he was
billing to appear as an actor, but
not as an author, and that he would
not go on.
The management further claimed

was put in a financial hole before
switching to Shubert bookings because of long jumps.
The show
Played to $12,000 for its opening
week in Boston, but lost $7,000 because of the transportation cost
and oittra advertising.
This week it was said that now
Capital had been attracted to the
show, and that it might get another
it

theatre here,
later

it

may

lay

<>fc

and

be
The
ent into Chicago
promised backing was to have ma.

tcriallxed

°«layed.
ised full

over

df

Saturday night, but w.».-<
cast hud- been promsettlement, and the turning

The

this

week's

receipts f<>'Wrd. || u MS stl ,t(.a the fhOW OWed
the Shubert*
$2,000, but that the
iatt»-r
waived the claim, allowing
l ne
fun company share to be turned
°V*r to the rust, provided eight purform aticts were

given this week.

planned to use "Brevities" to
open Woods' new Apollo, but Mr.
Woods selected Marjorle Hambeau
Bob
In "The Sign on the Door."
Millikin remains in Lo Maire's role.
The show is reported booked until

pers rushed around to the big hotels,
but could get go confirmation.
Tunis Dean, Belasco's manager,
when seen at the Garrick, poopoohed the story as a fairy tale.
"Belasco ill? Nothing more than
a slight cold, and he is not in a
He is at the
Philadelphia hotel.
Marie Antoinette in New York,
working on a new play for Leonore
Ulric which will have its premiere
at Atlantic City in June."

first

summer.
Le Maire denied

this

week he had

sold his interest in "Brevities" and
said he would produce a new show
of that name in the fall, also that he
owns the title rights.

.

That ended the rumor.

ACTORS' REP. THEATRE
An actors repertory theatre

THE "FOLLIES."
Nora Bayes has decided not fQ

MISS BAYES IN

open with the Shuberts* "Whirl of
the ToWn" in Philadelphia a* at first
reported.
There was no sped."'.2
reason stated for the offsetting of
the procedure which was regarded
as being practically "all set."
Miss Hayes has thr< " or four offers In view, one of v.hich mav inrlude her in the Cast r>! this sea >on's
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"Ikey and Abey" New.
Abey," a musical fa
l>c >>• and
produced by the Gotham Amu*ement Co., will open April 23 In
Sussex, N. v. The piece in vnttcn
and Staged by Dick Maddux.

New

In

years.

Ray Payton

•!•:.>•

VKK-

WING" AI.WWS

DOC BAKER

•

in
\l

c»iif;

"FLASHES"

M BULKY

<:»»,

»vodu- -n

direction, IIAKKY VVKBBK
MvemMf. n. T., Miia werk < \prii in.
itnaittK k, It'kljru, oeit *e«k (April 18).

will

open a summer

stock in Lancaster, Pa., April 2.").
The Elbert & CJretchel stock at
the Princess, Des Moines, will close

May

28.

The management

Is

tiating for a house in another
for the company.

nego-

town

The stock

at the Jefferson. PortMay 7. The house
reopen with stock for the^summer. May 28, with some members

land, Me., closes
will

or-

company retained.
The Markyle-Harder stock under
management of W. H. Harder

of the former

ganization of entirely new Lines'
Its
was incorporated this week.
sponsors include a number of well
known players and a utage direcThough the organizator of note.
tion is capitalised it is portly coOperative and the players are to receive guaranteed salaries pins a pej%
Centage of th<* profits.
Plans ill for the new organisation

The Westchester theatre (stock)
at Mount Vernon, N. Y.. will drop

to start producing this spring.

a

the

will

New

open a summer engagement
Brunswick, N. J., May 18.

a

to

7;"»-eent

('Li-!-

Dillingham

will

open iho

is

$1.10.

in

April

announced ;n a

policy.

The

United Sothcrn Btock Co,
newly organised concern will in-

stall

Showing "Two Blocks Away."

top from

The change

IK.

summer

<

"Follies."

Stock has not been successful
Orleans for the past 10

loss.

N\

a

summer

stock in Charlotte,

C, opening around the middle

of

April.

new Aaron Huffman show, starring
I'.atrt

sprittg

The

;

hcrnnrd for a preliminary
canter out of town Mu< i»'..
piece has been titled "Two

Blocks Away."

Napa Bryant, leading with he
Jefferson theatre stock at Portland,
Me.. will leave tins week to join a
*totk at Oakland, Calif.
I

-

:

.

»•

LEGITIMATE

1«

first-class standard by any means,
and new dancers are necessary.
This applies to a mapority of the
Some of them
specialty numbers.
were fair. Ned Way burn is credited with staging the show, and
more than likely he is far from satisfied with the dancing so far. Much
were quickly recognized and the rehearsing and drilling is ahead, but
house seemed to delight In proving this is a minor consideration, easily
Atlantic City. April IS.
its knowledge of the classical by rectified.
"Arlhottt Virtue" is here, full of applauding almost prematurely.
The book is by Fred Jackson and
Olga Cook, with a remarkably Paul Lannin and Vincent Youmans
sprightly fun. tuneful music and old
t..p that will n«»ed pruning. "With- cold and clear colorato and the nat- are credited with the music and
ural bass- baritone Of fMMtiniilr. to- Arthur Francis with the lyrics.
eJ it in one of the best of the season and promises to provide Gerald gether with Colin O'More's warmer
The story of the piay allows for a
more melodic voice easily stage setting that is immense. The
ltacon with a foundation in the the- and
topped a remarkable singing cast. first act is the deck of a liner about
atrical field.
The cast Is particularly good. Peacock's performance is unusual to sail for India, a simple but beauThere is Frank Moulan, who fur- in that he handled the make up and tiful scene. The second act shows
nishes more elderly material than the difficult role of the famous com- tho main saloon of the steamer,
Hugh Cameron comes poser gracefully, in one or two with a second scene in this act
is necessary.
rising
to
real
dramatic showing three staterooms and a
in for large honors, also fiarle Foxe, cases
The male drop that is raised, displaying the
Robert Pitkin. Frank Greene. Jules heights unexpectedly.
Nancy chorus work of the principals, es- promenade deck with the entire
Kppailly, Sarah Edwards,
Gibba and Anne Page, who dances; pecially in the ensembles, helps ma- company, except a few principals,
Zella Rambeau and lets of others. terially in making "Blossom Time" gathered together.
It drew gasps
Parte is the locale and to preserve one of the big song successes of of astonishment and pleasure from
the title further, it should be an several seasons.
the audience, which It snould. The
As it now stands, even without third act shows the deck of the
American in Paris who is the center
the inevitable speeding up of the steamer as it lays off the shores of
of the subject matter.
There is a contrast between the dancing numbers, which at present India, another beautiful scene.
American ideate and the French are so crudely added that they stick
The story of the play deals with
temperaments which provides plenty out like a sore thumb through the the mishaps and complications of
<>f
room for the comedy and con- three acts, and even without the the Sartoris twins, who find themcomedy that is bound to come with selves stranded in London, and, in
trasting parts.
The songs of Gitx-Rice achieved Herx at the humor helm, "Blossom order to *?Iaim inheritance in India,
success with ease and with a much Time** seems to he a sure fire take passage on a steamer as one
greater success than the general money maker and the reception passenger, showing themselves alscore. Such numbers as "Voices of given the cast, some of the mem- ternately, one hiding while the other
Youth,"
"Princess
Virtue"
and bers of which have an apparently is on deck.
"Quarreling Duet" were lightly in- unassumed Teutonic twist to their
As the two girls look exactly alike
teresting and gracefully appealing. dialog, indicates that the anti-Ger- and as they speedily fall in love
The first night was a commend- man sentiment on the stage is with different men, who, of course,
ably
successful,
though lengthy, practically a thing of the past in believe that they are rivals for the
affair.
Bcheucr.
Boston.
Libbey.
same girl, the amusing developments
are many and varied.

Friday, April 15, 1921

BROADWAY REVIEWS

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

PRINCESS VIRTUE.

•

one that has been made from Tolnovel, while Gordln's has
used an Incident In the novel on
which the play Is baaed. It is
briefly the story of a woman whose
love for a Russian army officer Is
neither sanctioned by either her
family or the officer's parents. He
shoots himself and leaves her alone
in the world to bear in the future
a child which is to be born out of
wedlock. An Impecunious musician
la induced to marry her, more for
her dowry than anything else, and
together they take paaaage for
America. Here they are Joined by
the parents of both, the bride and
groom. The action then passes in
three of the four acta in America,
culminating In the destruction of
her .husband and a sister whose
illicit love for the latter is the melodramatic climax of the concluding

"KREUTZER SONATA/*

stoy's

(In Yiddish.)
Mr. Samoiluff

Raphael Fried lander

Msm. Llanaky

Kva, him wife
his oldar daughter

Kttle.

Mia* JeannJa Valterre
rillie. hlfl second daughter. . .Lac? Herman
Mr. TfHelbaum
Samiu-J Waacn..*

Kpbralm Fiedler
Bella, hla wife
aregaor. their son
Natasha, a Ruaaian
Albert, Bute's eon

air.

I.

Dubtnak7

Mrs. Ferkaux
lfleha

woman

German

LJaa Zilbert
Miss Shwartz

!

•

«*

Boston, April
Mi 'xi

••••••••••••••••*•••*••••

HHU»brunJt

.

France*

Kitzl
Mrs. Krauts

»ans

•

Dolly Kartorm
•ok

May HolHday

ttartori*

Robert Itarker
Jerry Lloyd
Morgan Atwill

13.

...Madeline Fairbanks

(

Virginia Earle
Julia Kelety

by a detective.
.
At the opening the work of the
two Fairbanks girls, Oscar Shaw,
Bertram Peacock Jennings, deck steward.
Jack Tomson
Ralph Hers Kennedy. library steward. .Tommy Tomsom Julia Kelety, Jack and Tommy
Frank Ridge Newton Canney, a lawyer.. Arthur Rankin Tomson. and Patricia Clarke at1'aul Ker Orienta
Libbey.
Vanda Hoff tracted the most praise.
Eugene Marti net
Kvelyn Law
Margie, a lady's maid
i

|

Schubert
..*

V>g«l

Kut*l#etM*
V<m Schwind
Under

loii)
!

Ninon La Flmr
Dudley Falrwell
Coin O'More Captain Morrow

Vrana Schober

Krants

*

Into the story is injected the tale
of a pair of notorious thieves who
are passengers on the same steamer,
from the pasMarion Fairbanks who steal valuables
Oscar Shaw sengers and who try to frame the*
Fred Santley girls. They are finally apprehended

GIRLS JH BLUE."
Boston. April

13.

Ethol Brandon
Emmie Niclas

*'Xtip.

llaron

•kji&sl

<k

Zoo Harnett
Lee La Cordcr

.<-.

Frit xi

Edward Beaiey

Stanley Jessup

t

,.

Krkmann

..Raymond

M*>ts The Albatross
Jeanette
Patricia Clarke
Ophelia, a stewardess
Tvan Servaia Mary Bird,
a prima donna.. Edith Decker
Irvine

Joseph Toner

Count Sbafn toff
Musician

Meia
Robert Payton Oibbs
Kmil Uoch
Muriel Cort
Krba Robesob

Novotnjr
siinxl

"Two

Little Girls In Blue," as

it

THE TALKJN' SHOP.
Monday

Atlantic City, April 13.
at tne Apollo there came

opened at the Colonial theatre on to life a very spirited specimen of
Mrs. Coberc
Waiter
Howard A. Rerman Tuesday night, indicates A. L. Er- the older school, peopled with mod* IwwreT Girl
Emmie Niclaa langer has unearthed another musi- ern plot and characters. It bears
cal play that will bring home the the title "The Talkin' Shop" from
the quite evident fact that the play
"Blossom Time," one of J. J. Shu- money.
Surely the public will support a is mostly talk and no action, its
bert's pet productions, will prove
itself to be a remarkably prosper- play with good music, clean as a locale being in a barber shop of a
ous pet, if Monday's metropolitan whistle throughout, filled with plenty country town.
Michael Morton has written his
premiere at the Wilbur is an Indi- of action, romance, and gorgeous
incessant talk session. He admits a
and appropriate stage settings.
cation.
foundation
on Stephen Leacock's
Weak in dancing, with a chorus
As a matter of fact it Is the scenSketches of a Small
that seemed exceptionally superflu- ery and costumes alone which dif- "Sunshine
Town,"
whose
atmosphere seems to
ous at times, and with Ralph Hera ferentiates this show from "Mary,"
laboriously
attempting to inject the Cohan show, which made such a have been used for the purpose of
dressing
large
a
number of people in
comedy by hypodermic methods hit here, and while the ideas of
when stimulus seemed needed to the shows are widely different, there old clothes and furnishing them with
constant
means
of collecting, and
produce action, "Blossom Time" remains ono and the same appeal:
nevertheless went over with a absolute cleanliness, action instead thereupon shouting, hollering, jumpcrash, due solely to excellent music of spice, set upon a firm foundation ing about and otherwise creating a
large amount of noise and conadmirably sung by a well-voiced of human and love interest.
fusion in a solid lump of humanity.
cast of principals topped by BerTrue, the premiere Tuesday night
This highly diverting specimen of
tram Peacock, a bass -baritone of was Jerky at times. The performthe
Gilbert-Sullivan
type.
The ance showed that Erlanger had not the small-town plays contains the
'bunco
game in actuality, for the
weak spot in the singing cast was spared any money in producing the
first time in many years.
It deZoe Harnett, who was in poor lower- show, that he
lived up to his theory velops* the young man who is imrange voice, due mainly to a cold.
in jorder to get the money one posed upon.
(He Is. of course, a
The history of "Blossom Time" that
has to spend the money, and this is bank clerk.) He has a sweetheart
is an interesting one, dating back
reflected in the costumes, the scen- who has a father of very reckless
to the outbreak of the world war
ery, the chorus, which Is well chosen financial disposition.
He in turn
when under the name of **The Three and can hold its
own with any that has a partner whose heart is rather
Maids" it lived all through the war has
visited here this season.
Also
hard
and
eventually
becomes
very
in Vienna and Berlin.
The original he has attended to the small
details soft
But why go further into the
idea of taking the most melodious
themes and rhapsodies of Franz which make such a difference in a list of things that every dramatist
used to use when "In Old KenSchubert belongs to one H. Berte, show of this sort.
Only in the selection of the cast tucky," "Way Down East" and "The
who collaborated with A. M. Witner and H. Reichert.
When J. J. is a weak spot shown. Perhaps the Old Homestead" were the big plays
Shubert learned that it was the only opening performance was not a cri- of their generation.
Mr. Morton has offered us each
Perhaps nervousness may
operetta that lived all through the terion.
war period in Germany he became have been responsible, but whatever time he plays a play some new style
»*'«<-•

)

TWO tlTTLE

BLOSSOM TIME.

acutely interested.
It was obvious as soon as he obtained the book that it would need
drastic treatment before it could be
another "May time' or "Honeydew'
and Sigmund Romberg was given
the score and Dorothy Donnelly was
given the book and lyrics.
J. C.
Huffman handled the staging and
Max Scheck was given the dancing
numbers, the last named being the
only one who fell down on the allotted task as regards doing an exceptionally good Job.
Scenically
and in the costuming of the period
of a century ago in Vienna, "Blos-

som Time"

is

a gorgeous produc-

tion.

the cause it must be truthfully declared that some of the principals
did not show up very well.
They
were hazy about their lines and
spoke them with indecision. When
called upon for singing parts they
almost drove the orchestra leader
silly by running off the key or hesitating and galloping spasmodically.
They may remedy these defects, but,
at any rate, those behind the show
must have noticed the conditio, and
undoubtedly new faces will be in the
cast, in the principal parts ere long,
unless they make heroic comebacks.
If. for nothing better than advertising purposes, it is essential that
a show of this type have at least
one song that is appealing enough
to make it sought for by orchestras
outside the theatre, also for "home

Rut Its success is a melodic one
almost entirely despite the heroic
ff orts of Mr. Hcrz, who has taken a
tenacious Sam Bernard sort of a consumption."

we are quite prepared
for his latest plunge. It should not
be inferred. that "The Talkin* Shop"
is altogether impossible, though we
can safely vouchsafe that Broadwav
will have none of it.
Neither will
of plot, so

Chicago with

its

plebian tastes.

With an actor whose name and
ability

would of

itself attract to the
central role, it is highly possible
that Mr. Harris might very profit-

ably engineer a lengthy and interesting tour throughout the land.
Character work being the main
essential required of the cast, their
efforts

were largely on a par. Such
as fell to any is due

leadership

Robert

McWade

excitable

as the barber of

temperament and stock

purchasing
instincts,
Escamillo
Fernandez, the Cuban, and Harold
"Mary" had its "Love Vcrmilyea as a bank teller with too
much care and too little salary.
grip on the word "suss-pic-lous" Nest." "Two Little Girls in Blue"
Bchcuer.
and uses it successfully for three has its "Oh Me, Oh My, Oh You."
This
song
is
introduced in the first
acts along with some modern Interpolations to get his small quota of act, and Oscar Shaw and Marion
Fairbanks put it over splendidly.
real laughs.
"Blossom Time" is supposed to It had the material, they brought It
Atlantic City, April 13.
out,
and soon the effect was seen in
historical
have some
basis on an
The advent of a new play by
episide In the life of Fran:. Schu- the audience. It will probably prove W. Somerset Maugham used to he
bert and Baron Franz Schober in- to be the song hit and will go a made memorable always by the pervolving their mutual love for an 18- long way toward making the show formance of John Drew, who added
who finaliy gave popular.
year-old girl
Ahe shew carries three to the light comedy lines and situaSchubert the mitten for the more more songs that are gems in their tions of Mr. Maugham's lines a
heroic baron. Schubert's melodies way and, strangely these days, are polish which their slender fabric
have been taken frankly and proud- not reminiscent of something heard seemed to require.
ly by both Berte and Romberg, and in days gone by.
Namelv "The
Times have changed and though
stress Is beginning to be laid on Gypsy Trail." "Dolly" and "Honey- recent announcements indicate that
tho fact that the audience should moon." The other numbers <L'l is Mr. Drew and Mr. Maugham an
the total of the score) are worth soon to work to similar purpose
listen for the more familiar o'
"Tell Me, while, but none of the calibre of again, the delightful society subjects
Schubert rhapsodies.
Daisy," "The Serenade," aril r.he the four mentioned.
of this English author have lately
Another feature of the show rather languished on our stage.
'Song of L.ove" leave the audience
clamoring for more The only flaw which deserves and probably will Only the much revised "Too Many
in the "moment musical" was in the get attention is the dancing.
As it Husbands" is of recent production.
dancing that did not add much to stands now it is hardly worth menLast wrt'k found still another
the charm of tho music, and other tion. Even with the scenic effects eventful change.
Mr. Maugham
excerpts from the Schubert sonatas it buffers. The dancers arc not of prefaced his piny as a "tragi•

THE TENTH MAN.
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The placid routine of the Yiddish
theatre from the back- stage viewpoint is seldom affected because the
union dictates who shall be the
artists of a particular theatre. Now
and then some new face enervates
the roster of artists, and this is
altogether an eveat In Yiddish the-

It so happens and most
extraordinarily too, that for the
first time In the history of Yiddish
act.
theatricals a Gentile (non-Jew) has
Aa to Miss Valliere and a com-,
been added to the cast of the Irving
Place company. She happens to be parison to her contemporary YidJeannie Valliere, and responsibility dish actresses: She is in merit on
for her appearance in Yiddish plays an equal footing with Bertha Kaundoubtedly must be placed to the lish, transcends Francis Adler. is
Formerly she the superior of Bertha Gersten and
exigencies of war.
was one of the most valued mem- Jennie Goldstein, while with Celia
bers of the German stock company Adler, Miss Valliere has still a shade
housed at the Irving Place under the the best of her.
It may be possible that American
late
Rudolf
the
directorate
of
managers, in their constant search
Chritisnas.
How then does a German actress, among Jewish artists for ultimate
tutored in the alphabet, rudiments appearances
on
the
American"
have
and the ethics of German art and bards,
overlooked
Miss
dramatic literature, comport her- Valliere. Their time would be well
self on a stage which must seem in spent if they did no more than drop
many respects alien to her? Speak- into a taxi some night and "catch"
ing in a dialect that has been bor- a performance with Miss Valliere.
Her support was shabby both in
rowed from her own native tongue,
how is it quite possible for her to cast as well as production.
transpose her lines In "jargon"
when she thinks In German?
The impression that Miss Valliere
HUBBIES IN DISTfiESS.
connoted in a role that had been
originated more than 20 years ago
This opened April 11 at the
by Bertha Kalish was one that held Greenwich
Village and was very
an abundance of interest. And the properly disregarded
by the reviewsorry fact about her conception of era for
the dailies, though two or
the role is that, that she has denied three of
them
stuck
out the show.
or been denied the opportunity of It is
apparently a production made
creating something individual out by some
school, for goodness knows
of it. Instead she follows the treat- what reason.
A. Charles Mann pre-i
ment along the lines that her prede- sents it Several
singing and musicessors (Miss Kalish, Sarah Adler) cal numbers,
followed by a dance,
have interpreted the character. precede the operetta.
This dance,
What little individuality she endows

atricals.

'

.

or contributes to the part Is entirely the result of excellent training.
There Is an absence of ranting, so prevalent in the untutored
Yiddish artist, a note of repression
asserts itself, and she dominates
the mood, irrespective of its melodramatic touch or sob element, by
a gentleness of tone and manner
that sends its appeal over the footlights with greater effect than if
she„had resorted to the "tricks" of
her predecessors.
The play Itself is time-worn and
the audience that paid its way to
see it Tuesday night were lacking
in numbers.
It differs from the
"Kreutxer Sonata" as played by
Shildkraut.
The latter* version is

t

comedy."
story

Briefly speaking from its
of view, "The Tenth
a play with comedy the
of which is essentially tragic.
fatal because it is human and

Man'*
plot
It is

point
is

given by a woman billed as Thanis.
caused a near riot.

She danced nude to the waist.
Her efforts are most kindly de-

scribed as eccentric.

A n operetta
follows.
One John William Beso
convulsed the house by his gestures,
but two young women proved they
had good voices if not acting skill.
Amid all this amateur goulash,
for which Bernard Gallant, on the
part of the house management disclaims
responsibility,
the
piano
Playing of a girl named Helena
Giraud stood out distinctively.
Lecd.

INDEPENDENTS IK

M

P.
A.
(Continued from page 13)
expiration of the strike agreement.
They also desired to be permitted to
retain ph.. w»rs for next season who
created roles this season, although
such players are not members of
the A. E. A. No solution was
riven
them regarding non-Equity members whom they had under
contract
and to whom they would have been
.

the true course of events prescribes
the penalty of retribution.
Mr. Maugham has taken his fling
crooked stock manipulations
at
combined with politics. His lead- liable
in damage suits.
ing part is a member of Parliament
whose wife seeks a divorce with
The payment of understudies for
desire to marry another member. extra performances
Her complaint is Just. The man Is by the a. E. A. towas brought up
which Gorge
strictly a financial shark who plays
Tyler protested. The latter felt that
for big stakes and has always won
since
the
understudies
did not actuby his cleverness. Caught In a tight
place by a report from his engineer ally perform they are not entitled to
the
pro
that a Central American mine is
rata extra salary which
worthless he floats the stock to save more than eight performances calls
money he has stolen from his bank, for with active players. The ruling
meanwhile forcing a borrowing was against the
manager, the P. M.
father-in-law to silence and his A.
deciding understudies in report-*
wife to withdraw her divorce suit
ing for performances are to be
to save a scandal that would lose
the party two scats in Parliament. classed as active players and thereHaving finished his story and fore paid one-eighth additional for
meted out justice without alloy to each extra performance given.
as cheap and miserable a crew of
It was announce*! at the meeting
society mushrooms as could be
found. Mr. Maugham takes an extra the bill pending at Albany which
final flinar of a twisted style.
Just proposed to oblige managers of theas his Parliamentarian's fate is atrical companies to give a bond to
hanging in the balance, he rushes in the extent of $250 per player guarcertain characters to administer u anteeing transportation
back to New
saccharine dose.
York, had been killed. The P. M. A.
The first performance was de- went on record lavori j Mi* fir*
cidedly uneven. Montagu Ixwe, on prevention
and other protective
the screen of late years, played the
measures in dressing rooms.
reckless financier with a carelessness that seemed unforgivable until
in the final scene he rose to all
the heights demanded with a splendid portrayal of the closing mo-

y

ments of

his career. The most interesting player was Edward Emery
who gave another of his inimitable
elderly men. thoroughly toned to
the proper pitch, spoken with every
line
receiving
its
proper value.
Sydney Herbert, as the "tenth man."

developed

a decidedly worthy bit
the final scene and Helen Freea constantly nervous,
overwrought wife that fitted perfectly Mr. Maugham's part.
Sylvia
Field in a small role gave promise
of a brighter future.
Charlotte
Granville,
Harry
r.reen,
Henry
Mortimore. Edgar
Kent.
Walter
Howe, Leigh Lovell and Mayne
Lyton are remaining members' of
the cast.
in

man bespoke

mtmrn.

^

Leading Makers of
Stage Attire
For Men and Women
We costume complctcl) muoffcal
tions,

and dramatic produc-

moving

pictures, acts,

?++++
jj

'

revues and operas.
143 West 40th St., New York
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VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

DIVORCE FOE HUNGRY WIFE.

SUIT FOR ROYALTY.
Insist
Cash,
on
Brokers
Play
Though Holding Deposit.

San Francisco, April 11.
Suit was filed by Darcy ft Woolford against John J. MacArthur of
the MacArthur Theatre, In Oakland,
last week and an injunction issued
to stop him from producing "CanThe notice of the
ary Cottage."
suit wan published in the newspapers before MacArthur was officiMacArthur announced
ally served.
through his attorneys he would
nght the case.
According to

MacArthur, Darcy
have been holding for
'it Wool ford
several months $600 paid by him
so that he may be permitted to receive manuscripts open with the
further understanding that any deferred payment on royalty was to
be deducted from this amount.
When the material for "Canary Cottage" arrived, it came C. O. D. and

Saa

IT

jf rancisco

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

OBITUARY

DAVID GRAUMAN'S DEATH

Francisco. April 18.

Father

Mrs. Ellen Lorenzo was granted
a divorce hero last week from Robert (Buster) Lorenzo whilo ths latter was appearing at Pantages with
"September Moon."
Mrs. Lorenzo Is a local girl and
waz formerly in the chorus of a
Will King show. Because she sought
food after it had been refuse*.", to
her by her husband, he choked her
and then threw her down two
flights of stairs, was the testimony
upon which the divorce was granted.

of

Continuous
on Coast.

Vaudeville

BENJAMIN E. WALLACE.
Saa Francisco, April 13.
David Grauman, who passed away
Benjamin E. Wallace, 73, pioneer
at Los "Angeles last week, was circus man, founder of the Wallace

credited with being the father of enterprises, was burled in .Peru,
the continuous vaudeville out this Indiana, April 10, following his death
way and the first showman to re- at a hospital in Rochester, Minn.,
establish himself after the great April 8, after undergoing treatment
fire; also the first showman to adopt
for six weeks.
the large, luxurious theatre for picAL Martin, well-known circus
tures.
man, had hurried home from China
After the fire Grauman raised a and was at the bedside when death
tent at Stelner and Post streets came.
Born In Pennsylvania, Colonel
and commenced regular vaudeville
COAST'S
SHOWS.
performances. The venture was a Wallace, as he was known all over
San- Francisco, April 13.
success, so much so Grauman con- Indiana, served in the Civil War. He
Ruth Chatterton, Willi* Collier, structed a frame building around engaged In the livery business in
"Irene," the "Passing Show," Henry and over the tent and continued Peru, Ind., for several years, after
Miller and Blanche Bates, Al Jol- there for four years.
His son Sid leaving the Union Army, and. In
son, "Mary" and Mary Nash are was identified with him in most of
IN MEMORY Or
scheduled summer attractions for the ventures and for the past couple
this city and the coast.
of years was In full control of the
MY BELOVED FRIEND AND
The feature picture "Tha Four Grauman theatres in Los Angeles.
FORMER PARTNER
Horsemen" is underlined for the
Curran and "Over the Hills" for the

SUMMEK

instead of applying the royalty of
$400 on the $600 held in trust by Columbia.
horn contended that the trust fund
would be used for other plays but
New People in Stock*.
that "Canary Cottage" would have
San Francisco, April

DOREEN DAY

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco. April 13.
The bill at Pantages this week
was wide in range and contained

13.

be paid for.
settlement

Her smile wu like sunshine.
Her presence brought us happiness.
I'll miss you, dear, true friend of mine
Aitho I know Ood's will is bast.

Auda Due has been engaged by seven acts.
was reached out of the Fulton theatre for second busiJANE
The Molera Revue, a mixed act of
court when it was learned only $300 ness and Rupert Drum, erstwhile operatic singers, topping the pro- I
was held in trust by Darcy & Wool- director of the Hippodrome and Ye gram, made good ending to a highly 1883, went into the
satisfactory offering.
to

WEST

A

other $300 having been de- Liberty stocks, has been signed as
ducted for some other play produced director at the Fulton.
MacArthur.
by
Drum replaces George Lask and
"Canary Cottage" was produced Miss Due will play seconds to Ellast week according to the plans eanor Parker's leads.
of the management after the additional $100 was paid over to Darcy
Turloek Theatre Is Closed
ford, the

and Wool ford.

San Francisco, April

13.

Louis Morrison, Hugh Metcalfe
The Turloek theatre, constructed
and Harold Mathews fyave retire*! in 1919 at a cost of $75,000, closed
from the cast at the MacArthur indefinitely April 10.
Morrison and Mathews
theatre.
A. A. Richards, who holds a 15have decided to return to Los year lease on the house, announced
Angeles.

it

ALICE GENTLE LEAVING

was not paying.

acter.

Permane and

Shelley, with their

rather novel burlesque trapeze bit,
got good laughs and finished to good
applause with violin and concertina
selections. Thty were next to closing, the logical spot for Brltt Wood
instead of fourth position.

Olga Steele, with classily offered
songs and dances, was in fifth position, holding down a full stage set.
She is a winning little person and

Show at Orphoum.
San Francisco, April 13.

Press Club's

—

Wood had

the audience with
him and was recalled several times.
He did not offer anything new in
talk, but was a strong favorite from
start to finish, scoring miles ahead
of anything on the bill with his
harmonica playing, clever danelng,
personality and excellent rube charBritt

Five
MacArthur Stock
The Press Club will stage Its "Fif
of Ten Weeks.
teen Years After" show at the Or- scored nicely.
Paul Kleist ec Co. proved an expheum, following the regular per- cellent novelty act, going over great.
San Francisco, April 13.
formance Saturday night.
White Brothers, with comedy acroGentle leaves the MacAlice
The program now In rehearsal batics and contortion, were well
Arthur stock, Oakland, at the end will feature two George M. Cohan liked as openers, although their routine needs speeding.
of this week, playing only five weeks pieces.
George Hinkle and Kitty Mae were
of a scheduled ten weeks* starring
SAN FRANCISCO.

Out

of

• Instead

Negotiations were on

engagement.

to secure Bessie Barriscale to suc-

ceed Miss Gentle when the stock
company plans to renew activities
following the week's engagement
of Marjorie Rambeau in "The Sign
on the Door," scheduled for next
week,.

ORPHETJM,

second,

San Francisco, April 13.
At the Orpheum this week James
C. Morton, assisted by Mamie, Edna
and Alfred Morton, captured the
show's hit in third position on a
snappy and evenly balanced bill.
The younger Mortons have added
laughs to an act that remains other-

much the same, with the elder
The present MacArthur stock wise
Morton's familiar stunts, especially
season fell far short of the expecta- his dancing and falls, dominating
tions of the management. The Oak- all the way and bringing down the
land Enquirer published a story to house.
Frankly n Ardell in "King Solothe effect Miss Gentle's illness was
a hoax on the part of the manage- mon, Jr.," was the headline offering.
ment which gave her illness as an It proved a big laughing success.
handled by the
excuse for closing down for a week The idea and lineswives get laughs
swell collection of
two weeks ago. The article inferred from the start. These gain strength
Miss Gentle had received her notice. with Ardell's entrance. His pleasing
Plans were made to take action on personality and adroit manner in
the story which was branded as handling the rather delicate situa"vicious and malicious libel'' on the tions made him an ideal feature for
this excellent vehicle.
ren's good work also

part of the theatre folk.

Ruth Warstood

out

prominently.

147

WEEKSJJF STOCK
Oakland,

Columbia,

Ends

Edith Clifford, In fifth position,
the spot satisfactorily, with
Roy
Ingraham at the piano. Miss
Long
filled

Clifford looked stunning, displaying

Run.

a gorgeous ermine coat and pretty
gowns. Her routine of comedy numSan Francisco, April 13.
bers includes special material of a
The Columbia, Oakland, the mu- spicy nature cleverly put over. She
sical stock house, closed last week landed strongly enough to retire
with a speech along the usual lines.
ending a season of 147 weeks.
Tom Smith, although employing
Harry Harrigan, Eddie Gilbert,
the atLou Davis and Vera Knight were familiar business, including
tempted nip-up and mind-reading
the principals with the company burlesque, with Ardell in the audijust

Manager

closed.

Rohan plans

-

;

James

J.

to reopen in the near

future with a

new

organization.

s

The Republic has been taken over
by A. Reuban,

who is trying inexpensive vaudeville supplied from
local agency, which conducts a
general theatrical business which
ha« heretofore, devoted most of its
bookings to small* cafes and club
work.
The Republic was recently
occupied by Yiddish Players.
a

ence, registered a big hit next to
His clever eccentric dancing and nut stuff won big favor.
Bert Melrose got his usual laughs In
closing position for his clowning and
a scream for his tables stunt. There
closing.

were walkouts, however, during

saw playing.
The Murray

his

getting

their

best

results

from the man's bass voice, although
some laughs are obtained from his
nut comedy, with his partner acceptably feeding but lacking singing
Jack Josephs.

ability.

A woman

cial grace,

of rare

charm and so-

she was the daughter of

Johnny Opp, Bowery saloor keeper.
Educated at a convent, she began
life as a newspaper woman, and attracted

the

and Amato have appeared in musical comedy, with an occasional

appearance In vaudeville* Burial
was In Calvary Cemetery Thursday.
April

this

Miss Starr was given a hearty welcome, and in a speech she said "she
was Just as glad to get back as they
were to have her."
The show started with the Larconians, a couple of men, with contortion acrobatics.
Both are neat
workers and their efforts were frequently applauded. An outstanding
feat was a back -hand flip from a
high pedestal placed on table, In
which the man's hand touches the
table before landing on the stage
floor.
It's a good flash stunt and
gets applause. Rober and Gold, programed second, were not seen at
this show.
Probably one of the biggest hits
seen here in many seasons was
scored by Fred Rogers. The dusky
entertainer stopped the show a
couple of times But the audience
demanded more of his dancing before they would permit him to depart.
Rogers is an exceptionally

.

GDSTAV MANN'S

BLUEBIRD CAFE

Los Angeles

SCENERY BY EDWIN

H.

14.

T. E. AYLWARD.
Ay 1 ward, manager of
Grand opera house, Cincinnati,
April 18 at his homo in that
Though confined to bed but for
T. K.

the
died
city.

four

days, ho had been suffering from
Brlght's disease for some time. Mr.
Aylward managed the house for St
years and was a representative of
the Haviiand interests.

JOHN MORRIS.
John Morris died of cancer tn
Chicago. Ho was a character actor,
having played with the old Lincoln
Carter stock company at the Crl«
terion, Chicago.
At his death ho
was employed as a starter with
the Yellow Cab Co., la Chicago,
Morris had been ill for threa
months.

JOHN

L.

BLAKE.

John L. Blake, 12 years old, for
several years a leading maa and
last in that position with the Joseph W. Payton, Prospoot Theatre*
Cleveland, died April • In New

attention

Tom Waters' little sever. -year-old
+msMmsm*m**mmm*+smswtmiM*smsMtsm
IN LOVING MEMOE1 OF
OUR DARLING BABT OIRL

Mme.

of

BETTY JANE BYAL

Calve and Mme. Sarah Bern-

IN

vehicle

the return of Clair Starr, who rejoined the company after an absence of several weeks In the east.

first

Bora April

I,

l»n— Died

April f

HBR HEARTBROKEN PARENTS

San Francisco, April 13.
Both the vaudeville and the King
were exceptionally strong
week, and one of the best shows
of the season was the result. The
King company offered "Mary's
Ankle," the second of a series of
royalty plays that will be presented
by King from time to time to replace the usual musical comedy
plays In which the book is of minor
importance.
"Mary's Ankle" was selected for

They were among the

was conducted until five years ago,
when the Wallace -Hag en beck circus was sold. Since that time Colonel Wallace has been devoting his
energies to farming and banking, Haven.
owning 8,600 acres of bottom land
Qiovsnni Taglispietrs, 75, former
and being president of the Wabash
Valley Trust Company, owner of the noted grand opera baritone, died
Wallace Theatre, and a heavy stock- last week at 14S West Thirty-fourth
where his father-in-law,
holder in the Senger Dry Goods street,
John D. Townee nd, friend of PresiCompany.
dent Grant and defender of Jay
Gould, lived and died. Their money
JULIE OPP.
lost, Tagllapletra and his wife had
Julie Opp, wife of William Faver- converted the mansion into a roomsham, died following an operation ing house.
at the Post Graduate Hospital April
The desth is announood of Doodat
8.
Her husband hastened to her
bedside, but arrived too late.
He do Severac, French composer. Also
Pierre Campana, comedian.
and two sons survive her.

Emma

|-

s

emerged the big top business which

in 1904.

to introduce the Apache dance over
here. For the last few years Cocia

LOEW'S CASINO.

a very attractive pair with a neat style, work hard worker and his dancing Is
along different lines from other win- along origin*! lines of th« loose,
ter teams and display good harmony Jazzy, acrobatic and comedy type.
singing on both ends of the routine, He was a hit from the start, even
each offering specialties in between. his gags and stories preceding his
A blues -encore onlintcd big appla.ii.se. dance sffoKts landed big
ONE itltH.ii SPOtInIlOS ANGELKH the girls overbowing themselves unGeorge Usher with Marion SiikT
til the applause had entirely suband company took big laughing
sided.
honors with a musical farce. "MarDelmar & Kolb opened quietly. riage vs. Divorce."
It's
a big
This mixed couple get absolutely sketch, pretentious In setting and
nothing for entirely too much talk, something different in a way and
but a toe dance by the girl and some along allegorical lines. The moral
head stunts by the man received of the act is that married couples
recognition.
should have children and thereby
E- G. Woods Vaudeville Revue
The Ford Dancers, held over, re- avoid divorce. Four people are In
peated most successfully in fourth the cast and all are capable, with
Ren Light's Famous Orchestra.
Jack Josephs.
position.
the honors going to the woman portraying "Divorce."
Cui.sin*' and Service Unexcelled.
*hst Class Talent Always Wanted.
The T. & D. and Ashby theatres,
Th* strenuous prize fight staged
Hanford, have been purchased by between the young married couple
ADDRESS
W. C. Lewis, former owner of the and "divorce"' and "marriage" acting
at Venice, who plans Insti- as seconds got howls, although this
E G. Wood, Bluebird Cafe Neptune
tuting a road show and picture particular bit appears to be somewhat overdone.
policy for the former house.
Sisters,

circus business

with William Anderson. Fire destroyed their first menagerie in
1884, and there followed two years
of financial struggles from which

business as a dancer in England
at the age of 12, appearing in vaude*
villo and pantomime.
The team of
Cocla and Amato came to America

CARL

FOND MEMORY OF
niece,

A REAL FRIEND AND PAL.

March

Passed
(ion*

Awar March

21st,

a

(Hyal

DAN MAHONEY
Who

DORA BYAL

and

1921.

Bat Not Forgottrn by

O'CONNELL k BLAIR
(CHARLES A ETHEL McDONNELL)

Harriett Waters, was killed
17 by falling down the shaft
her father's furniture store la
Shenandoah, Pa.
in

Ths mother of Earl Carroll died at
her son's home, 729 Seventh ave*
nue, April

hardt.
The latter created, a small
part for her in Camille and so she
began her stage career. Ir. London

Early)

8.

ROBERT H. PERKINS.
Robert H. Perkins of Glens Falls,
N. Y., and internationally knowm
as a dramatic baritone, died In a
hospital at Detroit April IS, follow-

she met everyone, married Robert
Loralne and later divorced him, and
was leading woman for" Sir George ing an operation.
He was 41 years
Alexander.
of age.
She returned to this country as
leading woman for William FaverEddie Courtney.
sham. Of late years her health has
Daniel D. (Eddie) Courtney, of
been failing, and she had spent convaudeville, died at Saranao Lake*
siderable time in Switzerland.
N. Y., April 11. Funeral services
were held at Worcester, Mass.
LEE DALEY.
Lee Daley, a clog dancer of the
Samuel Q. Mott.
old time team of Daley and WhitSamuel G. Mott died in Oakland,
ney, died at Haverhill, Mass., last
week. The team toured the country Calif., ago 71 years. He was a dra*
years ago with various minstrel matio actor.
troupes. The deceased was 62 yea.-s
of age and a native of Bennington,
Ted Lewis' Jazs Band and AL
Vt., where his former partner still Herman, the blackface monologist,
resides.
now with the original "Greenwich
Village Follies,** are returning to
vaudeville, following the conclusion
MINNIE AMATO.
of the "Follies" road tou: about
Minnie Amato, tiie dam er, died May 15. Harry Weber is handling
at St. Joseph's Hospital. New York. both acts.
Death was duo to tuberculosis, the
iy:c?:iFj:a\

li/MA r<£

been,

ill

for

IS

months.
Miss Amato was of the vaudeville
team of Cocia and Amato, and was
born in Birmingham, England. Sh«
was 37 years old. She loaves her
husband, Aurelio Cocia. and two
daughters, aged 5 and 14.
Miss Annuo started in the show

A. C.

*•
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8TELLA MAYHEW
TAYLOR.

EMMETT KEENE

(1).

"The Gossiper" (Comedy

Skit).
(Special).

18 Mint.; Full Stage
Riverside.
Smart fellow, the author of "The
orchesthe
of
Instead
piar.o
at the
Gossiper."
The program doesn't
tra pit, as of yore. The turn works give anyone credit for it. More than
In the house set with a special lamps likely the players of the incident (it
or two, hut without a special setting couldn't be called a sketch) had a
Stella

Mnyhew. with

of any sort.

Her opening song

la

Billy Taylor

hand in the writing as
"Has Any- time vaudeville players

well. Any
find someInterest and bring
the women folks to the theatre they
have something of real v..lue for
themselves and for the managers.

body Seen Jonah Brown," an ex-

thing

will

th-it

comedy idea that fits her
and allows for the Mayhew
negro dialect. She sings a verse and
chorus then talks several more, re- "Tho Gossiper" has a great woman
clusive

nicely,

lating the history of her relations
with Jonah up until his disappearance after she had won a decision

attracting

deserts
the piano for
"Laddy Buck of Mine," a pretty
Irish ballad with a lilting melody
delivered in pleasing baritone. Miss
Mayhew returns for a double with
•'Modern
Cinderella,"
Taylor,
a
sterling lyric depicting the modern
version of the old story of the
Princess,
delivered
In
modern
"hick" with plenty of wise cracks
interspersed.
Some dialog crossfire on domestic
topics, In which Mayhew and Taylor kid each other for laughs, didn't

register strongly, despite the excellence of the material.
duet,
"Some Little Bird," brought them
back for Miss Lizzie Brown," pre-

A

"mammy" walk and

comments

on her "pup-

pies."

Miss Mayhew has a fine assortment of songs which she gets
across, despite her let -down vocally.
Taylor is an excellent foil.
The
pair have wisely refrained from the
usual elaborate stage dressing and
are going in strong for simple entertainment.
Her 'personality and
artistry insure them wherever they
may be placed.
Con.

NELSON

and

BARRY BOY8

quality.

comment

It

and

women

Taylor

comedy

will cause
bring more
to the theatre than even a
dress parade, a handsome moving
picture leading man or a woman
involved in the latest society rcandal. It proves beyon
the shadow
of a doubt that man Is the more
gossipy of the sexes. And there you
have the sum and substance of the
act. The newlyweds are discussing
a book called "The Gossiping Sex,"
In which a woman i.uthor argues
that man is the offender. The hueband, naturally, can't see it at all
and will not listen to any arguments
to the contrary. While the discussion is going on, Robert Emmett
Keene, a friend of both, who has
not seen them for some time and
does not know of their marriage,
enters, and the usual cordial greeting \n extended. In the natural
course of conversation, Keene a
clubman and a man about town,
starts "dishing dirt" He is one of
those boys who are not particular
as to what they do with the truth.
Why sacrifice a good story or a
laugh for the sake of a reputation?
Excuses are given so that Keene
gets a chance to be alone with tin
wife and then the husband. Immediately he embarks upon his gosagain putting
siping expedition,
each one on the griddle in tur.;.
The wife and husband get together at the finish and go after
the offender in fine style, putting it
up to him direct that he is one of
those idle gosslpers who go around
making things tough for all mar-

more

from him,

faced by her

KENNEDY

CLAIRE WHITNEY and ROBERT MULLER and STANLEY.

and BILLY

Piano, Talk, Songs, Comedy.
16 Mine.; Full Stage (Parlor).
Fifth Ave.

(2).

Acrobatic Dances, Comedy.
12 Mine.; One.
23rd Street.
Elizabeth Nelson is a small, neat
woman. One of the Harrys is youthful, the other is a bigger man and
in cork supplies the "comedy of the

"Rice Pudding.*
20 Mine.; One and Two.
(Special Hangings).
23rd Street.
Maud Muller and Ed Stanley have
reunited after being out of vaudeville as a team for several years.
Stanley has been in pictures in the
interim, Miss Muller appearing as a
single mostly.
Miss Muller still carries on as a
talking comedienne, and she is as
humorous as ever. The routine has
been somewhat changed, with "Rice
Pudding" being more along skit
lines.
Another thing that is "out"
is the absence of the former kidding
of

Ed by Maud,
Stanley

is

in evening
party
too,
in

immaculate

duds, Miss Muller,

clothes. They have come to a swell
hotel to attend a dinner party. He

BARLOW, BANK8

and GAY.

12 Mine.; One.

American Roof.
trio of

songsters

doing

numbers interspersed with a selection on the piano by the two men,
in the nature of a pianola imitation,
with tho feminine third soloing in
spots. A rather lengthy medley was

delivered to more or less satisfactory results.
It's straight singing backed
by
voices of sufficient calibre, combined, to register before the neighborhood audiences but allowing the
element of "chance" to step in when
striking out singly.
The act dresses nicely, having
both men jn dinner coats, and the

MENKE

8I8TERS.

Songs and Dances.
12 Mine.; One.
58th St.

Two
the

girls,

other

sister turn.

both young, one blonde,
brunet,

Open

in

in a pleasing
kid costume, in

which they look cute, with a double
song, supplemented with brief bit
Brunet does single
of stepping.
dance next, clad in cop's hat and
coat.

Blonde boIos following, brunet
evening attires makes a making it a double. Change to evenchange of costume. The trio should ing dresses for this number. Blonde
please if placed in an early spot has odd vocal trlo.k, which sounds
through the smaller houses, and if like whistling, but isn't, which enthe running time, as at present, is hances the vocalizing in the closing
maintained, though the somewhat double.
Both girls are of petite
drawn out medley hiight siand cut^ type. Singing and dancing comparting.
A pop melody might be ex- able with average small time turn
perimented with for additional re- of its class. They passed creditably
sults.
Be/I.
No. 2, at the 58th St.

woman

in

BROWN and ELAINE.
Songs and Talk.

DORE

and PHILLIPS.

Ring Act.
13 Mins.; One.
6 Mins.; Full Stage.
American Roof.
Jilted bride and the reason for Broadway.
Mixed couple in evening clothes
a substitution of the groom allows
this mixed couple to deliver three for opening. He goes through a
•songs and somo conversation along brief routine, tho principal stunt
of Which Is one arm "chinning,"
the comedy vane for 13 minutes.
Catch linos permitted a melody, while she goes off and strips to full
Fast alternate routines,
by the man, to land solidly while tights.
the talk and an abbreviated bit of finishing with foot-to-hand twostepping at the finish proved of high work.
Thf ir best trick seems to be one
enough- strength to take the couple
wherein the man supports himself
away nicely.
The turn shapes up as a satisfne- on the ring! with his hands, fe^t
tory comedy offering. Opening after Up and the woman does a foot-toSmart appearance
intermission it pl< as- <1 all tho way, font stand.

A

^vith

abundant acknowledgment.

!«*»..««

well

^mmmI

Ufced.

Jolo.

1

I

IIIM

I

Comedy and Piano.
(Special) and One.

Mattie
Clayton Kennedy and
Rooney have a new skit frame work
their
present
by means of which to
respective singing, dancing, comedy
and piano playing talents. A special eye in two, an Oriental effect,
has Miss Rooney in harem costume
and Mr. Kennedy made up as a
comedy Turk, walrus mustache,
goggles and misfit dress suit, at
the opening. Following an opening
number, a song by Miss Rooney,
with Mr. Kennedy playing her accompaniment on the piano, Mr.
Kennedy doffs the Turk makeup,
retaining

the

misfit

dress

throughout the act.
An exchange of bright

suit

comedy

a bit of stepping by Miss
Rooney, with Kennedy putting over
likeable clowning at the piano, some
nifty dancing doubles, with Kennedy showing equal nimbleness with
we eat." He stalls saying they are his feet as with his fingers at the
going to meet a lot of people and piano and a couple of sessions at
she comes back with the eating the ivories, during which Kennedy
matter, saying she is going in and introduces auto harp and hand oris going to eat all she wants, then is gan imitations, and later the playgoing home and take off her corsets. ing of one tune in a variety of
That drew a yell from the women. tempos, with Miss Rooney making a
Into two for a few minutes. Miss couple of pretty costume changes,
Muller was alone. She announced are among the specialties listed.
an Irish lullaby, but thought it hard
Also included is a travesty Spanto make English words stick to an ish dancing double and another bit
Irish tune. The number is really a of stepping at the finish, during
comedy lyric though it ends up with which Miss Rooney makes a quick
"Mother Machree" sung in high change from a dress to Scotch
register. Back in one, Stanley an- kilts.
The act is made bright and
nounces that they will meet the consistently entertaining through
chief of the secret service who is to the Interpolation of comedy by Mr.
be present. She replied she knows Kennedy, which balances nicely
a lot about secret service, which is with Miss Rooney's dancing. The
the vogue in the Automat, and tells turn went over at the 58th Street.
the tragedy of dropping five nickels

into the slots and getting five rice
puddings.
The bit is worked up
for a score of laughs. It is finally
discovered the affair that evening
is for members, which lets her out,
and they wind up by starting for
the Automat, he having left his
money at home and she saying she
has some "thumb money" nickels
to put in the slots.
"Rice Pudding" is a standard
comedy
two-act.
The turn has
Keene is repentent,
ried couples.
played
some of the bigger houses.
and during his speech in which he

have a vaudeville vehicle well suited
to their talents and a valuable
piece of property for the better
grade of vaudeville theatres. The
act opened the second half of the
three
program and was very well received.

Two

chatter,

where' she got the nice
wrap and she replies it was from
Hick son's but its going to Simpson's.
More important to her is "when do

—

1

Songs.

Songs, Dances,
18 Mine.;
58th St

BEN BEYER.

ROONEY.

and

inquires

Ibee.
mixed routine.
acknowledges that he is a cad etc.,
Miss Nelson is on only for acro- the 'phone rings for Mr. Keene, nd
batic dances and ground stunts, all as the curtain descends slowly he "TIMELY REVUE'* (5).
done rapidly, the Barrys either to- again goes right into scandal - Songs, Dances and Talk.
gether or single working the rest monging over the 'phone.
22 Mins.; One, Two, Three (Special)
of the time. The straight and Miss
The skit is exceptionally well Metropolitan, Brooklyn.
Nelson showed something in an done. Robert Emmett Keene, best
"The Timely Revue," as itr name
acrobatic dance, and he followed it known to vaudeville as a moi.ologlst, indicates, is a topical affair, with a
with a single. She appears in a one- is suited down to the ground in | first rate travesty strain consist
piece bathing suit that displayed this role of polished clubman who ing of "pans" on the telephone girl,
her nifty figure, Miss Nelson again wouldn't knock anyone in the world the seashore mermaid and the
winning attention with an upside —but. Claire Whitney (Mrs. Keene), vamp, as known from the pictures.
down "dance," really an acrobatic a striking blonde, in black venlng A company of Ave presents the act,
feat.
gown is a delight in her role of de- two men and three girls. A man
Tumbling and fast somersaulting fendant of her sex. Quiet and re- costumed as Mephistopheles starts
by Miss Nelson got something at sourceful, her facia1 expressions with a prolog in "one," with an inthe finale. The turn looks as though are very forceful in bringing out the troductory which tells of friends of
out for some time, with changes points. The unnamed husband .'; his he will later show the audience.
probably recently made.
It stood also very good.
This is In rhyme, well phrased
up No. 4 and shows possibilities.
A special set, a silk cyclorama, is and metered and delivered with
carried and received applause at proper emphasis by the "devil."
Ibcc.
the opening. Mr. and Mrs. Keene The phone girl, bathing girl and

A

»

vamp

ML

STEVE FREDA.

mounted and holding

first

rate

.,.—

cyclist, is back in New York onceA
more with a somewhat different act.
It la an elaboration of his former,
in blackface, Mr,
Still
offering.
Beyer enters on a combination of
automobile, motor cycle, bicycle,
horse and other things. It is tho

queerest mechanical conglomeration
imaginable.
Across his right shoulder Is slung
a bag of golf sticks. He stops the
vehicle or, rather, it stops Itself—
lear the footlights, and goes through
a very funny routine of pantomimic
comedy in an endeavor to get the
fast exit
"instrument" started.
and return with a bicycle, doing in*
slow-riding
to
the
melody
lmitable
of "Traumerel," with all the tragic
pantomiming that would ordinarily
accompany a funeral cortege but interspersed with hasty turns at all
four corners of the stage, eventuating Into fast riding and double
twists balanced on the handles bars;

—

A

single wheel

wheel

work and breakaway

stuff.

Mr. Beyer rides the
For a
rear wheel of a bicycle, pushing the
front wheel in front of him. but unattached, and for a curtain jumps
from the rear to the front wheel
pedals over the handle bars. It's a
Jolo.
corking trick.
finish

-BITS OF HITS"

t)

"Girl Act."
21 Mine.;

One and

Full Stage (Spe-

cial).

-•>«

Harlem Opera House.

A

well-dressed singing and danc-

ing turn, although Injured somewhat
at moments by the talk of two ex-

The principals are
an uphill grade immediately with Burrowes.
no momentum realized until the Brown and Evans, the dancing men,
playing of a guitar for the finishing and Evelyn Earle, a singing and
number. Steve Freda is presenting a dancing girl. This trio of principals
"single" comedy turn that should are backed by half a dozen ponies.
At the open'ns* Miss Earle appears
fulfill his and the bookers' wants for
some time to come.
from between the drapes in "one""
The playing of the instrument and sings in special lyrics about the
registered solidly, and with the add- craze for dancing.
The full stage
ed stalling, while taking bows, the discloses the girls, and presently the
false starts toward exiting and two men come Into the picture atvisual questioning were sufficient to tired in Tuxedos.
They have an
permit of three encores. The sec- especially routine of varied stepsond seemed overdoing it a bit, with from "essence" to a grotesque scarethe third the result of poor head- crow frameup, all of it graceful and
work.
worth while. They likewise have
Preceding the playing of the in- several song numbers, all specially
strument was placed a song, and the written and neatly delivered with
intention of selection upon a har- Incidental dancing.
The exchange
monica continually delayed in favor of talk, however, Is not so amusing,
of stories, that should be either re- running a good deal to punning.
placed or done away with.
The
For the finish an effort is maderoutine has been laid out not to the for low comedy in a general shimbest advantage. Freda would prob- mying display. There Is a change
ably find it an asset if the grade, of full stage set for this number,
due to the conversation, were elimi-' leg drops being placed and a cut
nated and the selections on the drop representing a tree lowered*guitar gotten under way immediate- This is supposed to make a barkly with, too, the vocal number if so ground for a rube characterization.
willed.
Beginning with the scarecrow dance
If about seven of the minutes now the people of the act appear one by.
devoted to the aftermath were one In nondescript getup and all'
placed earlier there would be less hands
shimmy
enthusiastically.
to worry about and the habit of Several of the girls are pretty
taking up time on bows would be- plump for this dance evolution and
come unnecessary. At present it their gyrations aroused laughter. It
seems to demonstrate lack of con- made for a whoop hurrah finish and
fidence by the musician in his ma- put a noisy period to a turn that
terial and knowledge that only the scored substantially with the Harguitaring can save him.
Rush.
lem clientele.")

Fifth Ave.

This turn was formerly known
Bell.
entertainment.
as Fantone's Athletes.
The body
of the act remains the same, but a
novelty
opening
has
been
aimed at.
HALLEY and NOBEL.
A special drop and several props
Talk and Songs.
represent
a
forest
scene with the
14 Mins.; One.
principals making an entrance from
American.
This couple, while retaining the tree trunks. A fairy queen and a
former style of turn, have worked stage tiger are vaguely concerned
in the idea which seems to be the
out a new routine.
The woman explains she is a pic- awakening of the men who are
ture star and desires a double to made up as "gnomes." Two tepees
work for her in a flying machine are also visible.
A good routine of acrobatics and
stunt.
The job Is to be his if he
will consent to ascend 17,000 feet gymnastics is executed on the flying
rings with the finish trick a
and "stand" for a drop into tho
Two of the men
ocean. Asking how much he Is to flashy thriller.
be paid for the stunt and how he is posed on the tips of the topees
Jump
together
onto the raised end
to get the dough, she explains the
money will bo in the form of a of a spring board which hurtles
another member up to a turnover
draught after he falls.
During a change the man had a and foot hold on two ankle straps,
comedy lyric, "The Scandal of Mr. leaving him hanging head downBuick and Lizzie Ford." A ballad, ward. It's a difficult looking trick
then old-time songs by the woman and made a strong finsh.
for the finale, the man dancing durFantone has an interesting piece
ing the singing.
He retains his of property in his new departure
"sure" expression.
The turn was and held the house unusually well,
liked on fourth. It fits the three-a- closing the ibOW at the Fifth Ave.
day bookings.
lire.
Con,

—

After an absence abroad for rev*
Ben Beyer, comedy trick

era! years

Musical and Talk.
tremely good dancing men.
The
18 Mins.; One.
flash of the production, however, and
American Roof.
the speed of the stepping will be
Other than a persistent tendency more than sufficient to get the act
to stand near the wings "asking" for across with a generous margin.
H. A. Friedman presents the ofit" and a decidedly weak routine of
conversation, which puts the act on fering, which Is the work of Joseph

are on successively for scenes;
a juvenile figuring in each. The
phone scene has the juvenile trying
to get a number, with the devil at
the phone girl's elbow, whispering
bad advice. The bathing girl is
prompted to flirt with the juvenile
and the dialog between the juvenile
and vamp is along similar lines,
Mephistopheles in each Instance
appearing as an allegorical figure
and urging on the gals.
A change of scene Is made for
each conversational bit. At times
the dialog is broken with singles
and doubles by the girls and juvenile.
The finish has the juvenile, JOE FANTONE and Co. (4).
the three girls and the devil in jail.
Rings.
A dancing number for the finale. 8Flying
Mins.; Full Stsge (special).
Excellent flash for the pop houses,
well

Pantomime mnd Bieycle.
10 Mine.; Full Stage.
8th Ave.

VERA CALHOUN and CO. (1).
"Mocnbeams" (Singing and Dancing)
12 Mins.;

Fult^Stage; Close One.

(Special Set).

•

Regent.

A girl of anywhere from
opens the act in "one" before a spedrop upon which there is a large
moon. The »Irl dances and then
recites a prolog.
The moon opens
up and a second girl comes forth
and does a song with scenic effects
This
in the opening in the drop.
routine is repeated for four other
numbers. The act is very quiet, at
no time does it get moving, each
12 to 18

cial

number is so much like the others
in tempo that it might all be the
same.

An effort has been
over novelty numbers

made

to put

in a little difTho effort is praiseOne or two of the ideas

ferent manner.

worthy.
are rather neat, hut the act as a
whole has neither tho go nor the

punch

to

put

it

over.

The

linle

is cute but of the dancing
school type with nothing more ^han
any of the others of the class might
have.
The singer lends no life or
color to her work, and that seems to
be the whole trouble.
ch an*
It's
pretty and sweet, but it don't mean
anything.

daneer

SHOW REVIEWS

Friday, April 15, 1921

ELIZABETH KENNEDY

JOLLY JOHNNIE JONES.
10 Mint.;

Ons

and MIL-

SELLS-FLOTO CIRCUS.

(imitations).
Full Stage (special set).

Chicago, April 13.
"You can't make a silk purse out
of a sow's ear." That seems, to go
for
bush-league circus
owners.

TON BERLE.

Bounding Wire*

"Broadway Bound"

(8pscisl Drop), Close

^

17 Mine.;
Regent.

Full.

Riverside.
Jolly Johnny
assistant who

Jonea has a woman
works in malo atopen In "one " dptire. The couple
pantomime with
ing a little comedy
only advantage
Its
prop*.
comedy
act a little time
the
gives
it
that
id
before going into full stage, which
and this in its
to an opening act
present shape can hope for no other
position—mean* something; as it
gives the audience a little time to

The program glvea Milton Hockey
and Howard Green credit for writing this piece.
Why it took two
men to write "you remember Eddie Cantor in the Midnight Round-

—

get settled.

ers, well,

I'll

With half a dozen combined minor
circuses, plus the famous Sells-Kioto
layout, Ed. Ballard and Jerry Muggivan failed to come through at the

Coliseum or show anything new or
pretentious In the circus line. The
entire show ran sluggishly and
dragged out until It died of Its own
accord.
The line-up, except for
few exceptions, read liko a small
time vaudeville bill:
A bunch of
opening acts with a few elephants,
camels, dogs and horses as a back-

give .you an imitation

of him," is hard to conceive. That
is what the act consists of
imitations by two juveniles.

—

For those who can remember ten
years ago this act will bring back
memories of Felix and Caire, although the former team had the
advantage of being able to do singing and dancing imitations, while
this little couple are handicapped
by the law which forbids them do-

Brothers, Maurice and Olrlie. Steln- from the start. There was a duet
er Brothers, the Honetts and Bal- number with Keene to the meloriv
main. Slap-stick bar comedy.
of the "Music Box," and alone on her
DISPLAY
18.— Trick toes she waa extremely dainty. The
riding in Indian costumes.
big number came with the millinery
19—The shop bit and Its dances for both.
DISTLAY
clowns on the Hippodrome track to Miss Haig ia attempting more in
kill time.
lyrics than before.
In having Mil20 —The dred Brown at the piano
DISPLAY
novelty-i*
Nelson Family and the Flying Injected from the angle of accom}Wards, casting.
panist.
A Spanish duet took them

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

DISPLAY NUMBER 21 —Jockey
and Roman races. Even thin

riding

failed to thrill.

|

appears youthful.
The strength Is In the singing,
almost entirely aimed for trio harmony, with some good results attained. The talk is old, and not old
enough to have been forgotten. The
gags change the song pace, with
"Which would you save your wife
or your mother?" a sample.
The boys started well with a
parody on s'Comlng Through the
Ry«\" and they rung the bell again
with "Maggie." with some comedy
An operatic bit that
business.
merged Into popular numbers took
them to the entrance, and they
earned a blue laws* number encore,
the comic getting romething with

—

esty of "Romeo and Juliet" which
The boy
gets most for the act.
does a Cantor imitation and also
works on the sams order through
the running. A pretty blue hanging set is carried and the efforts of
the children gained satisfactory re-

they probably will
anywhere. Kid performers, experience has shown, are as sure tire
They
as anything In vaudeville.
also draw business, more so In the
smaller towns. The folks like to
go and see if there is anything they
do that our Tillie or our Michael
sults

can't

here,

as

do.

LAMBERT and PHILLIPS.
Piano. Songs. Comedy.
With the song numbers worked up 14 Mins.; One.
well, as they are, the boys can stand
(April

yodeling.

58th Street
7).
followed
by
monologue.*Hebrew
playing.
piano

something better In the talking recMale
On second they went over comedy
tlons.
strongly and could have been asIbce.

signed a later spot.

LEON PAULUS.
New
New

Orleans.
Orleans, April 13.
Leon Paulus was one of the
the New Orleans
of
fwincipals
French opera company the past
season. His voice is a light baritone adapted to the singing of the
strenuous passages of the
less
operas but minus the Are and sweep
necessary for the bravura moments
He is employing
vaudeville.
In
three selections with the "Toreador"
concluding.
"Carmen"
song from

Orpheum,

Had

been given
Mr. Paulus might have
emerged partly triumphant but it
gained but minor attention along
with the preceding numbers.
Mr. Paulus has personality, some
magnetism and an engaging stage
presence but is immature in the
it

Tricks are
of vaudeville.
necessary to strike the mass which
composes the major portion of the
Minus these tricks the
audiences.
most silvered tones fall Into the
desires

Bamueh

despond of inattention.

FILLIS FAMILY.
High School Horses.
11 Mins.; Full Stage.
68th St.
Four horses, with

a

man and

the equestrian work
a high* school routine, that bespeaks excellent training. Three of
the animals are adepts at dance
steps, performing all of Me more
difficult ones in perfect time with
the music.
One of the animals
called "Little Mike" stands out as a

Woman doing
In

fancy stepper.
The other two do fox trot, waltz,
one step.
The tricks are run
through with speed and minus surging by the trainers. A rearing horse
also contributed a bit of jumping
that served to vary the routine.
Horse acts have not been abundant
around the local vaudeville houses
several

b'sr

timer.

This one is a
years.
road- for the best as it

stands

Bell

ANN SUTER.
Character Songs.
12 Mins.; One.
58th Street (April 7).
Single woman,
who

announcement.

Male

partner

interrupts, bawling him out for trying to make a single out of a twoact. The latter is Joe Phillips, from

burlesque.

that which worked out at the matinee.
At the initial performance
three of the four comedy acta were
bunched after intermission, while at

night they were paired off before
and after intermission. That geared
the bill up to its best gait and it ran

Lambert introduces him

a comedy speech.
Next a duet of burlesque opera,
Phillips pulling laughs with a thin
exaggerated falsetto voice. A bur-

in

all.

NUMBER

—

NUMBER

—

an earned encore a cute wedding bit.
Like brother Joe. Bill Dooley has
taken on a girl partner.
She is
Helen Story, little, sprightly and
phasing. They worked together In
the Fancho and Marco revue on the
coast, and have been playing their
way to Broadway. Dooley is twirling the lariat and chattering, mostly chattering, and he tells stories
while making costume changes.
That one about the speed with
which the Wool worth building was
put up beat him east by months.
He is still doing the Granville imitation, announcing It as always. For
a finale there was a Chinese duet.
The turn has a lot of- stuff, running
a bit overtime, with II minutes over

off to

Lucas and Inex provided a cork'
Ing opening. The peachy figure of
the black- thatched girl made the
prettiest picture, posed at the curtain. The yellow body- clinging outfits made the girl the more alluring.
The routine of gymnastics Includes
a series of poses in actual effect.
The couple added a bit In one.
earned with the big hand won.
Perhaps the slide requesting patrons to remain in for the last act
aided Mario Lo. Yet the pretty pictures of porcelains, quickly worked
out. were the real magnet.
This
posing act Is always worth while.
I

her.

COLONIAL.

The show at the Colonial Tuesday
night was more remarkable than
the attendance. Besides there was
plenty of show and not enough attendance.
The orchestra at nigh?
looked like a matinee crowd. But
the bill had plenty of comedy. Now
not
may
last.
His
voice
here
seen
tionists, ground tumblers and hand
that spring is here, with managers
balancers. Those listed were A. Ar- be quite so strong, though it never yelling about the business, comes
dlne,
Madgle, Hormka Brothers, was lusty, but all In all he is just as comedy oh the bills In plenty. PerMile. Delno and James Wallers. skilled a showman as ever. Reports haps if it had
been there, as it
Madgie is really Nadjie, who recent- are that he will again strike for the should have been, all season Instoad
Hormka coast for pictures, but vaudeville of the $2,500 reviews that were not.
ly played the State-Lake.
Brothers are the Kremka Brothers, claims will likely keep him occupied
the managers would not now have
another recruit from vaudeville, In the two-a-day for many moons
to yell.
while James Walters is known as to come.
Nadjie
two
Frog
described
by
Schubert, "The
Man."
The comedy was evenly distribSpats were ably
showed the class of the quint*-! of of the comedy offerings.
Julius uted because It couldn't be bunched.
acts by walking away with the ap- Tannen, who passed up next to It was lively, too much livelier
The clowns then closing for the safe opening inter- than the audience. The house just
plause honors.
had their inning on the track, hut mission spot, spoke «f them as would not thaw. When the Leigh showed nothing new.
"vests for shoes." Rubs Brown and tons appeared No. 2 and sang their
Triek Connie O'Donnell were of the opin- first blues, Frank said to Bert, as
DISPLAY
6.
riding by the Hanneford family ion that spats hid broken shoe laces. they were seated on the trunk: "Is
which was split up taking cart' of Tannen chattered pleasantly, yet to the curtain up?" The house got
ring number one and three. '"Daisy" no brilliant success. When he got that about half a minute afterward.
Hodgina had the honor of the center through with his rhyme on how good It warmed them up, and the Leigh ring.
Dressed in evening gown, America really Is the house was tons got their reward for their unsome difficult feats were done by content to let It go at that. Brown usual harmony and blues slngin
"Miss" Hodgina.
and O'Donnell stepped Into the bill after it.

NUMBER

—

NUMBER

;

DISPLAY

NUMBER

7.—Conglomeration of wire walkers, no one
knowing who was who and no one
hit.
The billing was
to care.
A good standard small time two- seeming
Hanley,
Marguerite
and
Four
man eomedy act.
Con.
Wards, Clest. Four Balmaines, Three
Luckeys and Lou Grant. The only
thing that stood out were four girls
"A LONE80ME GIRL" (11).
in the center ring. Checking vp it
looked like the Four Bahnaine.^.
Girl Act.
DISPLAY NUMBER 8.— Once
30 Mins.; One, Full (Special).
more the Clowns had their way and
American Roof.
tortured the patrons lor fully live
Three principals, two women and minutes.
a juvenile, backed by eight girls
DISPLAY NUMBER 9.— Posing of
carry out the theme of the country women, horses and dogs., A good
Between
girl following the city boy, having flash though dragged out.

on a disappointment, Ruby Norton
The opening act, Evans and
being out because of illness. The Perez, while a meritorious perch
team was a hit in number four. turn and a good opener, hold the
There they lifted the show by de- stage too long for that position and
vious ways of buffoonery that found work.
They do a lot of things,
much hiughing response. O'Don- mostly perch stuff, but should either
nell's clowning got over all the way. cut something or some tricks out.
Hjs dance, "Topics of the Day." so they can leave in the prescribed
scored, and the drama bit followed. acrobatic time.
A general laugh met the declaration
The big laugh wallop came with
that "little Joe" was the world's the Bostock Hiding School turn.
champion wrestler, for he couldn't placed to close the first half, where
be thrown. They were talking of its full value came out. The me"craps."
chanic riding of the plants brought
The applause honors of the even- screams, as the turn invariably does
ing went to Joe Morris and Flo on its proper position. The straight
to
next
who moved down
riding previously is atmet in "one," to* his native health, poses there was a flurry of high Campbell,
They worked minus the bareback
closing.
The young woman who
tractive.
situated In a dressmaking establish- school horses.
"avi-ate-her" drop, which was not does some of it should develop into
Clown
10—
DISPLAY
NUMBER
ment set in full stage.
Joseph L. Browning Is a crack rider. Just now she misses
band with a lot of hoakum went needed.
has
He
routine.
the
The establishment gives the ex- over for some laughs.
credited with
some on confidence, but can ride
cuse for the proverbial parade of the
DISPLAY NUMBER 11.— Aerial furnished some new bits that brightbesides.
Morris' and well, with personality
girls in "flash" costumes and who, gymnastics by White and Ardine, ened the turn surprisingly.
of the men of the turn, thouK'i
One
Marguerite and Haney, Beatrice idea of stopping In the middle of a might make the opening announcein all, make three
changes.
A Sweeney,
goal.
was
a
It
explaining
and
Maurice and Girlie, the song
The young woman's -voice
ment.
sextet of musical numbers are reBeatrice He said he didn't like the number
Arleys and L. Grant.
layed during the half hour the act Sweeney, holding stage number two, and he might as well tell what It does not carry sufficiently to hold.
came that
intermission
After
consumes with the comedy taken got an announcement that was in- was about: "If an apple tempted
prodigy. Jack Osteruutn,
care of by one of the feminine prin- coherent, taking away from the ef- Adam, think what a peach would do vaudeville
the bearing
20
with
around
boy
of
a
The horse-race betting
to me."
cipals which, incidentally, sufficed fect of her big trick.
a skilled vaudevlllian. Yatnh DISPLAY NUMBER 12.—Joe chatter, too, provided new fun. He of
for the purpose.
youth like
had
a
never
vllle
has
Hodgina in ring number one, the explained he had bet $15 on a horse Jack, with his ability to sing, to
It's an average girl act for the inHobsons in ring number three, with that didn't win, but that for $5 more
besid<magnetism.
while
his
termediate houses that has nothing •'Poodles" Hanneford and his famtalk,
A
nag.
he could have bought the
either above or below the average ily in the center. All eyes were cen- coiucdy lyric sung from an upper bis youth, is making friends for him
Hc'm an net
to recommend or condemn it. The tered on "Poodles," and with his box kept the laugh speed.
Miss all over the house.
bear down heavily
girls look well enough and the lead- grotesque antics he easily walked Campbell looked very well in a crys- vaudeville can
iway with all honors of the show. tal frock, soloing nicely. During his upon as an attraction If he is exing trio are of sufficient ability.
way and in Sri
the
right
in
ploited
His performance alone was almost Hccond number Morris "did a show
the
price
of
worth
admission, in the aisle" and skipped to the vance. for the boy makes good. Il< *s
as
a singing m«»though never being able to live stage for the skating finale bit a novelty, because
GEORGE GIFFORD.
down what came before or after.
nologlst he ranks with others who
which was encored.
Seng, Dance and Tall
to
reach where
years
long
DISPLAY NUMBER It.—Aerial
Closing intermission was another needed
13 Mins.; One.
teeth acts. The Luckeys, Hamilton comedy high light, Harry Watson. Jack is at '20. He's all boy, besides,
Greeley Square.
flirls, tlie Wards, Minnie Fisher and
looks
and actions
manners,
in
hlg
Jr.,. and his company moving hack
(Jeorgo Clifford effects eccentric tfte SWeertey Gifts. It looked ltk< a from the second section of the ufiow A** S performer young OsJertnar.
hear
be
over
to
a
at
putting
seems
tortoise shell goggles, green bow rehearsal.
good
going
spotted well In the
DISPLAY NUMBER 14—Captain nnd
The nop numbers. The way he handled
and variegated street attire.
left l»y Brown and O'Donnell.
tie
Tiebor and his Seals. Strassel's
was
Now"
superb,
"It's
All
Over
ever
Following a piece of business with Seals, and some dogs and ponies telephone hit looks ai funny u*
taking it straight and then ragging
the wandering calcium light, he that Were ;it least entitled to some rind the box bit better. The "Battling Kid Imgan" request to "tell it. He gave it a style of his own in
goes into a hoke Egyptian dance billing which they did not get.
to Philadelphia the singing that is something III
done
I
what
m
DISPLAY NUMBER 15.—The enwhich he spoils by essaying a few
Jack O'Brien'* had some extra itself, and he seems to hold th.it
minutes of mouologing. His patter tire proceedings were stopped and ;i laughs to those who knew the for- style as innate
His talk has comspecial announcement was made for
edy points and he puts them acre *,
is none too strong and is further
but ofttimes too fast; but Jack he d
detracted by poor delivery. His denot worry - he's there if n« doesn't
livery smacks too strongly of mi-^
The Colonial >udl«
lose his head.
micking Senator !«Yancis Murph]
ence thought so. too, going strongly
and Milt Collins, being a cross beIn n
Toll 'em what I done to to the youth at the finish.
to me.
and
troupe,
ing
Cevene
with
the
twixt the two.
He tops this off within the
A new laugh may have been pin use he equaled Anything on the
last two months playing him."
with h neat eccentric dance solo (•mall time vaudeville.
With he bill, coming bark with a little M»h
Reason <iui inserted at the curtain.
prop but
about his parents, who sre a;-> hi
Kid'' b< ing eountcd out
ti,;it
earned him h weak recall for well, though there are hall a do'/o-n
Rosenthal
>

"

j

j

J

•<

does

four

appearance and delivery sh«> reminds of Mae West
without infringing.
Her first number is an old- fash lotted idea with a
numbers,

song, "There May Be a Change," is
well delivered.
Lambert steps upstage to make

lesque ventriloquial bit similar to
Felix Adler's, with Phlllipa ci the
dummy seated upon Lambert's
with essential
knee, for some crossfire and a song

gusto,

for

dialect used in talk. Plays classical
selection followed by finger exercises of a beginner with discords
comedy
for comedy purposes.

an

PALACE.
Monday evening's capacity house
saw a better entertainment than

nicely to big scores.
The name attraction and headliner was Julian Eltinge. who has
not been seen on Broadway for two
I.— The cU
DISPLAY
phants, IS in all. Two of the rings! tad a ha,f years. The star female
were in charge of women, while the I imi>ersonator gave up film work to
other had a man cracking a whip. organlze his own road show, and
They have brought the elephants up that eventually reached the fur east
to date by having them shimmy in- and the antipodes. Since returning
he has been gradually working his
stead of doing the "cooch."
way here the locale of his first
4.— Aerial stage successes. Mr. Eltinge was
DISPLAY
'gymnastics with the Sweeney Duo. moved from closing intermission
SisMile. Lawson, the Kendricks.
down to seventh. It amazed to hear
ters Bartlett, Marguerite Slats, the
the gasps of surprise when he doffed
LePearls, Hamilton Sisters, Mile.
wig and made his customary
White, Thomas Nelson, Grace Ham- his
speech anent the tight fit of his
ilton, Lou Grant. Rosco Goodwin,
corsets
and shoe and, of course, the
Sweeney Girls, Martin and Alley.
the Orient.
This is the list that the program mention of bis Journey to
There
was
proof enough, that ElIn reality not half the angave.
nounced list appeared, and those tinge is still new to a nth number
better as he
who did show were doubling under of playgoers. He gotlooked
better,
various names. Mile. "White received went along and he
the honor of the first announce- too. The gold lace and bejeweled
Oriental
number
for
finale
frock
the
Her feature trick was a
ment.
giant swing, a complete revolution indicated his sure ability to design
costumes. That outfit, too, showed
on high traps.
5.—Contor- him to be more plump than when
DISPLAY

A

Operatic.
13 Mint.; One.

Two

hours and thirty minutes.
Opened at the Coliseum Saturday
night, April 9. to capacity business
dropped off 60 per cent, in attend
ance with Sunday matinee.

ground.
Of course this does not include
famous
such
features
as
the
"Poodles" Hanneford or the Hodgina
family, but even these sterling performers were hurt by their environments.
The circus started with
ing anything but talk. The imlta- j what was supposed to be a spectacle
tions are probably just as good as | called "The Birth of the Rainbow."
opening.
those done by Felix and Caire. All and consisted of all the performers.
and
roustabouts
drivers,
FREDDY, SILVERS and FULLER. kid imitations seem to be about the stake
up In medieval cos*
same, tt is just a question of the hostlers dressed were
Song* end Talk.
tumes.
They
of an ancient
cuteness of the kids.
13 Mins.; One.
vintage and showed the wear :\nd
The girl in this combination is a tear of many parades.
American.
the
third
her
use
of
up
DISPLAY NUMBER 2.— Bucking
and
It
straight,
little
mite
Is
two
men.
Three
mules with colored riders.
doing a burnt cork comic. The trio to date slang in a burlesque trav-

In full stage the man does the
usual routine on the bounding wire.
The tricks are well done and one
or two gained applause. In a big
show where the money has to be
down the act will pass
kept

19

in

brief period of jazz in the delivery
for contrast, both wefl handled.

Next a flirtation Idea, followed b\
a popular French dialect song, a
Change being made for each. The
last iv .mother
popular song deliv- anollat corking hOOflng session. In
ered fn eccentric manner with a tlii-; number he <iid some business
comedy walk and dance that regis- w\\h ;i top h.it thai Impressed and
tered strongly.
Miss Bnter has im- sent him off to legitimate applause.
proved considerably since last seen
r.y ellmlnatir.g Iht weak talk, Mr.
around and Is in line for big tlm" r; iffold should make a spot on the
-mall tint'.
consideration.
dag
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vaudeville that could

."-how

i*

Hooted

lxfon'

"I>uganV

map.

up

Disi'J. \V Nl'MBRR If.
stages held wrestling Japs,

troupe and Owataga
while the center rin« held
lien Hamad Arabs.

m.iki.i

lUSl'LAY

terfly

NUMBER

IT.

Th
ti"-

T«i

Ironpc,
tin

S

Al-

fill

show business (Jake
Kathcryn Osterman).
Nexl to closing were Etill) II Van
v. ('I,
rorb.it
the
nnd .i.i n:
i

if

rind

Ijnm.t Haig. with tie agile liiohard VV. Keene, sported her new
dance offering to a big number
Miss Haig Is becoming
three
Known as the girl with !(•• wonder*
h k

Khe

ii

•

t\< •"

pr<

tl \\s
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.1

i
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eke!
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a- turn
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SHO

so

It
seems to take
They make the same cork- combination.
some time for people to figure this
ing combination as ever.
Just previously were Bronson and little girl out. The ultimate results,
Baldwin In Jack Lait's "Vision* of however, are generally the same, for
1970," better now than it was when at a second showing she is more
the couple first played this star skit likeable even than when first seen.
Mr. Bronson has Os is a corking accompanist, workin New York.
several laughing high lights and ing all the time and hitting the
Miss Baldwin did her prettiest in points hard with his partner.
Whipple and Huston are playing
The comedy
work and looks.
"Shoes" in somewhat subdued manpleased mightily.
ner,
Milprobably more so than they
with
Brlce,
Lew
held
3
No.
dred La Gue as assistant. Miss La realize. The trio have a quiet style
Cue came fr^m musical comedy. of working and have dropped into
She was in some of Arthur Ham- playing the piece so quietly that
merstein's shows and does imma- at times it is hard to understand
The assistant
It is Brice what it is all about.
terial dances to fill in.
who waves the turn over to big ap- cannot be heard at all.
Sutter and Dell, a two-man bipreciation, mostly through his step
dancing, though the travesty imita- cycle act closed the show, playing
tion of his sister Fannie is a big to many backs. Ju^t a fair comcomedy bit as Lew does it. That edy bicycle act that is an opener
step dancing of Lew Brlce is some at best.
Dotson with his continuous stepdancing. It's good to see it nowadays, a dancer who can dance and ping caught quite a bit of applause
copies no one. The Brice turn went early on the program. One or two
to a big finish for the position. remarks also caught on and gave
Later Lew walked in on Jack Oster- him a breathing spell. An excellent
man, kidded Jack a bit, somewhat dancer, * Dotson gave the show a
nonplussing the youngster, and then good start No. 2.
sliding off on a laugh, meantime
helping Jack regain his composure
and incidentally helping Ostermans
act.
Running past the customary 11

straight.

JEFFERSON.

Next were Harry Tlghe and Edna o'clock closing, the Jefferson bill
Leedom, in their two-turn that runs Monday evening provided too much
Tighe's easy presence show for an audience that
the same.
but lighttakes him along and the audience ly filled the large 14th street house.
relish some of Miss The ten-act policy
to
appeared
appears a bit
Leedom 's nuttisms.
long for a neighborhood theatre, alJack and Kitty Dcmaco closed the though the Jefferson clientele deshow and held well, through the mands much for their money and
"Topics" carrying a rider asking the are surely getting it with the curhouse to be seated, at the same time rent program.
illustrating in moving picture the
The bill was overladen with men,
annoyance and disturbance of a starting with the Thames Brothers,
person shoving through aisles and who have routined their equilibrist ic
walking out. But that's about all work in a capable manner, roundtho "Topics" did have of any inter- ing out their offering in eight minest or amusement. Whoever is ed- utes, with Jack Joyce, a nimble
iting the "Topics" has a funny sense monoped dancer, holding No. 2 in
of humor or hasn't been around clever style.
This chap possesses
much in vaudeville or elsewhere. a personality that carries him over,
Neither did the Kinograms interest with his dancing and chatter provWhat were at ing gilt edge.
In its "film news."
one time two bright spots on a
Frank Mathews and Ada Ayres in
vaudeville bill have deteriorated "Hard Boiled" landed their comedy
Hivie.
into two blights.
lines from the offset, garnishing one
of the laugh and applause hits of
the evening.
ing together

RIVERSIDE.

The couple aro workbetter and

better as

time goes on and arc securing

the
Monday night at 7:55 they were proper results from Ben Ryan maturning people away from the box terial that provides a punch. Jack
The house was completely Kennedy and Co. in "A Golf Prooffice.
Ethel Levey must be posal" got away nicely from the
sold out.
given the lion's share of the honors first curtain. The piece is timely
Only three and well handled by the company of
for drawing them in.
names were advertised, Claire four. The juvenile could eliminate
Whitney and Robert Emmett Keene a bit of his stagiress to advantage

and

"Flashes'* being the other two.
consensus of opinion would be
show this week is a good
one. All the acts came off to a fair
share of appreciation and all are
good acts, but still the show lacks
what almost every big-time bill
around New York seems to be shy
of, some real hokum comedy. There
are plenty of laughs throughout,
almost every act getting some, but
tho comedy of the rougher type is
"Class" seems to be the
missing.
aim, and big-time vaudeville seemed
to be undergoing or has undergone
a process of overrenting.
Ethel Levey down next to closing
Is a fine example of brains in vaudeville.
Her routine is almost the
same as she used' at the Palace,
with the daughter and the "Mary
Those
Rose" number eliminated.
who thought the introduction of the
daughter had any bearing on her
success will be put straight by Miss
Levey's showing tnls week. A new
twist here, a bit Vj comedy there,
and the routine has almost a new
aspect. Tho singer has caught the
vaudeville atmosphere and is giving
A little
it to them as they like it.
more dancing is also introduced,

A

that the

there is now Just enough to show
that the old timers who claim that
the old days were those of real
urtists come very near being right.
Ethel Levey is a hcadliner who will
be talked about. Vaudeville cannot
boast of another single woman like
her.

Another talking point on
will be the

new

this bill

act of Claire Whit-

new and Robert Emmett Keene, reviewed under New Acts. A dandy
skit with a question that involves
every man and woman. Jolly Johnny Johnson who opened the show is
also under New Acts.
"Flashes," Moore and Megley's
production that played for many
seasons in the Middle West under
the title of the "Magazine Girls,"
comes into the Riverside in a re-

and recostumed edition. It
one of the best of the revue type of acts. It has four distinct puncher* in its 19 minutes of
running time.
Doc Baker is the
big punch with his rapid fire cosvised

is easily

tume changes.

Besides this Doc

is

a performer and puts over his number and talk in line style, keeping
tho act moving all the time. Polly
Walker, the little Western girl who,
the act was first looked over
for big time, was pronounced too
weak for the better house, is making
a fool out of someone's judgment,
for she is coming very close to making Doc Baker's task of keeping in
the front a tough one.
Plenty of
good looks, a great personality and
ability with it puts Tolly in line as
a find for a musical show. Two
boys who dance also lend a punch
and the dressing supplies the fourth
element of strength.
Polly and Oz, formerly Polly, Oz
and Chick, did very w< 11 No. 4.
Polly making a little speech after
the couple had run through five
numbers. This is rather a peculiar'

when

'

with the entire working up of the
piece done creditably. Harry Breen.
an idol on the East Side,

ever

knocked out a smashing

hit with
his familiar but enjoyable humor.
Rlggs and Witchie. in a dancing
offering of distinction, closed the
first half.
The couple have placed
themselves high in ther line, with
their present turn puttting them up

another step or two. Should the act
be cut down a trifle in running time
it might be advantageous.
The cut
should not be made in any of the
dances, but between.
Raymond and Sen ram opened
after Intermission with »a popular
number program that found the audience expecting something of this
order.
The show was devoid of
songs prior. The boys are developing nicely and carried their spot
perfectly.
The travesty and burlesque business is well handled and
scored many a laugh. Tempest and

Sunshine found a somewhat

diffi-

cult audience for a dainty offering
of this order. The girls handled the
situation well, takin* down their

customary applause hit.
Morgan and Gates, a slapstick
male team, proved a comedy riot
with a turn that has

all

of the ele-

ments of former day burlesque.
Next to closing, following Tempest
and Sunshine, they wallowed in
laughs and screams from start to
If there are sufficient houses
catering to audiences similar to the
Jefferson these boys are sure of
steady work, although the turn cannot be classed as a masterpiece for
the two-a-day.
The Four Mellos
with
their
presentation
aerial
closed tho show, holding a hous<

finish.
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"nut" comedian registered his mabeyond a doubt and finished
well up In the running. Breen continues to use the brief sob speech
at the close and while it may be
good judgment and probably a
necessity out of town, there seems
to be no evident reason for it around
these parts, as it only serves to
take the edge off all the clowning
that has gone before, which contains enough laughs and strength
to allow the comedian to either
stand or fall with it, minus the
"If I've got to make a fool out of
myself to do it. i*m /only too glad,"
etc.
and there isn't much for
Breen to worry about.
Marie Nordstrom closed intermission with her trio of characterizations,
plus . the opening number,
receiving a reception and keeping
her stock at par with the uptown
inhabitants. The slang bit, done at
a table, was especially to the liking of the house, while the finishing
incident of the cabaret singer carried sufficient seriousness to top off
her performance nicely, and to the
Miss
taste of those assembled.
Nordstrom is an artiste with a
sense of showmanship that permits
her to overcome a cool audience
long before the close of her turn.
Greenlee and Drayton, two colored youths, flashed forth early in
the evening, No. 2 to be exact, and
with their conversation, songs and
dancing came very close to applying the brakes to all concerned.
terial

—

The boys' main asset was their fast
stepping, which they went through
at abnormal speed. It about ruined
the upper portion of the theatre,
with the downstairs collection con
tr. Luting mightily as well.
Previous
to

them

Sherwin

Kelly

opened

proceedings.

Arnold and Lambert, filling in,
pleased, mainly due to Miss Arnold's
work, Lambert finding it exceedingly difficult to follow the dancing
of Frank Mellon of the "Yip Yip
Yaphankers." It was a tough spot

for any hoofing and it was surprising that Lambert got as much as
he did with his contribution.
The "Yaphankers' had a spot to

I

|

corned with open arms. It la screamingly funny.
Next to closing aro Burns and
Frabito, "wop" impersonators, in
sidewalk conversation, etc. Each in
turn, and finally both* drop their

York
last
In
Timers there was published a letter of protest from a "tired business

and did well for this neighi;'
The talk runs the gamu
politics to most of the topical
subjects of interest and is always
up to date and timely. Murphy hai
ually

borhood.

from

A delivery with it.
Yvette, with her two assistants-

woman,"

in

which she complained

next
with

failed to rouse
enthusiasm
her violin playing.
A new
in "one" was on exhibition
and improve* the turn ctmtttdrrably
Yvetto and her two co-workers'-'
each handling an Instrument, sing a
well-written lyric, "Back Yard Romance," with each illustrating portions on the trap drum, clarinet and
finish

business
"tired
the
man" had
plenty of female pulchritude on
which to feast his eyes in the musical shows now running in the
metropolis, but that she was unable violin.
Avey
to find its parallel in the male con-

and O'Neil, the blackface
comedians, next to closing, had some
referred to the 81st Street difficulty for a while. The opening
theatre the current week, where Ona with the "crap game" pulled a few
Munson and Co. are presenting "a laughs and the straight dancing
manly revue." Miss Munson, a cute that followed built up a few mors,
little girl with pretty costumes, is but there wasn't a healthy unansupported by six ypung men who imity until they went into their bur*
sing and dance pleasingly. LeRoy hsque tango, with one of the pair
Duffield, her tenor, offered a solo doing a "dame." It is a funny piece
with a fine voice, well-phrased, and of business as handled and as sure
stopped the show. The next num- Are as the national anthem.
ber in the act was on for a full
Joe Fenton and Co. (New Acts)
minute and still the audience re- on the flying rings closed the vaude*
fused to desist until he sang it ville portion.
m.
again.
Harry Holbrook, her- baritone, also rendered a solo with an
excellent voice. Miss Munson also
has a couple bf boys who do a good
"The Gilded Lily" drew 'em Monroutine of double stepping,
The headline act is William Kent day night. This Paramount feature
In a comedy skit, "Shivers," assisted is a superb production and the best
by Elsa Shaw and an unnamed thing Mae Murray has ever done.
"butler." It starts off as a first-rate Ballyhoo stunts of the sort like a
imitation of Leon Errol's ''souse" barrel in the lobby ' with the insketch, "The Guest," but veers off scription, "this barrel filled with
as it progresses for a lot of Kent's silver dollars would not pay for
own character bits. The dialog can Miss Murray's gorgeou creations
stand a little revision to bring it shown in 'The Gilded Lily'" (or
up to date. Kent explains to his words to that effect) evidently re»
"wife" that the reason he did not acted favorably judging from the
capacity attendance. Loew is also
tingent.

She

is

<

GREELEY

'

SQ.

:

come home from business in time
laying stress on the fact this is a
for dinner- was and so forth, and
picture one can look at twice, to
offers no reason for appearing in
get 'em coming again the last hal.'
his evening clothes. He is too high
of the week for Miss Murray's perclass a comedian to make such
sonal appearances Friday.
errors.
The vaudeville section v\as seemThe Kinogram news weekly ingly
slighted, accordingly, and beopened and "Topics of the Day" came subordinate to the attractionr.
closed the show — that is, closed the of the feature film.
Sinclair and
first part and the feature picture,
Gray opened with a double vocal
"The Faith Healer," was offered number and then went
into their

—

artists possess

it

Jolo.

FIFTH AVE.

bike routine in "four" which proved*
less familiar cycle of

a more or

although

stunts

executed

with'

marked precision that qualified ifr
for an acceptable opener. Reed anj*
Lucey, piano act, deuced it, the mart
reeling off a quartet of pop tunes'
before

making way

panist's

solo

at

for his accomthe grand.
The

team is an average No.
though it bespeaks of

2

tun

al-

possiblitL'S

with

the acquisition of someth ng
more hefty than just straight vocalizing.

George Gifford (New Acts), Na. 3,
redeeming himself with his stepping
following a weak monologistic spell.
Harry Felman and Co.. an extra
starter, subbing for Rulloff a. id Ballet, showed their mellerette to kind
The Jones Family, a
small time Eddiefoy troupe, went
big and stopped proceedings.
A
precocious youngster was mainly
responsible for this. The quintetparents and three of their offspring
are in sailor uniform, their stuff
consisting of instrumental, vocal
and dancing feats. The girl runs
second to the lad for honors, the
elder chap also distinguishing himself with a banjo solo.
The turn
makes no pretense at ambitious aspirations and for the small time it

attention.

—

is a sure-fire frame-up.
The Dixie Four, a dude colored
quartet, walked off with the second
big hit of the evening, following
their song and dance capers. They
should fit in nicely on the better
bills having appearance in addition

to

undoubted entertaining

The feature

abilities.

film closed.

Business holds up at the Fifth

Avenue regardless

of the weather
industrial conditions, the League of

Nations and other things.
entertainment, without any attempt
Lavere and Collins,- a corking acat sensationalism. Kinogram opens robatic team
with the woman as the
shortly after 8 o'clock and the initial understander, started
the proceedvaudeville turn is Robbie Gordone, ings.
anxious to start for home.
Tho woman opens soloing
with her effective posing act and after an announcement
that she will
artistic settings.
A. C. Astor, ap- work alone. Her partner
interrupts
parently an Englishman, judging by her, and they get
down
to business.
his accent, offers a pleasing
The effort at a novelty opening was
The Harlem ites were out in force loquial act, though patternedventrialong rather crude, but the excellence
of
Tuesday night, congregating at the the regulation lines and lacking
in the acrobatics, including
hand-toAlhambra to the extent that out- novelty. It is, however, replete with
hand stuff, excused.
side of the final lower floor rows comedy bits.
The
Transfleld Sisters Jumped
it looked like capacity.
There were
Jovedah Rajah Co., an Oriental- into
two substitutions, or por,^HWy*^a c.Af-palr, tracked up by a-b*\*.ut}f ul '*nd instant favor in the deuce spot
cook! -have- be*n dropped down
misprint on the program similar to special setting, effectively lighted, a few
notches in the bill. The girls
that which happened at the Colonial presented the regulation mind -read- sing
and play saxophones, mandosome weeks ago, inserted in the ing act, in which the usual questions lins and
xylophones, making three
running order of the show, Arnold were asked and quickly answered. pretty
one in view of the
and I^ambert filling in for Ida May Why do all the women in such acts house. changes,
The
shorter of the two raChadwick for the No. 4 spot and intone in the same monotonous diates
personality and charm. They
later Harry Breen showing unex- fashion?
Is It because they are could have encored some
more, but
pectedly down next to closing, re- merely automatons who have mem- wisely
refrained. The turn will hit
placing Morris and Campbell, who orized a routine and go through It th m
tho bi K* ost °* the houses.
r
..
l
were scheduled for that position.
mechanically?
Holllday and Willett peddled their
The evening's entertainment ran
James Kelly and Emma Pollock routine of mostly released
gags and
along evenly, though somewhat top- scored strongly with their singing, hoke
followin^
* rfl amo "K
heavy with dancing during the first •lancing and cross talk, patterned the favor
V'^in Q rn ° W
l
^ter.i of the
half due to the footwork in the along the lines of the old Kelly and widow
- .V Al
and
the rookie pollcen
center trio of acts showing in the Kent act. Larry llarkins company, are the
same as this pair have been
initial
stanza.
The later portion a jazz band of five musicians and using for some
time.
The talk is
Contributed Its share towards a suc- singers, would probably be a much about due
for
overhauling if
cessful
p. rformance,
though tho more effective turn if It had one hey ever iXpeel an
to advance beyond
card
announcing
Harry
Breen member of it who could put over a the three-a-day.
caused gontt comment, he being the \ ocal number.
Stella May hew and Billy Taylor
se.-onil
lin programmed act to apTho laughing hit of the bill is followed (New Acts) and
caught on
pear.
It was fully ten minutes heHillie
Burke's "Tango Shoes,'' a after a quiet start. They didn't seem
fore a majority of the natives know unique idea for a framework for a to
remember
what it was all about. At the finale dancing act, in which all of its par- but the pair Stella at this house,
made them like them
of the show they were still talking tieipants would ordinarily be deWOTO. closing and registered strongabout Breen on the way out, the re- barred by age. But as present*.
iy.
marks differing in character, but the they are not e»ly accepted, but wei
Senator Murphy, next, had an up-

ALHAMBRA.

•

,1
.

s,

i

«'J

1

ThS

in the Senator'* repertoire, pasalr
stuff without
ripple. Murphy hooked them event*

up the more subtle

a Class

81 ST ST.
Sunday's New

'

A variety show in the strict sense
is what is offered at the Broadway
the current week. It is pretty good

his sprained dia

and fractured vowels.

lect

Italian dialects and lose their characters, which detracts from the arMartin
tistic merit of the offering.
and Dore (New Acts) closed.
Jolo.

their liking, third, and went right
after it without stalling. It was- a
"pipe" for 'em.
Joe Howard's revue took up the
major portion, following the Topies
film, and he proved himself to be a
prime favorite with the northern
residents.
Practically all his old after intermission. "Jim," a trained
songs received recognition and a bear, started the vaudeville festiviKhort "plug** for a new one was ties and entertained hugely.
His
taken up, willingly, by the throng. trainer has good comedy chatter.
Johnnie Dale, if he's the dancer, He is a good showman and gets a
added more acrobatic stepping to lot out of the animal. The bear's
the already "loaded" bill and made wrestling with a trio of "stools'' is
em like it. The setting, costumes ludicrous in the extreme.
and company combine for a satisRussell and Devitt scored strongly
factory illusion, which is all that's with some neat loose acrobatic
necessary with Howard and Dale in stepping, which included cartwheels,
there.
The Apache dance failed to somersaults and high kicking, finappeal and could stand improve- ishing with brilliant, neat comedy
ment or be done away with, as at acrobatics.
present it's below average in preJos. M. Noreross, minstrel basso,
sentation, leaving tho impression it who owns up to 80 years, assisted
by a darling little soubret-wife
is superfluous in the routine of the
revue.
aged 64, registered emphatically
Rae Eleanor Ball, assisted by her with old-time ditties, finishing with
brother, provided the balance, fol- a bit of a cake-walk.
Old Man
lowing
intermission,
with
their Norcross has a wonderfully virile
violin and 'cello offering. Both pos- voice for his age and gives evidence
sess ability upon the stringed in- ho knows how to sing.
struments and with their choice of
George M.
Rosener presented
selections found no trouble in gain- character
studies,
rather legitiing acknowledgment. The act runs mately acted and with a fine sense
exceedingly smooth, with Miss Ball's of travesty.
He is an adept at
appearance being no small asset.
make-up, his characters are propLohse and Sterling closed with by erly costumed and he has employed
far a greater portion than usual re- rare Judgment in the selection of
maining seated, which may be the his wigs. The act is primarily proresult of the request flashed upon tean in its type and is effective in
the screen to the audience in re- all branches of that field of engards to closing acts which has deavor, excepting its main essential
actual demonstrations pictured, of —the trick of changing the voice
people walking out, supporting the to suit the respective characterizaplea.
The act* remains a corker of tions. Call it a gift of histrionic
it! kind, with those who remained art-—call it a trick, or by any other
name. The fact remains that few
well repaid for waiting.

BROADWAY.

battle with

hill

laughed at the most obvious gaS

;

58TH
One

ST.

of those exceptional lay-outs,

arranged in a way that brought
out its entertainment values in the
fullest measure, at the 58th Street,
the first half.
The addition of a
name headliner would have made
it a bill that would have overshadowed many a big time show. As
it was the show constituted an unusually bright entertainment, featured with specialties of the better
and comedy that compelled
laughs of the hilarious variety.
Starting with Ray Huling's Clown
Seal; -tho show &ot off a* a comedy
canter, trotted along evenly with
Menke Sisters (New Acts) second.
Jumped into a gallop with Henry
and Moore, third, following which
it hit a break-neck pace with Dave
Harris, Kennedy and Rooney (New
sort

Acts),

Dunbar and Turner and

the

Flllis Family
(New Acts), in th«
order named, with the going sustained at top speed to the finish.
Dunbar and Turner, next to elosin *'. following three turns containing comedy, cleaned up laughs gaIt's
an odd (omhinat ionboth doing nut
both making it funny and
neither interfering with the other.
The man has a splendid voice, shown
to advantage in a ballad, and both
are corking eccentric dancers. What
they do doesn't matter. They're the
type of turn that betters its material.
Just a bunch of clowning
put over in a manner to suggest it's

lore.

man and woman,

stuff,

impromptu, although routined. DU*
clowning that doesn't tire and which
(Continued on page 27)
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the vice crusade at the Springs.

THE PLAYGOER'S STRIKE
from the Ncv> York
Wednesday, April «.

j.h editorial

Times of

by payment of $60,000.
Largs sums were spent in refurnishing and redecorating it and in

SUMMER SLUMP COMES EARLY

it

in ltic

installing the indirect lighting system used by Richard Canfleld in
his establishment.
The Joint was
supposed to be the most .elaborate
and exclusive in Saratoga since the
days of Canfleld.
bench warrant
was issued for Evans' arrest last
August, but he, is believed to have
been hiding in Europe until recently.

remarkable
theatre tickets are less
'themselves than in the fact that
•» have come so tardily. Accordprecedents, luxuries should

lag to all
But in food,
fcithe first to suffer.
indispensables
clothing and other
'
buyers* strike c&zno many
the
months ago. Silks, automobiles and
dispensable articles in general have
endured their spasm and are on the
The theatres,
y^d to recovery.
meanwhile, have been selling out

A

a few years
have beep prohibitive,

now only a corporal guard

of
jven
tactions have reduced the price
musical comedy
of tickets to $3 for
and |2.r»0 for drama; it is for next
winter that a general reduction to
these by no means moderate figures
)S prophesied.
A return to pre-war prices is unAll matelikely, if not impossible.
Actors'
rials and wages cost more.
salaries have been raised by the
competition of moving picture' producers to hitherto Incredible figwill doubt lea* remain
ures and
there. For a variety of reasons the
poad tour,, which used to net the
chief profits, has tended to become

between the sporting writers of the
Transportation state and Governor Miller last
unremunerative.
week.
"Right at Troy," he said,
tates are high; the salaries of lead"we have had hippodrome after
ing actors prevent sending a true
Broadway cast" on tour; the com- hippodrome until the sport up there
of local moving picture stands discredited and the competition
Many once mision which is supposed to be achouses is destructive.
are tive does not c)ean it up. The comstands
one -night
profitable
mission permits, week after' week,
"dead," and even lurge cities are
a stable of boxers from New York
drama
spoken
to
the
hospitable
lees
Once it was pos- or Buffalo or* anywhere in the state,
than they Were.
to come there and have one, two
sible to "break even" on a Broadway run, or continue it at a loss, three or four bouts in an evening,
and still make adequate profits on and all are decided before they are
Nowadays sound policy put on. It is an easy matter, if
the road.
requires that a profit shall be made the commission had a representafrom the start. N Broadway itself tive or a deputy; if we had them
il

the metropolis to slake their thirst.
was lately noted that in Boston

It

of

the

nearer

each city, this matter 'could be
taken care of. I know the commission permits contests to go on
with men who are not skilled and
the matches are not arranged for
the best interests of the fans and
unless we serve that purpose, we
are not going to get anywhere."
Vincent Trainor of the New York
World and others fell on him for
this statement, one of them despairingly referring to him as the
"young man from Troy."
This
made those who know "Marty"
smile, for he not only knows the
sport game, but has done more for
its advancement than most of the
so-called experts. He has followed
it up as an active participant, coach
and writer for 10 years or more.
Everything that he said about the
situation at Troy was true and a
lot more.
in

must pay for what Broadway gets.
Yet this does not explain the persistence of war-time prices. In all
probability it is related to the dying out of the road tour. The small
town, and indeed many cities, have
become dramatically arid wastes,
from which play lovers swarm to

other

cities

"Broadway parties" have become
frequent and fashionable. The visiting buyer and the tourist transient
we have always with us. All these
are of the class that feels tardily

at all the blight of commercial
depression.
They are the ultimate
spenders, and the last stronghold of
their extravagance is a visit to the
Great White Way.
Tet even these now show signs of*
exhaustion. For the more successIf

productions business Is still
but those that are less
popular are feeling the pinch. And,
as always in such a predicament, the
producing manager has begun to
shed a tear over the sad plight of
the local public by far the most
numerous and the only permanent
public, which the mad competition
•f the stranger within our gates
has largely driven out of the playgoing habit.
In the future
as in the past
Broadway will doubtless cater, when
It can, for the transient spender; to
the theatrical temperament quick
profits aro irresistible.
Yet it is
ful

profitable,

—

steadily becoming more apparent
that there Is an opening for a theatre which, in the quality of its offerings as in its prices, addresses
Itself to our very considerable pubnj of sober and intelligent lovers
°t the drama.

Half a doxen friends of Benny
Leonard tendered him a beefsteak
dinner on the occasion of his 25th
birthday on Thursday evening of
last week.
The affair was held at
Healy's Jungle Room and about 150
guests were Invited. It was one of
the best conducted affairs of that
kind ever pulled off. Among the
speakers were Judges Louis Gibbs
and John P. McGeehan, Billy Gibson, Walter C. Kelly, Abram Jacobsen, Albert Goldman, Sam Marks.
The addresses were interspersed
with professional entertainers.
Called on for a few remarks,

Leonard said, among other things,
that he would shortly retire from
the arena and enter commercial life.
The sponsors for the affair were
Leo Friedman, Ben Goetz, Arthur
Stebblns, "Chuck" Feinberg, Jack
Ferber, Jack Rosenberg.

(Continued from page 10)
ganiaations the fame as are the

9)

Sag that in the event Valger can be
developed to the standing in the

ightweight ranks that he occupied
in the lighter
division, Benny
is to retire, and endow

id

With his

LeonVeiger

title.

The Jerome H. Remick baseball
with the Irving

nine will cross
bats
Berlin aggregation

noon at

Sunday

after-

Van Cortland Park as the
match of the Music Publishers*
J*ague season. Billy Stone is piling the Kemick crew and slurry

•W

Hitter

captain

is

of

the

Berlin

•ongstiitha.

players.
other
no
claimed
is
It
circuit
established amusement
interests
of
combination
or
apply
to
position
a
is
in
system to its business.
this
All of the local managers know
precisely just what is required
by each of the companies as regards hand and perishable props
ami these will be found in readiness when the compnnics come
along.
Everything in the way
of

scenery and ordinary

props

will be carried and the uniformhy in the switchboards in the

theatres snd precise
knowledge of house el"ctrtcal
equipments, generally, will over(one- any possibility <>f contusion "i' delay in these particuTh" same fsmiltont) With
lar*.
orchestra pits will enable the
musiciuns to step in and occupy
their DO Mens viihont delay «.f

different

Nathaniel

Brass,

who was

ar-

rested in St.
Louis early last week
n co "n«ttion
with the world series
!
r'H'lMli scandal, has been brought
"»ck t(» \v w York
S(ato to answer
charge of having been proprietor of
The 1;rook .. ap alUrr(
I

..

,

gambling

house

in

Churrb

street,

"« «. He is said to be the most
prominent of the gamble™ who
*v* thusjfar
bees connected with
,

,

;

The 8tate enforcement act operated promptly in New York oity.
Last week early the word went
around to stop selling. Several liqbuys uor arrests were made by the Now

».

Three attractions* agency
end this week "Lady Billy," at the
Liberty (which may be renewed
some attractions.
again), "The Ghost Between,'* at
The slump is not alone confined the 3*th Street, and "it's Up to
to Broadway.
Reports from most You," at the Casino. There are but
of the out of town stands tell of 13 additional attractions on the buy

—

any

kind.

This depart
simply in Mac

similar

the general slump.

Broadway now has but three

For

\\."t»

if

is

said,

the general

weeks

to

date it has grossed over $500,000.
In the ticket offices it is a constant
source of wonder, the demand holding as strong as ever and no other
attraction going even close to it,
either in business or demand. The
forced withdrawal of Fred Stone

is

Among them were

police.

'

over personal liberty, if Commissioner Enrlghfs orders are literally
obeyed by the force, that will cause
a profound revulsion of feeling on
the prohibition subject. While Governor Miller stated that to ascertain
the condition of the public's mir.d
was one of the objects of his enforcement law, the wets say the ef-

(Bayes).

Ghosts"

Live

fect will

process of formation over the coun-

Old New York" try, and claim that the many wellJones" known names listed in its member"Emporer
Oat" ship will bo augmented by others
Wild
"Rollo

"Little

(Plymouth),
(Princess),

(Punch and Judy), "Dear Me" (Re"The Ghost Between" (39th
"The Right Girl" (Times
Square), "Passing Show" (Winter

public),
Street),

The

Garden).

total

from all sections, until the personnel of the organization will force
recognition of it from the Administration at Washington.

19 attrac-

is

tions.

'Beating

MEANEST MAN" CLOSES

«»i

it

with booze"

a voca-

is

Some of the vocaappear to know what they
(Continued from page 1)
are doing and who they are doing
on the. stage with his nose made up
it with, whilst others are In the
red. Another roused the risibilities
Brodle class of taking a chance. As
another, who went into uncona rule large enclosed touring cars
from "Tip Top** found immediate of
trollable laughter.
are the means. Any one will hold 22
response in the agencies and the
It is alleged that the offenses in cases or more.
demand fell off sharply.
One chancer not so
"The
Passing Show" appears "shot" for Brooklyn happened before large long ago thought he could beat It
real business* and a new Winter audiences and the demand for some by over-building on his car's gas
He built a superstructure
Garden show is reported being performances was so strong that tank.
chairs were placed in the orchestra over the tank and came back with
readied.

"Irene" at the Vandervilt has
eased off a bit in the last month
but is still in the running. Monday
next it breaks the consecutive performance record in America for
musical shows, formerly held by
"EvangelinV* which ran 603 times.
Next week's premiere of "Clair de
Lune," with John and Ethel Barrymore, at the Empire Is building in
demand. Predictions of business at
$5 top are withheld, but the call Is
equal to that of Lionel Barrymore's
premiere with "Macbeth/* and the
chances favor the dual starring of
the Barrymores if the piece proves
satisfactory. The engagement is for
eight weeks only, but the risk of
opening so late in the season is a
feature.

A

further entry of special pictures

tion in the North.
t loners

During Mr. Cohan's personal
pit.
appearances in "The Meanest Man
In the World" the show ran to big
business.
Upon his withdrawal
several cast changes were made and
the alleged offenses are charged
against at least one of the new
players.

Mr. Cohan admitted the poor performances of the company led to the
season being ended. The show will
be recast and sent on tour In the
Fall.

BEN HUR PROTECTED
(Continued from page 12)

Ben

Ilur

company upon

we had

that

dissolved,

the ground
and I at

once became suspicious. For that
reason I reassembled the company

and
Broadway houses will be made two months ago for rehearsals
co-operation.
Sunday when "Mother Eternal" ar- asked Mr. Erlanger's
There never was a time when either
Casino, succeeeding
rives at
In

the
"Take It from Me,*' which stops
Saturday, with a three weeks' run.
"Queen of Sheba** bowed In at the
Lyric last Sunday, heavily plugged.
It was voted a spectacle, but there
Is some doubt as to It having really

one of us
value that
fused his
there was
the

widow

Brooks),

could have wrecked Its
way. Mr. Erlanger reco-operation, but I feel

a moral obligation due
of a dead partner (Joseph
and I called upon Mr.

Paskus of Rose A Paskus, counsel
'The Four Horsemen" for the Brooks estate, and subsemoved over to the Astor and con- quently attention avss called to the
It grossed
tinues Its great draw.
fact that Ben Hur was) owned by
$20,000 last week, holding Its place Klaw, Erlanger and Brooks. This
above the business of all the legiti- brought forth an offer from Harper
mate offerings except "Sally."
Brothers, buying out the Klaw and
Walter Hampden will open a sea- Brooks' Interest. We Berer ware
son of Shakspeare Monday at the fooled nor camouflaged, and realBroadhurst. "Over the Hill," which ized from the beginning that the
has been showing there for several matter was being maneouvered in
months, moves up to the Park the the interest of Mr. Erlanger.
seventh house for this picture on
"We got a price satisfactory
Broadway. "Macbeth" will be the under the circumstances.
His season
first Hampden offering.
"The million dollar figures are the
set for a month.
usual showman's figures, which are
"Nemesis," the new George M. always exploited everywhere except
Cohan drama at the Hudson, played when it comes to income tax reregistered.

i.s

to

a fairly strong

first w**ek.

Clever

extra advertising brought hearty response early tnis week, with the box

away money Monday
and the management is

turning

ports.

"The picture rights of Ben Hur
have always been considered valu-

now claiming

the piece has a stroner
"
chance. "The Trial of Joan of An
regular presentation this
Started
week, with the Wiubert taking the
area ret And in piece. "Smooth as
commenced at the
r vfved,
Silk,**

able, but the negotiations have been
held up by Henry L. Wallace, sun
of Lew Wallace, who demanded a

M

sum which tic picture interests
would not consider. The truth of the
matter i* that Ben Hur. in pictures
or drama, is not protected by copy-

Pro sec, uliiP- "Bringing I'p Father"
ind»d a two weeks' date ttl the

and anybody could put it all oyer
Canada, Europe, South America,

Manhattan. 'A Revue of the C*s»»"
the Greenwich Village \>.i* so
-d it
amateurish 'he reviewer* pa
Up r nlii Ply.
as
'Mt
up
a
general
is
lining
April
rxittns date, with half a doaen -if

provided that he did n<>t use the
William Young version of drama-

office

evening,

1

i

,-if

•

rtions on the current !i<t being
duo to (lose (hen. Th:it is the date
for the closing of the Hippo
set
Jon than."
Wake
p
.lioruc.
making
a ives ?!.<• Miller Saturday
-

I

'

iir»\

its If

"Three

(Elliott),

at-

(musical) getting $3.50
top, with "Sally" at the New Amsterdam; "Tip Top" at the Globe
and "The Passing Show" at the
Winter Garden. "Sally" heads the
lists of five or six attractions not
-hit in the slump.
It went to $33,tractions

181 last week.

York

places which surprised the wise
ones. One Fifth avenue restaurant
that had never failed to sell since
prohibition
stopped
temporarily.
The places where a drink could be
had customarily are* now using the
'strictest jutignient.
Otic restaurant
man said he might forbid guests
bringing in liquor as tho police, if
present, could seize upon that excuse of liquor in sight to search,
while he also stated that he would
not be astonished if a cop arrested
a person in a public place who exposed liquor. The wets believe the
New York State enforcement act
will bring a storm of indignation

go far beyond expectation.
They point to the publication last
week of an organisation based along
pion" (Longacre), "Spanish Love" personal liberty lines now under

—

BURLESQUE CIRCUITS

SPORTS
(Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)
continued for the summer earlier
than ever, with evidences that regulations having already passed for

CABARETS

an adaptation. The piece
being advertised liberally, something exceptional for this co-operJoseph Shildative organization.
ill be featured.
kraut
"Liliom."

is

conditions.
.Philadelphia column^ a. Ipw. mark of seasons.
was regarded worse than the others, They are "Deburau*' ;> '(Belascb),
conditions being in no way bettered "Toto" (Bijou), "Green Goddess"
by the rival booking which
(Booth), "In the Night Watch"
Ray Doyle, a local bantam- six openings to oppose eachbrought
other. (Century), "The Bad Man" (Comweight, has been taken under the
The •'Follies/* which usually goes edy), "Ladies Night" (Eltinge), "Tip
managerial wing of Mickey Curran to $4,000 for the premiere
People"
"Nice
(Globe),
there, Top"
and will start as a stablemate of failed to sell out
and drew $2,700. (Klaw). "First Year" (Little), "Gold
Joe Bishop at Patterson, N. J., The show
is topped at $'3.50 instead
Diggers" (Lyceum), "Sally" (New
April \%, against "Young" TIrano.
(Playof last season's $4 scale but this Amsterdam),
"Romance"
Doyle is a youngster of promise, does not account for the difference house), "Mary Stuart" (Bits).
having met Jimmy Burns, Paul in gross. "Abraham
Lincoln" was
The cut rates did not offer as
Richmond, Harry London and Jack second in first night receipts with many attractions as last week, closReno. Joe Bishop, Cumins' other $1,500 in.
"The Son -Daughter" ing having depleted the list. For
battler, is now on the west coast
drew around $1,000 and the others the first time "Welcome Stranger"
having signed up for four four- trailed.
(Sam H. Harris) made its appearround bouts out there.
He will
A leading political economist, ance. The others "are "Rose Girl"
appear in New York at one of the.
Birds'*
Lov.e
(Ambassador),
high in the confidence of official
local clubs in May.
Washington recently stated that (Apoll. ), "It's Up to You" (Casino),
(Century),
conditions around the country are "In the Night Watch"
Boxing, as conducted in Troy, considerable worse than generally -Peg o' My Heart" (Cort), "The
was given a thorough airing by believed. Showmen say that the Broken
Street),
(48th
Wing"
Marty McDonagh, sporting editor public is just starting to react to "Smooth as Silk" (Frasee), "Wake
of the Record, at the conference actual conditions
(Miller),
"The
ChamJonathan"
Up
and this explains

steadily at prices that

and

Theatre Guild production, moving
up from the Garrick. The Guild will
offer a hew production next week in

policy of the Columbia and the
American Circuits to enhance

the attractiveness of their productions.

to

Current reductions in the price of

ago would

The

house Which Evans is accused of
running formerly belonged to Mrs.
George A. Sporta, wife of the wellknown horseman. He secured title

f.,1

\)>

Pirn

•

losses

B

;i

right, except

»

in

the I'nited States.

izat ion

"That

''protects

spoken

th<

Mr.

version,"

cluded,

it

drama,

Klaw con-

fairly

well

but

whan

f«>r
It

'f»mi'N to the

novel

In

screen ;i version of th«'
foreign countries could be

easily made,
have written
of thin danger repeatedly la Harper
Brothers and Mr. Wallace, and tor
that
on nlwny* urged selling it,"
vcr

\

i

r

i

30 gallons of Scotch in It Proceeding along the State road, some locals started after

him

In

a slow

car.

Instead of allowing them to catch
up and look, guilt impelled him to
speed.
He easily outdistanced the
pursuing car. but with fear of the
boose, he took the first turn into a
wagon road that led to the woods.
Some jolt must have loosened the
superstructure.
While
plodding
along tho trail the best he could,
awaiting the end and a good road,
a couple of wood choppers called
after him that his car was leaking.
Investigating he found a slow leak
from the gas tank. The choppers
brought a couple of palls and they
let It leak, but there were only
about two gallons left by that time.
Another chancer, in a closed car
and with 28 cases aboard, thought it
best to stop for gas about 75 mile*
this side of the border, so he could
make a straight dash for his destination.
He stopped at an inquisitive point.
While the gas was
going in a yokel came up, rubbered
about, told the car's driver he waa
the sheriff, and said he suspected
there was booze v aboard that car.
"Well, supposing there is 7" answered the dodger. "You wouldn't
interfere with me, would you? You
must b« an Elk or a Mason." "Yes,
I'm an Elk," replied the Sheriff.
"Wail, so am I," answered fhe
driver.
"Is that so?** -said
the
Sheriff.
"Then you are all right,
you go right ahead, and if anyone
bothers you down the road, men
tlon my name."
The roads ther*«
though are a bit dangerous at
nights, from report*.
Cars upeed
south without lights or numlxas.
Drivers going the other way have
to keep a keen watch ahead in the
inky darkness of the north country
on a moonless night.
-

'

Liquor is up again. Single easts
of Scotch are bringing from $115 to
$140, while Scotch in lots is selling
at
at
$95 or
delivery
in
$100,
New York. Bye la also jumping.
Cuarantecd rye is $106, single eases,
and expected to rank in price
with Scotch before long. The chiapthing

cKt

about comparative! y,

is

champagne, at $110

to $120 single
large quantity of phony
wine,
however,
is
th«
bearing
Champagne buying. The phony rye
also \a in part responsible for Iht
Trn
high price of genuine rypolice supervision over liquor
thiH
Cord
th**
week.
prices
up
and llqueri ore coining in and hold

The

cases.

•

at various price*,
<»n

how badly

want
»

t

depending mostly
purchaser maj
1

the

hem.
.

.
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WEEK
NEXT
VAUDEVILLE

BILLS
(AH houses open

KNOWILI.E
Bijou
(Chattanooga split)

THEATRE!"

IN
for the

week

Monday mat

wltb

new.

I

whoa

otherwise

net

The

bills

below are grouped

The manner

in

bills

does not

printed

are

offlcoa they

according to ths booking

In divisions,

which these

Doss Revue
Lanlgan A Baney

Billy

C L Fletcher

>

B. F.

NEW YORK

CITY

A

Sis

City

W'-rner Arnorns

Co

Van A Corbet
Ryan A Bronson
Taxie

Anderson A Tvel
Keane A Whitney
Jack Rose
(Two to AH)

Lyric

(Birmingham
1st half
Hi....

(Others to All)

Manikins

(Two

to

fill)

Keith's Royal
Sylvia Clark
Julius Tannen
Ernest Evans Co
Walter Flshter Co

Bernard A Garry
Mcintosh A Maids
Unusual Duo

(Two

to All)

Keith's Colonial

"Ye Old Song Shop"
May Wirth Co
•Carlyle Blackwell

Jim McWilliams
Brown A O'Donnell
Daley A Berlew
Maria Lo

(Two

to nil)

Keith's A han.br
Ethel Levey
I

Weaver A Weaver
Will Oakland
Evans A Peres

Kane A Herman

T A K O'Meara

(Others to fill)
Keith's Broadway

Whiting

D D H?

A

Burt Co

"Indoor Sports"
Nestor A Haynes
Burke A Whiteside
Peggy Carhart
Casting Campbells
(One to fill)
Moss' Coliseum

A

(Others to

fill)

Sarah Padden Co

Johnny Dove
Vine A Temple
Grace Nelson
Mr A Mrs 8 narrow
(Others to

fill)

1st half (18-20)
Bilton A Norton
Tvette Co

B A J Crelghton

to

to

(One

to

fill)

Co

Felix Fi«her
Tranaflcld His

(One to

Mil)

Keith's Hamilton

Marx Bros Co
Beatrice Morgan Co
Dolly Kay
Jack Joyce
Handera &

Millls

Carl Emmy's Pets
(Others to fill)
Keith's Jefferson

Joe Howards Rev
Bert Levy
Glenn A Jenkins
Pearl Rcgay Co

Rae B Ball
Van Cleve A Pete

A

Lohae

(Two

to

Sterling
1111)

Moss' Regent
Rose A Moon
Watts A Hawley

•Thames
Marcelle Fallett

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

Jack OaU-rnian
Mnjor Allen
Mellon A iU-nn
(Others to fill)
Keith's 81st St.

Keith's Bushwlek
"Flashes"

A Houghton

Sully

Norton A Melnotte
Mabel Sherman

Wolfard A Stevens
Alex Bros A Evelyn

Orpheum

Whipple H'eton Co
Billy Glason

Walsh A Edwards
Ben Beyer
Vernon Stiles
Kent Co
Belle Baker
Galletti Kokin
Keith's Boro Park
Nat Naiarro Jr Co

Wm

Bullet Proof T.*dy

(Others to nil)
2d half (21-24)
D A J Crelghton
Hilton A Norton
Henry A Adelaide
(Others to nil)
rroctor's 125th St.
2d half (14-17)
•Indoor Sports"
Nestor A Haynca

Menke

Sis

Cook A Sylvia
Cello

•Jay Velle Co

Itii'-hiii.in

&

Dooley

Storey

Juliet

Donald Sisters

CHARLEST'N,

A

Kaufman

1st half (18-20)

183

Broadway,

&.

Paulet A Ray
Greenlee A Drayton
(Others to nil)
2d half (21-24)
Clayton & Edwards
Sis

(Othera to nil)
Keith* Prospeet
2d half (14-17)

split)

1st half

(Jakes

& Hoy

W

George Nagel
Eleanor Pierce Co

CHATTANOOGA

Jane Dillon
Pemaseot A Doll
Nil

>

nun

»

Birds

CHESTER, PA.
Adgement
Rekoma
Tony Grey Co
M'Cort & Bradford
Dotly A Hurinan
(On* tO

flit)

J. Tinier

|Fsrgs

Bros

1st nal

&

(Oth-rs to

Sis

All)

Id half (21-'.M)
A: Frabito
La Toy's Modela

Hums

(Others to

niij

ALBANY
Proctor's

McRas A

C!es;g

Millard

Martin

Anderson a? Graves
Boycs Combs 'o
Hobby Heath Co
Norrls' Animals
<

2d half

CINCINNATI
B. F. Keilirs
Belblnl \- Qrovinl

Elkina Pay

a.-

e

Mc Waters a Tyson
Lydell * Mai ,
Sybil

Nunc

Mason KsoleV Co
A Johnson
Mnldoon F A H

Pflstol

Palace

Nippon Duo
Vslsnti Bras

Keno Fables A
Kut«r Trio

N

MIOIHI. N. C.
t.ruiid

Patterson Trio
NsalS A O'Brien

Wm

Rock Co
Bobby Bernard Co

NASHVILLE

CARRIE

BOB

AUSTIN and ALLEN
PANTAGE8 CIRCUIT

w

Princess

SCHENECTADY

(Louisville split)

Proctor's
Chief Little Elk Co
Eckoff A Gordon

1st half

Frank Mansfield

A Corelll
Nlng Toy
Casey A Warren
Mullen

Revue

Lytell

NEWARK,

N. J.
Proctor's

A

Muller

Stanley

Archer A Belford
Franklyn Chas Co

Young A

Ollie

A

Howard's Ponlea
(Others to nil)

NEW ORLEANS
Palace
(Mobile split)

Bennett

A Lee

"Bungalow Love"
Bert Lewis

SYRACUSE

NEWPORT NEWS
Olympln

A

Milt Collins

sj.llt)

Harry Yon PoSSea
Lillian Herlein Co
Jean So them
3 Rianos

JERSEY CITY,

N.J.
B. F. Keith's
2d half (14-1?)
Sheldon A Dalley

Wilson Co

Muller A Stanley
La Toy's Models

Smith A Revere

JOHNSTOWN
Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)
Miller
,1

Whits Co

Devitt

Dugan A Raymond
De Koch Trio
Lillian Shaw

Francis Renault
Juno Mills
Jerome A Newell

Craig Campbell

R Fagan Co

A

Wilde

Sldelia

Hazel Haslam Co
Fred Allen

The

Bohby H. ,.il. Co
McCurdy A Roaeh
Maek A Reading

A

Holl'nd

Resista
Patricola

A

Deiruy

Emma

PATERSON,

N. J.

Majestic

Canary Opera Co

Boudoir"

O.
B. F. Keith's

Frank Wilson
Hobson A P.eatty
Van Hoven

Ames A Wiuthrop
Wilbur A Adauta

PHILADELPHIA
B. F. Keith's
Clinton Bisters

ona Munson

TOLEDO.

Alcen Bronson

Hurry L Muson

TORONTO
Carlisle

a Lamal

Vln!e Daily

«"o

Davin a Darnt n

Lovenberg

Sis

a N

i.< •
Children
a Mai k
Roddlngt'n a «;n»r.t

Miller

I

Tighe A Leedum

J.

«

JOHN

45

Saul

r**

Cameo

Strand

r

New

ST.

Ytrk City

2d half

CRAWF'DSVILLE

Girls

A Mack

Jennings

A Harper
Prescott A H Edel
Lane

CONLEY

2d half

GAL
Coden

2d half
Fan O'Brien Co

(Two

HUe

Flying Wea\

(One

Glbnon

R. flow

Jay Reegan Co
Dorothy Freville Co
Mario A Marie
Loretto's Bears

Coden A Luken
H A J Chase
O'Nell

2d half

2d half

The Templetons
Jay Reegan Co
Bernard A Scarth

Collins A Dunbar
Dalton A Craig
Howe & Howe

Kane Morey A
(One

B. F.

BOSTON

Cook a oatman
Alexandria

Amaranth

to nil)

KEITH

Sis

The

..I;.

Walsh

Hilly

3

h«

John

iv

Althea Lucas Co

)

Lite

t

i

Gordon's Olympia

(Washington St
Charlie Bradley

luile

BROCKTON
Bo)

is

strand
Bennett

.v-

o Fr- dricks Co
Kelson & Madison
Mas'i Cora sfsn'g'y

«;<

Meshah
.

(»»igi v

&

I>ehr

Brot

a.-

Berkoffs

8

Thome
i

s.

The Btennardi
Flaherty * Stoninp
'i

Sqnan
«>

|{;,y

Golds A
Bernlvh
Bendei

2d half

OJj atpla

>•

MAY

>

:.l

half

Toy Ling Foo
N« Ihon A Barry Co
Zahn A Drel»

La

Ella

Gordon

Vail
Sisters

Watslka A Seals
2d half

Two La Delias
Mack A Salle
Hartman * hfsskOf
Blondy A Spotty
OWASSO, MICH,
Rasso

Co

Violet

A

Sisters

l...>

COIUPIE

Mystic Garden
Murray A l'opkova
Dot torn ley Troupe
to

fill)

HAMILTON,

O.

Renent

Two La

niui h Landolf
to
I'd

Ella

La

A D

Vail

Harmon

yields

INB.

MurTwy

Mack

Ac

Salle

Bashy A

Dorter

De Bourg

Sinters

2d half

The Edwards
Blnch Lsnd'ph A D

TERRE HAITE
Liberty

Hel^n Staple I
Nelson A Bill y
"Golden BIfd"
2d half

lill)

half

s

A

RICHMOND,

Delias

Blondy & Spotty
Middleton A S
(One

<b

WIS.

Orpheum
(Two

Lois

and HILL

IIORW1TX -— KRAI

A

Ow

Gordon

(HASTE COMEDY
Small

Sisters

MIDDLETON,

Strand

"I<ining Generation"

Jean Barrios

is.

IND.

Palace

GREEN BAY,

lllrnno Hr<.?»
2d half
Bob T"iiny

Wsldn
Gordo n 's

WAYNE,

Dare Bros
Bason A Sister
"Magic Glasses''
Lew Cooper

An*ic Cappell

Sankus A Rylvers

Walsh

nil)

Nolan Leary Co
Bonner A Power*
Grace Wallace Co

National
Talkalog
Flaherty & Stoning
Mattylee i.ippard

T:.rM< n

Billy

FT.

Watlska A Seals
Baxley A Porter

Harmon

M

Bijoti
Jackpon A Lilly

Mips lolecn
Lee & Lawrence

rs

to nil)

BANGOR, ME.

Boston

2d half

Weideck A LaDus
Fred Hughea Co

Arco Bros
(Three to

Jim Reynolds
Hartman A Meeker
Brown s Indians

DeBourg

2d half

CO

Plaza
Stewart A Mercer

Lind Bros

A

A Luken
A

to nil)

PUNT, MICH.
Violet A Don
"District Sthool"Bayes A Fields
"My Soul Mate"

"Dummies"

(Others to nil)
Palace

M

A

l'alai e

Garden

Llddell

Aboard"

"All

Orpheum

Nora Jane Co
WAH
Browne
Mealy

May CO
V KlheJIa Co
(One

to nil)

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
New lork CHf
Frank Wilcox Co

rulace Theatre Building.

CHICAGO
Majestic

* Hoy Sinters
With NAOMI RAY
Derrell A Van
W A o Poolef
"RICE AND OLD SHOES"
CAMBRIDGE
Glbnon A Trlre
La Bllbainlta
Thin Week (April 11), Pala.ee. Chicago.
Ernie A Ernie
Gordon's C'ntr'l Sq. De Wolf Girls
Nest Weak April 18), Lincoln. Chicago. Kalauha Hawaliane John Geiger
Mel Kles
,

A

Lowry A Prince '
Fred Hughes Co
Prescott A H Eden

Robert

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Clown

HARRY

Poll's

(Scranton split)

Margarite's Ponies
2d half

"Time"

Hal & Irani

Shea's

The LeiKhtfiih
Kajlyama
v a e Stanton
Lucas A. ass

Jews

Tel. 171

4

Orpheum
Weadick A La Dot**
Gilbert

Rasso Co

Angel A Fuller
Nelson A Bailey

WILKES-BARRE

Vaudeville Eschange, Boston

Bnaasll A Parkof
Creole Fash'n Plate

Kozellas
2d half
Edwards Trio
Billy Kelly Co

k

JACKSON, MICH.

HEMMENDINGER. Ine.
PLATINUM DIAMONDS " EM <>DEUNt
JEWELRY L/1AI¥1VWt# 3sEslOUIiTllld

"The Incomparable Mentalist"

O'Nell

"Hilda's

Belmonts

J

flli)

R.

Texas Duo
Mabel Burke Co
Coogan A Casey
"Hanky Panky"

HARRY KAHNE

BOSTON

Tote

Ed Janis Revue

fill)

Five Chapins
Id half
Helen Staples

2d half
Stewart A Mercer

1st half

to

Collins

2d half

The Seebacks

3

"Messenger Boy"
The Big Three

Gellis

Basset A Bailey
M'L'ughlln A Ev'ns

Thornton

(Ons to

Five Chapins

Scranton

Capitol

A Blondy
Fred Whitehouse
Ern'stlne Meyers Co
Boudlni A Bernard
Kiddles' Cabaret

Howe A Howe

J C Mack Co
(One to nil)
2d half
Watson's Dogs
Jennings A Dorman.

(One to na>

Juggling De Arnos
Cutty A Nelson

CAN,.

Lind Bros
M A A Royle
Kiddies' Cabaret
Loretto's Bears
(One to nil)
Palaco
Texas Duo
Hagcrty A Gordon
Hlte Rettow Co

H A A

CLINTON. IND.

Will

"Little Cottage"
(Two to All)

Id half

WAH Browne
Williams A Howard

Poll's

Llddell A Gibson
"Creole Cocktail"
2d half

IND.
Parthenon
Geo Damarel Co

Gilbert A Saul
"District School"

(Two

WATERBI BY

"Hanky Panky"

Proctor's

Kara Co

,

Foley

Jack Inglis

Two

A Wsst

A

Mr A Mrs J Barry
Fred Llndsey Co

Rose

OTTAWA,

Gillette

Russell

2d half

Carney

B. F. Keith's

Lucy

Dominion

JACKSONVILLE

MAP

Bensee A Balrd
Phina Co
(One to nil)

Jim

Little

"Four Aees"

Wm

Frank Mullane

2d half
Sidney Townley
Joe Darcy
"Cheer Up"
(qne to nil)

1st half

Hughes Duo

Wah Letka
A Bernard
Breen Family

rt

nil)

A Armento Co
(Two to nil)
A Robert
Mitchell A M'rkh'm Bennington A Scott
Bobby Connelly Co Williams & Howard LANSING, MICH.
D
Freville Co
(Two to mo
Strand
2d half
Lyons A Yosco
Jerome A France
Casting Nellos
Bally Hoo 3
2d half
Friend A Downing
DANVILLE, ILL.
Lydla Barry
Hewitt
Burns A T
Eddie Hume Co
W'CESTER.
MASS.
Palace
Nash A O'Donnell
A Tortonl
Bennington A Scott Chabot
Poll's
Lane A Moran
NEW HAVEN
Lewis A Norton
Wynn A Carmen
Royle
M
A
(One to nil)
A
"My Soul Mate"
Bijou
Angel A Fuller
Friend A Downing
(Two to nil)
Roy La Pearl
SnAMOKIN, PA. Arthur Barrett
Eddie Hume Co
(Two to nil )
MARION, O.
O. A. R. Opera H. Jennings A Dorman Sandy Shaw
Arthur Miller Co
Reed A Clifton
Horlick A Sar Sis

split)
F A C La Tour
1st half
Ponton A Burko
A Hume
Swor A Westbrooke Francis
Ed
Morton
Rialto's Look

Elliott

Kenny A Nobody
Weber A Ridnor

P

B A L Walton
Middleton A 8

Lowry A Prince

Boudlni

M

(Three to

M

Id half

Princ'ss

Ines Hanley

<•

HAMMOND,

DeWitt Burns A
(Two to fill)

Letka

Id half

Capital

Towns* M

KEITH

B. P.

Helm A Lockwood
Cameo Girls

A Blondy
Mario A Marie

HARTFORD

Chic Sales

Bijou

Will

Bijou

"Dummies"

Wah

A

Bernard

Nana Co

BATTLE CREEK

GAL
Garden
M'Farl'nd A Palace
Princ'ss

Inss Hanley
Ths Big Three
"Time"

SAVANNAH, GA.

(Richmond

Ladora A Heekman
The Hflttons
Kennedy A Hurt
Big City Four
F Dobson Co
Hob Hall
Hud Snyder Co

Scott

Kane Morey A

Lyrlo

P. Keith's

Howard A

'

"•*

Nelson A Barry Co
Josie Heather Co
Chic Sales
Dippy Diers
2d half
«_.
Peres A Margueritaw
Peggy Brooks

Arco Bros

Dalton

Id half

Dietrich

SALEM, MASS.
Rube Walman

Vaudeville Exchange, Chicago

A Craig
Bernard A Scarth

Aboard"

"All

LaFrance A KendF*1
*

2d hall

Palaco

Collins

Tuiiy

Flottow Bros

The Berkoffs

CHICAGO

A

Vee

Id half
Tarlton Talkalog
Kelly A Drake
Renee Roberts Re*"'*

Chas Ledegar
Mabel Taliaferro Co
Chris Richards
Reed A Stone
Clarkoon A Yorks

L'nig'n Co

-W

*'Pronteeriog"

Music Hall
Althea Lucas Co
The Sternards
Jean Barrios
Lehr A Belle

SP'GFIELD, MASS.

A Dunbar
Fan O'Brien Co

Co

Ryan A Ryan
Frank Farron

LEWISTON, ME.

My Wife?"

"Who's

Plaaa
Watson's Dogs

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Academy

INDIANAPOLIS

A

Emmett Gilfoylo
4 Harmony Kings

Peak's Blockheadi

Uyeda Japs
A Boyne
Heather Co
James Cullen
Max's Com Men'gy

Lambert Bros

P

Chalfonts Sisters
Sunshine Girls
Pets Curley

NORFOLK, VA.

»'

B Hymer

Harklns
JAM
Clccollnl

M'Farland A
H A J Chase

Foley A O'Nell
J C Mack Co

LAB

fill)

HAMILTON. CAN.

Mary Haynrs
Lynn A Howland

*

Royal Gascolgnes
Claudia Coleman
Rock A Rector
Dreyer

A Frabito
(Others to fill)
Id half (21-24)

(Charlotte split)
1st half

Harry Garland
Chaliin A Lambert
OUott A Ann

1st half

A Whit-

Valentine Vox Co
H nses A Balrd
Harmony Junction

t|

'

Area <ie
(Savannah

2d half

«'o

1

.v

N.C.

Academy
(Grcnsboro

K

'

Eddy

CHARLOTTE.

H A P

<•

by

Bryant W£V

Suite 801

Ed & Geo Guhl

DeWitt Yokng &

Girls

HANDOS SWEET

Hiulto
(Knoxville split)
1st half
Carllta A Lewis

MAY

Clayton

1

Reilly

fill)

Dave Ferguson
Avey A O'Nell

Ward

J

Walter Weems
George Moore Co
Henley Trio

Arliss

A W'U'ms M'Cormack &

DsWItt Youhk &

Empress
S» ymour Family
Charles Edenbury
H B Toomer Co
Lock wood A Rush

W

Australian Stanley

Hill

Ruth Robinson Co

Yule fc
(Others

S.C.

Victoria

.Sawyer

Zelgler Si* Co
Keith's Greenpotnt
2d half (14-17)

to

GRIND RAPIDS

A Hayne

Hal Johnson Co
Half A La Vero

NEW DANCING 8TAR

1st half (18-20)

Mica's
Sanioyo.t
Palo A Palet

(

Kelly A Pollock
Pollard
Robbie Gordone

J

Marie Casper
Masters A Kraft
Ja Da Trio
Robert Mantell Co

BUFFALO

2d half

Dawson

x

Roberts

1st half

2d half
Arthur Barrett

Burns

Colonial

Chas McGood Co
Ahcarn A Peterson

Sis

Breen Family

Newell

Ths Savages
Hordan A Cass
Burke A Durkin
Tommy Allen Co

1st half (11-20)

MARCELLA SHIELDS

Jack WilRon Co

A

Parish A Peru
Stephens A H'llist'r

A

Jerome

L

R.

Opera Honso

Josie

CHICAGO

Milt Collins
Francis Renault
June Mills

fill)

NEWPORT,

2d half

AGENCY

•

CAM
Dunbar
(One to

Mabel Taliaferro Co
Chris Richards
(One *o fill)

1312-1313 Masonic Temple

A Rose

Wright

Thomas Holer Co

W

Tomplo

With JACK KANE
ACT WRITTEN and PRODUCED

Moss' Flatbuflh
Kitty Cordon Co

A

A

VA.

Id half
Peak's Blockheads
Stephens A Br'ni
"Pronteerlng"

LAWRENCE

ERNIE
YOUNG

Lyric
(Norfolk split)
1st half
Wilton A Marshall

John

ERIE, PA.

Dainty Marie

to 01!)

Finlay

(Others to

Jackson

DETROIT

Frisco

Watson

Bell

Bobby Bernard Co

Kerr A Ensign
Master Gabriel Co
II A E Sharrock
La Toy's Models

Campbell Co
Frank Gaby

split)
1st half

Mack A James
Edwin George

flc

Sully

A

Four Readings
Elsa Ruegger Co
Wilson Bros
Danse Fantasies
Thos E Shea Co
Spencer A Williams

A Mann
A Mack

Duffy

3

Rome A Gaut

Temple

Newhoff A Phelps
Ben Beyer
Ford 8 is Co

Id half

Pontages
Opening April 16th

Sisters

Frank Bardon
Betty Donn Co
Maek A Dean
Renee Roberts

Nana Co

Sisters on
Empire
Harry Lamore
Circuit
Stanley A Lee

the

ROCHESTER

Proctor's
2d half (14-1?)

McDonough

Genevieve

Bill

(Columbia

(Others to fill)
2d half
Lew Brice Co
Dave Harris
Morgan A Gates
Bostock's School

(Two

Ethel

Animals

Fern A Marls
Quixey Four
St, Denis
Sensational Togo
Herbert Duo
Jos DeLler

MT. VERNON, M.T.

O.
B. F. Keith's
The Adrolta

Pllcer A Douglas
Leo Carrillo

Travers A Douglas
Lazar A Dale

Ddfee'j Operalogue

DAYTON,

Barber

1st half

Harrison's

Monkeys

Arthur Whitelaw
Wilton Sisters
Solly Ward Co
Innis Bros
Lambert A Ball
La France Bros

Manuel Komaine

Brown A Spencer
Chung Wha Four

Harry Broen
Jean Granewe

(Two

Honeyboys
Jackson A T jTi* Co
Reynolds 3
Toiler
Wheeler
Mrs Wellington Co
(One to nil)

Faden 3
Mary Dorr
"Honeymoon"
Harvey Heney A G
Diaz Monks

Tom Wise Co

Ethel Clifton Co

7

(18-20)

O

I

Ruth Hayward Co
Amcta

Columbia

B. F. Keith's
The Clintons
Dot son

The Rials
Keith's

Gallettrs

Gellis

B'TN ROUGE, LA.

BOSTON

Robinson

Keith's 11. O. 11.
2d half (14-17)
Bob A Tip

The

O.

B. F. Keith's

Kelly

Olympia

Hoy

The Sterlings
Rube Wallman
Nelson A Madison
Four Mortons
Dippy Diers

(Wilkes- B'rre split)

.,,

Lee

NEW BEDFORD

Marguerite

Burt A Rosedale
Bernard A Towner

Poll's

A

Clinton A Rooney
"The Valentines"

Peggy Brooks

BCRANTON, FA.

Booked Hollina

William Ebs

Carney

(Sunday opening)
M LeFevre

COLUMBUS,

HAK

/

A

Peres

'ft.-hajf...

,

Mack A Dean
Howard A Whits

Colonial

B. F. Keith's

Roanoke

Ben Smith
M Montgomery
Hughe* A DeBrow

Wilde A Sldella
"Concentration"
Fred Allen

The Templetona
Britt A Mace
Mabel Burke Co
Coogan A Cssey

->

Stanley

HAVERHILL

Ern'tine Meyers Co
Britt A Mace
"Creole Cocktail"

rolls

ROANOKE. TA.

MONTREAL

-

LAP

Burt A Rosedale
Duval A Little
Harry Lamore

"Flirtation"
A Shirley

BRIDGEPORT

1st half

Jamss Cullen
Sterlings

N

2d halt

POLI'S CIRCUIT

Rita Gould

Ryan A Moore

Brooks A Philson
Al Espe Co

•

Ford A Cunn'gham
R Johnson Co
Sheridan Square
(Johnstown split)

J

Froslnl

O A

Joe Cook
Elsa Ryan Co

Ruby Norton

A

Maris Hart Co
Ardells Cleaves

Coley A*Jaxon
"Snapshots"

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Chas Withers Co

VIOLA

(New

'

Eddie Leonard Co
Walters A Walters
Osborne Trio

Trentlnl

RICHMOND,

Griff

BIRMINGHAM

VALENTINE VOX
Jean Graneae
Rtggs A Wit c hie
Harry Breen

-

Fallon

Fink's Mules
Claudius A Scarlet
Valerie Bergere Co

Emma

Roberts A Boyne
Princeton Five

Frank Bard on
Murdock

O.

Hlppodromo
Lady Alice's Pets
Toung A Wheeler

B. F. Keith's

Melva Sisters

Lyrlo
Orleans split)
1st half

Hughes A Nerrett

YOUSGSTOWN,

Palace

Uyeda Japs

Jerome A Franc
Four Mortons
Toy Ling Foo

3

Auditorium
Archie Onrl

MOBILE, ALA.

Margaret Ford

,,rd

Mmo Hermann
MANCHESTER

Lyric
Aerial Valentines
Fred Lewis

Alexander Kids
Thornton Sis
Giddy A Giddy

Murdoch
Dunbar

Id half
Princeton 5
Fred Lewis
Mat 'y lee I.i,.,

FITCHB'Q, MASS.

Vincent O'Donnell

QUEBEC. CAN.

"Concentration"
2d half
Juggling De Arno

fill)

Originator of Ringing in two ?olc« slmultaneouMy.

2d half

BAP Valentino

S
fill)

2d half

Jordan Girls

LAP
CAM

Nolan I^eary Co
Frank Farron
Olympia Desvall Co

Co

Merlin

Melody Garden
Gordon A Ford

Commodore Tom

Bryant

Tel.

WASHINGTON

Dallas Walker

Ryan A Ryan

Phelps

Duo
Kranx A White
Jack Conway Co

PORTLAND, ME.

Three Chums
Rolls A Royce
Jean Adair Co
Eddie Ross
Donald Sis

to

Olympia

J'kson

Scott
2d half
Dallas Wall, r

Jim

Davis
Bellies

Bo Peep A Horner

B. P. Keith's

(One

Marlin

PITTSBURGH

Fred's Circus

LOWELL. MASS.

A

Arthur Miller Co
Anderson A Graves
Brooks A Power*
Horllck A Sar Sis

Irel'd

Whltefleld

Edwards

2d half
Millard

A

A

Howard A

N. Y.

A Warren

•Billy Kelly

LYNN, MASS.

Br'nn'll

Howard A White
LaFrance

A Gray

•Page

Newhoff

Four Ortons

Dunbar's Darkles

Mack A Reading

BROOKLYN

fill)

Bostock's School

AD

Irene
(Others to

Belleclalre Bros

Keith's Ford ham

Sullivan

2d half (21-24)
Master Gabriel Co
Avey A O'Nell

2d half
4
Nat Nazarro Jr Co Holland

(Two

BROADWAY

A

Howard

"Under Apple Tree"
Fenton A Fields
The Duttons

Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (14-17)

fill)

Dave Harris
Lew Brice Co
Brooks A Powers
Morgan A Gates

Hymack

The Faynes
Fargo A Richards

•Chester

A

Stephens

Proctor's

¥.

Werner Amoro* Co
Mable Whitman Co
Lydla Barry
Nash A O'Donnell
Lane A Moran
Dillon A Parker

Nat Nazarro Co
Was. Pens.
Jennier Bron
Fargo A White

Murdock A Kenny
Robert H Hodge

Den. lis Sisters

'S*Kiu>«
149S

Rooney Co

Mary Anderson
Homer Romaine

1st half

Under Onr Exclusive Direction

Lassies

A

Foss
John O'Malley
Cooper A Simmons
Loney Haskell

(Charleston split)

SEXTON

(Others to fill)
2d half (21-24)
Pressler A Klaiss
•Thos Boier Co
Greenlee A Drayton
I*ads

LOUISVILLE

WITH THE MESSRS. SHFBEBT

Dunbar A Turner

Pietro

Clara

N.

TONKKRS,

Proctor's

"Reckless Eve"

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half

Ross

TROY,

"Fixing Furnace"

2d half

Manikin*
Tony Grey Co
Frank Mullane
Phina Co

Josie

1st half (18-2U1

(Two

•Marcelle Fallett

C.

S.

Colombia

AL

•

AH)

Transfield 8is

Watts A Hawley

COLUMBIA,

N. T.

SECOND SEASON

Banders A Mlllis
Canary Opera

A

to nil)

Ruth Roye

Jefferson

Joe Darcy
DeWitt Young: Sis
Princess Rsdjah
to

Lorimer Hudson Co
Zardo
Donald Kerr Co
Hall A Shapiro
White A Leigh Co
Kitty Doner Co
Gallagher A Rolley
Five Avalons

Punh'm A O'Malley

(One

S

Monroe A Grant
Betty Washington
Williams A West

Proctor's 5th At*.
2d half (14-17)
Walter Flshter Co

•Zarnes

(One

ALBURN,

Burke A Burke
Page A Gray
"At the Party"
Newhoff A Phelps
I Ander Girls
Dorothy Earls
(One to fill)

•Huth Robinson Co
Emmett Song Shop

A Renn

Francis

D Bros A

Morton Jewell
Fred Elliott
Nathano Bros

2d half

Jack Osterman
•Wm Rocks A Girls
•Major Allen
•Mellon

A

I.-

Scanlon

A Hayes Rev Proctor's Mth Hi.
Bartram A Saxton Matthews A Ayrrs
*Hlggins A Bates
Jim
Margaret Ford
Toney A Norman
Bronson A Baldwin Thornton 8le
Russell A Mack
(Others to fill)
Santos

M'rletta's

split)

McGrath A D« ds

Schictle's

Hlppodromo

A Parker
ATLANTA, <• V

Dillon

Carpos Bros

Keith's Riverside

CLEVELAND

Le Claire & Samson

Jeannettes

Rekoma
Mason A Cole
Dody A Burnian

Allen

Joe Darcy
(One is nil)
Id half

LcCdsta

Bohn A Bobn

Morgan A Binder

(Others to fill)
2d half (21-24)
Yvette Co
6 Nightingales

A

Wardells
3

Kent Co

Miller

* O'Nell
•Kale A Indetta
Lads A Lassies

Avey

A

Basil

Clares Co

Max Holden
Bckoft A Oordon

Elvira Sisters
Bolger Bros

"Cheer Up"

Colonial

The Frabelles

New York

1st half (18-20)
Little MUa S'ashtcM

Keith's Palace

Pord

LANCASTER. PA.

KEITH

Theatre Building,

Wendell

Betty Bond

..>_:
denote ths rslatlee

Importance of act* nor their program positions.
after
•"*'
OT r.«nn#»rint
r**P* '* r n «
•Before name Indicates act Is now doing new turn.
th first time.
|
the
absence from vaudeville, or appearing in city where listed for

Palace*

A

Voyer

Morris A Campbell
H Watson Jr Co
Nathan Bros

Hippodrome

Margaret Padula
Dorothy Jardoa
Keystono
.

1st half

Indicated.

are supplied from.

A Mack

Nevina

(April 18)

Friday, April 15, 1921

Margaret Toting
Ruth Howell »00
Dave Roth
1

Palace
Courtney Sis & »

»d

Friday, April 15, 1921
4

The Canslnos
Maitf * Snyder
isanedy & Hollla
fjnf Tack Sam Co
Sella Mont row
Johnson Baker * J

W

Casting I.amyi

Hale

A

OAKLAND

A Kola

Snore * William. Edith Clifford
MC'rmlck A Irving Murray Olrla
nrDortnefl & Blair
OMAHA, NEB.
UtH A Brilliant
Orpheum
Chat Henry's Psta
Brooks
Wilfrid
Du Bol»
Herbert
Rose Clare
Paul Levan * M

Delmore A

browning
Emerson A Baldwin
noy Conlin

MOINES

KDE8Orphean

Gertrude Newman
H Harrington Co
Cameron A Rogers
Bert Fltzgibbons
7 Brad.*

F Murphy
* La Tour

* Caraon

CENTRALIA.

Revue
"sngarlan Rhap"

plays

bill

Taylor
Broslus

(One

A

Bernard
(One

JULIAN SIEGEL
t"HL>R.
OttVtal Ben tl«t tc th> N. \. A.
MartMOAOWAV

(Patasa

Orpheum

A Winch

Bedford

Freano
Williams

McCullough

Dl'LlTH
Orphrum
A Cross
A De Lour

Everest's Circus

Orpheum

Clark

A A F

Clayton

Owen McGiveney
B M ntgomery A A

Irene Franl.lin

Teoman
Sisters

Claude Golden
Hackett A Delmar
Green A Dean

.

KANSAS CITY

N

Orphrum
Tascano Bros
Vokes & Hon
"Janet of France'*

Dancing Kennedys
1

*

(Two

to

(Three to fill)
Chicago
Throe Ankers

"On Fifth Avenue"
Conroy A Howard
Donovan A Lee

LINCOLN. NEB.
Orpheum

Gordon A Delmar
Arthur "ferry
Gaxton Co

Cameron

Orpheum

•

Valeska 8uratt Co

F A

Mae A Newton

J Tell

A Sawyer

Finn

Mayoa

CharK

a

I.

ARKAN3A8 TRAVELER8
ORIGINATORS OF
Bashwlck, Brooklyn, this week (April 11)
Next week (April 18), Alhambrn. N. Y.

The Nagyfys

Lloyd
Bobby ONeil Co
Alice

Wheeler
A Day no

Ash

A

Brooks Co
McConnell Slaters
Ben Harney
Billy Beard
Sylvester Family
Williams A Pierce
Cummins A White
Franklyn Ardell Co

A Hyams

Oscar Mini no Trio
Paul Nolan Co
Arman Kaliz Co

MEMPHIS
Orpheum
Lelghtner Sis

A A

Anna Chandler
Joe Towle
Jack La Vler
De Haven A Nlco

SEATTLE
Orpheum

Davis A Telle
"Once a Thief"

MILWAUKEE
.

«

Majestic
Santry Band
Terry Co

2d half

Seymour
O Hughes Co

Orpheum
Tozart

9*o * Moore
Jean Boydeli

Beck A

E

Bealo

Lord

j

I

Brice Co

J C Nugent
Ramsdell A Deyo

A Fuller
Palace

fc

Stlllwell

Valentine A Bell
Dora Hilton

Bert Baker Co
Adams & Griffith
McKay A Ardine
Anger A Packer
* M Williams
•""nceton A Watson
Monroe A Bus

Golden Troupe

VANCOUVEB,

B.C.

Orpheum
Buddie Walton
"Fall of Eve"

W

ry '!*ook R tun*" Is the out-standing
ex.
.
.
?/ thl " cook's bill
e!n.TT
"Ptlonally
rlrver.

W

IgglflfM
aaaaaaassisaawBssnBanaBaaaaM^--^--*.
^^^'"'^i
lUr

^^"
l

MINNEAPOUS
Ranees Kennedy
1'ouglas

Orpheum

Dors
JJ«y Bremen Co
Ranees
Pritehard

Sultan
Davis Saperstcin
Morton A Glass

»EW ORLEANS
Grplif.

Rae Samuels

Um

A Welimana

Gr ace De

JsBsaal

WINNIPEG

sis

Laurie
ft
""bert's

-.

i

Ducos iiru,
Frank De Voe
Joe Browning

Elvidge

*
S52S5"
Kirksmith

••'Vtawllafct**:?

The Mijaries

Orphenm

t

•J*he

O.

Mar

1

Oygi A Vadie
L»>w Doekatadsr
Curzon Sist.rs

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
tate-I^Ue Theatre Building,
Chicago
ALTON, IIX,
"Black Joe Land

n Hippodrome"rweoe
A R auh
*elv. n Bros
J«"hawa i?r.,s
'n»«on a
Kirks

2.1

Plnns
K.-lly
.

ft

half

Burt

& Mncky

Aurora Co

BARTI.ESV1LLE

A

Relne

Elly Co

N

Ray Snow A

2d half

Hill

Harrison Dakln
Six Belfords

'

MrVICKER'8 THEATRE BLDO.

M argot A
(One

A Winch

Alice Hamilton
Joe Jenny Trio

Bayle

SIOUX CITY,

A

Patsy
Pearl's Gypsies
Black A O'Donnell
Schepp's Circua

Martell
Bl'k'ney

The Volunteera

Jim Doherty
Frank Stafford Co
(Two to fill)
D A V ENPORT. I A.

Stlllwell

"Summertime"
(One

to

fill)

Putnam

2d half

Colombia

Bell

Adams A Robinson
A Dupreece

City

DANNY DAVENPORT

2d half

?4«

A

Fr'd'ks

A F

Majestic
_.

Orren & Drew
Weston's Models
(One to fill)
2d half

A Ramond

Dan Bolt Co
Waiman A Berry
(One

to

Dixie

fill)

Bart Doyle

Bobby Henshaw Co
The Serras

Little Cinderella

(One

Lincoln Sq.
Rose A Dell

Margot A Francois
Curt Galloway
Polly's Pearls
Paul Earle

Crane Sis
Ungaro A Romano
Leigh DeLacey Co

Kee Tom

I

4

to

DORIS DUNCAN
Offering a Musical Prescription.

NONALCOHOLIC HUT INTOXICATING
Opening

ORl'HKlM CIRC

Masoa

KflUy sY-aanofep

Fi.lpy A
(Ojftt.1t

Aurora A Co
Bouncer's Circus
(One to fill)

Crane Sis

-

2d half
Tedrick A DeVere

A N Bar roll
CnKaro A Romano
»•

2d half
Word en Bros
Bessie Bempel Co
Mldle Long

Greeley

Al II White Co
Geo Gifford

Anger A AdHon
Downing & II Sis
Hank Iirown Co
Odiva A Seals
ItIRM INGHAM
Bijou

INDIANAPOLIS

.

WOODS THKATItK D

E. ST. I.OI IS, ILL.
F.rheT*s

Bamarofl a Sonls
Bernard A Ferris
Will Stanton *'o

Murray Rtnne.tt
Three LordettS
2d
Sullivan

h.ilf
ft

Mack

Washington
Sull.vnn A Mark

shaw a Campbell
The Le Grohs

Casson A Kirk

Nick Hufford

AltTlSTH'

|

AGENCY
DWIGHT PEPPLE
PiKLNI
CIIMACO

2d hair

Montambo A Nap
Jack Goldl*

ijn

l'lPHM VI JC

KKHU SKNTATIVK

Klble

STATK »02«
MANAGKUS' KXt'llANUK

Armstrong
(< Mi..-

OMAHA, NEIL
KmpresB
Tl.^rr/ Tends
Pa) l" A Patxy
>onn.
IU:k k A
<

>

I

pearl's Oypsies
2d half

Beck

\

Stlllwell
I'syataRe Hi >*
(Two to fill)

'-

n
«*

Jnmei

to nil)

A Ebby
Fisher A Lloyd
Phlllyi
'

Victoria
llanloh & Clinton
\\>ber
.in A
l:
II

Graham

Curry &

<"<>

Arnui
>.?i

Ma!lcy
Tirrlely
It.iiik

Herman l«t«*b <"o
Ward * Wilson

A

Basel Green Co

ritil

(i »n.«

the Cluck*

.1

»V

Darlqwj

Kennu

Nobis

<\

Itevus

Bis

Callahan,
J

A

P.roa

I

kBliss
Miirlin

Tlie

.v.»<l;a
:„ iiii)

"Breakfast for 3"

Weston A Kline
Leach A Wallln

Daveys

[leulah Pi

;«rl

PITTSBl

3

2d half

A Morris

M:ix..n

Gordon & Gordon
I5< II A R» grave

Gorgalis

I

JullS

Dane*

-,
>

irf

in

I

><•

BOSTON

.v

;

b.nclaii

>.•

Gray

Orpheum

i

3

Martin »

Log*
f

I/oew

Ralph Sea bury
Kill Do Mont
"Love I«awyer*'
Cose la .< Verdi

Howard i Lewis

«

KNONYIU1
w

SPOKANE

RGH

Loew

;

St.

A Ken yon

Jean Gordon Co
Hawthorns A Cook
K:ii.-,ha Co

A Norton
Hamilton Co

Dixi«;

h;tif

Harry Mason ''<»
Freddy Silvers & v
Skelly A Hail Re«

Terry

Delnncey

1"11

Uank

3

L-l

2d half
Pi. Me

Harry Bykei

2d halt

Dae A Neville
Rose A Thorn
Prady A Mahoney
Fred La Relne Co

Six Tip-Tops

Callan

vs. Div'rce**

Anne Kent Co
Beattie A Blomo

Loew

KANSAS CITV
Garden

<;r

"M'r'ge

OTTAWA, CAN.

"Ting-a-LIng"

Sant.y
Hazel

Cn vanna Duo
(One to fill)

A Kane

Lewis A Thornton
Rose Itcvue

McCoy A Walton

(.

Frank Ward
Powers Marsh A D
& Musical Queens
STOCKTON, CAL,
Hippodrome
The Larconians
Roher A Gold

4

"Patches"

Brown's Dogs
i>e\oy A Dayton
Harvey DeVora 3

•BOOKING EVERYTHING THEATRICAL"

"Ruffl»s"

Kay Hamlin A K

Criterion

loew

IA.
Majestic
Schepp's Circus
Doris Duncan Co

Bldg.. 1403 Broadway, N. Y. City

Putnam

Paramo

McConnell A Austin

S<|.

Lew Huff

Quirk Action

Virginia Belles
2d half

Vlneont A Franklyn
"Ro'nder of lJ'way"
Anihoiiy A Arnold
Stanley Bros

2d half

Stanley A Sister
Williams A Daisy

G

BOOHING EAST and WEST
— — Reliable Service
WIRE. WRITE OR CALL SUITE 301*4

A Armstr'g
Morris A Towne
Munifi.nl A Stanley
*

Pearl Abbott Co
Carlton A Belmont
"Fickle rrolics"

JOE MICHAELS

Prtnceas
a nk in
K"edfr

Hippodrome
A LeBuff

Macs] A-.Irylng..
Robinson McCabe 2
Wardell A Doncourt
Ward A Wilson
valda co

Bob White

A Arnold

Rives

Hippodrome
Burrell Bros

A

HOUSTON, TEX.

BALTIMORE

SAN JOSE, CAL.

Div'rce"

vs.

Utterly
J Gibson
Patrice A Sullivan

J

In

Peters

2d half

JUl)

Pearl Abbot* Ce
Carlton A Belmont
"Fickle Frolics"

OKLAHOMA CITY

Heras A Preston
(One to fill)

Jack Reddy
Melodv Festival

IT. April 2S.

I

Robert Giles

Anne Kent Co
Seattle A Blomo

Amoros A Jeanette

Rev

Musical Queens
2d half

Bob White

"M'r'ge

"Toy Shop"

Brown A Elaine
Mae A Hill

"THE LOVE BANDIT"

Irving

A Hawkins

2d half
Stove Freda

2d half

Kuril.

5

The Lnrconiano
Roher A Gold

Kinkaid Kilties

Beulnh Pearl
Harry Mason Co
Freddy Silvers A F

Wigwam
A Daisy
Ward
Powers Marsh A D
Williams

Senna A Stevens
J Flynn Minstrels
2d half

Geo Randall Co
Connors A Boyne

Grand
The Daveys

Helt

A

Girlie

Syncopated Feet

Lee Mason Co

fill)

Braxton

A

Wilbur

Money"

Is

to

Siegel

fill)

A

(Two

Casino
(Sunday opening)
Recklesa A Arl.-y

Tom Mahoney

OAKLAND, CAL.

fill)

4

Everett's Circus

Exposition 4
Taylor A Arnold

Sisters

<\rthur Sullivan Co
Ralph Whitehead
Kanazawa Boys

Loew

DIRI QUE.

Mine Seh'm'n IMnk
itutier A Parker
Nevins A Mack

McMahon

nOLYOKE, MASS.

ATLANTA, Ca

Skelly

2d half

DES MOINES

Jewell

American
Gilbert Sis

Hayden Gdwln A R
Johnny Keane
(Two to fill)
OKMULGEE, OK.
Cook
Bipns A Hurt

Mullen A Francis
The Barlows
(One to fill)

CITY Delmore A Moore

BRYANT

I'h one:

Royal

Conne A Albert

A Co

Valda

Working.

SAN FBANCISCO
Hippodrome

Anthony & Arnold

N. J.

of April IS.

(Sunday opening)
A Darro
Grace De Winters
Marietta Craig Co

Stanley Bros
2d half

2d half

"Money

A Iways

Suite 215.

Bldg.)

Casson Broa

Cecil

Will Stanton Co
Bobby Randall

(Roma*

NEW YORK

A Peck

Kingsbury A M'ns'n
Jessie A Hubert
Cleveland A Faye
Frank A Kitty

A Delmar

N'oYcUy. Trio

47th

STREET

O'Hara A Neeley
Hart Wagner A E
Byron A Haig
Olson A Johnson
Roy A Arthur
MASON CITY, IA.

ILL.

Empress
A Vernon
Mack A Lane
Frear Banget
(One to fill)

WEST

Frazler

Snell

Langford

A Baonwe

to

Week

Slegrlst

Crescent

Carlos

(Two

Hutton

Petite Musicals

Sisters

Vincent A Franklyn
"Ro'nder of B'way"

Loew
t

A

BURT
—
—

NEW ORLEANS

Danny

OFFICES

Our Acts

Artists' Representatives.

Geo Mc-Karlana
Chas Wilson
(One to fill)

Swor Bros

I

A Dupreo
Harvay A Stlfter
Nancy Boyer Co
Copes

Paramo

Telaak

HOBOKEN,

Lalloen

MICKEY CURRAN, Manager

A Clark
Orren A Drew
Tracey A McBrlde

DECATUB,

A

Kennt

3

Cody A King

fill)

"Buxxln* Around**
Id half

Harry Sykes

Newport A Stirk
Dance Festival

Kennedy A Nelson
(Three to

W

A Moran

Victoria

Callahan A Bliss
J A I Marlin

'Prosperity"

LaCoste

fill)

2d half

New York

Building.

to

Can!

King Street
Gabby Bros
Beaumont A King

2d half

Martells

(One

Stnto

Kinkaid

Billy
Billy

2d half
M'Connell A. Austin

Johnny Clark Co

3

Tappan A Armst'ng
3

A Huliihan
SALT LAKE

Married
Divorced
DAVIS, PITTSBURGH. NOW.

Miner A Evans
'Nearly a Prince"

Pauline Fielding

Mills

Keith's, Indianapolis,

Tripoli 3

fill)

A Cleo
A Moulton

Canarlus
Gleeeons

A Karbe

AND

Helen Jackley
Coffman Carroll
Lee Beggs Co
Salle A Roblea

Warwick

Friends**
Nevlllo

Howard A Hoffman
Regal A Maok

Pauline

Engaged

HAMILTON,

A

Rose A Thorn
Brady A Mahoney
F La Relne Co
2d half

KENNEDY

2d half

Evans A Sidney

MARCUS L0EW

Robinson

Bill

A

Valentine

to

Hippodrome
"Just

Dae

Loew

Fortune Queen

Francois

Stanley

SACBAMENTO

Vendome

Rose Valyda

fill)

(Three

A

Willie

In Wrong
Mills A Smith

Evans A Sidney
Mulcahy A Buckley

Arselma Slstera
Eddie Carr Co
Phesay A Powell
"30 Pink Toes"
(One to fill)

Ramsdell A Deyo
(One to fill)
2d half

Virginia Belles

Hill

FALL RIVER

2d half

2d half

Elizabeth Brlce Co
J C Nugent

Orpheum
Challen A Keke
Lew A Henderson
Stanley A Dimes

2d half
"Waiters Wanted"

Hamilton Walton
Four MUos

Tozart

Beck A

Sisters

Gilmore A Castle
Jack Russell Co

IA.

Orpheum

MADISON

A Lusby

Merriman

to

Conne A Albert
Arthur Sullivan Co
Ralph Whitehead
Kanazawa Boys

A Armstr'g
A Towne

Mum ford A

NASHVILLE

Loew
Work A Mack

Palace
Leonard A Porray
Dancers Supreme
Amoros A Jeanette
Jean A Valjcan
(One to* fill)

Princess

Toyama Japs

Jupiter Trio
2d half

fill)

Logan Square
Adonis A Dog

WICHITA, KAN.

Steed Septet

W

3

Lalnne A Tollman
Paul Earle
Artie Mehllnger

CHICAGO

Spoeia: Bates to the Profession.

Morris

Dell A Ray
Graham
Lyndall A L Co
Plunkett A Rom'ne Ha be La Tour
Co
R Rogers A L 4
Graxer A Lawlor

2d half

CARY

M. G.

Dr.

Bl'k'n'y

Loew
McMahoh Sisters

Eugene Emmett
Harvey
Bryant A Stewart
Royal Harmony i

Smith A Cook
Beaggy A Clauas

W

Reeder

Paul

2d half

Fulton
Parshleys

Robinson McCabe
A M Rogers
Artie Mehllnger
Valda Co

2d half

Mankln

MEMPHIS. TENN.

CAT

_^__

Rainbow A Moh'wk

JAM

Phlllys A Ebby
Dixie 4
•Tolly's Pearl*"

A H The

Mf Rlpon
May Stanley
Pep-o-Mlnt Rer

MONTREAL

CAL

George
Moore
Maleta Bonconl
Ilartlett Smith A S
Jack Martin Trio

Eddie

Lee Mason Co
Senna A Stevens

A L Co
Babe La Tour Co
Graxer A Law lor

Hippodrome

A Gray

Sinclair

Senia Heron* Co

Delb'ge

Lyndall

Co

Les Arados

23)

(17 r ll)
Eddie Hill

2d half
Willie Karhn
Dell A Ray

Monte A Lyons
Ruaao Ties A R

FRESNO,

Robinson

Jeaael's "Troubles of lttt*>

J Flynn Minstrels

Parks

K Emmett

J

Little Cinderella

DENTIST

B Patton Co
Dunlay A Merrill

2d half

f*-!*J°

Bedell
Brown
GAM
A Quinell

Florence

>

Mltai

WELLS

and

Robert Giles

Trovato
Robinson's Baboons
2d half
Jack A Forla
Raines A Avey

Metropolitan

2d half

Three Alexa
Davis & Chadwick

Howard A Atkins

Volunteers

Gordon

RAYMOND
BOND
"AMERICAN HUMORIST"

BAG

Richard Wally Co
Barlow Banks A G
Delmore A Moore
Frank Terry

Three Romanos
Arselma Sisters
Eddie Carr Co
Phesay A Powell
"30 Pink Toes"

W

IiOew
Ergottl A Herman
Churlotte Worth

BROOKLYN

Novelty

A

DI LI Til

Dancers Supreme
(One to fill)

Co

Vera Gordon Co
Yates A Reed
Teschow's Cats
(One to fill) «

Liberty

King Saula

Lusby
Klmberly A Page

A

Mathew A

Bessie White

fill)

LOUIS

Co

Manners A Lowry
Cy A CF
Eddie Heron Co
Chas Reilly
Mystic Hanson S

Tappan A Armstr'g

A
A

A Gremmer
Mahoney A Cecil
Plunkett A Rom'ne "Nine O'Clock"
R Rogers A L 4
SAN ANTONIO
Smith A Ceok
IsMsir
Beaggy A Clauas
Palermo's Animals
(22-21)
Gene A Mehette
Wilbur A Glrlls

Colonial
Fred's Pigs

The Office of Quick Results
Ch teste OMce: 1212 M atonic Temple.

9496.

W

R

Russo Ties A

ORPHEUM. PORTLAND (APRIL

DETROIT

Herman

Olms

Frank Stafford Co

LINCOLN. NEB.

Story

«AA

to

With Oca.

•

A Lyons

Monte
Leon
Clay

Hippodrome

HOLMES

Jack A Forla
Raines A Avey
J K Emmett Co
2d half

MODESTO. CAL,

Wells Virginia

2d half
Martells
Lleb Co

3

Virginian

Mathews A

Samson A

Dellln

JAN

B

TOPEKA, KAN.

2d half
Musical Christies

Waiman A Berry
Jimmy Dunn

SIOUX CITY

fill)

'

Parches
Anderson A Golnes

Rose Kress 2
Byrd A Alden

Walsh A Austin

Glsler

lllppodr >me
(Evansvllle split)
1st half

(One

•

Dance Original

Money"

Is

•

S

Townsend

A Norton

"Breakfast for S"
Wesfbn A Eline
Leach Wallln 3
ST. PAUL
L«e«v

Cecil

"Nine O'clock"
Id half
Lockh'rdt A Laddie
Rose Garden
Eldrldge B'low A E
Texaa Comedy 4
Ling A Long

Dayton

A Rogers

"Money

Mahoney A

Seals
Ethel Levy 3

Tilyou

2d half
Dixie Hamilton

A Oremmcr

Delb'ge

Wanda A

Kinkaid Kilties

Gamble Co

Al

Dlas Troupe

Leon A Mltsl
Clay A Robinson

DAYTON

(Two to fill)
T*BE HAUTE. IND.

Grand

KENOSHA. WI8.

Ankers

O Jessel's Revuo
K A B Conrad
Grant Gardner
Dunh'm A Williams
Bronson A Edwards
Daisy Nellls

Bnella
Jfrs

Orpheum

A B

"Sweeties"

Santry

2d half

Ben Linn
Leigh DeLacey Co
Fisher A Lloyd

Hollo A Mulroy
Helen Vincent

Sherman A Pierce
Martha Russell Co
Race A Edge

Ajax A Emily
Margaret Merle
Renard A Weat
Johnson Bros A J
Brower 3

Bobby Henshaw Co

LUCIS
Loew

A Spartan

Clifton

nn>

to

ST.

MINNEAPOLIS

Dick

Apollo

"Around the Clock"
Boulevard
Lalnne A Tollman
Bart Doyle
V A C Avery

Avenue B
The Serras
Steve Freda
LaHocn A Dupreece

Three Lordens

Jupiter Trio

•

Redford
(One to

SAN FRANCISCO

2d half

2d half

W

Bevan A Flint
Bobby Randall
(Two to fill)

4

Al Farrell Co
Hall A Guilda

Wm

(One

2d half

Elnery Quintet

Fallen Stars

Bn*H A V>rnon
Mack A Lane
Imhoff Conn A C
Swor Bros

Smith Inman
Allman A Nevlns
J Levy A Girls

Dunlay A Merrill

A Hendricks

Gosler

LOS ANGELES
Orpheum

Globe

Harrison Dakin A H
Bel fords
2d half
King Sauls
Howard A Atkins
B Patton Co

A Olp
Murray A Bennett
3

Brown Gardner

Columbia
Walsh A Austin

Brown
GAM
Hill A Quinell

Nights on B'w'y"

to

ST.

Bedell

Lincoln
H J Conley Co
Sargent Broa

HAND SAW MUSIC

Creasy

:

2d half
Herman A Shirley

WEAVER BROS.

BAB

Sisters

Oliver

(One

A BrHaat
Briscoe A Rauh
Kay Hamllp A K
KANSAS CITY

White Hussars
Empress
Rose Kress Duo
"Waltere Wanted"
Harry Connelly Co

Lewis

Avery
VAC
Laurie Ordway Co

in Dixie"
2d half
Bollinger A R

McDermott

Billy

Lew
Ryan A Weber

Cella Weston Co
Doree's Opera

Graham

"Welcome Home"

"Whirl of Variety"

A Kenny

JenYrson
Mykoff A Vanity
Bobby A Earlo

2d half
Huff

"Holiday

A P

O'Brien Mgr

BRYANT

Phone

Sui!t 211.

2d half

2d hair

"ff

win

C.

Klass

>

SALT LAKE

John Burke
Harry Kahne
"Grey A Old Rosa"
Via Lewis Co

Ross
"Summertime'"
Robinson
Brown Gardner A
Bill

Managers and Producers

Ward A Dooley
"Four of Us"
Mr A Mrs G Wilde Dameral
A Vail
Gordon's Circus
Stanley A Blrnes
Sig Friscoe
Norton A Nicholson Nevlns A Mack

Frlganza
Ce Dora
Trixie

CITY

Y.

Walker

Lillian

Sis

Sam A B

1493 B way. N. Y.

JAM

l.KVELVND

LAG

i*imm yATss. **«•#*,

Jeanette Chllds

Orpheum

M

Otis Mitchell

Liberty

£fen^eANTOR OFFICES

McDermott

Billy

(

Alvln

fill)

2d half

Sargent Bros
Hunting A Francis

Wm

PAUL

ST.

C A F Usher
F * C Walters
Bradley A Ardine

Wyiiig

A Lennie

"Artlstio Treat"
Blalto

Specialty

Jed Dooley Co

-

2d half
Challen A Keke

Norton A Melnotte
Willie Bros
(One to fill)

Hart Wagner A E
Tracey A McBrlde
Olpon A Johnson

Pitt-ray

Geo. Randall Co
Tilyou A Rogers
"Holiday in Dixie"

Timely Revuo

Cameron Sisters
(Two to fill)
SPB'GFIELD, ILL

Palace
Jack Roshler A M
O'Hura A Ne. ley.
Byron A Halg
Leo Beers
Klmberly A Page
Bottomley Troupe

Orpheum

Joe Melvln
.

Patricola

A Vo»t
The Langdons
Hibbltt A Maila
Rey

Arcaro

Wm

Newell

Oeorgc

A

Walker

American

St. d nan
Mandell Co
Harry Hoiman Co

(18-20)

plays
bill
(game
Calgary 21-23)
Wilton Bros

My

COA8T TO COAST
330 — 1413 BROADWAY. N.

BOCKFORD, ILL

fill)

Midland
Merrlman Girls
Gilmore A Castle
Jack Russell Co
Hamilton Walton
Four MUos
JO LILT, ILL.

CHICAGO

Orpheum

to

HUTCHISON, KAN.

Langford A Fr'd'ks
(Three to fill)

Otto

ST. I.Oi is

EDMONTON. CAN.

Bl

A

Sheridan

Sidney Grant

v»

(One

BSQOg

McVlrkera
Wilbur A Lyko
Melroy 81s
Hart A Helene
Berna.
A Mey-s
Bernlce La. ar Co

A Dunbar

2d half
BEACH, CAL
Wright A Wilson
State
McConnell A West
A Edwards
Arthur DeVoy Co

L'O

CHICAGO

2d half

A

Walter Kauffman

Fortune Quean
(One to fill)

Macks

Collins

O'Neill Sisters

In Wrong
Mills A Smith

R,I.

.

Lindsay A Haxel
Cardo A Noll
Jo-Jo Harrison
Erford's Whirl
(One to fill)

fd half
Skating Macks

Rose Valyda

National

L< mutktii

'

fill)

to

Harvay
Orpheum
Mr A Mrs W Hill
Wm Gaxton Co
Bollinger A R
Walmsley A Keat'g Mulcahy A Buckley Jimmy Lyons
Chapelle
A 8 Co
Al H White Co
Armstrong A James
DALLAS Texas

Voelk

Leo Beers
Sebastian A

Kahn A Boone

Imhoff Conn A C
Mullen A Francis

Lillian

0<p'

Opera

(One

Emery
Tb» Ovandos

Jack Reddy
Melody Festival

Roli?.-a

Doree's

PROVIDENCE.

Brown A Plains
Mae A Hill

Carroll

2d half

81s

Aerial

A

Salle

Ross Kress Duo

Will Fox Co
Hunting A Francis
2d half

.

Black A White Rev
H Rcmple Co
Holmes A La Vere
(One to fill)
Margaret A Alvarez
2d half"
Moss A Frye
Jed Dooley Co

Midgots
Hugh Herbert Co
-

gtoft-r *

Mealy
Oakrs

21-23)

A Wolfus

A

Monks

2d half

Princess Nal Tal Tal
Carl

"Four of Us"
Sebastian A M Sis
2d half

G'NITE CITY, ILL Jack
Roshler A M
Washington
Hopkins A qh'rchill
Majeatlo
Ferguson A 8'dTrd Bloom A Sher
The Barlowa
Nick Hufford

ILL.

Work A Mack

A

Lee Beggs Co

Racing Days
Vie Lowensteln Co
Connors A Boyne
Clark's Hawaliana

Ben Linn
Clark's Hawaliana

Chabot A Tortonl

Booking Acts of Merit
SUITE

Gilbert

BEND, IND.

BOB BAKER

ILL.

Helen Jackley
Coffins u

Orpheum

Oliver

>

Geo Glfford
Yorke A Maybello
Wardell A Doncourt
Laurie Ordway Co
(One to fill)
Id half
Richard Wally Co

Sonia MeronT Co
Halley A Noblo

Fraxler A Peck
Francis Ross

Roy A Arthur

Bobby Harris Co
Jassland Naval I

fill)

CHAMPAIGN,

Ne» Vara

Buildiitt).

to

fill)

Sam A

Blalto

fill)

Fotlette's

Ferris

to

SO.

BACINE, WIS.

2d half

"Tale of S Cities"

(One

2d half

A

A Faye

Cleveland

Ta*lor A Francis
DroaJue A Brown
(One to fill)

A Frances
A Brown

to

2d half

to fill)

Murray

to fill)

Kingsbury A M'ns'n
Jessie A Hubert

Bobby Harris Co
Jazzland Naval t

Orpheum

Vtarwlck Trio
2d half

(18-20)

(Same

GALESBUBG,

ILL.

Grand
Allman A Nevlns
Kayn.A Boone

Orpheum

Miniature

Flint

Weston's Model*

SACRAMENTO

A Betty

Nelson

(One

QUINCY, ILL
Orpheum
Follette'a Monks

Mayflower
Merrlman Girls
Gilmore A Castle
Jack Russell Co
Hamilton Walton
Four MUos

Arthur Terry

Bevan A

(Two

FLORENCE, KAN.

Martell
Ruffles

>

nsssrtor

fjafte

Mnjeatle
Valentine A Bell
Jewell A Raymond
Dan Holt Co
SherBloom

A

.

-Bubble.

Mcbalien

C'D'B BAP1DS, IA.

JAB2dMitchell
hair

Hayatake Bros
Johnny Keana
Golden Troupe

A Evelyn

Pothw'll Browne Co
Roy La Pearl

Grand

fill)

D.

8.

Orpheum

2d half

fill:

fill)

SIOLX F'LLS,

Rawson A Clara

EV'NSVILLE, IND.

George McFarlane

I-.ee

Blossom Seeley Co
I/olya Adler Co
r
Four Gossips
Prosper A Moret
Ned Norworth Co
Larry Comer
Selblni A Nagel

Co
Face A Green
Alfred Latell

to

(Three to

Chas Wilson
Both* II Browne Co
Beatty

23

Dora Hilton Co
Gqlden Troupe

Bros
Clark

A

Story

A B

(Terre Haute split)
1st half
S Blighty Girls

to

PORTLAND, OBE. Kennedy A
Orpheum

Bessie

paler

(One

Hampton A Blake

Rasch Co^
•'Moonlight"

A

(One

Wynne A Carmen

Stuart A Barnes
•Trip to Hltlnnd"

" '&*&&&" 'OP***.'"***

Hall Ermine

Garcenlttl Broa

Moody A Duncan

Orpheum

2d half
Adonis A Co

.

"For Pity's Sake"

DKNVKB

t.

PEOBIA, ILL.
Orpheum
Garcenitti

Rial to

Majestic
Klaas A Brllaat
Beatty A Evelyn
Ishlkawa Japs
td half

Bert Melroae

Delmorc

Black

Walmsley A K'tlng
Mealy A M
HL'MINGTON. ILL. Welch
(One to fill)

Orpheum
Four Fords Revue
Tom Smith Co
J C Morton Co

O

A White Rev
ELGIN, ILL.

(One to All)
2d half
Samaroff A Sonln
Beck A Stone
Melvln Broa

Bro

Dewey A Rogers

JSgciow ft Clinton
gtate-Lake
«^m Seabury
B-rr Twins
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VARIETY
HEW OF THE

DAILIES

The Joan of Are st.-ilue
New York city pave
Angltn a gold medal last
the Shubert when "The
Joan of Arc" opened.

ter of

A WORD TO THE WIS

Commit..largaret

week at
Trial

of

Alice Delano Weckes, society debutante, after trying out as a dancer
in "Aphrodite," is going to rive an
exhibition all her own at the Town

YOU NEED STAGE SONGS
I.^^UMW
HERE .SONfWf. CAN COAHA«.»£i

Hall tonight.
t

i

AM

'

The Society of Restaurateurs object to the new traffic rules because
they send people coming from theatres along so fast they do not stop
for supper.

anywhere

The Authors* League has now revised Itself into a six-guild body,
representing
respectively
guilds
writers, dramatists, free lancers,
screen writers, members-at-large
jukI newspaper people.
"The Belle of

New

York"

is to

TTV

DON'T WAIT AND Bl
r
BE ONE Of THE -!R T TO
FILE.

»

ON.

B!

^\

.

W eOM.

H
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ARTIST COPY

When You Cry?

Words by

JOE YOUNG *

Moderato

years, according to critics who
the performance at the Metropolitan this week.

in

'aw

*

I

mwm

luj u

have been
restaurants
warned by the Secretary of Supply
to reduce prices or look for trouble.
Paris

|

'

Peggy Hopkins says her husband
ran have his freedom for $1,000,000,
averring she had married Stanley
Joyce to get rid of him.

u

|

U'ii.
1

Adelaide and Hughes are to be
new musical comedy

*

U."iiJ

'UM'j

i

for -get all ti| it fvebeen to
lyou and take me right
There comes a time when we look back and grieve and think of each'

rff Tf

otuofjour he'irt
wgrdeiidin haste

Girl.

|

C*nyou

'

TYPE

starred in a

ly»

Mufti c

HARRY AKST

SAM M.LEWIS

be

The Mask and Wig Club has in
"Somebody's Lion" its funniest show

Cameo

All.

N<

Who'll Dry Your Tears

revived by the Shuberts.

i.amed "The

fHH

IA1.'-N

-

I

'

Can jroufor -get •ll'he joy«lh»t w» kne*_ Mayy-fte
bait*
Jhmtall
erecomeaatlmewhenwenateto bs»lievo

'

,

David Belasco has recovered from
a severe cold that kept him from
his office several days last week.

The telephone

to

Cuba

this

week

>

eas-y to >arT,

carried the voice of President Harding 5,700 miles to the ear of President Menocai of Cuba.

WtM

tears go. to.

piping

Peggy Hopkins was sued last week
for annulment of her marriage. J. S.
Joyce, Yale graduate and millionaire, also wants part of his fortune
back, and accuses his wife of bigamy, cruelty and misconduct with a
dozen notables on both sides of the
Atlantic.

•IghWhensome

iJto*
Tv^

J

i

one

all

ti j j
-mor-row may
loves eays

.

knoi
know^a,

.

To

V day

heart Jirst Jearns
..

yotrnu/
how to

sow;

°"J

I

it

yoa may laugh

da*

We

I

m

Jilng?.

good-bye..

Chorus

Who'll dry your
i

ttTTF

verdict for six cents in his suit
against Charles Frohman, Inc., but
costs of the action were laid on him

(^irlj *

m i\'\m\

tears when you ery lit- tie

in

J

Norman Forbes Robertson won a

to

,T*T?

eing'Who knows what to

Maude Adams is experimenting
with a new color process and will
direct her first motion-picture this
It will be based on her own
fall.
scenario and called "Aladdin.'*

amounting

.

When you are aad

Whollmakeyqo

\

l

+

j

i

rfrr/r

|la<U

m

•

Will some one cherish what once belonged to

WERE

-*

PtPt
me
\

$119.83.

The U. S. mail, according to news
dispatches, lost $50,000 last week in
Chicago, while those in charge of it
obligingly posed for what they
thought was a movie hold-up. It
turned out to be the real thing.

rfiri

I

ou be Happy, aa
Will you

t r'T
I

WAITING

m

Sometimes a friend say^fcoodbye" little

hopeyou'llbei-

The new Anti-Blue Law League

of America alms to restore the use
of beer and wine.

mi

Dr. Emil J. Salabous has also been
sued by Octave Dua, formerly of the
Metropolitan, for $100,000. Mr. Dua
says his health has been impaired
by the doctor's carelessness in operating.

Wh«»

smile dis-sp- pears

Norman Trevor and

three

em-

WRITE,

day law.
in

Harlem

has been bought by the syndicate
headed by Leo Brecher.

COR.

According to a rumor the dailies
printed last week, Charlie Chaplin

48th

STREET

1

going to marry May Collins, 17year-old New York girl, now on the

XCMXXI

WIRt:.

....

cry.

-

.'•%.'

»

*•

coast in pictures.

by Irving Berlin Ine.,1587B way,N.Y.C.

PHONE OR CALL AT ONCE

IRVING
•

i

-

„
<

will

legitimate play by
borough next season.

'

NEW YORK

appear in a
George Scar-

BOSTON

last

*

PHILADELPHIA'

•

CHICACO
•

week

•

*•

,

VI..-

Arthur Ashley

mmmf

,

i

»

is

Nan Halperin

Who'll dry your tears When you cry.

Copyright

ployes of the Fulton, all concerned
in giving a benefit performance of
"An Ideal Husband" for the Post
Graduate Hospital, were released by
Magistrate McQuade when brought
up on charges of violating the Sun-

The Robsevelt theatre

af-ter years When your

*

.

V

\

called off

his production for the road of "East
Lynne." Julia Dean was to have Roberts Rinehart, Ida M. Tarbcll,
been featured. One by one Equity Arthur C. Train, George Ade, Germembers of ihe''6ast stayed away trude Atherton, Irvin Cobb, Rupert
from rehearsals.
Hughes, Cosmo Hamilton, Stewart
Edward White, Jesse Lynch WilDi: patches from Albany declare Mams,
Edward Childs Carpentier,
politicians are agreed to pass the bill James
Forbes, Montague Glass,
for picture censorship and will do Thompson Buchanan, Jerome Kern,
no more than listen politely to pro- Arthur William Brown, Ix>uis A.
tests.
Hirseh, Clayton Hamilton and Bayard V tiller.
Alice Delysia, sailing for Kurope,
pave the press an interview in which
Josephine Walder, the singer, is
she said American women were the
loveliest in the vorld, American men suing Dr. Emil J. Salabous for $100,great money makers and graceful 000 damages, accusing hir.i of perbut the worst lovers forming an unskillful operation after
spenderi,
an incorrect diagnosis, and alleging
known.
the same cost her her singing voice.

D. W. Griffith showed "Dream
Street" at Mrs. Vincent Astor's Sunday, April 4, in aid of the League, for

Foreign Born Citizens.

A strong telegram was sent Gov.
Miller last week protesting against
censorship and signed by the following authors:
Rex Beach, Owen
Davis, C. B. Falls, Luther B. Reed,
i'.ooth
Tarkington, Charles Dana
Gibson, Augustus Thomas, Mary

"Miss Lulu Brtt" will be taken to
Northampton for two performances
during the commencement week of
Smith College.

The Four Marx Brothers are gomake two reefers for Caravel
Comedies, 130 West 4«th street.

ing to

The
noted

will of jfnni*'
p: lmu diw, v.

Louise Cary,
probated at

*»

South Norwalk last weelt and includes bequests of $100,000 to charitable institutions. The total estate
is estimated in value at $350,000.
The largest bequest is $50,000 to
the People's Symphony Orchestra of

his production of "Macbeth" at a the late Oscar Hammerstein by a
national theatre in Paris, He will former wife, was entered last week.
do so this spring.
Action was brought by the daughters based on a separation agreeBaroness de Grandcourt is going ment between their mot hex ana
to resume her stage name of Patricia father protected by the Manhattan
O'Connor and go into pictures. Her Opera House property.

New York. The Good-Will Farm
for Boys, in Maine, gets $10,000, and husband, Baron Grivat de Grandanother $10,000 bequest is to the vil- court, is on the staff of the British
The general, E. C. Caldwell, with the
lage library at Wayne, Me.
public library at Scarboro, Me., is army of occupation in Germany.
to receive the income from a trust
fund of $5,000. The residue of the
In a speech before tho Advertisestate is left to four hospitals, three ing Club last week, Dr.
James J.
of them located in Maine.
Walsh called attention to the fact
Miss Cary (Mrs. Charles M. Ray- that only 800,000 last year sought
mond) died last Sunday at the age admission to the Metropolitan
Muof 78.
seum of Art against 310,000,000 who
went to the movies here.
The Circus will give a special
show for crippled children the mornWhen Keith opens the new
ing of April 18 at the Garden.
$1,000,000 Bronx Theatre April 14,
Bronx officials will co-operate to
Newspapers helping fight censor- mako the occasion an event.
ship in New York number the Globe
among those doing it most effecJudgment against the Hammertively.
stein Opera Co. and Mrs. Emma
Swift Hammerstein for $141,158 in
Jams* K. Haekett has been Invited favor of Mrs. Stella H. Keating and
by the Protldl Covernrmnt to give Mrs. Rose 11. Tostcvin, daughters of

i

Police Captain John H. Ayres in
a lecture last week announced that
Dorothy Arnold was no longer carried on Police Department rccoida
as lost. Sho disappeared ten years
ago and the case created a sensation.

It Is proposed to erect an opera
house seating 10,000 on Broadway
and extending from 39th street past

»

The extension would
accomplished by an arch over 3ptn
street. A permit for this easement
was asked last week by parties un-

38th street.

named.
Irving Berlin commented Jjj*
week when J. Tannenbnurn. WIS"
Benjamin Hpector. was arrested
»

Mobile charged with Impersorualtns
the song writer and trying *> '"
j

,

,

VARIETY

1W1

Friday. April IS.

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

SUFFICIENT

Before Harry Askt's $420 surf
against Ben All Haggin reached]
hearing last week the defendant set*
tied with tho song writer-plaintiff*
Askt sued for services rendered in
furnishing an orchestra ut a dinner:
function at Delmonico's, which he
personally directed, at the artist's
request, but claimed he was not
paid the amount stipulated.

YOU NEED STAGE SONGS
THIS OM. PROVES

Charles Warren, Wltmark's LonIdon representative, is in New York
for a several weeks' stay.

The Plaza Music

11

Co. has received
discharge in bankruptcy. The

its

firm settled with its creditors, including many of the music publish*
ers, at 40 cents on the dollar.

T

T

According to "King," a new corporation incorporated under the
laws of the State of Delaware, King
Vidor, the picture director, is going
into the music publishing business.
Besides Vidor, Lee Burke and R. L.
L. Reest are the incorporators. The
new company is capitalized at $25,*

rt

000.
fY'r

.

(
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The "ace & Handy Music Co. will
undergo a change in corporate title
this month to that of Handy Brothers Music Co. H. H. Pace has left
the publishing

company

to

embark

a phonograph recording venture.

in

Jack Mills, head of the muslo
house bearing his name, is making
a coast -to-coast business trip.

YOU NEED STAGE SONGS

A

rebate system has been inauall U. 8. Player Muslo

gurated by

Roll Co. dealers whereby they allow
33 cents on every old music roll re*

At,

A<

l-

turned by the purchaser (ne matter
what the make may be) which is
applied on the purchase of a new
U. S. roll retailing at $1.25. This
innovation is said to be boosting thin

I'.'H.h! .<:

firm's roll sales noticeably.
mmmm„^m
•

i
I
f

II

A

'

.

I

M

Al ){ A<

f

-BUK D UP YOUR

MINI

IHI

'

H NIY

OF
AC"!

AUGHS.

!

WITH

A

PATTER

f

HAT

IS

NOVEL ANDJ

IT

The Music Publishers' Association
of the United States will hold let
annual convention at the Hotel As*
tor, New York, week of June 14.
The wetk preceding this, on June
6 and 7, the National Association of
Sheet Music Dealers will hold its
annual convention at Chicago. Themusic publishers will send a com*,
mittee to the dealer's convention*
and vice versa.
With Jack McCoy's resignation
from the Fred Fisher staff to embark in the publishing game on his
own account George Piantadosl has
been promoted to the post of promanager

fessional

of

the

house.

Fisher

The Ted Carton Music Corpora*
Boston has resumed activi-

tion of

following a several months*
quietude, with a mew
"Listening" number by Harry Han*

YOU NEED STAGE SONGS

ties

temporary
ris,

77//

Af/ /I'/)}

Tom

Bell

and Joseph Solmaa.

The

Billy Smythe Music Co. of
Louisville, Xy., has established local

CRAY.!.

omces

in the

Astor Theatre Build*

JjWi NlD Kln* m «*»arge.
J*
Smythe Is due from Louisville

month.

Mr.

^^

this

The Strand Music

Co. has located
Rose land Building. Charles

In the

Hochberg Is n charge. Mr.
Hochberg at one time headed a music publishing house bearing his
name, with headquarters In Brooklyn. He has also written the
major
IS.

V

i

portion of the firm's catalog.
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YOU KNCW HOW ROSES STAND
IHAT.S 1H» WAY "ROSIE" VMLi ST AND CUT IN YOUR ACT

IT *IS

INAGARUFN

BLOSSOMING FAST INTO

A

GREAT

RT, HIT.

Leo Lew in, Waterson, Berlin
Snyder's band and orchestra man-

M

ager, has been invited by the Federated Musicians of America to attend their annual convention in St.

Paul week
leave next

vitation.

May

week

He

months.

BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Inc
;

%

*

1587

i

BALTIMORE
MINNEAPOLIS

^GH

CISCO

.,

row on a $50 Liberty bond: "It He informed reporters that his get him into the country, where he
couldn't be me. 1 haven't that much mother brought him up to be a gen- has been offered $300 a week for
Several have
money."
tleman. What he misses most is a stage appearances.
offered to adopt him. One man will
little girl named Patricia who lived
Mrs. Theodore P. Shonts has with- next door to him in Los Angeles put up a $100,000 bond for nTffl iT
necessary*
drawn her charges against Mrs. and was his playmate.
Amanda Thomas, former show girl,
George M. Cohan will write a
and apologized. Mrs. Thomas was
the
at
Percy Grainger will play
accused of having alienated the trac- Capitol during the week of April 17. play, using as his central character,
Zeddies, for 40 years head
Fred
tion magnate's affections.
She inusher at Cohan's Grand Opera
herited his estate.
Rita Riches, 18, of 44 Fifth ave- House, In Chicago.
arrested last week on com-

A large patch of ornamental work
JWI from tho ceiling in the Grand

nue, was
plaint of

Edna Lukes. The latter
charged the former with stealing

Opera House last wcelr during tho
"lowing of a picture. Threo men
& nd a woman were injured, but not

four diamond rings. Both described
themselves as actresses.

seriously.

Henry B. Harris plans
produce "The Broken Wing"
Mrs.

to
in

mostly by telephone, never to nave
kissed her and still to be willing to

be

gone three

Con Conrad has placed two neW
numbers with Waterson. Berlin ft
Snyder,
titled
"Moonlight" and
"Peaches."

Max Fischer, who opened with the
Ziegfeld Frolic atop the New Amsterdam, has written a new number.
"Keep a Thought for Me" (Remlck).
Ceorgo Joy, Fred Fisher's Boston
representative, will arrive in New
York this week to Join the New
York
professional
staff.
Billy
Moran, Joy's former assistant, will
bo

in

charge

in

Boston.

Wallace Rega, conductor of
Rega's orchestra, a dance recording
se e me ttoav has .jj^n*. tnto tlu*
Rev. Thomas fT. SaVincfers,' of the music
publishing
business
with
Universalis Church, Middletown, headquarters
in the Exchange RIdg.
N. Y., gave two motion pictures in Ray Miller
and
lager
Ring
of
the
his church Sunday, April 10, and anOkeh Phonograph
nounced that would be his future the first number, Co. have writtenw
"Molly."
policy and should be the policy of
all churches.
Jack Silkrot and his Little Club'
musical aggregation have signed tQ.
The Producing Managers' Associa- make records
for tho Emerson Co.
tion last week voted to pay underRooney and Bent were the guests studies
at the pro rata rate for thefr
Al Wilson It now in charge of the
of the cast of "Love Birds" at the performan<
Apollo, April 11.

teenth

It

anniversary

was the sevenof their mar-

riage,

—

>

marry

her.

F.

m

I

<•.

professional

Marks Muse
Edward Rochie Hardy, 12-year- Ed
wards.
old freshman, is going to appear in

staff
of the E. B.
Co., su« e« -eding Jack

University
the annual Columbia
The two committees of 12 each,
Caruso Is so far recovered, it is show if the management can find
announced, he will sing for the something to do for him worthy of a representing th» publishers and the
authors of the American Society of
phonograph In September.
prodigy.
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
which are at work on tho matter of
Clara Carroll, the little chorus
-4
subdividing the $25,000 accrued royWireless,"
a
sketch
"Married
by
Montanye,
Little Jackie Coogan, who was
Alexander Mjlne, the golden- girl who is suing C. S. breach of
alty melon among its members, are
tho writer, for $100,000 for
produced by Jack Morris of the due to hand in a formal report yes*
*J"h Chaplin in "The Kid," is in voiced lad from Scotland, is makspread in
N
*w York on a trip, and has been ing such an impression with his promise, got a full page Her
Shuhert
office, was taken off this terday (Thursday).
story
Vttting roams of space in tho dail- voice at Ellis Island, where he is the American Sunday.
WH'k aft«r a three-day try out to be
The publishers $12,000 half will
in that Mon>cs.
it was a surprise to him that
»»«• divided according to A, B, C
detained with his parents, that spe- has unusual feature*,
her revamp* d and recast.
courted
have
to
said
is
Wty tfcpecte* to find a "tough" kid. cial efforts are going to be made to tanye

Miss Margaret Anglin was sllght- England*
I
g injured at tho Manhattan Opera
House April 8 during tho performH. H. Frazee has leased the Lyance of "Iphigenia in Aulis."
rio for 63 years.
»
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PUTTING THE

N. V. A.

WHERE

BELONGS

IT

*

982 Rogers Place,
Bronx, N. Y., April 8th, 1921
Editor Vaudeville News,
1562 Broadway,

New York
Dear

City.

Sir:
it*

I

have just finished reading a

I

am

ment of

letter signed

'Thomas

J.

Ryan"

in

your newsy

paper.

little

(i

accord with everything Tom says. There is no joker in that letter. It's a true stateand straight from the shoulder, but that's just the kind of a letter one>vould expect from a
Tommy Ryan, a true artist in every sense and one who has enjoyed the sweets of Variety and

strictly in

facts

fellow like

Vaudeville for the past decade.

might have added that Mr. Albee Is very fortunate in having a man like Henry Chesout his every wish. I know personally that when Tommy Ryan wsts offered a check for
$1,000 insurance upon the death of his good wife, Mary Richfield Ryan, he did not care to accept it, but
Mr. Albee insisted, saying he was entitled to it, and must accept it.

Tommy Ryan

terfield to carry

A few more letters from artists of the standing in the show game that Ryan enjoys will put the N.
V. A. where it rightly belongs. Oh, yes, I played for the N. V. A. Benefit April 8th, and deem it an
honor to do so, and I will do it again.

~~

Yours very respectfully,

TOM GILLEN
("Finnigan's Friend")
•

s

*•

classes, following in a measure
the classifications of the publishers
The authors'
In the M. P. P. A.
$12,500 will also be subdivided into
with
writers
four classes, those
many hits to their credit falling into
to
down
on
and
so
the prime class
*D," which will include those memdeliver
to
failed
bers who have

p

Strikingly the past year. While not
Slighted entirely in the division, they
will come in for only a small portion.
As they develop or become
active once more, they will be moved

~ACT8

—

CALL,

or

PLAY8

8KETCHE8~

TERMS FOR A STAMP

£. L.
101

—

WRITTEN

GAMBLE

"THE CHICAGO WRITER"
LOOP END ln.DO.. CHICAGO

upwards on the scald until in the an. abscess on his intestines at the
prime class, and thus qualify for a Post Graduate Hospital last week.
larger amount of the royalties. This Clarke Is now convalescent and exroyalty division will be a quarterly pects to be around In a week cr so.
Jimmie Monaco is writing the
matter dating from April 15.
music of the show, part of the
lyrics having already been written
Fred Fisher, the music publisher, by Clarke when taken ill.
The piece
is dabbling in real estate these days.
will be produced by A. L». Erlanger.
Last week Mr. Fisher acquired two
lots on West 61st street, between
Broadway and 6th avenue. It is
When the suit of Dalton Enterthe songwriter's intention to erect a
prises Co., Inc., against A. Baldwin
theatre on these lots shortly.
Sloane, M. Witmark & Sons and
VVitmark Music Library came up for
Ballard Mac Don aid has been en- trial before Justice Bijur in Special
gaged to complete the lyrics of Term, Part III of the Supreme
"The Cameo Girl." substituting for Court, this week it was marked setGrant Clarke, who was forced to tled, a settlement having been efcease work on the show through fected out of court.
having to undergo an operation for
The Dalton company, which pro»m.

oActresses

Everywhere
are using Angelus Lemon
Cleansing Cream because it re*

moves make-up instantly* That
alone makes it a valuable cleansing cream; but in
addition, Angelus softens the skin, leaving it smooth
and fair ready to take powder and rouge evenly.

—

The finest

oil emollients have been blended- with
soothing lemon to make this daintily fragrant
theatrical cream*
It is refreshing and effective*
4 oc Jar

(Single Strength)

$.50
.90

1 lb. tin {Single Strength) l.SO

o4t

all

OPEN LETTER

fendants for an injunction and $30,000 damages alleged sustained by

To

Drug and Department

Store*

cAngtlus tRjouge
Incarnat

No matter what rouge
Psrk&TUford,Sofeif-e»Jj,529W.42dSt.,N.Y.

you are r.ow using,
try Angelus Rouge
Incarnat.

Jm&elus

One

trial

will convince you that
it is the ideal theatrical

THE ^-/LEMOU

rouge that satisfies
every demand of
screen and stage*

@hansing(3ream

Price $.50

Charlie Morrison,

Name

of act

"LOCATION,"

is

tion.

people.

Yes,

The suit dates back to 1917. when
Sloane composed the score to "Tillie's Nightmare"
(book by Edgar
Smith), for which he was to receive
three p^r cent, of the gross receipts
as remuneration. In September 30,
1917, Sloane assaigned his royalty

six

(6)

It's

a laugh in

interests in the show to the Witmark people, who, when the Dalton

intelligence.

stopped payment of royalties, levied two atachments in Illinois and Michigan. The
plaintiff contended that Sloane failed
to provide new numbers, as stipulated, and by reason of the failure
thereof sustained damages in delayed bookings a.rd that r-art of the
score furnished them proved in-

the eye brows, and

tionally.

Inc.,

Opened

all

u.

&

his share in furnishing new numbers, the plaintiff alleged he failed
to do so, and accordingly they
stopped payment of royalties, the
complainant's affidavits stating they
had to incorporate four original
numbers from the pen of Clarence
West, their musical director, to fill
in the deficiency on the part of the

houses, but really needs

When

the hair

to

Vincent

Southern

for

grows down to

cut around in back,

is

understood

fully

Wilmer

;

but they laugh.

eh?

it,

Frank

for

Jule

House Managers

all like

fellows— they don't
j

r<

O'Brien;

Delmar;

Western for Tink Humphrey;
now; solid till June 1st.

do

(3)

excep-

July, have lost but

last

Must be something
Keith

Three

weeks.

ft isn't

.

Travesty on

we have been doing

ferior.

to

NEW YORK

Care Ray Hodgdon Office:

Real comedy novelty.

Although Sloane promised

at

still

No. 14

movies.

Enterprises Co!,

I'm

BROADWAY

virtue of the attachments levied by
the Wit marks against the show for
non-payment of royalties. The Injunction prayed for, which was
eventually granted, was for the purpose of restraining the music publishers from further interfering with
the progress of the musical produc-

and

% lb. tin (Single Strength)

out good material.
1493

defeat.

duced "Tillie's Nightmare," starring
Marie Dressier in 1917, »ued the deyu: ft./;..

oActors

Tho». Eaan Won't Tour Ireland.
Thomas Egan, the Irish tenor, has
abandoned his contemplated spring
all answering through* Nathan Burtour of Ireland and will spend the
kan, entering general denials.
A court stipulation provided for spring and summer season on the
the deposit of each week's accrued Pacific coast.
royalties with a trustee, plus the
furnishing of a weekly box-office
JAMES MADISON mji:
statement to the defendant's coun- Ask Nora Raye*. or Frank Tlnney. or Howard an*
sel, pending a settlement of the acHoward, or Charlie Dillingham, or Wm. 8. Camption, the moneys to devolve to the bell (Rose Sydell Show), or Elinort and WUIlama. or George Yeoman, or Hunting and Franplaintiff in case of a victory for cis,
or Diamond and Brennan. or. la fact, nearly
them, or the defendant in case of anybody I writ* for and they'll toll you I tun
separate defense and counterclaim asked for $5,000 accrued royalties due it, the other defendants,
its

Keith

Jr.

Orpheum

it— can't

fool those

spell

"busy" with an

i.

Regards to Ray.

defendant -composer.

The Witmark Music Library

Yours

for

vfcry trulv,
f

M
Est.

KIMBERLY & PAGE

INERS
P.

AKE-UP

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

S..

—Would

laugh

is

quote salary here but every

worth money.

CITY

MM

IM^HB
UUy,

A pril

15,
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AN OPEN LETTER FROM
TUCKER
HI
To My Many
wish

I

that

my

I

Friends in the Profession:
could write

you

all

individually,

but

am

glad to say that there are so

necessary to use this page in order to reach you

it is

many

of

you

all.

Perhaps you have heard that I have fallen victim to "Songwritis" and, as luck would have
Prst effort as a songwriter looks as if it is going to be a real hit.

The

I

LEARNING

a fox-trot ballad, and you'll pardon
is beautiful and the lyric

it is

The melody

song.

my

want

once-over.

If

me

dance

to

to a great

whatever help you can give me.

publisher is Forster Music Publisher,
1552 Broadway, corner 46th Street.

The

all

it is

good wishes and thanking you

I

in

FORSTER
BROADWAY

nc.,

Chicago,

advance,

.

\

Every

little

boost helps.

whose New York

are at

—
.

INC.

NEW YORK

Corner
W, 46th St.

177 NORTH STATE ST.
LOOP END BUILDING

Professional Manager

offices

—

MUSIC

1552

CHICAGO

Addling to make 'em want cent of Rooney's "Oazotzky," that it's
The reading of topics from hardly possible the resemblance is
more
a magazine is a revival of the old accidental.
Dave Harris is an entertainer,
It s
them on his nose
laughs newspaper stunt, but it's so old
at
brought the seal applause and River new. It landed laughs consistently. formerly of Harris and Mowry. He
of
playing
night.
The
Henry, owns a good tenor voice, and plays
the 58th Street Tuesday
each time.
and Up A natural comic, this chap
develop- piano, clarinet, uke, guitar and bass
The Clown Seal, opening, ran Shannon" on electric bells
de- with lots of possibilities for
through the regulation routine with balancing of a large ball wWlB high ment.
Besides his musical accomas he credits Ben viol.
long
As
the
scending a ladder were
the "Over There" violin plishments and .voice, Harris destriking tricks. Bernie with
rights of a series of
should extend the livers a couple of stories in first
Henry
Mr.
bit,
with
EVELYN
Henry and Moore, third
to Pat Rooney for the rate style. He was one of the hits
C»T* comldV singing, dancing and vtolin same credit
NKW lORK sketches
dance done by him as an of the show and deservedly so. There
»MMbm BROADWAY.
for bl« tlmt restricted material,
hard and heavy. "Gimme"
'em
hit
playing
so vividly reminis- is just enough of each of the inIt's
bit.
encore
eome<fr acta, single*, scenario!. Etc.
struments to make for variety. A
Mr. Henry Just gave
ACTS REWRITTEN. RCMEAMED AMD
Mkeable single with personality and
OPENINGS ARRANArn
excellent
with
combined
talent,
showmanship. The feature picture
was Elaine Hammersteln in "Poor
Dear Margaret."
Tuesday night the 58th Street held

58TH

ST.
(Continued from page 20)
cored a succession of bull's eyes

A trick of
clock work precision.
«nd **ffig
picking up
tricks

of the

too" between
>

BLANCHARD

NOW (APRIL14-17)
HARLEM OPERA HOUSE. NEW YORK.

PEARL HIGHT
a MRS.

good

rhythmic fox-trot, just ask the

Sincerely yours,

JOE BENNETT,

really a very

means something.

If you sing a ballad, give "LEARNING" the
friends to help put this song over.
fox-trot in your act as a dance or instrumental, just give it a trial

shall greatly appreciate

With

for saying so myself, but

1 1

you use a

And when you go "stepping" and want
orchestra to play "LEARNING."
I

it,

title is

4 4

~~

I

With GEO. KELLY'S
WELLINGTON'S SURPRISE"

capacity, but the standees behind
the orchestra* and balcony rails were
considerably less in number than
Dell.
earlier in the season.

Charles E. Bray, of the Orpheum
pending a •facte in x*w

BIRTHS.
Berk and Sawn, April 9 at Miscrcordia Hospital, New York, son.
Mrs. Berk is professionally Juanita
Sawn. Mr. Berk will go Into the
Phoebe Whiteside act until his wife
recovers.

MARRIAGES.
Paddy Rogers, electrician at the
Colonial, to Catherine Hurley, nonprofessional, April t.
The Wirth Blumsnfsld office announce the following acts have been
placed with the Rlngling Brothers
and Barn um and Bailey's circus
now at tho Garden Pour Roeders,

—

Moll Bros., Bllvas Bros., Olga's
Leopards. Flying Cromwells.

CLUB JUGGLER
wanff«1 for double act.

Ctaffuft, is

York, accompanied

""•
»"J «" «"""""* """ " Apr "
t
HILDA
"CAN YOU IMAGINE"
COPYRIGHT CLASS D. XXc NO. 54413

IS u ,„ 3y3 BESS: *-* *—

*

i»y

c "' y' ish

Must do

fast

#-*

Addrr*« .IH.iil.KB, ear* Variety,
154 VWnt 4Cth St., N. T. City.

his wife.

"d my act

=»*

under the

title,

'

•

BILLY

LI

SWEDE

with
p "ates

will

be dealt with to

tlic fullest

opened with this act on the U.

!•'.

....
extent of the law.

Kt'th Circuit last

May

JENNIE

,„„.,,„.
'

aii'l

'

n.i\<

.,.,.,

,J»

"

lino.

yj

HALL

COLBORN
•CAN

YOUIMAG INK."
<

'

all

through mj

j„- continually for them ver miicc.
lay
'
....••:

act.

•,..,,..

It

is

my TRADE-MARK.

.<...•

I
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Tailored Suits
To be placed on
,

i

-

.

.

ex<

a d ngly
:

Sale

COHAN

GEO. M.

Women's

Reprinted from Providence Journal.

Monday

at

1

moderate price of

ML

THAT'S

$100.00

THERE

IS!

THERE

•

ISN'T

ANY MORE

Their super-excellent character of
Keith Vaudeville at the EL F. Albee after

tailoring coupled with a fine pre-

cision of detail give these suits

unmistakable individuality.

OH

an

Inter-

Short-Coat

Mandarin,

Long,

Slencler silhouettes.

Cord,

Tricotine,

and

In Twill

Piquetine

ye

Gods, how

did

like it!

or

The Watson
acteristically

Plain tailored and

Poiret Twill.
effectively
rics

ornamented

types.

week, but Oh,

two capacity

of

audiences

And,

yesterday

Fanny and Kitty, breezed on In their charhumorous fashion, and were given a hearty wel-

Sitters,

—

unusually rich in texture have

—

CLAIRE

Dick Duffy and Hazel Mann are a decidedly likable musical
comedy couple and their smart little romance of crossed wires,

CREATOR

"Via Telephone," will make many a lad and lassie of Providence
hope that some day the Telephone Company will atone for its
shortcomings by aome similar crossing of wires for them.
Jim McWillisms, "a Fianutist," Is an engaging fellow, with a
spontaneous, contagious brand of humor that made his songs
and nonsense, and his very funny grand opera travesty, doubly
enjoyable. The Baroness de Hollub is a fascinating creature,
and with Harry Crawford she registered a solid suecess.in "Fifty

-

•

130 West 45th Street

NEW YORK

this

that ends the season!

O. D. H.?—Who knows, or who cares, what those initials stand
for? A hit by any other name, etc. Perhaps it means "Delightfully Droll Hit" gave what is positively the cleverest, funniest
monologue vaudeville has had in ten years. With his marvelous
encyclo "pay" dia, he talked about love, liver and laughter and
.a heap of other things, going on tiigh every minute, so that not
even a traffic officer could stop him. It's trite, but true, that to
miss D. D. H.,is to lose one of the season's treats.

•

•

is

it

come, for they are great favorites here. Their act, "Horsepitalone of the real hits of the year.
ity," just ooxes fun rfnd song

Fab-

been utilized in their development.

•

those

bill

Every movie fan in town was there to see Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne in person. The screen has never had two
greater idols than this handsome couple and now vaudeville is
taking them to Its heart. Their little play, "Tho Poor Rich Man,"
sparkles with humor and delightful satire arid yesterday's audiences liked it so much Mr. Bushman had to make a speech.

esting interpretations of the Box-

Coat,

what a whopping

CITY

Loves."

11.

Nada Norrain, a girl with a really phenomenal voice, sings deLee Surgical Hospital, dan Antonio, care continuously of late, but reILL AND INJURED.
lightfully. Max' Comedy' Circus, with Its funny dogs, monkeys,
Tex., as the result of a railroad ac- fuses to quit.
squirrels, and other dumb oreatu res, not only pleased the little
Jack Ernest of the Loretta Twins cident. Lambert's automobile was
and Ernestonians, an aerial turn, is hit by a locomotive at the railroad
people but the grown-ups, too. Even the motion pictures and
IN AND OUT.
reported to have broken his back crossing near Sun Antonio, four of
Bobbie Gray's Orchestra were better than usual.
while appearing in Porto Rico. The the party being killed instantaNonette had to cancel the opening
feature has been touring the island neously, and Lambert escaping with of the new Keith's Fordham ThursYou'll like every minute of 'this bill and think it one of the
show.
With its own
day on account of illness. Harry
a broken limb.
best of all the year. And, as D. D. H. would say.
Carrol's
Revue
was
secured
the
as
At the benefit staged at the HarDorothy Phillips has recovered
ris, Sunday night, the Juvenile in
from her recent attack ef the flu headline attraction to replace her..
Ruloff and Rulowa Co. canceled
Joe Woods' "Ming Toy," the open- and will rejoin her former partner,
the first half at the Greeley Sq. due
ing act, became ill just as the cur- Billy Link, Jr.
Illness, Harold Selman and Co.
to
tain descended at the conclusion of
Lane and Moran canceled this
the turn.
week In the mid-west to permit securing the assignment.
Ruloff and Rulowa Troupe, ballet,
Salle and Robles reported ill at Mickey Moran to come to New
tho National Monday, being re- York to undergo an operation on out at the Greeley Sq. first half,
Harry Felman replacing.
placed by Robinson and Williams. his throat.
Ida May Chadwick was unable to
Hazel Kirk (Casson and Kirk) is
Sam Baerwitz was stricken
confined with tonsilitis. Casson Is Wednesday last week while In his open at the Alhambra Monday, due
also ,11.
Hs to illness. Arnold and Lambert took
office in the Putnam building.
Ernest A. Lambert, professional suffered from a rupture, and was the vacancy.
Libonati was forced out of the bill
manager of the B. D.^Niee Music operated on at the Jewish Hospital,
at the Regent this week, jlue to an
Co., who was touring the middle Brooklyn, the same night.
r,rm,
is
hla
operation
which will keep him idle
of
the
interests
west in
Vancouver from a siege of bronchial
recovering from a broken leg at the pneumonia and will resume his Or- for a short while. He was replaced
Man
Off the Ice Wagon."
by
"The
pheum route, being booked in the
Ruby Norton did not appear at
Guerrini &. Co. same bills as Blossom Seeley, both the
Palaee
Monday because of
(Frohman). She is the daughter of
ENGAGEMENTS.
acts combining for an "impromptu
The Leadmf and
trouble with her throat. Brown and
Largest
revue."
Lawrence Grossmith, Falre Bin- the Chicago music critic, appeared
substituted.
O'Donnel
ACCORDION
in "Mecca" and is a pupil of Michel
Despite a severe illness, defined
CumDorothy
Claude
King,
ney,
FACTORY
Grace Nelson dropped out of the
Fokine.
as pneumonia. Joe Jackson intends
„
In tea United States.
running order at the 23d Street for mings, "The Silver Fox" (Shubert).
The only Factory to finish out the season with "Good
Ruth Glllmore, "Rollo's Wild
Jrene Marcellus, Ziegfeld Midnight
makf" any act Times," the Dillingham production the half half on account of vocal
Oat."
Frolic.
made \xr
of lti>r.h
playing at the Hippodrome that has trouble.
Mary Callahan, "Tip Top."
Warren Proctor, "Quality Street"
hand.
Frank Gabby, the ventriloquist,
two more weeks to run. The come277-279 Columbus
Edna Hibbard, "The Poppy God*
(Shubert).
at
Bushwiek
after
left
the
bill
the
Avenue
dian has been urfder the doctor's
(Selwyn).
"Clair
Olga
Barowska,
Lune"
de
San Francisco. Cal.
the Monday night show, Ailman and
,
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D.D.H.?
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Mayo replacing.
Ruby Norton was unable
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ARABIAN MAID

CO., 55 Stockton St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
(WE RECOQNIZE PROFESSIONALS ONLY)

FLORINTINE MUSIC
1

to open
New York. Monday,
her voice at the morning rehearsal. Brown and O'Donnel
doubled over from the Orpheum.
Brooklyn.
The Ford Sisters were announced
off the Palace, .New York, bill for
next week. One of the girls is ill.

at the

Palace,

having

lost
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PRESENTING
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THE QUICKEST HIT WE EVER PUBLISHED

DADDY'S
LULLABY FOX TROT

NESTLE
A
M

AkMlitt Nvvelty

S.«?l» *ad

(.If

Willie

DmM« VcrsMS-JMfc

I*

art

By

Fa*

and Eugene Howard's Skyrocket Hit

in

LOU HERSCHER

Show

the "Passing

and

JOE BURKE,

h

of

1921

HjJ ATH
HAWAIIAN SKIES
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By FRED ROSE and ERNIE
For Singles, Doubles and
Call it

ACTS.

fcdith

Taliferro.

who

piann<

in

do dramatic stock over the summer, Moore will he featured with a girl
violinist.
will enter vaudeville in a sketch.
Spencer Charters, playing the
C. B. Maddock has placed in rehearsal a production act with seven "hired man" in "The Tavern," will
peoplw tOCMdtaC a Jazs f-and. Mary venture forth, in the twice daily at
the conclusion of the piece's engagement here due to end in about a

to arrange

In

Call.

Phone

JACK M.

B. Frledlander.
Among the new
acts Frledlander has in preparation
are "Dummies," six people; "On the
Elephant's Back," four people, both

D. D.

If.,

the monologlst,

is

writ-

ing a new act for Allen Mathies to
be called "The Cake Eater." It will
be a comedy talking skit of two

THOMAS

I apefor your new dances for nest aeaion.
creatine new dances and original Idens for all acta.
or Write WAf.TF.W Tt AKF.R. D'pt.V
Cirri*
•39 Klfclith Ave., near 65th. Tel.

now

clallte

^ with any 'FEIST' Song"

v

musical farces, and
"The Dog people.
Catcner." itraighr :fcfw. -four peoFred Pclot (Iffed a*d AnnH
ple.
"The Fifers," a dancing act Pelot), single.
fortnight.
It is expected that Mr. with four people
is
also in reHarry Gates has placed In reCharters will offer a sketch for vau- hearsal.
hearsal a new comedy three aet
deville, and will nave in support •
E. F. Hawley and Co., burlesque entitled
his wife, Irene Myers.
"Even Stephen," with two
play,
the
"The
Bad Man."
men and a woman.
Armstrong and James, blackface on
corned iarm.
Armstrong
is
Milt
Ernestine Meyers and Co. (four)
Francis; James was formerly "Willie dancing.
Segal.
J.
Marlon Harris, phonograph singer,
Seymour Felix has been engaged assisted by Fred Hoff's Symphonic
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
as staff number producer for Wm. Jazzists.

.

AanUtnnt to *ed Wurhnrn and formerly dancluff
master for Z»eafeld Polllea and Capitol Theatre.
Call

"You can't go wrong

^WPWW^

Itartsl Office

NEW

HarYnony

Combinations

Mr

Chick York and Rose King
The Old Family Tintype."

all

ERDMAN

MM-**W

KEOGH

OCEAN BEACH, NEW YORK

KING

AND

GILSON

EARLS.

"THE TWO SINGING FOOLS"

West En ale wood Theatre, April

10-13.

Direction:

KRAMER AND LEVY

Chateau Theatre, April 1416, Chicago
•
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ANOTHER GOOD MAN GONE RIGHT

NOW GENERAL PROFESSIONAL MANAGER

IS

FOR JACK
4 4

FEATURING
*

MILLS, INC;

IMA

THE SUPER SENSATIONAL SYCLONLX SONG SUCCESS

MISS

CREAMER & LAYTON'S LATEST JAZZAPA TION SENSATION
ii

DING! DING! DING!"

"SWEET MAMMA"

(HERE COMES THE WAGON)
QREATE8T NUT SONG IN CAPTIVITY

"MAMMY'S TEARS"
BE8T BALLAD IN YEARS*
SUREFIRE SONG SUCCESS

(PAPA'S GETTING MAO)

BLOOEST OF BLOOZ

MUSIC
PUBLISHERS

JACK MILLS, INC.
152-154

CHICAGO

WEST 45TH STREET

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

Mort Green
Grand Optra Houm

CITY

B08TON
Sid Baker

Johnnie Heinzman
Pantagas Theatre Bldg

361

Tramont

St.

J-ck Levinson, Traveling Re" -jsentative

Tha Temple, Geneva, N. Y., has
changed, hands and will discontinue
vaudeville week May 2. Billy Delaney.'of the Keith office, booked the
I* G. Brady
house, a split week.
recently sold it to R. A. McBoy, who
takes possession the above date.
Future policy not announced.
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Broadway
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Alf Grant
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Dance Festival
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Loew
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2d half
Palermo's Animals
Gene A Menette
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KEITHS ROYAL, New York
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&

NEW YORK

FEIL

BILLY

AND

A LA CARTE"

REGAY
Direction H.

BART McHUGH

RIETY

HACKETT DELMAR

HARRY

i

PRESENT THEIR NEW ACT

WITH

CAVANAUGH, STELLA HADDON, HELEN WARREN, EDITH MAE CAPES AND

WEEKS AND WALKER
READ
What JACK LA1T
Said

READ
What JACK LAIT

(Variety)

When We Opened on Our Orpheum Tour

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO, Week

Oct.

l

11,

Said at Completion of

at

(Variety)

Our Orpheum Tour

PALACE, CHICAGO,

1920

at

April 4

"VARIETY"
s

By Jack

Lait.

Palace Theatre, Chicago,

"VARIETY"
By Jack

Lait.

Majestic Theatre, Chicago,

Week

April

4, 1921

The Hackett -Delmar dance revue stunned the folks. If Jeanette Hack*
ett doesn't drive Ruth St. Denis back out of her retirement, then the saintly
Ruth cares nothing about her title and her memory as the greatest inter•

Week October

There are many Egyptian dancers,
truly perfect. In her
superbly conceived interpretation there is no groveling to the mob; this
sterling young artiste serves only her art. That sounds like poor vaudeville, but it is the best, at once a compliment to the dancer and to her
audience. Miss Hackett dances with her eyes, her fingers, her everything,
because she dances within as well as without. She radiates, she vibrates,
she is iridescent with atmosphere and luminant with temperament. She
Is ready for concert work, alone; her Egyptian dance is a recital.
Yet her work is not limited to the classical, for she is breexy and
frothy in dances and costumes of the day, an amasing blend of the soubret
and the premiere. Surrounding her In all her episodes are four promising
girls, sweetly trained and good to see. Delmar is a trick dancer who holds
up the open spaces, and he sings several indifferent ditties like the good
dancer he is. Miss Hackett's voice, too, goes with her excellent dancing.
Little does she need of singing, though. The turn thrilled and captivated,
and, in addition to Miss Hackett's individual triumph, the ensemble drew
tumultuous recognition.
preter of Oriental dances in this land.

11.

some more showy than Miss Hackett, but none as

Again the curtain fell to a barrage of hands. Then Jeanette Hackett
and Harry Delmar and a dance revue, fast as lightning, dressed to charm,
bowled the house over. Delmar is a neat interlocutor and good trick
dancer. The girls are soloists in ensemble, not chorus dolls. The Wood

much, but they kick sweetly and work mellifluently to*
But Miss Hackett! the form of a girl yet of an athlete, power
without losing girliahness, and an Egyptian dance that drew ohs instead
Sisters haven't

—

gether.

of snickers, very hard to do these days, especially as Clifton had torn the
-earlier.
Miss Hackett hit that audience
between the eyes and the whole act was accorded an ovation.

cover oft a similar dance two acts
i

-

HERE'S

A FEW THINGS THEY

SAID

OUT WEST
LOS ANGELES TIMES

THE COLUMBIAN
VANCOUVER,

B. C.

L08 ANGELES, CALIF.

"The Dance Shop," Big Feature At Orpheum.
Tcrpsichorean Act One of Finest On Circuit.

AH

Featured by the last word In terpslchorean endeavor and gorgeous gown* of
every hue and brilliancy, "The Dance 8hop," the headliner at the Orpheum Theatre
this week la without doubt the finest act that has come over the circuit this season.
The act caught the eye of the more competent critics among the vaudeville votaries
and was put down as the season's greatest success. Miss Jeanette Hackett scored
he success of the afternoon in her Egyptian dance, which was appreciated to the full
•>y lovers of the terpslchorean art.
Mr. Delmar, an accomplished dancer, worked
moothly opposite Miss Hackett and the bevy of dainty sales girls, all of whom are fln"hed dancers, certainly provided no small share of the attractiveness of the bill.
"very member of the company is tateftt«4 and the act had all the requisites of the

this

the colors of the rainbow ars assembled In the different acts at the

week.

A

Orpheum

happening Into the theatre, would wonder which shade of the
would suit his palette best. The Dance Shop" Interests the aud-

painter,

multi-colored tints

lenee with Its batik settings, shapely coryphees and snappy dancing steps.

Harry

a slender chap ef the George Cohan type. He Is on the stage every minute,
performing eccentric solo creations and serves as a clever foil to his partner, Jeanette Hackett who pleases with her spontaneous grace.
Her Interpretation of an
Egyptian fantasy holds the attention of the spectators because of the mechanical

Delmar

is

angularity that one associates with the frieses In the temple of Karnak.

•leadliner.

PORTLAND NEWS

...

FRISCO EXAMINER

•

PORTLAND, ORE.
By Lconc Cass

ess*--

u

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Bacr.

Jeanette Hackett, a graceful blonde wisp of a girl, and Harry Dtlmur, a capidancer and post-graduate in tho art of acrobatic terpsichore, are the prime and
Harry la completely surrounded by feminine
spirits in "The Dance Shop."
charms. Besides the attractive Miss Ilackott, who does the specialties in song and
dance, there are four other maids, trim and pretty and all clever young dancers.
They change their clothes often, and on one occasion step out as a slice from Chu
Chin Chow in fantastic garb of every color. Besides these girls there are two more,
» twain of gifted girls, Oraco Weeks and Margaret Walker, who glide through a
series of amaxing and Interesting dances
The art Is handsomely put on and con-••n^uncedly
stantly holds interest.
Mr. Delnmr has several specialties whl"h si*
tal

moving

.

Jeanette Hackett and Harry Delmar the "Dance Shop"

is presented in a way
an act that is far superior to the
so-called "Revues" that have been inflicting themselves on the unsuspecting publio
of 1st*- It Is a wonder in costuming and, confidentially, the whole arrangement la
dress was conceived by Mi** Hackett. Tho*e who saw Chu Chin Chow may believe
She should not be construed as %
that Oscar Asche had a little on Miss Raekett.

that leaves

little

room

for criticisms.

"futuriht." but rather an a

litti-j

This

Is

lady far abend of her time

are altogether In keeping with the costui .ng- and that

Is

.The danoes and musle
saying quite a bit

Yes,

i

there are pretty glrll

graceful and surprising.

in

tb" costumss.
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Rlchey

Rehan Estells
Regan Jamea

•

A Royco

Rogers Frank
Riggs Mary

M.
430

Herman

I

sB>jsad%aaff>aaaBa

^^sa^^as^Ssw"

(WITHOUT MEAL8)
$1.50 Day and up. (1)
$2.00 Day and Up (2)

(WITH MEALS)

$4.00
$7.00

Day and Up
Day and Up

Day and Up
Day and Up

$6.00
$10.00

(1)
(2)

Dare F R
Dayton Sylvia

A. M. to 11:80 A. M.)

DINNER

LUNCHEON

CLUB BREAKFAST

75c

$1.25

ll:St A. M. to «:S0 F. M.)

A LA CARTE SERVICE,

7 A.

M.TO8:30

P. M.,

(5:S0 F.

M.

A

.

.

TREMENDOUS
SUCCESS

WITH

FRED LA FRANCE
In Their

and
New

JACKSON
Act

"PARTY OF THE SECOND PART'
BOOKED SOLID
Direction HARRY WEBER
i

.

aU

PRICES

••

AN ATMOSPHERE THAT REMINDS YOU OF HOME

a

••-•-

to 8:$0 I\

AT MODERATE

"FOOD THAT SATISFIES

*

LA FRANCE

(1)
(2)

Restaurant Conducted on Both a la Carta and Table D'Hote Plana.
Real, Old-Fashioned, Home Cooked Food Served
In That Good Old-Fashioned Way.

De Vole Jewell

STREET

•

(2)

Day and Up
Day and Up

BILLY JACKSON
-

(1),

A McCoy

Davenport Earl
Dale Billy
Do Vine Dottle

IN

•

SQ:

ROOM AND PRIVATE BATH

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
NEW YORK
220 WEST

~

"'

AMERICAN PLAN

EUROPEAN PLAN

$3.50
$4.00

OF THB HIGHEST STANDARD. NOW SHOWING A VARIBTT OF SETTINGS OUT OF TUB ORDIN
UNEXCELLED NOVELTY DESIGNS AND NEWEST MATERIALS ALSO ON DISPLAY.
OUR SETTINGS ARE VERY ECONOMICALLY PRICED.

*

^-**^«

NEW YORK

(7

46th

8TEIN C08METIC CO.
BROOME ST., NEW YORK

123-129 West 44th Street

•

6408

MAKE-UP

Jack
A Jordan
R Keith

30c. to $1.00

BRYANT

HOW TO

Roberta Peggie
Roshler Jack

Schrein Bert

Davenport Orria

Becker Bert
Benny Jack
Browning Art
Bernard Mike

AND BOOKLET

Phillips George
IPlckard H B
Perry Alice
Posty Dot

Kessle

DeLea Charles J
Duffy James J
Davie

25

McFarlane George

Mrs

Cummlngs Bajr
"Cervo" Dan

Blessing Charles
Bolln Carl

L O

Newklrk Billy
Narder Vlke

Rolls

A M'N'raara
Clifford Ruby J
Catlln Margie
Cooper "Fitch"
Cassady Eddie
Casell Sidney
Campbell Ruth
Casdner Otte
Cox Florence

F

18

"Beauty Revue" 18 Engelwood
Chicago 25 Standard St Louis.

Morrell Frank
Mitchell A P

King Madeline
Kelly Ada Ruth
Keane ft Walsh
Keough Es

Clinton

Nada

Burks Helen
Brooks Frank
Belmont Belle

(April 18-April 25.)
"All Jass Revue" 18 Academy
Buffalo 25 Cadillac Detroit.
"Around the Town" 18-20 New
Bedford New Bedford 21-23 Aca«
demy Fall River 25 Grand Worces-*

McQuber Dorothy
Martin F A Mrs
McOulre Anthony

Badle A
Bryant A Stewart

Barry Lydla
Brooke Jamea Tea
Baylo A Patay
Berger Harry

Must
Familiar with presenting combination of vaudeville and feature pictures.
thoroughly understand necessity of good projection and must be good newspaper
apply.
Give
references.
Permanent
position.
liquors
don't
partake
of
If you

McFarland George
Murray Edith
Mannard Virginia
Morgan Juno

Byron Ben

Edna

Riddle

Miller Cleora

Bernet Sonnle
Ball Leonetto

Belford Six

Belle

-

Wilson Misses
Wells Marie

The Langwell Hotel

Bernard A Lloyd
Belmont Joe

Byron Bert

MANAGER

•

White Bob

JUST OFF BROADWAY AT TIMES

Wllllamooa Betty

Aubrey Burton A
Atkins Jack
Arnold A Sobet

ft

M

Mudge F

M

.

Williams Connie
Wilson John
Weeks Leroy
Wilbur Elsie
Williamson Gee

Mrs

Mayes Jack

W

I

W

Fay
Conway Charley

Cole

Mansfield

Jordan Marloa
Johnaton Gertie
Joyce Jack
Jones Lonnle
Jones Helen
Joseph Jack
-»

Valyda Rosa

Burlesque Routes.

Mac ft Macher
Moraa F ft B

Haselton Blanche
Hallo B Miss

Wi llama Barney

Armstrong Harry
Anderson Lurcllllo
Armstrong A Grant
Adams Geo
Aahworth Leah
Adams Nip
Arselma Sisters
Adams Jack
Armento Angelo

Wm

N

W

M

Hayatake

CHICAGO OFFICE

Curzon Miss Leo
Barry Mabel
Bates Daniel
Deagon Grade
Bell ft Co
Deagon Lawrence
Belmont Avery
Deem Marty
Bell Johnnie
Beresford Vera
De Haven Milo
Birmingham Helen De Vallery Mignon
Devere Grace
Black A O'Donnell
Di az Alice
Blossom A Ingred IDe
Di ka Juliette
Bothner Eda

DESIRE THEATRE

Valentine Mr
Van Olaea Ales

Lew

Sully

Vincent Jewel

Maye Ella

Honey

Hale Sue

Trucchl Mrs J J

.

Seamknna Mabelle
Sterling John

Haywood Harry

T

King Margaret
Kremka Antoa
Leckie Kitty

Burton Janet

Andrus Cecil
Aston L
Atklnaon Edw

Thornton Art
Tracey Leo

|

Stacy

Thayer Chas Ellasw'
Tracey Sid

Mm

W
Dellah

Somervllle Jennie

Harrison Charles

Sully Bstello
Sylveater Graoo

Kelso Joe
Kennedy Chlo
Kennedy' Marcella

ONLY.

Lowerle Glea
Levy Ethel
Ltngard Billy
Lee Bryan

Hart Hanoi
Harty Bob
Henlere Herschel

Stanley Bob
Stare Elmer
St Clair Toddle
Stewart Betty
Stroupe Mr J

Kangaa Marlon
Kelly Eddie Thanks

OB
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL NOT
BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN ONE

Lund Chas

Happy

Harrison

B

A

Mrs
Stafford Edwin
Smith John

Spahman

.

Lloyd Wilkes

Howard Bert Co
Henderson Norman

Hlgley Bart

Johnson James

sending for mail to VARIETY
address MaU Clerk.

Haas George

Harris

Iveraon Frltsle

POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING

Lataem Mr

Grey Jack
Germain Jean
Glenmar Paulina
Gordon Leon
Glah Loo
Gray Bee Ho
Gordon J Players
Gould Laura

Schaefer Lillian
Skelton Lou
Smith Heinle
So them Jean

Holbrook Flo
Hughes Marie

"Making Morles"

Barrett P ft
Barry Kitty

Call or telephone

F.

Dlanna Bonnalr
Payton ft Ward

Leftla Dixie

Miller Dixie 8

Mrs

ft

Heather Joalo
Hlckey Thomas
Hlght Pearl

LETTERS

|

J.

"Jed's Vacation"

R Cummlngs Ce
WINNIPEG
Cleveland ft
Joe Roberts
Dobba Clark

Ryan Jamas

B D

Hayward Mr

Laser Lisa Mra
Leroy Dot

Hart Charles Co

Harris

Cooper

ft

George Fred
Goldberger Arthur

Peres
Potter W* CI
Powers Louis
Price Al
Price Beatrice
Price Flo
Proctor Perl

Rigby Arthur
Roys Sylvester

Sperling Phillip
Scott Jeha George
Seymoure Dolly
Single Billy
Beckett Albert

Smith Oliver Ce

A

C

Marloa Marcella
Mgnafred ft Flora
Martyn Maudo

Edw F

Harrington Cecil

Skinner J J

Lorraine

Fluhrer A Fluhrer
Flake Bert Band
Foater May
Foley Thos J

Penning Nell

Hams Ce Eddlo

4

ft

Peal

Hall Jefferson
Hall Mrs V B

Hart

Mr

Gordman Joe

Poater's Plerrota

Ladies of the Profession!!

|

M

City

Thlele Otto

Labia ft Lewis
Lewis Margette

LeRoy

Ford Charles H
Foster ft Clark
Francis Al
Faber Earl
France A Hamp

Parker Stella

Haddon ft Norman
Hahn Leon
Halbert Mrs H P

Shaw's Circus

Alanson

(21-23)
Bedlnl' a Horaes
Bedlnl'a Dogs

commission.

ft

Temple

SPOKANE

ft Beck
4
Browning ft Davis
Chas GUI Co
Qeo Hamld Troupe
Barton ft Sparling
Thornton Flynn Co
PORTLAND
Darling's Circus
Tant ages
Roae Ellla ft R
GREAT FALLS
Rhlnehardt ft Duff
Wella ft Bogga
(Same bill plays Bruce Duffet Co
Helena 21)
Do Michelle Broa
Ann Vivian Co
Royal'a Elephants
Leonard ft Wlllard
REGINA
B Armatr \g Co
rantages
Oraco Hayea Co
(11-20)
"Not Tot Mario"

|

L

"Liberty Girls"

OGDEN, UTAH

an excellent opportunity]
to add to your income by distributing an advertised office appli-l
lance to brokers and business
men; excellent salary and liberal

Perry

|

I

One Ruby

Faye

Goodyear Mildred
Gore Sam
Gould Douglas E
Grout Mary B

Fnutagee
Paul Savor
Ernest Hiatt

O

Psntnges

t Ambler Broa
Green ft LeWell«V <»ahn

We

Qlffen

Mayer Co
VICTORIA, B. C.

Claire ft Atwood
Coleman Goets Co

White Broa
Hlnkey ft May
Olga Steck
Permalne ft S'lley
Holera Revue
Paul Klelat Ce

]

C

I

Bart ft Lewis
Erol
Barle Boby
Edmunds Glen

Norman Wra R

Gibbs Joyce
Gibson J ft J
Gibson Kate

W

FAT

Ellsworth

Elke

Newell Claud
Norrlo

A Mack

ft

.

Emma

Freeman Harry

Lottie

SEATTLE

Wood

Brltt

Hamlin
Verdon

Meyera Burns ft
Oevenne Troupe

OAKLAND

MOlNEft

(Sunday opening)

Bvengall

(Sunday opening)

(Saturday opening)

BAN FEANCISCO
The Norvelloa
2 Qullllan Boys
Fox ft Ray

C ft M Huber
Ed Blondell Ce
Chuck Haas
Japaneae Romance

<lf-tt>

Amoros

wuinu ft Cavcrly
"September Moon"

B.C.

Pantages
Clifford ft Bothwell
Ragle ft Marshall
Hickman Broa

Morattl Ce
"Last Night"

Pantage*
(Sunday opening)
Bender ft Heer

Jan Rublnl

VANCOC VEE,

Wllklns

Bllile

MoCarthy Lucille
Montgomery M'hall
Morton Mlaa L
Moaconl Family
Musbeck Ella

Francis Bertha

ft Byren
Whirl of Mirth"
Clem'na Belllnga Co

C

Oravea Oe

MINNEAPOLIS

DENVER

DM

L

ft

Fraebell

Grey

Stamm

WUklns

Flnlay Bob
Fitch F E

"Harmony Land"

Wella ft Boggs
Paul Petchlng
Stevers ft Lovejoy

McCoy

Field 81s

Wood

I*

Merrltt Lillian

S>

I'antageo
ft

Merlin* B F
Merling Harriet

Fernandas Rlllca

"Olrl In Air"

Lorens

Melrose Holes

Fay Anna Era

TORONTO

Savoy

Orvllle

Sloan

ft

Zuleika Co
Four Paldrons

81s ft 8 tern

Dale Oeraldlne
Da Nord Lee

Mayne Ruby
Meadows Frankle
Meehan Helen

Mar

Evans EdW
Ewlng Lucille

Mme

SAN DIEGO

Marva Rehn

BulUf*

Tracey Palmer ft
Camilla's Birds
Hiiro Lut«ena
I Harmony Kids

Seaman

t

ft

Petrowars

i

4

Lsctt'd

Jeasle Miller

CALGARY

King

O M

Maxwell Vers.
Maynard Torn

Errtco Joseph
Easent Opal

Thomaa Saxotet

J

Allen
Mlaaea
Primrose Minstrels
Zelda Stanley

Fantaces
ft Wilbur

4

•Five of Clubs"

C

"The Love Shop"

S Violin

LOS ANGELES

Staley

Paramount

Edwards Allot I
Elliott

Tom Kelly
Torlllle's Clrcns

MIssoull 21)

Mason

Dyer Victor

The, Rosalres
Hector's Dogs

Dawson

Martin Adeline

Drew Beatrlee

Oallerlnl Slaters

Austin

"Apple Bloaaoms"
Oaudachmldta

Mr O

Dixon

K

Jonea ft Jones
La Teaka
Rhoda ft Crampton •Yes My Dear"
Martha H'mllt'n Co
TACOMA

Rom

Pantaejrs

Panta***

New York

^

«

Deysdale Phyllis

I'antagea

Chicago Offlces
I/O BEACH, CAI*.

New York and

|

8ALT LAKE, UT'H

PANTAOES CIECUIT
BUTTE, MONT.

Gray ft Aakln
Fern Bljelow ft

i

Phil

Helmar

Hilly

plays

bill

Saskatoon 11-1*)

Majeatl*

Nelson

Jugflinr

*

'

Pieces"

ft

f* BALLAD

224 W-st 46th Street

FIS

Susan Tompkins
"Wilfred Clark Co
Saxton A Farrell

J

BIGGEST HIT

FOUND

"I

THE

VARIETY

N

1W1

Friday, April 15,

SS

FOUR NATURALS
A

finer,

more

THEY'RE SUCH

extensive* collec-

oo*ts and fur pieces
than we are displaying could not
possibly be shown at any one
shop anywhere. As manufacturers, selling furs
tion Qt far

offer you tremenoh every piece you

we can

dbly,

dous, savings

NICE

V

bur-

;

Discount to the Profession

Special

TH1 FUNNIEST COMEDY HO NO

RATKO WSKY,

A.

Inc.

•8

By

34 West 34th Street

NEW YORK
>

IN YEARH.

NOT A 8UGOBHTIVK LOI IN

LEW BROWN

and

IT.

BRANDON WALSH

J.

CITY

"Beauty Trust" 18 Gayety BaltiFore 25 L O.

Show

"Best

in

Town"

Empire

18

Albany 25 Casino Boston.
"Big Sensation" 18 Plaza Spring -

L O.
Wonder Show"

Held 25

18 Gayety
Gayety Tordn to.
Bon Tons" 18 Columbia Chicago
14.26 Berchel Des Moines.

"Big

Detroit 25
,n

"Bostonians" 18-20 Bastable Syracuse 21-23
Montreal.
I

•

i

Gsyety Utfea 25 Gayety

"Bowery" 18 Palace Baltimore
J6 Gayety Washington.
"Broadway Belles" 18 Empire
Cleveland 25 Avenue Detroit.
"Crboret Girls" 18-18 Lyceum St.
lose 25 Gayety Minneapolis.
"Cute Cuties" 18 Trocadero Philadelphia 26 Star Brooklyn.
•^Flashlights of- lSIO" 18 Empire
Newark 25 Casino Philadelphia.
"Follies of Day" 18 Casino Phlla:

itlpbia 25 Miner's Bronx New York.
of Pleasure" 18 "Bijou
.".Follies
Philadelphia 25 Majestic Scranton.
Tolly Town" 18 Miner's Bronx
New York 25 Casino Brooklyn.
"French Follies" 18 Cadijlac Detroit 25

"Girls

Engelwood Chicago.
de Looks" 18 Gayety
Gayety Pittsburgh.

Words by

Wash-

LEW BROWN

ington 25

"Girls

from

Grand

18

Follies"

Worcester 25 Plasa Springfield.
"Girls from Happy land" It L
SS Gayety St. Louis.

i

WHEN THE

O

from Joyland" 18 Howard
Boston 25-27 New Bedford New
tlirls

Bedford 28-30 Academy Fall River.
"Girls of
8 A" 18 M3tar Cleveland 25 Empire Toledo.
"Golden Crook" 18 Gayety Buffalo.
"Grown Up Babies' 18
O 25

U

AUTUMN LEAVES

L

Gayety Brooklyn.
Hastings Harry 18 Casino Boston
25 Grand Hartford.

"Hip

Hip

Hurrah"

18

Gayety

BEGIN TO FALL

Montreal 25 Empire Albany.
"Hits and Bits" 18 Gayety Boston

Columbia New York.
"Hurly Burly" 18 Empire Hoboken 25-27 Cohen's Newburg 28-30
Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
"Jaxs Babies" 18 Gayety Newark
28
Rajah Heading 29-30 Grand
25

FEATURED

Trenton.
"Jingle Jingle" 18 Gayety Kansas
City 25 L O. '
"Jollities of 1920" 18 Hurtlg
Seamon's New York 25 Orpheum
Paterson.
"Joy Riders" 18 Academy Pittsburgh -25 Penn Circuit.
"Kandy Kids" 21 Rajah Reading
22-23 Grand Trenton 25 Trocadero,
Philadelphia.
ICelly Lew 18 Casino Brooklyn 25

ALI'.KKT

&

.

Vi »N

25

Academy Pittsburgh.
Lifters" 18 Olympic

"Lid

OF THE BIO KEITH HOL8E8 THI8 WEEK.—THAT'S

Marion Dave

18 Empire ProviGayety Boston.
Olympic
Uncinnatti 25 Columbia Chicago.
"Mischief Makers" 18 Haymarket
Chicago 25 Park Indianapolis.
Monte Carlo Girls" 18 Gayety
Million Dollar Dolls" 18

(,

"Step Lively Girls" 18 Columbia
"Puss Puss" 18 Gayety Brooklyn
New York 25 Empire Brookb ..
Olympic New York.
"Razzle Dazzle" 18 Park IndianStone & Pillard 18 Penn Circuit
Toronto 25 Academy Buffalo.
apolis 25 Gayety Louisville.
25 Gayety Baltimore.
Reeves Al 18 Gayety Omaha 25
Parisian Flirts" 18 Gayety LouisSweet Sweeties" 18 Empress
Kansas
City.
Gayety
*5~
RmpreSs Cinelr.nr*].
!'£
Cincinnati 25 Lyceum Columbus.
Reynolds Abe 18-20 Park YtfOngSPeek a Boo" 18 Gayety fct. Louis
"Tempters" 18 Gayety Minnetown 21-23 Grand Akron 21 Star
« Star & Garter Chicago.
apolis 25 Gayety St. Paul.
Powder Puff Revue" 18 Majestic Cleveland.
"Tid Bits of 1920" 18 Gayety St.
Jersey city 25 Empire Providence.
"Record Breakers" 18 Standard
Paul 25 Gayety Milwaukee.
St Louis 25 Century Kansas City.
"Tiddledy Winks" 18 Majestic
Empire
18
"Roseland
Girls"
Scranton 25-26 Armory Bingham
Toledo 25 Lyric Dayton.
Sinper Jack 18 Orpheum Paterson ton 27 Elmira 28-30 Inter Niagara

Milwaukee 25 Haymarket Chicago.
Naughty
18
Star
Naughty"

TRUNKS
For the Theatrics! Profession

i

trant* L«g&*Re Shop
TK°
Shop With a Consrlono*.
SIXTH AVK.. Bet. S0Ui and 40th Ml.

sffS-lriL'sas*
*»

"Open KvrninxN

Till

7"

25

25 Majestic

DIM,

ltlt.,.|

"Sporting
Brooklyn 1'5

Widows"

L

in

O.

HELD OVER

8

"Tittle

Newburg
keepsie

Tattle"
21-23

25

18-20

Cohen's

Cohens PoughHoward Boston.

"Town Scandals"

17-19

h\

K

r \L.

THEM
Show

Pittsburgh 25-27 Tark Youngstown Bits"; next week, "Best
Town."
Grand Akron.
"Twinkle Toes" 18 Star & Garter
PROCTORS GRAND

28-30

Chicago 25 Gayety Detroit.

Olympic Cincinnati.
"Whirl of Mirth" 18 Century
Kansas City 25-26 Lyceum St Jose.
White Pat 18 Star Brooklyn 25
Empire Hoboken.
Williams Mollie 18 Grand Hart"

L

ford 25

O.

ALBANY,
By

THOMAS

S.

—First

half,

Mae Murray

Lady";

in

Keith

MAJESTIC— Popular

and

vaudeville

pictures.

MARK STRAND—
First
M

bait Boswdrth in

One"; second
"Lying Lips."

half,

half,

Ho-

A Thousand to
House l'eters in

TRUNKS
N. Y.
BURKE.

ATT MAKES

HARMANI'S BLEECKER HALL

Berchel Gilded

—

vaudeville and pictures.

"Victory Belles" 18 Lyric Dayton
25

Jersey City.

"Social Follies" 18 Lyceum Columbus 25 Empire Cleveland.
"Social Maids" 18 L O 25 Palace
Baltimore.

>w \

NOW

ALL OVER-

Till- M>N(.

YOU'LL JUST NATURALLY SING

dence 25

r.!:<

LOVE YOU

IT'S

KVKKYHOnY KNOWS

Belles"
Gayety
18
Toronto 25 Gayety Buffalo.
"Maids of America" 18 L O 25
Hurtig & Seamon's New York.

r.w

I

BUT

New

"London

YOl'R ANSWER.

TILZKi:

USED

Umpire Newark.
"Kewpio Dolls" 18 Avenue Detroit
York 25 Gayety Newark.

IN SIX

second

"The

in

half,

"East

Empire Des Moines 25 Gayety Omaha.
Lvnne.
'•20th Century Maids" 18 Gayety
EMPIRE— This week, "Hits and
"

ALL SIZES
FOR TUB PROFESSION.

AT BIG DISCOUNTS
KM

I

.TO

251 Weal 4*d

LUOGAGK SHOP
St.,

c__oikn

Mflsv 0th

Avenue.

ev£mn<;*___/

MORE WEEKS A T WINTER GARDEN, CHICAGO

WHAT VARIETY SAYS:
"Mary

"Ernie Young's Latest Find"

Reilly, a local sensation, late

Edelweiss Gardens, a singer
jazz numbers, par excellence."
of

of

VA
;

Friday, April 15, 192]

<=

1493

M. BLANCHARD

C.

CLINTON SQUARE— First
Wanda Hawley in "The Snob";

sec-

Road";

second

in

half,

is

seeking

an

engagement

in

"Honey Dew." Charley Williams,
First a dancer in the New York musical
"The Easy comedy. Is a f*U>»ft friend, q£ M,c"Forbidden Giath, and both appeared in ama-

—

LELAND

Thomas Meighan

he

in

half,

PROCTOR'S

half,

of Albany, has decided *o become
a professional, and it is understood

half,

Constance Talmadge
"Dangerous Business."

ond

productions here before
former went on the stage.
teur

Fruit."

the

ALBANY—First half. Corinne
"The Broadway Bubble";
second half. "The Palace of DarkSamuel Suckno, owner of (he Alened Windows/*
bany, won his battle with the UniCOLONIAL—Daily change.
versal Film Co., and "Outside the
Law," the Lon Chaney film, was
presented at the Albany last week
Additional players were signed

Griffith in

for the usual

[

colm Fassett, an old Albany favorrepresenting the entrance to a
ite, and Beth Merrill, lately of muprison, and attracted considerable
sical comedy, as the leads.
Ger- attention. The
film drew capacity
trude Bartlett, recently of "Bab."
business, the theatre filling up bewill share ingenue roles with Milfore 7 o'clock every night during
dred Cheshire, and Julia Morton
•
the week.

play character parts.
Nedda
Harrigan, who played in the Fassett company at the Hall in 1919,
has been engaged for second leads.
Miss Harrigan is a daughter of the
late Edward Harrigan. Earl Mitchell,
formerly of the Leo Dttrichstein staff, will be stage director,
and William A. Amsdell, who managed the Colonial Players in Albany
last summer, will be stage manager.
The opening play will be
"Adam and Eva," the comedy by
Guy Bolton and George Mlddleton.
"The Acquittal," written by Rita
•Weiman, has been chosen for the
second week, beginning Tuesday,
April 26, as "Irene" has been booked
will

ATLANTIC CITY.
By
One

CHARLES 8CHEUER.

of the largest and most
prominent groups of managerial
and. other active 'theatrical folk
that attended a premiere performance in many days Was present at
Woods, Monday, for the first performance of "The Tenth Man," by
Somerset Maugham. The big men
of the business included Lee Shubert, William A. Brady, Arch Selwyn, Michael Morton, Louis Cline,
Samuel Shipraan and Sam Harris.

for Monday, April 25..

Samuel Shipman

The Navy League

Troy

of

doubtful if It plays to very large Love Special";; Shea's Criterion,
crowds.
Nance O'Neill is ideally "Buried Treasure": Strand. ;*My
Palace. V A
suited to her role of Raimunda, but Lady's Latch Key";
some of the lesser roles are poorly Home Town Idol."
Business at local houses has
cast.
litl-| slumped sharply the past fortnight
l% F,ORP/S\— After considerable
gation over local censoring dt this with the pop housed hardest hit.
picture. "Without Limit," from the Burlesque is in the slough, with picSaturday Evening Post story, "Tem- tures and pop vaudeville sluggish.
ple Dusk," the theatre management One of the latter usually a sell-out
reports the poorest week-end takIs advertising the showing of the
Returns at the
original film without censoring, due ings in five years.
to the injunction they had served legit houses are far from satisfacon the local board by the court, but tory, but managers hope for a pullthe censors in an announcement in up before the season closes. "Way
one of the local papers declared the Down East" enthusiastically spoken
parts they objected to in the film of round town, but $2 a hard nut to
Since Monday crack here for this type of enterwere eliminated.
night the picture has not created tainment. With working conditions
any great stir despite all the cen- at lowest ebb the picture, vaudeville
and burlesque people are keeping
sorship talk of last week.
PALACE.—"Girls de Looks," de- one ear to the ground and both eyes
spite the lateness in the season here open. The coming stock season will
and small crowd of opening night, be watched with interest.
is one of the best laugh producing
shows to visit this playhouse this
Johnny Paske, the pugilist, who
season.
was identified and arrested as one
HIPPODROME. Pictures and of the assailants of Leona Hill, a
vaudeville.
chorus girl last with "Aphrodite."
"Bathing Beauties."
was thia week discharged by a subPARKWAY.
"The Passionate urban Justice of the peace for failure
Pilgrim" is also playing at the Wiz- of the girl to properly identify him.
ard theatre downtown ur.ler the Miss Hill alleged she was violently
same management and should do carried outside the city limits in an
well.
automobile and criminally assaulted
RIVOLL— "The Woman in His by three men. She was then driven
House" is drawing well, due to the back to town unconscious and
popularity of the house* more than dumped out on the door step of a
the picture.
"Passion" could brewery.
to
The girl, who claims
have easily been held over for a Brooklyn as her home, stated she
couple more weeks Instead of clos- was married to a vaudeville actor
ing Saturday night, but bookings named Resnick.

will

States Army, and it is advertised a two-act play.
that this will be their first public
presentation.
Manager 8.

_

lessees.

The Playhouse, which has been
under new management for the
making danc- past two months, has been having

customary course of
the comic ing his chief objective of life in his
the F. M. famous ball room.
On Tuesday
Pittsfield night, April 12, he offered
a wrestthan 100 ling match between Pinky Gardner
the opera. and Henry Irsllnger, transforming
Bill McGrath, an eccentric dancer his auditorium into a prize ring with
thousands of chairs.

The event

of the y*ar in cafedom lias arrived at the shore. Manager Harry Lata of the Latzcellar,
has challenged any orchestral organization in the resort to prove
Soits superiority over Specht's
ciety Serenaders.
The Cafe De
Paris accepted the gauntlet for Cenpeb's Melody Masters. The field is
open, the audience Is ready, while
the date still remains as illusive
as the place.

LYCEUM THEATRE
MEMPHIS, TENN.
Ample Seating and Stage Capacity
Cash Deposit Required to Secure
Lease.

ALL OFFER8 MUST BE SUBMITTED BY APRIL 20TH.
No

AMERICAN THEATRICAL
EXCHANGE
128-4 Best 25th St.,

New

York, N. T.
-r

;

,

i

j
!

I

!

rough sledding. It has tried straight
stock companies without success,
musical stock and moving pictures
and second string traveling shows
have all failed to draw, and as a
last resort it has been leased to the
National Athletic Club to run weekly boxing shows, starting Monday

ALBOLENE
quickly democratize* royalty: instantly changes King Lear and Lady
Macbeth into every -day citiscna.

The most modern make-up remover.
In

or

I

and

t oi. tube*,

H and

1

lb.

can*.

At first -tlus* rfrw ffffft*
u nddealers in *tiikr-Mt»

MeKESSMi MStttt
Sidney Allen of East Aurora has
sold his picture theatre in that town
Medina.

Business blocks

in

mU'n/artmrrmt ClniiKt

•I Fulton Street

in

New

prox-

York

"VARIETY'S

77

night.

The question of the approval of
the new picture theatre on East
25th street near Charles was unfavorably reported on at the Pea-

SPECIAL

body Heights Improvement Asso-

ciation meeting.
The location of
the proposed theatre is at 12 and 14
East 25th street, and those behind
the scheme have already secured an
option on the property.
The site
is opposite the George Peabody public school, and members of the improvement association are counting
on the School Board Joining them
By F. D. OTOOLE.
fighting the case in the event of
AUDITORIUM. "The Passion in
the theatrical interest pushing the
Flower," only legitimate attraction plan and endeavoring to obtain a
in town this week, but because of building permit.
The improvement
the morbidness of its theme it is association opposes the plan on the
ground that this street is strictly
residential from one end to the
other, and the
proposed theatre

LOEW

BALTIMORE.
—

than $14,000 a year
considered.

offer leaa

FOR PARTICULARS. WRITB

Earl Fuller and his orchestra are
advertised f or a concert at the Eim*
wood Music Hall April SO. Fuller's
appearance in person is guaranteed
There will be
in the advertising.

"Way Down East" will be followed at the Teck by Nance O'Netl*
in "The Passion Flower.'*
"Hitchy
Koo" is booked for a week at the
Majestic, beginning April IS.

and purchased two movie houses

Megill of the
Garden Pier, has deviated from his

"The Lass of Limerick,"
opera, will be offered by
T. A. at the Colonial in
tonight (Friday).
More
players will participate in

Material

cies.

interfered.

is

W.

Good

imlty to' the theatres also figured in
the deal. Both houses will open la
the near future with photoplay poll.

—

—

mM

taken in France and Belgium by
the Signal Corps of the United

N. Y,

Will produce

—

GAYETY—

not keeping
Ford's theatre, the oldest playit quiet that his stay at the shore
house in tro city, has been leased
is due to the plot of a new play
f or 10 years by the Erlanger in
which is receiving its usual quick terests of New York. Charles E.
growth. It is also rumored he is Fordt son of tne late John T> Fard
interested
in
revising
Somerset „,§,«
fnumi.it th.
ni 9v h n ... a will
w re _
who founded
the playhouse,
Maugham's "The* Tenth Man," into main as manager under the new

present the film. "Devastation," in
Music HalL Troy, afternoon and
night, April 20. The pictures were

NEW YORK,

BLANCHARD
EVELYN
WRITER RESTRICTED MATERIAL

—

admission, 25 cents.

week for the Fassett Players,
film company tried to have the
who open a season of stock at Proc- The
local manager charge $1 for the pictor's Harmanus Bleecker Hall on
ture.
The front of the house was
Monday night, April 18, with Mal- specially
decorated for the cinema,
this

Broadway,

Personal representative for stars and talent
your act for you, arrange opening and route.
will get quick action.

would depreciate property values
neighborhood.

the

From

in

the size

under option the house
would be one of the largest in the

of the lot

CIRCUIT

city.

—ALWAYS

Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, New
York theatrical manager, in Balti-

OPEN—

RESTAURANT
Formerly

WALLICK'S

R'way, Bet. 43d

& 44th

Sts.

DELICIOUS
.

.

.

^

_

...

.

~

.

•

AND-

....

COLD DELICACIES
SPECIAL BLEND OF

COFFEE

Baltimore.
Mr. Nixon- Nirdlinger,
besides operating two moving picture theatres here, is associated
with A. L. Erlanger, present lessee
of the Academy of Music, who has
just leased Ford's theatre.
Mr.
Nixon-Nirdlinger announced that
he has appointed Thomas M. Dougherty, his assistant for 20 years, to
manage his interests in llagerstown.
Three theatres will be under his

NUMBER
Wlill be issued with the opening of the new

LOEW STATE THEATRE

management.

CADILLAC STEAKS
-

more as guest of Harry A. Hcnkel,
manager of the Academy of Music,
would not discuss the recent developments in the "theatrical war" in

Broadway and 45th

BUFFALO.
By $1DNEV BURTON.
MAJESTIC. — "Century Midnight
Whirl,"
Heavy name
strong drawing power.

Third week, with "Last two

weeks" sign up. Still playing to
substantial but not sensational business.

Picture

Houses.

— Shea's

New York

City

Loew Number will contain unique features in
With the Loew Circuit 'and its" progress; *als<»

special

connection

show with

SHUBKRT TECK.— "Way Down

Bast."

The

Street,

advertisements.

Advertising rates remain unchanged for that number and
may be reserved now.

space
Hipp.,

HANNEFORD
FAMILY
AN D a POODLES"
SELLS-FLOTO CIRCUS

.
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BROADWAY APPEARANCES
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B. F. Keith's Palace

New

Theatre

York City

Next Week,

April 18

i

ROBERT EMMETT KEANE
i

AND

WHITNEY

MISS CLAIRE
Supported by

F.

B.

HERSOME

IN

A MINIATURE PLAY
*

«

The Gossipy Sex

99

By Lawrence Grattan
-

~

.
<

••
•

•

•
>

-

.

Direction,

FATHER FITZGERALD

;

$s=>

a-

m.
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with
\

J.n.VaJWVtiai.V'
UllU Rosedale
HVli and
Holt

vivian

Are a sensation

**"•''*'

»> '#>

jr*

lillian

Herschel Meniere's

NUT song hit!

like

"Better-class" ballad equal "Sunshine of Your Smile"

an "over night" hit— by W. R. Williams— his best Novelty "Boy and Girl" song since "I'd love

DANCE ORCHESTRAS ARE DIPPY 'BOUT OUR
P. S.
"TUCKER TROT" and "HEY PAW" sue. to "Turkey in the Straw".
after the musical program.

be

fl.

k

With each program of "Way Down
East" at the Teck every patron receives a post card addressed to Lee
Benoist, Inc., announcing the gross
earnings of the film as well as of
the Griffith productions for the past
three years. The recipient is invited
to participate in future Griffith
Earnings by mailing the card for
further Information. An N. B. is
added that the "card in not to be

forwarded by children."

D. G. Walkcley' has tendered his
resignation as a member of the Executive Committee of the Motion
Picture Association of Alberta. His
successor has not been named as
yet.

Tony Surg's marionettes booked
Van Win-

im."

ORPHKl'M

were

slightly

off

last

CLEVELAND.
J. WILSON ROY.
HANNA.— "Sroilin' Through"

By

OHIO.— "Robin

"Abraham LinEve." Buddy Walton.

coln," "Fall of

De Voe and
Due os

Co.,
ing.

Hosford, Mijares and

Bros..

PANTAGKS

Tngr.)

in

— "Not

Joseph L. Brown-

(D. G. Inverarity,
Yet,
Marie." Vivian

&nd Du Fre««ne. Grace Hays. Leonard and Willard, Will Armstrong.

PRINCESS

tngr.).

— Harris

etock

Clarke

(J.

Belmont,

and 1'roy Co. in
comedy; also pic-

musical

lures.

ALLEN. REGENT. BIJOU, EMPRESS, LIBERTY— Pictures.
Much interest was shown in the
Special matinee for the N. V. A..
local managers and theatregoers cooperating, while the press was generous with advertising space. Geo.
iWarren, who controls the Grand

land Orpheum
programs, devoted
considerable space to advance publicity.

UNIFORMS
All*
Thaatrlral

»„4

Character

COSTUMES
*f ererj description.
dor too «malt or too

No

I

or-

dlfflcult.

<6.000 tlluJtrationi.

UNIFORMS

—

STAR

—

The Green Mas!; Players close
When
a high-grade optimist.
season here April 23»53 *'lth
The Fox-Washington theatre and their
yeggs visited the Hanna early Suntwo French plays, one each evenday morning and got away with the LaSalle Gardens theatre. De- ing.
$2,iQ0, Mr. Hale remarked: "I am troit, were robbed of $4,000 early
thankful the burglars did not upset last Monday morning, yeggs in each
The Fiesta San Jacinto and Batthe ticket rack, as this saved us instance binding the night watchBan
endless trouble, with our advance man while they cracked the safes. tle or Flowers Wlll*bs held at
Antonio April 17 to 24.
sales."

DULUTH.

Jim-

'

DETROIT.

By

By JACOB SMITH.

"Wav

Buiies(|ii?,

'

"Way Down

house
the

last

East"

at

the

Opera

Monday were donated

feature at the New Oarrick.
Miss
Billert has been engaged for Pavpending in the lowa's company next season.
Which effect the

Knuckles."

On Real Estate Investments.

HARVEY

WOLF

G.

—

BAL

MURPHY
NEVERBREAK
KoVKsion

<*-\

at

Almost Glvea Anroj Price*.

BARGAIN LUGGAGE SHOP
KIOIITH A VI- MIL
A 48th Stt.

Between 47th

NEW YORK

Open Cv taint*

Till

Ttn.

"THE

SIDNEY
WOW AT WINTER GARDEN, CHICAGO.
FOR FIVE WEEKS.
REPLACING JACK ROSE

Colonial;

"Straight

HOUSTON, TEX.
By J.G. HORNING.
Hazel Dare, a protege of Mary

^ardrobepropT
TRUNKS,

$10.00

Rarcalna Have been need. Alao
a few Second Hand Innovation and Fibre
Wardrobe Trunk*, fit and $11. A few
Big

extra

Property Trunka
Also old
.Trunka
Parlor Floor.
Bat JTrunka
StrVtt.
're*t..
New
Nei Tork City.

large

Taylor and
28

West

Slat

Is

Way," Majestic.

the

Sidney Smith hai
booked
Small Town Idol" f<>t indefinite run
opening April ir».
The Cafe Dwellers, from the
Oruenald, New Oilcans-, has opened
at the Cafe Front<nac. A fifty cent
cover charge tor dinner and a dollar
cover charge sfter 9 o'clock. The
revue is one of the best ever seen
In

ALL SIZES

EXTRA SPECMAI^TAYf.OK TRUNKS
Serere.1 SliglMlt
(

/

"The Kcntuekians," Madison; "Prox"Bare
ies."
Broadway Strand;

LET ME GIVE YOU

,

L

are

—

LARGE DISCOUNTS

4.

bills

One Is the state
Cleveland's latest film palace
which as already passed
Capitol opened Friday with some censor bill
house, but which will likely be
eclat.
As a community house it the
in the senate; second, is a
has every modern requisite. It is killed
bill
providing that no theatre or
owned by the Aliens, and A. J. Lau- amusement
place can sell tickets
rie is manager.
for which there is no seat availNext week: Hanna. "Jim Jam able: third, regulating all moneys
Jems"; Ohio. "Call the Doctor"; on deposit for film rental requiring
Shubert-Colonial. Cleveland Opera that the money be kept separately
Company; Prospect, "The Master- from other funds and not to be
piece"; Opera house, Fanchon and used for any other purpose.
Marco. "Satires of IDl'O."
At the photoplay houses: ••Love
Special." Adams: "Faith Healer."
You Play LOS ANGELE8 Miles: "Hands Off." Washington;

"INSIDE STUFF"

7S5

Name

"Thy

BHUBERT.—-10-14.

Min- Is Woman.*' April 17. 'Oreenwicu
Passing
"The
Follies,"
"The Village

in

prices.

legislature
picture industry.

AND OTHERS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION

$28.1.75

Three
state

BELBER

Regular priea $56.

nounced lower

to

American Legion.

C.&M.
INDESTRUCTIBLE

•ft.

CITY.
HUGHES.

.

ALL MAKES

hlfh. 23 In. wide:

R.

C

THEATRICAL PROFESSION

in.

and Charlie Chaplin

By WILL.

—

TRUNKS
drawen: ha* 10 Veneer hang-

strels

and

—

Venice, California
701 Delta Bldjf.. L. A.

deep. 40

KANSAS

JAMES WATTS.

ORPHEUM— Itae Samuels
Lew Dockstader.
NEW GRAND— Cantor's

Itoseland

L«i Ane;ele« and

In.

Axson Club.

Show" to follow.
Immigrant."
NEW OARRICK— Katherine Mac- GRAND.— Current, "Robin Hood."
Carriek: William Faver.sham show
wa« cancelled owing to the death Donald in "Trust Your Wife," Sym* "Eileen" next, "The Hottentot" fol"Four Horse- phony Orchestra in "William Tell." lowing.
of Mrs. Faversham.
EMPRESS—HI Jinks Musical
opens three week's engageEUCLID" and PARK. "Paying men"
possibly open
it
may
ment April 17;
Patronage at the local theatres Comedy Co. in "Peaches.*
the Piper
time this week. The Oarrick has been fair for the most part durORPHEUM.— "The U. P. trail." some
season
is
practically ing the last week, but the vaudelegitimate
PICTURES. "What Every WomALHAMBRA— The Nut.*
ended as the Bonstelle Stock comes ville theatres have suffered a slump. an Knows," Newman: "Ducks and
HOFFMAN'S PALACE— "Down in after the picture engagement is Business at the Orpheum has fallen Drakes." Royal; "The Kerittc kians,"
Home."
away without a..y good reason, and Twelfth Street.
STATE— "A Message from Mars." concluded.
New Grand has had light atKNICKERBOCKER.— "The Pass- Shubert Detroit: "Jim Jam Jem*.' the
tendance. The unusually strong atnd last
Otis Skinner at the
ing of the Third Floor Back."
tractions at the numerous picture
Next. "Jimmie." Then Eddie Can
best week's b,"iness
METROPOLITAN and STRAND. tor show for two weeks.
theatres is held partly responsible week led the
'tihere.
experienced
ever
he has
—"Sowing the Wind."
for the vaudeville slump.
ger Longer Letty," at the Shubc.
Colonial,
the
Warren
Wohen
of
&
Mildred Billert, toe dancer from
The entire receipts from both performances of Griffith's big Aim, playing Loew vaudeville, have an- Minneapolis, has been a popular

|

4 to j

of the local

EMPIRE— "Kewpie Dolls."
ALLEN'.— "Black Beaut v."
STILLMAN— "The Gilded Lily."

,

22

Fox-Washington

the

CUrla,"

Aiij Foreign Nation—MillUr» or Karal.
v. RUSSELL UNIFORM CO.
Largest Uniform and Equipment Makrra.
1800 Broadway. New York.
I
iMione: Bryant 1165

FULL SIZE WARDROBE TRUNK —

of

publicity

Hood."

HO US E.— Film,

OPERA

MacLeod, mgr.).

(R.

Hall

Irwin Schwab, for four years with Garden
booked for a concert
is
The
the Fox Film Corporation publicity here on April 16 at $t top.
department, is now in charge of engagement is under the auspices

Mark down John S. Hale, manager theatre, Detroit, also act ng as
of the Hunna and Shtibert-Colauial, treasurer and assistant manager,

By FRANK MORTON.
Down East."
New Detroit: "Hitchy Koo." Almgr> —
KEITH'S, PRISCILLA. LOEWS most capacity at $3. Next, Thurs/4jGRANl>— (M. Joiner,
LjWeek of April 11, "Winnipeg Kid- LIBERTY and MILES— Vaudeville. ton.

Mlow.inl

WILL ROSSITER "The Chicago Publisher"
71 W. Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.

"OPPORTUNITY*' HITS!

for the Ohio May 5. "Rip
kle" is the offering?

mie."

CALGARY.

Prof. Copies (or recent program.

to live in Loveland, etc"

as

Receipts
week.

ftHUBERT -COLONIAL.

?

r

RIGHT NOW!

Love to Build a Love-nest for You"

"I'd

Wk.dmls.sion will

To-night in Dreamland" or "Loveland"

"Alone with You"

"Koolemoff "

Biggest Legitimate Hit in America

Look*

Me

other Will Rossiter "Opportunity" hits for

"Kismet"

t

humming—

is

. \

»

Some

£=
•ancing

"Hello Alexander" Co.

along the line with their beautiful harmony rendition of the waltz all America
It's another "Isle of Golden Dreams" or "Missouri Waltz"

all

The Greatest harmony song W. R. Williams has ever written— bigger than "Meet

\

SHUBERTS'

EDDIE

No. 26

TALKS:

LEW KELLY

is in town. At the Columbia, New York,
week. We're all glad Lew is here and Lew is glad
to be here because ho can go to EDDIE MACK'S and
replenish his wardrobe. LEW KELLY gets all his clothes
at EDDIE MACK'S proving that besides being a corking comedian he is a discriminating buyer.'

this

Detroit,

EDDIE MACK

Mary Garden and manager of the
Chicago opera Co.. are made defendants in a $10,000 damage sut
In the U. S. Court at Los
Angeles by the Free Hod Guild of
Rapids,
.Mich,
alleging a
breach of contract to sing there on
March it. The Guild is a charitable
organization and say they paid out
12.000 in preparing for the concert.
Miss Garden is sni.l to hive once
made an Offer of $l.oOv) in settlement.

MACK

is

a right

guy— right

clothes at

If-*

right price.

tiled

Grand

TWO

Broadway

1582-1 584

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre
.loin

the N,

V

A.

and amrr moil

Opp. Columbia Theatre
*y.

An

\.

V.

A. card

tt»v«**

MITH

10

y<Mi

SI

BRAZILIAN DIPLOMATS"

"The two speed kings traveling on the comedy course.

SPEED, 2 laughs a
opening MA

THANKS TO ERNIE YOUNG

—BILLY

second. >?
1

,

OES C RCU,T

V6oKE™fiLL i«.

'

*

VARIETY
ACBEE,

=

President

Manager

P. F.

B, F. Keith's Vaudeville

(Palace Theatre Building, New York)
EDWARD F. ALBEE
A. PAUL KEITH

KEITH

3k

Vice-President

Exchange

(AGENCY)

B. F.

PROCTOR,

F. F.

PROCTOR

Founders

can book direct by addressing

Artists

HODGDON

K.

S.

en

AMALGAMATED Ma ™*

L<**'*

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

1441 Broadway,

PHONE BRYANT

8SS3

Booking First Class Acts
FIRST CLASS THEATRES

MAY BOOK

ARTISTS

Ivy Sheppard left the Sherman*
Stock Saturday. Helena Shlntnasj
play ins the feeding role this week.
Robert Sherman and Mrs. Sherman*
returned to Chicago Tuesday.
is

I

New York

in

knew.

-Way Down East" got over $12, 0S».
at the Tularra last week and bids
fair to do over f 10.006 for the cms*
rent seven days.

PirtnamBiiilding, Times Square

New York

operate the Lyric as a colored the*
taken over anotwtr ebon
the Iroquois, propelled
for many years by Paul Ford, the
squarest showman the South ever

atre, have
institution,

Loew's was playing to mors)
people than any theatre in town the
first part of the week with a nifty
show the magnet. Palmero's Ca*
nines began. It is a neat small*

**•

.

DIRECT

LUBIN

H.

J.

The world's

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily

Between 11 and

H. H.

NEER, Now Regent Theatre
J.

N«*

1

CONEY HOLMES
PAUL GOUDRON
Woods Theatre Bldg.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Masonic Temple Building
J.

HOWARD ROYER

W. TODD

C.

MATTHEWS

in

Charge

206 Apollo Bldg.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

726 Brisbane Bldg.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Act* Routed from 10 to 40
Can Book

Artists

WRITE, WIRE,

Feiber £? Shea

Weeks

Direct

Theatrical Enterprises

PHONE NEAREST OFFICE

Verft

ifc

aai

«*••

time animal offering with the dogs
perpetrating several stunts away
from the beaten path. The turn;
found approbation and might have
done better with speeding. Gene
and Minette were the mlscua. Tie
accompanist Is a rather deft pianist
{ but
the vocalist disclosed little
worth. Alf Ripon pleased with ventriloquial matter suggesting Jiggs)
and Dinty. Ripon should appear
more interested In the remarks of
his dummy Instead of gasing out at
the auditors.
May Stanley and Co. were the
clean-up. The trio were sure fire
with audience stuff that

CHICAGO office:

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Bldg.,

\
')

We Fit Entire Companies
Also
Individual
Order*
MM r«w St SJ

The Giis Sod Booking Exchange Co.
Booking Vaudeville from Coast to Coast

largest

manufacturers of theatrical footwear

General Manager

WAYNE CHRI8TY
212 Putnam Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY

***

R a fining

fail.

pruning

and

elimination of the blue matter could:
place this act la the best houses,
but it would seem better for the

1493 Broadway
(PUTNAM BUILDING)

man and woman

to remain down
audience throughout Harry
Downing and his Peppermint Rerun
had enough color and life to merit
In the

New York

0RPHEUM ass

ihe

PRICES

H. SINGER,
General Manager,

President

CHARLES

k£.

ON ALL

BRAY,

General Western Representative

LAZ LAN8BURGH,
BENJ B
A

FRANK VINCENT,
GEORGE GOTTLIEB,

I

8.

'

Managers' Booking DepL
E. H.

I

Publicity

-

*^ J£*TreaM

Law Dept!
JOHN POLLOCK,

CONWAY,
and Promotion

jit

Thomas

J.

also

proved favorite, and \ ry satJKiactory business was the result,
business at the other houses held
U P hi good
shape.
•«

The Century management If fas*
urin K chorus
girl contests every
'nuay night, and business shows
some increase on those dates.

"Mamma's

CHICAGO,

i

Monte Blue

M.

Is

appearing

in

two

Prince Nelson, an aerial 1st, is
putting on a benefit campaign for
Veterans of Foreign Wars. He performs twice daily on .a wire 170 feet
in the air, which is stretched from
the eleventh floor of an Office building to a tower on the City Hall.

«»

LOUISVILLE.
JOHN

"Truant

picture* In Louisville this week, In
which he is called upon to play
widely different roles. In "The Perfect Crime" he is a dashing, debonair
young man, while In "The Kentuckians" he is called upon to play
a highly emotional part.

ILL.

——————-—

Affair," Strand;

IJushand," Walnut.

placed his veto on the horse raring
passed at the last session of
bill,
the Legislature'.

By

210

FRANCIS.

lMCTi'iiKS.-'Tho Kentucklans,"
A letter complimenting the fire
"The Perfect Crime," department for its work in saving
Constance Talmadge in most of the effects of the "Villa
Rase" show, which burned while in

Alamo;

a OSf in the freight yards here several weeks ago, has be» n reo ived
from Otis Skinner.

T4YL<>R TRVNKS
W

Hth riVN.

Y.

28 E.

RANDOLPH

8T.,

CHICAGO

HERKERT & MEISEL

4332

wane local amusement parks are rejuvenating their places for the summer. There has been some talk here
of reviving Riverside, which went
bankrupt several seasons ago.

NEW

|

With the

theatrical season on the

ORLEANS.

M.SAMUEL.
TULANE— "Way Down East."
By

O.

LYRIC—Clarence Bennett's Colored Carnival.
ST. CHARLES.— Sherman Stock
in "The Girl Without a Chance."
Bennett

•10

T. CO,

WASHINGTON AVE.
ST.

appreciation.

It

LOUIS

held

them seated

and

Boudreaux,

who

The Palace got back into its
stride by serving bang-up entertain,
raent the first half. Tuesday night
there was a soft gathering in people
who enthused and exulted with
little short of abandon.
Rose and
Fobs went to bat first and scored
handily with a musical Interlude
sensed correctly for popular consumption.
They should finish in
full stage and omit the final song
"in one."
John O Ma Iky with an
excellent
accompanist in Royal
Bemart proved the especial favorite.
O'Malley has ripened since last
around, his voice now being second
to nono in vaudeville.
Josie Rooney danced as only ths

WANTED

Majestic;

Governor Hyde, of Missouri, has

NATHAN, 531 Seventh Ave.
CHICAGO
BARNES T. CO., 75 W. Randolph

to the final curtain.

Carmody, Booking Manager

Theatre Bldg.

CIRCUIT

MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
OELGER BLDG., 1005 MARKET, 8T.
PHONE PARK
SAN FRANCISCO

9

Nash, Business Manager.

AUSTRALIAN

FULLER

VAUDEVILLE,

The Western Vaudeville
Managers Association
J.

Catalog or 8e« Our Ag«ai*

NEW YORK
8.

BEN and
JOHN

GENERAL OFFICE8,
PALACE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

5th Floor State-Lake

New

BLDO., CHICAGO.

TIIEA.

McMAHON,

Manager Auditing Department

John

Write for

PAUL GOUDRON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS

Press Dept.

O. R.

REDUCED

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO H & M TRUNKS
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING

MORT

MARTIN BECK,

City

till

Dancers, Musical Numbers, Acrobats and Comedians at
Pongrovannt's hardens, Pittsburgh, ffc, for HL'l Season.
ADDKKSS YOtll f OMMINK ATION TO
era,

JEROME REMICK MUSIC PUBLISHERS
219 West 46th Street, New York City
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

AND

ANT

WARNER
HOTEL
AMSTERDAM,

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

Oua Block

Bryant oo4-o&A-1o*$

Tel.

so

to

Furnished Apartments
ousekeeping Apartments The Edmonds
MRS. 4JEOBGE DANIEL,

m

FRED

(Of the Better Clasp— Withm Reach of Economical Fotki)

*

-

t

tlader the tflrsst •eenrtttea tf the swears.
tn# ait*, lest •# Breee'way,
Legatee la the heart
ess** te ell seem a a sBosa. principal taeatree departaaeat stares, trsettea liaee. "L" reap aa*

•aaway.

We
tllka.

theatrical

ALL BUIL0INC8 EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT ANO ELECTRIC LIGHTS

A

M0.M Up

Aa

Up Weekly.

MaatBly: SH.Oe

THE DUPLEX

YANDIS COURT
Wart 43d St
Phoaa Bryaat TSlz
Oaa. three ana feet rapes apart siesta, with
Uteheaettee. private hath aad telepheae.
»he
privacy thai* aparteaeata era ate* far to tea af

S30 and i25 Watt «3a) St
Pkeaa Bryaat aui-4293
Thrta aad taur raaaja aritk hath faralakae *p a
dapraa af aiadaraaaaa that excel* sayteiap la fkla
type af kulldlap.
Tnase apartaaat* arlll accea

III attractieai.

nadata lour

Ml -34?

Up

$15.00

LONGACRE

Large Koomi, $6.00 and Up.
Room Apartment*. 1 10 to

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
810 WEST 48th 8T.. N. Y.

HOTEL LINCOLN

ROCHESTER,
Up-to-date European

ensnaring honors
through her rhythmic stepping and
Incidentally augmenting the appeal
can,

An
this

$1.00

week,

comprising

the

119

Zara Carmen Trio, instantaneous
The male member -displayed some hoop rolling that has
not been surpassed locally.
This
success.

BOOKBINDING CO.

ART.

WEST

Liberty Loan

makes most of the big time
openers seem slow, and inartistic by
comparison.
set

STREET

42d

NEW YORK

CITV

Lapine and Emery began mildly,

HOEWSSER

Bonds

1417-1423

Write for onr
100-Page

THIRD AVENUE

Catalog

Accepted as

With

Illustrated

Cash at Full
Face Value on
Any and All

best

There are

comedy and nov-

elty.

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

Engravings

FURNITURE

—

also

—

Halftone
lfi-l'HKf Special

Purchases

Cash or Credit
MEN AND WOMEN OF THE

A

3-Room Apartment

SS23 VALUE
$100
Consisting of all
SI as
«»*»**> S'JOO
Furniture....
Period
S3O0
*SOO

tOAC

A

4-Room Apartment
$500 VALUE

Period Furniture
of Bare Beauty
Easily

•6UI or

reached
5'Jth

fr«>an

S.-MM)

t»r

MM
$3.00

$t.00
$3.00

slrXlAL

•*

West Hide

SM.00
$9 00
$10.00
$12.00
$10.00
$»0.00

i^arger Amount
to $3,000

f>7C
«W

Street Croaetowu tare.

$2.00
$2.23

i

J

8ale Circular.

-

DI.SCOt'Nl

MRS.

CIRCLE

EIGHTH

of Broadway
A part meats—$10 Up
-

GEOROE HIEGEL Mgr

Lansdale-Canton Apartments

— 1690-1696 —— BetweenROOMS
53d-54th Streets
BATH
and

4

1, S, S.

Period Furniture

.

$1,000

VALUE

Elaborate Designs
C7C/)
In Period Furniture
V**r**
We Deliver by Anto Truck
Direct to lonr Door

HOTELS RECOMMENDED
BY ORPHETJM CIRCUIT ACTS
Seventh Ave. East
$2.00

Private Pheae la

high gear with the
but got
rube impersonation of the man. The
with a wow
followed
half
feminine
A two-aqt
in a Sis Hopkins bit.
Joy,
Gloria
a beauascending
is
that
tiful child who has been featured
received
was
pictures,
several
in
with open arms in a comprehensive playlet styled "Heart Strings,"
that is a thrill with heart interest.
She plays remarkably well, and her
stage kiddie Is one everybody lores,
because it is never stagey, flippant,
Irene
or obtrusive.
precocious
Trevette played a bull's eye strik-

HOTEL ASTOR
176 N. Clark St.. Near Randolph St.

CHICAGO.

ing universally, and augmenting the
returns as she proceeded.
Carl Rosini had them agape and
wondering as he swiftly posed to
view magical feats given in manner
removed from the conventional. Rosini has developed considerably. He
deserved the headline billing.

W.

2,

and

S
.

.

St., N. Y. City
rooms. Complete housekeep-

65th
S

CASS AND

By

Walk

A New Home and

BATES

AND CP

J

HOTEL RICE

Ereryttilng Vew.

Modern and Oororlfka.
BROS., Proprietors
S Minutes' Walk from Loop,

KUXGBEIL
f ii

No. Dearborn

St.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

SAVOY HOTEL
S2.00 and Up wit hoot Bath
$3.00 and Up with Bath

Headquarters

J. G.

NICHOLS, Mgr. and

Prop.

Shoerer Baths; Rates: $1.23 Single; $2.00 Double,
One Minute Walk from Orpheum Theatre.
Opposite New Parthenon Theatre.
THEO. CU 8 C0FF . Prep.

PKNVEB, COLO,

and Broadway

HOTEL HAMMOND and CAFE
HAMMOND.

IND.

Very M<<dem. Running Water in All Room*.

MAJESTIC HOTEL

SEATTLE.
By LULU EASTON DUNN.

A

Rath.
City.

Baltimore Ave.

HICKS & SON

Have

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
a little truit delivered to your home or your

—take

it

to your

week-end outing

WITH BATH
WITHOUT A II
ROOMS

4

1

2th St..

It

jUgaag

I

Ma.

City.

HOTEL EMPIRE

215 W. 12th St.. KANSAS CITY. MO.
THEATRICAL RATES. $1.00 PER DAY A UP.
ALL MODERN CONVESIENCKS.

ANNA SCOTT.

Manager.

—

-

OMAHA. NEB.

FONTENELLE HOTEL
$3.00 a Dav and Dp.
Every Room With Bath.
ISth and DOUGLAS BTB.
'

_

METROPOLE HOTEL

to

H.

;

HOTEL BALTIMORE

W.

G. Stoeser is preparing to go
Alaska to gather material for a
Post - Intelligencer
travelogue
on
"Way Down East" film at Ly- "Alaska as It Is and Not as Repreceum next week at top prices.
sented." He will take ordinary photographs which will be printed in
George David, dramatic critic for the Post-Intelligencer, accompanied
the Democrat and Chronicle, has by descriptive articles, by means of

IND.

in Erert Room
Also Rooms with
Rate: $1.25 and up. Located in Center of
Close to All Theatre.
N. 8C0FES. My.

$3.00 PEE DAT
$2.00 PEB DAT
300

.

The Moose Aid League is staging
a fair and carnival this week.

HAMMOND.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Running Water

Glasgow

friends

$1.00

ONE HUNORKD OUTSIDE ROOMS

to Theatres.

Pictures:
"Son of Tarzan," Rex:
Strand;
"Black
Wives."
Maids, Leo "Blind
Mouse; "Bunty Pulls
Beauty,"
Blue
Co., Franklin Brothers,
the Strings," Liberty; "Sowing the
Baserti, Howard and Craddoc, LeWind." Coliseum; "The Love Light."
Rose and Lane, film.
"Girl of My Heart." CoPICTURES.— "Mamma's Affairs," Florence;
lonial!
"The Saphead," Clemmer;
all week, Regent; "The First Born."
"Youthful Follies," Oak; "Wolves of
all week. Rialto; "The Faith Healthe Street," Class
er," Loew's Star, all week.
Levy's Orpheum will offer "Ship
Audrey Munsor. and Orml Haw- Ahoy," a musical farce, with George
ley, who came to Rochester last Rehm and Eddie Wright as featured
week for the film ball, arc remain- comedians.
ing over here with the Idea of joining a local film company being proThe Wilkes Players will play
moted by Eugene Westcott.
That Girl Patsy/

—

FIVE MINUTES PROM LOOP

blossomed out in the Sunday edition with "Cues and Comments" and
"Broadway and Beyond."

Doctor."
the
half; "Apple Blossom," second

FAY'S.
Rrggs and

HOTEL CLARENDON
Na. Clark and Ontario Streets. Chicago.

17th

LYCEUM— "Call
half.

8INGER. Manager

FOR THEATRICALS.— Meesra aad Ua to Oate
GOOD RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
WRITE FOR RESERVATIONS

N. Y.
8KEFFINGTON.

L. B.

A.

DETROIT, MICH.
Five Minute

SL
CHICAGO
New and Modern

Everything

Phone in every Apt.
MRS. RILEY, Prop.

ROCHESTER,
first

NEW TREMONT HOTEL
rl-29 So. Dearborn

ing.

HOTEL SANDERS
COLUMBIA

ILL.

Rates 11. $0 Per Day and Up
One Block from Palace Theatre

SOL R APIS.
33

ILL.

and Cp
With or Without Hath
Washington St.. Bet. La Salle and Wells
Catering to Orph euni Acta
a

into

i

Every Room.

CHICAGO.

Professional Rates Quoted.

Phono Columbus 2273-4— 1473

Calgary, Alta. Can,
Double— $1.21 Siaale— Hot aad cold aster.

HOTEL WASHINGTON
S2.00
I>ay

.

tCQC
+909

A 6-Room Apartment

—

High Class Elevator Apartments; Every Possible Service; With Kitchen and
Kitchenettes; 4 -Room Suites Especially Adapted for Two Couples; Large
Kitchen.

DAVID K PAUSE, My.

HOTEL w " Venna.ort;

Svery fooi.t with either private bath or
running hot an**, cold water $2.00 per
day and up. or with private bath. $3 00
per day and up. Cafe and Grill open day
and all night. Popular price "Club Meals."

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

VALUE

Incomparably Rich

PHILADELPHIA.

15th
Chestnut St*..
Bent located hotel In city.
Rates: 81ogle. without
$12.00 per week. Double. $10.00 per week.
Rooms with "private bath $15 CO tingle: $21.00
double. Telephone; In all roome.
bath.

Pboneoi Bryant $$&$-]

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

1114

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

OF ST. LOUIS
Just N. of Washington Ave. on 13th St
Special Theatrical Kates
$7.00

Per Week

Up— Strictly

Modern and

Homelike

which Stoeser hopes to do much to
drive away the false Impressions
about Alaska which have been circulated throughout the country.
Jack McClellan, well known in
Seattle and Everett, where he operated a theatre, died at his home in
California
according to
recently,
friends in Seattle.
Because of her ownership of

$15,-

000 worth of unimproved land in this
State, the will of Anna Held, actress,

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

who

died in

1918,

was

New York August

filed in

12,

the King Superior

Court for probate Thursday byCharles F. Hanlon, of San Francisco,
steamship aeromodatlons arranged an eU Unas, at Main Offlee
Prleoe
Boate are executor
of the estate.
The chief
rolna verr full- arrange -arly
Foreign Honey bought narf «old
t.lherte Bond*
beneficiary of the will is Liane Car•ought trie* aolft
.-erra. Miss Hold's daughter, who is
i»^r| tAtmm «jm>» 10. b. w u,i. v. ..„ T«k
n_ mr:
«,„.«„, given $200 a month until slM is 25
years old, when she will receive the

„„„„„

residue of the estate.

BUMPUS & LEWIS
SCENIC STUDIOS
245 W. 46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
*ome
we have equipped
&
IN

.-

with scenery: Skelly
Fortune Queen

of the Acts

.
•

Heigt Revue '

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
VELVET. SILK, SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS
pm

t

r;

<i

>

•

.

J

'

i'-t

v

a*

••«»•»*,..

Oi*> Hloci.

Strictly Professional.

Room Apartment

5

$700
i

•*•»•»

•••*•

STAGE

Up

Or$07
£A}L

(ASH

A
I

egMh

'«»ef|«n

Pa

Three, Four and Five-Room Hlgh-Claaa Furnished

to whom the artistic In furniture presents ever Its strongest appeal, should follow
the example of the hundreds of leading members of the profession who have furnished their homes through as. and thereby not only save from 25 to 40% on the
price, but avail themselves of the privilege of our convenient deferred payment
system, the most liberal in New York for over a quarter of a century.

I.ITtKKAL TKRMS
Mouth
Value Week

Phone Circle 5640

51st Street.

i

UP

Pantages

intelligent array at

Speed, diversity,

A

CITY

elevator fireproof building of the neweat type, having every device and conntence.
Apartments are beautifully arranged and consist af $, S and 4 rooms
bath and 'phone.
with w:tchens and kitchenettes
J17.00 Up Weekly
Addreaa all communications to Charles Tenenbaom, Irving/ton Hall.

PHONE

N. Y.

do

W

Clean and Airy.

An

754-756

program of the year.
I

West

PHILADELPHIA
^^

ST..

NKAR ALL THEATRES

Single rooms with running water. $2.00 a
double. $2.50.
8lngl>. with prtrate bath. $1
day. double. $3.00. II. P. CAHILL. Mgr.
Same Management for the Paat Ten Yeara.

IRVINGTON HALL PARK
355 to 359

fJa

HOTEL STRATlllVi6SE^
at 12th

WALNUT

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

Billy Arlington was the surprise
of the two male assistants carried. and legitimate applause hit of the
XiOney Haskell knows the Palace program.
The
old
burlesquer
sort
of
throng and fed them the
clowned his way over securely. His
matter they relish. They seemed vehicle is rather thin, but he surdepart.
As
he
him
loath to see
mounted that handicap valiantly.
slipped a couple of old boys to reMiss Keller held much of intelliverberant howls, he remarked sotto gent appeal and received unstinted
voce, "Why worry about new ma- approbation.
terial?"
Murphy and "White should have
TJilly Do9« again displayed his
blackface moment to conclude. The accomplished more than was their
The act holds much bright
reward.
act repeated well, although it did
not strike so resountfmgly as upon material, but several lapses and
militated against
over-confidence
Its first appearance here.
their efforts. Had they left upon the
crest of applause occasioned by
Helen Keller was not drawing at the corking Indian travesty number,
foe Orpehum Monday. Business the the general impression would have
opening day was the lightest of been better.
But they inserted a
The bill proper is Clown speech that could and should
the season.
rather conglomerated, with interest be omitted.
centering locally about Leon Paulus.
Edith Clasper and Boys, dancers.
(New Acts). Fox and Carnow were Who can really dance, were a relief
The from the fusillade of incompetents
quietly received at the start.
boys are adequate athletes, but are cluttering the vaudeville by-ways
not selling their endeavor to advan- these days. The trio were in high
The incidental music is dis- favor throughout.
tage.
paraging, then again the costuming
The Le Grohs made a dandy
runs to the usual and, lastly, the Closer, doing better in that position
Whole lacks showmanship.
They had
than was anticipated.
Laurel Lee gained moderate at- Seen spotted second with the change
She Is rather saccharine about helping the running order.
tention.
at times, with material not punchy

enough. She might have achieved
through adopting natural
methods.

KKJHTH

•

on Broadway

more

'

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

Street

Bet\ «en 40«

—

77S

-

INDIANAPOLIS
Room with Bath from 12.50
Special Batea to the Profession
WM. R. 8BCKER. Pen. Mg r.

Every

^^^^«
AVENUE

Office:
tioo. P.

No

SEYMORE HOTEL

CITY

Seat em her.

Private Bath 5-4 Rooms. Catering to the comfort aad convenience of the profession
Steam Heat and »'«»etrtc Mght •
$P.5Q Up

NOTICE

1 18.

ta

47th and 4Sth Streets

NEW YORE

West 43rd

323

Jsae

treat

$44

ar aiara adalt*.

3333

1, 2. S

Rconoys

1

Weeklp.

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS

AVENUE, Between

Rates

THE BERTHA

fft.SO Up Weakly.
Address all communlcatlona to M. Claman
Principal Office— land. a Court. 241 West 42rd Street, New Tork
Apartments can be eeeo evenlngjs. Office In each building.

Pkant

ant

Sees ease

Complete tor Housekeeping.

112. 314 and HP Watt 48th tf.
Phaaa Lsspssre 1830
up te-tha-miaute
ae*. fireproof eufHIwi
arraapae ia apart meat* af three aaa tear reeaa
with hitches, aad eHvate path.
Phoaa la aaak
apart ataaL
•I7.0P Up Weekly

S4I ta U7 Watt 45ra St..
Phase Lee peers J5M
aulldlni da leu.
lait eewpletU
elevate*
•part»eeta arrases* le eultee et en«. t»e ar.d
three reaajt. alts tile* Path ana ehswer. tile*
ftttchena. kltcheaettes.
Taass aeart««at» eatSeely
•very iu*ur> kae»a ta aiadara aakara.

Sseeial

Each Anartment

la

HENRI COURT

HILDONA COURT

Prefaeilea

776-78-SO EIGHTH
Private Bath and 'Phone
Ptoofso: Or.

are the lareeat sialataiaar* pf heuukeeglai farsltheP apartsiests epeclali/iae te
We era aa the around dally Thle alaaa lateree preatpt aarviaa aaa eleaalwe**.

the

ta

O NTA

(EUROPEAN PLAN)

TENNESSEE AVE.. Juat Off Boardwalk.
The Hotel That Haa Advertlaed
ATLANTIC CITY for 29 Year*

Proprietress

Eaeluiteel,

CatariSI

T.

If.

$1.23 Single, without bath; $1.75 Double, without
bath; $3.23 Slople, with bath; $3.00 Double, with
bath.

Aloxis

Luce,

formerly

of

tho

Wilkes stock, is returning to th«
company. Joseph McManus is to be
transferred to one of Wilkes' California companies.

A famous singer of 50 years aso
dk-d at Norwalk. Conn. Annie Louise
Carey, nunt of Dr. Harris U. Haskell
of Seattle.

»
i

,

»

.
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NEW YORK THEATRES
)
CAPITOL XSt? * Belasco
PERCY
TOM
UONEL ATWILL
MOORE GRAINGER
Wept 44th It., Eves, at
Mat* Thurs. and Sat.

BEGINNING SUNDAY

Personal Appearance of PlaiiHt

"MADE IN
HEAVEN"

S

|

DAVID BELASCO

In
A Comedy

Comwwr

and

CAPITOL GRAND ORCHESTRA
BRNO HAPS*. Conuintur

—

Present

»WAV

RALPH LEONARD

Presents

SKATING MACKS CLARE

from ths French by Sacha
Barker

— IN—

AVERt HOPWOOD'8

-Jlmw TT.nnTO

aM H.

SJ

Conductor

W.

GEO
.

Series

V

DRAMA

POUAAI * *>*
.

B'waj

A

43d

8L

NOTE— The

W. 42d

Earn

St.

at 8 30.

ITT C

(ISN'T IT A

M>u. Wed.. Thura.

The

A Sat

i

2:30

V YEAR

The score of the
play will be revised by Al Diesseroth, the society's musical director,
Ralph Murphy will coach the production.

res.

A

Hats. Wed.

8:45.

W. 424 ST.
Sat. at 2:30.

"LADIES' NIGHT"
CtsN}
CUMBERLAND
A

I.

Fares

ALLVN KINS

Is

Three Acta. With

CHARLE8 RUGGLER
EVELYN 608NELL

"POOD TaMES"
M

AT

THE

*

DAILY

a*

HIPPODROME

I

World's Biggest Show at
Lowest Prices
—

MDCRTY
a»IDl.n
I

I

E » cnln «» at
West 42 8t
i-op. MaU, Wed. sod Sat.
-

" "1:15.

MITZI
*» the Musical ro-n.-.lj nit.

"LADY BILLY"

BEST SEATS SS-IS $2.00

SYRACUSE,
By

CHE8TER

B.

N. Y.
BAHN.

EMPIRE.— Third week

"TIP.T0P"

GLOBE
THEATRE
BROADWAY
FORTT-81XTH

sixth
Season of Knickerbocker Players,
with "The Crimson Alibi" current.
First time the George Broadhurst
teelodrama has been done here.
Management had 50 Syracuse cops
as guests Monday night. Fair business, but the box office felt the effect
of the Circle of Mercy benefit. Next
week, "Up in Mabels Room."

The Empire here will adopt a picpolicy for Sundays at once.

ST.

and

8ATUR1AV

-

E6ILDA

NTER MADAME*
THM

1

aca-made
Pictures,
April 21.

film, produced by Cayuga
Inc., is slated for release

road shows. Woodcock joins the
n Robinson circus at Peru, Ind.,
52 a B resnahan goes to Pottstown,
a to join
the Col. Ferrari CarniJ
val as
advance advertising agent.
,

"If

Women

Only Knew," an Ith-

donna

and

concert

singer, now of this city, will attempt
to overthrow the will of her father,

Gustavus W. Bruske, who died in
February In Saginaw, Mich. The
will disposes of a $500,000 fortune,
and the Syracuse professional Is cut
off with a small legacy.
The bulk
"The Girl in the Spotlight" failed of the. property goes to a stepto reach the Stone at Binghamton, brother and step-sister of the MaN. Y.. last week, the show closing dame, and she will charge them with
at Eric, Pa.
force, fraud, duress and undue in-

Gordon.

/The cast Includes Robert
Virginia

Madeline Claire,
Lee and Fred Burton.

'

This

may sound

fluence.
like press, but It
last week had

The Empire
"Wedding Bells,"

Isn't:

by
Four

offered

Knickerbocker Players.

the
for-

eigners strayed into the lobby, all
decked out with wedding bells and
everything, and wanted Treasurer

James ODonnell

to issue

a marriage

license.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

SHURERT-BELASCO.

— Return

By HARDIE MEAKIN.

engagement of "The Masquerader"
within few weeks. This time, however, Mr. Post brings back with
him Effic Shannon as his leading

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

PACK

LOEW CIRCUIT

MOHER

ABE THALHEIMER

Direction,

woman.
liant

Opened Monday
and capacity house.

POLIS.— Walter

Shakespeare.
Second
here this season.

NATIONAL— "The

of

IN

bril-

night, but

I

Corner 38th A If way. N. Y. City.
"HONK- t'lTZKOY 3848

CHICAGO

M E.

Ja<

DON'T CARE"

"I

In

Booked

appearance

Marcus Show

to big house
received "pan-

LOEW TIME

Solid.

HORWITZ A KRAU8

Direction,

Got away

1920."

Sunday

to

Hampden

ning" in the press Monday.

COSMOS.— "Once Upon a Time,"
Al and Agie Knight, Martin and
Goodwin, Four Amaranths, Martin
«'lll, Holland and Ray, Alms.
MOORE'S STRAND.—Great Felix.
Peters and LeBuff, Will J. Evans,
Downing and Bunin Sisters, Brown
and Gunthier, films.

FOLLETTE

PEARL
and

The Rev. Dr. C. C. McLean who,
In addition to having the distinction
of being the father of Douglas McLean, of picture fame, Is known as
"the youngest 70-year-old man in
Washington." preaches his farewell
sermon tonight (Sunday) at the
Lincoln Road Methodist Episcopal
church, where he has served as
pastor for the past three years.
In speaking of his retirement Dr.
McLean said: "My boy Douglas told
me the other day that I should retire
from the ministry while I was yet
young, and in thinking It over I
quite agreed with him. So I am going to spent the rest of my days in
the west," where it understood that
the retiring minister will reside with
•
his son in California.

A

children's theatre, devoted en-

tirely to plays that will appeal to a
child, Is to be opened in this city.

WICKS
LOEW

CIRCUIT, 1920-21

LEW CANTOR

Direction

be sold only for the series and
that the productions will Include
such play? as "The Chinese Lantern," by Laurenco Housman; "The
will

Forest of Wild Thyme," by Alfred
Noyes, and "Treasure Island," by,
Robert Louis Stevenson.
The plays will be produced with
professional casts under the direction of Mrs. ( Henna Emith Tinnln,
Katherlne S. Brown and A. Washington Pezet.

v

Until a permanent theatre can be
built the Holton Arms gymnasium
is

being

theatre

made over
to

house

into a

the

Beautify Your Face

temporary

productions.

aiutt taol sses IS «ak«
sf tsa "Prafaaaias" ssva

Yes

The first play is to be "A Lady Here
and There," an adaptation from a

Many

ana

tsleetf

*

fesvlst

Hans

Christian Andersen story, it
being presented for four performances, beginning Friday afternoon,
April 15.
It is the tentative plan that tickets

sag

Caaialtatlas

§

taavt

B.

SMITH

tOppt

fey

•-

felssjlafeea.

feee

tree,

Fifth A»s..

•47

eft-

retain** ftsttst »art»
ssrrsst ttair fssCeral

Sarfaetfssa
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H. I. Ce

Waldorf)

IMPORTANT NEWS! PRICES REDUCED!
PROFESSIONAL

11 WkM

THEATRICAL

WfU Kl |V|

WARDROBES

FAMOUS HERKERT 4 MEI8EL MAKE, OF

$55

HOTEL NORMAND1E BUM.,
S.

TRUNKS
ST.

LOUIS

k$oo Blvd.

.v\\

rRANCISCO

109 Golden Geir A»c.

IN N. Y. CITY
$90

to

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

F. O. B.

NEW YORK

CITY

USED TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
Hartman, Indestructo, Belber
EVERY
EVERY
Ta y |or

ssii/r

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYEH CO
Broa.Jwav

and ELDR1DGE

BE BOUGHT
WARDROBE TRUNKS CAN NOW

THE ROBERT-MORTON
NEW. YORK CITY

HARRY

'Dance Diversions of 1921"

Inc.

The Vaudeville Organ

1'jljO

or

prima

opera

M

)!r}

"Tew Funey Buoy*is

PAUL

•

Mme. Bruske-Hollenback, grand

pn
with
l,r P n >'. Utility man
k
j«S Knickerbocker Players at ths
Sinpire here, has penned a new

Jamo g w. Bresnahan and Isaac
more than 20 yean

is

w
Sau« MJM Lulu

Irish Justice."

jvoodcock, for

closed

ture

Marion J. Coogan, aunt of Jackie
Retired for three years, Thomas Coogan, filmdom's newest kid star,
E. Murray of this city will return was married Sunday to John H.
Portly, Jr., of New York. They met
*° the sawdust ring with the John
a Chamber or Commerce dinner
Robinson Shows.
Murray was a at
clown under the big top for 37 here three years ago.
years, filling in between seasons
with minstrel organizations.
Tambourine and Bones of Syracuse University will stage "Jim's
Thomas J. Gray, columnist for Girl," originally done by Cohan &
v
Variety, was the piece de resistjnee of the N. V. A. testimonial performance at B. F. Keiths here FriTommy played the judge in
day.
the added travesty
bit on the bill,

members of the house staff of the
Av on, formerly the Citv on. ia
«ouse at Watertown, leave this
week to take places with the crews

at

THE RIGHT GIRL'

of

Musical
When?*'
corned v,
"Say
which has oeen accepted by Sanger
* Jordan for a fall opening.

Binghamton,

"White Slavery Exposed" was the
offering of the Belgrade Players at
the Richardson, Oswego, this week.
Evenings 8:30. Matinees The week saw a film war between
<%0
TlMF<t
lllflLOOU.
Thur>. and 8at# J:J0 the Richadson and the Capitol.
Both houses offered Charles Chaplin's "The Kid," the Richardson offering it in connection with the
stock program and the Capitol tying
it up with "The U. P. Trail."
A New Musical Play
With CHARLES PURCELL
Rennold Wolf presided as toastmaster at the Ithaca Elks' banquet
Ion Saturday night. The New York
playwright and critic intimated that
Brock Pembertnn's Productions
he would return to Ithaca to make
his permanent residence there one
Rett"
of these days.
48St
w
Bryant
Era.
8:20
Rplmnnt MtU- Thura. A48.SaL 1:20.
DCIIIIUIIl
Charles Schrappe, out of vaudeville, enlisted in the navy here SatVARESI
W*
urday. Schrappe got his first taste
of navy life during the war and
NORMAN TREVOR
found the stage too tame, he said.
w 46t0 st Evet 8:3 °PI
1
ruLIUI
'
will serve four years in the
He
Mats. Wed. A Sat.
GOOD SEATS AT THE BOX OFFICES
Orient.
and

-

ATINEE

Stone,

the first real attempt to
offer pictures there.
Ratnsey secured the lease of the house primarily for dramatic stock.

6
BROWN BROTHERS. 16
PALACE GIRLS, A HARLAND DIXON

aa

The American Wheel season
the

JEFFERIES.

KEITH TIME

of April 25. Grand, Philadelphia,

REECE and EDWARDS
next month.
Contrary to
year the cast will be limited to

This

SISTERS.

MATINKES WEDNESDAY

THEATRE.

THE DUNCAN

With

KITTY

Circuits.

Wednesday.

"TIP-TOP"

By FRANK CRAVEN

ELTINGE

GRAND OLD NAME)

BRIM FULL OF FUN

Ere*, at 8:30.

W'est 44 Street

Lt

I

I

I

lit

Week

S1DELLI
&NORMAN

CENTRAL PARK WEST

only lady doing the toe-to-

KEITH and ORPHEUM
Direction, JOB SULLIVAN.

last

"MARY"

COMEDIANS'

DEAR ME
LI

ZSt&e'S.

LAST WEEK

REFUBLIC Mat*. Wed. & Sat.. 2:30
GRACE LA RUE and
HAH HAMILTON

71st Street

Harris,

GEO. M. COHAN'S

'

Direction,

toe catch.

Playing

male students.

LIGHTN1N

MENNETTI

ALL 8TOP AT

RUTH HOWELL HOTEL JOYCE
DUO
31 West

»

"WHAT'S ALL THE 8H00TIN* FOR?"

Knickerbocker

DAVE BENDER
DICK RATH

round success.
Borne excellent comedy
is provided by a clever Yiddish comic
and all have excellent voices.

.

THE TAVERN

FRANK BACON in

ERNIE STANTON

In 'Frisco:

"AMERICA'S PREMIERE AERIALISTS"

V>VT*l.f»J.Y BT1 g:M Mu.Wed.A8at
LAST TWO WEEKS
GREATEST UY8TERT 08 THEM ALL.

Ew. at 8:30
& SaL. 3:30.

Rroailwa*. 4fl St.
Mats.. Wed.. Fri

AMKIIIt A

M, COHAN
DIHTIMU T81IED CAST INCLUDES:
EMMETT CORRIGAN and OLIVE TELL

John Golden

me

HIP. 'FRISCO.
San Francisco. March 8.
or Money." an act with two
and a woman, registered an all

LOKW CIRCUIT—NOW

of

~~?

UAIETY

Sat. 2:30.

NEW

A New Comedy
*
W1U» GEORGE 8IDXET

%

A

NEMESIS
Management
GEORGE

AARON HOFFMAN

and Run
+ + +

Eves. 8:30.

8t.

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

"WRCOME STRANGER"

Hit

44th

Mats. Wed.

Presents

."— Ira Worid.
•Th* Papular R m ss sm

tty

Variety thought of

"Voice

men

A 8au

Uatineea Wed.

HARRI3

BAM n

COHAN'S 3 RIG HITS

»:W.

E»ea.

Thes.. «*t-

HAKKlO

•JJ-

Operatic Versatile Comedian

What

Sparkling Comedy.

When we get real mad: Wc toy
"Crotonf* That's the biggest dam
No! Not Flo
tee can think of.
Morris; We do not darn our own
socks, nor do we take in crocheting
for excitement, either. Just a couple
That's all.
of laughing Lay-offs:

Direction

"Thm Gold Digger*"

GREAT OUTDOORS

BOOKED SOLID

Circuit

MANDEL & ROSE
CLAUDE ANDERSON
MILTON WALLACE
JOSEPH EL BART

INA CLAIRE

Prvarnta

EOOUAROE

BOOKED SOLID

Booked Solid Loew

Uata.. Tluiradaj and Saturday

—SECOND YEAR—

STRAND ORCHE8TRA
C ARL

and

FRANCES

"DEBURAU*

West 4Mb St

THE SKY-PILOT
TUB
A PICTURE OF

RAWSON

"The Loose Nut"
W. V. M. A.'ing it

Artiste Whirlwind Oddites'.

Plsskstl

Sirsstlsa.

St 47t» it.

Wilson

Charlie

8:30
1:30

MARK

STR A N D

GUY

Deehler & Jacobs

Gui'ry. adapted by Granville

-A National Institution"
Je»«an

39

MAKE

'

Murphy,

Oshkosh,

Neverbreak,

Central,

CTVTI7

MiLfc

Bal

SAMUEL NATHANS
SOLE AGENTS FOR H
Tim

uare

s::tS

& M TRUNKS

531 7th Ave., New York
l'HONE GREELEY

0C20

IN
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*
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m
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THAT SPRING IS HERE. WHY NOT SPRING A NEW SETTING |J
ON YOUR AUDIENCES? WE HAVE SOME VERY SEASONABLE NOV- J
IVl \a# W\ I
ELT IES budding in our studios, which we expect to bloom
«.- ^ M COLLEGES, CLUB8, EXHIBITIONS
..... WCT
cm v CATEEN SCENERY »NTO REAL HOT HOUSE BEAUTIES IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE.
WE
XlkXnT'-rfAM^'
REVUES
snd ACTS CONSULT US NOW FOR YOUR NEW SPRING STAGE ATTIRE. SET- A WINDOW DISPLAYS, TO ORDER
^^ES and
PRO DUCT IO NS. RE_
DECORATIONS.
R SUPPLIED ON RENTAL BASIS
pAST MASTERS |N TH£ ART QF STAGE
THEATRE A STAGE DEGOHATIUNS ar£
J| NGS FQR RENT> ALWAYS-RENTALS APPLYING ON PURCHASE.
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STUDIO S

230 W. 46th ST, N. Y. CITY
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PICTURES
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DREAM STREET^
MIbs Carol Dempster
Her Father
W. J. Ferguson
.lumen "Spike" McFadden.. Kalph Graves

OypQ-FBlf

M<-Kuildcn ..-..Charles

Millie

Man

Sway

Tom
The

l'orter

Charles

Inspector

Pollco

ChU'lth-r
Bajrer of old

Truths

TrlcksUT

of the
Influence)

Evil

D.

W.

'Dream
having

opening

Good

picture pro-

Street," came to
night,
its

Tuesday

Central

the

(Th.;

Tyrone Power
Htreets (The
Morgan Wallace

now

(Jrltfith's

thtetion,

Neville

tj.-orice

Influence)

The

Kmmell Mack

K.dward Pell
Strong
SlntUry

Samuel Joins

A

boon

delayed

f >r

several days. It is a typical Griflith screen creation, rich* in deft
touches such as he alone seems to
be able to impart to film dramas,
hut at moments inept in its story

method.

telling

represent the good and evil v/ithin
the brothers.
Then there Is another of those
evil influences in the person of a
vicious Chinaman with a deep lust
for the music hall girl and evil ingenuity in plotting her downfall.
Around this dreadful figure revolve
some of the most thrilling episodes,
colorful melodrama of the smashing sort, such as that in which be
lures the girl to his luxurious den
and seeks to bend her to his wicked
desires. Another is the passage in
Which the Uncanny Oriental be
trays "Spike" to the police by the
trick of springing a signal which
brings them to the fugitive, as neat
a dramatic surprise as could be
conceived.
From first to last the scenic features of the play are flawless and

The defect! are trifling, however, the photography unmatched. One
compared to the power of the melo- passage will serve as an index to
drama and the sure instinct for this feature of the production.
compelling details, incidents and When the police are in pursuit of
The 'Spike" after the killing, ho races
appealing character appeal.
good may safely be attributed to through the slum by-ways in the
Griffith, the ill appears to be on the midst of a fog.
These shots are

who mado the wonderful. One. sitting in the theaby tre almost gets a sensation of
Htories
also wrote the choking mist; the pavements shine
original story from which "Broken with moisture and tiny globules
Blossoms" waa taken.
stand out from the dark walls. No
Roy

side Of

Sinclair

two

from

scenario

Thomas Burke, who

This new production will have
Broadway triumphs, although

its
it

may not reach the proportions of
"Way Down East," but in less
sophisticated communities, both in
New York and elsewhere, its smashing melodrama will give it a following probably as great if not
greater than anything the film producer has done. Its second half is
tremendously absorbing with a succession of surprises and telling
dramatic situations equalled by no
straight-away film story that comes
to

mind.

Not that the picture is merely
material melodrama. Nothing could
be further from the truth. Griffith has made it his aim to express
spiritual

certain
life

elements

of

real

The
terms of melodrama.
tho story are perhaps
but its essence is of the

in

terms

Friday, April 15, 1921

of

theatrical,
spirit.

illusion

could

bo

more

effective.

These slum scenes "are fascinating
with their atmosphere of shadowy
mystery and a sort of looming
No painter with brush
tragedy.
and oils could make the effect more
poignant than Griffith and his
cameraman have done.

The players are splendid. Carol
Dempster as Gypsy seems at first
just a suspicion of too hard in her

regular beauty, but misted portraits
Those
in the closeups correct this.
faintly blurred closeups of a lovely
face are new triumphs of portraiture.
Miss Dempster gets over the
essential quality of youth and femininity and creates an adequate
character jzat ion.
The other main character, that of
"Spike," is done by Ralph Graves,
who looks and acts like Maurice
Barrymorc of half a generation ago
and makes one of the most striking screen characterizations in the

of the play might be
its briefest form as Griffith repertoire. Morgan Wallace
are all of us made up of as the evil street violinist accomthis:
good and bad and vague but strong plishes an effect much like that of
forces are at work within us and John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll and
about us to give direction to these Mr. Hyde."
raw materials of character. That
The picture at the Central Tuesbeing the thesis, Griffith makes his day night ran two hours and a
meaning plain in the story of two quarter, approximately 10 reels, and
brothers, Billy McFadden, physi- is divided into two parts. The decally weak but spiritually fine, and fect of the scenario or continuity
"Spike McFadden, a physical giant is that the first half is rather tirewith a certain arroganca and al- some, due to the over-elaboration
most brutal selfishness. "Spike" is of preparation and detail.
The
the hard hitting leader of the neigh- work of "planting" situations which
borhood, the slums of London by are to come to fruit later is done
the backgrounds, with a golden too conscientiously, much as a cervoice to aid him in his conquest of tain brand of Sunday magazine
the girls. Billy is a gentle dream- story harps unnecessarily on detail
er, no nightingale, but yearning to
in labored effort to build up an efexpress a sense of beauty in mak- fect. The proof of the mechanical
ing songs.
error here is disclosed in too many
Out of theso elements the two titles. The first halt of the story
are to mould their characters. The at times seems to be told more in
tost by fire comes when they both
printed titles than In screen action.
fall in love with the Fame girl,
However, when the work of preneither knowing of the other's pasparation is accomplished it makes
"Spikes" lust for .conquest for
sion.
a singularly powerful story
over women makes him a bold from mid-way
to end. It is a pity
suitor after Gypsy Fair, a concert
that
the necessary preliminaries
weakhall dancer. But Gypsy is no
conld
not
have
been established
ling and their courtship becomes a
with an art that would conceal the
desperate battle of the sexes. Her
working
of
the
technical
machinery.
Tesistance strikes sparks in "Spike"
Rush.
and the strength of will and body
are converted Into the finest kind
love.
spiritual
of
Billy, made of different stuff, Is a
diffident lover. His weakness ex- The Queen of Sheba
Betty Blythe
Frits Lueber
presses Itself in long distance woo- Kink' Solomon
ing and he is soon outdistanced in Queen Amarath, the wife of Solomon

The theme
set down in

We

,

•

Sam Smith (Samuel X.
Mary Brown

When "Spike"
competition.
wins Gypsy, Billy starts to shoot
him, but his better nature, or perhaps Griffith means his sense of his
own Inferiority, makes him give up
the design.
A further growth of
the pair in their relations comes

Marie I'revost
Marcel le Mansfleld
James Flnlayson
Wellington Jones
Bert Roach
Martin Brown
Al Cooke
Joe Barnum..
.Dot Farely
Mrs. Smith f&anV* mother). .
KM, In- Gribbon
Bandit Chief
Kail* Pasha
P.andit Chief* rival

J.

when Billy kills a rowdy and he
lets, the stronger brother take tho
blame, shrinking from the ordeal of
pursuit and trial as one of his composition

of

body and

be expected to

spirit

might

do.

David

Kin»f

of

Tyro
.

The stronger man's instinct to
Fox's third special feature now
protect (a new development of his playing in Now
York opened Sunbetter side) makes him shoulder tflc day at the Lyric
before an audience
blame and undergo the trial un- that was aroused to an
applause
shaken, until conscience drives the demonstration of acknowledgment
weaker to a confession and the re- at the conclusion of the first half
lease of "Spike" to Gypsy's arms. of the film, and again
at its comThat is the outline, but it is pletion. The reason for
the first
with major and will ho the outstanding characterisrichly filled in
minor incidents. Tho love scenes tic of the latest Fox super whenbetween "Spike" and Gypsy are a ever it is discussed, and it was
mine., at ; exjtut»jtji. comedy
and worthy ot the accord acclaimed
drama.
That passage ~w7ieTe" the the chariot nTcev which faring the
brute pursues the girl to her room initial stanza to a close.
intending to force her kisses, only
Placed In an arena the visualizto he overcome and shackled by her ing of a sextet of chariots,
each
woman's wiles is a gem of deft and drawn by four horses, whirling
dainty high comedy. And the scene around tho track, affords action
in which the mans awakened love that is.
Tom Mix is given credit.
sends him to the girl's feet in shame on the program, for "invaluable ad"
is a fine hit of poetry.
in staging the races.
He has done
somo
has
done
effective
Griffith
a corking piece of work and discreation in symbols to embroider played* some effects particularly
his creation of the forces driving noteworthy. The principal one was
the two brothers. Whenever either the overturning of a leading chariot,
of them is in tho midst of a spirit- on a turn, with the remainder of
ual struggle there appear in the the contestants going on, and over,
street dose by either or both of the upturned vehicle.
There were
two characters, personification of also numerous excellent (lashes durgood and evil. Trie good influence ing the race between the Queen and
Is in the person of n "Sayer of Old lur feminine rival which had the
Truths" as Griffith calls an itiner- horses coming load on to the
(splendidly camera, at angles and from a disstreet
preacher
ant
..

The
Power).
evil forco Is typified by a Street
violinist, a weird and sinister figin^, "whose strange face is beautiby Tyrone

played

ful, bill

whose stringed

euggestions

gram

nolo.

violin wails
of evil." Mtyi a proThese two, of course

These also brought applause
unto themselves.
Virginia Tracy authored the story
based, mainly, on legend and tradition.
The mn>ie was arranged hv
Krno Rapee. .1. tjordon Edwards
is
scheduled a-< having done the
tance.

The acting was

man Kerry

is

indifferent.

Nor*

seen on the screen too

Here he was som?timeE effacttT$ but for th© most part ha
was a leading man trying to appear
like a butler. Miss Keefe was more
natural.
The role of tho silly liti

irely.

tle daughter, who kept flirting with
the butler, was played by Raye
Dean.
The part was against her,
and the way she was directed tended to make her seem mostly a silly

bunch of fluff. Something redeeming should have been gotten

little

into tho characterization, but even
in her song scene Mr. Baker let
her use a series of impossible gestures that Increased the farce impression. William H. Tooker, in the
way he brushes his hair and the
solemn masslveness of his expression, suggest more an animated
statue than a humon being working
at a job. Certainly tho Idea he got
over didn't come anywhere near the
public's notion of a man of affairs.
Paul Everton, rs the crooked politician,
did
better,
but, on ih»wholo, the production seemed like
a waste of good money. More competent handling could have made it
entertaining, but as it stands it
has only a few minutes while the
hold. 4i p is going on.
The rest is

wasted footage.

Letd,

THE HIGHEST BIDDER

noose, Just ?s the heroine arrives
with proofs of his Innocence and the
militia rides up to complete the
rescue.

the story.
It'« strictly a love tale
with Madge Kennedy starred and
Lionel Atwill In principal support.

. .

.

PROXIES.

is in. the direction of comedy
productions, and this one is a whale
for swiftness and telling comedy. It
runs nearly an hour and a half and
does not weary. The story is a fourring circus, with laughs scattered

vogue

liberally

throughout and an Inter-

mother, a sentimental character in
the story who is twice as cross-eyed
as Ben himself. You may think that
Ben is the last word In knock-kneed
optics, but you have yet to meet
Ben's screen ma.
She's a super
John Cosgrove
comedy all

Knvoy of Kinj? Pharaoh. .Paul Cazeneuve
Princess Vashtl
Nell Craig
Captain of A<1 'nijah's Army..Al Fremont
Juab, a soldier
Earl Crane

a pic!
nowhere

in

M'ss Kennedy's sympathetic apThe whole thing is done in a peal is very strong. Her role is
screamingly
funny
vein
seriousof
that
of a friendless girl who barDirector of "Two-Gun Sam"... Billy Bevan
Cameraman
George O'Hara ness which gives the travesty the gained with a designing woman that
keenest edge, especially to audi- for maintenance by the latter, the
Mack Bennett's seven -part com- ences well fed up on pompous screen girl would make a wealthy marRush.
riage. Mr. Atwill as Lester, a miledy this week at the Rialto has all drama. It's a pippin.
lionaire, seeks seclusion at Loon
the speed of a two-reel subject of
Lake in the Adirondack* in the
the Sennett order a bit of sustained,
hope of meeting someone who will
ingenious nonsense revealing amazbe
unaware of his wealth and like
ing resource for amusing nonsense. Peter, the butler
Norman Kerry
him for himself, falls in love with
The Riaito on Sunday night gave a Clare Conway, the maid
Zena
Virginia Keefe Sally
Kaeburn (Miss Kennedy).
satisfying testimonial to the draw- Carlotta Darley
...Raye Dean
ing power of the Sennett name, for Homer Carleton
Jack Crosby Sally's protector identifies Lester,
Paul Everton however, through a society paper
even after the last night show had John Stover........
Darley
William If. Tooker and informs the girl, who carries
been going for 15 minutes the Christopher
Mrs. Darley
Mrs. Schaffer the affair to
its conclusion, but restandees were five deep behind the DetecUve Linton
Robert Broderlck
jects Lester when he proposes to
rail on the orchestra floor. The film
her
in
his
New York home on
is put out by Associated Producers.
This Paramount feature, with a
Director, Earl Kenton.
cast headed by Zena Keefe and Washington Square, the girl telling
The picture is set to make a rec- Norman Kerry, came to the Rlvoli Lester she had known of his wealth
ord as a business builder, for the April 10.
Cosmopolitan made it. at all times.
.

Herschel Mayall
brother of Solomon.. O. K. Nye
George Nichols
Hoth-Shebn
Genevieve Bllnn
Sheba's son. aged 4....
Pat Moore
Nomis, Sheba'a sister. ...... .Joan Gordon
Oloa. Bheba's giant slave... William Hardy
King:

occur

IDOL.

esting element of the spectacular.
In addition there is really skilful
character drawing in a farcical way
and a number of sensational
"stunts."
The picture has everything.
It tells a complete, although scattered, story, revolving around a
ridiculous romance of the poor
Claire De Lores young man of the village in the perKing Armud. of Sheba ... George Siugmann son of the comic Valentine, Ben
Tvmaran, a courtier of Sheba
Turpin. The first whoop of* the film
Herbert Heyes comes in
the introduction of Ben's
Mentor, Shcba's Minister of State

Adonljah,

but would

ture),

-

QUEEN OF SHEBA.

the

gown (why spare expense

else.

"The Highest Bidder" tales an
odd twist, likely suggested by the
"Prince and the Pauper" story, that
cencies.
The end is a lynching intensifies the interest for a while,,
Smythe).Brn Turpin party, with the goggle-eyed hero
but the picture as a whole drops at
Phyllis Haver
bravely
awaiting
his fate under the other times through the mildness of
Charles Murray

SMALL TOWN

Sheriff Sparks

get

faces. A. last

—

—

to

eirit

.

—

rr,*

a clear iriew of th*
smash tending to mak«
the picture ridiculous waa the w*d«
dlr.g scene, where father and mother
were seated in what appeared to be
a stage box and bride and groom
engaged in a long, long kiss at the
altar, a breach of good taste that
must have mussed up the wedding

actual directing, assisted by a corps are striking for their magnificence.
These incidents All in the interest
of helpers. There is no stupendous
sum stated as to the cost Xft pro- which usually goes with the Sennett
duction, but the picture looks money Bathing Girls, for there were half a
ail the way with the lavish cos- dozen dancing groups in the extuming, massive sets and the mob treme of undress and several solo
stuff, all of which have been handled and small group dancing numbers
Of course, Turpin
nicely and recorded by photography of real beauty.
that is worthy of more than pass- as a comedy film actor was present
ing mention, with John Boyle re- in many of these studio scenes,
playin a Roman in a heavy' metal
sponsible for the camera men.
Cast honors go to Fritz Lieber, helmet thj? visor of which kept slipping
down at critical moments and
as
as Solomon, and Betty Blythe
gumming up the works.'
the Queen of Sheba. Lieber stands
Later
on Sam, the hero, graduates
of
interpretation
Ms
nut- through
the character of the wise man of to western melodramas and "**!ns
hero
parts
because he tries to comqualification
for
main
time.
The
all
It is
the leading feminine assignment mit suicide by doing stunts.
seemingly was appearance, as the with one of these roles that he reQueen, at no time, is unnecessarily turns home. The town gathers in
overburdened with clothes, and -Miss the picture house, and the whole
Blythe besides possessing the re- ridiculous travesty is screened
quired visionary assets- took care of film within a film, in this passage
her role acceptably and lent the re- there are some of the funniest poswith sible moments, and the situation of
associated
dignity
quired
royalty. G. R. Nye attracted atten- the self-worshipping hero may have
tion as the jealous brother of Solo- been the means of Sennett slipping
mon who finally turns on him in over a few slams at some of th
dramatic
picture
battle; Herschel Mayall as Sheha's serious-minded
chief advisor; Pat Moore as the stars of the coast.
son of the Queen; C.eorge
With the exhibition of the picture
little
Slegmann as the King and tyrant to Sam's fellow townsmen Sara is
over the land who abducts Nomis, re-established
and resumes his
the younger sister of Sheba, and courtship of Mary Brown, but the
whom the latter marries, in order villain, J. Wellington, plots anew.
The rube hotelkeeper shoots himself
to kill, and avenge her death.
The tale ha« been put together by accident, and suspicion is cast
nicely with the continuity^ con- on Sam because of his career as a
J. Wellington
sistent and of enough strength to screen gun fighter.
hold, though there are occasional works the townsmen up to the point
of
lynching
him,
and
the last rail
of
carrynecessity
where
the
lapses
ing the story on come to light. is an absurd chase, one of the most
However, it is at the climax of the elaborate that could be staged, and
the a' whooping burlesque on the life
first half and in other words
picture and-death struggle between the fathe
races that
chariot
Outside of miliar man-eating herd and villain.
reaches its pinnacle.
They wreck a whole village, while
that it is doubtful if the film would
be big enough to warrant a special the hero tries to save the g-i-r-1
and the base betrayer tries to abshowing.
While "The Queen of Sheba" is a duct her. There are horseback purgood picture, it is not a great one. suits, fights over roofs and in and
out windows and through attics and
streets, until neither combatant has
enough clothes to preserve the de-

in herself.

The story

is. really in four twochapters, although the unita
merge into a single whole. The first'

reel

has to do with Sam Smith's (Ben
Turpin) courting of the village
belle,

Mary Brown

(Phyllis

Haver)

and his undoing by J. Wellington
Jones (.James Finlayson), the travestry villain

who

plots Sam's downfrom the town.

Annoyed and disgusted, Lester
originally
magazine by Frank R. has his butler dig up a bum from
Washington
Square park, gives him
Adams. George D. Baker made a
scenario of it and directed the pro- the name of Hastings, dresses him
up
and
takes
him to Lester's counso
duction, and
comes into the docktry home for a week-end, where
et as the chief culprit.
Sally and some others are also inFor several years now the bated
Hastings, washed, shaved
breath boys have approached us all vited.
confidentially to confide that Mr. and dressed, is a very personable
Baker was one of the first directors young man. He is introduced as
In the business, unusual In that he wealthy and just returned from the
His instructions are to
always made his own scenarios. No Orient.
other director would have accepted make a play for Sal|y, and Sally la
the scenario for "Proxies" from informed through a cattv divorcee
anyone. To do so would have been who is angling for Lester that Hastings is worth twice as much as
to risk a reputation.
Based on this ill thought-out and Lester.
Lester grows jealous of Hastings.
careless piece of work, the story
naturally gets a start like a slow Hastings' progress at love-making
on
short notice is too rapid for
freight. Over 2.000 feet have passed
He dismisses
before it gathers headway at all. In Lester to relish.
Hastings
and gives him a check for
the end it concludes without settling the interesting point as to why $1,000 for his work thus far, but
a man who has held up a crowd of Hastings refuses to vamoose, saypeople isn't arrested for his crime. ing he is going through with it and
Instead of disposing of that ques- marry Sally. Threatening to expose
upon insisttion, Mr. Baker leaves his butler- Lester's connivance,
crook in the possession of a happy ence, Lester can do nothing. Hastcountry home. This is an example ings asks Sally to marry her, and
of what he has done in this feature. is declined, but when Lester again
His work is incompetent, nothing broaches marriage, Sally confesses,
/will not listen to him and returns to
less.
His direction is little better. The Hastings, whom she now knows,
and agrees to wed him, through
story
shows
Peter
and
Clara
butler and maid
in the Darley both being adventurers and better

The story was written
for

that

household.
A politician named
Stover calls. He is unwelcome and
with Sam's adventures in the film proposes to the head of the house a
colony in Los Angeles, where he crooked financial deal.
As he is
moots tho queen of tho films, Mar- ushered out. after telling his host
that Peter is an ex-crook, he sees
ci lie Mansfield (Marie Provost, onethe daughter. Carlotta.
iimo- Sennett bathing beauty), and
Carlotta
rises to stardom oh his own At coliiTC it, -f>i?cMg4.'d.,t« a. Uttlo ro-m named..
Chapter three records Sam's re- Carleton, but she longs tor a heio
turn to his home town a hero and as tall as Peter.
This arouses the jealousy of
the local exhibition of his screen
masterpiece before the townsfolk all Clare, hut when Stover calls again
tho
night of a big party he has
present at the nickelodeon and with
Sam modestly proud in a front seat. with him a paper that puts the balThe final episode resumes the ro- ance of power in his hands. So he
mance and the counter- plotting of ! invited in to the party, after declaring his pri.e is Carlotta's hand
J. Wellington and brings the affair
up to a finale, in which the villain in marriage.
To relieve Carlotta,
is foiled and the hero and heroine
Peter engineers a hold-up by which
go to a travesty lovers' clinch.
he gets and destroys the incriminHolding up a travesty for seven ating paper. He also puts Carleton
reels is no small task, and what in right with his
girl by tipping
makes this production notable is the him off m Portugese, a language
fact that it has been don- uncom- ihe> both sp< akj to attack
him and
monly well. The first chapter would so pose as a hex.. Liter Peter
resstand by Itself as a two-re( ler and cues :».. little in. lid. ri;, r by
posing
the second has "production feat- as astrar.gc detective.
The convenures" worthy of a serious spectacu- lep^s of he story are
advanced by
lar affair.
It shows the studio o
ending this out-of-town detective,
the Spandso Film Co.. win re^tfn who j. unknown
t<»
the police at
oriental story is being ftlmed^Some the home, Instead
of one of the l<» il
of the ballots would pass atlhe New lOI ee.
York Hippodrome, for site and
Throughout
movement the
cenlc effect and the camera shots story had v. a what
impaired bv impel
of an enormous palace throne room feet
lighting. Very often it Was
fall

and

exile

The second chapter has

to

suited

to one another.
Hastings
turns her cold upon learning she is
penniless, with Lester, of course,
persuading her to marry him.
Miss Kennedy is the head of
quite an/ important cast. In playing the company missos nothing.
The Cast's only blur is that Mr.
Atwill smnohv>w itdeeinft "teas WlOj*
lover he professes. But as an actor
of polish, ho leaves no doubt.
The story must have been selected
to give its star a feature in which
she could handle herself must advantageously, which Miss Kennedy
does-, but the story after that, barring the one bit, is a little too vapid.
without action and holding nothing
beyond pretty scenes and setting*

do

.

However. Miss Kennedy w .11 hold
Up as a release and the hackneyed

ii

all-star

billing

announced

Guy

i

;

diffl-

Wsift

Pr.ce's "N.fty."
Angeles. April

l-os

.

(

The

no\ s

will

H

almost

could

.'besides.

have

slip

to

It.

Oujf

I()S
dramatic editor
Angeles "Herald" credit for a niftyparaIn his column he carried
graph to the effect that Barl LW
should produce a play by .lack I*ai l

Price,

< >f

|h,>

•

SO that they could

and

I. ait."

bill

it

"Earl Lee
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Corporation.
The advisory staff consists of Allan Dwan,
Ince.
Gardner Sullivan, Jesse Lasky, Cecil de Mille,
Lois Weber, Hob Wagner and James
Quirk, and determines all matters
of educational policy for the Palmer
organization.

Photoplay

COAST FILM NOTES
By FRED SCHADEH
Los Angeles, ApiTl 13.
Oliver Sellers has organized a producing company bearing his name,
and will present* Elliott Sparling as
* star In a series of westerns based
on the stories of William Leighton.
Sparling was an ensign in the Naval
Aviation Corps and is credited with
having sunk a German sub. off of
the Cuban coast just prior to the
signing of the armistice. The company will rent space to produce
at either the Brunton or the U. lot.
In addition to

tl.e

C

Thomas H.

Mrs. Hannah Chaplin, mother of
"Hail, the Woman," is the title of
the famous screen comedian, arrived here last week. Both Charles a new all-star Thomas H. Ince production
written by C. Ga.dner SulSidney
and
were at the train to
meet her, and she is making her livan, to be made under the direchome with the former of the two tion of John Griffith Wray. In the
cast are to be Florence Vidor, Theobrothers.
dore Roberts, Lloyd Hughes.
vdge
Bellamy and Tully Mar hall.
Doris May;

M

who

left for th'e

Fast

with, the Maurice Tourneur Co. for
"Vic" Eubank, a few years back
the making of "Bright Lights," is
to be married on her return to the general manager for Essanay in Chicoast.
Wallace MacDonald is re- cago, Is now city editor of the Los
Angeles "Examiner." In addition he
ported to be the lucky man.
is also
adapting novels for the
production of

"Knig Lear," Louis B. Mayer is said
Douglas Fairbanks has completed
planning a screen version of the cast for "The Three Muske•The Wandering Jew" to be direct- teers," with Mary MacLaren to play
the lead.
Marguerite de la Motte
ed by John Stahl.
and Barbara Le Marr, Leon Barry,
George
Siegmann,
Eugene Pallette,
Giblyn,
Fox
director,
Charles
arrived here from New York last week Thomas Holding, Boyd Irwin, Sydney
Franklin.
Charles
Stevens.
start
producing
to
is
on
the
and
Nibel de Brullier, Willie Robarts,
west coast Fox lot in a week.

screen.

to be

Charles Murray and Ben Turpin
are both back on the Sennett lot
Murray is
after trips to the Fast.
to appear with Mabel Normand in
"Mollie O," while Turpin is start-

Don Poff and Adolph Menfou are
Fred Niblo will
also in the cast.
Fairbanks,
direct the production.
naturally, will play the role of
D'Artagnan.

Mary

Pickford's next production
to be started will be a screen ver"Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
of
sion
William
Fox
production.
"The
The
Queen of Sheba," is announced here which Will be directed by Alfred
and
Jack Pickford. After its
Green
released
in
September.
be
to

ing

work on a

series of two-reelers.

Elmo Lincoln

appear in a
Universal serial based on the exploits of Tarzan of the Apes.
is

to

•

Allan

Dwan

is in

Hawaii and

will

produce his next picture for the Associated Producers on the island.

Gerald

Duflfey

is

titling

Mary

latest,
"Through the
Back Door," under the supervision

Pickford's

the star.
The picture will be
ready for release about the middle

of
of

H. C. Witwer has disposed of his
latest novel, "The Leather Pushers,"
for the screen.
Virginia Brown Faire has been
given the leading role in the Kipling

"Without Benefit of Clergy,"
which is now being made on the
Brunton lot under <ho direction of
Jimmie Young.
special,

41
deserted the newspaper Held for the Mariam Cooper and George Walsh
picture. He will be associated with are playing the leads.
the Special Pictures Corporation,
which has been rescued from the
Eileen Sedgewlck. the TJ. serial
Bruckman star, has gone into retirement
financial scrap heap.
for
will write and title comedies for the several weeks to have an operation
company.
for appendicitis performed.

Sessue Hayakawa has

han

ill

for

up. There were a few interior shots
to be made to complete the picture,
and the set in which they were to

Mrs. Hugh Mcintosh, wife of the
Australian manager, has been In Los
be made is the only one that If Angeles for a week visiting studios
standing on all of the immense before going to New York.
stages of the Robertson-Cole lot
since the shut down of last week.
John B. O'Brien has been signed
Dr. Harry Martin has been attend- by R. A. Walsh to direct a special
ing the Japanese star and pro- production for First National renounced him out of danger this lease.
week.
Monte Brice is now in charge of
Herman Fichtenberg and his wife the story department of the William
arrived here last week an ! are stop- Fox comedy lot. Ho has been here
ping at the Ambassador. Herman for three months, being sent out
and Carl Laemmle were together from Now York by the Fox people.
constantly until Laemmle left for
Robert De Couedic, one of the
the east late last week. The former
New Orleans film man says that he supporting players with Will Rogers
is out of pictures for good and in at Goldwyn, married Mrs. Amanda
the future will keep active by having Hamilton, a wealthy widow.
an interest here and there in legitJohnny Harron, brother of the late
imate productions with Joe Weber.
He has a piece of "Honey Dew," the Bobby Harron, is appearing before

Louis J. Gasnier, who has just
finished another special for Robert-

last

Weber

the

production.

Doris Pawn has been confined to
hot on the trail of a
good drama. His latest, "Wives," her home for the past week with
was written by himself, and those bronchitis.
who have seen advance showings
Harland Tucker is returning to
completion Jack Pickford is to re- predict that it will be as big a box
turn to the screen at the head of office wallop as "Kismet."
the speaking stage and will appear
his own company. His first picture
with the Vagabond Players at the
is to be "Garrison's Finish."
Hope Loring and her husband, Eagan Little theatre in "Mrs. Dane's
"Bug" Lighton, have written a fea- Defense." He was formerly leading
Irvin V. Willat has started work
ture script that they may personally man with the Morosco stock and is
on "The Face of the World" at the produce.
a local favorite.
new Willat studios at Culver City.
Eddie Hearn is playing the lead.
The Chicago Journal is to hold a
Jack Cunningham, one of the old
Hazel Daly has been selected as timers on the telegraph desk of the beauty contest to select a Christie
charge
New
"Sun,"
is
in
York
now
the lead for the Tom Moore picGirl.
The winner will be given an
ture. "Beating the Game," at Gold- of the Robertson-Cole scenario de- engagement with that comedy compartment.
wyn.
pany here.
son-Cole,

is

May.

Bryant Washburn is to make a
looking after the tour of the country, appearing in
the Ambassador conjunction with his film, "The
theatre during the absence of S. Road to London."
Barrett MoCorr.iick. who has gone
East to present "Peck's Bad Boy."
A $50 prize is offered at Goldwyn
Studios to any of the staff that sugElliott Dexter has left for New gests the most appropriate title for
York, taking the trip via the Pan- the productions in the making.
ama Canal. He will remain In the
vicinity of Broadway foe three days,
Frank E. Woods, supervisor of all
making the return trip on the same Paramount productions, has joined
boat.
the advisory staff of the Palmer
Al Nathan
management

is

of

Pete

Smith

has

New York and

returned

from

in addition to continuing the handling of the Marshall Neilan publicity he will act as
press representative for the Marion
Fairfax productions, which are being made at the Hollywood Studios.

Harry Carey

Is

at

work on

his

last Universal program picture, entitled
"Christmas Eve at Pilot

Butte," under the direction of Jack
Ford. Irene Rich, Barbara La Mar,

Edward

Coxen, George Seigman,
Charles Insley, Helen Field and
Georgia Stone arc supporting him.

Clyde Bruckman, former sporting
writer on the "Examiner" here, has
R. A. Walsh is working out on
followed in the footsteps of his the Brunton lot making the first of
former boss "Beanie" Walker and his First
National
productions.

camera

Goldwyn.

at

'PECK'S BAD BOY" ROW.
Woods

Claims

Rights

Through his attorney, A. H.
notified Sol Lesser he
holds the picture rights to "Peck'e
Bad Boy" and that any infringements will bo prosecuted.
Lesser has made a picturization
of "Peck's Bad Boy," starring little
Jackie Coogan.
Some years ago Woods purchased
the film rights to a large number
of old plays for a nominal sum and
occasionally disposes of one of
them.
The Sol Lesser contingent deny
the Woods contention, claiming he
hus only purchased the stage rights
and that Woods' agreement specif*

Woods has

ically defines this.
If it comes to a lawsuit the indications are it will be a matter for

contract interpretation.
The picture is booked to open at
the Strand week after next.

•

"Peck's Bad Boy"

him and
"-

••

-

*

as

Daddy

— Jackie

Coogan

as

Mother

sees

sees him.

Jackie arrived in New York Saturday. His first stop
was at Nat Lewis' famed Haberdasherie, Ladies' Hosiery
and Theatrical Outfitting establishment at 1580 Broadway,
near 47th Street, where he kept Nat's staff busy for an hour.
Adding machines, typewriters and cash registers are
Jackie's play toys. When he departed, Nat figured he was

minus several hundred bucks, but what did that matter to
Nat? The Million Dollar Kid had been there, and now

Nat wears

a million dollar smile.

•

-

*

••

*

Involving

Coogrn Film.

Lessor's

JACKIE COOGAN

NAT LEWIS

JACKIE COOGAN

Herbert Waldo, formerly assist-

more than a week and work on his ant film editor at Goldwyn. has been
production, 'The Swamp." was held mode a full-fledged editor.

-

•

.

-

•

.

.

.
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ANNOUNCING THE COMPLETION OF

THE FIVE-REEL FEATURE
STARRING
•

I

SUPPORTED BY
All Star Cast Includir

WHEELER OAKMAN

MAY
RAYMOND HATTON

II RIS

JAMES CORRIGAN
LILLIAN LEIGHTON

CHARLES HATTON
GLORIA
EDITED AND TITLES BY

WOOD
DIRECTED BY

>

IRVIN

S.

COBB

SAM WOOD

Pictures Exploitation

Go.

IRVING M. LESSER
Suite, 635

H. W. Hellman Bldg.
N. Y.
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there were many Important principles of picturization which its producers did not understand and ap-

CRITIC PRAISES

ply.

But

In

many ways

it

RECENT MODERNIST FILM

—

-•-••

modern

with

my

ture
studied for years In

its relation to

art, I could produce an American
f.hn w«v!nH wo;»!J be Jnflnitcly superior to the Callgari film, which

-

would have greater variety,
Cabinet of Dr. Callgari," it, for it is logical. What I regret is
that Europe, and not America, took
<h« modernist art picture from Eu- this first great step."
rope, shown last week at the Capi"Could it be done in America?"
create something was asked. "Are there
tol, is destined to
men here
cinematographic
a
of
nature
besides
yourself who know these
the
in
laws
of
art
'and
are
capable
of apaccording
country,
this
in
revolution
plying them?"
WUlard Huntington Wright,
to
Mr. Wright laughed ironically.
author of "Modern Painting." "The "We have the only men in the
Creative WiM," and other important world capable of doing it as it
should be done." he replied. "Outhooks on modern art.
side of one or two big names of the
Mi*. Wright, being at present in
last generation, America leads the
New York, was sought out and world today in modern art The
asked concerning 'The Cabinet of Europeans are, in many cases, only
and imitators of our
Dr. Callgari," for, in a sense, this followers
younger painters. Where Europe has
picture is an indirect result of the
one
man
who
is able to do work
very researches which Mr. Wright
has made in the Held of modern art, for a picture like. 'The Cabinet of
and he could understand and ap- Dr. Caiigari,' America has ten. And,
praise it in its every detail better, moreover, America has the best. I
could go out tomorrow and gather
perhaps, than many other critics.
together a score of men who could
Mr. Wright is recognized in the
design sets for a motion picture,
art world, both here and abroad, as
which
would be vastly superior to
of
i
a leading critic and spokesma
any In the Caiigari film, and which
the new art movement, and one of
would
give a new life and a new
in the
the foremost authorities
world today on painting and aes- beauty to motion picture producHis books on modern art tion sets which need not be as
thetics.
and decoration are all accepted freakish as those in the Caiigari
standard works on their subject. film, and yet which would be far
Though an American, he has spent more effective and interesting."
It was Mr. Wright who planned
much of his life abroad, studying
every phase of the modern move- the famous Forum Exhibition of
ments and making advanced re- Modern Art, which was the largest
searches in the problems of plcturi- show of modern American paintaation.
ings ever held, and which did more
"The Cabinet of Dr. Caiigari/" than any one other thing to intro'
said Mr. Wright, "represents the in- duce modern American art to the
evitable line along which the cin- world. Mr. Wright, by the way, is
ema must evolve, and the first the brother of S. MacdonaldAmerican producer who has the in- Wright, the founder of the Synand intelligence and courage chromist Movement, ar.d the recx sight
to turn in that direction is the man ognized leader of the modern paintwho will not only succeed finan- ers. (Last week Variety printed an
cially, but will go down in the moveditorial concerning him and his
ing picture history of America as work In relation to motion pictures).
the truly great man of the industry.
"Is America ready for this new
He will, in one step, set motion pic- kind of picture, do you think?'*
ture production ahead twenty years;
America Ready.
he will be the big name which others
"Ready!" Mr. Wright echoed. "Of
N will emulate and follow.
"This new picture proves what I course, America is ready—and has
have contended for years, namely, been ready for years. People are
that art in motion pictures, far from getting tired of the same old conbeing an impossibility, can be'made ventional films week after week;
to serve as an actual aid to their the financial returns prove it. And
Motion it is not a question altogether of
popular drawing power.
education. The laws of modern art
pictures have reached an impasse
every producer who is honest with are universal.
If correctly applied
is
change
A
they appeal to every one. They do
himself will admit this.
necessary, and the only possible not have to be understood to be felt
change lies along the lines of the any more than one has to underCaiigari picture."
stand the laws of harmony and
you advocating artistic counterpoint to enjoy a fine piece of
"Are
music.
films?" he was asked.
"There is today the biggest oppor"Yes and no," answered Mr.
"Moving pictures are for tunity in the history of motion picWright.
tures
waiting to be grasped by some
they
the many, and I do not think
a chance for
should be made artistic and intel- American producer
lectual to the point of failing in pop- him to do a picture in a new way,
to
set
a
new
standard
picof excellence,
ularity. But I do advocate that
tures be made beautiful and attrac- to appeal to the general public as
tive.
If this is done intelligently, they have never before been aptheir drawing power would increase pealed to, to make a name and a
*~ not decrease. Their effects could place for himself which would be
be infinitely more striking; they the talk of two continents. And he
could be more interesting, more has at his disposal— if he only knew
fascinating. They could attract an it the only men who can adequately achieve this new kind of super•ven larger public."
"Just how could this be done?"
picture.
And if some producer
"It is a question of knowing the doesn't grasp this tremendous opThe portunity Europe Is going to take
underlying principles of art.
average producer is ignorant of the the lead and the American public
laws of grouping, of composition, Ls going to patronize foreign films."
of pictorial structure, of light and
"Some producer Is already lookshade, of masses, of movement, of ing for your brother," we told him.
sequence, of contrast, of unity— in
"Well, that's encouraging," Mr.
short, the laws on which all great Wright remarked.
"And yet h< re is
laws an interesting fact: When I was in
impelling art
is built— the
without which no really powerful Europe several years ago and my
results can be obtained.
For in- achievements In modern art reMarcee, what pTOtiucer knows Just search were becoming known I was
what kind of lines, masses, shadows, approached by two continental prolighting, tonality, contrasts, etc., to ducers, although I was an American,
Put in a setting so that It will ex- and asked to design and supervise
actly reflect and intensify the mood a modern art film of the Caiigari
or action or situation which Is to be type.
I was returning to America
Presented in that set? To know this in two weeks and could not accept.
and to do it so that the picture will Put it shows the difference in the
*>e a hundred
times more effective attitude between the foreign and
and interesting to everyone, is to American producers. And now they
create art.
have gone abend in Europe and pro"ThU Is the kind of art I advo- duced a picture based on the aescate for the cinema. And this, in a thetic principles as set forth in my
certain sense, Is what was done in books."
'The Cabinet of Dr. Caiigari." That
'Could you do a picture as good
Is why
the picture was so absorbing and original as .'The Cabinet of Dr.
and fascinating, despite Its lock of CaUgaH'? M Mr. Wright wns asked,
intimate narrative appeal. The nrHe smiled. "That film was not so
tis ts who
designed the seta and di- great, it had many faults. It'*
rected the actio., knew and applied monotonous in mood and
Ihe
irl
••
Co »'tain basic
This appeal of sentiment. Also the
aesthetic laws.
P^'ture is far in advance of any- while often beautiful and oii-.-in.il
thing ever
attempted before in mo- and keyed to the atmosphere <>f the
u °n pictures.
It is, indeed, a pro- action, were by no means th<
es y.
And
All producers must ronr1 to of the best ngfdern painter*.

"The

—

1

WARREN'S CORP,

Organized for Sales and Distribution—Independent.

Society Group Conceives Novel
The F. B, Warren Corporation
has been organized in Delaware for
Idea for Charity.

my knowledge
art principles, together
Local color, the use of a yacht,
knowledge of motion pic- atmosphere with the background of
production, which I have
budding debutantes, society's best

America, and with
of

WilUrd Huntington Wright Says American Producers Have Opportunity of Lifetime Could
-• £:.*•
-~»
Intensify Pictures* Appeal.

LATEST IN FILMS

was mar-

velous and intelligently thought out.
And it proved that art could be
made a force in moving pictures.
But with the painters I know in

F. B.

RITZING" PICTURES

a*

more

popular appeal, a more Intense
beauty and a greater significance.
I am not disparaging the other picture, however.
It
has achieved
something eminently worth while.
But I would have a better chance
in America, because I would have
finer and profounder artists at my
disposal, and I would have the advantage of knowing all the different schools of painting and their
problems, whereas the makers of
the Callgari film belonged to only
one modern art school."

the operation of a picture sales and
distributing organization, and announcement ls made that It will
operate branch exchanges In 20
dancers, the interior of residences centers of tho country.
fashioned along the most conserIt Is claimed that
connections
vative lines, exteriors of estates for have already been m&dft with d'-i
long and close-up "shots," gilded rectors and producers insuring an
palaces of the noveau riche, New- annual output of 80 productions, c.t
port and everything smart In It- the rate of one a week commencall that and more can now be ob- ing Sept. 4 next.
tained by any picture producing
The new distributing company
concern for the privilege of paying will not have any Interest In any
a fee. This will in turn revert to producing organization. It is anthe American Committee for Relief
nounced the distribution will be

in Devastated France.
Canamaintained Independently.
Plans were perfected on Monday dian distribution will be handled by
and a schedule la being arranged
a separate corporation to be known
by the sponsors of this new moveF, E Warren, Ltd, and offices
ment inviting the picture "gang" to will bo maintained In London,
utilize its wares, sparing no effort
Paris, Berlfn and Milan. The New
to make the fact known In future
York offices have not yet been sethat it can have the best In a backlected, but the location will bo on
ground and perhaps of truer orlg'.i
upper Fifth avenue.
than constructing "sets," by appliDwight 8. Perris, associated
SOUTH AMERICAN HANDLING. cation and getting together on the
with Warren at Goldwyn and later
terms.
Goldwyn's fourth-year product
at Associated Producers, win bo
will be distributed in Argentina.
connected with the new enterprise.
Sues Mise Young.
Los Angeles, April IS.
Uruguay and Paraguay by the New
The Harriman National Bank of
York Film Exchange of Buenos
Qloria Hope Engaged.
New York has filed suit here against
Aires.
includes
The
contract
Clara Kimball Young to recover
Los Angeles, April If.
"Madame X," "The Penalty/* and $3,878.30, judgment for which they
Qloria Bope Is engaged to marry
"Earthbound."
obtained on Feb. 15.
Lloyd Hughes, leading man.
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DACK

to the screen after three years* absence! In a picture that marks the high
point of spectacular comedy.
Filmed in two continents, in air, earth and
water. With an enormous cast and dozens of

**

stupendous sets.
Five reels of

by the

thrills and laughs, animated
inimitable person of the world famous

comedian.

The "Ben

Hiir" of Screen

Comedy!

Written and directed by Sydney Chaplin
I
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In that part

France

known as Provence, and

FAIRBANKS HEADS "NON-SENSE"
FILM RIDICULING CENSORSHIP
Hughes, Samuel Merwin, Montague Glass
Other Author* in Propaganda Picture—To
Be Used in States Agitating Blue Laws.

Nupert
and

Off-

per metre. Is to be Increased to 9.60
per kilo, or over 8 centimes per
have made their first personal metre. On the other hand, the proscreen appearance In an "all star" posed minimum tariff, "for the most
favored nations" (British goods are
film entitled, "The Non -Sense of
thus classed) the new tariff sugCensorship," which has been made gested is 1.52 frs. per kilo, or 1.17
for the National Association of Mo- frs. per metre (instead of 1.76 frs.
tion Picture Industry, and Is now per kilo, or 1^ centimes per metre
being shown in photoplay theatres as now paid for negatives); 33.20
of States where censorship agita- frs. per kilo, or 27 centimes per
metre for positives (instead of 1.76
tion has been aroused by the profrs. per kilo, or under 14 centimes
fessional reformers.
per metre); 6.40 frs. per ki'o. or
Douglas Fairbanks is the only nearly 5 Vb centimes per metre for
regular screen actor In the picture. raw stock (instead of 3.20 frs. or
With him Rupert Hughes appears, nearly 2 centimes per metre) Ac«
and so do Edward Knoblock, Samuel cording to Scenario (weekly edition), the Kokonowskt project is
Merwin, Thompson Buchanan, Rita the work
of the French film manu-

/;Several

southern

of

Friday, April 15, 192X

authors and playwrights

Weiman and Montague GLfss.
The ridiculous as well as the

particularly
the ancient city of Aries. The film
The
is to be ready next season.
music Georges Bizet specially wrote
for the piece adapted from the book
will also form the accompaniment
for the screen version.

Rialto,

eight weeks.

Oklahoma

City,

man

J. C. Hartman, and playing pictures, opened April 15.

aged by

Penrhyn Stanlaws

will <n,

rect.

Tom Ince's next production, to be,
directed by J. G. Wray, is titled
"Hail the Woman," from a story
by C. Gardner Sullivan. Florence
Vidor,
Theodore Roberts. Lloyd,
Hughes and Tully Marshall
the

in

will

be

cast.
Mr. Roberts
to Ince for this one

all -star

was "loaned"
picture by

For the

Famous
role of

Players.

Touth

In "Expe«
Hence," in the -film version Rich*
ard Barthalemess is drawing down
This is said to be
$2,500 weekly.
one of the few big prices being paid
by Famous, and averages with only
a few other names in their star roster since their decision to economise
on cost of cast and cost of production.

"Agatha's Aunt" is the now piece
which Justine Johnstone is making
for Realart.
recting.

F.

J.

Edward

Godsol,

Dillon

York.
of

di-

la

vice-president

Goldwyn. has gone to the
will be absent from New
til the middle of May.
Sol

NEWS OF THE FILMS
The

under Perrefs directU

of

coast.

He

Yor'.:

un-

Lesser has arrived in New
He brought the first negative

"Pecks Bad Boy."

William Fox is reissuing three
William Fox features "Riders of
the Purple Sage," "The Rainbow

—

Word has been received in New Trail" and "When a. **— Seei
York by Percy Darrell Standing's Red."
counsel that the actor's salary
UNDER KNIFE.
claims against Leonce Perret, the
Los Angeles, April 13.
picture director, have been adjusted
out of court in England where both
Hayakawa, RobertsonSessue
litigants are sojourning at present. Cole star, was operated on for apStanding sued on a 16 weeks' guarlast Friday and is now
pendicitis
antee contract at $225 per week, entered into August 5, 1919, to appear reported out of danger.

HAYAKAWA

MARK

StranD

"The censor is a tailor who takes
hand-me-down clothes for the
truth."

Mr. Knoblock gives way to Samuel Merwin, author, who writes a
moment, and then there is shown

Broadway

his contribution to the censorship
controversy. It reads:

"This censorship,

Mads* Hunt Lewis.

A WEEK

facturers and large exhibitors, givStroheim's "Foolish Wives."
se- ing np relief to the small cinema
side of censorship is dealt halls, while the extra duty will not
Los Angeles, April IS.
with in the film playlet. The first assist exportation of French films,
fade-in discloses Hughes sitting at now so necessary, as it may lead to
Universal laid off 100 workers
reprisals.
last Saturday, with a saving on the
his desk reading a booklet entitled,
"Rules of the Censor." There is a
payroll of about $10,000 weekly. The
pained expression on the author's
Leon Polr'er has been engaged majority of the lay-offs were vaface as he puts down the book of as producer of the Soclete d'Edi- rious assistants to directors and
tions Cinematographiques under the camera men.
rule* and writes:
"The moving picture is about 15 management of Pierre Decourcelle
All resources of the Institution
of the
C. A. G. L. The first work
years old. Sin is somewhat older PoirierS.has
are being applied to the finishing
taken to be screened
than that, yet the censors would for this composer is the late Al- of Erie Von Stroheim's picture,
have us believe that it was not phonse Daudet's famous novel. "Foolish Wives," which has now
Satan, but Thomas A. Edison who "L'Arlesienne." portraying the pa- gone past the million dollar mark
Invented the fall of man."
-^ geantry of the quaint ceremonies In production cost.

naked

Oraham
Amory

Housekeeper

UNIVERSAL DROPS

SAVES $10,000

He worked

Betty Compson's Initial Famot
Albert Knott
Edwin Booth Tiiton Players -Lasky production, "At
Iris Aahton End of the World." will also mark
Phllo MoCullough the return to the screen of Mitchell

The Lamplighter
Malcolm Oraham
Brail?
Philip

In pictures

Mason
Raymond McKee
Shirley

•

It may be a 'prerogative of any
A film showing successive phases producer to make a brand of picof the Russian revolution, from Its tures with the minimum cost, with
outbreak in March, 1*17, under the a production that looks "stock" all
leadership of Kerensky, to the pres- over, and a cast that does not coment day so far as can be filmed, will pare favorably with those of combe presented la Paris under the peting productions. Bo it is with
auspices of the Comlte Francaise de this new Shirley Mason vehicle
Secoura aux Refugies Russes de (Fox), called "The Lamplighter.**
Crimee. The proceeds of the first
The story is pale in sustaining Inspecial show are to be devoted to terest. In production the sets look
the relief of the refugees from Gen- as if they had been thrown together
eral Wrangel's army, now camped hurriedly.
In action the theme is
near Constantinople.* This reel is interrupted by careless, titling and
entitled "The Tragedy of Russia.** the denouement of the story doesn't
Mme. Millerand, wife of the, Presi- hold a bit of invigorating action.
dent of the French Republic, and a
"The Lamplighter" is taken from
number of titled people now in an original by Maria Susanna CumParis have promised to attend this mins.
Briefly it links a stranded
benefit performance.
waif with her parents, who have
been separated through the uncompromising father of the bride.
Miss Mason is the waif, and
300, acquits
herself but fairly through
To ask a
five uninteresting reels.
mature audience to swallow the
story is almost an imposition. The
direction is by Howard M. Mitchell,
the photography by Glen McWilStep.
Company Concentrates on liams.

rious

Edward Knoblock is then introduced as the author of "Milestones,"
successful
other
and
Kismet,"
dramas. He is shown busily writing his opinion on the topic of the
age. His signed statement is then
flashed on the screen:

THE LAMPLIGHTER.
Gertie
Willi* Sullivan

at 47th Street

Beginning Sunday, April 17

applied to
literature,
would destroy Shakespeare, Dickens, the Bible itself. It
Is stupid. Ignorant, vulgar. It puts
an intolerable limitation on workers in the now art of the screen.
Carried only a little further, it will
abolish free speech in America."
The interior of the Thompson
'Buchanan's office Is the next scene,
lie is at his desk writing a letter
to Penrhyn Stanlaws, and the subject is again the same. The only
woman in the case is Rita Weiman,
and she is disclosed writing on the
.woman's element in the censorship
debates.
if

—

A

tremendous story of the open spaces the
land of untamed nature and big snows
where man must prove his worth by nerve
and brawn.

Primitive Picturesque Thrills, Heart
Interest,

Bold Deeds, Tender Touches

Such pictures as exhibitors holding Associated First National

FRANCHISES

Potash and Perlmutter do their
bit In the screen story. Through
their creator, Montague Glass, who
jis shown at his desk, they discuss

are

censorship.

Douglas Fairbanks walks in on a
cue from "Abe's: Bank Robbers,"
and entering from the opposite side
strolls on a tough looking individual who bumps into Fairbanks with

privileged and proud to
exclusive first runs

present

in

The Sky

Pilot lands in
that'll

Death Gulch with a speed

take your breath

i

teeth-rattling
letic "Doug"
taliate. The

force,

but

makes no

the

Catherine Curtis presents

THE SKY PILOT

ath-

effort to re-

tough then proceeds
all over the lot,
Fairbanks musters a
swallows hard, and

to shove "Doug"

and

finally
sickly grin,

says:

"Say, I'd like to

mop up

with this bird, but
won't let me fight."

the

From the novel by Ralph Connor

the floor
censors

Produced by the Catherine Curtis Corporation

Directed by King Vidor

FRENCH PICTURE NOTES.

— A First National

Attraction

Paris, April IS.

The Parliamentary debate on

the
Bokanowskl bill (already explained
In these columns) amending the
war tax schedule for moving picture
entertainments, is expected to be
heard in the Chamber of Deputies

)

second week in April. Tho sponsors asked for an earlier date, but
tho government pleaded more pressing business. As stated, this projected bill contains heavy increases
In customs duties on foreign films
An analysis of
entering France.
the suggested reform shows the
"General" or maximum tariff (applied to tho United States on such
goods) for printed films (negatives)
will be 200 francs per kilo, or 1.53
frs. per metre (compared with 2.64
per kilo, or 2 centimes per
frs.
metre as paid at present), and for
positives D2.80 frs. per kilo, or 4%
centimes per metre instead of 2.64
frs. per kilo, or 2 centimes per
For raw stock (sensitized
metre.
films) the maximum tariff now, 4.80
frs. per kilo, or just under 5 centimes

That's Another Reason

The Sky
I

Why

^JherelLbeia Franchise
_
everywhere

c

Pilot braves death to separate a wild

... .

stampede

—

just

one of the

thrills

"

PICTURES
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ROBERTSON-COLE

FLOOD OF GERMAN FEATURES

STAFF TO REORGANIZE?

STARTS ACTION FOR PROTECTION
Forty-six

Sold
tors

Indignant

Patrick Will

—Means Lower Rentals.

There
in tho

Forty

new German

six

New York

this

features

week and

went down to the Craftsman laboratories for treatment and as the
word spread, picture people generally began to assemble their big and
gmall guns with a view to action.
The Motion Picture Directors* Association is likely to call a meeting
»

what individual members of

with

that organisation described as "the

foreign menace" as the topic
cards for discussion.

on the

Secondly, Famous Players-Lasky,
which has already bought "Anne
Boleyn" and revfvifled it as "Deception," turned its experts loose to
do what was possible to meet the

.

situation

National
sight

*>

:-

sure to result from First
grabbing everything in

These pictures, insiders point out,
can be bought up for $2,000 apiece..
Instructions from abroad are "to
get what you can." There are massive scenes in them showing 10,000
people in action.

"With exhibitors yelling for lower
^rentals," said one man, "you can
figure out what stuff bought so
cheaply will do to
•

home

production.

what a scene showing
would cost over here.
Why, $2,000 wouldn't pay for ihe
Count -up

10,000 people

i

scene alone."

.

another man has an option
buy 20 other German features

Still
)

'.

J

I

:

to

now here for $35,000. It is pointed
out that First National, if it bought
them, could get the whole purchase
price back on the first picture.
With First National supplying
foreign features to exhibitors at a
price based on the buying price, the
exhibitors can undersell competitors
if the films draw only moderately

Quit.

company

here.

!

Robertson and C. Rufus Cole are
both In New York at this time holding a series of conferences and the
report here is that A. S. Kirkpatrick,
Author to Produce Ov/n Pictur
vice-president and general manager
First Has Big Cast.
of the company is resigning.
Mr. Kirkpatrick was with the outMarlon Fairfax, the screen au- fit when it was known as the Muthor, has formed he* own produc- tual and later when it
was taken
ing company, to be known as Ma- over by an exhibitor organization.
rion Fairfax Productions. Her In- He remained with the organization
itial
production will be entitled when it passed to Robertson -Cole.
"The Lying Truth," her original He has had the management of the
story.
exchanges of the company and the
In the leading role will be Pat supervision of the entire distributing
O'Malley,
Marjorie
Daw, Tully and selling end. It is in this par-'
Marshall (who in private life is ticular department that the changes
•
Miss Fairfax's husband),
Noah are to occur.
All work at the studios of the
Beery, Claire McDowell, Charles
Mailles,
George
Drumgold and company here has Closed down for a
Robert Brower. Miss Fairfax will periQd of three weeks. The layoff
direct her own pictures, in associa- occurred a week ago last Saturday.
At that time all production ceased.
tion with Hugh McClung.
John Jasper, formerly manager PaUHne Frederick, Louis J. Gasnier
for Charles Chaplin, and Charles and Christy Cabane had" completed
W. Bradford, a film executive, are their current productions and Sessue Hayakawa had but a few ininterested in the new company.
terior shots in the nature of retakes
HUgh McClung will act as co- to make in one set for 'The* Swamp."
director with Miss Fairfax, while.
The Japanese star was taken ill at
Rene Guissart will be behind about tho Fame time, so one small
the lense. T6m Held, formerly with
set was left standing on the R.-C.
Marshall Neilan as assistant, will be stage in which the shots will be
in a similar capacity with thia-com-,
made*- when* he recovers.
pany, and* Pete Smith will handle
With the cessation- of production
the publicity and advertising for
at the studios about 150 of the workthe productions.
ing staff of the studio were let out.
During the past year and a half There were no stock players with
Miss Fairfax has written the scripts the company, only the stars and
for the Neilan productions. "The directors being on term contracts.
Rivers End," "Go and Get It,"
A few of the working staff, such
"DInty" and "Bob Hampton of as the heads of departments, are
Placer." Prior to that time she was be,lng kept on the lot at present as
identified with a number of Famous- well as the business executives.
Lasky successes and a number of
speaking stage productions.
g

MARION FAIRFAX'S CO.

FAMOUS PLAYERS WINS

Los Angeles, April 13.
The Senator Eden bill in the State
The most disturbed crowd of all Legislature here to provide a board
is composed of picture .lire ;tors and
of review for motion picture prothese duction has been practically smothShould
writers.
scenario
German features become bad with ered in committee.
the public, they, the American directors, would run into low priced comOhio Exhibitors' "Sunday" Fine.
petition. Production is cut now, they
point out, and any further excuse
Hamilton, O.. April IS.
to cut and curtail it will leave them
For violation of the Sunday law,
higher and drier than they now Daniel Kirwan and Adam Ritzier,
are, a condition in prospect they re- of Lima, and Ralph Lawrence, of
gard as calamitous.
Tiffin,
exhibitors,
were each
O.,
The old war-time cries of "German fined $50 after having been tried at
propaganda" are beginning to be Tiffin Friday.
heard again on ^roaiway and .nay
The cases will be appealed.
grow louder, particularly if "Deception" at the Rivoli, Sunday, proves'
even a near-hit. Those exposed to
Warner*' Comics.
the importation, for obvious reasons,
Los Angeles, April IS.
•f

—

German

pictures are already, in
short, getting busy.
A delegation from the industry
will also renew activity in Washington with a view to getting protection
Under the new tariff. In doing this
it will get in line with other American industries urging "antl-dumpinff"

The Warner Brothers

are to

make

series of 12 two-reel comedies to
be released through Educational. In
the series Louise Fazenda, Chester

a

Conklin,

John

Little

Henry

Jr.,

Neely Edwards, Charlotte Merriam.
Jack Duffey and Eddie Baker are to
appear.

legislation.

up in arms to preJacobs In With Hart.
vent the sale in America of goods
made in Germany on the baste of
After May 1 Arthur Jacobs will
the mark which goes for 20 cents have Max Hart as a partner In a
there, but Is worth hardly two cents picture agency they intend estabin American money.
lishing.
All industry is

CHARLIE CONKLIN
— former

Mack

Crafts' Statement Challenged by Cohen.

Lt.

"WAIUNGFORD" SUIT

well.

—

—

son-Cole Company according to the
dope that is be frig dropped at the

CALIF. CENSOR BILL DEAD.

Sefltiett star, is

is

first

The league voted to open Its
screens to the State Department of

April 13.

Health in its campaigns.
A telegram was sent to President
Harding promising support for any
humanitarian work and to Herbert
Hoover promising the same for the

i

plan for the organisation of the ex- Central Europe relief fund.
hibitors of the State, picture exhibAnother resolution expressed th«
itors left Rochester saying th. con- willingness of the exhibitors to lend
vention was the best In many re- their screens and stages In the camspects ever held in New York State. paign to aid the suffering people in

At the< annual banquet Mr. Cohen Ireland.
announced he wo?. id not be a candiIt
was decided to take step*
date for any office in the State through the national officers and the
body, owing to the pressure of duties Patent Office to change the copyin his capacity as president of the right law affecting music, as It wa>
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of claimed that the present music tax
America.
When the name of Mr. is unfair and unjust.
O'Reilly, a New York City man, was
The delegates denounced in unmentioned a short time later lt was mistakable terms the characterisareceived with such prolonged ap- tion of Rev. Ralph S. Cushman.
plause he had to arise and bow re- pastor of the Asbury Methodist Epispeatedly.
His election wais unani- copal Church of this city, in a pubmous.
Other

utterance during the convention
that the "moving picture men were
the most undesirable class in Rochester." These remarks of Mr. Cushman were read i.i the convention,
lic

officers elected

vice-president,

were;

First

William

Dillon, of
Ithaca; second vice-president, Louis
Bettner, of Cohoes; third vice-president, Frank Koch, of Rochester;,
fourth
vice - president,
William
Brandt, of Brooklyn; treasurer, William H, Linton, of Utica;. secretary,
Sam Berman, of New York.
With the adoption of IJUj report
of the Committee on Organization
it was decided to divide the State
into 12 zones for the better transaction of busine ;a.
The new Executive Council is composed of 12 members, one elected from each of the
zones, as follows:
Jules Michaels,

and having gained wide prominence
in the local press, it was decided that
he be asked to retract, Rochester exhibitors taking it upon themselves
to force

A

a retraction.

telegram from Dr. Wilbur

F

Crafts, director pf the International

Reform Bureau and of Blue Law
fame,

the

to

charged

press

local

Sydney Cohen with boasting in pamphlets and speeches that he had used
his position to swing elections, also
aroused a storm of indignation. Mr
Buffalo; Nikltas Dipson, Batavia; Cohen squarely denied the truth of
John J. Farren, Rochester; David the statement and his denial wtv
Cohen, Binghamton; Walter Hayes, vociferously approved by tho con
Syracuse: W. A. Warren, Massena; vention.
Fred Duffle, Utica; George Roberts,
The convention was addressed by
Albany; A. A. Elliott, Hudson; Ber- Edward Jtf. Fay of Providence, R. L.
nard Groh, Bronx; Leo Breekcr, head of the Rhode Island Theatre
New York; John Mannhelmer, Managers' Association, and Sam
I

the hands of the Executive Council. chairman, and Charles Hoy, of the
The league by resolution con- Hoy Reporting Service, as secretary.
demned Henry Ford's weekly, say- It was decided next year to call a
ing that it believed it was liable to meeting of F. I. L. M. clubs from a
promote race animosity.
wider territory.
.

Suing

fw a temporary

injunction
to restrain the International Film
Service Co., Inc., and" the Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation
from
presenting film productions alleged
to be based on two of George Randolph
Chester's
"Get-Rick -Quick
Wallingford" stories, Judge Mayer
handed down an opinion in* the
Federal Court Monday denying Mr.
Chester's prayer for an injunction
pendente lite on the ground that
the plaintiff has not made a clear
and convincing case, and that in
justice to the defendants, who had
spent considerable money on the
production, he could not allow the
motion.
Chester alleges that the
motion picture Is a fUmizalion of
George M. Cohan's dramatic version
of "(let -Rich -Quick Wallingford."
which was adapted from two short
stories originally published in the
"Saturday Evening Post."
Under a contract dated December
1914, Chester wrote 36 Walling1,
ford

for

Co.,

NO BELLS FOB CHARLIE.
Charlie

a

Los Angeles, April
Chaplin's reported

FARNUM LEAVING FOX

13.

ende-

gagement to May Collins is
clared by the comedian to be "just
talk."

The divorce decree

TO RETURN TO STAGE

of Mil-

dred Harris does not become
for almost a year.

final

Announces

in

Paris Termina-

tion of Film

Contract

WARREl'S

$25,000 BOND.
Paris. April 13.
In the argument to vacate the
William Tarnum and his wif«
attachment levied by F. B. Warren have arrived secretly in Paris anr:
against Associated Producers, Inc.,
the court ruled that Warren shall
furnish a bond of $25,000 by Saturday or the attachment would be
vacated.

Intend

to

stay

for

about

fout

months.

Farnum announced he was

re-

turning to the stage In New York
shortly after the termination of hip
contract with William Fox in whos«
pictures he has been starring.

LEND ALAN CR0SLAND.

the

International
R. Hearst
property, (as is the International
Film Service), the publishers automatically
acquiring
the
picture
rights thereto.
Hut Chester says he also wrote
six short stories for the **Saturday
Kvcning Post" prior to March, 1908,
whi<h he later collected into book
stories

Magazines

W.

The Arthur Jacons-Max Hart
fices

of-

have arranged with Lewia

J.

Selznick to lend director Alan Crosland to make Constance Binney's
next picture for Realart, to be made
under the working title of "Boom
and Board."

Lester Allen, late with WhiteV
"Scandals," has been signed by th«
Masters Film Corporation to d«'
comedy leads In a series of two-ree
comedies. The first picture will b»
shot next month.
M< Cu ire, picture actor an<
vaodevlllian, returned t«
this week after two year?on the west coast.
McGuiro wa
formerly half of the Anthony an<

Tom

former

MRS. M0R0SC0 LOSES SUIT.

New York

Los Angeles, April 13.
Philip Cohen, attorney* has se- McGuirc and Barnes and McGulrc
and in turn tho devaudeville turns, but left the two
cured
a
judgment
of $11,500 against a -day to play character roles in pichave filmed them, he

alleges,

fendants

called

Y.,

Brooklyn; Sam Scheer, Long Island Bullock of Cleveland.
City.
The exchange men from centers of
Judqe Mayer Refuses InjuncThe time and place o.' the next distribution in the Eastern States
meeting the State body was left In met I. E. Chadwick, of New York, as
tion to Geo. R. Chester.

ter

independently.

— His
picture, in two reels,
"Married
Everything."
—It will be released to the States
buyers.
— will be a high class comedy, and

Rochester, N.

Concluding their convention with
the changing of the name of their
State body to the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners, electing Charles L.
O'Reilly to succeed Sydney 8. Cohen
as president, and adopting a new

form and copyrighted in his own
name. It is from this series that
the Cohan play was adopted, Chea-

now producing

Zones—Ford's Weekly
Denounced as Unjust-

Los Angeles, April 13.
State Divided Into Twelve
be a general shakeup
Condemned Music Tax
end of the Robert-

is to

New York

studios of" the

arrived in

WITH O'REILLY NEW PRESIDENT

Studio Rumors Indicate Kirk

—

New Importations in This Week To Be
for What They Will Bring— Native Direc-

ROCHESTER CONVENTION ENDS

Mrs. Oliver Ifofosco for services.

charges.

tures.

'n

Rights

worthy
the talents of the man who made famous
"Uncle Tom Without the Cabin" and "Salome
vs. Shenandoah."
RBUSAftBD THROUGH

PLAYING IRISH FILMS.

It

MOUNT OLYiHS MSTIINITiti CORPORATION
WOULD'

fl

towkr BUILDING

110 West 40th Street

NEW YORK

CITY

;r,

/r-

Irish films are being berthed consecutively at the 63d street musical
hall which next season is to be made
"Ireland in
into a regular theatre.

HOTEL.
HOL.L.YWOOD
TUB RENDEZVOUS OS THEATRICALS BEST
i

Rosenbsum Leaves Fox.

I.os Angeles, April 13.
Rddtc Kosenbaum, Jr. Is starting
.\' -v
York Saturday. He has

for

from tho William Kox organisation here and will arrange in
th" r.isl for the financing of his
own producing organisation.

i

i

Revolt" closed a two weeks showing
A similar booking for
Saturday.
"Knock N.V Gow" ("Homes of Tipperary") started this week.

Eddie

I

resigtn d

nol.l.TWOOD

I.O*

ANCF.LKft.

CALIFORNIA.

v?
i

i

.I.

,<v3H

—
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GRAB

KUGLER CAFE SITE
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LITTLE JACKIE

COOGAN

LEASED BY STANLEY

DEFEATED IN PENNSYLVANIA

Just a kid, that's all. A good look- the boy to realise that most of the
dark-eyed boy with blond scenes in the picture did not have to
ing
bobbed locks, six and a half years be taken more than once. When
old, who thinks his Daddy is the they did it waa because of some one
greatest man in the world. That la else and not on account of the child.
in Legislature Against Proposal to
Philadeplhla, April 13.
all there is to the much talked If you knew the Kid well or knew
Posof
picto
the
$37,000
Payroll
The unexpected boom in
of and widely advertised Jackie him when he waa three years old
ture field here shows no sign of Coogan, who came into fame and and could have seen him follow his
Against.
129
sible
His .Dad, Dad in a routine, of dance steps,
over night
diminishing. It has all the sharps fortune
known to the profession as Jack with the "014 Man" trying to trip
and "knowing ones" guessing.
Coogan, like many other show folks, him up, you could realise the boy
This week saw an announcement comes from Syracuse. He doesn't would run through a picture after
Harrlsburg, Pa., April 14.
which all the papers gave front page exactly brag about it, still he don't one rehearsal.
The bill of the Pennsylvania Mothe folks from the upstate
Jackie is just a baby, a wide-eyed
tion Picture Censors, increasing the General Manager for A. P. Organ- space to, that the Stanley Company wish
town to thing he has become up- observing child who retains more of
izing Staff.
number of officers and attaches of
has leased the property at 1412-14
An incident proving it what he hears and sees than the
stage.
the board from 25 to 45. and the
Chestnut street, for many years
the average child his age. He is not
annual payroll from $37,000 to $81,Sam W. B. Cohn, formerly direc- occupied by the famous Kugler happened in his room when
70th telephone call was answered abnormal in any sense, but is re000 has been defeated, and it went tor of advertising and publicity for Cafe.
by his secretary. "A call for you," markable in- many ways.
Leandown under the largest negative the Allen Theatre Enterprises of
No formal statement has as yet said the secretary to Mr. Coogan. ing more to being backward rather
vote yet cast in the House of Rep- Canada, has been appointed to a
people,
Stanley
the
been
issued
by
this
one
else
talk
any
"I
won't
to
forward,
he
behaves
than
the
way
resentatives against any measure.
similar office with Associated Propaid morning," answered the father, "un- many parents think their children
This is the initial but it is understood that they
The bill, sponsored by Senator C. ducers, Inc.
and
property
the
for
huge
sum
some
one
a
less," after a pause, "It's
do. The homage that has been paid
McConnell. Northumberland county, staff appointment made by AI
will erect a film house on the site from Syracuse."
him does not seem to have affected
had passed the Senate and it came Lichtman since his incumbency as which has *been vacant since the
in him in the least.
formerly
was
Jack
Coogan
He does many
organizaup during the past week in the general manager for the
Kugler's
which
destroyed
big fire
vaudeville with Eddie Cox at the things an ordinary normal child of
House for final action. Representa- tion.
ago.
Later
restaurant
year
York.
oyer
a
New
"Winter
Garden,
couldn't
begin
to understand
his
age
J. K. Burger has been appointed
tive George H. Williams, Tioga
E. T. Stotesbury leased the prop- Coogan toured Australia with An- in an off-hand manner, more as
county, chairman of the Legislative to represent the organiatlon in
erty to the Stanley people, it is re- nette Kellerman. Returning he did though it was the usual rather than
League, composed of members from the field.
some picture work in Los Angeles, the unusual. The natural supposiLouis E. Loeb is now a member ported.
the rural counties of Pennsylvania,
This is, by all odds, the most valu- and while there little Jackie became tion would be that the life around
asked for some Information relative of the home office staff. Edward
Famous able property ever used for a pic- acquainted with Charlie Chaplin, the studio and the work of making
of
formerly
to the bill. He-Jiad studied it care- Grossman,
which resulted in "The Kid."
pictures would tend toward freshIt is
fully, and knew its provisions bet- Players, is also on the home office ture theatre in Philadelphia.
Early in the morning Jackie was ness in one so young, but it all
ter than any other member.
staff.
Charles" Muehlman, until re- only three or four doors from Broad
Not asleep, however^ seems to have slipped past the litstill in bed.
Representative A. S. C. Miller, cently personal representative for and Chestnut streets, the "busiest but taking delight in hurling paper tle fellow. He is just a big-eyed
Philadelphia, did not know this, Joseph Schenck, has been appoint- corner," and directly in the path wads ac Dad's nose.
lovable kid, with a clean-cut manbetween the Broad Street station
and offered to enlighten the House ed special representative.
Jackie grabbed a bunch of i hoto- ner of speaking, using perfect Engand the hotel district. With the
relative to the Senate bill. He said
telephone
tand
OX
lish and enunciating beautifully, ex"
*
*
exception of the Garrlck legit house
it created but one or two new Jobs,
ne began \to *5f
discourse on them. They cept when he is speaking "Hog
COPYRIGHT. and possibly the Forrest, it is the I £"?
legalized the office of director of
were pictures of the freaks at the Latin" to his dad. A language
the board, created by Governor Writers Would Havs Law Protect most valuable location for any circus where Jackie had been the which they have hit on for talking
theatre in the city.
William C. Sproul as a shuntTypewritten Scenarios.
night before. The big hit with the over their secrets before strangers.
ing place for Dr. Ellis Paxson OberThe other item of interest in the Kid was the giant. Capt. George
Jackie's pet possession just now
holtzer, the deposed State censor.
picture world is contained in the Augar was his chief topic of con- is the ball and bat which figured in
Los Angeles, April 13.
and that the increases in salary
The Screen Writers* Guild and announcement that a $1,000,000 versation. The little mite must have Babe Ruth's home run last Sunwere moderate.
His dad says there seems to
the Authors' League of America are house will be erected on the site been a picture alongside of the Cap- day.
Representative Williams then ex- to make an attempt to have the now occupied by the Jayne man- tain's eight feet.
A picture of a be a gambler's instinct in him, •
Chestnut wild man of color was Jackie's sec- traced back to his mother's love for
Nineteenth
and
plained the bill and showed how Government adopt a measure re- sion.
the appropriations for salaries ran garding the copywright of motion streets, which last week was an- ond choice.
He had dubbed him 10-20 poker. Just what ia unusual
$44,000 a year higher than at pres- picture scenarios similar to that nounced as having been bought for "eight-ball."
He explains why he in a child would be a matter for disent, and $78,000 a year higher than now existing in the State of Cali- picture theatre purposes.
When a boy of six sits
calls him eight ball. Another tele- cussion.
they were ten years ago, when the fornia. The California law, which
The latest dope Is that the. new phone call at this juncture asked If and plays Canfleld solitaire it will
board was created. He said twenty was signed by Governor Stephens house, to be called the Aldlne, will the infant wanted to go downstairs be admitted by all as somewhat out
new inspectors and other positions last week, permits any author on the be erected at once by the new and see them make Ice cream, but of the ordinary. That is Jackie's
are created by the bill, that the sal- payment of $5 to file typewritten owner, Fred. D. and Maurice E. the Kid was too busy hiding under pet diversion.
aries of the censors are all in- copies of scenarios, lectures, ad- Felt, who have built a chain of local the bed by this time to care for any
The picture "The Kid" shows the
creased, and the chief clerks given dresses, sermons, etc., with the Sec- picture theatres.
It will have a outside amusements.
little fellow a cute, clever and smart
more money and more assistants to retary of State.
Daddy Coogan tried to get Jackie youngster, but it does not do Jack's
seating capacity of 1,500. Work on
do their work.
The national copywright law pro- demolishing the old mansion at to talk, but the l»oy seemed upset looks justice. The boy is a much
Only 37 members voted for the l vides that the matter intended for present occupying this lot will com- that strangers had come in so early handsomer child than the screen
bill out of a possible 207. and 129
and robbed him of his early morn- shows him. There is something
copyright must be in printed form. mence at once.
_____
voted against the measure.
Nothing is said In the present ing scrap with the old man. He about him that just makes you
some satisfaction from the want to hug him, which would prob18
FILMS COMING. statement about David Wark Grif- gained
fact that he managed to plant his ably be the best means possible of
fith, but it is pretty definitely unGIRL S RESTING.
right
foot cleverly in Daddy's eye gaining his enmity. Still he is just
derstood that his interests made the
Fern Andra 8tars in Series of lm
That's what he is and
purchase of this site, especially as while Daddy was attempting to ex- a baby.
portent Features.
Need Longer Intervals Between
he has allowed his option on the plain some of the points in the pic- that's all his parents want him to
Pictures.
ture.
be.
He's a great kid, and after
Negotiations are now on to bring property in the rear of the BellevueIt is remarkable and almost un- meeting him it makes you just love
Stratford Hotel to lapse, after the
The Talmadge studios were closed over to this country 18 feature films, first
believable to any one not knowing all children that much more.
announcement
that
he
intended
abruptly late last week as the re- starring Fern Andra, the Contito build a house there.
sult of the illness of Norma and nental screen actress.
The pictures were all made in
Constance.
While the illness of
Norma is regarded as "slight," Con- Germany and It is planned to re2
I
BUY.
stance has been ordered away for a lease them, over here, through the
leading first run houses.
rest at Lakewood, N. J.
Matt*
Acquire Two Long Beach Houses Boston Builds Picture Theatre in Fox Theatre, Springfield,
Both sisters, according to inforSchool Building.
Trying It.
for West Coast Co.
STRONG
mation at the studios, wish a four
OF TRADE.
to six-week respite between the
Boston, April 13.
Winfleld F. Kelly, former general
Los Angeles, April 13.
The Fox theatre at Springfield,
making of future pictures. It is manager of Sunrise Pictures Corp.,
Boston at last has i novelty.
The Gore Brothers, Bamish and
likely that this policy will be adopt- is suing the latter In the Third DisThe Suffolk School of Law, which Mass., which runs a straight picSol Lesser have acquired the Palace
ed.
ture policy, has inaugurated a new
trict
Municipal Court for $1,000, and the Liberty theatres at Long Is a regular accepted law school
in.
The picture stars claim they pre- alleging conversion.
Kelly avers Beach, purchasing the houses from
One
the city, and which has for alumni Idea in a duo of orchestras.
fer spending more time on a produc- he purchased the New York State
W. J. Johnson and J. E. Wrightman.
tion with a bigger interval of rest rights to two films the Sunrise prosome of the most prominent law- plays in the pit while the other
The
deal involves $250,000.
will be installed in a stage box, each
than producing more and taking duced, titled "In the Days of St.
With the addition of the beach yers in town, has put into a new taking th^eir turn at rendering melless time about it.
Patrick" and "Ireland Today," pay- houses the list of the West Coast building it just erected a picture
odies in 15 -minute relays.
ing $2,500 cash and agreeing to pay Theatres,
Inc.,
now includes 42 theatre.
The additional orchestra Is the
the balance from the receipts.
houses.
The
shows
are
for
the
public
CONCERTS.
Columbia Saxophone Sextet and
He showed them at Cort's 63d
not for the pupils
and films of
they
are in the theatre on an unStreet
theatre
for
time
until
a
popular sort used.
The receipts
Garrick Spends $1,000 for Special
VID0RS
MANAGER.
agents and servants of the defendfrom the theatre are used to pay derstanding which allowed them to
Music Presentation.
play
any number they wish. Also
ants, he charges, broke open the
Kansas City, April 13.
for the building,
The opening was
lockers, and took the reels with
Harry E. Stewart of the Potts- Monday night with "A Child for the boys will be used as entertainDuluth, Minn April 13.
The New Garrlck Theatre pre- them. The defendant admits that, Turnbull Advertising Company, of Sale" and "Her Lord and Master" ers when they offer their specialty.
alleging a default on the balance of this city, has resigned to accept the as the offerings. The performance
Having two orchestras is in the
sented on Sunday the most elabor
position of general manager for runs from 2 to 10.30.
nature. of an experiment by the
ate musical entertainment that has the selling price by Kelly.
Frederick
Goldsmith
King
E.
is
acting
W.
Vidor,
producing
who
is
management
and the town has
ever been offered at a local picture
his own pictures.
Mr. Stewart left
been plastered with advertising
theatre. During the Sunday after- for Kelly.
this
week
for
Los
Angeles
where he
,matter to aid in getting the projnoon free symphony concert, which
BUSTER SAYS
WED.
will be located.
ect over.
The initial showing of
ONE
FOR F. & R.
precedes the regular picture show,
Los Angeles, April 13.
is
He
the
the extra musicians was Monday/
third
former
Kansas
the Garrlck Symphony Orchestra
Duluth. April 13.
"Buster" Keaton recovered from
of 30 pieces presented the overture
The Duluth Theatre Co., Flnkel- City Star man to be called to the his accident and left for New York
from "William Tell," with complete stein & Ruben, managers, associat- movies. The other two arc Jerome last week. Despite the reports
that
atajre svuin^fl and JlghUng. effects, ed .W.ilh. the Cook _Brpt.hers, .has G. Beatty, general director of pub- the engagmenl
LAYOFF.
HART'S
to Natalie Talmadge
showing the scenes in the opera In closed a deal whereby they will licity and advertising- ?or the Fa-- was reported broken," the
Comedian
full.
P. F. Schwlc, manager for come Into possession of the St. mous Players-Lasky Corporation, insisted that his trip,ie>
While to
for
a
Bill
Studio
Quits
the east is
Flnkelstein & Rubin, provided $1,000 Louis Hotel, building and site, for and Ralph J. Block, scenario editor for the purpose of wedding
Do Writing.
the
for the Goldwyn Pictures Corporaworth of scenery and other effects. a consideration of $350,000.
The
youngest sister of the Talmadge
same company leased the property tion.
family.
Los Angeles, April 13.
a year ago.
Keaton left here on Friday, and
KERRIGAN
HIS
William S. Hart has quit the moPlans are being laid to dismantle
accompanying him was Lou Anger,
UNIT SYSTEM FOR METRO.
the building and erect
vaudeville
who is to be best man at the wed- tion picture field for a period ot
Los Angeles, April 13.
Wi Start Work Soon in Own Pro- and picture theatre. aAt present
six months at least and given up
Metro has started on the unit ding.
ducing Plant.
The
hotel accommodations are so scarce
his
Hollywood studio on Hates
system of productlng at their Hollyhere that the building will be used
wood studios. The first of the units
Los Angeles, April 13.
Street
|n the event he returns to
as an hotel, probably until the tour"
QUITS
U.
to get under way was the Max
the film -producing game at any f u
J. Warren Kerrigan is to have his
ist season is over.
Los
Angeles, April 13.
Ivarger unit starring Bert Lytell
tUre dale Bill Hart will he found
Own producing company. Financial
John If. Blackwood, who has been leasing space On one of the open
with Virginia Valli playing opposite,
and studio arrangements have been
SAFEBL0WERS GET $3,300.
The production will be "A Trip In charge of the purchasing d:vi- lots hen-, as Mary and Doug have
completed for the company, and
sion
of the reversal's scenario de- •ioi.( at Brunton.
to Paradise," and will be known as
Detroit. April 13.
work is shortly to begin on actual
After binding and gagging three a Maxwell Karger production. The partment, has resigned tli.it post.
production.
BUI s;.\s thai :»s soon :is he h;« ?
W. F. Wood is to be general man- jwiitc^nmen and two scrubwomen, second unit to get under wa> will He Is to devote himself to the finish- finished the cutting and titling ot
ager. Kerrigan has been in r«*£<e«- Aour men cracked the safes of two he that headed by Rex Ingram with ing of two plays on which he has his lust picture he will devote his
ment for more than a year, bfteAUse picture theatres Sunday. They se- a Balzac theme for a story and secured advances from ra*tem pro- time f«T the next six months to
of an accident sustained fin ih4 mak- cured $2,800 in the La Salle theatre, Alice Terry in one of the leading ducers. At the {'. he hat been suc- reading und writing Jirel It' an'"*
and $fi00 in the Washington theatre, roles.
ceeded by c. F. Bender.
meiie take (are of Itself.
ing of a production*

Philadelphia's Valuable Property to Have Picture Theatre
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WASHINGTON POLICE

SETUPAS CENSORS
j^ay

Down Law as

Show— Fines

to

What

METHODISTS HELP

ALL MILLER'S STRENGTH NEEDED

to

Join

TO JAM CENSOR BILL THROUGH

Proposed.

BLUE

LAW ARREST

Jury.

Reade Arrested,
Supreme Court,

May Go

to
-

Washington. D. C, April 13.
The T^JrJct rff Columbia CornfplssionerVhave adopted a new sec-;
adding fivefaon of the police code
specific restrictions on the showing
_

pictured, also providing that all
existing regulations against inde-.
cent performances of any kind shall
apply to pictures, "and that in addition thereto, moving pictures arc.

<>f

hereby forbidden:
'"In which sex relat'ons are shown
or depicted in a manner tending to'
the corruption of morals.
fire based upon white
procurement of women.
"Which show undue demonstra-

"Or which
slavery or

tions of passio::«te love or

scenes of

vice.

^ Which use titles and subtitles
cpnta'ning salacious suggestions or
use in connection therewith advertising ma".r, photographs or litho r
graphs of this character."
The penalty for conviction of a
violation of the new section shall
be a fine of not less than $5 or more
than $45 for the first offense and
upon conviction of a second offense
the 1'cense of the persona convicted
shall be revoked by the Commis'

sioners.

The action taken by the Commissioners today also ma ices applicable
to pictures, Insofar as it is possible,
the following existing section of the
police code:

"Xo person shall take part in any
entertainment, play, opera, lecture,
circus, menagerie or exhibition of animals, panorama, exhibit of all other representations,
tricks of legerdemain, gymnastics,
game, ball, musical party, concert
or any other exhibition, entertain-,
ment, show or amusement of whatever name or nature, in any building, tent or place In the District of
Columbia, whether as an actor, performer, director, manager, exhibitor,
lecturer or employe. In which entertainment any person shall use
any indecent language or conduct
himself or herself in an indecent
manner, or sing any song or render
music of an indecent character, or
take part in any song, act, farce or

museum,

.

play,

wherein any person shall make

an indecent motion, sign or movement, or make any indecent gestures
or exhibit herself, himself or themselves in a manner offensive to
common decency, or wherein anything whatsoever shall appear to be
In anywise presented or exhibited
Which in any manner is offensive to
tommon decency."
The Commissioners are required
•y law to give 30 days' notice of
changes in the police regulations
before enforcing them.
This will
make the new provisions effective
on or about May 8.
In a memorandum to the Commissioners,
Corporation
Counsel
Stephens states that the moving
picture exhibitors express themselves as satisfied

with these regu-

lations.

The corporation, counsel rejected
a suggestion that pictures be forbidden which ridicule or deprecate
* minister or public officer.

Unexpected Opposition to Gag Measure Develops in
Assembly After New York Governor Cracks Party
Wh?p Over Senators Last Moment Situation.

—

—

Departures Some
statements.

•evcral

S.

Rein

Following the resignation of A
Kirkpatrick as vice-president and

general manager of Robertson -Cole,
a *»d the appointment of Charles
.

.^.Rov-vs ',-; hi* HU.er.vs*o.r. ea.me aj;©Uier oi changes In the executive
•taff of

the concern.

One of Rogers' first official acts
*as to call in the salesmen in the
exchanges throughout the country,
dispensing with their servicer and
'©appointing some at reduced salaries.

Arthur Woeil, for two years head
the publicity
department, has
brvn succeeded by
Charles Clark.
Another man is aiso slated to Join

H

"*

Publicity staff.

I

I

is disturbed by the anti-censorship feeling among the Assemblymen and it is rumored that he

said,

will

have Assemblymen Simon L.

Adler of Rochester, majority leader
in the Lower House, resort to the
caucus rule to force the legislation
through the method used by Senator Lusk in pushing the bill through

—

Upper House.
The censorship measure has been
sent to the Assembly and has been
the

referred to the all-powerful ComThis committee
mittee on Rules.
has the final say on all legislation
that is to be considered by the Assembly. During the final days of a

the
this committee has
power to either kill a bill or send
it out on the floor and let it gamble
session

with its fate. The places on
committee are considered very
fluential
tors are

and only veteran
appointed on

this
inlegisla-

it.

Mary

Roberts

Rir.chart's

for

the

changes

"

in

Wim
wiiuams,

co1| templatlon

mads and
is

original scenario, "Glorious
went into production at the Ooldwvn sjtudio, in Culyer City ihi.s w< ek,
under the direction ox E. Mason
flelene Chadwick is to
Hopper,
play the f« minine lead, and Richard l>ix has the title role.
Mis.-; Chadwick was slated .to phi)
opposite Tom Moore, In "Beatir.g the
Game," hut was switched to the
Hazel Daly will
Kinehart picture.
Uppe'ar with Moor*-.

EUGENE ORMONDE APPEARS.

In

the Congress, Sara-

IIS

has hern

s.-riously

ill.

Mr. Ormonde played the role of
of Dorlncourt, besides diHeMt now
recting the production.
living in Saratoga,

Leona the Lord

head of the foreign de-

After a meeting of the Methodist
Conference, presided over by Buboy
Berry of Philadelphia, the Sheriff
of** Monmouth
County placed two
Methodist ministers on the Grand
Jury, one a Reverend Dr. De Marris
Miller's economy program, inasmuch; of Asbury Park.
This body imas it create's a new bureau in State mediately started to attack the SuYigovernment and calls for an appro- day amusements 'and Invoke tho
priation of $70,000.
Charging that the picture producers had been "tricked and trapped"
into offering to clean up their industry at the hearing before the

Finance Committee of both Houses
last week, Senator Walker declared:
"If it were not for fear of committing a breach of confidence 1
would tell why they made the sug-

—

gestion at whose suggestion they
were tricked yes, and trapped, by
men of international and national
reputation."

—

effort

"grab"

bill.

To

Senator Theodore Douglas
Robinson, of Herkimer
county,
brother-in-law of the late Colonel
Roosevelt, belongs the credit of
throwing a monkey wrench in this
plan. Senator Robinson was plainly
angered by Governor Miller's belated attempt to force Republicans
to vote for the bill "to be regular"
and denounced the tactics warmly.
When Clerk of the Senate, Ernie
Fay, of Syracuse, called Senator
Robinson's name on the roll, the
popular Herkimer legislator repudiated the idea, and voted against
the measure, declaring:
"It was not embodied in the party
platform, nor did our Governor
make his campaign for election on

WARREN MUST BONO.

.

The argument
•

to vacate the $100.secured by rred B.

speech.
To take action on the

ference.

bill In the
Senate Monday night. It was necessary for the Committee on Rules to
bring in a special order of business.
Senator Walker Immediately objected, asking that the bill be laid over,
but Senator Lusk replied that the
approach of the close of the session

necessitated action on the bill at
once. There was a three hours' debate before the measure was passed,
and several Senators had to be
awakened to vote on it.

Prominent members of both the
National Association and the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
had concluded with the passing of
the censorship bill In the Senate,
that there would be small hope to
prevent ultimate passing in the Assembly and that before the end of
the week Governor Miller would
have affixed his signature to the
bill.
The bill aa a law would become affective Aug. 1.
Final conferences were held Jn the
offices of Famous Players -Lasky,
with H. R. H. Connick, James D.
Williams of First National, Richard
S. Rowland of Metro, Gabriel L,
Hesse of Metro, and Frederick H.
Elliott of the National Association,

and others present.
It was the impression that a final
appeal would be made to the Governor by the "powers," the argument being raised that It is discriminatory legislation.
A hope is held out that next year
something will be done by motion
picture interests to affect an amend-

ment

to law.

MISS FREDERICK'S CONTRACT.

of the state to close that particular
The municipal authorities
have backed up the theatre manager
city up.

and requested him

to continue re*)
gardless of the outcome.
The penalty for this "disorderly
house" indictment la a year In jail,
$1,000 fine, or both, at the discretion
of the court.

ANSWERS

Taulinc Frederick denies that she
contemplating returning to the
speaking stage under the manage-

ment of
manager

$222.500 SUIT.

Herbert Lyen Smith'* Counterclaiflg
on Msdlsins Traverse*

Answer to Madlaine Traverse"!!
$222,600 breach of contract damage
suit has been filed by Herbert Lyon
Smith wherein the defendant gendenies all allegations, other
than admitting he gave Mias Traverse "upwards of $2,575" ns alleged;
in the complaint, but which was not
as advance salary but a cash loan,
Mr. Smith's counterclaim define
itely fixes that "upwards of $2,676**
as $3,085, which he seeks to recover, besides praying for a dismissal of the complaint.
Miss Traverse, through Cuggenhelmer, Untermyer and Marshall,
alleges she was to receive $3,500 a
week salary when the defendant
organized the "Madlaine Traversa
Photo Play Corporation" which ho
erally

—

to

—

RUSSELL

AH.

\Yoo<fs or any other
for at least two years.

PLAYLET FOR PRODUCTION.

W<U

IN

CONEY,

HspcM* .Kj/>fl%*sy, U(*.n«*a
dyucsi Film House.

Walter J. Russell, formerly manager for several big Brooklyn picture houses and recently In charge
of a Chicago film palace, has returned to New York to handle tha

new Kingsway

at Coney Island.
biggest
It is to bo the Island's
pictUt« house, having a capacity of
The Kingsway is situated
2,600,
Tha
directly on Kings Highway*
opening date is set for April 27.

Walls a picture company has been
to produce a screen version
of a full length play, Universal has

Becomes Lawyer.
Los Angeles, April

13.

due him under a set a precedent when it accepted
Harry Ptnkensteln, Well known at
written contract dating from May 1, a printed one-aet playlet, "AoilOJ," the Fox studios as paymastaf and
for
wei'k.
recently.
production
later
screen
as vo-dlrectori has been adhis
last
discharge
to
up
last,
The sketch is th^ work of Wilbur mitted to the bar of the State of
Warren is reported to he on the
!*.'
l>. Steele and appeared in 'Harper's
California. He will take up a pracCoast. Meantime be has the A.
JdagaslQe,
Uc* in a short Hn.q
$120,000 bank account tied up.
$100,000 as salary

.

receipt of $2,575.

.

known

i

do

according to tho
charges as well as $1,000 personal
expenses per month. The corporatlon was to be capitalized at $100,
000, Miss Traverse also averring
she was to be granted $50,000 of the
capital stock thereof. She admitted
failed

Is

any

.

This Indictment of Reade may bo
a personal attack by the Methodists

13.

••

$25,000 to Indemnify defendant for
loss that it may sustain by
virtue of the attachment; otherwise
."
denied.
Warren, who alleges be organised
the sales system of the Associated
Producers, Inc., is siting for the

M

<

000 attachment
Miss Fredericks contract with
Warn n against the Associated Pro- Robertson-Cole at $7,500 Weekly,
ducers, Inc., last week, resulted in with an additional $5,000 for gowns
this decision handed down by Jus- for each picture as well as a two
It reads, "Motion to
ti. e
l< hanty.
months' trip to New York with salvacate the attachment granted un- ary eat h year, has still two years
less plaintiff flies a surety company to run and while it is in force the
bond within five days in the sum of legitimate stage will not see her.
i

and charging money for it.
Reade has decided this time to

*

Los Angeles, April
Court Decides in Ex-Manager's At
tachment.

old "Blue Laws."
Its first step was to indict Walter
Reade, manager of the St. James,
Savoy, Main Street and Rlalto
Theatres for conducting disorderly
houses. This Is the title of the law
under which they began their pro*
ceeding and this is for running a
motion picture theatre on Sunday

stand trial for this Indictment and
to take the action to the Supremo
Turning to Majority Leader Lusk Court of the United States for *
definite decision and to And out
the Brooklyn Senator said:
"In view of the economy program whether it is legal or illegal to con*
of this year, this bill sponsored by tinue to operate. In the meantime
you is an anomaly. It makes an ap- the theatres are operating under a
propriation of $70,000 and adds a resolution passed by the municipal
new bureau, where the Governor has authorities of the City of Asbury
The authorities here are a
called for the cutting out of those Park.
already in existence. You say that commission form of government of
five
members.
the tax placed on films will make it
The resolution passed requests
a self-supporting agency of government, but surely you know that this and permits the operation of theatax will be passed from the produc- tres where the net proceeds are sent
er to the xhibltor, and from him to each week to the Commissioner of
the patrons of the theatre."
Revenue and Finance for distribuOne of those who voted against tion for charitable purposes. Tho
the bill was the Governor's own theatres have been In operation
Senator, George R. Fearon of Syra- here for two years without inter-*
Declaring himself to be in ference or molestation from anyone.
cuse.
favor of the purpose of the measure,
Theatres and other amusements
Senator Fearon, reading from the are operating in other cities in tho
Constitution, sought to show the State of New Jersey, namely, NewSenate that any acts of censorship ark, Hoboken, Union Hill, Atlantio
were unconstitutional inasmuch as City, Palisade Park, etc., without
they violated the guarantee of free any County, State or local inter*

first

Fool,"

Fauntleroy"
toga, N. V.

Jj'°1 8

13.

tirade against tho "un-American"
acta of tnc Kepublican LigitlaiurCi
as typified by the' censorship bill, and
spoke for more than one hour.
Senator Walker also scored the.
measure as a violation of Governor;

famous "big

stick."
to make the measure
a party one in the Senate failed at
the last minute, although the vote,
30 to 18, was nearly similar to the
count in the now famous traction

An

"GLORIOUS FOOL" STARTED

J«g department, were deposed

Mttrday.
is understood
the one respon*i

velt's

not certain whether the Committee on Rules will report the bill. this issue."
Speaker Edmund Machold, who conSenator James J. Walker of
trols the committee, has not com- Brooklyn, leader of the Democratic
mitted himself on the proposal. This minority,
launched
vigorous
a

Eugt n»- Ormonde made his first
appearanes in two years at a beneperformance of "Little Lord
fit

last

is

13.

Merrick, for two and a
years held manager of distribution, and James Smith, In the aud•Joseph

Wf

Sg

SJ

i

admitted by Assemblyman ClayGovernor Nathan L. Miller will ton, one of the co- introducers of
tho
measure. At first it was suphave to snap the Republican whip
harder than at any time during the posed that Speaker Machold fafast-dying State Legislature ses- vored the legislation.
Motion picture producers see the
sion if he wants his pet motion
picture censorship measure to pass biggest ray of hope for tho doom
of the bill in the opposition of Mathe Assembly.
jority Leader Adler, a big figure in
This is the opinion of veterans at
the Lower House, and a very able
the Capitol, following the passage
parliamentarian.
It
inevitable,,
is
of the film censorship bill in the
veterans at the Capitol say, that
Senate at Monday night's session by
the Governor and Majority Leader
a vote of 30 to 18. the Republicans Adler will "go to grips" over the
lining up for the legislation at the
censorship measure, the Chief Execinsistance
Governor
Miller,
of
utive being highly desirous, now
George Glynn, G. O. P. State chair- that
bill
the
has successfully
man; Walter L. Ward and Jacob emerged from the storm in the SenLivingston, Republican "bosses" of
ate, that the Assembly pass the
Westchester and Kings counties, re- legislation, while the majority leader
spectively, as a "party measure."
is known to be strongly opposed to
It- was recalled, however, that the
film censorship.State platform adopted at the ReThe supporters of the measure
publican convention at Saratoga have once more called on the servlast. June did not contain a plank
ices of Mrs. Clarence P. Waterman,
for censorship, not even a mention of Brooklyn, (hairjnan of thp Betof pictures being made in the plat- ter Motion Picture Alliance, to help
form.
the fight for censorship. Mrs. WatAlthough it was at first thought erman, who is credited with winning
the Lusk -Clayton bill, which was the approval of Governor Miller to
advocated by Governor Miller, would the censorship idea, la In Albany
have "easy sailing" in the Lower this week and will have a conferHouse, experienced politicians here ence with Speaker Machold today
have on the legislation. Representatives
predict
the measure will
"rough sledding" when Jt eomes out of the motion picture industry are
on the floor of the Assembly for also here, but there is nothing for
a vote. The passage of the* bill them to do but adopt a "watchful
in the Lower House is by no means waiting" policy.
certain, and early this week GovSince the invasion of the "movie"
ernor Miller, together with Senator men In the city, led by William A.
Clayton R. Lusk and Assembly Wal- Brady and Sydney S. Cohen, they
ter F. Clayton, introducers of the have won over many legislators to
If
measure, were buttonholing Assem- their side in the lower house.
blymen to find out "where they the Republicans call a caucus on
however, their efforts
bill,
stood"' on the picture "gag" legis- the
will have been in vain, as no Aslation.
semblyman
is expected to bolt a
windup,
hinted,
it is
GovIn the
ernor Miller will use the well known conference, the Miller whip being
about
the
most
powerful any GovG. O. P. whip more sharply than
ever in order to force the passage ernor has ever held in this State, not
The Governor, it is excepting the late Colonel Rooseof the bill.

Albany, April

It is
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Associated with vaudeville interests in the
middle west for the past IS years and
lately of The Simon Agency, Inc.
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$3,000,000 TO FIGHT
OUT-OF-TOWN MANAGERS IN

SPECS REFUSE OUTRIGHT BUY

TICKET CLEARING

FOR BARRYMORES AT $5 TOP

SCRAMBLE FOR ATTRACTIONS
Dearth of Good Road Shows Disclosed by Jam Over Producers' Association Is
"Irene" Omaha Brandeis Has Not Had Show
Preparing for 1924
Since Feb. 14, and Refuses to Cancel.
Equity Demands Close
Houses Year If Neces-

Despite Long Box-Office Line
Are That High Priced Seats Are
Passed Up at House Record Dramatic Scale.
Indications

—

UPSTATE HEW YORK

St. Louis, April 20.
hold the coastward
bound "Irene" over here lor a
week to fill In the current week's
date, left dark by the sudden closing
Of the "Passing Show of 1919" were
fruitless. Telegraphic conversations
With the Brandeis theatre at Omaha
proved the pronoun -ed scarcity of

to

Looks Imminent,

ever,

&

number four "Irene" and that show250 at Oneonta and Carbondale, and
ed all the more or bad conditions,
Which sent into Omaha the same at- a number in Whitehall, Fort Edtraction though a stronger company. ward and Plattsburg. Some of the
Another freak date for the coast factories at Cohoes, Ballston and
''Irene'* Is at Salt Lake where It
Amsterdam have resumed operaplays Thursday, Friday and Saturday then lays off Sunday and con- tions. The Arnold Frint Works at
tinues Monday, Tuesday and Wed- North Adams, Mass., is now going
nesday. The engagement ends with day and night and three or four
Wednesday matinee, giving the enother large manufacturing estabgagement eight performances.
The dailies hare greeted "Irene" lishments in the same city have reopened their doors.
(Continued on page 3)

snd More Declined for Pic
ture

week

made

Rights.

were

offers

Erlanger

imminent.

seems

which

Canada,

The largest mills of this kind are
located in Northern New York. The

this
faction

reported

paper-makers have voted almost to
"Ben Hur." a man to reject the 30 per cent,
was $1,000,000 and reduction in wages whieh is sup-

the

In anticipation

The
the

first offer

second,

$500,000
..?

iat

?!>\.

in

on behalf of another
was $1,100,000, with
rash to he paid imme-

Ui>on

Ui« JrfgoJug

posed to go into effect

demands the

of

anything sinco the strike and
against independent
(Continued on pn^e 17)
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operation
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Both offers are reported t<» have
declared the Erlanger people In on
*njr profits of
the Jim, in addition.

Reported With Nora
Bayes, Hopper and Others.
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the first attraction for Broadway
at a straight $5 top nightly. Musical
Is

shows have several tunes established
that top and even higher for the
opening night, with one or two exceptions for premiere performances
for dramatic shows, but "Claire" is
the first to venture a straight $5
scale for the entire engagement announced for eight weeks.
A row between the ticket agencies
and the house management was precipitated when the sale was opened
last

The brokers were

week.

finally

ejected from the Empire when they
refused" to accept a straight "buy-
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The program ooturttti of pantofarce, operetta, instrumental
playing, solos and folk songs. CiUna Kopcrnak. noted on ber n.it ivo
musical comedy strtgr, i* dc*i joed
as the "Kuttrian Eva Tangjay."
„\lrne. Vera Smlrnova. a sin^ r and
I).
Apollon, a "mandolin vlrtuo o,"
are feature players. Others .<i<- Mine.
mime,

i

•

i

KIDDING JUSTICE.
Bebe

.-.-

playing mu.-icnl -;.i»u^
being patrolled by un formed policewho
In hur:
ha> "
men
id "de tl »lii " f
Jol nnlcs.

th--a''/*

•

I

•

to

Rule.

Commlsloner

Police
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which
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cast scheduled

•

largely to

-
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•
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In the

open

The

purp ini

reunited

under her pen name of Mjehael
Strange and starring for the first
time John and Ethel Barrymore. It

out" with no return privileges.
As a result few if any tickets for
this week reached the agencies. Tlio
latter contended that at this time of
the season the scale was "overbourd**
and refused to take a chance withThis
out the privilege of returns.
attitude was strengthened because
of a string of flivvers which resulted
the attraction supplies 16 pieces of in losses to the brokers.
First night tickets brought almost
music at $70 per man. With the
executive
staff,
lobby
display, any price asked, with prices of $25
Row such
operators, etc., the attruction must and more being quoted.
(Continued on Page 2"»>
play to around $10,000 before it
participates in anything toward defraying the cost of production.
The first week It played to $9,180;
RUSSIAN VAUDEVILLE.
the second, $ ,0,12.r,; third, $i;,02.";
fourth, $8,700, and last week, $8,100. Shortly Showing on Broadway at $5
•The Queen of Sheba," while doScale.
ing a larger business, is under a
much heavier "nut." The Vox peoRussian so-called vaudeville will
ple rent the Lyric at $5,500 a week, be brought to Uroadway for the first
use 4f. musicians at $90 per nan time wher several concerts are
aitle-featW fct fISO; unMtmttog^ts given at the Belmont. The. at:tracover $4,000; Is buying % 000 worth tion is called "Theatre Hi Da Bo,"
of space in the dailie."--; has a $700 understood to represent high c: as*
The sponsors ot tlie
a week executive and operating vaudeville.
venture plan to regularly establish
staff; is using $351 worth of billing,
"Bi Ba Bo" on Broadway m xt s 1etc., and Ituit week played to $i.:,too.

Boston. April 20

Webei

Jo«-

i

when

nan

n
i

whieh he and

The ticket sensation of the season
attained with the premiere Monday
at the Empire of "Clair de Lune",
written by Mrs. John Barrymore

t

Cops Stationed at Theatre

the .sum-

i

:

Herman o
^ased i!

for

•

theatre In laid Inside live Kalr*ont Hot.
Anno-inrcmenl of.! 'ii
* theatre roi
ih«>
exclusive ln.t.i

weeks

all-star revue

May 25 at the Belwyn. Nora
es baa been engaged n^ leading
woman with the isi including De
Wolf Hopper and Carl H.ysori and
Dorothy Dickson now at ih*» Palais'
a
d
Cn»*l leton
Barbai
Roj ale.
'.j,.,-m.
;i Iso
;•
Toui nc ii
n
to

S*n hVuncisco, April 20«
•Something new for San Krunci sco's
hadinc hotels will noun take
3'ace when ,(,,.
foundation for n 500-

t'vo

FOR BOSTON JOHNNIES

work on

Fields has started

in

will be

-

*** m.tdi

STAGE DOOR DEADLINE

Enforce

FAIRMOUNT'S THEATRE.
He rmsn

1.

REVUE.

ALL-STAR

FiElQS

o.f,.thf.

Papers.

May

—

Equity Association may
The Fox special showings of big
make upon termination of the strike pictures on 42d street have not
settlement agreement of 1919, which proved profitable ventures thus far.
As a consequence his two star pubextends for five years from that
licity boomers are retiring.
Harry
Managers' Reichenbach withdrew last SaturProducing
time,
the
Association has begun preparations day from "A Connecticut Yankee,"
for protection of the principle of and Will A. Page, loaned to Fox by
conducting their business without Comstock & Gest, is making ready
The scope of the to sail for Europe In a fortnight.
dictation.
"counter" by the managers may be
The "Connecticut Yankee" picjudged from their plan which is ture started off fairly well, but reclaimed might cause cosing down ceived a fatal slap through the pubthe legitimate theatres for an en- licity accruing from a story pubtire year.
lished in the dailies about a boy
The managers take the angle who committed suicide after viewthat such a move might be neces- ing the picture.
sary if the closed shop Js invoked
The feature is playing the Selwyn
against them by the A. E. A. Unon a 50-50 basis, the house taking
til the fall of 1924 members of the
the first $4,000. Over $2,000 a week
P. M. A. are protected by the agreeis being spent for advertising and
ment, at least so far as definite

tor the picture rights to

corporation,

Reichenback and Page Retire
Story Slaps "Yankee."

Actors'

The situation in Glens Falls, Fort action by the A. E. A. is concerned.
Edward and other towns in North- It was stated by one of the best
ern New York looks bad because known producers, however, that the
paper-makers recent "Equity Shop" move has
of
strike
the
of
throughout the United States and done more to solidify the managers

OFFERS FOR "BEN HUR."

Two

AS ALLIES

M. A.

How

The Brandeis
attractions on tour.
in reply to a request to cancel
^Irene" and permit it to remain here,
Troy, N. T.. April 20.
stated it had not had an attraction
The Industrial situation heresince Feb. 14 and did not propose to
has improved a little. One
pass up anything that looked like abouts
thousand men have been taken
saoney.
H. shops In ColI developed that the Inst attrac- back In the D.
tion to play the Brandeis was the onie, besides 250 at Green Island,

Million

FOX LOSING ON

B'WAY SPECIALS
T.

Strike,

—

sary.

IMPROVES SLIGHTLY
Paper-Makers'

Own Way

Get Their

—

Efforts
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SACHA'S NEW PLAY FOR BELASCO;

R1TAIN PLEDCES STRIKE

PARIS

IN

AID TO THE THEATRES
E. 6.

WITH USUAL CHARM, A PARIS HIT
Edouard VI!—
Russian Fugitive Prince Royal Seen as Professor Whole Guitry Family in Production.

"Le Grand Due" Goes on

at Theatre

—

to Provide

Transport for Touring
- Companies.

*

London, April 20.
During the serious period of the

representatives of the West
association
of touring managers waited on Sir
Eric Geddes, Minister of Transport,
IN LONDON. [to discuss the problems of transportation for the traveling theatriHall Scene in Hip Revue cal organizations.
Shows Old Stars
The touring managers asked that
strike,

End managers and the

"PEEP SH OW"

Paris, April 20.

Following his "Le Comedien,"
which has just run 100 nights, Sacha Music
Guitry 'a latest work, "Le Grand
Due," was presented at the Theatre
Edouard VII, April 13, by A. Franck,

London, April

20.

and made good.

"The Peep Show" was produced
Sacha's new play Is In his usual at the Hippodrome April 14 and
witty style, and particularly well seems to be excellent entertainment,
interpreted by himself, his father, with little waste on mere spectacle.
his wife (Mme. Yvonne Printemps), The cast is clever but practically
Mine. Jeanne Granier and the form- unknown, excepting Stanley Lupino
er vaudeville comic Polis. This is and Mona Vivian.
Teamwork is
the complete cast.
good throughout.
The piece concerns Vermillion, a
The show starts with a voyage
self-made wealthy man desiring his to the moon, but gradually becomes
daughter Marie receive adequate an ordinary revue. The big feature
education.
He engages a fugitive is a scene in which the music hall
Russian duke as professor of lan- stars of long ago appear in their
guages and good manners, also a acts. This is probably suggested by
former actress as music teacher. the "League of Notions" old-time

The

actress introduces her son into
the home as gymnastic teacher,
though he is only a poet.
The
actress recognizes the duke as a
former lover in Russia and father
of her son. Poetical son loves Marie
and the Duke without revealing his
identity,
facilitates
the marriage
with his son also the actress with
Vermilion.
Lucien Guitry plays the Duke,
Sacha the son; Granlbr the mother;
Polis enacts Vermilion and Printemps plays Marie all of them
splendidly.

—

—

LONDON ADELPHI BURNS.
Famous

Government Asked

Playhouse
Built
1795
Played There.

I

the government should assist in
the transport of companies or guarantee managers against loss.
Louis Casson, secretary of the
Touring Managers, said that* during the last railway Btrike companies were transported any way,
tat the managers' expense, and the
result was a serious loss which resident managers refused to participate in, merely insisting the touring companies must keep their contracts and play the dates booked or
pay a penalty.
'

IN

20.

The Adelphi
a famous

theatre, Liverpool,
playhouse, built by Jacob

its original

name

of

The-

LONDON

London. April

fire.

produce another play
Yale End.
4.

.

NEW REVUE

Royalty
"Pins and
next month
"Up In Mabel's Room,'* which was
Needles," with Alfred Lester as originally Intended to follow "Lord
He has also Richard in the Pantry," at the Criprincipal comedian.
bought "Arlequin," now a big suc- terion, with Cyril Maude and Iris
at
entitled

cess in Paris.
No theatre or cast has yet been
settled, but later on he will produce
a new musical comedy by Jerome
Kern, starring Shirley Kellogg.

INDIAN PRINCESS ABROAD
Princess Wah-Letka, Indian mind
reader, has been booked for a tour
of the Moss Empires, opening at

England, July

"La Femme

Nue"

will

bert

1 )-><

is to

v..ucvillc'.*s ..revue

FELIX ADLER OPENS.
London, April 20.
Adler opened at the Victoria Palaeo Monday and scored a
success throughout, despite a bad
spot on the bill.
v< lix

J'.nis,

PRINCE'S.
April

«>n

The provincial directors are to
in Congress at Bordeaux on
April 19 to discuss the possibility of
a standard contract.

"La Dame aux Camelias" occu-

meet

pies the stage of the Theatre Sarah
Bernhardt, awaiting the revival of
"Les Deux Gosses," due shortly,

It has now been decided by managers at Marseilles that all places

Hoey in the leading part, will now
be done at the Playhouse, with
Charles Hawtrey and Isobel Elsom.
Charles Hawtrey produces and the
piece will follow "Love?"

The University of Liverpool has
appointed H. Granville Barker as
lecturer on the "Art of the Theatre."

May

on

present

will close in that city

as a protest against the

1

mode

of taxation.

The Russian baritone Yvantzof
has been engaged by Rouche for ths
Opera. Pitoeffs troupe, having terminated at the Theatre Moncey, will
give a series of the Russian piece,
"Uncle Vania," by Anton Tchekoy,
at the Vieux Colombier.
,

"Les Enfants Trouve" (originally
intended to be entitled "Le Gentleman"), by Savoir and Cnreo, is being rehearsed at the Ambigu.

The Cirque de Paris has
business

doors,
forts

Its

of fact, the ef-

recent

the

of

closed

dropped

having

As a matter

away.

management

have not been appreciated by the
public since the circus reopened
This result was
last September.
anticipated.

his first foreign trip in ten years.

In

the

A special performance of "Tristan
und Iseult" is to be p'ayed at ths
Theatre des Champs Elysecs March
31 by the troupe of the Regio theatre of Turin, Italy, under the di-

SAILINGS.

West

May 19 (New York for Italy)— P.
Alonzo, Poli Booker (Abruzzi).
George Tully, of "The Man from
May 7 (New York for Paris)
Toronto" fame, has just returned Kitty
Gordon.
from his Australasian tour and is
June
14 (New York to London)
busily rehearsing for the Robert
Carl
Laemmle,
Lee
Kohlman
Courtneidge production of "Sweet
(.Olympic).
William," by Keble Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Kahane of

—

rection of Serafine.

The Confederation des Travailleurs
France has petitioned
the French Government to open
negotiations with Washington relative to the suppression of tedious
and expensive formalities for obtaining an American copyright by
The United
European authors.
States, not having adhered to ths
Berne convention, is not included
in the European copyright laws,
being
steps
special
necessitates
taken to secure protection for literary and dramatic works in that
country.

Intellectuels of

Chicago, the parents of Benj. KaThe "Irish war" is hitting the hane of the Orpheum Circuit, sail
business in that distressful country for Europe next week.
very hard. Recent events in Dublin
May 12 Mr. and Mrs. Lew
have led to the closing of the Em- (Peckie) Herman (Mauretanla).
pire, the Tivoll and the Queen's.
April 21 (from New York for
This is owing to the military com- London) Great Lester.
mand fixing a curfew hour at 9
o'clock, by which time all civilians
PIECE AT GLOBE
not possessing special passes must
be indoors. The Gaiety still manLondon, April 20.
ages to keep open by starting at
-The Knave of Diamonds" will
5.46 and finishing at 8 p. m., while come to London with Violet Van
the Hippodrome works one house a Brugh at the Globe
April 23. This
night from 6.26 to 8 p. m.
is the drama that has Just finished
trial
a
run,
which
was
extended six
M
Chu Chin Chow," at His Majes- weeks, at Manchester
ty's, has Just celebrated its 2,100th
performance and business shows no
ROBEY'S BENEFIT.
signs of abating.
London, April 20.
Knapp and Cornalla are booked to
George Robey's newspaper press
return home in May, returning to fund concert at the Coliseum April
England to open at the Coliseum at 10 realized
£2,350.
Practically
the beginning of August.
every star in the country appeared.

—

NEW

with

an

English

sup-

porting company.

Pavlowa

Resting.
Parts, fcprlf*

W.

Pavlowa has arrived

In Paris and
going to Switzerland for a rest.
Her troupe has reached London.
Alice Dolysia is an Paris, but returns to London shortly.
is

Lupino Lane Joining "Notions."
London, April 20.
Lupino Lane joins "The League
of Notions'' at the Oxford May 2,
prior to sailing to take up his Ami rican picture

<

oni ract<

White and Smith Go Big.
London, April 20.

Lee White and Clay Smith r<
op<f d in Gre a Britain at the Ll\
<ii'*i Hippodrome and went big

•era

lo.

rrrPrin<T's

been postponed, but Andre B
and Mile. Rely foHow B< rnhardt
a repertory season next month.

amusement

of

Lenora Hughes, with her dancing
partner, Maurice, has returned to
Paris after her visit to America to
recuperate following an operation.

The couple will commence dancing
Romano's restaurant.

at

Bernard Shaw's "^rms and ths
Man." translated into French by
Henriette and Augustln Hamon as
the Heros et le Soldat." was successfully presented by F. CJemler at
'

The subOscar
known.
"The Chocolate

the Theatre Montaigne.

was

ject

Strauss'

already
operetta,

Soldier." having been seen at the
Apollo prior to the war. The present
version preserves the irony and
j

1

humor of the original, and the witty
Irish author is again welcome in
Paris, so critical to foreign works.
The three-act piece is sure to have
a good run.

From April 1 the French fee for a
vise is $10 for American passports,
the same as charged for months past
by the United States for the vise
of a F.rWDCh passport. /'.• Igium has
likewise adopted 'tne KtffM tH *cr
Americans.

"Madame

Marc

la

h,,;.-."

piece

I"

three acts, by Alphonse Lemor.nler
and Louis Perlcaud, has b' en re "
It will not
Vived at the Marigny.
change the present destiny of the

Blysees playhouse, though
Dulac, Brevannes, Hay Ma rot, Paul
Mines. .lane Vvon, farina,

Champs
Nova,

L

bly

and Charlane do

their best.

Program Olympia- Mi

s

llasou-

Bastlen troupe, Koceo and La
Mariskv. BarrOiS, Perichot. <;eorgel,
Mis.-- Elaine, Marry] Cyclists. Poleys,
P*"
sketch
by
Disibonncnult."
.Im He Fusler, KobGiaff« rl. with
ert Darthes. Numes Ms, etc.
tra.

26.

London, Apt n

The Guitry

The municipal theatre at Verdunsur-Doubs, Saone-et Loire, was destroyed by fire last Sunday night.
The outbreak occurred after ths
performance.

follow

L'O.

Andre Bruit and Madeleine Lely,
now appearing in "Cocuc Lilas" at
the Theatre de Paris, are op' ni.hg
at Prince's theatre, L end. <n, with a
French comedy April

Adams &

Vaudeville,
"Tendresse"
at
the
Yvonne de Bray again holding the
lead in this revival 'of H. Bat ai lie's
well-known comedy.

"Macbeth."

20.

play in Alto he prolX-CoufvTlfe

duced at the Royalty.
has the French rights to "A Bill for
Divorcement," which he will produce in Paris.

FRENCH COMEDY AT

Lucile Joel, Fransky, Beretta
Lee, Lall & Rene,
Ristori and partner.
suitti.
trio,

4.

London, April

Edmund GwtflO

8

Love"), an operetta produced in
Switzerland, with music taken from
Schubert, is to be the next item at
the Marigny.

Daisy Markham has had "The
Nora, the performing hippo, Is no
Hackett Playing in Paris.
Mr. and Mystery of the Yellow Room" re- more. She was the big attraction
written since its production at the at the Crystal Palace circus. The
Paris, April 20.
accompany
Mrs. Henry Bellit will
St. James's, and will shortly go on animal
James
belonged
K. Hackett, in accordance
to
Winston of
the Princess on the trip abroad, tour with it. Anon she returns to
(Continued on page 17)
with an invitation from the French
sailing on the Olympic in June.
government last June, is arranging
to appear at the Odeon the first
week of June in Shakespeare's
DeCOURVILLFS REVUE.
Sheffield,

tingencies.

The initial
Sacha Guitry.
show will probably be an operetta
"Le Droit de Greve" ("The Right
by Willemetz, music by the song to Strike," by Hutchinson, is being
composer Yvain. The same man- translated by Mme. Mylo and will
agement begins a summer season be apapted by Charles Mere for the
at the Ba-Ta-Clan in May, featur- Theatre Antoine next season.
ing Charlotte Lyses in a revival of
Zola's "LAssommoir" ("Drink").
Program at the Alhambra — Kharum, Billy Judge's seal, Fortuge*
"Chanson d'Amour" ("Song of Torcat & Flor d'Alizas birds,
Pi atre

Abruzzi," May 19. Mr. Alonzo will
spend the better part of summer
with relatives in Italy, returning to
Ne-v York about Aug. 15. It will be

By IVAN PATRICK GORE.

Young Buffalo
(Phillip
Owing to the shortage of housing accommodations, a portion of Drew) is breaking records at the
Lyceum with "The Savage and the
the building was let to poor people,
matinees of which there
who were asleep at the time of the Woman,"
are three, being as crowded as the
fire.
evening shows.
Most of the famous players of the
last century played this house, inJohn L. Gorman Is here, but decluding the great clown Grimaldi.
nies a business mission, although
it
would not be surprising if his
visit resulted in the return of a
DE C0URVILLE
certain popular American comedian
who became one of the big things
At the Royalty Next Month—Also in vaudeville on this side and after,
ward was responsible for many
to Star Shirley Kellogg.
weeks of packed houses In the last
Palace revue.
Felix Adler is anLondon, April 20.
other notability who has chosen
Albert de Courville will produce
Lent as the best season for a visit
the
intimate revue
an

bear

will

Institution of a censor for theatrical
productions on the lines of pictures
is distasteful both to the trade and
the public. It is suggested the police should be given wide?, powers,
as already exists for political con-

was

Astley, circus manager, in 1795,

destroyed by

Paris, April 4.
Trebor and Brlgon will take over
the Theatre des Mathurins '(adjoining the Michel, which they already control) and commence operations next season, when the house

closing
If
becomes necessary with Jane Danjou, Lise Flcury and
nearly 500 companies will be in- Madeleine Guitty.
They would have to be
vaudeville-burlesque success.
A bill to be known as the BonneThe volved.
show had an enthusiastic reception. brought back to London to await vay law (taking as usual the name
peace and resumption of tours.
of its sponser) is to be shortly disgovernment will help all in cussed in the French parliament to
BEvTVE BEECHAM OPERA. itsThe
try to control suggestive plays on
power.
London, April 20.
A representative of the govern- the French stage. Some measure
A proposal is on foot to reorgan- ment later attended a West End is sadly needed at present, but the
ize the Beecham Opera Co. by the
managers' meeting and stated it
formation of a company with a was the government's desire the
POP AT PALACE.
capital of £100,000.
The proposed theatres should Carry on as usual
London. April ?0.
directors are Lady Beecham, Sir and assured the managers that
After April 25 the Palace reverts
Frank Benson, Victor Turnbull, An- transport for audiences would be to vaudeville and pictures.
drew Melville (of the Lyceum), provided ajid the electric power
The first feature film will be "PolErnest Law (a director of the Gen- stations manned.
lyanna."
eral Omnibus Co.).
The kinemas have received an
It is further proposed that Sir order from the Board of Trade
ALONZO SAILING
reThomas Beecham, who is now questing them to economize by reP. Alonzo, booking manager for
bankrupt, should join the company stricting the use of coal, gas and
the Poli circuit In the Keith offices,
after the shares are allotted.
.electric light.
sails /or Italy on the S. S. "Due of

Gnmaldi

London, April

KENDREW.

Leo

|

rs

Booked

Abroad

ins been

book< d »••
tour over th<
Most Emfffrc Cfcvw.fcliD Englamar
foi six weeks beginning Ju:> 25,
Jenls

in

B<

-

Jacobs

for

a

1
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FAMOUS PLAYERS PASSES

MELON OF $24,600

75

CUTBYCA.&P.S0C.

ON REPORTS OF GERMAN DEAL

VICTOR HYDE REVIVING OLD

SHOW AND AFTERPIECE IDEA

Some Checks as Low as $14

—Small

Suits Pending.

Checks have been mailed to the
Will Send Out Three Specialty Companies Next
Zukor Believed to Have Negotiated Arrangement for members
of the Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers folInterchange of Pictures on Barter Plan Other
Season Each Equipped With Chorus Leader
towjag the division Of a $24,600
Amusements Quiet and Steady.
melon amongst its members. This
and Own Scenery Travel Intact.

—

—

—

leaves an even $80,000 in the Society's treasury. The checks ran as
low as $14 for a song; writer.

Players-Lasky
stock in their campaign before the connew high ground for a gressional committees.
Technical market considerations
moment Wednesday during the sec- governed the course of prices durtouching
trading,
75%
of
hour
ing the week more than developond
This is nearly a ments in the trade. The amusement
jpst before noon.

Famous

climbed into

stocks followed t^ie general trend of
point over its
the list pretty consistently.
The
Quotations caved slightly
'for 1921.
probability that Great Britain would
thereafter, but remained at or bet- be tried up in a general strike of
ter than 74 for the entire session.
the principal industries, was the
The move was interpreted in the signal for a lot of short selling. Untrade as a preliminary maneuver on der its influence Famous Players
interests dipped at one t'me under 70, but
the part of Wall Street
among the big
identified with the company to get when a division
the stock in a good price position unions made it look as though the
before the return of Adolph Zukor. possibility of a walkout was remote,
A
president of the company, from the bears hastened to even up.
Europe, where it is reported lie has general covering movement ensued
made an arrangement for the im- during which prices in the whole
a list, the amusements among them,
portation of German films on
large scale, closing at 75 on a turn- got back to their previous levels.
Loew's Bos^ ton, after reaching a
over for the day of more than 10,000
new high of 14 on reports of a 66 2/3
Shares.
Xe'.v
arrival
cent, stock dividend, sagged
official's
per
In
the
Upon
York, it is expected Announcement nearly a. point on profit taking sales.
this transaction
Orpheum was extremely quiet, the
will be made of
which would involve far-reaching Boston and Chicago holders who
consequences in the trade. Control bad been liquidating for needed cash
of a large footage of German pic- appeared to have completed their
tures would give Famous Players dealings, for transactions in New
enormously York, Boston and Chicago were at
for
an
opportunity
profitable turn, and it is probable a minimum.
As indicating a reasonably prosthat this circumstance'will be made
the most of in the way of exploita- perous condition of the industry the
declaration by Eastman Kodak of
tion as a stock market factor.
Anything in the way of a business 17 V4 per cent, for the quarter received
attention. This includes the
coup that would show up prominently in the financial statement regular quarterly rate of 2V4 per
could not but have a constructive cent, and two extras, one of 10 per
and the cent, and one of 5 per cent. The
influence on quotations,
probability is that the Wall Street stock was quotedN^m the New York
Sponsors of the issue would work Foard between $675 and $678 a share
the price upward so that when the of $100 par.
The summary of transactions
announcement comes the upturn
April 14 to 20 inclusive is as folwould start at a good level.
lows:
That the move on Wednesday was
STOCK EXCHANGE.
inspired from inside sources was
Thursday— islet High. Low.. Last. Chg.
evident from the fact that it was Fam. I'l.ty-L. l.TO
7<>«4
— 1 14
71'/*
<W/4
so* 86%
i>o. pf
loo
so*
not communicated to the allied se-

previous price

best

.

[.new,

of the Amusement group
and came in the face of general softness throughout the rest of the list.
As a general proposition the amusement stocks wore qiriet and dull
over the week.
Loew hung listcurities

lessly

around

fractional

iioston »oij 185

l»lay-L. 1600
01*0
Do. pf
Loew. Inc.... 8i>0

Wednesday —

Fam.

the transaction
Con
before the Confixers,. .Ames-jean

Kre&tioaa) tariff.,
players and independent producers
urging a tariff wall to keep these

importations out. The film branch
of the Actors' Equity Association is
understood to have begun agitation
along tljis line.
However, the exhibitors of the country are on the
8 lde of lower
duties in film importations, and it is fair to presume that
the public will be swayed in the
same direction. The partisan* of
•ow tariff for foreign pictures depend upon this Influence to aid tlcm

s;,-

4

M'4

T*%

72%

4-

HTVi

»7'/i

4
—
*

is*

is*

«

1V4

23

25

4-

V*

73

73
lsr4
25

— *

4-

^

4-

%

1H%
28
at 25.

Do.

l'lay-L. 103o©

pf

•

000

73*
87*

73

IS*

18*

73*
87*
18*

+

75*
87*

73v|

75

+1*

87*

87*
is*

Ix>ow, Inc.... 2W00

87

IS

i»«*

THE CURB.

Friday—
Oollwyn ....

Kx

•

4-

V4
>„

—*

Bates. Hi>;h. !/<>w.. Last. C*hg

100

5

5

ft

To Play 30 Weeks

for
$2 300.

.

The

money

was

SETTLEMENT MADE

divided

according to classes. The
publishers' subdivided their $12,000
into four classes, the
class firms
getting $740 each, B class $370 and
so on down the scale. There are 28
publishers in the Society, thirteen
of them falling in the prime class.
The authors, 164 in number, subdivided-their share into six classes,
the A class men receiving $90 each;
B class $45 each and so on down.

A

Judging from the number of infringents throughout the> country
Who ore performing the music controlled by the Society for profit
without a license, the Society is
earning considerable from the $200
damage awards whenever they
bring suit and they have quite a
few pending. They maintain a net
work of agents in every town and
city, the agent for his share receiving one-third of the damage
award from each infringing case.
Tho Society always sues for $250,
the minimum allowed them for infringement of musical copyrights
ut^ler the statutes.

—

M0UNTF0RD LOSES.
Effort to Tie Up N. V. A.
ceipts a Bloomer.

of three vaudeville road

season,
price

Pays 25 Cents on the Dollar-

Owned
D.

"Intolerance."

The .Wark Producing Corp., a
W. Griffith company organised
produce

to

"Intolerance,"

has

ef-

fected a settlement with its credit-

paying

claims in full on
per cent, in cash
and the balance in notes maturing
at regular intervals from May, 1921,
ors,

the

all

basis of 25

to Dec. 31, 1922,

These notes are endorsed by D.

W.

Griffith individually, the D.

G.

Corp.,

Lillian

Gish and

W.

Irving

H. T. Eanzaf, the latter the president of the W'ark company and
counsel for Mr. Griffith.
The liabilities are $298,910.

FRIARS ROAD TOUR OFF
Frolic

The
spring

in

prep-

to

be booked

vaudeville

shows next
the pop

in

and picture the-

Hyde's shows are to embrace
seven vaudeville acts, with a revue
coming at the finish, making a total of eight turns. The revue is te
be made up of people from the seven
vaudeville acts. A chorus of ten
r,irls will be carried. The shows are
to travel intact
with their own
musical director and stage crew.
Hyde's idea, which shapes up as
an innovation for present day
vaudeville, is really asreriva: of the
old time traveling vaudeville com-

atres.

bination show and afterpiece scheme
which flourished in the '80s and
'90s, when such show*, as Williams'
Meteors, Hyde's Comedians, Hopkins'
Transoceanics
and others
were prominent attractions.

The Hyde shows will be an elaboration on the old idea in any event,
each vaudeville act bein~ furnished
with special scenery, as well ae
the revues. Present plane call for
the house to buy the show through
the circuit, whereas In the old days
the traveling combinations cj a rule

To Be Given This played on a sharing basis. An adBroadway House.
vance man will probably also be carried with the Hyde shows. If the
proposed road tour this idea provos practical. Hyde proby the Friars has been poses to send out a number of ad-

Only

Spring

Day Re-

Hyde has plans

aration calling for the organization

locally

in a

Several of the star ditional companies.
Each company is to include at
playing members of the. club who
volunteered
for
the 'pilgrimage, least 25 people. The road show plan
found they could not make it as applied to vaudeville has been an
tl rough engagements that will hold
unqualified success on tho Western
them to their companies beyond circuits. These shows, such as playJustice Delehanty's opinion on the proposed date of tho tour. This ing the Pantages timo, however, are
Harry Mountford's and William so far interfered with the plans it straight vaudeville, minus tho afterConley's motion for temporary in- was dec.Ided last week to call off piece or revue.
junctions against the Orpheum Cir- the tour.
As produced by Hyde the revuee
cuit, Inc., and Loew, Inc., says:
A Frolic wilrbe held by the Friars tacked on to the vaudeville shows
"The only inference that can be some time next month in a Broad will be modern In every respect, re*
sembling musical comedy In the endrawn from the papers presented in way house.
these motions is that the share or
Tho annual election of the or- tertainment offered, the only resemshares of stock standing in the name ganization will occur early In June. blance to the old time afterpiece
of the plaintiffs were obtained for A ticket is in formation. George M. thing being in the idea and in the
the purpose of harassing and annoy- Cohan is to ngain head it. Several fact that the vaudeville people aping the defendants, and that, so far changes are forecast for the officers pear in the revues as well as la
their own specialty.
the corporations and their stock- and Board of Governors.
plaintiffs
holders are concerned,
are not acting in good faith. Assuming, however, that the actions
were bona fide,, the corporations
would not be enjoined from turning
Over the funds in question for the
sick and death benefit of the vaudeville artists referred to herein, for
the reason that such donations are
pearly Incident to the exercise of
the corporate powers of defendants.
Motions accordingly denied, with

Tho legal efforts of Harry Mountford and Wm. P. Conley to enjoin
the Orpheum and Loew Circuits
from turning over their receipts
for April 8 to tho N. V. A. insurance
benefit fund resulted in failure.

abandoned.

•

New

Pantages at
•

small

time

route and

'

her
signed

Following her Pantages engagemen t she is to be one of the Shu-

I

ment.

Victor

CO.

GRACE De^AR-CHES. COHEN.

for a tour of the Pantages Circuit
at a reported salary of $2,500 a week
net for two performances uuily. with
three on Saturday and Sunday, paid
for pro rata.
Miss Tanguay will open on the
circuit April J7 at Detroit and play
a 30-week engagement of wet'k
stands.
I

and Authors under a treaty agree-

WARK

$10 costs."

Eva Tanguay has accepted
first

GRIFFITH'S

dividend.

TANGUAY ON 3-A-DAY.

pictures for German distribution.
What the basis of the bartering system will be has not come out. but
it appears to be plain that the plan
will throw a large amount of material into the American company's
hands at a cost estimated at less
than half of American production.
Obviously production at home by
Famous Players would be curtailed.
»d

4 14

70^

M»'4

Tuesday

an interchange of product. Famous
Players will take over the output of
certain major German
producers,
and in return will- deliver its own

light

MO

Inc..

Fom.

Nothing definite was to be had
covering the details of Zukor's Gorman tilm importing plans, but the
understanding was that it involved

tikeli

+2

Vi
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riay-L. 5400
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has been no more talk of a Famous
Players -L.OCW coalition, and it is the
general belief that the proposition is
off, for the present at least.
Clashing interests appear to stand as a
bar to such an arrangement at this
time, although (lie trade and tho
Times square speculating contingent
look upon the id*a of on association as an altogether desirable one.

In

*<oll

SaturdayFinn.

the news affecting the stock, and the turnover
was somewhat under normal.. There

will result In
win
in a

:>»>

Inc..

Boston

sluftinga

Nothing came out

pf

•Do,
•L'«?w.

Orpheum

IK*

i!»'i

24% -*%
Orpheua at US.

Friday—
fam. llay-L. 4200

with meaningless
both
ways.

19

Inc.... 2.MK)
-'00
...

Orj'ht'um

Of the $24,600, the odd $600 went
to the Italian Society of Composers

i)f ri
Advance Va-mfe-HUe* henaJ1aset>
according to the Shubert press de
partment.
,

Orleans, April

20.

Grace DeMar, known as a "single act," and at the local Orpheum
this week, is to again wed, toward
Chester Cohen
the end of May.
will be the groom.
He is connected
with the Chicago office of Leo Feist.
The forthcoming marriage will
be Miss DeMar's third. Her last
was with George O'Brien, tho agent.
It was dissolved some months ago.

BUOKNER'S CABARET SHOW.
Rei.senwcbcr's on Columbus Cirannouncing the opening there
2 of "Bubbles," a floor show

cle is

May

produced by Arthur Buekner.
will feature Itiifie Deitex who
is staging the piece, with Bob Mar-

'"'ft

tin
is

'

manager

of the revue.

DeRex

from the Coast.

OUT OF TOWN MANAGERS
(Continued from page

1)

peculiar fashion. All commented
to the effect that "if the company
was any better", we wouldn't have
In

hurt the second
night's business but the remainder
of the w» ek was big. and the t-'»oss
for the week w< :it to $24,000

gotten

it."

Thai

DRUG STORE PREMIERE.
Joe Howsrd opened his newly-acquired drug store at 58th street and
Sth avenue, Thursday (yesterday). This a»»ove STRIKING LIKKNERfl Is of Joe Cook, who will be on exMr. Howard will continue with his hibition at the PA1.ACK THKATRE, N. V. City, next week (April 25),
revue in vaudeville, in addition to r<.i the Inspection of managers la general, with the hope of securing excellent, lucrative and steady employment.
bis flyer in the pill business.

JOE COOK

FOR VARIETY'S

SPECIAL LOEW
CIRCUIT NUMBER
Be Represented

in It.

•

N
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NEW TENAFLY BUS

AGENTS IN NEW YORK MUST

.

Young As** $10,000
Lillian
Injuries on Camp Trip.

HAVE AIDS IN CHICAGO OFFICE
New

— Declares

"Only Chicago Agents Can Book Out of Chicago" Better
Results Looked for Under New Order for WestRuling Goes Into Effect

SUIT.

t

—

ern Vaudeville.

This week

In

CIRCUS DROPS PARADE

For

TO SAVE LABOR COST

Hoboken another

suit resulting from the fatal bus
accident two years ago when nine
professionals were killed while on
their way- from Camp Merrit, will

It

Was

a Question of Cutting

Cost or Raising Prices.

perennial adjunct of the
the street parade, will be
omitted at all stands this season by
capacitated her for seven months. the Ilingling Bros. Barnum & Bailey
She asks for $10,000, the suit being show. The elimination of the street
directed against the individuals who parade marks the breaking of an
owned the Tenafly Bus Co.
established precedent by the RingMiss Young appeared then with ling-Barnum show, although the

The action Is that
Young whose injuries

of

be heard.
Lillian

That

circus,

in-

1

Chicago, April 20.
Following up their declaration
that all bookings on Orpheum Jr.,
Keith. Western, and W. V. M. A.
time for the forthcoming season are
to be centered in Chicago, C. 8.
("Tink") Humphrey and John J.
Nash announce that all New York
agents must have Chicago representatives, and the Chicago
agents
alone will be credited with bookings
in this territory. These agents may
"split" with their New York connections, as is the custom, but New
York agents cannot longer book of
their own accord in the Chicago territory, as they have been doing this

—New

year.

I

This means

York agent

that

offers

when a

an act

SEEBREE BUYS THEATRE.
Chicago, April

Roy

S.

Seebree, former owner of

more

the Saratoga Hotel and

re-

cently speculator in theatrical pro-

gram contracts, is at the head of a
company which purchased the Race

ment

of $3,600 about six

months agO

but has not received settlement.
In the same accident William
Sully of the Sully family and one
The
hia
sons were killed.
of

parade was dropped for a couple
of seasons several years ago by the

Barnum show

before the amalga-

mation took place with the Rlngling
people. Later the parade was made
a regular feature by the Barnum
show.
The reason given for cutting out
the street cavalcade by theRingllng-Barnum outfit this season is
the h'gh cost of labor, increased
railroad transportation and gener-

widow won a Judgment of $30,000,
but has not been able to collect it.
It is claimed that the bus company ally higher costs of operation.
The
000, subject to a $145,000 incum- was incorporated after the accident free display contributed by the parthat
several
suits
have
seems,
always
ade, it
has
been a
brance.
The rental value of the and through
been ineffectual.
Paul Patching, heavy expense.
Although cutting
theatre is $30,000, besides some who lost his wife in the smash, out the parade the Ringling-Barstores and halls.
failed to win a verdict for damages. num show will have the same numtheatre, a large

movie property

in

the Irving Park district, for $450,-

for Asso-

Western, or Orpheum
Keith or Orpheum office

.-

ciation, Keith,
Jr. time, the

20.

her sister Evelyn, her partner
and husband (Overhalt) then being
Evelyn
in the A. E. F. in France.
Young has not worked since the
accident.
She was given a Judg-

.

New York will refer the offer to
Chicago, together with the name of
the agent. The Chicago representative of this agent will be notified by
the office here.
If bookings are
given, the contracts will be furnished
to the Chicago agent here or may be
issued in New York after telegraphic
O. K. from the booking heads here,
but in either event the commission
will be paid the Chicago agent and
he may settle with the New York
agent.
Most of the local artists* representatives will go east within two
weeks to seek material and reinforce
in

Ofius

8am W^Kee
iwth*<tt.U.
%

Everijbochj like«r

JACK

them here that they

OSCAR L0RA1NE FREED.

lSTUitvuie^

Something'

tains success bu.

because

-trie

audiencey

Have demanded tKe

I
I

AN ACT

VAUDEVILLE

CAN BEAR DOWN
HEAVILY UPON ASA
$/A/£ '» VARIETY

Arising

Out of Engagement
"Jim Jam Jems."

Ada Mac Weeks
suit

In

week began

this

the recovery of

for

in

at Keith's, Syracuse, will be tried at
Proctor's Fifth Ave. by Mr. Albee
the week beginning May 2.
On the first four nights of that
week about six amateurs or unknowns will be added to the regular
bill.
Oil Friday night the Anal*
will be shown having reached the

stage through a proct ss of «!jmination with the audience as the
Judge*.
In addition a cash prise <»f 150
will be Undered the winners and if
feasible the artist Will be given additional booking by iho Keith Exchange'.
Proctor'-'"n.st

as

Fifth

ivo.

Spring Carnival

ilanagji

r

suing to recover the three weeka'
salary. Cort, through Alfred Reekman of House, Grossman «SL \ or-

contende Miss Weeka left
without
authority,
and
eannoti
therefore, hold her employer re-

haus,

sponsible.

MISS

TANGUAY AT
Detroit,

MILES'.
April

l'O.

Next *veek#Eva Tanguay opens .it
the Regent and will follow .it either
the

or

Mil*

Orpheum.

Bill

Quaid.

will

»••

will
•

hold Its
ng next

be

billed.

cording

to

and

will probably be heard from
should they decide, to follow the
stage as a profession. They were
Pete Conlon, a Philadelphia boy, in
"Variation Acrobatique" a bewildering assortment of eccentric and acrobatic steps delivered with all the
grace and technique of the best of
our professionals..
The other applause winner was a
beautiful blonde child of about ten
summers who captivated everyone
with her grace and too work.
Ballets and specialties completed

School,
School,

Professional

Chil-

Madam

borrowed by him from Evelyn A.
Barton, an actress, who is somewhere in Florida touring with a
theatrical company.
Therefore the accidents surrounding the lending of the compara-

*

;

tively small sum in question to tho
supposedly wealthy movie star^could
not be learned.
The suit a.galnst
Afr. Bushnrufn was filed in the Third
District Municipal Court.

S

J

REMARRIED AFTER

5

YEARS.

Frank Graves, separated from

»

his

wife Alma Powell, five years ago,
remarried her this week in New
York.

I

SUMMERS EARLIEST

\

START.

New

Orleans, April 20.
Spanish Fort, tho south's largest
amusement park, opens Sunday,
probably the earliest start for a
summer resort for this year.

\
"

*

"Aunt Jemima" in Show.
"Aunt Jemima's Syncopated Bak-

her

of

show

cars

this

for transporting
year as previously.

Lew

Leslie vaudeville turn

the

t

I

Rollo Sailing

week when -0 acts
Ten act* each half

Two of the kids stood out above
the general excellence of the others

that has been playing the Fox and
Independent houses, has been signed
Among circus men the free street for the next George White show
Possible Delay in Loew's Annex
parade has always been looked upon "Scandals of 1921."
May Bring Confusion.
Tess Gardella (Aunt Jemima) was
as an advertisement for the show.
a former cabaret singer. She enWith the date of entry into the Changing conditions it appears have tered vaudeville in the present act,
made it possible for the circus to
new Loew Annex building on West attract sufficient patronage through reaching a production engagement
46th street, whV:h is designed for the means of newspaper and bill- in one season. The reported salary
for the turn, including the six muagents and the booking offices for board advertising and publicity to
warrant the discontinuance of the sicians, is $1,000 weekly.
the Marcus Loew Circuit but a week
"Scandals" goes into rehearsal in
free feature.
away, it looks as though the strueIt has been the established cus- two weeks to prepare for an out
of
town premiere at Atlantic City.
tom
for school officials out of New
turc. vrill not be ready for tenants.
Agents In the Putnam building arc- York to a'.low the Ttldjj & two-hour
up in the air. All have taken leases recess, and in 'some towns a half
Danforth Looking Here.
in the Annex and all Putnam leases holiday to witness the pageant.
Harry C. Danforth, representing
At the Ringling offices it was
expire May 1. A number of Putnam
l'owellthe
newly
incorporated
building offices have already been stated it would be necessary for the Danforth Agency, is the first of the
disposed of, leaving the agents with circus to increase Its admission western agents to strike New York
prices if the street parado were to
no place to go.
next
bo retained and it was thought the in search of material 'for
Possibility of a "curb" for Loew
season.
policy to maintain tho same
agentfl if the Annex is not com- better
The next few weeks will see the
A scale as last year and cut out the usual spring pilgrimage of western
pleted on time is talked about.
in
display.
at
the Intersmall triangular spare
p gents again in vogue. Last season
section of Broadway and Seventh
was the first in years that the westavenue may be uaed by the homeless
ern contingent passed up their
Divorces Willie Smith.
agents.
eastern trips, due to the fact that
Frances Kison secured her final so many acts were booked for the
decree of divorce this week in her western time out of the eastern
CATHOLIC CHARITIES SLIDES. suit against William Blaen (profes- office.
Next week the Keith and Loew sionally known as Willie smith).
Mrs. lis. n was awarded $20 a week
Harry First, Financier
theatres In Greater New York will alimony and
custody of her two
display elides; on tho screen, advo- children. The decree also provided
Harry First is now esse* iated
cating the drive In behalf of the that Mrs. Kison's family may occupy with the Investment securities houst
catholic Charities*
mit<
the house jointly owned by the liti- of It Stieglitz & Co.
They have
The circuits were impelled to the gants.
leased a suite of offices in the
display through the efforts of Father
Kendler A Goldstein acted in Loew State theatre building i"
Willie Smith's behalf.
O'Donnell.
uptown branch.

-CURB" FOR AGENTS

i

$1,200
whtch Miss three weeks'
salary against John
Bordoni starred this season, closed Cort, for services
rendered in 'Jim
last Saturday night in Philadelphia. Jam
.Terns." This suit is Independent
M. S. Bentham has charge of Miss of a damage suit begun some weeka
Bordoni's vaudeville bookings.
ago by Miss Weeks against the
producer on allegation* of slander.
~ Cort appHed for an ifrjuftctten i"
ALBEE'S 5th AVE. TRY0UTS restrain Miss Weeks from breaking
E. F. Albee's plan for the "de- her contract which had a fear to
velopment of unknown talent and run. During the preliminaries of
discovery of new faces for vaude- the suits, Miss Weeks was out of
ville which was recently tried out
the "Jim Jam Jems'' oast and is

"As You Were,"

and wing, norobatic eccentric, to the
modern jazz and shhnmey to be
topped off by some couple dancing
of. modern ball room favorites.

ers," the

ADA MAE WEEKS SUES C0RT

credit to their Instrucstyle and manner of

ACTRESS SUES BUSHMAN

ist,

of June, she being booked to appear
at one of the Parisian theatres In a
revue this summer.

did

Every

dancing was represented the taJents of the youndsters running from
the classical ballets, throught buck

Francis X. Bushman failed to defend the suit in* the New York
Municipal Court this week for the
recovery of $125 said to have been

BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION^

Vaudeville Weeks Before Sail
ing for Paris in June.

tors.

fessor Saddler.

i

exteasiorv?

IRENE BORDONI'S FLYER.

Irene Bordonl, assisted by a pianin a singing act, is to play a few
weeks in vaudeville, opening shortly
Miss
in one of the Keith Houses.
Bordoni's vaudeville dates will be
in the nature of a filler, prior to her
departure' for Europe, the early part

bright

ability atvd

mater tat. Holds trve
stage 21 minuter

whom

Lubovska,
Professor McCabe, Edward Rothard
Passape, Mme. Defonteny, Florence
Cowanova. Misj Webster and Pro-

magnetic personality"

Chicago, April 20.
violinist
and
Oscar
Loraine,
comedian, was granted a divorce
seven-year-old
custody
of
his
and
boy.
He charged desertion and
said that, after his wife had abandoned him he found her in New
York, destitute, and reinstated her
in his act, as an employe, only.
Last week, Just before the case
came to trial, she again disapB. H. Ehrlioh represented
peared.
Loraine, whose right name is Osman Lipscey.

Star pupils of the leading schools;
In America were represented in the
ballots and solo dances most of

Ballet
dren's

'IjoulKful Comedian!
in

Desertion Suit.

Few

in

of

The First National Toe and Ballet
Dancing Exposition of America was
held Saturday night at Carnegie
Hall.
The program wa« witnessed
by a critical gathering of parents
and friends of the dancers most of
whom wer«v kiddie* from five to
about 14.
Many professionals were present
in the boxes among them Fokine
and Fokina and Guiran and Margeurite in addition to the teachers who
had pupila among the little artists.

the program which consisted of 14
numbers with entries from "Blaneyls
School, Prof. De Commerce. Opera

OSTERMAN

will get every
"break" In the resurrection of the
mid -west with Chicago as the center
into a booking market of, consequence and stability.

Wife and Takes Son

J
I
I

IBorning Telegrai>h I

their Eastern alliances. The Chicago
agents are optimistic and place utter faith in the assurances given

Divorces

Quotes

DANCE SCHOOL CARNIVAL
Clover Youngsters on View At Na*
tlonal Ballet Exposition

Alfred itolio (Koiio
will sail for His hone,
early In

tralla,

will

:<

HI

May.

with

N«

and

M-ulroy)

Sydney, ,\usSteve Mulroy
Ills

lileXci

formerly Sprague and McXecce.

«i

I

1

*

w»

Ml

•

*

isam
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SONGSMITHS STRIKE AGAINST

—

&

Waterson, Berlin A Snyder's staff
walked out last Friday, following an
effort on the part of Henry Waterson to secure a reduction on royal-

from his songsmiths.

ties

—

4

.

All dur-

ing the week he had been endeavoring to secure the signatures
of the 40 music men to an agreement
to accept two cents per copy royalty on every copy of sheet music sold
instead of the three ce^nts he had
been paying.
Th? writers refused and on Friday, April 15 they were handed a
slip reading: "Owing to your refusal to write for the maximum
royalty we are able to pay. your

DIVING WOffoERS. SfflJBERTS'

PINCHED FOB SCOTCH*
Van Dee

Sheldon, appearing In
vaudeville, was arrested this w.eek
in New York for having two bottles
of Scotch whisky in his possession.
Sheldon was released under $500
bail.
There are about 200 cases
ahead of him.

Kansas

City, April 20.
the
local
Orpheum
showed a balance on the profit side
of the ledger as a result of its trial
of "pop" vaudeville last summer,

Although

when the house was kept open. It
has been decided not to try it again
this summer. The house will close
for the season June 4, and will open
the regular 1921-22 season August
21.
Most of the employees will take
their summer vacations at the dif-

New

An
week

Orleans, April 20.
item of show gossip here this
has to do with a new diving

Agents

ft

It— No Acts

contracts and
One of them is said to make acts 20 Weeks and more
an 85-foot plunge, with a double season.
teats*'

offering
for next

turn.

The contract is claimed to be a
They are understood here to have
pay or play. It is a duplicate of
been signed for the next year show
at the

New York

the contract issued by the V. M. P.
A. calling for 14 shows weekly with
the Shuberts retaining the extra
show option on holidays.
The contract refute* the story
published some time ago to the effect that the Shuberts would pay
transportation.
In discussing the
new contract one of the Shubert
agents said: "The Shuberts went
into court to uphold the legality of
the Shubert contract In the case of
the Rath Brothers. The court ruled

Hippodrome.

amusement parks.
The Main Theatre, as the Or-

ferent

Singer Back from Tour*
Mort Singer, general manager of
will be known,
progressing rapidly and will be the Orpheum Circuit, returned to
ready for opening about Nov. 1. It New York Monday, following a
is just a block and a half from the three weeks inspection trip over the
circuit.
regular house.

pheum's junior house

is

it

drawing account is hereby discon(Signed) Watorson, Berlin

1

Co.'*

The striking tongwritcrs include

Con Conrad, Bert
Harry Ruby, Benny
Davis, J. Russel Robinson, Roy
Turk, M. K. Jerome and Fred AhlThese men have been responert.
sible for some of the biggest hits
produced by the W. B. S. firm.
Motzan together with Jerome wrote
"Hawaiian
and
Eyes"
"Bright
Otto

Exhibit

Named As Booked.
sponsored by Harry Weber.
During his recent visit to the Pangroup
found
he
a
Zone,
ama Canal
This week Shubert vaudeville
of twenty youngsters who are re- agents
were exhibiting Shubert
ported as doing remarkable diving vaudeville
act

tinued.

Snyder

CONTRACT

SAMEASV.M.RA/S

—

Snyder Men Walk Out ArbiConference
on This Afternoon Between
tration
Publishers and Composers.
Berlin

0RPHEUM SUMMER WEBER'S

Season Closes June 4—Junior House Finds Twenty Youngsters in Canal
Zone Booked for Hip.
Opens Nov. 1

MOVE TO CUT ROYALTIES
Jtfaterson,

K. C.

Motzcn,

Kalmar and

an

iron

bound document and

compelled the artist* to live up to
their obligations. This contract Is
the same form as that document,
only it contains a clause calling for
14 or more shows a week."
None of the agents or others connected with the Shuberts would reveal the houses to be played. Hequests for a list of acts the Shuberts were reported to have signed
met with the same refusal.

The

offices of the Shubert VaudeExchange were open this
week, with a boy In charge.

ville

-

KEITH'S

Blues," the latter also being the
author of "A Baby's Prayer at
Twilight" and other hits of seasons

New

Conrad and Robinson wrote
"Margie," Kalmar and Ruby as a
team have been a prolific hit pro-

F0RDHAM OPENS
Word

Bronx
Link
Last
in Theatre Building.

back.

Another link was added
Keith's Fordham, at

ivory wtlh burnished old gold, the
panels are bronze red and bronze
There Is a passenger elevator
from the stage to the top floor. The
stage is 35 feet deep, 42 feet wide
and opening 34 feet high. Lobby is
30 feet wide, with marble walla
Front is granite and terra cotta.
The building contains two stores

While many publishers have been
paying three cents sheet music
royalty, the mechanical percentage
always was. the stumbling block.
Here it is the reverse, Mr. Waterson has been paying the 50 per
cent, asked for but sought to reduce the sheet music angle.
His proffer for a two cent maximum did not only Include all future
songs but was to become effective
on those already published for
which he had Issued individual
contracts at the three cent rate.
A special meeting between the
Board of Governors of the MujIc
Publishers' Protective Association
and the Board of Governors of the
Composers and Lyric Writers' Protective
League was held late
Wednesday afternoon at the offices
of the It P. P. A., at which B. C.
Mills, chairman of the board, pre-

The

meeting

terms, while if the 2-cent schedule

agreed upon, it
*°ng writers will

is

presumed the

accept

that

as

•tandard.

GORMAN WITH
Tom Oormor

CIRCUS.

as house
S. Moss' Dyclcm\n
Saturday night to join the staff of
«• Walter L. Main Circus. In adj"Uon to his post with the show
uoiman will operate a toy con-

manager of B.

^•sion.

and two

floors of offices.

Back stage there is an artimal
room in the basement which contains a bathtub for animals.
The
first
mezzanine has a marble
promenade with opening surrounded
with marble rail looking down on
foyer.

The house was built by the
Flelschmann Construction Co. and
has 2,500 seats, 1,250 of which are
on the first floor, 1,100 on balcony
and

150 in boxes.

The opening

THE BLUES"

JIMMY STEIGER,

Dictating at the Piano.
Registering such strong hits at the Palace and Majestic in Chicago they said it Was
comedian
due to my being a local favorite, but when I played St. Louis, the paper said, "A
of the first water who does not resort to suggestiveness."
see him
hated
to
they
and
Then Milwaukee said, "Had the audience iu an uproar

V

all that
And in New York, this week (April 18) at the Palace, "It was conceded by
the universe, Scoring one of the biggest
JACK ROSE has an act that will go any place InAmerica.**
his
With
said,
Tribune
N. Y.

hits ever in the foremost vaudeville theatre in
bill holding fewer high
Irresistible nonsense would have walked away with the honors of a
comedy hit at the Palace,
lights of vaudeville." Telegraph said, "Scores record smashing
booked
by
still
but
of
offers,
kinds
Recelyed all

HARRY WEBER.

ELK'S NAT'L QUARTERS

ENDING SUNDAY CONCERTS
Weather

>tnd

Unemployment

Order Will Build $1,000,000

Home

Kansas City, April 20.
Kx-Govunur John K. Tenor, of
Sunday concerts it\ .'i.r.d about
pasf exalted ruler" of
Pennsylvania,
New York are closing down early the Elks, was in the city this week
Newark
Gaiety,
The
this season.
inspecting the city's possibilities as
and Strand, Hohoken discontinued a candidate :or the location of the
The Empire and* National headquarters of the Elks.
Sunday.
last
a building costing more than $1,
Casino, Brooklyn will wind up their
I

j

May

Bronx. ,000,000

Minor's,

1.

will

be erected in the city de

end its Sundays May 8. •Both rided upon for National headBrooklyn, quarters, at the meeting of the
the Gaiety and Star.
grand lodge next July, in Los
stopped concerts early in April.
will

Weather conditions rnd

unem-

early
ployment figure
closings. It is figured that

concert

in

Serious

In City Selected

Figure In Early
Closing

concerts

SCANDAL

Newark

alone has 70,000 unemployed.
Last season many concert"
tinued until early June,

retires

TAKE 10-YEAR RECORD.
Duluth. April 20.
Singer's Midgets, opening at the
Orpheum Sunday* broke the boxolilce record of ten years' standing.

Angeles.
Mr. .Tenor and Ave other past
exalted rulers of the organization
are inspecting cities and the selection will lo based upon their report

and recommendations. Kansas City,
St. Louis, Columbus Ohio, Minneapolis and Chicago are under conMi ration. At the present time national headquarters is in tho city
Where the grand secretary resides.

PLEASANTVILLE,

NEW JERSEY

IN

^^

ACT

Many

Charges Against Cornelia
Head of Troupe
Chicago. April

A

serious

and sordid

bill

consisted

of

Howard's Spectacle, Miller and
Chapman, Paul Decker and Co.,
Morris and Campbell, Harry Carroll
Revue, Belle Baker and Clayton and
Edwards.
Each woman on the bill was presented with a basket of flowers b/
the management. Belle Baker was
a last minuto substitute for Pressler
and KIai8s, who were off the bill
after getting mixed up in an automobile
accident.
Baker
Miss
doubled up from the RIverKlde.
Clayton and Edwards lost their baggage and worked In street clothes,
whlteface.
Morris and Campheli
were also added starters, doubling
from the Palace.

JACK ROSE
"SPECIALIST FOR

was caPed
any anc* all
between * the

song writers and the publishers.
Members of the Composers and
Lyric Writers' Protective Association
came together Wednesday
afternoon in an effort to reach a
settlement of the entire controversy
which affects practically all the
songsmiths in the trade.
Nothing
final was decided at the Wednesday session except that rcpresenta.tlves were selected to engage in
another effort to get together.
Gen© Buck was picked to argue
Tot the song writers and K. dtRtfti
'or the publishers and a conference
Was called for this (Friday) afternoon, when the entire ground will
hs canvassed anew.
If the conferees reach a settlement on the
basis of a royalty contract calling
for three cents
a copy, it is expected Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
wi H give up the effort to make lower

Fordham road

gold.

stipulations.

effort to settle
existent
differences

the

when

and Valentine avenue, the Bronx,
threw open its doors.
The house Is a beautiful edifice,
the last word In modern theatre
construction.
The color scheme Is

—

sided.
In an

to

chain of Keith houses April 14

ducing combination.
The prevalent opinion is that Mr.
•Waterson assumed the initiative in
rumors
consistent
the
quashing
anent the songwriters' union Composers and Lyric Writers Protective
League. The organization has been
demanding a minimum three cents
royalty on their product; fifty per
cent, of the mechanical royalties;
statements to be rendered quartermely Instead of semi-annually;
chanical statements direct from the
other
and
people,
record and roll

20.

set

of

charges are behind the police allegation of "contributing to the delinquency of minors" against Peter

officials

of the circuit,

in-

J. J. Murdock,
Major Thompson, B, 8. Moss and
others were present.
The house
manager Is Chris Egan, formerly of

cluding E. F. Albee,

the Colonial, while the orchestra is
the leadership of Benny
Roberts, also late of the Colonial.
The policy of the Fordham will be
six acts and a feature picture on a

under

split

week

basis.

Danny Simmons,

Boylan Cornalla, head of the Cornalla troupe of tumblers, who was
arrested together with Walter Lee
Bottcher, members of the
and
troupe.

of the Keith Exchange, will handle
the booking.
___________________

The minors are Marvin Mason,
14, and Villa Mazza, 15, who were

Michael J Cruise, first deputy
clerk of New York City, is attain •
Ing a reputation for being obliging
at tho city hall to the show people.

Emma

with the act here, and
(Jeorge Boyd, 15, who left the act
The youngsters are belast week.

working

OBLIGING MARRYING CLERK.

Tuesday Mr. * Cruise married
Frank Sablnl and (Miss) Teddy
Tappan (Tappan and Armstrong).
Both of the newly weds were apSE9SUE IN VAUDEVILLE
pearing in New York vaudeville
Hayakawa, the Japan- houses, but not at the same theatre.
Bessjue

ing held

as witnesses.

ese picture star, Is to appear in
vaudeville In a dramatic playlet
next season, under the direction of
Lewis & Ciuidon.

Hairy A. Shea, the agent, guided
young couple to the city half

fhf*

and

Introduced

Cruise.

them

to

Clerli

VAUDEVILLE

6
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NUMBER OF WEEKS AROUND NEW YORK CITY
LIST OF HOUSES GIVEN IN TABLE BELOW
^ m»—

—

Chart Does Not Include Houses Booked by Independent Agencies Number
of Shows Per Day and House Policy Noted Approximate Number of
Acts Playing Each House.

—

The following table represents KEENEY'S MONTAUK PLAN.
the number of weeks a vaudeville
act can play In and around New Negotiating for Brooklyn House for
Sunday Concerts.
Tork city next season. The chart

i

C0RTELY0U COPS BLANKET
Weeks

Thirty

For

Clsy

Crouch

First Bill.

does not Include houses booked by
the independent booking Agencies.

Frank Keeney is negotiating With
Dallas, Tex., April 20.
HOUSES CLOSING.
The new Dallas Majestic opened
The figure before the name of tho the management of the Montauk,
Proctor's Palace. Portchester, N.
theatre signifies the number of Brooklyn, with the idea of running last week with an eight-act bill, Y., will close its vaudeville season
headed by Olga Petrova, heralded as
shows per day or the house policy.
May 1 and install summer dramatic
Sunday vaudeville shows in the a $3,000 feature.
The figure after, the approximate
Others in the show were O'Harrah stock.
number of acts. Tho policy figure house next season, beginning In
The Sunday vaudeville concerts
and Moore, Carleton and Belle w.
October.
doesn't include holidays:
The deal was due for consumma- Barry and Layton were scheduled at the Star and Gayety, Brooklyn,
tion the latter part of the week. The for the initial bill, but were shifted have been discontinued for the balKEITH'S.
Montauk will play tho K. & EL legi- to Tulsa, while Carleton and Bellew ance of the season. The bills were
(Full Weeks.)
timate shows during tho week, next were called from that town to serve booked by Hilly Atwell "and Joe
(2) Alhambra (8).
season, as formerly, regardless of at the Majestic. The latter act was Shea.
(3) Broadway (8).
the Keeney Sunday concert propo- late getting in, and the orchestra
The Keith houses at Columbus
(2) Colonial (8).
rilled in an interval in their stead.
sition.
and Dayton close for the summer
(2) 81st St. (6).
Youngstown, Toledo
this
week.
(2) Hamilton (7).
and Grand Rapids are scheduled to
(2) Jefferson (8).
(2) Palace (8).
(2) Riverside (8).
(2) Royal (8).
(2) Bushwick, Brooklyn (8).
(2) Orpheum, Brooklyn (8).

Brooklyn

(3) Flatbush,

close

(2)

split

(6).

Fordham

(6).

Regent
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(3)
<3)
(2)

(6).

Proctor's
Proctor's
Proctor's
Proctor's
Proctor's
Proctor's
Proctor's
H. O. H.

Newark
Yonkers

(3)

(3).

(3)

(3)
(3)

(5).

CIRCUIT.

(5).
American (8).

Sunday night, April 24, the last
of the Frank Fay Sunday night con-

Hoboken

(3) Metropolitan,
r3) National (5).
(3) Orpheum (C).

(6).

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

(3) Palace,

(5),

EVA CLARK

(5).

PRIMA DONNA, FANCHON and MARCO SATIRES, l.-U.
Enjoyed your tinging so much.
Please Accept My Most Distinguished Salutations.
OLGA PETROVA.

FOX CIRCUIT.
(Split

Weeks.)

Audubon (C).
Bay Ridge, Brooklyn

(2)
(3)

(tryout).

Albermarle, Brooklyn
City (8).

Ciotona
Strand,

(&).

OPERA AT THE GRAND.

Far Rockaway

Ridgewood, Brooklyn

(6).

Former

(6).

(Shubert).

Gotham, Bklyn (Sam Bernstein).
Grand Opera House (Sheedy).

Keith Stand Taken
By Local Association.

Over

Syracuse, N. T., April 20.
Possession of the Grand Opera
House, first homo of Keith vaudeville in this city, today is vested in
the
Opera
Association-Syracuse
Plan, which recently presented "The
Mikado" at the Wieting here.

The Grand Opera House will he
redesignated Opera Hall, and will
.Seamon's (Keith).
Bronx (Sam Bernstein). be used by the Op^ra Association.
not only for four weeks of opera
Rivera (Fox).
each year, butV for art lectures,
Star, Bklyn (Atwell & Shea).
courses of st^v and concerts.
Amsterdam Theatre (Keith).
Business head«Juarfeers and a green
Winter Garden (Shubert).
room will be maintained.
Fourteenth St.
The Grand Opera House is now
Acad'y of Music, Bklyn (Keith).
owned by the Post Standard Company and eventually will give way
to the new home of that newspaper.
After playing road shows for many
BACK TO VAUDEVILLE.
Gaiety,

Bklyn (Atwell & Shea).

Uur.t.ig A.

Miner's,

Conditions

$100,000 FOR

GOOD WILL

(5).

Houses playing Sunday concerts
are in the table below with the
booking agency supplying the bills:
Century (Shubert).
Columbia (Feiber & Shea).
Central

Mrs. Stanley is the wife of Johnny
Stanley, the vaudeville actor. The
co-operation of tho Keith Exchange
is to be requested by Fay.

(5).

(3) Victoria (6).
(3) "Warwick, Brooklyn

(2)
i3)

certs will be given at the Cort theatre.
The receipts upon the occasion
will be turned over to Mrs. Johnny
Stanley, who was removed to the
Flower Hospital on Sunday April 17
for a serious operation.

(6).

Delancey St. (5).
Fulton, Brooklyn (5).
Lincoln Square (5).

(3) Lyric,

Improve

in

Pa.

seasons, the Grand, with the Shuherts as lessees, offered Keith vauW ben that policy was with-

Sharon, deville.

drawn attempts were made

to offer

Independent vaudeville and later
one of pictures, but both ventures Were
the Billy Delaney booked string in unsuccessful.
The house has ben
the Keith Family Department, which closed for many months.
closed a couple of weeks ago and
went into pictures, placed the vauDULUTH ORPHEUM ROBBED.
deville hark Thursday, playing four
arts on a weekly npiit.
Delaney
Puluth, April 20.
will book the hou
Following the show Bundav night
It Fcoma conditions of employ- at tii" Orpheum. burglars entered
ment in Sharon Improved recently, the house through a barred window
several factories In the, town open- from tho gallery entrance, and remove <1 $.1,700 from the safe.
lag up again.

The Strand, Sharon,

booked by Frank

AID FOR MRS. STANLEY.

B

Boulevard (6).
Greeley Square

Ta.,

Meets Prince of Wales

an<t

Vincent Astor— May Usq
Astor as Carnival Backer

*

At Sea— "Aquitania.'•
Dear Variety:

My

deck steward Is writing thfa
letter for me.
He's some guy.
told him I wanted to write to
4
paper, and I wanted it to sound
classy, because when I write i|
sounds hicky, and he said he would
do it. I think I will take this egg oft
the boat and promote him. He's too
good for a steward. I will make 4
hostler out of him. He Just thanked
me for saying that. But it doesn't
go If the horses don't like him.
I am writing this letter because
there isn't anything else to do, and
in the hope you will print it. I always notice that when I send you a
letter with news in it you don't, but
when I send you a personal letter
telling you inside stuff I always see
it in print.
So this is going to be
a news letter, for publicity won't do
me any good while I am abroad. I
suppose when Phil Baker reads the
last line in London he will cop that
gag. .
I have 16 yearlings on board. Taking them over to sell in Austria. I
paid for them in the U. S. with a
draft for $10,000.
Now don't ask
why I paid out $10,000, but the real
reason is the draft was not payable
to me.
Some of these English are

smarter than you might think.

I

bet that I sell those yearlings before I am 48 hours in Austria, then

am going back to England and
play the races.
I think I have a good chance in
England playing the races. I know
moro about horse racing than they
do. I have taken every fence within
500 miles of New York and I claim
that is my exclusive record.
It
hasn't been so hard of late years
with the new pay if you please sys-

I

tem of betting. That system must
have been invented fcr me. If they,can only grow new bookmakers fast
enough I can last forever.
Guess I am in right with the'
The arrangement calls for the Prince of Wales. I met him when
house getting a fixed amount for last over.
First I was going to
operating expenses, after which the call him Prince, but then I thought
takings are divided on a percentage he might think I meant Arthur
basis with the stock company.
Prince so I Just addressed him as
Your Worship. It seemed to make
a hit with the kid. He asked a

(6).

(2) Boro Park (6).
(2) Keith's, Jersey City
(3) Passaic (5).

(3)
(3)

policy,

changed policy this week, trying an experiment in the combination of stock and feature pictures.
In addition to the film program a
condensed stock play running about
45 minutes will be given each half.

(6).

(8).

LOEW

week

ville,

(6).

Mt. Vernon

Greenpoint, Brooklyn (6).
(1) Prospect, Brooklyn (6).

Ave.

booked
by

The Amphion, Brooklyn, which
has been playing split week vaude-

(3)

(3)

are

Exchange

STOCK AND PICTURES.

23d St. (6).
125th St. (6).
Fifth Ave. (8).
68th St. (7).

Regent (6).
Grand Street

All

O'Brien of the Keith Exchange. The
closing date is several weeks earlier
than last season.

Weeks.)

Coliseum

9.

The Opera, York, Pa., and Colonial,
Utica, N. Y., both Wilmer & Vincent houses, will close their reasons
The houses
Saturday, April 16.
play vaudeville and pictures on a

KEITH'S.
(Split

May

through the Keith
Jack Dempsey.

(6).

WRITES OF HIS HOPES

|

Chicago, April 20.
The first blanket contract issued
for the new Burt Cortelyou Agency
fell to Clay Crouch, who drew a
commitment paper senDALLAS MAJESTIC OPENS. thirty-week
tencing him in his single to the W.
V. M. A., Chicago Keith and OrPctrova, Billed as a $3,000 Feature,
pheum Junior houses.

Heads

FREEMAN, ON WATER,

Wei; >s Bros.' Bonus Asked for Henderson's.

Negotiations were on this week
between Weiss Brothers, lessees of
Henderson's, Coney Island, and a

ALLEN'S SONG PROFITS
Edgar

Allen, the Fox booker, has
bought himself a Cadillac which he
avers represents his royalty earnings from "Over the Hill," a pop
song, co-authored by Allen. Allen
intends
going
into
songwrltlng
strong and already has Irving Berlin sponsoring a new "Cairo" instrumental number.

NEW

couple of people who I was and, as
they didn't know, I told him myself
I was charming, so I blushed
to make good on his remark. If the
Prince behaves himself I may let
him in on anything I put over at
tho track, and oh boy, I am cer*
tainly waiting. I didn't go to New;
Orleans for nothing one winter.
This traveling over the ocean gets!
you in right with a lot of nice peo«
pie, if I am not wrong.
I have met
people on this boat I never met
anywhere else. They can't take the
air on me here unless they sew*
themselves up in the stateroom. I
arrange the concert and then O. K.
the captain. May is with me and
she is the concert. May never had
a chance to work so iong at one
time before in her life and with me
the friendly stage manager. I in*
troduce her for each song, telling*
them where she first sang it. I ran
out of names the first night and
started to say Martha Washington,
meaning the hotel, but they only let
me get to "Martha," thinking it
meant the opera, and they laughed

Ho said

81st ST. MANAGER.
syndicate of downtown business
their heads off, calling me clever.
Walter David, formerly manager It was a Jazz number.
men, which, if consummated, will
never
I
result
in
the
theatre
changing of Fox's Academy of Music, suc- heard of "Martha" before. I thought
ceeded Frank Gerard as house man- all those dame named shows were
hands shortly.
According to report, the Weiss ager of Keith's 81st Sf, Monday.
musical comedies.
Vincent Astor
Brothers are asking $100,000 bonus
Gerard, who has been suffering tipped me off. He was on the boat
to transfer their lease, -which is from nervous trouble for some time, going back. It doesn't do any harm
=>Md to have about nine years more will rest up for a few weeks, and to run across that kind, does it, but
to run, The United Cigar Store in- later engage in a theatrical
proposi- it hasn't done me any good either.
terests own the Henderson property, tion he has lined up.
But you can't tell. I may use him
the Weiss Bros, leasing from the
yet What a backer he would make
cigar people.
Henderson's plays
for a carnival to travel around the
small
time
vaudeville,
world? And he would never miss
booked
CLOSES.
through the Keith office. If the sale
The Strand and Rialto, Amster- the coin.
goes through the new owners will dam, N. Y.,
Don't mako this letter hicky now,
have closed for the sumoperate the house along the same med. Both
They
are newly acquired Keith please. I am class over here.
lines as formerly.
listen to me and walk away smiling.
Last summer houses. The Strand
was playing a
il. 'ulerson's played big time Keith
That's tho Cohan gag, remember?
split week vaudeville policy with
booked vaudeville, later going into feature pictures
Will write you again, when I land*
booked by Harold
the small time bookings as a winter Kemp
and
if I don't land good I'll be bade
of the Keith Exchange.
policy.
soon.
Yours playing it safe,
Tho principal bitch in the sale
Freeman Bcrnstrin.
negotiations now on is the $100,000
Chris Brown's Ring Hopes.
figure asked by the Weiss Bros, as a
Chris Brown has received a liJEROME-SCHWARTZ TIE UP
bonus.
The amount also includes cense from the State authoriti I to
Billy Jerome and Jean 8< hw*rt»»
"good will."
manage boxers. Brown has. two one
of the best known teams of pop
west coast battlers en route to this
ular song writers fifteen to twenty
city.
years ago, have decided to tcaiB up
MILES'
GEN. MGR.
They are Bill E'Heauvereu, a again titer a separation of many
.Detroit, April 20.
heavyweight, and Pete Martin, a years. Tho team have not signed
Tom J&iland, stiles' general man- 135- pounder. Both will mako their up
with any firm, but their first
ager here, has been succeeded by debut at
Charley Docsscrlcks Pio- number, "Molly on a Trolle*
Oeorge Guise, who formerly han- n. or Sporting Club
at one of tho Golly With You," will be publish**
dled the publicity.
summer shows,
—
by M. Witmark & Sons.
'

AMSTERDAM

NEW

W

j

ww-t
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WIFE TO GIVE BACK

Auburn, April

i

action of Emil Melville, Inventor of the parachute, and well
known circus acrobat of a score of

recover

to

Seneca county,
,

WilneT 4k Romberg, Inc., Max R.
Wilner t*d Sigmund Romberg, as
co-defendants with M. Witmark &
Sons, in an injunction and accountBROS.
ing suit arising from the "Love A singing and dancing novelty, now
playing
in
New
York.
Birds" show, in which the ShapiroThis week (April 18), American and
Bernstein Co. Is plaintiff, filed anGreeley Square.
swer in the Supreme Court last
Direction, ARTHUR LYON8.
week, generally denying the allegations other than admitting that between October 8 and December 10
last Ballard Macdonald and Sigmund Romberg collaborated on the
By O. M. SAMUEL.
writing of the lyrics and music of
SPLITWEEK, ARK.— Patrons of
25
musical numbers for "Love
the Humid theatre sit In stark wonBirds," at that time tentatively
derment when a blackface comedian
titled
"Oh, Pat."
The Shapiro- makes his final exit without remov-

CASSON

$65,000

were
alleged to belong to him,
etartcd at Seneca Falls in the Gould
law offices today at 9 o'clock. Judge
Turner, of this city, acted as referee in the case, which involves accounts running from 1896 to 1919.
Last week the plaintiff, through
Attorney Gould, of Seneca Falls,
and John Collins,' of Ithaca, showed
that between 1908 and 1919 he had
sent home to his wife in Interlaken
$38,000 over and ^bove her living
expenses from his earnings with
Of
circus and theatrical troupes.
this money she has made no acFrom 1896 to
counting, he alleges.
1906 he stated that he sent her the
balance of $65,000 claimed, but that
When an old desk held in the family
for years had been sold the account
books containing these entries were

that Macdonald is under
contract to them and that Witmark,
knowing this, continued to publish
the sheet music of "Love Birds."
They sued for a temporary injunction,
which was denied them a
fortnight ago.

cannot now be located.
lost and
Howtvti'. drafts sent from Brazil in
1904 and 1905, while he was performing with a cirrus in South

&

Wilner

Romberg's

wise.

THUBSTON'S MUSEUM
Chicago, April 20.
Thurston's World Museum opened
doors to the public this week.
is located right in the heart of

The gorilla was purchased in
London by the Ringlings from Miss
Cunningham, who is due to arrive
etc.

its
It

Loop at 60 West Madison street. over here on the "Cedric" this week,
Besides having plenty of slot ma- following a cabled request to come
chines it also has several vaude- over and look after the monk sent
ville acts picked mostly for freaks by John Ringling.
but the big money getter is Jolly
John Daniel is said to be but the
ing his wig.
Trixie,
labeled as 680
pounder. fourth real gorilla ever imported
Harry Thurston, said to be a into this country. None survived
YORK CITY.—James Thorn- brother of Magician Thurston, is the for any length of time, the climate
ton inspects the newest American proprietor.
over here apparently being fatal.
water Wagon. Mr. Thornton recently inherited a bootlegacy.
the

NEW

CHICAGO. ILL.— Members

first

separate defense allege that the
America, were displayed to show latter is signed with the Witthat during that period he had sent marks
from
t\Vo
years
for
her about $250 a week to save for May 2, 1919, and the music firm
bim.
holds all rights to publish RomSlt'lViHe claims that he had sent berg's musical output for that pefrom $".0 to $100 a week to his wife riod.
Also that Macdonald at the
for the 25 years of their married time before actually taking up the
Jolm Clarkson and William writing of the lyrics for the show
life.
Kennedy, of Interlaken, contractors, was not bound to any publisher and
Mowed they had built a theatre was at liberty to collaborate with
and bungalows for Mrs. Melville any one lie chose.
Besides the
and she had paid their bills, though defendants aver they apprised Shapart
cuqal
an
had
had
husband
her
piro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., of MacAbout donald's intention to do some lyrics
In drawing up the plans.
$1,000 of the sale price of tffe the- for them and the plaintiff agreed
atre is now being held under in- thereto, knowing also that Romberg
junction on one of her bank ac- was under contract to Witmark.
counts, pending the outcome of the
As a separate defense, the defense
present action. Mrs. Melville, much has it that the complaint is deyounger than Mr. Melville, who di- fective in that Ballard Macdonald
vorced her husband last year and should be made co-defendant in the
married Miner, the man whom Mel- action.
ville first sued for alienation of his
Wife's affections, is being represented by Leon Church, of Inter- U. S.-FRENCH MUSIC DEAL.

"John Daniel," who was the star at traction of the circus freak show this
year, was captured in Africa at the
age of two. Among his accomplishments were the ability to feed himself with knife and fork, open and
close locked doors, dress himself,

seats.

The publishers maintain other-

WEEKLY.

Bernstein people are suing on the

and

•such as lights

OUR OWN NEWS

ground

—

—

Complaint.

years ago, against his former wife,
©ow Mrs. S. E. Minor, of Interlaken,

-

Barnum &

Bailey gorilla, died last
Sunday (April 17) of quick pneumonia. The animal had been ailing
over since it arrived in New York
from London on March 22. Suffering continuously from sea-sickness,
mission.
Judge Jeremiah Neterer will be throughout the voyage the gorilla,
called upon to decide whether an which had dtVOlOpfd a high order
electric piano of a neighborhood of intelligence, sank into Illness
picture house is a musical Instru- credited to homesickness.
ment and whether a selection played
Friday last the monk, showing
thereon all was "Dardanella" Is
indications of pneumonia, was reconsidered a musical performance.
moved from his exhibition cage in
Mr. Nelson avers that when he
on the ground floor
played "Dardanella" on his electric the side show,
of the Garden, to a room in the
piano, in conjunction with the picDr. Wm. Shields was sumture show he did not give a musi- tower.
moned, and following a diagnosis,
cal performance, and that the adapplied
the identical remedies to
mission price is charged solely for
the privilege of seeing the picture, the monk that would have been apcase of a human being.
plied
the
in
the music being only an incidental,

Wilner

legal

"John Daniel," the Ringling Bros

Suit for alleged Infringement of
copyright has been filed in the U. S.
District Court here by Fred Fisher,
Inc., against II. T. Nelson, proprietor
of the Family Theatre, on the
played
defendant
grounds
the
"Dardanella'* for profit without per-

"LOVE BIRDS" MUSIC SUIT
& Romberg Answer Shapiro

20.

the sensational

in

tim of Pneumonia.

Seattle. April 20.

$65,00fr

—

The defense

Ringling's $10,000 John Daniel Vic

Chargeable
Against
Royalty
Plane Player, la Question

It

Alleges in Accounting Suit She Has Hi* Savings for
Fifteen Years Famous Acrobat and Aerialist
Had Appeared in Many Foreign Countries.
.

CIRCUS GORILLA DEAD

TEST MECHANICAL RIGHTS.

*

TO FORCE

EMIL MELVILLE SEEKS

of the

Vaudeville Commission are reinstalled in State Lake Theatre Building.
The members agree to charge
artists not more than 5 per cent.,
when it is impossible to get more.

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICH.— Presi-

dent Classem, of the largest piano
lamp concern in the United States,
in an
open address, thanks the
vaudeville actors for the best year
in the history of the firm.

v

Hammond & McDonald

and

laken,

Brothers, of Seneca Falls.

bre Syndicale des Chansonniers (61
Fbg. St. Martin. Paris) the ques-

music was discussed,
Chicago, April 20.
but the union was asked to be
Mildred Harris and Bryant Waah- patient, as a rumpus at present may
lurn are each being offered for spoil negotiations now in hand with
Vaudeville.
Eighteen weeks is said certain foreign rights societies.
%o have been arranged for the film
It appears one of the leading im•tars.
One of the stipulations beporters of American music has given
ing that they were not to play more
des Compositeurs de
than three shows a day. A one-reel the Syndicat
will
tlm is sent along and acts as an Muslque to understand there
market abroad for
good
soon
be
a
Introduction to their personal apFrench scores.
pearance.
Miss Harris* salary is
tion of foreign

being quoted as $1,750, while Washburn wants $1,400. As yet none of
picture
the
or
local
vaudeville
houses have taken advantage of the
Opportunity.

ACCIDENT

Chicago, April 20.
Another accident accuired at the
Sells PlotO Circus, now playing at
the

Coliseum
Vaughn, trick
injured

Hazel

here.

Be,

RAH

MCCAFFREY'S

baby on the

noon performance as Iter horse became frightened at an elephant. She
was uncoi.seious for nearly an hour.
She was taken to the Mercy Hospital, wl: ere her spine
was found to
be Injured.

MADISON'S MINSTREL CAST.
min-

of

CITY.— Eighteen
they
they

assert
unless

will

arc

better in future.

LILA J08EPHINE KING
JR.
Mollie and Charlie King's Children
The mother. MOLLIE KING (Mrs. Kenneth Day Alexander), of the

John Gorman

All
,!:r

.,.
I

hi

ii

these nun arc
ore mark.
utaan

ally

excesses.

Proposal to Use Washington Circus
Lot Brings Protest.

NEW YORK

CITY.— Streets

FIGHT NEGRO PARK PLAN.

of

Manhattan are threatened with
severest drenching of their history
when movement Is started to
squeeze all the water from new

amusement

A

White

owner, who
McCaffrey

ladies'

footwear suggests that long vamps

will operate the house.
will send out a 20 -ear
will tour Canada,

show which

TALISADE PARK APRIL"

30.

Tho Schenck Brothers Palisade
Park will open April 30 for the
summer. The park will play a free
vaudeville show consisting of four
aets booked hy Sol Turek of the
Loew office. The show will play
two shows a day excepting Saturday and Sunday, when three shows
will be played.
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Arthur Dunn dropped out of the Fcldiuan, .song writer, ha$ brott
at the Htrarid Washington, Sunday, after the matinee due to illness, suit her»' for $25,000 damages again
Hubert .itmI Fim-I arriving in time If. Wilmai k & S >r
ng bl
for tiu* evening performance Mon-
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with lush names ate asked r<> pro
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presentation

for

The site of this proposed venture
has been utilized for a sreat many
ypor* during the summer months
for ihe various circuses appearing

ord

•:

•

nil

i.

profession*

CIRCUS' OPENING DAY.
Msy

Washing- be

northeast,

II streets,

Commissioners request ins
body to forbid the park's

that

LONDON. ENO.— Coster

t

S;i

A

is

The BJngllngs,
Bailey outfit loaves
which for some time has been Madison Square (Jarden at the end
classed as nothing but a "rumor," of next week, with Brooklyn the
has taken on the appearance of first kick off stand.
The Hugenand

at 16th

ton*

in

phtoe,

Th« regular open season for
Washington, April 20.
circuses is set for Msy 2, by which
amusement park for time practically all the big tops will

the colored population of

stocks.

ME— Latest

.Tos^

$150,000

»

t
1 1.

v.

i

1
I

Hor-

<<"

n'«n l'.m,. Minstrels), Charlie
and Charles Udell.

"Blue Eyes."
Charlie King's wife, and the mother of Lila
known as Lila Rhodes.

to co-star In

Stawter.
veteran
vaudevillian,
is
buried
midst the scenes of his childhood.
Bill Stawter always carried 5.000
pounds of baggage.
He died of

PIGURENOT, MO.— Bill

strelsy" act will Include in llie cast
Billy (J olden,

CHARLES

left, and the father,
KING, of the child on th >.
right of the above picture, are starting a joint tour in vaudeville this
week at B. P. Keith's Palace, New York.
It is the Drat time Miss King and her brother. Charlie, have jointly
appeared as a vaudeville turn by themselves. Mollie King, following her
marriage to Mr. Alexander, retired from the stag*', returning this season

wear short vamps and short vamps
C. E. McCaffrey, who managed the
Kan.; wear long vamps.
Hutchinson.
Auditorium,
becoming an actuality. At least to bach-Wallace show Kt;irts Apr., |8
Convention Hall, Salina, Kan., and
ALBANY. N. Y.— Nine film com- the extent that one of Washington's at West Baden. The John Robinthe City theatre, Newton, Kan. has
has taken the
turned hack the lease of the Grand, panies are incorporated, the com- civic associations
son shown begins lh« season ul
bined capital being $8,000,000, with rumor seriously enough to frame a
Topeka. to Boy Crawford, the
Peru, hid
April 29.
capital for all amounts to

seriously
at :«n after-

James Madison's "revival

NEW YORK

SUEDE.

SHOW.

was

rider,

when thrown

world.

thousand acts
change agents

Paris, April 20.

Washburn

CIRCUS

KENNETH DAY ALEXANDER,

At a recent meeting of the Cham- treated

Mildred
Harria
Available for Vaudeville.

ANOTHER

HONOLULU. H. I.—Four thousand hula fool 'em dancers receive .a
straw vote of welcome upon their
return home from all parts of the

Paris Composers Hear Market Here
Will Improve.

FILM STARS OFFERED
and

APPLESAUCE. ALA.— Vaudeville
dancers of America make huge bonfire of 10,000 dancing mats to usher
in their annual convention.
They
adopt new slogan.
It is "Hoof!
Hoof!! Hoof!!!"

•

•

'

•

'

•

Friday, April 22, 1921

8

Cfwago

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE
Long Tack Sam second, and the
Belle
Canslnos th!rd for billing.
Montrose, who has not been seer, in
reWilliam and Gordon Dooley with Chicago for two years, walked on
turned with an act that even
and stopped the, show with some
proved
this cold-blooded crowd
clever talk. Miss Montrose reduced
The boys created Bide-.splitriot
in weight since her last appearance
laughter such as is
tintr and healthy
here. Johnson, Baker and Johnson,
house,
this
not only seldom beard at
a comedy novelty Juggling act,
theatre.
any
in
hrard
but is -not
opened and went over very good
Hart
;With the Dooleys are Arthur
considering their position on the
Foran
William
Patterson,
is a fealey Helen
M>- bill. Their hat throwing
wonderful support in "Two
ture of their act and created quite
grants." The billing does not men- a bit of talk and lots of applause for
the leader
and Clinton, two
tion a fine danseuse and
dors an the finish. BlgelOW
up in deuce
they carry. The, danseuse
in boys piano act, Cleaned
dancing
Oriental
artistic bit of
with p<»p numbers. They closed
spot
and.
that
Russian palace ecene,
number
the
novelty
Chinese
re- with a
judging by the applause she
took them off to live bows.
ceived: she will be
is rightly billed
Ham
Tack
Long
an Wool!
The book by Edgar A CarroU
Chinese Wonder Worker."
in- "The
stands up, and Harry
The boys This gent from the
sorted some good music.
everything to make him a feature
while]
aerobats
did their burle*qu«
Nati Bib act. Sam is the king-pin for acts
they set the stage for
of this calibre, and scored one of the
wom- hits of the show. Then followed
and
Ruth* Howell Duo. man
most Belle Montrose with skit, entitled
an opened with some of thestunts "Her Only Chance," and knocked
showmanly rendered aerial
The them for a goal. She was followed
that have been performed.
Premiere by the Cansinos. the best dancing
billing reads "America's
entitled act for its style and class that has
Aerialists," and they arc
house full ever appeared in vaudeville. They
to it. even though the
were were another show-stopper. Kenney
acted as though their hands
here
Dave Both sang, played and Hollis, .who have been seen
frozen.
received
before, did fair with their applause
the piano and danced and
Belle Montrose and
cer- begging act.
should
He
attention.
one's
no
spot. the comic from Johnson, Bak^r and
tainly have taken Mel K lee's
get them
Both worked hard and smooth and Johnson's act helped -Jto their
timeGeorgette
over. They sure needed
spot.
is entitled to a later
Courtney Sisters
and Capitola De Wolf went through ly assistance.
spot,
and
"Love
to-closing
nextthe
held
dancing
singing,
their neat
Tour" getting numerous bows ana did nothing exceptional with it. The
as
The
excess.
sweet
is
orchestra
string
as
look
girls
The
encores.
ever and wear some new and nifty sisters could do much better themwardrobe. Andre Bobeins is a new selves working' in "one." Mang and
piano player whom they carry with Snyder held the best part of the
them, and she had one terrible time audience in and earned several
with the house orchestra. She be- bows. This is a corking closer.

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.

Chicago, April

20.

MMnbmi

\

frantic in her efforts to double

came

the tempo of the music, and scattered remarks showed the audience
realized something was wrong.
Margaret Young sang her varied
routine to a house that just wanted
her style of working. Miss Young,
too, had orchestra trouble, but she
was showman enough not to let the
crowd get on to it. Each of her four
numbers were well received. Frank
Wilcox, with a cast of six, cashed
in for heavy returns. Wilcox worked

with an admirable nonchalance. His
support was excellent and he had
no trouble in winning the crowd
over to his side.
Mel Klee attempted many differ-

ent styles of working his blackface
monolog and failed to hold down
the important position assigned to
him. He has taken a little material
from Lou Holtz, Joe Darcey, Al JoliK>n. Al Herman and other blackface
comics, and when he tried to sell it
he bungled it all up. He tries to
get very personal with the audience and they did not stand for it.

Frank Wilcox and Margaret Young
mixed in on his act, but that did not
help it any. He might have done
in the second position, but
Is doubtful If he can hold any big
time spot. Then the Dooleys came
on, to be followed by Nati Bilbainita the Spanish danseuse, who
is making her first American apThose who stayed saw
pearance.
one of the most artful Interpretations of terpsiehorean acts seen on
this order this season.

better
it

PALACE, CHICAGO
Chicago, April 20.
of the best balanced shows
seen in Chicago f#r some time. With
the weather ideal for the theatres,
the Palace had a capacity matinee.
Sisters, assisted by a
Courtney
string
orchestra,
headlined with

One

&

EIER

ULLIVAN

Chicago,

III.

"TINK

director looking for a

out a soul.

There
Is

Only

MAYBELLE
SMART SHOP
LENORE BERNSTEIN

43looj

STATE

POSING ROOMS

IBM

T«L Ccat

j

Former

J

Edith Strickland

30
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HOTELS
CHICAGO
and
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and
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CANT

RANDOLPH

BE BEAT
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WjII
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at

th.

Little

THE COUNTRY

NEW YORK COSTUME

show with

this handicap.
Each
worked in confusion.
Suddenly one of them said "Curtain," and that ended the sketch,
which has always been a feature.
Folette Pearl and Wicks did all but 137 N.

to
of

the

cast

tear the house apart.
Everything
their way until they began to
sing, and all the singing before saw
them off to half-hearted applause.
"B?a«*k, -White acini ITseteaj?, with thsic

came

AMEBICAN OR

'•••
•

Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.

)

)

T. Y.

•

;

j

and

[

himself

In

tho

way

of

good but

.'•>-'.

CONTINUOUS DANCING ANO VAUDEVILLE
AMOUS CHICKEN DINNEHS AND A LA CARTE SERVICE
Such Delicious Hungarian-Yiddish Food!
EAT YOUR KOSHER PASSOVER MEALS
(Breakfast — Dinner — Supper) AT

ALEX SCHWARTZ'S

—

his s'unts are

Al

i

some trieks on roller skates. II.
in an Irldeeccnt *uit
went
to it to prove he is the wizard his
billing calls for.
He has taken too

much upon

I.AKK STREETS. CHICAGO

THE ORIGINAL— RAINBO ORCHESTRA

did

Ibllling

<

RAINBO
GARDENS
LAWRENCE
CHICAGO

CLARK

<

YOUR PATRONAGE

Winter <:;ir«l'ri, Chicago, April 24, Aft<r un Kight Week*'
Rniragvmenf nn«i win I'lay V»«d«vtil«,
JENNIE YIHNG. Itcprrtuntutur

CHOY, Mgr.

FIVrySSt-APPOiNTRU CAKE W TUB WOHLO.
THE HKMIKXVOI'S OF TUB PROFESSION.

RANDOLPH AND

"MARION"

appearj

IT.

hHED MANN'S"

Chicago, April 20.
Tho line-up road like a big-timtbattery and after the pame it
505
Madison St. turned out to be a first class >:
pheuni, Jr., bill. Nasty weather had
the crowds come In elower than
Thoroughly modern.
molasses.
Tho bunch just took
Newly furnished.
notion and Mattered itself in sniiill
Convenient to all theatres.
group! mi through this first-come
Free rehearsal hall.
first -served house.
Before applause
en masse was heard gome valuable
time passed.
D« Sylvia opened the fthow and

Singing and Dancing Soubrettc

FOOD— A8 YOU LIKE

Armas from the Sherman Hotel. Next door to the Olympic Theatre.
Kour •lui.ta west of tho Oarrlck around the corner of the Palace and
Cohan's Grand Opera House. One block ea«t of Wood's and Apollo.
One block West of Powers' Theatre.

;t

)

1HS

<IIINF.SK

In the lleart of the Rial to— Around the Corner from Kvisrywlw--**.

AMERICAN, CHICAGO.

W.

Central 1801

THE BAMBOO INN

bucking mule, came on very late.
and as they had to rush things and
the crowd had been delayed they
closed to scattered response. Juggling Ferrier and Owen and Billy
Clark Were not at this show.

CHICAGO

CO.

GOWNS

largest costume
COSTUMES MANUFACTURERS
IN WEST
WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO

«OR(il VAN

MARCELLE HARDIE
That Clever

ONE

WINONA WINTER

PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY RATES

WE

7

and Myrtle Vail is amazingly verSioox City is to have an amusesatile and pleasing to look upon;
as a combination they are in high ment park costing $500,000, called
favor. The sketch is about a movie Biverview.

A

HUMPHREYS CAL GRIFFIS JACK

to Colonial Theatre.

Single, without bath, $9.00
Double, without barth, $12.00
Single, with bath,
$12.00
Double, with bath,
$16.00

The Merrill theatre. Milwaukee,
the final recently reduced its prices from 44
cents to 33 cents.

I

-

"ST. REGIS"
516 N. Clark Street

to

1

WELL, TAKE OUR WORD, HE
8.

line

NEW

F»ETE

CLAUDE

musical satire that was T. N. T.

from the opening

Jimmy Dunne drew the spot dance by Damerel and Vail. Dameand went strongly. He "talks" rel is the singing actor of "Always,"

A

Chlmge

irenr Di nrqiF
HAZEL K A NO 18

NASH

advertising

is

to 44 cents in

the girl dancing and flashing some Miami Beach Club In Miami, Fla.,
specializes in being as clumsy as a very pretty wardrobe.
Tho man
Lot of hoakum, but they sings popular numbers and plays arrived here to prepare for his rebear.
vue at Electric Park, Kansas City,
got laughs galore.
well.
The girl offers graceful Mo. The Park will open May 21
dances, rounding out a first class and will have 15 principals and 20'
offering that can carry a spot on chorus girls.
The New York CosRIALTO, CHICAGO.
the better time. This act was billed tume Company is furnishing the
Chicago, April 20.
recently at the Palace, but did not wardrobe.
The show will be
singing,
Singing,
and singing. appear, owing to illness.
changed every 4 weeks.
STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO.
That is about all this week's bill
consists of.
Five acts depended
Chicago, April 20.
Daisy Jennings has left "A Page
Usual capacity audience at this upon their pipes to bring them back
G. N. HIPP POLICY.
Sylvia Rubean refrom Life."
theatre, with nothing sensational in for bows. One act offered a straight
placed her.
routine.
five-minute
the first show. There didn't seem to musical
N6
More
8 Shows a Day for 7 Acts.
wait,
actual
timing,
bestage
by
be enough comedy to wake the au"Way Down East" was not shown
dience up. The first- five acts re- tween Byrd and Alden and Fred
at tho Auditorium Monday night
Chicago, April 20.
Paul, Schwartz's sketch upset the show
ceived little or no returns.
on
account of previous bookings for
The Great Northern Hippodrome,
Levan and Miller opened the show schedule.
Crouch Richards Trio opened the booked for the past season by the the Joseph Hislop concert.
with a fast routine of ground and
table tumbling. Tho blackface comic show with a novelty banjo act. The Pantages Chicago oifice, will go
Vance Seitz resigned as manager
in the act scored with some sensa- act is very ordinary, ""with a lot of into a straight seven-act program
of the Windsor to accept a position
McCormick and excess baggage that detracts from beginning May 2.
tional headspins.
stock company as superintendent of the operating
Irving, man and woman, with some their playing. Stein and Smith had
playing boiled-down versions of department of J. Johnson National
crossfire dialog and a couple of number two spot and filled it with
Seitz was
Sign Distributing Co.
songs that failed to register. They action and pep. Sam Stein is re- popular plays will also lje carried. succeeded by Harry Miller, former
This style of entertainment was
closed with a duet number, with no membered as formerly the partner
manager
of the Logan Square.
response. Charles Henry's Pets, on of Dick Arnold, and Billy Smith tried out at the house two years ago
number three, did nicely with the worked with Charles Keefer. They with Indifferent success. At that
two dogs posing in an orderly man- are playing a cabaret engagement time the present shift system was
Elsie White, assisted by a and doubling on the Rialto date. retained. The present policy of the
ner.
male pianist, sang several character Stein sings comedy numbers and house is eight shows a day.
numbers in front of a special drop. ballads. He is an excellent enterEach Hliift of seven acts doing
A change of "wardrobe for each song. tainer, working on the order of Jack
Miss White did very well, doing an Rose and Harry Rose, yet has a dis- four and changing shifts of Thurstinctive delivery of his own that is day.
encore after taking four bows.
The new policy calls for all
The Barr Twins, a very classy- masterful. Smith whips a mean acts doing four shows daily.
act, was well received.
The girls ivory solo, besides bring an excelThe
have a special cyclorama that lends lent accompanist for Stein.
tone to their offering. Hllnore and combination was perfect and vaudeTO SUE.
Williams cleaned up with Kate EU- ville welcomes acts like Stein and
nore's comedy and Sam Williams Smith.
Chicago, April 20.
Holmes, Wallace, and Hitrig, a
doing straight. This was the only
Parents of Winona Winter, now
act that seemed to the audience's girl, a man and a Jew comic, offered touring In the "Century Midnight
liking.
They had easy sailing and a musical skit, "Voice or Money." Whirl," announce that she
has sepawere the laughing hit of the show. The idea Is that money is lent on
William Seabury and Co. scored voices, pawnbroker style, and in rated from her husband, Lloyd
Simpson,
real
a
estate
man,
and
the artistic hit of the show with nil order to get a loan one has to sing
MODISTE
finished dancing and wonderful cos- a number. It went very nicely, each plans to institute action for divorce.
Room 503
145 N. Clark Stre«l
tuming and beautiful petting. Sea- of the cust being good performers.
bury has several girls who make Charles Martin, in a baritone voice,
sang
classical
numbers, yielding fair
him step when it conus to dancing.
O'Donnell and Blair and Herbert returns. It now appeared that singing was becoming annoying instead
Brooks were not on this show.
oWentertaining, for the crowds Wfilfl
STA7£-L*i<e OLD*.
very iidgety when Byrd and Allen,
KEDZIE, CHICAGO.
Chicago
two classy girls, followed Martin
with a straight singing, violin and
Chicago, April 20.
190 N.
ST.
Phone Randolph 3393
Doris Duncan, A fascinating and piano routine. The girls closed to
talented yoting miss, bagged the almost no response. They were cershow honors, and made good purely tainly entitled to applause, for they
upon what she showed in fifteen of do their work in first-class fashion,
tho snappiest minutes of the bill. coupling this with beautiful drops,
IN
Miss Duncan has a light soprano fine wardrobe and loads of personvoice that "sells" every one of her ality.
On a bill with less singing
PIANO FURNISHED FOR ALL MUSICAL ACTS
semi-classical-* and specialty num- the girls would match the best.
ALL
KINDS OF SCENERY
SPOT LIGHT. OPEN SUNDAYS
bers.
The closing number, "The
Now came the stage wait that
Liove Bandit," is a treasure, and gave the impression that a picture
bruoght her back for many bows. would be shown.
However, Fred
At the piano Jack Carroll vamped Schwarta and his assistants, offering
the Ivories offering a medley to "The Broken Mirror," were obliged

-

J.

pictures in the loop,

neat offering.

woman withMiss Elliott is the steno
The World Bealty Company la
play
the
part,
and Miss building a $500,000 picture house in
anxious to
Vail is the girl that has the "movie Omaha, at Douglas and Fifteenth
*
bug" in her dome.
streets.
Oscar Lorraine had little trouble
The Orphtum Theatre, Pipestone,
Those Minn., was damaged $15,000 by fire.
in selling his "uuttiness."
who like nuts will find Lorraine one
of the masters of that .sort of enLester Dollahan, usher at the
tertainment.
His plant, in a box
seat, helped him now and then by Biviera Theatre, was made a local
by the dailies here fcr returnhero
singing a couple of numbers. Hit.
Yates and Reed are two clever, ing a $1,200 jeweled watch he found
theatre and refusing to acthe
in
clean and classy performers. Theirs
reward.
is the real stuff and the crowd came cept a
to the front without a minute's
hcsilulion. Goslar and Lusby rang
Fanny Frankel has rearranged a
the bell with each of their artistic new single and will return to vaudeact got the most attention.
Boy vaudeville bits. They open before ville after an absence of six years.
and Arthur broke a pantry full of a purple drop in "two," with the man
plates.
One man is a clever jug- playing the piano and singing, and
Roy Mack, who managed the
gler and straight, while the oth<>r

HATS GOWNS COSTUMES

308 StAte-lAkc Building.

Next Door

this

George Damerel and Myrtle Vail, a cut from 83 cents
assisted by Opal Elliott, stood the its admission scale.
mob en their ears. The trio Wave a

a few songs, and takes up his allotted time in showmanlike manner.
Dunne needs some clever
material, for he now has some gags
that are older than the theatre in
which ne appeared. But he is a
showman and an entertainer with
a pleasing personality. Fresh talk
with fresh assets would send him
sky high.
Frank Wilcox, assisted by three
women and one man, offered a
sketch dealing with the complexities
arising from two women "falling"
for him, even though he is engaged
to a third. A lot of racket from in
froat and back of the housj dampened the hand the sketch was entitled to.
Alice Hamilton characterized an ohl woman of today and
yesteryear in a clever manner. Of
course, the way old women of today

HAZEL RENE
JOHN

out

AND

TO THE raovKssioN

3<HS

£5*»t

GRAND

MERCHANT TAILORS
610 State-Lake Bldg.

spot.
tray,

CHICAGO NOTES.

Lester and Vinnot sensational.
got attention from all sides,
A $300,000 picture theatre will be
Their idea of working before a park
scene drop with a cutout for an built by Van Etten Brothers at
employment bureau, and questions Michigan avenue and 116th street.
funnily answered by tlte blackface,
proved to be pie for those present.
Barbee's Theatre, playing feature
The footwork of the team rounded

permit a change of wardrobe. He
does not handle the popular medley
number well, and should try something more in his line of playing
Willa and Harold Brown opened
the show with a novelty, making
rag pictures on an easel that have
the effect of oil paintings. Various
sized rags are put together like a
Chinese puzzle. A little too much
Miss Duncan
time is consumed.
was on early, following the Brown*.
Sho did not allow this to handicap
her. but she should have a later
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EARL

O'BRIEN WITH
Form.r

Hooka Up

in

INSIDE STUFF
Man

Hart

and

Weber

Chicago, April 20.
George O'Brien, formerly with
Harry Weber and late of tha Max
Hart agency, baa been taken Into
agency as a full partthe Lew Earl
ner and the Arm will hereafter be
Earl
& O'Brien agency.
the
as
known
located In the Woods
It will be
where Earl has
building,
theaUe
maintained offices for the last two
years, and will continuo booking
with the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association, the B. F. Keith
(Chicago) office and with all other
circuits affiliated.

LA

CROSSE FOR W.

M. A.

V.

Koppolberger House Adds Week

to

Association.

Chicago, April 20.
Frank Koppelberger, manager of
Majestic theatre, La Crosse,
has made arrangements to
Book his theatre through th«» W. V.
M. A. for the coming season. The
house will play two splits a week
with an added show on Sunday.
This is made passible by acts jumpthe

Wis.,

from Minneapolis and St. Paul
into Chicago, having that Sunday
open, as the two above-mentioned
houses are Saturday closing.
ing

FLORENCE WALTON SUED.
Chicago, April

by

who

man,

business

a

charges that Miss Walton's car ran
he sat in it with his

into his while
wife at a curb.

He sets out that the dancer was
taking her dog for an airing, and
distracted the chauffeur's attention
by' petting the dog, causing the
driver to crash into the ether car
and damaging the complainant's
and his wife's health as well as demolishing the auto.

RIV0LI

MANAGING VICTOR.

Chicago. April 20.
Caesar Kivoli, the protean vaudevillian, will take over the management of the Victor Houe*. Chicago's
unique Italian cafe on East Grand
Victor
avenue, for the summer.
Heras, formerly a famous tumbler,
who disbanded the Heras Family to
operate this restaurant and hotel
some ten years ago, has obtained
his passport to visit Italy, for the
first time In 20 years, and will .be
absent

all

summer.

"SCOTTY"

lights arc out."

Foreign asrnta for vaudeville In New York have Ingrained our plaints
over booking conditions. Very little foreign bookings, either way, have
been accomplished since the war. The agents over hero say they find It
almost impossible to complete a booking, though native acts when approached to go across, signify a willingness. One agent said he had
grown weary of paying cables and going to necessary expense in fixing
a booking. Upon the arrival of an English contract over here for the
act's signature, the agent found as a rule that when ho wrote the turns
advising them of the contact, the acts would either take his letter to the
vaudeville booking office or the producing managers they might be then
playing for and exhibit the letter as a means to secure more favorable
terms for the following season, to remain over here. They would then
write the argent saying they did not want the foreign trade. One act was
offered a contract for 40 weeks in London, consecutively, at £190 a
week, or the equivalent of 1450, American, and refused it after long
negotiations. An English contract for an American turn calling for 40
consecutive weeks in London before the act opens over there Is a rarity.
The foreign agents in New York see little in prospect and they are, as far
as bookings are concerned, decidedly discouraged.

A

small time independent agent (and former husband of one of vaudeknown woman "singles") purchased a diamond ring, pin and

ville's best

watch from the brother

of

a theatrical acquaintance who needed money.

When

the agent's acts commented upon the Jewelry the agent informed
them the articles were given to him as a present by three of his acts,
naming a prominent male "single", now abroad, a "single" woman character, and another turn.
The agent in question may have had a reason for
concealing the source of the adornments, and then again he may believe
that an ounce of suggestion is worth a pound of urging.

Two agents well known in the Putnam building started a dispute last
week, there being much language and tit least one punch landed. The
pair came together In a re.-t: urant tr/o days lat^r and the argument continued, t.:e valr t^ir.g urged en c*J ether agents. The agint who was
wa'.'.cprd c^cur.-d a surr.rr.cns frr.m ar. attorney, ths "battlers" repaired to
a neutral Event's o.'ilce, and a "iriai" w?.s heM. 'Testimony" was given
and t*:e kidding continued. Through it r.!r the two principals were In
dead earnest. Each signed an agreement, one not to use his flits for a
year, and tbo ether not to give way to violent language for_ the same
period.

Both members of the former team of Dcgnon and Clifton who originated
a parlor acrobatic routine have retired from the stage, although there
are several teams doing the tame routine. George Degnon, the topmounter, is seKing linoley,m:-. atHI his wife who was formerly with the
"Kinkaid Kiitics" is also off the boards. Julius Burt Clifton too has
gone into the commercial fle'.d.
Thirty weeks' bookings were cancelled this week on a two-act for vioLoew oliiee. The violation consisted in the act
playing an "opposition" house in Hoboken while holding a blanket contract from Loew beginning May 2. The contract contained a clause
restraining the turn from playing certain houses without Loew consent.
lation of contract by the

"Blood"' Sam Kramer, the Chicago agent, is in New York for a three
week's visit and has been handing the agents in the Loew building many
a laugh. Recently Kramer bought some stock of the Commonwealth
Edison E'ectirc Light Co., which supplies juice for Chicago. He said he
burned all the lights in his office throughout the day to make the stock
more valuable. The rent includes light at his office. At home he pays
extra, so it don't go there.

Chicago, April

20.

Chicago State Hospital for the In-

NEW

ILL AND INJURED
Edward J. Rnobloch, the drama-

eluded in the cast of Al Woods' new
musical piece. "Tin Pan Alley,"

when it opens out of town April 25.
The foursome were placed with the
production by Jcnie Jacobs.
Muriel Tindal, an English prima
Gonna, has been engaged by the
Shuberts for their .production of the
musical version of Sir James M.
Barrie's "Quality Street."

THEATRICAL anoSTREET

FOOTWEAR

c

MAKERS ah. RETAILERS

AISTONS
INC.

14 W. WAS H MGTO N
I

« VUY-QUKRAINSKY

The complaint of Newport and
Jimmy Lucas and Co.

Stirk against

has been

the

MARRIAGES.

BIRTHS.
To Mr. and Mrs.

Pettlngill,

STB*IT

A

NEW ACTS WANTED
Wc

can secure you 40 weeks of the most
able time in the Middle West

Beehler

&

Jacobs

Billy

Agency

desir-

Jackson

Agency

Suite 307

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

turn to vaudeville Instead of going
in the Midnight Frolic.

Leah

Laska

and

Mabel

Nash,

piano act.

Retter Bros,

Hector and Talt, a mixed team
roller from the concert and lyeeum Circuits,
will
make their debut In
week
vaudeville in a singing routine.
girl'.s

and

CHICAGO

"ELI," The Jeweler
TO TITE PROFESSION

WHEN

IN

CHICAOO

Trt»afft Bldj.

Ground

Floor.

ARTIST STUDIO
Lake Theatre Bld 9

CHICAGO,

Charles Crowl

Woods Theatre

Charles Nelson
Agency

Aarcnry

Suite 301

Woods Theatre

Eagle

&

Bldg.

609

Suite

Bldg.

Goldsmith

Woods Theatre
Powell

&

Bldg.

Danforth

Agency

Agency

Inc.

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Earl

&

O'Brien

Tom

Powell

Agency

Agency

Suite 304

Suite 302

Woods Theatre

Suite 302
Loop End Bldg.

Bldg.

Jess Freeman

Woods Theatre
The Simon

Agency

Agency

Suite 1413

Suite 807

Masonic Temple

Lew Goldberg

Bldg.

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Harry W. Spingold

Agency

Agency

Suite 305

Suite 405

'.

Universal Scenic
State-

-~Jae It Cotdr, former; 7 with Mile:
Rhea, has foimed a partnership
with Harry Mayo (Dave Fox and
Barry >:ayo). The team opens next
week.
Walter Itossmond, the composer,
who has written any number of the
Kramer) is recovering in Merl<b r» production tvpo of acts for vaudeConn., from injuries sustained in a ville, will hereafter produce similar
piereg for himself. To this end he
fall at the I'alace, Port Richmond.
Mort Fox. w^th Joe Barton In has combined with "Marty" Wagvaudeville, has returned to the act, ner, who will supply the scenic efhaving recovered from his rec««nt fects and; illusions for the different
playing turn
while
contracted
illness,
Water, the Great, comedy maxl''
Baltimore.
Florine Fair with the BUncy turn, with Water playing a Hebrew
1

Spec!*] Discount to Performer*

Suite 306

Masonic Temple

to re-

Keith's Fordham. As a result they
Madeleine Randolph (Randolph
were off the opening bill that night. and Cunningham)
in special song
Thursday, April 14. Belle Baker was routine by
Howard Green. (Johnny
substituted at the last moment. The Collins.)
injured member of the team was
Joe Tenner, formerly with Mike
removed to the Fordham Hospital, Bernard,
and Jimmy Brown, song
where it was said an X-ray exami- writer,
two act.
nation would be necessary to deterMarion
Harris,* of phonograph
mine the extent of his injuries.
Rose Berry Garden, who vas play- fame, is to Invade vaudeville with a
new
act.
Special songs are by
first
her
ing at McVicker's, Chicago,
week of a 40 weeks' tour, had to Blanche Merril. (Rose and Curtis.)
"Kidnapped,"
sketch to be probreaknervous
a
close on account of
down and was ordered home by her duced by Joseph Hart, with Edith
Taliaferro
and
company,
Including
doctor.
Texas Comedy Four canceled Mc- Robert Bentley, Doen Cole and
Vicker's Chicago, owing to two of Lloyd "Wertman. Story written by
the quartet being taken down with Bert Robinson, staged by Frank
MeCormack.
grippe.
at the Rialto. Chicago.
substituting.

AgeD«"y

1607-08

wife.

Jim and Betty Moi ran are

Helen Murphy

Agency

vaudeville

Rio and Elmer unable to appear

CHICAGO
BALLET SUPPERS

Douglass Leavltt who closed
"It's Up to You," is to enter
in a two-act with his

with

Players, Astoria

L

Sunday

while driving
Miss Farr was re-

in

a

her automobile.

ILL.

,, >on n
° »»*• t» get the bent In
•lIL»"«! wnrkmanfthlp.
Why expertfc^X"*

was

Injured

character.
Dolly Si. John, single.

I

Jack Leonard, formerly pianist
for YVette Rugel, hImkN- turn.
Pally Inrnan and Tiinmy L>ons

r home wfhnre \\ was
found she had injur* d her rlba but
a physician by Strapping hei *id<

moved
.

.1.

collision

to

h<

*••
possible for Miss
the company Monday
..
l>ri<
night in "The Cnkie sed

made
open

'•'•

it

with

••

two -act.
Jules
1

nd

>,

Howard

(Gold

and

single art.

Jack Leonard, piano a<
Herman Tlmberg.singte

I

«< t.

Mow-

a

In agreeing to son, April 16.
discontinue the use of the business
A son on April 12 to Mr. and Mrs.
complained of, Lucas set up a Jack Ford. The father is a dlroctor
counter claim that he had originated at Universal City la Ix>« Angeles.
the business, that of a straight man
To Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lavier,
pulling the shirt of the comedian April S. a daughter, at Bixby hospiout while comic pulls it back into tal, Adrian, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Cohan,
place through pocket. Lucas, however, stated he had not used the bit 2nd, April 17 at their home in New
York, daughter.
The father is
for several years, but had put it
treasurer of the Sam H. Harris
back recently. The settlement in- theatre. Ho is a cousin to George
cluded the granting of permission M. Cohan.
settled.

Burt Cortelyou

George Ayer.
The latest in Men's skaters, both were
injured last
Furnishings can be at FiQo^gV O ttawa, when trie
grip broKeduring a revbtVfhg rtWirig.
h-d at
The dwarf was hurled into the
21 No. Clark St. wings and Miss Aver struck so heavily "slvt was knocked uncons< iou«
Both recovered to continue two
days Inter
JS2iJ>oortoCOI.rjMniA T1IEATBK
Maude Kramer (Kennedy aid

''

lise

—

ACTS.

Fern DeLaeey, single.
underwent an operation last
Elmer Thompson, with a girl
Thursday at the Good Samaritan partner, will do the former Richards
Hospital, Los Angeles.
He had and Kyle two-act.
been ill for more than a week with
Sam Liebert Is to revlvo his
The former sketch, "The Shattered
a minor throat affliction.
Idol."

Grace

*"'t t 626,

to

by Lucas.

William Duncan to Edith Johnson,
Vox and Ward' against anotbai both in pictures, in Los A acre
act using name of Fox and Ward.
Jane Blair Curtis of Curtis Trio
The complainants state they have to Samuel E. Tabachnlak, April 9,
used the name In show business for In New York.
Basil Broadhurst, son of George
upwards of 53 years, which represents the duration of their partner- Broadhurst, to Jacquelina Hariah,
Greenwich, April 17.
ship.
O'Harra and Moore, playing thn
Tony Cornetta against Harry Majestic, Houston, Tex., last week,
were
married after the Wednesday
Marliss, alleging Marliss left the
afternoon performance.
Cornetta act without giving two
J. Barrlngton, former husband of
weeks' notice.
Loubowska, the Russian dancer, to
Margaret Byrne, non -professional.
Franklyn Charles and Co. against
Olga Gray Zacsek was married on
Gladys Conrad and Co., alleging In- Dec. 15, 1920, at Santa Ana,
to Arfringement on the general idea of nold Ray Samberg, motion picture
the Franklyn and Charles turn.
actor.
The marriage was kept secret until last week.
Miss Zacsek
given the name of Olga Gray
Maek and Reading against Kath- was
by D. W. Griffith while appearing in
erine Murray, alleging infringement
pictures under his direction. She is
on following gag: "Five thousand now appearing In one-act plays at
francs how many Johns
would the Ambassador theatre, Log Anthat be in this country."
geles.

tist,

Jack Block and
Mort Green are handling a smoke
fund for Whittaker and can be
reached care of Waterson, Berlin & operation took place immediately
Snyder, Chicago offices.
after he had completed the screen
version of "Tho Three Musketeers"
for Douglas Fairbanks.
. ENGAGEMENTS.
Pressler and Klalss got jammed
Beryl Mercer, "Irish Dew" (Win.
up in an automobile accident reHarris, Jr.).
turning
from a dress rehearsal at
Tom Brown's Quartet will be insane at Dunning.

g»b-Lrt>

Newport and Stirk

to
bit,

WHITTAKER FUND.

Jack "Scotty" Whit taker, a wellknown vaudeville and cabaret entertainer, was confined to a ward at the

WCNERS

COMPLAINTS

A professional manager of a newly reorganized music publishing houst»
and his employers came to the parting of the ways last week when the
El. Brendel complaining against
"boss" became aggrieved at what he thought was an abuse of privileges.
He complained his manager put through important moves without author- Jack Hanley, alleges infringement
on
dark stage bit, described as
ity, engaging professional and band orchestra staff people at attrac"looking for whisky bottle after
tive salaries.

20.

"Florence Walton, headlining at the
Muje'tie and dancing .at the new
Drake Hotel, has been sued for
$5,000

N. V. A.

ON VAUDEVILLE.

Chicago.

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

The above agencies booking exclusively with W. V.
M. A., B. F. Keith (Western) and all affiliated
circuits.
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BARNEY GERARD TAKES

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

FLIER IN PICTURES

CHORUS DICE BATTLE
Hair

Over

Pulling

Crap

BURLESQUE'S DROP

Game

Brings Girls to Court.

IN

April 20.
An argument over a debt originating with the "galloping dominoes"
proved the downfall of two burlesque chorus girls in Buffalo this
week.
Bee Queen, acknowledging
20 summers and New York as her
home, one of the "buzzers" with
Billy Watson's show at the Gayety,
was before Judge Woltz in City
Court Thursday, charged with assaulting Peggie Cole, It, of Baltimore, a sister member of thp chorus,
in the latter's dressing room between the acts Tuesday afternoon.
The trouble which resulted in a
clean knockout for Miss Cole arose
over her reluctance to pay Miss
Queen $19 lost In a crap game several weeks ago.
Inasmuch as the
show Close! here this week; Bee
thought it a good idea to collect.
The Judge thought otherwise and
convicted the Queen Bee for stinging Peggie, but suspended sentence
with a warning.

WEST TERRIFIC

Buffalo.

STEP LIVELY, GIRLS'
Flossie
**orur

l'altl

Moors

best all around bunches of girls on
the wheel.
They are all young,

Producing Comedies With Burlesque Comic This Summer

though
<?*oe Morgan good looking and work as
Kvelyn Cunningham they took an interest In the show
The Counters
Barney Gerard, the burlesque
Raymond Paine and knew what it was all about.
Jim Sharps
Jark Mundy
Larry
the means of putting producer, plana to enter the picture
Margie Wilson They were
Fitt
field
real
aa a producer this summer.
over
to
numbers
the
several
of
Lem. Luke and I»op
James Wilson. Al Aubrey and Scott Wilson
Fuller Beer
Dun Barclay

The Friars

held

full

sway

at the

Columbia Monday night. Every so
often a bunch of the Friars get
their heads together and decide to
honor one of their number. In most
cases it takes the form of an eating
and drinking affair at which the
guest of honor is panned from
opening to closing. Arthur Pearson,
guest of honor on this occasion,
outsmarted the boys, he figured it
a pan anyway, so why not have it
at the Columbia with his show on
the boards. It meant a good opening and more than likely a big week.
The boys broke in on the proceedings a couple of times and put
over a bunch of laughs for the gang
and made it enjoyable all around.
The show itself was probably a surprise to many of the audience Monday night.
There were probably
many there who have seen very few.
any, burlesque shows, and to
If
these the entertainment was vastly
different from what they expected.
Clean, fast and snappy the "Step

Livelys" more than contributed to
their share of the entertainment.

Don Barclay was

at his best.
is a different style of comedian

He
from

encores.
In reference to the num- Gerard's initial offering for the
bers it would not be amiss to men- screen, if present plans go through,
Larry Ceballos, who staged is to be a scries of two-reel comeHe has done some dies, with Eddie (Bozo) Snyder
the numbers.
The "Toyland"'
very good work.
number is a very good ptoCO/Of stag- featured. Snyder is the comic of
"Some Show" on the
ing, although of the quieter sort and Gerard's
not the kind to get repeated en- American "Wheel.
"Sweet Mama" is also well
cores.
Gerard will continue actively as
done, the chorus girls being used a producer in the burlesque field,
for individual bits. In all the num- the picture proposition being in the
bers there is a distinctiveness usu- nature
of a side issue.
Snyder's
ally lacking in burlesque shows and
that great asset, action, is found in picture activities will likewise only
tion

all

of them.

The chorus costumes, as well as
the scenery and general appearance of the whole show, are exceptionally good considering that this
The
is the fag end of the season.
right idea has been used -in the
The pink ones
matter of tights.
are missing throughout and black
is used to very good advantage in
at least two of the numbers.
The Friars introduced several
specialties at the opening of the,
second act. Tommy Lyman (New
Acts), Sacha Piatov and June Elton
did a very, pretty bit of dancing.
Phil Fine and Florence Tennyson
sang one number, a medley of high
class selections, and Andy Rice recited a couple of comedy poem,
which were very well thought of.
It was a great evening for the
boys and the regulars seemed to enjoy it also, although there wasn't
much room left for them. Tho house

the usual run seen in the burlesque
houses. When he is working properly there is no question as to his
ability.
He has one or two very
funny bits in the show, the best
being the trying to break into jail
sold out. After the
bit, done in "one."
Down at the was practically
the gang adjoined to
finish of the show in a burlesque performance
Arthur Peardrama b'4 Barclay also strings out the Friars Club where
was their guest at supper.
a very old gag to which he has son
Gray
given a few new twists and makes Henry Clive and Tommy
to
It a big laugh.
A burlesque song dragged the blushing manager
of the perand dance and the crap game are the stage at the endvery
beautiful
and
from
a
formaee
also wortn while.
Barclay uses a
presented him with
"hell" now and then, but otherwise mahogany box
Arthur has the
the fun is all of the good old hokum a comb and brush.
brush as
variety which is welcomed at all same use for a comb and
Rockefeller.
D.
John
times.

Patti Moore, the soubret. caught
the audience's attention next to the
tar Monday night. Patti is a lively Orful Rei. h
Matt Kennedy
little Miss, has plenty to do and Watts Dooin. an Inventor
Jack Terry
does it all well. She Is a corking Hans Elnctein, on* of the Arm. Jules Jacobs
Hilly Wallace
dancer and carries enough voice to Lonesome Lew
Laura Houston
Nettie Nettles
put over a number in good style. <Jlnd\s
Belle Co."»tello
Kekh. a vamp
She is comely and wears one or two Mrs. Ilflch
Carlotta Stockdill
very attractive costumes and one
or two that are not so becoming.
The Olympic abandoned the reguAll are of the short; snappy variety. lar Wheel schedule last week and on
Patti Moore will stack up with any Monday began a three-week postof the soubrets around the wheel.
season trial of stock burlesque.
Evelyn Cunningham carries most There could not possibly have been
of the burden among the women a luckier break for the experiment,
principals. A nice looking girl with for Monday the weather turned
a pleasing manner of working she wickedly cold and rainy, and the
gets away very nicely throughout. house had the best matinee and
She is the more subdued type of night attendance since mid-winter
prima donna. Still, she has plenty with an overhead of low visibility
of life and personality and has done and no extra attraction.
On the
a great deal for this show.
day the box oilice took in more than
Margie Wilson Is the third womani $200 more than on the same day of
principal and although she hasn't the previous week.
as much to* do as the others she
The company is using the titles
manages to hold up her end. .Var- of various American Wheel organgie could relieve Evelyn Cunning- izations. This week it is "The Lid
ham of some of the work she is now Lifters," and next week the title will
doing. There is perhaps a little too bo "Puss Puss."
The names are
much of Evelyn and not quite picked with an eye to billing, for
of Margie.
the surplus paper of tho regular
Gene Morgan, a blackface comic, shows is used, the names being
There were a lot of
doesn't have a great deal to do until b'anked off.
his specialty way down in the sec- splendid poster designs around the
this
establishment
street
ond act. In the bits he figures in 14th
he gets his laughs and must be week, part of the regular 'Lid Liftfigured one of the big comedy as- ers' " line.
For a cateh-as-catch-can, pot luck
sets of the show.
His specialty is
sure fire dancing, with a few gags offering this week's two-act pleoe
that give the show a good, solid goes fairiy well, although it has
several rather raw spots and a propunch right where it needs it.
Raymond Paine manages the fusion of profanity, the, offender in
straight very well despite a slight this respect being Lilly Wallace,
lisp in his talk.
His -work has im- who docs a tramp.
The program doesn't say. but
proved since the show was seen
early in the season. This might be probably the shows are being, put
on by Matt Kennedy, who does
said of all the principals.
It may
have been the Friars who inspried Straight in the current offering.
them Monday night. At least it Kennedy Is a veteran of the Wheel
showed that they can hit the mark form of entertainment and probwhen put to it. The great improve- ably has as much material at his
ment in the show since early in the linger ends as the best of the reguThis affair could not have
season, however, must go to the lars.
two girls Evelyn Cunningham and taxed his resources' very severely,
Margie Wilson. They were, not with for it is made up of familiar bi'iH
the troupe early in the season and most of them involving the money

OLYMPIC STOCK.

—

they have made a very good show changing and "patsy" ideas. Howout of what was just an in and ever, the Monday night crowd gave
outer.
both bits and numbers a better in
Jack Mundy is a nondescript applause than has fallen to the lot
comedian working opposite Barclay of a majority of the regular Wheel
most of the time and lays in the attractions.
Probably the slight
background, giving the star of the roughening up of the stuff contribfull
While uted to this result.
swing.
organization
Mundy doesn't seems to be a great
The character comedy falls to the
comedian, his job is sort of a thank- shoulders of Jules Jacobs, doing
less one and he is entitled to liis a Dutch rol«- in the usual workman*
share of the praise in making the iike way.
lie gets laughs by the
whole a success.
oxthodox methods without develWilson, Aubrey Trio, a comedy oping anything distinctive in style
triple bar a«'f open the second pari or material, but handling the old
and do a very good specialty, finish* hokum with the Certainty and Bareing with a burlesque wrestling bit ness of the experienced burlegquer.
This
in one that is very funny.
Wallace docs the tramp in much
burlesque the same way, the pair working
is a very good a«t for
show and their SUCCes over the cir- through as an effective pair. Ken*
cuit should be a tip to the managers nedy'i straight la the strength of the
to seek out Other novelty acts from comedy, for he builds up the laughs
There for the other two, who have only to
vaudeville for their shows.
are many of these acts to he had skiin off the fat when the time Is
from the vaudeville field and they ripe This sort of thing doesn't get
can usually ho made very Uteful the straight worker much from the
around a show.
audience, but it helps Immensely
The chorus of this show must in the general aspect of the show.
Arthur PearThere are three principal women
not bo overlooked.
son has gatheret HMfther one of the besides the 16 choristers. They bold
.i

keep him busy before the camera
during the summer months.
He
will head 'iSome Show" as usual
when it starts over the American
wheel route" next season.

STOCK COMPETITION.
Burlesque
Men Look for
Musical Companies.

More

FRANCHISE HOLDER'S TO MEET
A general meeting of all of the

Second Wheel Shows Losing
After Prosperity.
Chicago, April

«

20.

Second wheel burlesque has taken
a sensational flop here with the result
that where shows were making a
$2,000 weekly profit earlier this season they are taking a $1,000

loss. At
Englewood, which began the
year with an average gross of betweeu $6,000 and $7.000 recent weeks
have run around $3,000. The Haymarket pulled up about $2,000,
Their gross has been as low as

the

;

$2,500.

Recently

the

at

Englewood one

company assembled on

the

stage,

manager, and voluntarily

called the

made

salary cuts, the chorus girls
taking a $5 reduction and the principals up to $20, reducing the company payroll $375 weekly, because
they didn't have the heart to draw
their contract sums in the face of
the miserable business.

franchise holders on the American
circuit has been called for April 20.
a prevalent belief among Another meeting of Columbia franthe burlesque bookers and produ- chise holders is to be held during the
cers that there will come into same week.
existence, next season, a large numPlans for meeting any unusual
ber of new musical stock and re- condition that may confront burlespertoire companies 1b houses which que producers next season, will be
formerly played traveling attrac- discussed, at both meetings.

have also been punished, but not to
an extent equal to the smaller wheel.
Industrial depression seems to be

tions.

the reason'.

There

Other towns in this section are off
about the same extent. Detroit,
Cleveland, Milwaukee, Des Moines,
Minneapolis, Dubuque, St. Paul and
to

is

The basis for this opinion lies in
the assumption that fewer musical
shows will go out next season, producers being chary of putting out a

Kansas City are distinctly affected.
The first wheel houses and shows

PREPARING SPRINGFIELD.
George Gallagher, general manager of the American Burlesque Cir-

MURDER TRJAL WITNESSES

production with business prospects cuit, left New York Tuesday on a
The new Equity flying visit to Springfield, Mass., to
not so bright.
edict is another- serious problem, arrange for the renovation and reforewarning building of the Plaza, that city, a
two combined
the
house managers throughout the wheel house.
country to the extent many of them
are already making advances to the WILLIAMS "MUTT AND JEFF."
standard wag£ producers and direcSim Williams has purchased the
tors for
policy.

an all-year round stock
»

Burlesque Players Held After Road*
house Affray Up State.
Buffalo.

"Mutt and Jeff attraction from Gus
and will send it out next seaWilliams will in addition operate his burlesque shows on both
the Columbia and American wheels.
Hill
son.

WRESTLING BILL PASSES.
Legislature

Enacts

Law

Which

Now Partners
Coyne, comic with numerAlbany, April 20.
ous wheel shows in the past few
The New York State Legislature years, has teamed with Frank Manin its last hours passed the new bill ning for vaudeville. They are doing
reorganizing the State Boxing Com- a singing and talking comedy turn.
mission and placing it in the hands
of three commissioners to be apFeaturing Hal Sherman
pointed by the Governor and to
Hal Sherman, for the last couple
serve without pay.
of seasons, a member of the cast of
The measure also brings wrestling E. Thos. Beattys 'French Frolics"
within the scope of the boxing law, (American) will be featured with
about
throwing restrictions
the one of Beattys American shows
sport which in the opinion of show- next season.
men will practically eliminate bouts
Barney's Home.
connection with burlesque performances.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Gerard reThe bill had tho backing of Gov- turned to New York Friday last
ernor Miller and he is expected to from a five months' sojourn on the
Makes Burlesque Bouts

Comics

Impossible.

The show disbanded

Jersey City

accepted,

quartet will

tho

be re-

leased.

EUJtLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS.
James "Bluch" Cooper Columbia
producer has signed Bernard Gorse eccentric comedian and
"The Carlton Four" for his next
seasons'
attractions.
Gorse has
been with Arthur Hammerstein
productions.
Gus Fay has resigned with "Folly Town."
Hazel Douglas with "Girls from
Joyland" (American).
Circuit

Pacific coast.

Frank Silk Engaged.
Frank Silk has been engaged by
James E. Cooper for one of his
Columbia wheel attractions for next
season.. Silk is a veteran burlesque
tramp comedian.

in

and their bondsmen surrendered
them here. In case Burton's offer
to plead guilty to manslaughter is

j

It.

20.

trial.

Tom

sign

April

Alice and Jenny
Franklin of
Cleveland, and Thomas and Marie
Brennan, of New York, all members of the "Snappy Snaps" company and who were present at the
Pig House roadhouse on the night
of Jan. 15, when Philip Herrman
was murdered, arrived in Buffalo
Friday, and were lodged in Jail as
material witnesses until after the

NEWS OF THE MUSIC MEN
Milton Lee has been appointed (himself a Frisco native), and Irving
representative
the Bibo, she has written "Hawaiian
in
Southern territory for Fred Fisher. Chimes*' for Feist; "After All These
Inc., covering both professional and Years" (with Milt Hagen) for Jack
sales departments.
Mills, Inc.; "Honolulu Honey" with
E. B.
Marks Music Co.; "Mood
Remiek has accepted a new num- Pensive for Sam Fox, and "Kenber, "Til Get You Some Day," by tucky
Lullaby" with Broaker &
Clarence Marks and Jack Stern.
Conn, Inc.
traveling

up

their

end very

well, although in

the nature of things they could not
be expected to make the same display of wardrobe as In a regular
wheel production. The bulk of the
responsibilitiy Is carried by Laura
Houston, one of those pony sized
"good
fellow"
soubrets,
plump
enough In figure and robust enough
In style of work to establish friendly relations with a clientele such as

that at the Olympic.
little and sing a

a

^ylllingneBs

up

She can dance
little,

but her

and spontaneity makes

for any small deficiency in these
directions. Likewise, she is not adverse to Jazzing her work on occasion and this has its advantages on
East 14th street. The house whooped
it up for the rather intimate stuff
with an ancient occupant of one of

•

A delegation of music men. In
eluding Con Conrad, Charlie Snyde.

Victor
Nurnberg.
ex-theatrical
newspaperman and song writer, has
associated himself with the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation in the

Harry T. Hanbury, Millicent Hewitt
and .Marie Salisbury, journeyed up
to
the Eastview penitentiary
in
Westchester to entertain the inmates at an entertainment sponsuied by Frederic V. Guinsberg, the
sculptor and prison reformer.

Van Alstyne

Curtis have 'Opened
a local branch in the Strand Theatre Building, with Billy Thompson
in charge.
Mr. Thompson was forthp stage boxes.
merly with the Remiek firm. Bob
Belle Costello might be described Huberts and Billy Collins are on the
as the ingenue, a fair worker and a professional
staff.
"Some Little
fair looker, but quite willing.
Car- Bird" is the firm's current "plug"
lotta Stockdill completes the trio
song.
She is a super-dreadnought type of
Jack Mills Is expected back In
prima donna and has a sweet voice. New York tie- middle of May after
The house liked her ballads and an erf nded trip.
likewise her samples of 'blues"
numbers, and It emphatically liked
Th» Robert Norton Musi" Co. is
her revelations of sensational curves sponsoring the Princeton orchestra
in white tights, on view for a mo- aggregation, which has signed
to apment.
p< ar at the Hotel Savoy, In London,
The show is economically put on. during the summer months. Cecil I.
The settings are all house arrange? Grouse la the musical director.
merits and the costumes of the
chorus and principals have the apM. Witmark & Bonn are The
pearance of job lots of hired out- lishers of life mui lo of Qits pubRi<
fits.
However,
nobody
expects and It. c. Hllliam's musical play
much by way of elaborate produc- 'Print n Virtue." The piece i. not
tion In these casual stock experi- a musical comedy, but a play
with
ments.
It Is Just a case of the music.
house gambling on the weather.
With a good break such as Monday's
Eva Applefield, a young woman
they will make money. With warm composer from San
Francisco, is in
weather, of course, the less the show town and has placed
several of her
costs the less the house loses.
songs with the local publishers. In
Jfuth.
collaboration with Paul Whiteman

Charles A. Snyder has written a

new number, "After a W

sY

.

•

publicity department.

i

hiie."

Al Sherman, the songwriter, returned to New York this week following an aH-wInter'a stay at Miami, where he conducted the orchestra.

Harry

Pearl,

manager

Chicago

Irving Berlin, is framing a
"ping" act for his firm which he
will play round the local Chicago
for

time.

George
ag< in for

embarked

A.

Friedman

is

selling

Jack McCoy, who recently

publishing business
for himself, following his resigns*
tion as professions] manager f° r

lied

in the

Flam

r.

Keiniis & Brockman have a new
pong, "Queen of Sheba." written on
Fox's feature of the same name.
Willie Pea re e lms been Iran* f«
red from San Francis, o to the
managership of Fred Fisher's Chicago office. Herbert Walker will he
in charge on the coast.
George Pi*
antadosi, local professional manager, is on a trip to Chicago and
George Joy is temporarily in charge
i

during his absence.

—
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TOMMY'S TATTLES

9

Br

THOMAS J. GRAY

recited

The Barrymores—Victor Hugo

But how did they behave? In ths Tribune next morning Heywood
Broun bore witness. that they behaved "like the very devil," and there is
other testimony to the effect that they talked constantly through the
performance, and more particularly when neither of the Barrymores were
on the stage, oblivious, apparently, to the fact that Miss Violet Kemble
Cooper was walking away with the acting honors of the performance.

$1

'

VOL. LXII.

YORK'S "ELITE" ON PARADE.

marriage to Leonard Thomas, was Miss Blanche Oelricha.

Pre»ld«»t

N«w York

4Sth Street

11

Th# slits of New York, a busy press agent Informs us, and the society
notes in the newspapers bear him out, attended the opening of Ethel and
John Barrymors at ths Eraplrs in "Clair de Lune." a'play that owes as
much in authorship to Victor Hugo's "L'Homme Qui Rit" as to Michael
Strange, the pen name of Mrs. John Barrymore, who, before her previous

PublUhad Weekly by
VARIETI. !«.
114

—

After reading President Harding's message on the League of Nations,
take it that he would like a semi -pro league, or one that can be put
on without much rehearsal.

we

D.

W.

Griffith could not pick out a better place In
to show a picture called "Dream Street."

the world than

Broadway

T

.

The war between Panama and some other musical comedy rountry
was probably called off because the movie weeklies did not take it
seriously.
Chicago
the
that
The story from
One old gentleman In a box particularly drew attention to himself by
Bennington Trio and Jack Alford
In New York State the bootlegging business Is running down at ths
giving a performance all his own. Why these bad manners? There Is a
lutd brought suit against Miller &
time
for such a thing, to paraphrase their old college chum, Will Shake- heel. The new law calls for the actors to play their parts too well.
Eader, of Kansas City, for back
speare. Not only that, but the presence of New York's elite was adversalary, and that Miller owns and
The daylight saving puzzle will soon start in various towns and cities.
tised beforehand. These same elite should have been on dress parade,
manages the Century Theatre here, for
mere newspaper men and Broadway celebrities were there, and if the Just about the time you get used to the railroad time tables, etc, the
vas erroneous as far as Miller's private conversations of these
same elite are to be believed, these others clocks will be put back again. The modern idea of a free country seems
connection with the Century Theto be one of free from everything but worry.
He has never have much to learn.
atre is concerned.
been connected with the house
New York police are all taking a course in "cabaret work." The kind
Let us hope they will never learn "opera manners." Too long has New
which is owned by the Butler es- York society gone to
the opera to be seen, not to see. Too long have the of stuff they do Is not very entertaining to the guests.
tate, and managed by Tom Taaffe.
members
of this gilded throng talked during the singing which so few of
Ifr. Eader was a former treasurer
It's funny, the presence of a policeman in a cabaret does not make
them or any one of us understand. But the rest of us stay away, keep
Of the house.
our tinsel tiaras for masquerades and polish up our manners fsr opening one feel a bit safer when they get their check.
nights at the theatre, where the pleasure of others depends on silence so
Punishments one can receive for being a movie censor:
Mrs. Leo Carrillo has a pet fox the play can be heard.
They will dislike pie.
which rides about town in her auThey will think all women are vampires.
tomobile with her.
That is the point. The theatre is an institution to most Americans.
They will have to see how every movie actor dresses.
They go to hear. The invasion of the opera clique interferes with their
They won't want to go to California.
The Lights Club, of Freeport, L. hearing, and the question arises which is the more important, the crowd
They will be nervous in automobiles.
celebrate its Attn anniver- that wants to hear or the one wishing to be heard?
I., will
They won't trust any man who smokes cigarettes.
sary June 18, with a show and fes-

—

—

—

.

the clubhouse.

tival at

HOW THEY

The Strand, Washington, D. C,

Censorship in this State was put over by superior organization that
functioned perfectly at the vital moment. The picture interests sent up
to the hearing at Albany a cocksure crowd that came back anything
but hale and hearty mentally. It is to be hoped they learned a lesson.

Loew

playing

straight on

vaudeville six days
the week without the

customary Thursday

split, will

play

the new show opening on Sunday
instead of Monday as heretofore.

The law firm

move

will

into

May

Building

1

PUT CENSORSHIP OVER.

They went up there unrehearsed.

They met an opposition not only

carefully rehearsed, but one that made a showing as effective as if
D. W. Griffith himself had devised the presentation of their case. One
by one various speakers were called upon. These indulged in no gen-

Jenks & Rogers
Knickerbocker
for the convenience
of

the

They were

eraltics.

specific.

of the firm':* extensive picture trade.

Gustavus A. Rogers

is

no longer

Mrs. Ellen O'Grady, for example, rose to remark that every picture was
salacious, a ridiculous statement, but one that went largely uncontroverted. She wept as she described a scene from a certain well known
production and bore further testimony to seeing little children watching
it.
One by one representatives of organizations, powerful politically, were
called on to rise, name whom they represented, speak their piece.

associated with his brother, Saul A.
Rogers, present counsel of the Fox
Film Corporation, but has formed
the new partnership with former
Justice Almet F. Jenks, who resigned last week from the bench.

They will learn to hate evening clothes.
They won't believe there Is such a thing as a "natural" blond.
They will see a lot of parades In the news weeklies.
BUT then—
They will have first look at all those bathing girl pictures.
Is battling on Broadway for the second time this season
didn't leave anybody behind to protect him.

Shakespeare

The boy

STRAYED OR STOLEN— AN

LOST,
ACTOR, answering to the name
of Felix Adler; was last seen heading for a boat for Liverpool. Tall,
almost good looking, not very quiet, might be taken for a Jewish boy.
Has very good voice, a bad dancer, and usually speaks his own mind.
Any one knowing his whereabouts kindly notify Eddie O'Brien, care of
Friars* Club, New York.
P. S. Name your own reward.

—

What became

of

The Big 4?
The Big 6?
The Big 12?

What was done to combat all this? Practically nothing. Mr. Griffith,
to be sure, made a speech* but all he had to say was that censorship
High Society Note.— The "Chicago Toddle" may take the p!ace of ths
was un-American. Mr. Brady made his amazing plea for a year's time
"Shimmie." What a great town for advertising.
to clean up, putting himself on record to the effect that there was
He will return to Britain in much to be cleaned up. The Mayor of Schenectady, asked whether he
land.
Song writers In one publishing house are said to be out on strike.
May, 1922. He is under contract thought pictures were all right as they stood, could not answer "yes"
Some newspaper man will probably write it up under the caption, "Disto Grossmith & Laurillard for "Mi or "no," while Rex Beach amused with a few witty remarks.
chords In Harmony," or "Tune Tollers Quit."
t

Frank Fay, formerly of Fay, Two
Ooleys and Fay, arrived on the
^Olympic" after two years in Eng-

Mi," the date for

which has not yet

This was the answer of the picture industry to an attack so vital and
It was all on the defensive.
No attempt was made to answer
specific arguments offered by the other side. Nothing was said presentRichards, the magician, opens
ing beyond possible controverting how censorship had proved ridiculous
May 15 for 10 weeks for Butterfleld
under a special arrangement calling in four States and had been rejected by 28. No point was made of the
impossibility of choosing a proper censor. No such person exists. The
for full week stands. Richards will
carry 20 people and will take a 70- fact is demonstrable. Nor was anything done to throw clearly into focus
the points in this bill which make artistic, effective productions imfoot baggage car.
been fixed.

expensive.

possible.

Herman Lieb nsks

that his position with regard to the Equity be

themselves.

town on Lake Michigan shines through the
concerted, shoulder-to-shoulder efforts of the vaudeville man in Chicago
to punch home the idea that the Second City is to again take its place as
a vaudeville market.

Chicago has taken a lot of abuse In this field. For years neglected and
almost shoved off the map, with frequent changes In the ownership of
houses and booking directorships, it has fought to sustain itself and
This season a mid-Western circuit head almost
retain its identity.
wiped it out by deciding his books would come to New York. Chicago
rose as a man, came East, battled, argued, and won.

Among

the acts who volunteered were Belle Baker, Chas. and
Mollie King, Clayton and Edwards
and Lester Allen. The affair was
held under the auspices of Dr.
Mayer of Saranac. Mathewson or
"Big Six," as he was known to

thousands of baseball fans when
n © was the star pitcher of the
National League, is convalescing at
Saranac after a desperate battle
with the white plague.

A brand new orchestra of six
Pieces has been installed at Proctor's 125th Street.
Dave Robinson,
formerly Dave Knowlin of vaude-

Chicago agents on the outside,
of

thew Jackson's latest models.

is

under the name of the
United States parlors and which
*as referred t<> in the recent inv estiKatiori of
gambling conditions
tho Bps

by

Vyman B

'it

his residence on his estate
"Plneacres," in East Isllp, Long

up

Tne Tip Top Four declare the
name of Vincent Scanlon was men-

Island.

..

,

IMsoom.

attorney
Washington
of
county, acting as
special deputy
attorney general, as one
the
of
0st notorious gambling
^places ppi

open.

—

academy

n

still left

—

in

Mat-

The building in Division .street,
"ear the Delaware and Hudson railroad station. Saratoga, N. Y., occupied
as a bowling and
billiard

>

the .question

—

the house manager.

0lstr H"t

Columbia University. The showing
Jones and Sylvester, the vaude- was in the nature of a benefit for
the Relief Fund of China and to
that extent the company has been
giving performances in the larger
cities situated around New. York.
other day while the couple were It is proposed that the play be given
breaking In a new turn out of town. in London by members of the EngSylvester's trunk was lost and he lish stage in costume, though this
asked George Jones to loan him one prospect Is scoffed at by those on
of his old suits. Jones dug out one this side. The including of the maof the nobbles a tailor had built for- jority of the original cast Is the
him in the days when Ruppert and only way in which the Chinese
Ehret were furnishing them both production will be allowed to go
with big fronts. Sylvester tried on out of this country.
the suit. It fitted whereupon Jones
bid for the thin honors. Jones would
Percy Q. Williams, who has been
not try on the same suit. Sylvester
spending his winter In Palm Beach,
claimed a forfeit and a foul, with
will return north April 17, taking

tioned in the pleadings of the BarHayden Talbot's newest play,
ney Gerard ana Miner Estat^ action for alleged breach of contract "Her Bachelor Husband," has been
by an error. The quartet declares accepted for production by William
Scanlon was never a member o the Friedlander and will presently be
The Committee went home with more than it had before it left home, act,
but belongs to the Elton City placed In rehearsal for a spring trythough perhaps not as much as it thought it had. But what It has it
out.
Four.
proposes to lay before the world, and thus get more. Success is a sticky
thing and more success sticks to it. Chicago will be what Chicago will
George M. Cohan Is considering
Bert Levy will sail for England
make Itself b*». From the present pace it seems Chicago will make itself
dramatizing a new novel, not yet
a point where from 35 to 40 good weeks can be contracted in advance, April 30.
off the press, and whose title and
consecutively, which will bring more ready and available material to its
Cornelius Keeney who has been author are unannounced. Accorddisposal, which will make those weeks better and more, which will raise
ing to Cohan It is a mystery yarn
has
Pa.,
managing
Manayunk,
in
the standard of the iictr.< to play those weeks.
„
^,
been appointed ma linger of the that makes all the othera read like
one
of the Hollo books.
Camden,
N.
J.
Tower
theatre,
The Chicago spirit has always been one of "Root for the home town,"
and the power and magnitude of the town prove that the rooting has
Lewis SablosUy, brother of Abe
Channing Pollock writes from
seldom been wind. Variety wants to help Chicago win out. Vaudeville Sablosky, has been appointed man
needs it badly needs it to be what it wants to be and what it has set ager of the Grand O. H. } South Egypt that he i a rapidly absorbing
Cairo
and Alexandria "atmosphere"
out now to try so hard to become.
Bethlehem. Pa.
with which he Intends to surround
Lew Brown has teamed with his next play a melodrama based
erated here during the summer of Troy. Watervllet, White Plains and Frank Cronln (Nelson and Cronin). on mysticism.
Charlie Morrison.
was destroyed by fire early Vonkers.
\'J\9,
in nearly all cities the daylight
The cause of
yesterday morning.
Thomas A. Wise, who has been In
The special Chinese performance
Sunday
the
b»'gin
la^t
of
time will
ths btase is undetermined.
vaudeville
Hince
his
co-starring
this month and run until t lie last of the dramatisation In English of
road tour with William Courtenay
the poem "MU Lan," written in the
Twenty-eight cities of the fifty- Sunday in September,
in "Cappy Hicks," 1h on the hunt
Sixth Century. A. I »., given at the
nine in New York state have adoptfor a new play a political comedy
has a
Attorney General Charles L. New- Cort theatre it. Februar,
ed daylight saving measures. They
preferred.
are Albany, Amsterdam, Buffalo, ton of New York received notifica- chance of a London showing and to
Cohoes, Cortland. Glen Cove, Glen* tion' this week from the United that effect negotiations are now on
Martin J. B. McDonagh, assistant
raiis, Gloversvitle, Hudson. King- States Supreme Court at Washing- to secure the piece for the C diseum
The play runs 2 hours manager of Proctor's New Theatre,
ion that tin- highes t tribunal in the over there;
ston, Lackawanna. Mount Vent >n
New ftochelle, Ncwburgh, New ITork land has set Oct. 10 as the date f<»r and is presented according to Chin- Troy, will resume charge of the
episodes. sports staff Of the Troy Record.
stage i<-< hnlque m
hearing the appeal of New VorK
City, Niagara Falls, Oswego, Pittsart* imlie amII be succeeded by Virgil N.
burgh, Port Jervls, Poughkeepsie, st.ite to determine the authority of 'The scenery ntio "props'
was dune here bv Lapsus, manager of Band's.
it
Syracuse, Tonawanda, the Inter-State Commerce Commis- aginary.
.

Sam Kramer, Kramer & Levy,

New York showing a few

spirit of that great

With a crumb of encouragement, Chicago men aro buzzing and humming, flooding the country with messages of cheer and optimism, combining to advertise and popularize the idea that Chicago la the spot where
next season can be booked.

A benefit suggested by Christy
Mathewson for the needy in Saranac Lake was held last Sunday
rtight
at
the
Lexington Opera

is

'

CHICAGO BOOKINGS
The

erous Actors' Fidelity League members were concerned in it.
Mr.
Lieb was mentioned at the time as
a Fidelity man, although he does
not belong to that tody and is an
Equity member in good standing.
The benefit never took place.

ville,

sion under the transportation act Chinese amateur actors, to the
number of 25, mostly drawn from
over purely State railroad rates.

ablest pleaders marshalling in the most telling manner possible the ville act, are two corpulent men,
weighty arguments against this interference should have gone to Albany who often have Intimate arguments
The
backed by representatives of the millions opposed to this overseeing of as to who Is the heavier.
amusements and morals. They were not sent and the results speak for standing dispute became acute the

The

set forth.
Mr. Lieb undertook to
handle the staging of the American
Legion benefit performance at the
Princess several months ago, without understanding the performance
was objectionable to the Actors'
Equity Association because num-

House.

As we rush to press America is still officially at war with Germany.
And Germany is still holding out her commission.
Germany booked the war direct, but couldn't collect.

1

•

1

Schenectady,

;
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DOZEN MUSICAL SHOWS COMING
IN

°TSSS5r

FOR B'WAY SUMMER RUNS

Moving

"Two

Girls

Little

in

A

Blue"— "Sally

CASINO BY CREDITORS

WHY

summer run

in

Chicago

placed in rehearsal this week.
It
was stated the regular season for
the show had been closed. Frank
Thomas who originally played the
lead before Mr. Cohan stepped into
the part Just prior to its entrance
on Broadway is again in the show.
Others in the east are Marion
Coakley, Ralph Sipperly, Ruth Donnelly, John Doyle, Leo Donnelly,

"UP TO YOU" HELD AT

heated term, plans for that many
being already under way, with
others still to be announced. Among
those definitely decided upon are:
•The Belle of New York," Eleanor Cast Claims $9,000; Shuberts
Painter, at the Century (roof);
Lose on Guarantee.
"Princess Virtue" at the Central;
"June Love" at the Knickerbocker;
John Henry Means' "Century MidA. Douglas Leavitt comedian and
night Whirl," with Blanch Ring and part author of "It's Up to
You" which
Richard Carle (probably to be re- closed at the Casino last
Saturday
named), at the Republic; "Sally," denied the statement of the
Wilwhich moves from the New Am- liam Moore Patch office
that he
sterdam to the Liberty; Ziegfeld's asked to be featured
in considera••Follies'' at the New Amsterdam;
tion of a loan of $1,000 made to
"The Last Waltz," scheduled for the the management
Just prior to its
Shubert;
"Phoebe
of
Quality arrival in New York. Leavitt
pointed
Street" (musical version of Bar- to the
foot he was featured in Bosrie's "Quality Street") at the Caton with Joseph Santley and Ivy
frino; A. L. Erianger's "Two Little
Sawyer. He said he requested not
Girls in Blue," which will likely go
to bo featured here, feeling that if
into tne Cohan; a new show now in
the show did not catch on in New
rehearsal for the Winter Garden; York
he could the more gracefully
George White's "Scandals" will bow out.
play its annual engagement at the
Tbe agreement calling for the
Globe; "Blossom Time," now runcompany to receive the attraction s
ning in Boston, which will probably
share was called off after the first
be brought into the metropolis durperformance last week. The reason
ing the summer by the Shuberts.
was advanced that there were so
many claims against the show,
would remain for the
'PASSING'
QUIT nothing
players.
Leavitt explained it was
Salary Disputes with Jim Barton because of that and to protect the
company that he withdrew the book
and Others the Reason.
of the piece, claiming that right
Jim Barton, of the "Passing Show becuase he had received one per
cent, royalties for three weeks.
of 1919," which closed in CincinThe Shuberts then stepped in,
nati last Saturday, started rehears- guaranteeing
the cast at least one
ing on Monday with the "Last half salary and full salary for the
Waltz," another Shubert production chorus.
Because of *he Shuberts'
scheduled to open shortly in At- guarantee, no box office statements
lantic City.
were given to the A. E. A. after
Barton waa partially responsible Monday. The show played to $8,300
for tho Winter Garden show's sud- gross for its final week, resulting
den closing. The comedian has a in the Shuberts losing through the
contract with the Shuberts which guarantee arrangement.
•xplresOctober 1. His new demands
The production of "It's Up To
were considered exorbitant by the You" was not permitted to be remanagers, so they decided to close moved from the Casino. A number
the show instead of sending it to of attachments are out against the
the coast as planned.
Tho show property and marshalls representing
was routed to the Pacific with a the claimants dodged in and out of
five weeks' layoff on the coast.
the theatre through the week.
The Avon Comedy Four, another
Cast claims for salary have been
of the principal comedy features of registered with the A. E. A. It is
the show, had a similar difficulty said about $9,000 is due the players.
with the management. Their contract with
the Shuberts expires

.special

"The Meanest Man in The World'*
was decided on-by George M. Cohan
and the piece which was suddenly
withdrawn from the road after
playing one week in Brooklyn was
of

to the Liberty.

There will be over a dozen musical shows on Broadway during the

Leona Hogarth, Leonard Doyle and
Pete Raymond.
The slipping of the Chicago "The
Tavern" brought about the shift
resulting in the summer plans for
the piece.
It will be the next attraction at Cohan's Grand in Chicago, with the first date out being
Syracuse. April 28.

CHINESE CHORUS GIRLS
Gus

Hill

Use Them for

Will

"Mutt

A

Jeff'

New

Shows

For the first time since its incepa road attraction, Gus Hill's
"Mutt and Jeff," which will be
titled "Mutt and Jeff in Chinatown"
**ni not carry any white chorus
girls, next season.
There will be
a chorus ensemble with each of the
four or five Bnows Hlu wni send
tion as

»

I

out, but all the girls will

be Chinese.

SHOW

September 1.
"The Passing Show

C0SGR0VE LEASES HOUSE.

of*

1919" had

been out 75 weeks.

New Wilmington
stal

Theatre Will lnPopular Prices.

mm ^^ mu ams

UP OVER $200,000 ON FRISCO WEEK

Cohan Revives Play to Supplant "The Tavern."

Three Shubert Productions Already Announced and
Erianger's

Friday, April 22, 1921

Box Office Held $25,000 When Curtain Rote oq
"Carmen" Second Evening Unique Publicity
Campaign Big Personal Receptions.

—

San Francisco, April

FERGUSON AND NEVILLE

The Chicago Grand Opera

TEAM FOR VAUDEVILLE
Noted Veterans of the Stage
to

W.

Do

Playlet.

Ferguson, the veteran ac-

J.

tor, and George Neville, who can
also qualify in the service sweepstakes when it comes to stage experience, have formed a partnership for vaudeville, and will be seen
in a sketch called 'The Major and
the Judge."
Neville, who played a principal
role in the Griffith "Way Down
East" picture, will retain his post
with the Griffith stock film organization while in vaudeville. The act,
when ready, is to play the Keith
time.
W. J. Ferguson is 75 years
old. He was a member of the company playing Ford's Theatre, Baltimore, the night President Lincoln was shot. It will be Mr. Fer-

Tremendous publicity has been
given the company. Never before
in the history of San Francisco have
the newspapers been so enthusiastic
for the success of a company. For
a solid week before the arrival of
the artists, the newspapers carried
columns of information about the
opera. The day the company arrived
here camera men of the combined
bay rity press were present and as
guson's first appearance in vaude- many as three solid pages in a
ville in many years.
single edition were devoted to facta
participating
about
the
artists.
Each evening's performance was re«
viewed by finished critics and more
columns devoted to the stars, so
that by the end of the first week
the opera publicity was an institution in itself.

Walter Anthony, former dramatic
the Bulletin, who has been

critic of

field fh Los
Angeles, was purposely recalled by
that paper to give his own impreax
slons of the company.
The fact
that a booster's campaign is now
raging in Northern California proved
a great asset toward making the
receipts tower high above the guar*
antee.

engaged in the movie

CHORUS GIRLS
Warrant

MAX

BLOOM

SHER

and

MY
Late musical comedy stars announce
"THAT'S

district for
it

HORSE"

"Turn
lias

SCOFFER" CENSORED.
Houston, T* x

secured

Century Play Co.

the stock rights for
Turn to the Right" from John
ttolden, ibe author, on a guarantee
of $::... oho tor tin
fn>r year, a th
a sliding rxaH for the time to
JfOilOW.

*

"The Scoffe r"

.

billed to

April 20.

show

1;'

re

the Nis, a Saenger house, has
been edited by the local cantor who
found some of its scenes abjection-

at

able.

One

of the* newspapers west out
way to pan the censor, a
WOJnaJL for her action.

of

its

MILLERJN ROW.
Wallace Munroe Quits After Heated

*—

a suave young man, who,
is making a practice

charged,

Talk.

Boston, April

show

girls.

warrant for his arrest undef
of Jimmie Handley has
been obtained by one of his alleged

the

JR., CIRCUIT AND STILL BREAKING RECORDS.
Many Thanks to Sam Kahl and Glenn Burt.

to the Right" in Stock.
of the

Styled

8elf

A

HEADLINING

ORPHEUM,

is

of swindling

their successful debut in vaudeville

recruiting new companies to play the
piece on the road in this country.

Tom Kam-

VICTIMS.

Agents of the United States
Secret Service here are making a
tour of the Broadway theatrical

ALICE

SELWYN

Bijou Fernandez in Films.
Bijou Fernandez, form er ly the
agentess, will leave for California
next week on a combined business
trip.
The former artists' representative has received offers to appear
before the camera and it is believed that she Will play in pictures
wbiie away.

Out

for

Manager.

Wilmington, Del., April 20.
&JHIARRIS START
Frank Cosgrove has leased the
HITCHY TRIES MAGIC.
Twin Playhouses Under Way in new Wilmington, seating 2,000. and
will open it as a popular priced
Chicago, May 1.
experiment
with Thurston Suggests
house.
Leonard T. Meehan, here
New Comedy Idea.
this week with Cosgrove's "BringChicago, April 20.
ing Up Father" at Dockstader's.
Robert Beck, of the Longacre En- saya
Detroit. April 20.
the show will gross $10,000.
gineering and Construction Co. and
Raymond Hitchcock at the Opera
proving that the town wants lower
of the American Bond and Mortgage
priced attractions and will support House this week is introducing a
Co., announced that ground would
bit of ballyhoo at each performthem.
be broken for the new town SelCosgrove probably will run a ance for the appearance next week
wyn and Harris Theatres May 3. summer policy of
of Thurston the magician.
five acts and picTheir entrances both front on Dear- tures
In the drug store scene Anastasia
over the summer. He will
born street, and are situated bark open
offices soon in the Loew State Reilly, the Russian dancer, asks to
of the Woods* Theatre.
The Sel- building from which headquarters
have her coca cola changed into a
wyn is built in Colonial style, the ho will operate his
shows. "Bring- lemon phosphate, and Hitchy reHarris in Greely-Gibson style. They ing Up
torts, "Wait for Thurston the maFather" and "Maytime."
will seat approximately 1,200 each,
gician next week."
and will be ready, by December.
Recently Thurston and Hitchy
CONFUSION IN TITLES.
Mr. Beck left immediately for
played Chicago and at the WednesNew York, where he will construct
Boston, April 20.
day matinee the comedian assisted
and finance two new theatres for
By a booking coincidence "Honey the magician in some of his feats.
Man us Loew, on* costing $2,000,000 f Girl," and 'Honeydew" are both As an outcome of this incident
at
Eighty -third street, and the pl&ylnq tJUa ifcr
Hitehcoek proposes to introduce a
Both
jdjpej
other at Broad and New streets, shows, the names of both are simi- magic bit Infb his .rp^l Fhow.
Newark.
lar and tieket takers at both houses
reported some confusion by tickets
BOSTON GLOBE CLOSES
for the shows being presented at
SAM BERNARDS CONDITION. the wrong house.
Boston April 20.
The niobe is closed. "The Storm
Sam Bernard, who broke a collarbone a couple of weeks ago and was
was thf last show to run there,
"Enter Madame" Plays Through
and it finished up Saturday ni^ht.
compelled to withdraw from the cast
"Enter Madame," the Brock Pemof "As You Were," is not Improving
bcrton piece at the Fulton with The season has not been a nighty
as rapidly as was expected. It will (Jilda Varesi,
successful one, under the new policy,
will remain at tl. t
lilt enough business was done to
be some time before he will be able house throughout
the summer, acto return to the stage.
cording to the present plans. It is show there i* a chance for the house
in the healing process the neck intended to
as a first claaa theatre if the proper
send the original <-omhas stiffened so he is unable to turn pany to London in
attractions are booked.
th»- fall,
his head.

20.

Corn-*

pany, headed by Mary Garden, i*
concluding two weeks' repertoire at
the Civic Auditorium, exceeding the
$200,000 guarantee made by Selby
Oppenheimer on behalf of San
Francisco business men.
On the
second evening when "Carmen" waa
given, a high mark was registered,
$25,000 being in the box office when
the curtain went up o.i the opening
chorus.
More came later. This
mark, according to Oppenheimer, is
the largest ever reached in a single
performance by the company under
the management of Miss Garden.
More than 5,000 persons crowded
the reserved, sections.

20.

Wallace Munroe, whd was out
ahead of Henry Millers show, "The

Famous Mrs.

name

victims, Pauline Huntley, of the Ed
Wynn Carnival.
His capture is also being sought
by Marion Weeks, of 560 West 140th
street, sister of Ada Mao Weeks,
who charged that the alleged
swindler,
her business .manager
three years, has been representing

himself as her husband.

According to the story told by
Miss Huntley, she met Hanley"

Fair," now playing at
theh Hollis, had a serious jam with
Miller Saturday at the theatre, and
after it quit his job and returned
to New York.
It is said that Munroe resented

last July.
advised her, she said,
to have her jewels reset. She gave
the jewels, valued at $4,000, td
Hanley, according to her story, and

atre.

ner.

He

saw no more of them or Hanley.
Miss Huntley put the case in th*
certain remarks made by Miller,
and not only expressed himself so hands of a private detective agency;
to Miller but offered to back it up Since then many chorus girls all
with physical force if the star over the country have complained
would go to the lobby of the the- of being swindled in the same man'
Miller didn't go.

CHORISTER DIES

DOCKSTADER'S RECORD.
Cus

IN

WANT.

"Bringing I'p Father"
broKe tile- hemso reeord at Dock- Peggy Schramm of "Scandals" Lies*
in Bellevue Morgue.
stader's Wilmington last week, playing to capacity. Dockstader's reguPeggy
Schramm, a chorus girl last
larly plays Keith booked vaudeville,
closing for the season two or three with Oecrge Whites "Scandals,'
weeks ago. 'Father" was the first died April 17 in Bellevue hospital,
legitimate combination to play the New York, following a severe illness
and nervous breakdown. She came
house in several years.
Hill's

•

•

4

from California and

girl friends

had

tried to reach her family, but up to
Wednesday had not succeeded. The
body was held In the Morgue until

YOUNG CARUSO WEDS.

t'tiea
X. V„ April 20.
Voting Caruso is here on a honey- friends provided for burial.
moon.
His bride was Florence
Miss Schramm had been a speHalfsman, of Cleveland.
Cialty daneer and had appeared with
Williams shortly returns to Cleve- a number of vaudeville §lr] acts.
land to sinq the leading roles with
the flood hue Opera Co.
BOSTON'S HOLIDAY GOOD
.

•Like a King

Boston, April

20.

Opening Out of Town
-All 'the
shows in town had an
The new Adolph Klanber piece IXtra matinee Tuesday, Patriot's
Take a King" will «,pen Monday in Day, and
probably the last big holi'

Allentown, la.

Th<> piece will remain out of town
for
several
weeks before being
brought into X. w York.

day for the theatre thin season.
<Jood business was reported
veryWhere. The wea;'tu r h.in: reg ular
theatre weather.
i

I

—

-
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CORT COLORED
u
l

k WOT"

SHOW

IN

PHULY

Philadelphia, April 20.
Along," the all-colored
by John Cort, la a
produced
sho.W
the"riot" at the Dunbar, a colored
'"'Shuffle

where

is

it

now completing

its

The piece will be
second week.
brought into New York as soon as
g theatre is assigned it.
With a top price of 90 cents the
played to a gross of
attraction
Matinee business
$9,000 last week.
was not as heavy, but the night
great
that a midso
was
demand
night performance was held last

—

CHOICE OF 4 THEATRES.

Into

i

An

illustration

of

the

—

Fall Off.

dearth of

Managers have
mined the cause

not yet deterthe slump in
legitimate
General conditions
have accounted for the
drop out of town, but Broadway
was figured to stand up mostly because it is the metropolis and atof
business.

than for several years In the
period. This information was verified by an official specializing in
compiling statistics on -transients
for 90 hotels in Xc.v York and 3'JO
offices.
Whether the buyers who

time.
The general impression Is
that visitors are hastening away
from town after completing business, in spite of the 25 per cent, increase in volume of guests claimed
by the hotel people.

the scale will hold up through the
an'engagement
weeks'
eight

Ticket agencies refused
nounced.
to accept the attraction on the

an outright buy for the run
and a compromise permitting them
basis of

season

Barrymores with a $50,000 production outlay are figured rafe financially but it la questioned whether

new productions this spring was flood New
York at stated periods
shown when four Mirbert tin aires
are remaining in town is another
were offered Gerald Bacon for till question.
With the lid on the sale
choice to berth 'Prince ;s Virtue,"
of liquor clamped down tight, there
one of the new musical shows in Is an influence
to keep visitors away
Hs se'.oeted the who are bent on having
the spring crop,
a good
be
Central, where the pn Rile e wi

a good, chance

looks to have

to

week.

The arrangement, however,

for the

him was only

RIVALS FACE TO FAC!

To "Tip

Will Return

Top" Soon

was declared at the Globe early
week that Fred Stone would reunder a guarantee agreement. The turn to the cast of "Tip Top" in
first week was devoted to preparing two
weeks.
The star was back
the picture for exhibition.
stage Monday and seennd confifor four weeks,

ROOM

NEW ATCENTURY
\

"TRUE TO FORM" ON COAST.
Los Angeles, April 20.
"True to Form.V a new play by
August in Maellugh opened Monday
right at the Egan Little theatre. It
in thr^e acts has a strong second
act with the first and third, which
will have to be rewritten, very talky.
The theme contains a quantity of
interest

a

with the piece appearing as

New York

when

re-

an 18-year-old

in-

possibility

vamped.

May

Collins,

ftettUe

.(reported .engaged to Charlie
Lhaplinj scored an individual hit
jjth Betty Ross Clark and Ilarland
Tucker giving exceptional performances.

MftcHugh appears

a role that
should be played with greater speed.
in

GILLM0RE COAST BOUND.
Vvithin

couple of weeks Frank
Fillmore will leave for the coast to
complete the affllition there lately
;i

voted f.. r between
the unattached
Picture actors' organization of l.os

Angeles and the Actors' llouitj

As-

Kansas City,
Announcement has

April 20.
been
Just
of the selection of the site
for the new Erlanger theatre, to be

It

made

tl;i.

"Princess Virtue." at the Crescent. dent he would be able to appear
Brooklyn, this week, carries a line early in May. Two weeks ago he
sheets as follows: broke his little toe. Harland Dixon
in its sixteen
"Positively no male chorus."
replacing him, after the house wa3
dark for four days.
The effect of Stone's Absence was
STANDING
BILL. immediately
marked in "Tip Top's"
business.
Last week without him
in
Congress
Introduced
Again
the takings were between $15,000
Calls for $100 Fine.
and $10,000, over $11,000 under the
previous pace. If he returns the atWashington. D. C, April 20.
traction may remain at the Globe
The bill to limit the number of until early in June.
admissions to a theatre or motion
picture house to the exact seating
capacity of the house, which failed
to be called for consideration during the last session of the House, Frank
Smithson to Stage "The
was again introduced in that body
Last Waltz"
during the past week by Representative
Walker of
Loren
E.
Frank Smithson. the English
Illinois.
stage director has signed with the
Representative Walker is a mem- Shuberts for a year. His first prober of the District committee and duction assignment is "The Last
has incorporated In his bill a pro- Waltz" which is due to open at the
vision that the management of the Century early In May, succeding
theatre should bo held liablo to a "In the Night Watch."
$100 fine when there is no seat for
In the cast are Eleanor Painter,
the purchaser of a ticket. In addi- Florence Morrision. Harrison Brocktion to this fine Mr. Walker- pro- bank, Walter Woolf, Henry Fender,
poses that the license under which the Swanson Sisters, Gladys Walthe theatre operates shall bo re- ton and Tim Daly.
voked. The District Commissioners
Spring activity at the Century
would be given authority to stipu- also includes the revival of "The
late the seating capacity of every Belle of New York" which will be
theatre and motion picture house in presented on the roof, converted
the District.
into a theatre. Jack Mason Is staging the "Belle."

NEW

Erlanger and
Shubert
K. C. Houses Close

Proposed

Me

nfident

SINGER DIED OF POISON.
Glens Falls, N.

Y., April

That a slow poison

20.

may have

caused the death of Robert

Per-

IT.

who

died in
a Detroit hospital following an operation last week, became known
when the body was brought to this
city for burial this week.
Specialists who operated on him
deelaro that they found a slow
poison, probably mixed with bis
food, had been at work in hit system for a considerable time.
kins, operatic baritone,

Perkins was in Germany and
Austria throughout a greater part
of the war and was on a concert
tour In the former country and
Switzerland when the United States
Up imentered the w.ir in 1017.
mediately returned home and !eeame afflicted with a it range malady from which ho never re< overed.
After vainly trying to Improve hie
health in and around Glens Falls.
he left for treatment in Detroit uev-

month-

eral

ago.

by the Dubinsk> BrothThe location given out is a lot
by 142 adjoining the Orpheum
on the south, fronting on Baltimore
avenue. The terms provide for a
rental of $10,500 annually for ten
years and $15,00C annually thereafter for a term of 99 years. The
purchase option is understood to be
$200,000.
The proposed new house,
which will be operated under an
Erlanger franchise, will be modern
The Free Press Evening Bulletin, in every respect and will sent
Winnipeg, last week, said:
around 2,000. Until it is ready the
IRENE
Erlanger attractions will continue
"Was welcomed, back to the Orphe- to play the Grand.
um Theatre with the same zest as
It is rumored, in connection with
one greets the coming of spring."
this announcement, that the site
The "Tribune" said:
decided upon by the Shuberts for
"Winsome, vivacious
their new house, is the northeast
FRANKLIN needs no introduction corner
of Baltimore and Thirteenth
to Winnipeggers and she was welcomed back with tho same show of streets, which would make it diaffection that marked her every ap- rectly across the street from the
pearance in the past. In presenting Erlanger house and the Orpheum,
her in a melange of character song making three houses on Baltimore,
stories, BURTON GREEN again between
Twelfth and Thirteenth
built here

ers.

87

FRANKLIN

IRENE

Rmma

HODGE'S QUICK SHIFT.
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Twelve Weeks Open Before Jolson

Show

the Garden for the next six or seven
In October Al Jolson, who
weeks.
has not played at the Garden for
more than three years, will open at
the house in a new production. The
difficulty is to fill in the time between the present show and the new
Jolson attraction. The interval will
be about ten to twelve weeks.
Hardly enough to prepare a new
However, one of
production for.
the road attractions may be brought
in to fill the gaa, "The Whirl of the
Town." which has done well in
Philadelphia, is composed of many
standard vaudeville aets, thought
to be too well known and familiar in
New V»rk for this house. The Cant<>r show hag also been mentioned
for the house, but the eomedian is
desirous of taking a six weeks' vae, it ion
at the end of the season,
\% hich
ounts him out.
(

MTABS SHOW THIS SUMMER.
The John II nry Mears show,
utury Midnight
The
as
k nown
Whirl," is <loo no Broadway tnisummer, ll will proba bl> omc Into
and \\ i'li
town under a new
some ew prln< Ipnls. bill will have
fore exhib
its main s< enea, i."
'

l

•

«

Stamford, Conn.,

Mangi

in

1

,.!.

the mi tropolis,

In

r,"

20.
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produ<

i

bookings.

taken

under

Showmen regard the
Stuart."
leasing of the Kits from two angles
with tho Shuberts.
It not only
clinches a profit from the house,
but brings Harris closer to them
as a producing ally. To date Mr.
Harris has been placing his shows
wherever he could to the best advantage. A decline in production
may also figure in the Shuberts
letting go frf the Hitz.
Monday Mr. Harris decided to
withdraw "Mary Stuart" Saturday
and move "The Bad Man" into the
Hitz from the Comedy, where it has
been one of the season's comedy
successes.
"The Bad Man" has
been playing to $3 top. At the Rita
it will adopt a scale of $2.50 top
and is expected to remain well into
the summer. Even with the scale

Ion

QUALITY STREET" APPIL 24
of Qua 11 v S1
musical rerslon ot Barri
|i:
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ing and is admirably acted. It will
not be sent on tour next season,
but the production will be stored
intact and later presented ill revival
repertory
here.
"Mary
Stuart" went to nearly 110,000 last
week and the agencies extended the
buy for two weeks. There was little
profit
management,
for the
however, and the "Bad Man" switch
was decided on.
Mr. Harris' productions for next
season, Including "Cromwell," are
scheduled fpr the Ritz.

"OPEN SHOP " TALK.
League

Fidelity

Allen

Governor

Invites

Speak.

to

The announced address of GovHenry J. Allen of Kansas,
who will talk on the "Open Shop"
at the Henry Miller theatre Sunday
night at the invitation of the Ac-

ernor

tors'

much

Fidelity League, has aroused
among showmen.
interest
established "Tht Right

Mr. Allen

Work Is More Sacred Than tho
Right to Strike" as ills principle,
and has fought labor union encroachments for years. Through him
to

an industrial relations
established in Kansas.

was

court

Tho speaker will be Introduced
In addition to
by Henry Miller.
professionals, managers and authors
have been invited to hear the Governor.
It is expected ho will ('insider the closed shop Idea as applied to tho theatre.

TWO DILLINGHAM PLAYS
One by Aaron Hoffman, Other by

Wm.

CULTURE

IN

TEXAS.

LeBaron.

Two of C. B. Dillingham's new
offerings are under way for pressome

Houston Gives Up Nobly for Con
certs of Opera Stars.

entation

J,os Angeles, April 20.
Bessie Barrleoale Is to return to
the speaking stag*'.
The return Is
to take place at the Fulton Theatre.
Oakland, in a play written by Howard Hickman, her husband. He will
;<•
and also appear in it. The
f»f
title
the piece is "Two CJun
Betty,*' first written for her .'ih a
pirture arid in which she appeared
about tin «• yean ago.

dating from

time

next

before

Roth are dramatic in theme,
the first having Aaron Hoffman a*
the
for which it is planned
author,
Houston, Tex., April 20.
Helen Dare Wilder, a protege of to have a spring road tryout beMary Garden, drew a $3,000 house at fore entering New York next ieaTho other was written hv
the Auditorium here Sunday and Ron.
won highest praise from the news- William LcDarOM. It may have lie
test
this summer, though noli
paper critics.
Galll Curcl is due
decided upon.
here April 30, and the advance de- definite has been
mand presages a sell odt.
SUIT OVER CANTOR
This repeats the sell out for Caruso earlier In the season and anBorei Thomashefsky, the Yidother for Mary Garden in "Carmen." dish tragedian, and LetltS Qoldfr rjf,
Ml business manager, are named
defendants Jointly in a $3,Rf»0 alleged breach of contract suit by
BARRISCALE ON STAGE

i

fall.

Israel Sher,

A. H. Woods will again
iae the
ni m Hill,
stock a Keith's Hudaon,
The piece Is
to try <nit a new play.
railed "The lleckoning" and is a
Western di una. The cast falls for
!i»

the receipt of

Abraham

alleges a

February
$2">

Segall,

COfttl "

'

far

lift

Id,

per we«-k.
counsel for the

cause for ocl HI
about the Importation ot
rferschman, a vi!>i -h
for
appearances in
country. Mr. fc'.her having been
revolves

Ifordei
cantor,

ii

i

t

feetoal in bringing Mr.

Herschmann

over here for public perform inces

ThomashefsyTi and other

at
r

<

•

i-

tli

s

ALL-IRISH PLAYS.

t

players, one

Shoemaker
for the

who

plaintiff, states the

t

the foun-

;. -

>i

of

the

October.

in

The present and immediate future
of the Winter Garden is uncertain.
The present show will remain at

i

i

Several of his prescnl company
be members of the new piece.

\%iii

Baltimore, April

Erlanger acquired Ford's
opera house last week on a ten -year
The house will be altered
lease.
during tho summer, reopening in the
fall with the Erlanger legitimate
A. L,

i

'

Honor" In Xcm
.uk Saturday night nnd opens Mon'-Tiii-

in

streets.

GARDEN GAP

FILLING

;!•

on Coast.
Los AngeU**, April "0.
Carua is here rarfktng
,i
bringing of ll irotd

a well-deserved success."

scores

i

sociation.

Emma Cams

has

theatre

Jr.,

'

EXPECT STONE BACK.

'

Harris,

new RUa

Last week it jumped to well
over $8,000 and the brokers extended the buy-out.
lowered "The Bad Man" can p'ay
"Nemesis" the new drama at the to several thousand gross more at
Hudson responded well to plugging the Ritz, capacity being, greater.
of extra advertising and went to
The stopping of "Mary Stuart is
It started well a surprise.
$13,000 last week.
The play was not con*
this week, minus that assistance. sidercd a popular success, but it
(Continued on page 23)
classed as a brilliant bit of writland.

I

Out-of-t-j»vn re. oris
given May 2.
ilO favorable to the SfeoW.
The switching In of "Ptincjesfl
Virtue'* gives "Dream Street
a run
of only three weeks at the Central.
the Criflith feature having next

William
over the

lease from the Shuberts. The latter recently completed the house

and the former opened it five
weeks ago with Drinkwater's "Mary

Shubert came here to see tracts more visitors than any city
Two patrons were in the countty. Conflicting reports
requested out of one of the boxes are current pertaining to the vol(whlclT holds 30 persons), and the ume of visitors in New York at the
accompanied
by
his present time.
manager,
Ii is claimed many
nephew, remained throughout the trains are running light, with but
performance.
few passengers in each car. It is
st:. ted
with authority thcie have
been more arrivals in town recently

Go

Up—

—

—

Producer Leases New House
from Shuberts— "Stuarf
Stopping.

—

Various Reason* Given for Slump Some Say Fewer Transients Question
"Nemesis" Responds to
Whether "Clair de Lune" Sale Will Mold
Plugging Spring
Shakespeare "Mother Eternal" a Flop Buys

J.

Viituc' Will
Ccnlral May 2.

TO HARRIS' RITZ

AND B'WAY BUSINESS REMAINS OFF

"Shuffle Along."

"Princcsa

MOVING "BAD MAN"

The event of the week and spring to handle the show regularly (full
was the premiere at the return privileges) was effected.
With all attractions excepting
Empire Monday of "Claire de
Lune," with John and Ethel Barry- the outstanding hits falling off ln
more starred. With the $j top, the business, an exception was marked
opening performance beat J 1,000, with "The Ghost Between," which
with several~hundrcd standees. The got off to a poor start, has been
same ton applies for all night per- steadily growing better. The piece
'Yormances and the house will go is by a new author and is presented
Tho title was
to new figures, it being possible to by a new producer.
same attain over $25,000 weekly.
The figured against it but tho "Ghost"

Friday.
J.

13

BOOZE SEIZURES SCARING VISITORS

Draws $9,000 on Week at 90
Cents Top.

atre,

1

will

ho* Ins.

woman
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Dorothy run nothing '"it Irish pta)
The policy
the role balance of the season.
started this weeic
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Friday, April 22, 1921
I

and a little more for standCross over $14,000 weekly.
Should run through summer.
"The Tavern," Cohan (30th week).
Has another Week tO go. Long
run accomplished after considerable dOUbt in early weeks. Not a
smash, but rates as one of sea(17th
$1,870

SHOWS

lH N. Y.

AND COMMENT

.

.

s.

"Bad Man/' Comedy (33d week). "Miss Lulu Bett," Belmont
son's comedy *U cesses.
week).
Will probably last well
Mov< i to the larger capacity Riu
Comedy has worked "Three L;^e Ghosts," Baye* (30th
into May.
Monday. KHz taken over by Wilweek). Has accomplished a seaout a good run after a bad start.
liam Harris, Jr., whose "Mary
sons run; with possibly one or
Business around $t>.Ouo. which is
"Had
Avii:
Bton there,
S.iu.a.n"
two weeks as exceptions, show
-fairij go*./! >•>. small house,
Man'' got $10,000 \i\ Weak Ru:u^
has played, to profit throughout
At $2.50 top figures •Nemesis," Hudson <3d week). Enlast week.
stay.
Has a few weeks more.
to run well into summer at KHz.
tered in face Of the sltimp, Second
"Just Married" (renamed from
Week showed a jump, gross going •Tip Top," Globe (29th week). With
Fred Stone out of east manage•First Night Out") succeeds at
Not a drato around $13,000.
ment expected greater drop in
Coined y.
matic smash, but has a good
takings than actually registered.
ohance,
"Broken Wing," 48th Street (20th
Played to better than $15,000 last
week). Cut rato aid has been of "Nice People," Klaw (8th week).
week, which is about $12,000 under
matinee
inFriday
Extra
gross
again
material benelit in keeping
former pace. Stone expected back
serted last week, sending gross to
up of late. No increase in scale
in show in two weeks.
Comedy is the
over $15,000.
Saturday night also worked to
"Toto,"
Bijou (5th week).
Is a
winner of the current four Sam
advantage.
spring hit with strong feminine
offerings.
H.
Harris
Lune," Empire (1st
de
"Claire
draw.
was
lifted here after
Scale
"Passing Show of 1921," Winter
week).
Brilliant opening Monopening, proving its strength in a
Garden (17th week). Figures to
eight weeks engagement.
day;
slump period.
continue until end of May or
Scale $5 top announced for run.
"Tri^l of Joan of Arc," Shubert
early June, when new show with
John and Ethel Barrymore dually
(2d week). Margaret Anglin starMclntyre and Heath is expected
starred and attraction is event of
ring drama.
Given fine notices,
Id be ready to succeed.
Critics frankly
spring season.
but business off for first week.
Big ad- "Peg o' My Heart," Cort (10th
disappointed in play.
Extra advertising should give it
week). Another week for this revance sale.
a lease.
Stood up well for first six "Welcome Stranger," Sam H. Harris
vival.
"Dear Me," Republic (14th week).
weeks; takings, have been strong
32d week). Went into cut rates
Another week or two for this
nearly
late.
Star
$10,000 of
at
for first time last week and gross
comedy. Not a big money getter
(Laurette Taylor), however, will
naturally jumped. Played to
was
slump

most of the coming week by the
people, an aggregation of
week:
for
the
Estimates
amateurs from a big local departPowers, 7th week). ment store. While an amateur
"Shavings"
proGetting ready to leave; only two duction, about $10,000 has been
sunk
more weeks; $10,500.
in this show.
(Olympic,
Letty"
Longer
"Linger
"Honey Girl" (Park Square, 1st
$18,000. Will stay here
1st week).
Getting a good week). Show, which was a big hit
until September.
Char- here last season, opened strong. Is
play from the home folks.
lotte Greenwood a big local favor- in for five weeks.
"Honors Are
ite.
Even," on its final and 16th week
"East Is West" (Garrick, 6th about $6000.
week). Getting a capacity audi"Blossom Time" (Wilbur, 2nd
ence on the last half and tops week).
Picked up as the opening
everything but one show with $21,week went along and at the finish
200.
showed
about $10,000 turns.
Garter" (Wood's. 1st
"Gertie's
"The Whirl of the Town" (Shuweek). $11,000. Criticisms so blue

any other

prices below
in the loop.

legit

house

for

Filene

<

they are playing mostly to a stag
Doubtful if it will last
audience.
cicht weeks.
"Mary" (Colonial, 2d week).
000.

Looks

like

an easy

all

$26,-

sum-

bert, 1st week).
Had a big opening, with the house capacity. In-'
augurates the new $2 top pro-

gramme

of

the

Shuberts.

The

"Greenwich Village Follies," on the
week did about $14,000 which
"Dulcy" (Cort. 8th week). Bewas about $4000 off from the
tween $y.00o and $10,000.
Apparently six
"Tha Tavern" (Cohan-Grand, 11th previous week.
Hanging on to money- week's is too much for any atweek).
making business. Will do a little traction in this city, no matter how
over $10,000. Nearlng end of run. big.
"Four Horsemen (LaSalle, 3d
"The Skin Game" (Plymouth, 3d
week.) Capacity the rule at night,
week). Slid off during last week to
with matinees light; $12,000.
"The Bat" (Princess, 16th week). takings of $600 and show will go
Little over $18,000, surmounting the out after this week. House now has
current slump with heavy billing for an underline Wm. Faversham
and clever stunts.
in the "Prince and Pauper."
nearly $10,000.
"Tickle Me" (Illinois, 2d week)
"Way Down East," 44th Street (34th Getting a heavy play from society
W t*t*rv
and doing around $20,000; first
"Over the Hill," Park (29th week). week got $22,000.
"FOLLIES" IN PHILLY
First week here. Moved up Sun"Pitter Patter" (Playhouse, 1st
day.
like a bust until afweek).
Looked
"Four Horsemen of Apocalypse,"
OPPOSING
Astor (7th week). Great money ter the critics got to it, and with
notices and comments it
draw carried along in switch over favorable
will
finish
the
week
with
$10,000,
from Lyric last week. First week
may round into a run.
in this house around $18,000, which and
"Bab" (Flackstone. 1st week). "Village" Show Opens Under,
is about capacity.
Well spoken of by all critics. BusiZiegfeld's Scale
Couple
ness showing an increase each night.
Will easily stay until June, when
of New Plays.
Helen Hayes leaves for a trio
abroad, necessitating the temporary
Philadelphia. April 20.
closing of the show.
The first of the local houses to
"Irene" (Studebaker, 20th week). make the
annual spring change over
Still holding on to its stride.
The to the films
was the Chestnut Street
longest run now on the boards; opera house,
which opened Monday
$18,000.
with Griffith's film, "Dream Street."
"Beggar's Opera" (Shubert-CenPlentiful paper and extra advertral,
1st week).
Return engage- tising filled the house pretty well,
ment.
Closed to capacity.
Will but there was no such re
ception as
have to start all over again. Bound attended "Way Down Fast"
here
to catch on, seats selling two weeks last fall.
in advance; will pass $6,000 this
The other two new openings drew
week.
the crowds, and both look good for

mer

run.

last

(

but stood up to profit until
play subway time, then goes
Cut rating liberally.
set in.
"Tyranny of Love" will
abroad.
"Deburau," Belasco (18th week).
be succeeding attraction.
Dramatic, leader. Has been ca- "Right Girl," Times Square (6th
It should
pacity since opening.
week).
Cast changes continue.
run another six weeks. Grosses
Tom Lewis, In show originally,
biggest ever in this house; conTakings last week
returning.
sistently over $17,600, but expenclaimed better, with gross over

sive to operate and profit margin
$10.000.
not great.
"Rollo's Wild Oat," Fundi & Judy.
"Emptror Jonas,** Princess (12th
Holds steadily to
(22d week).
week). An attraction first prepace of around $6,000 weekly,
sented at special matinees; is
of that group this
Regular
presentation
season.
A
Diffrent" hero a surprise;,
financial success with moderate
grosses showing profit in small
Dropped to $5,000 last
house.

most successful
with

week.
036th
Fulton
"Enter
Madame,"
week). Management not certain
of summer cominuation, but business still is profitable. Last week
little better weather break sent
takings above $10,000.
"First Year," Little (27th week).
Looks certain for summer run and
continuation into next season. Is
selling out and small castill
pacity should keep that gait constant indefinitely. Extra matinee
still being given.
"Ghost Between," 39th Street (5th
/week). Business has been steadily
growing st ronger and attraction
\

)

.

EACH OTHER

—

"Way Down

East" (Auditorium, real money during their stays here.
18th week in town. Do- The masses went to see the "Greenaround $1,000 a performance. wich Village Follies" which sucOnly one more week to go.
ceeded "As You Were" at the Shubert, while the class took in Faversham's "Prince and the Pauper."
Both shows were well received by
ing

1

now

looks like

it

get

will

over.

BOSTON TOP-HEAVY

Agency buy extended.

Lyceum
(81st
"Gold
Diggers,"
week). One of the great comedy
winners in recent seasons. Entering last stage of his two-sealun stay. Went upward last week,

"Whirl

Times," Hippodrome (37th
week). Has another week to go,
ending its season two weeks
earlier than last.
"In the Night Watch," Century (13th
week). A few weeks more to go;
rate cutting has held attraction
going for last six weeks. "The
Last Waltz" listed as the succeeding offering.
week)
"Irene,"
Vanderbilt
(74th
Will probably last into June and
record breaking run for musical
show may be stretched further.
Flayed to about $13,800 last week.
"Ladies Night" Eltinge (37th week).
A. H. Woods' farce winner; riding
along at excellent pace for this

leaves

for

Erianger's
and the

DORIS DUNCAN
"THE LOVE BANDIT"
in a
CYCLE OF CLASSICAL AND JAZZ SONGS.

Touring the Orpheum Circuit.

Direction,

CHA8. BIERBAUER.

•

weekly is playing to profit.
ers and a great money getter.
"Macbeth, Broadhurst (1st week).
Face around $:i.'l 000 weekly.
First offering of Walter Hampden
Frazoe (6th week).
this season. Shakespearean plays "Smooth as Silk,"
Second
week on Broadway, show
to be given for about a month.
was offered in cut rates imme"Mary," Kniekerbocker (37th week).
diately after opening and with
•'

that

support

should

it

attain

r<

main there

for

week).
Will be withdrawn this Saturday.
making way for "The Pad Man.'
Rita

Stuart,"

(5th

from the Comedy. The
Drlnkwater piece will not be ""t

moving

in

<

•

Its production will be kept
out.
intact by William Harris, Jr., and
saved for future repertory re-

about breaking even of

This

If

really

(1st

play beginning to show. But takings of around $17,000 last week
keep it up with money leaders
Among dramas only "Deburau"
heating it now.

the eighth

week for the Milne comedy, which
was produced by the Theatre

Can

Champion,"

*

Longaere

(14th

week*, over $10,000 again, parties

and cut
a

good

rates,
tell,

where attraction
aiding.

stiek until late in

Figures

is

to

Ma v.

and nio.<l "The Green Goddess," Footh (15th
week). Selling out at every perup froin there Monday, Should
{•nuance. Night' houses getting
remain until June.
Guild at the

irk

Generally Steady and Hits Get

three

new show
Park

of

them,

at the Colonial

Square

housing
"Honey Girl," on a repeat showing.
"The Whirl of the Town," and

starter, "Girl

in

the

which opened the For-

rest here in the fall, came into the
Walnut to take the place of the fading "Opportunity." The latter show

was such a fizzle that its short run
was cut still shorter and the "Spotlight" show brought in for a single
week before the arrival of Nance

O'Neill in "The Passion Flower."
Of the remaining shows. Ziegfeld's "Follies" and "Lincoln" did
the best business, but the former
has not risen above tho $22,000 a
week average, and Is likely to be
hit still further this week by the
rival
"Follies"
show across the
street.
If 6o it will be the second
time a Shubert show at the Shubert has cut into a standard revue
at the Forrest, the other case being
that of "Tickle Me" and White's

"Scandals."
"The Greenwich Follies" have a $3 scale, 50 cents under
the Ziegfeld show.
"Honey Girl" were the new arrivals.
"THe Son-Daughter" has not reThe former came into the Shubert l peated Its New York success, but in
and opened strong, with a big ad- a large house has realized a fair
vance sale for the Tuesday holi- profit for everyone. Florence Reed'a
"Mirage^* is another that has got by
day performance.
"Honey Girl" comfortably, but without eclat.
also had a big pull the opening
The coming shows include Dunnight.
bar's revival of "Robin Hood" at the
Business around the town is fair. Forrest next Monday. This show,
Prices are still pretty well up at which hasn't hit the east much, la
some of the houses but the Shubert announced for a limited engagepeople have reduced theirs as they ment. A particularly large orchestra
has been engaged, and the Syndicate
put the "Whirl of the Town," into people are looking for big things,
the Shubert at a $2 top, claiming although they admit that it is more
that this was the starting of a or less an experiment.
The Nance O'Neill show also haa
"spring
price"
programme.
It
evidently
means that any new no limit set. but is not expected to
run
more than a couple of weeks at
shows that come into the Shubert
this house so late in the spring.
houses for the balance of the sea- "Mary" is scheduled for six weeks,
son will come In at a $2 top unless which will be an achievement If
some previous arrangement for- realized. Mantell succeeds "Lincoln"
bids.
at the Broad and promises "As You
One of the features of the week Like It" as this year's novelty.
coming
war, the departure of the film "Way "Phoebe of Quality Street,"
t.n.th'- kyrJjfljJKaj; " js the, only show
Down East," after a run of 30 weeks of
the sprm
season announced so
during which it cleaned up big. far that has not a Broadway tradeOnly the last few weeks has it mark.
*
fallen off from very profitable tak"Abraham Lincoln" (Broad, $d
week). Maintained good pace conings.
sidering the slump, dot lot of "secEstimates for the week are:
ond thought" matter in the paperi
"Two
Little
Girls
in
Blue" and flocked to by drama leaguer*
(Colonial, 2nd week). Opening cold, and school parties.
A 1m ait $JL'.f>00.
got ever very well, much better
"Greenwich Village Follies' <Shuthan expex ted.
Understood a film ber. 1st Week), Good advance sale
>r« \v about half
will go into the house when this and big first night.
1

Bonanza Money.

late.

"The Bat," Morocco (35th week).
Long run of this leading mystery

"The
"Mr. Pirn Passes By," Miller
week).

AT "HARD TIMES"

:\

i

"Mary

CHICAGO LAUGHS

a

moderate run.
weeks "Spanish
Maxine Flliott
Love,"
before closing for season. ".I tine
CJTth week)
Playing from week
Love," musical pi< ce, succc (Is
to week. May remain a month or
Tie;; l week.
may stop early In May. lias been
to

housing

ple

.

Due

20.

With two musical shows opening
on Monday night the town Is Just
now a bit top-heavy as far as
musical attractions go. There are
at present fi\£ musical shows playing in town, with the Shubert peo-

Europe. Still making money, with
which in profitable In this small "Connecticut Yankee in King Arthe takings last week $15,000 or
house. Should easily last out the
Agency buy expired last
better.
thur's Court," Selwyn (6th week).
season.
Saturday.
"Queen of Sheba," Lyric (2d week).
"Lightnin,"' Gaiety (136th week). "Romance," Playhouse (8th week).
First week (barring Sunday, inviHas good chance of finishing out
Broadway's wonder play. It is
tation showing) the takings were
the season here.
Business has
supposed to finally depart for the
$13,400.
Picture is drawing good
been consistently good since rebusiness.
Question if it belongs
road In August, but the continued
opening.
in smash class.
wonderful pace of over $15,000
"Rose
Girl,"
Ambassador (11th "Dream 8treet," Central (2d week).
weeklv leaves that in doubt.
week). Should ride well into May.
"Little Old New York," Plymouth
Arrangements called for four
Cast changes have brought down
Holding now to
(33d week).
weeks here. House will get "Prinoperating cost and cut-rating is
$9,000 or a little better with the
cess
Virtue."
musical comedy,
giving show a gross that provides
Has
matinees still excellent.
succeeding film May 2.
acceptable profit.
been a consistent money-maker
Eternal,"
Casino
(1st
Amsterdam (18th "Mother
throughout season; classy comedy "Sally," New
week). Opened Sunday night. Is
week). Lobks^the most successful
success.
seventh picture current In legitiproduction
ever
by
F.
staged
.Anollo
week).
(6th
"
Birrfs
"Lovo
mate theatres on Broadway. Got
-Zi <•.**< dd; Jr. -t>;vj.*3fl. varies ,et> ly in.
Still out foots the newer imntTc"al
" teoa frlvnn $:' 00 gro* up to Wednesthe amount of standing room sold.
shows and with gross of $15,000
day aft< moon.
A musical smash with no contend-

Final week, show going to Philafor
delphia
engagement.
third

Girl"

Town" and
Make Five.

Boston, April

Management prestage of run.
dicts continuance into summer.
Billy" Liberty (19th week).
"Mitzi"

the

of

"Honey

"Lady

which

As an added
Spotlight."

getting $12,000.

after

the critics.

WITH MUSICAL SHOWS

"Good

Should run another month with
the time arranged well into May,

week).

1st

Chicago, April 20.
Though business is reported oft all
over, Chicago (a keeping a reason*
ably steady pace, with several instances of really phenomenal busin< as,
Of the four shows thai
opened last week, every one seemed
to have caught on but "Gertie's Garter."
This show Is doing a con-

show ^o. s out.
"The Famous Mrs. Fair"

(Hollls,

Nut a siyn of flawing inWill probably pull the crowd
during the balance of its stay, two
Weeks more.
About $16,500 last
we- k. Nothing in sight to take its

3rd

\v» efc)-.

ter* st.

place,

"Springtime in Mayo" (Trcmont.
2nd weefc),
Being popular with
only a certain class of theatrcgoers this show did not do very
M 'iious flop and failing to show Well about $G,000. This is the final
any speed ao far, even with thciv week. The house will be taken over
1

,

r.iv-rsham
the critics, desp!t<
opening. Should clean up nicely ft
YouMVere,
not Kept too inn-,'. "Aa
in last w« "k. got al>» tit U 1,000,
"Follies" (Forrest, 3d week). No
big reversal, and still disappointing
Last
those v ho predicted $30,000,
week, $22,000.
week*.
"The Mirage" <T.\ri\ 3d
Reed show has held M own against
musical offerings, and highly touted
"Lincoln."
Never a sensation, but
a profit-maker, Around fic.coo.
"Prince and Pauper" lA.delphl, 1»<
Week), Opened with ptorm-*e anj,
^Continued on pag< 20)
of
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ERLANGER MUST ANSWER.

STOCKTON POLICY UNIQUE.

GUARANTEE DEMAND

EQUITY'S

15

Shows Month Apart
Keeps Town Hungry.

Play*

WRECKS MORE STOCK VENTURES

Court Orders Manager to Give Oats
in Lawyer's Suit.

and

San Francisco, April

20.

Success of a good musical show
in the town of Stockton is practically assured for the one- night
stand there as the result of the
Calls Off Three Western
Willi* M.
manner in which such shows are
Enterprises O'Neill Refuses to Reconsider De- presented in that town. It seems
* that the T. A D. house, which seats
Louisville Co*
cision to
2,500, has been playing all of the
big musical shows to come this way
on an outright purchase figure and
that for a show to ask for a perSTOCK FOR CRESCENT.
It was reported this week that
centage would be futile.
planned
who
stock
a
William O'Neil,
Only th) best musical shows are
company for the summer at Louis- Blaney » Take Shubert Legit House
used in the interior town and for
off definitely.
in Brooklyn.
Tills, had called it
reason a dramatic show, no
some
This followed the alleged demand
The Crescent, Brooklyn, which matter how good its book or cast,
by the Actors' Equity Association
biH'ngs
Stockton
cannot
obtain
that he provide a bond guarantee- Under the control of the Shuberts
along with the other one-night
ing the transportation of the play- this season has been offering regustands.
The management there
lar attractions, will revert to stock,
ers back to New York.
has a schedule which calls for the
Actors who were to have played starting next week, when the Blaney
shows when available
best
musical
in the O'Neil stock are reported hav- Players, with Cecil Spooner featat intervals of about one month. In
ing registered a strenuous objection ured, move there from the Strand,
is kept
with her Beau Brummel Harmony
Later the A. B. A. lloboken.
Arrangements call for this way the whole town
to the A. E. A.
Band.
"show hungry" and any production
Is said to have informed O'Neil the that policy throughout the summer,
Mr. Daniel Frohman honored Miss
He and pending business the Crescent of class usually goes over big.- Al Green
bond would not be required.
her as the only
selecting
in
receive
Jolson for an example, will
stood by his decision to abandon will have a stock policy next season.
vaudeville act to appear last Sun$3,000. for his one night stand but
In the company will also be Edna
at the Actors' Fund benefit.
the stock, however, according to reday
box office receipts is expected
An Instrumentalist, singer and
May Spooner. sister to Cecil and the
liable sources.
to top the $5,000 mark.
dancer. Miss Green is surely versaWillis M. Goodhue, who recently Mary Gibbs Spooner, their mother.
tile, and with a novel and high -class
returned to New York after more It is the intention of the Blaneys to
act it is but natural she is booked
than a year on the road with his make the company a standard one. "DISTRESS" IS DISTRESSED
American, New York, now
solid.

Goodhue

Summer

—

Abandon

HAZEL GREEN

repertoire company, is reported tp
have held up plans-for summer stock
in the Central West this sumn*pr.
as a result of the A. E. A. bond de-

mand. Goodhue was

to

three companies.

The suit of David Gerber, Mortimer Fishel and Irving M. Dittenhoefer, the attorneys, against Ziegfeld Follies, Inc., to recover $25,000
for legal services rendered In conjunction with the Equity strike in

Supreme Court handing down a de*
cision Tuesday ordering A. D. Erlanger. treasurer of the defendant
corporation, to answer questions
put to him by counsel for the attorneys.
Erlanger's first application to set

the subpoena serveJ upon
him requiring him to testify was
denied by the Supreme Court and
on the appeal he lost again. Upon

aside

appearing for examination before
trial Erlanger refused to answer
certain questions, whereupon the
plaintiff once more appealed to the
court to order Erlanger to answer
the questions.
In the course of an examination
before the commissioner appointed by the court, Erlanger was asked
about the actors' strike in 1919 and
he testified that, he had no knowl-

edge of any suit having been
brought by the Zlegfeld Follies,

IN

Closed at Greenwich Villagi
Forgotten.

REVIVAL?

have formed Doubt Whether He Will Reappear
in "Merry Widow."

"The Merry Widow" revival

STOCKS.

will

take place with a second premiere
at the

Indianapolis, April 20.^
The Gregory Kelly stock company
last
Week at English's. Mr.
opened

New Amsterdam

no earlier

than Labor Day, it is said. Eleanor
Painter will sing the lead.
The
his wife, Ruth Gordon services of Donald Brian in his old

Kelly and
are great favorites In Indianapolis. role seems to be doubtful.
Franz Lehar is said to be here
and the reception accorded them on
the opening night, and the excellent to conduct the revival, and the debusiness done during the week sire of Henry W. Savage to bring
augurs well for their summer Ma- him here is coupkd with the knowledge that "The Merry Widow" is
son.
comedy. not copyrighted in the
I'nited
Tarkington's
Booth
bill.
opening
States, there having been no interthe
was
•'Clarence."
with Mr. Kelly in the title role, in- national copyright between Austria
stead of in the part of Bobbie, in and the Uniteu Slates. In the event
which he played for two seasons. that the composer should come here
Miss Gordon continued in the role it also will be for the expresa purof Cora, the tempestuous flapper. pose of revamping the old tunes
Next week's bill will be "The Little and securing a copyright on them
Minister," with Miss Gordon as in the United States.
Babbie.
company includes TOURING CHARITY
Kelly's
Mr.
Byron Beasley, Vera Fuller Mellish.
Barton,
Willard
Ogdcn,
Angela
"Show Me" Will Offer Services
Percy Helton, Owen Meech. Harry
Wherever Called.
Wagstaff Gribble, Raymond EHi-

Draw More There Than

Figured to

at Cort.

"The Tyranny of Love"

reach

will

regular presentation starting May 2,
when it reopens at the Cort, succeeding the revival of "Peg o* My
"Peg," in leaving at the
Heart."
end of the next week, has played
successfully, with the latter two
wexiks grossing a little under $10,000.
Laurette Taylor, starring in it. will
leave for Europe early in June, and
It was figured by the management
that Peg could draw bigger money
in the Subway time houses for the
balance of the season.

Violation

lie was held. In $1,000
bail for the May, term of the Federal Court, when ho will be tried on

a charge of violating the Volstead
Prohibition Enforcement Act.
Morosco recently applied for a
permit to transfer 40 barrels of
liquor from Brooklyn to his home
In Los Angeles.
When an inspector
called to look ovor the shipment,
he found, it was charged, a quantity
of newly-bottled booze. Out of this
circumstance grew the charge of a
violation in that he had in his pos-

Hotel Astor for the benefit of the
Child Recreation League. The enterprise marks the .first time a musical revue produced for charitable
purposes will bo sent on tour for
Qharitable organizations. The production, a strictly amateur affair as
far as cast and authors are concerned, represents a cash outlay
of $10,000. Jack B. Doeb, a professional stage director, is the only
experienced .hand concerned with
the piece. "Show Me" is a travesty
on charity revues and was authored

session 92 bottles of liquor bottled
subsequent to the passage of the
law.

SHOWS CLOSINO

by Henry Britt Cohn with music
by George Ploom and Charles B.
Mandelbaum.
carries a cast
It

"Mecca" closed at Toronto Saturday and returned to New York, cutting the booking one week.
The No. 1 "Storm" closed at Bos-

of 70.

Winn wood and Brandon Tynan. The

ton April

The original company of "Adam
will close April 23 in
Philadelphia.
The Fritz Lieber Shakesperian
repertoire Will close April 30.

•

*

•

•

and Eva"

;

.

•

v

Philadelphia. April 20.
"The Girl In the Spotlight" is the
attraction here at the Walnu Street

was Withdrawn and recast. A
claim for salary by one. of the players originally in the cast is said to

Charles

week.

this

•

•

-.

"Hearts of Erin" closed Its .season
Sunday night at the Majestic, Jersey City.
The show played the
Crescent, Brooklyn, last week, being taken over to Jersey City for
one performance Sunday night for
a benefit.
William A. Brady's "Opportunity"
closed last week in Philadelphia.
The piece had been closed several
times temporarily before.

*.

'•

•

Wanamaker.

manager

of the house, is interested
the attraction, which closed sevdays ago. It was gotten together for the local engagement,

have been settled.

:*

in

r-

eral

MARY NASH'S

BIG JUMP

San PrAnefctCOV April

-

"Thy Name
Mary Nash in

with

leading

the

however, when "The Tenth Man"
booking was cancelled' suddenly.
leaving the 'house without an at-

29;

Woman."

Is

role.

matinees.

The show

somewh;

set.

MISS INEZ
OF

ACTORS' FUND BENEFIT.

t

WUERZ MANAGING

LUCAS and INEZ

traction.

opened at the Curran. Sunday, with
*°P at
$2.50
and popular-priced

who appeared

New

at the Palace.

York. Week of April

1

1

to the Astor

tremendous success.

A capacity audience attended the
Week of April is. Keith's Philadelphia.
precedent for productions cornhaving ^made a direct Ai tors' Fund benefit at the Munlump fmm Kansas City to this city tauk, Brooklyn Sunday evening, at
Mo.'de Moved to Cleveland.
Her Angel Papa.
The usual road stops in 'he, Middle which all of the stars who promised
S> ta-u.se, 1\. Y., April 20.
Morris Wittmann. a dOWntOWn
there. The benefit
West were not on the schedule.
te appear wen
The siiui rts have transferred H.
business man, is reported as th"
netted the fund ovei $ 1,000.
llolde In Cleveland, where he will
ha* financial backer for "The Bacrlftce," N,
result
encouraging
This
C0UTTS & TENNIS PRODUCING.
Mr i folds
which opens at the G/eertwlch \ il- manage ilie Colonial
prompted ihf Actors' Fund commit
i"
weeks age tc manAge
ln*,e
Coutts & Tennis, for mnn> •••-;g"
May
2.
tro<
n i" •be chain
ee* te fidu
'•:!.
•I
.Welting.
Ipeciatizlng in the nop price
Tj
money has been otu up '>\
jr.
fit uwill be
ivhM
..f
mate field, wi'l mttke their debut
• .>\
ti, h< !;• ev|.:< \\
n
afillllil
Broadm ay pr< !
ahO Will ,i
s
hi* > • u.
Hi'-y „ /v .itman Quite HI
with a new three net m isi<
ls«e
ml
no •
CHICAC U APOLLO'S FIRST
raited -i 11 Be M ek."
'•. J.
P
Shipmar.
\\
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of.
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John Voung wrote
:
it
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mi
ha
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*p*.ember,
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Ma:

I

was moved over
b now rtnna rnow has g lie n
'

a

Bon Ami's N.xt Seasor

,

,

.

i

Robert Bom-bet

from the Astor and
ing the I.yrlc, which
of Sheba."

is

it

not

'

'

1

-

.

reat'JCSt

l.f.ew.

m

but U-. u 3e.:eticd

s

Pi.t/

.

I

I.

by the Shubcrts at the

Marcus

of

<:

•.

•

:

:

;

made

.

•

•

..

a similar capacity

In

Sunday with the Metro feature "The
Four Horsemen of th<» Ap«»ralypse."
It
Is
understood the switch was

;

i

<

been

has

i

i

.

!

•

••

ASTOR.

ami scored a manager of the Lyric, transferred

ing West,

'

who

Wucrz,

Charles

of a

<

company

2

Saturday at Culum-

bus.

"SPOTLIGHT GIRL" RUSHED IN

it

The No.

16.

will close this

charity.

for

play opened some weeks ago as a
matinee attraction, first showing at
the BIJou. It then moved to the Eltlnge, continuing special
matinee
performance there. Two weeks ago-

Charge.

examination,

'The Ty-

Will offer

he

Brooklyn Wednesday and waived

in

The local benefit's' proceeds wiil
be donated for the purpose of caring for the poor children of the
ranny of Dove." into the cast of
East Side, After that the piece and
which thre^e stars have been placed,
cast will play other cities where
they being Charles Cherry. Estelle*
local bodies want tc give a benefit
Henry Barron

the

Oliver Moroaco was arraigned before a United States Commissioner

"Show Me" is to be presented
Sunday evening, April 2
at the

PEG" FOR SUBWAY.

of
first

deIn BCD, written by Arthur G. Dela- rived
from the show.
matcr and Frederick C. Bishop, with
By this decision Erlanger Is dimusic by William Frederic Peters. rected to answer the questions.
T, B. Harms had already published
the music of that show.
The show did not hit the metropoMay 2.
HOOCH TRIPS M0R0SC0.
"Sacrifice," due to open
None connected with the theatre lis, but had run through New EngHeld
in Brooklyn on Volstead Act
seemed to know anything about it. land last season.

J,

<>

and

officers

was inSUES ON TITLE.
stituted, Mr. Erlanger said, was on
March 30 last, the Thursday before
But Wm. Moore Patch's "It's Up to he was examined. He testified he
You" Already Closed.
was treasurer, of the company at all
times, and a director and stockInjunction proceedings for in- holder, and that he had
charge and
fringement of title were about to be custody of the books of the corpobegun against William Moore Patch, ration.
producer of "It's Up to You," last
He refused to answer as to the
week, but the show's stopping on amount of the weekly receipts
in
Saturday night saved It that litiga- 1919 at the New Amsterdam
theatre
A E. Boot had retained Solo- and on the road accruing from
tion.
the
mon Goodman to bring the action on "P'ollles." He also refused to talk
the ground he had sponsored a on the amount of
expenditures durmusical comedy of the* same title ing that period and
the profits

SHOW.

(Continued on page 22)

Wilson and other

cis

the members of the cast
Ziegfeld "Follies."
The
ever heard that such suit

-Cast

"Hubbys in Distress" came to a
finish at the Greenwich Village, theatre last week, its first. It closed
promptly, decisively and left not
only the "Hubbys," but the whole
cast in distress.
Charles Mann presented the mixed
entertainment.
It consisted of an
operette, a farce and a half -naked
dancer. The distress was quite general. It took in Barney Gallant, who
operates the theatre, and Ilermun
Fallik, the treasurer of the house
house who has become so accustomed to wearing his evening clothes
that he goes thus attired to burlesque first nights.
The next attraction booked tor
the GreeHwich Village theatre is

against the A. E. A. and Fran-

Inc.,

(April 21-24).

BRIAN

was again before the courts

1919,

this week, Justice Delehanty of the

avail

•
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.
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i
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idle
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diflerent

ini.
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ricids,"

which

lien

nor

Ami

-..-on. bul something

from

what had been nn-

uotinced and nominating cue of the
ii
two pieces »
he did at the
Jewish Art.
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FOREIGN REVIEWS

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS
^
word and musical power.
glorious to watch and hear.

THE MASTERPIECE.
Cleveland, April 20

"The Masterpiece," a new play
Margot Case Hale, was produ e
tit the Prospect here last Monday.
l»y

i

Incidentally, tho author Is the wife
of John S. Hale, manager of the
Hanna theatre, and this, combined
with the fact that Mrs. Hale has
had exceptional opportunities to
gauge the theatrcial barometer,

helped to some extent in drawing
out the Interest in tho premiere.

The initial offering of this comedy
was put over in splendid shape, and
to those concerned in its production commendation of a high order
The play ran with smoothIs due.
ness and precision, and while first-

night nervousness and throbbing*
discernible, the players portrayed their individual characters
with credit to themselves and the
author.
Mrs. Hale has chosen an interesting theme for "The Masterpiece."
Fads, follies, shortcomings, insincerities and shallowness of humans
are brought out clearly and effectively, yet there is a thread of comedy throughout the play that softens
the foibles and weaknesses of men

were

and women.
story concerns Helen Bruce,
instituted a home for

The

who

has

foundlings because of her love for
children and a burning desire to
give every child a chance. Herself
a foundling, the wonderful training
she received from her foster parents
has imbued her with a determinaunfortunate
help other
tion
to
babies, and while Peter Piper, her
ardent lover, tries hard to convince
her that he can make her happier
if she will renounce her ideal and
forget "these horrid babies," the
love-sick swain makes but little
progress.
Italian, Luigl, who wants to
in order to escape paying his income tax, the French girl
who tries her hand at kidnapping
and fails, then resorts to handing
her "booty" over to the foundling

The

adopt a baby

home, as well as the antics of the
young married couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Willis, whose baby has been
stolen while hubby has been flirting
with "Nursie," are characters drawn
with precision, and the humor of
the situations are refreshing and
interesting.
The arrival of Uncle George, who
specializes in squirrels, complicates
matters to some extent by his threat
to disinherit his niece and nephew,
followed by the glamor thrown over
him by "NUrsie," while the work of

made
folly,

frantic efforts to wipe out his
added to the confusion. With

the arrival of the chief of poliee.
culprits tell their

when the various
little

matters

stories,

are

settled

harmoniously.

Mrs. J. Studley Stone, the society woman, is a well drawn character, and depicts one phase of

"who toil not neither do they
spin." The author has put real lifelikeness* into this study, and the
foibles and frailties of so-called sothose

ciety are given a Jolt.

Among

the players premier honors

are due Helen Travers as Barbara,
the matron at the foundling home,
and excellent support is given by
Norma Phillips, who plays Helen
lirucc, founder of the home, with a
grace and ease that wins favor.
George Leffingwell as Peter Piper

upheld his reputation as leading
man, but unfortunately he did not
have enough to do, and the work
of Clyde Armstrong wa.i good. The
Lento Full well as
other
parts,
Mary Willis, Frances Ueed as Mrs.
J. Studley Stone, and Mary Murphy
as Felice Lacombe, tho French girl,
were capably interpreted. Edmund
Roberts as Luigi, Derby Holmes as

Frank Willis, and Albert Flatieo as
Louis, the servant, were factors in
Halthe successful presentation.
bert Brown as Uncle Georgo and
special

as Nursie deserve a

By an

Eleanor

word

of praise.

The play was staged by Clyde
and the settings and

Armstrong,

lighting effects
factory.

were entirely
J. Wiiisor*

satis-

Roy.

JUNE LOVE.
Atlantic City. April 20.
As the final chorus was singing
the gladsome notes of "June Love"
.it
the Apollo one could not but

wonder

if

all

summer

this

and

obably next Winter tne great
question on Broadway will be "Have
you heard Rise Alder sing?"
Despite the enlivening new dress
and the extra settings and the
changed cast and km that— the big
event of the evening was Else
Alder.
There wan hair uncertain
applause on her lirst appearance.
A moment later the. audience was
enrapped with the notes of "Dear
Love, My Love." At lirst there was
a murmur of s urpri s e! th< n admiration followed by an enthusiasm that
broke forth before i)i«" final note* of
,

.

v

the song.

BULLDOG DRUMMOND

London, April 2.
Drama in four acts, by Major
After seeing "June Love" there Cyril McNeile ("Snapper") WyndIs Just one thing ycu want to do— hams, London.
hear
Else
Alder
sing
again.
No Lyceum, Drury Lane, Surrey,
Whether if be simple affection,
provincial melodrama ever
pleading
love,
despair,
alluring or even
excitement
femininity or brightest hope, each provided more thrills or
this drama which Gerald
does
than
speaks its finest living feeling, its
replying to his detruest expressions in notes that are du Maurier, in
lighted audience's demands for a
clear and beautiful.
as the "most
When Rudolf Friml wrote "June speech, described
play he had ever seen."
blood-thirsty
Love" he put into it his best. He
wound the spell of Insouciant charm It is all that and more. In fact,
with the magic of his "June Love" it might be said to make rings
song and tempted the dancer with round the most terrifying of the
It

v>

DEBURAU.

is

Inspired skit. To Barker falls much
of the triumph of "Deburau," the
cavalierly verdict of first-night criu

(SECOND REVIEW.)
Re-reviewing this epochal masterpiece relieves the critic of the
terrifying responsibility of guessing.

"Deburau" is now a 2urfc»j» success,
in Its fifth month, and. there remains only the unshadowed joy of
analysis, diagnosis and pangyric and
the distribution of decorations over
the breasts of the several artists

and gentlemen who had the artistic
vision which commanded and the
splendid courage which obeyed the

impulse to give to this feverish, In"Someone greatly advertised horrors of the solent,
neurotic, exotic, myopic genis "Run- Grand Guignol, but it is clean and
eration a classic of mid-Victorian
huge
still
a
is
there
shows
that
it
"The Flapper
spirit
tradition.
and
and the Vamp" and several others. public for strong, full-blooded plays
If some of the words employed In
All that was said about "June of sensation and adventure.
the
initial
paragraph seem bomLove" on its try out last fall can
"Bull-Dog Drummond" is ehockbe repeated again with even more ful of meat and there Is never a dull, bastic and didactic, the fault is with
"Deburau,"
for
its success teaches
enthusiasm.
The changes which moment in its four acts.
that it is an error to be ashamed
have been made are several and
Drummond, a demobilized officer, one
expressed
in more than
language
of
they all act for the greater speed finding peace tedious, advertises in
and more continuous action of a a newspaper for employment which one syllable; that we are prone to
piece that reveals one interesting has to be adventurous. He wants a misjudge the capacity of the passepisode after another in reckless legitimate job, if possible, but has ing layman to swallow, digest and
constancy. Some of the piece de- no objection to dabbling in crime, even relish that which Is in tone
scends to the commonplace and providing there is a humorous side loftier than the Sunday comic suprises to the peaks as often, but it to it. Before very long a charming plement or the blackface act in
"one." <
is all of sure appeal.
girl, Phyllis Benton, gives him the
"Deburau" played to a line Empire
The settings have been trans- straight tip and he soon begins to
but not entirely a "smart"
audience,
posed, a cast that once numbered have all
he wants of adventure. A or an effete one. And it reached
17 is now nine and the unimportant
villanious gang is running a bogus every one. Those who came in pursongs have been rewritten to suit private nursing home in Surrey to
suit of a "curiosity" and tho-e who
other purposes and other titles in
which they decoy tho moneyed un- came to worship willy-nilly that
the hands of new actors. Thus is
been tortured, New York deity
Success
were
the welding of old materials and wary, who, having
are finally robbed. Hearing of this equally charmed and equally taken.
the adding of new.
Everybody in the cast, particu- Drummond sails in to smash tho "Deburau" is irresistible to any one
the

Irresistible

Like You."

away

Little

waltz,
there

Then

Girl,"

larly the feminine contingent, can
sing with hearty voice and just
about as well as could be desired.
Lois Josephine has the voice, but

criminal organization just as they
are preparing to put their chief
patient of the moment, an American

(Continued op page 33)

1

1

c

i

—
*

not
tho
personality
previously
offered by Queenle Smith but the
advent of Clarence Nordstrom, W. virtue being its brevity. William
B. Davidson, Martha Mayo and Moran, with his time-honored hat
Lionel Pape is to the -betterment of scaling act, never worked better
than in his present place in the
the offering.
Johnny Dooley. as friend and golf "Whirl" and held the house longer
trainer, keeps up his usual comi- than the same turn was given in
calities, including his inability to vaudeville.
Jack Strouse now has a Jolson
stand on both legs at once or to
walk when Jumping is possible. The type of single which runs slow ami
brightest addition came with Bertee should be used ahead of CJeorgie
Beaumont who combines the aus- Price, whose imitations of dancing
tere sarcasms of the vamp with a stars goes big.
The "Shimmy Mae" number by
dancing ability quite unexpected.
Her modernized flings were excel- Mae West, featured previously by
lent, but her Egyptian dance quite a rather strong shimmy specialty
by Miss West, was killed Monday
outdid Ruth St. Denis in
the
astonishing contortions of arm and night for fear of tho wrath of the
local censor, the stage being blacked
hand.
Schruer.
out at the first shake of her
The same was true of
shoulders.
the blue fleshings bathing girl num- which "Deburau" exercises despite
OF
TOWN."
ber, which would certainly have been
its form, despite Its beautiful fiim10"
Anna Codee banned by the local censor had it
J
XJ5?
J Clarence ITarvey not been played with dimmers which slness of plot, despite Its easy proglliW'w'W
ferul Walter
William Moran took tho edge off the fleshings dur- ress at its own will In defiance of
Vtth Stanley
the set rules of Forty-second street
ThJ
rhe pV;;
Captain
j, u
m rnil ^, ing the rather violent dancing.
speeches,
forbid
"long'*

—

—

"WHIRL
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Lou Edwards, Ruth Hazleton and
jugs i bes
Jimmy Huatoy Rose and Arthur Boylan are carry- "fcostume plays," other than "happy"
fade-outs, and
ing
most of the dancing, while Beth endings like movie
Paul O'NpH
?} 2L H&l
anything lacking the
r do
Stanley and Marguerite Farrell with discussions of
:;: :
modernity and
immediate
"punch"
of
:::;;:
Elizabeth -Morgan Paul O'Neil have practically all the
>unk
the agitation of current fashions in
vocal work in the regular chorus
Albert
themes.
Wiser
n.?™*'
nman
Frank Orth numbers, none of which stands out
V!!.
The laughter is Just as spontaneLis.
Ma e West particularly, although all are hand- ous and just as explosive as in
Hilda.
Flo Bert somely staged and well put on, conVonson
V.*.
a
The applause
sidering the newness of part of the vaudeville theatres.
chorus augmented in anticipation of Is far more hearty and lasting.
Why?
an early Broadway booking.
"Deburau" entrances the multiJudging from the show Monday
ass. :::::::::::::;::&SS5, "8325 night,
the Shuberts have spent tude as here and there through the
about
all they care to on the east flood of mediocrity in all the ages
The Shuberts are apparently
and there remains little to be done a divine painting, a deathless statue,
pared to send "The Whirl of preto tho show before.lt goes to New an Immortal aria has.
Town" Into New York shortly, the
Who "makeslLthe truly great aras York to display another sample of
hey carried 32 in tho chorus
Not the fetv; the many.
when
their composite type of entertain- tists?
they opened at the Shubcrt
child does not know the Venus
What
Monthe
ment, except to touch up on
day night.
What butcher boy does
and
this can be taken care de Milo?
dancing,
The Boston opening must have
not recognize Raphael's Madonna?
Libbcj/.
been grim irony for Jimmy Hussey of very easily.
What chambermaid cannot hum
as Its two big scenes are intact
Mendelssohn's Spring Song?
from his "Tattle Tales" which blew
Yet what proletarians are interup hero at the Globe after he
ested in art, sculpture or compc iWitched from the Shuberts because
tlon?
Almost none. But all of them
20.
April
Atlantic City,
of their long booking jumps.
HusA farce, played in comedy style, rise to the exceptional super-works
sey blamed his Boston closing to the tricked the interest at the Globe. among these.
fact that he was playing a $2 top at
Shakespeare probably still outIt is called "First Night Out" and
tn e Globe and Monday night
he
from the pen of Adelaide sells Robert W. Chambers and
found himself playing to capacity proceeds
and Anna Nichols, who Chopin outsells and will outlive all
Mathews
In
the Shuberts* "Whirl
the have written In lively vein, which the tin-pan charlatans who torture
Town" at a S2 top, with aofmuch
the players have seized with equal together a combination of black and
more expensive cast.
The third laugh making facility.
white piano keys, call it "music,"
number from "Tattle Tales," which
Vivian Martin, quite long absent and brag that they are "popular."
Hussey originally played with Rae from
Pavlowa outdraws Ree Palmer
the Ingenue roles of farce,
Samuels, and which was used in
back from the screen to her and Kubelik outdraws Herman Tim•The Whirl" with Mae West, has strayed
place in this piece.
Still prettily berg.
now been dropped, the move being attractive and clever In a role that
This is reducing It to figures, to
a wise one, as its vulgarity more allowed
no expansive oppor- coins, if you please.
than offset what humor it possessed. tunities, of
"Deburau"
Miss
Martin
neverselling to capacity
was
The two Hussey scenes which are theless welcomed heartily. As far because it is is
great, not because of
being used are his "Boxing Bout as the picture
studio is concerned, a pretty limb or a catchy jingle or a
with Jack Strouse. Georgia Price it seems to have
done her
harm sarcastic "nifty" to be repeated on
announcing, and his "Trial of Shim- than has been tho fate of less
street corner and in tho dance
my Mae" which he used in vaude- less fortunate actresses. other and the
hall. It has the essential qualitle 8 of
ville.
A wide swath of the fun is cut the theatre, conceived, constructed,
Dorothy Miller, tho Philadelphia by Lynn Overman, who has a fat communicated and conveyed through
girl, was rung in during tho second role.
Mr. Overman is growing in the finest media of the theatre. That
singing
QCt,
"The Dong. Long ability as a farceur. Perhaps that Is enough.
Tho shrewdness of
Trail" and wearing an Inexcusably Is not quite a correct statement for sharpshootlng
theatrical
snipers
dowdy fnxk. she managed to gp"t Mr. Overman plays a farcial role waiting for a vagrant
by with a voice that was not un- in comedy style, which is an ac- or figure to rear the topidea or face
of its head
pleasant, but frightened to death. complishment in Itself.
for a quick chance shot from a
She was given a rousing sympaRobert Harrlgan, Jess Dandy, double-barrel duck gun is not needthetic hand by the house, which Dorothy
Mortimer and
I'urnell
ed or missed here.
recognised her through the pub- Pratt are among the well known probably did not ask Mr. Belasco
the sanction
licity in the morning papers and be- names concerned
In tho adventure of Mr. LeUang, Him the liutton
cause of the fact that she was so which takes place on a steamship. Man, the head "picker"
of Tyson's
obviously an amateur.
How long There are three acts, the first on or the head waiter at Relsenwebcr'i
she will i>e used is stui an open iho pi«*r at Bordeaux, tho second in to gamble
a fortune on "Deburau.''
question,
a stateroom and tho third on the
Mr. Belasco saw in it undoubtedMile. Anna Codee fa being fea- promenade deck, all quito faithfully ly a
beautiful creation calling upon
tured,
although her performance
ented.
him. the in'< rpreter of such things
docfl not stand ii|> especially well
"First Night Out" is made for to the people, to give it
to the peoaguinst soijne of the other acts. fun and it teems well bound toward ple— to
give it with all the good
Hrende] and Hurt in their vaudeville that accomplishment.
Ther»> are faith and tho great good will and
act, "Tl • Flirtation," won the blg- some rough spots in the
progress the great soul that are his and that
laugh of the shew, although across the waves but nmooth sail- he free*
f-''"
ha nded ly gives to the world.
their
second
attempt,
entitled ing is in close range of tle» voyage And he gave,
lie gave generously
"Light Housekeeping," running only of "First Night Out."
It
seems and he gave graciously and he gave
tinee mtffUtcs,
was one ..f the among th** tryouts destined ••> -< a
orlously.
rough-cat bits of slapstick and "ho- safe harbor fn the not, days
of
fJranvllle Barker made the Rng*
kusfc" ptcn here in seasons* ah tig August or early fall.
ifsh adaptation d'f Sac ha GnltVys
•

"

l
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FIRST NIGHT OUT.

t

Miss Alder can sjng as few mi our
r every word
light opera stage.
has atl expressive meaning, an hocent, an Inflection that t< lis its
tiojy witfi u combination id spoken

lea notwithstanding.
Barker a a
poet He at least understood Guitry
if he could not translate into
the
hard syllables of "United States' 1
the ryihmic fluency of the original
French.
And, understanding, he
imparted the spirit, which is the
preponderantly important element
of this dramatic poem.
They tell a story of a certain
acidulous
playwright
who was
adapting Hugo's "Lea Miserables."
A friend suggested a certain famous
impresario of hoakum "hits," and
said, "I think he'd produce it." The
playwright answered: "Produce it?
He couldn't even pronounce It •'
Had "Deburau" fallen into such
hands as those of this manager it
would have been a pitiful mess.
Guitry bore it, Barker imbibed it,

Belasco appreciated it; therefore the
public adores it.
Lionel Atwill, the actor of the
name part, is excellent. He, too.
feels D( burau, and he has the physique, tho voice, the respectful touch
of the artist and two bewilderingly
eloquent hands, which, together with,
his every fiber of vehemence and* his
every vibration of artistic ecstasy
he throws into the personification of
this egotistical, human, sympathetic
lover,
father,
player,
hero and
clown.
Gultry's soul, Bar.„ Armed with
ker's words, Belasco's highlights and
his own physical perfection and
with eyes and ears. It is not quite spiritual talents, Atwill at once and
necessary that one understand Eng- beyond cavil Justifies his presentaDebu- tion as a star and the trust in him
lish, though the English of
rau" is so deliciously pure atid ca- to execute a rolo destined to become
dent that it falls iike the symphony historic and carry him with it into
of an old master upon the tympan- the pauperized cabinet of recent
contributors to the lovely things of
um of a troubled soul.
Most of "Deburau" Is recited In the stage.
The company throughout is in
verse not in "blank" verse, as so
Mackay. the wistful
many New York critics said, but in keeping. Klsie
"Clarence,"
reappears
of
beauty
verse, with irregular but always
The transpired Into Camille, walking
scanable meter and rhyme.
play
of anstrangely
through
the
best passages are in the sarin meter
as "Lucille," and frequently there other's tragedies and comedies when
heroine
of
been
the
herself
she
has
utilizing
climaxes
are couplets at
the Shakespearean technique. There one of the few to gain immortality.
are other elements of similarity to Miss Mackay in beauty gilds CaShakespeare in the exposition of mille; in playing she does her little
line of disthis honest, artful, lyrical chant of injury, despite the long
a mummer's life. T*ie foibles of his tinguished and enduring names atnature are spun with the thread of tached to the role.
In all, "Deburau" is probably the
poesy and high comedy and wringfinest play that has been done since
ing pathos.
Surely it is the
Shakespeare
died.
The wonder of it and it is a pity
since
that it should be a wonder lies in finest done on this continent
Jsiit.
the
Bard
laid
down
his
quill.
the Immediate and unbroken appeal

—

Samuel Rawson Pink, who
in botany, and who placed his little
"Japonica" in care of the home, then OHlcer
fcsxr^v
(ohm
dabbles
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MACBETH.
Duncan. King
Malcolm
Donalbiin
Macbeth

of Scotland..

Ernest

Walter Jl;uin>den
William Sauter
J. Harry Irvine
Arthur Fox
Richard Abbott

Han-iun

Macduff

Lennox
Rosa
Montelth

Le

H<>1

Optttl

.Geneva Harrisou
General of the English Forres.

Finance, son to Banquo.
Si ward.

Thomas
Kowan
Roy Buckles

.Allen

.

.

Allen

Thomai

Richard Highiey
Tounp Flward. his son
Seyton, an otlicer attending on Macbeth
Boy, eon to Macduff

A

A
A

Doctor
SerR-eant

Porter

First

Murderer

Second Murderer

P. J.

Kelly

Sarah lla<len.
William Sauter
P. J. Kelly

Hannam

Clark

Edwin Cunhman
Richard Ilighley

Mary Hall
Lasjy Macbeth
Netta Sunderland
L«dy Macduff
Gentlewoman attending on Lftty Macbeth
Elsie Herndon K earn
Le R>1 Opertl
First Witch
Second Witch
Elsie Hernd-n Kearna
Hannam Clark
Third Witch
Apparitions, lords, officers,
lendantg and messengers.

soldiers,

at-

Walter Hampden opened his repertoire season at the Btoadhurst
April "19, with Macbeth, and his interpretation on the whole justifies
the suggestion to those who go that
they close their eyes and drink in
the music of those words seldom
surpassed for majesty in English
speech. Mr. Hampden himself was
as ever deep toned and sonorous,
lending a flash of power at moments
by the vigor of his expressions, but
on the whole his recitation was declamatory, his portrayal conventional, lacking that simple human
touch Lionel Barrymore brought

to

the part.

Two members

of his supporting

company stood out. Mary Hall was
fotmerly with Southern, and when
she read the sleep-walking scene
she brought down the house. This,
too,
was conventional, but she
gripped tach phrase and made It
count.
As Lady Macduff NettA
Sunderland by a series of attitudes
caught the imagination of the spectators as the others did not.
Her
(Continued on page 3.*t)

Leading Makers of
Stage Attire
For Men and Women
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costume completely mu-;;
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TOUGH LUCK RECORD.
Show

Closes snd Everything
Lost in Firm.

Else

San Franc Isco, April M.

O&PHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, April

20.

Bruoka, in "Dollars and
Cents," headlining; Frankly n Ardell,
In "King Solomon, Jr.," held over,
and Harriet and Marie McConnell

Alan

pretentious bill on the whole but
Of an performers who have passed
individually the acts measured fully through a recent stretch of pure
to the average of the house.
tough luck^ Jimmy Rose and ,Ed
The opening act had two men O'Brien, comedians with a musical
billed as the Burrell Brothers, a
very good routine of hand-to-hand comedy show just closed at Fort
lifts in which the elder of the two Bragg, claim they have ventured
displays much strength in some through the worst anti-horseshoe

up

1

gave distinction this week to an
unbalanced bill at the Qrpheum, really good complicated lifts.
A
which fell as a whole below the av- back flip into a toe-to-hand catch
erage and was impossible to run off with the younger man head downgmoothly.
ward from an apparatus cowered
During the first part the screen with a lamp shade, was the conwas lowered twice once for the cluding stunt that sent them away
Topics and the other time for the to a good hand.
Pathe Review.
George Stanley "and Sister were
Ardell's sketch took the laughing
second.
Their routine has very
honors, though in its second week,
little for the girl who assists in the
while "Dollars, and Sense" was a opening number and appears briefly
half.
last
the
to
credit
Brooks made a powerful impres- in a yodeling number and again at
Stanley himself got
attention the finish.
strict
holding
sion,
throughout for a solid applause fin- plenty of laughs with his colored
preacher talk and his banjo bit was
ish and ending with a speech after
nicely
Powers,
also
received.
Jockeying for curtains.
Harriet and Marie McConnell, Marsh and Delmere are three men
the
steamer
crew
of
a
who
appear
as
with excellent voices, in "Trills and
representing
Frills," by Hassard Short, a high- and have a special drop
Singing is their forte and
clasa repertoire elegantly presented, a dock.
A
good harmony landed solidly.
scored an artistic hit.
The Sylvester Family, with a rou- comedy recitation by the comic was
tine of comedy songs and dances, good for laughs and his comedy
proved an unusual act for closing business at the finish sent the act
spot. The specialties offered by the over for a hit.
Frank Ward took the honors of
juveniles, especially baby Katherine,
held the house, and the ensemble the bill in the last vaudeville spot.
dancing, including the parents, reg- Ward's "crazy" monolog Is sure-fire
and his good delivery
itself
istered strongly, but* their encore in
He got
and attempted speech were given to makes it doubly sure.
laughs all the way. Ward follows
a fast-leaving audience.
Billy Beard had the house laugh- his monolog with finger dancing of
ing with his bla-kface monolog next which he claims to be the originator.
The King production, "Some Girl,"
to closing, dcipite a routine includwas especially elaborately presented
ing much familiar material.
Ben Harney, following an an- in three escenes. The final scene,
nouncement about his being the that of a garden, won admiration.
"originator of ragtime." proceeds to Harry Davis, business manager for
Jazz it up with the assistance of a King, was prominently cast in this
hard-working colored man, and kept week's show and as the proprietor
things moving lively in fifth posi- of the cafe gave a good account of
tion. Harney's character dances in- himself. Business continues good.
cluded a nance. This landed heavily, but his speech was uncalled for.
Williams and Pierce held second
HIPPODROME.
ppot nicely in a nifty and versatile
San Francisco, April 20.
dance routine, with a little song and
talk injected. These tended to slow
Loew's Hippodrome this week has
up an otherwise speedy offering. a good show within small-time limCummins and White gave an unenthusiastically
usual exhibition of strength fiats in its and it went over
to capacity audiences.
Jack Josephs.
opening.
a mixed
Darro,
and
Siegrist
couple with head and hand balancPANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
ing: stunts, gave the show a good
San Francisco, April 20.
start. The speedy ground tumbling
The comedy honors of the bill here by the girl won especial appreciathis week went to Buster Quillan tion.
and his pals, a trio of juveniles, who
Grace De Winters. got the shows
scored on ability, with Buster Quil- hit with her excellently presented
lan, a lad about ten years old, pos- ventriloquial offering.
The crying
sessing the seasoned mannerisms of bit at the finish compelled a speech.
a real comedian and providing genMarietta Craig and Co. appeared
uine entertainment.
in a sketch, entitled "The Girl in the
The man formerly billed as Sven^ Dark," and received good laughs, a
gali is now calling his act "The surprise finish corraling big apMiracle Assisted by Trilby.**
plause.
He held the usual interest with
The Royal Four, a male^quartet
his smooth demonstration of trans- in rube garb, secured laughs for old
mitting without apparent word or gags and scored a genuine hit with
gesture selections whispered by the their singing. For an encore they
audience, which are played and requested the audience to stand,
sung by the young lady at the piano. saying they would sing the new
The Cavene Troupe, with a nov- national anthem.
elty opening and the boys in female
The entire house arose Sunday
attire, offered a speedy wire turn in and the quartet chirped "How Dry
closing position. Meyers, Burns and I Am." The result was a riot
O'Brien, a male trio of the cabaret
Everett's Monkey Circus amused
type, secured a hit next to closing. In closing spot.
Jack Josephs.
Their routine includes some good

—
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LOEWS

character singing, excellent harmony
and an unusual tenor voice.
Ray and Fox, female imperson- $3,000,000 TO FIGHT EQUITY
ators, went along quietly with their
(Continued from page 1)
costume changes and singing rouInspired the P. M. A. to
tine, creating some applause when managers
they remove their wigs. The heavier begin protective preparations.
It is figured by the P. M. A. that
fellow is discovered from the start,
while the one playing the violin is it must raise a huge fund said to
In doubt until the end.
be upward of $3,000,000 to fight the
The Norvelles are a neat mixed closed shop after 1924. The means
couple who work easily but effectsuch a huge sum is
ively on the rings.
They operied of attaining many problems to be
one of tluj
nicely.
Jack Joseph*.
solved by a special committee appointed at the P. M. A. meeting
CASINO *
of three weeks ago. This commitSan Francisco April 20.
tee has decided on weekly meetThe vaudeville portion held only ings to be '.eld Monday of each
4 acts at the second show Monday
the season.
night.
The Five Musical Queens week during of revenue other than
One avenue
«lid not appear at this performance,
Probably to reduce the running time, the annual dues of $500 each and
and the bills total comprised Just assessments or. each show weekly,
•ne girl and six men. Not a vory is seen in the ticket agency and
afanagsrs
commissions.
'hotel"
Have Within the pii.st two ot» vhrT*
WIIKN IN HAN FRANCISCO
a
establishing
considered
seasons
MEET ME AT
general ticket agency. There never
seemed to be a plan worked out to
Under the
general satisfaction.
pressure of necessity such as the
GOOD FOOM
POPULAR PRICES projected $3,000,000 fund, it is now
Anna I An*, Between Powell and Manou. considered likely that a plan to
CONTINENTAL HOTBL LOBBY
enter the agency field will be worked

LOEWS

THE PALS GRILL

one imiciiT spot in LOf anuki.eh

GUSTAV MANN'S
BLUEBIRD CAFE
E. G.

Woods

Vaudeville Revue

Ben Light's Famous Orchestra.
Cuisine and Sorvice Unexcelled
*wet Class Talent Always Wanted.

address

F- G.
Wood, Bluebird Cafe
Los Angeles

out.
It is proposed not actually to establish agencies for the s;»le of
tickets direct to the public but to
establish a genera] distribution center which would sell to or arrange
with the brokers, Jnst<ad of the

present system whereby the agenwith Individual
direct
deal
For such
theatre managements.
A. ticket b ureau
service tire 1*.
payment
from the
the
for
call
would
brokers of 12>4 cents per ticket.
The plan calls for the limitation of
all tickets to a GO cent premium,
with violators excluded from receiving tickets. It is said the entire matter is up to A. L. Erlanger
cies

'

M

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

3Z

period.

The night before
season

Its

wiped

out.

the

show

closed

week) the town
and was completely

(last

hotel caught fire

Among

those to suffer

Rose, his wife, and
The Roses were shorn of

were

loss

O'Brien.

everything they possessed. Clothes,
personal effects, valuable and even
the comedian's last collars were
ruined. And en top of this his trunk
containing $400 in currency was destroyed. O'Brien, although not out

any cash, was also relieved of

his

complete wardrobe.
trio arrived In San Francisco
attired in what appeared more of

"The

San Francisco, April 20.
Phil Kornhelser is here to spend
weeks.
several

Jack Holland, former head of the
revue et Talt's, who has been proddcmg ai CoronadO, is uacJt in this
elty as head of the new revue at
SBSSBBBBSNSSSl
Lulsa Tetrazxir.l made, what was Marquard's.
announced as her farewell appearIslam Temple, Mystic Shrine, this
ance in California last week. Following the concert, she left for city, was the scene of an elaborate
Portland and Seattle en route to minstrel show under the auspices of
She is scheduled the Islam Joseans last week. Harold
Springfield, Mo.
to give her last American concert Maundrell directed.
In the New York Hippodrome on
Willie Pierce, for the past three;
April 24. On May 12 she will sail
months manager of the local Fred
for Europe,
Fisher musio office, has been recalled East and will soon head the
Claire Starr, who returned to the Chicago
office of that company.
King show, in San Francisco, last Hubert Walker
will be temporary
week, after a trip East, was com- manager of the
local office.
pelled to retire on account of throat
Jewell Lorraine, from the
trouble.
chorus, replaced Miss Starr on
LONDON NOTES.
short notice.
(Continued from page 2)
"Winston's
Sea Llona and Diving
•
Thelma Harvey, a cabaret enter- Belles.tainer, has joined "Temptation." on
Gerald Griffin. »vho has been proV"Jsh plays here for some
time, left last Week for the 12asL"

duJng

masquerade costumes than street the Orpheum time, replacing Gene
Cleveland.
wear. Kind citizens of Fort Bragg
contributed bits of wearing apparel
Maide De Fresr.e has retired from
to make the return trip possible.
the Will King show to join the
Gypsy Trio. Miss De Fresne was
engaged* to replace Kathleen ScanMAY BUY YE LIBERTY.
Ion, who left the act on short notice.

Now Running

Stock and Renamed

MacArthur
San Francisco, April 20.
current that a syndicate of business men headed by
George H. Davis, former manager of
the Alcazar this city and late with

Rumors are

are negotiating for the
purchase of the Ye Liberty theatre
in Oakland.
Jim MacArthur is the

pictures,

turn plans to present it in vaudeville soon.
He is now roharslng the
act.

There

seems

every

possibility

that the Warrior Day matinees at
theatres and vaudeville houses wlU
not be the great success hoped for.
Few figures are yet to hand, but
cues were bad in many places. Sir
Alfred
Butt's
matinees at the
Palace, Empire and Victoria Palace
T. B. "Put" Fulton, of the Flagg played to capacity, being on Sunday
Studios, Los Angeles, will be the and on account of the wonderful
new art director for the local Flagg "star" programs advertised. The
studios. Fred Bradley Is now tech- figures so far are: The Hippodrome*
nical director for the San Fran- £1,600; Queen's Hall, £660; Duke
of Yorks, £287; St. Martins, £222;
cisco studios.
Strand, £ ?22, and Wy ndhams, £ 340.
Hal Field, publicity man for G. M.
Anderson, is now publicity director
Genevieve Ward, the veteran actfor the T. & D. circuit.
ress of the British stage, who was
created a Dame Commander of the
The "Four Horsemen" is booked British Empire by King George on
for the Curran in May.
her 84th birthday. Is an American
by birth.
grand-daughter of a
Eugene Roth, associate director of former mayor of New York, she was
the California, Imperial and Portola born in that city and made her first
theatres, has been chosen as chair- stage successes In grand opera. Her
man of a boosters' campaign for operatic career terminated abruptly
Northern California, being conduct- In 1862, when diphtheria caused the
ed by the San Francisco Chamber loss of her singing voice. She then
of Commerce.
turned to the dramatic stage. She

1

present lessess of the house. It is
believed that George Ebey,. manager
of the Fulton theatre, which house
is now running in opposition to the
Ye Liberty on a dramatic stock
policy, is interested in the deal.
The house recently changed Its
name to the MacArthur and is half
made her reappearance as "Queen
way through a season of dramatic
Florence Prlnty, who replaced Margaret" In "Richard II" at the
stoqk. The house has the largest Clair Starr at the Casino during the
Old Victoria on April 1L
theatre
any
this
way.
out
stage of
latter's absence In New York, will
open at the Alcazar as the ingeune
The old Bradford Theatre RoyaL
April 17.
one of the most famous theatree in
the country, has gone out with the
Nina Gullbert retires from the tide and will henceforth
be devoted
Trouble Between Stars Surmised cast of the Alcazar at the end of to pictures. Here it was that Sir
this week.
Season Poor
Henry Irving had his fatal seizure
while speaking
"Turn to the Right" will play the Beckett. Phyllis the last lines of
San Francisco, April 20.
Alcazar for two weeks, beginning Co. with' "Trilby"Nellson, Terry
closed the Old
Kate & Dill closed with the •'High May IS.
house.
Cost of Loving" at Spokane, April
indifferent
season.
rather
5, after a
Upon the return of Bert Levey
When old Drury Is
opened
Romurs are afloat of a dissatisfac- from New York, W. R. Dailey will to the public, there again
will be only
The resume his old position with the three tiers In the auditorium, but
tion between the comedians.
closing date came much earlier than Lovey circuit as road man.
the innovation will increase Instead
of decrease the capacity.
last year.
McCabe, of Coallnga, recently
Last year the show got $40,000 opened a new theatre at Lenmore
Crossmlth A Laurillard have ts>
here while this year's figures showed and is erecting a new house at
curtail ths run of Maeterlinck's
but $21,000 for the two weeks stay. Coallnga.
"The. Bethrothal- to make way for
At Oakland it did $10,000 against
the production of "Faust-on-ToasL*
W. Bassett, Sacramento banker, which Is really a modernized verlast year's $18,000. Along the road
One Is remodeling the theatre In Joy- sion of the old Gaiety burlesque*
buslncrs was in proportion.
"Faust-up-to-Date." Unable to find
reason advanced for the decreased land Park, of that city.
another theatre suitable for such as
business is the fact that the old
Gordon has purchased the big production, they will present It
Sam
revived.
play was
Majestic Theatre in this city, and In Manchester.
The scene of the
institute a straight picture new show Is laid In Switzerland
will

A

K0LB &DILL CLOSE

A

~

SHOW FOR SCHOOL KID&

policy.

1

San Francisco, April 20.
A new $126,000 theatre Is soon to
Bin Dailey, with the Bert Levey be erected at Atascadero, CaliforH. Crooks is the lessee. He
offices, is taking out a Juvenile show nia.
entitled "Land of Make Believe" to formerly managed a T. & D. house.
tour during the school vacation
period of seven weeks. The show
will consist of thirty youngsters, including a Juvenile Jazz orchestra.
Petalumawill be the starting point.
May 11 having been chosen for the
opening. The show Is In fourteen
scenes and will run about two hours.

BERT LEVEY ACTIVE.
San Francisco, April
Bert

week

'..evey

returned

home

after spending several

The Orpheum houses

Valley will have their usual closing on

May

In the

28.

Al Bryan, song writer, visited
here last week while en routs to
Los Angeles.

"Fat" Larue,
former amateur
heavyweight boxing champion of
world, of late a professional,
and Harvey Parry, also a boxer, will
soon open In vaudeville with a
comedy acrobatic act. Larue also
the

20.

last

weeks

New

York and other
in Chicago,
•cities in the Ka&t on behalf of his
circuit.
He "tins' reripened negotia-

sings.

The Down Town Association
-

of

San Francisco last"Wednesday noon
were guesta to Mary Garden and

tions for other middle west houses,
having acquired neveral before leaving for the Bast.

Chicago Grand Opera Company.

and Lee Shubert as the heads of

Pete WendMng was a visitor here
last week.

the respective ofllces controlling together 90 per cent, of the theatres
on Broadway.
The P. M. A.'s fund Is said to be
a little over JIOO.OOO and members
readily recognised the impossibility of building it to the de-sired size
via dues and assessments. Another
moans <>f building up the financial
power of the P, M. A. Ilea in the
organization
the
expansion
Of
Though the application of the
Association,
who
Touring Managersk to join as a special class with
less dues than the big managers.
was rejected, the committee has
under consideration another proposition which may eventually bring
the T. M. A. into the organization.
•

'

other stars here with the

several

Jack Mills, mu-sic publisher,
ited lure all of last wek.

vis-

during a meeting of the League of
Nations. Jack Buchanan will play
Faust; Robert Hale, Mephistophelean
and Renee Mayer, Marguerite. The
play has much to do with grand
opera stars who glvs up that form
of art for the cinema studio.

The

bill for

the licensing of

man*

agers Is still under discussion.
deputation of managers recently
visited the Bishop of London with
regard to the matter. Replying te
the deputation, the Bishop said that
he preferred to Introduce a bill
which bad the support of all sections of the theatrical Industry, and
also expressed his willingness not te
proceed with the proposed bill, pro*
\ Ming another was drafted ~n similar lines.
Following some discus*
slon at a meeting of ths different
branches of the profession concerned,
which Albert Voyce*
In
Monte JJay'.y and Fred R*»sa>e&r- took
part, it was resolved to form a special committee to draft the new bllL
The following were elected: Walter
Payne, P. Perclval, J. D. McDonald.
Lewis Casson. Fred Russell, George
I/Albert,
Monte Bayly, Albert
Voyce, Sir Oswald Stoll, Willi
Johnson and J. B. Williams.

—

Close After Benefit
San Francisco, April 20.
After twelve weeks of dramatis
riet Monroe, late of pictures, and
stock on the Commonwealth plan,
will soon present
their own act,
the company at the Valencia theatre
"The Honeymoon."
closed last week after benefit per*
Franklyn Ardell has turned over formaneei on Saturday and Sunday
'Suffragette" to Boh Nelson, who in for thj players*

Jimmy

ting

It

Flood, formerly with "PutOver," has allied with Har-

A. C.

BLUMENTHAL

&

CO., Inc.

REALTY BROKERS
SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL FINANCING, LEASING
CONSTRUCTION IN THE WEST.

58

SUTTER STREET

*

AND

5AN FRANCISC1

-

NEW ACTS

•18

THIS

WEEK
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JIOLLIE and

CHARLES

KING.

Singing and Dancing.
23 Mins.; Full Stage.

and Chariot King's now
turn Is arranged along the linen of
Charlie King's former acts with
women partners, running to doubles
and" singles, and offering pop bong*.
Con Conrad plays the piano accompaniments.
This Is the first
time Mollio and Charlie have appeared together in vaudeville. Opening with "I'm So Young and You're
So Beautiful," a double of the
musical comedy type and especialMollis

ly suited to the couple's style of
delivery, Charlie followed with a
couple of singles, "Moonlight," an-

nounced as written by Mr. Conrad,
and "All by Myself." by Irving Berlin.

This gave Mollie an opportunity
to change from the opening silver
cloth evening dress to a pink confection. She looked peaches in both
of them.
A number Introducing
imitations of George M. Cohan,
Eddie Foy, Dorothy Dixon, Ethel
Harry more and Alice Delysia by
Mollie next.

A

double,

"How Can

Get Along Without a Girl Like
You/' topped off with a little double

which

made

SARAH PADDEN

and CO.

"Putting

(3).

Palace.

I

CARLYLE BLACKWELL

It

and Co.

(8).

for

the

;

14 Mins.; One.

1.

18 Mins.; Full Stage.
One of the sensational numbers
23d St.
In the new production, "Avec ie
by
presented
'.'Putting
It
Over/'
Sourire," at the Casino de Paris, Is
Mr. Blackwell built* a big name
for himself in the picture field, Sarah Padden and a cast of three the scene portraying famous amorgoing thither from the legitimate. men, is a melodramatic sketch, be- ous women through the ages.
ginning in a manner that compels
Till.*, -is h£l first vnwlMvUh*. li>ft*l{t
Mile. Myro appears in scanty atanoe at least as a star. His offer- interest, and througn subsequent tire as the Queen of Sheba. -The
ing is by Mark Swan, who is known rapid-fire developments holds the costume is built of the luminous
as a writer of three act farces. closest attention up to a point near beads; when she approaches the
"Eight, Six and Four" was staged the finish. Here the interest slack- proscenium the house is plunged
ens somewhat because of the story into darkness and the outline of
by Priestly Morrison.
His role Is that of Richard Hard- becoming a bit vague. This is re- the figure Is visible by the phosgrettable
because of the excellent phorus light emitting from the
ing, painter, who has roamed around
the world and would rather settle qualities of the foregoing action.
beads.
The effect is artistic and
Darkened
stage at the opening. sensational.
in Paris to dabble In art than heed
Kendreto.
Man
bed.
In
Clock
chimes
five
the many requests of his wealthy
Light streaming through
uncle who desires the boy to handle times.
"VALSES DE L'AMOUR.
his tobacco farm In Connecticut. window indicates early morning.
The action takes place in the office Shot is heard off stage. Sounds of Gaumont Palace.*
Paris, April 2.
of a lawyer friend in Bridgeport. excitement, muffled babel of voices
Introduced in the motion picture
Man Jumps out of bed.
Richard enters raving over a girl outside.
program
at
the
Hippodrome
large
Woman
(Miss
Padden)
rushes
into
In purple whom he had seen on a
Tho
street car.
Chatter turns to the room. Occupant (the man) hides Is a variety act of Interest.
her
under
bed.
Into
Cop
rushes
screen
Is
moved
bacK several feet
friend's experience in handling diroom.
He's
after
the
Man
woman.
leaving
clear
a
stage.
The
scene
vorce cases and he tells Richard
how women consulting him for di- successfully stalls the cop, while depicting a garden is furnished by
vorce usually tell their story in tha woman slips under coat on hat rack. slides projected from the rear so
Later woman manages to slip into that the persons on the stage do
third person giving the yarn as
though it was a friend who wanted bathroom while cop is looking under not obstruct the rays. Four anibed. Cop off. Woman proceeds to mated statues
(busts of Dia.
the decree.
explain why she sought concealment
The lawyer is called out and in man's room. This part of story Ceres, etc.) form the ornaments,
impersonated by girls, their bodies
Richard gets his chance to find out should be made clearer.
being hidden behind the pedestals.
things. The girl In purple happens
Woman, it seems, has brother who A dancer enters (Mile. Jasmine),
in and, thinking him the lawyer,
is a pal of man in room.
Man had weary of reading.
starts telling of a friend
who booked passage to sail for Europe

Colonial.

—

—

,

Songs.

Paris, April

Columbia.

Tommy Lyman was probably not
new to anyone in the audiencej
Monday night at the Columbia,
where a bunch of Friar e were giv*
ing Arthur Pearson a good time. He;
wswi n q.w„. ho weyer. to Jthem as fa,r
v
as the being seen on the stage. Most"
of them had heard him at private
parties or at Kelly's in the down-.
town section where he holds forth.
Tommy has been a popular singer,
for* some time in the downtown resort and has also gained some fame
among the New York society people
for whom he has done a great deal
of club work.
There has always been a question of how Tommy could put it
over from the platform but Monday
night the boy convinced the most
skeptical that the stage was no different to him than the floor of a
cabaret. He has one of those sooth-*
ir.g tenor voices which at times is
almost a boy soprano.
Monday

night Tommy sang three numbers
and the gang clamored for more, so
he sang them one of his own compositions for a fourth.
That was
his biggest hit. He confined himself mostly to the comic variety of
songs, singing an Italian and an
Irish number, keeping away from
his long suit which is ballads.
She meet- a masked figure, who
Tommy used his piano accompaninvites her to waltz and they in- ist
and it takes a good one to acdulge in a fantastic step. But the company
him. Whoever played for
mask falls and the girl realizes she him Monday night
She The combination was very good.
the arms of Death.
Is in
did exceedingly
faints,
whereupon another fgure
well aside from the benefit aspect
invites her to dance. It is Love,
who banishes Death and resus- of the occasion. It is hard to fig,

a nice
singing that
preceded and "Peaches" another
double for an encore number. The
encore number came after the pair
had* responded to a number of curtain calls.
Following the encore wanted a divorce, one who had that morning.
Conceives plan of
there was another applause ovation, three children aged eight, six and shipping woman out of room in
Enter an old boy who de- trunk. As porter prepares to take
to which Mollie was forced to four.
mands attention and wishes to trunk away cop returns, demands
respond with a speech.
likeable,
high class singing make a will. Purple lady Is shunted to know where woman is.
Brief
turn, with the personalities and to an anto room.
Old boy raves exchange of dialog. Man says wompopularity of the principals mak- about relations and finally makes an is in trunk,
tells porter to open
ing It a headline feature for the a will disinheriting a nephew.
It it.
Woman steps out. Man who,
biggest and best.
turns out Richard Is the long missBell.
according to dialog, is son of Police
ing nephew who Is about to lose a
Commissioner, dismisses cop and
fortune. Quick work with the girl.
RUTH ROBIN80N and CO.
takes charge of woman, with brief
by Proxy" (Comedy Love at first sight and all that. Only love scene following. Man playing
she really Isn't married and It
Sketch).
juvenile is excellent actor, reading
really was a friend who wanted the
20 Uift.) Full Stage.
lines intelligently and
naturally.
divorce.
Under promise of rais- Cop is good type and well -played
23d 8treet
Ruth Robinson has taken a con- ing half a dozen youngsters, the old character. Porter, a bit, but properly,
boy tears up the will.
done.
Miss Padden pitches the
densed version of the former May
The dialog seemed complicated woman in precisely the right key,
Irwin starring vehicle written by
Catherine Chlsholm Cushing and and the entire action more or less never overplaying, and bringing out
Mr. Blackwell the melodramatic note' in a sincere
whipped it Into shape for vaudevlle, cut and dried.
making a comedy sketch of consid- looked good as a Juvenile and he and convincing way. The sketch is
drew
a
series
of
curtains.
That was produced in accordance with * the
erable value. A cast of Ave people,
BeTl.
three women and two men, carries probably more on his picture rep modern standards.
than
the
turn
Itself.
The other
the vehfeleutKrough in clever style,
players
were
not
programmed.
the dialog of the piece being fast
EVELYN PHILLIPS.
and to the point, keeping the entire "Eight, Six and Four" is less Im- Singing and Dancing.
20 minutes of running tTme well portant than the Blackwell name 10 Mine.; One.
but it will serve him once around.
Tilled with comedy that is productive
Greeley Square.
Joee.
at all times.
Evelyn Phillips suggests Nora
Miss Robinson plays tho widow
Bayes of years ago, when she was
role In a polished manner, denoting EVANS and SIDNEY.
merely a raucous, violent semaschooling In the legit. The male ler.d Talks and Song.
phoring shouter of popular ditties,
is convincingly handled, as well an
but with one great asset an espe14 Mins.; One.
the other male role, with the two Greeley Square.
cially clear,
incisive enunciation.
additional women, especially
the
A two man act, the pair doing Miss Phillips looks not unlike Miss
character woman, handling their boss painter
Bayes,
but
lacks
the finish with
and "nut"* assistant
which the latter now renders her
parts well. The young woman play- characters. Clad in white
overalls
ditties.
She
opens
with a number
ing the ingenue role is somewhat to look the parts, the duo
enter with
miscast. "Widow by Proxy" with Its the prop painters* paraphernalia, introducing the choruses from popular musical comedies; a Yiddish
present cast can fill the bill, in a the assistant struggling with
the
ditty In the course of which she
sketch position.
ladder and the pots with the "boss
forgets
entirely the dialect;
a
In a quandary as to whero to park
straight ballad;
costume
off for
ROMANY.
them,
UNGARO
shifting the assistant from
right to left of the stage for laughs. change while male plant in box
Comedy Musical.
The duo go into crossfire, more or sings; returns in short skirt and
15 Mins.; One.
pantaloons
for
semi-acrobatic
Two men, one appearing with a less familiar, for a few weak laughs dance which opens with cartwheels
violin, the other making his en- and finish with a nut double numfinishes strongly with Russian
and
ber, also antiquated.
trance from the audience.
Although No. 3 on a weak lay-out stepping.
At the start the fiddler handled a
No telling how much this perat
this
house, the team barely
classical number in hurried style.
former will progress, but at presHe was better with his second try, qualified.
ent she needs considerable polishwith a dash of double string melody
ing.
JoiC.
about the only distinction to his CALAM and THORNTON.
After starting a third 8ongs and Talk.
playing.
FISHTER
WALTER
CO.
(8).
number, a "wop" character Inter- 12 Mins; Two (Special Drop).
Sketch.
rupted, complaining of the ragtime
With a novel opening enhanced 18 Mins.; Full Stage.
selection and finally coming on the
by a new idea in drops this couple
A comedy playlet that should
stage.
have failed to add to these assets prove suitable to the needs of the
Several portions of the routine
with ordinary chatter that fails to intermediate class of houses placed
are remembered from other acts of keep
turn up to the speed at in an early spot. It has to do with
One was the "wop" re- which the
like style.
it starts.
The bulk of the a married couple visited by the
fusing the wages offered and detalk rests upon the male member. wife's brother, who has been a mismanding less.' Later the violinist It should be
brightened. His first sionary in Egypt, and brings back
imitated whistling suggested by inreal bit is a comedy number, hind- a native better half with him, who
vitation from the audience, which
ered by tho aimless talk preceding is mistaken for the new cook, and
That was after
is. Trayato.'s trick.
it,
A jfouble number seated on a to forth, and so on.
the second man started duelling settee
and a dancing finish top off
Flshter and tho character woman
with a guitar. The act drew an en- the act
make way with the honors of tho
core, doing well on second. It's for
No. 2 at the Greeley the returns quartet though it is made easy for
three-a-day time.
were not of the best. With more them by splitting all the "meat"
Ibee.
animation
displayed
the
turn lines and comedy which the act
should carry along any spot on the contains.
VIRGINIA DAY and CO. (2)
threc-a-day bills.
It's an average sketch that should
Dance Act;
do well enough if in the proper en18 Mins.; Four (Special Drspes).
vironment.
GOLDIE snd WARD.
Miss Day. an attractive ebony
Dances snd Songs.
haired miss, who wears her hair 3 Mins.;
ELWYN TRIO.
One (8pecial C.-op).
plastered down in stage "vamp"
Xylophonists
American.
fashion, heads thl3 three pcoplo
10 Mins.; One.
A lively little couple; the girl a American Roof.
dance revuette. In which a piano
accompanist and a dancing partner blonde with a bright smile. They
Two men and a women open
The dancing pair run opined with a wiuldlng bells num- with
playing
and
assist.
trio
"Poet
blended
popular
through a series of dances, the ber, going into a soft shoe waltz, Peasant''
Into
tho
first
of
tho
dance
numbers,
in
each
a
change,
medley of airs.
woman making
instance, tho man performing in which is the main feature of the
Men execute medley while girl
The routine. The boy in a single tap changes to short dress for her solo
evening clothes throughout.
drew
down
number
a
hand.
a
flirtation
hammer number, the
a
four
boat of the numbers Is
The girl in a souhret rig of crim- "Rosary," well rendered with good
dance that got something, although
*
not so effective because of a pre* son and very neat of limb also sin- harmony.
gled.
An eccentric single by the
All ensemble for the finish, playvious wait.
The pianist has a couplo of boy ami a duetted iinale, with the ing published songs and musical
lengthy solos that he nlips up on girl again very neat in orange and hits, one of the men Jumping about
for comedy.
Good musicians and
by reason of a misguided tempo. black.
Nice appearance and well spotted satlafacfcasfc «maU time openers.
The turn la sot for, "spot'' billing
stepping,
variation

TOMMY LYMAN.

L-QUEEN OF 8HEBA."
Casino de Paris Revue.

Over.*

Dramatic 8ketch.

"Eight, 8ix and Four"' (Playlet).
20 Mins.; Full Stage.

A

[

"Widow

citates

ure

life.

This so-called ballet is accompanied by verse by F. Gregh and
The other roles are
L. Pay en.
danced respectively by Marlonno
Tho luminous scenery
and Bery.
by Garnlcr and Perrier is realized
by the process of the superposition
of colored slides.

Kcndrcw.

1

—
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especially around Now York
the boy unquestionably has
lowing.
Anyone who can

where
a fol-

draw

people down at the lower East Side
at 1 o'clock in the morning must

have a following.
At the Palace Tommy Lyman
would be sure fire or for that matter in

CRANE SISTERS.

vaudeville booking men
overlooked Tommy Lyman,

how the

have

any vaudeville

theatre.

He

doesn't need any breaking in.
All
he has to do is get his piano player
13 Mins.; One.
and croon them four or five meloLincoln Square.
dies.
He will please all parts of
The girls are no longer in abbre- the house for Tommy Lyman slr.gs
viated costumes and have arranged a song in a different manner from
a more decorous routine in keeping anyone else and he is a boy that
with the accepted "sister" act style. will make his audience feel his
"Rose" for the opening number is numbers right along with him. A
followed by some clever patter, good vaudveille bet is being over-*
leading up to a 'Tor Somebody looked in this boy.
Else" double.
Spiff y, one of the
girls who has been inclined to hoke
KERR and ENSIGN.
and "nut" it, then lets out some of Talk and Violin.
her stuff in the ensuing song and 15 Mins.; Two (Special Drop).
dance and special comedy ditty. It Lincoln Square.

8ongs.

scored.

Kerr and Ensign, formerly a
The department store bit formerly
employed by Gasper and Sinclair is straight violin team, have developed
a
new Idea for a musical offering
then sold at a good applause price.
The crossfire is verbatim as em- that embraces a clever routine of
ployed by the former sister act chatter topped off with musical
(now dissolved because of matri- work by the male member at the
monial reasons) and is no doubt finish.
Tho young woman is seated beused by permission.
A "sweet daddy" double number bon fore a special drop representing the
front
of a bungalow when the man
voyaged them to a sweet hand. The
girls are corking performers of their enters with an assortment of vio-

trying to sell her one.
The
talk which is of a comedy nature
progresses rapidly with the man
going off stage to meet the girl's
father returning with the violins
broken and his hat crushed. The
flrtatlon business is then started, the
chap using the fiddle in his love
making with a well executed numlins

kind for the better small time.

RODERO and MARCONI.
Music and Comedy.
12 Mins.; One.
Fifth Ave.

Another "wop" audience act This
depend on its
comedy. The latter appears designed for an opening, but continues
half way through the routine.
A youth starts fiddling, being interrupted by loud coughing from the
pit The "wop" player sitting next
to the regular house leader explains
he was out last night, says his
name is Victor Records, and there
follow* a bit on A. D. and B. C.
"Wop" finally gets onto stage, and
after a broken violin bit, totes out a
piano accordion.
His efforts to
play "Oh What a Pal Was Mary"
go wrong, but the men finally get
one, however, does not

ber.

The idea Is well worked out. The
couple handle it to perfection, the
having a demure demeanor and
a freshness of appearance that is
tip top.
Kerr shows ability as a
comedian and carries the turn along
at a good, clip from the start, his
violin being worked in handily for
musical
comedy
purposes
and
effectiveness.
A mixed two-acl
that should fit into an early spot on
any of the bigger bills.

girl

CANARY OPERA

(2).
duet medley.
They Birds.
with another med8 Mins.; Two and Three (Special)*
ley.
A new stunt appeared when
Following a slow start which has
the fiddler's bow came apart, rod
turning out to be a fife and he fin- tho male half of the act doing a
ishing the number playing it. Its a song with whistling Interludes at
musical turn which has tried to get the piano, the act goes to "three"
away from routine. Serves well for where a picturesque setting is revealed having between 40 and 60
three a day.
ihee.
cages hung from tho "flys," each
containing a canary. The woman
FLORENZE DUO.
accotnpanist plays a flute In conAcrobatic.
junction with the piano selection,
11 Mins.; Three.
which in turn has the multitude of
Broadway.
birds warbling to their heart's conMan and woman, the former do- tent.
ing tramp. Nothing new or particuIts pretty and nice but can hardly
larly attractive in the piece.
The hope to secure anything much
woman's near-terpsichorean efforts higher than that which the thrice
did not bring a charitable handclap, daily houses offer.
Tho probable
while the man's familiar ground reason for the feminine artist is
tumblings fared almost as well or that the notes from the flute have
rather unwell. The woman is not the effect upon the birds of persue»W
particularly fetching in her tights ing them to sing.
get-up; neither is she an aspirant
The act Is not strictly new having
for Zlegfeld chorus class.
played the middle western time

down

to

a

bowed

off

and

on,

—

—
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PALACE.

A DAM8andand
Talk.
gongs

15 Mins.; 0"«»
|8th St.
The pair are

Billy

Adama and

lng a repeat at the Palace within a
few weeks, entertained In their clean
smart modern vaudeville show cut Individual way, delivering an exat the Palace this week, nine acts, tensive repertoire of singles and
minus acrobatics, ft dancing turn doubles. A comlo with a first rate
closing, instead of the usual silent

call their simple act in the get-a-way spot, and a
Comedy in
"Then and skating act opening.
Inging and dancing act
both sections of the bill, placed
one strategically, made
Now" taking the caption from
for strength and
which entertainment.
The baby grand
portion of their talk in
Adams showa how polite waltera worked over time, two acts using It
In
the
old
were
In
the
first
half
conductor*
and two In the
•nd car
second.
The show ran aa prodays and how uncivil they are now. grammed, playing
until 11:23 MonThis is the major attempt for day night
comedy and got fair returns from
Any act taking a bow opening the
the email audience, although it ia show at the Palace Is doing somenone too novel. The rest of the act thing, and few acts manage to grab
of ligh^ numbers. In enoygh, .unolause.. for. the hmA* An-.
1ft mo'te^P
polos and duets and a bit of wing derson and Yvel, the skating duo,
on a sanded spot did more than that Monday night,
Adams
by
dancing
however they were accorded sufpear the entrance, one of the few
ficient
applause
to
warrant a
simples of this style of stepping "speech" and with the late comers
under
notice
this
come
ha9
that
arriving at that. Capable performlong time. It was neatly done and ers these two, with a fine idea of
*
showmanship.
won a hand.
Ryan and Bronson, second, playFor the finish Miss Gchrue makes
costume
to
street
* change from
an exceedingly attractive arrange- HOWARD and JACKSON
ment of black and net bodice and Comedy, Talk and Songs.
lights for a double dancing finish. 15 Mins.; One.
The girl makes a graceful stopper American Roof.
in spite of her rather ample figure
Straight man opens with solo.

«va Gebrua. They

*»•«

%

J'*..-

—
—

and the finale got them away in Partner as "dame" interupts, usgood style.
ing "Dutch" dialect to explain that
The offering stand* out somewhat he is a "tiller" sent out by manager
from the mass of turns of the sort to replace absent partner.
both lor material and handling by
After roughing him up a bit, the
the player*, but it has the defect straight i. inounees he will finish
common to all such partnerships
act alone and does a good buck
that it strive* too much for straight and wing dance.
"Dime" returns
work and "class" to the detriment minus wig and asks straight for
element.
the
chance
saving
he
knows the act
cofBedy
a
of
A
The vaudeville stage has had a from watching from wings.
deluge of man and Woman winging, parody, with a couple of falls by
the
end book.
talking ami dancing acts for the last the "dame," runs for

two or three years, and in rill that
time none of the newcomers has
One
developed a real comedienne.
would thin!; that out of all this
new material there would come a
new Kate F.linoro, Mabel Hite or
There never was
Florence Moore.
a time whin a woman comic of this
sort had a better chance to come
forward .and collect rewards, but
all the modern aspirants appear to
be determined to be just beautiful
Rush.
ami polite at any cost.

"THE COUNTERFEITERS"
Comedy Sketch.
Full

Mins.;
58th St.
17

A Mexican

(6):

The impersonator

solos a ballad
in a hard metallic voice followed
by partner's eccentric dance with
coat and hat for atmosphere.
He
is a fair hoofer.
Some crossfire of ancient ma-

follows

terial

with the "uame"

in

Tux now,

'-essurrecting the "dutch"
dialect which has temporarily disappeared. They close with "Home

Again

ill

couple

of

delivered
with a
ues"
jazz steps and a few

They are framed for a small
time future, lacking class in all departments.
The act is faultily
constructed, the material worthless

Stage (special set). and the ability of the
a par with the offering.

comic

material, although it may have
been suggested by "The Bad Man."

MAYBELLE.
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Sterling as an opening, act established a pace which no other in that
part of the bill could equal in applause. The team opens with some
soft music from the pit while they
take to the rings with a maximum
of speed.

The second spot was taken up by
the

Two

Duo.

Neapolitan

much.
Next Bert Levey walked on easy
and walked off easy, doing his nccustomed shadow silhouettes, and

drew considerable attention in his
work, while his whistling and inscribed humor flashed on the screen
esteemed him. Karnes and Freeman
were in No. 4, doing the same routine, which amused.

Miss lb gay, assisted by Koy
Sheldon and the Illalto Five, closed
the
first half.
The effect seemed
Three great tc ims, two reinforced
first
with productions and authors and oddly divided by a frost in the
warming
up in tho
a
special songs and all the rest of few Bumpers,
sent
spontaneity
that
fourth
and
a
at
instand
out
it,
with
goes
what
Miss
tervals and make this a great show. the act to big returns with
That last hit
The twosomes are BantOB and Hegay's shimmy.
Regay
audience
up.
Miss
woke
Mie
Hayes, Bronson and Baldwin and
was evidently suffering from a cold.
Toney and Norman.
Santos and Hayes, the surest nat- She sang with effort and worked
numural combination on tho stage to- hard to register pep In every
day, graced by individual talents ber.
Tho Topics, as usual, preceded the
that make either independent of the
teaming or of the vagaries of second half, while Itae Fleanor Ball
The turn,
nature's sense of humor, gave all and Brother opened.
they ever did and a miniature mu- while working to appreciable r- sical show besides, sweetly staged suits, in too much music without
1
and rapidly and fiowingly operated. any variation. "Pete and His Pal*
The act didn't seem to run 10 min- (mule), closing, provided good fun.
#f>/>.
utes, so nimbly was it graded and

RIVERSIDE.

"repeated" as all great performers
before.
than
ever
stronger
Vaudevlllo periodically raises the
cry that it needs "new faces"; it
does to replace the old ones that
no one wants again and that no one
wanted very rnuch to start with.
Vaudeville needs new faces and
faces of the favorites. Miss Baldwin
has more than a face, too. She has
a girlie figure whieh is dimpled and
adorable.
Bronsor.
and
rippled
"steps out" and takes his own as a
comedian and as a "straight," retaining his character throughout,
whether alone or In support. Seven
curtains after intermission is on attested what it was all about.
Toney and Norman preceded this
pair. Toney has a far sense of caricature and is a merciless clown,
caring nothing about proportioning
his laughs, and jamming them in
wherever he wants to.
He leads
Miss Norman a pretty life on the
stage, and wrings her dry.
His
knock-kneed encore dance is a bit
that belongs now to vaudeville history, together with Bert Williams'
pantomime poker game and other

BROADWAY.
The Broadway drew a "wis •"
bunch Monday night and from tic
looks of things many of them were"
there to see and hear D. D. 11

When he pulled a line about an
agent promising to get the last half
as being part of his "bunk" catalog,
several in the audience, including a
boisterous "frail" vociferously voiced
D. I). H.? also
their acqulescnce.
wise-cracked to tho effect that the
rooms In Providence drossing
where he played last week were
the acme of comfort and some one
from the loge cams back with
For that matter,
"That's bunk!"
however, every one on the bill (almost) had a contingent of personal
friends in the audience and everything went accordingly.

—
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boys

dressed in wop outfits, who opon in
a duet with genuine harmonic effect.
The appreciation was big, especially
in the solo numbers, consisting of
operatic nrrs.x A good gar to music
will find, however, that they strain
their voice's and sometimes take a
couple of laps ahead of the orchestra.
The act is lacking in something to eliminate the volume of
song, and the boys reflect an absence of stage presence. More songs
essayed in the manner of the du^t
instead of soaring to high operatic
tunes beyond their reach in ease
would qualify them far more, and a
little dialog would also count for

1

et hei
i

laughs

that is singularly good dialog despite its category being no more

.

i

t!.-

an

customary routine, but

their

drew fresh

are

(new)
Duo
Florentene
Peggy Carhart, a comely
routine
violiniste, deuced it with a
of classic selections that, while ample proof of the performer's epicurean musical tastes, slowed up
everything" else in the act, he looks
the turn from the start until she hit
much better than last fall. He has
her closing medley of musical comworked up business for new laughs,
"indoor sports,
edy hit selections,
which started with a broom bit, in classics.
production,
Frledlnnder
Billy
a
Marlette's
Marionettes
opened.
which he walloped his nag resoundHarlan Thompauthored
by
capably
ing but harmless smacks. A traffic The routine is lightning and it son and Hugh Herbert, hit No. 3 on
Cop bit. too, won a real laugh. As stands up with the best of this high and maintained the fast clip
he blew a whistle the horse trotted style of turns. Bertram and fjexton, throughout. This is a peach of a
two boys with a guitar and a couple
to the wings.
lines ifi
of sets of pipes', sang and stalled sketch with a lot of human
May's individual performance Ifl
results every
through very deftly f<>r .second loca- it that are certain of
again on a par with her exhibition
time.
with the Rtngllngs and llarnum K- tion. Hlggins and Bates, attractive
Ned Nestor and Olivette Hayni
remembered from production
Bailey shows, with her back somer- girls,
production-less, did not miss their
icts, showed a beautiful cyclorama.
saults standing out as the nerviest
former large supporting cast, but
dance
variof
and
gave
a
series
Tho turn grew faster as It
bit.
made merry during their alloted
progressed. "Koundouts," by May. ations, their kieking being especialthe
minutes,
stopping
she en- ly spectacular. At the piano Horace fourteen
led to an applause finish,
how, no Jess. The customers liked
Rentley filled gaps, and rendered
cored with a speedy milk-whitand tnsMed
Miss
nuttlsms
H
ayn
e
a
the
average
for
above
Angles
a: bit
again
the
plaudits
and
horse,
on bringing them out for r.n extra
brought the smiling Australians out that fashion of entertainment; first- i. end
after the gllmi were doused.
and again there was :m encore, it rate sister- team and dance turn.
boy
Lou and .lean Archer have Loll
of excellent
Russell Mack, a
Was given over to Phil deservedly
their song ;ind dance Stuff in •:•.].i)»p« ;u ance and sympathetic voice,
a
laughing,
that made for
no,
ir
The curtain opened the Second portion and r;u. di nt fa hlon and, while t Iin*
enthusiastic finale.
do noi Impress
again went up to -how the ii\> iilong pleasantly, sagging a bit ;it and music
prodia
latter
tlon,
thir
the
two
or
three
which
as
stories
Seemed
horses used In Ihe turn lined up
Miss Vi
Two grooms, om io lu< k the requisite punch for- eh her than bu la tic
across tin- ring
m
p'>i <>r the man.
th.it lir-t
tunning /* ,i- Id
the
Jewish dialer
is
used in tiie ridii
of whom
'ol .•-•'
a regulai
are not his forte; he might
looked rta My In new uniforms
pulled
ciind
.iiti"
!e,
them
Herbert
straight
more
one of tie hi eai
•a irth act rati
hei
th
Uaintei
d h
mic, easy athleb
shown in vaude>
riding :<•(- \«
:•'
1...\
lh
...
w !>.<
/.'/
r,
'hi'.
1( hi
indicated in h ml
r
n'u<
'i
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first

The dusky gentlemen came back

—

down attendance in the evening, but
there was a good crowd on ihe
lower floor. The loges in the bal-

'•

in

Howard's" speciadhry

k.

thing in the lights, qualithe respect of greatness. Ou
the other hand, Glenn and Jenkins
were one of the best cards, and judiciously placed in next to closing.
the

fied in

do,

COLONIAL.

i.

!

ill

Capacity Monday

Monday's weather partially held

<8).

i

itiHUOvemeni

!

and Van and Corbett

night

>

The

next

they reached 'em.

<

I

last

record up
becoming more and more estab-

like this, and the handicap told
somewhat, although the dancers
worked every second they occupied
the stage and the turn did unusually fluctuated.
w%ll~for the position and the lateBronson and Haldwin, closing the
ness of the hour, it being 11:08 when first part, whizzed through and

then hit a better pace, Nightingale," then Miss Scnigo in
Miss May bell singling with a bal- a song solo. Miss Keith on the corlad and
Yorke reappearing as a n«-t wound up the single numbers.
dam*
for a parody arid comedy
For a finish Ihe back drop is
dan.,
iron works
.mi
getting laughs through falls. i. ii-..
te distde
h( girl again
four of the girts in red
in
changed, porting a
£
weenw
trio
striking
village amool and troii!
shirts
flannel
ers for
"Tin
in time with
comedy exit.
pai i.< d anvil*

n iU
y
•OouM

«.*

A solid hit fell to Jim McWilliams.
who opened intermission. He toyed
about the kid piano playing hit unthe house to rare good
til he won
the
with
encored
then
humor,
grand opera" burlesque. McWilliams drew down a double encore,
with his near-danc,« bit going over

following, next to closing. Billy and
James J. pulled a continuous succession of laughs with their well
put together talking turn, holding
up the show splendidly. The Ford
Revue, a dancing production, closed.
It was a tough spot to place an act

Tin- couple

;i

The

dance.

lowing the "Topics of the Day" reel.
held 'em. Taxie, an educated bulldog, with Ed. Allen putting him
through his paces, made a rather
unusual turn for opening the second
part, but it went over. The animal
extraordinarily intelligent, exis
ecuting
commands without the
slightest urging.
An illustration of
dog training at the finish made an
interesting encore bit.
Mollie and Charles King (New

ti

.

*

It

,

.«

I

week

32d

J

—

j

li

Institution

its

salient point about
to this time Is that it
1

—

Boy and girl, both of tii'- tint Musical.
'12 Mins.; Full Stage.
comedy.
They work into the routine quick- American.
ly enough, but it was some time
Formerly this turn was known as
befoiv
v;t i laugh was won. 'That
There may
Navassar Qlrlf.
the
came with a drama bit. While Miss
be a few changes in the virtually
afaybel] changed, Yorke toyed with
routine
and the
straight orchestra
Comedy recitation Often h'ard be- novelty finale.
J
fore
Kiddles got something, that
Cards announce the titles of the
due mostly to the girls crisp style
numbers and the names of the solo°f work.
There was a dance bit. ists. "Our Director" was first, with
with both showing voices
in
a "In a Bird Store" following, well
natch of song at the close.
a flute number, "The
played.

-

The

lished as the only "big-time" ho
in New York's ghetto.
It will tak*
fully 52 weeks, it is predicted, before the maximum value is established as a place which purve)
high-class vaudeville.

life. Jimmy Ste'.ger, a pianist, who
ia a light comedian and a straight
comparablo with the best, assists
Mr. Kose, and without making himself conspicuous helps immeasurably.
Mr. Rose is still breaking strongly for the finale.
straw hats and taking falls after
Russ Brown and C- nnie O'Donncll
unreeling his gags and still mak- were sent in next to closing. That
ing it funny, much more so than he spot Is a bit too late for them, but
ever did before. He was forced to they did stand up and drew away
respond with a speech Monday aoplause winners. Brown's singing
night, during which he credited his of a ballad. "Somebody's Sister,"
friends with the greater part of his went for an encore.
success.
That testimonial to his
J. Keirn Brennen and Jimmy Rule
friends was very nice but Mr. Rose were an early hit. On second they
was really a hit on his merits, and started the popular song lovers by
the reference to his friends is un- working in a medley of Brennen's
necessary.
numbers first. Rule had "Good FelClosing the first half were Robert low Gal" for a solo and Brennen
Emmett Keane and Claire Whitney, added a verse afterward. It was a
assisted by an unprogrammed male sort of explanatory lyric, with too
player,
presenting "The Gossipy frequent mention of "the girl you
Sex."
It's
a delightful playlet, wouldn't marry."
Maria Lo prettily opened the show
smartly written and with a human
note that reaches to the last row in with her porcelain posings, billed
the gallery.
The satire, keen but liKhtly as "Art Studies." which
supremely humorous, is handled were appreciated. Jack Daly and
perfectly by Mr. Keane, Miss Whit- Hazel Berlew closed, dancing swift
audience.
retreating
the
Iv
for
ney and the "Co." It landed.
swinging his partner
Cha3. Isaacson delivered a short Daly's work of
air is easily the featthe
through
and interesting talk on music folJbce.
routine.

school of

.,

Metoditv;" landed., well

nuttiness that formerly characterMr.
ized his efforts a bit subdued.
Hose landed the hit of his young

Con.

SOCIETY SYMPHONY

began

Monday.

Mary Schrader, Dotty Smith, Maxino Dunham, June Conlcy, Dorothy than gags.
a hundred per cent, smoother with Vance, Alice Rurton and Jean
The most surprising thing about
poise and presence to spare and the Durad.
the first half was that Bohse and

One*

American.

Jefferson
its
is

ure.
In the song section Warren
Jackson seemed to get the edge with
his warbling of the old time melodies,
with "Dreamy Chinatown"
and the waltz number from "The
Merry Widow" tinkling most pleasHoward Whalen, however,
antly.
got something with his specialty

cony were the weakest.
Carlyle Blackwell and Co. (New
batic stepping Into the routine. This
Acts) was a new name in the draw,
dance is by long odds the best bit but the big act came with May
of the offering.
Wirth, Phil and the Wirth family.
There is more talk upon the re- The turn was spotted early, necesappearance of Miss" Nickells and the sary because another feature closturn closes with a dance by the ing intermission, the spot usually
allotted the Wirths.
On third the
pair, Miss Nickells revealing the
equestrian stars rode to a "riot."
fact that she cannot step at all. She
May
and
Stella Wirth looked
might better abandon the attempt classy In new silk frocks, and after
and confine herself to singing for the opening "sugar" bit with one of
her solo earlier in the running the horses the routine got off to a
order of the act was an applause flying start, with Phil the first of
Phil has
the family to register.
winner with Its Una! high note.
Like
come along with a rush.
Rush.

ville

and

As a "big-time"

In

fashioned costume called for by the
period of the skit. Several curtains
at the finish and an extra curtain
call for Miss Fisher testified to the
entertaining qualities of the turn.
Monday night was a "first night"
for Jack Hose, it being his initial
engagement at the Palace. Finished

bandit theme worked
lines with a cast

cast is too large to make the vepayer on the small time. Its
chances on the two-a-day are obsolete.
The cast does well enough,
but the vehicle Is lacking in material.
The setting appears to have
seen much usage. "The Counterfeiters" is not present day vaude-

;

JEFFERSON.

the

is

.

quivers.

hicle a

12 Mins.;

of

visiting here, was a
and gratified spectator.
"Senator" Francis Murphy (Instead of Francis, tho program had
simply F.) took up the running
it
in the next spot successfully. The
laughs, starting with his explanation ending by telling how Rockefeller "oiled us out of ours," were
frequent, and Murphy was out for

family,
pleased

htanristJTffli .ilw.aya .within. Use picMiss Fisher scored a perture.
sonal hit with a brief bit of vocalizing and looked charming in the old-

NICKELLS and O'CONNOR.
young woman. Songs and Talk.
the lair of a 18 Mins.; Two.
Mexican bandit who is known as a 58th Street.
killer.
and
Charlie
A man and girl are brought
Rhoda
Xi'.kells
into his presence.
He immediately O'Connor call their loose arrangeinforms the former unless he does ment "The New Pupil," although its
as he is told short work will be pretense of a sketch is of the
made of him. An offer is made the flimsiest. Miss Nickells has a brilman to leave the girl behind and liant soprano voice of unusual volby doing so he can secure his free- ume and polish but little of the
dom.
This is agreed to with the sympathetic quality. The act opens
bandit upbraiding the other for to an empty stage while Miss
leaving a woman in such a manner, Nickells sings a few of her ultra
claiming that although an outlaw, high notes in the wings. She enhe respects women.
ters and explains to the air that
There Is some talk regarding she is a singing teacher and is waitcounterfeit money much of which is ing for her first pupil.
O'Connor enters and there is a lot
exchanged with the final curtain
bringing forth the remark from the of talk of the give and take sort
paying for lessons and they
about
bandit that he had slipped the
O'Connor does a
other man a role of fake bills and go Into a duet.
gotten his real goldbacks for him- topical song alone while his partner
is changing from
a pretty black
self, the girl having turned out to
frock to an equally sightly one of
be his daughter used as a decoy.
white
and
orchid, working an exThere secma little chance for the
ceedingly good bit of semi-acropiece as a vaudevTTfe offering. The

YORKE

who

next

all

Monday

"The an earned thank-you speech, which
The show Tuesday night was obChoir Rehearsal," a quaintly humor- was his application of the hissing viously deficient in anything of a
-^ big scoring nature. The lmprtssioo
ous singing skit by Claire Kummer, gag.
gave the proceedings a legit una te
Irwin Rosen's "Ye Song Shop" created itself one big knockout was
atmosphere that was likeable,
it closed intermission.
The flash girl needed. Neither Pearl Hegay, in
holds laughs and harmony nicely turn, with its routine of "Maids and closing first half and headlining, nor

of live men and one
The set represents

'

which extend through
season already. Bade stage
night George Wirth, head

landed solidly.
Another pair who
understand the meaning of showmanship and whose work is enhanced through the smoothness and
class of Its presentation.
Sallle Fisher and Co.

19

ings.

Idea, "Nice People/* was exceptionally handled and brought proportionate results.
All of the rep

comedy

out along
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that

"Madama

which

is strictly

Butterfly"

finish

Japanesque.

D. D. H.? monologed his way to
A substantial hit and proved the
fact that not only the "wise" ones
present but the laymen as well, were
acquainted with the monologisfs
publicity system that first brought
him to the attention of the bookers.
They expected something new and
got it. He simply wowed 'em.

cats has been away from New York
for some time. It's as clever an offering as ever. The drummer's bell
when two tabbies started scrapping
ioec.
always drew a laugh.

and Ayers, with their talk written
by Benny Ryan, landed their points

the largest Investors In the project.
Notwithstanding that the A be-*
The couple marie is a beautiful theatre, modern
success.
worked hard, but the difficulty in in construction and luxuriously
following a trained bear that had comparable with the best of the
the house in a constant uproar latter-day picture palaces, such as
placed them at a disadvantage. the Broadway houses, it has been a
Matthews should use more discre- flop since it started. The reason for
tion In showing his disapproval of its failure to attract but a minimum
"The of patronage thus far is not ditllconditions.
objectionable
Counterfeiters" (New Acts), a com- cult to discover.
Approximately
edy sketch found an audience that two blacks up Flatbuah avenue is
was trying to dope out what it was B. S. Moss' Flatbush, with a big,
all about.
small-time vaudeville and picture
Margaret Ford next to closing policy, with Keith bookings.
The
scored the applause hit of the even- Flatbush has been playing some
Miss pretty big "names" right along since
ing with her double voice.
Koi(r«witchc3 from a-'kitfl/'wpratto the season cloned,.. and before th©

Norton Is a neat appearing
chap, making a corking straight for
The burlesque
Hilton's comedy.
Scotch dance at the finish topped
off their offering to perfection as
far as Proctorites were concerned.
results.

with

Vvette, with two male assistants,
provided the flash of the bill with
offering that far exeells anything
an
nine acts, a comedy picture to start she has done heretofore. Yvette has
the proceedings and a feature to secured one of the showiest drops
The show-fceemed to please in vaudeville as a background for
Whiting and Burt is another com- top off.
patrons, but wasn't particularly an
denotes class
that
offering
bination that has discarded its pro- the
except as to quantity. throughout.
meritorious
The two boys show
satisfying
as
duction and are as
Business was decidedly off Monday speed, the saxophone player getting
The only remains of their night,
ever.
weather
the rain and cold
much comedy out of his Instru-

AMERICAN ROOF.held

The

first

half

bill

on the roof

—

*

iorihkt

i'*Hti&<i'J.i\

-»4T«<V6«Ha

Ik

.the

daWfJ to a

number keeping' thc-'ai:^'Vid.Ai;-C:
"money - money - monoy"
which George Whiting delivers as minimum.
The bill contained five comedy
capably as. ever. But for the rest,
which got over strongCute, pert, acts, two ofwere Howard and JackSadie Burl.
it is all
They
est
naive, winsome- -and a dozen other
on fourth and the
Acts)
son (New
superlatives, if one cares to conDixie POUT, a colored male quartet
tinue thinking up synonyms she
spot.
shut
to
next
in the
captives the bunch out front and
The colored harmonists were flat
then does tricks with 'em at her
considerably off key, but got
and
The same "baby talk" style
will.
strong with a dancing finish
and smile is winning the team new them was
good for several encores
admirers daily. Whiting as ever Is that
"fit" dance staged by all
through
a smooth straight for Miss Burt's four anda cleverly worked up. As

—

double numbers.
The Four Casting Campbells, one

of the best acts of
the show and held

its

kind, closed

dancers they do the usual "flash"
stuff faking the "wings" and other
difficult steps, but getting their hoofing across to louder acclaim than
George Primrose would receive in
similar circumstances.
Elwyn Trio (New Acts), a sterotyped small time xylophone turn
opened. The Casson Bros., ^vo male

ment

afia

lutir./v'in

nicely. Jn

|fea

ducts with Yvett.e

Blanche and Jimmie Crelghton. to a baritone with apparently little Albemarle got under way. The Alpop
plays
vaudeville,
with a rural comedy skit, knocked effort, putting over her selections bemarle
with equal skill. The booked by» the Fox office. Its
out a comedy hit in the next to In either voice
audience, hungry for something in vaudeville Is of the dyed-in-theclosing position. The comedy built
song, let thij young wool, small-time variety. The Flatup by this chap with the base viol the way of a
into the breach of chalk
proved sure fire as well as the woman step the bill. Les Keliors, bush prices are a bit over those of
of
up
the
hit
the Albemarle, but the natives eviFred and Al
other hick comedy.
their circus novelty, closed the dently figure the Flatbush show as
Smith on the rings closed the show- with
the turYi running a bit long worth it, as the Flatbush has been
show,
in tip top shape.
for a closing spot.
doing business and the Albemarle

playing principally to emptiness.
The Flatbush, with its high-class
vaudeville, is one form of opposiViola Dana, in "Puppets of Fate," tion the Albemarle has to contend
was the feature picture .of Greeley with. The Farragut, about a mile
Square Tuesday, reinforced by a down Flatbush avenue, is another.
very funny Christie comedy and the The Farragut is a picture house of
the type of the Strand or Kialto on
International News weekly.
The Albemarle is caught
The vaudeville contribution con- Broadway.
in between the two, making the two
sisted of half a dozen well selected
reasons
for its failure to draw since
which
pretentious
of
acts, the most
opening.
tabloid

LINCOLN SQ.
Good small-time vaudeville

GREELEY

avidly-

After a publisher's hirehad warbled one of his firm's
woman and
songs. Rose and Dell entered with
showed some reai;y thrilling stunts
their flirtation opening, and showed
which were judicially split up with
what developed into a hybrid act
a few comedy antics by the mime of
which embraced song, dance, gagthe combination. A solid barrage of
ging and cycle work. The gagging
applause rewarded the act on conand dancers, held the posi- proved most effective, the combinaclusion.
Why the act Is not with a singers
The tion of all four qualifying the team
tion next to the tra-.l blazers.
mammoth "big top" show is proba- boys
attired in alpaca suits as an A-l thri^e-daliy No. 1 turn.
were
bly their own say-so, but that's
The Crane Sisters (New Acts).
apmaking
neat
a
where they can shine as splendi- and straw hats,
No. 2, found the spot to their and
ferously— and more advantageously? pearance. Both qualified as clever the audience's liking.
Leigh De
rcperpleasing
showing
a
ancers,
than In vaudeville.
Lacey and Co. showed their farcelet
"A Perfect Crime." a new Allan Oire of soft shoe buck and eccentric next, to acceptable response. The
new
nothing
contained
that
pepping
Dwan production, was the feature
difficult but was neatly delivered, turn is carrying a new member in
film attraction.
It is reviewed in
couple of songs and a paper tear- the cast a henna'd miss who qualidetail in the motion picture section.
fies In her role.
ing bit completed the offering. They
Abel.
Farrell and Hatch, colored rathe aLl right for the present eomskeller
duo thar bespeaks strongly
any.
Margot and Francis, a man and of cabaret rearing, performed No. 4
and accepted an enon
the
program
oman comedy acrobatic pair, were
Virtually an all comedy show for
The male works in white core. Excluding one number, their
the first half, with at least six of the
ext.
songs
are
exclusive
and no doubt
eight acts standard or big time. face with baggy trousers a la Jimmy
The ropes were up by eight o'clock Rice, while the woman affects a written by Farrell, who Is a song
well
entertainer.
The
writer
as
as
Tuesday evening.
Pierrot costume. Ground /tumbling
Headlining the show and spotted with some excellent and difficult for- team annexed a hit of the evening.
The Kee Tom Four, a Caucasian
two turns away from closing was ward and backward hand? springs
the new Franker Wood and Bunee by the woman performed with a quartet despite the Oriental monWyde turn, in which the principals pair of stilts strapped to her legs, icker, topllned and tagllned the
They proved another subare supported by two players. "All formed the meat of the turn. They show.
stantial hit.
The men are dressed
Right Eddy" has been out for about did well in the notch.
gaudy Chinese costumes
in
typical
four months and has rounded to
Pollys' Pearls closed before interform.
The direct opposite of the mission. The turn holds a worthy and delivered their pop repertoire
class skits formerly conceived by idea, but the original dialog has masterfully.
Viola Dana in "Puppets of Fate"
the couple. "All Right Eddy" is all been so distorted that the lines aro
travesty or a series of them. It is all familiar. The idea Is a "dream" closed.
built for laughs and gets them. The affair.
The comic "stick up," the
house took to the red nosed, solemn juvenile in "one," but desists after
58TH ST.
visaged "soloist" who started old recognizing him as one of the mob.
The bill at the 58th Street, the
ballads during the costume and They decide for one more "job."
first half, fell short of the standard
scene changes. Use of the man is
The act goes to full stage where a for this house. The Tuesday evenan excellent idea and the humor of garden
fete is being given by a girl ing audience, which filled the theatre
it was appreciated from the start.
several girl friends. The crooks to near-capacity, remained in a coFor his final "number" Eddy started to
walk on and do some "pinching," matose condition during the major
sporting a falsetto to kidding from
switching a necklace from one to routine largely devoted to ballads.
the gallery. The Igaloo scene in the
Arctic was the first of the full stage the other for the usual complica- The girls should add a jazz number
tions.
"The "hick"' has some pure
bits, with a big laugh coming from
"gun" talk, but his
the opening chatter.
Wood is a unadulterated
gags
have
been carefully colall
cave man guy, she a barn arm
Eskimo who asks where are the lected during lay eft periods from
dogs that should be with his sledge. other acts. The girls are lookers
He replies he ate the last one at and sing and dance credibly. Th*i
Coney Island. Miss Wyde started turn is a worthy flash for- the three
showing duds as a lady caller to the a day. They liked it immensely on
shrine of the "Knights of the Blind the roof.
After intermission Paul Earl, with
Pig." She was resplendent as Empress Josephine, whom Napoleon a Uke and some ancient rhymes, put
had left flat In the care of his brig- over an old-fashioned single that
adier. Right off she asked him if he might have been written by Patrick
had anything on his .hip; he said Henry. A verse about a goat wan
yes, a strawberry mark. The finale, vulgar and in decidedly bad taste.
like the foregoing, is all for comedy A recitation in prose playing on the
and therefore not built as an ap- word "side" is another holdover
plause getter. The curtain speech from pre-historic days. TfTe finish
by Wood is better and gives the is a parody on a popular song, anturn a good exit.
other relic. They liked Karl *n the
Clark and Verdi were not envied roof for all that, and he took sevnext to closing.
Considering the eral healthy bows.
Wood and Wyd« turn was just
Kelso and Carlisle followed in
ahead, they pulled out a good score their talking and singing conceit
of laughs. The bit about the "Slavs" The special set seen around with
and "a hundred and thirty-five the turn was in evidence. Some of
street" went over but mildly, Indi- the songs sound "special," but the
cating strangers In the house. The dialog has lost most of its effeehistory bit, however, landed.
Beer tiveness through usage and transwas classed as history along with mission. Kelso is a neat worker
Bryan 'he's alive, but he's dead." and has a capable partner in Miss
The Wop comics eased off to fair Carlisle. The present vehicle is

them to a man.
child.
The quartet

accepted.
ling

was "Around the

SQ.

Clock,'* a

five girls, a male singer, a
leader, some very pretty drops and
effective
cyclorama not to menan
tion a wealth of fresh-looking cos-

with

I

I
'

1

.

most

Curry and Graham, mixed couple, showing
space.
much
vacant
devoting herself mostly to Neither of the two boxes, which
she
Scotch ditties and he to Irish, scored each seats about a dozen odd, conneatly with a competitive vocal of- tained a customer. The Albemarle
fering. The lady also does some ac- has a great orchestra for overceptable highland sling stepping. tures, selections, playing for the
Evelyn Phillips (new acts).
Phillips and Ebby, another mixed
couple, star.ted off as if they were
altogether too superior to be apprebut
three-a-day.
ciated
in
the
descended to the proper leve! and

went through with a bang.

Here

is

a pair of performers who might attain the heights of vaudeville. They
have class and their act starts off
with "an idea" that would seem
to be above the heads of the "common herds." Developed along other
lines it would class with the best
the two-a-day has to offer.

EYEfHQ!

ORl&INATORS Of

returns.

Mabel Berra was the class of the
show, spotted fifth. She now has
Harold Solomon as accompanist.
The latter Is a young pianist who
was liked. Mine Berra announced
his playing of Chopin's "Apolinalsc
Mllitalre."
She worked up "China
to excellent purpose at the
with high note finishes.
A
moment later she looked charming
in a frock of orange and black,
singing "Coo Coo" with flute variations.
The Galli Curci impression
at the finale made the house want

Rose"

start

more.

A number

of

bows,

then

thank*.

The

nut couple, Dunbar and
Turner, on just ahead, set a fast
pace. Something of a real surprise
came with the man's ballad solo.
His yodeling earlier gave promise of
a good voice. He proved it later,
flashing an unusual tenor. That was
the only thing in the art they didn't
kid about.
The capcrlngs brought
plenty of laughter, with eccentric
dancing at the close heartily applauded, and an earned encore resulted.
The act was a hit Iv has
been out for two or three years and
looks right for big lime bookings,
Holmes and Holliston. with their
homely, pleasing little skit, amused,
on third. The Van CN 116a opened,
billed double, it reading "Van Cello
and Mary." The latter traces the
turn with her smiles and clothes.
The man with his dextrous foot
Jugglery drew a good band. Rodero
and Marconi No. 2 (New Acts).
K luting's Entertainers closed the
This
iliow and held the house
curious animal mixture, of dogs and

for the

small time, but will
have to be renovated or replaced
for the big time bills.
Foley and Mason, the male hand
balancers, closed In a good routine
of lifts and throw ups. The understander is a strong physical specimen and handles his top mounter as
though he were a feather.
They
interested throughout.
The feature picture got on about
10:25 p. m.
Co*.

k.

o.

for loges

pretentious
tumes.
It
flash for a three-a-day house.
Lew Hoffman, a juggler with comedy chatter, has an unoriginal routine of running conversation and a
Perhaps he doesn't
special drop.
is

FIFTH AVE.

—

When the Albemarle opened It
had a night scale of 75 cents top

und boxes, 55 cents for the
reserved orchestra section, 45 cents
for the balcony and 35 cents for rear
balcony. This included the war tax.
After two or three weeks of bad
business, the scale was lowered, the
cut prices, including war tax, being
60 cents for loges and boxes, 45
cents for orchestra reserved, 45
wish to modernize his patter. He cents for balcony and 25 cents for
talks the language of the proletariat rear balcony. These prices are now
and hence is a good small-timer. effective. The cut apparently has
But his juggling is good enough to not had the effect of increasing
be surrounded by talk far superior business.
and more up-to-date than he is
Tuesday night the orchestra secusing.
tion was half filled, with the balcony

—

—

,

I

fair

pictures,

23d STREET.

When

it

comes

to

The house

Itself

somehow seems

to lack atmosphere.
Straight pictures, with the present high-class
orchestra, would appear to be the
answer, if it Is to do business. It
doesn't appear to have a chance
with its present style of entertainment.
BclL

WEAVER BROS.

"FOLLIES" OPPOSING

The

The uu

etc.

playing for vaudeville it lacks considerable that a vaudeville orchesThere are 28
tra should have.
pieces ir. the orchestra.
The muprogram given each half
sical
should be an attraction In itself, but
somehow Flatbush doesn't seem to
fall for *he musical thing.
The seats in the middle section
of the ...chestra are improperly
pitched, making it difficult to get a
good view of the stage. This may
also figure as a detriment to busiThere are 1,498 seats on the
ness.
orchestra floor and 944 in the single
balcony, making, with the box and
loge scats, a total capacity of 2,733.
Ed. Manley Is the house manager.
The theatre Is well conducted,
courteous attendants, etc.
The first half bill included the Al
Golem Troupe, acrobats; Curtis and
Fitzgerald, mimics; "Just a Thief,"
Hughie
a melodramatic sketch;
Clark, a monologist; the Maxlne
Dancers; a Vita comedy, News
Weekly and Pearl White In "Know
Your Men," a Fox feature picture.
Hughie Clark went over with his
talk and pleased with his songs,
but the smallness of the audience
precluded the possibility of any act
getting very much in the way of
applause.
Considering the handicap Clark did splendidly.
The
Golem Troupe opening, worked veryhard also, and secured appreciation
for their perch tricks. A first-class
silent act this.
Curtis and Fitzgerald,
second, entertained with
Imitations of steamboat whistles,
barnyard denizens, etc,
"Just a
Thief" is the sketch Joseph Byron
Totten formerly played. It will do
for the small houses.
The Maxine
Dancers, a Russian turn, pleased
with a variety of stepping.

originators of hand saw muaic. It may be because we are
originators or Just because we have an entertaining act that New York
has taken so kindly to us. Always in the last half of the bill and always
a hit. This week (April 18). Alhamlua, New York; then in this order—
Hamilton, n«?w York-; orpheum, Brooklyn*; Colonial. New York; EaUsCE

n± the. 221 fltreet lb- fl'-.st
half
quite outdid anything t heYORK, and back home to Arkansas.
house has shown In some time, the
show lining up as a big time entertainment,
displaying
class
In
or two for the pop houses. The Hues
Fisher and Lloyd, blackface comespots that could do Justice to the
the finish, with ukeleles, did not dians, singing and sidewalk conbigger houses.
Monday evening's for
havo
the necessary punch to place versation, have a routine about
business was up to the standard turn
to them the way they wished
with a row of standees in evidence which made the offering lose much "dyeing for a living," which is still
worth while, but such ancient gags
throughout the performance.
of its effectiveness.
as "I painted a chicken, threw it in
Barnes and Sullivan, a mixed team
The Thorton Sisters, two well- the waste basket and it hud there"
on the rings, opened the show. The groomed girls. No. 2 did a song
j a lo.
couple are cf the old school and portion, showing but little sign of arc not.
carried the spot a'ong satisfactorily. enthusiasm.
The Bradnas, with
Emnntt's Song Shop. No. U, with a hat throwing, opei.ed to fair reman and woman handling Irish turns. The couple appeared to have
The Albemarle is located on Flatnumbers before s special drop, got difficulty in making the hats re- bush avenue and Albemarle
road,
away nicely with the song routine.
the girls ir. tie hit column and Brooklyn, in the section of BrookRuth Robinson and Co, in -Wid- should be shelved for something of lyn known su old Flatbush.
The
ow by Proxy," (New aets) scored more value.
house is controlled by I h« Fox inone of the laughing hits of the
Jim, the skating and wrestling terests through some sort of leasevening with a vehick that appears bear, took down the first honors', ing arrangement with 'he Albemarle
to Have a good chance in the '.< h h credited with the com ed y hit.
Th< T heatre Corporation, which built jt.
ranks.
Lew Hilton and
Ned ore of the plants for the wrestling The building syn d icat e was eons"Clothes' Norton provided a com- bit brought the house to life with posed of local business men, .nedy knockout with Hilton's bur- laughs aplenty. A No. 3 spot proved cludlr.g the firm of Barr Bros., a relesque comedy bringing substantial easy sailing for the turn. Matthews
tad liquor concern, ta^d to have been

NEW

ALBEMARLE.

(Continued from page 14)

had favorable write-<ips, Faversham
rejoining cast in this city following

death of wife. Not likely to stay
\onfry hvl t*. .opening \a any criterion should make money for three,
even four, weeks. "Adam and Eva"
thudded terribly, and went out to
less than $7,500.
"The Son -Daughter" (Garrick, 3d
week). Downstairs drew good, but,
with big overhead, not a whirlwind
from box-office standpoint. Generally
compared unfavorably with
Utile's "Tiger-Rose," About $10,500.
"Dream Street" (Chestnut Street
Opera House). Indications arc that
this one will be no "Way l»own
Blast" or "Ihrth of a Nation" in popularity here. Plenty of snow opening night.
Critics treated if well.
$1.60 fop. "Whirl of the Town''
closed tamely at $12,000.
"Girl in the Spotlight* t Walnut.

Has
1st

week). Switched

when "Opportunity"

In

suddenly

MfVvered. Will
stay one week, and looks to
make a good showing In that time.
Owen Davis' melodrama did about

only

$6,000.

VARIETY

21
zvx.

bany and bought the Kenmore hotel,
which he conducted until 190«, when
he leased it to the Duffy Malt
Whisky Company of Rochester and
went to New York City, where he
opened the old Albany Hotel at 41st
street and Broadway. It was while
running the Albany hotel he conceived the idea of having guests at
dinner entertained by professionals
and he opened the famous old Col-

CABARETS
Paul Salvm, as proprietor of the choreaa

named defendant

Is
Little Club.
$10,000 damage suit

In

by Alfred P.
of the restaurant on
*rrier, a patron
of November 25 last,
tl* morning
was
w hen the plaintiff alleges "he prowithout any
and
unjustifiably
brutally assaulted and
vocation
beaten by waiters, attendants and

thenand

attache*

there,

Dancing Humph-

efforts.

reys whlrlwlnded themselves into
the highest favor of the evening.
These young steppers manage to
get every one's attention, show
complicated
but
well
executed
dances and bring down a bombardment of applause. They are a good
bet for a production.

lege Inn, the first cabaret in this
country.
Mr. Murphy originating
the Idea, and from then on being
known as the "Father of the Cabaret in America"

employed

by and under "the con tiol of the defendant"
Trier estimates his Injuries at

The
show

due Charles

chorus girls are

all

was not long befor* cabarets

It

credit for this well directed
is

DolL
His similar to the College Inn were
good looking opened all over New York, In Chi-

and work without a hitch.
The cago, Philadelphia, New Orleans,
orchestra accompanies the regular Denver, San Francisco and other
cities in the country.
Mr. Murphy
Touring the cafes, seems to be shows and plays dance music in was running
the College Inn at the
between. Whity Droberg, the leadthe latest occupation or fad for
time
he
was
appointed
stakeholder
musical comedy companies at At- er, has gotten a slx-plece orchestra for the Johnson -J effries
fight.
Revived about three that stands up with the best. It
lantic City.
He returned to Albany In 1916 and
weeks ago by one of the Boardwalk consists of Whity Droberg, Earl
again
took
over
the proprietorship
astabllshments, the competition for English, V. White, M. Teller, H.
to become the Kooden and J. Votava. If politic- of the New Kenmore hotel.
entire companies
their hands off, Ike
•guests" of various proprietors has ians keep
The Mullan-Gage State prohibiThe only thing that prom- Bloom's place will make a terrible
set In.
the
lees to bring the "special nights" to nick in the Loop Hound's bank roll. tion enforcement laws passed
last
week of the Legislature at the
number
days
of
the
in
the
is
halt
a
LeRoy Smith's dance orchestra, demand of Governor Nathan L. Milweek. "June Love" finds its members attaining the present maxi- which is well known throughout ler are being given their first test
mum of engagements, they being the middle west and especially at Ithaca, where legal action was
announced
and
advertised around Detroit, has come east at begun this week to determine the
the
$10,000.

"guests" on four occasions.

suggestion

the

Bert

of

constitutionality of the dry acts. Attorney John D. Collins, counsel for
a defendant in a liquor law case,
announced that he would carry It to
the Appellate Division of the Su-

Williams,

The Cafe de Paris, operated by and will play an engagement at the
Beaux Arts, Philadelphia,
Joe Ward, a former actor, and Cafe
The band comRalph Harris, Is offering a new- starting- May 2.
prises
10 colored boys and they
revue, called "Cafe de Paris on
were
booked
dance place in
at
the
Tour." Ten girls take part in the
production which has hern .staged Philly by Jenie Jacobs'.
by Earle Lindsay. The revue comes
on four times nightly.
Dr. John A. Harriss, known as
was to
Martin's Cafe has been entirely "Commissioner Harriss,"
rebuilt with a new interior decor- open his restaurant to be known as
ative schema.
A two story orches- "The Ship Flotilla" last (Thursday)
night. The "Ship" is located on
tral stage has been cleared at the
end of the floor, carrying the build- 5 5 1 h street and Sixth avenue on
ing on new cross beams ar.d a the plot formerly occupied by the
touch of urban 1st ic stylo In large New York Board of Health buildThere are four so-called
birds and plain colors has been ing.
effected from the new entrance way "decks" on the lower floor while
the upper story is divided into five
to the recesses of the room.
The Three Bowers, a trio of ball rooms and dining rooms to be

preme Court with

the Garden Pier this
week, as a special feature in addition
to Nick Nichols* orchestra,
which furnishes dance music in the
for

big ball

room.

Ike
Bloom's
Mid-nite
Frolics
(formerly Frieberg s) opened again

though politics threatened to close
permanently this popular night life
rendezvous.
The place has been
redecorated. It has always drawn
a select clientele of loop hounds,
and on the opening its loyal supporters came en masse to welcome
again a place where fine food, fine
shows and old-time hospitality are
offered.
Bloom himself has a host

and admirers, and it was
come anywhere near
accommodating the crowds. Those

of friends

Two
for private functions.
orchestras will be employed on the
main floor, one to supply the dance
music, the other being in the nature of a concert combination of
five pieces.
Yerke's "3. S. Irresistable" orchestra, Columbia graphaphone record makers, comprising
12 men, will play for the dancers
between 4 and 6 in the afternoons
and from 10:30 to closing in the
evenings. The second orchestra will
play during the. luncheon and dinner hours. Doctor Harriss plans to
make the establishment a 52 weeks'
proposition, and Theodore, formerly connected with the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel for eight years, will have
Lou Shurr excomplete charge.
pects to be present nightly.

>

in favor than ever before. In for three days at the Hippodrome,
turn he has taken pains to merit filling in for Joe Jackson who was
his friends', admirers' and tran- out owing to illness.
sients'
patronage by giving the
best that is in him.
Robert P. Murphy, proprietor of
Bloom has a
place ho is rightfully proud of, and the New JCenmore hotel, Albany
It need not take its hat
off to any N. T., and known as the "Father of
competitor.
the Cabaret in America," died early
The show, proper, is divided into Saturday morning after an illness
four parts. The first frolic goes on of several weeks in his living apart*t 11:15, the second at 12:15, the ment in the hotel.
Ills wife and
third at 1:15 and the last at 2:15. three sons, Robert, Jr., Harry and
On Sunday a special show goes on Augustus and his daughter, Dorothy
*t
and 8. Bach is different in Murphy, were at the bedside when
numbers, costumes and specialties. the end came.
He was 53 years
Between shows May Smylie and old. He was one of the best known
Vera Welch entertain with songs, hotel men in the United States, havBloom having solved the problem of ing been in the hotel business since
giving his patrons continuous en- a young man, and owned and optertainment and keeping them in erated at different times some of
between shows.
Isahelle Jason is the most widely known hostelries in
°ne of the features of the show. America.

more

high

in

ment

was widely
also
sporting circles, acting as

Murphy

Mr.

known

in

self.

M

j

;

etakeht tides at inam morting events.
particularly boxing DOUtS and horse
races in the Bast. Mr. Murphy was
His
born in Buffalo June 2, I
was the BdlSon in
hotel
first
Schenectady, now operated jointly
Mr.
as a hotel and K. of 6. homOi
Murphy sold it after being in bustHe then!
ness there about a year.
\v« nt back to Buffalo, where he conducted a hotel, and later went to
the St
;<<u\ r n< ur, where he in
'

Ottilie

donna,
Corday,
prima
drew much interest with her various numbers and proved popular.
In stature she is an ingenue, in
voice a Galli-Curci.
the opposite of what

She

is

just

one expects

to

fi nd
In an all-night
cabaret, and
therefore sets out like a small but
William ruby.
Amelda Victoria,
ir-gonuo. Uid very well vith
her
Made-to-order numbers. Dei Bates,
soubrette, with her Animated per-

sonality.

up
Ja(

tho

K ot going early and

good

impressions

kept

made.

O'Malley, Juvenile, is
fine
Performer, and
has a resonant,
Pleasing volet which carries to all
l "s
of the house and adds to it
J*
jW
knowing how to wear clothes.
Chona Paula, dansuese, drew many
r «unds
ot applause with her terpsi'<

Ml

j

j

j

f

<

Lawn

in

o Inn.

!;,

-it

It

(

'ity,

i.dolph.

where

new

\h<

ho went lo Atb<

v

la .•<•

<i

Iti'aK'-is.

I

!.'•

for

i

,

then went \o
'I
lh«* lie-;
\\ isliiriBton and condoi
While
season*.
for
five
peril there
in the National Capital he QWncd a
alstable of good horses and \\
ways interested in racing.
In 1900 Mr. Murph\ went to Alt

.,

i

».

pen sons

rfe

i

<

.

Fifth

Avenue restaurant

i

to take the Farm for him- Kaffenbcrg and William Werner,
The Healy Farm with Nick who are still there. Mr. Kaffenberg

in sole control will have Its season's Is interested in a road place near
opening April 29. It's on the Central the Delaware Water Gap and may
(Jerome) avenue road to White give his attention to that. Mr. Werner is also interested In tho Chateau
Flalns.
Lauricr at City Island, with Keller.
Werner
will manage the Chateau
The Canadian liquor dealers are
this summer.
Keller Intends lookin a panic Just now. The Dominion
ing after his Canoe Inn at Good
Government will take over the liquor
Grounds
during
tho hot spell.
selling May 1 In the Province of
Maxim's lias been a gold mine for
Quebec and will license agents to
years.
ninny
the decline of
With
s <iJ'. „ £ licensed agent wJ/i probably
through probe paid around $1,800 yearly by the restaurant-' IniatotM
gross and
Government and have no control. hibition, it receded in the
the drab summer in si«ht the
with
By May 1 all present Canadian
decided to write the
management
liquor venders must stop selling and
aro privileged at that tlmo to turn finish.
Maxim's holds the record of being
their stock to the Government at
•

Tbls has already reactual cost.
sulted in a cut rate scale up there
to reduce stocks. Scotch, any brand,
at the border may be bad for around
|M a case in 200 ease lots, more or
Canadian dealf »». b. border.
.

Prom Gouverneur

The new

which Will be operated by
e Salcame back into its own when vlns with a society name used in
connection
with
the place will not
Bloom opened his new Mldnlte
Frolics in
Chicago.
Bloom has be opened until the fall. The proptransformed his place until 4t looks erty, which Is at 62d street adjoinlike a California summer cottage, ing Hick son's, was Increased this
all redecorated, polished up until week by the purchase of an adjoin*
one couldn't tell it from new. Fully Ing building.
1,000 people were turned away. A
The oabsret bookings by Billy
representative bunch of well wishers from every walk of life at- Curtis for Atlantic City in.
de the
tended.
Bloom has a host of Oakland Sisters, Olive Hill. Eva
Dowling,
Jack
White, Llla Leanora,
friends, who were there to see the
place, get back Into the running of Miss Major and Charlie Cheater,
the night-life It has always led Beaux Arts; Harry Glynn, Pearl
Frank, Vera Griffin, Marcelle and
here.
A revue worthy of any cafe either Ethel Dobson, Blacks tone; Gillette
Sisters Fred Woodward and Co..
In" New York 0? Chlcago~~made u 8
Initial bow.
Bloom has found the Esther Ingraham. Lucille Harrison,
Dixie
Brown, Cafe de Paris; Evelyn
winning combination to hold patHeld, Gloria Hilderbrand, Colleea.
rons between shojvs. It consists of
O'Hara, Flo Radcllffe and Amy Lesplenty of dance music and when
ter, Moulin Rouge.
they get tired of dancing numbers
Ike Bloom's (formerly Freiberg's)

him

told

j

a cabaret entertainer

|

A new floor revue at the Marlborough,
New York, is entitled
"Cheer Up," staged by Victor Hyde
and Al Davis. The show is headed.
by Alice Howard, Jack A;idison.
Velma Young and Brownie, with a
chorus including Pearl Clark. Josie
Edwards, Patricia King, "Bual.M
May, Lottie Franklin and Addio
Hcnsley.
Lennio Nelsons Jazz-aRagg Four, including Parry Phillips, Frank Reino. and Louis Salmeme, supply the music for both
show and dancing. The grill remains unufer the management of
Charles M. Glelcher.

'

Brown Brothers, with "Tip Top,**
who came early saw one of tr may go in the "Midnight Frolic"
for
a few weeks during the sumcabaret shows ever produced.
Those coming after midnight, and mer. The Marigold Gardens, Chithey were in the hundreds, were cago, would like the boys again
ebliged to call some other evening. this summer, but as the Stone show
Every
possible
demonstration opens in Chicago around Labor Day
was shown to prove to Bloom that they were not allowed to play that
his place, built more like a cottage city prior to this engagement Last
Brothers doubled
In California than a cabaret,
is week the Brown

is

void.

increase sooner qr later the retail
price, Instead of lowering it, according to tho dealers. The Government plan of distribution Is to section Montreal, with any resident
permitted to purchase one bottle
and no more in one day. with tho
purchase obligatory In the district
the purchaser resides In. The purpose seems to be three-fold, to
prevent shipments In bulk outside
the Province which might mean the
States, and also protect Canadians
against phony liquor. Peculiarly as
It
may sound and with the best
Scotch selling now at $3 in Montreal,
with rye at $2.50, they ore still bootlegging north of the line.

are sung by two girls that do not
The Beaux Arts (Majestic Hotel).
figure In the revue.
The show
proper goes on three times each Philadelphia, installed a new show
this
week, including Hess and Benevening, starting at 6:30 and ending
the first frolic at 8, then coming nett, Georgia Howard. Ruth Curtis
Emily Earl. (Curtis.)
and
Governor Miller* » prohibition en- on for what they call the short
forcement bill designed to assist dis- show from 10:30 to 11, and then
trict attorneys In New York county from 11:30 to 1.
Each of the
Ths Bluebird Cafe, in the Van
was recommitted in the Senate dur- frolics is different, in numbers, Nuys Hotel, Los Angeles, has preing the dying hours of the State wardrobe
and specialties.
Ten sented a new vaudeville program as
Legislature at Albany Saturday chorus girls are used with some part of the E. Q. Woods Revue of
night. The chorus of "ayes" left no striking wardrobe.
1921. The principals are Ogden and
doubt In the mind of Lieutenant
Isabelje Jason Is the feature, and Benson, Norbury and Gould, Misses
Governor Jeremiah Wood that the has now blossomed forth as a bal- Cowan and Ray, Jess Mendelson,
"wets" were decidedly in the ma- lad singer besides her shimmy Charlotte Dawn and Larravee and
jority.
After the chamber voted to dancing. She scored an easy hit. Vlrden.
send the measure back to committee
Ottella Corday. a miniature prima
by a viva voce vote, Senator Clay- donna, is a sure "comer." She has
Brandy seems to be about the
ton It. Lusk, Republican leader in
a sweet soprano and rang the bell lowest quoted nowadays of any of
the Upper House, remained motionfor a bull's eye on every appear- the hard liquors.
The most recent
less in his seat, not even asking for
ance. The Dancing Humphreys, In quotation on Hennessy or Martell
a roll call. The announcement was
(is
fast whirlwind specialty, stood three-star was |76 a case
a
greeted with a loud cheer. Nobody
the gang on Its ears and had to bottles). Reputed good gin is held
defended the bill.
take encore after encore before at about $60 a case.
"This bill is to correct what
were satisfied. They both
everybody knew," said Minority the guests
youth with
Leader James J. Walker, "that it have appearance and
Trucks thst may contain booze
Jack O'Malley, a can be seen ofttimes at a distance
would require an additional force of marked ability.
nlftlly dressed Juvenile, sang a re3.000 men to enforce the prohibition
from New York driving along with
put his
laws In New York City. This bill sounding baritone and
two men on the front seats holdwith a sureness and ing guns across their laps while
denies the right of the violator in numbers over
returns.
New York City to a trial by Jury, poise that made for
the back seat will have a couple of
Amelda Victoria, a dancing, sing- more with similar guns. Trailing
while a violator up-State has that
Chona
did
nicely.
ingenue,
ing
right. I move to recommit the bill.the truck often is a roadster car
The motion prevailed in such a Paula, Harry Keesler, Jean Victoria with a couple of moro with similar
those on the trucks
decisive manner that the Lieuten- and Vera Welch are the other prin- guns.
If
ant Governor did not even ask the cipals. The orchestra, which need were asked the object of the arsenal
not take Its hat off to any dance they might reply they were taking
opposition to express itself.
orchestra in town, is in charge of no chances on "stick-up men," or
Drobeggs, and hffs Earl they might say nothing at alL PeoNick Prouins has taken over "Whltey"
Morris ple In that vicinity could advise an
White,
Victor
Healy's Farm at Hartsdale, N. Y.. English,
Bob Koodln and Robert Vo- Inquirer that there are a large numfor the summer.
Tom Healy and Teltes,
tava. It plays both for dancing ber of sheriffs and deputy sheriffs,
Nick easily arrived at terms. Mr.
pro- besides other locals and not a few
Healy substantially confirmed his and the revue. Charles Dowl
show.
It looks like a revenue men possibly that grow
opinion of his manager by telling duced the
If
pol- exceedingly curious over a truck on
Bloom,
for
Ike
Nick to make his own terms. Mr. good summer
again.
the highway.
It Is a fact when
Prouins has managed Healy's Farm itics don't Interfere
trucking in the north assumed large
since It opened and made the enMaxim's closes this Saturday and proportions that various rough
joyable farm resort one of the exclusive places of the road arounl probably for all time under tho necks of local towns the trucks had
management. Julius Keller, to pass through would gather at th*
present
New York for the summertime. In
winter Nick has done equally good who established Maxim's several outskirts of the village, stop a truck
work at Healy's Golden Glades. This years ago, recently retired as an and, If held what thoy thought It
summer Nick had several proposals officer of the corporation operating did, take it for themselves. In those*
Associated with Mr. days a truck held a driver only as a
and with a desire to strike out for the place.
himself, he informed* his boss, who Keller In the past have been Walter rule and without a gun.

best

She

and

declared it is beyond the power
of the State to enforce prohibition
since it surrendered that power to
the Federal Government when the
eighteenth amendment was ratified.

impossible to

favor and playing a return engage-

contention

He

women trumpeters, has been en- used
gaged

the

that the State law is null

It starts liquor selling.
That with The Cafe Savnrln people are said
an expensive plan of operation will to have secured iL

ers Will tell in any quantity at almost any price above that quotation
To;frw <l< li'j ry within fiOO mile I

The Dominion GovMontreal,
ernment expects that its supervision
of the Mquor will ensure its quality
and lower the retail prh e, but the
present Vendors disagree over the
They say the Dominion will
price.
havo lnve ted three millions before
«>f

the

first

restaurant

Kive a floor .show.

It

;

.

Dan Sherman has rented his ho,'irni
cottages at Sherman I^ake,

tel

to the

sembly for concurrence and it was
referred to tho Rules Committee,
where it was killed and failed to
reach the Lower House for a vote.

The

bill

provided for the Hc«

ing of all persons
business of selling

engaged

In

ris-*

the

of adother places

tickets

mission to theatre and
of amusement.
America to
was produced "Shavings" snd "Smilin'

since, many "f th"tn.
The present
there will close with
«f <->\v
K!k< l«
the hi) ••.

,

Albany, April 20.
After the theatre ticket scalper*'
Introduced by Senator Charles
W. Walton of Kingston passed the
Senate without a dissenting vote
Friday night. It did not fare well
Saturday when it went to the As-

bill

in

by Percy Blkelc*. Mr. Blkeles has
produced all of Maxim's revues

N. V

SPECULATING BILL KILLED.

Koth Restaurant Co.

"

Closing.

"Shavinps" closes its season in
Chicago May 1 and plays the "Subway Circuit'* around New York before concluding Its season.
Jane Cowl In "Smilin' Through"
concludes her season at the Bronx
The pt<
opera house April 30.
opened .luly 18 last in Denver.

which is to be
Joe 8olly and Al Jacob}, manager
basement of the new and business mannger of the Prosis reported as
pect, will be given a benefit by the

The restaurant
Installed in the

Loew-St.ite Building
bav.n^ been leased S(

$ 16,000

yearly.

Blaiey stock

at

that hoi *c

May

jj.

VARIETY

Friday, April 22, 192!
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STOCKS

By ALICE

CLOTHES

(Continued from page 16)
good, Beulah Bondy, Florence Murphy, Elizabeth Black and Howard
Harry Sothern and Eugene
Hill,

FRILLS AND FASHIONS
MAC

Stockdale.

IN PICTURES

Stately as ever Elsie Ferguson Is in "Sacred and Profane Love," but
Miss Ferguso*
is to Conard Nagel that must go the first honors.
wore gowns that were neat and showed excellent taste.

it

Albany, April 20.
eo-staning ©f
•'Clair do T.une," at the Empire, means nothing; but the
me'ancholy
Proctor's Harmalfua Bleecker Hall
Ethel and John Barrymore means much. Mr. Bin -rymore has a
New
so
stage,
on
the
gloomy
been
years
has
he
on Washington street opened Its
role, but for the last few
Yorkers arc quite accustomed to it. His love scene with Violet Kemple new policy here today with summer

Cooper was the

limit.

Queen*
£th*2 Rax-i yrnore. couldn't be otherwise than charming, and as the
she was superb. The white wig worn enhanced Her beauty* ».
with
costume
period
In the first act Miss Barrymore carried her early
of the
grace and dignity. So much couldn't be paid of other members
manage. Mips Barrycast, who found the cumbersome skirts difficult to
velvet. In the
more's dress was of unite satin with a court train of red
had
an enormously long
negligee
velvet
red
flaming
second act a gorgeous
panels. Fur edged
train while the sleeves were hung with kimono-like
delicate shade
the front. Another negligee worn in the last act was of a
The long
ruffles.
lace
of
petticoat
over
a
worn
chiffon
of orchid pink
train was embroidered in small wreaths of flowers.
scene
undressing
an
gracefully.
In
Miss Cooper carried her costumes
he, with three maids, amused the audience when long plumed garters
were displayed. Miss Cooper's first dress was all black. The negligee
worn during the love scene was of gold cloth made long and straight.
Bed slippers adorned her bare feet. Another costume of red taffeta had
large black and gold medallions. A* a costume production nothing more
elaborate has ever been seen In New York. That is the impression one
carries away from the Empire Theatre.
No
If the play gets over it will have to credit that to the Bnrrymores.
one could possibly carry so dull a theme, although Miss Barrymorc's every
line

was

delicious

1

}-

sarcastic.

Outside of Lew Kelly ihere was very little to the show at the. Columbia
Mr. Kelly, as always, is amusing as the dope, but the show
last week.
could do with some more comedy of a different strain.
Of the women Kathleen Oden stands out with her dancing, from Russian steps to toe. Her black sequin frock was attractive with its short
Sleeves did not play a part in this costume, but
skirt, wired at the hips.
upon one wrist a large circle of black chiffon and sequins was worn.
One set of costumes worn by the girls was very striking. The show
girls were in black velvet, draping into a train at the side, with the end
caught to the wrist. A large bird (the same as one sees on the powder
by the name of Jonteel) decorated one side of the gown. The Ponies were
In costumes of the same coloring, but their's being short, with blue
panties showing beneath the skirt. Their military uniforms, of green
satin, trimmed with gold braid, and white satin, which showed through the
slits down the front, looked well.
Margaret Haven, a nice-looking brunet, showed to advantage in a semicrinoline of yellow taffeta that had the skirt consisting of narrow frills,
and the bodice plain. Simpler was a white pleated skirt with the short
Jacket of pale blue that matched the sash and hat.

-

Before entering the Palace Theatre this week one wondered if the
possibly be as good as it appeared in billing, but one's fears
soon vanished;, H wa s a corking good £nterlai«me«t from -start. to Jlnish.
Anderson and Yvel. billed "Trying to Please," certainly d d that and
then some, with their clever skating, and the Palace crowd wouldn't be
content before they had taken a final bow after numerous others. Miss
Yvel was cute In her short dress of white satin frills with its little bodice
of black velvet.
Claire Whitney Is wearing a new gown since last seen. Although it la
In the same black satin, with the top quite plain, the skirt has jet beads
forming fringe that hangs from the waist line, while at the side the satin
*
Is looped in bows.
What a sweet offering is "The Choir Rehearsal," with Sallie Fisher in
her crinoline of flowered material, with orange wrap and blue ruching
It tells a pretty story of the
for an edging and a bonnet to match.
maiden who lives in a very narrow-minded town, and who longs to see
more of the world and its gay doings, which, of course, shocks the village
folk.
Miss Fisher was charming as the maiden and the harmony, espe-

show could

—

The house has been

stock.

entirely

remodeled.

The Fas»otfc Players are the *5*
traction, the opening being "Adam
and Eva." The bill will be changed
weekly. Among the cast are Pierre
Walk ins, Mildred Cheshire. Walter
Beth

Connolly,

.Malcolm

Merrill,

Fassett, Julia Morton, Ercl Dress-

and Nedda Harrigan.

ier

The former policy of Harmanus
was straight pictures with an occasional concert act.
at Albany
start in their

The Fassett Players
got

a

to

off

flying

premiere at Proctor's Harmanus
They had
Bleecker Hall Monday.
the good fortune in choosing a
that

vehicle

sent

literally

them

"over the top" in "Adam and Eva,"
a new comedy of modern American
life,
by Guy Bolton and George
Middleton. The company registered
hit at the opening performance, and promises to be very popular with Albany playgoers.
They
will present dramatic and musical
stock at the Hall until next fall.

a big

May

ing

The Miles

Players, opening

May

9

at the Academy, Scranton, in "Turn
to the Right," will include Mary
Daniel, Herman Cripps, Lee Smith,

John McCabe, Clara Beyers; Edwin
Fosbcrg,
stage
director;
Stuart
Becbe, assistant stage director, and
Gilbert Sackaman, scenic artist.
Mildred "Wayne has signed to appear with the E. H. Bobbins stock
company, now playing in Toronto,
Cam, for Ingenue- roles, opening

Mav
May

9

Miss

Wayne

has been in pictures
and previous to

for the past year

was a member

that

"Tea

of the

for

Three" company.

Step Lively. Girls;'

«ri

tile Coluimf.iar,- Is lively- all .the,

tim c.

Its

10 years.

veiled with
net heavily
red rose at

were

under

York, will succeed Florence Eldridge
(Mrs. Howard Rumsay) as leading
woman of the Knickerbocker players at the Empire, Syracuse, N. Y.

Howard Rumsey Is lessee of the
house and manager of the company.
The change takes place* May 2,
when
Miss
Eldridge
goes
to
Rochester as leading

Manhattan Players.

woman

of the

Donald Foster,

last season's Juvenile of the Knickers, also joins the local company

May

2.

Bad Conditions in England.
George M. Cohan has called off
his proposal to send an American
company to Jxindon to appear in
"The Tavern" this summer, due to
the unsettled conditions in the British metropolis.

Virginia

Earl©

Had

Virginia Earle,
A.
Erlanger's

U

Bebe Daniels' acting is one of the outstanding features of an otherwise
"Ducks and Drakes." It Is the splend'd acting of the cast
makes the picture worth while.

light picture,

that

Miss Daniels favored the short skirt In nearly all her dresses, but as
she Is the possessor of a trim ankle, which was incased In dainty hose,
the high skirt line Is becoming. One of the frocks worn was made rather
of silver and velvet bands alternating.
Two handsome fur coats
displayed by Miss Daniels, during the pictures. The first was moleskin, made cape fashion, while the other was sealskin, squirrel forming
a deep half way down the coat, matching the bell shaped cuffs and
choker collar. The star wears an exquisite evening gown of silver sequins
as her wedding dress. It has a sweeping train. A huge bow of net was
the only trimming, its ends Joining the train.
A negligee that would always find favor in any boudoir had graceful
lines.
The foundation was dark velvet, made quiet plain, Inclined to be
somewhat high waisted. For the honeynoon, which consisted of a ride
around the block, "Then home James," Miss Daniels wore a two piece
frock of black panne velvet, with ermine as a decoration.

way were

to

Postpone.

engaged

"Two

to Join
Little Girls

In Blue" and to have taken up the
role last week In Boston, was forced
Moore is a dainty little person who knew a thing oi two about to postpone the opening, due to a
She looked like a great big kiddie in her rompers of blue, sudden illness.
dancing.

Patti

swinging on a rocky horse for her number, Toyland, with the girls attired
as wooden dolls. The girls wore pretty frocks of jade green crepe de
chine, made quite plain, with the bodice having the shawl collar effect.
Upon their locks tains of the same shade were Worn with flowers as
pom-poms.'
For the Opening of the second net the girls Were in bathing miita of
bright green satin that had lacings at the fides, with caps to match, in
one set of costumes the girls reminded one of peppermint candy sticks,
with the dresses of white and red stripes.
Sweet was Margie Wilson for her number, "Maid of Orleans," in a
suit of biaek velvet, with the hat in the shape of a jockey cap, ti.< girls
also wore black velvet, having a frilling of lace round the collar.

Norma Talmadge's latest release, "The Passion Flower," Is not a onepart picture. Courtenay Foote, as Esteban, the step-father, is equally
prominent. Eulalle Jensen, as the mother, gave an effective performance,
in fact, the whole cast couldn't have been bettered. The fault is when, as
the brothers, to avenge their younger brother's death, shoot Norbert who,
they are convinced, is the murderer, their rifles are pointed in tho air.
wbile-Jiorberria shot ii^the_8hqulder
Miss Talmadge s role does not call for elaborate dfesscsv Sheets in the
usual clothes worn by the peasants in Spain, where the action takes
place. For the betrothal ceremony she wore a handsome shawl of white,
patterned with tiny black flowers, which covered a plain white frock,
while decorating her bobbed locks were little wreaths of flowers worn

full

Negotiations

chorus

her gowns,

May Allison opportunity for special
it doesn't.
The story concerns a frivolous wife
realizes her selfishness until" hubby has to resort to forgery
to gratify one of her extravagrances. Then she says, "Oh why did you
do it?" Of course all ends well, with wife turning over a new leaf, and
darning friend husband's socks, Instead of buying new.
This rather thankless role falls upon May Allison, whose wardrobe is
not nearly as attractive as usual. An evening gown that was completely
ruined, at a party, where tho Idea for amusement was to dash madly into
the sea, while poor hubby looked on and saw the $400 dress, that he
really couldn't afford ruined.
Tho dress was of silver sequins made quite short, with train hanging
from the waist line. Good looking was her evening cape of black satin,
with a deep hem of black fringe, and gray caracul fur for the high collar.
One of Miss Allison's dresses consisted of black satin and had motifs
of the frilled material. Another was of the same shade only this time
of chiffon with frills at the sides, and heavy whito lace and net forming
an apron effect in front. Unbecoming was a black velvet turned P
sailor hat, with white wool edging the brim.
"Extravagrance" ought to give

display of clothes, but

who never

»

"Father In Wall 8t. w
Is
preparing a new
Frank Wonderly was named this "Bringing Up Father" show for the
week as candidate for Promptor of road. Nat L-eRoy is doing the book
the Green Room Club, heading the and Sam Coslow the lyrics and
opposition ticket lead by Frank music.
The piece Is tentatively
Bacon.
(.titled "Bnngmg Up Father In Wall
Hal Briggs, who was to have op- Street."
posed Bacon has been switched to
candidate for Call-boy on the reguAdelaide and Hughes' Show.
lar tleket.
The annual eleetior* of officers
The new musical starring vehicle
will be held the
last
Sunday in entitled "The Cameo Girl" for AdeMay.
laide and Hughe*?, has been placed
in rehearsal under the direction of

Green Room Club's Opposition
Ticket

piano, in cinnamon brown, tarrying a baby grand, "lampshade," "jewels"
lnsilver and pearls, "gowns' in gold tissue, with the frcck to the knee

a semi-hoop sltirt with a band of music at the hem. and then
came cyclorama. The girls wearing them, which they did well, each
knew how to put a line over.
"song'

<

i

Hill's

Gus

Hill

Edward B. Perkins.
Tho piece will open May

in

2

Baltimore.

in

Hlgglni and Bate*, last With "Tie Vanity Fair*' :•
have now
branched out on their own with a pleasing act, mostly <lanc;ng. Their
i

singing abilities are very limited.

Bronson and Baldwin in "Visions of 1970" remain as Jolly as ever. If
At the Riverside ihis week, Bant os and Have-* revue ran nearly an Miss Baldwin could have heard all the lovely comment about her, and
In one from the women, too, In the orchestra, she would feel very pleased With
beautiful*
ft
hour, but it didn't seem that long. Th goWn* \\
number, of the different articles used In acts, the girll caOM out as tbe^bcrself.
•

trimmed with black

of the close-ups

over each ear.

The Sherman Stock will close Its
season at the St. Charles (old Orpheum), New Orleans, within a fortnight unless the returns pick up.
Business was fair the first few
weeks, but has been dropping recently. Stock has not been successful in New Orleans during the past

"Wandering Boy,'* was delightful.
this week for the sending of the
Kiug, with brother Charles, was a picture in her company, which has been flaying
cloth gown, with its train gracefully Hung over one arm and through the East, to tho coast, playcaught into a huge silver tassel. Miss King made the women gasp when ing a route that *vill carry it
she made her entrance in a beautiful cape of chinchilla, with its effec- through the summer.
Miss King seems to be somewhat thinner,
tive lining of Jade green.
particularly in her last frock, orchid shaded chiffon, with white beads
C. H. Miles' own stock company
forming a pattern. Bows of tulle stood out at each side, one dark, the will succeed Corse Pay ton at the
Jewels played an important part in Miss King's Academy at Scranton, Fa. Peyton
other light, mauve.
wardrobe, she wearing numerous bracelets, rings, and a magnificent will close next week, the Miles
diamond chain.
stock starting May 2. "Turn To the
The Ford Revue contains some neat looking girls, who really deserved Right" will be the first offering.
better dresses. The prettiest of tho whole wardrobe were the simplest,
of blue and white small check with collar and cuffs of white that matched
Lotus Robb, of "Rollo's Wild Oat"
the belts, while the hats were large checked affairs.
at the Punch and Judy theatre, New

a feature. Don Barclay is a comedian who doesn't tire.
Evelyn Cunningham made an attractive appearance in all
with her auburn hair and charming smile. Gold tissue
iridescent sequins caught the eye, as did her frock of black
trimmed with jet beads. The only dash of color was the
her waist.

most important part

were crude. A close-up of the "Morning Telegram" (English) supposed to be on different days, had the date on both.
November 20, 1920. The production was cheap as far as Interiors were
concerned, but for exteriors Epsom was chosen, and some beautiful shots
were filmed.

Some

Beautiful Mollie

Is

She enters him
for a splendid string of horses. The best is "Jupiter."
Then the
in a selling race to pay off some of the debt owing the villain.
race, where the villain's Jockey upsets the hero, causing the latter to
win.
The
racing
and
leaving
for
former
scenes
fall
the
to
the field open
were perhaps the best, and taken from actual races.
Miss Hopson made an attractive heroine, a trifle, stiff in her acting.

fox fur.

23.

silver

'

"The Handicap" is a British film, produced by the Victor Kraemcr
studios, taken from the book of that name by Nat Gould, and like the
majority of his stories, deals With horse racing (this time Jumping). A
deep-eyed villain, who, to quote the sub-title, "could point out the best
man in London by patting himself on the back," and the heroine and hero,
played by Violet Hopson and Stewart Rome.
The story has the heroine left practically penniless by her father except

Will Roehm, of Roehm & Rich- Tailor-made costumes and riding habits played the
ards, has accepted a 12-weeks' con'in her wardrobe.
tract to produce musical »*££* lor,
Elaborate was a dark velour cloth suit, heavily
the Russell theatre, Or»wa, start-

cially the song,

At the American this week (first half) there is an act under the name
of "Polly's Pearls" that, "with a few alterations, especially in the diaAs
log, would be a corking good half hour's vaudeville entertainment.
Whoever designed the gowns showed
it is, it's a little on the rough side.
good tastes, they being worthy of any big production. There was one of
silver cloth draped up the side, with a huge row of red tulle giving it a
dashing look. Another that was striking had bands of jet on a background
of orange chiffon, the latter also forming the draped skirt, while black
net and Jet beads contributed to the cloak that enfolded her figure.
Myrtle Howard, who played the title role, wort two good-looking frocks,
the first of white satin, with narrow bands of silver sequins running
from the waist line to the hem. Bright green sequins with rows of
shaded net at the sides formed the other.
Miss Carlise's second dress was more becoming than the first, which was
of blue flowered chiffon that meant very little as far as style was conThe former frock was of jade green chiffon with the waist
cerned.
encircled with a wide sash of mauve.
Margot (Margot and Francoise) was costumed after the style of the
Pierrette one sees in foreign pictures, with the grey wig, and short frock
of brocaded pink silk. Covering this for her entrance was a cloak. of rose
pink velvet.

What a distasteful part Miriam Cooper has in the picture "The Oath,"
not once getting the sympathy of the fans. The part allotted her is that
of a Jewish girl, who, against her fathers wisl.es, marries a Christian,
and then refuses to sec him again. She makes him swear on oath that
he will never disclose their secret marriage. The father is murdered,
and the eircamstatoccs point, to the husband. The only means to clear
himself is to reveal their marriage. One' of "the redeeming features of
this film is Miss Cooper's beauty which showed to splendid advantage
The skirt was draped up one side,
in an evening gown of black velvet.
with an edging of black net, while gracing the other side was a long
flowing train. For this gown Miss Cooper wore her hair high. Strings
of pearls are entwined in her raven locks. Smart but simple was a blue
serge one-piece frock, with its trim linen collar and cuffs, matching the
vestec that showed through the opening down the front. It might be
noted, however, that Miss Cooper wore too many gowns. She would be
talking to Teasle. A scene elsewhere would cut in. Back to the same
conversation and Miss Cooper in a new gown. Did she change between
•—
sentences?

Daly's

German

Playlet

Arnold Daly is preparing '" a °
Berhard Shaw's "The Man of l>e»tiny,"

next year.

He

will also use

a curtain raiser "A Child's Tragedy."
adapted from the German.

The New York Aquarium I* t0 *
to accommodate monger
.

nlarged

marine exhibits.
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INSIDE STUFF

BOOZE SEIZURES SCARING

INSIDE STUFF PICTURES

(Continued from page 13)
"Third Trial of Joan of Arc" at th*
Shubert aroused little interest and
extra advertising is being resorted
to.
with Walter HampWhen the Kipling story, "Without Benefit of Clergy," is shown on the den "Macbeth"
rescued tho BrOadhurst from
theatrical folks are watching with interest the elaborate advertising screen in this
country it will be discovered that the title will mean prac- pictures. Tho success of
George
waged
by
M.
Cohan
being
to
put
over
a spring
Augustus Thomas'
ftinpaign
Hudson. Last week he spent between $5,000 and tically nothing. The reason is that censorship as even now existing will season of Shakespeare is a matter
play, •'Nemesis/' at the
not permit of the picture being shown without a marriage ceremony In of conjecture.
metropolitan dailies, the show playing to under $11,000.
$1,000 In the
about 23 of the States. Therefore, the producers at the last moment
Grand Opera ends its season at
decided that they had best add a ceremony of some sort and a native the Metropolitan this week bowing
wedding is performed to lull the censor*. The picture is now practically out just ahead of the legitimate
Jos Weber's "Honeydew" has been hailed as one of the season's suc- finished at the Brunton studios in Los Angeles and the next Kipling string that is petoring out.
This
cesses in Boston, where it has grossed $20,000 weekly since opening at story that is to be made under the direction of Jlmmie Young thcro will week "Mary" leaves the Knickerweeks
ago.
The
three
management
was
a
bit
skeptical
after
be
"The
Majestic
Gate
of
Thousand
Sorrows."
bocker,
a
with
"June
Love"
the
suctbs
cessor Monday, it being the first
the Philadelphia engagement. Holy Week was a lay-off, and some of
stands
were
eastern
cancelled,
Weber
deciding
to
take
a
summer show to arrive.
"The
the principal
The paths of the various film producing and distributing corporations Tavern" has another week to go at
chance on Boston or nothing.
The attraction holds a six-week booking at the Majestic, and offers for seems to be strewn with everything but cash these days. On all sides the Cohen. "Two Little Girls in
the Boston Opera House were made. Weber rejected the switch booking, one hears nothing but "hard luck" stories and If a small percentage of Blue" will follow It In. "Peg O' My
and unless an extension is made "Honeydew" will close for the season. these tales are true not one of them is overburdened with "the ready." Heart" will leave the Cort next week
One of the Hub reviewers witnessed every night performance the open- Recently the head of one of these concerns applied to "Wall Street" for also, with "The Tyranny of Love,"
"The which started as a special matinee
several millions with which to buy out his present associates.
ing week.
Street" regarded this as a reasonable business request, but insisted that attraction, getting the house for
they install a financial expert In the concern for thirty days to verify at regular presentation.
"Mary Stuart" the Drlnkwater
Anna Pavlowa will resume her American tour Oct. 24, opening In first hand the figures supplied. This the film man declined to accede to
providence. The change in the management from that of Fortune Gallo and the negotiations abruptly ceased. A more cheerful rumor is one drama will be withdrawn from the
Ritz
by William Harris, Jr. on Satto S. Hurok is declared to be the result of a bigger guarantee offered the to the effect that another large film concern which has been i:nable to
Russian danseuse, after her contract terminated with the Italian im- meet Its current bills for some time, has dug up a new bankroll of obese urday, after a run of five weeks.
The piece is a disappointment and
presario.
proportions source (or "sauce") not given. If this be true it will be
will not be sent to the road, but
necessary to draw a large number of checks for back salaries due not will be retained
for further revival
it
only the artiats but the entire executive staff.
showing, the producer believing It
Dr. John T. Harriss, wealthy deputy police commissioner (in charge of
has
-Value
for
purposes.
such
Mr.
traffic) has started on a building campaign that will bring him actively
Harris In taking off "Mary Stuart,"
At 57th street, on a plot that triangles through from
into amusements.
Some picture house promoter Is overlooking a bet in the Bronx. There takes over tho Ritz under lease for
Broadway to Eighth avenue, he" started building a 21-story office building is no theatre of this type in the large territory of the Bronx west of Jerome several years. His comedy
hit "The
that will have for its first fioor feature a theatre of 2.240 capacity. The avenue, from 161st street north to the boundary line at Yonkers.
Bad Man" will move there from the
pfoject is another boon to the vicinity of Columbus Circ!e as a theatre
Over 100,000 people live In that district, and are forced to travel con- Comedy Monday. The scale will be
really a:, extension of the growing zone of theatres that now siderable distances to witness
district
a picture. The above facts came to light reduced to $2.50 and the attraction
dot Broadway up to the early fifties. With the Park theatre Just across through an order recently issued by the Police Commissioner to all pre- will be aimed for summer continuathe way, the Century and 63d Street, and the converted riding academy cinct commanders to Investigate the various picture theatres within their tion.
which the Shuberts are completing at 7th avenue, near 59th street, the jurisdiction.
The Bits is the first theatre secrosstown thoroughfare Is looking up.
The investigation disclosed that the HIghbrldge, University Heights, cured by Mr. Harris. His father,
Dr. Harriss has completed what promises to be one of the most novel Kingsbrldge and Rlverdale districts were without picture theatres, most of William Harris, Sr. and Henry B.
restaurants ever attempted in New York. It is called the "Flotilla," and the residents going to the Washington Heights for their entertainment, Harris, his brother, specialized more
Each floor is made the deck of a ship. while the Kingsbridge and University Heights dwellers visit Fordham.
is at 6th avenue and 55th street.
In theatres than productions but
Inside the entrance is a reach of real water and a dock, guests passing
the surviving member of the family
floor.
dance
a
be
"deck."
Upon
dock
will
the
over a bridge to reach the
has until now depended solely on
The comp'eteness of the various decks above the "dock" floor gives to the
Phil. Selznick, a brother of the more famous Lewis J., who conducts producing.
The Flotilla opens pictures for his territory. The other day he bought two treadmills and
Flotilla the Illusion of the entire structure afloat.
"The Four Horsemen of the
Saturday (April 16). Sig. Cassinelll. formerly of the Ritz, will be in two horses and is now looking around for a picture with which he Apocalypse" now at the Astor is
charge.
still
the leader among the special
exploitation,
and
can use them. Phil once purchased five lions for a film
A large building In course of construction on 5th avenue, which was to then, unable to find a feature to connect them with, gave them back.
picture showings in the legitimate
said
is
also
have had a theatre, has been changed in p'.an. Dr. Harriss
theatres and it has no close conto be in back of the venture.
tender. Last week the takings were
Tod Browning, in discussing the early days in his home town, Louis- $18,000 which Is about what the
Astor will hold. "Queen of Sheba"
ville, Ky., brought up the name of D. W. Griffith and Thompson Buchanan.
"Sally'" is solely owned by Flo Ziegfeld, though Mr. Zlegfeld has pre- Both of the latter wore on the reportorlal staff of the "Courier-Journal" drew a strong first week at the
sented his young daughter with a savings bank account out of the profits. in that city. Browning admits that he never reached the city room of Lyric, drawing down $lt,400 withf$*e Ziegfeld statement disposes of the reports that Guy Bolton or any the paper, but recalls that D. W. and "Buck" and he fought over the right out the first Sunday. "Sheba" looks
ohe else is Interested in the Amsterdam's big hit.
This may or may like a money success without being
to sell the paper on a certain street corner in the town.
Another erroneous report seems to be that Mary Hayes and Dolores not be kidding on the part of Browning.
a smash.
goes,
Dolores
intention.
If
may leave the piece. Miss Hayes has no such
The flop of the special showings
sooner or later, it will be to take a trip to the other side.
is "Mother Eternal** which started
What has happened to the picture business In New York?
at the Casino Sunday. Judged from
This question arises in the mind of all visitors that know their Broad- tho pace of the flvst two days It will
way especially if they come from the middle or far West, where thus
The Broadhurst has had one of the oddest seasons of any theatre on far there has been no fatting off of attendance at the standard picture bo lucky to gross $600 on the week,
"Way Down East" continues at the
Broadway. It started In the middle of last summer with an all-burnt
houses. But certainly conditions in the big town have undergone a* strik- 44th Street. "Over The Hill" Is now
cork comedy, "Come Seven." For several months this winter and until
change
in the past six months.
ing
at the Park, "A Connecticut YanIt is ending the season
last week it berthed "Over the Hill," a picture.
As an example, take "A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's Court"
kee" is paying at $0,000 at the Selwith Shakespeare, with Walter Hampden being the current attraction.
the William Fox feature now running at the Selwyn theatre with a $2 wyn.
"Dream Street" is more or
scale in force at the night show.
Wise judges consider it one of the less of a disappootntment at the
surest-fire money-getters of any picture made In the past twelve months. Central and will leave Broadway
The barking speculator law ended the verbal soliciting of passersby In Los Angeles where it had its world premiere it broke all records at next week. The house will get a
The law was aimed against the specs near Miller's theatre and played to standng room for ten weeks. In New York musical
f©r Palace theatre tickets.
attraction
again
with
that house. The men formerly stood at the doors to bark their wares.
it has had the advantage of the most ambitious kind of an advertising
"Princess Virtue" opening May 2.
Other specs say the noise stopping measure cut down the Palace specs' campaign and has not begun to do the business expected.
It was announced by the Griffith
•ales to a considerable extent.
One estimate is that they are now sellAt the Rlalto Friday night of last week, with William S. Hart in "The office that "Dream Street" was only
ing 40 per cent, less tickets for the Palace than when they barked. Whistle," the feature, an usher asked a representative of Variety where Intended for an exploitation enBarking attracted those turning away from the Palace box office or he wanted to sit "the rear or the middle of the house" and this at 8.40 gagement of four weeks.
those aiming for there. While the specs have signs out, they are not with the first show still 20 minutes to run. By the time the 9 o'clock perThe number of "buys" In the
noticed in the rush. The principal speculator in Palace tickets Is said formance began the floor wasn't one-third filled. The weather conditions ticket agencies Is steadily declining
to have sold around 200 tickets for a good day at the night performance wore favorable.
and now totals but fifteen. They
and averaged about 150, with proportionately for the matlnes, before
To the man who has been away from Broadway for any length of time are "Deburay" (Belasco); "Toto"
the law was passed.
and who has seen turn -away business at picture houses in other parts of (Bijou); "Green Goddess" (Booth);
One ticket speculator claimed he would give the Palace $25,000 a year the country It looks very much as If New York had a slump on its hands "In The Night Watch" (last week)
for the speculating privilege.
entirely apart from the financial slump brought about by the present at- (Century); "Tho Bad Man" (Comtitude of Wall Street toward picture producers. This new slump Is in- edy);
"Ladies Night" (Eltinge);
cidentally much more serious than the other if it actually Indicates "Tip Top" (Globe); "Nice People"
After a loud, long squawk from Lyle Andrews the piano upon which a change of taste on the part of New York picture goers. It isn't a ques- (Klaw); "The First Year" (Little);
the score for "Irene" was composed in now in the offices of the Van- tion of falling off of quality li. the pictures themselves. There have never "Gold Diggers" (Lyceum); "Sally"
derbilt theatre.
The instrument was formerly In Jimmy Montgomery's been more pretentious nor better features than are being shown on (New
Amsterdam);
"Romance"
rooms. Recently he had it sent down to his home on Long Island. When Broadway today. It really looks as if picture fans were deliberately (Playhouse); "Mary Stuart' (Uitz>,
Andrews heard about it he started crying about luck and such, with passing up their favorite form of amusement.
"Joan of Arc" (Selwyn); "Ghost Bethe result that the piano was again hauled back to New York.
At least this is the way it looks to the New Yorker newly arrived in tween" (39th Street).
A whole herd of elephants (statues) graced the top of it during the his. home town after a six months' absence.
"Welcome Stranger" for Its first
time "Irene" was being composed and one still remains. Montgomery
week In tho cut rates proved a big
•ays the score of his new show, due in October, will be worked out on the
seller
as expected, about $2,r»00
same piano, agreeing that is lucky.
which he is an officer. The connections of a banking house, as a rule, are being received from that source,
business
are:
far removed from unions and unionists. Mr. Purdy did not find
offered
attractions
Other
pressing when business was lively, and it must have increased the activi- "Rose Girl" (Ambassador)
"Love
The biggest laugh line in "The Gold Diggers" has been cut out. It was ties of the Hudson Trust. He still remained treasurer of the Equity, Birds" (Apello); "LUlu Bett" (Bel•f the reputation a girl bore in her youth for "the handsomest back in but shortly after Equity declares for a closed shop he resigns.
Frank mont); "In The Night Wutch"
New York" with an aside. "The Gold Diggers" will remain at the Lyceum Gillmore succeeds Mr. Purdy.
"Beg O' My Heart"
(Century);
until about June 1. Ina Claire may retire from the cast before that date,
Wing"
(48th
"Broken
(Cort);
*nd also from the David Belasco management, if a selection Is made early
Street); "Smooth as Silk" (Frazec);
"The Review of the Classics" an amateurist affair was suddenly closed "Spanish Love" (Elliott); "Three
enough for her successor. Just now Gertrude Vanderbilt seem* to have
the best chance. Miss Vanderbilt has been iThearsing ami th*. -Belasco at the Greenwich Village theatre .Saturday, the attraction tasting one Live Ghosts" (Bayes) "Uttle Old
who manages the house had made an arrange- New York" (Plymouth); "Emporcr
•taff think well of her.
Miss Claire's contract with Belasco Is expiring. week. Barney Gallant
As ment calling for a guarantee, but after the first payment, the backers Jones" (Princess); "Rollo's Wild
It called for the producer to present her in a new play, if continued.
said that the receipts wcro so small Gallant
deliver.
was
It
"o Play presented itself to Mr. Belasco that he deemed suited to Miss failed to
Oat" (Punch and Judy); "Dear Me"
"Classics" thing. One
Claire, their business relations reached an end. "The Gold Diggers" will had to settle with stage hands called for by \he
(Republic); "Joan of Arc" (Shuof its "acts" was called "Hubby in Distress," which was billed over the bert);
reopen In Chicago in the late summer.
Between"
(39 th
"Ghost
classics title. Thanls, the dancer, lasted but two days.
(Times
Street):
Girl"
"Right
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Two young understudies were hastily called Into the cast of "Rollo's
Wild Oat" at the Punch and Judy last week, when Lotus Robb and
Monday
Marjoile Kummer were forced out of the show by laryngitis.
R uth Gillmore took Miss Robb's role on 24 hour* notice. Wednesday Miss
Summer was forced to withdraw. Mildred McCloud stepped on similarly
on one day's notice.
performance
Tl
t of the cast stood in the wings and marveled at the
°* bo.,, understudies. They admitted in former times players would riot
dare to undertake a role like Miss Robb's in less than a week's rehearsal
fi oth Miss
(lillmore and Miss McCloud were in that group of kid players
in Winthrop
Ames' "The Betrothal"— a group, by the way, which has come
Upward quickly. Both, too, have a season in stock, which accounts for the
•kill and sped
n stepping into the play. Miss Hobb and Miss Kummer
Were due back into the cast this week.
-

i

/

Several well informed people point to a playhouse on a side street, west
of Broadway, and declare that one of the biggest successes on that lane
is the result of an investment by the first boot legging agent.

The modern press agent seems to be following closely in the footsteps of the wizards of the theatre who stage-manage their first night
audience as well as their play. In the case of Walter Hampden's opening there was keen rivalry on the part of the Sponsors to have as
representative an audience at the Broadhurst Tuesday as appeared on
Monday at the Empire. The result was one which secured more lLJin
a half column in each of the dallies the next day filled with social names
From those elosely associated with the
qualifying among the elite.
project one man openly boasted that in his desire to secure the best people
he gave the theatre away gratis for that ni^ht, and then When there was
a demand at the box-omce for seats for the opening, proudly proclaimed
that he was willing to give seats away but that money could not have

"Pressure of other business" is the assigned reason why Riehard A.
Purdy resigned as treasurer of the Actors' Equity Association. Among
other business
Mr. Purdy looks ajter is the Hudson Trust Company, of them at any price,

.

"Passing Show"

Square);
Garden).

(Winter

The 8. Rankin Drew Post of the
American Legion will hold its second annual benefit at '.he Hippodrome, Sunday iiigbt, May 1. Last
year's

show was

h?ld at the

Ams-

terdam, the Barrymores and other
A exHtafip celebrities appearing.
tensive program has been prepared
f<»r this season's show at the Hip,

which will include many prominent
"names'* in vaudeville, the legit and
picture fields. A soldier sketch, presented originally In France, will be
one of the features, with a cast

made up of soldier professionals,
who have seen service abroad.
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DAILIES.

Mi'Coimack

Investing

is

heavily In object! of art, ami has
aroused Englibh circles by his purchase of various masterpieces over
there.

them

JIo will bring

HEARING

to his

New York home, a procedure the
English regard without enthusiasm,
w

Nagel's

THE GREATEST BALLAD WRITTEN

for

suit

A
I.jrHe

is hlsTThird wife.
He is now, he
says, looking forward to his fourth,
lie had a bet, he declared, with the
late Nat Goodwin that he would

wives

SURE-FIRE HIT FOR

YEARS

IN

ANY SINGING ACT

divorce

from Arthur Hamerstein drew an
interview from the producer. She

achicxe
more
corned :cn.

BELIEVING

IS

*

Jackie Coogan was taken ift' last
after being caught in a draft
while leading the Blltmoro orchestra, and for a time it was thought
the million-dollar kid had pneumonia.
Later he recovered and his
ailment was set down officially as
merely a bad cold.
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Governor Henry J. Allen of Kansas will speak on "Americanism and
the Open Shop" at the Henry Miller
April 24 under the auspices of the
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Elsie de Wolfe.

A

memorial service for the late

Haddon Chambers was

C.

ps£

held at

the Little Church Around the Corner last week. The euiogy was delivered by i>e Wolf Hopper.
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Kitty Gordon Is sailing shortly
for Paris with American gown creations to show the Parisians.
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In Paris Cecil Sorel has sued an
artist named Bib for 10,000 francs
for caricaturing her,

H^

Kurt and Frlcde Schnedler, known
professionally as Mr. and Mrs. Doll,
have applied for citizenship papers.
They are midgets with the Ringling
Circus and were born in
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Saxony.
Just as
closing

at

"Its
the

Up

to

You**

Casino,

title
"It's

was

Solomon

Goodman, attorney, brought

suit for

infringement on behalf of the
Up to You" Corporation.

J
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PUNCH

Andre Himmel last week confessed on the stand in Paris that he
forged certain letters supposedly
from wealthy Americans in order to
get support for his Franco-American Cinematograph Corp.
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man, described as Frank Powformerly manager of B. S. Moss'
was arrested last week
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Jefferson,

charged with grand larceny.
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The suit of Helen Card, former
show girl, against Bernard Schuta,
promises an unusual
termination if the plaintiffs attorney withdraws, as he says he will.
She alleges she is Schutz's common-law wife and wants alimony
and counsel fees.
millionaire,
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Herbert Kaufman got a verdict
$49,000 against
Selznick and
Select in the Supreme Court last
week for alleged breach of contract.
The trouble arose over Kaufman's
of

.

A

WONDERFUL PATTER RECITATION FOR SECOND CHORUS

Weekly.

WRITE, WIRE,

Dr. Frank Crane came out strong
against censorship last week in his
syndicated letter in the Globe. He
described it as an outworn characteristic of

PHONE OR CALL—AT ONCE

monarchy.
•

Dorothy Miller who got $1,000 for
appearing for a week at the Winter
Garden denies she is a member of
the Miller family that has been on
the books of local charitable organizations, and which has appealed
for money for an operation before.
She offered recently to marry any
white man for $1,000 for her mother's operation, and the Shuberts
gave her the job.

•BOSTON— 228 Tramont

Street

PHILADELPHIA-- 31 South 9th Street
WASHINGTON— 9th & D Streets, NW

CLEVELAND— Hippodrome
PITTSBURG— 505 Schmidt

Building
Bldg.

J

* rw (

DETROIT— 457

W. Fort Street

CINCINNATI— 515 West

MINNEAPOLIS— 218

NEW YORKSEATTLE— 3.

6th Street

Pantages Bldg.

KANSAS

CiT'

William B. Friedlander has accepted a play by Ilayden Talbot for

Maude

Fealy.

Max Figman wants
*'In

the Night

H.

A.
Tied

Woods

Trail"

Mann

Watch"

Page.

by

will

Paul

the rights to
for Australia.

Babe Ruth's mind. It seems the
baseball star was thinking about
breaking his home-run record.

forged fingerprints.
The William started and over the protests of GifCameron of 1215 Grand Concourse,
Burns detective agency contributed ford Beal, president
of the league.
the Bronx, last week committed suiits
views also.
Both authorities
cide.
Her
agreed for a couple of columns that
Jazz music is to be tried out by ply man. husband is a theatre supit couldn't be done.

"Mary Stuart" will be withdrawn
produce "The
Dickey and by William Harris, Jr., to be reol'fcred at various times next season.

scientists

Needing for his wife, who is In a
Jack Floyd, actor, last
week advertised himself for sale out
in Kansas City.

Picture

hospital,

Martin Ratkay has arrived here
Hal inn Brusnova, the Polish star,
with the score and book for "The was invited by Gilda Varesi to asGypsy Countess," which V.'ilner sume the latter's role in "Enter Maand Romberg will produce with dame" for one night, and did so

this

week

on the pets at the Zoo.
people /went

to

to

Albany

urgerGovernor Miller

veto the censorship

to

bill.

JUDGMENT RECORD.
The
filed in

following

judgments

were

the county clerk's office the

past
Manual Penella is here to present of theweek. The first name is that
Judgment debtor; Judgment
William Harris, Jr., has leased the next fall the
Spanish mu- creditor's name, and amount of
April 18.
Ratkay in the leading role.
new Ritz theatre and will move sical comedy, famous
"
judgment follow:
"The Bad Man" there from the Here it will be El Gato Montes
called 'The Wild
William Hurd Hillyer; N. Y. TelA bronze tablet to mark Now Comedy.
Governor Edward I. Edwards of
Lilt,
ephone Co.; $121.08.
N* w Jersey has been asked to head York's first theatre, at 13 John
Hamilton Film Corp.; Aitkin, Inc.;
street, was dedicated at a luncheon
the Anti-Blue Law movement.
Enrico Caruso Mill buv a villa in
The l«te Julie Opp left her whole $124.08.
at the Bankers' Club last week, Naples and move there in May.
estate of 111,000 to her husband.
Lady Duff Gordon, Inc.; TradesJames K. Hackett la playing Mac- which was addressed by John Drew,
men's National Bank; $3,641.11.
beth in Paris while opposite him Elisabeth Marbury and Prof. G. C.
Galina Kopernak, Russian actress,
T he
up lo Monday had
David Stamper; A. A. Aarons;
Firm in Gemier recites the role of D. Odell of Columbia.
,
^°iicearrests
has arrived here and will give a made
I.IOO
in enforcement $11(1.75.
Macduff in French.
Russian brand of vaudeville at the of the state
anti-booze law and conThe Sunday Times fell for a:i in- Belmont, with Mme. Vera
Preston Gibson; Kaskel iV Kaskel;
fiscated

Tita Ruffo suffered a shook last
his motor car collided
with another while the baritone was
on his way to Paterson to take part

week when
in

a

benefit.

Dunninger. the thought man, at

teresting

publicity

feature

SmJrnova.

a vast quantity of hooch.

tliis

The proposition advanced in
Lord George Cholmondely has peon
David Belasco has obtained the
Augustus Thomas' play, "Nemesis,' divorced by the former Clam Taylor
that fingerprints can be counter- of Washington, show girl.
ch* Gultr* »°w runfeited furnished a capital discussion.
rJ 5?
iin, in Paris.
ulng
The Times interviewed police fceadThe police stopped the costume
u arters e xperts on the possibility dam. of the Ait Students'
League ^Con fessing she had sinned
**
too
criminal evidence on
at the AlcAlpm April 1» before
deeply to he forgiven.
it
week.

M

'

1

\

Mrs.

«

$438.34.

Same; Thomas

F.

Calvin,

Inc.;

$337.32.*

Brewster Film Corp.; C. R. Miller;
$12,712.71.

Globe Film Corp.;

If.

Paolucci;

$1,898.

Hamrperstein Opera Co. and Ei

Y

'

"
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SPECS REFUSE
(Continued from paga 1)

AND BE CONVINCED

LL

tickets got into the agencies was not
known, but two entire rows of aeats
are said to have been "released."
Prices in the agencies for the balance of the week had tho lower
floor seats quoted at $10 each.
Early this week it was admitted
that the brokers would be allotted
seats "on sale" starting next week.
The house advertisements up to that
X'me carried, a .Hne that, all seats
were on sale at the box ofhee. 'This

.

THREE GREAT

BIG HITS

they would
returning any
number of seats and that indicated
a victory for them.

claimed

agencies

have

that

full privilege of

The box office sale is regarded
as having brought about a change
of front by the management.
The
sale started at 7 a. m. on Thursday
of

GUS

RAY

KAHN

EGAN

and

clean cur comedy song- WITH A 'PUNCH in every line.
WONT HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT BEING CENSORED FOR USING THI$ ONE.

A

la«t

week and a

lo ig

lire

waa

continuous throughout the day. In
Monday's muck the steady heavy
sale continued with a line of 60
persons constant within the lobby.
That the box office buyers dodged
the $5 seats was indicated in tho
agreement reached with the agencies.
The latter, however, were
"hot" after Empire tickets, regarding It was the livest property offered
In months. After the opening, which
drew unfavorable notices, brokers
were claiming the demand off. That
la accounted for partly by the ho us*
advertisements.
From the management's standpoint big money was claimed to bo
necessary because of the cast of

RICHARD
WHITING

YOU

GOOD, CLEAN HUMOR, WITH LOTS OF LAUGHS.

A WONDERFUL FOX TROT BALLAD

MI

Another heavy operat-

38 players.

was with the orchestra of

ing item

16 pieces, there being considerable
incidental music.
It was reported
that a number of the playera were
low salaried >and that It was necessary to give them unusual Instructions as how to play the parts.
"Clair de Lune" also seta a new
matinee admission scale record, with
the Wednesday afternoons being
topped at $3.50 and Saturday mat*
inees at $5.

HAPPY

The premiere performance draw'
opening night. That

EARL

MA"

KERR

y

FISHER

ind

.

$4,200 for the

BURTNETT

Included 300 standees, the firemen
forbidding further standing room
sale.
The charge for standing room
at $3.50 established another high

AFTER YOU HAVE USED TH!S ONE YOU WILL ALWAYS HAVE A KINDLY THOUGHT FOR US, AND THE AU
..,
DI.ENCES WILL AL'AAv$ k ee P a THQUGHT FOR YOU.

admission record. The advance sale
line continued strong throughout
Tuesday, despite the reviews Which
failed to laud the play.
Brokers
had "diggers" working on this
week's tickets and the advance sals
was claimed well over $40,000 by

.

A DIFFERENT SORT OF BALLAD WITH A FOX TROT MOVEMENT

Monday

I
«*

tho profession.

LEE

WILL

CALLAHAN

'

Miss Burton was divorced from,

ROBERTS-

and

Cuy

Standing, Sr., some years ago.
boy's father retired from the
stage a few years ago and entered
the automobile business in London,
where he was knighted recently for

The

•

A SURE-FIRE

SONG YOU WILL LOVE TO SING. A POSITIVE HIT NUMBER.
ACT THAT CAN USE THIS TYPE OF BALLAD.
A

is

In the cast is Guy Standing, Jr„
son of Guy Standing and Blanche
Burton, who were members of
Charles Frohman's original Empire
Stock company. He had never set
Young
foot upon a stage before.
Standing was employed by the
Equitable Trust Co. and was persuaded by John Barrymore to enter

J
.'

night.

a most expensive attraction
to run, as may be gleaned from one
i.
item,
e., the cost of running tho
stage with the working staff, eta*
reaching $600 a performance.
It

APPLAUSE GETTER, FOR ANY

his

war

activities.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS

CHICAGO— 634

Street

Y—

BUFFALO, N.
DENVER, Col.—4518

nore Hotel

V.;

S:

State-Lake Bldg.
485 Main St.

II.

KttfttfttC- et

a<.;

fill,--

Small;. J.ohn

-T.

Milton

Theatre

M.

Corp.;

McMahon,

Van and Schenck, Zlearfeld Follies.
Prank Lalor, "Cameo Girl" (Adelaide

Co., Inc.; J.

M.

and Hughes).
McCoy, Jessamin* NewMarian BatiHt, "Quality

Mary
combe,

Street" (Shuberts).
Florence Schubert, "Belle of

lumbia Scenic

$3.-

Inc.;

i

Luna Amusement

J.

Martha Hodman, "Danlrl" (Selwyn).

Federal Blvd.

431.94.

3.83.

for

of 1921.

PORTLAND, Ore— 322 Washington St
SAN FRANCISCO— 908 Market St.
LOS ANGELES— 427 S. Broadway
ATLANTA, Ga.— 243 N. Jackson 5;

•

VI

Brass Bldg.

and Her Jazz
George White's Scandals

Jemima

Aunt

TORONTO— 301

Bakem

-wc!*;;~?i 71,30.

Studio);

W. Max-

......

_.

Satisfied

Jim Tpney:

.

Same; Chrystie Cornice & Skylight Worka, Inc.; $131.70.
Andreas Dippel; H. Collins; $1,-

053.50;

Judgments

J.

October U,

N.

Mullan;

$2,-

IW.
Noremc

New

York" (Shubert).
Yolan Wittman, George McManus,
'The Sacrifice."
Beatrice and Mnreeila Swauovn,
"Love Waltz" (Shubert).
Ida
St.
Leon,
"The Wheel*
(Golden)*

ThCMt

*!*ury

Mr*It«ty re-

T>uffr>

Miriam Doyle, Vera Finley. Bernard
Connor et al.; $883.10.
Sinbey; $543.41.
$427.94.
McOwen, Francia X. Conlln, John
Joan Sawyer; M. II. Grossman ct
Irving M. Rouen; State Realty
$219.20.
Gaumont Co.; Screen Products Wlllard, Robert Leonard, John
100.72.
Saunders. John O. Hewitt, "The Red
Bronx Exposition, Inc.; Exposi- Co.; $238.13.
Co., Inc.; $i8J.70; March 11, 1921.
P. W. Pictures, Inc.; Baumann &
Trail" (Woods).
Francis X. Bushman; White Stu»n Catering Co.. Inc.; $101.96.
Bankruptcy Petitions
Co.; $1,414.07.
Helen Hereendeen,
Mills,
Rtlth
Briton N. Busch; T. K. Wynne et dio. Inc.; $230.58.
Smart Costume Co. of No. 1193 Kena
Music
Oeorgf
Hillyard;
R.
Sutro
Manning, Jane Wyatt, CaroCorp.;
Hurd
Kvthmodik
William
$30.17.
Broadway.
lyn Reynolds, "The Last Waits"
Co., In<\: $7,479.71.
et al.; $804.22,
W. Millar
Joseph Shea; L. Lande; $220 R r
(Shubert).
Landau;
\\hlte;
M.
Frances
Vernon Stiles, also known as VerThomas and Joseph H'aly; PeoJohn Lowe, Ted 'Lorraine and Rex
n Styles; M. Corey, $4T»0.4N.
$227.20.
ple, etc.; $100.
The Centra!, Jeraey city, recently Carter.
The lAiBt Waltz" (Shubert).
Bamert;
Bornhaupt;
C.
Charles
Ferret;
Suzanne
L.
Gravay;
Joy Film Hist. Corp.; pyramid taken over by Harrington &. BlumEstate Win wood. John II alllday,
2. 'JO.
$175.20.
1m<-.;
$110.7$.
hoto finishing Co.,
n 'al, will reopen with vaudeville
H< n«i: ,ek
Ernest Lawford, "The <*ir< le."
H.
H\ BWi;
Carl
Koelcraft Pictures Corp.; W. L.
Hollv if. Ogilvie; Marry Collina, April -7, playing *ix acta, fplit week
$1,215.52.
ubert et at.; $2,461.67,
$1,447.10.
booked by Frilly Mark us, The Cri'oy Film Distributing Co., In;-.;
Oeorge Scarborough; M. Rose; IneISugene
Elmer Hause is suing Fercival
Strong; Dramatic Mirror, terion,
Bridegport, N. J., will play Vivian, stock Impresario, for two
$-j3ti.70.
sandier Pld urea, ln<-.
$277.68.
\ ill
vaud<
Monday,
four
Ue« MorriHon; U. R. Franklin;
Frohman Arnus. Corp anil Willcommencing
weeks'
notice palaay al $45 a week
Carl L. Wettig; Foursquare l*ioiam L. lihcrrill; A. P. Kelley;
065.72.
i»iif.
act*,
week, from the aame of- in the Third District Municipal
ures, Inc. irosi.'s $1 0.6B.
1'irrn Tarto'iv; Whitaker .V Co.. $1,060.30.
ntrat
In quoatkM is
Court.
The
fice.
•;••
I!' > nolds;
W.
;c
'••;
dated December 30, 1020, and is a
Max k. wrn. i. <;. r t:«
Carle

Carleton;

Corp.;

;

;

<fc

>.

I

.1

<

;

-

;

li

:

•

:

t

1

;

<

$73.41.

$772.42.

Norman Forbes -Rob<

Aimond

rtson; Chas.
Albert Oorma n; Pine H.'ii Cryatal
ohman, inc.; coats, $ 9.77.
Water Co.; $86.1$.
W< nonah M. Tennev; N. V. Til- Spring
Zlon Films, Inc.; Kotcbey latho
1

:

Modern Yiddish Theatre Co,
C.

Inc.,

C.

Landers;

Attachment ;
1

Fred

Corp.; $412.70.
at

$62.58.
11.

V'ecscy;

1

hone Co.; $73.ti2.
Joaaph Goodwin; M. Rosenthal

and Edward

Inc.;

Kallman; $1,049.70.
Jack Kline and Hush Jermon (Co-

Irwin;

Ti rminl;

Elizabeth

McShane

$660.25.

Aaaoclated
B.

<

I

i

i

$225. OS.

Warren;

Produoara, Inc.;
$100,000.

Fred

M. A. -A. fi A. form,
one-half sleeper fare
calling
for
back to NSW York, to be paid by
Hfcuae says he waa
the manager.
dismissed without notice from the
.operated in Boston
Players
Vivian
on April 2 and expended I* 92 back
to .New York fur railroad fares.
y

standard

The
owned

Broadway,

Long

Branch,

l»y Walter Iteade will install
vaudeville commtnclng Monday, four
The
acts on a ^plit week policy.
house plays attractions during the
regular aea*ou.

P.

'

"V

Th*

S mtn ;!"n
^SKittS
from
f

imnnrtinrt

B. F.

Ethel Levey
Jo* Cork

A Mora*
Co

Shirley

Lydia Barry
Alex Bros A B
Daly & Berlew

(Two

to

fill)

Billy Glason

Mm*

to

Reynolds

"Flashes"

•3

(Others to

Claudius & Scarlet
Lillian shiiw

Bohemians

Hoen

(Other* to fill)
Keith's Alhambr*

Joe Howard Revue
(One to fill)
Mose' Regent
Jack Joyce
Duffy & Mann
Lohso & Sterling
Edith Bailor Co

Belle Baker

A Burch
Brlce Co

Eddie Ross

Co
Cutty A Nelson
Plnney Jarrett Co

Bailie Fisher

L Mason

Harry

(Two

to

With the MESSRS.

"Ye Song Shop"
Elsa Ryan Co
Sully & Houghton
Bernard A (lurry
Robbie Gordone

Sherwtn Kelly
O'Meara
I Jordan Girl*

T A K

A

Dunbar

Lynn & Howland

5

Asahl Troupe

Rudell

Fillla Family
1st half (25-27)

DuRoss Co

(Two

2

ATLANTA,

CARRIE

(Birmingham

(One

(Others to fill)
Moss' Colixeum
& Melnott*
Muller A Stanley
Nonette

(One

to

fill)

Eddlfl Foyer
Nat Nazarro Jr Co
Morris A Campbell
Finks' Mulea

Franklyn Chas Co
Karl A Sunshine

E.

Joe Daniels
Evans A Perez
Georgia Campbell

& Mann
Lohse A Sterling
Duffy

(Two

to

2d half

Gus Edwards Co
Burns & Frabito

(Two

Marlln

Norton A Melnotte

to

Aide O. H.
Shapiro A Jordon
Macart A Bradford
2 Rozellas
Jt

Royal Oascolgnes
B Hyme-r Co

Sam

Leibert

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Co

(Two

1st half

A O'Brien
Jean Sothern Co
I

YORK A KING

3

L Fletcher
Rianos

Present

Nonette

-

Groenlce A Drayton
Fiske A Lloyd
1st half (25-27)

"For Pity's Sake"

Mack A Jamea

~

•Francea Dougherty
*Baraban A Groha
Sylvia Loyal
(Others to fill)
2d half (28-1)
Riggs A Witchle
Muller A Stanley
'

A Alien
Clayton & Edwards
•I Blue Devila
La Toy'a Model*
(Others to OH)

Fred

Keith's II. O. II.
2d half (21-24)

Grace Nelson
Jack Kennedy C*

Mcnke

Sis

Raymond Wllbert
2

Naces

B A

J Creighton

(Two

to nil)

1st half (26-27)

Mason A Shaw

Burns A Lorraine
•Thelma DeRono Co
(Others to fill)
2d half (28-1)
Yvette
Hilton A Norton
'

v*Barabaa

A

Groha

Millard

Rekoma

A

Mariin

Balg Co
Banders A Minis
Sficrmiij

i/sYstf ;'e

Paul Decker Co

(Two

to

Clayton A Edwards
Bel'

DeWitt Young

Dorothy Jardon
<Ot-kcr*- to fim

Sis

Kluting's Animals
Mantilla A Tier

(One to

All)
1st half (20-27)

Bartram & Saxton

B A

J CrciRhton
(Other* to (ill)
2d half (28-1)

Sum

Liebert Co
ShieldM A Kano
Sylvia Loyal Co
(Others to fill)
Keith's Prosper!
2d half (21-24)
Burns A Frabito

Lcona La Marr
La Toy's Models
John T Ray Co
Capt Anson A D
(One to fill)
1st half (25-57)

Gus Edwards H^v

Aleen Bronson Co

Wayne Marsh'll A C
Van Hovel
LaRilbianita

GR'NSBORO,

Adgement
Mabel Fonda
Claxton

N. C.

(Charlotte split)
1st half

2

A May

A Lane
Hughea A Nerrett

Gilfoyle

Carney A Roae

Princeton 6
2d half

A A O

Fall

WOOT>fl

Pi. tro
Little Einderella
(One to nil)

8.

1st

HAP
l';i

i>er

split)

Bennett

W

Nagel
Eleanor Pierce Co
N. C.

Acndamey
(Greensboro

THKATKK

Perrone A Oliver
Francis ltonault

HAMILTON, CAN.
Lyric

<;.>o

CHARLOTTE,

Parish A Peru
Wilson Bros
4 Readinga

2d half

Nana
Kelly
Clown Seal

READING.

P*.
Majertle
Robert A Robert
Holllday A Wlllette

Homer

Barron A Edward*
Toy Ling Foo

H A K

Stephens A Hotl'er
Spencer A Wiillan.n

Trevellle 3
Carlisle A Lamal
Vlnle Daley

Mile*

Lyons A Yosco
Geo N Brown Co

BANGOR. ME.
V HUoo

split)

Mnrlo Casper
Herbert Duo

Trlppi
2

A

Sell*

MOBILE.

Toto

A IVlroy

split)
1st half

MKDELON

and

PAULA

ACT ARRANGED AND PRODUCED BY
CIIANDOS SWEET

Edwards' Newsboys

1182 Broadway, Suite 101.

MILLER SISTERS

Bryant »2s*V

John Blondy
Edna Droen

Ala,

Lyric

(New Orleans

Marcclle Pallet
Chester A Warn n
(Others to nil)
2d half (28-1)
Dave Harris

(Norfolk

Archie Onri

(Others to

split)

1st half

BcSnloS D BrosASls
Morton J •well
Fred Elliott
Nethaae Bros

Sis

WE

It II

GREEN BAT,

1st half

Weltqn A Marshall
I

Froalnl

MIDDLKTOWN.

WIS.

W

(Three

2d half
Ethelia Co

Helm & Lockwood
(Two

Baxley A Porter
Blush Landolf A D
(One to nil)
RICHMOND, 1NLA

Murray
O.

Regent
Watsika A Un'st'dy
Jada Trio
Silber A North
Nut Burns
(Ons to nil)

Generat'n"

"Rising

Indians

(Three to nil)
2d half

to nil)

HAMILTON,

V

to nil)

HAMMOND,

IND.
Parthenon
Bloom A Sher

Marshall

Eld

Two La Delias
Lee A Cranstoa
2d half
Indians

T Brown'*
Jada Trio

SAGINAW, MICH.
Jeffers-Strand

Dezso Better

Weadlck A LaDuo

Wm

"My

Slato

Soul Mat*"

Jennings A
Arco Bros

Mack

T*RE H'LTE. INDw
Liberty

(Three to nil)
2d half
Blighty Girl*

B A L Walton

"My

Nora Jane C*
Jim Doherty

2d half

2

Soul Matt"

(Two

O.

Gordon

Orpheum
McLough A
Roy LaPearl

to nil)

BOB BAKER
My Specialty
COAST TO COAST
—
N. Y. CITY
BROADWAY.
1493
4J0

Booking Acts of Merit
SUITE

ILL

Nana

Chic Sale*

Mabel Taliaferro Co
Chris Richards
Daly Mack A Daly

2

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Chums
Hoy

Palace Thertre Building.

CHICAGO

Sister*

Majestic
Well'gton Cross Co
Sheila Terry Co

2d half
A Tully
Marie Russell
Carson A Willard
Chic Sales
(One to fill)
Vie

Patrlcola

E A

M

Williams

Hackett A Delmar
McLallen A Carson
Lordons
Clark A Bergman
Palace
Clark A Arcaro
Geo MacFirlane
Elsie White
Rert Baker Co

L'WRENCE. MASS. The
Empire
Donald Sister*

8028

Foley

&

O'Nell

Nolan Leary Co
Jerome A Albright
Mme Hermann Co

Strand

Mack A Dean
Burt A Rosedal*

Va.

Roanok*

Fuller
Salle

"Golden Bird"

Ed Marshall

Ames A Winthrop
Oakes A DeLour
hill A Romalne
Great Johnson

2d half

I-.-,

Music Hall

Frank Bardon
Bo Peep A Horner
Stephens

A

VIOLA

Five Avalons
Goo A Moore

Br'nnell

Stanley
Scalo

MAY

A NEW DANCING 8TAR

New York

City

Fradkln A Tell
The Nagyfys
Finn A Sawyer
Charles Irwin
Alfred LaTell Co
Hall A Gullda

DES MOINES
Orpheum
Frlgansa
Bradley A Ardin*

Trlxle

Dora Hilton Co
of France*

Ji.net

Vokes A Don
Fox A Sarno
C A F Usher

DI'LCTn
Orpheum

June Elvidge Co
State-Lake
Sampson A Douglas
Henry Santry Co
Kirksmith Sis
II A A Seymour
Joe Laurie
Muldoon Frank * R Hutler A Parker
Harry J Conley Co Herbert's Dogn
Claude Golden
Frees Prttchard Co

fill)

ROANOKE.

Roode A Francis

A

Mack A

Swor Bros
Barr Twin*

A Shirley
Jerome A Francis
Rodoro A Marconi
A Gaston Co Stephens A Br'nell Krnie A Krnle
Basil A Allen
Howard A Field*
Barms* A Edwards
Revue of Revues
Goldie A Thorn
Hrecn Family
(One to fill)
RICHMOND, Va. Zeno Moll A C
Lyric
BR'CKTON, MASS. LEWISTON. ME.

Davis & Darnell
St Denis
Joe Armstrong

A

Angel

T Brown'*

Shirley
M'Corm'k A Irving

Chum*

3

Bo Peep A Horner

HILL
—

—

Herman A

Fallon
Sadler

N

Mstvs Sisters

Resists

Patrlcola

A A E Frabell

Lee Kids

O.

Orpheum

Colonial

PRODUCING MANACKItS' EXCHANGE

Miller A Mack
Ix>vrn'g Sis A

fill)

MARION,

—

Nippon Duo
Helen Staples

II

Wrrght A-Notaa

Frank Bardon

2d half

COMEDY COUPLE
KRAU8
HORWIT7.

2d half

II

to nil)

(Three to

MAY

De Beers
Ryan A Ryan
Mrs G Hughes Co
Bender A Meehan
3

(One

Kennedy A Nelaon
Fred Hughea Co
Freacot A H Eden

A Bennett

Dlers

G A

Freacot

Jennings A Mack
Jeanette Chllds
Berxack's Circus

Kalauha Hawaiian*
Wright A Nolan

Unlce Oilman

AGENCY
PHOVE STATE

CUICAfJO

RI.IK).

2d half
Dezso Better
Strand Trio

Dlers A Bennett
Geo Hall

Gibson A Price
Boyle A Bennett

Charlie Ledegar

2d half

2d half

DWIGHT

2d half

A Lola
Elliot
A H Eden
H A A Scranton

Violet

Lane A Harper
Middleton A S
Chabot A Tortonl
Dawitt Burns A F

WELLS

Hal A Francis
Renee Roberta Rev
Cook A Smith
Clown Seal

Strand
Berxack'a Circus

Weber A

A A Keely

Murphy R'hart A G

Howard A T Mme Hermann
Howard
FITCHB'G, MASS.
Arthur Lloyd
Lyric
Page Hack A M
Stanley A Leo
National
Tabor A Wilson
Jerome A France
Betty Donn Co
Rube Walman
Jim Cullen

John Gelger

Elsa Ruegger Co
Da*n«t Fantasies

Prince**

Palace

Taylor

Auditorium

Reddington A Grant

June Mills
Jerome A Newell

Oaken

A

Harry Cooper

C.

half

McCormack A

QUEBEC, CAN

MONTREAL

St.)

Flying Howards
Wilson A Bower*
Tonle Grey Co

CAM

AKTI8TS* ItEl'HKSENTATIVE

I

Victoria

(Columbia

i

Welda

W

(Washington

Zuhn A Drela
Jean Adair C*
Dunbar

& Blondy

CAMBRIDGE
Gordon'* Cent. Sq.

"BOOKING EVERYTHING THEATRICAL"
T.
PEPPLE

Margaret Sumner

CH'LESTON,

4

1st half (25-27)

F;.*VG KIlMWc^h-

•

CHESTER, PA.

fill)

Keith'* Greenpoint
2d half (21-24)

R & L

Kent Co
Roach A McCurdy

BAP
Valentine
Ortons

Clayton A Edwards
Ethel Clifton Co
(Others to nil)
2d half (28-1)
Chester A Warren
Marcel Pallet
B A J Creighton
(Othera to nil)

Empress
Dave Roth

Wm

2d half

Emma

A Water*

GRAND RAPIDS

L & P Murdock
Horlick A S Sis
Avey A O'Nell

Commodore Tom

Co

Cook A Oatman
Fred Whltehous*
Renee Robert Rev

Ransom* Co
J
Nelson A Madison
Nelson A Barry Co
Gordon's Olympia

LANSING. MICH,

FLINT, MICH.

Palace

St*

2d half
Stanley A Le*

and

Arco Bros

Girl*

Cranston
North

A

(On* to fill)
FT. WAYNE, IND.

With Geo. Jeasel'a "Trouble* of lltf*
ORPHEUM. 8AN FRANCISCO (MAY 2)

MT. VERNON, N.T. Basset t A Bailey
Mack A Dean
Proctor'*
Sensational Togo
2d half ^21-24)
I Belmont*
Wm Rock Co
Thornton A Holla'd
Bobby Folsora
F A A Smith
ROCHESTER
Bobby Bernard Co
Temple
Crawford A Br'd'ck
Thos E Shea Co
Delro

nil]

Lea Ace*

F. Keith'*

It

Me.

B. F. Keith'*

Brown A O'Donnell

Ruby Norton

BOSTON

"The Old Family Tin Typo*

Frank Gaby
Lade A Lassie*
Thos Iloit-r C»
Boy a *. Ktv.-jc
•Van Born A Ines

DeBelle

PORTLAND,

Melody Garden
Claudia Coleman
Bobby Bernard Co
Will

HOLMES

1st half

A Rooney

KEITH

split)

Regent

Porter

Ward

A

Silber

Fred Lewis

(Scolley Square)
Peak'* Blockheads
Adele Oswald

fill)

Weadlck A La Due
A D Lowry A Prince
Chabot A Tortonl
Watsika A Un'st'dy Middleton A 8
Lane A Harper
Two La Delias

A Gordon

Amaranth

Chas F Seamon
Mattylee Llppard
Credon A Davis
Max'* Animals
Gordon's Olympia

John McGowan
Shamrock A T Rev
Manuel Romaln Co

1

F. Keith's

Clinton

Colonial
Musical Hunter*

Lillian Herlein
<"

(Johnstown

LOWELL

B

A Beatty
A Douglaa
A Walters

Kitty Doner Co
Gallagher A Rolley
I & J Kaufman
Lady Alice'* Pet*
Sheridan Sq.

i

nil)

to

Jim"

Toung A A

Hobson

Law on

ERIE. Pa,

Neal*

CHICK

to

Sis

"Little

BOSTON
Boston
M'Carton A Mar'nc

A

to

KALAMAZOO

Blush Landolf
2d half

— CHASTE

Vaudeville Exchange, Boh ton

Waltera

A Lee

Homer

i

2d half
Montrose A Nelj
M & P Miller
Thos Holer C*

BIRMINGHAM

A Balrd
Harry L Mason
Marion Harris Co

I

(One

Fred Lindsay Co

Park

Adama A Barnett

Ona Munson

B. F.

(One

Harmon
Baxley

to All)

Sd half
"District School"

Keith -St rand
"Rising Generat'n"

Joe Darcy

BOSTON

(One

A Norton
DAYTON, O.

nu*

2d halt

Davis

Pllcer

"Bungalow Love"

Pobby McLean Co

Mary Haynes

BonKee
fill)

A Adam*

Howard Rot

The Bradnas

PITTSBURGH
Ollle

1st half

Hughea Musical
Bennett

SolbinI

fjcha

fill)

Keith's Itoro

Rckoma

A Norton

Jack Kennedy Co
Dunbar A Turner

Lillian

Keith's National
(Nashville split)

Shea

A Capman

Miller

Kaufman A

Inc.

It

Frank Farron
Schichtl'S Manikens
Wright A Dletrlck

Wilbur

Page A Gray

Eckheff

Blighty Girl*

2

Lewi*

J

4

YONKER8. N Y

T.

Huntington

Temple
Flying Weavers
Strand Trio

A Burt

to

Sisters

KEITH.

B. F.

Vaudeville Exchange. Chicago

J
Leo

Proctor's
Miller A Capraan

(Two

Hoy

I

DR'TFORD. MICH. HTINGTON. IND.

W

..

Animal*

Norrla*

CHICAGO

"Profiteering"

Jerome A Albright
I

Helm A LockwSod

Ruth Boys
3 Bobs

Proctor*'

Bobby Heath Co

Nat Nazarro Co
(~n* to fill)
Patterson 3
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
DETROIT
Mary Anderson
Temple
Dare
Bros
McCloud A Norman Barber
A Jackaon
Seymour Family
McWattera A Tyaon
Geo F Moore Co
Sybil Vane
Hltnor* A Williams
Eddie
Foy
Co
Enos Froze re
Bob Hall
Yvette Rugel
Bud Snyder Co
Lockwood & Rush

NEW BEDFORD

Hall A Shapiro
Creole Fashion PI
Lydell A Macy

Joe

4

Gordon's Olympia
Th* Ray-O-Lite

1921

1st half

A Crovinl
EASTON, Pa,

Orpheum

A Hayes

A Parker
Toney & Norman
Polly A Ok
If A M McFarlane
Van Cleve A Pete
Dillon

TROT. N.

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Frank Shields
Chains & Lambert

2d half
Gibson A Price
Boyle A Bennett

Circuit

Pig City

Leo Carrillo
Wilton Sis
La France Bros

"The Incomparable MentallsC*

(Charleston split)

MMKNDIM.I

BUFFALO

fill)

Keith's

Santos
Dotson

Sherman

to fill)

Hilton

8. C.

Ideal

Gordon A Ford
Emma Hni* Co

to

Ill

COLUMBIA.

Donald Sisters

Kajyama

M

Ryan A Ryan
Cook A Oatmaa

HAH
Kelly
Mortons

Jack Conway Co

O.
B. F. Keith's
Brltton
F. A
Ethel McDonough
Innia Bros
Beth Beri Co

HARRY KAHNE

PLATINUM HI AMOISin^ REM0DEL, Nfi
JEWELRY »-'»"«*Vr"l''J REMOUNTING
43 JOHN 8T.
Nee York City
TsL 971 Jeha

The Sharrocks

Edith Bailor
Keith's Fordhara
Sylvia Clark

Proctors' 5th Ave.
2d half (21-24)

Casey Co

Vincent A O'Donnell
Valerie Bergere Co

fill)

Gaxton Co

A Ann
B Kenny A Nobody

Clinton Sisters
lluck'fte

Sis

Olcott

The Leightons

BROOKLYN

2d half

Vincent

Maryland

(28-1)

Keith's Bushwick
Van & Corbett

3

Jack Joyce
Gordon A Ford
Marion Hurris Co

(One

fill)

2d half

Columbia

BALTIMORE

Tony George Co
Page & Gray
Bartram A Saxton
Master Gabriel Co
Calvin A Thornton

Norton

&

to

2d- half

A

Nestor

Toy's Models
•8 Bine Devils

l.a

Wm

aplit)

Senator F. Murphy
(One to fill)
2d half

Littl* Pal*
to fill)

(On*

O.

Smith on

Fulton

Empire
Harry La mo re

A O'Nell
Burt A Rosedal*
A A F Steadman

fill)

7,

SALEM. MASS.

Ernie

Foley

Hippodrome
Frank Wilson

Ga,

TOLEDO,

MnJe*U*
Peggy Carhart

McGrath A Deed*
2

Eddie Leonard Co
Craig Campbell

Harvey Henry A G
"Behind Scenes"
Amanda Gilbert Co

Tnman A Lyons

Mm*' Broadway

Wm

Gs.

1st half
Clare Carroll

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Jack Ostcrmaa
Ebbs
Phlna Co
Thornton Sis
Matthews & Ayres

Cameron

I.yrlc

AUSTIN and ALLEN

Colonial

Hippodrome

Bobby McLean Co
(One to fill)

PATERSON

A Ackerman

Hill

to

&

May

Hal Johnson
Halg A LaVer*
Sawyer A Eddy

Princeton f

Beklie* Duo
Elkin* Fay A B
Btone A Hayes

Rozellaa

fill)

Stein

Bell A Arliss
Austrailian Stanley

A Dunlgan
Hughe* A Nerrett

LANCASTER, PA.

(Two

A

Harry La more

Jack Wilson Co
Maria Lo

Bijou
(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Rudell

Welda

Official Dentist to the H. *. A.
(Pataaai B*IMI*f). Nee Yerft

2d half

Will Oakland
Kitty Gordon

YOVNGSTOWN,

SAVANNAH,

fill)

1

BROADWAY

Ernie

CHICAGO

Mabel Fonda Co
Wheeler A Potter

•DeWitt Young 81s
Mcintosh A Maids
(Others to

to

Gallagher A Foley
Nolan A Leary Co
4 Mortons

Geo Fred rick s Co
Bender A Meehan
Breen Family

1312-1313 Masonic Temple

Co

Penn.

A Townl«y

2d half

Irene Meyers

Doll

CLEVELAND

Ma cart A Bradford

Ona Munson Co

fill)

fill)

(Two

(28-1)

Mason A Shaw

Voyer A Wendell
Lanigan A Haney
Naynon'a Bird*

2d half
Shapiro A Jordon

Sidney

2d half

The Ray-O-Lite

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1411

AGENCY

Howard

Wm.

Francis

Palace
Rodero A Marconi

ERNIE
YOUNG

2

L

R.

Opera Ilooee
Organdl Girls
John Gelger
Josie Heather Co
Ward Bro*
Uyeda Jap*
4

MANCHESTER

NAP

Opening

81*

NEWPORT.

Rome A Wager

B. F. Keith's
Pearson

Pantagea

the

Amaranth

WASHINGTON

M

2

Booked

/

Frank Mullane
Walter Lawr'ce Co Nat
Nazarro Co
(Others to fill)

Betty Bond

Nelaon

Hoo

Farrell Taylor

Lewla

A

Demarest

Miller

to

A

Carlita

Pa.

Thoa Holer Co

A Dunlgaa

BOB

A

Montroae

M A P

Nightingale*

Carpoa Bros

Bally

Clara

Keith 'a Palace

Orpheum

Osborne

Geo Fredericks O*
Duval A Little

Heather Co

Joste

LAB

A White

Kranz

A

Hal

Id half
Organdl Girls

4

Id half
Kerviii*

Th*

McLou'ln A Ed'ards
Dryer
Frank J Sydney Co

Marie Nordstrom

Mack A Stanton
Frances Bell Co

Edwards' Newsboys
Burns A Frabito
D'nham & O'Mailey

2d half

t3an»^

Hippodrome
Old Tim* Darkle*

Clccolinl

Dominion
Qulxey Four
Ben Smith
Nat S Jerome Co
Leclair & Samson
Marsh'I Montgom'y
The LeFevres

Keystono

fill)

A

A Cockey

J Chas*
A Wilier*

Ward Bros

Duval A Little
Kalauka Hawatians

Shea's

Llbby A
Ford A Cunningham
Hyams A Mclntyre

fill)

OTTAWA

Yvette Co

Follia Girla

ALLENTOWN,

Turner

A Pollock
4 Harmony King*
Carl Emmy's Pets

Millard

Bryant S41-84SI

Ladora A Beekman

fill)

(One to

H A

Carson

"ProflUerlng"

TORONTO

B. V. Keith's

Rome A Gaut

•Allero

(One to

Yvette
Vine A Temple

Kelly

(Two

Tel.

Milton Pollock Co
Princess Rasah

Prortor's 125th St.
2d half (21-24)

.Keith's Jefferson
Dolly Kay

-lit-

Pinto A Boyle
Wheeler A Potter
Shields A Kane
Van Cellos
8 Blue Devils

Dane* Creation

A Rooney Lorimer Hudson Co Capt Anson A D
Howard A Sadler
Swor A Westbrook
D D H *
Van A Emerson
8parrow

Klutings Enterta'rs
Herschel Henlere
Ernest Evans Co

2d half (21-24)
Jessie Busley Co

SHUBERT

Keith's 81st St.
Demarest & Collette

"Indoor Sport*"

M;il>

BROADWAY

1403

split)

Rogers

Kennedy

Fern

1st half (25-27)

fill)

Kane Morey A
(Two to fill)

A Marie
John O'Mailey
PHILADELPHIA
Weston A Young Co
B A F Keith'*
Loney Haskell
Anderson A Yvel
Josie Rooney Co
Geo M Rosener
CITY.
JERSEY
N.J. Margaret Ford
R. F. Keith's
Dla'nd A Brennan

(Other* to

Bcnsee A Baird
E T Lawrence

Kennedy A Berle
Weaver A Weaver
McFarlane A P

split)

1st half

fill)

(Others to

IE

A Foss

Ross

Our Exclusive Direction

I'nder

II.

Bijou
(Chattanooga

2d half

Howard's I'onies
Fred A Ainsmlth
Keith's Hamilton
Whiting A Burt
Frisco Co
Harry Breen

Edwards
(Two "to

"Flirtation"
A Earl

CORTEZ
AND
PEGGY

2d halt

J & E Burke
Graves & De Monde
II A K Sutton

to

Dave Winnl*

SECOND SEASON

DuPrece

A:

Harry Watson Jr
Rolls A Royce
Beatrice Morgan Co
Margaret Taylor

(Two

Pa.
Majestic
(Pittsburg split)
1st half

KNOW

Joe Darcy

V A E Stanton
R Johnson Co

(Richmond
Billy
.

Drisko

Co

Billy Kelly

Richards

JOHNSTOWN,

Under Apple Tre*'
Fenton A Field*
;

Va.

Academy

Coley A Jaxon
"Snapshots"

Raymo A Roger*

Rappi

NORFOLK,

Clark A Barnes
Jo D*ll*r

Palo A Palet
Dooley A Story

Mabel Whitman Co
Chief Little Elk Co
Christy A Bennett

Harrison'* Animal*

Griff

Kennedy A Burt

I

A

Fargo

Zardo

2d half

Werner Amoroa

fill)

& Gordon
Wheeler A Potter

J

Stafford

Rev

EckhnfT

Keith's Colonial

Lew

Lytell

B. F. Keith'*
The Adroit*
F A M Dal*

Mabel Whitman Co
Christy A Bennett
Chief Little Elk Co
Frank Bush
Kane Morey A M

Travera A Douglaa
Lazar A Dal*

The Faynes

Corelll

CINCINNATI

Jefferson

Prortor's 58th St

The Rials
(Two to fill)

Dale

N. T.

&

Rappl

Peggy Brook*

.

Fred Whltehouso

fill)

Samoyoa
The Le Velio*
Jack Benny Co

Milton Pollock Co
Pollard Si*
Lydell & Gibson
Princess Rajah
2d half

1st half

Prown A Spenoer
Chung Wha 4

1st half

Mullen

Vernon
(Two to

A

Thorn
Ooldie
Zeno Moll A Cars
Id half

Freeman A Ken'dy
Cook A Smith
West t
LYNN, MASS.
Gordon'* Orympta

Stile*

Tt(V«hmau

Proctor's
Benson A Bell*

Palace
(Mobile split)

Stile*

Juliet
Lucille

SYRACUSE

NEW ORLEANS

Arcade
(Savannah split)

8

Ning Toy

Casting Mellos

AlBl'BN

A

Flanigan

A Parker

Dennis Si*

JACKSONVILLE

Thames Bros
Adams A Burnett

Archer A Belford
Celts Bros

'

Brooks A Powers
Mr & Mrs J Barry
Bronson A Baldwin
I.ydell A Gibson

3

Margaret Padula

Pistol A Johnson
Solly Ward Co
Lambert A Ball
The Buttons

Rialto
(Knoxvlilo split)
1st half
Frank Mansfield

El Cota

(Others to fill)
2d half (28-1)
Dunham A O'Mailey

Royal

Keith's

(On*

Hymack

CHATTANOOGA

2d half

Tony George Co

fill)

I

Co
(One to fill)

Rialto

Bert Lewis
Dlas Monk*

J Barry

Casting Mellon
Id half
McRa* A Clegg
Russell A Devltt
Eddie Clark Co

Dody A Berman

Laurel Le*

Homer Romaln*
Buztell

I

Honeymoon

"B.-'F.'Kefttfi

fill)

Anderson A Graves
Boyc* Comb* Co
McRa* A Clegg
2d halt
Lloyd A Nevada Co
Bernard * Scarth

1st half

The Savage*
to

fill)

(Louisville split)

«

-

Caaa

Vernon

Proctor's

Prince a*

Faden

Mr * Mrs

SCHENECTADY

NASnVILIJsl

Mile* Co

Allen Co
Florence Oladlola

4

Rialto Co

•Paul Decker Co
•Knights A Gall

Dainty Marl*

Tommy

Lloyd Nevada Co
Betty Washington
Eddie Clark Co

lit half (25-27)

Dorea"*

Wataon SI*
Kane A Herman
Gallettl A Kokia

(Two

Proctor'*

Bison City

A

Jordan

Thos Wise Co

Tabor A Green
Kinney A Shelby
Holland D'krill Co
Barry Antrim
•Eugene A Finney
(One to fill)

Keith'* Riverside
Julian Eltlnge

(Other* to

INDIANAPOLIS

Bentelle Bros
(Others to fill)
Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (21-24)
Master Gabriel Co
•Irene Meyers

Keith'* Palace

Shop

Geo N Brown CO
Lyona A Yoaeo

flrrt

Jut-hVjfr

ALBANY-'

New tfork City
YORK C1TT Kaufman A Deasie

Palace Theatre Building,

Lane

*

!^JS^-T.bTSffffi!
time.

KEITH

Homer

„•#,-.

?nd.cete. act I. now domg
vaudeville, or appearing in city wb«r* listed for th*

Werner Amoroa t
Brook* A Power*

2d half
Robert A Robert
Holllday A Wlllette

th* wlatlr*

which tbe.« bills
program position*.

Revue*

oi'

Basil A Allen
Gautler'a Toy

th* booking offlc** tb*y

ar* printed doo. not d.sot*

of act* nor thoir

absence

NEW

U

according

In divisions,

b*low *r* grouped

bill*

PP
.

Frabell
Fallon A Shirley

Revu*

Ben Beyer Co

Newhoff

A A K

ottaerwls*

Monday matin**.
with jBwuamy
p*wp«« Who*) «ot

weak

the

A Phelps
Wood A Wyde
Greenlee A Drayton

Kara Co

A Scarth
A Baldwin

Bernard
Bronson

Ashley A Dorncy C*
Francis A Hum*

N. J,

Proctor**

Majostle

25)

IN

for

NEWARK,

\KK1MU KG

II

WEEK (April
NEXT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

BILLS

Eva

Friday. April 2?, 1921

VARIETY

29

I

A

Birnes

EDMONTON, CAN.
Orpheum
(25-27)

DENVER

(Sam*

Orpheum

Calgary 28-20)
Sultan

(Sunday opening)
Valsaka Buratt Co

bill

playi

David laplrsteta

>

:

VARIETY

Friday, April 22, 1*21

A

Morton

Cosier A Lusby
Aurora Co
Gordon A Delmar
Dunham A Wlll'mi Two Edwards
Beavan A Flint
Nelson A Bailey
Will Stanton
Rronson A Bdw'rds Walter Hopk's A C Bottomley Troupe
Maldle Del<ong
Bigelow A Clinton
Daley Nellie
Mathews A Blak'y
"Old Blk Joeland" Mullen A Francis
OKMULGEE,
Ohio,
Samson A Dellla
Brown Gardner A B
Greene A Deane
Black A White Rev
Roy LaPearl
Cook
Eddie Carr Co
lACKAMKMO
2d half
Gllmore A Castle
Frank Stafford Co
Dancing Kennedys
Orphfum
Wilfred
Clark
2d half
Co
B A J Grey
(26-27)
SlOt X CITY, LA. Meredith A Snoozer
Byron A Hals;
Cobbe A Helson

Gl

A Vadle

STrl

Dockatader

J; w

27

=

Grant Gardner

•.» Samuels
Curion Sis

KANSAS CIT1

Armatrong A James
Fred Weber Co

Orphrum

A

(Same

*-*•

Moody A Duncan
Hampton A Blako
-Trip to

Hltland"
Old Rose"

A
LINCOLN, NBB.
Orphenm

Murray

(Fouf

"Moonlight"

2d half

fill)

A

Klass

The Dooleys
I-.or.3i Tack yam Cc

Breakaway Barlows

Mang A Snyder

Mathews A B

A

Story

Clank

Sabastian A M Glrla
Bert Fitzgibbon

two voices Mniultaneuosly.

F Dobson
(Two

Ruth Howell

Orphrum

A

Williams

Woltus

CAM
(Two

Margaret A Alverez
Moss A Frye

Wm Mandel Co
N)ek HufTord
JAN Olms

Everest's Circus

Bobby O'Neil Co
Lloyd

ST TAIL
Orphrum

Alice

MILWAUKEE
Scabury Co

A

O'Donnell

Blair

Treat"

"Artistic

Valentin*

Herbert Brook*

A

B«

Armnn

Palace

PEORIA. III.
Orpheum
W A B Brown
Langford A F

en

Bracks
la.

Columbia

-

Flint

BAB

Afch

Hyanis

2d half

Otto

A Sheridan

Cooke & Valdare
Byrd A Allen
Beatty A Evelyn
HunK»r'n Rhapsody

Dothweil Browne
(One to fill)

r

Oacar lllraao 3
Paul Nolan Co

Teschow's Cats
BUI Robinson

SAN FRANCISCO

Challen A Kekt,
Laurel Lee

Orphrum

Orphrum
"On Fifth Avenue"

Co

Orphrum

Joe Towle
Jack La Vler

Dellaven A Nice
Davia A Pelle
"Once a Thief"

ELGIN,

"RAYMOND BOND"

Co

Ben Harney
Sylvester Family
Williams

A

Burke A Betty
Co Dora
F A O Water*
Emma Carus Co
Marmeln Sia A S

VANCOUVER.

Cummins A White
OMAHA, NEB.
Orpheum
Lachmann

B.C.

Hibbitt
El Rey Sis

Flo Lewis
Rice A Newton
Elizabeth Brlce Co
Carl McCuliough
"Miniature Revue"

WINNIPEG

Harry Kahno Co

'

State-

ALTON,

Hippodrome
Harry

Ellis

Ray Snow Co

Roy A Arthur
CENTRA I JA,
Grand

2d half
Bernard A Ferris
Illy

BABT'YlLlJS.Okln.

J.

2d half

NAOMI RAY

With

Circua
half
Stllwell

Hayatake Hroa
Davia A Chadwick
Jack Levy Glrla

Odeon
Arselma Ulsters
Jack Russell Co
Cleveland

Rene A Florence
Hamilton Walton
Toyama Japs

2d half
Gllmore a Castle

Four MUos
.

{Onn- to

fill)

CHAMPAIGN,

-

BELLEVILLE,

111.

Washington

BUy
Alice

Hamilton

lahlkawa Bros
2d half

Borden Bros
Ray Snow Co
•0

BLOOMI'OTON,

III.

Tracey a

McBriAa
Welch Mealy A. M
(One

to

flii)

CD-R BATUMI,

Hopkins A C
Blo«m A Rher
Roshier

(One

to

Snell

A Vtrnon

fill)

A

ia.

MuJeMIc

Leo Beers
Oar.,

Muff

(Two to nil)
SPB'GFIELD, ILL.

Elliott

Nsvans A Mack
Novelle Bros

Blnns

BOCK FORD,

A

Hosier

Putnam

Gilbert

A Saul

Howard A Cradd'k
Klnkaid Kilties
Freeman A Lewis
Mr £ Mm s Payne

Fltxgibbot.fc

Monroe Hroa
(Two to fill)
2d half
Qarcenitt: Bros
Langforcl A F
Hall Ermine A

Hungar'n Rhapsody

Lillian

Walker
Walker

JABta
(One

All)

1

MADISON.

Wis.

Orphrum
Daniels

A Walt- "-a

Gordon Co
Murray Bennett
Vera,

B

to

Ann

A

s

*

Gordon's Circua
2d half

Jack Roshler
"Four of IV
Orren A Drew

City

Three Martels
I^onard A l'orray
Hob Ferns Co
Tilyou & Rogers
Horace Golden To
Lincoln Square
Elwln 3
Ma!.- shy .1 B»< 5^
Connors A Hi'iri*

Metropolitan

Oabby Bros
Rose Vnlyda
Hob Ferns Co
2.1

4

half

2.1

De

<\»rter

Pierre

1

241

at S

U

r>T 4'ith

I

STRI FT

A Campbell

Shatv

!fh
Warn k A
Kahu i Boons
1.'

,1

(One

to

fill)

half

2.1

TorU'a Dogs
Ke! y A Msckey
"Tal#. of

Romnx

1

B!dg.>

Joe Jenny Trio
lahlkawa nroa
l.ran.i

Three Melvlr.l
D«

m

1

k

'

n

I'ro

ton t Hawklna
Fsrdo K Noll
1

.1

A

re*

•

'.

r

4
I

r .

1

rs

vl..

r.

|^l^^

'

COl

A.

'«»

II

.

lr-

•]

Ma

I

•
I

I

Meroff

W.

pisher

Herbert

l.<

A
-

i

.1

r

/.

'

I

*'o
f*o

A be
I

1

1

Laurie
Al H
Art.e

1

«•

'i

<

'<>

!•<

.'

1

errs

ne

:.y

W

2d half
ck 4 I"

x

v

A Wtjson
A C Avery
Prank T^rry

\\ .ir.t

"

lonnelly
v*

3

81st.

'»

Smmre

>r.i

."

•

<

i.

r

:

y

a

1

'

2d half

Co

'

Kaisha Co

FRESNO, CAT.
Hippodrome

pwd

chard Wai.y Cc
Vnlyda
inn ors A Hnj ne
Men Linn
Kinkaid Kilties

r.l

T,ee

Mason

1

'

<

Julia Curtjs

Dnncera DeLuxe
2d. half
A J Cibson
Patrice a Sullivan

J

Riven A Arnold
Criterion

*

••I'stches''

PACL

ST.

Loew

M.

U KLR'8

\

Dr.

'

A

Jack

For is

THEATRE

III

CARY

M. G.

DO.

CHICAGO

peelal Bates to the Frofesstas.

t'o

Flynn Minstrels
half

2.1

The

onians
I'.olx r A Gold
M
"Marr'gs rs Dlv'cs
T,.i r<

Anne Kent

\s.

^

King Street
Rondaa 2
Alf Oral
•'I 'id-Bits"
'

Gl.uk. rs
«'v

(Two

.

1.

1

'<

cjueena

I

Ksnns

sisters

Callahan A Hiiss
J A 1 Martin
2d half

Da v.

2

lit

A

8a

t;.

s"

Gamble Co
Troupe

Wilbur A Lyks
Meirny S
Hart A Helens

'

o

'<\;i,iin>j«

'f

''

-

.

nM

.

,

SAN ANTONIO
|j»n

f"»

Paramo
Vincent A F:anklya

1
V*

"Rounder of B'w'y'*
Anthony A Arnold
Hroa
half

III

Fr.-ddy Silvers
Skeil) a H. it

?

•

.

Stanl'-y

•o

A R

'.Nino O'ClOick

ys

Be ulan I'.arl
Harry Mason

'

I;

'lies

2d half

A Mitzl
Clay A Robinaon
D'br'ge A Oremmes
Mahoney A Cecil
T<eon

II

Harry Sykes
.1

2d half
.1.

A H notds

Roltl nger

a

Huesu

A D

borw ^**"
M'Comi.
A Austin

Dia/.

N.

Murphy A Murphy
11

Muni'

Al

liOew

1

6

1

to fill)

HOBO KEN,

K Fllllilett Co
Monte A Lyons

sis

Helen Vincent

3

Overseas Reros

ID

Oeo Stanley A
Powers Marsh
Frank Ward

min m:\volis
1 4>e w
To*o Hammer r„

2.1
half
Sterling Ross
ai l*est»r Co

Raines A Avey
J

(29-30)
Burrcll Hros

o

<

A Hlome

BeattlS

Cy ^

Anne Kent A Co
Beattie A Blome

MEMPHIS

c.ii.-s

itose

T

2d half
F^dl- Hill
Plunkett A R'ni'lnx

Friends"
Bnjrers

HAMILTON,

a Dunosr
«

Florence Henry Co
Hall'-y A Noble

Robert

r;.

Maxon A Morris
Oordon A Cordon
B-:i a Bslgravo

2d half

J

•

I-OfW

8

DENTIST

A Doll
Ryan A Weber

Hsbbert's itevuo
Fulton

•

Preston

LOt IS

8T.

3

"Marr'gs vs D'v'cs"

Rose

Howard A Cmdd'ck

!

mtln A

Bartletl

Jack Martin

I/oew

half

A w i>* Working.
Phono: IIKN \NT

A

ras

II.

Maleta Bunconl

Wright A Wilson
McConnell A West
Arthur De Voy Co
Ce.lla Weston Co
L,a Temple Co

"Just

I •<

I

tilre .o
Mehllnger
OraoS A > r< a A. H

i.ioyd

Hevue

<

»r

<,re«-l»-y

Collins

'

Victoria.

A*r a
Bonis

Meroff

V A C A v. ry
Josephins ilarni'>n
I

li

(One

onfa

Co

n

1

Cities

2

f>ur A' 'aI
*5ulte tin.

risi h'.ll
.Mi'

Art

Amoros A JeanettO

FALL BIVEB

"Oolden Whirl"
Yoriie a Mnpnelhr
Al H White CO

MICKEY CURRAN, Manager

Hippodrome
Rainbow *JH'hawl<

(14.it)

K Emmett Co
Monte A Lyons
Russo Ties A R

Horace Golden Co
y

Jackson A Ho warn"
Steve Freda
"Toy Shop"

The Larconlans
Roher A (Jold

J

Hawthorne A Cook

-

Dixie

half

BROOKLYN

MarK"t A Frun« on

2d half
Onnfcy Bros
Ti

lull, rt

Rose Kress Duo
S A It ROSS

2.1

DANNY DAVENPORT OFFICES

Tru

Golden Troupe

American
Graham A Benson
Imhofl Conn A C
Bert

A

McAvoy
Kramer A Pattern
Wfrsoil

8

Eddie Montrose
Harlow Banks A C
Hawley & Saxton
Frank Terry
V*t!.la <o

2d half

Kartells

3

Bner

a-

Merrill

New York

A

Cliffords

3

LOS ANt.KLES

Hippodrome

A Avsy

Carroll

Society Symphony
2d half

R Rogers Laurell 4
Smith A Cook
E A G Parks
Beaggy A Clause
Trovato
MODESTO, CAL
Robinson's Baboons
Raines

.1

to All)

CITY

Evelyn A Phillips

Pudding"

"Rice

Building,

Stanley

1

2d half
C/o

((mo

American
A Wlnthrop

l/usby

Adonis

Dunlay A

DIILITII
I/oew
Ergottl A Herman
Charlotte Worth

Cordini
Ix)we Evans

Linn
Cooper A Rodello
(One to fill)

Pat ton Co

Jupiter

NEW YORK

Hart Wagner A
Roy A Arthur

B

A U

&

Lee Began Co
A Robles

Les A nidus

Roberts

2d half
Jack A Ports

I '.en

MARCUS LOEW

A Beck

Frazler

W

Majeetlo
A Bert

Palace

"Four of t's"
Orren A Dr/

Howard A Atkins

Tripoli 3
Con* man

Rainbow A M'hawk

Ward A Raymond

Aerial

"Nobody Home"

2d half

A Winch

ILL.

Macks
Avenue B

AH

Harrison D'kln
Six Bulfords

Charles Wilson

A Harrison

Jo-Jo

O A M Brown
Hill A Qulnnell

2d half

Weber A

2d half
Marlon, Dr. w

.lessio

Bros

1

Redford

D!o->!7?

.Mevoiand A Pays
Klngb'iry A Munf-.-n

1

Bobby Harris Co
Vera Gordon Co

2d half

Deck A Stillwe'l
Hayatake Bros

Klmbcrly A P Co
Roof Garden 3
.One to fill)

nit

Three Ankers

A Da\e

Novelty

Will fitant.,n

Cook & Valdnre
Rtorey A Clark
Tracey a McBrlIde
Chaa Nelson
2d half
Bro«lue A Brown

A

2d half

ritser

De'.nar

CHICAGO

half

WIS.
Virginian

111.

W

Redford A
Walters Wanted
Klmberly Page Co
Olson A Johnson
Rlcs Pudding

"Nobody Home"

Princess
Bedell

School"

"Difi;rlct

ois< n A Johnson
LucJanr.a Llucca
Orpheum
Gordon's Cir.ua
"Walters Wanted"
Breakaway Barlows Brown Gardner A B
ST. LOUS
Meredith A S
Mack A Lane
LINCOLN. Neb.
Columbia
Ow« n McGlveny
Samaroff A Son's
Liberty
Wm Brack
Wank A Lew and I

Gordon

Majestic
Fole^eB Monks
Bobby Harris
Jazz A Naval 8
2.1

W

2d half

rink Toes

fill)

KENOSHA,

2d half

CAM

—

(Three to

Walker

Lillian

Rialto

WICHITA, KAN.

Emery
Helen Jacklty

Salle

Mnletn Boneonl
Part let! Smith a I
Jnch Martin 3

l.oiil

Harvey

<1

PRO\IDENCB

OreRory Co
Armstr'g A Downey
Bond- Berry Co
Hairy HltMS

.lark

Brown's l>og*

Bernard A Meyers

Blnns A Exmonds
Lindsay A Hazel

L A

Do Voy A Dayton
Harvey De Voro 3
MeCoy A Walton

White Black

A Kenny

Alvin

LeS Arados

Colonial
Rice A Elm* r

2d half

3

Oyi>ay Trio
2.1 half

"Ting-a-KIng"

Schcpp's Circua

Mitchell
Hayes A Fields

Steed's Septet

Harry Tsuda
Bayle A Patay
Jack Trainer Co
Black A ODonnell

A E

J

PITTKRIJBGH
Loew

HANDIT"

DETROIT

Kay Hamlin A K
BACINE. Wis.

Pearl Abbott Co
Carlton A Belmont
"Fickle Frolics"

State

Hay (on

has opened offices at 1G07-1608 Masonic Templo, Chicago, and will
be mighty glad to get you a route of 40 weeks or more over the most
Umo in the middle west, booking exclusively with the W. V,
M. A., B. F. Krith (Western) and affiliated circuits.

Bob White

A Courtney Mr A Mrs W Hill
Jimmy
I/O BEACH, CAI^ Chap.lloLyons
A S Co

Morris A; Towns
Mom ford A Stanley
Virginia Belles*

Who

A Daisy

Williams

Martin

2d half

BURT CORTELYOU

2d half

Howard A Lewis

Reeder A Armstr'g

SHAKE HANDS WITH

B

Powera Marsh A
Frank Ward
t Musical Queens

Nlckeraon

Oorgalls

Mnnkln

desirable

A H Brown

"RICE AND OLD SHOES"
Scbepp'a
This Week (April 18). Lincoln. Chleago
2d
Neat Week (April 2ft), Statc-lJike, Chi. Beck A

State
Burrcll Bros
Stanley A Sis

G

Offering a Musical Prescription.
NONALCOHOLIC BUT INTOX rCATfrffJ
Opening JIRPHBIM C'lRCl'lT. AprU tflL

Palermo's Canines
Gene A Menctte
Alf Ripon
May Stanley Co
Pep-o-Mlnt

A Z

t

OAKLAND, CAL.

DORIS DUNCAN *y
"TUB IOVE

W

A

DAYTON

KANSAS CITY

CONLEY

Royal Harmony

Samuels Co

Originalities

111.

Jazzland Naval t
(One to fill)

111

CAT

2d half

DALLA8, TEX.

flli>

A

Berry

Pauline

Eugene Emmett
Harvey
Bryant A Stem-art

La Rose A Lane

JefTerson

Globe

HARRY

Dance

fill)

Beatty A Evelyn
Norvelle Broa
(One to All)

Worden Bros

Loew

A

Paul

KNOXVII.LK

M

3

OTTAWA, CAB.

Lewi* A Thornton
Rose Revue

Towns'd Wilbur Co

JO I JET, 111.
Orpheum

W

Brower

A Kane

Klbcl

Liberty
Wanda A Seals
Ethel Levy 3

Wells Virginia

Powers A Wallace
(One to All)

Taylor A Francis
Jas Grady Co
The Volunteers
Emma Carus

III.

"Patchea"
2d half

Loew

CLEVELAND

Montgomery A A
The Brlants

Lake Theatre* Building, Chicago

Margaret Merlo
Renard A West
Johnson Bros A J

Gordon 2
Evans Mero A B

Weston A Eline
Loach Wallin I

A Emily

AJax

Downing A B Sis
Dixie Hamilton Co
LONDON, CAN.

2d half*

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

A Sullivan
A Arnold

Criterion 4

Peters

McVlrker's
Santry A Norton

Washington
Barnard A Ferris
MS. rlman Sisters

Three Rumanoa
Texas Walker

Wm

Will J Evans
2d half
A I.e. Buff

La Temple Co

GRANITE CITY .111.

Herbert Co
Foster Ball Co

Orpheum
Geo Jessei's Revue
B A D Conrad

Arthur De Voy Co
Weston Co

"Ruffles"

PORTLAND, ORE. Hugh

"Fallen Stars"
Dick
Apollo 3
2d half

Danny

Tripoli 3

HI.

Murray Voelk

Orpheum
Singer's Midgets
Duncan A Carroll

3

Patrice

"Breakfast for I"

2d half
Connell Leona

A Vanity
Bobby A Earls

J Gibson

Rives

CITY

Liberty

Mykoff

Loew

Gelia

Orpheum
Wynne & Carmen
Briscoe A Rauh
Kay Hamlin & K

A Mont
A Malle

Newell

Sia

OKLAHOMA

Lee Perrettos
Long A Perry

CHICAGO

GALKSRI RG,

JAI

Plga

2d half

EVANSVILLE, Ind.
New Grand

to

Callahan A Bliss
Marlin

loew

Montambo A Nap

Wright A Wilson
McConnell A West

All)

to

A

Kaiaha Co

Pearla Oypsys

(One

J

K- 'im Sisters

3

>

Jack Goldfa

Dell

Florence Henry Co
Halley A Noble

2d half
Murray Bennett

(One

The Langdona
Wlnton Bros
Geo Yeoman

BOSTON
Ryan A Weber
A Howard

Frear Daggett A F
Princes Nal Tal Tai
Frank Wilcox Co

Irene Franklin

Flying Mayos

to

Walsh A Bentley
"Week F'm Today"
Walter Kauffman
Skating Macks

Jackson

(Terre Haute split
1st half

Orpheum

Pierce

(Two

McConnell A Austin
Harry Sykes

Steppers

Garden

Orpheuni

111.

A iiiwlor
2d hslf

KANSAS CITY

O'Neil Sisters

On

Babe La Tour
Grazer

4

Charles Heilly
Mystic Hanson

2d half

A

Willie Karbe
Dell A Ray
L'dal) A, Laurell

Manners A Loweree
Kddio Heron Co

"Melody Festival"

Rose

Crescent

1

INDIANAPOLIS

FWi

Brown A Elaine
Mae A Hill
Jack Reddy

Hanlon A Clifton

Blalto
Steed Septette

Demonstrates the fact that It is possible
entertainment without using
cuss words or euggeative Jokes.
'StoryBook Stuff' Is one of the hits of the bill
and there Isn't one BLUE word in It."
Youngstown. Ohio "Telegram"

1!

Orpheuni

Btnna A Burt
Blgelowa A Clinton
"Magic Glasses'
Jaa Dooley Co

to give real

Franklyn Ard>
McConnell Sia
Billy Beard

Bayle A Patey
Jack Trainer Co
Black A O'Donnell

BEND, 1ND.

SO.

2d half

Orphrum

Orpheum

Harry Tsuda

F A O Walters

Toyama Japs

Wilfrid DuBols

OAKLAND

"Ruffles"
2d half

Wynne A Gasmen
Briscoe A Rauh

Tale of a Cities
Yatea A Reed

The Miparlcs
Ducos Bros
Frank De Voe
Joe Browning
BIOTJX CITY

A A

Lelghtner Sin

Anna Chandler

Rev

Miniature

Dixie

Itljon

Albert Rickard
Fortune Queen
Fisher A Lloyd
Margot Francois
Boulevard
Fed rick A De Vere
Albert Rickard
Fortune Queen
Yorko A Maybelle

Noll

6 Virginia

BIRMINGHAM

The Ovandos

Pink Toea

SO

Eve"

"Fall of

Holt Go

2

Clark's Hawaiiana

3

1493 Broadway. N. Y. City

"A Modern Diana"

Charles Gibbs

Girls

E. ST. Louis,
Erher's

Buddie Walton

Orphrum

Murray Voe Ik

Dan

Hippodrome

Taylor & Francis
Broslus A Brown
2d half
Nslo A RIzzo
(Three to fill)

SEATTLE

NEW ORLEANS

Daisy Dean Co
Robinson McG
Lola l'rava Co
2d half

A

Cardo

Geo Randall Co
A Hawkins Tappan A Armstr'g

L'raxton

llldg..

Jo-Jo A Harrison
"Golden Whirl"
2d half
Esther 3
Curry A Graham

BALTIMORE
Rummer*

Orphrum
Richard Wally Co

Jupiter Trio
2d half

Putnam

Terry

Jones Family

GAR
"Mixtures"

Norworth Co
A Nicholson Ned
Felblni A Nagel
A Ia Tour
Alan Brooks Co
Donovan A Lee
Larry Comer

A Deyo

A Z

Raymond

JOE MICHAELS
HOOKING EAST and WEST
— — Reliable Servleo
WIRE, WRITE OR CaLL SUITE lOlfc

Danny

'Around the Clock"

April in.
April 25.

NEW ORLEANS

A Hazel

quick Action

Will J Evans

Ordway Co

l.;nirif

Howard A Atkins
W D Pat ton Co
Dunlay A Merrill

half

A

Jewel

1

A Frlcl
A Ebby

Phillips

A

Long

2d half

Roberts

King Saul

Wanton's Models
I'd

una

I.

to nil)

Lew Huff

Novelty

Dan Ahearn
Walman A Berry

Grand

Atari's
Warden A Donc'urt Skating
2d half
Armstrong A James Les Perrettos

(One

Melo.lv 1'csiival

(ivaaxfoa

ATLANTA. GA.

Hayden

Foley

Slgnor Friscoe

Barlow Banks A

TOPKKA, KAN.

Orpheum
Charles Lloyd Co

Llndsuy

Majestic

Norton

Mr A Mrs O Wilde

Week of
Week of

Th*

(One to AH)

half

2.1

Brown A Elaine
Mae .V Hill
Jack Reddy

Loew

Lola Liuv.i co

DES MOINES

Blossom Seelry Co
Lolya Adler Co
4 Gossips
Frdsper A Moret

MINNEAPOLIS

Ramsdells

Brawns

11

Keith'**,

in* hiiintl,

<

Co
BabS La Tour
A Lawlor
IIOI.YOKE, MASS.

Grazer

Walsh A Bentley
"Week F'm Today"
Walter Kauffman

Work A Mack

- Divorced

Married

Keith's, Indianapolis,

Orpheum
Connell

A Lennie
Kavanaugh A Ev'tt

Wheel,

Sis

Willie Karbe
Dell A liny
I. .1.1 11 A Laurel)

O'Neill Slaters

3

National

Powers A Wallace
Anatol Frledl'nd Co
(One to nil)

Yrudunie

Daveys
Beulah !'• arl
Harry Muhod Co
Freddy silvers A F
Skelly A 11. it Rav
2

2d half

Cooper A Rodello
Evelyn Phillips
B'ldwin Austin A G

Sister.

NASir\ILLE

,

Ralph Whitehead

2d half

2d half
A living

Elwln

1

S.D.

—

Engaged

M

fill)

Leo Beers
Johnson Bak'-r A J
Ql'INCY. III.

Joe Melvin
Jas Grady Co

Bevan A

to

Monks
FergUBon A s
Hart Wagner A E

Belle Montrose

A:

(Two

R Tuseano Bros
Daman A Vail

Follette's

& Payne

Harry Holman Co

7995

La Canto & Bonaws
Newport A Stlrk
Dance Festival

Kana/nwa Boys

Ted McLean Co
Sob.'! A Weber
Dancers Supreme

Freeman A Lewis
Mr A Mrs S Payne
Wilson A McAvoy

(Evansville aplit)
lat half

BURY

AND

2d half

Creamy

Clayton

1

Bern*

Sol

Frinrea*
M« Mahon Slaters
Con. 14 A Albert
Arthur Sullivan Co

So be A Weber
Doree'a Opera

Lfsjnp
.'lark CS>

Johnnv

HOUSTON

Lour Evans A S
Delmore A Moore

"Around the Clock"
Sieg.-l

Crane

KENNEDY

Weston's Models

Jed Dooley
Sebastian A

X F*LLS,

SIOl

Monroe Bros
Logan Sq.
Jack Roshler A M
FergUBon A S
Hunting A Frances
Three Ankera

DAVENPORT,

Kaliz Co

A Hubert

Dan Ahearn
Walman A Berry

a

"Summertime"
Marmeln Sis A S
(Two to fill)

fill)

2d half
Cordlnl

Co

MONTREAL

Lallocn A D'preece
Jean A Valjean
(Three to till)

Paul Earle

BRYANT

to All)

2d half

Michon Bros

Aleza

to nil)

(•ne

Warwick

Phone

Arnold
JAB
Bernlce La Bar

Weber Tsylor A

A Co

(One to

A Ebby
A Rogers

Tilyou

H.VTC, 1ND.
Hippodrome

H'ydcn G'dwin A

A Faye

Joe Bfelvln
Gertrude Newman
Imhoff Conn A C
Mullen A Francis

S«

SALT LAKE

P Bremen A Bro

fill)

Phillips

TRE

2d half
Rectors

\*H{

2d half
Miztures

Mack A Lane

11

(One

Golden Troupe

Two Edwards
Kins* A Brllant

To sari
J C Nugent

Harry Hayden Co
Lew Cooper

'

t

WaJUi rg
Fearless CeDora

Empress'
Kingsbury A M
Jessie

Carus

F A

to fill)

OMAHA,

2d half

"Bubbles"
Frances Kenn> dy
Connelly & Francis
Melville A Rule

Majestio

Wm

/

Kenny A Hollls
The De Grohs

Emma

Cleveland

Cleveland

Siren*

half

2.1

Courtney Sis

Remple
Holmes A La Vere
Harriet

Hunting A Francis
Bobby Randall

YORK CITY

STREET,

47th

Arselma Sisters
Jul: BnsooU 0*>

to All)

2

Anj;er A Parker
llynian A Mann
Rhilto

ANGELES

1X)8

WEST

110

Lincoln
Godfrey A II
Nevins A Mack

VALENTINE VOX
A Green

Vnl.ta

CHOOS
GEO.
NEW

Brllant

Fran Stafford Co

Psfrr

(One to

2d half

Margaret Young
Mel Klce

Originator of shiflug In

Palace
Eddie Montrose
llawley A Saxton
B'ldwin Aualin A G

NEW HEADQUARTERS

Byron A Halg
Bobby Randall
Johnson Baker A J

Girls

LOUIS
Orphrum

Bessie Aro Wiring
Emerson A Baldwin
Hoy Conlln
Alfred LaTell Co

to

Owen IIoGlveny

Orpheum
Wilfred Dubois
Burke A Betty

Kedaie
Adonis A Dog
Gertrude Newman

ST.

Albertlna Ranch Co

Four MUos
(One to fill)

Sim'o

The Slrena

4

?Tor P»tya Sake"

••Grey

Wm

plays

bill

Fresno 28-20)
Fords Rev
Tom Smith Co
Jai C Morton Co
Bert Melrose
Delmar A Kolb
Edith Clifford

Clare

Rom A

Artie Mehllnger*
Kramer A Pattera'n

Delancey St.
Lew Huff
Leonard A Porray
Adams A Oerhue

-

Dalmore

.

licMahnn Sisters
Con n« A Albert
Arthur Sullivan Co
Ralph Whitehead
Kanasas a i-oya

SPOKANE

I

J

HipiMMlrmne
Pi

.1,

IM.i>

1!

.

A

irtley

*».««tlt:ton

Win R Morrla
Van A V ernon
Sherman Van A
•

H

2d half
Brgottl A ll'rmin
Ch.irlotte

d en pnr'

Worth
21)

»Ai

:

.

VARIETY

28

Friday, April 28, 1&21
a:

j.

To

Who Assisted in

the Artists

on Vaudeville Day

Vaudeville Artists' Insurance and Sick Funds

I

i<>

,

•

.

.

.

*

,

One

Your gracious contribution to the different entertainments
throughout the United States and Canada was greatly appreciated and I have received many letters from different managers
asking me to personally write to each artist. This I would be
pleased to do, but inasmuch as there were about eight hundred
houses, it is pretty hard for me to ascertain the names of all who
appeared, so in a general way I am thanking you all for your
kindly consideration which contributed so much, not only to the

which

his decision

is

so by the fact that despic-

I

The Judge roundly

BILLS NEXT

WEEK

bao Parka
Trovato
Raboons
sFm*cr*u>. mass.
ltobinflotVs

L<M*W

2d half

l-'rc«la

"Toy Shop"

Clifton

Geo

2d half
ITclen Jackley
Cgffman & Carroll
Leo Bogjrs Co
Salle & Robles

Symphony
SUPERIOR, WIS.
Loew

Society

Frank Hartley
Play & Castlston
E Morris Co
Van & Vernon
Sherman Van & II

Wm

& Spartan

W

Moore
Sherman & Pierce
Race & Edgo

Emery yuintet

SAN FRANCISCO
Hippodrome
(Sunday opening)

&

"Wilbur

&

T hereby give you notice as a stockholder of record of the
Circuit, Inc., that I protest and object to any diversion
of the receipts of the above Corporation for such purposes.
I
object to this on the ground that it is a dissipation of the assets
of the Corporation for purposes which are foreign to its Charter
and a depletion of the amount which should accrue for division

asi

(Sunday

no
opening)

Howard & Hoffman
•
Regal A Mack

O larks
Trovato
Robins .n'.s Duboona

Tnylor A Arnold
Exposition 4

Slate
Ballny 2

Intern

v\

Marietta Craig Co
'Royal Four
Bverett'i circus

Burton & Sh<>a

M'Cormatk A

>e

W

Stopping Stone ttev
2d half

Marvelous D'Onzos
K J Moore
Mack & Maybelle
Wlllin* & Jordan
Billy Hart Girls

I.

ester

<

<y

.<•

'o

Gorgalls

I.aRose

Rerry

M

(24-31)

BRIDGEPORT

Co

Royal Four

PoIPh
Elsie
Hilly

La Barbara

Walsh

3

2d half

The Horans
Jay Ret

gar.

Co

l>drofh> -VtfVtuc to

M TRUNKS
New

Catalog or See Our Agentr

NEW YORK
NATHAN, 531 Seventh Ava.
CHICAGO
BARNE8 T. CO., 75 W. Randolph
HERKERT & MEISEL T. CO.
8.

BIO

WASHINGTON AVK.
ST.

Nickerson

Samuels Co

Friend A
Ernestine

Downing

Venetian
2d half

Howard A

Scatt

Palace
Arthur Rarrett

A Van

Hanky Panky

Morley Sis
Bernard A Townee
Colinls Dancers
t'*ne to All)

Evelyn De Lyons

GC!

SI

Max Holden
Hlbbert A Nucent
Eddie

Hume Cu

Hite Re flow Co
2d half

The Renntnira
Jennings ,v Dor man

Mannon

4

"At the I'arty"

HARTFORD
Capitol

M A A

Royce

A

Dalton

BUFFALO
Olympic
Roberts A DeMont
Marshall A Connors
Hayea * Lloyd
Marca Marts* ••
Glasgow Maids
l

Creole Cocktail

WILKES-HARRE
Poll's

Fred Lewis
"June Time"

A

Broadway
Muro

A

Parti

Morrow & Gray

A

Gllles

Otto

DETROIT

W

W

2

VA.

Lyric

F A M Hughes

Columbia

(Continued on page 30)

Troupe

WORC'ST'R.

VA.

OPEN LETTER

Miihs.

Poll's

Flottow Bms
La France K-

Prlnc'ss Wah-Letka
2d half

The TempP'tons
Billy Walsh 3
Neville A Dano
Hazel Crosby Co
Prlnc'ss Wah-Lotka
Plaza
Watson's Dogs
Jennings a Dorman

A Gaga

Off Ice

jack Lait,

Care Variety, Chicago,

week, our act happened to be a rather

Wagon

laughing

vernacular as

Sue"

Lane A Smith
"All Aboard"

success,
is

Answer— "No, why?"
smacks of Jack

boys

act, didn't

"W-e-I-1,

Lait."

it

said,

he?"
certainly

i

An!ma'>.

CLEVELAND
PriMrllla

&

Now,

the

question

i<:

"Are

ns,

no doubt

we

to

feel

we

will

Mattered or not?"
Bro.

*l"nal

Tf

Repsirsrt.
Incooiparitbls
cUI works.

pret

TV

vaudeville

of the stage

Almond & ILizol
Mack * Nelson

the

fact

in

in

laughs.

"Jack Lait wrote your

Lorlmer A Carb'-rry
Barra Sliders
Staffer Is

known

— cllybay

The second day one
CO.

New York Cllf
.
rujm

111.

While playing the Kedzie Theatre, Chicago,
last

laughs \verc— what

Arthur Barnett
"Salvation

To

boisterous

2d half

Man

No. 15

K

Mabel Burks Co
Frank Gaby

Mlnft

Spe-

you ever review
the

Wu

answer.

Paunicd
k-^,

Yours verv

rmnkifn' :>n

New York City
215 Canal Strtet

RIJoo

Pantzer

trtih

K1MBERLY & PAGE
NUMEROUS HEADLINFIIS
WILL MORRISSEY

—

IN

VAl'DBVILLR AND PRODUCTIONS RAVI ftllN SERVKI) I»T US
J 1ST A FEW OF WHOM AUK:—
WILLIAMS A WOLFUI — ELIZABETH BRICK

TOM HROWN

—

LEWPEOPLE - RECAUSE WE 8ERVK

PRICE (Four American Beauties)

VTB SERVE PARTICULAR

IN0VELTY SCENIC STUDIO, 220 West 46th

Street

BUT.

KNOW TOUR WANTS.
Bryant 6408
New York

LET US

P.

O.

Orpheum

LEXINGTON, Ry. Bobby Van Horn
Harmony Land
Ada Meads
Murdock A Kenn'dy
Hippodrome
Morlen A Rex
Polodore Bros
Kilties Band
Mack
A
Nelson
Llstette A Rooney
MILWAUKEE
Lewis Lo Va'e A D Lewis LaVarre A D
2d half
Crystal
INDIANAPOLIS
Pedrinl
Frawley A West
H riM.TON

II

Monti

MARION,

Raggott A Nelson
Waterall A

Lillian

liin

NEW HAVEN

J

Bros
Columbia iter
Reiff

"Dn mmtes"
Tony A Brown

Actordlnn
Msnttfsrtursrt mni

Dan O'Brien Co
Cole A Gags

CO LI M HI 9

Robinson A Pierce
Henry Catalano Co

Mario A Marie

E. Galizi

2d half
Flotton Bros
Infield A Nobl*t

Chris her

^

(Scranton split)

Salvation Su«

Lane A Smith
"All Aboard"

Ahearn A Peterson
Beaumont A King O 8 Gordon Co
A Walton Adler A Clark
Jesais Westlake
Shaw A Glass
Bergman-Mu'y A N Dream Girl
Wlze A Wizer

Wsddell

Patrick
YurkI I

Howe & Howe

N HOOKING EXCHAM.K

1193 Hroudjvuy,

W

M

Kelly A Stone
Fiske & Fallon
Pickard a Seals

Mixed Dates

Crals;

Dan O'Brien Co
Hanky Panky

Mabel Burke Ca
La Franco A K

6

Darrell A Van
J C Mack Co
2d half
Louise & Mitchell

Cole

Creole Coektall
2d half

A Meyers Mason A Fletcher
Man Off Ice Wagon CH'LLSTN
IM.ua.

The Tempistona

LOUIS

Royal

Royce

A Dano
Howe A Howe

Darr.dl

Jay Reogan Co
"
Ernestine Meyers
Handera & Minis

Dalton Craig
Morgan A Hinder
"June Time"

ON ALL

"Write for

A Lane

roLrs CIRCUIT

PRICES REDUCED

H&

A

S PR 'OF' LI), Masa.
Palace
Stewart A Meroor
Neville

Martin A Courtney
2d half

CAL

Dean

M A A

3

Howard & Lewis

Hippodrome

Ps>

"Cheer Cp"

Loew

Evelyn De Lynns
Shield A Ogles
Ths Dorans

ALBEE.

E. F.

1st half

"Fixing Furnace"

R A

PoU's

Dave &

2d half

Morgan A Binder
Hite Reflow Co
Frank Gaby
J C Mack Co
(Two to fill)

( Wilkes- llrr,
split)
1st haif
Smilletta Sis
Edwards A Fleteher

WINDSOR. CAN.

OIo<l<ers

Grace He Winters
Craijf.

3

Vy

& Darro

Colinls Dancers
(One to fill)

Poll's

SI rand
King ft Cody
Lynn Cantor
Walter Fenner Co
Anger & Ad, Ion
Gdiva A Seals

ii

Rewa

TAFT,

Eddie Hume Co
Held A Adams
La Bergere
Pulaeo
Morley Sis
Bernard A Townes
Mrs Wellington Co
Hajsel Crosby Oa

Elsie

SCRANTON,

F A

WATERBURY

A Downing

WASHINGTON

Hondas 2
Deans A Read

Hippodrome
Marietta

Stanley Bros

Alf Grant
"Tid Hits"

SAN JOSE, CAL.
Siourlst

* Franklyn
"Rounder of Rw'y"
Anthony A Arnold

2d half

"Syncopal, d Feet"
2d half
1

Vlneent

Hoothby A Ev'deen

Overseas

Tom Mahoney
(Jrncp

Hodge A Lowell

p»«im

Sterling Roai

Al

Wigwam

fft

Paramo

JAMES WILLIAM FITZPATRICK.

theirs for £he action that they took.

.

Flynn's Minstrels

truly,

The contrast between these men's interference with a just
and humane cause and the services which you all gave to assist
in helping to raise funds for your brother and sister artists when
in need, is as commendable on your part as it is contemptible on

2d half

Virginia Relies
2d half

Helen© l>avis
Harry BfOoks Co
Bwarta A Clifford
6 Musical Nosaes

(Signed)

Max Holden
Mason A Fletcher

A Armstr'g
Morris A Towne
Mum ford A Stanley

W

Yours very

"At the Party"

Mankln

King Bros
Lowry A Raynor

I

A Cook

Reeder

Stepping Stone Rev

amongst the stockholders.

A Noblet
Dorothy Frevillo Co

Orpheum

A Shea

MVorrnack A

Friend

Orpheum

Infield

WACO, TEX.

Loew

canarioni a cioo
Oleeaoa A Hullihan

Cliff

Hurton

Smith

J

TORONTO

Neville

Brady A Mahoney
Fred La Relne Co
<

L'uiay

Pearl Abbott Co
Carlton & Belmont
"Fickle Frolics"
2d half
Cliff Hailey 2
Hodge A Lowell

Rose A Thorn
l>ae

&

Hob White

Oirlle

2d halt
Ergotti & Herman
Charlotto Worth

SACRAMENTO

Hippodrome
Williams

The Hennlngs

Fred Rogers
Leo Mason Co
Robert Giles

STOCKTON

Murphy A Lockmar

Amoros & Jean^tte
Hcras & Freaton

Fred La Rolno Co

D Raymond

"Whltf of Variety"
Raymond Bros

S Clifford*

Steve

& Bdwarda

Eddie Hill
Plunkett & R'maine
R Rogers Laurell 4
lieaggy A Clauss
(29-30)
"Just Friends"

Tom Mahoney

Ciiwino
fleece
Llgsis

an association known as the National Vaudeville Artists or to
to me.

to

LOEWS,

Reckless A Arley
Taylor A Arnold
Exposition 4

SALT LAKE

am a stockholder of record in the above corporation.
am informed and believe that on April 8th, you propose and

some persons or corporation, unknown

Everett's Circus
2d half

(Continued from page 27)

City.

intend to turn over the whole receipts of the matinee performance

scored them in

printed below.

vs.

25, 1921.

Circuit, Inc.,

New York

INC.; MOUNTFORD vs.
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT, INC. (two motions).—The only inference that can be drawn from the papers presented in these
motions is that the share or shares of stock standing in the
names of the plaintiffs were obtained for the purpose of harassing
and annoying the defendants, and that, so far as the corporations
and their stockholders are concerned, plaintins are not acting in
good faith. Assuming, however, that the actions were bona fide,
the corporations would not be enjoined from turning over the
funds in question for the sick and death benefit of the vaudeville
artists referred to herein, for the reason that such donations are
clearly incident to the exercise of the corporate powers of defendants (Steinway vs. Steinway, 17 Misc. 43; Virgil vs. Virgil
Practice Clavier Co., 33 id., 200, and authorities there cited).
Motions accordingly denied, with $10 costs.

CONLEY

Waterbury, Coniu,

St.,

1564 Broadway,

able characters were defeated in their attempt to hold up these

Sick and Insurance Funds.

another onel

Gentlemen

made more

a glorious day,

Wall

is

March

Orpheum

I

was

Here

of these letters has been published.
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entertainment, but to the receipts.
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Ed Allen

Presents

OWN PET

'SOCIETY'S

AXIE"

Original Novel Playlet

"TRUE PALS*
This

(April 18) B. F. Keith's Palace, New
Holding with success the Sixth Position
Direction E. K. Nadel-Pat Casey Agency

Week

York

»

WEEK

BILLS NEXT

(Continued from pose
Tuxedo

H

""•
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Barrv

Lucille

f

A Mias

-

Zlllah
XJaron Lichter
!

ROCHE sTF.lt
Louia Hurt

Fn

Co

Coleman

L* Clair Co

* Warner

HollUl

d'a Circus

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Mont.
I'antugcs
(13-26)
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Capp'a Family
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"Yes My Dear"
1.

i
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<\t
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.

A
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\
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Harry Bushb
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Moore
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'
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Monkeys
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TORONTO
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i
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Vantlnos
Baker A Rogers
'The Bandit"
Roris Kridkin Tr
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tht

of

l

84?

TACOMA
Tanlages
Paul Savoy
Brnest Hiatt

Hart

M

(Opp.

Rurke Sc Toohey
"Sweet Sixteen"

AT PA LACK THEATltl THIS WEEK.
DE FLESH FLETCHER SCENIC STl DIO
447 Haisey Street and Caotno Theatre
Lafavtie 8591 J
Brooklyn, N.
T.

now

have had supper

and are ready to tarn ia lor
the oigat. uka

ANALAX

Rowley

private

(in

life

I.

ax at iv t

AttracTM t little pink pastilles — in a aeat tin hot
—that look and taste like candied Iruit. A*
effective in a Senile ooa.frii>ing way aa c%ator -o: I.

A I sit c'ruttim am J
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kckesson
a bobbins,
Ut.
.?«runi.-vr
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h»r.jl.-». B»ufclfcl>*4

91 Foltou Strei

t.
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1B33

New York

(McKeTr?)
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G

T

Waldorf)

AT LIBERTY
lady who ran Sing. Danee and
IVould like to bear from a
Sister act, Trio or Girl Partner. Late of

Young

and

ACTS

—

City.

—

GAMBLE

Bonda

bought and sold.
104 East 14th St.

New York

Big Bargains. Have been used. Also
few Second Hand Innovation and Fibre
Wardrobe Trunks. $10 and SIS. A few
Also old
extra large Property Trunka
Parlor Floor
Taylor and Bal Trunka
21 W>at list Street. New Tork City.

When You

Play

L08 ANGELES

LET ME GIVE TOO
On

RATKOWSKY,

A.

Inc

FURS
Buy Your Furs Now
1-3

at

LESS

than wholesale prices.
All the
latest Coatees, Scarfs and Throwovers for the late Spring and
early Summer, developed in the

most wanted

pelts.

make

Remember when you

your fur purchases here you are
dealing directly with the manufacturer.
Special Discount to the Profeaalssi

34 West 34th Street

Real fiatate Investments.

HARVEY G. WOLF

NEW YORK

CITY

Angelas and Venice. California
T»l Delta Bldg.. L. A.

^BeannssBBBMBBaeeBwannsanna^

MEMORY

IN
Of

Mj

Wonderful Wlfo and a Wonderful F*l

BABEMe
'rent

M;irrh

l"t,

I

EDDIE

well

known

in

"girl

MACK

TALKS:

No. 27

l'>2!

vaudeville

DON BARCLAY, comedian par excellence, at COLYORK, 'Now, just stepped in and reUMBIA,
plenished his wardrobe. He said, "EDDIE, I have been
out all season, shopped in the different cities where we
played, but I'll stick to you. EDDIE MACK clothes are
the beet value in the country. Priced less and made
better than any
have seen anywhere."

NEW

as

with

Memphis.

I

Boats ars

Liberty

$10.00

%

MRS. BERT GRANT.

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
sold.

TRUNKS,

"INSIDE STUFF"

Phone: Slnyresant 6136-613?

That makes

EDDIE MACK

Mrs. Bert (Jrant, wife of the comPOSOr, died April 17 at her home in

Xew York

Steaantlitp aeromodatlona arranged on all Lines, at Msln
going very roll: arrange early. Foreign Money bought and

WARDROBE PROP.

the double voice."
Airs. Miller had not appeared In
vaudeville since she married and

RANDOLPH 8T„ CHICAGO

Offles Prices.

(Aerial
SilverSilverlake
died April 9 at the Crace
Hospital, Detroit.
lakes),

CLAIRE ROCHESTER

the

"THE CHICAGO WRITER"
T.Qiil' BND m,l)(|„ CHICAGO

28 E.

nast,

May

Mrs. Claire Rochester Miller, 27.
wife of Dr. Lester O. Miller, Memphis physician, died Saturday afternoon, April 16, at the family residence. Pneumonia, which followed
an operation for the removal of
tonsils, caused death.
Mrs. Miller
was formerly Claire Rochester and

was

T/tYL°R TRVNKS
44th ST.. N. Y.

Joe Silverlake, an old-time gymand father of Archie and

GIBBS.

|SHK WILL NBVBR UK FORGOTTEN
MAY 1IKK SOUL REST IN PBACE
.1 O 1 1 N
S T E K LING

TERMS FOR A STAMP

£. L.

J.

J.

Who Cod Took Away

SKETCHES
WRITTEN

CALF., or

?01

Address

New York

PLAYS

years, former

child.

Harmonize.

"Telephone Tangle."

la.

"Fortune Hunter" and "Nearly Married."
His bust New York engagement was in "The Wild Duck." Mr.
Cibbs was the son-in-law of the late
Charles Fisher. He haves a wife

lived in

TAI'SIO * SON

father of

the

Daniel

.

ramo*«
ttlamltaaa.
Faea '»*•» aale

fr#«.

R. SMITH
Fifth At*, n

B. M., Variety,

PAUL

After the Play
When yoa

Brooklyn.

Tht Fruity

Gibbs, vaudeville and
legitimate actor, died of heart disease in St. Bukc's Hospital. New
He was born in
York, April 13.
England April S, 1884. and came to
the United S;ates in 190(5. Ho first
appeared in vaudeville, later playing in Harrison Grey Fiske's "A
Night at an Inn." Cohan & Harris'

Frederick

Alexander A Toniy

'

\\ o..

,^-

FREDERIC

fill)

Regeut
Pot Pourrl

Miles

K

Boydell

:

DETROIT

FORD REVUE

W.

in

Minnie Cunningham, 01
Mrs.
grand opera star, was
found
dead
in her home at Venice,
Leon Kelmar. manager of Keith's.
Cal.. on April 10.
She was born in
Greenpoint, and James Fay. an old
Three daughters
Rochester, N. Y.
circus associate of 10 year:, ago. acsurvive.
The body
and
two
son3
companied the body to Bridgeport
was sent to Rochester for burial. -"
to represent their organistiORS.

M.iM.n Ke ler i'a
Johnny Burke

Franklin Broa
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home

iMiiic

1SC3.

Beemsn A Grace
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business.
53 years old, born Aug.
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show
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l*f
idsrs

>r

Willie Ha!-

ii

M

WOODS.

\

Man>

L &

G.

AVoods well known as a
ventriloquist 30 years ago having
toured the country with many big
shows and circuses, died April 4.
(J.

i

Beautify Your Face
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Pearls § 1'ekln

FRANK
Frank

Lake

t

(Sunday opening)
Amorous
Obey
Lillian
Clifford

fill)

Paramount

MINNEAPOLIS
Pa stages

to

Pantages
Chan. I. n 3
I> Harrison Co
Staley & Blrbeck
5

operation in Cincinnati
Mr. Rowland was on his
honeymoon.
His brother Walter
Bowland, manager of the 44th St.
theatre, was at his bedside. Funeral
services were
held
at
the
deceased's home In Knoxville. Tenn.

.v-

SPOKAim

HK»"«

Wood

Britt

diver

<

after an
April 12.

Eddie Rowley.

SAN ANTONIO

MnjeNtir

(Sunday opening)
Cordon k\ >ay
Belle

Marion

.V-

Selah Bowland one time treasurer
and also the Majestic
(now the Park) died of mastoiditis

of the Casino

Courtney) wed at SSiranac
on April 11 after a three BLAIR
&
O'DONNELL
battle
years)'
with
tuberculosis.
Gibson
Mnjrellin
Connelli
Hoy Harrah Co
(CHARLES aY ETHEL 01»ONNKI.!.i
Lloyd A Goode
Rowley was an eccentric dancer in
Glad Moffat
Corinii" 'I'iiton Tl.
vaudeville, with his fiancee, Anita
Hub.villo"
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I'Roui Ice
Babcock A l>oiiy
The de
Wilh.-t A
Francesco, as partner.
tive of that srgstrtization while the
I. aura
Co
HOI STON, Teia* Jimmy Pierpont
show was tourinp Kurope sonic ct ased was under 30 years of oge.
Lucas <'.»
CorraiJini'a Animals years ago.
Majestic
He left Barnum to ally A mother and two sisters survive.
I Pal oris
himself with Forepaugh ft Sells
Tl LS\, Okl:».
1'rice a jt, r ,,i^
Brothers, but returned to Barnum
Marie Stoddard
Orplo u in
The mother of Clara Hendricks
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City, after a brief illness.

Death was superinduced it is believed through Mr. Crant having
taken an overdose of headache
powders. The Grants were married
in Aug. of last year.
Mrs. Crant
was the widow of Junie McCree and
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death assisting In the management
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ex-clrcus and carnival pioneer, died
after a short illness Friday morning,
April 15. in Brooklyn, N. Y. Burial
services were held at St. Anthony's
Church, Brooklyn. Saturday, following which the body was removed to
Bridgeport. Conn., his home, for
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F. Keith's Bushwick, Brooklyn

directing the effort

Tuesday Tex Riekard announced most dangerous ri/als. Huggins has a
Dempsey and Carpcntier would batting order that will break the
fettle their question of supremacy at heart of many a pitcher before the
Jersey City, July 2. The erection of season is over. From top to bottom
the arena will start May 1; the stte it is a sequence of sluggers with
be 20 minutes from Times Meusel and Ruth packing the most
will
Carpentier will sail from dangerous punch. His pitchers are
square.
France May 7. If no legislation is the only worry.
Wally Pipp has
forthcoming the bout will be 12 been hitting like a maniac during
rounds, no decision, which means the spring and seems in for one of
that either will have to cop with a his best years. This forces Huggins
to bench Bodie or Meusel unless
k. o. for the title to change hands.
Dempsey will probably enter the Pipp slumps when Meusel will get
2-1 favorite despite the Frenchman's the first base assignment.
How he
can afford to keep a hitter like Meupress agents.
sel on the bench is worrying the
that

first start for the-

tiny

manager

considerably.

Frank

ready to play when Judge
Billy Gibson stable resulted in
Trench Plash" receiving a fine past- Landis says the word but Huggins
ing at the hands of Charley O'Con- is again up against it for young
Valger Ward is going like a house afire at
nel, a western light-weight.
was quite a factor in the ranks of third base and hitting hard and
the feathers but seemed to have lost timely.
his effectiveness with the increased
poundage. Previous to the O'Connel
A new box office staff ha.« been
battle he received a referee's deci- appointed for Madison Square Garsion over Shamus O'Brien of Yon- den when the circus leaves next
kars at one of the local rings. week. Will Ridgway, formerly at
O'Brien slowed him up with body the Century and Manhattan, will be
punches on several occassions. The treasurer, and Willie Connor, one
Gibson entry made anything but an
time of the Bayes, will be assistant.
auspicious debut for a possiblo reConner was assistant to Harry
cipient of Benny Leonard's title.
Nelmes when Tex Richard staged
the Dempsey-Willard bout at ToWith the baseball season under ledo. Pete Coleman, who has been
way supporters of the Yanks and in charge of the box office at MadiGiants aro loud in their acclaim of son Squaro Garden for years, will be
their respective entries.
McGraw representative for Jack Curley. The
teems to have collected one of his Garden will hold one more boxing
Invincible machines that combines
show May 2, with Midget Smith and
•peed and offensive strength together
Jack Sharkey the headllners. After
with all around excellence. He has
that the swimming pool will be inpicked up a sweet outfielder in the
new man Brown while Goldle Rapp stalled.
Is touted as a flashy third sacker
who can hit and run bases. If the
News comes from Leavenworth,
Giants get any kind of pitching and Kansas, that Jack Johnson, former
keep up their strength Intact through heavyweight champion, soon expects
the majority of the games they ought to be free. His sentence of a year
to cop in the National.
and a day does not expire until
July 5, but he expects to secure a
The Yank's look like Cleveland's parole In a few days, according to
the Baker

'IVST

is
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The Langwett Hotel
New York
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from Cuba he spent some time at
Saratoga, but left there two weeks
ago for the Coe stables at Belmont
Park. It is claimed that ho was a
constant source of annoyance and
trouble to the trainer and for this
reason has been disciplined.

(

of the participants in the main
bout, had failed to secure a license
permitting him to fight in Now

York State and rather than make a
substitution the management decided to call all the bouts off. The
"gate" has not been satisfactory
the last few weeks and it is rumoro'l Hint Jack Bestle, the manalightger, will not run any bouts for a

Joe Shurgue, tho Jersey
weight, who. was a top notcher a
while.
The constant "panning"
few years ago, is not blind, as has tho club
has received from the
been reported. He has retired from newspapers
in the capital district
tho ring and is engaged in a
has affected tho attendance to a
prosperous business in Waterbury,
marked degree.
Conn. While training several years
ago, one of his eyes became infected
and it was feared for a time that

he would lose his sight. Upon -recovery, he decided to take no more
chances in the game, and started
in business.

OFF BROADWAY AT TIMES

123-129 West 44th Street,

New York, who is ning, as against two before boxing
to secure the was legalized in the state and put
negro pugilist's release. The mes- in the care of a boxing commission.
sage
from
Leavenworth
says: It
is
expected that when the
"Johnson has received vaudeville weather permits an open air club
and motion picture offers, his man- will shoulder out several of the
ager stated, adding that he will not smaller clubs. It is a certainty that
pass them up either. Tenley also many of the clubs are just getting
said that Johnson had been offered by and there is not a field in Bos$35,000
to
meet Carpentier, the ton for such a large number.
French champion, in 'Paris in SepThere is also considerable gossip
tember, a. d har another fat purse
in sporting circles over the bout
attached If he will meet Harry
between Young Montreal and Pete
Wills, negrp heavyweight champion,
Herman, held the latter part of last
at the ball park, Jersey City, late
week.
The gamblers went heavy
this summer. The former champion
on Montreal, although Herman was
has been training constantly while
the favorite, and cleaned up when
in
prison and ' now weighs 214
the decision was given Montreal,
pounds."
although many claimed the decision
should have been the other way.
Harry Ehrllch of .the Ehrllclc Rumors that the fight was "in the
Brothers theatrical managers in the bag" have been constantly heard
south Is owner of the Shreveport since.
team in the Southern League.
An agitation against the gamblers
at the fights is being taken up in
Frank Wilson, the diminutive the sporting columns and also edijockey who led all the others at torially and the Boxing Commission
the Havana meet the past winter, is being panned to a fare-thee-well
will not be seen on a mount again for its
choice of officials at the
for some time.
Last week W. R. fights.
Coe,
his
employer, notified the
Jockey Club that Wilson had been
The boxing show scheduled for
set down for one year because of
insubordination.
While the Jockey Monday night at the Lyceum A. C,
Troy, N. Y., was called off. The
will report at tho stables and receive his salary, he will not be reason given was that Cliff Jordan,
middleweight,
who was to be one
allowed to ride.
Upon his return
Elmer Tenley, of

SPORTS

Benny Valger's

BEST REGARDS TO THE LAUREL GIRLS

Among

Shurgue's ac-

complishments was the decisive
defeat of Freddy Welsh in a ttn
round, no decision bout in Madison
Square Garden, when Welsh held
the lightweight crown. Joe was always a big drawing crowd around
the metropolis, as well as up-state^
Tommy Lee, who is still active in
the sport, was his manager.
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A theatre will be erected by Our
Civic Theatre, Inc., a stock corporation formed by residents of Richmond Hill, South, near the town of
Jamaica, Long Island. The house
will be located at Liberty avenue
and 113th street. Richmond Hill
South. Eight per cent, cumulative
preferred stock at $10 a share is being sold for the venture.
What is believed to at least be a
"prep" school record in the number of strikouts recorded to a pitcher In a nlnc-inning game was hung
up Saturday by Judge of St. John's
School, Manlius, N. Y., who twirled
his first game of the season that day
against a high school aggregation.
Judgo struck out 21 of his opponents in the nine Innings, St. John's
Of the
winning by a 1-0 score.
other six out of the total of 27 at bat
aguinst Judge, three got hit*.
IF
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CLUB BREAKFAST

The New York exchange of Real*
art nine, last year baseball champions among pictures and theatricals
have reorganized for this season and
sent out a call for contestants.

ARTISTS!
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between Young Montreal and Pete
Hermann at Boston last week that
the Massachusetts Boxing Commission has decided to give a hearing
on the matter. Montreal was returned the winner, but the papers
have been howling that the decision was all wrong.
The former
bantamweight champion and his
manager have been summoned to
appear at the hearing.

ATTENTION, VAUDEVILLE

Boston is long on fight clubs Just
now, there being eight of them run-

1

Such a storm of criticism was
raised over the decision in the bout

M. to l:tl P.
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Broadway.
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Co. of America.
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000;

Cabeen, Jr„ Haverford, Pa.; attorney, U. S. Corporation Co.

Tama Music Publishing Corp,
Manhattan; amusement; $150,000;
Aurora Amusement Co., $610,000;
A. C. Keough, A. B. Ghersan, C. E. Corporation Trust Co. of America,
Hawthorne; attorney, E. J. Ludvigh, Wilmington.
1451 Broadway.
Consolidated Theatres Co., $100,Maxsam Amusement Corp, Brooklyn, motion pictures, $10,000; M. L.
and L. Blum; attorney, M. Fruitstone, 302 Broadway.
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H. T. L. Amusement Corp* Long
Beach, $5,000; D. M. Lasar, M.
Thorns, J. Smith; attorney, J. R.
Sprague, Far Rockawayw

MAKE-UP

Newburgh Cinema Co., Newburgh
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Photoplay Classics Corp, Manhattan, $100,000; F. M. Franklin, H.
Bayer; attorney, A. B. Ebin, 2026
7th avenue.
appeal, should follow
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Charles L.

Brooklyn, motion
Chester Pictures Corp., $900,000;
M. Shapiro, B. and
S. Kaplan; attorneys, Levy, Cutt- M. T. Walsh, Westchester, N. Y.;
Thomson, M. E. Millea, New York;
man & Goldberg, Brooklyn.

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE STAGE

to whom the artistle In furniture presents ever its strong-put
the example of the hundreds of leading- members of the profession who have furnished their hornet through as, and thereby not only save from 25 to 40% on the
price, bat avail themselves of the privilege of our convenient deferred payment
system, the moat liberal in New York for over a quarter of a century.
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Corporation Trust Co. of America,
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Hallam,

Raymond L. Hilend, Phoenix
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Hudson; attorney, E. B. Johnson, ital; F. C. Dailey, A. G. Smith, PittsWest 48th street.
burgh; attorney, Corporation Trust

Distinctive Productions, Manhat2,500 shares preferred stock,
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EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

000;

Kress,

wanted for double
club pass.

Address
164
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Must do

act.

JUGGLER,

ft-

=

for

cere Variety.

West 46th SL N. T.

City.

.
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fjyat

we can

your orders
L. Leichner's Make-Up.

last

fill

Our Make-Up Department

DANF0RTH

carries

all

theatrical

other

also

brands

of

make-up.

OF P0WEU.-DANF0RTH AGENCY. INC
s
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"
•

.......

.

Loop End
is

now

Can

in

New

York and

Building; Chicago

THE GRAY DRUG COMPANY

your act. Will see you by appointment at your
club (N. V. A.) any time.

will catch

43rd

STREET and BROADWAY
•New York

secure 40-week blanket contracts for next season for the right kind of acts.

Booking exclusively with the Keith Booking Exchange (Western), Orpheum and
,
Western Vaudeville Managers' Association.

Phone: llltYANT

t

007

City

I

{€•74

„

Opened

at the Sth Ave. the First Half of This

and
in

"QUIBS
Direction

B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^BV

Week

(April 18-20) and met with Big Success

MARCONI

AND QUERIES"

LEWIS and GORDON
B^BM

"**WHM

V A RIET
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DANNIE O'NEIL sang "Mother's Rosary?' and it was a sensational hit!
DANNIE O'NEIL sang "Baby's Prayer at Twilight' and it was a sensational hit!)
DANNIE O'NEIL is now singing

Friday, April 22, 1921
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mww

ON MY WAY TO HEAVEN

»^4»

V,

WHEN
AND

&

FOLEY

IT

O'NEIL

GET YOUR ORCHESTRATION FROM

ON MY WAY BACK HOME
IS A TREMENDOUS HIT!!!

I'M

J.

81st St., New York, week of May 2nd
K. PETERSON MUSIC CO. 132 Weit 45th Street, New York
++*

'

also

sulting

Phyllis
things look black, indeed.
has also been kidnapped, and the

"get into the skin" of the title role.

intendent. Dr. Laklngton. gloat over
and insult the beautiful and help-

on thirty parts to say nothing of
extras, but from its ranks Dorothy
Dix stands out for a charming impersonation of Dolores. William

He is inclined to be monotonous
bound Drummond is compelled to and stagey. The company is exwatch the villainous medical super- ceptionally large. There are close

called
howevtr,
Lakington is,
away and Phyllis is able to liberate Drummond, who promptly strangles Lakington at the first opportunity this after a tremendous and

—

realistic

fight.

Lakington,

being

exceedingly good as the
Sebastian, H. St. Barbe
West is good as Prince Paul; so
is Vincent Sternroyd as the fireAll the
eater General de Vayo.
other parts are in capable hands.
From the scenic point of view the
production is an undoubted credit to

Stack

is

odious

Don

hors de combat t the master villain
Carl Peterson, has to be settled with
and a trap is laid. This he walks
Gore.
into easily enough and* is captured. S. Major Jones.
The police are sent for and he Is
removed. Alas, within a very few
minutes it is discovered that the CELUI QUI RECOIT LES GIFLES.
police are only members of the
Paris, April 6.
*
gang. The gang escapes and DrurmThe one who gets the kicks. This
mond is, therefore, compelled to ij the title of the French version of
seek solace in the arms of Phyllis. the four-act drama of Andreiff,
The whole show went like clock adapted from the Russian by George
is

a

in

ether,

virtue

characteristic of his style.

is still Intact.

whereupon

The two

love with her, and Helen

falls in

—

AVEC LE SOURIRE.

dies

on

The roles may not
be sympathetic, bu* they are clearly
designed, forming a strong play,
which ia sure to have a good run

HEART OF A CHILD.

now

act
plauded.

I

stitution of the

26.

"my

of

In

lady."

with any success
although some of

to

war widow, Lady

Jill

eighteen months later
a sumptuous west
and accepting valuable
Kidderminster's
from

gage

her.

Installed in

pi-

\\

flat

ents

no

All of

them are

subtle,

and here, In a passable light comedy
by A. A. Milne, they score constantly.

Mrs. Marden was married before
a bad egg named Tellworthy, who
in prison "Oh, very often."
Heading of his death, she remarries.
to

was

ball of 1830

WRJTB FOR

COLOR CHART
AND HOOK LET

HOW TO MAKE-UP

Shop With a Conscience.
Bet. 89th and 40th St*.
"Opea Evening* Till 7"

T.tifrgaKA

M. 8TEIN COSMETIC CO.
430 ItKOOME AT., NEW YORK

ACROBATS

for Pig Time Act who can do hand-to-hand
balancing; also be able to do some tumbling. Weight not uvi 133 lb«.
State age and ju.4t what you ran do. No objection to good amateur.
Address, ATHLETE, Variety. New Jfork City.
i

The Vaudeville Organ

i

|
i

THE .ROBERT-MORTON

He

also becomes Interlordship.
Sally recovers and
ested In Sally.
shows such remarkable histrionic
talent that she speedily attracts the
attention of a theatrical magnate
Sir Thomas Peters, O. B. B. He en-

Opera

SIXTH AVK,

Lytham,

spreading her net for his

she
end

is

WANTED— TOPMOUNTER

4

is

command.

is

Strand Luggage Shop
693

Having had a rough-and-tumble
srrap with another workgirl at the
factory. Sally Shape is dismissed.
The whole affair is witnessed by the
who is
Rugeley,
Ursula
Hon.
"Slumming,* and fthe becomes Interhooligan.
girl
ested in the little
Later Sally Is knocked over by a
motor car containing Lord Kidderminster (known as "Kiddie") and
f.ist

there

For the Theatrical Profession
Th«

vironment.

who

American stage

TRUNKS

do

may

achieve,
these allusions
seem more fitted for an east end
music-hall than for a west end theatre.
"The Heart of a Child" is infinitely more suited to the drama
houses of the provinces, where it
was originally produced, (T. R. Hudderslield), than to its present en-

a

the

who surpasses her.
This comedienne
warmly ap- She has a wealth of tricks at her

black and the other white) makes
good. Also as a London coster girl,
stepping to the barrel organ in the

places its

somehing
it

to

difficult

he particularly shines in a teYpslchorean duo with Jackson.
Jenny Golder in a "duo-solo" of
blanc et noir (dancing alternately
sideways to the audience, one part

sentiment is sloppy, but it is brightly written and the many topical
allusions will have

is

a fruity set, bareshouldered damsels being distributed on the branches of an Immense
tree.
The sketch of the nursing
home, where a patient seeks calm
and is perpetually disturbed, is a
splendid vehicle for the talent of
Chevalier. But It is in the recoh-

From the story by his mother,
Frank Danby, the author has produced a drama of a very ordinary
conventional type.
There is very
little in this play of the slums and
May fair. The story of a girl from
a pickle factory whose protection
against marauding mankind is her
"heart of a child," and whose virtue
and talent eventually gain her the
title

it

been

has

Adam's apple

London, April 2.
Play, founded on Frank Danby's
-novel of the same title, by Gilbert
Frankau. The Kingsway, London,

March

bill

realize the "lady" is Jackson.

Kcndrew.

here.

the

sulting

the black divan.

prefers another member of the
troupe, the* bareback jockey, and
naturally
second clown is
the
This man who receives
spurned.
the smacks for onco takes it badly,
for he poisons the circus lady's
champagne and she expires, the
culprit following her to another
8phere convinced their 60uls will
But as the
tnere by be united.
wicked Baron likewise joins the
whether
query
great majority it is a
he also will not continue his perworld.
secutions in the other
Mme. Pitoeff (w4io has played in
Geneva during the war) ably impersonates the coverted ecuyere,
while her husband, the producer,
holds the part of the man who was
radically disillusioned with the cirprofession. A clever actor lita drunken princeling. Don Caesar. cus
tle known, Vivian made a hit in the
Count
(hereinafter
of
Faranza
However, this
role of a comedian.
known as "Don Q. ") is thought to symbolical problem from the north
have committed suicide, whereas ho will not have a long run here.
has taken to the hills. Soon he beKcndrew.
— •
comes the'" terror iff- the- country
Bide, the most Infamous brigand of
the age.
In doing this he ia inspired by a somewhat remarkable
Paris, April 6.
frame of mind which leads him to
think that a life of villainy will
Bdmond Gulraud, a former chief
clear his name of the crime of which of
the Under-Secretary of Fine
be is innocent and restore him to Arts, is the author of a three-act
He
bis proper place in society.
"Lo Divan Noir," produced
piece.
soon wins a terrible reputation, and by Cora Laparcerie at the Theatre
It
is another
Renaissance.
the
the strongest men tremble at
\e la
The sudden
bare mention of his name. He cap- s\>dy of adultery.
may
President
former
of
a
has
death
tures a fire-eating Officer who
been sent to apprehend him, and have inspired him in sketching this
reagain
we
arc
wherein
story
disguised as this warrior kidnaps
weak.
la
that the flesh
the governor of the province, the minded
politician;
eminent
is
an
Vigniers
who
governor being the one man

LE DIVAN NOIR.

musical instruments scene, she is
remarked.
Boucot has a number of scenes

MR. PIM PASSES

credit to Gerald

as the partner of the leading comic,
and it is his role to have his face
smacked to make the children
laugh. He is the butt of the Joke
and destiny evidently intended him
for that position in real Jife. There
is the beautiful circus rider whose
disreputable father pushes her inio
the arms of a rich suitor, much
against her will. For the ecuyere

guardian, an elderly brigadier genWe are expected, however, to
believe that Sally's impregnable

eral.

—

who
Drummond he

London, April 3.
Play in four acts by H. Hesketh
Pritchard at the Apollo, March 24.
F. J. Nettlefold has been notoriously unlucky in his choice of
plays up to now and also in the
choice of theatres for their presentation. Yet he has always returned
to the charge, his pluck and, presumably, his banking account undiminished.
In "Don Q." he has another play
Which is by no means good, but the
popularity of the magazine stories
by Heaketh Pritchard and the
change of theatrical locale give it
at least a fighting chance of success
The play, however, is widely different from the stories on which it is
founded. In the stories Don Q. is
a vulture-like little blackguard; in
the play he is heroic, a strong figure of romance, a victim of another's
villainy, the desperado of the novelette, who takes from the rich to
give to the poor.
Falsely accused of the murder of

is

latters
revives him

This present giving arouses the dancers, Max'y and Mile. Missguett.
latent fires in Kidderminster and he acrobatic movements. Mitchell's Jazz
is tempted to grant him a date. She attempts to embrace her.
She re- band, with a number of darkies,
adores her husband and dislikes in- sists. Then the jealous Lady Jill plays during the intermission near
trigues; yet she falls for the simple contrives that Kidderminster and the bars and also discourses lb the
reason the aged doctor is not of the Sally should find themselves alone act Introducing the various musical
temperament of a lover.
in a Paris Jiotel, although her lady- instruments.
This set closes the
Helen's adventure is due largely ship has arranged to act as chap- revue, with a staircase representing
to the secrets confided by a di- crone. Sally is about to yield to her pianos of a unique effect.
vorced friend, and it is not strange lover's ardor there Beems nothing
JKvndrew.
to learn later she is also the mis- else to be done
when that young
tress of Vignieres. As a matter of gentleman surprises everybody. InMACBETH
fact, she visits the statesman's flat cluding Sally and himself, by pro(Continued from page Iff)
while Helen is there and raises the posing marriage. She accepts, and
devil, being driven away by her all is well.
elocution, too, was excellent.
As
lover.
Macduff, J. Harry Irvine had his
The play has been remarkably moment, but he hardly
When the first mistress has left
looked the
well
prdouced
by
White,
J.
Fisher
Helen and Vignieres naturally have
part and fell short (except at the
a scene, and during this violent dis- and it is probably due to his art and time when he received news of his
cussion
faints.
the
latter
The stagecraft that it is not worse than family's murder), of the role's deit is.
Henee
Kelly
excellent
as
is
woman in despair, telephones to the
mands in vigorous qualities, those
doctor, her husband, for assistance, the guttersnipe with "the heart of a necessary to a warrior.
and when he arrives he can only child"; Aimees de Burgh gives a
The play is mounted adequately.
confirm that Vignieres is dead and capital show as the intriguing In the second scene with the witches
he himself grossly deceived.
In widow. Lady Jill; Will West con- the direction contrives a rousing efanger he discards his wife, but tributes an exceptionally clever fect.
Leed.
avoids a scandal by attending the study of the theatrical manager. Sir
deceased man's funeral. However, Thomas Peters, and Arthur Pusey
sincere
Lord
Kidderminster.
is
as
he recants and later visits his wife,
BY.
Oorc.
whom he still loves. He reaches
* nn *••
P*RKy Harvey
her side at the time she has inCnrrawny l»|m
Herbert Yont
jected an overdose of morphine, and
"•nan
Phyllis Povah
Hrlan Stranife
she dies in his arms, after the out.....Leonard Mudle
Olivia Mnrlen
Laura Hop* Crew*
raged husband has pronounced the
Paris, March 80.
George Harden. J. P
Kenneth
regulation pardon.
The new production at the Casino Lady Harden, his aunt. .Katherlne DouR-laa
Miewart
The author has tried to explain de Paris by Jacques Charles is one
the eternal thesis of the struggle of
This came to the Henry Miller
the most interesting revues
between passion and affection; the mounted by Leon Volterra. As the April 18 after a run a: the Garrick,
primitive tendency of human nature program Informs us, several num- where it was produced originally
in spite of the clothing of civiliza- bers and dances have been staged by
the Theatre Guild.
Dudley
tion.
It is the subject of "Ten- by J. W. Jackson, the music being Dlgges has given over his
original
dresse" by H. Bataille; indeed the arranged by Louis Hilller.
Hlllier role to Kenneth Douglas, snd the
oldest of dramatic themes, tackled personally conducts, while Jackson English actor, first seen here in
"Too
by the playwrights of each genera- Is seen in many scenes.
Many Husbands," is delightful. Mr.
tion.
iMme. Laparcerie ably porDlgges* talent la admirable, but was
With
Maurice
Chevalier
he
has
a
trays
the
respectability
of
the
never suited to interpreting the role
doctor's spouse in the first act, and realistic skit in impersonating Mme. of an English
gentleman, a part that
sensuality, followed by anger at the Mistinguett in the sketch "Mon fits Mr. Douglas
to a T. Laura Hope
discovery of a rival, In the second, Homme" played In the previous Crews
is still in the cast, and on
revue at this house. Without conwith horror when her lover
he

Maurier,

DONQ.

He

The

woman,

by administering

du Pitoeff and played by his company
As at the Moncey. It is a symbolical
produced it.
presents a fine piece play of an unfortunate young fellow
of breezy dramatic work and his desirous of being a circus clown.
magnetic personality dominates the
He obtains an engagement with a
play.
Qore.
traveling tent show, being taken on

work and

flirt.

doctor.

his

wife, a chaste

refilly does know who committed the
(Continued from page 16)
original crime!
mult i -millionaire, under very drastic
The criminal \b a certain Don
treatment. Drugs and violence have Sebastian, a scoundrel, who is Don
reduced this poor visitor to Brit- Q.'s rival for the hand and the affecain's hospitable shores to a quiver- tions of the virtuous and beautiful
ing wreck, and Drummond bets out Dona Dolores.
After all sorts of
to efi*ct his rescue.
adventures of the usual dramatic
Episode follows episode in which order the greatly wronged brigand
revivers, knives, drugs, all the hero obtains documents which prove
paraphernalia of villainy are freely his innocence and convict his enemy.
used, but at last Drummond gets Having done this, and the local auHe is thorities having apparently forgothis millionaire safely away.
followed by the beautiful decoy and ten his few years' run as an outlaw,
others of the gang. Blandishments, there is nothing left for It but: to
female or otherwise, are of no avail slip into the arms of Dolores, who
against Drummond, but after a fine has always believed in him.
dust-up they re-kidnap the millionThroughout the drama there is
aire and drag him back to the much fighting, love and sentiment,
while
the lavish display of the picout
to
turns
promptly
He
"home."
be the undaunted Drummond in art- turesque would satisfy the most exful disguise, but unfortunately he acting patron of romantic musical
has mislaid his "shooting irons," so comedy. P. J. Nettlefold fails to

less girl.

an inveterate

poor health and faints while con-
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DO YOU KNOW THAT

F~Xj^VLj1Lj
Old 'Doc Fix'em'

is still

prescribing with the Saitos,

Hoys Rc^e? Thisweeh (April 18), Riverside,

New

York, then Orpheum,

BushwicUA

Puloce
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TOM

(LAnoflitr Smashing hit
•

*

»

"do you ever SMITH

.

THINK^ME

*

AT

successor to

Orpheum

"^^ispeiing"

Theatre
San Francisco

SetidforOrchestmtion and
In Next-to-Closing Position

Professional copy Now!
"EXAMINER"
Tom Smith

*

,jf

Sherman Jlllay & Co.
SAN FRANCISCO

Is back, this time as a
Mngle. His awkwardness captivities
until he is recalled for many an encore, each time promoting the comical effect, until Ardell and Smith's
piano player enter the aisles of the
theatre as assistants to Smith as a
mental telcpathist which brings the
act to' its fun climax.

"CHRONICLE"
Tom Smith

A talkative
In comes Mr. PIm.
niece tells him her step-aunt was
married before, and the old gentleman, becoming confused, is authority for the statement that Tell-

TOMATO CURED BY

opinion. It is a terrible predicais solved when Mr. Pitt
corrects his mistake.
The action all litfht, but charmingly humoroUs comedy takes up
of the cast. Phyllis
three acts.
Povah, already much written up,
proved herself an attractive Ingenue.

ment, but

—

l,ccd.

The

hits.

movement

backward

commenced early in March. Instead of bettering as the spring advanced, it is now at a lower point,
the publishers say, than during last
year when gloom spread over the
business. No explanation is ottered
other than prevailing conditions,
nor do the publishers seem hopeful
of immediate strengthening.

***
/MILLER#S®£
**

*. iTAGEi

The world's

largest

manufacturers of theatrical footwear

We

Fit Entire

Also
lifts

'*•»
Nt»

Companies
Orders

Individual
40*
Yft

at

S

Won't Look at Dame for Another Year.

—

Sheet music selling is again in
a slump. Publisher! complain of
comparatively light sales for strong

St.

Chitstt

A

ItSts ana

Monro* tta

plutes

deuce.

h.T to charge accounts.

that

wanted

to

stake

I did a good straight for her and
added it all up and elected myframe this jane and I did it when she was good and plastered
faster than a picture hanger.
I I sent the car back to town to pick
hopped over to the hotel she is up Tomato. He arrived in about
workin' in and planted myself at her a half an hour and run right into
the middle of one of Tier serials
table.
I knew Tomato was up to
the local gym workin' out and that about a guy with seven kids who
wanted to croak his wife and drown
I would have plenty of time for the
the kids so's he could marry her.
Corse Pay ton stuff.
Tomato meant nothin' in her
When she appeared I asked her if
she had seen Tomato also slippin* young life and she went right
her routine number three about through to the finish without usin'
what a lucky muzzier he was to a comma or takin* a deep breath.
havo grabbed himself a swell looker My egg was takin' it hard but I
like her etc.
Gladys ate it up and could see that as far as Gladys was
begun vampin' me right off the but. concerned sho was through. Their
was no count needed. Tomato was
I told her it was a shame that Tomato didn't have lots of jack so's he cured.
could get married right away, but
We all went home in a taxi with
that he nad lost about ten grand Gladys still crackin' about the saps
playln' the races last season that that wouldn't leave her alone
and
had to make good and that he who kept pestering her to sign up as
I
was practically workin' for me on foreman of their beautiful estates
a salary.
and garages.
She grabbed the oil like a thirsty
Tomato mooned around for a
prospector and by the time I had coupla days but he's all right again
worked down to the coffee I had and a little bit wiser. We went out
her all dated up to meet me that front to look at a comedy picture
night at a road house. I scrambled the other night and when he cracked
around and dug up some gin and about one of the dames bein* a sweet
I

ON HIM

CON'S SAX

worthy is still living. The English
husband th<n shows his fear of public

away

Tomato she has been throwin" ace

Keene, N. Y., April 20.
Dear Chick:
I told you I would give you the
low down on Tomato and his new
yen and believe me brother I've got
an ear full for you. To begin with
I
suceeded in puttin' the sax on
that affair and curin' him so he wont
look at a dame for a year.
After he slipped me a knock down
to this wren I began to figure a
cure for him for I knew she had
hirn outpointed.

If

this

dame was

on the up and up I wouldn't have
butted in at all but I was hep that
she had him pegged for a sap who
was grabbin' good sugar and was
a gon(j take for a moll with no
more future than the league of nations.
1

I

OUNDS

WEEKS
WITH

OLTSWORTH

ARMONY

75

Now

As
began

y.n^.n

M

we

hit

this cafe

she

"The Flnre"
IHt h Hi. & Broadway
NKW YORK CITY
Hear Him Play His
Own Great Number,
at

I knew the cure was
Complete.
Can you imagine the
narrow escape he bad. I have to

lookin' dish,

is

walking

in* on

other acts.

told me the ^tory of her fife in six
dialects stakin* herself to a record
that would have made Cleopatra

throw her spiked shoes away.
"Whistling
Accordin' to her before nhe went
Blues"
to wprk she had to build a fence
'Pace & Handy) around herself to keep the mob of

<«

BULLETIN"

Tom

Smith, with an act he calls
"All Fun," is the worst "nut" that's
been at the Orpheum for a year. He
doesn't say one thiu^g in his entire
HVMJ$0? of an hour that may be considered half way intelligent; he
doesn't do a thing that Isn't crazy;
and yet ho keeps the crowd in con-*
stant laughter.
Too bad there are not more Tom
Smiths. If there were, and we could
have one of them constantly around*
we'd know where we could go to for*
P"t our troubles.

"CALL"

•

Tom
bill,

Smith, coming on late in the
was a small sized riot himself*

1

his set of tables.

Victor Clark remains as genmanager of the Famous Playplant at Astoria, L. I.
Robert
P. Kane, recently appointed production manager of the plant, was mentioned by error as being in charge
Mr.
Kane succeeded Victor C.
J.

eral
ers'

"NEWS"
Ardell assists

Fun."
It's
screamingly

all

Tom
fun,

Smith

in "All

sure enough,

funny.
One look at
Music Representative Wanted
Tom's comic face and the audience
CHICAOO MUSIC PUTtMSIIER wish »
New York Sales Representative. Must was in continual giggle 'till he Bifcdf
be able to plar piano and

sell.

Commis-

sion basis and drawing account.
Wonderful proposition for the ri^ht man
Write In confidence to
H 3, 120 Libert/
Street, Room 201. Annex.

his last

bow.

W

ALWAYS WORKING

BOLLIGER REYNOLD

"A TIP ON THE LINE"

as he

with his eccentric dancing and singing, and coupled with his pianist
hand it to myself for bailin* him and with Ardell helping out, the trie
out of that broads lap for she sure put over a "mind reading" act that
had him wingin'.
was a scream. Smith wasn't satisEverything fs copessetty.
fied with his own work, but came
Your old cell mate,
dropping In on Bert Melrose while
Con.
the famous clown was falling around

massage her throat with
I had under the table
and in about a half an hour she Smith.
was leapin' like a grey hound. She
to

the gin that

Roscoe Ails

fun,

self to

Layln in the kip I got figuring then fixed it so that Tomato
couldn't
and finally got the right idea. I get near her. I had
warned her not
nosed around the town barber shop
to crack to him anyway and I could
until I got an ear full of lather and
tell by her actions that she was all
scandal from one of the carvers prepared to
play strictly the chill
that would make Ilroadway Brevifor my hitter, now that she had
ties look like a Xmas edition of the
tumbled that he didn't hold.
l-'armeiH'
Almanac. Sure enough
She was on time all right and
this skirt had made a play for a
didn't look half bad with her war
slew of guys and pulled the same paint and
feather on. She had on
routine on each of them. She was a dress,
about as long as a left jab
up in the proper Spiel for their dif- and some phoney
paradise that she
ferent raeketts but until she met had
conned a salesman out of a
coupla weeks before.

I

all

is

and does a little of everything
funny from eccentric dancing to
billed

HARRY NEWMAN

N

AT PIANO

D

PERSONAL DIRECTION

Booked

for

life

by

BOB BAKER

LEWIS & GORDON
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THE WHIZZING WHIRLWIND WIZARDS

JACK DALY AND

BERLEW

L

AMERICA'S PREMIER WHIRLWIND DANCERS

Next

Week-B.
^

KEITH'S PALACE

F.

v"v*v

*...'•

THANKS

MR, ALOZ— MR. LAUDER
MR. McCAFPE&Y— MR. PAT W0003
MR. SIMMONS AND OTHERS.

XiS

H^^^^^^^^^^^^^ij^

Olsmith Mary L

Simcs Paul

Page A Fenton
Parker John
Pennington Nell

Skelly Hal

Rayburn Stanley
Revlere Grace
Rornalne Don
Rose Delia

Sydney Royal

S

IF

YOU

O

Mr P

Wlcka E C

Anderson Lurclllle
Armstrong Harry
Adama Nip
Ashworth Leah
Armstrong A Grant

Edna
Armento Angelo
Allen

IN

Bimbo Chaa
Berry Irene
Ball Leonette

Blanche

Howard Bert C
Harris Honey

Hayatake Marie
Hale Sue

joo

lti'hiiont

Bernard Mike
Bernard A Lloyd
Bayle A Patsy
Bernet "Bonnie"

Jinks George
Jonee Helen
Joyce Jack

M

Jordan Marlon

Byron Ben

A

Ma. lie

Kean Richard

Henny Jack
Berger Harry

ADVERTISE!

King Madeline
LaFoIlette Jack
Levy Ethel

liurkn Helen

Brooks Frank F
Blessing Chas
Becker Hert Mrs
Hrooko James
Hyron Hert

LETTERS

TO INVEST

sending for mall to VARIETY
address Mall Clerk.

When

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING OK
CIRCULAR
TKttti HILL. NOT
im !
ltK \D\
I

i

l

I

i; i

LETTERS ADVERTISED IN ONE

ISSIK ONLY.

ANY LEGITIMATE

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISE

Adams Rox

Crow Herbert

Aldra Annie
Almond Mrs Tom
Armstrong Francis
Armstrong IIIm L
Ashton Florence
Austin Walter

Grlce Walter

Bachrich Crete
Raker Annette
Beadle

II

Bobby
Benson Bennle
Benton Elwood
Berk Sammy
Berry Barry * Miss
Berton Miss
Burns Paul
Bushell

Wm

A Craig

De Haven Milo
Pemloy Mr & Mr*
Dcvlne Kathleen

New York

Dodson Charles.
Donato Frank
Brew Boa trice
Dunbar & Turner

Klroy Sis

Esberg Art
Evans Barry
Lucille

Loftln Dixie

M'N'iu'ra

Ruby J

Llxette Millie

Leo Bryan
Martin F
Mansfred

Dale Billy

Davenport Orrln
DeVole Jewell
Davis & McCoy
Davenport Earl
Duffy James J
Hi Leji Chaa J

Dawson

A

Sis

Mannard
Mansfield

Mudge F

DuNord Leo
Elmore Dell
Ellsworth Fred

Ford Chaa
Faber Earl

W

Kingston Bobble
Klrby Geo

Lang ford Howard
La Rue Josle
Lechler Ruth J
Le Claire Co

Riddle

M

Morgan June
McFarland George
Mac A Macher
Mayes Jack
MacMlllan A T Mra
Murray Edith
Moran Frank A B
Miller Dixie S Mrs
Miller CleoraMltchell A P

A Lewis
Foster May
Fluhrer A Fluhrer
Francis Al
Foster & Clark

Virginia

A

Martyn Maude

Stern

Kane Dora
Kennedy Molly

I

A Mrs
A Flora

McGulre Anthony
Marlon Marcelle

DeVln« Dottia
Dayton Sylvia
Daro F R

Kelly Phil
Kilbride P

Lazar Liza

LeRoy A Cooper

McFarlane Gee

Newklrk Billy
Narder Vlke Mist
O'Dea Jimmy
O'Mar Caasie

II

Flsk'a Bert

Perry Alice
Posty Dot
Pickard II IB
Phillips George

Band

France A Hamp
Faber Earl
Foley Thos

Gordan Nell

R Mrs

Goldberger Arthur
Gordman Joe
George Fred
Gordan J Players
Glenmar Pauline

Gordan Leon
Gray Bee Ho

Raynor Babe
Regan Jamei
Richards Lawrence
Roberts Peggie
Rolls

A Royce

Rlchey R Keith
Roshler Jack
Renard A Jordan

Rehan

Gish Leo

Kntelle

Germain Jean

Rogers Frank Mra
Rlggs Mary

Haywood Harry
Humbert Scottl

Smith Hose

Rchroeder

Wm

O

Mc.Veil Dixie
Merrltt Lillian

Ferrari

Leonora
Frances Joe Y E
Franklin Tre n

Mlnke Madge
Mornn Frank
Morok Anns

»-

Millie

Fontaine Azalia

Morton Ed
Monsimo Mr C

Oalvfn James A
<:atc„ a Plalty
Oreea ai

N'afhnn Joe
Neater Frenkle

New

fJrrcn-

5?

A

Casnady Eddio

Jewell Jaek

Madison Ruth
Major Carrlck
Manley Mary
Marckley Frank
Marshal] Vera
McCarfy Paul

EJIer Maybllle

Freeman

Cummings Hay
Clinton

Evol
Earl

Leckle Kitty
LJoyd Bonnie

Bdwards Irving

Ewing

Lorraine C A
Lewis Margette
Leroy Dot

Cooper "Fitch"

Mr
Edmunds Glen

King Bert
King Jack

Lloyd Wilkes
Lowerle Glen
LIngard Billy
Lubin Mr V

Lund Chas

Irving Jerome

Johnson U L
Jones Jack Price

Cox Pee Wee
Dalton

T'~n

Elko

Chong & Mocy
Clark C A
Clucas Mr C C
Collins

Holton Miss K
Howland Marie
Hufford Julia
Huston Walter

Mae

Casey Tom
Chains Beth

REGINALD DAVENPORT

HIM A Hale

B

Cameron Vera

Address in confidence

A Lyman

Hart Hazel
Haynes Mary
Henderson Clair

Hcndrlx Ethel
Henry's Peta

A

Bell

That Will Stand the Strictest Investigation

C

Duncan
Hanlon C

Lewis

Lathem Mr

Casdner Otto Mrs
"Ccrvo" Dan

Hall

A

Lubin

Cox Florence
Casseii Sydney

Clifford

Harris

Herman

Kessie

Hello Naila

Browning Art

Bolin Carl

Care Variety;

Haselton

Harris Honey

Belmont Bella

D0NT

Hals;

Haas Geo M
Hart Chas Co

Harrah Roy
Henderson Norman
Harrison Chas Mrs
Marty Hob

Bell Jessie

VARIETY

A

Hale;

Harrison Chas
Meniere Herschel

Adams Geo W
A Sober

Arnold

uN

Tommy

Tucker

CHICAGO OFFICE

ADVERTISE

$100,000

ciift

Wallace Milton
Waters Ollle
Welch Magdalene
Wells Marie

Shelley Hal
Shinlaie

Hurry

Thompson C'h'ryne
Thompson Richard

Seamour A J'nnette

DON'T

Al

m

Tabor Monroe
Terry Kate U>
Thomas Ode

HVW

Menslbaugh K
Shaw Gladys
shea Jlmrale

1 1

Stirk

Russell Jack Mra
Ruaaell Harry

Schubert

.

Solly

Stanley Thoa
8teger Fred

Burton
H K
Grohs Chas C

r.or?

It.:

ORIGINAL NUMBERS
to

fit

trating.

LYLAH CASE

|

Orltnth

Norwood Olive

Song Lyrics and Mu«ie written
any situation In any act. OrchesSongs revised. Work guaranteed.

Special

Room

422; 1493

Broadway, N. V. C.

**y/ Aaatatatll <n Xo«l Wnj-hnrn nml formerly ii«nrln»c
master for /.'« -f« Li Faille* ami tniiltol 'i i» •- :• t ;-•\
I
lor i'>t season,
n
//
Call ri"w to rrings f"r youf Dew d*o<*<
dallse in rrestln h new dance* 'nd nrlalnal Idea* for a'l «'
< nil. Phono or Willo WAl.TRfl
D pt V
UMt Lis luh \\r.. ne»ir .v.th. Td. H'nonno Circle
.
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SIDNEY—
NOW AT WINTER GARDEN. CHICAGO,
FOR FIVE WEEKS.

REPLACING JACK ROSE
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"THE TWO BRAZILIAN

£

RAKRN
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{

BIN "-SMITH
DIPLOMATS'*

traveling on the
sDeed kings
«»Thp
K
ine two speeu

THANKS TO

comedy

course.

SPEED, 2 laughs a second/'
OPENING MAy 7. ON THE P/^TAOES
booked -till vm.

TTNKT^
YOUIMu

i^OTKIIl^
ERINIJb^ Vn~ll
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JUST TO
REMIND YOU
-

FOUND

"I

A ROSE
IN

THE

11
224 West 46th Street

Inc.

THE

BIGGEST HIT

DEVIL'S GARDEN

FRED FISHER,

IS

BALLAD

New York

—

Lr-AV-l. i-L. ^-LiU'

'

JL

City
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'The Sandy Beach. By the time firemen Mgr.).—Chas. and Mayme Butters,
An inpovation has been made at
Thlel- Otto
had arrived from Dunkalk it had Hugo Lutgens, Tracy, Palmer and the Opera House. Monday night is
Temple Joe
Simmons II Hen
proportions. Tracy, Camilla's Birds, Three Har- cut price show, with $1.50 top.
threatening
First half, "The Week reached
LELAND.—
Tucker C O
Bahrein Bert
End" and "The Dwelling Place of By drenching the brush immediately mony Kids, Ted Shawn's "Xochltl."
Bejrmoure Dolly
PRINCESS (J. Clarke Belmont.
There is no great slump in busiLight"; last half, "Midsummer Mad- adjacent to Sandy Beach, the fireVincent .Towel
Bomerville Jennie
men succeeded in preventing the Mgr. ) H arris and Proy Co. in stock ness here; all houses are in full
ness."
Valid* Rosa
fipahman A Mrs
musical
comedy.
swing,
and the patronage is good,
grounds
Brady
Monday.
Alice
flames
the
the
to
spread
of
COLONIAL..—
Edwin
Stafford
REGENT. ALLEN, BIJOU, EM- considering the general conditions.
White Bob
Smith John W
in "Out of the Chorus"; Tuesday. of the park, although they spread
William* Conuie
Stacy D.'liah
Viola Dana in "A Chorus Girl's Ro- rapidly in the southern direction PRESS, LIBERTY.— Pictures.
Wilson John Mre
Smith Oliver Co
Eugene along the waterfront in the direcWednesday,
mance";
Weeka l.eroy
Sully Lew
Wonderful tion of Bay Shore. The firemen
in
"The
O'Brien
An unconfirmed rumor has been
IA.
Wilbur ElHie
Soott John (Vorge
Chance"; Thursday, Mary Pickford realized it would be Impossible to going the local rounds to the effect
Williamson Geo
tsporlms; Philip
The outstanding success of week
Wilson Ml*we«
in "Suds"; Friday, Elaine Hammer- check the flames and concentrated that the Allen and Famous -Lasky
Single Billy
April
11
was
the
change
at the
Marie
Wells
Mabelle
Seamanns
stein in "The Daughter Pays"; Sat- their efforts towards saving Bay Canadian interests in Canada had
Liberty where a combination picurday, Alice Lake in "Body and Shore.
All the brush and weeds been amalgamated.
Zink Sonuie
ture
and
Tracey Sid
musical
comedy
offering
Soul."
near the park were torn up and
away crowds.
carried away and the ground soaked
The local press was unanimous in has been turning
"A Dangerous Girl" Co..
//
S\
John Wallace, manager of the with water. The blase had run its its praise of Howard Hall's "Abra- a Morgan's
strong organization of 22 with exHall, has fixed a
top for course when it reached this point ham Lincoln," which played the Orcellent scenery and costumes and
pheum last week. Most Canadians many
"Irene," booked for matinee and and iinally died out.
Burlesque Routes.
snappy musical numbers,
••••••••'
are great admirers of the character
evening
performances
Monday,
•-•
i
gave "A Dangerous Girl." "Deuce
4
April 25.
Frederick Road Park had its spring of the martyred President.
;
Take It" and "College Days" with
was
evening
and
opening Saturday
(April 25-May 2.)
shimmie contests and amateur ni^ht
Oscar Perrln, manager of the Em- the first of outdoor amusement
Negotiations are under way for at 35 cents. For two Weeks begin
"Best Show in Town"' 25 CfcariRO
pire, Columbia'buiiesi|Ue house, has parks in this section to get going Canadian Theatres. Ltd.; who conBoston 2 Columbia New York.
ning this week (April IV) they will
over have
"Bon Tons" 25 Star & Garter Chi- hired a cottage at Saratoga Lake so far this year in spite of the un- trols the Princess here, to take
Sniti:
Seymour^ "Midnight
for the summer.
seasonably warm weather. Carlin's the Regent and Dreamland in Edcago 2 Gayety Toronto.
Follies."
Liberty Heights Park has had its monton, both picture houses.
"Bostonians" 25 Gayety Montreal
and
glass
enclosed
floor
dance
In
Arthur Morin, Albany ventrilo9 Empire Albany.
"Bowerys" 25 Gayety Washing- quist, has just finished a season open all during the winter months.
Thayer Chas Ellery

Backett Albert
Bklnner J J

madge

"Panthea"; last
Empire of DiamondM."
in

half.

.

—

DAVENPORT,

j

I

$:•,.:'. <j

-

ton.

"Flashlights of 1920" 25 Casino
Philadelphia 2 llurtig & Seamon's

New York.
"Follies of Day"
New York.

!

I

25

M inert*

Bronx

over the Keith time. Norman Stadiger of the Joe Paige and Patsy
Smith office is now writing an act
for Morin for next season. Morin is
a brother of Valentine Vox, now
playing "big time."

"Folly Town" 25 Casino Brooklyn.
"Girls de Looks" 25 Gayety Pittsburg.
from
Happy land "
25
"Girls
Gayety St Lo-iis 2 Star & Garter
Chicago.
"Girls of U S A" 25 Gayety

"The Passing Show" has been
booked for the Hall for Monday,
May 9. Gypsy Bellaire, a dashing
brunnette who was elevated from
the chorus to a principal role over
night in New Orleans and who was
Toronto 2 Gayety Buffalo.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 25 Empire educated at the Sacred Heart convent here, is with the show. Alumnae
Albany 2 Gayety Boston.
"Hits and Bits" 25 Columbia New of the college are planning a reception in honor of Miss Bellaire
York 2 Casino Brooklyn.
"Jingle Jingle" 25 L O 2 Gayety when the show plays Albany.
St Louis.

Kelly

Lew

25

Empire Newark

Double feature pictures aro now

2

fDasino Philadelphia.
"London Belles" 25 Gayety Buf-

being shown at the Leland.

falo.

"Maids of America" 25 Hurtig &
Seamon's New York 2 Empire

BALTIMORE
F. D. OTOOLE,
—

Brooklyn.

Marion Dave

but has not carried wry large
crowds. The opening date for the
other parks has not ret been announced.

BUFFALO.
By SIDNEY BURTQN.
MAJESTIC. — "Hitchy-Koo
Heaviest

1921."

musical

DES MOINES

CLEVELAND,
WILSON ROY.
By
HA NX A— "Jim Jam Jems."
Doctor."

By

J.

OHIO— 'Call the
OPERA HOUSE— Eanehon and
IDL'O."
SHUBERT-COLON1AL — Cleveland Opera Co.
PROSPECT— "The Masterpiece."
Mario's -Satires of

of

films.

Sioux City where he will

district at

new

erect a

house.

Amusement C>.. of
Omaha, has purchased the Atlantic
and Garden theatres at Atlantic. i.
-Vaudeville.
STAR— Burlesque, "Girls of the Both play pictures. It. \V. Steen.
"Way Down
SHl'BKUT TECK.
of Atlantic, was the owner.
Fourth and last week of U. S. A."
East."
EMPIRE— Burlesque, "Broadway
Griffith film.
"My Lady
Belles."
Be rebel this week:
CriPICTURE HOUSES.— Shea's
return.
"llobiti
Films, "The Gilded Friends."
STILLM
Next,
terion, "The County Fair;" Shea's
Lilv."
Hood."
Marriage;*'
Woman
"Man
Hipp.
"Kazan."
Films.
STATE—
Strand, "Black Beauty."
METROPOLITAN Films, "J im Princess stock: "Your'e in Love.*
the Penman."
Next, "That Girl Patsy."
Business continues off in all
STRAND— Films, "Jim the Penquarters with burlesque, pictures man."
Films this week: "Her First Elopeand pop vaudeville hardest hit.
Films. "Blind Wives."
ment" at Garden; "Lahoma" at PalSome burlesque matinees said to
Films,
"The Divi- ace: "The Passion Flower" at Des
be grossing in neighborhool of $30. dend."
"The Gilded Lady' at
company having to borrow $400 to
STANDARD— Films. "The Big Moines;
'The Witching Hour" at
Strand;
Pictures Adventure."
make the next jump.
Rialto.
showing a decided drop, even "Way
GAIETY— Films. "Between Men."
Down East" falling below expectaHOFFMAN'S PALACE Films.
Legitimate steadiest of all, "The Brute Master."
tions.
heavy attractions helping to boost
The Empire clones for the season
the usual takings.
By WILL R. HUGHES.
on Saturday.
Shubert, "Greenwich Village FolNext "Passing Show." Grant,
lies."
The Academy (American burH. M. Holde is the new resident
lesque), which closes this week, will
at the Shubert-Colonlal.
reopen for the summer with vaude- manager
He was formerly in charge of the
ville and pictures under the manShubert interests in Syracuse, N. Y.
agement of Rudolph Wagner. Wag- John S. Hale
will devote his entire
ner has been running pictures at time to the Hanna.

cast

of

Keeping;

season.

the

the

LOEWS LIBERTY— Vaudeville.

box

office tlsslhtg despite depressed
theatrical conditions locally.

MILES

—

—

Hostetler

I

AX—

—

—

ALLEN—
ORPHEUM—

By

Gavetv Boston.
AUDITORIUM. "The Musque"Million Dollar Dolls" 25 Columrader"
proves
melodrama,
that
bia Chicago 2 Gayety Detroit.
when
well acted and well written,
"Powder Puff Revue" 25 Empire
still
has
place
a
on
the
modern
Providence 2 Casino Boston.
stage.
The play in its fifth year
Reeves Al Gayety Kansas City.
Reynolds Abe 25 Star Cleveland. drew exceptionally well opening
"Roseland Girls" 25 Olympic Cin- night and will continue to do so
for its stay here.
cinnati 2 Columbia Chicago.
FORD'S.—Robert B. Mantell in
Singer Jack 25 Majestic Jersey
Shakespearean repertoire not doing
City 2 Empire Providence.
usual
business here.
"Sporting
Widows" 25 Palace
PALACE. "Bowery Burlesquers."
Baltimore 2 Gayety Washington.
GAYETY/.— "Beauty Trust."
"Step Lively Girls" 25 Empire
LYCEUM.—Fox's special picture,
Brooklyn 2 Empire Newark.
"Town Scandals" 25 Gayety "Over the Hill," third week. This
the house on Sundays.
is a little too long for this picture
Omaha 2 Gayety Kansas Citv.
Joseph Hislop, the Scottish tenor,
"Twinkle Toes" 25 Gayety Detroit. and the demand at box office for
Williams Mollie 25 L O 2 Miners seats this week is exceptionally
Shea's Criterion this week played is scheduled for the* Masonic Hall
Bronx New York.
light.
Its first
split-week bill since its on Friday evening.
FOLLY.— "The Speedway Girls" opening.
X'ext week, Opera House, "Twin
is below the average for this house,
which will never be able to draw
"The Kid" during its recent show- Beds"; Ohio, Patricia Ceilings in
until it replaces the entire chorus ing at Shea's Hippodrome broke the "Just Suppose."
By THOMAS S. BURKE.
with young girls who are easier house record with a gross of $15,000.
Another safe-cracking Job was
HARMANUS BLEECKER HALL. to look at.
pulled off on Monday, when the
—Opening week. Fnssett Plavers in
RIYOLI. The picture version of
Between Crace Cronin and John Capitol was visited by yeggs
and
"Adam and Eva." Monday. April 25. "The Passion Flower," featuring Lund,
the "Century Midnight Whirl" $965 carried off during the
tempo"Irene"; Tuesday and remainder of Norma Talmadge, is doing good
managed to get under the skins of rary absence of the manager.
This
week, Fassett Players in "The Ac- business in spite of poor notices Buffalonians.
Miss Cronin, a farmer is the third amusement center that
quittal."
that the play with Nance O'Neill local girl, with the show was given
has suffered within a week.
EMPIRE— This week. "The Best received when showing here last considerable
space in the dailies.
Show in Town." with Frank Hunter; week.
Lund,
former
director
for
Fritzi
next week, 'Hip Hip Hooray."
LYRIC. — Before a mere handful Schcff. occupied a box with his
GRAND. Keith vaudeville and lof persons. Joseph Conlin, tenor, family
Monday night and was the
feature picture.
save a recital at the Lyric Monday butt for all the stage folk. For a
MAJESTIC— Popular vaudeville night, which, for the most part, climax, one of the chorus slipped
and pictures.
consisted of Irish songs with
MARK STRAND.—First half, sprinkling of the lighter melodiesa and fell over the box rail and into PROFESSIONAL
Alice Lake in "The Greater Claim"; from other lands. He was assisted Lund's lap, busting up the number
but sending it over for big returns.
last half, Douglas Fairbanks in The by Herbert Bangs, violinist, who
Nut."
came close to eclipsing the star in
fir
The Olympic was assesed $100 by
CLINTON SQUARE All week. the applause honors.
jury in City Court Thursday for
Pola Negri in "Passion."
PA UK WAY.— "Paying the Piper," adiscriminating
against Paul U. CarALBANY.— First half, Norma Tal- picture.
NEW. Douglafc McLean in 'The son, an Indian, and his wife last
25

The house plays

Davenport.

It seats 3,500.
Blank has paid $140.000 for a comer site in the business

KEITH'S— Vaudeville.
PRISC1LLA— Vaudeville.

comedy

DON CLARK

A. H. Blank has taken over the
management of the new Capitol at

—

.

—

KANSAS CITY

'

ALBANY.

—

IMPORTANT NEWS! PRICES REDUCED!

BQ

WARDROBES

TRUNKS
AT BIG DISCOUNTS
259 West

Mil

Ll'GClAfiE
St..

SHOP

Near 8th Avtmir.

FAMOUS HERKERT & MEISEL MAKE, OF

January,

Stretch."

Two

ALL SI/IS
ALL MAKF.8
FOR THE rr.OFKgsiON.
KIALTO

—

Home

amusement
Bay
parks,
Shore Park and Sandy Beach were
in
danger of destruction when a
wood* fire. rAgfvd -for mors than, nil
hour between
•n the two resorts MonThe blase was disday night.
At this
covered about 8 o'clock.
lime it was a short distance from

(Jargon alleged that after
entering the theatre, he was told
that negroes were not allowed on
the

main

Tommy
"in

iioor

Graj

and
.

Buffalo last

CAN NOW BE BOUGHT

ls<

.-

Kal^-i'v;"

$55

cracker
-tms in

HICKS & SON

675 Fifih Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a little fruit delivered to your home or youi
friends

— take

it

to

your week-end outing

HELD OVER

1MA1RY

8

LOUI3

publicity.

nkw youk

city..

Oshkosh,
Murphy,
Neverbreak,
Central,
Bal

Taylor,

WiAKfc

CALGARY.

...

ctvic
MlLfc

SAMUEL NATHANS

By FRANK MORTON.
ORPHEUM (R MacLeod, Mgr.).

SOLE AGENTS FOR H

Week

of April is:
Irene F*r inklln,
George i'eomarv, llil>hi;t and Malic,
Newell and Most.. El R« y Bisters,

Ti m

S

S quare

s e: t io D

Win ton

Brothers, Harry Lnngdon.
PANTAOES U>. O. Invcrarity.

$90

USED TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
Hartman, Indestructo, Belber
EVERY
EVERY

"Century Midnight Whirl" and also the Lee Kids
act. The newspapers gave the event

n/iAi/c

H.

to

m.ui» oki>i;«* fii.-.i;d f* ©=. B.

week looking over some

of his scenes In the

some

ST.

IN N. Y. CITY

ejected.

the n

'flre^T.'f 0;idl\:iy

pi

WkM THEATRICAL
IWI TRUNKS

i

& M TRUNKS

531 7th Ave., New York
niONK

(.ri.fi fi or>2Q

EAST

IN

^ stS

B

e

&

MORE WEEKS AT WINTER GARDEN, CHICAGO

"Ernie Young's Latest Find"

WHAT VARIETY SAYS:
"Mary

Reilly, a

local

sensation, late

Edelweiss Gardens, a singer
jazz numbers, par excellence."
of

of

——

1W1

yriday, April 22,

VARIETY

?

TH1TBE5T PLACES TO STOP~AT

-

GRANT

cfiSSo
:

500 Housekeeping Apartments
Class— Within Reach

(Of the Better
ta

seskina.

all

sffics*.

Loestetf la the heart sf the err*. hj»t e«
theatre*, department (torse, traction linea. "L"

principal

Broadway,
raad

aad

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTBIO LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT
tjrst

rssau. with tiled bath and ihower. tiled
These apsrt*»*nti embody
bm. kNaaaaattaa.
huary anew* ta modem aclases.

'«•".**

Up Meataly:

Longacre S830
A* up-to-the-minute, new. ".reproof building.
arranged in apartments af three and four room*
with kitchens aad private bath.
Pbone la each
• i7.oe

Oas,

V

115.00

Up

modate four ar mora adults.

Weekly.

tS.M Up Weekly.

Wo

—

754-756

Up-to-date European

—

$1.00

NEW

ORLEANS.

By

SAMUEL.

O. M.

UP.

STRAND.— "The

Sex."

/-llX>e~«T I?

C1KCLH<

The Palace is installing the finest
Next "The Hottentot."
Photoplays "The Love Special," N. V. -A. room, south, at the inNewman; "Education of Elizabeth," stance of Mort Singer, who recently
"Straight Is the Way," wont over the theatre and ordered
Royal;

THE HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK
CIRCLE AT 88th
B^fVPl?! COLUMBUS
Phone: COLUMBUS IS4S
LiVjLEjIj

Continued
cool
weather
has
Last week was a quiet one theaMary Nash, at the Shu- helped attendance at the local
trically.
bert, for four nights, a jump breaker vaudeville theatres.
between New York and Frisco. Had
Edward Marshall, the chalkolsatisfactory business. At the Grand,
Dunbar's "Robin Hood" was well ogist, spent several days In New
presented .and brought out many of Orleans en route back from Ohio

who remem-

bered the old! favorite of years ago.
Business at the other houses Is
holding up fairly well, although
there is a falling off at every house.

LONGACRE

Arizona.
improving.

to

Marshall's

health

Phone Columbna $273-4

1333

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS
Large Roams, 86.00 and Up.
8 Room Apartments. 810 to 818.
'
COMPLETE H0U8EKEEPINS
48th 8T„ N. Y. CITY
310
1.

'

t

WEST

is

lacking heretofore.
She reigned in high favor.
Wallace Galvin has accumulated
Douglas McLean, the picture star,
lend dishas been cavorting about New a suavity and poso that
Emily
Orleans before returning to the tinction to his endeavor
playlet, "The
Bash
Wellman's
Ann
Coast.
maeffective
was
Actor's Wife,"
certain

warmth

'

FOR SALE

CHEAP

CHEAP

CHESTER'S POSING DOG ACT.
TMush drops, scenery, all properties*
Three dogs. Act receiving $300 per week.

MASPETH.

L.

I.

seven acts again last week the
was as long as usunl and one
of the most satisfactory and entertaining of the season.

to

bill

George Muehlebach, millionaire
brewer and owner of the Kansas
City "Blurs," the American Association ball team, has been sued by his

WANTED
GIRL MUSICIANS
On the following Instruments for hlghtlass acts.
CORNET, Trombone, Saxophone.
All must double on marimbas.

New York

J.

HENRY,

400

West 67th

St.,

City.

former

wife,
Mrs. Bessie Forris
Muehlebach, to have set aside a
decree of divorce granted last November.
She alleges that the diverse ..* v?it.» jlMIM tnT without hex
knowledge or consent and that misrepresentation was used to secure
it while
sho was in California. Mr.

Muehlebach was married to Mrs.
Roxannie Landfricd last month and

WANTED

HOTEL WASHINGTON
82.00 n Day and TJp
With or Without Bath
Washington St.. Bet. La Salle aad Walla
Catering to Orphe um Acta

ing little to the imagination. Miss
Blondell worked unevenly, causing
her reception to simmer by not
picking up the laughs and building
them at the psychological moment.
She permitted her risque moments

HOTEL ASTOR

Feraisrty

REI8ENWEBERS

St.. Near Randolph 8a.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Ratea $1.60 Par Day and Up
One Block from Palace Theatre

17S N. Clark

WT"

concessions with the Kennedy Carnival this week, purchased a new
at
kitchenette
twelve-apartment
501 East 31st street. The consideration

was

$50,000.

Mr. Brown

is

also

the owner of a twenty-four apartBroadway.
to become almost dangerous and ment flat at 32d and
strict attention to the line of deDot Barnette, soubret with the
marcation might aid her, for Miss
"Cabaret Girls" at the Century, is
Blondell is very tabasco.
was
Kennedy and Francis tried very a Kansas City product andduring
hard and perhaps could have done kept busy visiting relatives
better by not forcing. Their black- her week's stay here.
——
-rf*'
face stuff is conventional. The pair
"The Rounder of Old
seem capable of hitting the high
places with material.
Broadway," Bobbie Matthews old
Walton and Brant follow every- sketch, is the feature of the first
body with their patter which did half program. The lines and businot mean much here. There was ness of the piece were ever sure tire,
no demand for an encore, but they but the playing of the turn is ininserted one in the shape of some ferior. Neal Barrett misses the idea.
nonsensical disrobing that had no Paramo, first in the running, got
basis in being.
away flying and left, to a healthy
Paramo sensed the audiGeorge Shoos is presenting "Pri- score.
vate Property," the feature which ence's demands admirably, frankinjured their changes
girl
a
Vincent
just
closed the show. It is
lin and
._
act with many dull stretches, and by overplaying.
Arnold proved the
and
in
its
sunshine
Anthony
but one ray of
Arnold
elongated comic greatly remindful outstanding success, Miss
The remainder displaying a corking voice, while
of Slim K el lam.
Anthony unleashed a capital wop
were negligible.
characterization. Aiding and abetfresh, bright mateThe Orpheum filled slowly Mon- ting was muchreceived
avidly. Arday evening. The late comers did rial, that wasroutining would make
not miss much, although the pro- ranging and
big-timer.
secure
easy,
an
this
Hale
gram pYJM! above par. Willie
the
-etssBfefF- Brothers fwrnsihed
and Brother ran along qwctly.
some nifty ring 'work
Turn needs animation tag, disclosingdistinct
opening.
approbation.
and change in costuming. Merritt that brought
and Bridewell began confidently and
Fast-moving bill at the Palace
then grew chary apace, but picked
The Jack Hughes
up seme before the exit. An act the first half.
the show away Hying
that rises and falls with not enough Huo got
blew some
Hughes
hits.
Popular
"No
The Jack Lait sketch,
zesr.
his goldTomorrow," projected by Dewey silvered strains through
them in all
roused
that
cornet
plated
contains
and Rogers, was third. It
and never re-

LOEWS —

—

NEW TREMONT HOTEL

—1418

S

2,

W.
and

Everything New aad Madera
A. 8INQER, Manager

t

HOTEL CLARENDON

St-, N. Y. City
room*. Complete housekeep-

65th

•
ing.

No, Clark aad Ontario Streets. Chicago,

FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOP

Phone In every Apt.
MBS. RILEY. Prop.

RATES
BVerythtng Xcw.

SAVOY HOTEL

to Thestre*.

"Bungalow

SZ.Se and Cp without Bath
83.00 and Up with Bath

and Headquarters

after the

Love"

Prsprletora

• Mhiutss' Wi!i from Leap.

St.

CMICASQ. ILL

FOR THEATRICALS.— Blaaani sag Op-ts-Dsts.
GOOD RE8TAURANT IN COrfNBCTIO.V
WttlTK n» RESERVATIONS

who works
Wynn.

"*

and nomsllka.

KLINGBEIL BROS..
7S5 No. Dearborn

DETROIT, MICH.
Walk

AND UP

HOTEL
RICE
— — Modem

CA88 AND
Fire Minute

8*1.00

ONB BUNOBKD OUTBIDS ROOMS

HOTEL SANDERS
COLUMBIA
A New Home

CHICAGO

tl-28 So. Dearborn St.

SOL RAFTS.
33

Every Room.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Overlooking
Light. Airy Rooms;
Central Park; Five Mtnutea from All Theatres; Law Ratenu

The Century will close for the
eason April 23. This house got
and artistically. Its bows,
PANTAGES.— Fifty fifty with the terially
away to a good start last fall and
la Corse Bayton, had them
Some taken a their
business held up better than at some current show at Pantages.
hands lustily. Nellie
beating
appeared entertained, while others
of the other American circuit houses
her crowd well.
appeared bored. Its main detrac- Nichols gauged held them with a
until the finish.
Brothers
Lamy
tion is a leaden tempo, especially
spills and thrills.
of
regular closer
"The County Fair" held over at noted in the headliner, "Private
Property."
the Doric.
Strauss-Peyton, theatrical phoRobert Swan instituted proceedtographers, have purchased a lot on
Although the Orpheum cut down ings. Just an eccentric juggler, but Baltimore avenue and will build a
with a sense of humorous appeal
three-story studio.
that spelled welcome for him.
___——
Mabel Blondell made a nifty pic-,
Harry Brown, who controls the
ture with her personal display, leav-

Address:

ST.

"»'.•

AND

Phons

the older theatregoers

Calgary. Alta. Can.
Doubls— si. 24 Staple—Met ssa eats water.
Private Psoas ia

Professional Rates Quoted.

several changes in its upkeep.

Twelfth Street.

Write

and

SUITES
SINGLE "T™°
Furnished; All Improvements;

—

"Eileen."

BY ORPHETJM CIRCUIT ACTS

COLONIAL HOTEL

Bennett's ColRestless

-

HOTELS RECOMMENDED

$2.00

High Class Elevator Apartments; Every Possible Service; With Kitchen and
Kitchenettes; 4-Koom Suites Especially Adapted for Two Couples; Large

ored Carnival.

HT

Seventh Ave. East

Streets

diltchen.

i£$gZ?

Every room with either private bath er
running hot and cold water— $3.00 per
day and up, or with private bath, $100
per day and up. Cafe ai.d Grill open day
and all night. Popular prloa "Club Meals."

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

LYRIC—Clarence

Mar.
-l

53d-54th
—1690-1696—BetweenROOMS
BATH
FURNISHED APARTMENTS —
4

fits..

DAVID KRAU88.

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

1, 2. S,

HOTEL
COLONNAD
Cheatnut
PHILADELPHIA,

PARK HOTEL wn

EIGHTH

on Broadway

PHILADELPHIA

Best located hotel in city.
Rates: Single, without
bath. $12.90 per week.
Double, $16.00 par week.
Rooms with private bath $13 00 single; $21.00
double. Telephone in sll rooms.

"**»«» "•>n*e.

1114

A

ISth

—

CIRCLE

at Itth ST..

NKAR ALL THKATUKS

Single room, with running water. $2.00 a day.
double. $3.50.
Siugle. with private bath. $2.40 a
day. doubts. 13.00.
B. P. CAM ILL. afar.
Santa Management 'for th e Past Ten Year*.

Lansdale-Canton Apartments

has just returned from a honeymoon

N. Y.

er

«*»«

Up

$2.60

HOTEL StRATHMORE

WALNUT

--.-.One Bloch —-at of Broadway
Between 4StL i\«<* »
Three, Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments 910 Dp
Phones; Bryant 8950-1
MRS. GEORtiK HI FOP, I, Mgr
Strictly Professional

in Florida.

ROCHESTER.

imhanapoms

Special Ratea to the Profession
WM. R. BE C KER. Pen. M gr.

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

PHONE

Address all communications to If. daman
landia Court. 241 West 43rd 8treet, New York
Apartmente can be aeen evenings. Offico in each building.

SEYMORE HOTEL

HOTEL LINCOLN

West 51 at Street.
Phone Circle 6640
elevator, fireproof bnlldlng of the neweat type, having every device and eonveaJenee. Apartment* are beautifully arranged, and constat nff 8, S and 4 rooms
$17.00 Up Weekly.
with kitchens and kitchenettes. 1 * i. bath and 'phone.
Address all communications to Charles Tenenbanm, Irvlngton Hall.
»*»eflnn *•<»*»

Just Off Boardwalk.

Every Room with Bath from

Clean and Airy.

IRVINGTON HALL

Principal Office

NOTICE

(EUROPEAN PLAN)

The Hotel That Has Advertised
ATLANTIC CITY for 29 Y»ara.

....

up Waakly

43d St.
330 aad 325
Pbeae: Bryant 6i si -42*3
Three aad four reams with bath, farnlihed ta a
degree of modernnass that excel* anytktnf ta thlt
Theie apartment* will accomtypa of building.

Pkana Bryant 7912
room apartments, with

Watt 43d St.
three and faur

FREDONIA
TENTNESSHB AVE..

eehaeider. t'rop.

323 Weet 43rd Street
YORK CITY
Private Bath. S-4 Rooms. Catering to the comfort aad convenience of the profession.
Steam Heat and Pjlgftrie Light
fp.so *j p

THE DUPLEX
West

fha
private balh aad telephone.
fcRegsasttst.
privacy thai* apartmaata era astad far LKena af
Mj attraction*.

bath.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

THE BERTHA

apartment

YANDI8 COURT
141 447

St.

Phone:

Up Waakly.

SiG.es

(ieo.

Slntle,

.

An

aad lid West aork

111. 314

Bryant 1S44

i*.

N. T.

without Imth: $1.7.1 Double, without
bath. $.2.25 Siugts. with bath; $3 00 Doubls. with

366 to 369

HENRI COURT

Phena: L en parrs 8560
at S47 Watt 45t» St.,
A eslldins ds luxe. Jost completed: atsvator
•sartsienti arranged la »ults* af see, two anri

LORRAINE

WARNER
HOTEL
AMSTKRHAM,

r

|1.2

NEW

Wa «" tht larffeat mslntsln.rs of heuaskeeplRf furalthad apartment* speelnfUlna ta thaatrlcai
Wa are on tha around dally. Thlt aJaat laturss prompt aervtee aad •Isanllae**.
tjlha.

an

Hotels Catering to Profession

Complete for Housekeeping.

of Economical Folke)

Uadar tht direct aupervltlen of the owners.
ajpaa

37

manner

of

Ed

been

has

3.

Q. NICHOLS. Mar. and Proa.

17th and

DENVER, CO LO.

Broadway

HOTEL HAMMOND and CAFE

HAMMOND. IND.
Vrrjr Modem. Rurmlna Wstar hi AR Rooms.
Shower Baths; Ratea: 81.88 Slnils; $1.00 Double.
One Minute Waft from Orphaum Theatre.
Oppoalts New Psrthenon Theatre.

THEO. GU8C0FE, Prsa.
switched around some since last
The present interpreters
around.
speak to the audienco Instead! of to RITROPSAN PLAN.
HAMMOND. ISO.
each other and do not seem intent Running Water In Krery Room; Also Rooms with
enough. The sketch has a double Bath. Rats: $1.25 and up. Looatsd In Center 'of
climax, but the last line about sleep- Cltr. Cloas to All Theatre*.
M. 8C0FE8. Mar.
_^
ing in church was lost completely.
Bert Lewis seemed thoroughly at
with
meed
home and extracted his
Lewis might omit
little difficulty.
88.00 PER DA¥ WITH BATH
82.00 PER DAY WITHOUT HATH
the gag about the darkies rolling
(100 ROOMS
dice for the terms in jail to be alBsltlnors Avs. A 2th St.. Kaasat crty. Me.
It does not belong
lotted them.
with the newer stuff ahead.
Little Jim, the bear, was one pro815 W. 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
tracted howl, extracting a catacl>sm THEATRICAL RATES. $1.00 PER DAY A UP.
The wrestlin;: plants
of laughter.
ALL MODKUN CONVENIENCES.
carried now are unusually adequate.
ANNA 8COTT. Manager.
Little Jim is one of the surest of
OMAHA, NEB.
the sure fires.

MAJESTIC HOTEL"

HOTEL BALTIMORE
1

HOTEL EMPIRE

FONTENELLE HOTEL
$3.00 a

PITTSBURGH.

Dap and Op.

Every Room With Bath.
18th aad DOUGLAS STS.

BY COLEMAN HARRI80N.
B. Iden Payne, Frohman aide on
forthcoming production rehearsals

"Romeo and Juliet" which will
be offered by Carnegie Tech drama
students.

of

METROPOLE HOTEL

OF ST. LOUIS
Just N. of Washington Ave. on 12th St
Special Theatrical Ratea
$7.00

—

Per Wash Up Strictly Modern aad
Homelike

"The Marcus Show of
and
Libretto
comedy.
musical
playing to fair returns at the Nixon. lyrics were by Louis Fushan and
Press notices stated the show was Johnny Walker, while music was
brand new and that it had Just by Benny Levant, who has been
played a couple of towns prior to writing it for the last four seasons,
coming here. Fiske O'llara next. and who is a brother of the Century Boof musical director, and
Grace Nelson, local songstress. Oscar Badin, Passing Show musical
Joined Ned Norworth's act when It director.
Sho asked
ployed here recently.
perNltasJosi IB introduce a number •••The --San •.•.Carlo. Grant!
.Op*ra.
Norworth Company is drawing weli at the
which
box.
a
from
granted, and the idea went so well Pitt. "Shuffling Along" next.
that he asked her to Join.
1920"

Is

.

.

"Way Down East" closed at the
Mamie Walker, former comewith "Wine, Woman, and Shubert Saturday after a run of
Thj house will be
Song" and other musical shows, is four months.
now conducting a dancing sehool Idle for a week, after which "The
Her htraband, Joe Barth, has Four Horsemen" will go in.
here.
dienne

on<« of the leading gymnasiums in
scintillating moments that sections as a Starter
th«> elty,
liable linquished his hold.
Frank Banta, Victor pianist, who
resoundingly, with
received
were
Lee
Bennett and
is aml'B of the best recording
Treanbone Placers for Big Vaudeville Act Rogers aiding the appeal conaluerThe University of Pittsburgh Cap also
made
a
Bennet
Avis
boisterously.
in
never
artists
for the music rolls, enjoys
Grace De Mar was
ably.
nifty togs ;ind Gown Show as USUSd was not
He.
unusual
popularity here.
an
not so handsome picture in her
is
She
here.
form
better
good
standard
of
the
far below the
C. B.
foil for Lee,
dandy
a
as
acted
appeared
in a recent concert, and
and
a
assimilated
plastic now and h;is
1482 BROADWAY, N. Y. CITY
is due to play In Syria Mosque next

IHRDIAVKLI

— Men

and tt*omen

Several
struck

MADDOCK

month.

George

Jaffa's

Joy

Bid* ra

will

EVELYN BLANCHARD
M't!

STU Dl OS

230W.46lllST.II.r.Cin

8ryanl9448

Opr*.

Cl.l'B

H.

?.

A

HOUSE.

a

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

CITY

Me for 1Mb; Time Kestrirted Material,
HLetrliex, I «»n..-«l> Arts, Sinprles, Etc.
t< RfWtitttr)
H liejr«cd and Orertlrg* Arr..L£*d.

*.•«•

VARIETY
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ALBEE,

F.

JG.

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

Friday, April 22, 1921

General Manager

F. F.

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville
(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building; New York)
EDWARD F. ALBEE
A. PAUL KEITH

KEITH

B. F.

F. F.

PROCTOR

.

_

Founders

Artists
close the Academy next week. As
the cast is largely a local one, havburing: composed a local stock
lesque troupe last season, indicadraw.
heavy
are
a
tions

Bowman

Minstrel
Brothers
troupe clayed the Duquesne all of
last week to mild returns.

The Park

M

Lawrence-

in

is

HODGDON

K.

S.

Loew's
Marcus
AMALGAMATED
BOOKING AGENCY

VAUDEVILLE

1NERS

General Executive Offices

AGENCY

AKE-UP

Henry C. Miner. Inc

Est.
Tille

theatre

can book direct by addressing

PutnamBuildingJimesSquare

New York

1441 Broadway,

running a weekly amateur

night.

PHONE BRYANT

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
By L. B. 8KEFFINGTON.
LYCEUM.— "Way Down East,"
all

New York

8993

Booking First Class Acts
• FIRST CLASS THEATRES

in

week, top prices.

MAY BOOK

ARTISTS
Guerrini

&

DIRECT

The Leading and

LUBIN

H.

J.

Co.

Largest

ACCORDION
FACTORY

«

la the United States.
The only Factory
that makes any act
of Reeds
made by

-m

—

band.
277-279 Columbus
Avenue

8m

THOMAS

Francisco.

1

KEOGH

I

OCEAN BEACH, NEW YORK

1

—

PICTURES.
"The

George Arliss in
Wallace
"The Charm School"; "The
the Law."

Devil." Loew's Star;

Reid in
Lion of

The season

at the

Lyceum ends

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
New York

Broadway

1580

X

MARTIN BECK,

City

CHARLES

E. H.
Publicity

O. R.

1

BENJ.

B.

KAHANE,

Sec'v and Treat.

J.

Law Dept.
JOHN POLLOCK,

announces

players,

will

again

1

Longacre
Engineering and Construction

AFTER

-

INC.

through

CHICAGO OFFICES

the

winter

of the
Standard theatre here (burlesque),
.has cdopLed the policy of giving the

slumped

but

and his company
Family this week.
Next week the Family will be back
to vaudeville and pictures, changing twice a week. Two girl shows
have been formed out of the cora-

Nat

C. Fielda
will close at the

JAMES MADISON

says

A* competition boffimes keener, vaudeperformer* need bettor material. I
have written many good acta for good
people and am ready to repeat past prrlorinancea. Juat renewed my lease (11th
ville

)B*r), at 1493 liroarlway.

New York

City.

pany, both of which will start on
the road next week.

By

ST. LOUIS.
GEORGE GAMBRILL.

Sells Floto will
until

and remain

open here April 26

May

I.

.

•

.

i

AT

LOEW BUILDING

NEW YORK

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS TUBA BLDO., CHICAGO.

BEN and
JOHN

AUSTRALIAN

FULLER
DELGER

BLDG., 1005

MARKET.

ST.

PHONE PARK

SAN FRANCISCO

City officials and
newspapermen were also present.
"Duke" placed the "free" card on

attend the supper.

patrons a wrestling match every tverythintf, but h* rcf.uacd to tell bis.
Friday night, and it seems to have age. He received hundreds of telegrams of congratulations from the
resulted in a good drawing card.
theatrical profession from all over

9

the country.

John

J.

Nash, Business Manager.

Thomas

J.

Carmody, Booking Managef

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

"The Gild<d Lily," ColiHour'.
Witching
"The
Strand; "Pare Knuckles," Colonial;
"Hold
Clemmer;
"The
Smart
Sex."
Kewple Callander of Minneapolis
Beauty.^
and Patsy Flannagan of St. Louis Your Horses," Oak; "Black
the L>*\,
"Outside
Blue
Mouse;
(bantamweights) fought a poor drawClass A; "What Women Will P°.
here last night before a small sized
Winter Garden.
land

Films,

Inc.,

at

Minneapolis,

Liberty;

seum;

Minn.

crowd.

beautiful interior decorations.

Levy's Musical

The writer

4332

The Western Vaudeville
Managers Association

Matinee business at most houses
ha* fallen off a bit owing to the
Manager Phelps, of the Grand
the baseball teams. Opera House
opening of
(Junior Orpheum)
Good weather resulted in the teams must have a few four-leaf clovers,
drawing unusual good crowds in rabbit's foot, and other lucky charms,
the afternoons.
for his house seems to be always
filled to capacity despite bad weather or any other bad breaks for show
No announcement has been made
as to the time of closing for the big business.
It
Is
houses here this season.
The new Capitol theatre located
thought that most of the vaudeville
houses will remain open for the sea- downtown here, a motion picture
son.
house with one thousand scath.g
capacity, was opened to the public
yesterday.
The house has some

"Duke" Pohl, manager of the
Brevort Hotel here, gave his annual
birthday supper last week, and as
usual all of the theatrical profession
playing here at that time were invited, while a great number from
nour by points made the trip in toi

'

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
American Representative, A. BEN FULLER

OFFICES

662 Fifth Ave.

received a letter from

SEATTLE.

Jack

Harrington, formerly
connected with Variety's staff.
Jack
Hates that he is now with the Mid-

By LULU EASTON DUNN.
"Roads of Destiny," Rex; "Kazan,"
t

V.-

—

BROADWAY

PAUL GOUDRON

and

1

James Martin, manager

this spring.

Shea

ALCAZAR

financing
construction
theatre

American Bond & Mortgage Bldg.

8

&

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
THEATRE BUILDING

Company
Specializing

WEST 42d STREET
-NEW YORK CITY

Charge

1493 Broadway
(PUTNAM BUILDING)
New York City
APRIL 28th WE WILL BE LOCATED

1540

ART BOOKBINDING CO,
119

in

Theatrical Enterprises

that
be

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

MATTHEWS

Feiber

GENERAL OFFICES,
PALACE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

closed on Saturday
season that was good

a

C.

Press Dept.

McMAHON.

Manager Auditing Department

The Cayety
after

CHICAGO OFFICE

Manager Howard Ramsey,

3.

the

Florence Eldridge
leading woman.

1

Masonic Temple Building

LAZ LANSBORGH,

and Promotion

Saturday. "Way Down East." film,
the attraction this week, with
the Manhattan Players booked to
begin a season of summer stock on
of

8.

CONWAY,

is

May

BRAY,

tL.

Managers' Booking Dept.

s

Between 11 and

General Western Representative

FRANK VINCENT,
GEORGE GOTTLIEB,

S

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily

irlORT H. SINGER,
General Manager,

President

FAYS.— "Fads and Fancies," Eddie Cassidy, Farrell and company.
Wray'a Mannikins, Francis and
Demar, Grace Ayres and company,
with Harry Carey in "West is East,"
film feature.

ORPHEUM HE 1

the

Cat.

J.
REAL C8TATE ANO INSURANCE

General Manager

pr

»•

*

If

|«J*J

VI*

|
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Comedy Company.

Levy's Orpheum,
"The Spring Models."

at

P'« -s eni

will
in

which a
be presented during tl

fashion will
The various
action of the play.
beauties of the large chorus will dis»
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»

I
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NEW YORK THEATRES

I

W

CAPITOL Kftf

b

"HUSH"

in

-^—

—

3. L.

DAVID BELASCO

gf

LYCEUM THEATRE
West 45th St

-A National Institution"

Oirertipn. Joseph Plvnkati

It 47th St.

LBONARO

RVLl'Il

INA CLAIRE

rrt-wniB

THE SKY-PILOT

4f

'The Gold Diggers'JPf

OF THE GRKAT OUTDOORS

A PICTURE

STRAND ORCHESTRA
CARL EDOUAUOB CondWtof
ThM " 43tL E

QAUTT
TTAHPTS
bAJfl H. XLalVlVIO
8AM

Uutlnec»

HARRIS

H.

™
Wed. &

Bau

World.

GEO

POTT ATM
V/VfXl/Vm

M.

Series

/iAICTY
U/Hll.
I

M

Rroi.l-.vny.

Evrs. at 8:30
Frl. A Sar.. 2:^i>.

iUtx.. Wed..

I

rru"* tr «- B'wa» A 43d St
K 30
Mts.Wed.A Sat

Etv

GREATEST MYSTERY Of ?HEM

St.

r

•

FRANK BACON in'

THE TAVERN

W. 43d

REFUBUC

n

'^TIP-TOP"

M.it*.

St.

Wed.

BRIM FULL OF FUN With THE DUNCAN
SISTERS. 6 BROWN BROTHERS. 16
PALACE CIRLS. A HARLAND DIXON

F.v.s. it 1:30.
.Sat.. 2::>0.

A

GRACE LA HUE and
HALE HAMILTON

DEAR ME
ITTILC
C

I

L.I

I

Waat

u

Mats.

I

Em.

Street

\v«-.i..

Tbun.

ft

:}o

;

Mata. Wed.

4<

h£

^^

e
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Faraa Comedy

CUMBERLAND
Wp "

I

I

t

p.

Bt

<2

1

Dnlmnnt
DUIIIIUlll

With

Evenings

Utu W ed.
.

and

at
Sat..

Musuol Ovnrdj

Hit.

Lulu Bett

T»

W. 48St. Bryant 48. Ers.l»:S0
Mali ThurB A sat. 120.
.
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VARESI
EGILDA MADAME1~«

-
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Rainier Noble Tost at its meeting
Monday evening passed a resolution

"LADY BILLY"

condemning Jack Dempsey, world's
champion heavyweight boxer, who
recently appeared at the Pantages
play the latest spring creations, such theatre here, as a person unfit to
ss are now being shown In New hold an honorary membership in the
York. The gowns will be furnished American Legion, were such an
by the local department stores.
honor available. Members of the
post who attendtd the theatre where
Frances Alda. soprano, was heard Dempsey appeared were asked to
Monday evening In Meany Hall. refrain from any applause at the
Mme. Luisa Tetrazzini will be heard conclusion of his performance.
Thursday night at the Arena.

When the steamship Wcnatchee
sailed Saturday on her first voyage
out of Seattle she had as a passenger Alexander Singelow, Seattle
representative of Fox, who will take
moving pictures of the first ocean
trip of the liner and the receptions
recorded the big vessel in Oriental
ports. In this way the Seattle vessel will be given screen publicity in
ail parts of the world.

The Seattle Civic Orchestra, with
lime. Davenport -Enberg conductor,
'Will give a concert on Sunday afternoon at the Metropolitan theatre.
This organization has ninety memand any one with ability to
meet certain standards In playing
bers,

may

belong,

whether professional or

not.

Ruth Renlck. a Seattle girl, forwith the Wilkes company,
be seen in "The Witching Hour*'

merly

Winder's orchestra was
engaged to sail on the Wcnatchee,
St the Strand.
which left Seattle Saturday, with
No-host movie parties to be given Winder as pianist; Clarence Molton,
Wednesday evenings at the Blue saxophone; E. Hart, violin; Michael
Mouse theatre are being planned by Guglielmo, drums; Clarence Pratt,
The Wcnatchee will stop
society as a novelty in the way of banjo.
Kobe, Japan;
entertainment. The mezzanine gal- at Yokohama, Japan;
China; Hongkong, China,
Shinghai,
lery will be reserved for these afback
fairs, and from the interest being and Manila, and is expected
shown many gay parties will enjoy by June 4.

Wm.

will

lAeae performances.

Margaret

Matzenauer, contralto,

o* the Metropolitan opera company,
Will be heard hers in concert April
18 at the Metropolitan theatre.

four parts; good lead for either man or
Woman.
Datoctlvt mystery with Bt.-irt" n Rly new twist.
Emotional ittttAtlottl
•nd comedy relief; tvapenM bold throttfh*
••L with good dialog and an '«> Henry
fn(1
»»P.
Address- -K. A. \V. frit Hose
'

«.«, Rowa

I.

Marjoric Bolton, a fashion model,
won the $100 cash prize at* the- possessor of*

the most amazing pair

ankhs displayed

at last week's

of

auto

show.

The Wilkes theatre property
passed from the control of the Al-

Gripping Playlet For Sale

Cotirt.

Douglas Richardson,

hambra Building Company to that
of the Greater Theatre Company, th^
deal Involving more than $K>o,000
The new lease will date from June

then the Wilkes Players
continue stock presentations.
On that date the Greater Theatre
Company, a Jensen & Von Hertjerg
1.

will

Until

18,

an

actor,

is in City Hospital with a wound in
the body, and his brother Fred also
was stabbed in a quarrel in the

CHESTER

Room."
Next
Through."
First
Jane Cow drama
1

B.

Knick"Up In Mabel's
week,
"Smilin*
presentation

of

in stock.

BASTABLE. — First

half.

"The

yet

on

the

W.

46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

and ELDRIDGE
IN

DON'T CARE"

I

ORDWAY

VANCOUVER,
P.

Piano

Booked
Direction,

Solid.

IQEW TIME

HORWITZ A KRAU8
ELSI*

B. C.

NEWBERRY.

EMPRESS.— Empress

Players in

"The Brat."

ROYAL--"Uncle

Tom's

Cabin."

DOMINION. — Thomas Meighan

in

Rialto gossip names two "The Easy Road."
Furnaee"
COLONIAL. "The
houses as up against it financially. It's a question whether they (film).
BROADWAY.— Charlie Chaplin in
can weather the slump. Deals for
the sale of at least one theatre are "The Kid."
REX, GLOBE, ALLEN—Feature
under way.
Raymond Fagan, former manager films.
of the piano department in a local
"The Man on the Box" was reestablishment, and also a former
dancing instructor in the Onondaga cently presented at Hamilton Hall
by
a cast of local people.
Hotel here, is getting a royal reception at Keith's this week.
The
Toreador" will be Staged at
"The
Edwards store and practically all
the Avenue theatre shortly .under
of the local business men's clubs
auspices of the Masons.
the
and organizations are holding theatre parties to see Fagan's "Pep."
The Crescent, showing Paramount-Artcraft films, cut its admission seale Sunday, loping off a
By HARDIE MEAKIN.
nickle.
The move apparently was
FOLI'S.— Melntyre and Heath are
made to bolster up business.
breaking records this week in a reThe Empire's attempt at Sunday turn engagement of "Hello Alexpictures was far from successful on ander." The cast remains about the
Sunday. The house had "Brewster's same with Homer Dickinson and
Millions," previously shown at the Grace Deagon of vaudeville fame
Robbins-Eckel, but even with a featured along with Mabel Elaine.
second run exhibition rate for the
BHUBERT-BELASCO. An odd
film it's doubtful if the house made
situation is presented at this theatre
money.
for
the week, the return of a musical
Patrick Conway, director of the
Robbins-Eckel orchestra and fa- piece, this time with the original
while its previous visit had
stars
mous bandmaster, lost his race with
death by 24 hours when he trav- names of lesser prominence bilU J
in
the
three leading roles. "Buddies"
elled to Albuquerque, N. M., last
week, called there by the critical this time has Donald Brian, Peggy
Wood
and Ralph Morgan featured
condition of his son, Paul R. Conway. The body of the young man above the name of the play. They
attracted
a good house for the openwas brought here for interment
ing Monday night.
this week.
NATIONAL. This house
Ernest Jabaut was pinched at has Ralph Dunbar's revival of
Advance sale inPlaitsburg charged with being the "Robin Hood."
"Peeping Tom" who peered into the dicates a good week.
Is made up
cosmos.
Vaudeyllte
windows at the
dressing room
Plattshurg theatre while the chorus of Andree Poole and the jsix Musical
Ward and
Japs,
Kitara
the
Buds,
musical
girls of the Billy Allen
company troupe were making their King, Cooper and Ricardo, Phyllis
Mme.
"Blackmail,"
KCo.
In
Gllmore
Jabaut. was caught in the
toilettes.
JJurdo,
a.vl
Pets,
Fttee
act ami attempted to escape, but Bwatrfa
film.
feature
was arrested af(«r a wild" raec. He
has
This
house
STRAND.
had Jurt Completed a 30 -day term
switched its opening from Monday
On another charge.
to Sunday and is offering for the
Doeal house managers aro won- week the following bill: Al. Fields
dering just what effect the two- assisted b> Con :<;<!>' in "The Man
rent fire increase, giving Syracuse Behind the Chair;" Caron and Faran eight-cent fare, Will have on bus- num, Cordon Duo; Arthur Dunn Ac
The Co. In "Smiles and Tunes," Six
iness, already none the best.
concensus Of opinion Is th:it it will Musical Noss.s, feature films. The
house In or<hr t<» introduce the Sundowntown
affect patronage in the
matinee opening carried a
houses, but boost business In the day
coupon in the Sunday papers which
theatres.
ward and neighborhood

—

WASHINGTON.

—

—

NEW

—

—

I

CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
BUMPUS & LEWIS DROP
Some of the Acts we have equipped with scenery: Shelly & Heigt Revue,
245

HABRT

MOHER

Boston ians," final burlesque of sea- Kelly's Comedians mado way for
son.
Last half, "Apple Blossoms." this road company, which gave two
The theatre business is fast going performances daily.
on the rocks in this city. There's
ORPHEUM.—Vaudeville.
scarcely a house of any class, legiPANTAGES —Vaudeville.
timate or movies, that it not feeling
COLUMBIA.— Harry Carey In
a bad slump in patronage. Keith's "Heart's Up."
apparently is doing the best of any
CAPITOL.— "What Every Woman
local theatre.
The Wieting season Knows."
is at an end.
The Bastable closes
MAPLE LEAF.— Vera Gordon In
burlesque and has put a couple of "The Greatest Love.**
attractions

Tew Funey Buoy*

i*

By H.

JEFFERIE3.

FAUI,

LOEW CIRCUIT

IRENE FISHER, At

week,

44

"Dance Diversions of 1921"
Direction, ABE THALHEIMER

LAURIE
N. Y.
BAHN.

SIDELLI

NORMAN

KEITH TIME

REECE and EDWARDS

cmUt.

SCENIC STUDIOS

&
Direction,

PAUL

KITTY

film

E,e*- * 30
46tD •*
CI
II TOM
rULI
UN wMats.
Wed. A Sat.
GOOD SEATS AT THE BOX OFFICES

BEST SEATS L™ „i™ $2.00

MENNETTI

at

31 West Zlst Street
CENTRAL PARK WEST

schedule.

NORMAN TREVOR

8 15.
I 13.

Circuits.

corporation, will take control and at
Once expend $30,000 In making the
theatre a modern motion picture
palace.

first-class

NTER

MITZI
In the

Muxlcal FIny

SSVMtal

CHARLES RUGGLFft
EVELYN C08NELL

ALLYN KINS

IRFRTYr
l>IDC.n

Thret Acts.

la

KEITH and ORPHEUM
Direction, JOB SULLIVAN.

By

Brock Pemb^iton'i Production*

Sat. at 2:30.

LADIES' NIGHT"
A

J.

A

only lady doing the toe-to-

toe catch.

Playing

EM

A New

LT 1 NG e

Eves. 8:45.

NOTE— The

8ATUR )AV

in

sheets, and news paper sheet*
are pretty much the same. A good
many people lie in them. We knotty
of a lot of Agents in the "Thousand
Thieves Building" (Putnam B'ld'g.)
who lie too. but not so much in Bed
sheets, or News Paper sheets.

AEKIAMSTS"

SYRACUSE,

1'YEAR THE RIGHT GIRL'
FHANK CRAVEN

By

HAVING
Comedian
me in 'Frisco: Frank Donegan's contract with
Geo.

Cohan.
San Franclaco, March 2.
"Volco or Money," an act with two Sammy Berk's baby boy.
a woman, registered an all Frank Gaby's personality.
round succeaa.
Sumo ejuctllent comedy
is provi.icd
by a clever Yiddish comic Claude Anderson's bank roll.
Dick Rath's disposition.
and all have excellent volcea.
I.OKW CIRCUIT— NOW
Billy Glason's route.

Evenings 8:30. Matirneca
PI RE.— Fourth
Thura. and Sat.. I 30. erbocker Players in

CHARLES PURCELL

T/te 1st

E

and

Versatile

Variety thought of

Bed

men and

ST.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY

Cfl
TIMCQ
limCOdU.

at

Sat.

MANDEL & ROSE
MILTON WALLACE THINGS WORTH
Operatic

GLOBE
THEATRE
BROADWAY
FORTY SIXTH
and

BOOKED SOLID

Circuit

Direction

Richardson apartment.

"TIP-TOP"

at

BOOKED SOLfD

Booked Solid Loew

ALL.

"WHAT'S ALL THE 8H00TIN' FOR?"

LIGHTEN

Whirlwind Oddities.

"AMERICA'S

LAST WEEK

•!•

and

HONEY
KIDS.

RUTH HOWELL
DUO
HOTEL JOYCE
PREMIERE

DRAMA

JlnnaRrm^nt of
If, COHAN
DISTINGUISHED CAST INCLUDES:
EMMETT CORRIGAN and OLIVE TELL

John Golden

gT^y^

Dave Thursby's act.
a room and bath

AMERICA

NEMESIS
GEORGE

J

Ljf

And

NEW

"WELCOME STRANGER"

Run

1:30.
2:30.

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

A Naw Comedy py \AfloN HOFFMAN
With G EUROS 81 DMT

Hit and

W. 44th St.
Eves.
Mats. Wed. & Sat.

Hudson

Preaent*

"Th« Poaular Succctt." — k>«.

"SIS"

HIP. 'FRISCO.

COHAN'S 2 BIG HITS

•{J
" 20

anri

>^ THE

SKATING MACKS CLARE

Artibtic

What

AVETtY HOPWOOD'S Sparkling Comedy.

ML

FRANCES

Uala.. Thur*dai and Saturday

—SECOND YEAR—

RAWSON

PAULINE SAXON

[

"The Loose iVaf"
W. V. M. A.'ing it

Preaenta

Oultry. adapted by OranvllI* Barker

STR A IM D

WAY

Wilson

Charlie

8at. S:SS

Comedy from the French by Sacha

m

1

ROTHAFEIJ

M ARK

'"

Mata Thurav^nd

1

CAPITOL BRAND ORCHESTRA
EKNO RAPEE. Conductor

flsflsj Pre iM)t»'0'i'>h;

)

Lw
**

GUY

A Jucoba

Prwrnt

* UONEL ATWILL
^ A In "DEBURAU"

Yoang

Clara Kimball

%
L

llerli!<»r

»

Fortune Queen

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
SILK, SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS
VELVET,
IN

FOLLETTE
LOU

PEARL
AND WICKS
JACK

LOEW

CIRCUIT, 1920-21

Direction

IMW CANTOR

when presented

box

at the
carried a cash value.

LOKW'S
Meighan

—

PALACE.
"The City

office

Thomas

of

Silent

LOEWS COLUMRFA. —

"Lylnjf

in

Men."

Lips" (second week).

MOORE'S RIALTO.— Clara Kimball Young in "Straight from Paris."
MOORE'S GARDEN. — Doraldiua
in

Woman

"The

Untamed."

CRANDALLS METROPOLITAN.

—"Rob Hampton

of Placer."

Charles Sugah-Turner

Is upending
a few weeks at his home hero completing his play "St. Francis of
Assist" for the use of George Kelly.
Mr. Turner was stage manager during the past season with Comstock

&

Cleat's

"Aphrodite,"

William Fox's film "Over the Hill"
is on its fourth and last week at
the Shubert-Garrick.
The house
has not as yet announced what Is
slated to follow this picture.

Julia Culp,

who was

to

have ap-

peared hero in concert under

man-

agement of T. Arthur Smith will
fill the cancelled
date this Thursday.
A good advance sale awaits
her appearance.

Harry Watson, Jr., la headlining
Keith's this week with Valerie
Rergere & Co. in "The Moth" aa
the underlined feature.

at

The

Washington

Post,

morning

daily, is conducting a beauty
test and in the picture section

Sunday

coneach

publishing the photographs of the blondes and* brunettes
entered.
The contest has created
interest to such an extent that the
prize of $200 in cash first offered has
not been added to, the additional
prizes including a hand painted miniature of the second best and a
painting in oil of the third best.
Is

Moore's Garden is offering as a
feat UPS with the Doraidina

special

him

"The Untamed Woman" the
personal appearance of Si^ne Patterson In "The Hawaiian Musical
Revue' which also ln< hides The
ROyal Hawaiian Orchestra, which
during the crass for the music from
the island was a big tins feature^

oArigelus
Cleansing (ream
For'Beauiy'i sake.

«•*.

"j/lnteh

1

PICTURES

40

MOTHER ETERNAL.
Ral.fwln
Bdwerd Stevens, sr
Dr. Bmtraon
KlWLtr.l .Stevens. Jr
Julia Urennon
Alice

Vivian Martin
Thurston Hiiii
liarl Metcalfe
Jack Hherrlll
Vlvivnn* Oaburne
•

J W. J >hnstcn
William Hronnon
Baby Ruth Sullivan
Mary Baldwin
Mary Baldwin (23 years latrr)
] 'i Bhcp&rd
Clyde HunneweU
Charle* Da M win
i

..

passes
rapidly
and
apparently
pleasantly, and after a bit of importuning the girl remains at the
pianist's home all night.
The girl,
returnli.g to her own home the
after the night before,
learns thai her aurt, wit£ whom she

morning

been

living, ha« died. The
girl's absence from

of

the

all

night, seemingly,

shock

home

having killed

the aunt.
Carlotta

has aspirations as an
eventually
acquires
Her pubthat direction.
lisher, a married man, falls in love
with her. The publisher's wife, in-

and

autaor

fame

in

eldentally,

is

having an affair with

another man.
ivife upon learning of her husband « feeling for Carsulcido
by drowning.
commits
lotta
When the publisher discovers his
immediately
suicide
places
he
wife's
the blame on Carlotta, although
Carlotta had not given him any no-

The

publisher's

ticeable encouragement in his infatuation.
Having unburdened his
to Carlotta, the publisher then
proceeds to shoot himself. Kather
an epidemic of suiciding.

mind

Carlotta
meets up with the
Diaz, in Paris some time
but Diaz is now an absinthe
fiend and a mental and physical
wreck. Through constant care and
attention she regenerates Diaz, however, who makes a "comeback'' as a
pianist, and apparently they live
happily ever after.
The incidents of the story relating
to Carlotta's first affair with the
pianist are very plainly brought
out.
But that was the story, and
the director had no other recourse
but to place it on the screen. The
picture on the whole is an average
program production.
Miss Ferguson gives a likable performance
as Carlotta, minus any great depth,
but pleasing withal.
The acting
honors go to Conrad Nagel, as Diaz,
the pianist, his sense and interpretation of the absinthe fiend being
especially good.
The r^st of the cast
are adequate. The picture has publicity possibilities.
BclU
pianist,

later,

DECEPTION.
H.iry VHT
Anne Bofcya

Emil Jannin K3
llcnny Ported

Directed by Ernest Lubitsch. the
German producer who made "Passion," this

came

to the Bivoli April

17, sponsored by Adolph Zukor
not exaggeration as proved by a Paramount. As entertainment and
it is
titerlng audience.
The whole pro- slow going, but as a vivid historiduction was as artificial and as cal document it is
valuable.
forced as that unspeakable facial
The two hour progress of the film
fresco.
Sunday suggested the cutting had
The story has to do with an im- something to do with
the way the
poverished woman newly widowed picture
Cutters who try
who allows a doctor to substitute to get indragged.
everything by shortening
her -newly born babe in the arms of all themes
instead of removing
a rich woman in the same hospital bodily the themes
of lesser account,
whose offspring had died.
The make a mistake. The best should
needy mother yearns for her child be chosen and
allowed to develop
fur 25 years, during which time she to
the limit.
Perhaps this picture
is ill-treated by an older daughter
cut with a view to placing
who at length drives her out if her was
history before the masses, but hishome to commit suicide by leaping tory often is dull.
into the river.
Nevertheless, it is as history this
The long lost son, of course, hap- picture
is valuable, but thanks to
pens to be on the dock and rescues the acting,
not the scenario. Emil
her for the final reunion and the .Tannings
American, by the way,
mother is safely ensronsed in son's who has (an
studied under Ilinchardt
home of wealth. The hospital scenes in Berlin), gave
an amazingly capaand certain other passages in a ble
portrait of the loose, merry, sendoctor's office are fragrant with
sual Henry. Than his performance,
medical details dealing with ob- nothing
better has ever graced the
stetrics, although there were some
screen. Equally effective was Ileninteresting shots of babies here.
ny Potten. The first view of her
The crass sob stuff was laid on reveals
woman without much
fearfully thick.
A 30 or 40-pieee Claim to abeauty,
but the distinction
orchestra, mostly violins with "D"
and
power
pf
her portrayal get to
strings, 'cellos and French horns
you. It is not her fault that she has
started to wring the heart with
not epitomized Anne Boleyn as her
their wailing at 8:30. Then a solemn
co-star has the king.
The symelocutionist with a rich, moist baripathy
here is thrown to Anne. Histone voice recited a fragment of
verse lauding motherhood and moth- tory's record hardly Indicates she
it.
ers.
A woman balladist took the deserved
Photographically
the
portrayal
strain up for a sentimental song in
could
be
little improved.
There is,
the same vein and then we had a
tableau, showing an illuminated city too, massed effect, great scenes,
particularly
those
at
the
time of
at night and beyond the tiers of
windows lighted by home tires, a the coronation, that make for impressive
effects
and
are
well
handled
symbolic figure of a mother brooding over a baby in her arms was and arranged. Its success in anything
first run houses in larger
but
revealed on a pedestal.
Lccd,
That was just the beginning. towns is doubtful.
After that tne screen story took the
theme up and tore sentiment to
tatters until 10:40. The proceedings
The Sky Tllot
John Bow*ra
were quite sufficient to make any Owen
Colleen M»oi»»
efficient modern mother thoroughly Hill Hondrioka
David Butler

THE SKY

indignant.

ninth.

"SACRED AND PE0FANE LOVE"

PILOT.

The Old Timer

Honorable Anility

The Duke
Lady Charlotte

Harry Toi'd
Jnm.-s Corrlgan
l>onald

Maru^naid

Kathleen Klrkhum

A very pleasing atmospheric pro.E!ri* F.=rfrusr>n
Conrad Nhr«1 log was staged by managing director
Thomaa Holding Joseph Plunkett for the introduc"
H ««« Dunbar tion of "The Sky Pilot" at the
xfJ'* ,"' eB l0v
Wlnlfro.i Greenwood
i
7 Francis
JfP
f.'
I^trd
Alcnr
Raymond Bratbwayt Strand this week. Four male singM». Barilia
ClariHsa Selwyn ers,
attired as cowpunchers, and
Albert Vicary
Howard Gaye another dressed in ministerial garb,
samson
Forest Stanley
sang
acceptably in front of a set
"•5£°« •••
Jane Keckley
"Sacred and Profane Love" is a cottage bearing across its shed the
Paramount picture, starring Elsie name of the saloon In the town in
Ferguson, and produced by William which the scenes of the feature are
D. Taylor.
Before reaching the laid. "The Sky Pilot" is a fllmizascreen it appeared in the form of a tion of Ralph Conner's widely-read
novel, nnd during the season of novel of tho same name, directed
1919-20 was presented as a play, by King Vldor, produced by the
running for a considerable period in Catherine Curtis Pictures Corpora?
one of the Broadway houses. Arnold tlon and distributed via First NaBennett wrote the novel and play. tional.
There is little in the story itself
The scenario from which the pie*
ture was made was written by Julia that differs from nwmerous other
tales
of college-bred young ministers
Elsie Ferguson appeared
C. Ivers.
Jn
the stago version, playing the who are assigned to ranch communito
preach tho gospel and are
character of Carlotta as in the pic- ties
compelled to fight their way physiturization.
cally,
unless it Ve the rather farThe theme Is a bit broad for genlesson
which it
uplift
eral picture consumption. In brief. fetched
teaches
— that sufficient faith will
Carlotta, a young girl, attends a
recital given by a celebrated pianist. pretty nearly core ail physical ills.
tihe is of the Impressionable type Jn tins tale you are shown the
Carlo".* re*?
J.mit e pte*, « pianist

Frank Upenlaye
e

l

'

.

.

that has materially to do with the daughter, sheers him up and coninability to register more effectively. fesses that she is suffering too. We
It is, in fact, on this very episode are mercifully spared the details of
the task of rescuing the minister that the story revolves more than their start in housekeeping tofrom being consumed in the flames around anything else. And just at gether, but it is not long before we
of a burning building. We see her this big point it fails to prove what find this good young man (with all
drag herself to where he is lying, the director started out to prove. his trouble, all his work and climb
he has not aged a minute),
pull herself to an upright position The Interest had been keyed up with to fair
and drag out a man twico her a tenseness that follows few pic- and Ethel snugly settled down in
weight. It is a fine demonstration tures, but there was an almost a cosy little villa. Meanwhile hufor the divine scientists and the audible note of disappointment as man nature has begun to play a
rough game with the wife love has
rest of us who believe in U.o omnipo- the scene unfolded and passed.
It is a suggestion, and nothing come to her and she shows this by
tence of the Almighty.
The picture starts well with two- more, that the continuity of the pic- looking longingly at and stroking
fisted action.
The day following ture should have given a greater the pillow next to her as she lies
the minister's arrival Is Sunday contrasting note between Gorham in bed. She makes up her mind to
and he attempts to hold services in and Kirven, unil: he is convinced win Jack ba-ck and proceeds to the
the saloon. The ranch foreman re- that he represents both. It is as- villa only to find she's "too late"—
sents the narration of the miracle sumed logically that two people Ethel has already begun to provide
Miserably
of the loaves and fishes, refuses to have different standard and valu- tho family she refused.
be quieted and is ordered from the ation of things, with concomitant she goes away, leaving them together.
Then she gets a divorce,
place. It becomes necessary for the values and mannerisms.
The acting in the picture is one or dies, or some*thing, but whatever
athletic minister to administer a
sound thrashing to the doubter, who of its biggest assets, and few scenes she does, Ethel's wedding ring is
thereupon becomes his friend and have had the drtimatic force of the the big thing in the final closeup.
last episode, as played by Patrick
Core.
champion.
A really remarkable screening of and Helen Jerome Eddy. Tho direction
in the main is good, and the
a round-up is depicted, showing the
hero standing over the prostrate rest of the cast have been selected
body of the herpine and "shooing" with discretion, although there isn't
Universal-made,
with
Frank
the cattle to either side to prevent very much for them to do. It inher being trampled to death. The cludes William Conklin, Lincoln Mayo starred, "The Magnfficent
steers are shown running apparently Plumer, Joseph J. Dowling, Jane Brute" will likely do well enough
for the U trade as a melodramatic
into the very eye of the camera, Novak and Frankie Lee.
release.
The story is set in the
making tho scene as vivid as is posHudson Bay country of tho Canasible to photography.
dian^Northwest. Its outdoor scenic
The story runs along consistently
DOOR THAT HAS NO
surroundings in the wintertime are
and cumulatively, plentifully interLondon. April 2.
attractive through
the snowclad
spersed with comedy and leading
trees and ground.
Alliance
Film
Six
Corporation.
The
to a satisfactory conclusion.
entire cast is exceptional, with ex- reels.
The picture seemed to run short
Frankly, this production, the sec- of five full reels when shown at
cellent types, and admirably played
by the three principals. John Bow- ond of the many promised by the the New York as half of a double
"million
pound" company, is about bill.
Colleen
Moore
Its direction may be comers is tho minister;
grossly indecent as any ever mended for the subject matter inis the heroine and David Butler the as
seen. It has not even the virtue of volved, excepting that Mayo's* cabin
ranch foreman.
Most of the scenes are exteriors covering its salaciousness with a In the woods when in close-ups apThe story, adapted peared to be the only thing around
of the "western" variety, with the strong story.
red- from a novel by Cosmo Hamilton, there that the sno.v did not fill
inevitable rough-riding and
blooded action. Direction, photog- is weak and the continuity is none upon, for some studio reason.
raphy and detail are more than too good, and this weakness may
Mayo is a trapper, in association
satisfactory.
The feature won't have led whoever was responsible with the representative of tho
ereate any sensation these days, for the scenario to make the most Parisian company controlling tho
but should phase In the best cine- of scenes which surpass anything post. Other than that no French
yet seen, publicly at any rate., in
Julo.
mas.
concern has any Canadian concesLondon, in suggestiveness.
sion, that portion of the story fitted
"The Door That Has No Key" is in because of the Frenchman who
mainly concerned with the lives of said he had come over to Inspect tho
There have been better feature four people the hero, a consummate post and who fell in love with the
prig who is forever boasting of his daughter of the post trader.
Tho
picture offerings than this; there
purity
honor, ("I want to take trapper was also in love wkh her,
have been worse; but seldom has a cleanand
body to a good girl" is one but when the young woman rethere been a combination of excep- of
his outpourings); a woman who turned to her far northern home
tionally high. Individual spots which
has no purity and uses all her wiles after a visit to Montreal, she wasn't
this "Other Woman" registers, balto corrupt the hero, the woman he the girl the trapper had known
anced against a contrasting lack of marries only
to find that she re- .three years previously. The rivalry
interest.
fuses her wifely duties and shivers between the two lovers brought a
The subject which Edward Slo- at
the bare word "motherhood"
from the trapper for moneys
man k started to translate from the and it is children that tho^ hero demand
duo from the French company. To
novel of the same title by Norah
wants and another woman who
Davis strikes one as presenting Comes to him in his misery and is allay the demands, the Frenchman
a Canuck to kill the father
many difficulties. The proposition perfectly happy in yielding to his engagedgirl.
Tho Canuck jammed
was transplanting the different desire for lttle ones wthout appar- of tho
the
job
and was caught himup
moods and stages in the progress ently caring much as to the stigma
self through the detective work of
of a man who felt his mind leaving
which will rest on her offspring all
him.
Subsequently the individual their lives. These admirable people the trapper, with the customary
love finale following the expose of
finds himself another person, livexpress their ideas very plainly, not tho Frenchman.
ing a different life and all uncon- only
in the action of the play, but
Mr. Mayo does very well in the
scious of what had taken place befilm.
He looked the role, that of a
fore.
He llnds himself in new sur- in copious sub-titles.
Coming down from college, Jack magnificent brute, and indulged in
roundings, the husband of a woman,
and riot knowing anything of his Scorrier joins his people's house- considerable action, in fights and
former state until the thought of party. There he meets a notorious scuffles with the roughnecks of the
something In his past leaves him to society "grass" widow known as post.
contemplate the duality of persons "Blossy" who possesses neither virSome knife throwing is shown
tue nor scruple.
Their bedrooms and
in himself.
a tricky bit of photography for
The story opens with the brief are connected by a door a strange one bit of it worked out a fine
Introduction of the relativity of arrangement in a country house
illusion.
small things to life, and points very and one night the lady hears Jack
The U may be making capital of
significantly to the fact that if a prating to his chum Pat Mallory
She this picture as concurrent with the
certain Individual had not followed about his honor and purity.
case and the Stillmans'
a dog into a Chicago park, the promptly decides to make him hers Stillman
placing of Three Rivers, Canada
story might not have been written. and retires to bed in becoming but
Mallory (half-way between Montreal and
Under such circumstances, then, not excessive negligee.
Quebec) as one of the principal
this individual is attacked by a goes and the lady promptly rocks
points in that now notorious action.
ruffian, but is saved from further about and groans as though in pain.
Taking Mayo'* role as a replica of
Jack
overhears
the
strange
noises
assualt. The man thus saved sudBeauvals, tho guide, and the backdenly finds his benefactor closely and after a period of indecision enground of the scenery, with the
ters
room
her
and
enquires
as
to
resembling an absent partner, and
She tells him types claimed to be the same that
in addition the latter has been miss- what the matter is.
may be found up there (which
ing from his wife and child for a perfectly plainly and he retires in
be true), the U should be
number of years. He denies his scorn and agitation to his own side would
able on that foundation to work
of
the
door.
She
is
annoyed,
but
identity, explaining that he is John
this
film
up with advance stuff sufGorham, instead of Langdon Kir- presently seeing the door handle ficiently to take it out of the double
ven. What the author then wants move decides that he has thought
leasts
class at
to bring out is that Kirven and better of U and is returning; thereTho picture's best bet is Mayo,
Gorham are the same, but that Gor- fore she snuggles down in bed. A and
Mayo looks like a good bet for
figure enters, tip-toes to the bed
ham dominates this man's person- and
any picture written to suit him.
gently
touches
her.
springs
She
ality, because of amnesia, while at
Sime.
the critical mement Kirven asserts round and with a joyous cry of
himself and returns to his wife, leav- "Jack!" flings her arms around
her own little son \A\o is sharing
ing all that he had built up in a
Southern community and with just Jack's bed that night and who has
enough, explaining that he will re- crept through the dividing door unThis is a "Metro" classic, featurnoticed by his grown-up and agiturn some day.
ing Viola Dana. And about the best
As Kirven he returns to his home, tated friend.
thing in it is the sincerity in charJack meets the "one girl" who acter portrayal with which Miss
wife and child, living apparently in
happiness at tho reunion, although unfortunately made Success her Dana endows the part. Otherwise
he dees not understand and cannot God. He is not yet sufficiently fa- tho absence of drama Is so outexplain his absence.
But as Gor- mous for her, so ho goes to London standing that there is little to susham he departs from the Kirven to read for tho bar. In no time tain interest. Briefly, it treats of
establishment! again returning to he is called, appears as Blossy's the separation between two Italian
when her long-sutlering peasants, with the subsequent joui
the Southern community where he counsel
is married.
His partner, the same husband appeals for divorce and ney of the much-in-love wife to
man whom he saved in the earlier wins the case for her. The divorce America to find her husband. The
episodes from assault, intim ately has made Jack famous and return- incidents in the continuity brine in
convinces him that Kn v»-!f%TT<T G sr- ing borne Ifer convinces tho ''only aL' the start some colorful back*
ham are one. It is at this point girl" that he is the forensic goods grounds ot Venice at Carnival time,
that the picture registers its pro- and marries her, while Ethel, the and the principal characters are
foundness more than at any other Vicar's grand-daughter, who has disclosed as vendors of the dancing
This,
always worshipped him, presides Punchinello as a puppet.
point.
Gorham returns to his home and sadly at the organ. On the tirst briefly, is the symbol on which tho
to
night
elected
of his honeymoon, his wife author, Donn B ne. has
Importunes his wife for a decision,
with the concluding episode that makes it clear to Jack that she has write, and despite the absence of
his
carries
no
intention
of becoming a mother real drama in the story,
her husband Is given his freedom to
return to the Southern community, and lo<ks him out of her room. point convincingly that: Wo are
Time passes. Jack goes on be- more or less pup ts of fate.
where a second wife has borne him
a child.
There is, of course, the coming famous and more and more
The production as a whole shows
explanation of the divorce thai will unhappy, his ambitious wife still a long drawn out series of scenes
follow and the fact that she will keeping tho door securely locked and sequences that does not make
marry his partner Is fully accepted. against him. Then England is in for drama, and the fault must be
What the picture fails to do, de- difficulties of some sort and the laid more at the door of Dallas M.
spite its Interest In num- row* epi- Cabinet decides that the inclusion Fitzgerald as director than Aim
sodes, is to project the note of con- of our paragon can alone save the Baldwin and Molly Parro as the
His wife is approached continuity expert writers.
vincingness in tho duality of per- situation.
sonalities in this leading character. and consents to enlist him.
That
The photography by John Arnold
The camera work in Shoeing the night she is very loving and prom- is unique for lighting effects, while
transformation of this man
is ises to do anything he likes if he'll a lavish and substantial production
focused through a composite effect, only go and Join the Cabinet. He n practically every phase of "Stall
and yet this fails to show the con- answers that he's on the Opposition s a splendid achievement on the
Or perhaps it is the lack of and stalks back to bis chambers in >art of Sidney Ullman as art ditrast.
contrast In the interpretation of the disgust and onhappier than ever. rector.
The acting is uniformly
role, as played by Jerome Patrick, Then
the
Ethel,
Vicar's
grand- good.

pianist, following a flirta- heroine, pronounced by the physician
tion carried on during the recital a hopeless cripple who will never
invites her to his rooms.
Time walk again. She is soon faced* wtlh

and the

lias
It wouldn't occur to most people
that there was present call foc-A
valiant champion of the proposition
that motherhood ia a praiseworthy
irrs'.itati'v. end mothers in genera!
are supremely unselfish and selfMost people in the he.st
sacrificing.
circles accept it as a truism, so selfevident that debate is out. of order.
For this reason it comes as a surprise that Ivan Abramson uses up
a seven -part photoplay to argue the
matter with most astonishing earnestness and bad taste.
It is as though some one lavished
passionate oratory on the novel contention that murder, theft and false
witness were wrong. There's no .one
to argue against it. So what's the
use or purpose or mer^t in the discussion? Hence "The ftlother Eternal" is a bald rehash of platitudes,
done into an absolutely uninteresting recital
and plastered over
stickily with sentiment of the most
maudlin kind, emotional counterfeit
that. only cheapens a lofty subject.
The Broadway screen has not seen
such utter trash in many a day and
it is hard to conceive of any community so simple minded as to take
the wretched travesty seriously.
The picture, by the way, was
shown first last Sunday night at the
Casino, making a bid against six or
seven other special films in the
legitimate houses of the metropolis,
posting a scale of $165 top, There
can be small question of its fate on
Broadway. Indeed it is not easy to
believe that any grade of picture
public would support it at any scale.
It doesn't deserve serious consideration from any viewpoint.
Its
story Is stupid, its direction crude to
the last degree and its acting on a
par with the rest. There are moments
when its serious scenes are pathetically comic, as for instance when
Vivian Martin (the last screen
actress in the world to play an old
woman part) wears a makeup that
might be transferred without abating a detail to a comedy character
old woman. The black streaks under the eyes and streaming to the
corners of the mouth must have
been applied with a spoon. This is
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WANDERINGlm JEW.
version

That

Is

not far fetched.

In

sum-

mary of the picture's merit Mr. Caa fl
of banne may
be said to have achieved
nor Is It related In a meritorious
he Sue
drama. It can stand
[Lne to the fothcomin* Belaaco cutting, and the force of title writers
title
and
based
similar
of
production
and
editors who were assembled
the version by Matheson Lang. does not speak well for the
many
Instead, it is a Ejropean-made pic- cooks who spoiled a good pie.
propaganda for the
ture containing:
The production Is well mounted.
and
incidents
its
Zion,
of
cause
The photography has its high lights.
couple the life of Dr. Theodore One "shot" in particular
that reHertzl, the eminent exponent of calls itself
more prominently than
Sat cause, and around "whom are anything else strikes the onlooker
eventful
happenings
various
based
as being on an inimitable artistic
from the time when he gave up his plane. This is *he lighting
coupled
eweer as a jurist until his death.
with the effect iva response aa a rethose
in'thc
Qurlosftfes
Jt Is one of
sult focusing the camera at a threetrade that the film came from the quarter
angle on the dead woman
European cinema market, finding its about
the end of the third reel. The
way to Am* rica, where It was shown photographer
is George Benoit.
would-be
purchasers.
numerous
to
Ruth Renick, Cassion Ferguson,
But not until it was seen by a man
Cora
Drew,
Howard Caye, Alex
Zionist
the
cause
understood
who
Francis, Charles Wyngate, Lillian
and believed In the picture's value
Langdon
and
Virginia
Caldwell comit acceptaudiences
Wli
Jewish
to
plete the cast. Among them Miss
At that, for a song.
ed.
The first exhibition of this film Renick, Misa Drew, Miss Langdon
took, place in a 600-seat house in and, of course, Alex Francis, share
New York's ghetto. Beginning on a honors. Given a "fat" part, Mr. Fermorning
played guson seemed less convincing in the
it
Wednesday
through the end of the current (last) central character of the husband
retained
for
was
another. than might be expected.
week and
The picture is released through
No day's patronage was under $000
over
$800.
repre- Robertson -Cole.
That
titep.
and none
gents the absolute capacity from 10
this is not
tale,

T

,

*

morning until 11 fit night.
The picture holds two prominent
figures known to American theatreThe first, Rudolph Sliildgoers.
kraut, is now at the Jewish Art,
while in a minor role his son Josef

A PERFECT

In the

now with

the Theft ire Guild in
Molnar's "Liliom." The picture was
made several years ago Irt Vienna.
Dealing with Zionism in the main
and connecting the events in the !tf«
of Dr. llertzl. the picture opens with
an introduction relating the oftdiscussed abuse and oppression of
is

A symbolic tigir. v of a
the Jew.
patriarch standing alone on the
peak of a mountain with arm.* outstretched to heaven follows, and a
supplication for deliverance from
oppression brings in a dissolve of
Moses followed by Dr. Herts), conceived in the script as the savior

W;sl!y CJriRRS
Mary Oliver
WIIHam D. Thniiu.'u
Richard, ilalliday
l.s

triumphant

the

in

his

Macabbeans, B

ie ochba, etc.
is left to Bhlldkraut,
elder, is the Interpretation or

What

MADE

evening blossoms fuse in explaining motive and in-

dent of his bank, Richard Halliday
(Hardy Kirk land). He effects this
satisfactorily by discarding his customary stoop which in reality is a
planned affectation through the medium of a specially padded vest
and ditto with his goggles. Any
question as to his striking resemblance to the browbeaten Wally
Griggs he always easily explains
merely as a coincidence.
As James Brown he tells his

singular

the
It

is

by a cast of Western World
to have caught and
yet who
f
the
characteristics'
sustained
Orientalism.
Gouverneur Morris' story, supplied for this occasion, compares in
West." The outtheme to "East

Claudia Royc*

standing fault with

Mr.

actors,

scm

—

in

its

Rejree...f
Mr. Ilnyce

Davidge
Lowry. Sr
M1h» I^wry
Inland

this

week, where it Ts showing for the
time in New York, it satis-

first

The direction Is by Frank Lloyd.
The artistic direction and the pho-

Abel.

fied.

new

girl.

TWO

It

R?u« Adofee
FTrrNo-t Prior

Fronzie

ll.i.l.t:,

Th

,

3

j U hri

mwost

j

Gunn
Couar

fjoldwyn
production,»
f
f

Btarrin K Tom Moore, Is a saccharine morsel, frothy, light and pleas.

j

iny; Qttottt

My swimr*. "comhatthifc

of forces."
Billy Lowry

(Tom Moore), doing
a fireman role, rescues the heroine,
marries her on the spur el the moment to avoid complications with
an objectionable suitor, and then
proceeds really winning her love.

J

the

F'»*m»n Wood

Charles Eldrldge

KthH Haditca

\

The support is worthy and on par action then concludes with the
with the star. As the feature at- struggle between, this gambler and
traction at the Broadway theatre an American who is in love with

Molly

Mrs.

later

episodes, particularly, is that it is
too melodramatic in a pots although
this does not detract from the mIt does seem a trifle fartereMt.
newly found influential friends a fetched that in these days the brain
number of Slunchhausca qtories cf Of at Uft'lnaman 'Should ranafttar It
adventure which a publisher-guest necessary to employ in his home a
decides to exploit.
This incident machine that gives impetus to a
proves very handy for a fade-out moving wall, the crushing ppwer of
when the hero and heroine are which is enough to snuff out the life
shown opening envelopes filled with of a half dozen.
$5,000 checks as royalties. It is obThe action involves at the start
vious by now the story is not strictan outbreak by tho Boxefs, who
realistic,
ly
and
one
wonders
with the border nations some
whether that angle was not let go clash
time in '99. A child born to an
of purposely in sacrifice to its comAmerican couple is rescued by a
edy values pure and simple.
As faithful native. He brings her up
such it is amply satisfying.
his own, and in due time beThe hero recovers $25,000 among as
comes a merchant in a Western
other things, discomfits an officious city. A principal in the former
inassistant district attorney and dis- citement against
the whites is now
ports himself in an adventurous a rich gambler, slave dealer, etc.,
fashion throughout the flye reels.
also living in this Western city. The

Tom Moor*
Chad wick
Malon*
Kate lister
Al KlUon

H*-i«»ne>

Kltubeth Royc?

U

it.

HEAVEN.

IN

enacted Wm. T,owry

Of course, Lowry remains a flrean for only three and a half reels
and toward the end he* is in 'civvies" as a full-fledged, prospering
business man, reaping the profits of
an invention.
A funny thing happened with the
sub- titles. According to the program .the hero's name is Lowry,
while the sub-titles, whici ar<* very
clever, by the way, continually insist
on
labeling
him
O'Gara,
Whichever it is. Moore is continually "makin* spaches" in an Irish
brogue, so it's an edge in favor of
i

I

tography embrace the very best.
it.«el? Is «e«nically the O'Clara monicker.
one of the best of its kind that ever
Helene Chadwick proved a wincame from the Goldwyn studio. In .some opposite, while Bene Adoree
comparison to an earlier effort by (Mrs. Moore in private life) and
Lloyd— "Madame X"— this is much Molly Malone also looked well In
superior.
the picture, besides helping on with
In every sense of the word It is the sub-plot of making the quarrelBtep.
a first class feature.
ing couple kiss and make up. The
balance of the supporting cast was
Whitman Bennett is at work on a accurate.
William Hurlbut wrote thi story
new special in which Percy Marmont and Pauline Starke are fea- and Victor Scheming
directed. A
tured. It ii called "Love Is Every- typical Tom Moore vehicle— light
Abut pleasing.
thing."

The production

•

Profits

nation.
Taking up a book, obviously the history of the Jew, Dr. llertzl reads,
and the dissolves follow showing
faith

in this

in the

In new regalia as James cident, do not hurt
Brown and mixes with the presi- charm of the picture.

forth

Quadrupled WitH
F^irst National Franchise
C, makes more

And from then on the most efscenls in the plcfure are
brought about with Dr. Hertal as a
asked to change his f;ulh,
is
Jurist,
followed by meditation and an exof

Montn Rlur
Jacqueline Lotjan
Stanton Heck
Hardy Klrklund

Wally

ever,

41

Producers
WORLDS.
A TALE OF
is adapted from Carl
Leatrlc* Joy
Su Sen
Clausen*! Batevepost story ami co- liinff Jo
Wallace Beery
J. Prank Qlendon
directed by Wilfred Buekiand and Nfwoomhe
Jack Abbo
Worm
The
Mr. Dwan.
E- A. Warren
Ah Wing
Blue does a sort of Jekyll and
Hyde role, which, discounting any
This is Indeed a gratifying photoqueries as to the realism of certain drama or melodrama to watch from
situations and motives, proved an every phase of production standcreation.
interesting
As Wally ards. It is effective in direction.
(.Iriggs, a bank clerk, he is a p.nMost essential of all, it has action
head (to quote the subtitles) and in of a kind that mingles suspense
love with Mary Oliver (Jacqueline with
smoothly moving episodes,*
Logan), also a bank employe. How- while the titles, somewhat too profeature.

fective

pression-

CRIME.

Monte Blue
starred
Allan Dwan-Associated

of Zion.
*

*
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H. M. Crandall's Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D.
in three months than all last year.
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Jew oppressed by Tarquamada during the Inquisition and again in
Russia he is the pathetic individual
who loses all through the massacres,

and wanders again

in

search of a

new haven.
The picture caused a profound

Crandall Theatres

impression amonj? its auditors, and
as the scenes unfolded of a subject
that has taken on a new significance
with the arrival in Amarica of two
expounders of the cause of Zionism
Drs. Einstein and Wei/.mann the
Interest assuredly was more than
"mere concentration.
The acting has the elements of a
Continental style arnl the photography is as poor as anything that

WASHINGTON.

—

—
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comes from most European cameramen, who have not yet attained the
progress in that branch of the industry achieved by Americans.
The titling, by Dr. Goldberg (Ph.
D.) and Charles" Denser, is in the
most lucid, comprehensive style that
has been observed in a long time.
The Introduction, evidently by Dr.

Mr. J. D. Williams, Manager,

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
New Tork City.
Doer Mr. Williams :I have just looked at another of the "Big Five", namely
'THB OATH" and I feel that it is a great picture, not only from a

masterful in construcpicture is controlled in
the United States and Canada by
Charles Denser and Leo Fox.
Sic p.

Goldberg,

is

The

tion.

H

D. C.

T»

box-office standpoint, but from the view that it will please every
audienoe. I am frank to admit that I would not know just how to
rate this picture with the others of the "Big Five", for the reason
that they are all euoh phenomonal productions that it is hard to
cay just which way they should bo numbered, but I feel that "THE
OATH" should etand close to the top of the list.
<

WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH ?
As William Christy Cabanne undertakes to answer the question in
pictorial form, he differentiates between the woman who marries in
search of happiness and the other

'

When not comparing it with the "Big Five" however, I don't
know of any picture I havs seen this year that pleased me better* I
feel confident that a few more like this will put First National so
far ahead of all other companies, that no competitor will ever be
able to oatoh us, snd the old slogan "There* 11 be a Franchise Bverywill surely have to come true.

for wealth and
and is unwilling to assume
duties of motherhood. Furthermore,
his answer is quite clear, definite.
The film runs over the usual number
of ree's and slides between maximum, par and the Inevitable something that hinders most directors
from smooth action and dissolves

woman who marries
position,

* 9

3

X want to say that I am very enthusiast ic about First
National, and that our profits in the Metropolitan Theatre herfiwSj)
J far this year, with First National, exceed those made during the
I whole of last year, when as you know, we were without First National,
Hence my enthusiasm.

Into platitudinous titles.

The biggest asset of the pictureIs its moral, and wherever an audi-

ence likes its "Way Down East
theme digested In another form, this
picture should have great possibilities.

It Is Interpreted hy A cast of artist*
elected with discretion, and act
With capableness ff not excellence.
The action covers the career of
one woman, who, through self abnegation following conniving information by outside influences, leaves
her newly wedded husband, that she
may not hinder a marriage With one
of "his own sort." as she is informed.
The former masriuge is
annulled and the son enters into a
new matrimonial partnership.
A
child is born to the neglected wife,
or No. l. No. 2 Is reluctant i^ »•• «ar
children, yet a child dies jr. Infancy

that

Is

The

.

All

I

oar.

say is. keep up the good work.
1

—w

beg to remain

Very truly yours,
HMC: SMB

,^££^

born of this unhappy onion.

deserted wife abandons her
on the threshold of h<v husband's magnificent boos.. The samr
fate later on causes her to retrace
her steps, with the result of a re«

That's another reason
NATIONAL
PICTURE*

<<t<\

Leaf from

a

Woman

s

.Soul.'

why

FIRST

Mr. Cabanne personally directed
* n d is also the author of th»> picture,
*hich he mentions in the hill ng as

A

;

With kindest regards,

child

union,

.

-

nhorell bo a Franchise everywhere

-•
•

-

-

tt-
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COAST FILM NOTES

CENSOR HORNETS NEST

By FRED SCHADE&.

owner of an uptown picture house,
end also interested in a distributing
company, and despite the protests of
a large committee of women, the

METHODISTS' WHITE
LIST

railroaded through

amendment wan

OF PLAYERS

the council.

cameraman.

Los Angeles, April 20.
Harry Cohn has gone east and
Joe Brandt is now in charge at the
Special Productions lot where the
"Hallroom Comedies" are being
made.
He will remain there for
about six weeks until Jack Cohn
co,mes out from New York and then
Joe will flit. Jack in turn will go
east again when Harry returns.
Incidentally, the next Hallroom picture, the second to he released via
the Federated Exchanges, will be
entitled "Their Dizzy Finish." Jim
Davis has been added to the directorial staff and will alternate with
H. C. Haymaker.

In the star's support
are Earl Metcalf, Virginia Alnsworth, Alice Hesse, Harry Girard,
Otto Lederer, "Bud" Osborne, Frank
Lackstint and Robert Rose.

Frankic Dawn, who was a member
"The Sweeli.oart Shop" cast
which played here recently, has left
the company enroute and returned
to Los Angeles, being placed under
contract by Cecil De MiMc.

Roy Stewart has been placed uncontract by Joe Brandt and
George H. Davis to star in a series
of six five-reel northwestern pictures directed by Harry Revier.
The organization Is known as the
Quality Productions and the features will be turned out in the viWork on
cinity of San Francisco.
the first story, written by Eddie
Dowllng of the ••Follies," is now
under way.

reason.

»

The White
William

List

headed

is

New House

for Hollywood.
L03 Angeles, April 20.
The West Coast Theatres. Inc.. is
to build a new picture house at
Gardner Junction, Hollywood. The
house will have a seating capacity
of 1,200

and

borhood of

will cost in the neigh$100,000.

:vr.'.**.2rtSa
...s

•:•..

••>•.•;..-.
'.

ent.

Niles Welch is in Now York for
the purpose of forming his own pro-

at the Hollyentitled "The
original which she

ducing company.
Lying Truth." an
has written. Associated with her
Jack Mulhall is playing the lead
is
in the direction of the picture
Mabel Normand in the
In the cast are opposite
High McClung.
Mack
Bennett production, "Molly
Tully
Marjorie Daw, Tat O'Malley.
Gribhon, Albert Hackett
Eddie
George O."
Beery.
Noah
Marshall,
Ann Hernandez are also in the
Dramgold. Claire McDowell. Charles and
cast.
Mailes and Robert Brower.
Vivian Rich has purchased a four
The first Henry Arthur Jones and
a half acre ranch in Laurel
screen story went into production Canyon and is building a home
on March 30 under the direction of there.
'The
entitled
Taylor,
William D.
Lifted Veil." starring Ethel Clayton.
J. I*. Frothinuhnm has been added
playing oppois

to the producing staff of the A. P.
He will start producing at the
with Edward Slomon diHrunton
The Affiliated Picture Interests, recting lot
He was
within a week.
April 12,
Inc., in a meeting on
of the Bessie Barhead
formerly
officers:
following
the
elected
Chairman. Frank A. Garbutt; First riscale Productions.
Vice-chairman, William S. Smith;
Mary Pickford may visit New
Second Vice-chairman Sol Wurtzel;
York shortly in connection with the
Fourth Vice-chairman, Frank E. Wilkenning
case, when the agent's
Woods; Fifth Vice-chairman Wilsite her.

'

liam D. Taylor;

appeal

Sixth Vice-chair-

man, Edward Roberts; Secretary,
Ted Taylor; Treasurer, W. J. Reynolds. The executive committee comprises Frank A. Garbutt, Charles H.
Christie, Frank S. Brown, Abraham
Lehr, Fred A. Miller. Glenn Harper
and J. II. Goldberg.
Harold Lloyd Is to leave
York next week for a month's

Now

Is to

Aubrey

be heard.

Stauffer, former

manager

of theatres in Santa Barbara and
Bakersfield, has been added to the
play reading staff of Realart. It is
believed that an exhibitor will have
more of the public's viewpoint in
selecting stories to be screened.

Be With
You Soon!

Will

Barbara Castelton is now is New
York, .having finished one of the
leading roles in the John M. Stahl
production of "The Child Thou Gav-

visit.

AL Christie has another all-star
comedy underway. It is entitled
"Nothing Like It" and in the cast
are Eddie Barry. Helen Darling.
Dorothy Devore, Earl Rodney. Eugene Corey, AL Haynea and Ward

She
est Me."
about a month.

The

Billy

will

remain

With a bag full of
and the finest
assortment of laugh
goods ever offered
to the public
tricks

East

Don't stock up on

fun

Craig Film Producing

till

you see this

8ore tides and
guaran-

Co. has Just been organized to pro-

line!

Caufleld.

duce six-reel Westerns.

Betty Blythe is going to New
She has denied that she
York.
signed with William Fox for two

satisfaction
teed.

Oliver

The

first

two-reeler of the James
stories to be made

Curwood

Rork under
pictures to be made abroad under by Col. Selig and Sam
direction of Bertram Bracken
the direction of J. Gordon Edwards. the
cast are
the
In
finished.
been
has
It is possible that she and Mr. P'ox
William Desmond, Elinor Fair and
may arrive at an agreement on her Wallace
Beery.
arrival in the East.
Larry Semon has bought a home
in the Hollywood foothills at a cost
of $35,000.

ROSCOE (FATTY)

ARBUCKLE

Clark Irvine, formerly manager
of Publicity for Maurice Tourneur,
lias signed for a similar position

with Max Binder, who is releasing
Ruth Roland has started work comedy features through Robertson
''nlo.
at. the Hal JK, Koach studios on a
fifteen episode serial entftlcd ""Tne
Golden Canyon," written by Val

Cleveland.
W. S. Van Dyke is directing, assisted by Charlie Stevenson witli Arthur Todd as first

(BY ARRANGEMENT WITH

JOSEPH

AA.

SCHENCK)

in

Al Bautell, not John B. Clymer, as
announced, did the continuity for
'The Heart of the North," now
producing by Henry J. Revier.

HOL.L.YWOOD
HOTEL
TBBATB1CALS BB8T
THI BBNOBZVOC8

The Traveling
Directed by Joseph

Of

Henabery

•

.

Woods

Scenario by Walter

-

Adapted from the Famous Play by James Forbes
ATTY"

is

mow thoroughly established

as n live -reel ettfnedy

.star.

"The Traveling Kulesman" is (fling to nrtukt' his popularity greater and more
Another big stage hit, cximnded ;m<l embellished t<» ft'
certain than ever.
"Fatty's" personal^

3/

i

rikli is

the
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scenario writing field. He is writing
a special story for Lasky at pres-

is

FAMOUS PLAYFRS- IASKY CORPORAnO^
* .*•

*•

•*

by

Haft, the others being
Elliott
Dexter,
Wallace Retg, Roscoe Arbuckle,
Dorothy Gish, Charles Ray, Bryant
Washburn, Lillian Gish. Mary Miles
Minter. Shirley Mason. Robert Warwick, Marguerite Clark and ForbesRobertson.
S.

$ wan son,

Gloria

Rimer Rice has severed his conwith the Goldwyn studios
and is now free lancing in the

name

Charles Meredith

and

usual comment here, especially since
the trio of United Artist stars are
conspicuous by their absence.
It la thought that the notoriety
attendant upon the recent divorces
of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin is the

nection

Marlon Fairfax has started work
on the first of the productions which
It

up a

secret.

Ben Wilson is now on the eighth
episode of the sorial "The Hlue Fox."
which he is making for •Doc"
Schallenbcrger's Arrow release.

studios.

film

stirred

The wedding took place several
months ago but has been kept

to be starred
series of single

reel comedies.

wood

to

*

der

ae to bear her

Fairbanks

to Ordinance.

the bill to the council in time for
censorship amended* hare
next week's meeting, and the film
fight with the women's exhibitors are making every effort
organizations.
to line up enough votes in the
Tod Browning has started work
The ordinance in question pro- council to pass the amendment over
on "Fanny Herself," the Edna Fer- vides that fifteen citizens shall pro- his veto. At a meeting held Friber story, at Universal. In the cast test a picture passed by the censor day the Council of Women's Clubs,
are Mabel Julienne Scott, E. A- before it can be appealed to the
representing over 2§>,000 women, of
Warren, Grace Marvin. Max DavidThe law has this city, voted unanimously in opRichard Cummings, Danny board of review.
son,
been in force for several years, position to the ordinance as amendHoy and Snitz Edwards.
ye.t
only one appeal
has been ed and instructions given members
Cohn, formerly business taken and the board of review to interview their respective counJ.
J.
manager at Goldwyn, has been ap- did not sustain the objectors. eilmcn and urge them to reconsider
pointed production manager.
The picture exhibitors, however, their vote^
feared that the women, who had
Antonio Moreno has started work just discovered this appeal clause,
at Vitagraph after a short vaca- would
not hesitate to use it and
Mother Wants June Love.
tion.
sought
have the ordinance
to
Los Angeles, April SO.
Ann Forrest, who was operated amended to read, "Twenty adult
Mrs. N. E. Walton, mother of Eva
on for appendicitis, is recovering resident taxpayers who have seen
and will soon be back on the Lasky the picture." The objectors to the Walton, known to the screen as
lot.
amendment sought to block the pas- June Love, is making an attempt to
sage of the bill for the reason that obtain the custody of her daughter,
has the word "taxpayer," instead of who is now with her aunt, Mrs.
Poland
Franklin
Joseph
signed a new contract with Thomas "voter," would disfranchise many II. J. Robinson of Berkeley, Cal.,
H. Ince to do scenarios.
women. The exhibitors, however, who has been educating her under
William Duncan, the Vitagraph secured the aid of Alderman Flynn, the orders of the court.
star, has married Edith Crawford,
his leading woman, who is professionally known as Edith Johnson.
the cast are Clarissa Selwynne,
Kate L#ester. Otto Hoffman, John
Lince and Theodore Von EUs.

of

Neeley Edwards
by the Warners in a

Amendment

them that he will veto the measure.
Chaplin Conspicuous by
In making this announcement the
Absence.
Mayor said: '1 would rather take
Kansas City. April M.
the judgment of the mothers of
Not content to let wen enough Kansas City than the taxpayers. I
Work on "The Glorious Fool,"
Los Angelea, April 2v
under the direction of E. Mason alone, the representatives of the pic- do not regard the mothers of KanThe Methodist Episcopal Chu:ch
Hopper hai begun at Goldwyn;
agitators."
City
as
sas
has issued « White List of moM^n
Richard Dlx and Helene (.'had wick ture Interests here, in an attempt to
It is though' the Mayor will return picture players which Is causing unIn have an old city ordinance relating
are playing the leading roles.

Jack Gilbert is to become a William Fox star in a short time. At
present he is under contract at
Goldwyn. but as soon as that engagement ends he will come over to
the Fox lot.

is

The women promptly appealed to
Kansas City Women Resent Mayor
Cowgill, who has assured Pickford,

li

-

<

re,

.-•/
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$2

Vera McCord Aver* W. A. Ayd^otte
Broke Agreement.

PICTURE DEVELOPS

Vera McCord, scenario writer, is
a $50,000 Supreme Court

plaintiff in

action against William A. Aydelotte McCord.
for alleged breach of contract Under an alleged agreement entered
STREET" MOVING.
into
August, 1917. both parties
D. W. Griffith's "Dream Street"
bad agreed. %q p*«ofluce a motion will end its run at the Central a
picture play based on a novel by
week from Sunday
the follow-

Plans for Next Season Held Up as Big Film
Features Revolutionize Legit* Booking RoutesBigger Prices for Better Goods,

Clara Louise Burnham titled Instead of the Thorn.*
Miss McCord avers she had agreed
to write the scenario, and the defendant had agreed to finance a
motion picture production thereof,
both to share in the profits.
Accordingly, the complaint con-

Bigger prices for better goods, a film plays of consequence, dramas
comparatively open, con- or pageants of power, will perforce be listened to by the legititracts or no contracts, an emphatic
mate bookers next season as they
the
use
In
of
film
long
increase
tig
have not been in the past.
plays in the country's regular theExperts cannot figure enough maatres are among important forecasts terial on the shelves of the big producing
concerns to answer all the
for next fall's fllmdom.
demands that must be made upon
Films that cut into the regular them.
This applies only to pictures
flesh and blood show business with of the super
special class demonthe advent of the five-reeler about strably strong enough to draw audieight years ago, literally annihilat- ences at the legitimate theatrical

market

routes of cut and

dried theatrical bookers, are shap-

themselves for a further onslaught Into territory hitherto considered safely reserved for legiti-

ing

mate theatrical productions.
The present spring's output
special

big

feature productions

attention

scale,

film

specials

'DREAM

m

JLegit.

ing all the old

is

and

8

weeks imperative

like

i

have legitimate attractions to

fill

A canvas during the week by
Variety of the producers of theatrical plays season in and season
out shows a standstill in productivity preparations at this time of
the year not known since the period
following the flu panic.
Film consumers of account are
one in the judgment that the hour
is here for the adventurous film producer of vision and daring. In all
the preparation alleys of productions for the legitimate theatre next
season there is at this writing asScenic studios,
tonishing apathy.
players' engagement agencies, play
typewriting bureaus and costume
purveyors all fcive the same report
Of startling slumps.
Within the week, twelve calls
from theatres in New York alone
for theatrical attractions playing

ing for contemplated projects sizing
up to the prospective long feature
demand forecasted, failed in each
Instance.
One of the presentation
syndicates approached, a theatre
combination now offering an ordinary flve-reeler 400 days, and
prospectively able next season to
Increase the offer to 1,000 days,
while conceding the Imminent possibility of famine in desired long
features for next season* reported
to the group of directors who approached it that it wasn't buying
Bank approached,
pigs In pokes.
with the layout prospectused as
given here, also refused to become
enthusiastic. Like the syndicate of
theatre men, the banks reported
that they were business men, not
gamblers.

A

ITSELF

TWO

$2.00 PICTURE IN

...

ALREADY

CITIES

A picture of Faith
Loye

.

.

„

and Hope

, .

*

and

w

appeals to the highest decencies and
cleanest longings in man.
It brings a serene certainty
irtto the hearts of the public.
it

"Moments of inspiration « . .
great soul could produce/' says S. Jay
N. Y. Globe. "It is superb."

moments only a
Kaufman in the

"Easily the most artistic picture which Mr. Griffith
N. Y. Commercial.

has ever made.**

—

"It touches the heart of every beholder, for a love
that is transcendant animates the tale, and presents a new,
aspect of the greatest human emotions" Philadelphia:

—

Record.

"Another

Griffith to

— Philadelphia

GOOD-BY CENSORS

outside to come on in and
take the place of plays the public is
tired of have reached the bookers
of one or the other of the legitimate
theatrical syndicates.

George \ . Hobart has temporarily
A Mr. McMahlll paid $10,000 for associated himself with the local
Players-Lasky
scenario
the right to use It in New York Famous
staff to assist in the titling of his
City for an indeterminate engage"Experience," which has been comment prior to its being released by pleted and i« now being cut George
the United ArUsts.
Fitzmaurice directed.

run.

in cities

the size of Chicago and Boston, and
relatively briefer stays for spots of
the* country, Including Indents in smaller population.
New York's legitimate theatres.
That the regular five- reel proThe time is ripe, showmen be- gram picture of the stereotyped
class new current in the film bills
lieve, for the super long special to
of the film theatres of the country
be put down as a regular show, not will suffer popularity by this new
for the summer dull period of the
drive of the longer and better film
legitimate theatre but as a logicaH production is a conclusion foregone
tenant of the legitimate theatres
Efforts during the week of several
next autumn and winter that will groups of directors to secure backtheir time.

West 43d

DREAM STREET" HAS PROVED

already blanketing the big cities of

not

picture which will necessitate the
taking of a trip to the Bahama
Islands for certan scenes.
Miss
Westover will play opposite Anders
Randolph in the "special." s>nd to
that purpose she will be borrowed
for five weeks.
The company will Set forth on
their Southern venture May S.

*

Inquiries at the big film producing centers of the country fail to
show preparation of succeeding specials sufficient to meet a demand
that
must
occur specials
of
draught sufficient to make runs of
6

Winifred Westover, at present
with the Selznick forces, has bees
loaned by that concern to the Jane
Film Co. for the latter's forthcoming

-*

"The Four Horsemen," "Way Down
East," "Over the Hill."

4,

and
day opens at Town Hall on
street for an Indefinite

ing

SELZNICK LENDS PLAYERS.

m

—

of

tinues, the plaintiff and Mr. Aydelotte journeyed to Mrs. Burnham's
home at Bailey Island, Maine, for
consultation, but, after that, the defendant fell down on his covenants,
all to her damage of $50,000.
Walter A. Hall Is acting for Miss

SUES COLLABORATOR.

PRODUCTION IN ABEYANCE

hang in the Screen's

art gallery/*'

North American.

«

\

cities

There weren't twelve attractions
good enough to take a

IN CALIFORNIA
Sell

outsido

chance to come in. The outset of
the season showed an overplus of
perhaps 40 road productions of one
sort and another eagerly knocking
at the gates of Broadway.
These
40 have since died by the wayside,
killed by industrial conditions, the
high cost of actors, film competition, sky-high railroad rates, Equity
exactions, and other discouragements.

Signs showing the winds' direcare multiple:
A six-reeler

tion

tuck

into the Keith Palace bill
week before last for the first time
In the syndicate's history; theatres
st this time of the year In Phila-

delphia, Baltimore, Chicago,
ington, Boston, Pittsburgh,
land, Cincinnati and other
politan
spots West and

».-...

WashCleve-

metroSouth,

including San Francisco and New
Orleans, showing big special plcturesThstead of regular theatrical
Productions; overtures made to picture distributors for picture attractions at percentage, where hitherto
•tiff rental figures were demanded.

compilation last week
excess legitimate theatrical
nouses in the principal cities of the
Country, to the consequent loss of
the purveyors of legitimate theatrical productions pitted aga'nst
«ach other than the theatre might
have its stage occupied, is another
•traw showing future wind curVariety's

ot the

No Tickets Without Seats
Bill Has Chance.
Los Angeles, April

the State of California was virtually defeated in the Senate at
Sacramento when that body refused
by a vote of 26 to 9 to withdraw the
bill of the judiciary committee. The
committee had refused to report the
measure to the floor of the house.
In the course of his argument for
the bill Senator Eden stated Sunday
films were the one reason for the
Sabbath blue law in Pomona. He
stated the motion picture producers
had asked for two years in which
to clean up the Industry, but had
given no guarantee they would do
He stated if some steps were
it
not taken immediately to clean up,
the public would take a hand and
the motion picture theatres meet
the fate of the 3aloons.
in

offered

away
The

Inquirer.

artistically done,

finable touch that makes Griffith
picture world." N. Y. Mail.

—

it

supreme

has that indein the

motion

—

N. Y.
"Griffith's sheer genius is revealed again."
"And Dream Street holds your interest from

Telegram.

start to finish."

—N. Y. American.

(Times), and makes other
pictures look like trash. It is a sparkling gem, a thing of
rare distinction." N. Y. Review.
"It grips the spectators

—

'The scenes look as if they might have come from
the brush of Beardsley, and in popularity it should be a;
'Main Street* of the films."— N. Y. Sun.
.

-

"MADE UP OF HAUNTING AND LOVELY
TURES."—N.

PIC-

Y. Globe.

entirely with Its original

provision

now

when

is

such pictures are shown tho the-

atres shall display a sign, "No children under 16 years of age admitted
to this performance."

The Bishop Bill providing that no
theatre shall sell tickets in 'xrt^s
otlnr
of its seating capacity, In
rents.
words no ticket shall be sold to a
!:*
>t
The legitimate theatrical pro- prospective patron unless a
Producers, stung this- season to a available at tho time of the sale,
»um exceeding two million because was report* .1 out by the ass< mbly
Of the conditions under which they
committee with favorable
w ero toured and thrown aj'alnpt judiciary
mmendation. This will do away
r<
*ach othrr, are determined they will
with tho long in..* ot waiting public
hot blindly be led into the sannon the streets and will particularly
•ham bles next season.
whore the
hit the vaudeville houses
vogue
Btot the houses must have attrac- two shows nightly policy Is in
and pictures, long pictures, as well as the larger picture houses.
•

.

—Philadelphia

a

bill to the Assembly which was to
bar from exhibition motion pictures
containing bar-rooms and scenes of
a like typo. It was amended so as

to do
text.

TION'."

"Handsomely and

20.

Senator Eden's bill to provide a
board of review for motion pictures

Assemblyman Colburn

"AMPLY WORTH A PLACE IN THAT GAC
LERY WHERE HANGS THE BIRTH OF A NA-

- "Beautiful atmospheric scenes fairly swim before the
delighted onlookers' eyes." N. Y. Globe. "Here is the
witchery of the camera as no one but Griffith can evoke
N. Y. Telegram. "For Griffith is the greatest moit."
N. Y. Globe.
tion picture director in the world."

—

—

Dream
program.

—

Street will be released on the United Artists'
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PRODUCERS NOT TROUBLED BY
PICTURE SPECIAL SCARE

$2
Down

East" and "The Four Hortemen" Only
Broadway Ventures Holding Up Fox Hard Hit
•—Spend Money Fast on Booming "Over the
Hill"— $13,000 Week in Hartford.

'^Way

i

—

Feared by producers of legitimate
plays current in the Broadway theatres at the beginning: of the summer season, the $S picture now
proves to be the weakest sort of
opposition, with only one out of five
features drawing anything like normal business in theatres of this
class.
What looked like a serious
division of patronage in the firstclass playhouse, chiefly those controlled by the Shuberts and affecting producers allied with them, has
In reality turned out to be a

(

George Bowlee
•

George

Bowles,

in

Paris.

Paris, April 20.

foreign

repre-

tative for D. W. Griffith, has gone
to Berlin to open negotiations for
the presentation there of "Broken

Blossoms."

L A. PASTORS ATTACK
AS POMONA RECOUNTS
Blue

Laws Advocated
Clergymen on Coast

by

mon that a campaign would be or*
ganised to agitate action on the
part of the City Council for a Sunday Blue Law.

Christian American Sabbath. That
the motion picture industry had declared open war on the Lord's Day
Alliance and was raising vast sums
of money to keep the commercial
movie in its place on Sunday.
His three additional counts were:
1. The
Sunday movie is objectionable because it breaks the rest
day of all employed in connection

Atop of the news that a recount with

The narrow margin of 51 votes by
which Pomona "went blue" gives
the picture interests hope that a
recount might find the total in their
favor.

During the past week there has
been a busy checking of the

it.

Sunday movie Is objec2. The
votes In the Pomona election tionable because ft is run
far comwhere the faction fathering the Sun- mercial gain and thus opens the
came
victorious,
Blue
was
day
Law
way for business seven days in the
two volleys from the churchea for week.
the Sunday Blue Law, as far as the
3. Because of the nature of the
motion picture la concerned, one pictures themselves.
in Los Angeles and the other In
In Riverside the Rev. Richard R
Riverside.
Day stated that he was for the
In Los Angeles Dr. Herbert Booth Pomona Blue Laws and would like
Smith in the Immanuel Presby- to see them copied in Riverside.
terian Church denounced the Sun- He stated that the law would have
day films on five different counts. failed to carry If the motion picHe stated that the movie was one ture people had kept out of the camto
the paign. It was stated after his serof the chief opponents

sheets

oi*t?i*

of

event that

the

election.

With

are said to be staggering. "Dream
Street," said to be a flop, will close
in another fortnight at the Central.
"Way Down East' at the 44th
Street and "The Horsemen" are the
only ones ahead.
The others are
•till digging to make up the weekly
shortages, according to report.

One of the Fox "Over the Hills,"
with which the producer has played

a game

of checkers,

or six times since

it

moving

was

five

It

first

pro-

duced

in the Broadhurst theatre.
will close in Baltimore tomorrow
(Saturday) night, after four weeks.
On this production Fox is said to

a

REBUILDING MIDW00D
Mldwood, Ave. J., between 13th and 14th street, BrookThe house will play a first
run policy with symphony orchessite of the old

lyn.
tra,

when completed.

i

i

n

»——

^.

"DREAM STREET >
very name brings
the breath of Youth
and Springtime ~f^)f
soft nights and darkits

•

ened

*

by - ways that
lure with mystery and
romance.
',

have been misguided by a tryout
picture drew approximately $13,000
on the week.
The purpose of that engagement

was

to dotermlnc the draft of the
picture as a road attraction, and
the advance man was Instructed to
spend any sum to get the desired
results.
Something over $3,000 is
said to have. been expended in advanco. of the opening, which, together with the other expenses connected with the showing, changed
what looked like a profit into a loss.
Soon after the Hartford ballyhoo,
Fox booked time in Baltimore,

Washington and New Haven for
"Over The Hill" companies and all
three flopped, and routes for several other companies were Immediately canceled. So far no further
dates have been booked, although It
Is believed that the producer will
try to route all three features as
road attractions next season.
In New York, where it was first
thought the picture': ^rould serve as
a stopgap for the lull in summer
producing, the business has been
even more disappointing.
Legitimate managers point out
that, with the terrific advertising
campaign and all the other expenses
assumed by the film producers, It Is
almost impossible to come out
ahead. An advertising man said the
picture men are spending upwards
of $30,000 a week in the New York
Griffith is said to have
papers.
spent $5,000 In one day to publish
excerpts from the reviews of his

"Dream Street," and Fox has been
spending money like water to turn
the tide toward his three Broadway
theatres.

of the

"Horsemen"

is

one of the surprises of the picture
world.
In addition to the print now operating In the Astor theatre there are
two others playing, one in the LaSalle, Chicago, and one that opened
In the Garrick, Detroit, Sunday
night Both the out-of-town prints
are said to be playing to big business.

JEAN HAVEZ'S SWITCH
Los Angeles, April 20.
Jean Havez has walked out of the
where
he was supplying
Lasky lot,
the "gag stuff" for the Fatty Arbuckle picture, "Gasoline Gus."

It

was a little too highbrow to suit
Jean on Vine street, so he has moved
his amiable personage over to the
Special Productions on Santa Monica,

where he Is supplying material
Monte Banks comedies, the

for the

All-Star comedies, with Chester
Conklin and Louise Fazcnda and
the Nelly Edwards productions.

the

Mldwood Theatre, Inc., is erecting a new 2,200 -seat house on the

week in Hartford, Conn., where, by
a wildcat advertising campaign, the

The success

tally

does show
victory tor the blues then a test
case on the Sunday performances
will be tried..

three features In $2 houses,
t

In

a recount

boomerang.

"Over the Hill," "The Queen of
Sheba" and "The Connecticut Yankee," Fox is hardest hit by the $2
idea.
Griffith with two, "Dream
Street" and "Way Down East," the
Metro's
"Four
Horsemen"
and
"Mother Eternal" at the Casino, the
red figures in the various ledgers

I

iff>m,i^L

2fc

r.V^
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BIG PICTURE

GOVERNOR WILL SIGN

PRODUCERS PUT

CENSORSHIP BUI

CENSOR BLAME ON INDEPENDENTS

Public Hearing

Held

—Appointments

Rowland, of Metro, Declares Emphasis on "Sex" as
Sales Point Brought on Gag Legislation Wonder at Newspaper's Attitude.

—

/

interest ?"

"What will the effect of censorship be on the industry, especially
now that it is enforced In New
York State?" was asked of J. D.
of
First
president
Williams,
National.
5,

Whims of some bigoted reformer,
some Intolerent and narrow-minded
woman, or some self-seeking politidrawn in the states where censorship has become a fact, and they
are the classes who will always
control censorship in this vc ntry,
as far as the American people will
permit is to be introduced. That is
why the industry hasn't the slightest chance of a square deal on a
question of censorship."

State would have upon production,
but there is one thing that can be
said with certainty: If a censorship set up in this State is no more
inteligcnt, no fairer, and no less
open to suspicion of corruption
than the censorship we are suffering
elsewhere, the wrecking of the industry would not be an absurd

cause and denounced

throughout the State have ignored
the situation as one that meant
nothing either to themselves or
their readers.

State
has become a fact because the
producers and distributors on the
one side, and the exhibitors on the
other, are divided instead of being
united to crush this menace, as they

The world premiere of Jackie
starring
Coogan's
first
vehicle,
"Peck's Bad Boy," will take place
Sunday at the Strand, where the
feature has been buo':ed for
week.
The Peck feature boasts a cast of
merit, including, in addition to little Jackie, Wheeler Oakman. Doris
Lillian
Corrigan,
James
May,
Leighton, Raymond Hatton, Gloria

should be.

"Taking advantage of the weakness produced by this division the
censorship advocates have pressed
their points
home. And if this
condition of internal dissension and
discord continues, it will result in
the ruin of the industry."

Irvin S.
Wood, Charles Hatton.
Cobb is credited with writing the
titles and editing the picture, which
was dL -cted by Sam Wood.

A few days agj Jackie contracted
a severe cold, but early this week
the doctor stated t)J was well out
of danger.

laid

J

have been made which should never
is also true
The dissension among the big have beer. made. That
novels and paintings.
factors in the Industry has not had of plays and
any influence in the introduction of And it is also true that in time to
will appear pictures and
censorship in New York, according come then:
plays and novels and paintings
to Mr.
Rowland. It was coining all
which should never see the light of
along, and
the surprising part of it
it

didn't

come

sooner,

F rom the Famous Plnyers-Lasky
J°«pany on e official following the
ltr rrogation
as to what the effect
of

censorship

m

t

u

|

lt

naVf

ma te production. Issued

,

,,,,

this

u jti.
state-

ment:
sure,"

he

said,

"that

nil

^itors and authors are unutterably

Wsed
pasr»J

day.

'And every day from now

This
censorship.
of militant morality is only
to

Jilm

until

the crack of doom the r.ewapaperp
will publish articles Which should

We

have
never appear
ado an Immoral picture and
never
in

print.

i

nevi
did

r

will,

We

make one.
make one if We
a

stat<

it
if we
h<
And we wouldn't

couldn't

could

muit winch

common

"I'm

The slogan for the revival will
"You've seen all the others
be:
that were better—come and sec the
original once more and make comparisons."
"The Birth of a Nation," in 12
reels, was originally produced at

Waterman

:

business,

tertainment

II

sell
is

Is

Any
obscent

enoi

profitable, any
Immoral i«
to
idrus which religions bigots have
"

the contrary notwithstanding

at

selling

$2.00,

together with the

major portion of the balcony.

Reg-

ular prices will prevail at the

Cap

this

for

ica,

meaning that we shall sell
at $1 tor the benefit, th s

SUNDAY INJUNCTION IN CALIF.

tickets
tickets

good at any moving picture
house In the stnto co-operating with
the committee during the first week
In May.
The entire dollar is to go
to be

engagement.

Los Angcle*. April 20.
L
P^tnTunctiona secured by the owners
of picture houses in Pomona against
DEAD the Mayor and Chief of Police re- for relief.
BLUE CENSOR^
Famous Chicago Agitation Case straining them from interfering with
the Sunday performance*, made it
PICTURES AT 57th St.
Goes by Default.
possible for tin- bonnes to remain
The theatre portion of the strucopen on the Sabbath.
Chicago, April 20.
ture, which Dr. Harris, depu4y police
The new law which prohibits the commissioner,
is erecting at BroadTin- bitterly promoted film c< ns«>r .showing of
pi< turcs Sunday will not
way and 67th street, Is to have a
ordinance, proposing to take Juris- go into ff«
The local
Ct for 30 days.
place
aoatlng
police
and
it
capacity of 2.o*'*» nn ,i th* tdiction- from the
authorities are trying to invoke Jt
P»-q"cnt plans ire to convert ir into
in tin- hands of a commission of
immediately.
a picture- houaa.
has been permitted to die for
thr«
The remainder of the structure
wani "! an Alderman to present the
Goldwyn's Friendly Suit
will be used as a two-*(ory of]
draft to the council within rh« preini<\
scribe
A
imtnona In a ftult by <>> •-;<• building.
opposed
the Ade and Charles Frnhman, inc.
Jitzmorris
Chief
'which was fostered by against the Ooldwyn Pictures CorConstance Talmadge Resting Up
prop<
of many denominations poration
f,u'.
Con- f.inon file in ih<' Supreme
TahlMdge v HI b< absent
ii.him
.'Mutator
lur- Com t.
\'o
'I
from the studio for Hix we. j.s. g) ie
mi
t
la a
In d.
|i
known as the Hurlej Hi!
],.y
Quim '>', ounsi for- the is at pre. nt recovering t
iic^s
plain' it!
ind in Its early
Jo
nise and is In f.ak* wood, N. J.
u- for action ot ler than
foi h :.? promising to
is a friendly
Norma Talmadn* rtaufned work
<;..:
early Mill \\t«ik <«n "^iia Wonderful
i'»n exhibitions through
suit to pei mil
ti
lutioiii/'

LAW

•

•<•

<!

I

<

i

<•

*

founded on

sense.

which
never

Tha
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OHIO PLAN FOR IRELAND

National Film Corporation of Amer-

David P. Howells (Individually) Suggested
as Simplest Method of
and David P. Howells, Inc., and
Helping Through Theatres.
Harry If. Rubey for an accounting
and damages arising from the picExhibitor chairmen of the various
ture, "The Son of Tarzan" (which
state committees which are conductthe plaintiff directed), was handed
ing
campaigns through the motion
the Liberty March 3, 1915, but a double setback by two Supreme picture
thea'rea for the relief of
hasn't been seen in New York in Court justices in as many decisions
Justice McCook first Ireland's hungry* women nnd chiltwo and a half years. It played to last week.
dren
have
been requested
adopt
an average of 15,000 a week for handed down an adverse opinion. the Ohio plun as the suresttomethod
Two days later Justice Ncwburgcr
forty-seven consecutive weeks, or
of
securing
the
necessary funds.
On this denied Revier's motion for a tema total of over 700.000.
The plan is detailed In a letter
maintaining:
Injunction,
basis there must be many who have porary
from William F. Iloehn, Ohio state
held,
having
Justice
McCook
"Mr.
never seen the feature, and probmotion for Judgment on the director of the American Relief
ably a great many who would like on a
that the complaint herein Committee for Relief in Ireland,
Many were unable pleadings,
to see it again.
which says that ihe "moving picture
fails to state a cause of action, this
to pay the price during the Liberty
action for an injunction pendente houses of Ohio have placed at our
engagement, the entire orchestra
disposal
one capacity audience,
denied."
must
be
lite

itol

ih^PWreTc-lse of an autocratic power
which can't last.
"it is true that some pictures

•orshlp bill to pass."

the salacious substance
ha t independent
producers were
Manufacturing.
s»

—

MAY

afel.

Boy/' at Strand.

New York

to

1

Upon

Them

AT

censorship. But it is to be regretted
that so many influential newspapers

that

August

OF A NATION"

"The apathy of many of the
leading newspapers in New York
State toward censorship is amazing.
Apparently, they are not farsighted
enough to see that a censorship of
the press is the inevitable sequel to
censorship of the screen. They do
not seem to realize that our battle
is their battle, a fight for freedom
or. behalf of a medium of human
thought and expression. The motion
picture
industry
must be
genuinely grateful to those New
York City newspapers that have

•*

to

'

prediction.

owing

Up

TO ENGLAND

impossible," he continued,

"to predict what effect the passage
of a censorship bill in New York

Censorship in New York State is
by Richard S. Rowland q£
Metro, at the door of the independent exhibitor, of whom he declares, had only one thing to sell
and that was "Sex."
"It was the independent who had
to make this
sex interest the dominant selling point of his product,
that has helped the present can-

—

20.

•

cal appointee. There are the classes
from which the censors have been

"Censorship in

Cost to Trade for Viewing $500,000

Albany. April

—

straight -Jacketed nt every turnnot the interests of decency or pubmorality, but to satisfy the
lic

its

Later.

—

"The motion picture producer will
simply have to resign himself to
throttled
and
hampered,
being

championed

FOR CENSORSHIP HEARING

Be

First

WANT

"(Aug. 1), hovering over the heads
of the picture makers, the industry
as a whole is asking itself: "Can
pictures be made without sex interest, or can you modify the sex

is

INDUSTRY ASKS GOVERNOR

Another public hearing may be
Exhibitor* Complain Charge Will Fall
held on tfie Clayton-Lusk picture
Mrs.
Candidate for Job.
censorship measure, this time" before Governor Nathan L. Miller.
The Governor may also hold a
hearing on the Simpson-Brundage
''SWIMMIN' HOLE" SUIT
Developments In the censorship
"J'ACCUSE"
bill,
which legislates the present
situation following the passage of
Reelcraft Must Pay Roubert for paid Boxing Commission out of of- First National Tries to Buy Froi
the Lusk bill In the Assembly, held
fice and substitutes a non-salaried
This and Other Films.
Klaw for $100,000
out a faint hope to the leaders In
board to supervise boxing and
the picture industry, and rested In
Judgment for $2,451.57 was entered wrestling bouts in the State.
First National has offered $100,000 a public hearing that the Governor
Before leaving for New York
against the Reelcraft Pictures Corfor "J*, ccuse," a European motion had been requested to make before
poration last week in favor of Will- Tuesday Governor Miller said he picture
made by the Abel Ganz Film affixing his signature to the bill
iam L. Roubert and Al Young, doing would not announce the appoint- Co.,
in which Marc Klaw has a big making state censorship In New
business as the Roubert Pictures, in ment of the members of the Film
interest for America.
York effective August 1.
a Supreme Court suit by Roubert Censorship Commission or the BoxThe keenness on the part of First
The prediction la made that Mrs.
and Young to recover a balance of ing Commission until after he gets National
to acquire It has caused* a Clarence
Waterman will probably
$2,250 on a picture sales contract
through with the 80-day bills now halt In the possible presentation of
On October 31 last, the plaintiffs in his hands. Neither of the bills it under the auspices of Klaw & be named by the Governor to serve
as
one
the three commissioners
of
sold three pictures to the Reelcraft has been signed.
Ganz in this country, and it is furcompany
"Summer Days," "The
Applications have been filed by ther understood $100,000 will not buy under the Lusk bill.
There Is also a great deal of conOle Swimmin' Hole" (also known as persons interested in both of these the rights.
On Tuesday several
"Sunshine"), and "A Hold, Bad subjects for a hearing and it is ex- prominent representatives of the cern right now In exhibitors ranks
Pirate" in which the first named pected the Governor will grant First National were In conference that the Lusk bill la a forerunner
plaintiffs son. Matty Roubert, as- them. As the Executive, however, with Klaw. It Is possible a releas- to Sunday closing In New York
sumed the stellar honors. The sell- supported both measures it ia re- ing arrangement will be made in the State. Men In tha trade cite a passago of the bill to confirm their susing price was $9,000, payable $3,000 garded here
ae a waste of time for event an outrightpurchase could not
picions.
cosh, $3 000 on a note and the third
the opponents of both bills to talk be affected.
$3,000 payable in four $750 weekly
This part of the bill is paragraph
The picture represents another
against them.
installments.
and
"Passion,"
with
15, clause F, reading:
along
•.•bargain"
**A discusVeteran
legislative
observers
The complainant admits receipt of here
Dr. Callgari." But unlike these two sion of the work dona by the comsay
it will be almost impossithe first $3,000 cash, the note and
ble to change the Governor's atti- and "Deception," and other pictures miaslon, and any recommendations
one installment of $750, leaving the
with Pola Negri, Is not of German by the commission of legislative
balance of $2,250 sued for. For a de- tude on the bills and he surely will origin but was made in France.
amendments to this act and recomfense, the Reelcraft Pictures Corpo- put his signature to the legislation,
The producers get 60,000 guineas mendations aa to educational and
ration maintained that the plaintiff, pleas of picture producers and box- for England.
recreational uses of motion pictures
in order to induce the defendant to ing experts notwithstanding.
and as to those especially suitable
Both
rushed
measures
were
buy the three pictures, agreed to
for child ren."
produce seven two- reel comedies through the Assembly in the dyExhibitors Interpret this para'
starring Matty Roubert and to be ing hours of the Lower House. The TAKING GRIFFITH'S
graph
to mean many things, and
directed by Mr. Roubert, Sr.. to be censorship measure was approved
they argue that there Is nothing to
delivertd one a month starting Jan- Sunday morning by a vote of 102
prevent
the commissioners from
FILMS
uary 5, 1921. The Reelcraft com- to 33, enough lining up for the
recommending to tha Governor In
when the Governor
pany also was to have an option on legislation
"its records of lta meetings and a
12 other two-reelers to be produced threatened a caucus tnat a conferby the Rouberts, and on this under- ence among the Republican mem- Grey Sails to Decide on Sales summary of lta proceedings during
tha
year," tha Sunday closing of
standing the separate 'defense and bers of the chamber was unnecestheatres in tha State. Emphasis on
Method Abroad.
counter-claim continues, the defend- sary. Democrats bitterly opi>osed
what
shall ba "suitable recreation"
ant started an exploitation and pub- the measure.
for children la also made by exhibiUclty campaign on Matty Roubert's
Albert Grey, general manager of tors and in this la
tha fear that a
forthcoming productions, to their esD. W. Griffith's enterprises, sailed motion picture theatre
m»» not be
timated damage of $10,000.
for London on the "Megantic" yes- suitable at all
as a place of recreaRoubert and Young, replying to "BIRTH
terday (Thursday).
He took with tion for children on Sunday. Exthe $10,000* counter-claim, generally
him prints of "Dream Street" and hibitors declare they can see in this
denied all allegations, and asked
1 "Way Down East." No plans have provision nothing short of a "trailCAPITOL
Uiat the counter-claim be dismissed
been consummated as yet regard- er" to the inception of Blue Laws.
on the ground that they were not to
ing the showing of either of the
It will cost tha Industry approxibegin actual production o.i these
other series of 7 and 12 pictures un- "See the Original," Is Adver- Griffith pictures in London, Grey's mately $500,000 to have the releaaea
the
Lontrip
primarily
give
being
to
to August 1 reviewed by the new
til a year from date, and that no
tising Slogan
don situation the once over before commission. The estimate Is made
binding statement as to these oblideciding on whether the films will by Charles L. O'Reilly, president
gations were ever made by them or
of
their agents.
Now that all the "big" pictures be exhibited by Griffith or the Eng- New York State League of Motion
Mr. Roubert's personal affidavit also maintained this of recent times have been shown on lish rights sold.
Picture Theatre Owners, who also
It is likely, however, that "Dream declares that this burden
understanding had no bearing on Broadway, the more recent of
of taxathe original sale of the three pic- which are still running atOng to Street" will be sold for England to tion will fall upon the exhibitor
tures and was no valid cause for the large receipts, "The Birth of a Na- a London distributor and a theatre rather than the producer. It ia the
repudiation of the defendant's debts. tion" will be revived for a limited leased in the London West Knd sec- exhibitor who ultimately will have
The plaintiff on November 8 last engagement at the Capitol, com- tion by the Griffith organization as to bear the expense for "review paya means of presentation for "Way ment," and at this time, he says,
secured an attachment on the Reel- mencing Sunday May. 1.
craft's property, which was vacated
Theodore Mitchell, who handled Down East." Mrs. Grey will ac- the "buck cannot ba passed to the
two days later by Justice McAvoy.
public, because business shows little
the publicity for the Griffith mas- company her husband.
sign of Improvement. Especially is
terpiece from the start, will be in
bad business noticeable up-State,"
charge of the press matter for this
JACKIE'S PREMIERE.
engagement, working at the Cap- REVIER'S DOUBLE SETBACK.
with S. L. RothHarry RevbT, who is suing the
Vehicle,
Starring
"Peck's
Bad itol in association

With censorship a fact In New
York State, nnd the forthcoming
date when the law will take effect
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GUARDIAN OBJECTS.

FILM TARIFF FIGHT UNDER

WAY

But Marguerite de la Motte
on Marry ing.

OR SHARE

Los Angeles, April

AS GERMAN IMPORTS INCREASE
Famous Players and 1st National Lead Exhibitors Demand for Low Duty
Actors and Independents Demand Protection Unemployment Predicted.
9

—

4<

by S. L. the country. So long as this condiWith
FILMS
Rothafel of the Capitol and Famous tion continues I believe that this
country would be justified in adoptPlayers, to say nothing of First Naing measures of reprisal, but a tartional, the fight backed by Equity iff on foreign made pictures could
to exclude foreign films began to hardly be asked on the ground of
protection for an infant industry.
look interesting this week.
for Money
"The American film industry, be- Playwright Suing
Strong help for those who oppose
tho importation came from the cause of the war and the extent to
for Scenarios.
American Legion, while independent which it has retarded film producproducers are for a tariff wall of tion in other countries, has enThe Artco Productions. Inc., has
protection.
trenched itself so solidly that it now filed answers in the Supreme Court
In discussing the matter, Mr. supplies 80 per cent, of the motion to August us Thomas' two suits
Rothafel declared our producers pictures exhibited throughout the against them for $20,000 and $35,000
were dependent upon foreign buy- world. I have been declaring for damages each. The defense in each
ing and added that any shut-off years that the end of the war would case is a general denial.
Thomas, in the $20,000 action,
hero would inevitably result in re- bring with it increased competition
taliation. This opinion seems to be from
abroad, and the American is Huh.g on an arrangement whereby
he was to receive 35 per cent, of
that of exihibtors generally.
manufacturers must meet this comThey are against protection as it petition by the quality of their out- the net profits accruing from the release
of "The Capitol" and "The
tends to prevent a decrease In put."
Volcano," the scenarios for both of
rentals, now extremely high, acwhich he authored, receiving $2,000
cording to tho majority of theatre
on each story upon delivowners.
TO REVIVE 2-CENT PIECE advance
ery
of manuscript. Tho $4,000 the
A cano in point is that of the
French film, "J'Accuse," according Bill Introduced to Legalize New plaintiff alleges was an advance on
accruing royalties which he estiCoinage.
•to those who favor high tariff legisupwards of $20,000.
mates at
lation and foresee not only foreign
Thomas also reserved all rights to
Washington, D. C, April 20.
importations en masse, but the
The campaign for a two-cent coin, both stories other than the film
making by Americans of films
which was inaugurated originally by rights.
abroad, where prices are cheaper.
The second suit concerns a conVariety's informant, who is in 'a the National Association of tho Moposition to know, declared while tiofc Picture Industry three years tract with Henry R. Raver, which
in
turn was assigned to the Artco
ago,
again
launched.
One
has
been
discussing the sale of "J'Accuse,"
Under this agreehe had been told by one of the most of the first measures introduced at Productions.
prominent picture producers, now the special session of Congress was ment, executed Jan. 5, 1918, Thomas
wrote
"As
Thinks," also on
a
Man
McLean
bill
Senator
George
P.
a
by
abroad, that he did not know what
would happen to the industry on of Connecticut, authorizing the a similar arrangement; $2,000 down
and 35 per'cent. of the net profits,
this side of the Atlantic, since there coinage of a Roosevelt two-cent
was such a big effort to .corral the piece. The bill is similar to the one which the plaintiff has estimated at
passed
the
during
that
Senate
the
$35,000.
European market and strip it of its
last session, but which died in the
Arthur Butler Graham is acting
best products.
House.
for the playwright.
That there was ample cause for
•Since the enactment of the revefear that this situation would put
nue bill with its tax on admissions
a crimp in production efforts on this to theatres the necessity for making
COOK SIGNS WITH FOX.
side was acknowledged, for every
change at the box office has occaforeign picture bought means the
sioned delays, and some of the small
Will Head West Coast Scenario De
loss of one picture to be produced
motion picture theatres were compartment for a Year.
on this side. And this in turn means pelled to raise their price of admisadding to the unemployment here sion so as to take in the tax and
of actors in addition to directors thus do away with the making of
Los Ange'.es, April 20.
and other studio forces.
Charles Kmerson Cook signed a
change as nearly as possible.
No confirmation of the report
contract last week with William Fox
that Adolph Zukor was laying plans
to remain at the head of the scenlor production of picture! in Gerario department of the West Coast
MUSIC STARS AT CAPITOL
many could be had. D. H. ConThe
Capitol this week celebrated Fox Studios for a year. Cook has
nick of Famous Playors-Lasky deMusic Week with the special en- been there for three months trying
clined to comment on the report.
gagement of Percy Grainger, the out, and finally reached the decision
The fight by Equity is led by that pianist-composer,
who performed that Hollywood wasn't so bad a
John in
organization's
president,
conjunction with the Duo-Art place to put in a year of his time
Emerson, himself a picture pro- Piano,
rendering
Tchaikovsky's after alL
The A. E. A.'s position Is Concerto No. 1 in B flat minor,
ducer.
At present Johnnie Walker, who
stated by Frank Glllmore in the
is being groomed for stardom by
23.
New York "Tribune," where he was op.The
the
Fox people, is appearing in an
Capitol also Introduced to
correcHy quoted, according to his
American patrons Maria Samson, original story by Cook entitled "Live
office.
He himself has left for the last prima donna of the Royal Opera Wires." Ed Scdgewick, formerly
Coast.
House, Budapest. This marks Miss s AaA director In the East, Is here
"There are about 50 German prodirecting the new star^ln the Cook
Samson's American debut.
ductions offered for distribution In
story.
v
this country," he is quoted as saying.
"Speaking from an economic
JUANITA HANSEN'S COLLAPSE.
JOE LEE STATE RIGHTING
viewpoint, I can say that the dumpL03 Angeles, April 20.
Joe Lee has bought District of
ing of this product In America will
Juanita Hansen, who has been
have a disastrous effect on Amer- Columbia, Delaware, Maryland and
tc
a sanitarium for two
confine^',
rights
to
ican labor, for while these produc- Virginia for tho picture
tions are being shown the American "The Parish Priest" and will send weeks, due to a nervous breakdown.
product will be crowded out of the- a road show through that territory She will not be in condition to comatres and no work will be forthcom- with a Paul 1st choir as 'extra at- mence picture work for over a
month.
traction" to the feature.
ing for American labor.
"I dm not an expert, but I know
that photoplays can be produced In
Germany at a minimum of cost.
Costs, in this country are four or
Performers and
five times as high.
exhibitors

led

ANSWERS

ARTCO

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

•

•

FREEBURG SUES

Insists

St.

\

Margaret de la Motto, at present
Alleges Miss Patterson Used
playing the lead with Douglas Fairbanks, and Mitchell Lyson, one of
Lecture Material Unfairly
the art directors at the Lasky studio,
are to marry shortly. The romance,
Victor O. Freoburg, author and
however. Is not without its stormy lecturer on motion picture
topics,
side, for the legal guardian of the has brought
suit in the Suprems
young lady, J. lu Frothlngham, is Court against Harcourt, Brace
&
the
said to object seriously to
Howe, Inc., the book publishers, and
match.
Frances T. Patterson, author of the
book, "Cinema Craftsmanship," for
$3,000 damages, an injunction to reSIGN CAPELLANI
strain the sale of the volume and
Will Direct Future Hearst Features an accounting of the profits already
accrued therefrom.
for Cosmo.
The basis of tho suit revolves
George B. Van Cleve, general about a certain lecture on scenario
"adaptation"
which Professor Freemanager of Cosmopolitan Productions, announces that Albert Capel- burg alleges he delivered in hla
lanl, who directed "The Inside of regular course of lectures at Columthe Cup" and "The Wild Goose," bia University, from October 1, 1916,
has been signed to direct future to May 1, 1917, at the time Miss
Patterson was a student there. InCosmopolitan productions.
Capellani sailed from Europe for cluded in Miss Patterson's book
this country April 20 on the Adri- published last year, there is a 33He has beep a picture direc- page chapter on "adaptation," the
atic.
plaintiff charging Miss Patterson
tor for 17 years.
"unfairly used the results of plaintiff's' labors, and has, without the
CHURCH CHARITY FILM.
consent of the plaintiff, incorporated
A four-reel picture has been com- in t-aid chapter the arrangement of
pleted by the Catholic Charities of »he ideas, forms of expression and,
the Axchdloeese of New York and to a large extent, the language of
will be shown in all the parishes the plaintiff as contained in his
during the next two weeks in the aforesaid lectures on 'adaptation*
interests of the church's charity
•
—
%
funds. It is entitled "The .Vineyard
Professor Freeburg says he was
of the Lord" and cost $515,000 to pro- wont to write out his lectures In
duce. It was directed by Tefft John- manuscript form, and that he had
son.
lerft" that particular lecture to Miss
The first two parts are inspira- Patterson at one time. It was not a
tional conceptions, portraying a ser- copyrighted work and never pubmon on charity, while the last two lished, and that its publication has
parts are made up of "news" views tended to diminish his demand as
work inr New a lecturer before students and priof church charity
York.
vate audiences to his already sus•

labor in

Germany

will

work

for al-

nothing and materials are
cheap.
We cannot duplicate their
production and it is a condition
that Equity and the other organizations are viewing with disquietude.
The matter has come up before the*
governing body of Equity and we
are to enlist the other workers in
the field and the manufacturers of
materials in this country and see
what can be done to prevent the

9;

throttling of the industry here.
will begin by trying to get

We

the
highest possible tariff on film.
"A motion picture production is a
peculiar thing. One can of film can
be imported at a nominal coat and
/rom this many copies or prints can
be made and used here, crowding
out the American product and
American workers."
In the New York Times. William
A. Brady declares himself on behalf
of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry.
"American films are admitted
Jackie
without question to every country
in the world except German>," said
One of Jackie Coogan's Grandmothers,
Mr. Brady, and there an embargo is him.
enforced which permits only about
Mrs Lewi« is the mother of Nat Low if
2 per cent, of our product to enter dasher.

Coogan

I

•

damage
He asks for

tained

JOHNNY JONES HIMSELF
Johnny Jones, who plays the leads
in the Booth Tarkington "Edgar"
comedies for Goldwyn, has been
booked to appear in person in six
motion picture houses in as many
cities.
He will appear in these
in a little sketch-prolog to
whatever "Edgar" film the house
happens to be showing.

cities

I

most

KID McCOY'S MARRIAGES.

from the eale of the book.

OFFER "INVISIBLE GUEST*
In a statement
issued by the
National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, it makes known
its desire to contribute prints of
"The Invisible Guest," to any
charitable organization upon application.

various phases of his seven trips
to the altar. It is possible that one
"QUEEN OF SHEBA," $13,400
of the exs will play in the picture
"The Queen of Sheba," while not
with the Kid. The propositic..' is a sensational success, is doing
good
now being financed here.
business at^tho Lyric. On its first
week, without a Sunday (the initial
MOORE'S LATEST OPERATION. Sunday night being an invitation
Owen Moore was operated on at performance), it played to $13,400
Dr. Stern's hospital last week to and last Sunday the takings for the
have his infected tonsils removed. matinee and night totalled $2,900,

Only a few weeks ago Moore wag
released from the Post Graduate
Hospital after having spent nearl
two months there under treat rn<
for anthritis of the left arm.

ARTHUR MAUDE ACTING
Arthur Maude, who formerly took
care of the continuity on screen subjects', for Metro, will hereafter take
an actual part In the film plays.
His first efforts are to btf directed
by Herbert Blache.

GOLDWYN BACK MAY

.

tour of Europe which included England, France, Spain, Italy and GerHe left here last February.

many.

TROUBLE?
Eos Angeles, April 20.
F. J. Godsol has arrived hers and
will Spend about six weeks at the
Goldwyn Culver City studios. It

cannot be ascertained what deflnits
reason there is for the visit.
Chicago, April 20.
Two fires In one day, within three
Lehrmann Must Pay Up.
hours, occurred in the headquarNathan Burkan, the attorney, reters of the Midland Film Company, covered
judgment for $1,099 by decaused by spontaneous combustion fault in the City Court last week
of film; loss, $2,000.
against Henry Lehrmann, the picture director. Mr. Purkan sued for
Jamaica, N. Y., House May 3.
services rendered in conjunction
Tho Roosevelt, Jamaica's newest with an agreement between the depicture house, will open May 3. The fendant and the First National Exsame policy which the present hibitors' Circuit effected in 1019.
owners have installed at their other
stands will be used. They are the
Kohlmar's Five-Reeler.
Oxford, Brooklyn; Keystone, N. Y..
Los Angeles, April 20.
and Garden and Roof, Richmond
Lee Kohlmar is to direct feature*
Hill, L. I.
at the Universal. He has been on
the lot for a little time now directViola snd Gareth.
ing Hoot Clibson in two-rceler*.
Los Angeles, April 20.
After a flve-rceler he Is to come to
At the Metro they have decided New York and accompany Carl
that Viola Dcna and Gareth Hughes Laemmle to Europe oi the Olympic
will make an Ideal co-starring com- sailing June 14.
"Life's

Darned

las Fitzgerald directed

Funny"

the picture

Resume on New Grauman.
.

Win!;

Los Angeles, April 20.
has been resumed on tn

new Urauman

INSIDE STUFF ON PICTURES
on Paje 23
CLOTHES IN PICTURES

loves

on Page 22

l.laberVi
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I

heat n

at

Sixth ann
nlJ

*

There have bee».
mcrous reports of change* In |H*w"
,:, rK
for the building, but Kd«l«

Hill

r.rcidw-.t\

1

Samuel Goldwyn has cabled the
loldwyn offices that he will be back
in New York about May 1, after a

RED HOT PICTURES.

will be the first of the pro. .ctlons
in which the pair will be j-eon. Dal-

famous

of $3,000.

a temporary injuncand accounting of the moneys

tion

About 1,500 of these prints are
Los Angeles, April 20.
Kid McCoy is to film his matri- on hand and they are the same that
monial experiences. Just the same were used in tho recent Hoover
as the late Nat Goodwin wrote a drive, telling in tabloid drama to
book in which he described all of millions of movie patrons the aphis romances and wives, so is the pealing story of Europe's starving
Kid to depict on the screen the children.

bination.

Mrs. Lewis
whom he loves and who

INI

streets.

'

r

bulWiwj.
architect for thi
w
states that tho origin:"' plan!
be carried out and thai the coning
"
l,pcn
for the n n oary work has

strom,

•
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NAZIMOVA CANCELS

EXTRAS STARVING AS SLUMP GOES ON
WITH BANKS DEMANDING WORK IN EAST
—

Atmosphere

Asks
Despite all of the optimistic reports emanating from the various
studios about Los Angeles, the film
business at the present moment is
In just about »as great a sluinp as
It was early in January, when there
was a scare that the bottom had
True,
fallen out of the "game."
there was a brief time between
when things seemed to take on an
aspect that seemed for the better,
but just at present the outlook is
ery dark Indeed.

prior to late last year.

The law makes

transportation.

two weeks ago of all of the members of the working staff about the
place.
Right now the studio is as
much a place of the dead as Hollywood Cemetery adjoining the site
at Santa Monica Boulevard and

it

necessary for a passenger to accompany each coffin transported, and
undertakers,
who otherwise
the
would have to pay transportation
east and return, as well as salary to
one of their assistants, are taking
Cower Street.
%
advantage'of the actor offers.
In addition there was the layThe second-hand auto marts are
off of about 200 people at the Uniovercrowded with machines that
versal, which brought about a savhave
done duty out Hollywood way
ing of $10,000 a week on the payroll
and all other like channels are bethore.
ing resorted to by the players to be
In the other studios there is a able to meet current expenses while
At the waiting in the hope that something
dearth of activity too.
Brunton lot there is but one com- may break.
pany working. At the Hollywood
the fcame state exists. At Fox there
are about three companies grind-

and

ing

is

WORK

FILM GYPS

Coldwyn and Famous

at

going along Three

Arrested

MEXICO.

in

Cleveland,

April

O..

20.

Joseph Fernandez Menendez, Joseph Gonzales and Tony Scunzo, doing business as the Cleveland Film
Co. at No. 1552 Payne avenue, were
arrested this week on the charge of
using the mails to defraud following an investigation by Laurence L.

(Douglas Fairbanks) was stolen
from the local United Artist exchange and coupled with the continued reports that stolen films were
being

United

—

where a comedywas being screened late last week AD0LPH MARKS, SENATOR
two former executives accompanied
Theatrical Lawyer Will Fight for
by their wives and families were
Liberal Conditions.
shot with the atmosphere folk in
the audience of a circus scene and
Chicago, April 20.
lot

tickled to death to get a chance to
go to the cashier's window with
their "day checks" at the conclusion
of the shooting.

Adolph Marks, theatrical lawyer

Relief in Sight.
There seems to be little chance
of relief in sight at present.
At

Robertson -Cole the general report
is that things will get Under way
again in about three weeks. There
seems to be little chance of this.
however, and those wfcd have k<t>t
in touch with matters at tho studio
eeem to think that it will be nearer

many
.^.^.,

111'.*

that

..

_
1-,.
1
f ..,
/.ill
full
months
before
.

o.._
ac

-esident, took
his scat as State Senator from his
week, having been
district
this
He is
elected without opposition.
Mayor Thompson's
with
allied
wing of the Republican party.

and famous "loop"

No

|
i

Sirica represents

theatres and
especially ac-

many

interests, and is
lighting consorships
tive in
legislation against minors on

show

t '•

,U\

<fc|£Ua

.

h.C

and
the

lla BL hjPJPJ

.

i.

distinguish* d, having won
| decisions that are followed na
cour
...
tionally.
He is also avowedly
sev« ral

....

resumed there.
against blue laws. He lives at the
At Universal City there does not Palm* r lou e, In the heart of the
teem, to be any curtailment of pro-] downtown district, where he lias r< taction, but the cutting of a couple -,.;. d for more than 20 j ears.
ol hundred assistants from the payroll seems to have put a general fear
to the hearts <«f others on the loi
PRODUCING IN FRISCO
fcinl
there is no bickering ov«T
San Francisco, April ?$.

tivity is

l

i

Mia

Whatever hi
present.
gladly taken.
The an* w r is that tin re > no
hioney in Los Angeles for pictures
tit
present.
One of the heads of
«

at

s

offers d

<

»

'

'' Hon
ved

of u company who lat< I)
here, his company having

o(o all
(1
that it w ould
producing activity to the west
f
frankly said that he did not
< that
they could v> t away

" inc<
its
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Cleaves Kinkaid, author of "Corn-

referee, secured

Katherine Macdonald Pictures
but each deal was distinct
Itself, and otherwise generally

tho
•

I

Corp.,
in

denies Schulberg's allegations, in
turn bringing suit for the recovery
of $5,000 advanced to Schulberg.
The" latter avers that the $5,000 was

1920.

Klnkaid's contract With the impresario entered into March $, 1915,
called for a five years' option in

Woods' name up

[r.

of House, Grossman Sc
Vorhaus,
contending
otherwise.
Woods says he notified Kinkaid by
mall of his renewal of the option,

and assumes tho

Max

acting for the
Stoll Film Corporation of America,
has filed answer in the Supreme
Court to Ralph O. Proctor's $11,200
breach of contract suit, generally
denying tho complainant's allegations and for a separate defense
averring "that defendant duly discharged plaintiff on or about March
19, 1921," for incompetence.
Proctor three weeks ago secured
an attachment for the sum sued for
on the defendant's five picture productions as yet unreleased. lie alleges a written agreement dating
from Oct. 9 last for a period of a
year at a weekly salary of $400 as
general sales manager of the Stoll
Film Corporation of America.
He Is suing for the $11,200 as salary for a period from March 19 unD.

Oct.
expires.

til

Steuer,

when

1921,

8,

agreement

his

Two other attachments have since
been secured against the defendant corporation by two film laboratories for services rendered.

NEW

PATHE'S

HOME

FRISCO

San Franejsco, April
Before city
stars,

20.

officials

officials,

company

tho

of

and

several movie
McAllister,
Mary

little

eleven -year-old actress, turned tintirst spadeful of earth and broke

ground for
Mg, which
w<
•

•

rathe

the

constru

will

IIQO.OJIU..b.i^Hdr

/:'.".v.

thfi

y.

contract

original

Harris

J.

I

last

city,

ic.

building Will be two :-t<> ios
height with at. all glass front
be constructed by Louis II.

T!>*>

iii

the current negotiations for the
production of the play in England as
planned.

usher can ascertain whether a seat
is being occupied or otherwise, a
corresponding light remaining illumined when the seat is empty,
which becomes extinguished when
occupied by a patron.
The master boards are located in
the foyer of the theatres, thus apprising the ushers at a glance which
part of the auditorium to explore
for double or triple or single seats.
The Inventor has a contract to
equip Sid Graumam's million-dollar
picture palace in Los Angeles with
-

BEYFUS QUITS

R.-C.

from

General Charge
Firm's Affairs.

Retires

Lurie, who has offered a bonus of
$100 a day to I. M. Summer, tin
twenty-foui
contractor, for each
llOUl s ]<\i \ ions tO S< pt. 1 that
<>•<
upan<y.
uitdfng is ready for

shown at Loew's theatres.
Under an agreement cited by the
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Elinor Olyn has comph ted work
on her original story at fie Lasky
studio on the west coast and will
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Pleas Court, and the Appelate Division of Judges Willis Vickery and
Alvan F. Ingersoll upheld this ver-

,

;d< lit

:

First National
contract. The

this

interests

j

l<

$2,500
of h< r hn

The

the quartet.
sued to break

himself.

n< 8s f«»r

Seeks Compensation from Fox.
A pi
Los Ang<
!.'•

Interests, their theatres \\ere
first runs of films starring

AWAJTS LASKY.
resignation and saying his retireThe possibility of Walter Wanment did net Invalidate the flnanf-»*i;.xr..v\n! .fjronj-l'VAmo.u.'J JL'mv Sr-t
o*" ;» T M hi- wriniu re** jr, H
leases made tnrov.gh the Robertson- ers will not be decided until tho
Cole exchanges. H« Intimated that arrival in New York of Jess*. La*ky,
the futt •€ would see him !n hu.si- who is due lure about Apri' L'5.

i

(

Marcus

Cleveland last Friday won a legal
battle permitting them
to show

Alex. Beyfus, who seems to have
In general charge of the business affairs of RobertsOn-Cole. without any official title, resigned last
Saturday, canceling a two-year contract he held with the concern.
The retirement bears all the earmarks of friendliness on the part of
both, as Beyfus was still at his desk
early this week, clearing up unfinished business.
When seen Be yfus declined f « r: n

•

i

Cleveland, April 20.
Loew theatres of

The

will

it

Be En-

forced in Cleveland.

been

into details^

SUIT,

Charlie Chaplin, Norma and Constance Talmadge, and Charles Ray
on the screen, the Court of Appeals
deciding In Loew's favor in a suit
brought by the First National Exhibitors Co.
of
Pending the outcome of tho suit,
none of the four stars has been

system.
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letter went astray.
living In Louis-

Kinkuid is a lawyer
Show Which Seats Are ville.
Empty Invented.
The litigants'

also provided for an equal division
Hansen, an electrical
of the picture and stock rights, the
engineer, has invented a novel conformer having been ceded to Paths
whereby every theatre before
trivance,
the June 1. 1920, limit. As to
ST0LL
PROCTOR seat is equipped with a tiny electhe latter, Woods' counsel states the
Film Company Defends Action to tric device operating a number of defendant will proceed releasing tho
illumined boards not unlike a teleRecover $11,200.
play for stock as well continue with
phone switchboard. In this wise, an

•

i

with

1 last,

Beekman,

ELECTRICUSHER
Device to

June

to

the privilege of being further renewed for an additional five years
if exercised before April 1, 1920.
The playwright alleges that since
ho received no word to that effect;
Woods' interest therein has terminated, the latter, through Alfred

posits totalled $25,402 57 and $50,an advance on profits from Joint
389.99 for 1920, with Mrs. Tearle's picture ventures, and sought
to stay
estimates that the 1921 income this action pending a decision o
would reach upwards of $S0,000. Her the accounting suit.
purpose is to prove Tearle's finanO'Brien, Malevinsky A Driscoll
cial capability of meeting the $500
represent Abrams.

i

•

Court

in

on Rights.

were Joint Dartners 'in various film mon Clay " the IIarvard P rize P***
ha8 b ««™ » uit *° ** F «* eral Cour <
Seals anS thai
^ and" Abrams con™
against A. H. Woods for an accountceived the idea of organizing the
ing of the moneys received from the
"Big Four"* (Mary Pickford, Dougproduction of the play and to enjoin
las Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin end
Woods from producing it or exercisD. W. Griffith).
any rights in connection with
Abrams admits that they bought ing play
on the ground that Woods'
and sold films jointly for a time, the
Interest therein terminated June L
and are also jointly interested in

•

Cit y,

Author of "Common Clay"

X

Co. depositions
1919 bank de-

INVOLVED

OPTION

PtAY'S

his association «vith the United
Artists' Corporation, alleging they

of.
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Hon manage
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e Mo fugue Studio for a
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ks,
nine
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Cleorg'
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•
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through

any,

Schril*

vs.

moneys derived by Abrams

the

all

depositions from Lewis A. Selznick,
president of- the National Picture
Theatres, Inc., as to his company's
contract with Tearle, showing that
his earnings starting at a minimum
of $1,500 a week can be graduated
up to $5,000 a week should certain
renewal options be taken advantage

The Lincoln Trust
showed Mr. Tearle's

Abrams

the

although both suits are inter-related. Schulberg in his accounting
action claims a one-half interest in

ANSWERS

Cassidy, an attorney, who was sent
here from New York by O'Brien,
Malevinsky & Driscoll, acting in the
interests of the United Artists Corporation.
Last week a print of "The Nut"

aold in Mexico— not only
Artists'
but
productions,
others as well the lawyers sent Mr.
Cassidy here to investigate.
While the trio deny possession of
the print in question, they confessed circularizing letters representing themselves as in the posiwant.
Even those who were formerly tion to sell various pictures and receiving money from Mexican exhibattached to the business ends of
itors without sending any Alms.
are
that
various
organizations
closed down are out hunting extra

On one

nied
stay

that Tearle i& now earning $1,750 a
in pictures under a guaranteed
contract as against the $4,000 he
earned for an entire year in 1912.
Hearing on the motion to modify
alimony award is
original
the
scheduled for April 25.
The affidavit goes into Mr. Tearle's
financial standing specifically with
great detail. Rudolph A. Seligman,

who was appointed

Nazimova has not definitely decided on her plans for the future.
She may become a producing unit
of the United Artists ("Big Four"),
and there is a possibility she will return to the legitimate stage. A. !L
Woods has made her a proposition
in
to star
Robert McLoughlin's
drama, "Fires of Spring."

on Tuesday, Justio McAvoy deB. P. Schulberg's motion to
an action begun by Hiram
Abrams, president of the United
Artists' Corporation, on a $5,000
loan. Schulberg asked for the stay
pending an adjudication of an accounting suit in which he is the
plaintiff against Abrams.
This latter suit was begun before
I,

weekly requirements.
Leo R. Brilles of House, Grossman
& Vorhaus is acting for Mrs. Tearle.
The latter is a professional, hut alleges in her affidavit that she has
been /unable to secure employment
since her divorce, except for a few
weeks, and is financially dependent.

Cleveland
Charged With Mail Fraud.

slowly.
In the agencies the reports are
that there is 'nothing stirring" and
actors are offering themselves for
At one studio
all sorts of salaries.
a regular $650 a week actor presented himself last week and stated
that he was willing to work for anything, and proved it by accepting
||1 a day.
In" trying to ascertain just how
general this condition was, the information was given that "actors
must eat" and that there were any
number of actors who had been
getitng up to $500 a week who were
glad to grab off a job at $10 a day at
this time.
In the places where extra people
are furnished the scenes are really
pitiful. Here the regular extras are
being crowded out by real troupers
who are glad of the chance to get
a little money, and the former atmosphere people have so little
chance of obtaining work that there
are great numbers of them in actual

Jobs.

Have Alimony Raised

\p

and week

of

Loan.

a decision handed
Supreme Court, Special

this

in

Actors are talking of the east
the chances there and trying all
sorts of means to flit to New York.
Some have gone so far as to regisRobertson -Cole this week laid off ter their names with local undertakers as willing to accompany dead
business
end
the
in
all of the force
bodies back east, thus obtaining free
of the studio, following the layoff

players the routine

on

By

From, $25 to $500 a Week.
end of the
country, wanting the producers to
work on the east coast, using NeWj
phine Park Tearle, through
York and ..Florida. Therefore
counsel, has filed a motion to
less the Los Angeles banks
hcrease her $25 per week alimony
to the fore with financial asslswnce award as secured under a final dithere seems little chance of local vorce decree of November 21, 1912,
conditions ever again assuming the from Conway Tearle, the picture
active proportions that obtained actor, to $500 a week, contending
for production

20.

with "Big Four."

The contract between Metro and
Nazimova has been eaii*c« lied by
mutual consent. The star lias just
$5,000 Back completed tho filming of "Camllle**
and had one mote picture to make
for Metro before the expiration of
down in the the contract. The arrangement is
Term, Part understood to be entirely amicable.

Abmms Wants

Hiram

—Actors as Bodyguards.

Los Angeles. Auril

May Produce on Her Own

STAY OF ACTION DENIED.

Want Productions Made Around New York and in TEARLE'S INCOME BIG,
Florida More Heavy Layoffs Leads Playing
EX-WIFE TELLS COURT

—

METRO AGREEMENT
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ANOTHER VICTORY
The Successor

to

"When Bear Cat Went Dry/' the

Picture Sensation of

Two Continents

NOW

<

For Live Wire Territorial Distributors

a

HERE

qg

If

IT IS

n

THE PUBLIC DEMANDS
A

IT

Six-Reel Picturization of the

Famous David

Potter Story

"Diane of Star Hollow"
ai

Read and Loved

Millions

A THRILLER FOR THE MASSES
a

BERNARD DURNING and EVELYN GREELEY

=.s

REGISTER A NOTEWORTHY SUCCESS"
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SHUBERTS BECOMING AGENTS
ASMS OUT $500,000 THROUGH

CARNIVALS THROWN OUT

NO GAMBLE

KNICKERBOCKER SHOWMAN BAN

MANY OHIO

IN

CITIES

—

Theatre Interests Barred from Renting Offices in Rich Commits ions the At- Youngstown Defeats injunction Akron and CanTimes Square Office Building Made from Reton, O., and Little Falls, N. Y., Bar Them—Police
traction of Vaudeville
modeled Hotel Others Welcome Show People.
Powers Sufficient.
Venture Would

—

—

•By discriminating Against theatrical, motion picture and allied inte'rests the Astor estate is said to

NO HASTE

IN KEITH

Franchise.

BOOKING FOR 1922

surrendered something like
in annual rentals in the
Knickerbocker Building, the old
Knickerbocker Hotel, 42d street and
The managers have
•Broadway.
been booking tenants for some time,
and hundreds of applicants in the
amusement business have been
refused space In the rebuilt hotel.
Regarded as the best "name ad-

have

Despite Opposition Talk Only

The Shuberts have

theatrical interests.

With a number of theatres on
their properties, from which they
derive huge rentals, the action of
the Astors is regarded as a most arbitrary and radical prohibition. No
•xplanation is offered.
Never a very desirable or particularly representative office building, chiefly because of Its tenants,

SUMMER "BUYS"

time agents and
the business they
Astors are said to
have been disappointed both in the
revenue from and the business
standards of the Putnam Building.
For these reasons they are said to
(Continued on page 13)
small

and
the

T.os

May

and "First Year
Taken Until August.

WILSON AT KEITH'S
Ex-President Makes First Visit to
Theatre Since 'llness.

"The First
has been ex-

for

Year" at the little
Washington. I>. C. April 27.
tended to August 5. Few attractions,
Wood row Wilson.
1.X- President
if any, have before recorded a "buy who iii;es to have hioisci
referred

Ma'<e Appeal

Angeles. April

franchi.se in the
Shubert booking office, making cer(Continucd on page 34)

"Sally"

The agency buy

an enforced

lent to

FOR 2 B'WAY PLAYS

TO URGE GERMAN BOYCOTT
Coast Directors

started the
history of

biggest deal

•pace through connection with non-

are

out" no fn# in;a..t.bc vunu.net-,. ajad
the only other current offering to
is
an arrangement
equal such
The latter show Is the
"Sally/'
who
brokers
ticket
of
the
marvel
hail it as the greatest attraction
from a demand standpoint ever of-

to 'Wk

''C-t rt'.ow"-- -ivitsniv...

raade^Jbis,

public appearahco last Saturday night since lus retirement from
House. Accompanied by
White
the
Mrs. Wilson and his brother-inlaw. John Randolph Uolling, He atKeiths theatre. Ihe one
tended
fered.
gain his
place wherein he seemed
Btlfe fin"The Flrsl Year" Is
greatest pleasure prior to his iiicomedy, housed in a small theatre, nesa and when- he was practically
Which has -old out Mine the open- a regular patron. Mr. Wilson and
ing (Oct, 26 last), it has been i»i.« > his party Hcetwcd io enjov ITi* toil.
ing an c\ii a matinee since Mew
Tfev pari*' hiu'c iUKl as the
inn*and
p rformancea
Yen's,
nd wit^ced
w \% coin? u
curtain
ronf in ic
will
proba !•)>'
weekly
'•••
et.'r*,.
of I he
rom ho
through M •
seals
in tie- I.-*'
theatre, oecup/ i"r

27.

A call fpr special meeting of the
Motion Picture Directors' Associahas been Issued for tomorrow
(Thursday) night, to discuss means
to be taken against the Invasion of

tion

first

•

I

foreign films.
A direct appeal t<» the public not
to patron Ire the Importations may
be tried.
A high protective tariff

•

j

GERMAN 14-REELER HIGH.
Appurentl> nil the Oei nn-mnde
are not finding n ready
market, in the ca^e of The Dear*-.

i

WINNIE LIGHTN£R MARRIED

i

pictures
"

in

It reel*,

m

d.

U\

•

\.-

Luc,'.Vr

V\

and
ked for ,the
* 115,000 i.Canadian right*, So far
x •h.-.t
[tonsil and
Assyria ttrd
LV-nIui •'
HW\V taftsVd it.
'

ried

.

I

.

ML I'

l
i

lam

to

•

'i

Orleans

.

I.ikIH

and

Sist.

(

.

in action.

The thoughtfu friends who conceived this unusual method of entortnining' a bed-stricken professional are Theodore Mitchell (of
the Griffith office), and the J. P.
Mueller & Co., advertising agency
staff.
Miss Revell received a phone
call one day recently.
Her nurse
Nellie someone
(Conttlntted oo-ipasre

informed

wanted
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ministrations In this city, Akron
and Youngstown, three of the best
show towns in the entire Buckeye

r*».

,
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have

State,

barred

this

sort

of

tented attractions.

An attempt

Youngstown.
O., this week by the Cooper Shows
without a license from the city resulted in the arrest of John L.
Cooper of Youngstown, and H. T.
Smith of Trenton, N. J., owners of
the show. Lengthy court sessions
followed and the city won out, the
court declaring that Mayor Fred J.
Warnock not only had the right to
refuse a license to the John L.
Cooper Shows under the ordinance
giving him jurisdiction on this questo play

but the nature of the

tion,

show

would have given him power to refuse a license under police power*.
This was the decision of Common
Pleas Judges W. B. Anderson and
David J. Jenkins who held a hearing Monday morning on the petition of Cooper for an injunction to
restrain the city from stopping his
carnival from showing here.

No

licenses, according
will
be granted

nock

to

War-

carnivals

Mayor of YoungsYoungstown last season was

so long as he

town.

is

visited by 11 carnivals and .1 caused
city officials no end of trouble.

At Akron, O., the city council has
fixed the license fea at $ioo a iay.

and conditions to enter the city
have been made so tense no sIiowh
have

applied for a license either
or to date this y««;ir.
Mayor Herman R. Witt of Canton,
issued an edict no carnivals would
Ih« granted licenses here sinco (ho
last

feasOfl

^*\>nunuc4 on paee

NO MORE 'ALL-STAR,"

ft

~

.

SAYS MARCUS LOEW OLCOTT AND

IRISH PLAYS.

a

S.nqle Star with Good Story

Through With Starring *nd Touring
Actor Wealthy

Chauncey

Picture Expert's Opinion.

plans
Detroit, April 27.

Marcus

three days
here for the opening of the "Four
Horsemen," personally supervising
Mr. Loew gave
I he
presentattcn,
on' iutti
story to the local papers
'••
a!ii!i he said the 'Tout tints. man v\,«-» an accident, pine and
»!•
impie.
ai^u snd. '*No mora
.iic rasts foi me; it's the single
<:
wnn a good storv that is tie*
,*Aat popular MdT iul si»«'t to\va-»
;r
(*untVj o\Vr;
I.o< ur

spent

«

I

I

I

III

i

M

presence
he

'

•

••

'

(>!•

iiroughool
Hi

Wil- teaiH
,lwejre
v fdu- d»

lire

t

I

!

„...i,,,i

[hi*
1

inai

'

t

*—

Canton, O., April 27.
Carnivals are fast losing their
prestige in eastern Ohio and ad-

:i

W 'M be asked to give American
Productions at leasl an even break.

Mask

Weekly Film Display.

in the
the
This Week the Keith Exchange
theatre In this country, sweeping
Once weekly in her room at St.
began routing acts for next season,
startling, according to a report Vincent's Hospital, which she has
and
conabout a dozen turns receiving
erossip
on
is
common
that
now
occupied for 20 months as an ir/1
tracts that called for 40 or more
Broadway,
valid, Nellie Revell is seeing movweeks for 1920-21.
Following the announcement they ing pictures, through the kindness
Despite the talk of opposition for
had
sub-leased the Ritz, one of two of extremely thoughtful friends.
next season the Keith people haven't
new theatres opened within the last The pictures are thrown upon the
fallen over themselves to tie up
two months, to William Harris, Jr., white wall, in front of Miss Revell,
standard acts, but have proceeded
for a long term of years, a rumor, who Is unable to move over 18
slowly. This has been attributed to
universally credited by smart men inehes in all while in the plaster
the condition that resulted last seain the know, swept up and down the cast that has nearly encompassed
son after the rumors of "material street
to the effect that the Harris her during the long dreary vigil.
shortage" had frightened the booktransfer was only a forerunner to a
A full picture outfit has been
ers into overloading.
gigantic deal that will take the permanently put up in Miss Revell's
It Is believed that the booking
field
producEach Wednesday evening
the
of
room.
Shuberts out
men feel they're in no danger of the ers and houseofmanagers.
Nick Schenck of the Loew Circuit
supply of material available exceedHaving in their control something details an operator to project
ing the demand, even if opposition
that
selected
picture
for
like 10 Broadway houses, the un- the
does materialize.
loading process will include some of date. It is an event that not alone
the best property in the theatrical has proven of strong Interest to
zone Ifl New York. Insiders point the patient, but has given two of
out that the proffered sub-leases the nuns on the hospital's staff
contain a rider which i% the equiva- their llrst opportunity to see a film

dress" and location in the theatrical
hotel-office
historic
district,
the
building now on the eve of its
opening excludes the men who
helped to make it famous as a hotel.
Some oi the most prominent men in
the business as individuals and as
heads of big concerns have been
tabooed, while a few have obtained

conducted,

Friends Furnish Invalid with

Dozen Acts Tied Up.

*

managers,

FOR NELLIE REVELL

NO PRODUCING

$500,000

who

Holding Booking FILMS IN HOSPITAL

tres,

—

.4.

Transfer B'war Thea-

SU

fof

oicott has cancelled

starring

in

Irish

til

Stay*

He

hay advised friends
with theatricals *•»
far as touring and starring are
mccrned.
Mr. Oicott will not leave
thC stage entirely, however. »nd is
open for a singing iole. not nee SO

hereafter.

he

through

Is

<

'

sariiy a starring

i»art.

Oicott is reputed to lie one »f the
wealthiest players In the country.
He started i-> t minstrel, appearing
later m musical comedy and »n recerM yens U 1 hfaded his own pro1

*

•I

|.

•

I

et

i.

.-

—
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-/V.»

JAMS TO TOUR
M. S. WITH COMPANY

ELSIE

LL GULLIVER EMPLOYES ARE

DISMISSED-MAYBE TO CUT PAY

Here Late

in

July with Spe-

PARIS

IN
E. 0.

KENDREW.

Tarls, Apfll 20.

Micheline was engaged by
for a revue at the
Ba-Ta-Clan, but in October, 1920,
the management decided to play an
operetta instead of a revue, in
which the former artiste declined to
Mme. Rasimi sued Mile.
appear.
Micheline for the damages stipulated in her contract, 3,000 francs, to
which the latter objected and
brought a' counter claim for nonexecution of contract, contending a
music hall performer so booked
Mile.

Show.

cialty

Mme. Rasimi

—

Nearly * Elsie Janjs wjll. after • twoof Drastic Action
months' season in Paris, return to
to this country the last of July. Im-%
Transfer
Hint
of
Affected
Score of Houses

Makes Mystery

Circuit

—

London, April

REVIVE NOUVEAUTES

27.

The Gulliver Circuit >as thrown
a bomb into the vaudeville world
giving all its) employees
i otice,
from the general manager
to the junior callboy.
This affect* the staffs of 17 cr
18 halls. The action has given rite
to many wild stories and rumors.
The Gulliver authorities refuse
to make any statement ori the sub-

Naughty Show by Jean Bouchor

New

here by

in

House.

•

beyond acknowledging

hav-

ing issued the notices.
This move is considered in

many

Paris, April 28.

small theatre under the
Max Linder, which resus-

The
Cinema

name,
was inaugurated April 20 with a
new three -act comedy "La Belle
Journee," by Jean Bouchor. It was
well received by the guests invited
for the opening function, but can be American to attempt it.
listed as a failure.
Recently the little mimic denied
The plot reveals a man accused in London reports to the effect that
of the robbery of a watch. He re- she was engaged to a British lord.
fuses an explanation rather than
reveal that he found the watch in
PEARL WHITE IN BENEFIT.
solves

the'oM Nouveadtes

citates

in

.

quarters to be a mere precautionary
measure owing to unsettled conditions of the country, which are
ruining all kinds of businesses
everywhere.
a lady's bed, but the detective
"The Performer," the Variety the mystery*
Artists Federation's organ, states
Regina Camler, Blanche Toujain,
that the actual position is that Capellani and Louvigny constitute a
three London theatres of Variety strong cast for this comedy.
(Gulliver Circuit) and one Variety
The old Theatre des Nouveautes
Theatres Controlling Co's.. halls disappeared a few years prior to the
will probably close and the notices war, and the new one does not exthe staffs may not become actly replace it though more *nod
to
operative in every instance, or the ern in construction.
in

many

notices

to

*
Paris, April 27.
Pearl "White returned from London by aeroplane, after a stormy
voyage.
She goes to London May 25,
'

meantime

to

arrangi.:

in

a

American

charity.

T

•

sentative beyond making it clear
that artists were fully protected by
the 1913 and oth£r awards and that
the -managemen could not employ
A "national calamity" such as a
coal strike as an excuse for cutting
performers' salaries, nor could contracts be broken, unless the theatres absolutely changed har.ds^ In
any case proper notice would have

.

#,

I

to

pay-

Now

Control Aus-

was

the announcement that Hugh
D. Mcintosh, head of the Tivoli
Theatres, Ltd., for many years had
sold
the rights of "The Lilac

•
The Edmonton Journal
headlined by

in

reviewing the

bill at

the local Orpheum,

IRENE FRANKLIN

"Her work has a youthful freshness which, along with the
suroness which only experience can give, makes her irresistible.
Her
Said:

tLLA ntl -Unu A

seckii

_

.

.

~

GAIETY'S "FAUST" LIGHT

••

.

.

Must Return Heme
Although Asked to Stay.
Girl

SCORES

novelty

j-

NARES CHANGES
London, April

27.

Owen Nares leaves the Murray &
Dawe management and goes over to

whom

he will play

in several productions,

commencing

Reandean, with

"Love
Gertrude Jennings'
Among the Paint Pots" at the Aid*
wych.

with

BOOKED FOR ENGLAND.
Horton and La Triska have been
booked for the next three years irt
England, opening at the Palladium
Aug. 1, with 18 weeks in London td

New

Piece

LitUe Other
Production

H.-.s

Than

London, May 27.
"Faust on Toast." opening at the
Gaiety April r.>, was disappointing
and met with considerable dissent
from the audience,
The book is
not 'good and the music ordinary,
but the production is excellent.
Robert Hats as Meph lat opel ei has
a pari scarcely worthy of him, doing a lot of trap work. Maisie Gay
as Martha is die success, and there
Is
an excellent burlesque of old
Gaiety favorites and methods.
If th<- piece is to succeed it wants
cutting considerably and generally
gingering up.
It has not relit the
lamp of old Gaiety burlesque.

suit of

,

serait*' was produced by Thorbor
and Brigon at the Michel, April L'3,
and was well received, it can be

stated it
held

Prior

to

Institute.

Court Order for Lady Maxwell
London. April 27.
Lady Maxwell .Willshire has ob
tained an order for the restitutior.
:

a success.
The leads
by Signoret. Madame of conjugal rights against her actorand
Mqrken
Albert Brasseur,
baronet husband. She appeared H
The plot revolves about the open- New York in "Afgar."
ing of a bank in Paris by Satan,
who buys SOUls and does a big
Permit to Convert Empire.
is

are

TuVsiVM ^s "tviiir ftWfiftrntrbfc people-

Georges de Wissant has been appointed secretary "f the Theatre
Michel, replacing Paul Briquet, reslgned.

DAISY MARKIIAM WINS AGAIN
London. April 27.
Daisy Markham. producer of "The
.Mystery of the Yellow Room," at St.
James', has won her ease in which

the actor who was her manager alleged he had been wrongfully dismissed.
Miss Markham obtained fiO.000
pounds damages for breach of pro-

I

MM

MME. CURIE'S LECTURE.

Bert Levy Sailing.
Bert Levy sails for England on
standing hits of 1920-1921.
Wil- the Caronia tomorrow night (Saturliamson-Tait now controls seventy- day) to fill several weeks' engagefive per cent, of the amusement field ments in the English provinces. Mr.
Levy returns to the U. S. July 29,
in this country.
going into the new Hippodrome
show, which is slated to open about
BY GIGN0UX AND RIP
Aug. 1. While abroad he will give
Paris. April 27.
a free performance weekly for chilA topical comedy by Gignoux and dren in each stand played.
Rip entitled "Quand M Diable y

Miss Retford was the fust notable
mise of marriage from the Marquis
the powerful Caliph, preferring a 0n< to be scor«d by .in English
of Northampton some years ago.
woman appearing here since the
musician,
her
servArab
and
young
ing maid, Zobeida, is able *o «*i?m termination of the war,
BERNHARDT IN DECEMBER
the chief's passion by administering
White Smith Engagement
a certain potion, so the lovely MaiParis, April 27.
BUSY BUT COLD.
London, May 27.
mouna can get away with the man
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt is going
Lee White and Clay Smith have
of her choice.
Paris, April 27.
to New York next December
to
Orovlez been signed for the next revue at
was \v»ll received.
It
The weather here is cold and tour in America extending
until
the Vaudeville,
conducted.
time in May.
theatrical business is oxcel>-*
March of next year.

But she scorns the

'

Par1 April 27.
leaving for America
'11
Madame Curie
lecture during
the opera with a mixed program
to for the benefit of
the Paris Radiukt

Domino" and "Chu Chin Chow"
Williamson-Tait, and was retiring
from the theatrical game for good.
The two plays were the last produced by the firm of which he was
the head, and were the two out-

Ella Retford, \.ho cume to this
Paris, April 27.
country from England on a pl< asof the opera this
ure jaunt and was Induced to unis a ballet by Gabriel Grov"Maimouna," the premiere of dertake a vainievHle engngemenl
lez,
which was given April L'O. Like the while here, scored at th- Coliseum,
musical drama "Antar." it is an New York, this week. Miss Ri tEastern story, resembling a yarn ford expects to a i 1 for her home
shortly, but efforts are being made
from the Arabian Nights,
Hassan, Caliph of Bagdad, brings to induce her to continue for an
with him as captive, after the wars, added week with more to follow it
a beautiful maiden named Mai- possible.
It was said that the success of
mouna, and would fain make lov«-

to her.

:

follow.

English

The
month

*

Sydney, Australia, April 2.
as a bolt from the blue

character song stories are delightful in every way. In "IJroadwav Wedding Bells/' in which a charmer from the most famous street in the world
tHls of her approaching marriage to an octogenarian, we see another side
would say- of Miss Franklin's powers as an entertainer.
direct questions and
nothing one way or thj other, but
"There are few accompanists who can equal BURTON GREEN and,
was obviously pertrrbed.
as he is the composer of tho music of all Mi-s franklin's songs, he is a
Representative acts appeared to large factor in the success of the act. liis piano sold was greatly apthink the move was the thin edge preciated."
of a wedge to reduce salaries all
around and some leaned to the

NEW BALLET

'

Comming

his replies to

s,

the re-

.coats

tralian Theatre

Later Variety brought the story

tbeor;- ef

at

freshment tables are attired in blue
and knickerbockers and wear
The suit brought by If. Fonson, white wigs. Of the two orchestras,
and the second
is' 'American,
one
Theatre
Galeries
the
des
director of
imported from Roumania.
St. Hubert, Brussels, against the
Comedie Francaise Paris, was tried
"La Fille de Madam Angot" has
before the Paris courts last week.
been again revived at the Gaite,
FonsOn claimed 100,000 frs. pre- running alternately with "Nelly,"
liminary damages, and interest to the French version of the London
be fixed after investigation. Coun- "Maggie," for the first week. Marlead.
plays
the
Carre
sel for' the plaintiff declared Fonson guerite
entered into an agreement with the "Nelly" has now been definitely
withdrawn.
Corriedie Francaise in 1912 for the
troupe of the French national the-"
According to "Comoedia" Victor
atre fo appear each year at his Hugo's drama, "Buy Bias," has
house.. in Brussels "for a series of "been authorized in England on conperformances, and this was carried dition the hero is described as a
out during two years, while in" ma'jordomo and not a valet, and
Mar^h,' 1914, Manager Carre (ad- also that the Spanish queen, instead
ministrator at the Comedie Fran- of being much married is listed as
a widow. It would seem the Paricaise at that period) wrote the Belsian journal is pulling the leg of tho
gian, director he could count again British* censor.
on the troupe for the following
spring.
The next. Opera ball will be held
The war intervened, and last year early In May. There are to be four
Fonjjon was astonished to learn the galas of a sirnilar nature organized
troupe would appear at the Theatre at the Theatre des Champs Elysees
du Pare,. Brussels, and not at his, during the next month.
house.
There was consequently a
The Nouveau Theatre Libre ofviolation, of contract.
Counsel for fered its period ioal show at the
the defendants recognized the pre- Theatre. Antoine last Thursday, afliminary understanding, but con- ternoon, introducing a poet, E.
tended it was not a contract but an Aegerter. in a three-act piece in
arrangement to be made for each Verse, "Une Halte de Don Juan.^'
All the authors are having a cut at
occasion.
(Continued on Page 10)
After..the

Williamson-Tait

posals.,-.

a cquire other ih atr»

The waiters

dancers.

Paris, April 27.

-

hugh Mcintosh retires

newspaper that negotiations had
passed between the Gulliver people and Moss Empires and that a
specially summoned meeting of the
latter had discussed certain pro-

in

Wins and

costs.

understood the notices
were issued as a precautionary
measure in view of the still threatThey
ened triple alliance strike.
are not alarmed and arj awaiting
developments.
Inquiry at the offices of Moss
Empires shed no light on a statement made in an important lay-

was very guarded

Francaise

Must Pay Costs.

Maurice and his partner. Leonora
Hughes, appearing at the Hotel

Grand Bretagne, where they have

opened a ball room, have revived
the valse as a specialty, danced in
costumes of various periods dating
back 200 years, showing the contrasts of the ancient and modern
movements. The Black and White
waltz is a feature, executed in
white dress against a black background, the salon being almost obHe scure, with a projector on the

armistice the new pro4
posals of Fonson were not acceptable- to 'the Comedie Francaise, and
the administrators were therefore at
liberty to accept better conditions
proposed by the management of the
Pare, Brussels. The trial was adjourned and on April 19 the court
pronounced a verdict in favor of the
defendants.

they

to the attention of R. II. Gillespie,
managing director of Moss Empires, who said he war glad to hear
it. but couldn't tell where tho news
came from, adding that his company had been "negotiating" for
Questioned as
the past 20 years.
to the truth of the report he would
give no really definite answer. He

•

Fonson was condemned

to be given to artists.
Officials ai »ht National Association of Theatrical Employes' office
had nothing to add to a statement

that

F0NS0N LOSES SUIT
Comedie

pay

to

"

•

had
Federation,
Artists'
to say to Variety's repre-

Variety
nothing

t

condemning Mme. Rasimi

the damages stipulated in contract.

•

1

be-

stances, allow
come effective and then re- engage
the members of the staffs.
In some quarters it is thought
the notices are part of a move to
reduce salaries and that the members of the staffs will have the opportunity of coming back at less
money when the notices expire.
Albert Voyce, "chairman of the

>

appear

sketch in a Paris theatre soon for
a benefit performance fo.- some

in!

the

arrival,

.

'

.

managements may

the
organize a
company for a transcontinental
Her show will consist of sevtour.
eral vaudeville acts, and the tour
will be managed much after the
the fashion of the Harry Lauder
annual engagements. She will play
from coa; to coast, in all but the
large cities east of Chicago will appear for. only one performance.
Miss Janis and Mother Janis are
now in the French capital, where
the American star is to be starred
in a mimical revue in a fortnight
Miss Janis
at* the Theatre Apollo.
will play in French^ the second
little

4

ject,

upon her
comedienne will

mediately

Moss Empires.

could not be compelled to play in
a different category of entertainment. The courts have just given
judgment in favor of the artiste,

EonOdil' Xfli

t'

The London County Council

-7-

"

ha«

granted building certificates permitting the conversion of the Empir<
into a kin«ma. seating nearly 2,00^
people.

SAILINGS.
April L'3 (from London for Nit
York) -Samuel Goldwyn, Phil Pake.

(Aquitania).

May
Naples)

28

X< w York fo
and Mrs. Knrico Ca-

(from

— Mr.

ruso.

May 21 (from New York fo
France)—-Geraldine Parrar Hotterdam).
May 7 (from New York for Soutl
America) A. E. Seymour.
April 30 (from New York for London) Bert Levy (Coronia).
M"\y 3. Michael Morton, from Nev
York i'o London (Mauritania).
May 3 (from New Y«»rk to Lowdon) Walter Wanger, Justine John«

—

—

stone tMrs. Wa&f*r).

—
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Friday, April 29,

MAR TALKS

GRACE DE

JACK CUDAHY, SUICIDE,

FAMOUS PLAYERS SOARS TO 8154
ORPHEUM UP; LOEW STATIONARY
«

ON STAGE MARRIAGES
Must Be Together to Be Happy

— Regards
New

to the Goofs.
Orleans, April

27.

Orpheum Sunday

Faiiue of

De Mar

of

performance,

last

my

the week and

becoming Mrs.
after
for
•tage.
Chester Cohen at Chicago Saturday,
vaudeville to me will be but a
without regret. It has
There
been mighty good to me.
when the road was
times
Were
steep and the sky a deep, murky
black, but for the most part the
Journey along the way has been a
very pleasant one.
••Vou can say this for me it is
my opinion a girl cannot expect
when she is
marital' happiness
away from her husband most of the
The
time, and I ought to know.
condition is ideal when couples play
together and care for each other,
but when separated most of Che
time 'tis a long, sad story— ucually!
"You can tell Mr. and Mrs. Goof
and all the little Goofs that little
Oracle has taken her last bend and
you might include fond regrets to
leave

it

—

my

nuptials were
at first slated for the latter part of
May, but the wedding date is now
officially declared to be thL Saturday at Chi, rain or shine.

COMBINATION OFFER.
By Pantages for Robert Emmett
Keane and Claire Whitney.
Robert Emmett Keene and Claire
Whitney may take their sketch,
"The Gossiper," over the Pantages
circuit. The Pan office was dickering with Keene to do his monolog
and the sketch, going over, the circuit filling the No. 3 and next to

In any ev?nt there li small likelihood of the affair coming up before next autumn. Two of the codefendants with the Aitkeas have
15,000 shares. When it is remem- answered the suit with counter bered that the normal dealings on c a m8> an<i Triangle has filed dethe New York Exchange amount to murrers which remain to be argued
an average of 200 shares a day, this
Goldwyn has not been quoted for
showing is astonishing. Orpheum two weeks. The last trade was at
headquarters has no explanation to
5.
Broadway gossip is strangely
offer.
silent as to the affairs of the comIt would be interesting to know
where all this stock Is coming from,
J
ollowing
is
the summary of
as the securities of the corporation
transactions from April 21 to April
are closely held by inside interests
27, both inclusive:
of the company. It has been estii

Jersey City theatre, although there
Is some talk of declaring the new
theatre opposition to the Jersey
City houses.
Charles Fitzpatrick
•nd Bob O'Donnell placed the
Keene act with Markus.

*

75, but whatever interest is behind the move was entirely capable of absorbing all offerings.
In consequence the speculative bears covered promptly. This

demonstrated Tuesday when
maintained its advance

Famous
despite

considerable

weakness

throughout the market. The players for a quick profit looked for a
reaction day by day and were day

BAD AUTO CRASH.
27.

Mrs. Ford Hant'ord. wife of the by
day
disappointed
until
by
•omedian now in the "Greenwich Wednesday there was a growing
Tillage Follies" company at the feeling that perhaps the market was
Bhubert, was perhaps fatally in- in for a constructive movement of
jured here late Tuesd iv afternoon some proportions.
When the automo'iile which her
One element pointing in that di-

was driving was struck

httsband
tveets.
in* the

at

Broad and Arch

betide* the
children and
three adults, all h:.rt lightly.
In the front seat with Ford Hanford was Mrs. P. W. Myers, wife
f

automobile,

Han fords, were

th

c

hn par trie.-.

'WORLD MUSEUM"

CLOSING.

Philadelphia, April

it.

The World Museum which has oceii|>ied the Bingham hotel since its
year, ends Saturday
exhibition Of freaks,
wiiii (t« regulai barker at the dooi
eT<\, has* been* "a Kofiey" of a money mcker from the start, and has consistently fooled the wise ones.
The Stanley people felt the site
was too remarkable; a one to he used
for such a purpose, hence Uie determination to tear down the old
hotel ind erect a large theatre.

Closing

last

night

This

No announcement
of

another

Mite

lias

fiu"

made

been

World

the

Museum.

NONETTES PLAY.
Noni
!»'

i.\

wns the fact that the steel
Issues, which had been the last to
Tine up with the advance, had at last

rection

broken away from their old

levels.

V. S. Steel wns in new high ground
for the year Tuesday at better than
8f».
Nevertheless outside speculative
traders were cautious in their attitude tow aid the amusements. The
theatrical business is in a period of
dullness and the film trade is beset
by many difficulties, a remedy for
which is not apparent on the surface.
The importation of German
film products promises to help Famous Players toward the solution
of high production costs, but this
is a factor of the future.
Orpheum's
business is <»ff In camnvm with. the
general seasonal decline in the west.
aggravated by the general commer-

w
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Inc.. 4500

18\

18'i

1S»»

20 Vi

25

-«<

+4
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Chi-

I..

j.f

Loew.

Ornheum

000

...

Boston a«>) J 7.'. Orpheum
cago sold 3.V) at 25{*2.%%.

at

-4
t

*H

refusal of his si.der to indorse his
note, is believed to be the cause for
his taking his life.

BLACKS RESENT WHITES.

i

Commotion

at
Performance for
Whites at Colored Theatre.

Saturday—

784 774 78
..
New Orleans, April 27.
80%
80%
80%
%
The midnight performance for
18%
18% + %
18%
38% 20
20% + % white people given Saturday at the
Boston aold 300 Orpheum at 20{t26%; ChiLyric,
America's largest colored
cago 000 at 2646-20%.
Morula y—
theatre, was the scene of a near
1 am.
Play-L. 3000
—1
78% 70% 7T
Do. pf
700
80% 80
80% 4- % panic when vandala threw stink
Loew. Inc.. «%400
10% 18% 18%
bombs over the auditorium. Women
nrpiif u.ii
1000
2?
20% -- %
SI
Host on sold 05 Orptv-unn at 20' «: Chicago fainted and hundreds mado for the
220 at 20%.
doors in an endeavor to escape the
Tue«day—
Kam. Piay-L. 8400 80
70% 70% -»2% odoriferous scent.
Do. pf
300
80
80
80
~
The management contiued with
%
Loew, Inc.. 7200
10% 18%
18% + % the performance under trying diffiOrpheum
4100
38
20% 2H
-M%
Boston sold 250 Orphoum at 27%fr27%; culties.
There wau much yelling
Chicago 800 at 27ir27%.
and scrambling and for several
Wednesday—
Fam. Play-L. 10200 81% 78% 80
minutes pandemonium was at its
+
%
Do. pf
1400
00
80% 80% -r
height.
Those in charge of the
Loew, Inc.. 2000
10% 18%
18% - %
Orpheurn ... 8000
20% 27% 28% + % theatre were unable to locate the
THE CURB.
culprits and poaseased no clue.
No sales.
It is thought racial
prejudices
accounted for the assault upon the
house. Many persons do not like
N. Y. HOUSES. to see a co-mingling in this section.
PajB. Play-L,. 3400
Do. pf
100

i

Ls*W, Inc.. 1400
un-h'-um ... 1100

-+-
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SHUBERTS'

44th

New

and

St.

ported

for

Theatre

Re

Vaudeville.

lumbia.

FOR CHURCH

limit the
thorttre in

of Billy
brother.

Bowman, according

The fame announcement
the Minstrels will reopen May

to his

states
21.

Theie was not a ripple among
COrb stocks, although it was
had
Inc..
tintlilh.
that
reported
changed hands in private transactions at better than 15 at which it
was Offered originally by the unin
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Play

produced
"The
Barbarians"
in
which two of the Cudahy chi'dren

rumors.

t

i

•

.

«

I

at S3

'

the

• •

1

18«4

top of his he;«d with a Hhot gun,
was at one time infatuated with
Bftesl* Clifford, wh
was playing the 'Bessie McCoy role in T heThree Twins" on the coa^t and followed her all over California. He
was also one of the promoters of
the Monroe Salisbury Players, who

appeared.
After his death Monroe Salisbury
stated that Cudahy was his best
friend, and that he was also interested in the present production,
"Practice What You Preach."
Cudahy had ^eea ill for several
months and the refusal of a Chicago banking house to advance him
Ch». a loan of $10,000 followed by the

Friday—

I-uin.

generally discussed in the trade
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•
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<

88

18%

^ J»J8USF

U^JjJjj

Ml

H8

L6l AnsMes, April 27.
Cmlahy, the son of the
packer, who committed suicide here
lMt Wednesday by blowing off the
Jack

t

••

Alonxo Price autho* <-t
some*
body's Bweethea
.\ii
rv.«
the husband 'of jhe n u» iCiah.
„\
nette is- now ,t|.|" ..ring s:
,\
y,Ork Keith home*
She ro
1
"••
•'<;.
lIu
mothei ol twins

Inc.. 2BHO

Salisbury.

derwriters. This stock is entirely
the hands of the syndicates, D.
being entirely out of
vv. Griffith
the. flat ;«.t ion ftnd n( 'he en lor prise.
Sales campaigns are being conducted »n outside cities with the large
cial situation
profits of "Way Down Rast" as the
reported
and
at
Orpheum was
motif,
•ales-talk
its low since the
autumn when prices are to be taken cautiously.
consolidation
last
boxoffiee takings were booming.
It
Attention is again called to the
is a curious phase of market sentif;t<
there has not been a reported
ment that It should climb at this transaction in Triangle since the
time when the reverse is the ease bringing of the company's suit
Transactions In ;i.e Orpheum Issue aphirisl Ihe Altiien Brother* foi
during in
Week .nst past wen $$000,000. Ti,;> srtorid have been
large.
Comtfnp the \<-w Yo»h j, pvu to speculative dealings.
li.si'.n and C'i ieagi
sn c- foi the ?»,» rci ii m- ;»!•!'« a is to he the
d.i..- f'>»n- Apri
litig'at ion W
!i«to I hi tlosK
ia*d mo* e :u
Tl
(,r
..
o."".' •\\
*.i<f
oun
si
psuay
replication of Ti tangle's
h(
c>
n>.<
hits report,
the
In
irts to havi
el to Ihe
I

l»>

.

300

pf

In.,
l.o.'\v.

At the Loew head*iuarteis nothing
The bill also seeks to
is to be had shedding lifiht on the number of seats in any
mystery. However, the market per- the District.
formance of tho two stocks squares

*

rn

•

Thursday— Hairs. High. \mw. Last.
Fam. Play I.. 3800 70
14\ 7.".H

Interested in Bessie

—Backed

IN FILMLAHD.
Los Angeles, April 27.
Two New York theatres chosen
Hollywood is to have a "Little
sales which represent a net loss.
The other explanation revives the for the start of Shubert vaudeville Church Around the Corner." with
They are the 44th the Rev. Neal Dodd at the head of
argument for some sort of pooling in the fall.
arrangement between Famous Play- Street, now being fixed up to handle it. It Is to be a church for the picshown,
the
and
the new house which ture colony and the industry as a
The possibility is
ers and Loew.
suggested that Wall Street is work- the Shuberts are building at Scv- whole is behind the movement for
cnth
avenue
and
59th street.
TIuh Its support.
ing toward this end in a typical
The Theatre Owners' Association
Wall Street way. The outline of the house was flrBt thought to have
wi
"Little
idea is this: Wall Street looks upon boen designed for legitimate at- has made the current
Around the Corner Week"
Church
tractions.
It will seat 2.200 persons
an association between the Marcus
the
houses
in
its 200 odd theatre
and
a
scale
of
popular
prices
is
Loew and Adolph Zukor properties
in California, Arizona and Nevada
as altogether desirable, and it is an planned.
pledged
day's
receipts
one
having
A report this week said the Shuopen secret that both parties have
been approached. The bar to the berts had leased the Standard pic- to the building fund.
deal is understood to be Marcus ture house at 91st street and BroadLOEW MOVING DAY.
Loew's disinclination to enter it, ap- way from the Himberg interests.
parently because he regards it as a The house, according to sources
The exodus of the Loew agents
step toward sinking the identity of close to the Shuberts, is to be one from the Putnam Building to the
the Loew name and the property in of the new vaudeville links.
new Loew Building at Forty-fifth
a larger unit.
*tr«'et and Broadway got well under
way this week. Most of the IndeIt well might be, under these cirBILL LIMITS SEATS.
cumstances, that market powers
pendents will be established In their
new quarters by Monday of next
are deliberately depressing the price
Washington, D. C. April 27.
of tiie Loew stock an a means of
A bill has been introduced in the week'.
the
bringing pressure to bear on
House of Representatives by ConThe gresomaa Wheeler which if enacted
head of the Loew circuit.
BOWMAN BROS. CLOSE.
theory is entirely without official nto law will prohibit standee* in
The Bowman Bros.' Minstrels
aanctioa from either side, but it any theatre la the District of Co- closed April 17, owing to the Illness

'

it«-.

STOCK EXCHANGE.

mated that

way up from

was

j

.

closing positions on the one bill.
Keene was also offered a proposiof announcing each act, a laJim Morton, besides playing the
sketch. Another offer came in with
a feature picture, in which Claire
Whitney is starred, to run on the
same bill. Between the three offers
market to make a demonstration of
it is more than likely that the act
strength just now for its effect on
and the circuit will reach terms.
the investing public.
Wednesday
opening
This week,
In and out speculators, who took
night, Keene and Miss Whitney are
the feature attraction at the open- this view and proceeded on the theory
that the advance was artificial
theatre
in
the
new
Central
of
ing
booked
City,
by Fally and new high prices would be vulJersey
nerable
and subject to frequent setMarkus. The new house is a miloacks, were badly hooked.
There
lion-dollar affair, nearer the Union
was
short
selling of Famous on the
Hill
houses than the downtown
tion

by another car

of the matter.

29^ Tew

The Cohen-I>e Mar

April

|

Come Out ReaCHow Much "Window Dressing."

Overdue

the

the

Martin Beck and his
associates hold between 85 and 90
per cent, of the common stock, and
it is hardly to be believed that any
to go far.
In one session. Tuesholdings are being offered.
major
day's, the net improvement was 2V4
of stock virtually
and at the top the price was more With this amount
locked up it would be a daring bear
than $40 a share above* the extreme
take the short side. The
would
who
low of the week before Christmas.
purOrpheum participated in the for- buying is simply explained byheadward movement of the amusement chasing orders from Orpheum
the
in
mystery
is
the
alters;
group. gcYting" \ip" to"*
a
high for a year back. One of the source of the selling on the way up.
Two explanations were advanced
puzr.les of the situation was that
Loew was sluggish and stationary for the failure of Loews to take part
at or under 19. although that com- in the climb. One of them is a repany's dividends are as stable as vival of the old argument that the
either of the other concerns, and underwriting syndicate of last sumthe equities behind the stock equal mer's $5,000,000 issue still has that
those of the other two.
block of stock and is easing it into
Famous Players was doubtless in- outside hands whenever the opporfluenced by its climb by the action tunity offers around 20.
Such a
of the rest of the list, which was situation would, of course, stand as
exceedingly strong. There was noth- a barrier to the advance of the
ing in the news or the business sit- stock beyond the level at which the
uation to base a bull movement on underwriters were willing to liquiand some keen market students date, but powerful interests are bevoiced the belief that the upturn hind Loew and they could, if they
was merely a bulge, representing wanted, run the price up. It would
Wall street's "window dressing" in be to the advantage of the underpreparation for the flotation of wriiing'syndicate to maneuver Loew.
$'230,000,000 of bonds by the North- upward and accomplish their disern Pacific and Great Northern tribution gradually at a profitable
railroads to take up a loan of $215,- level. The new issue cost the under000,000 with which the two railroads writers approximately
20, and at the
bought the Burlington & Quincy 20 current price the stock yields nearly
years ago. This loan matures July
not appear
It does
12 per cent
1, and it would be desirable for the
plausible the syndicate would force

agent."

Philadelphia.

Renews Merger
_

to Participate in Rise
V^

Big BloCKt Of Orpheum

Famous Players -I ..a sky common
stock reached a new high ot 81 Vi
Wednesday in the eurly trading, the
peak of a steady 10 -day advance and
the best price since the bull campaign about a year ago. On the way
up the issue gave an astonishing
demonstration of power by its aggressive forward movement despite
a good deal of selling, short operations against the rise, liquidation
of old time longs and profit taking.
That the upturn could be sustained in the face of such pressure
argued that the interests behind th.t
move must he strong and prepared

memory.
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tioa

„

on the

last

Loew

Talk

remarked

That was my

Clifford

purely legal aspect of
»«•» wllile a J up y would b ?
more likely to weigh the moral and
ethical, not to say human. a«pcet

regard

|

just after

concluding her act, Grace

Was Once

i

•Standing in the wings back stage
IX the

FINANCED MANY SHOWS
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TEAM

WILDCAT THEATRE SPECULATORS

Show 621 Houses Completed or Building
with Noth'ng in Sight to Occupy Them Prac-

—

Showmen Not

tical

Involved.

Theatre building gone rna<l is the
newest phase of screen and show
evolution to seize the attention of
license
commissioners of L*l states report a
gross added increase of 621 show
and screen structures now finishing
or in preparation for the arhusemeht
season ending May 1 next. The New
England bolts are the only stretches
not active in new theatre building.

Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Iowa, Idaho,

souri,

Mis-

Illinois,

New

Jersey,

South are among
active
freshly
conspicuous
the
A big New York booksections.
ing syndicate always in line for
affiliations reports an addition of
300 houses that will be ready for
business in seven contiguous states
by September 1 next. Marcus Loew
announces a list of 75 new ones. A
globe trotter just back from networking the country from coast to
coast and gulf to gulf— a three
months' hike in film promotion de-

and

the

NQRWQRTH-ADAIR BOOKED

entire

and Moran
and Date Is

Lane

Will

Work on Same Bills In "Three
for Two" Arrangement.

TO PASS PENN. LEGISLATURE

Separate,
Lost.

Lane and Moran dissolved partlast week while playing an
engagement at Troy, N. Y. Mickey

to Amend Old License Law to Make Way for
New Measure Calling for 1 Per Cent Impost on

Move

nership

Moran, the straight man of the
team, failed to appear at the theatre for the Wednesday night performance. (Jeorge Lane wenton and.
did a "single" for the show. Thurs-

day Lane opened

The

amusement purveyors.

EXPECT THEATRE TAX BILL

OF DEBUT AT PALACE

MENACE TO SHOW PROSPERITY
Statistics

ON EVE

SPLITS

Friday, April 29, 1921

at Proctor's, Schenectady wiih Art Hendricks, his new

S7'i

BILLIARD CHAMPION ACT
Bob

New York

a Woman
for Vaudeville

Team

by the booking of-

and

Cannefax

who had been rushed on

partner,

from

Gross Receipts.
Harrisburg, Pa., April 27.
Interest
in
legislative
matters
centres in the state administration tax measures, all of which
have pessed the House. Included
among these are the theatrical tax
and the billboard tax bills. It is
probable they will be passed. Senator Joyce, Luzerne county, has offered a bill repealing a section of
a nact of 1913 relative to license
fees paid by amusements for local
purposes and which stafa* that
such taxes are in lieu of state
license
fees
heretofore collected.
The repeal of this section will open
the way for the collection of the
per cent, tax on gross receipts
1
of all amusement enterprises in the
State.

now

to

world's champion
three cushion billiardlst, plans goHendricks was formerly half of ing into vaudeville in the fall. He
the Hendricks and Padula and Hen- is to appear with a foreign woman
dricks and Stone turns, and will be expert, negotiations being on now.
at an out of town house.
future running mate to Lane. Lane The lady cue artist is said to be a
Norworth recently closed with
and Moran were to have opened at wonder. She has the reputation of
his musical show "My Lady Friends" the Palace, New York, Monday of
"never missing" in the balkline
and was submitted to the Keith this week, but George Gottlieb can- game and is a specialist
fancy
bookers by Harry Fitzgerald.
He celled the act after hearing of the billiard and pool shots.
and Miss Adair will do their dissolution feeling that the new
former "single" specialties, with combination might not be familiar
The members of the Western MoNorworth doubling into her turn enough with each other to do jus- tion Picture Advertisers have unanas before. They are credited with tice to a Palace engagement,
Val imously indorsed Mayor Snyder in
starting the "three" for "two" vari- and Krnie Stanton were substituted his campaign for re-election, he
having the unified sup]K>rt of the
ety of vaudeville act.
by Gootlieb.
entire industry in these parts.

Jaek Norworth and Jeannettc
Adair are reopening in vaudeville
next week for the Keith Kxehange

fice.

•

,

.

Bob Cannefax,

>

m

,

After a stormy debate in the Senthe Asbury equal rights bill,
which would have given negroes the
same privileges as whites in all
places of amusement, has been
ate,

,>

,i'.

,

,

side- tracked.
the Law and

—

clares

new

theatre

has

building

reached a phobia stage. All sorts of
people are behind the projects, with
experienced film and theatre men a
striking minority. Kealty speculators, gambling investors, cx-saloon
keepers, robbed of occupation by
the Volstead edict, are said to be

session.

Charges that the Republican organization was playing politics and
misleading the negro voters in
holding out hope for the passage of
the bill were made during the debate that resulted from a motion
to discharge the committee from
further consideration of the bill.
Senator Parr. Allegheny county,
said it was time the whole matter
was made clear and that the politicians who misled the colored voters be exposed.
He said that the
federal and the state constitutions
and an act of 1887 gave the negroes
equal rights.
The senate has passed the second
of the McConnell bills increasing
the salaries of the members of the
State Board of Motion Picture Censors and of their employes.
The
original McConnell bill provided for
increases in the annual payroll of
the censors from $37,000 to $81,000.
It passed the senate but was defeated in the house.
The second bill eliminates the inspector and one clerk, but as introduced contained the same provisions as the defeated measure.

the principal investors.

added
sees
Surface judgment
gains to film and show providers in
with
situation,
theatre
crowded
a
competition for attractions, the spur.
But seasoned executives in the
science of theatre economics see
only disaster in the wake of the
The
building
fever.
playhouse
added houses can only take from
circulation the enormous sums the
added lists of houses require for
building with no prospects for a
uniform return to the investors for
the reason that nothing adequate in

population prosperity or
even film or show products appears on the horizon to balance the

increased

sunk money.
Scarcely any regular two or three
night theatre attraction town in the
country has been overlooked by the

To
investors.
building
theatre
itemize the cities involved would be
to list all the regular show trails
out of New York radiating south,

Under Pennsylvania law a

closely

of the builders save those
identified with show pro-

duction like Loew and a few other
standard producers seems to have
asked what is to fill the stage s and
screens of the added houses. Screen
admission prices are due to drop
with other commodities throughout
the country, traveling stage shows
will be fewer the coming theatrical
year than since the Civil War aftermath, and no new form of indoor
diversion has developed.

PAUL RYNER

to

Reach
Borough

the

scheduled to be held
night (Thursday) at the I'.ijou.
Among the speakers listed were

Park.

last

Borough Park
Several

Brooklyn.

section
acts got lost

name*.
Brooklyn, and Thorare widely separated,
one being in the heart -of Brooklyn
and the other in he suhurbs, about
f<>ur miles apart*
Directions for
reaching the Borough Park theatre
are as follows.
Take West Knd
Division of the P. K. T. from Times
Square and get off at 50th street
station, the Borough Park theatre
being loc a ted on the comer >>\' S4th
street, 12th and New Utrecht aveI

Harry Mountford. James
patrick,

of

en route since the house opened,
the fact of there being a Borough
Hall station on the Interborough
subway in Brooklyn causing the
mix up through a similarity of

Borough
ough Park

ROSE

A. A. F. MEETING
BANDIT SUSPECT HELD.
meeting of the American
Charge
Bootlegger With Duluth
Artists' Federation (former White
Orpheum Robbery.
Rats), u.is

Considerable confusion s< ems to
have arisen as to the location of
Keith's new P.orough Park Theatre,
in

and

Tall,

I

nues.

J(>hn

Fitz-

\V.

Wilton

»\,merson.

Lackaye, Francis Wilson nfcd Hugh
Frayne, of the New fork -State
Federation of Labor.
The Bhuberti donated the theatre.
The meeting was advertised by
handbills
distributed 'throughout
Times square to get Under way ;it
15 minutes after midnight.

Duluth, Minn., April 27.
•Following investigations into the
robbery at the local Orpheurn last

Sunday

when

night,

taken from

who

tin

resides in

$3,700

was

Paul Tetzman,
Minnesota Point here,
safe.

has been arrested.
He was arraigned yesterday, waived examination and was hound over to the
grand jury. Tetzman has a prison
record in Wisconsin. One or two
others are under suspicion and their
a nest may follow.
Tetzman was Identified by thentr<
staff members as having come to the
JESSIE KENNISON MARRIED. box office late on the night of the
robbery and to have made a casual
Syracuse, N. Y.. April L'7.
Six years ago, Jessie Kenu'soh, examination of the box office. When
one of the acrobatic dancing K< uni- examined by detectives he declared
son sisters, and claimant to the he was in bed at 10.30. Later he admitted this Statement was false and
title
of originator of the "T was
that he was in an auto as fate as
Tommy/'

came

Temple here
and ndmired the hands of Patrick
to the

R. KfOriarity, superintendent of the
Cahill Building, in w.hah tie- tlieaire is located.
At least, you have
in- wot <i of Jessie for it.
i

1.30 a. in

Monday

moonshine

of

for

delivering a bottle
which he received

$n.\:,o.

at the Orpheum is
offense of that nature committed aloie; theatre row during the
-«nt w ,i\ c of crime.
pi

The burglary

the
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RYAN AND LEE SIGNED.

HARRY CARROLL APPEALS

Harry Carroll last week appealed Agree to Play Two Sketches Alterfrom a $200 alimony award in
nately for Shuberts.
favor of Estellc Carroll, by a recent
decision,
The Shuberts have signed Ryan
contending
his
Weakly income is only $100 a week. and Lee for their proposed vaudeHe is also seeking to reduce the ville circuit, tho team accepting a
contract calling for 25 weeks witli
$1,000 counsel fee award.
Mrs. Carroll in her separation an option for further bookings.
It is understood that should they
suit asserted her husband's income
was over $1,000 per week.
She play repeat engagements they will
sued for $400 weekly support and use both of their acts, playing "Hats
and Shoes" once around and "You've
$5,000 alimony originally.
The couple were married June 1, Spoiled It" for the second circle.
Evan Tanguay and Kyan and Leo
1914, and have two children.
are the only two "names'' that have
been mentioned for the new circuit

NEW PALACE ORCHESTRA

so far.

Leo
aajsBevny. Ryan and ..Harriet
of the Palace, New Haven't played
a Keith engagement
have received their notice for some time, due to salary difthe
Keith office effective ferences. Their last reported Keith

The musicians
York,

from

l

May 8. This includes Fred Dabb
who has been the leader ;it the
house for years.

Benny Roberts, now leader at the
new Keith Fordham will succeed
Dabb who is reported as having

salary

demands were

$«!><)

weekly.

PREPARE FOR PRINT STRIKE.

The threatened strike of the show
the
print
unions has prompted
signed with the Shuberts' to be vaudeville circuits to take steps to
their musical director lor the pro
eliminate any chance of their theposed Bhubert Vaudeville Circuit. atres being caught without prop* r
printed bills.
The Loew circuit, which has h*
OLD PARTNERS SEPARATE.
shows lined up several Weeks in
Kramer and Boyle ended their advance, has notified its press departnership of a year's standing partment to he ready to send si*
neli.e
Saturday night.
It is repeated
a weeks' hills through on short
misunderstanding was the cause for in order that sufficient pap< v will
the boys separating,
it
is
said ^e on hand to hold the llbusc-s over

Full Weeks in Split Weeks
List April. When Miftfl !\i iii isou
ii«
Lcona Lamar, The (Hr\ with 1000 nlaj ed the Temple, Paddy
her
for
beefsteak and onhul dinKycs." the miml redding tuin. has
AUDREY MAPLE AS SINGLE
been booked hy (ho Harry Weber ner.
Audrey Maple, the artist model.
office for
it has now leaked out
series of full week en*
he n«M
Will del, nt in vaudeville shortly ung'agcmentj in the split we< k i<» Ith .iml Moriarty have born in.-.-ri
der the sponsorship of f.'us Edwards,
houses around New York,
This lor .iust abOUl a year.
Miss Ken- Miss .M.i pie will offer a single turn Kramer
week she leal Proctor's Mt. Vernon, nispn will 'DiuHiiie m vaud< Ut/> for and will teii Minn; of her experiences "double/
.i

members.

PERSONAL REPRKSKNTAT1 VK. HARRY WARD

A

New

Keith's

REVIEW FEATURING

SHERMAN
DIUKCTIOX, ROSE & CURTIS.

DARKEST BROOKLYN
Guide

Presents

THE WORLD DANCERS
A SPKCTACPLAR

once

bill

defeated cannot be reintroduced <he
same session, but he censors say
the second bill is not the same, and
are working hard for its passage.
The second bill increased the salaries of the censora from $3,000 to
$4,000 for the chairman and $3.f>00
for the other two members.
The
senate cut $400 off the proposed
salary of the chairman and $300
from the salaries of the other

west and north.

None

It is bottled up in
Order Committee and
the end of the

will stay there until

W

1

continue to offer a
for vaudeville with a new

will
4
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un:<l the strike is called Off or ar-

rangements can be math-
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DENOUNCES ATTEMPT

JUSTICE

THEATRE TAX RECOMMENDATION

TO BRAND CIRCUS IMPROPER

WORRYING THEATRICAL MGRS.

Judge W. W. Thornton in Indianapolis Vacates Order Preventing SelU-Floto Showing Calls It a
Legitimate Business.

n

Indianapolis, April 27.
N. V. A. "CLOWN NIGHT."
"The day has long* gone by when
denounced
women
shows
and
Well
Liked Tuesday at Club— For
men
Professional* Only.
and circuses as improper places to
visit for amusement/' declared Judge
Superior
in
Court
Thornton
Judging by the way "Clown
IV. W.
here Wednesday in dissolving a Night" went over at the National
temporary restaining order prohibit- Vaudeville Artists' Tuesday night,
ing the Sells-Ploto Circus from the affairs which started in a small
showing on new grounds in West way several weeks ago are now
Washington street May 5.
firmly established as a permanent
Tommy Gordon, the
A property owner had sought to institution.
prevent the circus from showing official "clown," a post similar to
upon the ground that it would he a an announcer or master ok.' cerenuisance in the neighborhood. The monies,
presided Tuesday night,
circus has had its paper up and calling on those who happened to
contracts for supplies made for be present in the dining room at 11
Borne time.

Upon

the petition of the property

owner a temporary restraining order was issued several days ago.
Affidavits from representatives of
the circus, Chief of Police Jerry

Kinney, Mayor Charles W. Jewett
and other prominent citizens to the
effect that the show has not been a
nuisance in the past and in their
opinion will not be in the future
caused the court to dissolve the

Increase of Admission Tax to 20
Present Bills in Congress Affecting Theatres Receiving No Attention One Per Cent. Substitute.

—

'RAH RAH NIGHT."

result was several entertaincomedy turns, featured by intimate "kidding." in the vernacular

Troy, N.

"Rah Rah Night,"

•

BERT LEVY

The International Artist-Entertaine> who leaves for England tomorrow
on the

S. S.

of ten weeks. Mr.
series of children's

BEE PALMER SIGNS

FOR "MIDNIGHT FROLIC"

that the vaudeville performe." holds
as a language of his own.
Lay
members are not admitted tf the
"Clown Nights." whieh start at 11 Opens for Zieqfeld With Husorder.
and wind up at 1 A. M.
j
band Monday
Judge Thornton held also "that
Among those who appeared at
the maintenance of a circus is a Tuesday night's affair were RayBee Palmer has signed to open
legitimate business, as much so as mond
and* Schramm
in
double
the maintenance of a store or mill." songs; Jo Harmon In a kidding for Ziegfeld with the "Miduight
The opinion further states, "so how routine with Gordon;
Margaret Frolic," starting Monday, for an incan this court say that circures are Padula,
pianolog;
Walter,
Prof.
Sicgel.
At*
offensive to the senses, in view of magic; the two Sigler Children in definite engagement.
the many thousands of respectable a boxing bout; Ed. Ford in a short her songwriter-husband will acmen and women who frequently visit address and a recitation; Frank company her on the piano. The
them.
Sabini, assisted by Pinto and a duo will also play for Fox in con"Circuses and animal shows can- couple of musicians, in a musical junction with their Ziegfeld run. by
not be located in the country, for turn; Frisco, with his jazz dancing special permission of Flo Ziegfeld.
owing to the lack of carriages and and a bunch of impromptu kidding Jr. For ttheir va/ideville engagethe great distances they may be, if with Gordon, and Frank CraVford ment Miss Palmer and Siege! will
located there, from the centers of in a travesty recitation.
do only two shows a day.
population necessary to their finanThe Tuesday night show was feaSiegel states that all reports of
cial success they would fail for tureM with speed and entertainment, differences between the two were
lack of attendance.
If so located with comedy locals of the bright and entirely unfounded.
He has left the
they would be financial failures. snappy type that appeals to the "Trip to Hitlapd" act. The act will
Does the law contemplate the ex- vaudeville actor, keeping the laughs be billed as Bee Palmer, "originator
tinguishment because their location coming continuously.
,
of the shimmy, assisted by Al
on unoccupied ground in a city
It is .planned to give a more am- Siegel, author-composer."
would be some annoyance to people bitious show from now on, with
Miss Palmer has also signed to
residing somewhat near them?"
prepared skits written and acted by make phonograph records for sevThe residents are now trying to the N. V. A.'s. During Ed. Fordis eral of the mechanical companies.
get an ordinance through the City turn he called for a testimonial
Council prohibiting circuses from farewell for Bert Levy, who is railshowing within 500 feet of any i.ig for Europe on Saturday, the
FILMS IN HOSPITAL
group of ten or more residences.
bunch responding with a rising
(Continued from page 1)
cheer.
circuits to know if she would like to see
several
of
Mentions
brought laughs, but although in- "Way Down East." Miss Revell, in
KITTY
tended in a comedy way. will prob- no joking, mood over her misforWashington
Advertisements
Are ably be ordered out in future shows. tune, told the nurse to answer it
Changed at Eleventh Hour.
would be her great pleasure to see
it Wednesday evening, and to send
Washington, D. C, April 27.
LEGITIMATE. down two tickets. Then Nellie
Washington gets two of them
gloomily wondered who it was with
mysteries is meant.
have "D. Helen Bolton .and Tyler Brooke In the morbid sense of humor.
D. H." (who put himself over in the
Wednesday afternoon a fair sized
Vaudeville.
shortest time ever through clever
case was left in Miss Revell's room
advertising) at Keith's, while along
Helen Bolton and Tyler Brooke She was told someone would call
tomes "W. B. S." at the Cosmos. have formed a partnership for that evening to open it. That night
Another vaudeville happening has vaudeville. Miss Bolton was with came the operator, who said he was
a switch in billing at Keith's. In •Titter Patter" and Brooke with there to show Miss Revell "Way
the dramatic section of the Sunday- "Hitchy Koo."
Down East," as she had requested.
papers Tempest and Sunshine in
They will do a singing and danc- The case contained a complete protheir new act, "A Broadway Bou- ing turn. Rose & Curtis are hand- jection machine.
After each exquet," headlined over Kitty Gordon ling the act which will reach New hibition the machine is replaced in
in the Keith announcement, while York shortly in one of the Keith it.
Whatever film Miss Revell sein another section of the papers ap- houses.
lects for the next showing is thrown
peared an announcement marked
upon the wall, which has proven to
"Corrected Advertisement" had Kitbe a perfect "sheet" for the picture.
ty Gordon topping the bill with
Tears well to Miss Revell's eyes
POLI SEEKS TABS
Tempest and Sunshine in second
she tells the story of the
when
Poll Circuit, which recently
The
display type and position.
packing case. It probably needs a
used the Jimmy Hodges musical tab
consecutive engagement in a single
"Havana Girl" for a week in one of hospital bed for one to fully appreits vaudeville houses, is endeavoring
SMALLPOX IN
TOWN.
ciate what that picture machine
to line up several similar troupes
means to Nellie Revell.
Troy, N. Y., April 27.
to play the houses as special feaMi:;3 Revell attempted to walk
The Thomas theatres In Berlin, tures during the summer. The tabs
some weeks ago and did so. in order
a short distance from here, are are to
be retained at the vaudeville that her physicians might deterclosed for ten days because of an
houses for a full week, playing two
eiudeiTuc. of smallpox.
Houses in inMs (iimng the week, the remainder mine the exact condition of her
'j he
spine,
< ffoi t,
however, threw
a number of towns and small cities
of the show being rounded btft 'W'lvh out Miss rceve.rs hip.'
It is tow
in Northern New York and Vervaudeville acts playing the usual
necessary for her to recover from
mont have been closed from time to split week.
that mishap before reaching the
time of late, owing to the prevalence
point of recovery she. had attained
of the disease.
when making the effort.
It had its inception along the Can- CATHERINE
Those who know Nellie Revel!,
adian border two years ago an " has
Crawford, who has been and sh« has legions of friends, and
Catherine
been working down through New
for the past two who have the joy of walking in the
retirement
In
York State since last fall. The atyears, will return to the stage next •Un light, could do no better than
tack is usually in a light form.
season. Her new attraction will be to think of poor Nellie on that cot.
an elaborate revival of the former and if they can't call on her, at
"Mutt and Jeff" in Vaudeville.
Catherine Crawford Fish ion kevue least write. Anything to Nellie outGus Hill's vaudeville version of In conjunction with Mlchail Wort*- side of that dreadlul L'O months
"Mutt and Jeff." in the nape of a man, a ladies tailor, of New York, routine li a diversion, a call the
one-act musical tab will break in she will produce what Is promised greatest, and a ItttOf the next thins
St one of the neighborhood houses as a most pretentious clothes exhi- to it.

GORDON TOPS

TEAM FROM

We

UPSTATE

CRAWFORD BACK

New York this week. The
act carries 11 people, and has been
around

Upplied

with

a

brand

new book

instead of a condensed version of
the last season "Mutt and Jeff"

•how. Ed. J. Morris plays "Mutt"
and Jerry Sullivan "Jeff."

bition.

Then girls are to be brought over
from London and an Additional fifteen will be added from this side.
Several other coatumers and merchants catering to women's wear
will alsy have a hand.

Custom

for

College Amateurs.

ing

'

Showmen, and managers In parwere alarmed Monday over

ticular,

Proctor's* Troy, Revives

Caronia to play a season
Levy will do a
entertainments
in the English Provinces, Iwsides
playing vaudeville, after which he
P. If. to contribute to the enter- returns to New York to open at the
tainment.
Hippodrome on August 1st for his
In addition to making the an- third season at the Great Playhouse.
nouncements Gordon worked with
most of the artists called upon.

The

—

May Mean

—

Y., April 27.
at which stu-

the presumably reliable report that
Secretary of the Treasury Andrew

Mellon had adopted the recommendation

of his predecessor, Sam
dents from the Rensselaer Poly- Houston, to double the
amusement
technic Institute frolic on the stage and
admission taxes. The news came
and in the audience, was revived at
Proctbr's New theatre last Friday on the stock market ticker because
night, after a long lay off. It drew of its relation to elimination of exa packed house, as It alwuys did in cess profits taxes. Managers scurthe past. In. addition to the regu- ried about
seeking confirmation. If
lar vaudeville acts, Fernando Collethe Secretary's rumored recommenA. F. Spitzjor, instrumentalist;
glasa. pianist, and George F/tmcs, dation to the Ways and Means
The first two Committee Is adopted it means the
dancer, appeared.
have had considerable professional increase of admission taxes
to 2t
experience and the third is a very
per cent.; it will also mean Increases
clever "hoofer."
The college boys turn out en of federal taxes based on the seating
BUMW0 for the event, in addition to capacity of theatres, license taxes
the regular patrons who go to see and the taxes on film rentals.
hear the fun. It's rough going
f nd
Mr. Mellon's consideration of the
for an act that meets with the disdoubling of amusement taxes is the
approval of the would-be engineers.
Manager H. R. Emde has set same as that set forth by Mr. Housaside every other Friday night for ton, I. e. that they are the easiest of
(he students to show their wares.
all the taxes to collect and by increasing the percentage it will mean
t

KRAMER AND BOYLE

SPLIT. adding

$100,000,000 to the Income tax
Originally it was determined
when the opposition to continue the
excess profits tax to devise certain
substitutes.
Mr. Houston and his tax experts
surveyed the field for additional
sources of revenue to .fill the gap

totals.

Both Partners Will Team Up with
New Co-workers.

Kramer and Royle are to dissolve
partnership in the near future, according to report. Rumors of differences between the pair were
heard from time to time, but heretofore they have been amicably adjusted.
Jack Boyle, the straight
man of the team, is to double with
Cieorge Mayo (All man and Mayo)
in a new turn, Avith rumor linking

Kramer and Sammy Weston

in still

another new combination.
Kramer is a blackface comedian,
formerly half of the Kramer and

Morton

act

which

dissolved

in

Europe.
Morton remained abroad
as a "single" and has been remarkably successful. Boyle was a former
straight for Jimmy Hussey before
joining Kramer.
Mayo, a former bicycle rider, has
developed into a first class Hebrew

comedian.
He has been working
with Jack Allman, who has recently
signed with the Frank Fay summer show.

DOYLE AND DIXON APART
Separate After Seven Yean
ino Style, Cause.

-Dane

which would be left If the excess
profits taxes were dropped.
They
decided
that
admissions
and

amusement taxes are

to

be classed

as straight luxury taxes.
the

Though

hundred million to
be Raine'd by doubling such taxes
would not measure up to the totals
additional

of the excess profits taxes, it was
figured a long step In that direction.

The recommendations were bitby the

terly contested last season

United Managers' Protective Asso-

Ways and Means
Committee and no action was taken
by the latter.
The managers have taken little

ciation before the

notice of the activities of the presCongress in special session.
There is no record of a protest from

ent

them on any measure introduced
was convened by
Now there are two
bills pending in Washington fur-

since Congress
the President.

thering theatre taxes. Both are designed to extract one per cent of
the gross on all admissions. This
percentage would be paid by the
managements and is in addition
to the current 10 per cent admission
taxes paid by the public. The
measures are really part of the proposed direct sales tax, which measure had not been killed, despite
other reports.
There is a separate bill fostered
by Representative Bacharach of
Atlantic City, in which it Is proposed to do away with the admission taxes In total, substituting a
one per cent tax on all admissions.

Doyle and Dixon, the dancing
have dissolved partnership
under a mutual arrangement. They
were originally of vaudeville but
lately have been appearing In legitimate productions, having closed recently with "Hitchy Koo."
The pair have been together about
seven years and were rated one of
the best and most original of. the
double dancing teams.
Difference
of opinion as to the nature of the
dancing they were to do this season was responsible for the separaWashington, April 27.
tion.
One of the members wished
Secretary of the Treasury Melto cling to the former neat straight
stepping while the other harbored lon, It is learned on excellent authority at the Capitol, will not recomambitions along comedy lines, acmend the doubling of the tax on
cording to friends of the team.
by
Doyle may join a new William theatres, as was suggested
Fried lander act for vaudeville. Har- former Secretary Houston. A forecast
of
what
plans
Secretary
Melland Dixon is replacing Fred Slone
lon will advance to meet the enorat the Globe.
team,

mous

costs of government Indicates
that the theatre import will remain
MRS.
BENEFIT, v as it Is and the country's financial
Th»* benefit for the wife of Johnny heeda wiir be 'carctf f or "r>y othe*
Stanley held at the Cort Sunday means.
Nothing can be learned at the
night netted about $1,000 over expense*, The sum represents money Treasury building, but this is the
taken Ih at the box office and the understanding at the Capitol, where
proceeds of a collection and auc- the new revenue program is the
tion by Frank Fay. following the principal concern.
Last December

STANLEYS

'

performance.

Among

the acts appearing or parti, ip.it ing
(from the floor seats)
Walter
C. Kelly. Harry 'lose.
were:
Jack Stern. Maimer and Ruby. Jim-

Secretary

Houston

advanced

a

scries of recommendations including one for the Impost of a 10 per
cent, tax on
theatre admissions,

double the present rate, which it
Duffy and Frank Fay, in a bur. was estimated would yield $70,000.lesque on "Deburau" (which will 000 in revenue a year.
he interpolated in Fay's summer
In the framing of the new budget
This week it was announced sho'A ). Pat Rooney, Harry Qreen, Secretary Mellon will be cahed
Marry Weber, the vaudeville agent, Evelyn Nesblt, Frisco, Lulu McCon- upon to furnish recommendations
would endeavor to secure artists- m !l arid Fay's Famous Beauty to the House committee having the
Chorm
revenue legislation In charge*. l»ui
friends of Misi Revell to oi: up'
Mr- Stanley In an Inmate of a the official has declined to state
iier every other day and entertain
where
she
his report will contain or OVOfl
tii«>
piano
loe.il
is
\\T\what
will
be
hospital,
to
Hlch person.
A
when it will be submitted
installed in Mi-s Revell's room.
d°rgO. a serious operation*

my
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BILLED FOR SELLS

New Bingham House

Permission

Theatre

Site

REMARRIES PROMPTLY

Will Seat 4,000.

ROTO AND

The real story on the proposed
theatre on the site of the old Bingham Hotel came out this week from
an authoritative source.
The theatre which the Stanley
people will put up on this site will
house popular priced vaudeville and
nothing else. Show people hore figure it will be a big bonanza for the

RINGLING-BARNUM

Season Comes When Circuses Are
Dated Three Days Apart Muggivan-Ballard
company
Properties Leaving Winter Quarters.

First Contest of

—

lowbrow

in this busy but distinctly
location.

The

house, which will seat 4,000,
will be ready next spring, wor'- being started in the very near future.
Part of the property will also be

The first circus billing contest of
BUILDING AS REPRISAL.
new season comes to the fore
the
K-rnumand
Sella-Floto
with
War Looms in Pittsfield Theatre occupied by
the

Ringling outfit coming to Newark,
N. J., three days apart in May. Both
shows have billed the town with the
Muggivan-Ballard property playing
the city first.

Rivalry.

stores.
this latter point, the

Speaking of

new Stanley

picture house on the
Kugler site will, it is understood,
have stores in front, with the arSome time cade variety of entrance, and the

rittsfield. Mass., April 27.
Pittsfield seems to be all set for

a merry theatrical war.
ago Kelton B. Miller, publisher of
the Berkshire Eagle, announced that
land stands dering its presence in he would build a theatre costing
the East, but will have to follow $200,000 and last week Calvin H.

It la altogether likely that the
Sells-Floto show will play Long Is-

theatre

the Walter L. Main outfit which Ford, owner of the Majestic, stated
Mr.
getting into the Island within a that he would follow suit.
Miller sold hifi interest in the Maweek or so.
Long Island has been regarded jestic to Mr. Ford a few months
as more or less Sells -Floto terri- ago.
The house to be erected by the
tory for some seasons back.
It
latter will seat 1,500.
It will be deplayed across the 83u'nd two years
voted to moving pictures, while
ago, but did not come last season.
vaudeville will be developed at Mr.
Andrew Downey with the Main Ford's other theatre. Manager Moroutfit thus gets first try at fresh
ton of the latter place of amusement
territory this season.
also will act in ;i similar capacity
The new theatre
at the new one.
West Baden, Ind., April 27
to be built by Mr. Ford will only
The five circuses owned or con- be four or five doors from the Matrolled by Ed. Ballard of West jestic, while that of Mr. Miller's
Baden, thret; of which winter here
and two at Peru, Ind., in fhe old
Wallace Hagenbeck quarters pre
IN
either moving out on the road or

made here.
The location

up
is

from West Baden
week.

circus
to

make

to

is

It

Report

moved

Chicago

atill

itinerary,

the

West

at

Is

which

south,

not

Is

to

having

out.

Baden,

Vaudeville Bills in Middle
be Cut Down

its

managers

West

Will

MT. VERNON COMPETITION.
to

portion.

Theatre Proposed
for Chicagoans.

New Dancing Team.
Hatfield, acrobatic dancer,
formerly with "The Blue Mouse"
and other productions, and Matt
Scanlan have formed a dancing
team and are trying out for vaude-

Kathryn

$2,700 to start the circus, which
since grown into a 24 -car show
valued at $400,000.

is

ville.

at

431

to

437

Draw Against ProcUnknown.

franchise.
When inquiries

were made

at the

Keith headquarters as to Forkins receiving a franchise it was
explained that no new franchises
would be issued but that Forkins
was at liberty to select his associate from the present array and

local

would be granted a fifth and sixth
the
booking privilege on
floor
franchise of the office he connects
with.

Mr. Forkins

is

husband

the

of

Rae Samuels, and a former Chi-

allowed to appear on the stage.
Other Canadian cities are reported as having been exceptionally
lenient in allowing children to appear in the theatres, not making it
necessary for them to secure special permits in each town.

Is

:

BTJTTERFIELD'S NEWEST.
Lansing, Mich., April 27.
Quite an event last week was tho
opening Thursday of W. S. Butterfield's latest theatre, the Strand, one
of the finest in the country and the
best on the Butterfleld circuit. It
will pis* Keith vaudeville.
Notables were present from New
York and Chicago. The theatre
was packed for both evening shows.
Later there was a banquet and

tho

dance.

The Chicago men
terested

in

the

said to be intheatre are the

Price Asked Delays Bookings.
Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayficld, late
stars of "Look Who's Here," contemplate a return to vaudeville.
salary hitch Is delaying their debut. The team is asking for $1,000
per week and have been offered

A

MARCUS SECRETIVE.
M;irkus has a new house
within the limits of Greater New
York tor vaudeville booking, but
chooses to keep its name and situation secret for the present unf.il it
opens.
He is also booking a new independent theatre in Jersey City, the
Pally

Central.

$750.

A

nesday of this week with a six-acts
and picture policy. Aunt Jemima
and Jazz Bakers and Lew Hearn
are toplining the opening bill. The
house plays thrice daily but no
Sunday shows (not permitted by
law in Jersey City), a split week
policy, with new show Monday and
Thursday, excepting for the openbill which runs from Wednesday through to Saturday.
ing

the team's booking.

too

little.

Moving

to Forty-sixth Street.
Fallow, the agent, was the
tenant to move into the nearly

Sam
first

completed Loew Annex on Fortysixth street, leaving the Putnam
Building Wednesday. It is expect,
ed
all of the Loew agents now in
Prima Donna of Fanchon-Marco Satires of 1920, has the distinction
of being decorated by His Majesty, King Albert of Belgium, for her voice. the Putnam building will havo
Miss Clark and Mme. Tetrazzini are the only two known singers in moved to their new quarters in the
America possessing the "Palms of Gold by the Order of the Crown."
Annex by the end of the week, tho

EVA CLARK

SADIE KUSELL COMING EAST.
Chicago, April 27.
filed this week for an
Sadie Kusell, private secretary to
theatre to be erected J. C.
Matthews, booker for Jones,
here in the exclusive Chester 1 1 ill Linick
&. Schaeffer, will leave the
section, following a deal con sum firm next week to take up her abode
ated by a corporation through F. J. in
New
York city. Miss Kusell has
Thill,
local
realty dealer.
The been identified
with vaudeville in
house will havo a vaudeville and Chicago
for l4 years, at one time
motion picture policy, but the own- being the
only woman 10 percenter
ers have not been announced.
in the middle west.
The house will compete with
A banquet will be held at the
Proctor's playing six acts split
Morrison Thursday, April 28, in her
week. The total cost is estimated
honor.
The outside agents are
ai S150.G0O.

with the Molly
is delaying
They, too, havo

asked for a higher salary and havo
been tendered $750 which they deem

TWO

27.

PAN. OPENINGS.

DISCARDS CENSORED ACT.

Plans wore

1,100-seat

similar hitch

and Charles King act

The house opened Wed-

— Owner

Mt. Vernon, April

in

must secure a permit before being

South Warren

Mrs. Mary E. Jone.:
present owner.

Chicago
locate

has ment of the Committee on Public
and Welfare and Morals. Every child
wishing to appear at a local theatre

the Strand, and opposite the site for
the new hotel in Syracuse, are reported.
Arthur E. Hopkins, local
realty operator is in New York todaV. Reports connect Hopkins with
both New York and Chicago theat-

street.

to

perjury, since the asserted perjury
pertained to his testimony regardPERMITS FOR CHILDKLN.
ing his relations with her. As she is
now his wife the State could not
Hamilton, Can., April 27.
force her to testify against him.
The local authorities have started
Stonehouse and his divorced wife an active campaign against chilwere married ii< 1900. She stated dren appearing at the local theatres
that she .had sold her farm for without having the proper endorse-

between

Buffalo are bitterly
the decreases in

at

A

tor's

shopping, and it is
exclusive shop will occupy the front

A sellers.

number of thebusiness of late.
atres in the Central West are said
to be off 60 per cent., and orders
have been sent to bookers to cut
down the cost of the bills.
Indications through the Middle
West are for smaller shows through
the summer.
Word from an eastern broker
supplying many towns in the Ohio
valley is that he will use no big
acts, but will rely on teams, trios
He exand possibly quartets.
plained pressure to cut down the
cost of shows was insistent.

New House

New

former
is

Forkins will become associated with one of the
Keith agents in the Palace Theatre
building and will operate under his
City.

t

Syracuse, N. Y., April 27.
Plans for a theatre and roof garden to be erected ir the 500 block of
South Warren street, one block from

erty

Vaudeville

ideal
likely

be through
been laid rical interests.
Hopkins holds options to the prop-

BAD BUSINESS COMPLAINT

Chicago and
complaining

an

Los Angeles, April 27.
G. Barnes, the circus owner,was divorced and remarried within
a few days at Las Vegas, Nev., last
week. Alpheus G. H. Stonehouse is
the real name of the circus man.
His wife and he were business and
Both were
marital partnership.
wiped out when the wife secured
the decree of divorce.
A settlement of $100,000 is. said to
have been made on the w^ife and
Stonehouse immediately after the
divorce decree was entered married
Jane Hartigan, the circus rider, who
figured as witness and accuser
against him in several of the actions
which have been in the courta since
Al.

Marty Forkins,
vaudeville agent,

New York

He
cago Keith Western agent.
gave up his We tern connection
about two years ago. Previous to
entering the :how business he was
1915.
a prominent manager of boxers,
His marriage to the rider autohaving Eddie McGoorty, Tommy
ends the possibility of
one for matically
Geary and other Western stars unthe circus man for
against
action
that an
der his wing.
the

following

model of several New York and
Boston houses. This will be the first
been
time this arrangement ha
is

on Former Wife.

last

Indianapolis

and then start east. The Wallace
Ilagenbeck show will be gone from
here within a week and the John
Robinson and Howe's Great London Shows, which hibernated at
The
Peru, are fixing to hop off.
flreat Eastern show, a wagon outfit,

the rear,

Settles $T00,000

SYRACUSE?

ASCHERS

about ready to.
The Sells—Floto

in

Man

Circus

8elect
Associate
Keith Agents.

to

Among

Big Houses in Hamilton an.! K. C.
Gives Circuit 38.

Una

Arbarbanell

Do

Drops Sketch to

"Single."

Una Abarbanell has discarded
The opening date of Pantages'
new Hamilton, Canada house, now "The Bride," the skit that was cen-

Loew booking office also having
taken up its new quarters there by
that time.
Friedlander's Half Dozen.
leader
at Keith's Bushwick for the last ten
years, leaves that post shortly to
join the William B. Friedlander

Andrew Byrne, orchestra

sored by the Keith people after it
Byrne's initial assignment
appeared at the Palace, and opens forces.
with the Friedlander organization
Pantages' in a new "single" at the Park, Canwill be as musical director for "The
O..
ton,
next
week.
Kansas City likewiae reaching comLou Peyton arranged the showing Fifer," one of the six new vaudepletion will open on or about June
is
productions
Friedlander
at a salary of $1,000 for the week- ville
This seats 3,800.
If.
including
transportation for herself sponsoring.
Hoth will play the regulation Pan
maid.
a
vaudeville policy. The addition and
"

HARRIS SIGNS DANCERS.

Emma Half and -Richard Keene,
who have been appearing in the
twice daily houses, have signed to
devote their efforts to Sam Harris'
management for tho ensuing year.
The dancing couple will make their
debut under Harris' banner in the
revue which will open the Music
Box theatre during August.
Jenle Jacobs handled the business for Miss Haig and Mr. Keene.
HIP NOT CHANGING
Chicago, April

27.

sponsoring JJio affair.
Sadie |fl
sister of Dan Kusell, a vaudeville
writer, who migrated to New York
last fall.

ncaring completion, has been ten-

tatively set for May 15.
ing capacity is 2,200.

The

seat-

pore
of the two new ones will give the
Pan circuit 38 houses, and will
make the total of Pantages' owned
and controlled houses 27.

FILMS FOR SUMMER.
The

Victoria,

Wheeling,

drops

vaudeville for the season Saturday
night and goes into pictures for the
summer. The Mozart, Jamestown
will do likewise week of May 9.
Both houses are booked by Billy
Delaney,
Keith
Family Department, and will resume with vaudeville in the fall.

SHOW NOW A

TAB.

Beeause of poor road business,
Harvey D, Orr has beer, compelled
close his "Million-Dollar Dolls
Paris" production, a road show,
is now sponsoring a condensed
tab version thereof in vaudeville.
The act is playing through the
South with Harry Orr, the imprcssaiio'l son featured in the cast.
to

in

and

Delaney Adds One.
Andy Talbot who handles the
booking of tho Great Northern HipThe Strand, Greensburg. Pa., a
PROCTOR FESTIVAL BILLS.
podrome, Chicago, denies it is con- newly built pop vaudeville house,
templating any change of policy has been ad. Jed to the Billy DeAt all the local F. F. Proctor
over the summer.
laney list In the Keith Family De- houses a Spring Festival Week is
Two shifts of seven acts each parUBent. It will play four acts being celebrated this week. Spewill be employed for the present on a eplit week basis. The opening clal feature attractions have been
at 'east.
<lait all be early in September.
.••hied to all the bills.

*

-

*

*

'

*

*

-

-

-

•

.

CARNIVAL THROWN OUT

-

(Continued from page 1)
PAY LILLIAN PRICE OFF.
trouble last year with the W. H.
Campbell's United Shows.
Houston, April 27.
While many carnival agents have
Bud Bernie. who has been appearing with Lillian Price over the approached the mayor in regard to
Orpheum and Interstate, will finish a license he has stood firm and refused them. Council here has mad*
the season as a single.
Miss Price was dismissed from the carnival license $100 a day.
This city is said by showmen t<>
the bill at the Majestic in Dallas
and her salary for the entire cir- be one of the best carnival spots In
Ohio
and Is much sought as a stand
cuit paid in full.

by carnival agents.
smaller surrounding

SULLY CLAN CELEBRATES.
Sully the barb, once of the PutBuilding, and now of the Palace Theatre Building, celebrated
his sixtieth birthday Tuesday, April
26. Sully's 11 children and 7 grandchildren tendered him a theatre
party and generally whooped things
up over in Brooklyn where the Sully
elan reside, in honor of the event

nam

Many

towns

of

tin-

ha

\

•

this sort of attraction, ami
even the county officials in this com j
munity have made the licence !«•

banned

so high that carnival
it as prohibitive.

nvn

regard

Little Falls, N. Y.. April 27.
city authorities have decided
that no carnival can play ihis rit>

The

hereafter.

.

mm
ly,

April 29, 19*1
!
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CHICAGO OFFICE

|
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ANOTHER CHICAGO

DALE WINTER BECOMES STAR IN

These Days

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

ONE HARDING
DEDICATES

BIG

$2,000,000 Theatres

CHICAGO IRENE" COMPANY

ASCHERS' ROOSEVELT

Chicago. April 27.
A new 4.000-seat moving picture
theatre is announced for the 0Utl> ing district. It will be located at the
intersection of Ashland and Lincoln avenue, and will cost approximately $2,000,000. The project includes in addition to the 4.000-seat
cinema 40 or Co offices and several

Heroine of Underworld TVagedy-Romance
Honored.

COTS THROAT OVER MAN.

Are

Coming Thick.

Beautiful

n

I

Cfjicago

Marked by Special

Opening

Mary Lygo,

Ziegfeld Girl, Will Livs
Aftor "Jealous Play"

recover

will

Ascher

new

Riot hers'

llooxevelt,

L'7.

$2,000,000

the heart oC State
laujie st<-r-n. general manager of. rtreet half a block from the States
CHICAGO DIVORCES.
Chicago April 27.
i.ike,
opened
Saturday
with considLublir.er
Trinz. is the owner, and
Chicago. April L'7.
Dale Winter is being starred in
states it is one of several large mov- erable local and national attention.
Men
II.
KhrbcTi
filed
bills
for
the
Studebaker.
This re•Irene ut
ing picture pu laces be will erect President Harding telegraphed a
Kolf.
vaudeville
single. around
dedication in honor of the name. A
markable distinction for a girl of Dorothy
Chicago. There was a $550,
against Elmer Hula, non-professpecial section of the Herald -Kxher brief legitimate experience ami"
000 loan made at 6 per cent.
sional.
Charging
desertion;
Charjaminer
good
was issued, in two colors.
had
made
in the role
after she
and is said to be due b tte Worth, single, against Claybeing the first of its kind in Chicago
all season,
Benefit for Schnell
ton
Wood
v orth.
charging desertion.
for a theatre.
only partly to the known drawing
Milwaukee. April 7.
i
The Roosevelt seats 1.700, regard power of her name here, the scene
William C. Schnell, treasurer and
ed as a small capacity for the |oeuNew Duluth Show Co.
of th«* meat romance and the great
business manager of the Davidson
tion and the fashion of the times,
tragedy in which she was starred
Duluth, Minn.. April 87,
(legitimate), celebrated bis twenty*
by the newspapers.
IMackmore Rrothcrs and Jk«- (lui- fourth anniversary as a local show- but the limited depth of the lot
made
this necessary.
The policy is
bau!t have incorporated the Greater man by a testimonial benefit tenA(i.«s Winter is the w idow of "Big
straight high-grade program films
Jim" Colonimo. the underworld hoifS 1 Amusement Company, capital stock dered him at the house with Ed, at reasonable
prices. With a strong
Wynn's Carnival as the attraction.
and eafe proprietor, but also art
orchestra and organ featured. Conleader and opera patron, who was
vince Talmadge in "Lessons in
fnurdcred in his ottlee shortly after
Love" was the opener.
he returned from his honeymo p.
R, J. P.owes, representing the eastwith the beautiful ntni extraordinary
lein interests generally regarded as
girl wrho bad for several year* Veen
^associated with the Ascher venhis hostess and "queen"' of his Chitures, came on for the opening.
cago cabaret.
Koy McMullin is the house manShcn je Matthews, formerly of Matthews and Bulger, will never walk ager and
After the smoke blew over Miss
tfarrj Kogers the musical
according
again
to physicians at a private sanitarium on 79th street. director.
surrendered
voluntarily
Wint«>i
all
J Vine
weeks ago Matthews slipped on the car tracks on his way home
interest in his estat
In favor of the
tr< m the I'iflh Avenue and sustained a fracture of the hip.
wife be nad divorced, whom he had
Matthews has been incapacitated from working for the past 10 years.
C0RTELY0US HEADLINER.
married in .the old levee-undeiworld
l!vhas been taken care of by George M. Cohan and several other
days, and, leaving ChtCftgu as poor
Chicago. April 27.
friends,
theatrical
liis daughter, under the name of "Sherrie." is apas she had come into it a few years
BUrl Cortelyou. the recently franpcaring In yaUdcvillf, teamed with Henry Ij. Marshall, the song writer.
before, a practically stranded singer
rhlsed association agent, booked
from Australia, she went east and
bis
first
headliner in Klisabeth
R, EL Johnson, the concert booking manager, introduced a co , «rl
sought a part in a production under
Bilee with "Low Letters."
Johnson
heralded
aspirant
(Ins
the
other
her
Kdwards
day.
as
to
a
name.
James
Mougoman assumed
The turn was placed by Mr. Cor• ery beard her and. without knowing
youthful prodigy and Kdwarils tested the yoimg lady's voice. She quali- telyou over the associatior. ami
who she really was. engaged her to fied and ETdwarUrj immediately dubbed her Lotto Miles and will sponsor junior Orphcum bouses.
her
in. vaudeville as the "Kelly •Springfield Girl" after the w.k. make of
the
role
name
in an "Irene"
play
road company. The girl is said to automobile tire.
have made a spectacular success.
Certain up-State papers are making much of the tact that none of their
Wheu it was decided to transfer
Miss Ut len Shipman, who here cre- sporting writers are allowed to be managers, press agents or owners of
One of them in an editorial justifying such a
ated the tole with memorable *tri- any spoiling enterprise.
Smph, to the Pacific Coast corn- rule makes the point that theatres tire not "covered" by newspaper men
are
in
employ
of the house. And yet that is Just what Is
also
the
who
pans. Miss Winter was assigned to
In one the dramatic critic is the press reprethe Studebaker to complete the run. being done in some places.
H> the surprise of the town, she sentative of a legitimate house, while in others members of ihe staff do
was immediately starred, a distinc- this work, particularly for vaudeville and big motion picture theatres.
It means
tion said here to have com.- to no The advantages of this system to the theatres are obvious.
Other leading woman in any o* the more publicity.
stoi es.

j

T.ygo.

SiegfeW

Edition of Daily.
Chicago, April

Chicago. April L'7
chorus gtn or [ha
'•Follies" ami "Scauda Is."

Mary

in

*

"'

;

1

;

throat in a

because

of

Thome,
mont

after

slashing
her
Hotel Sherman
jealousy over Cordon

room

at

a millionaire,

in her state*

to the police

she
chorus

another

Reed;
"stolen

the

affections"

k.U,|

Connie

girt
had
of Tie rue.

Mih. Thorne indicates in a newspaper statement that her lawyer will
take official cognizance of tb<- Lygo
Kill's words.

j

j

I

Chester Betts Charge

Q smissed.
Cincinnati, April 27.

•

!

j

i

j

I

:

A

jury

Federal Court here disthe case against Chester
in

missed
Betts,
aged 19, of Indianapolis,
claiming to be a vaudeville actor,
who was charged with passing an
altered

bill.

I

INSIDE STUFF

There

ON VAUDEVILLE.

i

•

Is

Only

•

"ompanies

"Irene"

In

America.

Three months ago. while playing the Majestic. Chicago, an accord on
The bo\
player had his instrument stolen from the dressing room.
appealed to the management, but was informed the house ^ras not responsible.
The next appeal was made to the Orphcum Circuit and it agreed
The boy got his new
to contribute $250 toward a new instrument.
instrument.
the star.
Last week, while one of the officials of the Orphcum Circuit was in
There was little advance publicity
Chicago, he learned that the stolen instrument had been recovered by the
an the stunt, it having been designed
The
police and returned to its owner, who was negotiating to sell it.
to spring the stunt generally last
official figured the Orphcum was entitled to share in the proceeds and sent
Saturday, but for some reason few
sale.
for the musician, resolved to be firm in demanding a share in the
ef the dailies were reached in time.
The artist, when confronted with the facts, put forth the plea he had
As it was the business Sunday night
not worked in three months and was badly In need of tlte money, but the
(Continued on page 9.)
official was stony hearted until, upon cross questioning the accordionist,
who is 32 years old, found he was the father of eight children. The
Clyde Marsh with Freeman.
official of the Orphcum weakened to the extent that he not only waived
claim on the money derived from the sale of the stolen instrument, but
Chicago, April 27.
Clyde Marsh, who left the busi- made it his business to see that the act was given time.
ness to enter the army, has been enThe IiOew circuit publicity department will be divided after the move;
gaged by the Jesse Freeman agency.
Mr. Marsh was formerly with Or- to the new quarters in the Loew Building this week. Nils CJranlund, who
fheum's local office.
has been in charge of Loew publicity for some time, will have an office
on the -seventh floor of the main building, which will also hold the executive offices of Loew, Inc. The other portion of the publicity department,
Spencer Charters has been taken
in charge of Abe Friedman and Anna Kilmer, will be located on the sixth
•ut of the cast of "The Tavern" to
floor of the annex on 46th street, where the booking office will be situated.
>lay

The idea of the change was

Burt Cortelyou

to

whether it was the
determine
change of houses which has brought
down the gross 45 per cent, and
whether "the play is the thing" or

his original
role
in
"The
•leanest Man in the World'* durfrig the Chicago engagement.
The
fart is that of Lute, played in New

Hugh Cameron.

Tork by

•pened

there

In

"Samson

and

Delilah."
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Mrs, Harry Auracher wife of the
composer, formerly a dramatic act-

profiteer?

Prices too reasonable for the quality, but

MARRED

Chicago. April

ALEX SCHWARTZ
why
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blackface.
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ACTRESS' TACE

Such delicious Hungarian-Yiddish food

Helen Murphy
Suite 306

Suite 301

Buddy Doyle, a former cabaret artist, is now appearing in 'Uroadway
Doyle's vaudeville appearBrevities" on tour and reported to he a hit,
ances around New York were con lined to the Siiubett Sunday titghl
Uavitlow A Leila ire, who have him under contract, arranged
concerts.
When "Brevities"
for an engagement at the Criterion Terrace, Cleveland,
played the town they borrowed Doyle, who accepted to train for a Winter
•

143 N. Clark Street

Agones

'

Garden entrance.

NOUIHTK

r,m

1607-08
Masonic Temple

Charles Crowl

The real reason for the closing of "The Passing Show of 1919" in CinReports that there were east
cinnati two weeks ago was bad business.
differences arose from the notice of (losing posted by the company
The Clarden show was aimed for the coast. One or two of the players
refused to remain for the westward trip. Others had contracts expiring,
but everything was squared and the notice of closing was a surprise to
the company.
Jim BartOll of the "Passing Show" has been sent into the cast of "The
Last Waltz." Joe Smith and Charles Dale ate asking $1,500 for vaudeEddie Miller, who was of the Avon Four in the show, is out of
ville.
the quartet.
He has a. two years' contract with ihe Btmberts.

Room

Agents

manager.

Harry Kline of the Arthur Hoptins office has gone to Chicago in
•dvance of Ben Ami, who shortly
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agencies, in Chicago, booking exclusively
V. M. A., B. F. Keith (Western) and all

affiliated circuits.

VARIETY

Friday. April 29, 1921

DO YOU NEED

CHICAGO

When YOUR ACTS are in the WEST do
THEY LAY OFF or WORK?
WIRE ME FOR QUICK RESULTS
AGENTS IN NEW YORK MUST

HAVE AIDS IN CHICAGO OFFICE
p»ew Ruling Goes Into Effect—Declares "Only Chicago Agents Can Book Out of Chicago* 9 Better
Results Looked for
ern Vaudeville.

up

following

—

for

West-

Chicago. April 20.
their declaration

that all bookings on
Keith, Western, and

^^^Rfe%

Under New Order

Orpheum

Jr.,

W. V. M. A.
time for the forthcoming season are
to be centered In Chicago. C. 8.
CTink") Humphrey and John J.
Ma«h announce that all New York
agents must have Chicago representatives, and the Chicago agents
alone will be credited with bookings
In this territory. These agents may
"split" with their New York connections, as Is the custom, but New
York agents cannot longer book of
their own accord In the Chicago territory, as they have been doing this
year.

This means that when a Nev
York agent offers an act for Association, Keith.

Western, or Orpheum
time, the Keith or Orpheum office
will refer the offer to
Chicago, together with the name of
the agent. The Chicago representative of this agent will be notified by
the office here.
If bookings are
given, the contracts will be furnished
to the Chicago ag^nt h«*ra or may bo
Iss.jr-,] n New York after tel^
O. K. from the book ins;
but In either event
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BOOKING ACTS

NOW FOR

NEXT
Exclusively with W. V. M. A.-B. F. Keith (Western)

and

all affiliated circuits

AGENCY

1607-1608 Masonic Temple

CHICAGO, ILL

Friday, April 28, 1921

VARIETY'S

Chicago

CHICAGO OFFICE

ST ATE-LAKE

-

dienne of polish, -distinction, ability
and talent, so far outshines all of
Clark'a **lianriltons" that the little
super-comio himself stands up as
ha never haa before. * His material
is snappy and has a whip to it.
He
has abandoned much of the old
business, but, except for a slight
drag in the mlddlo of the waiter
scene, has the fastest run of bright
hoakum he has ever shown in
vaudeville. The turn started a bit
slowly, then got whizzing for laughs
almost unbroken, and came to a
hearty appreciation and plenty of
recalls at the end, though the end
was a bit abrupt.
Bert Baker repeated his "Pre-

SHOWS

THEATRE BUILDING

tricks.

The men

are.

don't act In, accordance with theaa
assets. What really brought the attention of the crowd to them was
the closing guitai and saw playing**
The saw playing seemed to haye

Baffling and amusing they
Probably memorizing the rundecks prepared
and palmed is the answer, but to
the audience Golden was a wizard.
He got a lot of laughs. For one
story he told about the anatomy of
a boy he ought to have been
spanked.
He _ didn't uced it and
should never have sprung it.
Harry J. Conley and his loafing,
convulsing "Rice and Old Shoes,"
ning* order of "cold"

—

look nice, dress well, but

been borrowed from the Weaver
PALACE, CHICAGO.
Brothers, only these chaps play tho
saws with violin bows, instead of
Chicago, April 27.
Chicago, April 27.
the
hammers used by the Brother**.
conflicting
dancing,
much
Those
pernicious
boll-weevils
of
"^Too
The guitar playing is equal to the
numbskull
song
Srith four full-stage acta following vaudeville the
best.
with
this
but
all
a
other,
pluggers—
contributed
the
star
part
each
Bert Howard kidded at the piano.
aided' by, the human girl partnqr,
jnighty Bweet-runnlng show. . The toward messing up what at best is
held .and amused and had earned a He was well liked and delivered
Three .lordons, for many years a sad show. Tactlessly persistent
goods.
the
"Into the Light" is a
back
hit
the
after-bit
when
on
tlit
Ylcnowit as & straight casting ao£, applause from the balcony at the
drop .doubled up the garg and sent sketch surrounding a murder trial.
have now turned Into a good com- hands of claquerg paying for the
woman
A
steps
out and •wiplauaM
The
Five
turn
the
in
with
smasi..
a
use of their firms' songs on the
''•dy act plus some sensational castAvalons, three girls of alluring ap- that all characters seen evaporate
tag that drew a heavy round of ap- stage is no novelty; but never in his
Into one and she will dp a rapid
'lias
Baker
pearance
two
Chinese
varication"
wows.
men
to
and
in
and
Mack
Williams,'
Ed
two
plause.
long and 'constant attendance at
change.
The curtain parts to a
juvenile-looking* men, did not try vaudeville houses has this reviewer played this moss -covered farce here .get -up, closed with brllliarit twodark stage, voices of the judge and
witnessed such a shameless, sense- so- often that it is surprising there is wire variations, ""giving small com- attorneys are' heard. The woman
1jU> deceive the audience, but went
were
a
fort
outside
to the Waiting hundreds
fright into their dancing, and with less and heartless display of inspired a laugh left in it. But there
portrays characters cat led on t^o
*their singles and doubles left a nice stupidity as disgraced the finish of lot of them. His character woman in the rain, for the quintet lost not
stand.
After the lines, "The jury
Compression.
Elsie White's act Monday after- (Pearl Stevens) is the strongest he ;one seat -holder. This
what
Chicago
here;,, he has had 'as
-is
has
shown
-calls a has decided that the defendant is
—
noon/
" lights go up to show it wfcs
&fl Hackett and Delmar, in their reButlers as Clark has had vaudeville show. Any town would.
Mrs.
many'
^ue, were the first of the series of
Miss Whfte had done fairly well
only a dream of a woman.
T,hc
i.ait.
Hamiltons, and he, too, reserved the
kfour full -stage acts :n rotation and nothing to brag about. At the end best for the last. George MacFar(George Austin Moore and Mul- Hebrew character is subject to iftjthe second dancing act to follow. of each song there had been a sudprovement.
When
the
lines,
'"Hf'o
lane seemed troubled with a cold. doon. Frank lyn and Rose nor seen
They did smartly, considering the den clatter from, the direction of the He
jury has decided," etc.. are spok&fi.
sang sweetly, but did not let by this reviewer.
l^eprly position, and Miss Jmokett** pluggers' section, spread over the
the removing of stage props and t.jSo
oply four numbers, no
r amazing
Egyptian dance ^topped front of the balcony. At the Con- go. He did
moil running off stage is visible.
or light operaticV^Me' W afi
operatic
>*"
^proceedings. Sheila Terry ,mn ani- clusion of her last song, by far he"
imcoltf;
chicaoo.
With -these corrections the act vis
he
d.-d
though
;
stoutly applauded,
f'mateu little red-headed doll, was poorest, a light tapping through the
well * presented.
Walmslcy artd
Chicago. April 27.
his 'usual heights.' evireach
not
rjwhe third dancing act. and though house attended her "xit. whereupon
were six acts and six good Keating ran away with the show,
Theft
because
of illness.
dently
similar in steps or form, still with a sudden outburst, as though
i-tiot
bacon
and
wreaths.
The woman
Ames and Winthrop repeated the reasons why the house was full, now taking the former
(Another dancing act. Harry Peter- on cue of a cheer leader, about a
partner's
quite familiar here, adding with a waiting line.
on and Morris Uoyd gave Miss dozen men. all seated together, began act now
place
strong
is
in
her
parts.
Wall"
Bacon and Eontain held the initial
an augmented version of the revenue
T«en y good support and she finished to clap. The entire main floor looked
ley murdered the crowd with
collector bit from one of the Hitchy- spot and roller skated for 10 minWell in the running.
actions
as
though
he
had
VI
St.
up to see what it was about. Miss Kbos.
Toughs and* approbation uu»h. The team attempt a new
McLallen
and
Carson.
better White herself had the good taste came^eve^ywherWexcefrt in Ufce 'aipw rilleF. «k*Ue ^Spanish dance, and dance. Leach VVallin Trio do s<
strong
teeth
work,
the. ends oi
known as "Sarah." were the third not to acknowledge the embarrass- opening in "one.".
.worked
'.is
it
to
the
right
up
tyhen
being held in the teeth of t\
full-stage act, and though McLallen ing demonstration bv reappearing.
The wire
Johnson, an extraordinary con- tempo "H will' bo a feature.
while the third walks and does n'ejit
opened in "one" and flnisi>ed the
But' the pluggers keut on.plugging tortionist-athlete, opened and drew other stunts are of the average. The trick* on it.
Pauline Saxon afid
fame way. it did not ring true.
kept up until some one 1>eloW far mdrfc* triifn mowt <rf -his. com- •girl looks nice, wearing good wardr^-There was even some dancing in hissed, and then started a contest petitors in .the. spot. His tricks arc -robe, and the man is graceful, with Sister and Clemenso Brothers hoi
seen.
act,
this
and though on roller between some hundred people hiss- smooth and at times sensational. fl'rie* poise
Walsh and Austin
kkataa the idea was still there. This ing and some doaen applauding. Cahill and Romalne. ia a black- started off at a rapid clip and held
act has shown tremendous progress The bisaers won in time, but the face and Wop duo. startled nobody
They
it through the final number.
McVICKER'S, CHICAGO.
rin the last few years. From an or- l.uicous pests lay back in their in No. 2, getting one hand midway open before a seashore drop, with
Chicago, April 8J.
dinary opening or closing roller- chairs satisfied -they had done 'their
neir on a Plague, of Nations speech and the man in summer togs and the
"Breakfast for Thiee," a sketch,
Hkating turn it has been developed beat; they had followed order
Talk, and Weston and Kline, squeezed
to otherwise suffering from apparent girl in a flashy wardrobe.
into a surefire comedy riot. McLel- applaud and had insulted a theatr£ lack of unlmalion and weak gag,s
very witty,, takes place and gets the out about all the applause the
len proving his right to the billin
management, an audience and the Qakes and Delour, dancers, were crowd 'going. Then the man sings crowd had. The other acts suffered
of comedian with Miss O.rson. Q performer they set out to help.
Starting
In ii tenor voice special songs that accordingly.
close,
treated
to
brutally
Fuji, better known as
fair straight.
Heing the on'y real
Trying to make a show-stopper off to almost nobody, JifttMi- whim lead to a pit ity drop In one and a Aerial Fuji, performed his stunts
comedy act on the bill, they copped of Miss White wa- typical of inter- they were all washed up. The only half, and thS girl comes out In a on the rings, displaying feats of
**
the laughing honors.
est d partisans' judgment, not to dancing act on th^ bill, this neat few drosses, rendering sweet num- muscle control. They liked it pretty
Vaudeville stars may come and say finesse. The girl is reasonably- little pair of lightfoots not only bers. Tiie man changes to Tuxedo well and came to the front for his
go. but Cecil Lean and Cleo May- clever and mildly amusing.
llnish.
Hartz
Her should have had a better position to and the girl to the wonderful bridal blindfolded
and
field may come on fo.ever. and as
Evans, a man and woman, danced
closing song, a Swede number, is give the show some attempt nl»all- creation that drew ahs! and ohs!
a rule, as each season rolls around, awftli, and she does it worse, hav- around vaudeville, but they deserved
IHidwin Walsh is a neat juvenile
'Continued on page 10.)
its a 50-50 bet that they will show
ing no remote conception of Scan- a better position beeause they have who has appearance and knows how
at the two-a-day house.;.
Ethyle Austin is
They
dialect, yet winding this a better act than half the offerings to wear clothes.
DALE WINTER STAB
were more than welcome, and as dinavian
unfunny ditty out to what seamed that got a chance for the gravy of charming and a fine foil for Walsh/
TC'dn^ttiUed Trom page 7.)
usual gave their hundred-cents-on- a half-dozen verses
deThe,
team
hold
can
a responsible
to
nothing
had
choruses. soft breaks and
and
the-dollar performance. What dif- Earlier
In appearance Oakes and spot on a hi*? -time bill. Klmbejly^ S^j#il ;iQJ>0>\h& takings this week
she had done her old Jew liver.
ference (Joes it make what they sang number well
and an Irish comedy Delour are charming. .In method Gage and Co. (a man) were^tT'utir; afp/xpected* to beat $20,000. When
or what they did?
ioWsto
hit and fa- the show was at the (Jarrick
Lean never effort with all Kmma Carus' ges- they are fast and nimble. Had hot rivaled showstopper,
it was
worked harder or showed in better tures, and an Italian song about the house been sapped, wearied arid vorite. On the "bill. They present a getting
$28,000 and over weekly.form and never smiled more broadly Babe Ruth
(very punk lyric) and irritated the closer Would have gone corking sketch, portraying a movie After the change to the Studebaker
to show his dentistry.
director's troubles.
Lait:
Leon Kimberly
No one is some other things. Moved down for a bang.
easier to look at than Cleo Mayfield.
is
the director, Helen (lage the the gross declined until lately it haa
from No. 2 since last here, Miss
and, no matter what she wore, It
leading woman, and an unbilled been around $16,000.
>Vhite shows more in production
was still Mayfield.
With the change of the two leads
man the hero. It is a farce, and gets
With Lean's and wardrobe to justify it and little
STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO.
smile and personality and Miss
laughs, applause and a smashing other players switched also, the
else.
Abe Frankl at the piano beChicago, Aprit 27.Mayfield's gurgling nasal tones, it
encore.
The
work
trio
hard,
speedwith modest poise, as beAt the risk of growing boresome ily and deftly. Goslar and Lusby, a change to continue until the local
was sure money that they would haved
fore.
column must reiterate its man and woman, got the mob from engagement is over, which time this
this
bring home the bacon. They did.
The
bill was soggy with piano standard Introduction to State -Lake
Oh. yes! also in full stage.
the start.
Goslar plays the piano company closes. Miss Winter will
acts, and in all was badly balanced notices: "Best show in town this
I'atricola,
and sings, while Miss Lusby dances. then rejoin the coast show. Those
Chicago's own. who and lukewarm vaudeville.
week." The overflow of entertain- They have something worth while who went West with Miss Shipman
could rightfully bill herself "More
Wellington Cross reappeared as a ment here would make good shows
to offer, and it Is no wonder they are Henry Cooter, Jere l>#laney and
refreshing than Coca Cola," walked piano-supported
single.
He got of the two bad ones at the Majestic get
out and received enough "hands" to
the number of curtains they do. Frica Mackay.
They joined the
most
of his recognition in the pre- and Palace, Just as the overflow of
let her know she is always welcome
Four Volunteers are men who show at Denver. The players who
up
would
fill
liminary reception, after which he great business here
in the old home town.
waste
lots of time and harmonize in came here
But with all contrived to whittle away a twen- the voids In those two houses.
with Miss Winter arc Kay
these advantages merit will tell.
thing has something a sort of fashion. Red ford and Win- Crane, Carl Haydn and Gladys
Miss Patricola has shown foresight ty-minute episode with poor and Maybe the one other.
chester, assigned to the closing spot,
gradually
diminishing
material. to do with the
in selecting some cinch comedy
held every one in, due to their stage Nagel. They arrived from Omaha
tops. And how he
Santrey
Cross
is not
brilliant
"enterHenry
numbers and she sold them in Patri- tainer," though apossessing
props.
The work is acceptable, Sunday evening just in time to
and
his society band
He
splendid
tops!
cola
go on.
style,
intermingling several presence, smart appearance, polite stood the thousands on their skulls though not startling.
short numbers on her violin, throwminutes, maybe more.
ing in just a suggestion of a jazz personality and a genius for filling for fully 35
did not fewer than seven
Santrey
clothes.
entered
and
sang
a
He
RIALT0, CHICAGO.
dance. She easily walked away with
"ELI," The Jeweler
hard luck song which got nothing. songs, adding with effect that outall blue ribbons of the bill.
The
Chicago, April 27.
all his other and older
Parkers, father and son, did some He removed his spring hat and distanced
The
show
TO THE ritOKKSSIitN
unfolded itself like the
probably titled "Ships
hand balancing and lifting, though went into "I Gave Her That," large- numbers oneCome
In," sung in town wings of an airplane, starting with
ly drowned out by the orchestra, That Never
SimkUI DUoount to Perform*™
»ot sensationally entertaining.
smoothness
and
running
high
up
to
SanSophie
Tucker.
which didn't matter much, as the once before by
Gypsy Songsters came on
WUKN IN CHICAOO
lyric is trite and the point, once trey put his dramatic fire, his vi- speed.
The latest in Men's exploded, is a humpty-dumpty and brant baritone, his powerful pres- first, to be follower, by Lehman and Stata-Lak* Theatre Bldg.
Creund Fie*.
Thatcher.
These boys have talk
Furnishings can be cannot be shot again. This per- ence and his sentimental tempera- and songs to offer. It seemed they,
ished. A satirical soda-water fiend ment back of the ballad, and it was
specialty
of
make
singing
ballads
had at
a
a clean-up such as has seldom been
Universal Scenic
recitation did fairly.
with patter comedy choruses. The
Then came a brief burlesque melo- known even here. He has added a chatter
21 No. Clark St. drama
Norton and Wilis so-so.
adding
to his orchestra,
in which he employed three harpist
man and woman, have a mixed
members of the other acts. It got thereby an incredible strength to the son,
song, talk and dance vehicle. Some- Suite 626, 8t ate Lake Theatre Bldg.
laughs.
He did the whole thing incidental and ensemble music.
Next Iloor to COLUMBIA THEATRE
Following Santrey and next to how everything they did was lukeover again, getting a bigger laugh.
ILL.
warm and so was the applause. The
That ended the act. though it went closing those Zeppelin (lighter than closing "dope fiend." Oriental dance
It floats you no more to get tli« beat la
kindergarten air) steppers, Stanley and Uirnes, bit, fared little better.
three
through
on
<]*«•!*»* and workmanahlp.
Sargent
Why experiand
applauded,
heavily
but
billed
lightly
stories and that mildewed song,
ART
Marvin, two men, stopped the show. ment f
HENRY
"Little by Little and Bit by Bit." knotted up the show when it had
pep
enough
wasn't
there
seemed
EIER
Cross departed to very little apULLIVAN
plause and conspicuous walking- left in the mob to touch hand to
For fast eccentric dancing
out, when with worth-while stuff he hand.
these nifty young fellows haven't
might have taken a triumph.
Bert Clark and Flavia Arcaro did mttch competition anywhere. Their
*
<r-..T.TO THK l'KOIK>MON
Miss Arcaro, a Juno burlesque St. Denis is not only a
excellently.
Chicago
rare lampoon, but an exhibtion of
610 State-LaUe Bldg.
in spectacular physique, a beauty in
Chicago, III,
interpretative
llnished
and
difficult
1*0 N.
Phone Randolph 3393
ST.
features and an accomplished come
dancing. Their corhrdy is easy and
not gorged down the throats. Too
many hoofers take advantage of
"ST.
talented feet to overplay their
Madison St. their
516 N. Clark Street
505
uninspired heads, but not Stanley
POSING
IN
and Uirnes. <Ireat team, great act
and a knockout.
GRAND PIANO FURNISHED FOR ALL MUSICAL ACTS
Thoroughly mederr*
Single, without bath, $9.00 and Up.
the Hum* *•;.•• n.fi'idwte.h
To
Aftffti
ALL KINDS OF SCENERY #VND-SPOT L.1G-HT. OPEN SUNDAYS
Newly furnished.
Double, without bath, $12.00 and Up.
complete, another of the syreet twoConvenient to all theatres.
Single, with bath,
$12.00 and Up.
Harry
acts in "one*' preceded it
Free rehearsal hall.
Double, with bath,
$16.00 and Up.
mill Anna Seymour.
Miss BeyRIOUt
clown, a songis a beauty and
stress and a mimic, a cut up ftnd a
American or Chinese food As you like it.
satirist, a dancer and :» wag.
tf
that isn't enough for one womart\
then no one woman id enough. Miss

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO,
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supports.

pushes him About, tweaks hN nose,
buses him and treats him like nl
step-child, all of which piles up
howls. The t-am went In a blasinK
and \i\pn Seymour took the
tin
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FRED MANN'S

"RAINBO GARDENS"
CHICAGO
CLARK AT LAWRENCE
FRANK WESTPHAL & RAINBO TODDLE ORCHESTRA
CONTINUOUS DANCING AND VAUDEVILLE
FAMOUS CHICKEN DINNERS AND A LA CARTE SERVICE
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London, April
Carr made his

IN AUSTRALIA
By ERIC H. GORRICK.

PATRICK GORE.

Oy IVAN

Alexander

8.

first

London appearance at the New
Cross Kmpire after a highly suc-

Chief among these are Sara Matinza,
dramatic soprano, with a
wonderful presence and voice, whom
he has secured for the Municipal
Opera House at St. Louis, and a
mi/sKal novelty i.i the shape of a
24-piece Venetian mandolin and
guitar students' band. At the moment he is hustling around London
arranging for the production here of
"The Finger-Bread Man."

canter in the provinces.
The house was none too good on his
opening (April 4), and a» wooden as
only a suburhan audience can be.
Directly prior to Carr's act a
popular comedian had worked hard
in a brave endeavor to rouse, the
audience from its apathy, but with
The opening of "An
little success.
In
April Shower" was received
stony silence, and it was not until
the actor arrived at the "human"
(Continued from Page .2)
dramatic touch and let himseif go the Don this season. Following the
that tohse in front seemed to realize career of the famous lover, who is
that they were watching something supposed to have lived after his
unusual. Then he got his audi* nee encounter with the Commander
a%
and the effect was electrical. After Imagined in "L'Homme a la Rose"
this the success of the sketch was of Bataille, we see Juan
incognito
never in doubt and at curtain fall courting the delicious Mathilde, but
he was compelled to take several she refuses to become even
his
calls and make a speech. Even then legal wife because she
is enamored
he was not allowed to go until he with the reputation of Don Juan
had handed over an impromptu en- and is awaiting her turn, as it
Baker was another Thus the disappi inted lady's were.
Phil
core.
man.
American turn opening at the same having failed to attract in
his legithouse, and he also went Saoasd imrly imate offers,
pursues his weary exwell once he had broken the ice. istenrc.
This production has reLack of applause on this side is no vealed a new
poetical writer, which
reliable sign that an act is not getis the assumed object of the said
ting over.
stage society.
that
turn
American
Another
opened remarkably well and just
"Aphrodite" was revived at the
about hung up the program at the Opera Comlque, April
With
18,
Holborn Empire this week was Bill Marthe Clonal.
cessful

IN PARIS.

Lynn Cowan and

Bailey,

Estelle

Davie, who arrived after their tour
of the world. They were unknown
to the audience and were not billed,
but they made good. Their turn is
a novelty

Talking to a well-known American act which made its first British
appearance some weeks ago and was
justantly successful we learned of a
distinct and subtle danger to acts
new to this country. The danger
does not emanate from the British
"pro," but is the work of other
Americans who have made good and
settled down here, and are apparently fearful lest their positions in

our vaudeville world should be undermined by new and fresher mate-

The advice the settlers give
is doubtless well
the "new chum
rial.

—

—

jneant we hope so but it may
prove as deadly as dynamite. It is
to cut out all Americanisms, peculiar business, "gags," etc., and Anglicize what is left so that English

"can

audiences

^his,

turn."

understand

of

course,

is

the
sheer

nonsense, and those who take it in
In one
are riding for a bad fall.
case recently (the turn never got to
London) the advice was taken to
such an rxtent that people who
knew the act was a big draw could
scarcely recognise it or the players.
The result was a bad "flop" and a
return to the Cnlted States, in another case, a blackface act and our
informant, the advice was wisely
The couple had played
ignored.
their art for years and were determined to stand or fall by it. They
put it on complete business, gags,
dialect— just as they had always
done, and were immediately suc-

—

The former Casino de Paris

re-

vue, "Cache ton Piano*' touring in
the Orient, is now being present*

Egypt.

in

May 1 will be a workers' holiday
as usual and the various trades
unions
have decided to "down
tools."
But as this European labor

— when everybody is
rest — falls on Sunday

day
to

supposed
this

year

the stoppage will not be noticed to
The leaders
refused to entertain the proposition
of certain syndicists that Monday,

any marked degree.

May

be observed as

May

Sydney, March

HER MAJESTY'S.
CRITERION.— "The

their staffs a holiday for

May

1.

It

a foregone conclusion there will
no newspapers on Labor Day

is

be

this year,

The well
erable*," of

known

novel "Les MisVictor Hugo, arranged

for the stage

Charles

Andre

cable message, .lames K. Hackett is
to appear here the first week of
June, playing Shakespeare's "Macbeth" in English, supported by a
company recruited In England. The
a little shopping
French Government extended the
Strenuous efforts are being made invitation to Hackett, through the
to make the various Shakespearean American Embassy, to act at the
festival performances a big success.
Odeon.
the
negotiations
being

are absolutely untrue, as your
correspondent is In a position to
bear witness. The four girls are the
b< st of friends and recently were all
four off to Paris by aeroplane to do

•»

Madge

n<l

Titherage,

goes

into the permanent bill at the Court,
where the management announce
that no Shakespearean revival will
run for more than eight weeks, while
Baiiol Holloway will put in a week
at Stratford, playing lalstaff, Rich-

Orlando,

ard III,
Bottom.

He

will

Enobarbus

and

be supported

by

Dorothy Green.

•Cp

Mabel's Room." at the
Playhouse, was received with mixed
feelings by the audience and with
frank hostility by most of the
in

truth is London audiences are fed up with the type of
critics.

The

suggestive farce, which at one time
to be "adapted from
E\« n the si^ht of
the French."
popular actresses in pajamas h;is

always seemed
lost

much

of

its

attraction.

The

word "chemise" was forbidden by
the censor, so the guilty bit of lintc
as "thnt
gerie was referred
vou-know-v. hat,"
"that
thing,"
"that little bit of evidence," and
with a marter touch

of

exqu!sit<

humor as "Mabel's whereabouts."
Back from a hurried trip to Ihe
co.itinent Matt Grnu tells of many
thing; he h"'

."cri"i:-«

1

for

imerlea,

opened

last

June

The

pupils of Mine. Marie Ro<:e,
Opera, organised a concert
Theatre Etata Unit last week,
Which was attended by the friends
of this artiste who frankly applauded the technique displayed by
her musical students. Mme. Rose
was Connected for years in England
with the Carlo Ro.e-a Opera Co.
of the
at the

IN

AND

OUT.

Dolly Kay left the bill at the
mil ton April L'l after the matinee
when she lost her voice. Toney and
Norman substituted for the night
I

la

performance.
Jack Kennedy and Co, and Grace
didn't open at the Harlem
Opera House Thursday, April 21, as
billet!.
Homer Miles and <'o replaced the first turn with Miiiicent
.Mower taking the other vacancy.
Glens? ami Jenkins Were forced to

Ndson

cancel their Jefferson engagement
after the matinee Thursday, April
L'l,
to cj teli a night tram for «'hi;iKo Oil account of the illness of a
member of the family of one of the
team.
Ted (fealy replaced Freeman and
Lewis at the American 'he Just
half.
Freeman reported ill.
Nick Vergil notified the Lotw offl ce
Wednesday he could not open at
the Greeley Rquare for the last half
due to a COM. Joe Martini SUbftl1.

Kurd, Earl and Danilo.

DUNEDIN.

—

—

—

—

CHICAGO REVIEWS.
(Continued fr.m page

and talked.

9.)

From
it

the man's methseems he is suffer-

ing from that disease known as
"hethinkshe'sfunny."
The woman
sticks close to the picture and gets
three- fourths of the act's attention.
They work before a pretty drop,
and if they made theirs a straight
dancing routine they themselves
would be surprised with the outcome. Kane and Childlow, two men,
talked and sang, without rhyme or
reason.
When they get through it
is

—

WHITE

ALFRED

hard to remember what they did.
is overbearing, while the
is not straight
enough.
"Breakfast for Three" is a clever

The comic

ing.

ROYAL.— "Mam

piece of play writing

and well

acted.

Moun-

the

of

tains."

KINO'S.— 'Welcome

—

Stranger."

TIVOLI. Constance Talmadge in
"Dangerous Business"; Snows of
Destiny," Mabel Holmes, W\ C. Norman and Fred Collier.
PRINCESS— "La Fille du Tambour Major."
BIJOU/— Laura Guerite, Smart
Set, Ken, McLaine, Bert Colorc.un,
William Sisters, Fagden & Stanley,
Olivalli.

PARAMOUNT. - "Going Some";
"The Romance Promoters."
MAJESTIC— "Li Ting Lang';
"The Woman Untamed."

straight

ROYAL.

—ADELAIDE.

"The Sign on the Door" opens at
the Criterion April 16.
Apdale's Zoo has signed with
Wirth's Circus for another twelve
months.

Keating and Ro.ss have nfrived
here under contract to Fullers The-

They will
Younger Generation."

atres, Ltd.

presoi.t

"The

Dave Loffman, a cousin of Jules
is appearing in "Chu Oh in

Jordon,

Chow."

"Adam and Eve" is to be produced
here in the very near future. The
open in Melbourne.

sI.jvv will

"Irene."

PRINCE OF WALES.-

"Cinder-

ella,"'

EXHIBITION.— Maggie Moore

in

"Struck Oil" (picture).

TOWN HALL.— Amy

Castles.

MAJESEIC— Annette

Kellerman,

"What Women Love"; "The Rivers
End"; First National attractions.

ZEALAND
NEWAUCKLAND.
HIS MAJESTYS.

—

'

Sinbad the

Sailor."

KINGS.— "Jess

—

of the Caravan."

Chester Clute who has been a hit
as "Madam Lucy" in "Irene" is to
be retained by Williamson -Tait to
play in a number of comedies of the
Ernest Truex type. "Fitter Patter"
will be the initial offering.

The Walter George Co. open at
the Bijou theatre, Melbourne, April
3, after a record
season in New
Zealand.
Williamson -Tait have secured the
Australian and New Zealand rights
to
Cosmo
Hamilton's
comedy,
"Scandal."

William Russell in
HIPP.
"Twins of Suffering Creek." Eileen
Mel Ward, son of Hugh J. Ward,
of the Bride."
"Beware
Percy
ion.
OPERA HOUSE.— Emerald and and Mai Baird are appearing in a
Gualano and Marguerite played Duprez, Sumas. Monroe and Massey, dance offering at the Tivoli.
the accordion, sang and shook the Joe Hurley, Rev. Frank Gorman,
tambourine. The woman would find
Ralf Errole has been re-en^agcd
and Paul, Phil Percival,
much better results if she sang an- Connors
Hagon Holenbergh, Vaode and by Williamson -Tait to appear in
other number, for her voice is
"The
Firefly." He will be supported
Birt.
Li
las
Verne.
sweet.
Weston and Eline landed
by Rene Maxwell and Jamteaon
and took hold of the crowd with
Dodds.
CHURCH.
CHRIST
both hands. The girl is the slangy,
ROYAL— Marie Tempest and Maggie Dickinson and 8yd. Culcareless type that gets any audience.
The man is a line straight Graham Browne.
ver left for London by the Osterly.
and builds up the delivery of the
QUEENS.— "A Prince of Bhara- Both artists have been
w^U J. C.
girl.
Cyclonic, homerun hitters out ta". "La La Lucille."
Williamson for years, as principal
of the ordinary, they held up the
OPERA HOUSE.—Walter George dancers.
show five minutes longer than
scheduled.
"Bussin* Around" is
"Welcome Stranger" opened big
billed as the most pretentious girl
For a Closer and a in Melbourne March 26.
John
act produced. It turned out to be hand tricks.
men hold on to the O'Hara and Jules Jordon scored the
average when the curtain rang change the
hits of the show.
do whirl winds.
and
neck
woman's
down. That clever dancer, whoever
she is, was the entire act.
Leon's
Laura Guerite, revue star, opens
Ponies and Dixie Hamilton
not seen

INDIANA, CHICA30.

at this show.

tre

Arthur
Bouehier
will
produce
"Henry V" for matinees at the
Strand with an all-woman cast;
"Richard Ill- will be the Old Vic's
contribution, with Genevieve Ward
as Margaret of Anjou, Jameg K.
Hackett will come over from Paris
to play at The New, Arthur Bouehier and Matheson Lang being also
in the cast; 'Othello." with Godfrey

Dom-

Lilac

Co., Ferry, Miller and Rainey. Rons
Bros., Keeley and Aldous, George

PALACE— "His Lady Friends."
EMPIRE— "One Hour"; "Capt.
" TTVOL1.
Constance Talmadjc, Swift."
"Dangerous Business"; Lewis Stone,
OCTAGON.— "The Secret Gift":
"The River's End."
"The Dragon's Net."
O. O. H.— "Chu Chin Chow."
PRINCESS—
Johnson Co.,
FULLERS.— Vaudeville and Re- Artols Bros., Walter
Brull
& Hemsley)
vue.
Capt. Earard, Gladys Verona.
HIPPODROME—Wirth's Circus.
WELLINGTON.
HAYMARKET— Billie Burke, "The
Bryant
OUR THEATRE.—Jean Le Roi,
Johnson";
Mrs.
Frisky
magician; "Bab's Candidate," with
Washburn, "Burglar Proof."
LYCEUM. "The Last of the Mo- Corinne Griffith.
KINGS. Carrie Lanceley and her
hicans"; Zasue Pitts, "The Heart of
Melody Maids. "Don't Every Marry."
Twenty."
PARAMOUNT.
Jack Holt in
STRAND.— Bert Lytell. "The Misleading Lady"; George Walsh, No. "Held by the Enemy": Charles Ray,
"An Old Fashioned Boy."
17."
HIS MAJESTYS.
Le "Bruns,
HOYT'S.— "On with the Motley"
H.
Harrington Reynolds, Vea^S and
and "Risky Business."
O'Brien.
Alberto,
The well known character artist
Cerbassi,
Addie Taylor,
Eugene
AUSTRALIAN.—
presenting his new one-act comedy, "The Wonderful Chance" and "On Evans and Dean, Leonard Nelson.
"Appearances" by Milton Gropper. with the Motley."
After a successful premier last week
CRYSTAL PALACE.— "The Whis"Irene" is playing to capacity at
at the American, New York, booked per Market"; "The Last of the Mo- the Royal, Adelaide.
solid by IRVING COOPER.
hicans."
This week (April l'5), Greeley Sq.,
George Walsh and Jean Keith
New York, and Metropolitan, B'klyn.
MELBOURNE.
are appearing at the Hay market
HER MAJESTY'S. - "Baby Bunt- theatre.

1.

t

30.

"Humpty

ino."

But The plot is simple, coherent and
if the recommendation of^he Fedamusing. A poker player "souse''
eration du Spectacle materializes, comes home in the wee
A. M. to find
the theatres will close, and this will the cook gone and his wife awake.
be particularly remarkable in large The wife sends him out for grocities, Sunday being the best day ceries with his winnings, and
In
of the week for the treasury. How- walks the cop on the beat, who misever, as each regional syndicate takes the wife for the new cook.
may decide whether it is expedient The poker fiend is great in his part,
to observe the recommendations of and he might be rightly credited
the Federation, and as the Parisian with the success the sketch made at
theatrical people do not seem in- this show. There are many funny
clined to strike on May Day this pieces
of
business which
were
year, there is every possibility we talked of even after the next act
shall not s*o the amusement re- came on.
When the wife asks him
sorts dark unless
s managers are to set the table he takes the knives
willing, as in 1919 and 1920, when and forks and sets the table, dealthey themselves decided to give ing them out in poker card fash2,

—

Dumpty."

od of working

by Paul Meurico and
Hugo,
with
music
by
Wormser, revived at the
classical Odeon, is meeting with
"The League of Notions," at the success. This goes
to prove the
New Oxford, is going Stronger than good
old melo Is again becoming
ever, and the crowds that flock into
popular. There is a pre-war legthe theatre to bang tambourines at
end
every performance show no signs ter the students of the Latin quargathered mushrooms in the corof abating.
Most of the work still ridors
of the Odeon, but at present,
rests on the shoulders of the Dollies
with
programs of blood and thunand the Sisters Trix. and it is small der, this
State subventioned house
wonder that the girls strongly obis playing to capacity.
ject to and are grieved by the stories
which are being bandied about.
As already stated in a Variety
These stories of friction in the thea-

cessful.

Tearle

Friday, April 29, 19 :i

^=T"

LONDON

IN

>

I

EMPRESS, CHICAGO.
Chicago, April 27.
No act found it hard to amuse
those present, for they were unusually responsive.
Knight's Roosters,
did enough funny things to
15,
merit three curtains. Willis Knight
has trained his barnyard friends to
perfection, but the adding, sub and
multiplying rooster is not quite perfect.
Knight's striking the bird for
its rues is very noticeable.
Lewis
and Henderson, two girls, entertain
in six ways.
One girl plays the
piano,
whistles and
strums t ho
banjo. The other dances, ploys the
violin
and sings.
The whistling
numbers are novelties and stand out
of the entire routine.
Too much
time is consumed. Either the banjo,
violin duet should be held for an
encore or else speed should be added
to everything.
The Kii'ls are neat ftppea
Miring, versatile and have a swe<Dt ogering
Oliver and Olp switched pla es with
Francis and Kennedy.
Ollvei and
Dip's sketch, "Paradise Closed," has
been seen hereabouts often and it

went

well.

Francis and

Kennedy,

s'a'ed for the tray spot, were fourth
Every move of the rnaV member of
the team got laughs and ih<- dancing

by

both

never

missed

The man

delivers his "souse" number as
though it was rubber, stretching it

still

unreasonably,
Murray Bennett Is usintf the same
billing as Trials Friganxa
'A bag
Of tricks."
Bennett was the showstopper of the bill.
His specialty
songs were riots, while his stories
were cold-storage gags, yet howled

The Three Ankers hive one of
the cleanest acrobatic closers ^ver
seen.
They open before a yacht
drop dressed In sailor cut (Its. The
at.

men do some mnrvelona

hand-to-

at Fuller's In re early next month."

Chicago. April 27.
There was enough variety on this
Billy Diamond bill to give each act

"Nightie Night" is to be the next
offering by Joe Coyn*

a free range. Carson and i "arson,
Gardner and Revere are doing
a man and woman team, appeared well on the Fuller circuit.
They go through a difficult
first.
back -bending routine and perform
"The Lilac Domino" has pass' d
some hard stunts. However, they its J 16th performance.
work in a haphaaaard rot iter,
coupled with talk not very new.
Arrangements have been made for
Fern De Lacey did "kid" n ambers. local acts desiring to make the big
All her songs are restricted and they time hero to show their
wares at
Her wardrobe Fuller's Tuesday mornings.
mean something.
looked attractive and she carried
herself in a show manly manner.
Billy
and
De Mersden,
She sprinkled her routine with B dancers, left Vera
for the States lust
little dancing and a few catchy child
Thursday. Aet was featured With
stories which found ready response. "Irene."
Her offering was well received even
by the "dubs" that, cothe here. She
While the "Irene" company were
has qualities for bi« small time and
jn New Z»af.nwi. ii> ur\ Gordon and
will probably laftd it shortly.
Chester Flute nude an ascent of
was
"Vampire Jimmy"
number .Mount Edgmont. Delaying their
rethree. It is a sketch With three nun
and one girl. The plot is that of a turn Ihey were caught in a blinding
snowstorm.
missed
footFlute
his
chap being thrown out of college.
He has just married, and not want- ing, and was Slipping down a
ing to bring his own wife home his Crevice to death as Gordon grubbed
college

chum

dresses

up as

the

bride.
Funny situations arise from
having introduced his "Wife" to his
sister.
The boy in fcirl tot,' S f 'lis for
the sister and fa soon discovered.
Songs that don't add to tb« act art
thrown in. The pits, rtt CO
is amateurish and the ih»'me threadbare
Georgle, a tramp, cracked some of
the "bluest" gags ever heard; bur*
lesQUe had long outgrown them. He
evidently has assumed a girl's name
to offset (he idea thai the an might
He used many dialects.
be a man.
They
and
laughed
encouraged
Georgle, and he told stories nt which
they howled.
Young and Frances
opened before a camp drop and
danced in military fashion. The duo
*

recently

played

the better* houses.
Their
military
patriotic
finish
brought them curtains.

him and held
George

till

Tallis,

help arrived.

permanent chair-

man

of directors of WilliamsonTait. has announced that hja firm
will honor hold* rs of \ Ictoria Cross
(awarded for bravery in Great
War) i>y giving free admittance 10
Her Majesty's theatre, Sydney; !!•
.Majesty's, Melbourne, and any ••'
i

the Arm's theatres out *id<
cit

i»

thcs<

two

s.

Mlka Kan-ham and
have

arrived here
Eve."

Adam and

Philip L<

to

appeur

1M

Frank Tait has become a director
of J. C. Williamsons.
Mr. Tait will
Tai*.
represent his brother, F. .»
whenever the latter i.s absent ii'<" 14
the city.

Commends

DEMADNS HALF $600,000 PROFIT

Service Men's
Enterprise.

Benefit

Washington, D. C, April

Court to Hold Garden Fight Gains in This State
Piece" of Other patriotic service.
The D. C. Chapter of the
Rickard Ring Promotions.
bow Division have the affair

:

Frank C. Armstrong, of 25 Broad
treet, who says he had a piece of
the Johnson-Jeffries, Willard-Moran Indication Ringling Show Will Not
and other fights, promoted by Tex.
Croat Ocean.
Rickard, filed suit in the New York
Supreme Court, this week, asking
Captain Bertram Mills, the English
for an accounting and an injunction circus manager, sailed for London
restraining Rickard from removing
the profits accruing from the Madi- last week after arranging with a
son Square Garden Boxing Club, number of American big top turns

ENGAGED FOR OLYMPIA

from

$600,000,

this

direction

portant, attracting big business.
The Vice President in his letter
said, in part:
"Your organization
in its attempt to administer to the
well being of its former members,
to their support, to their assurance
of a continuing remembrance on
the part of their countrymen, is
performing a most patriotic service.
May that success which marked

Olympla show next
He signed up a number of your

for the annual

State.

Rainunder

and have brought
the Lew Dufor shows which ,ar.o
making good and presenting a good
appearance, and, which is more imtheir

at

IT.

Vice-President
Coolidge
commended the veterans of the Rainbow Division upon the carnival they
are holding here for the disabled
veterans with a letter in which he
stated they were performing a most

—Armstrong Says He "Had

estimated

SPORTS

COOLIDGE BOOSTS SHOW

RICKARD'S "SILENT PARTNER"

winter.
Armstrong's contention Is that it acts now with the Ringlings, Barwas due to his efforts that Tex .so- num and Bailey Circus, which incured the lease on the Garden after dicates the Ringlings have definitely
Rickard had tried and failed to ob- abandoned plans to take their outfit
He says after overseas.
tain the property.
he secured the agreement for occuJohn Ringling recently stated that
pancy, Rickard obtained possession it would be impossible for the big
of the papers and broke his prom-

The New York Newspaper Golf
Club celebrated the opening of the
golfing season by accepting an invitation from the Oak RJdge Golf
Club at Tuckahoe to play on its
The newscourse last Monday.
paper men turned out in force and
enjoyed b fine day's sport on a

Cuban

Capital, and make of it a
second Monte Carlo, is declared in
musical circles to have given up all
Cuban interests. His ambition now
is centered on another project, and
concerns a world-tour of famous
wrestlers, for whom it is planned to
give exhibitions in every principal
course that besides being beautiful city in South America and later
touring the Pacific Coast.
is a test for the best of golfers.
luncheon,
During
announcement
was made by* Secretary Campbell
Harry Munsell has been matched
jot .the Newspaper .Club tha.t
the by his
PiaaagOK, Mil-key. Curran, vto
Friars had challenged the news- meet Johnny Buff
for the flyweight
paper men to a match, to take place title. May
13, at the Jersey City Ball
on some private course in the met- Park.
Munsell has just returned
ropolitan district, to be announced
after a successful invasion of the
later.
The tentative date for the West, where he won fifteen fights.
match is Monday, May 16. Frank His most recent battles have been
T. Pope and Leonard Mudie have
against Danny Kramer, the crack
been selected to arrange the details Philadelphia
kid,
and "Indian"
for the newspaper men. Broadway
Russell, both of whom he stood off.

doubt take a lively interest
proposed match. An effort
made to pair "Pete" Campthe genial and hard-working

will no
in the
will be

Curran's other battler, Ray Doyle,
meets Jimmy Burns, a bantam, at
the Lyceum A. C. of Paterson, N.
J., to-night (Friday).

emphasized and bell,
your efforts in secretary of the Newspaper Club,
and "Pat" Rooney, of the Friars,
for the flyweight golf championship.
Booking Toronto Park.
Many interesting features will be
introduced,
and it is hoped that the
Scarboro Beach, located near Toronto, Can., opens for the summer event will become an annual fixture.
In addition to its other The Lambs Club has also challenged
show to appear in London for sev-n Ma y 14
the newspaper men, but as yet no
ise to return them to him.
eral years, or until the tax schedules amusements the park plays two
Rickard could not be reached are revised downward.
"dumb" acts weekly booked by definite arrangements have been
Wednesday when the suit was filed,
The Olympia circus will open Chester Blackwell of the Keith Fam- made. The Newspaper Club will
hold its first monthly tournament
but it was recalled that some time Dec. 24, running about six weeks. ily Department.
of the season at Van Cortlandt
ago wheu the suit was forecast. Among those already engaged arc
Park next Monday, May 2, and a
Rickard had spoken slightingly of Lillian Leitzel, All Loyal's Dogs, the
Qoldin Plays for Loew.
Armstrong, but admitted that he Australian
Horace Go' \in, the magician, full attendance is looked for, as the
Woodchoppers,
Mrs.
had been associated with him in Bradna and Fred Bradna who will opened his first engagement for newspaper men are full of golf
several former ventures.
Merle Marcus Loew this week at the Me- enthusiasm and are determined to
be equestrienne director.
Armstrong*s story of the Garden Evans, now leading the band for the tropolitan, Brooklyn. Ooldin is do- make this the best year in the history of the club.
transaction
set
forth
the
as
in
lease
ing a new illusion.
Ringlings, was alco engaged.
complaint is that Rickard came to
Sam Turner, in the box office of
him in May, 1920, and .said he was
the Globe theatre, and Dude Harattempting f o secure the lease from
ris, manager of the Fulton theatre,
the New York Life Insurance Co..
have chartered a special train to be
owners of the property. He intended
run to Louisville for the Kentucky
to promote boxing shows and other
Derby, May 7.
The special will
meetings. He said he had tried for
leave Grand Central on the afterthe lease the previous winter and
noon
May
of
arriving
in Louis5,
was unsuccessful. He goes on to
ville on the eve of the big $50,000
recite that he then offered to try
turf classic. Departing immediately
for the Garden if Rickard would
after the race is run, the special will
Admit him to co-partnership.
return to New York late Sunday
Armstrong alleges an agreement
afternoon.
with Rickard under which he
William A. Brady, Al Jolson, Irv(Armstrong) was to share equally
ing Berlin, Sam H. Harris, Mr. and
with Rickard in the profits, while
Mrs. Joseph Rhinock, and a number
Rickard was to receive a salary of
of other theatrical people have pur10 per cent, of the profits before the
chased space on the train, which
In consideration
split was made.
will also serve as a hotel for the
• of this
payment Rickard, it is alone-night stay in Louisville.
leged, agreed to devote all his time
efforts in war,

mark

increased,
peace."

The first move of the year to put
to baseball pools upstate was
made in Troy last week by Mayor
James YV. Flemming and District
Attorney Abbott H. Jones, who asan end

-

signed detectives to the task of apprehending the operators.
The
sleuths visited all the stores and
poolrooms in the city, warning the
proprietors to "lay off" and seising
tickets
and other paraphernalia
wherever found. In spite of their
efforts, three or four of the big
pools and a number of the smaller
ones are operating. Baseball pools

'

have

"Gabe"

Garden enterprise.
Armstrong further charges that
Rickard secured the lease from his

Kaufman,

fight impresario,

Kansas

City

who had promoted

some of the best athletic shows in
the West In the last few years, was
In Chicago last week perfecting
plans for a "Kansas City Fight

.

i

become enormously popular

throughout the state the last two
or three years.

I

Special" to carry the local bugs to
the big fight in Jersey City. It is
the present arrangements to secure
a train with sleepers and diners,
to accommodate 250 persons, who
will live on the train from the time
it leaves here until its return.
It
will be strictly a Missouri party.
Reservations
are
already
being
made and it is expected that the
entire capacity of the train will be
taken long before time to start.

to the

Andreas de Segurola,
former
Metropolitan Opera star, who resigned to promote the Casino in the

(Armstrong's) office, by representing that he wanted the document
to show to the Ringlings to further a negotiation he then had on.
Armstrong says he was absent
from the office at the time, but
Rickard called him on the^telephone
and promised to give the papers
back after he had shown them to
the circus men. This he haa not

The

cured a new lease

in his

Rickard

own name

It

is

that
of the
Jersey,

in enterprises in New
outside the jurisdiction of the New
York courts, and the injunction is
asked as well as the appointment of
a receiver during the litigation.

money

Rickard has 20 days

to

JOSEPHINE HARMON
in

-

Al

OF GAB"

The
Tilzer.

Playing Loew Circuit
At Loew's American, May 5th, thanks to Mr.
Direction

Julia Redmond
April 17 at Lynn.

Haynes and
married

"BIT

by Neville Fleeson and Albert Von

answer.

MARRIAGES.
were

MANOEL &

Both
Lubin.

to Naomi Malone.
former wife, in Cincinnati April

Apdale's Animals Hit of Australian

Show.

26.

Joseph Coufal, head of the Standard Slide Corporation, and Madeline
Foxall will be married April 30 at
the Church of Our Lady of the
Sacred Heart. They will honeymoon
at Atlantic City.
Florence Allen, chorus girl with
the Winter Garden Cafe. Chicago,
•loped April 24 with Harry Siegel
ef the F. X. B A
It is reported
they left for New Orleans.
Cunning,
formerly a handcuff
king and now giving a thought
transference show eh route, was
married at New Orleans to Beatrice
Tate of Los Angeles, non -profes-

Sydney, Australia, April 2.
This show came into the HlppeEaster run. The show this year is
good in spots, too many acts have
been held over from last season.
Apdale's Zoo is the hit of the bill.
The act being a big scream from
start

jngton. L.

Van Rowyk

J.

with "The Whirl of the
Town" in Boston, and Henry H.
Clark of Fall River were married in
that city last week by Assistant
city Clerk Delehanty
Clark is an
automobile service manager.
The
Wide returned to the show, playing
at tho Shubert.
Madge Klneey, star of the Kinsey
Komey Co., and Harry Graf, nonprofessional, were married at Postorio, Ohio. April
24.. Graf is a
druggist and lives at Loud.nville
Mr. ami M-rs. Graf will 11 vr"in Lou<envills.
stage.

(quite

Hunt-

of

will

retire

from the

the

unsuited

cirrus

for

next week.

Y., close

office.

Vermelto's Big Shows closed a April 25.
week's engagement here Saturday
Empire. Salem, Mass., closes week
night to poor business, due to the April 25.
weather conditions. A run-in with
the police was one of the features
ENGAGEMENTS.
Truant Officer Chas.
of the week.
Larson rounded up a crowd of local
James B. Carson has been engaged
boys working in soitip o^tbe con- •for the part of Carl von Pumper'«•
cessions instead of being Thschool nickel In <h> revival o«' "YheThe carnival managers were warned of New York." It was originally
War.'lelJ.
played
David
by
against employing any child wilhoul
The following have be°n placed
a proper permit.
through the Jcnie Jacobs office for
roles in the forthcoming Dillingham

of

Renamed
is

title-

"The Scirlet Man,"
production.
is scheduled for nn early au-

"Elisc."

to be Riven to

to Johnny Evers, Jr., of Troy, son
of the. manager of the Chicago Cuba.
Young Evers is a part owner of the
Albany club, his father buying an
interest In the Capital City team
last winter and turning the block of
stock over to his son thus making
him the youngest baseball magnate
in the United States.

4

"The which

in New York: John
Honeymoon."
It
will
Cumberland, Richard Barbee. Plan?
(very poor), Dan C.oslin. Zeeo, the become "E1lse. H
Bdgar MacGregor I ha
Francis
Carson,
Patterson,
The last show of the season wM
lady frog, and The Flying Cos- is the producer.
The piece is a Grace Perkins, John Craig, Olive
be held at Madison Square Garden,
groves.
revamp from an old legit piece ?.nd Mry ard John Cray.
night, May 2. The end InMonday
Dickinson and Deagon, w.io closed
is to be mfide ir.to a musical play
with "Hello Alexander" Saturday cludes Andy Chaney -Eddie Meads'
on the "Oh Boy!" type.
featherweight
be
inwill
title o.ntenler, whom
night In Washington,
KINGS IN PRODUCTION.
lud< d in the cast of the new ShuKilbane refused $40,000 to nie«-t.
Kinq afiei

i

l

Charles and Molly
"showing" at the Palace Theatre
have failed to agree with the Keith
mayy «.
and n
k"
salary an.
^change
Exchange about
**>« FO.ary
i» lto

•

production

engagement

to-

tumn showing

Dislocated

(

BIRTHS.

To Mr

hert

tin ir

home

In

New

"Whirl

of

1

1

Sammy Sieger, the local
featherweight, who has built up a
personal following through
large
Murray,
Johnny
over
victories
Continue d on r*ag<

and

*

'

White, for Field's

a daughter.

get her.

prodUCtIOlt f

Town." when that piece opens out
of town.
The Whiil" la slated foliate May.
Jean White, sister of George
York Tuesday,

Mr?. Kicky Amstelfl
(Fannie Mrice), April 24, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. L«-w Wilson, at
find

•

summ

r

revue.

1

•
.

i

.

i

.
•

.

Philadelphia Athletics, and
11112 world's series be-

tween the Giants and the Mackmeti.
Governor Miller will throw the ball

!.*•

•

the

iiero of the

I

A row

his

Governor Nathan C. Miller will
throw out the first ball at the opening Eastern League contest in Albany today (Friday) between the
Albany team and the New Haven
club, last year's pennant winners.
Governor Miller's staff will accompany him to the game. Both clubs
are managed by former major
league stars, the Albany aggrega^
tlon by Joe "Doue" Birmingham,
former pilot of the Cleveland Indians, and the New Haven outfit
by Chief Bender, ex -pitching star

Grsnd Rapids Policy and Vermelto
Colonial, L'tica. N. Y., Orpheum.
Show in Jam.
Altoona, Pa., and Opera House,
York, Pa., close week of April 25.
Grand Rapids. April TT.
National, Boston, closes week of

work),

Miss Vera Douzey, Belle Onra (hit),
The Howards, Pippa the clown

I.,

She

Next comes

finish

The Fve Musical Weatherleys

chell.

sional.

Johanna

to

Uyerio Japanese Tro ape. of acrobats
The Wonderful Arabs scored with
The flying Wintheir tumbling.
skills went over big.
Acts on the bill include Dave Mit-

and

Auburn and Rialto

weeks booked by Harold

split

Keith Chicago

Rube Marquard

abnormal
temperature
cough has vanished.

Keith's, Dayton, Ohio, closed last
week. The house reverts to other
The Strand, a- picture
control.
house there, is now playing split
week vaudeville booked out of the

ROSE.

CARNIVALS AND TRUANCY.

WITH CIRCUS

Jefferson,

Glens Falls. N.

J. II.

baseball star is now able to don
clothes for brief periods each
day.
Friends who have visited
Mathewson at Saranac Lake this
week have noticed a great improvement in his condition. He has no
his

Kemp, Keith Family Department.

Mass.
bis

Louisville

season week of May 9.
The Lyric, Fitchburg and Empire, Salem, close for the summer
this week. Both split weeks booked
through Keith Family Department.
The Opera house, York, Pa., has
closed for the summer. Booked by
Wilmer & Vincent, Keith Family
Department.

charged

now using some

is

Anderson.

(Keith's) closes for the summer
next week.
Keith's Indianapolis and Keith's
Cincinnati close
their
vaudeville

and organized two corporations and
has made "large sums" from the
transaction.

Colonial, Erie, closes for the

7.
The house is a
Keith week stand, booked by Joe

Woods.
.
The Mary

the profes-

"Big Six" will soon be able to take
an auto ride. The news came from
the San Antonio Apartments at
Saranac Lake, where Matty is staging a fight against the dreaded
white plague, by Dr. E. N. Packard,
the former Giant pitcher's physician, who said that "Big Six'' had
progressed so favorably that for the
first time since arriving at Saranac
last July in a serious condition, the

summer May

*

—

and he has a legion of them
were glad to hear this week that

sion

HOUSES CLOSING

Armstrong avers.
This happened July 10. On July
12, Armstrong declares, Rickard se-

done,

Friends of Christy Mathewson in

New York and among

»
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BURLESQUE

19*1

If

19

Gypsy Violinist Had Decorated
it With U. S. Bank Notes.

HITS

AND

THE LEADING

Home Brew Hooch.
Johnnie Walker
Flip-Lilackberry
Kansas City, April 27.
Hi Ball
What would have been a real Pony Klmmtll
Julep
Mint
few
press story had it broken a
Itevo
days earlier occurred a few days Manhattan
States Secret Martini...'..
ago' when United
Bronx.

Date
May 15— First Early Closings Since 1914— Other
Items of Interest Concerning Road Shows.
Official

Friday, April
prfl 29, 1921

*

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

RIGO'S VIOLIN CASE

CLOSING THIS SATURDAY

—

•

GOVERNMENT SEIZES

COLUMBIA WHEEL SHOWS

Poor Business the Reason

i •
*

Closing

..

taste and reflect the new burlesque
standards which compares favorably with most musical comedies.
Watson The costuming, both of principals
Ahearn and chorus, is above the average
Flippen

BITS.

SPIRITS.

.Sliding Hilly

Charlie

Jay C.
Walter Morrison
Edna Knowles
Eleanor Harte
Thomas Sprague
Charley Eveland
,...,.......,. .Jim Lucas

Brande

"ECONOMY" KEYNOTE

OF BURLESQUE MEETING

I

.

r

.

'

lines of operation

ton;
"London Belles," May 16,
Brooklyn;
Casino,
"Girls
from

Happyland," May 9, Hurtog and
Seamon's, N. Y.; "Jingle Jingle,"
May 16, Gayety, Buffalo; "Town
Scandals," May 16, Columbia, Chicago; "Million Dollar Dolls," May
9, Gayety, Buffalo; "Roseland Girls,"
May 2, Columbia, Chicago; "Sporting Widows," May 2. Gayety, Washington.; "Maids of America," May 2,
Umpire, Brooklyn; "Powder Fuff
Revue," May 2, Casino, Boston;
"Mollie Wiir^ms," May 9, Casino,
Brooklyn;
'^Flashlights
of 1920,"
May 2, II u nig and Seamon's, "Lew
Kelly, May 9, Miner's Bronx, "Step
Lively Girls, May 2, Empire, Newark; "Hits and Bits," May 2, Casino,
Brooklyn; "Best Show in Town,"
May 2, Columbia, New York; "Hip
Hip Horray, May 9, Columbia, New
York.

BURLESQUE OFFICIALS

distribution.

REPEAT CLEANUP EDICT

GIVES BACK PRESENTS,
Marian

Lawrence

by

Deceived
Business Man.
Cincinnati,

April

Columbia Theatre Standards
to Be Observed on Tour.

27.

Marian Lawrence, leading .lady
The ediet had gone forth from
with "Sweet, Swoetie Girls" at the
Empress last week/ has returned to both th * EJfi**
headquarters that next
detectives clothing valued at $500 burlesque
will be held rigidwhich is alleged to have been stolen season producers
ly to the line of cleanliness in diaand given her by Ben Greeble, asand business in their shows.
sistant
manager of the United logBurlesque has advanced so far beWaist Co., 611 Race street, Cin- yond the old standards that the
cinnati.
heads of the two circuits are deGreeble has disappeared. A war- termined that no laxness or carerant for % hir.x has been issued. lessness will be allowed to creep in
Greeble sent a big bouquet over to halt progress in this direction.
Marian every
the footlights to
This is due to the nerw clientele of
with women that has been attracted to
and
presented
night
her
waists, stockings, three hats, a $150 the burlesque theatres in recent seagown, $200 worth of furs and some sons. The Columbia, New York, is
lingerie.
one of the houses in particular that
has a large feminine following.
The same standards that are obPOLICE AS ARBITRATORS served at the Columbia are to be
force next season at all the
in
Act in Girls' Behalf When Show houses on both wheels.
It was
Blows Up.
brought to the attention of the of-

2? tw^i^

|1

JERMON AND SINGER
IN SCREEN

and

school

VENTURE

Burlesque Men Will Produce
Series of Two-Reel

that some comedians were
inclined to let down the bars after

ficials

Fairmont, W. Va., April 27.
Financial reverses was the reason
given by the manager of Marty

New York house and
roughen up their characterizations
several
out-of-town
of
the
at
This will not be counhouses.
tenanced next season and is one of
the chief reasons for the dropping
of two principal "names" from the
the burlesque rostrum of 1922.

Comedies.

leaving the

Deem's "Bathing Girls" for closing
Two more burlesque producers here. According to the manager,
made their entry into the picture- the show was losing money and he
making field last week, with the was unable to carry the outfit furformation of Sammy Burns Com- ther.

new organization
Jermon as vicepresident and Jack Singer as treasurer and general manager. Sammy
Burns is president, Irving Cooper,
secretary, and Leon Laski, counsel
Mr. Cooper is a vaudeville agent
and Mr. Laski attorney for the Columbia Amusement Co.
Sammy Burns, who was of the
vaudeville team of Burns and Fulton for several years, will star in
the series of 12 two-reel comedies,
announced as the initial offering.
Burns has been in pictures since
having been with several
1916,
including
Universal,
companies,
Mutual, Reelcraft and Paramount.
Distributing arrangements have not
tn nnnounrea as yet.
Barney Gerard, another burlesque
producer, announced his intention
of entering the film game last week,
with a series of comedies starring
Tommy ( Hozo) Snyder, comic of

Some of the girls appealed to
police for assistance in collecting
their railroad fare back to their

edies, Inc., the
listing John G.

>

Gerard's
wheel).

FIRST
Earliest

BOSTON STOCK BURLESQUE

homes in Cleveland. The manager
was leaving for Pittsburgh or. the
i

I

midnight train and the girls claimed Grogan
he was leaving them stranded here

—

Spensor Lead Then Back
to Union Square.

in violation of their contracts,

Assistant Chief Arnett found the
The Howard, Boston, which opens
manager on the sleening car of the with a stock burlesque policy May
train and a settlement was effected, 2, will have in its cast Billy Groafter which he proceeded on his gan Spencer, Harry Bentley, Ed
way.
Golden, Harry Van, Anna Armstrong, Jean Fox and Mabel White.
William Trueheart will manage the
MURDER WITNESS FREED. company.
|

Confession

Slayer's

Releases
lesque People,

Bur-

Spencer is due back at B. F.
Kahn's Union Square stock company
at the end of the month for the

WHMWI*
Buffalo, April

L'7.

Thomas and Marie Brennan and
Alice and Jenny Franklin, members
of

the

"Snappy Snaps" company,

aeason, ..whore hi
the producing comedian.

TO WRITE

1

.

,

will J>e

TWO SHOWS.

Matt Kolb, producer at Minsky's
who were subpoenaed from New
"Some Show" (American York and held here as material wit- National Wintergarden, is to furnesses to the murder cf Philip Her- nish the books for Peck and Jenmann, were released FriJay when ning's "Jazz Babies" and Krause
Clarence
Burton,
the
murderer, and Daly's "Lena Daily and her
pleaded guilty and waj sentenced to Kandy Kids" shows next season.
from 10 to 20 years in Auburn Both are American wheel shows.

WHEEL CLOSING.
Shutdown

on

Record

of

Star and Garter.

prison.

The quartet were paid mileage to
New York and an addiChicago, April 27.
tional $18 each for witness fees.
For the first time in many years,
the Star and Garter theatre, one of
Signed for Three Years.
Columbia burlesque stands,
the
Hen Hurt has been signed for the
closed rts season April 30. The Columbia theatre, another first wheel next three years by E. Thos. Bcatty
a* pi nciftal con.ie with one of
stand, has three more -t\e*ks' book
logs, which carries It V) till May 11. Heatty's American wheel shows.
and from

-

Casting "Razzle Dazzle."
Edgar Bixley and Sam Micheals
have been engaged as co-featured
comics in Harry Hastings' "Razzle
Dazzle" American wheel show next
season.
Madlyn Worth will bo the
"Razzle Dazzle"
principal woman.
will have a new Qwk and production.

The show

careful

selection

and

The show holds plenty

of comedy,
of burlesque

which is the backbone
or any other kind of popular enter*,
Mark* tainment. Watson is an experienced,
campaigner who knows his audience and gets to them quickly. He
does a standard "Dutch" character,
making his chief appeal with odd
mannerisms and clever mugging.
Watson's slide, which is part of his
trade mark, is only on exhibition

....;... .JWme«r

Service operatives confiscated a vio- C.la Phi*
Sam Klein
Paula Ahearn
lin case lined with parts of United Clover Cluh
Margie Coate
Pearl Wedding
States paper money, the property
of George Franz, musical director
The Herk-Piersori entry which
for the "Jingle Jingle" company, played New York in October, 1920.
is back at the Columbia this week
playing the Gayety.
The violin case, upon the inside after a season on the wheel and is
of which were pasted the enda of a much smoother attraction.
'he cast remains intact and
paper money of denominations from
book has survived the season with
$1 to $100, had been on disi lay in a
few changes, some freshening of
but
local merchants' window all week. the gags and dialog being noticeToday Fred Tate and an assistant able in spots.
from the Secret Service departSliding Billy Watson is the feament noticed that the parts of tured comedian, with the Charles
money were real and immediately Ahearn troupe an important cog.
took charge of the case and started Ahearn does his eccentric tramp
throughout and helps
character
an investigation.
build up the comedy contributions,
Mr. Franz had no difficulty in
of which the show contains an
was
he
that
convincing the agents
abundance. Another comic is J. C.
innocent of any wrongdoing, and Flippen, who has improved consaid the case had been purchased siderably since the opening. He is
by him from Louis Detroar, orches- •a black face comedian who reaches
tra director of the Majestic Theatre, his highest peak with a "blues" speJersey City, last November. Franz cialty and a good jazz routine of
also said that the case was once the steps backed by the chorus in atdresses.
property of Count Rigo, the Gypsy tractive short
A minor detail, but one which
violinist, who cut the ends from
should be an object lesson to every
the
in
paper money and pasted them
producer in burlesque is the apcase a number of years ago. The pearance of the chorus. The girls
case passed from one to another un- wear black silk stockings throughout in every change and add 100
til Franz secured it last fall for $6.
This was the second time he had per cent to the optic appeal as a
ever placed it upon display, the first result. In addition to this some one
has taught them stage carriage with
time being at Omaha, last week.
the result that they move with the
grace associated with the Ziegfeld

Ten Columbia wheel shows are
scheduled to close tomorrow night,
th© early closings being the direct
result of the poor business from
which burlesque has suffered the
past several weeks. Last season the Columbia and American
Ofregular Columbia closing date for
ficials
Met
Yesterday.
therethe shows was May 15 or
abouts, several shows playing extra
A meeting of the officials of the
time after that. This year the closColumbia and American Burlesque
ing date for the Columbia shows
circuits was held yesterday (Thurswas set for May 9. The closing day) at the Columbia Theatre
of several houses necessitated the
building headquarters.
earlier closing of the 10 shows listed
Plant; and methods for next seaas follows; "Twinkle Toes," Gayety, son were discussed, the sense of the
Detroit; "Al Reeves," Gayety, Kanmeeting being that drastic economy
sas City; "Bon Tons," Star and Garwill
be necessary to meet the
ter, Chicago; "Abe Reynolds," Star,
changed conditions that have, deCleveland; "Girls De Looks," Gayscended upon all branches of the
"Bowery Burlesety, Pittsbugh;
show business in the past few
quers," Gayety, Washington; "Folly
Town,** Casino, Brooklyn;
"Dave months.
The producers of the Columbia
Marion," Gayety, Boston;
"Jack
circuit held a meeting at the same
City;
Singer,"
Majestic,
Jersey
time to discuss prospects and per"Follies of the Day," Miner's Bronx.
attracThis is the first time since 1914 fect plans for next season's
Following the joint conferthat many Columbia shows have tions.
ence one of the Columbia producclosed so earl
All of the American wheel shows closed last Satur- ers intimated that any "economic"
metheds decided upon would not
day.
Other Columbia closings listed are lower the standard of burlesque
"Bostonians," May 9, Casino, Bos- productions but would bo along

and shows
good taste.

especially strong in
women principals. Edna Knowles
is the soubret, a pretty personable
miss in several cute costumes;
Margie Coate, a good looking blonde
is

a few brief moments.
Ahearn is a corking comedian and
seems to have found an appropri-

for

ate niche in burlesque. He has some
very funny scenes in the show,
both with and without Watson. In
all of their double bits they halvo
the laughs without friction, the two
characters making separate demands upon the risibilities ofotheir

customers.

Walter .Morrison, the juvenile
a very fair performance. This youngster has appearance and will develop into ons
of the best if he elects to remain
in burlesque.
At present he is a
trifle inclined to overplay.
Poise
will come with experience. He has
a nice singing voice and shows to
advantage in a specialty of double
songs with Eleanor Harte.
The show qualifies as a laughing
one besides its production flash.
The book gives full scope to the
abilities of the players and has
been modernized cleverly. Some old
bits are recognizable, but rewritten
and garnished with modern twists
that make them thoroughly enjoystraight, turns in

1

able.

Watson, of course, predominates
and should pave the way for the
return of the "Dutch" comic who

has almost entirely disappeared
from the burlesque stages since the
war. His low comedy is sure fire
stuff and barring one or two minor
prima donna, who slammed over an lapses he has cleaned up his per*
individual hit with a singing spe- formance.
The laughter that greets the
cialty; Eleanor Harte, the ingenue
and the "looker" of the production. slightly uncensored business would
make
one hesitate before condemnPaula Ahearn works in the Ahearn
"Hits and
bicycle specialty, which is the first ing the interpolation.
Bits" sets a high mark for the
scene in act two.
The production is high class wheel and maintains the standards
set
by Jean Beirini's "Peek A Boo"
throughout.
The sets are all in good
and the other ritzi attractions of
the Columbia circuit.
Con.

JOE FREED UNDER BAIL.
Arrested

in Chicago, with 17-YearOld Girl Involved.

Chicago, April

27.

Joe Freed, featured comedian with

"The Million Dollar Dolls"

at

the

Columbia, was arrested, charged
with contributing toward the delinquency of Catherine Hayes, a
17-yeaf-old local girl.
Bail was set at $1,000.
It was
furnished by Ira Miller, manager of
the show.

UNION SQUARE
Z#ke Silvers

Tom Howard

Souse
Dick Roland
Prop*
George Klllott
AUbs Wilson
Miss Hammond
Helen Wade

Joe Rom*
Joe Lyons
Johnny Kane

Adam

Hodge

Violet

Ktidie

Welch

Hattle Beall

Mnrgie Tennetti
Frances Cornell
Helen Adair

Business was decidedly light, at
the stock burlesque house Tuesday
night.

who

Even the

soldiers

and

sailors

usually present in squad
were absent, probably
dreaming of Kahn's beauties in faroff Guantanamo, where the fleet
are*.

formation

manoeuvers.
Those who attended liked the entertainment, judging from the apPittsburgh, April 27.
plause, and were on intimate terms
George Jarre's troupe of "Joy with the different principals, judgRiders" which has been playing the ing from the reception accorded
American wheel all season, and each.
The show consisted of two acts*
which closed the regular season at
the Academy here last week, start- each preceded by a thrilling epi*
sode from the serial picture, "Ruth
ed the current week as the summer of the Rockies," one of those "Did
burlesque stock company.
Ruth Escape the Villains' Clutch?"
Jaffe has abandoned his idea of see next week's picture stunts.
The first act of the burlesque was
continuous burlesque, which he intended to introduce at the Academy, titled "The Sultans Wives." Tom
and is instead running the usual Howard, the principal comic, who
is to be featured with a Columbia
two-a-day. Boxing bouts are still wheel attraction next season, did
featured Tuesday nights.
his
rubber nose eccentric boob
character, assisted by Joe Rose, an
old-school "Dutch" comedian, and
WRITING LIFE OF JACOBS Joe Lyons, a thoroughly capable
straight man, who would look good
Syracuse, April 27.
Mrs. H. R. Jacobs, widow of the in any burlesque lineup. They have
former theatrical magnate is at the to get up in their lines in three days
Yates for a few days, having come at Kahn's, for they change the bill
weekly; hence the value of a versato this city to obtain material she tile straight who can ad lib. plug
will incorporate in a story of the up stage waits, slip music cues and
life of Mr. Jacobs, which she infeed two comics at once. Lyons did
tends to have published. For many all of this and did it well.
Rose scattered "hells" all over the!
years Mr. Jacobs controlled the
neighborhood and going to the rough
Grand Opera House in Syracuse.
stuff whenever he was stuck for a
laugh.
Howard turned in a remarkably clean performance for*
CLAIRE D2VINE AGAIN.
stock burlesque and for 14th street,
Claire Devine (Mrs. Henry P.
where they like their burley cue in
Dixon) returns to burlesque next one-piece suits.
season,
co-starring
with
Harry
Helen Adair, the soubret, led
Le Van in Dixon's "Big Review" on several numbers, displaying a good
the American wheel. James Francis voice, perfect enunciation, plus apMiss
Sullivan is to be featured with the pearance and personality.
Adair should be a good buy for some
show.
Columbiu producer, for she will advance.
The girl has refinement
BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS. without stiffness and gets her numacross
with an excellent debers
Tom Coyne and Frank Manning
Frances Cornell is the
have been engaged by Max* Spiegel livery.
prima donna and Margie Pennetti
for next season's "Social Follies,"
a semi-soubret, who earned the an(American wheel).
tagonism of the chorus and house
staff by t icing up the show leading
"Honey Rose" and releas ng the
Retitle Bernstein Show.
shimmiest shimmy soon since PrinRube
Vcrnstein's
"Follies
of
cess Rajah left Huber's in this
Pleasure" will be retitled "Broad- neighborhood.
Miss Pennetti in a
way Scandals" when it goes out silk nightie woke up the jaded reguover the Ameiiean wheel route next lars into real enthusiasm when she
•
«ea*bn.
< Continued ou page 30)
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Following the example of manyplayers before him, notably recently,
F. II. Sothern, Arnold Daly has
written a book about the theatre.
circulated tome of the week. It
is now running the hoppers of the
reviewers and giving the caustic

THE MORETTE
Out of

A DEFENSE FOR ACTING SHAKESPEARE.

IDEA.

the clientele of Variety, which numbers thousands of performers, one act the Morette Sisters reverses the order, the system, the
policy and the philosophy of conventional theatrical trade-paper advertising.
With the exception of an occasional stray card announcing "At
Liberty/* the Morette Sisters have for years utilised Variety's advertising
pages to book themselves instead of adopting the angle that the others
utilise, of advertising after they are booked.
Many other acts have published and in each edition are publishing what
they have for sale, but the Morette Suiters frankly advertise themselves,
their salary, their terms on dressing rooms, drawing rooms, mother's fare,
featuring, right to carry a dog, etc., and invite the field to bid for them.
For four years now the More tea have booked themselves solid each
year by taking one page in Variety each spring. The first time, when
the girls were new to burlesque and their salary was $150, they topped
the page with line:
all

—

solid season.

One of the author's observations
shillelahs Shaw. > It was Shaw that

that ran out they still had enough return inquiries left over from
the year before, and took up negotiations with those who had answered
then, with the result of a season's contract with Irons
damage at an
increase. They stuck for two seasons. This year they decided they would
offer themselves for first wheel shows, and advertised themselves with a
photograph of the team, and across their pictures a drawing of a rough
sign board reading:

made 'famous

.or

was

it

•

of Winchell Smith in this first
adventure, the one that introduced both Daly and Shaw to

littie

Shaw

Broadway.

Smith

it

was

who

staged "Candida," and while Daly
had had prior Broadway appearances, they had been subordinate,
his first being as the changeling in
Mark Twain's "Puddin'hcad Wilson"
at the Herald square, replacing E.
I* Davenport, and establishing himself virtually in a night.
Daly's bound to Broadway was
literally from the role of property
boy for one of the Charles Frohman
traveling companies. Prior to that
he had been Charles Frohman's
office

boy at 1265 Broadway, the

original

Frohman

headquarters.
Smith had been a gypsy of the playhouse, trying his wits at acting here,

producing there, and managing elsewhere. The Shaw plays owed as
much *o Smith, perhaps, as to Daly,
although It was Daly who first,
sensed the popular dramatics in the
then new writer. Later in their association. Smith played the Daly
role for a short period at the Garrick, when Daly fell ill during the
run there at Shaw's "You Never

Can

Adl«r,
identified
with
vaudeville for some years, playing
in dramatic sketches, is at present
starring at the Lyric, Brooklyn, a

Taka any of hie comedies* or, for that matter, even any of his poems,
and note the laws of the theatre underlying, shaping and evo'ving. Everywhere, in everything, now phrased slyly,' now couched with a touch so tine
as scarcely to make a ripple on the conscientiousness, note the clash, the
pit of human against human, condition versus condition, element opposed
to element.

The claim is oft mads that a too fervid diffusion of color, a too free
extension of thought rather than a habit of compact action, makes the
bard a being for the cloister, one tq commune with leisurely, one whose
riches of profundity and sorcery of expression may only thus he
*
absorbed in alt their facile grace and power.

When

A

Coals to Newcastle, surely, would be any array of proof here that the
larger literary manner c' Shakespeare in his copious use of language but
amplifies the dramatic situations th*>y illumine. Thick, indeed, the tome
of citations that would in every separate stage product of Shakespeare
show this dramatic rider or ralson d'etre first and its colorings as merely
adjunctive.

FOR SALE.

Pertinent to the issue just now is Arnold Daly's recently published
to critics who opine as do those now again seeking Shakespeare's
librarled seclusion. Daly whacks with no uncertain cudgels at those who
say the torch of the playhouse is for readers only, and gives countless

answer

.Tenie

instances from Shakespeare's plays proving that not only was the youth'
who held horses outside a London playhouse before he entered its confines
an actor, but an actor first, last and all the time, and, being an actor,
all he wrote for the stage was from an acting viewpoint.

That the occasional proponents of Shakespeare's plays professionally—
the Barrymores. Hampden, et al. fail to attract audiences commensurate
with their meed is neither here nor there. That a public may prefer to
turn into theatres where less beautiful, less true, less intensively dramatic
or diverting wares are shown is no dissipation of good reasoning that
just the same Shakespeare's plays are plays, fabrics of life itself, acting
p'ays of the life of his period.

—

—

'

The Falstalff of Thomas Wise at the Criterion a few seasons back was
not only an artistic but a financial success. Likewise, it ia s model that
has long served as a guide to contemporary writers of light stage fare.
In its every scene, situation, character. It is a play and not a verbal
compounding. Played as a pantomime, structurally, it would endure.
The same test might well be applied to all of the works of Shakespeare.
"Hamlet," "Othello," "The Tempest.*' "Lear." "Richard III,** "Macbeth'*
let the situations and drama of the list course through the mind with
their vivid realism and stark y beauty, and how can contenders contend

—

What's

left to

discuss?

itself.

days made every line of the bard vibrate with
Before him Kdwin Forrest had similarly
more robust manner. John
McCullough, another of the same period, gifted with the holy fire, electrified audiences with his interpretations not only of lines but character.

Edwin Booth

in earlier

the poet-dramatist's mood.

INSIDE STUFF

awed and fascinated

ON LEGIT
Avery Hopwood's royalties for the show year now closing wi'l ride close
to the half million mark. Jimmy Montgomery's will give the Hopwood
bank roll a race for first place. Hopwood's bit from "The Gold Diggers,"
"Spanish Love'* and "The Bat" at first blush would seem to dim the glint
of the Montgomery mint, but Jimmy's "Irene" is riding the golden moon

in roles suited to his

What 8hakespsare needs today is exploitation, moro disciples, more
interpreters, until the followers of the playhouse awake to the vast store
of husbanded stimulations to emotions contained in every single one of
the plays for players written by a player named Shakespeare.

piece in. London.
The Shuberts, with newly added theatres to their
around the world, where Hopwood's ore excavator is plugging the earth then slowly growing string, badly needed attractions.
of th|s continent only. Playmaking's place in bonanza gathering is getting
The piece was produced here by the Shuberts for the term of their
pretty well known publicly recently, principally through the propaganda lease, the rights reverting to Lederer and Charles McLellan after the
of Prof. Baker of Harvard and his "47 Workshop."
Shuberts* had filled the period of their tenure.
Despite Baker, Hopwood and Montgomery, the author market is like the
Later, when stock companies throughout the country began to cry
Yukon. The lode hitters nowadays are few and far between. New York for the production because of its brilliant success abroad, Lederer
alone pays. Twenty years ago a show got a run of several seasons started to negotiate for its stock presentation, but was .halted by the
outside after playing New York, and as many as 500 shows of one sort executors of the author's estate, McLellan having died in the meantime.
and another toured the country, with authors getting from 5 per cent, up
Lederer was unable to prove In court without % the living McLellan.
in the way of royalties. Today, where writers like Hopwood, Montgom- what McLellan himself, according to Lederer, would have been glad
ery, Harbach and Harbach's take for the year is also fabulous grab to prove, I. c, that the author and the manager were to share in the
off a considerable fortune in a lucky year, the rank and file of writers for play's ownership.
The piece automatically then reverted to the estate
the stage fare not so well as they did in the long ago.
of the author.
The original productions fifteen years ago of "The Belle of New York,"
The piece had made Mcl^cllan rich beyond all contemporary precedent.
The Equity annual show at the shortly to be revived by the Shuberts, reached the top notch royalty mark GustSvS Kerker, composer of the score, also realised a fortune from his
Metropolitan Opera house. Sunday, of its period. Gus Kerker, kapplemeister under the Aronsons at the royalties. Fdna May, the play's star, married millions. Lederer. the
May 1, will consist of: "You Turn Casino, was dug up by George Lederer, then the country's Ziegfeld. original source of the idea and the original promoter of the production,
It,"
a musical revue staged by Lederer, struggling for attractions for the Casino which he had leased gained only his profits during the play's foreign and native runs.
Frank Craven; a Dance Carnival; had discovered on Town Topics a $40 a week writer, Charles McLellan.
Observers of the exploitation of the revival of the piece are remarking
Walts Madness, another musical "The Belle of New York," with Kerker's music, McLcllan's book and that while all the players identified with the original performances Srs
musiand
writer
for
grossed
royalties
In
comedy revue; an all-star Shake- Lederer's editing and staging,
being referred to, Lederer's name ia being made conspicuous by its
spearean pageant staged by Has- cian a collection in three years here and abroad of $400,000. A $10,000 absence from any printed matter or other Shubert publicity.
aard Short (who is general stage week of "The Belle of New York" at the Casino during its first engagedirector); "You Must Come Over," ment was a profitable week for everybody.
The Detroit Journal, under title of "Back Stage Stuff, said: "Frank
a play by Grant Stewart and KenThe greatest royalty profits so far paid an author for any single work Tinney has grown to be Immensely popular. But there are tome of
neth Webb, staged by David Bur- are those won by Lew Wallace for his "Bea-IIur," the first of tbe coun- --Frank's admirers who, while still recognizing the value of a little spice,
fne Wallace wonder if Frank wouldn't be Just as funny and just as popular if he
ton, and the "Equity Kindergarten," try's spectacles on a colossal scale, appealing to all classes,
royalties had didn't resort to dirt. They say that after this year Frank is going to
staged by Leon Erroll with music estate announced three years ago that thi "Ben-Hur
on the front wash black off his face for good. Some of us hope he'll wash it off his
by Silvio Hein and lyrics* by Jo- already passed the three million mark. Harry B. Smith
seat of the royalty band wagon in the days when McLel!an first came tongue, too."
seps Herbert.
into the show limelight. Smith's output included vehicles for Sf many
period. But the CflmfeiffM lades
A musical show thai Is s3«m> in Near York shortly came near hitting the
The Brighton at Brighton Beach. as half a dozen of the reigning sta»s of his
hasn't even remotely approached the figure being hay last week in Brooklyn. The show closed over the bridge Saturday.
Playing Keith's vaudeville, will re- on all the Smith work
Harbach. Bolton, Wodehose, or any of The chorus was paid in full and told to report at eleven Monday morning
Montgomery,
Hopwood,
by
taken
open May 16 for the season, with
for a jump out of town. The principals were promised salaries and a! SO
the authors whose work Is now conspicuously current in New York.
<;-"i-.. Robinson again la comm.ind.
An author nowadays his to get his fortune, if he's to get any. from told lo report at train time. An indignation meeting ot the principals
New York, with added increment in considerably less sums from Phila- was held on the stage and they decided no salaries, no leaving town. The
C. H. Miles intends removing his delphia. Boston and Chicago. The other high spot cities of the country,
troupe is playing out of town this week as per schedule, so the matter
residence from Detroit to New York like Washington. Cincinnati. St. Louis, Pittsburgh, sre food for but must have been satisfactorily adjusted.
Ckjr, according to report.
brief periods of collection.
A former member of an "I'ncle Tom's" which recently dosed has filed
Irving Yates of the Lew Cantor
For the most prolific of dramatic critics Ihe limelight seem* to be a complaint witih the Kquity against the manager of the company,
offices, returned this week from Chlclaiming
that he was cheated out of 215 meals while the piece was Ofl
the
scribes
of
other
than
any
consistently
hitting Hey wood Broun more
engo. where he has been for two
on the New York dallies. Broun, in addition t<» two jobs, book reviewer tour. The troui>e which traveled in a car held contracts calling for
weeks.
and dramatic editor for the Tribune, contributes ul least tWO articles to Steels to be supplied by the management. After having been out for a
short tune the management cut down the number of meals fi<»m three
In addition to
Collier's Monthly,* ia dramatic oditor or "Vanity Fair.'
Harold Vicars, one <»f A. L. writing on another topic for the Nast publication, has just been assigned to wo.
contributes
F.rlanger's musical directors, lias a to write 'thumb nail' sketches of books for 'Lite.'
Harry Fraz.ee is negotiating with the Shuberts for the immediate con*
plan on foot to produce a series of monthly article 10 "The Bookman," and his nine figure* in addition
A tioi of the Lyric Theatre, upon which the former recently took over i
he Wagnerian oj>eras in pictures to other publications with whom he has not specific agreement.
lease
at
for (#2 years. Tbe .'hutx-rt lease still has two more years to run,
°n a large scale, proposing to util- conte pora ry ntaywr.'gnt and scribe estimates Broun* earning
the tut ore rentals being isyable to Fra/.-e. It is said the deal will be
ise the ordinal scores of the rc$25.ooo annually.
effected within the next two weeks.
As «*oon as he assumes control of
peclive operas in conjuu <i<»t. with
the pictures.
The sStihcominu revival, at •The Belle «»f :•'••* v»rk recalls again the J,..ri< now or at the end of two years, Fnixce will make a n urn Iter
The most imporI'lon*.
which
the
for
have
been drawn
of
plans
us
original
Sitt
plann"d
i»rodo«
and
the curious fact thai the manager who
tant change will he lo convert th<* entrance and lobby on 42d street into
William Fox, it is .:«id. <*h'i*ieiVd basic foundation swat ftat a |.<titi> si the pla) n rights an Ibis despite
this
alteration
iTid
physical
I*>
a Store, MTtttssasg the theatre lo
street,
Victor Loighton a Saisrjr of $;. <>'>0 the fact thai he ntVeC S'hntly M»hl his c'Sams.
•t
is said that the carrying charges is 111
reiUicrd so as (o m*ke 'he
lis tfter
George l.cdwtr leased halt the I «***•, to the piece <• hie Hh
* year to act as hoolrin* neStfSsetM
the LytV one i»l ttsMriUeopcst IheMre proper* ic* in the Times S«i<i»ne district.
Ihe musical coniedv prod<*>rr> return Irom. hi* BTCsU Mstsoai *iM
UWre for his feature plctu.es.

Yiddish stock house. Adler is doing a translation of his "The Open
Book,** which he wrote in collaboration with Philip Bartholmae and
was produced by Walter Hast last
season for a brief run out of town,
never seeing a metropolitan premiere. The Yiddish version is titled
••Broken Branches." In the English
play Adler had a minor role. Evelyn Nesbitt starring.
Adler now
does the lead.

—

—
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routine of their turn, told

Tell."

Hymnn

should not so grievously

aught else, is an actor. Liquid as his prone
is, poetic as his observation, sage as his wisdom, all making fascinating
reading, the sixteenth century writer of scrips is ever a dramatist Rest
and a' poet, sage and painter Secondarily.

of answers, as a result of
which they selected the Marcus Show, with a contract for a 52 -week

Among the answers they received were offers from Billy Watson, Sim
Williams, Al Reeves, Jean Bedini, First National Bqpking Association,
Jacobs. American Burlesque Association (Iszie Herk), Drew &
Campbell, Charles Bornhaupt, Burt Cortelyou, Ernie Young, Dave Marion.
Harry Rogers and other miscellaneous potential employers. They selected
Billy Watson's show (The Paris'an Whirl) for next year, and Cortelyou
to book them for vaudeville through the 'summer intervening.
Variety is proud of this, not only because it again satisfies itself that it
is the organ and friend of the performer and reaches and impresses the
manager, but because it once more has had the satisfaction of being immediately and practically useful; because it is a market as well as a hera'd.
This is not a suggestion or a solicitation to the actors* body to depend
on Variety as an employment medium. There are plenty of competent
agents.
But this is a setting out of a thought, an experiment and a
consequence.
Variety will feel that its advertising columns have reached their highest
efficiency when they have become the medium of exchange of wants,
needs and purposes between artists and managers, agents and bookers,
acts and agents, dealers to the trade and customers in the trade in
short, those who offer service and those who want or need service.
The Morette Sisters sent in a page advertisement to the Chicago office
of Variety announcing that they were booked for next season and how
they had procured the booking. The advertisement was declined and this
editorial is selected instead to advise the theatrical world of the facts.
Variety is glad to have advertisements calling attention to success, solid
booking and progress of artists always, but in this instance it regards
the details of more direct advantage to Variety than to the Morette
Sisters, a'nd, therefore, chooses not to accept payment for "boosting"

men

8hake«p«are, before he

$150 BUYS US.

substance for cavil.

first

thoughts of other

t

They then showed their photos, gave the
when they were open, etc., and got a flood

the other way" about? The reviewers seem to think that the actor
claims the discovery of the Irish
satirist But more important is the
revelation by Daly of correspondence between himself and Shaw
wherein the cupidity of Shaw for
gain, material gain, is given ugly
prominence. It is a sorry chapter
for the Shavians. It probably hurt
Daly a lot to pen it. Daly says very

Again the traditional opposition to Shakespeare as a medium distinctly
of the theatre, for the theatre and by the theatre rather than the library.
The recent advents locally of Walter Hampden. Lionel and John Barry more and others spur the newest diatribes. That this time it is bibliophiles who hurl the new metaphorlc missiles against Avon's seer as a
dramatist makes the offense the worse, because men who by pursuit and
desire aim to light the chambers of their souls through the printed

—
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MOVING DAY FIRST OF MAY

EQUITY NOMINATIONS ON NEW
TICKETS ARE GOING BEGGING

WITH GENERAL B'WAY EXODUS

Stage Notables Sidectep Job with Heritage of "Equity
Shop" Association Begs Resigning Members to
Reconsider Withdrawals.

Tryouls Now Ready" Limited by Equ'ty Barry more
Groat Makes Record with $30,000— "Liliom"
Over Big Musical Shows Arriving,

Along the Bialto consideration of
the absence of an opposition ticket
election is
this year for the annual
A
given a pointed explanation.
number of well-known players to
suggested
whom candidacy fcfti been
The
refused point blank to run.
refusals are based on t,he disinto
clination of possible candidate*
•face the music" started by the

FRANK TINNEY'S WIFE

—

—

They
"Equity Shop" movement.
reason that confusion and dissatisbeseason
next
probable
faction is
cause of the restrictions imposed
upon
that
and
shop"
by the "closed
the
those who fostered it belongs
Discussions among
responsibility.
actors shows strongly that
few who have
paratively

com-

been

—

UNDERWRITE "EILEEN"

UNCERTAIN LITIGANT

"Moving Day" is. the general order
on Broadway with the advent of
May, with the first flight of existing
dated for Saturday,
attractions
That, together with the wholesale

With

Sued Comedian Three Times,
But Changed Her Mind.

try-out rehearsals is centering manInterest in the
agerial attention.
road has fallen to zero along with
*
the takings.

counsel

This season's crop of try-oWts will

CLEVELAND BANKERS

to

Profits

Irish

Be

Divided

Charities.

Action

Tha revival- of Victor Herbert's:
"Eileen," flnancied by several Clevecapitalists and managed by
Barry McCortnack, is making a bid
for the support of IriBh sympathiz-

land

Advance advertising 'is dfers.
rected to Irish societies,' and business has been large sinee the opening week in Cleveland; where the
show played to capacity. It is in
Bt. Louis this wee*.
Produced in 1916 by Joe \Vebe\
"Eileen" was regarded as a. failure,
principally because of its book,
which was criticized as "biased, and
had a very short life in New
it
York. Later in the season the entire prodUction burnt lip' in Dayton,
Ohio, a total loss to its producer.

New York shows or
sent from here voted
one way or another for "Equity
It is known tbat several
Shop."
#
stars who until recently figured
prominently with the A. E. A.
firmly
activities are known to have
opposed "Equity Shop."
Sjnce the adoption of the "Equity
Shop" it is claimed many resignations were handed in. Few, if any.
this week
"of those who resigned applied to the Herbert is said to have Ken anxious Playing Keith's Hamilton,
t April 25).
Actors' Fidelity League, but have to revive it. Tor the l>cnefit of IreColonial.
Week
Next
(May
2)
H. T.
indetaken the stand of being
land politically as well as her peo«
a Novelty Surprise of
The detailed effort with pie. The present tour is sa'd t© Presenting
pendent.
Cycling.
Dancing
and
Singing.
which Equity officials have at- have been promoted by the Irish Direction. CHAS. BIERBAUER.
tempted to have such players re- composer, or in any event he is said
consider their resignations indicates
it* production at
In to have influenced
the reports are well founded.
identified with

attractions

i

the exchange of letters from One
player who resigned and an official
of the A. E. A. the latter claimed

the closed shop movement had carried in the proportion of "30 to 1
for all the actors in the United
The player was not deStates."

and refused to reconsider,
kndwing that the census computes

ceived

this time.

•

After deducting the cost "Of the
production, said to be on a much more'
elaborate scale than the original
one, and other incidental expenses,
•which w'ere underwritten by the
Cleveland backers, a division of the
profits will go to the various* Irish
charities, here and ih Ireland;
1

professionals at
of
around 35,000, of which there are
estimated to be 15,000 in the legiti-

engagement
af
Chicago
The
Barry McCormiek's revival of the
Victor Herbert operetta "Ei1ee»"
'

mate field.
More generally than supposed, the originally scheduled for May

15 at

players now in New the Auditorium, ha'sb^en postponed
York and seeking engagements for until Aug. 1 at that house.
next season is that there are too
More constrict rules laid down.
NAT'L
crete evidence as to how players
shop
closed
the
generally regard
Money and Playerj
Volunteer
plan comes from Inquiries by manFred Eric, Advisor
agers now casting productions. Several have asked applicants if they
A New National Theatre move
were members of the A. E. A. and,
ment, one backed by volunteer
receiving an affirmative reply, were
money, volunteer players, volunteer
asked if they objected to playing
The playwrights, is listed to make its
with non-Equity members.
initial local bow at the Biltmore
answers appear invariably to be
Hotel Sunday evening, May 2t.
that they did not care and that the
A directorate of figures of the namain idea was to' go to work.
One actor, a veteran legitimate tive theatre who have been quietly
cutting timber for almost a year
player, who resigned and then deare on the eve of announcing their
clined to reconsider his withdrawal,
plans.
said in his note to the board:
The self-subsidized project has
"For some years the A. E. A. had.
Fred Eric, Margaret Anglin's leadI believe, the good will of the entire
man, as its advisory head. Eric,
ing
profession, but its latter policies
have caused a serious cleavage and who has been leading player for
Maude
Adams, and has 35 active
much rancor.
"With all due respect, I am con- years in the theatre behind him, instrained to believe that that the cluding the direction and acting of
remedies you propose for the ills of more than 300 plays in this counthe
theatrical
world will prove try and abroad, speaking to Variety
W'.rse than the disease no remedy about the new movement said:
Under the circumstances
at all.
my clear course is to resign, which
I
now do with regret."
feelnig

among

THEATRE MOVEMENT

j

—

I

member

to reconsider.

"If you could see in this office."
he said in a personal letter, "the
list of complaints and the unpaid
claims and other things which make

this

organization

Ineffective

in

its

present state, I know that you or
any othrr fair minded man would
admit the 'Equity shop' was absolutely

I

SS<

ntial."

'BLOSSOM TIME" FOR FALL
The Shuberts are to bring in
"Blossom Tim» ." row running In
Boston, where the show is playing
to but fair business.
The managers believe the piece to be a
valuable property and plans eall
for it being held out of New York

separation on the grounds of
and inhuman treatment and
abandonment.
This was dropped
without Tinney even putting in an
appearance and a suit for absoWellman,
lute divorce was begun.
Smythe & Scofield answered for

SHERWIN KELLY

Tinney.
That action also
ordered discontinued by the wire attains. Reports on rehearsal acwho then ordered another separ- tivity show every hall and many
ation action instituted, asking ror theatres busy with try-out shows.
alimony and counsel fees. That, too,
A new dramatic record was hung
was ordered discontinued.
up by "Clair de Lune" with the
Mrs. Tinney is reported in the
Barrymores at the Empire for the
cast of a show to be produced. Her
first week, the gross going a shade
stag« name is Eva Davenport.
That is apbetter than $30,000.
proximately double the high busia
house.
for
this
ness
mark
The $5
FOLLIES"
TO $4
top scale attaining for night perin
Philadelphia
Cut
An Error, Bal- formances and Saturday matinee
timore Statement Says.
gives the attraction seven performances with a capacity, of $4,000
Baltimore, April 27.
'for each. The mid-week matinee is
Ziegfelds "Follies" \\yll close its topped at $3.85. This, week "Cla.ir"
season here Saturday night.
The started off as strongly despite the
show opened here Monday at $4 top, general opinion of the show's busiand it was stated by the manage- ness chances in the ticket agencies.
ment there would be no cutting of The brokers declare the" call for the
the scale in the future. Tt was con- attraction is virtually nil.
This
tended the cut to $3.50 for the means the box office trade has conPhiladelphia engagement was in tinued actively.
Specs point out
error, and that it pulled the gross that
the first two weeks were
about $5,000 for each of the three largely disposed of before the preweeks played there.
Philadelphia miere and insist the scale is too
was the only stand where the scale high to hold throughout the eight
was lowered. Business there ave- weeks date.
raged around $25,000 weekly.
"Liliom," a new show put on last
The "Follies" has been out 46 week by the Theatre Guild at the
weeks counting the local date. The Garrick, drew great notices and the
.

.

.

BOSTON SYMPHONY'S

BACK

DEFICIT $131,000
Famous Orchestra Makes Appeal for Aid
Boston. April 27.
appeal for financial aid has
sent out by the trustees of
P.oston Symphony Orchestra.
th<>
It is pointed out that for the season of 1920-21 there was a deficit of

An

been

$131,000, as compared with a deficit
Of $83,000 for 1919-20 and $93,000 for
1918-19.

until

fall.

I

The

receipts of the orchestra this
were $519,527, of which
amount $300,000 was paid out in
salaries.
Last year the total receipts were $522,600, of which $229,748 was raid out in salaries.

season

A number
he

made

of .cast ehanges will
before it opens on Broad-

way.

Startt

Seat

Ground
the

1— Will

broken June

1

It will

new Earl

be the

BLANCHE BOOTH RECOVERS.

first

The

CHILDREN'S THEATRE GAINS

Washington. D. C. April 27.
children's theatre seems to
CO. have eaiight on here and is attraet-

ing excellent business, a special
Is out as manager of
of the "C.reenwich Village repeat performance being given to.
Follies" shows which .s on its way night of "A Lady Here and There"
back from the coast. Saul Abra- at the theatre, which bears the
hams was sent on last week to a name of "The Holton Arms."
first

The cast includes professional
middle west stand to bring the
Minner polis, April 27.
It
is due
to close at players whose leading members are
Blanche Booth, a nicee of Edwin show in.
Pauline
Eddington, Robert Randall.
next
week.
Cincinnati
Leanorah,
Booth, and formerly his leading
uly, has recovered from a serious In private life Mrs. Bailey, is also Murray Bennett, Charles V. Brown,
jlacte Gaily and Ulysses da
out of the t-how,
IJncse at her home here.
1

Non-

With the arrival of "June Love"
at the Knickerbocker, showmen are
waiting to see what affect it will
have with Equity, and whether

it

will take the initial step in closing
the show because of its being independently produced, and In addition having several chorus girls and

one principal not Equity members.
It has been discussed Equity will
establish the closed shop principle

among those who are not members
of the Producing Managers' Association by Sept. 1, while in numerous quarters is the report that
Equity may seek to la> down the
closed shop law on independently
produced shows that are due in New
York

'
this summer.
In the instance of "June Love,"
the show's producers are Sherman
B ro w n who one rate s
>a v d> o n

U^i

piece looks like a hit. It is a translation of Franz Molnar's play by
BenJ. F. Glazer.
No tickets were.
available for the attraction in the
agencies, the subscription lists taking up all tickets for the first two
weeks. The call In the hotels, however, has been very strong.

Most

i

important

of

this

week's

"Happy Days" at the
Hippodrome.
The
management

closings

on

Carroll
theatre
in the Seventh avenue section of the
theatre zone above 49th street.
A
new house on that thoroughfare is
projected, too, at 5€th street, while
further north the Shuberts are completing a new house on the site of
a former riding academy.
site

theatre.

"JUNE LOVE" AND EQUITY.
Knickerbocker Show Has
Equity Members.

1,200.

will be

of the

June

Harry Bailey

the

closing is actually two weeks earlier
than last year, but the show left
New York later that season than
before.
This season the attraction
played the same stands as always.

YOUNGEST OWNER.
New Theatre

The

BAILEY LEAVES FOLLIES

Attractions starting during that
period are permitted to rehearse two

weeks and show one week. Where
shows rehearse longer than two
weeks for try-out purposes, salaries
are in proportion. Thus if two and
one-half weeks are spent in rewas hearsal a week and one-half salary

Carroll will be located on the
southeast corner of 50th street and
Seventh avenue. It will have a seating capacity of 1,200, 700 for the
lower floor. The stage will have a
depth
of 34 feet and the plot measAccused of Jewelry Theft from
ures 140 by 100 feet. In addition to
Patricia Clarke.
the theatre there will be a fourstory office building. The total cost
Boston, April 27.
of
building la $700,000.
The site
years,
Clara Carroll. 18
of the
"Two Little Girls in BUie" at the itself is leased.
stnge
innovation
An
on
the
will
Colonial here, was arrested last
AJght on the charge of stealing feature it. The back wail will be a
This will be tinted
April 14 a platinu.n bracelet set plaster dome.
with 33 diamonds and 33 sapphires, in light blue and take the place of
cycloramas.
being
amenable to other
'
valued at $5,000, from Patricia
Clarke, a dancer with the company. color treatment.
will
Carroll
be
the youngest theIt
is
alleged the bracelet was
stolen from" Miss Clarke's dressing atre owner on Broadway. He is not
room and' was' yesterday recovered yet 30 years of age. A wealthy busiby the police in a perfume box In ness man is backing the theatre.
the Carroll girl's t'nmk at her hotel.
Miss Carroll gave an address of 408
West 44th street, New York.

of

for

CLARA CARROLL ARRESTED

Replying to this communication,
Frank Gillmore urged the resigning

recovery

cruel

'

number

the'

-

*

for

was staged this week by Her- be the biggest in Broadway's his*
man L. Roth and Samuel Altman tory. It is a sort of annual guessagainst Mrs. Frank Tinney who, ing contest, with producers seeking
through the attorneys started three to discover which attractions to
separate actions against the black- enter in the fall and winter going.
face star, then ordered them dis- This spring the try-outs are recontinued. Judgment in the sum of stricted within the period of May
$5,000 is asked.
and Novehiber by the agreement
The first action instituted was with the Actors Equity Association.
fees

is

claims the season to have grossed
as big as last, with approximately
the same margin of profit. Big takings of the first four months are
pointed out the greatest strength
of the Hip's season.
Spring musical shows are starting to arrive, the first being "June
Love," which bowed in at the

The show

Knickerbocker Monday.

fair
notices.
"Two Little
Girls in Blue" will be the second
on the s?ene, that succeeding "The
Tavern" at the Cohan next week.
At that time too "Princess Virtue**
has its premiere at the Central.
Several straight shows too have

drew

(Continued on page ID)

ERR0L STAGES FOR FIELDS.

Milwaukee "and Cmffles XigeSummer
meyer who also operates the Shu- Comedian's
Selwyn May
bert stock in that city. Both men

in

Revue

at

25.

have a large slice of the property,
Leon Erroll, co-starring with
while they also represent capital
supplied by certain members of the Marilynn Miller in "Sally," at the
Sehlitz family, the famed brewers Amsterdam, has been signed to
of the Middle-Western city. Bertee stage the new rummer revue for
Beaumont*, is the principal and she Lew Fields. The piece Which is to
open at the Selwyn, May 25, will
is reported having filed application
go ii.to rehearsal shortly.
for membership with Equity.

JOHN

H.

HAVLIN MANAGING.
Cincinnati,

April

27.

John H. Havlin, former owner of
the Grand Opera house, has volunteered to act as manager of that
theatre,
succeeding Theodore E.

NEW CUMBERLAND

ROLE.

leaving
to
Cumberland
"Ladies Night" next month and will

John

then start rehearsals for a new play
to be produced by C. B. Dillingham.

The piece is called "The Scarlet
Man" and was written by William
Mr. Aylward died of Bright's Le Baron.
Cumberland has apdisease, after being confined to bed peared in more bedroom plays than
four days. He started as a call boy any other player on Broadway. He
at the Grand and was promoted to figured prominently in half a dozen
the toes office and the managership. A. H. Woods bedroom farcea.
Aylward, who lately died.

.

LEGITIMATE

Friday. April 29, 1981

TO PRODUCE

IN

BLANCHE BATES' SLAM AIMED

MET. OPERA HOUSE

OWN OPERAS

ITS

MAY SHOW

FOLLIES

SOUTH COMES TO NEW YORK

13

Ziegfeld Does Not

Want

AT EQUITY STIRS UP BOSTON

the

$33,000 a Week "Sally."

Group F nances Venture and Takes Man;

Atlanta

hattan for 10
Better Shows

—

Weeks Outgrowth
Than "No.

Demand

of

3V

With the ambition

of establishing
organization to be
a
known as the "Atlantians,'' similar
to the famous "Bostontans." a group

NEW YORK"

"BELLE OF

theatrical

for

REVIVAL AT GARDEN

Just what theatre will house this
season's Ziegfelds "Follies" is still
authority
Reliable
problem.
a
states that the manager has de-

cided definitely not to move •'Sally"
out of the New Amsterdam because
of that attraction's marvelous business pace. "Sally" has not varied
more than a few dollars during the
19 weeks it has already flayed, the
pace being $33,000 weekly. The decision forces the "Follies" into another house for the first time.
Inside information mentions the
Metropolitan getting the annual
To date the Met.
Ziegfeld revue.
directors, have held off renting H for
any regular attraction.
If the "Follies" gets the Met. the
New York run may be cut two or
three weeks. The "Follies" is aimed
for 10 to 12 weeks at the New Amsterdam. At the Met. the run will
probably be confined to eight, weeks.
believed the scale of $4
is not
It
top established last summer will be
changed, though a rearrangement Of
the balcony scale will be effected
because of the size of the Met.
John Clarke, tenor in "Monsieur
Beaucaire," both in the London and
American productions, has been engaged for the next "Follies." and Is

Star Says Union Tries to "Translate Spirit Into
Terms of Money and It Can't Be Done"—"Better
Starve Mediocrity Than Encourage It."

J0LS0N

Boston, April

WRECK;

IN R. R.

27.

Blanche Bates, co-starring here
with Henry Miller in "The Famous
A. Mrs. Fair,** Isn't at all popular with
$45,000 IN
some members of other companies
playing In town as a result of an
Interview credited to her which apon Coast Grosses peared in a Boston Sunday paper.

L

DOING

Southern promoters has projected a producing company designed
ultimately to supply theatrical atOpening
No Mention in Papers Will
tractions below the Mason and DixAmong other things she said:
$6,500 at $3.50 Top.
Fill In During Summer
on line.
"It is far better that those without
This South -inspired organization
talent be starved off the stage by
Will have its headquarters in Now
Los Angeles, April 27.
The
Shuberts's
are
off the word
wages than that they should
low
York, where its producing will be
The "Sinbad" show with Al Jol- stay on drawing a living wage and
handle*! and from which tours of "revival," according to authoritative
son ran into a railroad wreck just contributing nothing to the stage
"The Belle of New
Southern cities will start. It is for information.
outside of Las Vegas, N. If* last but mediocrity or worse. The tdage
that reason that the company has York" which opens hero next MonSunday night en route from Salt people themselves, many of them
present,
the
name
adopted, for the
Lake City to Los Angeles. The earnest men and women, who have
day is to. stand on its own merits
of the Southern Opera Company,
train had just taken a siding and contributed much to high stage
without mention of its original
which has taken over the Manhatwas running at a low rate of speed traditions, are bringing this bad
The word "revival" is taboo,
tan Opera House for IS weeks be- form.
which accounts for the no Injured situation about.
ginning May 10.
due. it is believed, to the unexpected
list.
"Equity attempts to translate
The organisation sprang from an frost of "Floradora" on the road.
The company arrived in time for spirit into terms of money and it
actual dearth of good shows allotted
At can't
the opening Monday night.
There, as a matter of fact, the
be done. It would safeguard
to the Southern cities. Appeals first
$3.f>0 top the house Monday night
small. Inefficient and little people
made to und through the press o» latter show was a bloomer after
was sold out for the first time this wnofie fealm i8 n<n Qf tfte lheatre
is
response
Finally
to-middling
week.
It
one fairAtlanta had no
Gross for the opening at alL It i8nt that , would MCrl .
season.
an appeal was made to New York. admitted that "Krminle" was a
reached $G.:>00. The show will get flee the little man to the big man.
but no change in the custom of money-getter but that, the knowing
on But It is that I would have the little
John in the neighborhood of $15,000
sending "number three" and "four", ones say, was due to the return of on his way from London.
ttie week.
man sacrifice and struggle enough
shows into the territory resulted. Wilson and the presence of Hopper. Steele has handled the chief male
himself to make himself a big man.
At any rate, to-day's ads of "The singing role for the past two seaInfluential citizens of the Georgia
"We get nothing in art or life
under
still
be
said
to
is
He
capital thereupon got together and Belle" were conspicous by the en- sons.
DULUTH LEGIT STAND.
without paying a price," said Mist
contract to Ziegfeld.
the producing enterprise hs the out- tire absence of the word revival.
Other names for the "Follies" are Lyceum to Divide Week with Films Dates. "The beginner on the stage
It is simply called "The New York
come.
has yet the price to pay and at th«
George Le Maire and the Four
The Southern Opera Company -is. Winter Garden Production."
and Road Shows.
present time under the present arA
"The Belle of New York" revival Mosconis.
said to have unlimited backing.
rangements the whole theatre and
number of Atlant bankers, music is now definitely set for the next
Duluth. Minn., April 27.
people
have sur>- attraction at the Winter Garden,
lovers and society
The Lyceum theatre, which has the theatre-going public is paying
"HITCHY K00" EVEN.
"Passing
the current
sCribed to it. Before the plans wer* succeeding
been undergoing repairs and recon- the price.
"No one drives the chorus girl
The premiere of
completed affluent citizens of other Show of 1921."
_.
struction since last June, will be
Southland cities also were attracted the revival is set for late in May Dillingham's Show Plays to
reopened Sunday, May 15, by the into the theatre to starve on $16 a
Road Business.
She can get a position as
and are participating financially.
Originally it was
Clinton -Meyers Co. as a legitimate week.
or early June.
child's nurse at $25.
This may
The twist in the project is its de- planned to place the "Belle" atop
*
and photoplay house.
show,
Dillingham
Another
Charles
cision to establish New York as the Century, the promenade being
The theatre and entlro building sound cruel, but It is cruel only to
the headqtfarters. That gives a cer- now converted into" a theatre. The "Hitchy Koo," with the three-star has been extensively remodeled and be kind, and kind to everybody contain prestige to the venture, these "Belle," however, sized up much combination, Hitchcock- Sanderson
improved at an estimated cost of cerned."
the Majestic,
Taking, in turn, a survey of the
in control being charged to attain a larger in rehearsals than thought Huntley, closed at
There will be a sixteen$300,000.
high professional plane of offerings, and the 'change made. It will, re- Buffalo, last Saturday. With a gross plece orchestra under the direction evils the managers have brought to
both as to players and productloh. main at, the Garden for ten weeks of $21,675, the show broke all pre- of Louis H. Christie, who was with the stage Miss Bates continued:
"Managers are now employing
The program is to produce in' New with Al J olson in a new show due vious records In that theatre. The Souse's band for nine years. Pronext highest figure, $18,000. was vision has been made for presenting actresses by the bulk. They get two
York in the summer and tour shows to follow.
another
in tn=- South in the winter.
"Passing Show" business has been held by "The Nlghtboat,"
the largest musical and dramatic tenors and fourteen pairs of legs.
A skilled manager in the person of away off since Easter. Its takings Dillingham attraction which played productions, although present con- They consider oftentimes neither
Michaei Dempsey has been appoint- dropped to around $20,000, and it is the theatre a few weeks earlier.
ditions will make It Impossible to the mentality of versatility of the
Held Jointly by Dillingham. Er- offer much along stage lihes for a girls they hire.
ed in charge. Mr. Dempsey has oeen now beating that mark with the aid
Even the stage
"Hitchy
Koo"
Ziegfeld.
and
langer
hands recognise the difference in
a resdent of Atlanta for some of the Sunday night concert taktime.
will
bruise
Formerly he was well ings, which measure around $3,800. is said to have quit the season about
the
years.
the
girls.
caJibre
of
expected
that
When we ris
It
show missed at the New play a snlit week next year with rlved to open at the old National
known in London theatrical circles
Plans call for "The Last Waltz" to even. The
profirst
was
where
It
Amsterdam,
as representative of the D'Oyly succeed "In the Night Watch" at
stage attractions and pictures about Theatre In Washington the carpenCarte Opera Company. Also he was the Century, May 8. An attraction duced, but after taking to the road equally
The
Clinton* ters and cleaners nearly went down
divided.
manager in London for the late for the converted roof has not been it is said the gate was measured Meyer* Co. controls the Grand in on their knees to us and told how
thethe
capacity
of
simply
the
by
Charles Frohman and handled a. definitely set.
Superior, which will make it pos- thankful they were that real stage
The sible to offer a full week in the two people were back at the old hoiue.
atres in which they played.
number of stars over there.
receipts in the Illinois in Chicago cities for stage productions.
For months they had been subjected
The opening presentation will be
were close to $100,000 for four
to the presence of hundreds of these
it first i roducicn "The Thnv Musk"DUMBELLS" MAY 9
weeks, and Detroit, Cleveland and
"obtained by the bulk" girls, who
etecrs," which is the Louis Waller
wartime BURTIS AT DAVENPORT BURNS. had from all we heard been accusout
turned
veisien of the Dumas storv of tha,t Canadian Service Show Going Into Pittsburgh
27.
April
Ia.,
Davenport.
business.
Ambassador
tomed to making their changes bename. ,| Richard Temple will direct
All three stars will continue unThe Burtifl burned last night after fore carpenters and scene shifters
the piece.
The succeeding attracThe arrival here of "The Dum- der Dillingham's management next the performance of Alexander, the and thinking nothing of it. The
tions are not finally set. but may
only embarrassed persons were the
Include some Gilbert and Sullivan bells'' May 9 at the Ambassador is season, their respective productions magician.
The theatre was one -third in- decesrt self-respecting stage hand «."
revivals.
Edward Knock, formerly regarded of special interest. This have been selected.
sured. Alexander lost all properties.
With the Gallo English Opera Com- is the Canadian show of ex-service
pany, will be the musical director men wmich has been touring the
$88,000 IN "BLUE EYES."
A. H.
AND "GERTIE"
Dominion for two years to great
lor the new organization.
BACK TO 'DECLASSE."
The aim is to make the Southern business. They have a revue called
will resume her
Now
Has
Bafrymore
Cured
Morris
Rose
Not
Ethel
the
title being
Ousted "Way Down East" to flako
Opera Company a permanent insti- "Biff. Ding. Bang,"
'Declasse" in Chicago in
Comedy.
(our in
Room for It. Sorry Now?
tution.
Present plans call for the somewhat similar to the Rob show
the early fall, taking up the route
musical shows, at the Co utydnrtnurhegl ahrhfa
specialisation
in
Morris Rose's cash loss of $88,000 she was forced to abandon this
war.
Chicago. April 27.
the Century during the
light ope: as and the like.
at
in the "Blue Eyes" flop has cured
through illness.
A. If. Woods has put in a claim
The men have taken to calling him of musical shows but Mr. Rose spring
Recently
themselves "Dumbells "
for the "brown derby" prise,
As
states he is by no means through.
VANDERBILT SELECTED.
rioted in Variety a fortnight ago
they played a run ir. Toronto, and
He has a new comedy drama by a
for three weeks in
D. W. Griffith's "W:iy«J)i.«n Baft,"
over
held
was
Will Succeed Ina Claire
new author lined up which ho may
The
n
which had been sailing along
Montreal.
put out before the season ia through
Gold Diggers."
smoothly at the Woods th atre
"The Hose Girl." which leaves to It is titled "The Boob."
for the Canadians, dived
way
fell sliuhily below the danger l ne
make
Rose's "Scandal" may go out for
It has been decided that pert It
for one week, whieh happened to
in business this week, starting off a third season on the road in the
Tanderbllt will have the leading
be Holy Week.
with less than $650 on Monday. It f
but It will most likely be rerole in "The Gold Diggers" when
immediately switched in book- leased for stock.
Woods had 'Oertii's Garter" on
was
Ina Claire leaves the cast.
time starting
his bands, so he noticed" the Grifto the suhwa\
Miss Vanderhilt is now rehears- ing!
fith Spectacle to make way f<n- the
after next week.
ing and will go into the company
OUT OF BEVUE
Woods sermon on hosiery suspenWithin a fortnight.
The summer show for the Selwyi
sion and hoped to breathe easily.
"The Gold Diggers'* engagement
flEDERER ••DOCTORING"
is
Seiwyns
are
producing
which 'he
people KOt busy and
Griffith's
ttarts a two-year agreement be*
George W. l.rderer's production designed fts a series revue and i
tossed "Way Down K;ist" into tintween Mk< •< Vftftdefhili cMMst -David.. if 'Itap'rt TrettftUy! '--in wlti It M.ii
pieco will tux pui. on annually
Aud.Mo.num.. wjiere. tX h ,^ b«/v.'.i,.daj
Belasoo,
which was Signed this Skelly is to be starred, will not go following the producing plan of the
.tig about ji8,oot> a- week and closes
Week.
Follies" started by 1<\ Ziegfeld, Jr..
into rehearsal until July.
there this week with Sunday out
The show closes at the Lyceum
Meantime t*ederer's s< rvleet are and repeated by several other man
on account of previous bookings.
about .lime 1, and reopens in Chi- being
musical agers f "Greenwich Viii«»K«" Follies,"
requisit lotted
by
and will do over $15,000 on the six
cago Sept. 1.
comedy producers to revise their George White's "Scandals").
days, and the b&ctf action created
Joe Weber is definitely out of the
shows before bringing them into
sueh a shock that Gertie's Garter
New York. Ifc is also "doctoring" reVUe, the featured players being
TWO SPRING VENTURES.
slipped and won't slay up.
Hayes
and
Nora
De
t.t
Lew
producer*
Fields,
films
lndepend<
for
The Seiwyns are readying two
Wolf Hopper. A title for the revue
plays for spring try-outs. The rust
had not been chosen II. Kay CJoetz
CAMEO GIRL" STARTS
to open is "The Puppet Man.'
b)
TAYLOK HOLMES AT FRAZEE. v ji| ii«» Interested in th^ production
"The C.imeo Ciii.'- rmisIr.iV i..i
Herbert Osborne.
Alan Dlnettnrt
w i" be atarred, the premiere being
Tavloi Holmes reptuted IVillard having written the score. The iK>ok
••>
money outside of shon busit
RIAL
MacDonough, with a
Ole
.Mad;
in
adtng
Of is by t«len
«<>t
the
and with a production reported t«.
for Stamford. M.i> 27.
^
of FRED and DAISY RIAL
Kits smi»i»' *"I by Fields
tiumhei ot
I'r. i'/.«c
«s
lift?
Silk" .'•
•jaw ro^-t around $':'.«
is d.i<- u
Following iliat will l»e the Initial "Hmootri
ng this \v«m'U (April _•" ».
.a «•»• of the
he
Mack,
iM-xt
lot da)
Monday at Bultimo
•bowing or Dor in Kenyon'a "The
•'.'
!\-iih's Hoy a I,
York. open
n. r
"Rose Girl's" Subway Date*.
•: n I'd
J «ove
due
lo
rotn
ca»
i, it-.
preliminary
to
nn
expected
RroadChef,"
with
Leo Carrilto
NeXl
M:»; -i. Kelth'j
hila!»
i»iin». furnished ihi >ugh Klu
UOOe C'irl " will n«»s IN en- delphla.
in
a
w
slated for CI. icaa<
•tarred.
Thai piece hows in «t As* n t».;i
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AND COMMENT

PRICES LOW, GROSS

Man,"

ad

Moved up

Kill

to 48th

tJ-Uh
street

week).

Monday,

permits
capacity
"Maty Stuart" closed
$2.50 top.
strongly with smartest port of
audiences.
"Broken Wing/' 48th Street (21st
week)! Holding on to good takings for this house, with the gross

where

house

around $9,000

last

week.

Strong

support of cut rates aiding.
M
"Clair de Lune, Empire (2d week).
Doubled the business record in
this house for dramatic attractions
last week, when at $5 top the takings beat $30,000. Doubt on Broadway if window sale can repeat
record during balance of run. Call
in agencies elaimed weak.
"Dear Me," Republic (15th week).
Closing date not yet determined,
but will probablj be set for the
Management
middle of May.
claiming margin of profit on recent go'ng.
••Deburau," Belasco (19th week).
Class of the dramas, with the
draw as heavy upstairs as down,
which is a feature of remarkable
draw. Only hot weather can hurt
capacity pace. Drew $17,300 last

week.

"Emperor

Jones," Princess
(18th
Several weeks more for

week).

which has been

attraction,

this

around

late.
of
$5,000
Players also in Diff'rent," which
is the matinee offering, with tak
Small
ings included in gross.
house affords margin of prollt.

getting

'

Madame,"

(37th
Fulton
Little under $10,000 last
Draw is mostly down-

"Enter
week).
week.

which is peculiar for longrun attraction. Management un-

stairs,

decided on continuance into summer.
"First Year,'* Little (28th week).
Extra matinee Fridays still given;
probably will revert to eight performances after May. With nine
performances gross is well over
$12,500.
Buy by brokers extends
to August, insuring summer continuance.
"Ghost Between," 39th Street (6th
week). Plan calls for a change
of title. Name may have hurt attraction,
which has built up
strongly in last three weeks.
"Gold Diggers," Lyceum (82d week)
Holding up as well as expected.
Last week's gross $11,100. Change
in cast during May. Ina Claire
withdrawing. Will undergo throat

around $1,000 to gross. Takings
well over $6,500.
"Nemesis," Hudson (4th week). A
late arrival drama. Difference of
Second
opinion hurt first week.
week showed big jump. Laat week
Modgross was around $9,000.
el ate inn. -*
"Nice People," Klaw (9th week).
Kxtra Friday matinee eliminated.
Regular performances capacity
and the gross $14,500, all house
will hold.
Sale strong into June.
"Passing Show of 1921," Winter
(Jarden (18th week). Some guessing as to when succeeding attracTakings
tion will be booked in.
of present show off and substi.

tute looked for soon.

My Heart/' Tort Ulth
o*
Revival concludes this
week).
week. Show goes on tour in subway stands for about a month,
Laurette Taylor then going to
Jxmdon. "The Tyranny of Love"
succeeds next week.
"Right Girl," Times Square (7th
week). This attraction about getting by, with the takings around
Production not
$9,000 last week.
as big as average musical show.
"Peg

&

Judy
"Polio's Wild Oat," Punch
One of the several
(23d week).
offerings on the list framed for a
enjoyed.
(9th

Comedy (1st week).
A comedy produced by Jules
Hurtig.
Was out for trial some
time ago.
Was known as "His

"Just Married,"

summer

stay.

"The Tavern," Cohan (31st week).
Concludes engagement Saturday,

"Whits

Gaiety (137th week).
Extra matinee now eliminated, but
pace for eight performances remains remarkably big. Last week
the run wonder beat $14,000. Enindefinite.

"Little Old New York," Plymouth
(34th week).
Holding to a pace
of $9,000, with matinees of material aid. Time of continuance will
be judged after arrival of hoi

over

,

.

m

$15,000

more than

-.t

here,

and

$4.40

$3.50

with "Irene," "The Bat" and

$2.50,

Me"

getting

Esti-

$3 30.

mates for the week:
"Shavings,"

(Power',

Only one more week,

The

week).

8th

"Call

$10,000.

Doctor'' to try for a

summer

run.

"Linger Longer Letty,** (Olympic,
2nd week). $17,500 looks like a long
linger.

"Ess*

Is
West," (Garrick, 7th
almost $3,000 to
though a very steady
and a heavy future re-

Slipped

week).
'

$18,500,

demand

(Oelonial..

3rd.

week).

Running
leading everything.
ahead of its nearest com-

petitor,

$1*5.000.

"Gertie's

the front rank.
"Beggars' Opera,"

2nd week).

tral,

(Shubert-Cen-

Has picked up and

will tuck away a nice run before
closing its season, $9,000.
"Tickle Me," (Illinois, 3rd week).

Went

back

to
week of $22,000.
the last half.

MAY

cm
about $9,000.
Down East," 4-ith Street (35th
*Macbeth," Broadhurst (2d week) "Way
week). Pointing to a year's stay
Played but five performances last
on
Broadway.
Business has been
week
(opened
Tuesday,
with
holding up to nic profit A jump
Thursday matinee out)".
Drew
In takings sent gross to well over
$5,44)9.
Extra advertising this
$12,500 last week.
week, calling attention to wealth "Over the Hill,"
Park (SOth we.k).
of fine notices, with one or two
"Four Horsemen of Apocalypse,"
Will be with-

drawn Saturday, Hampden reviving "The Servant in the House."

/Mr.

Passes By," Miller
si h
week). Did better than management expected for Ihst week henthe gross goinu to $9,500; that is
about $.1,000 better than pice at
Carriek, where show ran seven
weeks.
"Miss Lulu Bett," Delmont tilth
week).
Went into cut rates for
first time last Week, that nrftUhs
Pirn

<

r

Astor r*th week). Is In for a run.
Record business was drawn wlu-n
picture was at Lyric.
Capacity
here not as big and flush of naming spent,
(toing strong, with
$17,300 in last week, which tops
i

the special picture

"Connecticut

Yankee

otT-

in

i

inj

"Irene," (Studebaker. 21st week).
Slipped to $15,000.
Have replaced

K. & E. Banking on "Robin
boosting business.
"Bab," (Blackston, 2nd week).
Hood" Revival.
Are putting this theatre on the map
by making a play for the people in.
Philadelphia, April 27.
stead of the high-brows. Business
House policies on the question of
increasing every week; $12,500.
A
early or late spring closings .seem
neat hit.
"Way Down East," (Auditorium, to be taking sharply divergent lines.
2nd week).
19th week in town. The syndicate houses will be dark
Touched its high water mark up of by the middle of May, if not before,
the
unexpected happens,
This minus unless
at
top.
$21,000
$1
several days necessarily given up to whereas the Shuberts are bringing
in some try-outs which will probconcert dates booked previous to
their opening.
Negotiated for five ably last as long as they continue
more weeks but with a string of to make money.
The syndicate officials are countbooked for the
seven
concerts
month of May called it off. One ing on Dunbar's "Robin Hood'' revival. It received laudatory notices
more week left of its successful

K ng Ar-

Six

New Attractions Due Next
Week at Hub.

Boston, April 27.
A rather peculiar situation exists
here. as far aj the legitimate th<>
atres arc concerned.
On Monday
nlghl no new attractions struck
town and two legitimate houses
have as attractions amateur productions. The Plymouth, a Shuberl
house, had a split week of Vincent

Club and Hasty Pudding Club

offer-

been rented for four weeks.

I'usi-

riess

around

$11,000

last

week;

strength of feature made for continuance on Broadwoy; and it Is
liable to

week).

Bsssssa

•

Sydney, Australia, April 2.
Joe Coyne made his first appearance here at tho Criterion • "His
Lady Friends," the American comedy by Emile Nitray and Frank
Mandel. The play is of the lightest
i

variety and the plot just about
holds it together.
The piece is

drawing poor houses.
Mr. Coyne .us James Smith carries
the
whole production and
proves himself to be a wonderful
artist.
Without Coyne the show
would be a flop. Marjorie Bennett
as Eva is very winsome and made
a personal hit.
Ruby Trelease is
fine, but does not get much oppor-

tunity to shine. The rest of the east
with
the
exception
of
Temple, are not up to standard.
The
play
was
produced by Wilmer
f i'om the critics Monday.
The east
and staging are not particularly ex- Bentley.
pensive, but a $2 top will bring
SIGN
down the money, No elosing date is
STAR.
set. but "The Mask," a picture, is
The Woods office is considering
the underline!-.
signing Jeannie Valliere. the Ger-

MORE BOSTON HOUSES

"Mother

i

JOE COYNE IN AUSTRALIA.

Kmma

MAY

Shcba," Lyric r;,i week >.
Street," Central <:><l week).
Will leave at end of week, moving over to Tow n Hall, w hicli
as
of

PHILADELPHIA'S SEASON

Helen Shipman with Dale Winter,
local favorite, with expectations of

thur's Court." Selwyn <7th Week).

Queen
"Dream

WIND UP

lah."

i

opposite opinions.

Amateur

its

FILMS TO OCCUPY 3

rates aiding.

i;

c

.

satisfactory to house.
run.
"Toto," Bijou (6th week).
Has
been going strongly since pre.
mierc. Belling out; an exception
was Friday night last (Jewish
holiday). A cinch to last into the
warm weather.
"Trial of Joan of Arc," Shuhert (3d
week).
Kxtra advertising and
two for one ticket plan pushed
takings over $12,000 last jveek

k *
ot h. r lc,vg~ i'trn
Big pfodneuon; lh»T'"'dffefc-a' 'oo
successes.
late.
"Lov» Birds," Apollo <7th week).
More than making good mana- "Welcome, Stranger," Sam IF. Harris (33d week). Another month or
gerial claims. UrosKed Si.'.sno last
so looked to for this season -run
week, which s not far under racomedy.
Business
last
week
pacity with scale at 12.60 lop.
he,-

shows around

'

Lightnin',

'

office

Garter" (Wood's, 2nd
week). $12,900. With heavy overwhich goes out this week.
head and an expensive cast, doubt(12th
Ambassador
Girl,"
"Rose
ful if its making real money.
week). Suddenly ordered out at
"Dulcy," (Cort 9th week).
Beend of next week, with subway
houses to follow. Was listed for tween $9,000 and $10,000.
moderate run; that accomplished
"The Tavern/* (Cohan's-Grand,
lately with cut-rate aid.
New Amsterdam (19th 12th week). Fell to $7,500, with
"Sally,"
only
one more week to go. "The
have
it
week).
Inside reports
that this wonderful success will Meanest Man In The World," rethe
summer
moved
for
be
out
not
placing it with a gamble to round
and that the "Follies" will be pro- out the season.
Sally's"
vided another house.
"The Four Horsemen," (LaSalle,
takings $33,000 and over weekly.
"Smooth as 8ilk," Fra/.ee (7th 4th week). Went to $12,500. an increase
of $500 over any other week
Has couple of weeks
week).
more, then goes on the road with of its run.
Taylor Holmes in Willard Mack's
"The Bat," (Princess, 17th week).
role.
Latter will appear in suc- $18,250; Has never done under the
ceeding attraction, called "(Jold,"
$18,000 mark, and no end in sight.
and due May 23.
Maxine Elliott Clever publicity keeping this hit in
"Spanish
Love,"

having accomplished a season's
run to the surprise of the talent.
"Two Little C.irls in Blue" succeeds next week.
in Tues"Three Live Ghosts," Bayes (31st
day.
week). Has another week to go;
"Ladies'
Night,"
Kltingc
(38th
started in at the Greenwich Vilweek). Agency buy over for this
lage theatre and proved a consistfarce hit.
it should easily coast
ent winner right along, accominto the summer going. Has
been
plishing a season's run and a neat
holding up with comedy leaders
prollt.
May play some subway
"Lady Billy,' Liberty (UOth week)
time before closing.
Closing date not definite, hut atTop." Clone
(30th
traction will probably leave in "Tip
week).
Management expects star. Fred
about three weeks. Business last
Stone, back in cast next week,
week at $12 700 provided prom
though that is not certain. Busioperating cost being well down.
ness at
Night

Out" and
Your Number." Bowed

r

box

are the exceptions instead of the
rule.
And the warm weather
months coming on, $2.50 looks like,
"Gertie's Garter"
the high price.
was the first with $2.00, and now
"Linger
"Bab,"
Tavern,"
"The
Longer Letty" and "Mary" are

week). $3,000

remains
reviyal
Call
for
this
strong, with the lower floor espeShould better the recially big.
turn run of "Peg o' My Heart,"

sure of

winter.

wt'

—

Chicago, April 27.
prices are the
order of 0\e .day in mqst of the

Sane

Still

"Romance," Playhouse

(76th
week).
around $14,000, or
under that. With pooling
arrangement musical record run-'
holder may go into summer going.
Run has averaged $16,800 weekly.
Kitz, supplied fresh Interest this
"June Love," Knickerbocker (1st
week.
week).
Musical show opened "The Green Goddess," Booth (16th
Monday.
week). Sailing along at capacity,
is
initial
offering of
with standing room late in the
Sherman Brown, the Milwaukee
week.
This melodrama" a solid
manager.
Piece was originally
bit.
Sale well into June and is
presented in Boston during the

now

slightly

is

at $2.

IOCS, and the Tremont. a syndicate of stars and would-be stars. They
open against light opposition from
house, had the Filene show.
For the coming week there are Mantel), who will probably uuffer
six new attractions due to strike this year from the Hampden en"Buddies," the Selwyn gagement.
the town.
Nothing la underlined for the
production which was a big hit
when it opened here, is due to come Walnut, where Nance O'Neil in
"The
Passion Flower" open d Monindefinite
Into the Wilbur for an
engagement, and Cohan's new show, day to a house long in numbers but
short
on common courtesy.
"The O'Brien Girl," is due into the
As expected, "The Greenv. ich VilTremont. Faversham comes to the
Plymouth for four weeks, and three lage Follies" beat Ziegfelds* last
photoplays will open up on* the same week, but the fact that the former
night. /playing against each other was starting and the latter ending
f hem, "Dream Street," at the made tho result no surprise.
"Abraham Lincoln" (Broad, 4th
"Honeydew,"
supplants
itic,
has been a consistent money week). Fine record for this one,
maker, and "Deception" will come with only a few seats empty even
into the Colonial, when "Two Little on Monday and Tuesdays and a sell,
Girls in Blue," the aew Erlanger out at the end of the week. Could
production, will leave that house to have gone on, but ends Saturday;
go into the Cohan theatre In New $14,000.
44
Rob in Hood" (Forrest, 1st week).
The third photoplay, "The
York.
Four Horsemen," will open at Tre- Opened with promise, but is not figmont Temple, the same house where ured to stay more than two or three
"Way Down East" finished its speo weeks. In the nature of an experlmenL Ziegfeld "Follies" in its last
tacular run.
Business at three of the eight week fell to $20,000 or therea' >uts,
houses now open was good. At the nothing very good for this big house
others it fell off despite good with a $3.50 top.
"Green w.ch Village Follies'* (Shuweather.
bert, 6th week). At $3 top, cleaned
Estimates for the week are:
up
a tidy profit despite heavy over,
"Two Little Girls in Blue" ColoPicked up con- head. This house, with one or two
nial, third week).
exceptions,
has been a hoodoo for
siderably and now appears to have
like
"Tickle
arrived. It has been retouched, and many %nonths, but,
this
one is drawing well.
at the end of this week will be run- Me,"
ning smoothly. It did $18,000 last About $23,000.
"The Mirage" (Lyric, 4th week).
week, leading the town.
•''The Famous Mrs. Fair" (Hollis, Finale for this one, which drew betfourth week). Has two more weeks, ter than expected here, especially
and will just about last through. considering the opposition of "Linand "The Son-Daughter";'
If anything worth while is offered, coln"
the house will remain open, other- $12,500.
"Prince
snd Pauper" (Adelphia,
will
closed.
wise it
be
About $15,000.
"Home Brew" (Tremont, first 2d week). Stay cut to two weeks,
Faversham has drawn
week).
production. although
"Springtime in Mayo," on second well. No reason given for i.oeision.
Class patronage, with many parties.'
and last week, did about $7,000.
"Honeydew"
(Majestic,
fifth $13,000.
"Mary" (Garrick, 1st week). Third
week).
Final week, a consistent
money maker. Business for last trip, and still getting nice houses.
First week ought to gross high, but
week about $15,000.
"Honey Girl" (Park Square, see- doubt for the rest. May surprise
ond week). Did about $9,000 last the wise ones and round oi t a nice
week, and is proving a bit of a sur- run. "The Son-Daughter" did not
prise for a show which played here live up to expectations here. Hit
so long and cleaned up so prettily around $14,000.
a couple of seasons ago. Is in for
"Dream Street" (Chestnut Street
three weeks more.
opera house, 2d week). Not exactly
"Blossom Time" (Wilbur, third frost, but. by no means a film wonweek). Final week. Show did not der. Scale ($1.50 top) too high hero
do as well as hoped, though all the evidently. House is pointing out
critics
were enthusiastic.
Esti- "great number of seats at $1" in its
mate* for last week about $11,000.
paper ads. Not likely to last moro
"The Whirl of the Town" (Shu- than another week or so, in conbert, second week). Going along at trast
to Griffith's last knockout
a very fair rate with takings about here, "Way Down East."

$15,000, a good break when it is
"The Passion Flower" (Walnut,
high-moneyed considered the show is playing at a 1st week), liig audience, with some
Doing a sell out $2 top for nights, except Saturday. paper, saw opening. Cold after first
"The Skin Game" closed at the act, but warmed a good bit after
Plymouth last Saturday night, and second.
Opinions divided as to
"Pitter Patter," (Playhouse, 2nd
in the final week did about $0,000 merits of stage play and movie ver"The Champion," Longacre (17th week). Could
not stand the gaff
wertt). Around $10,000 again last
business.
sion. Too highbrow to last long, but
week.
Cut rates and parties and gave up the ghost after a two
really a good show. "Girl in the
play.
Closed to
$5,600.
helping.
Special publicity stunt weeks'
Spotlight," one week only, did nothwith
"The Bad Man," which Theatre dark one week, then housing to brag about.
moved across the street at the ing Ben-Ami "Samson and DeliWILL

theatre here.
"Irene,"
Vanderbilt

gagement

Some

house and able to make servation.
money with the $6,000 pace it has
"Mary,"

(38th week). One of the earliest
Not to return to cast.
attractions to arrive this season,
Times," Hippodrome (38th
this one is still holding on. Liuble
week). Final week. Last season
to withdraw at any time now.
Hip continued until May 15.
"The Bat," Morosco (36th week).
M ln
the Night Watch," Century (14th
Only one of the run plays in the
week). Will be withdrawn as soon
non-musical division beating this
as "The Last Waltz" is rendy.
mystery play hit. and that is "Deletter show due in May, with "The
burau" ("Clair de Lune" beat all
Belle of N»w York" opening at
dramas first week at Empire),
Winter (Jarden instead of roof
"Hat" around $17,000 weekly.

First

Attractions Asking

$3;

small

operation.

•

Two

"Tickle

"Good

Pace

Only
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heavy

make

a

&ood run of.
Casino

it.

Eternal,"
First

week

<

lM

shotted

Rental on house for a
month or more. Plunging in pnb"
liclty may override bad 'title,'
loss.

GERMAN

"Mary — third

time here- Is man actress, in on English speakengagement," ing part. Miss Valliere is now apannouncement pearing with a New York Yiddish
of six weeks. J.')o!;s as if three or Stock company, and before was
aff'Mii- would be- about the vmitt, n,
.ilia?ed
\\y>h •••the ^torfltan -s'/ocl;
though it has brought the fir t company at the Irving Place for i
steady line to the Garrick box office number of years.
since "Peter Grimm." Maptell will
round out the season at the Broad,
stressing a "limited
despite the previous

-

following "Lincoln," which ro inds
out its fourth w«ek Saturday, night
to real money. There la a dim possibility
that
something may be
brought Into this house during the
latter part of May, hul it is very
douotful.
It
is
evident by this time tli.it
none of the prospective Krianger,
Dillingham, Belasco,
Krohman or
Tyler late spring nr summer shows
will Include Phllly in their rounds.
On the other hand, the Snub rts
are bringing two new Mm-* liere
week.
next
"PhOebi
of
Quality
Street" and the revived "Belle of
Kew York." They Will play adjoining houses, Adeiphi suidvLyrife Both
shows are advertising* long strings

Leading Makers of
Stage Attire
For Men and Women x

<
<.

We

J[

Costume completely mn-°
steal and dramatic produce

IJtions,
•

o
«

moving

pictures, acts,"

revues and operas.
143 West 40th St., New York
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'HELLO,

YOU BIGAMIST,"

WAS

NO T. ft A. MEMBER TO ISSUE

WIFE'S GREETING
M. Goodhue Is organizing attempt Is beta* made to raise an
Mg "New Bostonlans" company for endowment fund to provide- the
engagement at the players with a playhouse.
an all-summer
For the first time in two years Upstate Stock Actor Says He
Euclid Avenue Opera house, Cleveby a tour lead- stock will be offered at the Empire.
followed
be
land, to
Took Her Word on Divorce
engagement
in Salem, Mass., which takes on that
extended
an
to
ing
Can Francisco beginning in Janu- policy for the summer. The house
has
that
before
probable
been
playing
is
vaudeville,
It
supOswego, N. Y., April 27.
Organization Goes on Official Record Adjustment
ary,
Facing charges of both polygamy
opening for the warm weather in plied by the Boston Keith office.
The Empire stock will be man- and perjury, as the result of warSought with Musicians and Stage Hands Rail
Cleveland the organization will play
aged by W. D. Bradstreet, who has rants sworn out for his arrest in
the New York subway circuit.
of Shows by House,
Rate Parley
The company will be made up of been in charge of stock in Maldea, Boston, Charles W. Ockstadt, 22
DeAngells, J. Humbud Mass., for several years.
years old, an actor playing in stock
Jefferson
The
Qulnn,
Delmar
PopJoe
Wright repertoire com- here, and a former George WashPuffy, Edward
pany, which was in rehearsal for ington and Yale University athlete,
pin, Samuel A. Burton, Ann LathThe Touring Managers' Associafive weeks, has been disbanded. An is today at liberty under bail of
RogMildred
Winn,
Lavinia
tion officially went on record as an
p,
r0
Max Bendix will be musical advance man had been sent out and $1,000.
ers.'
organization, as opposed to the proThe warrant charging polygamy
director and Brlggs French stage billing placed in two Jersey towns
posed "Equity Shpp," at a special
prior to the decision not to send was sworn out by Mrs. Elizabeth
director.
meeting held at the Hotel Astor,
Ockstadt,
of No. 607 Fourth street,
Wright was reMr. Goodhue has several stock out the troupe.
Tuesday. The action of the T. M.
she
N.
Washington,
who
says
W.,
ported
but
consideration,
as
having
under
contract
a
to
place
enterprises
A. was in the nature of a ratification
was
married
to the young leading "Tip Top" Runs Into June and of the
his
upon
finally
company
decided
in
the
park
at
Hersey,
yet
not
previously announced stand
has
man of the Belgrade Stock ComPa., for a summer engagement.
of the individual members of the
them.
in Chicago.
Reopens
housed
Richardson,
pany,
at
the
closare
Players
~*bes
organization against the "Equity
The Guy F
here, two years ago.
The perjury
Shop."
Present at the T. M. A,
ing a Jong season at the New WarHYMAN ADLER IN STOCK charge was preferred by the city Fred Stone expects to be back in meeting
burton theatre, Yonkers, N. Y., this
were 49 members, repreclerk
and
registrar
Boston,
the
of
Room"
Mabel's
in
senting approximately 100 shows of
week, with "Up
Gets 20 Per Cent, of Gross in New alleged offense having been com- "Tip Top" at the Globe next MonForbes
Guy
attraction.
final
the
the
travelling
one, two, and three
as
Version of "The Open Book."
mitted on August 3, 1920, when Ock- day night, after being out of the night
classification.
and Florence Woodbury have been
marry
stadt
took
out
license
to
a
show
four
weeks
with
an
injured
It was .unanimously agreed that
playing the leads.
Ilyman Adler is appearing this Tiresa Vangrove. At the time the ankle. Despite the comedian's in- no member
The Pauline MacLean Players
of the T. M. A. would
week at the head of the Yiddish actor swore he was single.
issue Equity contracts hereafter. A
at the Music Hall, Akron, O., for
jury
his
and
enforced
retirement
at
The
Stock
Washington
wife
of
the
stock
Co.
the
Lyric,
at
Brooklyn,
engagement
committee was appointed to draft
eight months, ended the
in the play in which he starred in company star complicated matters the height of the piece's success,
an official T. M. A. contract, which
Saturday, moving to the Park,
Monday with English this season under the di- by writing to her husband, advising the gross receipts will go well over all of the T. M. A. members are to
Erie, Pa., opening
the million dollar mark before the
that
she
had
Virginia
and
gone
to
rection
of
Walter
Hast,
in
associacompany
The
use in the future. Another commit•Wedding Bells."
there secured her freedom. He took end of the engagement.
tion with Evelyn Nesbit.
tee was appointed whose duty it
will play Erie four weeks and from
Scheduled to run until the last of
The piece was originally called that as his authority for wedding
will be to seek conference with the
there will go to Jamestown, N. Y.,
again. Miss Vangrove is a member June and based on his pre-with"The
Open
Book,"
but
has
It
4>een
summer
musicians' and stage hands' unions
for its fourth consecutive
Ock- drawal business, Stone is expected with a view
rewritten by Herbert Hall Wins- of the Belgrame company.
to securing better conseason.
"Wedding Bells." the low and Emile Nitray and is now stadt holds the letter from the to shatter all records in the history ditions than those under which the
Offering
Washington
woman
in his posses- of the Globe.
The
comedian
was
called
'Broken
Branches."
Sanger
class of shows played by the T. M.
B. F. Keith stock at Columbus.
sion, it is said.
going along to capacity before his A. members
operate.
This means
Monday, ushered in its fourth an- & Jordan are understood to be inOckstadt's professional name is accident. At the scale of $3.85 for
that the T. M. A. will ask the stage
nual season at Keith's. The com- terested in a revival of the piece.
Buckleigh
Oxford.
During
the the first floor, "Tip Top" was shown hands
Adler
receives
20
per
cent,
of
the
Fealy
to eliminate the extra men,
pany is headed by Maude
World
War
he
was a lieutenant in record receipts, with $36,700 on the which the
Supporting gross Tor his personal appearances
union rules
and. Stuart Bobbins.
the United States Marine Corps
week between Christmas and New shows to use. Similar force the
Gertrude Kitchey. this week and the use of his play
includes
cast
concession*
Preparing to fight the polygamy Year's, $6,456 for New Years Eve
will
be asked of the musicians
George Connor, Bessie Warren, W.
charge, he has retained a former in- and $3,212 for the Wednesday matiMildred
unions.
LeDuc,
Edward
Gerald,
H.
FROM FILMS TO STOCK.
structor of his college days to rep- nee in the holiday week. The show
Another committee will endeavor
MacLean, Hal Crane and Russell
His has played to well over $26,000 per to
The Imperial Theatres Corpora- resent him in Washington.
secure a reduction in nl\ rates.
Parker. The company is under the tion
of Philadelphia, who control a father Is looking after his interests week every week since it opened,
Each of the T. M. A. committees
MacFayden.
Harry
of
direction
string of picture theatres in Penn- at Boston, the Ockstadt home city. which is capacity at the prevailing will seek
co-operation of the ProLeona Powers, who Is now with sylvania,
The second marriage of the young scale.
with
have
contracted
ducing Managers' Association, which
the Baker Stock Companw, of PortBert* Bertrand to produce musical actor is said to have been solemnAnnounced
to play until the lat- will be asked to
woman,
leading
will
be
appoint committees
land, Ore.,
comedy stock in their Majestic, ized in New York City, September ter part of June, Stone will then of its own to work conjunctively
and Minor Watson will be leading
Accord' -g to the version of the lay off and take a vacation until
5.
Wilkes-Barre.
with the T. M. A. bodies.
man. Lee Sterrett, now the sheriff
The policy of the house will be story circulating here, his first wife, Labor Day, when he will open in
The T. M. A. actors' contract will
In "The Tavern," will be director
three acts of vaudeville in conjunc- learning of the marriage, rushed the Colonial theatre, Chicago, for stipulate that
actors are to play
and character actor. James J. Hayto New York by airplane and contion
with
twenty-people
musical
a
engagement,
unlimited
probably
a'n
the
number of shows in any given
den, juvenile, now in Mr. Casey's
show.
The
cast for the opening fronted her husband in the lobby of for five months.
The
tall end of house, that is the established
Jane
Mass.;
Brockton,
conpany at
policy
show will Include Manny Besser, a hotel with "Hello, you bigamist!" next season the comedian will play of the theatre. If the policv of
Gilroy and Ruth Lee of the same
Ockstadt and his wife No. 2 will
Brad Sutton, Chas. Cole, Gertrude
out in Boston.
the house is ten shows, that is the
company, will return.
continue
their
engagement
at
the
number the actor will play. If the
The list of plays follows: "Adam Ralston, Ruth Barbour, Betty Gor- local theatre. Some difficulty in
policy is six shows or seven, that
and Eva," "Daybreak." "Civilian don and a chorus of 14 girls.
securing bail immediately after his
LABOR.
ALLEN
SCORES
number will be given. There will
Clothes," "Tiger Rose," "Daisies,"
arrest resulted in Ockstadt "workbe
no extra compensation for per-*
Shu
of
"Love
Lucille,"
"La La
RELEASED FOR STOCK.
ing" at a matinee with a police
Talks to Fidelity Members at Mil
formances.
Shong," "Smiltn' Through," "Turn
Rita Weiman's "The Acquittal" guard stationed in the wings of the
Theatre.
ler
The
Equity contract calls for pro
to the Right," "Sign on the Door/' has been released for stock by the theatre
rata payment per show for each
"Polly with a Past" and others.
American Play Co.
Governor Henry J. Allen of Kan- show over eight for road shows of
Mr. Casey will come to Duluth
sas made an address Sunday night the pop price type.
Washington, April 27.
May 8 to make arrangements for
Washington's actor, ex-football at the Henry Miller theatre at the
It was the unanimous opinion of
FROM THOMAS star
the opening. The regular Orpheum WAIT
and ex-marine officer, Charles invitation of the Actors' Fidelity the T. Ml A. meeting that the memseason will close Saturday, May 21.
scored
the
which
he
in
League,
bers
W.
(Buck)
Ockstadt,
again
broke
would go ahead and produce
As to Who Will Head Cast of Sam
into the front page news stories of quality of labor leadership, although shows as usual next season, reShipman's First Musical Show.
Duluth, Minn., April 27.
the local dailies when his wife had he had only the kindest things to garding less of the Equity's closed
Manager Arthur J. Casey of
The new Samuel Shipman-Lee him arrested on a warrant charging say of the rank and file of unionism. shop edict.
Haverhill, Mass., who will return
In effect the T. Mr A.'s attitude is
"I want to talk to you, not about
with the Orpheum players to the David operetta, "The Charm Kiss," bigamy in Syracuse, N. Y.
Efforts were made to locate the union labor, but about that quality that no Equity actors will be em*
local Orpheum May 22, has about will be a Dillingham production dethreatens
ployed,
as there is a standing rule
completed his company and has an- pendent on John Charles Thomas' Washington wife, but were unavail- of its leadership which
nounced his repertory of plays for willingness to star in the piece. ing. She is stated to be barely 21 to lead it to Its death," said Gov- of the A. E. A. that all Equity mem*
The company Is al- Thomas is at present touring in and has a petition fo»* divorce pend- ernor Allen. "Either that or to a bers must not sign any Equity con*:
the summer.
most identical with that of last sea- "Apple Blossoms" and is undecided ing in the District Supreme Court- point where it will make Itself tracts, under pain of expulsion.
Provisions were also made for the
amenable to public protest. I con\
son.
whether he prefers to do another It was filed last December.
When she filed her petition for fess I am some times frightened at engagement of expert legal talent to
musical show in preference to a
take
care of the T. M. A.'s Interests,
Indianapolis April 27.
previously expressed desire to ap- divorce she claimed that a prayer- this un-American kind of leaderin the event of trouble with the
Stuart Walker Company opens at pear in straight comedy roles.
book at the home of her parents- ship."
Murat for summer stock season
Governor Allen said the Idea of Equity. The establishment of what
In all cases, the operetta will go in-law, 816 Eighth street. NorthIs to be a large war fund for use
Monday, May 2, marking the start into rehearsal in July under the di- west, gave her the tip to the al- unionizing the stage was absurd.
of actual warfare with Gregory rection of another entrepeneur who leged double-life her husband was
"Such an aim would seek to put by the T. M. A. in its expected
Kelly's company which has been on has expressed his willingness to leading. She states she found with- a premium on mediocrity. I appear tussle with the Equity, was also
weeks. sponsor the piece, Shipman's first in the prayer-book the Episcopal here for the first time In the pres- started at the T. M. A, meeting on
at
three
for
English's
Walker chose "The Wolf" for his musical effort and David's initial marrage service form, and written ence of talent. How should I for Tuesday.
opening bill with George Gaul in production effort.
on the fly-leaf was the startling example demand the oame emoluthe principal role. Walker's openinformation that set forth that her ment aa Mrs. Flsko (turning to
"JEMS"
RUN 0FF«
ing night will be not only the first
husband had been united la mar- Mrs. Flske who sat on the stage)?™
PIECE.
BERNARD'S
of his fifth season at the Murat, but
The speaker oaid there were 15*.- To Qe Out
riage to Teresa Van Grove la the
Agsin
Next
Fall with'
Barney Bernard commenced re- city of Boston.
also his company's five-hundredth
000 professional labor leaders in
Jos Brown Festured.
hearsals in his new piece under the
performance in Indianapolis.
Ji was because of this discovery the United States who drew $70.management of Charles Dillingham that she made the alleged airplane 000,000 annually from labor's purse
"Jim Jam Jems," the musical
ML Vernon, N. Y., April 27. last Tuesday. The play, a comedy flight to New York. It is declared and he declared that all labor upReduction in price from a $1.10 by Aaron Hoffman. Is called "Two that an army pilot offered to take heavals were Inspli d by the ;e self- show which ran at the Cort fo»
twelve weeks the past season under
top to 75 cents evening and 50 cents Blocks Away," and Is scheduled to
her to New York where Ockstadt interested "secretaries of war."
the management of John
Cort.
matinee, has resulted in increased open at the Apollo, Atlantic City,
On the platform were Mrs. Fiske,
had secured a theatrical engagebusiness for the Westechester the- May 23, with a week to follow in ment. She charged that she found David Warfleld, Henry Miller, who closed at Cleveland last Saturday
night. At the end of the New York
atre, playing stock.
"Daddy Long Washington at the National.
Olive
Governor;
the
her husband and Terese Van CI rove introduced
run the piece was taken over by
Legs" last week did hi* business,
Clifford Brooke is staging it. The living together at 207 West JJCth Wyndham,
Louis
Mann, Lionel Al. Jones and
Maurice Green, asso*
Zta<i "Way Dt>wre Bast" this- week object of the tryout is to .determine
Braham, Arleen Ha< kett, Gladys elated with
street New York.
Arthur Pearson an<|
has already brought a big advance whether the new plCv*e will need
The couple are both well known Hanson, Hen Johnson. 'i.eVteY fcon- Max Hart. The show has been out
sale.
any fixing before coming into New in this city. She was attending the ergan, Wilson Reynolds, Kcnyon
Guimes and Hughes are the York earl} next season, taking to Central High School when he was Bishop. Marjorle Wood, Marguerite for ten weeks doing no better thaai
lessees; Danny Bagnell, director, and cover after
Washington en- the star athlete there. He won a St. John, Curtis Cooksey, Arthur breaking oven.
the
It was thought the show wouhf
Miss Gertrude Jevons and Barry gagement.
commission in the Marine Corps Ashley, Howard Kyle, Mme. Alma
Townsley, leads.
Margaret Linden will go with the during the war at which time they Clayburg, Frank L. Sylvester and catch a summer run in Chicago*
Aocordlng
to present plans the shots'
for
ioad
the
show when it ta>kes to
Margaret Anglln.
were married. Following his dis- Sidney Toler.
will be sent out again in the falW
Boston, April 27.
a tryout run before coming in to charge from the service he began who was 111, and George M. Cohan,
It is announced that the Henry
Brown,
who has been featured
Joe
started
Rehearsals
New York.
who was held in Atlantic City, sent since the piece left
his stage career.
Jewett Players will not attempt to Tuesday.
the Cort, will
messages of good fellowship.
Willi!
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FRED STONE DUE BACK

AT THE GLOBE MONDAY

I

WORD

.

SUMMER

NEW

-

Play all summer at the Copley
season, as they did last, and in
course of a few weeks will give
house over to a company that

again be the star next season.

this

the
the

'

SMILIN'

"

KEEPS

ON.

SONNY" WITH GLENDINNING.

Sonny" tried out some time ago
"Smilin'
with
C'»\v!,
Jane
will
Edward Through," will continue her tour by the Selwyns, with Lillian Lormusical plays.
be
Beck, who managed a similar com- despite reports the attraction Is raine in the leading role, is to
sent out again next season. A company at the Arlington theatre last closing this week.
The show is now on the Subway pany novt being recruited.
Reason, will be in charge of this
It is planned to tOOUro a woman
company.
time and will play a number of New
The Jewett Players will not re- England stands, winding up tbe sea- with a name for the former Lorturn to the Copley theatre.
The son June 11. Miss Cowl hat been raine role, while Ernest Glendinhouse will be torn down to make on tour 41 weeks, starting from !><•"- ning is reported engaged f<»r ths
male lead.
room for an •extensive.- street. An*ver last Ju'y.
Produce

HARRY HEDGES
Cincinnati,

ILL.
April 27.

Harry Hedges, former manager of
the Olympic, has been taken to the
General Hospital lure, suffering
from a complication of diseases.
Since he left the Olympic ii«<iges
has been managing n road show.
While his condition i* serious, he|
>taa

ihown

slight

Improvement,

"PRINCESS VIRTUE" STAB
Tessa Ko«ta joined the ca*t oi
"Princess Virtue" in Baltimore this
week as the featured player. The*
piece which is having its second try
produced by (ierald BaOOa will open
at the Central Monday It was orig«
Inally Intended to bring the sho«r
Into New York without a feat urn*
name n the liU
i

•

——

—
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years ago, for

"That ballyhoo was
Dan Daly.
some show,** declared this critic.
"All the. volunteers had been given
lines and business in advance and
all had been rehearsed, and when
Flapper and the Vamp," a neat

JUNE LOVE. Josephine

Tiny Golden, a debutant**.
Mr.. Mart.* Golden, her
Bobbi. Foster, Tlnys

.

bit

of lyrics.

Mr.

.T^ols

Dooley was

plied with material.

meagerly supHis best mo-

"-Jg^-Jj^ ment was a comedy song, "With a
£ vrm-n
^ .^ .^ Woman You Never Can Tell," anik.
lyric
.

.

the audience arrived fan kept flying,
Joseph Jefferson being among those
who led the seat buying with $100
for a single seat that he then turned
back to be resold, and $100 in those
days was $100."
Pat Rooney was the only Equity
member who personally bought a
box at the bally hpo, paying $350.
The Equity announces it expects

and a rousing welcome at the For*
rest Monday.
Ralph Dunbar has gotten together
Atlantic City, April 27.
mighty tight and efficient little
a
many
Cohan
in
A show typically
places and sometimes rising beyond company, every member of which

THE O'BRIEN GIRL.

the usual heights of thia genius of can actually be recognised as he,
other sample of smooth, bright
the stage received Its first night re- possessor of a creditable voice, and,
were
way,
the
by
It above all, every member of whom?
These,
writing.
ception at the Apollo Monday.
Jack Garrl.on. amateur »olf ^amplon^^ the only two songs in which the to realize $30,000 from the auction
was "The O'Brien Girl," a lavishly works every moment to do his share
progressing
at
understandable.
and
seat
sale
now
Dooley
all
at
toward the general success.
were
.johnny
costumed
words
and
expert,
set
golf
gorgeously
a
cast,
Kddle Evans,
Mr. Dooley was cast as the golf the Met. box office.
Mrs. June Love. Geoffrey's
Old-timers say it is the best
play, with a slender book that held
^•'jJjJ^Xdltr
instructor who trained Jack,
club
collapsed
story
the
until
attention
"Robin Hood" since Barnaby and
Bolton, of Broadway
bell* *^
*»•*••
BoaAimonte the champion, and was always tryiii nee
in a quick shutter finish, all dressed Frotheringham and Jessie Bar tie tt
l»ape ing to get him out of the flirtation
Thompson. Garrisons valet.. .Lionel
with music by the very much lim- Davis made the Bostonians famous.
entanglement.
TINTS FRIENDS.
Eleanor Ladd ited Lou Ilirsh.
Mrs. Johnnie Walker
It resembles the original in the even
Robert Harrigan
BUHe SJ»J£«
and Clarence (second Steward
Josephine
Lois
Strictly speaking, "The O'Brien excellence of cast and production.
Mias Summers
Eliz Gersely
Victoire Bertin
During
Nordstrom were a first rate ingenue Ship's
Roy Foster Girl" is a dancing show.
Officer
*
AH the critics handed it bouquets,
and juvenile and gave half a dozen Mr. U. Makepeace Witter. ... ..Jens Dandy the evening everybody in the cast even the "Jazz-less" libretto of
dances that went a long way to- Mrs. U. Makepeace Witter
dances dances every time they Harry B. Smith; in fact, the firstIsabel O'Madigan
ward enlivening the two acts. They First Steward
a chance, until you fairly ache nighters seemed tickled silly at the
R. P. Davis have
production. both can sing and have a breezy, Mrs. Jack Stanley
Brown's
Dorothy Mortimer to find some one who can stand absence of the "shimmy," the pro*
Sherman
style of playing, most Jack Stanley .....'
But being Cohan hibition joke and the smutty line.
Knickerunaffected
......John Butler still a minute.
the
to
came
Love,"
•June
Percy Jones
Purnell Pratt doctored apd Cohan rehearsed and
bocker Monday night richly recom- engaging.
Philly, by the way, has had a numRobert Adams
I.ynne Overman
Miss Adler is charming in a so- Miss Roberta Adams. .. .....Vivian Martin Cohan owned, such a show Just nat- ber of really high-class musical
mended in the names connected
As it shows this year. "Monsieur
Anton Ascher urally keeps restlessly on.
with its presentation. The book is phisticated way and her singing is Taxi Driver
Beausped along its good points increased caire," one of the most beautiful
by Otto Harbach and W. H. Post easy to listen to, but it was the
audiThis is a bedroom farce aboard with plenty of vigor until the
and its music by Rudolf Kreml. Brian zippy dancing chorus of slim
plays
and
attractive
the
decade,
of
Hooker wrote the lyrics and Oeorge twenty-year-old flappers that car- ship, and the lines are bright and ence seemed thoroughlyMr.satisfied
frost; "Apple BlosCohan was a financial
ried the evening off. The stage de- amusing.
Together with the Shu- with all the good things
Vivian staged the proceedings.
soms" scored moderately; "Erminie"
Dil- signs are sightly and the costuming berts, Jules Hurtig brought it to had offered.
was
real
success, financially
very
a
The piece follows the CharlescomThe players were of the tireless and artistically; "Honeydew" was
artistic and In the best possible the Comedy on April 26 with Vivian
lingham formula for musical
%
so taste.
Martin featured, though the princi- variety, and not even the many so-so, and "Buddies" was a knockedy, which concerns itself not
Kirsch's
Mr.
of
Rush.
and
pal acting values rested with Lynne commonplaces
out,
much with the humor of talk
Overman. Adelaide Mathews and score could hold them down. They
situation as it insists upon a wealth
Ralph Soule as Robin Hood had
there was
when
sang
and
danced
heaps
and
Ann
Nichols
are
the
authors
and
pictures
of pretty stage
personality and a good voice. He
as
nearly
with
music
no
almost
as
have worked out a good spring feaof sprightly dancing. It is just
as when there was a was evidently trying with all his
gusto
much
present
ture,
first
rate
evening's
a
the
enterin
book
well, for the
Held last Friday afternoon at the
plenitude, for Mr. Hirsch has writ- might to make good, and for this
case would scarcely make enliven- Dillingham Globe as an advance tainment of its kind, but it did look
ten. his best as well as his worst reason seemed occasionally a bit
ing entertainmeuL The piece is as bonfire designed to blaze the way Tuesday night as if Mr. Overman
into
the instrumentalities and arias forced, but he reserved the reception
is
assisted
it
things
them,
brightened up
lacking in effective comedy as
show,
public
he got. Elsie Thleda as Maid Marian
annual
Equity's
so when he was on the stage. He of "The O'Brien Girl."
dancing for the
exhilarating
opulent in
was another who scored a personal
listed for the Met. O. H. next Sun- is no Clifton Crawford
and
not
slim
yet
There was a surprise for those hit.
girls, lovely, blooming,
few
for
fitfully
a
flamed
it
night,
day
graceful girls who furnish grateful brief moments, flickered spasmod- but he is on the way, and with who !:now Ada May Weeks only for
some
Lorna Doone Jackson was a trim
one
else
featured,
youthful
how
Milcould
Marylnn
Like
and,
limitations.
her
evening of beauty
ically for two hours and finally fiz- an actor get such good lines for
ler in earlier days of the season, and vocally efficient Alan-a-Dale;
The girls are refreshing; zled
Hpirits.
out.
himself
unless
Sol
Solomon and John MacSweeney
he
wrote
them
comedy
in
developed
a
Weeks
Mica
the humor is not.
Someone had forgotten to rehearse himself?
spirit, quite dashing and spirited decidedly funny as Guy of Gisborne
Even so spantaneous a funmaker the show. Some one else had forand
Friar Tuck respectively. After
was
There
expressive.
The
first
elflnly
act
shows
and
to
every
one
unable
aras Johnny Dooley was
gotten to provide a framework upon riving at the Bordeaux pier to board only too brief an opportunity in the all, they were all good, some a bit
make much headway. Nobody else
to string the players who the French liner Lafayette. A lit- first act for this newness that came too young perhaps for the parts they
which
beperformance
tried and so the
were to appear as auctioneers.
French girl is in pursuit of her with the swish of the curly bobbed were playing, but all the more earcame a dancing carnival, an excel-a Some one also had forgotten to put tle
faithless suitor, who is engaged to head, but it was of the kind that Is nest and sincere for that reason.
lent thing in its way, but scarcely
bud,
to
audience
the
among
plants
an American gtd, and then there is distinctive and long to be remem- There ought to be a star or two in
sufficient groundwork for an ambi- blossom and
bloom as occasion the newly married couple.
Though it wasn't as novel that outfit.
bered.
tious musical comedy making its bid might require.
The staging could be made more
Enter Lynne Overman as young or so strongly shadowed against the
for summer patronage on Broadway
advertising cam- Adams with a series of "drunk" other events of the evening, Miss elaborate, but it was in good taste
newspaper
in
A
and
"Mary"
of
successor
as the
dancing
affair
ballyhoo
remarkable
the
heralded
did
some
fresh and clean, despite its
paign
Weeks
and
scenes it took the deftest touches
competition with a dozen of more
Some of the critics retravels.
with a 200-line double-column ad to make count thoroughly. When feats.
warm weather revues and such like
princiwas
feminity
in
the
delicacy
of
intermittently
that certain scenes could
running
The
soft
marked
the
Miss Martin appeared she and Mr.
fripperies designed to order for
dailies, at a gross cost Overman put over their best scenes left to blonde Elizabeth Hines, who have entered more in the medieval
curing of the silly season demand pal morning
together.
Later her unvarying stepped a graceful foot, sang a sin- atmosphere and the semblance of
From start to finish estimated at $2,500.
for froth.
All seats were free. The general whimper wearied somewhat, though cere song or two and charmed folk Merrie siazland and the greenwood,
there is not a really hearty laugh
\o
to
come
in
exnected
was
public
there
although
she is sweet and pretty and gifted to say "Isn't she pretty?" As "The and that fs a point that Dunbar
in the two-act piece,
and yield to the spell- elocutionally. Her every line got O'Brien Girl" Miss Hines was a very might Iook after if the show heare many catchy, tuneful melodies, see the show
seen
big
names
of
sorcery
binding
decided success.
comes an established eastern hit.
pictures,
stage
over.
delightful, colorful
James Marlowe overstepped the
The second act shows these two
The old favorites are still the fa*
and over and above all the saving close up without make-up and all
Andrew
just
as
terribly
comical.
comedy,
In
possible
inan
with
(by
mistake)
company
in
the
stateroom.
"O Promise Me" was ensame
grace of a
A packed house turned in, and The third is devoted to explaining Tombes always does in a less ag- vorltes.
cored again and again, and Miss
spiration for dancing In terms of
had
A
Tombes
Mr.
at
3.15 the show began.
manner.
sharp
gravating
away
scored
that
unfortunate
Jackson
an effective touch
contretemps.
poetry.
handpainted three-sheet in front of
The usual evening, you see, but a a successfully fat part for his ec- when she recited instead of singing
Else Adler is the star of the pro- the house, that for several days had
not -to-be-forgot- one stanza. Naturally "Brown Occentricities.
The
pleasant
one,
full
laughs.
of
charming
The
and
duction, a personable
done like service in front of the
ten Fritzi Scheff reminded us that tober Ale" went big, aided by a
comedienne with a splendid knack Lambs Club, announced a glittering direction is credited to J. C. Huff- her voice is still quite In the reck
man and Clifford Stork, and they
powerful voice on the part of James
for the telling rendition of senti- array of auctioneers.
put in a touch that was rich when oning and her personality, though J steVe'ns as^Littie John?
mental songs and a certain pretty
The goods weren't up to the pos- they sent the man and woman
of the old school, an important facquite
that
manner
of
It looks as if Dunbar hod put
effervescence
Georgia
ter bill of lading, scarcely 10 per
tor In an important role.
captivated the first night audience. cent, of the announced barkers typical, obnoxious Kansans fak- Calne and Jack Cagwin are among over something bigger than ever being
voice
their
constitutional
around
the
likeable
particularly
and it also looks as if this De
fore,
has
She
a
showing up. But a lot of well-known "£ k "and appea'rfng every* Vo'often. the goodly principals.
ought to have a
of insinuating sweetness and she stage and screen headlights were on d
Dancing of the Russian school, Koven favorite the
effete east.
visit in
lengthy
made the simple score appear al- the stage during the two-hour sales hell-bent for health
The acting varied. Eliz Gergely varied in every one of the several
But she never session.
Aquae.
most brilliant.
lot, was a
his
provided
to
numbers
was French enough, while Dorothy
should have been permitted to wear
De Wolf Hopper, radiating good
novel, marked and distinguishing
her first atrocious frock of green humor, lively as a cricket, brainy as Mortimer played with her usual feature of the evening by Alexanand it would have been so much an after-dinner star speaker, led off, skill the type of wifo who must der Yakovieff, a newcomer to the
more pleasing' if her smartly idyllic telling what the gathering was for know everything and proceeds to local stage.
love scenes had been shared by a and what was expected. Up to this find it out, then tell it. In short, an
Otto Harbach and Frank Mandel
character.
Though
leading man more unbending and moment everything was peaches. objectionable
well played, these scenes are too are credited with the story and
flexible than W. B. Davidson, who After that the show went dead.
long.
Jess Dandy, Isabel OMadl- lyrics, a thoroughgoing affair as far
looks and acts no more like a chamHopper led on Florence Moore.
as the book is concerned, and chiefly
pion athlete (or is golf athletic?) The American chanteuse extraordi- gan, Purnell Pratt and John But- notable for its high-water mark,
Paris, April 20.
than Henry Clews. Still Miss Adler naire breezed on, grabbed wildly at ler played adequately, but their wherein a rescue is made in the
style
Regina Regis is a Brazilian whd
audience
interrupted
the
in
friends
is trim and graceful in her
the air, realized in an instant that
the showing by giving them on first deep waters of an Adirondack lake, has resided long in Europe, particand fitted perfectly in her surround- Sh hn<,
heroine is rushed forth, ularly London. Her play. La Proie.
°
aPP-rnnce a greeting wovthyo^he and the
ings of youth and good manners.
deflated "RiSdHaSheU"","^"
clean, dainty and dry in a smart in three acts, has been produced at
Lccd.
This is a musical comedy with a gesting in his off-stage person President.
and captivating cape beneath which the Theatre Albert I, and dissects
plot.
You know it the minute Jack something of the sensitiveness of
shimmers the silken gloss of an even a vital question of right to divorce.
Garrison arrives at the country club John Barrymore, appeared, sparred
more attractive gown.
OF VENICE.
French girl, Andree, admires a
and announces to all and sundry for ideas that wouldn't come, pawed
But what matters in a musical A
Montague
Brazilian diplomat, who, however,
that he is in lovo with an unknown the air and shrank back against a Antonio, a rich merchant. .James
David Ballou comedy if there be dresses and cos- fails to solicit her hand, though he
Si
m
io
ominously
thickens
it
woman.
proscenium column.
Both Miss Salarlno
Harry Hemfleld tumes to please the ladies, pretty
rich.
when Mr?. June Love comes down Moore and Barthelmess sold boxes, Hassan lo
V. Ij. Granville faces and saucy feet to win the men, loves her, because she is too
W. Messenger Bellis and dancing for the satisfaction of
center and makes known the cir- the first section offered for pur- GraMano
In a feminine fit of temper she
Marc Lioebell
Lorenzo
himdescribes
cumstances that she also is madly chase, but their sales came from ob- PorUa,
who
Juan,
accepts
everybody?
Schcucr.
Laura Walker
rich heiress
handsome viously prearranged allies, as did XerlHsa.a her
over
a
enamoured
self as a wealthy planter. The newly
Frederlca Golnp
maid
They meet two dances the other boxes sold, the allies being r.iilthazar, her servant
stranger.
Nancy Olds
married couple return to Brazil,
*
Edward Waldmann
later and then begins a misunder- the Lambs, Friars, Greenroom Club Shylock, a rich Jew
where, owing to the revelation of
Maurice Cass
Launrolot Gobbo
Jack never learns until and the Los Angeles M. P. A., the Old
standing.
a rival, Andree learns her husband
Thomas Donnelly
Gobbo
4
Philadelphia, April 27.
the last act that she is a widow and prices ranging from $1,000. paid by Priaea of Morocco
Albert Bowses
is an adventurer, the grandson of a
Brought here by the Syndicate
not the wife of his best friend, but the Lambs, to $300, paid by the Jessica, Shy lock's daughter. Therese Meehan
worth a cent.
Gage Bennett people as something of an experi- former slave, and not
Tuba, an old Jew
between times the complications of Greenroom Club.
She has been duped, and in another
H. Glassy
Jailor
more or less success- fit
that misunderstanding cut into the
Francinc Larrimore, Fred Stone, Duke of Venice
Albert Howaon ment, after a
of temper, legitimate on this ocful season in the west, DeKoven's
time allotted to the dances seriously. Barney Bernard, Rooney and Bent.
casion, the outraged spouse runs
June promotes the misunder- Frank Fay and Elizabeth Murray
be old opera got off to a flying start away, coming back to Paris, where
always
will
Shakespeare
standing for reasons of her own. She were among other auctioneers who Shakespeare, but there are times
she Joins the diplomat.
had recently become widowed by a dug more or less futilely at the air when the people portraying his very bad cold and several times had
They live together, and a child is
providence which re- in front and fell back defeated from thoughts help us to feel as well as to stop in his lines, but his work as
beneficent
moved a scientist husband who setting the river afire, each making to hear. This is not the case with Antonio was on the whole good and soon to be born. Juan, the wicked
husband,
follows Andree and taunts
studied the stars on the roof at sales, but none sparking the crowd Edward Waldmann and Laura Wal- by far the best of the main support night while June suffered from in- into anything like spontaneity.
il.ek^fHTBentation of tne htg cwsl except for Albert Hcwson, her. but refusing to consent to a
k'er Id
The wife IS the guilty
somnia and "prayed for rain," as
Fred Stone's bit In the sh« w was "Merchant of Venice," at the Long who took the two small parts of the divorce'.
the line puts it.
momentarily enlivening. The Stone acre, for special matinees.
Prince of Morocco and the Duke of party, in the eyes of the law, and the
husband
declines
to seek redress.
June proposes that her next hus- grin and the Stone tan he came on
Mr. Waldmann works untiringly Venice. By far excelling his fellow
band shall be a person of some en- crutches acted like oxygen on the under great difficulty, as his sup- workers, he gave the audience the Ho gleefully insists that the child
will
.bear
his
name, for legally a
terprise; a wild man is her aim. So crowd in front. But a moment later porting cast is so weak that at times only bright light in a rather dark
married woman cannot have an illeshe lets Jack think she is married the audience had sized up Fred's one feels that not only have they cast.
issue.
gitimate
In vain Andree begs
However, the "Merchant of Vento see how daring he will be. That's bandaged leg and noted that the wasted a good afternoon but have
Miss ice" Tuesday afternoon was given him to obtain a divorce. Juan is
the basis of the humor, very P^ " comedian was trying to dance on lost faith In Shakespeare.
in retaining
obstinate
the
more
all
jshed and "smart," but it doesn't get his crutches. Then it settled back Walker must be given as much under great difficulty, as throughpast
The dialog has a few bright again.
far.
credit as Mr. Waldmann in regards out the entire performance some few the rights the legislators of
ages
have
given
him.
end
hostess
Criticism of the ballyhoo's lack of to trying, but unfortunately cannot uninterested persons were continu*pots, as when the week
On this unfortunate situation the
observes that "music hath charms management, lack of prearranged claim as much credit in putting as ally singing and laughing probably
to sooth the savage guest* and plan and lark of rehearsal was gen- much feeling into the part as her they were some few girls in the authoress drops the curtain. Ybris
d'Hansewick, manager of the Thegives the music cue for several cap- eral, from the public that came and co-star.
balcony.
numbers and a hair-raising didn't buy, as well as from the
Through all this Mr. Waldmann atre Albert I, personally holds the
The cast as a whole is young and
ital
Egyptian dance by Bertee Beau- Equity's own members and other it can be seen that the possibilities struggled willingly and faithfully. role of the villain, with Mile. Darmmonte, an astonishingly slim and pros, present.
that they may have In the experi- His work is that of a finished actor roff as Andree and Stella Rho as
One of the criticising showmen ence of the next few years will fin- who not only loves his work but an Italian, who also lived someagile girl who sets a new pace for
The latter l-<
committee
the
responsible ish their work and give them more seemed to love his part. As much years in London.
graceful high kicking and contor- said
tion that for once is altogether should invest In a primer on plants polish, but at the present time they cannot be said for Miss Walker, trayed her foreign accent, which
This dance aroused the and how to grow them before they do not fit In the parts that they however. Although her work was was not out of play in the part of a
sightly.
most heartfelt applause demonstra- attempted to pull off another auc- have. V. L. Granville in the part of praiseworthy, the lack of feeling Brazilian woman. Duque the danr* r
tions of the evening, applause Which tion. Another well known manipu- Bassank) will never be able to give was paramount. Her famous lines, appears in a scene and entertained
came near to Wrecking the number lator of public Interest in Its appli- to his audiences the real joy of the "the quality of mercy," were cold
by his audacious steps, ^he play
which followed upon Its heels. Miss cation to the theatre recalled the lover, nor will he make any one live so cold that if one did not expect had a bad reception from the local
T'eaumonte later on repeated the first auction held to stimulate the with him his lines. James Monta- them they would have past unno- critics, but is no poorer than maty
called "ThaJ sal' <>f tickets for a benefit, this at gue seemed to be suffering fioiu a ticed,
core with a numtx
of the French psychological
Geoffrey Love, a wealthy .portjm.
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LA ROSE DE ROSEIM.

Washington, D. C, April 27.
Lillian Russell made an appeal
for the establishment of a dramatic

pieces of money (varavedis),
is not legal tender in Alsace.
his way out of the ungrateful
city he mejets a blind man and
gives him u part of his scanty belonging*; an abandoned woman also
gets a share, as also three destitute
orphans for whom the homeless
warrior finds a shelter. Mathias is
driven from the town when the curfew rings, and sinks wearily at the
crucifix on the roadside.
foot of
There Death in the guise of a beautiful blind woman kisses him. his
goul being led tu paradise by Saint
Martin. Next day when a company
of recruits find the body and bury
are astonished to discover
it they
the Host- of Koseim embroidered on
It was
silk covering the corpse.
the gift of a girl forty years earlier,
wars.
the
for
out
when he first set
The legend is carefully treated,
portraying
admirably
Jean Verier
the discharged soldier Mathias. Dismusic accompanies the worU.
ttfv

sel.

matic*

edv. thereby imitating Racine, and
taking a legend for his subject. In
three arts he tells the story of two
kings of Carthage. They are brothers. Ithobaal and Malchus. who rej

I

|

j

|

Carthage in a manner
us of Camille. Natu-

the two kings fall in love with
captive and both claim her,
tacitly arranged the queen
choose for herself.
During the next few months they
are friendly rivals, courting the lady
in their respective manners.
Ithobaal presents the skins of wild animals he had slain; Malchus gives
costly veils.
Unlike the widow of
Hector she betrays preference for
Malchus.
whereupon
the
other
brother excites the people to rebel
and overthrows the successful lover,
rally

it is

having himself proclaimed as sole
ruler. Machus is forced to leave the
city, soon raising another army and
attacking Carthage, whereby he recovers his throne, Ithobaal in turn
being forced to flee.
The latter returns to the city as a
fugitive, kills those who recognize
him and orders a slave to destroy
the sight of the beautiful Tamyris.
Like Oedipe, she is able, nevertheless, to stab the traitor Ithobaal
when he approaches her. The faithful Malchus still loves her and offers
to make her queen of Carthage.
Tamyris, abiding by the laws of
tragedy, refuses, and leave the city,
accompanied by Malchus, who de>
cldes to go with her, while the popuThis legend was
lation mourns.
played last month at Carthage, on
the invitation of the municipality,
by Madeleine Roche. Janine Zorelli.
Jean l'roment, Soarez. Reynal, etc.
It was repeated in Paris at Oemiers Popular Theatre of the Trocadero with the same cast, and was
Well received. The musical accompaniment under the direction of
Rabini, with dances, afforded reentertainment.
lief to the gloomy
The troupe played their respective
classical style.

B'^AY RUSSIAN THEATRE.
the establishing

permanent Russian theatre in
th»
Tim** Square district was
launched at the Belmont last Sun-

or a

Russian
vaudeville
offered uptown, under the title of Hi Ba Bo*
A collection was taken up, something like $700 being derived from
"the uudlence alone.
There are several house* on Ihe
East
Russian
sid«to
devoted
Nays,
put
an entirely different

when the
show was

first

is fostering the
Russian theatre idea.

clientele

MUSIC FOR

Broadway

POLLY."

Hunger »v Jorda
have turned
*ver an adaptation Ol "Poll> <»i the
Circus" to li. m. Arden, William
ftoppaporl and Willi. mi V, Anderi

i.

r

production.

Margaret
aultn

which
for

,,,

Am1,
n

'
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May

Interfere.

Los Angeles, April '11.
outlook in the legitimate
Held for attractions on the Pacific
coast for next season is far from
The attractions were
promising.
offered in Los Angeles during Ihe
latter lvalf of the season of 1020-21
were not any too good, with a few
possible exceptions such as "Mary."
"The Sign on the Door," "The
Sweetheart Shop," "Passing Show."
"Greenwich Village Follies" and the
.Tolson show, which is here for the
current week.

hid ward

A<

he udaptul >n
nre doing
goes into rehcirsal July l«
August premier out of town
iwrit Ing ili" music. The
u v ill be
Otn
musical

i
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i
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of
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riously injured.

true.

'

Sam

who

Bernard*

was

quite

la addressing the Listeners Club,
composed of educators and clergy-

mistic view of conditions next seaseverely injured in an automobile
son. He does n;t blame the coast,
accident two weeks ago, is out
4
but rather the intermediate stands 1
declared only' 10 per cent, of picagain, but carrying his arm in a
that attractions have to play to get tures were open J**
criticism and
to
cast.
plaster
*
It is a long way from New declared as often before that work
A broken collar bone and a gen- here.
to Los Angeles and the shows to clean these up was under way.
York
eral shaking up are considered a
have to do an unusual business all
lucky out by the comedian.
Sophie Tucker and her $*S* band
along the route to meet the inweek.
creased cost in railroads and sal- (entertained at Sing Sing this
DANGEROUS MAID" COMES IN aries. This he gives as the reason
who
Cunningham,
Miss Alyse
"The Dangerous Maid," the new for the lack of big attract!" >s com- brought up .lohn U&nlel. the circus
Edgar MacCJregor musical show, ing west.
whom
to
people
gorilla, said the
was brought in last week. The atHowever, the list that is given she sold him meaning the Kingtraction will be seat out again next out as possibilities for the coming
month after changes in the score. season are Frank Bacon in "Light
Taylor Holmes re
ceed "Silk."
"Elsie"
was mentioned as the nln'." which seems highly improb- placed him and is starred.
show's new title but another name able; Ziegfeld's "Follios of 1919"
sign of the bad business outA
may be selected.
later this season; < 'oilier In "The side of New York is the case of a
Hottentot"; "The Passing Show." two-star
which
show
musical
SHUBERTS BUY "BLUE EYES" with the Howards; "Abraham Lin- opened
Cincinnati Sunday to
in
Rein
"The
Warfleld
David
The Shuberts have acquired all coin";
good notices. The second night it
right and title to Morris Rose and turn of Fetcr Grimm"; Henry Miller grossed $232.
The notiee to close
Lew Fields' "Blue Eyes" produc- and Blanche Bates in "The Fasci- went up immediately.
in
Nash
tion and intend to recast it this nating Mrs. Fair"; Mary
Monday virtually every attraction
summer. It is due for a Chicago Thy Name is Woman"; Fay Pain- on the list took a drop. Managers
ter in "East Is West"; Holbrook uniformly blamed it on the dayrun in the fall.
Blinn in "The i.r.-\ Man"; "The light saving law whieh became efW.llard Mack in "Gold"
Bat"; George Arliss in "The Orrrn fective for the season on that day.
Willard Muck, who resigned from Goddess"; "Irene"; Ethel BarryThe shrinking agency buy-outs
None of
the cast of his own play. "Smooth more in "Declasse/' and Otis Skin- now number but twelve.
As Silk*' will star in "Cold," the new ner in a new play.
the recent arrivals have been taken
Imposing, to say the least, fs the as "buys.- The list Is: "Deburau"
Eugene O'Neill play which John D.
Williams will bring into the Frazee list, but just how much of it will (Belasco), Tot©" (Bijou), "la tho
come through?"
theatre May L'3. Williams has held
Night Watch" (a partial buy renewed— Csntury), Tho Orsen God"Cold" for over a year having had
dess" ( Booth). Tip Top" <Globe),
Lionel Barrymore in mind for the
ST0RT
"Nice People" <Klaw), "The First
piece*
(Continued from page 14)
Diggers"
"6old
(Little).
Vear"
Married"
been niven berths. "Just
(Lyceum), "Sully" (New Amster"Last Waltz" Off Next Week.
(Playhouse).
"Romance"
opening at the Comedy Tuesday, dam),
Washington. D, C, April 27.
Waltz." getting good notices, while "The "The Bad Man" (Ritz). "Joan of
The Shuberts' "Last
Arc" (Shubert). "The Ghost Chilled for Poli's next week, has can- Tyranny of Love*' follows "Peg o
ready, Mv
Heart" into the Cort next tween" (39th Street).
be
not
will
m d.
The Show
week.
There aie a «corc of offering* in
it is said.
new
The showing of "Macbeth" at the cut rates. There, too. are offered
another
Street.",
"Quality
be
short
lived,
will
hurst
lo
Proud
tickets for several of th«will
reduced
production
n«<
Shuberl
Hampden will replace it big feature pictures •howlng in
Waltei
Poll's instead
The list i~
house*;
with another of his repertorj
rltlmatc.
Love
"Rose Girl" (Ambassador),
Nothing for Sam H. Harris Theatre Servant In the Hduse." "Th<
Revue plani lor the Sam H. liar- of Joan of Are at Ihe Shubert Is Birds" (Apollo), "Miss Lulu Rett
brought
Night
Wuteh"
Anclin
Margaret
Belmont >. "in the
in doubt
lis theatre this summer have been
Heart"
The house will close in the heavy production in at M (>''• (Century), "Peg o' Mj
called off.
(Cort), "Smooth ;is Silk" (lia/ci.
dune after the run of "Wclcoim lime.
further
see
(isth
a
Btroet), 'WeiNext week should
"Broken Wing"
Stranger," and during the summer
Hroadway closings. come Stranger" (Sam il. Harris),
ac- Increase
be
In
Will
interior
S Iterations
The chami) ion" (Longacre),
"Three Live GhOSta" will end a
complished.
Love" (Rlliott), "Three
Reason's run then, playing sum* •Spanish
Girl"
Rose
standi.
Live
OhOStK" M'.ayes), "Little '»ld
"The
Studio.
eastern
Triangle
Buys
Bennett
Whitman Bennetl has made an will vacate the Ambassador for the New York' (Plymouth), Kmp-ioi
Wild
"Hollo's
lone,'
(PrinCCSt),
purchase <>f the old Tri- MtbVay time, permitting an entrj
(»ui ri.Lrlii
sr
at"
Punch and Judy
angle studio iu VonUcrs. lb hid tho here ol "Biff, Ring, Bang/' d C*ai
of
1
\|t
".loan
Vr<
Republic ).
u,r oyer
year adian ;it :.i< ion played In by
si udin under
"The
IVlween**
call
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Prince Aage of

Denmark broke
last week

Monte Carlo

the bunk at

times

five

winning

succession,

in

$150,000.

Bube MarQUurd has been remarformer bride, Naomi Mu-

ried to his

lone of Baltimore.
Alice Gentle wus granted a divorce from Robert Bruce Gentle in
San Francisco last week.

Walter Hampden will revive "The
Servant In the House" u« the Broad
hurst Monday.
will produce
in London.

Charles B. Cochran
"The Emperor Jones"

Enrico Caruso, returning from a
drive In Central Fark, this week met
a group of newspaper men and demonstrated lo them that he could
sing.

still

A. L. Ei langer will send "Mr. I'ii.i
Basses By" on tour, and in futur
has lirst call for the road on aW
Theatre Guild productions si the
Garrlck.
•

W.

owner

R. Hearst,

Wash*

of the

commencii.g

Times,

ingto»i

larl

Sunday combined the Sunday edition of New York American With
Times and issued it in the morning
along with a bull dog edition of the
Times in the afternoon as usual

A

theatrical section

full

carried

is

Saturday night, Sunday morning
and afternoon given local theatres

•three displays for the price of one
at an Increase of five cents a line

Edward Wnldman and Laura
Walker began off-day matinee •!•
pearanees In "The Merchant of
Venice" April "•; at the Longacre.
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Mayo and

Fiftieth

\

Fred Wyatt, manager of lha»]
Mason Opera house, takes a pessi-

IS OUT.

West

R

The

sided.

SAM BERNARD

OUTLOOK

Travel Cost

property in question.

to.

Eighth avenue and diagonally opAlexander Woollcott, critic of the posite the new Capitol theatre, has
been
leased
through Ernest T.
New York Times, was one of the
few who didn't like Walter Hamp- Bower for a period of 63 years at
rentals
aggregating about $175,000
den's
performance of "Macbeth"
and he said so emphatically. Hamp- for the first 21 years. The lease
den encountered in an advertise- was taken ^by Daniel Dryer, promiment in the Sunday Times draw- nent in turf circles and a close
ing the deadly parallel. Down one friend of the Shuberts. who recentcolumn was quoted the mean things ly secured a lease for 105 years on
Woollcott had said and In the next No. 234 West Fiftieth street and
a symposium of the nice things have an option on No. 23$. owned
most of the other critics had said. by Barney Ettman. The Shuberts
In his own dramatic column Wooll- last year also secured a lease on the
cott argued that he was entitled to abutting properties. No. 215 to 237
his opinion and urged the proprie- West Forty -ninth street, just west
ty of his observations, which he of Broadway and running to within
f.
admitted was a minority report at one house of St. Malachy's
variance with almost a unanimous Church.
view to the contrary. The HampMusicians played for the National
den management also did this in
The Tribune with Hcywood Broun Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie
Hall this week despite their claim
as the victim.
for $5,000 for extra rehearsals. This
The Tyson Co. Is suing the Hotel claim will be taken to the courts.
Astor management to prevent it
from ousting the ticket agency
Carroll McComas has been left
from its stand in the hotel for the entire estate of Howard J. Flanwhich it pays $15,000 a year rent. nery of Pittsburgh, m?r fiance. She
'The management says the service will not leave the stage, though the
was not satisfactory and is taking fortune is estimated in the millions.
[advantage of a two-weeks' notice
clause based on that contingent y.
D. W. Griffith will show the new
talking pictures In connection with
Miss Marianne McKeever. daugh- his "Dream Street" presentation at
ter of 1. Chuuneey McKeever, can- the Town Hall.
not understand how a report got
about she was going into pictures.
Alice Brady was thrown from her
She declares she wishes it were motor car last week, but not se-

creates a vivid im- about May 15. Ike Libson will take
tmuI
imagination
will the (irand for pictures immediately
better citizens.
If
the after
Skinner leaves, presenting

Other speakeri on the program in
addition to Mi.;s Uussell included
P. P. Ciaxton. United States Commissioner of l-idueation; Dr. Abram
Simoa. president of the Board of
of
Washington; Miss
BdUGfttlon
Cecil P.. Xorton. general-secretary
the
of
Commjnlty
Washington
Centers; Prig. General Dr. Charles
Sawyer, personal physician to
IS.
President
Kdward J.
Harding;
Ward, while Justice Frederick L.
Slddous, president of ihe Community Center Organization Hoard, pre-

been leased by Sarah C. Curry in a
transaction which may mean the
erection of another theatre in the
I^ongacre
Square section.
The

tenor outside his suite at the YaitHis speaking voice is
weak and he has lost about 3S
pounds, it is said, but the tenor
claims that he can sing as well as
derbilt.
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On the screen *h4 Will 1"as Jul la Hoyt. Slu h.i> mad
considerable bUCCCSs as Ul .to. it- 111
and Announced the following d«,
that it was her ambition t>> progn
through the screen to th<- speaking
ability
If she develops an\
stage.
at all Broadway comment ho da si
should be welcome In any ci-t i»ruuse of publicity and following, i<

<

,

I

'i

s>

RObini

i

1

U>e

known

(

•

sh<-

Norma Talmndge'M

playing

Mrs. Hoyt is prominent sosnd was the beautiful Julia

iead.
cially

i

,

was announced

It

In

picture,

•<;

><

•

.,

when

L'l

would appear
(l

'•

son
•

28,

BROADWAY

Kendrtw.

day night,

May

last week.
His wife and child will
Property acquired 70 years ago
accompany him. He will remain in
Italy all summer.
Last Thursday and has since remained in the hands
Satwus the first appearance of the of the Joseph Cudltpp family has

house

to close, shutting its doors last
urday night. The Olympic, another
burlesque theatre, closes next Saturday night.
The Grand Opera

AT

Paris. April 10.
has written a trag-

for

first

COAST

TAMYRIS.

A movement

the

ability

agination,
mako for

Kcndrew,

most

The Kmpress was

were
criminal
imaginative
and "Midsummer Madness" first.
The
could visualize the results of his Lyric and Keith's also will show
crime, I am certain that he would films, while the Palace will run
not commit them."
vaudeville all summer.
doing into detail, Miss Russell explained the work which had been
carried on in the New York slums
IS PESSIMISTIC
and the benefits derived from it
by both the parents and children.
She declared that the greatest me1921-22
dium for the fostering of Americanization was the production of
well-chosen dramas, as they are an
education for the player and the Leading Shows Promised, but
•
hearer.

t

roles in the

them.

house winds up with the engagesaid Miss Rus- ment of Otis Skinner next week and
"The cultivation of the dra- the Lyric and Keith's will quit he used

dramatic Instructor,

(i*.

their
until

before.

Center, held in
Central High School auditorium.
About 3.000 community center
representatives from all sections of
the
country
were present and
greeted Miss Russell with prolonged
applause. "Kvery school, public or
private should have in its employ a

On

the ntleri of
that reminds

and Empress did better than ever

Keith's fared a bit worse,
on account of the interference to
business caused by t H construction of the new building around it
and the fear of some persons that
the the structure "might fall in" on

Community

which

the

The Olympic, Palace

attractions.

department with a competent dramatic instructor in every public and
private
school
throughout
the
United States in an address last
week before the opening session of
the National Conference on the

five

Wood row Wilson last week at- img-B. & B. circus— should ncv r
tended Keith's in Washington for have caged him. That In her home
he had the run of the house and
first time since his illness.
that confinement broke his heart.
The Metropolitan beat its last
The one and two-story theatie
vear's record for receipts by touch1200x00.11 xtOOxSOxlOO. occupying the
ing $2,250,000.
block front east side of Seventh
Negotiations are under way for avenue, between 144th street and
"The Broken. Wing" 145th rttreet, has b^en sold hv S;itranslating
Amusement Co. to Palher
into Spanish and producing it in ber
Realty Co., subject to a mortgage
the City of Mexico.
of $103,720.
The purchasers will
pay $175,000 in cash and above
Knrleo Caruso will sail for Naples mortgages.
passage having been booked

the point of closing, theatrical
managers here say that business
was good enough and not so far
behind 1919-1920, which was the
banner year here for high priced

at

munity Workers

la finally discharged by the bourcouncil when he grows old
and given five loaves of bread and

from the wars l>urdened with loot. Amidst this divers
plunder is a captive, the queen of
Tamyris. Pious as Antigone, melancholic like Andromac. she attends
the funeral of a fellow prisoners,
murdered by the enemy, and curses

With the present season almost

Describes Uplift Idea to Com-

gaoi*

turn victorious

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

son Satisfactory.
Cincinnati, April 27.

"dramatic

avocation" of Jean Variot, presented by Jacques Hebertot at the Theatre des ChampsTSlysees on April
14 for a short run. The play pleases
the critics and appears to suit the
public of a classical temperament.
of a mediaeval vetIt is the story
eran, Mathias of Roseim, who has
long been in the service of the reHe
ligious priests of Strasbourg.

Louis Payen

19

Managers Claim This 8ea

Local

PLEA FOR THE DRAMA

Pari*, April 29.
forms the

old Alsatian legend
of" the four-act

An

ll^l

CINCINNATI SATISFIED.

LILLIAN RUSSELL'S

Kcndrew.

theme

p

LEGITIMATE

80, 1981

dished up by
playwrights.
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VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

j

&an

Friday, April 29, 1921

jf rancto

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

THEATRES OFF WHILE

GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATING

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

CIRCUS CLEANS OP

IMPROPER TICKET SELLING

OBPHEDM, SAN FRANCISCO.

Barnes Show Startles Witn
$47,000 5-Day Draw

Han Francisco, April

offered

27.

At the Orpheum this week the
impromptu appearance of Ned Norworth and Blossom Seelcy before
San Francisco, April 27.
Federal Government and State Both Interested in
the drop following nor act proper
The Al G. Barnes circus realized proved the biggest feature of an enFailure jto Print Prices "Admit
Type
more than $47,000 for its Ave days' joyable program. They held the
stage several minutes for a riotous
Bring Serious Action on Coast.
stay here during the week of April hit.
Blossom Seeley herself is always
10.
Business was startling, a caa popular headliner here in her
pacity crowd being on hand for
home
town and won the* audiences
HENRY SHUMER LEAVES
San Francisco, April 27.
each show. Like the .stay in Oak- this week immediately. The work
A weeping cbeck-up of all
San Francisco, April 27.
land, the one here was one of the of Bennie Fields, who is featured
amusement houses and an investiHenry Simmer, for three years
with her, stands out stronger each
gation of the manner In which director of the Alcazar theatre's best yet for a circus.
season and with Sam Miller's clean
Theatre business in Oakland con- cut singing and dancing and Harry
tickets for admission are printed stock company and an associate of
is being conducted in this city and
the house for several seasons, left tinues slack in all of the houses. Stover at the piano, the act landed
throughout Northern California by last week for New York, where ne Because of the $2.50 scale, Marjorie heavily.
Miss Seeley held strict attention
Department
Revenue
Internal
the
will
continue hia profession on Rambeau's week at the MacArthur
throughout both on her wjrk and
as the result of reports that a num- Broadway.
He was succeeded by was only fair. According to the her
elaborate gown display.
ber of theatres are not conform- Hugh Knox, formerly a leading management this is because of
Ned Nor worth and Evelyn Wells
ing to the law on the printing of man at the Alcazar and of late di- Miss Rambeau's former appearance secured a hit on their own
account
rector at the Fulton and Ye Liberty there when top was never more in sixth position,
the tickets.
Charges have been made that theatres, Oakland.
than $1.50.
Norworth has certainly elevated
his nut work to a higher standard
certain proprietors have not only

—

One"

their
to
print prices o.i
failed
tickets <a direct violation o" State
laws) but have sold them at a price

including

May

SAN FRANCISCO NOTES

MESTAYER TOUR OFF

San Francisco, April

27.

linist, appears In the Civic Auditorium Thursday evening, April 28,
under the management of Selby Oppenheimer.

theatrical circles and owner of the
"Waffle Inn," was host to all of
San Francisco's theatrical colony
Auda Due, recently of the Fulton,
and many rominent business men Oakland, has joined the MacArthur
at a birthday party last week. Mid- company.
She replaced Claribel
j

*

Fire in the basement of the Alcazar theatre building during a perSan Francisco, April 27.
formance
one night last week was
The Tom Wilkes Company with extinguished before
any serious
Harry Mestayer featured did not damage cou'd be done. Nobody in
present "Beau Brummel" as sched- the audience knew of the existing*
uled for the final week cf a four- danger until after the papers came
week's engagement at the Columbia out with the news of the flames.
theatre last week. The house was
Jane l'rban, successor to Alice
dark for one week as the result. Cientle as
leading lady with the
"Beau Brummel" was advertised ex- MacArthur stock company,
Oaktensively and scheduled to tour the land, opened her season Sunday
road. This was also called of. Poor afternoon in "Outcast."
Walter P.
business is advanced as the reason Richardson plays opposite her.
for this action. "Mary." (leorge Iff,
Jan Kubelik, world famous vioCohan's play, came to the Columbia
Sunday.

WITH CON TO WISE

PAUL GEBSON CITED
San Francisco, April

27.

HIM,

A

citation charging Paul Qeraon,
head of the Paul Gerson Dramatic
School, of San Francisco, with con-

ducting an employment office without a license was last week issued
by the State Labor Commission
through the District Attorney's office on the complaint of Miss Gladys
A. Smith, 18 years of age, who allege!

Qeraon

failed to fullill

prom-

of obtaining employment for
her with moving picture and theatrical concerns.
Clarence Aahford, 22 yearn or
ises

of
age,
charges.

Marysvllle,

filed

similar

Friend's

TOMATO SOPS

containing punch lyrics and
finished up with the leaders.
The
"Four Gossips" held duo position
nicely, the female quartette appearing best with straight numbers.

Prosper

Help Fails to Bring
Good Luck.

'MISSION PLAY" ENDS.
Los Angeles, April

21.

"The

of

Mission Play," John Steven McGroarty's pageant -drama of early
California, closed on Miy 8. It baa
run for If consecutive weeks.
The present Mission playhouse
is to be torn down during the sum-

mer and a new home

for

p'ny

tfa«»

on the site at San Gabriel
time for next season.

built

in

AMONG THE MUSIC MEN.
San Francisco, April 27.
Jack .Mills, New York music pub-

of

thr» fifteenth anniversary
of
fire.
Jack Partington, associate

di-

gamblers who were so crooked
they had their clothes made pocketless and carried their jack in their
frisk in'

months to 18 years.
They live up to their billing as
the greatest family of entertainers.
The specialties offered by
the
Juveniles scored tremendously. The
elder boys displayed enough ability
as acrobatic dancers to hold a spot

Well, I figured from every angle
and couldn't sec where they were
goln' to trim us after the precautions I took.
I
carried my own

made Jazzbo take

Fmbs and

'<•»

lisher,

week,

who

visited

accepted

here all of last
"Sleepyhead,"
a
and Rcece,

lullabye, from .\<]ri;m
local publishers.

^_
P* te Wend ling has placed Ins latsong.
est
"Saskatchewan,"
with

Shi rman, Clay &

<'<>.

when

Mamma"

shout,

was

it

you imagine mj

so

entire

routine,

the

"

Alton

are

<

lassy

big.

The

a

Through Lee Grove-, manager
the company,

transportation
possible. Groves threatened suit unless the railroad officials saw to it that a train was
ready to bring them to the coast.

ONK BKHiHT SPOT

and "Home Again Blues.'
Jack Jotephi,

h<

i

BLUEBIRD CAFE
E. G.

•

.

I

r

e,

.
•

NftOW

gTrtY-

.m

•.Ti~

entertainment.
6p ned With
juggling.
The man's ta'k secures
some laughs and Girlie capably
divides her time assisting at the
juggling and at the piano.
Canaris and cieo held good attention with magic stunts, the rcutlne
including
tricks
new here

and

vrrly

•

Vaudeville Revue

Cuisine and Service Unexcelled.
TpJeni .<\.!w o - VVai

k\ir.*i cias;.«

I

ADDHKSS

Girlie

i

ci<

j

satisfactory

Wilbur

Can

Woods

Sen Lights Famous Orchestra,

s.

"The* r."

rely

IN I.OS ANOEIJE9

GDSTAV MANN'S

bpok shop skit garnering big laugns
throughout.
With good dancing
they easily copped the applause
11

of

rapid

was mnde

San Francisco. April 27.
n».j.al and Mack headlining held
up the proceedings and scored the
show's hit, the snappy dialog in the

l

slow.

the

in

Gets Mary Nash Show to Ccnct on
Time.

LOEWS HIPPODROME.

sharks
still
money that Jazzbo would cop,
In the middle of the eighth round
Tomato" is facin' his corner after
jabbin' Jazzbo about a doz< n times,
when Jazz lets this sleepy rjght
hand punch go once again. I d;dn't
<'\»ii

portion this week

bill.

Gordon and Day opened

hear tin
offerta'
even

local

pieces

THREATENS SUIT

swell looking girl on a bicycle and
the man with tramp pantomime got
good laughs, the cave man burlesque
dance scoring exceptionally big.
The routine, however, is too
drawnout. Phil Fur man proceeded
the
regular
bill
singing
"My

ij

held In the open air
St the ball park here last Monday
afternoon.
The local ball club is
in the Empire, State League and the
manager is nobody but our old pal.
Billy Jordan. Bill was in town gettin' things in shape for his club to
begin train In'. I hunted him up and
asked him "a h.it w ;i< i!i.» low down

slump

San Francisco, April 27.
Being stalled in the tfhOWS by a
blizzard and having i limited await
mixed
team.
Accomplished
on to take them tearing to keep their
violin and piano, both possessing
San Francisco date, was a few of
excellent voices, they were an artis-'
the experiences that overcame the
tic success
Belle Oliver offered a short but Mary Nash company at Denver
snappy routine of corned) numbers during their recent direct trip from
and talk next to closing and was Kansas City here. The company is
very bucc< ssfu).
in its second week at the Curran.
alone on any

off

h
bandages in the ring and then
Dear ChJck:
"Tomato* was slipped the rawest rewind them and almost tore the
gloves in half lookin* for violations
deal in -this burg that they have
of the Sullivan Jaw, but everything
handed us yet; and you know we was k. o.
have be#n givin' the worst of it on
As I said before, the fight was
held In the open air at the ball
many and numerous occasions.
park.
It was
I made a match here for 'Tomato'
a beautiful spring
to box a local hoy named Kid Jazzbo day with the sun shinin* down o M
rounds to a referee's decision, about every yokel within 10 miles
and I Insisted on naming the ref. of the town.
myself as I'm not takin' any chances
"Tomato" tore into this JaasbO
these days.
bird and kept poppin' him with his
The local promoter yessed me all left for two or three rounds without
through it and let m« bring Henry get tin' his hair muss.-d. Jazzbo let
Tone ]> front New York to be the his right cross go a few times, but
odd man in the ring.
Tone is he western unioned the punch so
strictly on the up and up and all that my boy just stepped
back and
I expected to get was an
even break. let it slide past.
I
knew he
As soon as we hit this slab I hop wouldn't hit "Tomato" In the back
into the local hang-out, which is at the rate they were goin* and
told
the Kainey House, to find out how him to keep wear-in* this kid
down
the bettin' was. Everybody in town until he was ready to pack him
was down on Jazz bo and was willin' away.
to take even money or worx
wor«e thai
thm
This went on for seven rounds
Jazzbo would stop Tomlato^fTfo)
with "Tomaf./' a' miTf- in fm FT.' im-

The bout was

27.

the Casino
despite the

houses

18

each

other.

surprise

CASINO.

San Francisco, April

attendance at
continues very good

billed as "Syncooated Feet." supplied the bill with some excellent
dancing. The neat stepping of the
men carried off the honors of the
savored of the big time.
act, in which the girls rill in nicely.
The House of David Band, head- They were very
well received. Tom
lining,
not only proved a good Mahoney had things his own
way
novelty but delivered the goods as in the closing spot.
He had the
musicians with well chosen selec- house laughing hard with some stotions that found a ready response.
ries, and his "bricklayer" monolog
The Capps family consist of went over stronger than ever. H**
father
and mother and
seven was the hit of the bill.
younger Capps ranging In age from

of

my

LOEWS
The

The Exposition Jubilee Four, a
colored male quartet, handed out
some good harmony singing for a
hit.
A mixed quartet of dancers,

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.

the California, Imperial
and Portola theatres, is the owner
of the picture.

agine

healthy-

tractive girl with some dancing and
bicycle stunts and the ability of
the man in cat make-up, both receiving good appreciation.
of delivery and Taylor's showmanJack Josephs.
ship at the piano, made them an
ideal team for the third position.

1

limit.

drew

Gleesons and Hoalihan are a
mixed dancing team With old time,
dances and a man at the piano had
nothing startling to offer, but made*
a good flash in closing position.
Jack Josephs.

couple doing just about
enough.
The antics of the man
while doing a head stand on a
swinging trapeze is the feature
trick and tends to give a comedy
flavor to the act. Ethel Arnold and
Earl Taylor, with a routine of comedy numbers, registered strongly,
Both possess personality and this,
coupled with Miss Arnold's manner

impression.
Lalla Salbini and Bert Nagle gave
the show a dandy start.
The at-

the

of

bottle,

lines

laughs.

ment
mixed

at

San Francisco, April 27.
Belle Oliver had the only
A film showing San Francisco be- working before a drop in act
the
fore the fire of 1906 was exhibited Fantages bill this week and the reat the California theatre, this city, sult was a number of stage waits
an of last week in commemoration slowing^up a show that otherwise

water

the

coming

Maret

the house surprisingly
easy style in fine hand
balancing and lifts making a strong

l.">

The tenth annual season

and

11.15 held
well, their

ing picture corporations when Mrs.
Bessie Wright, of the Patrician Productions, Inc., commences shooting
of her first picture at the new San
Mateo studios.

hands to keep from

in

blended nicely, and though a little
shy on comedy, it got its full share
of attention.
Beckless and Arley,
with an aerial act ranking with the
best of its kind, gave the show its
opening. There is not a dull mo-

bers

Another movie production company will soon be added to the
growing list of San Francisco mov-

rector

and some good

The vaudeville

.tarry Comer displayed a Jot of
class in putting over comedy num-

night found the guests arriving, as Fontaine as ingenue.
festivities were not scheduled to
commence until after all vaudeville
Two hundred college actors aphouses were closed. The old "Three peared in "Kismet," the twelfth anAces" on the beach was used for nual play of the University of Calthe fun.
%
ifornia English Club, last Wednesday night at the Hearst Greek theBert Levey's "Garrick," in the atre on the campus.
George E.
Fillmore district, opens May 7 with Leak directed the production. The
an all -picture policy. The house role of IlajJ was taken by Morris
has been entirely renovated and Ankrum. Marie Louise Myers popgreatly beautified. It will show first ular University girl, played Marsirun pictures in that district. Chapah.
lin's "Kid" starts it off.
>

Bad Business Given as Reason for
No "Beau Brummel.

routine

'

failed

Charles Schwartz, popular in local

talk

noticeable at other local
this month.
The royalty
being offered by the King
organization appear to be the reason for the near-capacity business
of the lower floor at both night performances.
"Lombardl, Ltd.," this week'a offering, was unusually well presented.
The modiste shop setting and
the gowns displayed would do credit
to the original production itself
The King version of the play being
since last seen here.
condensed to an hour and with nuLolyla Adler & Co. in
"The merous musical numbers interpoBeautiful Lady
was rather indif- lated during the running makes it
ferently received.
impossible to include the many
Miss Adler makes a stunning ap- tures that the piece contains, feabut
pearance in an atmospheric setting considering the chorus of 30
girls
and shn, is capably assisted by the and other features of the King comMisses Bieger and Thomas, but the pany who build around the plot of
vehicle doesn't hold up.
the pieces in their own Way, the
Alan Brooks in "Dollars and shows on the whole are giving great
Cents" received more than usual at- satisfaction, and at the same time
tention for a second week showing, proving a novelty.

war tax and have then

to make proper returns to
the government.
The law requires that all tickets
for sale at theatres shall bear the
name of the playhouse, the price
of the ticket, rne war tax and the
Proprietors who contotal price.
tinue to use the "Admit One" type
will
be the victims of
tickets
of
serious prosecution by the department, it is declared.
It Is planned to rule that establishments which print theatre
tickets make returns on the number they deliver to each p'.ayhouse.

a comedy

which the funny mannerisms of th»
dry comic with the German dialect
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dead is
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;it d
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Clay A- Co. for the best song written nah
hoth'n* for
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hi vy to
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by a native of Northern California cleverness was spelled with a c Or do iiit muni him out w hit hi
\Va\\
In the "Be a Booster" campaign.
a k. Ho said thai all Tomato" had with promptness and despatch.
to do \..-in to watch h>s right dul<<
dragged "Tomato! to his rorner and
Inc.
"We'll Tell the World," a song and
the meantime h
nttd stab tin- led him buck ;«»
be hot<
boosting Northern California as part this
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PALACE.

of cake," which Miss Barry mentioned ahead of them. "Hortcnse,"

hit of hefty dimensions.

Mr. John-

son's

old-time song hits, including
Ten artion the bill this week, the a comedy number, took them off, but "Under the Bamboo Tree," stood up
management probably framing the the earned the encore speech.
remarkably well when it is rememMay Wirth, ,tlie bareback: rider, bered most of them were written
«how for extra strength surround'
Levey.
Phil the bareback comedian and the nearly 20 years ago.
Like
to the headlines Ethel
Wirth Family were allotted the im-» they, apparently improve with wine,
engagement
at
second
the
was
age.
It
American com- portant No. 7. One feature that aids
Harry Watson, Jr., and Co. were
the Palace for the
the Wirth Family to euccess in a veritable scream with the teleedienne, who came overseas for a
winter.
Miss vaudeville is the ability to work in phone and boxing bits. Here's low
In the
late
visit
a small ring. Here at the Palace it comedy at its best, with players who
Levey's first booking resulted in a Is
harder for the turn than in many grab every possible laugh in sight.
star
with
the
record,
new Palace
of the other houses, it being neces- Watson's mixed-ale scrapper is more
receiving an unsolicited bonus from
sary
for the ring to extend almost to than a mero comedy type; it's a
achieved
record
the
he house. That
the foots. The May Wirth act is one creation. They recognized the charwould be equaled this week was not

a
Yet. Monday night
expoeted.
double row of standees was in, and
private
motor
many
after the show
cars in line attested to the smart
draw she attracted. Reports on
Broadway have her starring in a
new revue that is due in the fall, but
that iH doubtful. She sails for London next Tuesday.
Miss Levey's act is somewhat
changed in routine from that offered
'

of the features added to the bill late acter at the Colonial. Although the
last week. It was Mays "roundouts" bunch had all but laogtiod themon the fast flying mare that brought selves out at the antics of Watson
the biggest returns of the exhibi- and his company, A. Bobbins, foltion, the class of the stunt and the lowing and next to closing, sailed
girl bringing forth a solid rattle of right into 'em, caught em' amidships
hands at the curtain. Phil's went to and completely goaled 'em.
The
the comedy encore and the family musical instrument mimic had' 'em
took its flock of bows from the en- yelling almost every minute he held

trances.
Lydia, Barry showed her new rouShe is tine opening intermission, furnishin the initial performance.
ing pleasant diversion. Miss Barry's
seated
opening,
the
for
stage
full.
old time bit
reading 'ncath the light of a lamp, The chatter started her off strongly.
about the chap who inwhilo at times she toys with playing vited
her to dine and who was' playoardH during the singing, of a new ing a
mocking bird effect with his
Myby
number,
"A^l
Berlin
Irving
toothpick brought giggles; also her
self" -"The full stage opening was description
of a simp married man.
especially for the rcndijion. of the
sung entirely.. while she was She explained near-beer as being

number,

seated. In the shadow an accompanist played also a special effect
'

:

—

number.
During the singing of the first
Verse there wan a suspicion that
Miss Levey had forgotten the, lyric,
but she easily rode by. Her style of
delivery may or may not be adopted
by others who will use the song.
Miss Levey was.distinctive'y acting
and the impression registered
it,
was true an a die. Into one for the
balance of her act.- she entranced in
white and showing a gold anklet.
She scored with the coon long num"ber. Miss Levey was- always one of
the most graceful of dancers and
she still has that distinction, the
for the

i

»

'

1

'

'

'

stepping bits being
serious

"

•

'

'

•

all

too short.

"Destiny" drew most

The

gen-

embus' applause", and the star nsisdlv
bowed Off to change and finale with
the
the second new number in
routine. It is a ballad, '.lust Keep a
Thought for Me." She read the lyric
from a slip hidden in her feather

fan. referring to it until the chorus
was reached. Another special accompanist appeared for the number,
xylophone being operated from
jn

the orchestra

of the

show

,

—

Stone.

The

hilarity.

fits of
"celebrated'* violinist

RIVERSIDE.

.

;

J bet'.

COLONIAL.
A

straight

vaudeville

show and

Another was in a ventriloqulal
Beatrice Morgan & Co., third, in
bit, the man having a rubber face,
Edgar Allen Woolf's comedy playthe lip being: pulled up and down by
let, June Madness," scored persona string in Cook's hand.
and displayed a grade of acting
He showed skill as a juggler with ally
ability considerably above the veelubs along with other "legitimate" hicle.
The dialog and situations
bits, but his appearance in the act
hold many laughs, but there are also
ef the Alexander Brothers and Evefrequent barren stretches of dull
lyn (New Acts) in the next position talkiness that slow up the act. John
was the laugh of the evening. In Connery contributes an excellent
violent red sleeveholders, he was in characterization
as the husband.
and out throughout the clever rou- The act pleased.
tine of the ball manipulators. Cook
and Ernie Stanton are
Val
played piano for the first bit of doubling at the Palace this week.
manipulation. A moment later he When it comes to versatility these
spread a carpet and cast roses for two chaps are assuredly entitled to
an exit of Evelyn. A barber shop high honors.
They sing, dance,
bit kept the laughs coming. There
comede and play the uke and harwas a unicycle entrance, and he monica, and do each in an individual
roused 'em by rolling in atop of a way that is sure for vaudeville and
Rlobe. with two prop figures bal- undoubtedly would be sure in anyanced on his shoulders. He was type of show. A certain drollness
"straight" for severai bits in the in their method of handling converAlexander act. White satin coated sational patter also makes them disand batted., with "diamond" cane, tinctive among present-day comedy
he stepped gracefully while a talking 1r arris. They rotrld have stayed OH
machine provided the music. Hoop an hour apparently, Judging by the
manipulation for a minute again manner In which they were reshowed Cook to have a hand ir\ other
styles of act than his single, or else
he is one of those rare artists who
can adapt themselves to a wide
range of specialties a new Fred

others off into uncontrollable

'

both landed smashing hits and went an excellent one at the. colonial this
close to the applause score of the week, self starting and swift playheadliqer. In the first section Joe ing, with a generous dash of comCook was the "works." He appeared edy in both sections, balancing the
.fourth and pulled the first real and tinging, dancing and musical eleof the going up to that time, which ments'perfectly. Not a silent act in
.had been particularly spotty .and the nine listed. Margaret Taylor
desultory. Late in his turn the pa- (New Acts), opening- with a tighttrons were still arriving and it was wire turn, which included singing,
past 9 o'clock. Cook showed a lot stepping and patter, and Stafford
of stuff and much of it seemed new. and De Ross, a singing and dancing
Cook started in his usual manner. turn of the modern type closing.
When it got down to doing "feats,"' Rolls and Royce,
second; Val and
a aword swallowing phoney drew a Ernie Stanton, fourth, and Henry
squeal from a woman. Two "eggs" Bergman and Co. closing the first
brought forth a magicians trunk half, each panicked 'em in turn.
from which the comedian finally ex- Each of the three turns was forced
tracted a handkerchief. Going into to spill a little oratory before leavhis "four Hawailans" bit, he ex- ing the stage, the applause
in every
plained it happened four or five instance more than justifying the
years ago, B. I*., meaning before declamations.
prohibition. The musical instrument
Rolls and Royce are real dancers,
bit was a scream. He started off showing
a complete familiarity with
with a bum zither, "sweet potato" every style of stepping.
Their
and jews-harp. Grabbing the fiddle, routines are away from the stereohe started scratching away, at the typed and featured with a neatness
same time blowing up a toy balloon. of execution that is at once noticeWhich when released fell to the floor, able. Going over for a speech No.
the escaping air giving out a sound
2, at the Colonial, where they have
of Scotch bagpipes.
He immedi- their
likes and dislikes, and are not
ately changed the tune to Scotch on
a bit backward in showing the latthe fiddle, to general laughter. Cook
ter. Is an achievement worthy of
probably has two assistants. One record in the vaudeville hall of
was used at the Rube Goldberg fin- fame.
ish.

,

in the bal-

with a red mop of hair and whiskers put. the finishing touch on a
real cojnedy riot.
Stafford and Du Ross, closing with
their classy singing and dancing
turn, held 'em splendidly.
A diffilike a man looking through a key- cult position for a dancing and singhole with a glass eye. Miss Barry ing turn, but they got away with it.
did not use her plant, though a male Attendance somewhat below capaHell.
voice harmonized from the wings city Monday night.
for the chorus of the pick number.
Eva Shirley, with Al Both and Fid
Gordon's musical boys, was allotted
The west side residents thronged
No. :t, which was a hit too early for
Uer. On the program sh£ was listed into the Ninety-sixih street house
seventh, but a general shift was Monday evening for a total which
made prior to Monday's matinee came close to capacity, the only vaMies Shirley looked excellent in' a cant seats being through the rear
black frock with cut steel beads, portion of the lower floor. Julian
used for the later numbers and op- Eltlnge topped the week's schederatic linish. Roth attracted atten- ule as to billing, and closing intertion as always, while Gordon's fid- mission proved the judgment of the
dling stunts earned him the right to display in both "paper" and incandescents.
bow.
Mr. Eltinge gave a quartet of
L. Wolfe Gilbert (New Acts) was
given the early. No. 2 spot. Jack, numbers, all of which stamped him
Daly and Hazel "Uerlew opened. The as supreme among the female imThe clothes worn by
ballroom number was given very personators.
caused
numerous feminine
queUy. After they started Spinning him
gasps, while the acknowledgment
the couple did better. They "overbowed." Joeefsson and his "Glima" at the linish warranted a speech
was short, concise and to the
eempany rioted, the short but very which
point.
It left the impression that
active "glima" work being in good
iOltinge can repeat at this theatre
stead.

pit.

The comedy features

One woman

the stage.

cony had an attack of near-hysterwhich promptly set three or four

ics,

any old time.
There was plenty of comedy
sprinkled through both halves of
the show, which had Frawley and
Louise, on No. 3, con tribu ting their
share to recognition, and Kane and
Herman, who immediately followed
the mixed team, also cashing in
solidly.
The act remains about the
same with a few new lines. Previous to the trio of acts named, Van
Horn and Inez opened with a
!

"sweet' vehicle for that spot.
W.
D. Pollard followed in No. 2.
In the latter half of the bill Billy
Gaston and the Watson Sisters
took care of the laughs acceptably.
Gaston showed after the "Topics"
film and worked himself right in
with his semi-"nut" offering that
had a more or less serious, recitation placed down toward the finish.
This passage was received enthusiastically by the audience.
Gaston
Is using the regulation stock comedy numbers that have been heard
frequently for the past few months
and it would do no harm if fresher
material were added.
Mile. Doree's revue of bits from
•the different operas, done by an
actette, proved one of the outstanding successes of the night. Here is
an act that will score in any of the
best houses.
Numerous curtains,
an encore and a threatened delay

proceedings was what

in*

oper-

uncertain manner.
The act plays
similar to the specialty the
did
when frolicking about at the Winter
Garden with scattered exceptions,

and summed up makes

for a corking
that If placed right is
"over" after the initial "cracks" as
to Fannys weight. If it's an uphill
battle for the team she of the superfluous avoirdupois is capable of

comedy turn

making *era like It. which would
seem to say the girls can't mlan.
Dainty Marie closed the

bill.

JEFFERSON.
The Jefferson, with the customary
eight acts, played Monday night to
rather

poor business compared to

other weeks. It was the celebration
of the Passover holidays.
For the
price the card, including the Marx
Brothers in the lights in addition
to.

Dolly

Kay

The

first

uw

Jievejral other
he improved.
half, consisting of five

favorites, could

turns,

ceived.

this-

atic turn contributed to the evening's entertainment
The Watson Sisters held a posl"tion that was made for them and
the two girls went after it in no

rait

was appreciably

less

a win-

Henry IJergman working with the ner than the three turns in the last
Crisp Bisterf and Lou Handman at half. The Pour Harmony Kings had
the piano, followed up the Stanton the honors up to Intermission. They
Brothers' riot with a
"Down
proportions

wow Of huge
Home Blues"

themselves a winner
immediately with the clarion ring of

established

Van and Ernie Stanton delivered and "All By Myself Were two of four good, substantial voices Singcomedy punch after intermis- the high light- of the vocal rep. ing with plenty of harmony and
appearing eighth. A youth The Crisp girls also landed with smoothness of Style. They worked

the

sion,

brought forth the
early in the routine.
The "^ag" was resting upon a cushion. Harry saying he understood they
fOt many laughs out of the thing
failed
'goes

•

.

-Harry"

into"

several years ago and asking them
"try and get them now." The
youth also brought the uke In on
the pillow. The Stantons have more
°f the musical in their turn than
formerly, and it works out very
successfully. A quick split brought
• big laugh, the stunt being pulled
hy the larger of the pair.
They
worked up the "cut yourself a piece

.to

effectively arranged stepping
In response to applause
routines.
toward the finish Mr Bergman mention Gladys Clark, stating she had
beer ill and apologising for her ah
sencc from the act. Miss Clark, n)
though absent, received sn uppre
Clotlve hand at mention of hei name
their

.1.

Rosamond

Johnson

and

Co

their way through their usual rOU«
tine and were applauded with a
The deficient part of
lavish hand.
the SCt seems to DC in the last number. Which is a little weak tor a
Th< v could easily have held
linish.
a Liter position,
Carl Km my and his pets opened

Mi

Krumy has evidently eliminated
announcements of the turn, and

Whooped it up With ja?z> voealizint, the
the canines go through their trieks
and Instrumental music. The col
clock. The
Ofed Chaps work in a smooth, easy with the regularity of
turn
finished to considerable spT
class.
that
betokens
mi nner
got the second half off to a running plause
In .No Z I.ec» Rose and Katheryn
lit. pulling down another applause

Moon romped through some step- house Tuesday evening close to 8
ping that took the pallor off alto O'clock.
voices that never stood them in good
"For Pity's Sake." with Charles
stead. They had the assistance at ^Withers, was the headline attracthe piano of Jess Button, who tion.
The Maddoek turn was an
played two compositions, allowing easy winner; spotted seventh, it
for the change.
tore off an old-fashioned hit. WithBasil Lynn and William Howland ers tottered on and off. keeping in
followed in the routine of what they character instead of defflng his wi«
bill as "A Racey Conversation." The as usual.
New bits are again nodialog of the Knglish "nut" caught ticed, and all the fresher touches
on and one of the accustomed fea- went for new laughs.
Arthur
tures of the turn is the singing of James as the old boy's son lias exthe "American" type, imitating John tended his entrance with chatter
That put the turn between him and Withers. It takes
McCormack.
up the time formerly used by the
down fur a. ten -strike.
Preceded by an announcement of entrance of the "loady lady'! to inthe tirst American appearance after spect her dressing room and the
a two-year tour of the eastern "flirtation" scene. A new contrivhemisphere, Asahi, the Jap. was as- ance was worked by Withers from
signed to closing the first half. The his place in the "flies." The "gag"
turn has a few countrymen as- looked like one of Rube Goldberg's.
sistants and with a background of For a storm effect Withers hoisted
the rich Japanese curtains.
The a scuttle which dumped into a
draperies lent color and class. The trough a bowling ball, which rumpreliminary stunts of "magic" are bled downward and was caught
not different from what has been again in the scuttle, that then he
dished out by other turns offering dropped with a thud by the release
But
similar material, but the concluding of a rope.
It was a laugh.'
"trick,", in which a fountain stream the house roared at the paste bit.
Jack Mack and Prankie James, in
disports itself at the will of the matheir new skit. "Big Hearled Annie."
gician, was impressive.
The opening spot of the second credited to Aaron Hoffman, were
assigned next to closing.
It was
half held James J. Kelly and
Pollock.
They scored from the tough going following the Withers
They were pleasing despite
start, and although Miss Pollock turn.
explained .in a concluding speech the mild returns at the close. The
their absence and activities in con- routine stiii seems overtime. SpeedMiss
nection with the entertainment of ing or cutting might help.
the dough boys during the war, it J -les' extremely, neat appearance
lot,
and
she
sparkled
c:unts
for
a
was really the merit of their routine
in her style of work.
A new numthat brought satisfactory returns.
It
The glad hand that they held out ber has replaced that first lifted.
'•
to Dolly Kay In next to closing was certainly is an Improvement.
Two single men were not far
one that should make any girl
The first
proud. And with the first song put separated in the going.
over the audience simply yelled for was Dave Ferguson, on fourth, but
more, and the second had a similar his new turn is really a two-act
Russell Mack, who
'our in ail, she sang, in a (New Acts).
result.
style and delivery that set them has been in several musical shows.
buzzing. She stopped the show and is back in vaudeville now as a sinheld up a pleading, hand and in the gle (New Acts) showed on sixth.
Helen Higgins and Natalie Bates,
effort to let herself 'be heard was
drownrtl out by requests for more. formerly with the Harry Carroll
With one of the boya»eJtminated, revue, appeared fifth, offering their
with
Horace
turn
the brothers and Hattie Darling "Singdancs"
went through their newest Timberg Bentley, a youthful accompanist, at
competition as if nothing could the piano and also joining In .the
The girls' first
stop them from putting It over. It opening lyrics.
didn't.
Starting on the dot of 8:30, dance number was a bit .too, slow,
because
of
tempo of the acthat
the
the show was not ovfcr till 11:15.
companying music.
They Were
Htep.
much better in their second try', the
costumes looking excellent, and featured by very neat bodices. There
were two other changes, the dancMuch appreciation was show- ers displaying considerable bareness
by
those
ered on the bill this week
the*' Egyptian number, then rewho came Ir. Tuesday night, and it in
turning in Well designed soubret
was deserved. The gathering was rigs of black Jet. This is a flash
in high numbers as to the total turn for the smaller big timers.
though there were various vacanBill "Swede" Hall and Co. showed
cies prominent in all sections of "Hilda" in No. 3. Hall's gobd showthe* house.
manship cropped out through his
The entertainment was good "dame" character. Several times he
vaudeville all the way, spaced so "spotted" old lines so well that. they
that most of the strength came landed for big laughs.
One, was:
forth from the middle of proceed- "He told me he'd marry me on a
onwards.
Jack
Osterman, cold day." The tapping of the fire
ings
showing one up from the finish, extinguisher for booze tickled the
cased his w?y through to substan- house and divulged possibilities.
tial applause with his miscellanFrances Dougherty went over for
eous routine which allows for any- a big No. 2. She has Improved her
thing and everything In the way routine considerably, and, being on
of chatter and sums up as a rou- the stage throughout, has eliminated
tine that is pie for this comic. Di- the waits formerly a trial.
She
rectly ahead of the sine, e Pmr.a looked very well in a pink frock.
and company, showed with the Miss Dougherty earned two enmixed ouaitct of colored folks reg- cores. First she did a Scotch numistering on their own. *o b> fol- ber, then came back for the Irish,
lowed by Ph'iia deliver! ij u couple which she concluded with a neat
of numbers receiving no litt'e aid bit of stepping for one of her size.
from one of the boys pounding off
Baraban and Grohs closed the
or, a horn which had a megaphone
show with a good looking dance
second
number
The
attached for a "blues
effect that routine.
made for a great combination, ac- proved very neat and the novelty
companied by a piano. It's a won- finish won returns. The team held
der this bit hasn't been grabbed off the house well, ending with an InLoyal
Sylvia
by some- ore, as it's a whnie. and dian conception.
promises a tough assignment for opened nicely. There seemed to be
the boy in the act to hotd It ex- more hat juggling than usual, and
it was neatly performed. The house
clusively.
Wire and Walker gave- the show murmured when the poodle kissed
the pigeon. Good sight turn. Ibrr
it.s initial i uth and shewed enough
to rate as one of the b*st acts now
playing in any of tlu* houses for
The tur.i possesses
thai position.
a routine far above the average as
Aside from the draught caused by
to what is generally o.Tered ~n a the opening of a door that leads
There are numerous out into the summer garden, by
slack wire.
novelties, rr.ninly, by tai. girl's en- some of the male attaches, as they
trancing ard exiting through the left for a smoke every few minutes.
uir. via a wire slung from the fli?s the evening spent on the American
with a set In a full sta^re parib - Roof the first half of the week was
ulaily
leaning.
enjoyable. The show is a good one,
The Thornton Sisters did nicely with plenty Of singing and dancing
with five songs delivered in a and quite some comedy. The talk
"bweet" manner backed by their for the most part was bunched in
appearance which totaled enough the last half, but as It was al! of
bows at the finish 'o make their the comedy variety, it was not at
ev^nlnj.'s work not in vj'.ti. Math- all tiresome.
ews and Ayres followei, managing
Stanley and Wintrop. two boys,
after a Hll'cult start to giln mo- hoofed the show open and got away
mentum to tin extent t( allawli g all riKht. There is not enough vafor
acknowledgment
that
kept riety to an act of this sort. While
then) in the
.inning.
the boys are good dancers, their
The Melo'.y Channels" worked routines are all more or less alike.
it
Up for '/* minutes wiJ; the giils. After their second dance th»»y have
Why not go
standing ut all the way. The trio little else to show.
;.'
back to *he hard shoes? Very few
li.
.anp«l
regis tc. -1 jtidivi

Kmma

,

.

.

I
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BROADWAY.
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AMERICAN ROOF.
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'

Q'utVj

and

!

roi'b-cr*v'civ

duo who step

•cvii/!'

rh-e

to the front for spe-

well and have
the Stability to take care of their
numbers.
The man works hard,
but seemed superfluous with the Impression remaining the gats could
do just as well without him.
William KbS "crossed" half the
house with bis vent rltlquist bit, and
Came near calling a halt to the
schedule.
The Yjp-Yip Taphankers took
closing spot for all thur n was
l he
u oi h D nd held em.
cial

attention, look

ar* ttsin*? -them --now and ..they
always sure of something.
Evelyn Phillips (New Acts)
it

off

real

well in the No.

2

Three Mart el Is, a bicycle act

avi\_
hit

spot.
of the

old school, managed to put over a
nicely placed hit for this style of
act.
They ride bicycles of 30 years
ago, called in those days ordinary
The work on the unibicycles.
cycles Is the best.
The comedian
A
tries hard but doesn't get far.
good opening act In these houses

where they use Ave acts.
Howard and Craddoek. two men
iti
evening dress, situ? and
dance arid were very well liked. The

colored,

FIFTH AVE.

has an exceptionally good
sure lire in these
is
dancer, with a few ec.Nine'
turns made up the centric twists of his own. also
halves.
comes in for his share of the defirst half of the show, an announceThe finish is the (Stakes
ment of the song contest, open to serts.
More of the applause-get
all
for iioney prizes, also being portion.
should he inserted, with
Stuff
|4ng
entertainment
The
extra
Carded
(Continued on page 2
sent the show oft to a capacity

A

i

billed.

'Vbration or "festival'' card
with
ten
both
for
acts

vocalist

voice

houses

and

The

-

:

•

mi m

DAVe FERGUSON

JOSEPHINE VICTOR and
and Rorreo" (Comedy
Drama).
I

.

85 Mint.; One. Full. (Special).
featured

late

with "Martinique" and "The Skin
Game." has entered vaudeville in
this playlet in live stents by Harry
Watrstaff Cribble.

The

action

is

two

in live scenes,

of which are full stage sets, or.e in
••three," the others in "one." Special
scenery and drapes represent considerable producton outlay.
Friar Laurence in "one" announces that the players will do the
•'tower'' srene from "Komco and
Juliet." The at goes to full stage,
with Miss Victor an Interesting
Juliet, excellently supported up to
the death scene.
After acknowledging the applause
the Friar steps through the divided
drop to thdnk the audience and inHe gives
vites them back stage.
directions for reaching the star's
imaginary
their
in
room
dressing

The act goes, to full stag*- showing the dressing room of Julkt, who
enters in a rage of p; ofessional
jealousy at Romeo for his performance, and for him objecting to her
taking more bows. The stars dresser, a gru> -haired woman, tries to
The act ess vents her
quiet her.
rage on the maid. A box of andy
<

Juliet gives

ered.

without opening

it

is

deliv-

to her dresser

it.

enters to
for Juliet's
burst of temperment. They quarrel,
and it develops they are in love or
have been, but professional jralousy
is killing their love for each other.
The title of the sket:h is cleared up
in the argument, when she answers
a question of his in relation, to the
importance of the two roles, claim-

Romeo,

in street

attire,

demand an explanation

Shakespeare put the male
first because the importtitle always was named

cognomen

ant one in a
last.

A visitor • is announced in the
midst of the quarrel. He is an old
legit who came ba.-k to compliment
them upon their performance. He
relates his history. He had played
Romeo 40 years previous to the
Pressed
great Penellies* "Juliet."
for particulars as to his present low
position in life he blames it on proIt had ruined
fessional jealousy.
their career and killed their love for
each other.
The maid enters and the old legit
recognizes her as the great partner
of his past. The young people finally patch up their differences after
the object lesson they have received
and leave to attend a supper, being
given In honor of the'atar.
The turn goes into "On*" again.
The dresser is on her way home,
when she hears the strains of the
minuet and, overcome by recollection, begins to step through the old
dances. The old man surprises her
and takes his old place as her partner.
They exit to the music just
as the reconciled lovers discover
A few

them.
their

joint

lines

intention

emphasising
never to be-

come jealous again and

(1).

the

final

curtain.

Miss Victor and Lewis & Gordon
the act have ^hosen
wisely and well. The piece* now a
trifle long, will be ready for tho
Palace with a little pruning. It is
lavishly
produced, cleverly
constructed and capably played.
The
supporting company has Harry C,
Power as Romeo, John F. Webber
as the old actor, William H. l'arwald as Friar Laurence, and MarJon Dyer as Plnelli, the dresser.
Rush.

who produced

BROS.,

EVELYN

and

JOE COOK.
Ball Manipulators.
14 Mins.; Full Stage.
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Friday, April

EMa Radford is a very well-known Palace.
music hall artist in England. She
The Alexanders are the foremost
has been topping bills over there exponents of their line of rubber ball
for some years.
The program at manipulation. Miss Evelyn has been
wife, whom he thought "lost," and the Coliseum reads "England's Fa- in the act for some time.
upon her entrance early in the rou- mous Character Comedienne." Just
But the present fashion in which
tine, "Alimony," written by Andy how correct that billing is depends Joe Cook figures in the* turn does
upon what is meant by character wonders for both sides, and if it is
RlCe, become n really a two- act.
Miss Redford is not to be a permanent dual booking, the
Ferguson, in neat flannels, start- comedienne.
ed talking about a horrible expe- a comedienne let's be thankful for act rates very high both for comedy
someone had tried to force that. She just .sings songs and for and skill. The general affect of the
rience^
him to buy a case of Haig and her first appearance in this coun- combination is sure fire. It was
Hafg for $20. lie went on to say try is giving her idea of Marilynn worked out of the revue idea that
the only crime he ever committed Miller, Laurette Taylor and Belle several other act combinations have
accomplished.
was In getting married. But now Baker.
The imitations come after she has
he fell free.
She didn't know
Cook in walking ,into the AlexThe first, an ander act not only opens up a mine
where he was. That, he observed, sung three songs.
was easy for an actor, since one Irish number about Mr. O'Hare, is of stunts, a mixture mirth provokail right for an opening song.
It
It at no time
ing and legitimate.
moved about from place to place.
The supposedly shaken wife, has a slight swing to it. It gave interferes with the Alexanders but
however, bobs up, walking down the audience no idea, however, what rather lends value to the eatfiibition.
the aisle sharply telling Dave she to expect. "I Want a Boy," which The "reverse English" control of the
was right with him and had an is more in the English manner, balls is wonderful, at times unReaching found Miss Redford getting nearer canny. Cook in the act places the
order for back alimony.
"I "Want to be a Alexanders in the middle of the
the stage the tirade continued, Dave her own forte.
calling
her Moving Picture Queen," in which bill. There it belongs. Other simtrying to mollify her by
sweetheart. When she wanted to she does a Charlie Chaplin bit In ilarly framed revue combinations,
know why he doesn't call her the the flickering spot, brought her back where one act fuses into the following one, have beert successful. This
names he used to around the house, solidly for her imitations.
Jbcr.
They are not announced as imi- one classes with the best.
he replied he had a new set. The
reversed, tations; they are just an English
operation
is
panning
idea
of how the stars aphubby Ferguson telling wife (whom girl's
LLOYD.
he called "Lucy") she was all peared to her. Marilynn Miller as FISKE and
wrong to interrupt his performance the slavey in costume was very Songs and Comedy.
and One; (Special
Full
Mins.;
16
any
neatly
w|th
dropping
of
done
a
and blaming it on her jealousy. She
Hangings).
asks forgiveness, gets into a bal- sign of an English singer. Laurette
Ave.
Fifth
lad, they kiss and avow love for Taylor's "Peg" didn't need such a
Myrtle Fiske and George Lloyd
departure, of course, as Miss Bedeach other.
"The 20th
broke out again when she ford is at home with the Irish have labeled their routine
It
Special
Honeymoon."
asked for $30. In spite of his plea: brogue, but the Belle Baker was Century
Hess,
Cliff
to
credited
are
numbers
rather
seemed
startler.
It
"Lucy, if you want to keep me quite a
at the close were
happy don't ask for money," she a hazardous undertaking for a typi- though two songs
numbers
published
swore vengeance and promised to cally English girl to attempt an interpolated
stood up to advantage there.
bring her big brother to give him imitation of Belle Baker, the ab- which
turn opens in three, a parlor
the beating of his life. The humor solute in American singers. It was The
scene, with Lloyd as a boob telling
of that was that "Lucy " did reap- easily her best bit of the evening
his sweetheart that, though they
pear down the aisle having in tow and earned her the real right to
However, Ella have known each other onlv for
the .'tage manager who is anything make a speech.
three weeks, he loves her. and then
but husk/; He leads Dave off. There Redford, if she wants to stay in this
kids her into proposing to him. They
was a bit In the aisle just before, country in vaudeville, doesn't need had a wedding bells number that
All she needs is a
Ferguson following the girl down imitations.
Miss
couple more good numbers. She is carried them into "one."
the steps.
different
from
any of the English Fiske starts off to "tell mother." He
The audience idea is somewhat
there
She halts her with the declaration
elaborated on in "Alimony" and Use singers we have had before.
American girls, will be no mother-in-law in their
sense of the skit is carried out to is almost like our
than
the wedded menage. She agrees, saying
comedy
nearer
the
musical
are possithe very finish. Ther
they will live like two honey bees,
vaudeville type.
bilities with Ferguson's new turn,
but he thinks they would be happier
There is a certain finish to" her in Canada.
which right now is in need of snapwork that only a few of our vaudeJbcc.
ping up.
A kiss bit is made funnv. the
She
ville artists seem to attain.
the
has looks, personality, plenty of man's odd line of humor turning
She becomes peeved at findtrick.
pep, dances much better than she
RUSSELL MACK.
showed Monday night at the Coli- ing out she isn't the only girl he
Monolog.
with the
seum, and dresses extremely well. ever kissed, but he counters
22 Mins
One.
another wife
Of course, there axe two verses and promise not to brhng
Fifth Ave.
to their home a local and angled
Russell Mack has been In pro- three choruses to her songs. That to the Andrews case that aroused
It
ductions for the past two or three always has to be remedied.
speci- interest lately.
seasons. He returns to vaudeville slowed up the opening of her
China is mentioned, and the act
alty. Ella Redford wonld be a welas a single.
come addition to vaudeville over goes Into full stage for a few moAn opening number, something here and if she desires to stay will ments, with both in costume. There
about Wills walking while hubby find the field fertile. Musical com- is a song number, "Out in Oriental
Chop Suey Land." A "snow" bit
slept, opened his routine which is
edy and the revue type of show
along regular monologistic lines. could use a sprightly Miss of this follows, and for some reason a
couple of tricks (.Ching Ling Foo is
Mark's style is more his own than description.
mentioned). The couple closed with
He
at least some of the material.
"Home Again Blues," which fitted
employed the "Star Spangled Banwell and drew very good returns.
ner" bit and that about the hard "AT THE PARTY" (7).
They encored with "Mammy," Miss
discovered
Irishman
who
working
Girl Act.
Fiske offering a new version in duet
the chap keeping tabs on him was 20 Mins.; Fu*l Stage.
to the straight rendition of Lloyd's.
his helper,
BOth have been used (Special Set.)
latter Is a quiet comic with a
The
58th
St.
the
latter
gag
ahead of him, though
style Of his own.
At present the
won a big laugh. A current topics
"At the Tarty" is reported as turn
is easy for a spot in three a
idea was well worked up, the ma- having played so:'e western time
day
and
should
Jhrr.
advanced
terial having the earmarks of be- under another nam \
The aet aping conceived along more original pears fresh enough to be having its
lines.
The "test" proved the house initial try with the cast showing ARMSTRONG and JAMEG.
against the taking more enthusiasm than is generally Blackface.
to be dead m
away of personal liberty as embod- found in an act of this kind that 13 Mins.; One.
has had a coast trip.
ied In prohibition.
American.
The chorus has five girls, each
Mack bisected his chatter with a
The team is made up of Milt
ballad,
A lively number at the capable of handling a specialty. Francis and Willie Siegel. If the
close he labeled "One girl alone in The principals are a blackface Aunt alias is designed to play it safe for
a Ford h wonh three in a rack- Jemima character and a juvenile. a doubtful experiment in a new
aid."
H<- earned an encore, which The former handles the comedy and field, they need disguise themselves
The boy no longer. At the American last
started out with mention of his is also a number leader
This half of last week they disclosed a
in musical comedy. For Is an impersonating dancer.
having ><e«
docs remarkably well for a thoroughly amusing offering,
a finale he nave "All By Myself," he
made
which landed. There is enough ma- youngster. The girls do toe dancing, up of bright talk, an inconsequenterial and a little pruning will do piano and violin playing and some tial number or two and a finish
of
no harm. Mack is of the Juvenile artistic ensemble dance unmbcrs.
hokum eomedy made to order for
"At the Party" is a very good the small time public.
type.
He should de\. lop into a

flfty-fjfty.

•

»

is

so popular with straight men
split up their songs and talk

I'

»3

ALEXANDER

Songs,

method, but made the Eighth avenue crowd laugh by virtue of unrestrained clowning and hoke bufThe talk is mostly r« warding the foonery, Enter* cold and announce!
straight
man's coming marriage he is
nature dancer, Goes through
and for the most part is Clean and
crude burleaqve o," classic dancing,
amusing. There Is a noticeable
made ;);.• mure ridiculous bv his
of that endeavor to be funny which comedy get-up
of misfit clothes and
la very satisfying, and »n> boys g<
goggle spectacles
Tills a dosen
:heir
full
share «d laughs.
The Ktorlesi soma old at
somj
new.
tongs are also set for luugha and They made the audi* n e
an
the \<>i<< n being good, it
n m - ;i'lifford laughed ah <>.
a very good two-man acl thai can
>e,
s a let nf
nggfrMt ing
go down next to closing
hold that lie could make an
rid
• ntric
the spot In their presi m
ompany rout In* worth while, goes bach to
without any difficulty.
the classic dance travesty for a
Larry Comer'a poker son;,' of moment and ends With another
high class numbers is used to good Rsmple of hoofing.
«'an't get far
advantage by the comedian.
with present orVrin
Better to reThe act was the legitimate hit of build from the grou d up and try
the program Tuesday night.
Rush,

They

^

WEEK

THIS

Coliseum.

WILSON and EVOY.
Songs and Talk.
Mms.; One.
ihrc.
strong single.
American Roof.
"Wilson and Kvoy are two m"n in
-evening dree*. The com#.dJax. wears GEORGE CLIFFORD.
a dilapidated straw hat, which is Monolog.
his only difference in dress from 14 Mint.; One.
th»- straight man, who is tiffing one
American.
of those non -detachable silk hats.
An at tirish
and
material
In
13

about

1

21 Mins.; Full Stage.

—

trip.

from an unknown admirer

«'•

i«

is billed alone, but
not doing a monolog. His new
Ottering includes a girl who entrances from the audience as his

he

Victor,

*:

Dave Ferguson

Fordham.
Josephine

»

ELLA REDFORD.

'"Alimony."
16 Mino.; One.
Fifth Ave.

Co. (*).
'Juliet

now

*

NEW ACTS

22

ing

i

•

t

1

i

-

•

.

•

i

i

.

k.

<

.

feature turn for any of the bigger
The shorter of the pair does the
three-a-day' houses, as it shows usual '•Patsy" comedy
darky to the
something the average girl act Tails familiar sort of dandified
straight
nnfa n.
of the taiier man, who does the
bullying and brow-beating of the
I

I

t

little
fellow.
The scheme follows
the general outline of the old Conand
roy
LeMalrs combination and
12 Mins.; Or.e.
Innumerable others. The fun of the
23rd St.
conversation exchanges arises out
Irene has a singing Voice much of the
fast talking "wise boy" and
above
average, delivers her the
helplessness
of
the
stupid
numbers In a businesslike, unassum- ••mark." There is a bit of
Insurance
ing way, and sueoeeds in entertain- ami other
topics along the same
ing every minute she occupies the line, brightly
written and nut over
stage, opening with "Nice People," for sure-Arc
laughs.
he successively offered an ImpresFor the finish the smaller of the
sion of Fanny Brica singing "She isrtners
dresses as a pickaninny,
Was a Florodora Maiden/' a medio) and there is an effective
hit of buron married life, a rngg) number lesque Miration,
incidental
.»
to
and a comic for the finish.
concluding song and dance, which
A pleasing manner of inserting n took th. m away to a
substantial
grace »<;•<• here and there, while hand, eloslng
average bill »1 the
singing, add* value to her songs. Loow
ousc.
The lather boisterous
At present Irene i*« nicely m
for finish
may confine them to (he
No. 2 In the small time bills, she three -a -day, but petting
into the
has ability and presence, and with better class is
mere!*} a matter of
plajing should develop into a stand- material. They have
the Ability to
ard sngle.
Ji,\l.
make it.

IRENE.

Songs.

t

!

.

f;9,

1921

H. WHITE AND CO. (2).
"Appearances" (Comedy Sketch).
20 Mins.; Full Stage (Parlor).
American.
Another attempt, only half successful, to draw every-day Jewish
character types in a vein principally
humorous, but with some
shade of realism and pathos. The
sort of a sketeh Alex. Carr put over
in
"The End of the World."
although this will scarcely duplicate

AL

that famous playlet.
White is the father, a legitimate
characterization neatly sketched in.
Daughter comes home from school
and announces that she, is engaged
to a rich man, but has no intention
of disclosing to him the poor circumstances of her family, of whom
she Ms ashamed.
Father calls the
fiance on the phone and summons
him during the daughter's absence.

Father and young

man

over

talk

the situation.
Daughter returns,
and, concealing herself, hears the
conversation, becoming more and
more indignant as the fiance declares he will never acknowledge
so middle class a father-in-law.
Girl rushes out Indignantly to defense of her fathe
and it all turns
out to be a plot to sho^y the girl her
error, and the curtain falls on the
young lovers in an embrace. Playlet is rather hurried and mechanical
in its devices for bringing so much
about in 20 minutes, and its artificiality injures it sadly.
However,
there are substantial laughs scattered liberally through the dialog,
and it amused the American audience as it will others of that character.
White's work has the touch
of an intelligent character player.
The two young people are Just lay
figures.

RusJt.

TOM HOIER

and CO...

"'Twas Ever Thus" (Farce).

Two

17 Mins.;

and Full Stage.

of the trivial squabbles, marpre-marital,
that
Mr.
Holer's playlet treats. Nothing important in the topic itself because
it isn't mede particularly amusing.
Opening in one, Fred calls on his
sweetheart, who is standing at the
window wasting tears over the fact
that Richard and Louise, her freshly
married friends, have been quarreling over the problem what name to
fasten on their bulldog.
Agnes
It is

and

ital

gives Fred back his ring, says she
has seen enoug' of matrimony to
shy clear of it.

Fred Is willing to wager he can
reconcile the couple, Agnes agreeing to continue their engagement
if he succeeds.
Into full stage. The
quartet are at tea. Fred tells stories, without getting a sign of response.
Louise is for beating it,
but
under Fred's coaching her
hubby only has to say "I love you"
to bring them into an affectionate
clinch.

Then

the
engaged pair
tart
Fred trying to "pass"' his
marriage agreement. Just as that
Is about
squared, a four-cornered
squabble sends the curtain down.
In support of Mr. Holer were Sasha
AyloroflP, Lou Hartels and 'Beatrice
Wood, who may blame their mediocHe showing on the book. Three.*

things,

a-day.

lhrr

MARGARET TAYLOR.
Wire Walking, Singing and Dancing.
12 Mins.;
One and Full Stage
(Special).
Colonial.

Margaret Taylor, a personable
opens with an introductory song in "one." follows with another brief vocalising bit, then a
lino or two of rhyme and into a
short stepping session, all of which
lead up to the meat of the act, some
nifty wire walking.
This portion of the turn takes
place en the full stage.
A tight
wire is used. While on the wire.
Miss Taylor patters entertainingly
and shimmies. The wire routine is
varied and executed with ability.
Among the tricks If that of going
into a split on the wire.
Cute soubret costume, is worn.
Opening at Ihe Colonial Miss Taylor
put it over. A big time turn with
the goods for opening, elosing or
opening the second half, the patter
and singing taking it out »>f the
little girl,

.

silent class,

it>u.

•

ELWYN

TRIO.
Marimbaphone.

I

t

Rush

Two

(Special Curtain).

Greeley Square.

<

m

Mins.:

11

Two men and

a

woman

perform-

same Instrument (marImbaphom ). Opening ensemble, the
wonmr soft hammering and th»> man
ing on the

thumping

men and
ber

solo

forte, A rag duet by lb<
a soft hammer sIow*«*iuniby the woman followed.

Pop medley finish.
Nothing distinguishing aboul

tha
Just ;i pleasing turn of Its.type.
this
at
house and excellent for
that rpot <or NO. 2) In t!i,^ pop

a

t;

No,

i

houses.
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PAT

ryELYN PHILLIP8.

and

NORA BARRETT.

Character and Sketch.
jengs and Dance.
15 Mins.; One.
12 Mint.; One.
American.
Amsricsn Roof.
Pat Barrett has a new vehicle by
Evelyn Phillips was formerly of
Wood, Melville and Phillips which he exploits his character of
the past two seasons the sportive old countryman, selecttrie and for
leaded a girl act over the Western ing a single character for a whole
Considered more of a act in place of his former effort to
jlrcuita
The new arflancer than a singer, Miss Phillips do a scries of types.
surprise in her single, rangement is a distinct improve10 rather a
ghe opens with a song that intro- ment.
Barrett appears as an ancient
duces several of the song hits of
jtroadway musical successes. Her "Rube," all dressed up and out for a
voice while untrained has consid- wild time, which cireumetanfee he
erable range and power and is, very n.akes known in a short opening
Nora Barrett passes
•leasing. A Hebrew number is done soliloquy.
without trying to go into the dia- across the stage before the street
lect too deeply, and some of the drop, rather flashily dressed, and an
The old
oints are run over a bit too quick- absurd flirtation ensues.
but *he gets away with it very boy tries to date up "the chicken,"
r,
A ballad finishes her num- and a quantity of good comedy is
nicely.
bers and she puts it over very well. developed in the bright cross talk.
This was the biggest applause get- The girl works up the "blackmail
ter, although she should not take it hit" so familiar to burlesque auditoo seriously, as* ballad singing is ences.
Barrett solos his old number, "Do
not her goal.
However, it is. a big leap from It Quietly," until his partner returns
for a continuation of the
the ballad to the fast' acrobatic or
eccentric dance that Miss Phillips flirtation stuff, all of the latter
laughs growing legitiuses atvthe finish. It is seldom that bringing
a girl with a voice like her is able mately out of the tottering but ambitious
old
man characterization,
dancing,
not
mention
any
to
do
to
the whirlwind style that she fin- and they finish with a comic dance.
No.
at
3
the
American last half of
In its present shape
ishes with.
this girl's single is very Lood for last week, they did very nicely. Adthe houses that she is now playing. vancement is a matter of material.
Rush.
The plant carried singing one song
In the box, while she changes to a
pretty Fhort costume for her dance, MASON and COLE.
Song, Dance, Talk.
Is not needed and is not to be con14 Mins.; One and Two (Special).
sidered part of the act.
Properly handled the turn could 23rd Street.
be made into a big time offering:
The couple opens with a flirtaAn unusually good dancer with a tion number involving imaginary
strong voice and a good appear- rain and an actual umbrella. The
ance, there is no reason why the ghi effects shy get-up, wearing
two a day or a musical show glasses, although not necessarily
should rot grab her off.
"rubey."
Following the kiss bit,
the turn goes to "two"' before an
BOBBY ADAMS and JEWEL attractive special hanging, for a
wedding number, song and dance.
BARNETT.
The girl has now discarded the
8ongs and Piano.
"cheaters" and reveals herself to
12 Min.; Ona.
be
a very comely maid.
58th Street.
The boy renders an impression
A sister turn nicely framed, one
of a Frenchman singing an Amerigirl, the number leader, with her
partner sticking closely to
the can Frenchy song, the girl joining
Ivories and vocalizing occasionally. in for the double dance finish that
Opening with "Where Is My Daddy took them off well.
The team has a neat vehicle,
Now Blues" with a bit of business
mounted and capably
as a starter, the girls get away in cleverely
good style, following up with "Pick- handled, that is set for choice
spotting
on small big time bills.
aninny Blues," a melodious number
*
up the pace. A tough
character number, "Lily of the Alley," has a comedy punch that is
convincingly landed by the blonde
girl, with their two additional selecholding the turn together
tions
nicely.
A pair who should And
themselves in the bigger houses.

that keeps

"CA T'ETONNE," REVUE.
Gaite Rochechouart.
'

Paris.

Another witty entertainment

by-

Paul Briquet* and Saint-Granler
has been put on at the Gaite
Rochechouart by Leon Volterra for
his father. Without any pretention
of a Casino de Paris show it is an
excellent entertainment which will
do much in recalling the fashionable clients to this former cafe contert.

"Ca t'etonne"

is

brimming with
A punch

topical skits, played with
by Serjius, Carter, Lerner,
Ritler,

Blanche

who has migrated from

the

and SImone Judic,
granddaughter A the former

Folies Bergere,

a

popular

burlesque

actress

of

the

Kcndrew.

Tarietes.

W
TwVC

ROBINSON and WILLIAMS.

L.

WOLFE GILBERT

(2).

8ongs.

AMERICAN ROOF.
(Continued from page
finish

By ALICE

Kinkaid Kilties, six 'women and
three men.
A Scotch act of the
usual sort. On the Roof no scenery
This may have made a
is carried.

He is using a similar bit to that used by Lou Holtz.
Instead of the guitar he uses a horn
be Ted's fault.

some

kind.

Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Payne have
a two-people playlet that is light,
but contains some hearty laughs.
It is done naturally and easily withIt has a
out any apparent effort.
quiet finish which gets by because
the audience likes what has gone
before. The absence of a deep-dyed

and white

this xase seems to be an
Wilson and Envoy (New

plot in
asset.

Acts) placed a hit in a good place.
Kramer and Pattison, a two-man
hand-to-hand balancing act, closed
the show. Nothing away from the
usual routine is shown.
The understander makes a speech at the
finish of the act that may have
some bearing on their performance,
but as not a word of it can be understood, why, the act will have to
stand on what ihey showed, which
was not a great deal.

I

COLISEUM.
The debut of Ella Redford (New
Acts) was the outstanding feature
of this week's bill at the Coliseum.
Luckily, Miss Redford scored a very
big hit.
If she had been one of
those things, the show would have
been a yery sad affair. As it stands,
it

is

a

MAC

El!a Redford, In her speech at the Coliseum Monday night. Informed
the audience It was her first appearance this side of the pond, and judging from the ovation she received at the conclusion of her act, she could
stay here for many more. Miss Redford has unusual charm and extraordinary endowment of goods looks. She looks exceedingly pretty in
her shell pink frock, with the skirt consisting of long willow plumes,
shaded into that new color called tangerine. On her pretty bobl>ed
hair she wore a quaint little hat of rose petals, tied under the chin with
a neat bow of blue ribbon. One must congratulate Miss Redford on
her Imitations, especially Belle Baker, no easy ta"sk for an English mimic.
For this Miss Redford was attired in pale pink chiffon, the skirt falling
into numerous points,, and like the feather shaded into tangerine.
Until Miss Bedford's appearance clothes were not a shining point in
the bill. Edward Trio opened the entertainment, but even this was ho
excuse for the faulty playing of the pianist, who was more off key than
on.
A pretty combination the girls formed, with one in silver sequins

difference in the appearance, but
aside from this there is little merit
Some of the singing is
to the act.
very ordinary, and the dancing is
Probably stirs the heart
just fair.
of a Scotchman, but beyond that it
does not go very far. Beating the
bass drum at the finish was about
all tha,t got anything.
Ted Healy opened the second half
and did about six minutes. A good
delivery, but no material, seems to

of

AND FASHIONS

FRILLS

tt.)

strengthened the act
would fit very nicely in an early
spot on the big bills.
the

weak and wobbly vaudeville

program. Before the first act goes
on an orchestra violinist sings two
songs and a few choruses from the
pit.

The first two acts go right on
singing for the next 30 minutes, and
after that it is impossible to ever
A girl who
get the show going.
sings and plays the violin opens
the show, and a girl who plays the.
violin and sings closes the show.
It may be the other way around,
but at least there is a girl, a violin
and a song at each end.
Norton and Melnotte ran into
most of the trouble. Following a

straight singing and* violin act, the
girls didn't have a chance of getting started, and to make it absoIm Wolfe Gilbert, the song writer, lutely sure that they wouldn't, the
orchestra
leader elected to play
was formerly teamed in vaudeville
only now and then, so that the girls
with Anatole Friedland.
were singing and dancing without
He is assisted by Harry Donnelly any music half the time. At one
at the Piano and Fritzi Leyton, the time they were forced to stop and
"singing maid."
Miss Leyton has start a number over again. Rather
sung from a box at other times, but bad after a rehearsal and matinee
The
is on the stage for the present Gil- had already been gone over.
bert routine.
She was mentioned audience sensed the trouble, and
the team received hparty applause
as having been discovered by him at the finish. Probably for holding
before.
their tempers.
Gilbert opens with a new 'number,
McDevitt. Kelly and Quinn were
"Our Quarrels." Miss Leyton is on very welcome. Vaudeville, especialbig time, is sadly in need of this
ly
for the next song, "My Budding
Rose," also new. A kidding bit with sort of comedy act; They are very
scarce around New York.
When
Donnelly, and then Gilbert into his
one chances along it usually cops
old
compositions.
Miss Leyton all the honors. If it doesn't it puts
closed
the turn singing "Down every one in good humor for the
Yonder," a new Dixie song with a rest of the program.
Muller and Stanley were the
good swing. It was the encore, delivered after scattering returns. The other comedy act, the woman dealing for the laughs. She is a good
spot was probably too early for Gilcomedienne and puts her material
bert, who long ago earned the rating over with a bang, but there are a
of standard for his ability to land couple of things that she is too
good a performer to stick to. Putnumbers.
Jbee.
ting the hand to the ear to listen
for more applause and the mouth
JACK LEONARD.
open bow are small time. Why the
12 Mins.; One.

Palace.

—

Talk, Songs and Musical.
15 Mins.; One (Special Drcp).
t3rd Street,
Rube and straight before drop In

Pianist.
12 Mine.; One.
City. (Last Half).

couple goes into full stage is hard
to figure. They carry a special drop

pounding the unsophisticated queries in keeping with his role. "Nice
People" soloed by rube and "Asleep
by
In
the
Deep" bass soloed

imitation of piano player, later following with imitation of same piano
player operating a perforated roll

a silk hat in this act that should be
mentioned.
Ned Clothes Norton

net.

This gown would have been more becoming without

the tulle sash. Miss Edwards wore a straight gown of jet, with a large
bow at the side. Her make-up could be improved, the red being too
near her eyes.
Nonette as always wore striking costumes. Her first was of silver
and black. Another was a gypsy design striking indeed. Norton and
Melnotte could do with a new wardrobe, all their gown*? looking the
worse for wear, the best being Miss Melnotte's last *rock of soft shadow
lace with the overskirt of pint satin and trimmings of blue bows. They
had to. start one of their dances twice, on account of a hitch in the
music. Miss Quinn of McDevltt, Kelly & Quinn, wore a net frock of
gray made full, with five bands of green braid, but the green shoes and
stockings were not a good match. Gray would have been better, also
suiting the military costume of pale blue satin with the silver fringe.
The woman of Muller & Stanleys wore a net wrap of blue, brocaded
in silver, with a deep ermine collar, which she informed her male partner came from Hickson's, but was going to Simpson's. When the wrap
wa « removed it revealed a pretty gown of pale pink net, with a foundation of silver sequins. Blue was chosen for the sash. The drop for
this act was effective, of a deep yellow patterned with trees, that had tiny
leaves and red blossoms.

Whether due to the advancing of the clocks, the spring weather or
bill that caused the light attendance at the Palace Monday matinee is
hard to say, but, after witnessing the show, let's blame the weather.
Ethel Levey sang three new songs for her return and wore two new
dresses.
The first a sort of black and rose brocaded material with
touches of gold. The skirt consisted of two tiers, both edged with gold
lace. Plain was the bodice of rose pink that had brilliants as a trimming.
The style of the second dress was concealed, as Miss Levey was seated in
an armchair throughout the number.
Miss Berlew (Daly and Berlew) looked much better in her gown of
sapphire blue velvet than the one of deep yellow net, which is not a
becoming shade to a blonde, which Miss Berlew happens to be.
Eva Shirley was wearing a new wardrobe since last seen. Green
chiffon was the first, with ribbon motifs trimming the skirt that had
loops at the sides. The sleeves were long and bell shape. A garland
of red roses decorated the waist line.
Black sequins forming squares
veiled a foundation of silver cloth contributed to the other gown that
had tulle flowing at the sides to match the bow that stood out.
Striking was Lydia Barry in her velvet gown of turquoise blue. Three
rows of cording ran around the hip line, giving It a slight hooped effect.
Dotted here and there were circles of 'feather trimmings. The bodice
had good lines, coming to a V front and back with the sleeves starting
from the elbow down, because, as Miss Barry said, she didn't have
enough material to go right to the shoulder.
May Wlrth with a few more daring tricks Is back with the Family,
and of course, Phil. Miss Wirth wore a sweet frock of lace with the
overskirt consisting of white satin panels that had flowers and brilliants
adorning the edges. Sister also held her own in pale blue satin, with
two wide frills at the sides of lace.
Flowers over the footlights were quite a feature during the afternoon
performance.
There doesn't seem any reason why Evelyn Phillips, at the American
first half shouldn't find favor in the bigger houses, with a few alterations
in her act.
She has a good voice and can dance with the best. Pale
pink was worn for her entrance that had the front entirely of net frills,
while the rest was composed of net heavily trimmed with sequins. Pink
tissue cloth formed the bodice, that had blue ribbon streamers hanging
from the waist. For her dance she wore an attractive costume of apple
green, made short with the skirt of points, that showed dainty knickers
that matched. Iridescent sequins conformed the bodice, also the snug
little cap worn upon the dark locks.
The Kinkaid Kilties, as the name suggests, had the company in kilts,
always a picture on the stage, but the girls made changes. For the
For
sailor's horn pipe they wore blue serge skirts with white middies.
a popular song they were as coleens. For the finish there was much
playing of bagpipes and drums with one miss proving herself no amateur
when it came to beating the bass drum.
Mrs. Sydney Payne, with hubby, wore a sombre looking frock of dark
brown with chiffon, top made jumper style, faintly patterned with red
roses.
Their sketch is "Who Gets It," meaning an apartment. Unbeknown to one another they both rent it for the same person who is getting
married. Later he doesn't want it. Rather than let it go they decide to
marry one another and keep it for themselves. The piece amused.
ihe

and a eye, the drop opens, one gag
Talented youngster with fast and a song is done in full stage,
and then the finish in ••one." It
The opening act at the Broadway was Wire and Walker. The girl's
with
syncopated
fingers.
Opens
"\>ne" representing stage entrance
all seems so unnecessary.
A good dresses were all
turquoise blue taffeta had rows and
to Casino
Gagging on melody manipulating keys with comedy act that could be better rows of narrow short. The one of with
theatre.
silver fringe, and
her boobed hair si e made a
prescribed lines with yokel pro- speed. Then announces he wili give with faster working. There is also
cute picture.
i

straight.

"Ope

Horse

Town"

is

doubled, bringing the team back for
a session with fife and trombone.
The team won a fair quota of
laughs during the crossfire section
and for the rest proved themselves
acceptable entertainers for the better thrice daily.

FENWICK GIRLS.
Songs.
18 Mins.; One.
City. (Last Half).

wateh out
I'M wards Trio, two girls and a
which slips.
man,
opened the show. If placed
Follows with imitation of piano to open the No. 2 act should be
heard outside and finishes with a carefully selected. The act is not
splurge into the classical. Needs a well put together or staged. There
touch of talk or song to vary rou- is ability enough for a certain type
Opened No. 2; could easily of act. but as it stands it is not an
tine.
The boy at the piano was
have been held for No. 5. Natty ap- act.
frightfully flat and off key.
The
pearance. Is elegible for big-small girl with
the violin is the maintime.
stay of the offering, and with the

DOROTHY EARLE.

proper

coaching

in

stage

deport-

Thorton Sisters made a couple of changes.
Full net skirts with
numerous rows of ribbon formed their first frocks, one being reach shade
the other American beauty.
Semi-large were the hats with feathers
decorating the crown, and black velvet ribbon hanging over the right
shoulder.
The bride dress worn by one of the Fooshee Sisters with the "Musical
Charmers," looked as if a visit to the cleaner would be a great improvement, unless it was gray color. The girls should not don their cloaks
for the finish. They were most unbecoming oveithc Spanish GOftUmes*
The two sisters wore black velvet dresses that were attractive with the
frills edged with gold, and when they danced showed purple chiffon
knickers.
William Ebb although billed did not appear Wednesday matinee on
account of being shifted from fifth to third position, the former being
given to Mathews and Ayres. Miss Ayres wore a neat blue sersre suit
with a pleated suit, and short eton coat. The sash was of roman stripes
with the black hat having a turned up brim of white taffeta.

ment should land substantially in
vaudeville.
She would do well to
study Nonette on the same bill. A
real showman, Nonette.
It
is
a
58th St.
pleasure to see brains combined
Dorothy Earlo, diminutive, with a with talent.
Nonette has both.
song
pleasing voice, has laid out a
Every little trielc of the trade is
routine devoid of the customary used and done so skillfully that it Brothers, equilibrists, opened the favor of the offering from start to
rag and jazz numbers. It fits nicely loses sny hint of trickery. Nonette show with a bit of pep and secured finish.
sror<-d her usual suc< ens in a spot good returns.
Bernard Wheeler and Adele PotThe extension stilt
to her voice.
business as a closing trick has the ter, in an offering away from the
Miss Karle has personality and that was none too easy.
Songs.
12 Mins.; One.

Open with few bars of duet stage
appearing in evering cloaks. Latter
articles Strikingly stagy.
Fair harmony in duet. Discard cloaks and
taller girls
takes stage for solo.
Soprano but poor melodist, ana
Pinches tone in the upper register. for a No. 2 spot in the better threewith a-day houses she should secure the
Bhorter
re-appears
girl
change of gown. Is good looker, has necessary returns.
Holding the customary near to
P*P and able to deliver.
Got fair
capacity attendance Monday night,
Robert M. Evans with "Floro- the first half bill at the 68th Street
returns on single number. Routine
of duet follows end another for the dora" during the past season, has brought forth its quota of applause,
of the lining up In a sufficiently entertainfinale.
Taller girl is a trifle awk- been engaged as manager
ward and betrays lack of stage ex- Miles Players, Scranlon, opening ing manner to hold the attention of
The Thames
house.
the entire
May 9.
perience.
Were on No. 4.

58TH STREET.

necessary weight to send the turn
Bobby Adams and Jewel
Barnett (New Acts), No. 2, carried
away an early hit. with ECkoft and
Gordon, a variety turn of the old
school, No. 3, scoring one of the
laughing hits of the evening. The
man produced* unlimited 'omody
wi>h his musical Instruments, with
the 3Sth Street audience highly in
off nicely.

conventional, produced the desired
results.
Wheeler with a loose hml>
•lance took down one of the ,ippISUSO hits of the turn. Miss Potter
in a neat dress was the acme of

Their M Harvsst of Love"
dance for a
number, used with

daintiness.

••losing hit, topped their offering in
Attractive style. Bill Kelly and Co.,

^Continued on page 25)
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The Triangle Music

member

Co. is now
of the M. P. P. A. having

ftally

Cohen,

wlonal

manager
HOWie,

week.

Marks,

is

entirely

of the Victor recording
staff and an assisting corps journeyed to Chicago last week for the
special purpose of having a number
of special releases by the Benson
Orchestra recorded. Special apparatus was eel up in the F. J. A.
Forster Alusic Publishing Co. establishment.

assistant profesof the Leo Feist
Slim Pressler
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the trend of the times in the back-

brand

to SI retail.

With the revival

of Victor Herberts "Eileen," the Witmarks are
preparing a new edition of the sheet

music for exploitation.

ters in the L,oew State Building on
The company has Just re1.
Lee David's new fox-trot,
Piper Doll."

May

The Six Brown Brothers last week
introduced 1... Wolfe Gilbert's "Down
Yonder in "Tip Top."
'

J. Milton Delcamp. songwriter and
heretofore chief recorder of the Hepublic Player Boll Corporation, hasbeen appointed general manager of
the company,
to
succeed J. A.
ICrumme, resigned.

Marks Music Co
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Han

Lune" waltzes man A Rose will move into the Von
aTid John Barrymore Tilzer quarters soon thereafter.
same name, written by
Michael Strange (Mrs. John BarryThe McKinley Music Co. is also
more). Marks also has the rights
for the two oher musical numbers giving up its present location in the
in the play.
Marks (when with Jos. Exchange building and moving to
W* Stern Jk C.aXalsq published the the Rose land place next week. The
lishing the "Claire de

from the Ethel
play of the

"Madrigal of May,"*
move's "The Jest."

from

Barry-

latter Is

tr

new

office

bntJdiriff afid

coming into favor with the music
publishers because of the low rentis

Ed Abies, for many years affiliated
with the professional staffs of the
Frank Davrs, the songwriter, is
various New York publishers, has
joined the forces of Will RossiterV leaving on a "plugging" tour of the
the~ Chicago publisher, as general south next week in the interests of
his own songs.
eastern representative.
Jack Henley has been appointed
manager to Ben Atkins at

assistant

B.

will

als.

The B. D. Nice Music Co. will
commemorate its second anniversary
by moving into new and large quar-

The E

*rr'i\

f

world

.

Ed King

in

song
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out of

and

w

hum a

Keep on

leased

late professional

Bill Folia has severed his connections with the C. C. Church MuPolla
sic Co., of Hartford, Conn.
was local manager for Church, as
well as staff writer.

Music

last

just

I

<

been admitted
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TROT

to-normal price movement. The CoThe boys were lumbia record now sells at its old
putting on a new shoe 85-cent level. The past year it reon their machine when a passing tailed at a dollar. Several roll comflivver went wild and knocked them panies
have reduced their $1.25

studios.

1

troub-le flics

week.

ir.to a coma.
Both are recuperating aieely, CVtwn's- injury. «eeess4r
tating Phii Kornheiser's immediate
return to New York.
Kohnheiser
was on the coast when the accident
occurred.
During Cohen's illness
Ira Schuster is officiating on the
"floor" of the Feist professional

f
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trip in the interests of his firm.
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DANCING ACT
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sad,
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SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL
COPIES AND ORCHESTRATION

Music Co. of Chicago, has organized
a new music firm, the Popular
Munic Corporation, and is in town
for the purpose of establishing metro|H>Iit»n headquarters. Pay ton has
Just returned from a cross-country

music business
u commercial line.

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
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Tom Pay ton, formerly New York
manager for the F. J. A. Forster

Jack Edwanlcs,

i.
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.

•

G R E ATE5T FOX

Nora Lee Haymond, a Clarksburg, Va., girl whose first volume of
verses has won a considerable
amount of critical attention in the
south, has taken up her residence
in New York, and is about to make
her bid for consideration as a writer
of lyrics.
Her first essay is a set
of verses in the light popular style
which are being put to music in
collaboration with Jack J. Stern and
Clarence Marks, and which will be
submitted to the publishers. Miss
Haymond, who is a graduate of a
Washington "finishing school," Is
said to be a skilful musician, as well
as a writer of rhyme*. She is 23

manager

•

dim.

1

glad, that's the

present.

tli*

.

Wit-
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THE S0N6 WILL DO THE REST

Several changes in the personnel
of the "Trip to Hitland" act, consisting of ten popular songwriters,
has been made the past fortnight.
With Nat Vincent resigning to do a
double act with his wife, Blanche
Franklyn. Willie White is replacing
him.
Billy Baskette is out, with
Otis Spencer, writer of "Broadway
Rose," in his stead. Ed Hose has
taken Sam Khrlich's place, and
Frank Magine (a Chicago orchestra
man), author of "Venetian Moon,"
is subbing for Al Siegel.
The act is
touring the Orpheum circuit at

yCrfl.TOM.

V

WILL PROVE A PHENOMENAL

»

the clauses in question* J. Bodewalte L.ampc, Gene Buck, Joe McCarthy, George W. Meyer and Bert
Kalmar represent the authors, and
Saul Bornstein, Louis Bernstein,

mark

TALKING ABOUT

TRYIT-THATSALLWEASK

once

Tilzer and Isidore
the publishers.

IS

Moclt*rato

>

HIT

for the purpose of arbitrating

Von

>.

k>

inside story that is going the
rounds of "tin pan alley** Is to
the effect that William Randolph
Hearst has approached one of the
prominent writers to organise a
powerful branch office system for
the purpose of publishing and popularizing songs. The story is worth
just how much stock one cores to
lay in it.
There matters rest until both

Will
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In the meantheir last meeting.
time the Waterson boys are still
out and drawing account-less.
Common talk has it that Feist and
Shapiro -Bernstein are in accord
with Henry Waterson's two cent
royalty limit on the strength of tbe
fact that Kressge, Kress and the
other chain stores are demanding a
reduction in the retail price of
music from the present 30« 35 and
This would
40 cents to 25 cents.
mean a 12 % cent "new issue" trade
price and 15 cents wholesale at the
utmost. A three cent author's royalty rate is therefore considered
exorbitant by the publishers.
The Kressge stores has circulated
a letter to the publishers bringing
the fact to their attention that
things in general are coming back
to a pre-war basis, and while ten
cent music is admittedly out Of the
question a 25 cent retail price is
quite possible and goes into detail
in comparing the lowered costs of
other commodities, including such
necessities as wearing apparel, etc.,
which have since been cut down in

committees

1

still

Only 75 members were present at

more

'/I

i

tangling discordantly in the present
1 :\it'e
between tV.o publishers and
the sDiiKsiiuihs.
Committor meetings representing both factions were
called for last Friday and po8ti>oned
to Tuesday of this wick, and nothing definite has been decided upon
«s yet. There were two meetings
on Tuesday—-ons between the committees representing the IC p. p. A.
and the Composers and Byrlc. Writers' Prote c tive Tnion and an individual meet tag of- the latter organization later. Following a five-hour
session nothing was decided upon,
and the first meeting adjourned until further notice.
Several interesting matters developed at the evening meeting held
by the Songwriters' union at Keen's
chop house that same day. Various courses of action were propounded, but action was delayed
pending a more serious discussion
of the issues. Not all of the members were present Tuesday night,
and that accounted for this teml>orary halt for the time being.
Among other things, however, there
is serious talk of affiliating with the
American Federation of Labor as a
subsidiary of the American Federation of Musicians.
The songwriters are pursuing the
premise that in unity there is
strength and are certain of winning
their points by banding together.

price.

«

Remick'a Frisco

office.

While other music publishers are
decreasing their professional staffs
('has. K. Harris is adding to it. Boh
Shafcr, formerly With the McKinlev
Music Co. and Jack Mills, Inc..
joined Harris this week, as did Billy
Trueheart and

Sammy

Harry Von Tilxer

is

pub-

Cane.

I^ee David's n^w "Paper Doll" fox
trot has been released by B. D. Nice

&

Co.

Charles K.

Harris has accepted

"Girl of (Jirls" for immediate exploitation
as a "summer song."

written
Rosey.

by John Hoffman and Joe

"Fascination," a fox trot song, by
Al.

Sherman and John Hoffman,

is

being exploited by the authors un-

moving up to der their own trade-mark as an
the Hoseland building May 1. Good- dependent publishing company.
is

in-

1

—

»

.

i

1

i
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Bacon, Ethel Barrymore, John Barry more, Arthur Byron, J ana Cowl,
John Cope, Regina] Denny, John
Drew, Elsie Ferguson, Margalo Oil-

Sam Hardy,

more,

Hodman,

Martha

Koano,

Doris

Crystal Heme,
Violet Homing,

Wilton

Lackaye,

Madge Lcssing. Edmund Lowe,
dale Maekaye, Bruce Mcltae, Nance
O'Neil,
Tyrono Power, Florence
Reed, Lillian Russell, Norma TalConway Tearlo, Norman
Trevor, tienevieve Tobin.
mad.kjo,

Gambling for high stakes, according to ni'Ws dispatches, has become
the rage in Paris.
'

•

ir,i

'rfam H. IfaYrlft' Ifirfrt* put in rehearsal "Zlsl," a new farce by Fred
Jackson and Fred de Gressac.

«•..)>»<

Van and Schenck have joined the
Midnight Frolic.
Ruth GJHmore will continue the
rest of the season in Lotus Robb'a
role in "Hollo's Wild Oat."

DH6 SENSATION

Andrew

BREAU
RAY HENDERSON
By LOUIS

and

OTHER HARMS SONG SUCCESSES

(H'H Ht M3V fl)

-
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humming

Sun- shine and

Till

ANYWHERE

CALL YOU SUNSHINE

cheer

LOVE SENDS

Keep

on

^rT
» your

love

-

humming

The

be

W W'H
el

a

•

Keep

long

LITTLE

COPY AND ORCHESTRATION
STATE WHETHER FOR HIGH,
LOW OR MEDIUM VOICE
inc.
HARMS
WEST 5THST

'

trav

A

SMILE"

SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL

r

dreams will
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OF ROSES"

GIFT
dis-ap-pcar

right

on
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International Copyright Secured
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NEWS OF THE DAILIES
(Continued from page 19)
Sums for the boy's education and
maintenance till he reaches manhood have been settled upon him by
Marshall Field 3d. The suit to determine his rights was a friendly
»**.• brought
Field
the
within
family.

Arthur Hopkins, by arrangement
*ith A. H. Woods, will present

Mar-

gie Ramheau'in "Daddy Goes

sociation went on record against importations of German films last
week, declaring they savored of
propaganda in that they showed unsavory sides of French and English
with
dealing
Pictures
history.
Catherine of Russia and an unpleasant Italian subject are also slated
for thowing. and the directory with
D. W. Grifiith, pointed out further
how flooding this market with importations might affect American
labor.

a-

Giuseppe BIgnol, a dwarf with the

Hunting," by Zoe Akins.

circus, got after a big

doorman with

a revolver in Madison Square < JarPosing as dry a gents five young den last week as a result of a regaen attempted to hold up a Brookmark about size which the threelyn cafe hurt week, but one of the
TIi«' affair end*
footer resented.
patrons of the eafe disregarded the
111 the police court. Where the dwarf
the
Quintet's revolver and
gave
$100 in Liberty bonds as
up
put
alarm. They were captured.
earnest of his deaira to keep the
peuee in future
Mauriee. the dancer, mentioned as
ene of the oo- respondents in the
"Sonny," by G« orge V. HoPnrt.
Joyce aetion for divorce against
P^KKy Hopkins, promptly cabled a will be produced in August by the
with Emma Dunn. Krrur;
Selwyns,
denial fru»n Paris.
merely
has
He
a casual ac (uaintancc with the lady, Gfendlnntng and Jeanctte Teurneur
in the cast.
be declares
i

The Motion Picture

The

quit.

traffic signalling

station* in-

by Deputy Commis«lonejr
Harrlss will send out "Btop thief
warnings as an aid in cat china;
motor car bandits.

stalled

The Equity auction raised
new show

for seats at its
Metropolitan.

$10,000

at the

58TH STREET

ANOTHER"SUNSHINE OF
com- tng

fell

ault filed In the Supreme Court of
conspiring to overvalue the Dexter
Paper Milla, for which he was to get
$125,000.

T ^p
;

TfFr

c

who

ages, alleging they failed to live up
to a contract to pay her $1,250 a
week for a year for appearances in
their pictures. They made one picture, she says, baaed on Richard
Harding Davta* "Vera the Medium"

lay

on

fly,

William Randolph Hearst accui
Charles F. Zittel, formerly employed
by him and now running a theat*
rical paper called Zit'a Weekly, in a

lone;

A LILTING SONG THAT FITS

Keep

human

Kitty Gordon la suing Gilbert M.
(Broncho Billy) Anderson and L.
Lawrence Weber for $15,000 dam-

and tb-n

'

OLD FASHIONED GARDEN
You'll

Corey,

to his death from the Hotel Howard
in Baltimore last week Is lying at
the morgue there while the police
try to find hia widow.

Directors'

As

Osenr llammerstein.

In--,

and the

Hammersteln Opera Co. have been Great Neck, took Betty Ross, Laurput in the hands of Lawrence Beh- ettc Carroll, Aloysius Sheehan and
renson as receiver in equity as the Thomas A. Reddy, picture director,
result of a $3,000 action brought by to a party at Travers Island SaturJohn Visco. The defendant corpo- day eveninsr. The party ended with
rations are declared to have an in- Mr. Carroll in the police station and
terest
in
the Manhattan Opera Miss Boss in bed In her apartment
House, already subject to three in the Hut ledge with a broken nose,
mortgage^ totaling $100,000.
a Closed eye and oth^r bruises
Mr.
Carroll, it seems, took exception to
Miss Ross* presence early in the
The Southern ComD Opera Co, evening and proceeded to chase her
directed by Michael Dempsoy, for- with a mop and otherwise* abuse
merly with D Oyly Carte in London, her, so alias Rosa says. On the way
has leased the Manhattan Opera home her ahrleks attracted the atHouse for 12 weeks, beginning May tention of a policeman, with Mr.
following,
incarceration
10.
Carrot! a
the morning
In
lie was released
when
Miss Rosa failed to appear.
Fernand Bardiana, who translated
"The Dird of Paradise' into French,
arrived la^t week to confer with
George If. Cohan says he will reRichard Walton Tully regarding
author's
other vive "The Tavern" shortly and aptranslating
that
pear
Asked If he could
in it himself.
plays.
Yes,
play it, he replied: "Play It!
and play it better than any actor on
A native Roumanian costume was earth."
sent to Mitzi by Princesa Bliambeth
Of Hounnnia. now Crown Princess
Marlon Davies will appear In the
Of Greece, to wear in "Lady Hilly."
Actors* Kquily benefit at the Metropolitan May I. Others .-chedulvd to
Cyril Carroll, son of the former appear are Lionel A twill. Maoylyn
Tammany chief J.nd a resident of Arbucklc, Geogc Arllss, Frank
'

1

(Continued from page 23)

a picture studio comedy playlet
with several attractive girla, gave
the show a dash of comedy that
helped mightily to bolater Si up.
Kelly, with comedy that has seen
considerable uaage, banged out a
surefire individual hit that made the
shortcomings of the turn in general
pass into the background.
Joe Darcey, a blackface comedian and singer of popular songs,
down next to closing, garnered the
applause hit of the evening. Darcey is undoubtedly in a claaa by
himself for holding up a show with
a popular song routine. A aingle
man with published numbers doing
30 minutes In the pop houses Is
seldom found, but this chap did juat
that and they wanted more. Hoen
and Dupreece, with a flash turn featuring some clever shooting, closed
the show in tip-top shape.
in

23RD STREET.
Seven acts on the bill the first
half, two of them new.
Toney and
George, a two-man acrobatic team,
featuring handstands, opened the
bill,

fololwing the

Knight

reels.

comedy and news
and

Gail,

when

flashed on the annunciator, betrayed
the team's forte to be vocalising
(the adaptation
from the word
"nightingale" is striking and apropos) and held down No. 2 acceptably with a first claaa song routine.
The man wears evening dreaa and

the

woman a becoming

evening

An attempt at novelty to
distinguish it from the genera] run
of singing acta ia the electrically
illuminated umbrella number, the
man closing the circuit by foot
pressure by means of a contact
switch in the footlights trough,
which did not work so well Monday,

frock.

flickering

now and
and

Robinson

then.

Williams

(New

Acts) were followed by Paul Decker
and Co. with their "
and Son"
vehicle that drew seven curtains as
reward for Its entertaining fifteen
minutes.
Mason and Cole (New
Acts).

Frank Gould, working very Aljolnex?»to-closed.
He warbles
Massenet's "Elegie" off-stage and
draws a laugh on entrance In black
face for a rag version of the classic,
following which his routine consists
of a series of gags and stories interspersed with pop songs that went
over well and for ample returns.
The Reynolds, a hoofing trio,
fiOij,

closed and held

The

girls

them
twins

are

a unit.
and capable

in to

steppers, as is the fellow who annexed the individual honors of the
<•onii.ni. if Mm with his soloa and bits.
The turn has dropped its "illusion"
business in which the twins were
involved in mystifying the audience

by quick changes behind screens
and the change is for the better.
As a straight terpsicborean turn it
is "there" and qualifies for the better bills.

A

Sessue

Hayakawa

Closed the show.

feature

•:

VARIETY
IN
open for the week

(All nouaoi
lad tinted.)

The

below are grouped

bllle

P

Uonaty

with

matinee).

2)
they

offlcee

NEW

City

YOlJik CITVv, Dr*v*> HaMig
Princess Radjah
Keith's Palaco
(Others to till)
Dorothy Jardon
Proctor's 125th St.
Ford Sis Co
Toney & Norman
2d half (28-1)
,

.

G Campbell Co
Mules

Fink's

,

Tony George Co
Bartram A Saxton
Page A dray
Dave Ferguson
Lynch & Zeller

Watson Sis
Miller & Capman
Kennedy A Berle
Bobbie Gordon©

Master

Gabriel

Van A Curbed

(One

Walsh A Edwards

Ethel Clifton Co
Clayton A Edwards

Franklyn Chas Co
Pearson & Lewis

Unusual
(One to

All)

A Van

(Others to

May Wirth Co

Nat Nazarro Co
Page & Gray
Canary Opera
Jennier Bros

Kane A Herman

Frank Gaby
Mattylee Llppard

Ona Munson Co

(Two

Herschel Meniere
"Weaver Bros

"Flashes"
Ella Bedford

Riggs A Witchie
Clayton & Edwards

Hyam* A Mclntyre

Felix

Osborne

Ruth Robinson Co
Burns & Lorraine

S

Keith's Alhambra

A

Fisher

Grace Nelson

Stanton

Harry Watson Jr
Dolly Kay
The Canslno*
Blta Gould

1st

AUSTIN and ALLEN
PANTAGE8 CIRCUIT
to nil)

Keith's Hamilton

Gua Edwards Rev
Vernon Stiles
Mr A Mrs J Harry
Peggy Carhart
Tony George Co

Wm

Barnes A Freeman
8 Blue Devils

T A K

Tennessee 10
Margaret Taylor
Taylor Howard A T
«Two to nio
Moss' Broadway
>.'at Nazarro Co

Busley Co
O'Mall'y

Jessie

Balllott 3

Oklahoma 4
3 Bohemians

Lambert A

Jim McWllllams
Sully A Mack
Kenny & Shelby
Dallas Walker

Will Lacey

Others to

fill)

SAM HEAR

DOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.
Beehler Jacobs Agenf t.

Keith's 81st St.
ftnrtha Pryor

Keith's fBushwlek

Co

Richard K*ane Co
Dotson *

"indoor Sports"
Ernestine Myers Co
Evans A Peres
Little

Margaret Padttla
r A A Smith

(Two
J

Pollock

l

to nil)
ordliuiii

I

"Cheer

A

Columbia

Temple
La Bilbianita
Van Hoven

Weber A Ridnor

Herbert

Dainty Marie
Caltl Bros
(One to fillt
Mohh' Pint bush
Marx Bros
4
Jack Oetermaa

Tcte Curley Co

C

I

MaoFarlaae A

41

li*rcelte Fallet

1

l*

Morgan Co

Parker

Joe Cook
Alenad. r Bros

A K

Die.

(.all. •tu's

Ben Bornie

Matthews & Aft**
Vr/vr^

-

-

*

(Others to fill)
Mohh' Regent
Brennitn A Rule
Kelly A Pollock
Princeton & Watson

Rose

A Moon

Rekona
-

(One

to

Norton. * Ifefnotta
Mfi Yip. ZAJ/fc'JfttH

Toko

McCormack A R

"Revue

than Bros
Princeton A

Nit

I.i.uy

HID

W

A O'Connor

ROY & ARTHUR

Sadler

Snapshots »
A Jason

C>ley

Harry Breen
Cordon A Ford
Norton A Me I not te
McCorniark & R

(Two

to

1111)

Keith's II. O. II.
2d half (28-1)
Hilton & Norton
Yvette
Kaufman A Bessie

Ben toll* Bros
Baraban & Orohs
(Others to
1st

All)
half (2 4)

Bartram A Saxton
jiri( Kennedy
(Others to

2d half

fill)

(o 8)

Kiilh's GrreniMitnt
I'd
h:<lf (JS-1)

Sinn Llebert Co
Kramer
Boyle
Sylvia Loyal Ca
Aliro
<f4

Shi. Ids
(One to
1st

A Kane
hid

h.»!r

Henry a

(2-1)

,M..i>r.»

llclntooh A
Hob §\ Tip

imos Hrad bury Co
(Two to fill)
2.1
half <$%>
Presaler a ki.u.si
Ann Sutor
All)

Cliff

WELLS

Lyric

Homer

I

.'.>

Jeah Soth-rn
3 Hianoa

Wab

I rrisccss

i

Kaufman A Lillian
Hiver A oip
Wapkii A I-eCoet*
PORT I- AND. ME.

sisters

LUUar Herletn

split

3

I

De Pa ge A Y

P.oyee

Ford

Combes

4

fttorfoha

4

Ortons

WOODS

I

HI FF\I.O
Shea

E'hel

Sis

Mnri'tn

Fifer

i

It

Shaw

in

-

Temple
A Prrry

•

•

i

c Everett Co

(IIKSTFR. PA.
Adgement
Robert |k Robert
Mario A Alarle

Princess

Berl

S.niioyoa

Co

Lucille

Dooley A Storey
Juliet

Lyric

JncU Benny

null*

The

m Montgomery
Werner Amoroa
OUl Key

Cockle

it

Rash man A rfaynt

HAMILTON. CAN.
i

A Fa let

Palo

Leo Car rlila
Mack A Urantloy

Jack

l.<

\<illon

St.

3

r.eCT.ure

4

Denis

A Sampson

Pniiird Hlatera
paaaett a Bailoy

(HICK

ROSE MT. VERNON. NY.

YORK A KING
Present

<Tw.v

I'roetor's

2d

B A

j

"The Old Family Tin Typo**

1

(M*t)
Creifhtoa

half
.1

Leoaai

Mar/

Denny A Harry
Claudia Coleman
Hobby Bernard C*

A O'DonneH
Ql EBI.C. CAM,

[': <>\\ ti

Amlitoriiim
Mildred Parker
M.inik'nn

rARlll'l

A Lamal
A drant
RI( 1IMOND, VA.

Carlisle

La Fr'nce A K'n'dy

A

liiggs

Mitrhie

(Two

2d half

M !"•• Ilro.s A O
Nelson Waring
Robert Reiley Co
Merlin
>

I'lf.-r

c A c MeNaoghton
"sfeoaenger Boy"
i;ruett

Kramer A

Barron A Edwards

Ketld'gton

Lyrlo
(Norfolk «pilt)
i

«t

III

DWIN

WALSH

half

Krehika Broa

Wike.M-l) rre split)
Lst half

•n

I'a In ee

The Tempietona
Hazel CrOsb) Co
Jerome A France
Foley

A

O'Neil

KTIIYLE

and AUSTIN
"AT THE BEACH"

.

DAYTON.

O.

Strand

Keith's

fill)

CLINTON, IND.
Capital

Prear nap^ou a f
Meredith A Snoozer

(One

to

fill)

_

Gladyt Green*
'C.lden lUrd"
(Three to AM'

A Houston Co
(Two to fill)

CRAWF'DSVII.LE,
IND.
Strand
Rnsso
Kahai A Boone
It

A L Walton

DANVILLE.

Desso Retter
Bolger Bros
Vera Ethella Co
Knhn A Boone
(One to MID
2d half

2d half

W

Little Miss S'nshlne

Pulace

AJJD

T.0

Beehler Jacobs Arencr.

Fvelyn De Lyons
Slii.lds" A Ogles
Neville A Da no
Sharkey Roth A

?Four

^—
JOE DARCEY
BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

SPG FIELD. MASS.

::

to

"Jure Time"

•

•

Fred Hughes Co

Pnlis'

B. F. Keith's
Perai A Marguerite
Clinton A Rooney

toHftt*^

Shirley

Four of Vn

2d half

J

Fred Allen
Fi.ske A Llovd
Liddell A c.hson

1'KODI'lT V« UAXAtiEBS'

MONTREAL

MrMonough

Chi.

2d half

Herman A

Fiddler

SCRANTON, PA.

Wilton Slater*
I'.eth

PHONE St.VTP. 8o2fl
EXCUANGR

CONLEY

BRANTF'D, CAN.

Jcrom* A France

AGENCY

CHICAGO

TIIP.ATUK HUM!.
AKTIHTS' KP.PUKMENTATIVE

Lord A Fuller

A A Keely

Robbing
Thos H Shea
Suliy A Houghton
1-1

DWIGHT

Band

J.

NAOMI RAV

With

Chester A Warren

"BOOKING EVERYTHING TIIF. ATRICAL"
T.
PEPPLE

KEITH

B. F.

"RICE AND OLD SHOES**
This Week (April S5>. State- Lake.

2d half

A Cunn'gham

Pearl Regny
Clara Morton

Chums
A Bennett

Palace

H. Y. Keith's

Whipple BouKt'n Co

3

Boyle

Mme Hermann

HARRY

Maxine Bros A B
Billy Walsh 3
Ward A Wilson
Tonie Gray Co
•

Sis

Ernie

Bennett

2d half
Harry Price

Vaudeville Exchange. Chicago

I'oplar Girls

Lctfcg

A Wan en

N?;. lie;

to Mil)

CHICAGO

3

Edararda A Fletcher
Max's Animals

Capitol
\

Gould A Wright

2d half

HARTFORD
Cheat*?

(One

Norman Telma
Fr«nc A Leary
4

A
A

Ernie
Diers

Flottow Bros

Lane A Smith

sq.

1st half

a O'Brien

Neale

RAPIDS

Empress

Sheridan
(Johnstown

tat half

*

(.R AND

split)

2d half

Lucas Co
Jerome A Albright
Coogan A Casey

Empire

Hanley A Howard

Plot tow Bro«
Larry Clifford

NEWPOR1. K L

Ward Bros

Cottar

2d half
Ernie

A

Mrs G Hughes Co
Credon A Davis
Sankurs A Silver*
Opera House
Claymode
The Big Throe
Kalauha Hawaiian!

LAWR'NCE. MASS.

Plaaa
Fred Lewis
Frinc A Lea'ry
lw..r. is A Fhtcher
I'rineeM Wall Letka
2d half

9)

S

Morano Bros

A Bolden

M'SS.

Cook A Oatman
Breen Family

A

Lane A Smith
Dance Creation

Ernie

Colonial

BUou

Nazarro Co

Mme Hermann

Sankers A Sylvere
Mack A Stanton
Josie Heather Co

NEW HAVEN

I'..

Jeseol'e "Trouble* of 19*0'

(New Orleans

Maid»

.i

(Oilier* to

i

er:

HcFarland

ftil)

and

HAVE'HILL.

Dance Creation

Stanley A Olson
Mrs Wellington Co

A K Rev

ORPIIEI M. SAN FRANCISCO (MAY

Revues"

A Canton Co
Brooki A Powers
'
i.'o N Mro »t

,

Tw flutt
BOSTON

J
to

of

A R Frnhellfl
A Allen

Oriff

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

(One

A

Basil

HOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.
2d half

7

Gordon's Olympia
Adele Oswald
Burt A Rosedalo
Boyer A Bennett

Angle Cappell
Burt A Rosedal*
The Big Three
Donald Sis

2

A Bolden
Ward A Wilson

half
JAB2dBurke

2d half

split)
1st half

2d hnlf

Oakland
Howard's Ponie*

Will

Masters

HOLMES
With Geo.

R A m Dean

Pargo A Richards
* ,

W

Able O. H.

(Atlanta
Keith's Roro Park
Farrell Taylor Co

MOBILE. ALA.

r.alllot J

I-yrie

A

Heatrlee Herford
Creole Faahion PI

Princeton t

P.A.

T.ambert A Phillips
llom.r Miles Co

BIRMINGHAM

City

Lady Tsen Mel
Hughes A N\ rrett

Monkeys

EASTON,

Genevieve

Walsh

Gilmor*
Girls

NEW BEDFORD

Prlc*

2d half

A Bro

Cotter

A

Weber

RUEGGER

Bonner A Power*
Melody Garden
Will Blondy

2d half

Billy

A

Gibson

Max Holden
Hanley A Howard

Gibson
Rosebuds

entr'I 8q.

ELSIE

"At the Party"

A

Liddell

3

(

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

Lee Co

Fitzgibb'ns
Aitkin

JAB

A Lloyd

Fisher

Gordon's

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

Beehler Jacobs Agency.
Fiske

i<;

'ianion.l

Bernard & Townea
White A I.elgh

Bill

B

CAMBR'GE. MASS.
O.

Kaufman

Sammy

The Rayolites
Jerome A Albright
John Ransom Co

to nil)

Inez

Hippodrome

J

N. O.

Nelson A Madisoa
2d half
Amaranth Sis Co
Dippy Diers A B
2d half
Bonner A Powers
The
Stenards
Keane A Williams
Kalauha's Haw'ans Mack A Stanton
Cook A Oatman

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

R4.ll

Elklns Fay A
Cameron Sis
McCormack A I
Wm Oaxton Co

2d half

A Brenn'n
Whltefleld A Irela'd

Belle Baker
And.-rson A Tvel

N»» Verb

ST.

^-

Readings
(One to nil)

Commodore Tons

(One

Lorimer Hudson Co
Do Belle A Waters

A

BTNCirST'R.
Palace

Chums

3

lOUNGSTOWN.

I

Lehr A Belle
The Berkoffs

M'SS.

Creole Cocktail

Os

A

2d half

Gibson A Price
Adele Oswald

Strand

Moran A Mack
Lucas

Donald Sis
Credon A Davis
Mrs G Hughes Co
Ward Bros

Harry Price

by

EDNA AUG

DftYis

4

Frank Wilson
Burke & Durkin
Harrington Co

Karl

PITTSBI

Bert Stoddard

Colonial

If

Colonial
A Earl

Mack

ERIE. PA.

Maryland
Dillon

L*h*e & Sterling

JOHN

I^NCASTER, PA.

Beehler Jaeobe Agency.

BALTIMORE

Mack A

Polly A
Frisco

LYNN, MASS.
Gordon's Olympia

Lefevre

BROCKTON.

Bryant 5929

Poll'*

PMcer A Douglas
Tabor A Green
4 Readings

Gould A Wright
Harry La More

DaA Co

CAM
GAM

F. Keith**

L&Toy's Models

Louise A Mitchell
Fred Allen

2d half
Robert A Robert

Sis

II.

BRIBGEPOBT

llowlaivd
Arthur Miller Co

"Pronteering"
Stead man

Alice's Pets

"Man Hunt"

Co

2d half

Broadway Z
Kennedy A Kramer
Brown A Toomey

BUou

2d half

Arthur Whltelaw

to All)

The Belmonts

Belmonts
Cole A Gage
Vernon Co
Bender A Meehan
Henry Frey
Dunbar

POLI'S CIRCUIT

Lynn A

A A F
Hoy

(Two

A Gordon

Rckoff

Kyan A Ryan
Mabel Burke Co
Zuhn A Drels
3

F.ddie Clark

McRae A Clegg

R. F. Keith's
Barbette

Duo

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

Beatrice

2d half
Kitty Doner
Ben Befnle

Darnell

to nil)

Wm. Peaa

LOWELL

Chalfonte Sis
Baaahlae Girls

Cirpos Bros

(One

GAM
CAM Lefever
Dunbar

2

WASHINGTON

2d half

Mabel Whitman Co
Betty Washington

"Tricked"

Lanigan A Haney

Ann Gray

Margaret Ford
(One to nil)

Kid Kabaret
Lyons A Yosco

Travers A Douglaa
LazAr A Dale

The Van Cellos
The Bharrocka
Bobby Connolly

lMMnarcst

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

Music Hall
Vernon Co
Bender A Meehan

Bond A Callaway
Jean Adair Co
Cooke A Smith
The Randalls

2d half

Frawley A Louise
Lane A Moran
Mme Doree'* Opera

Norrls' Animals
Russell A Devltt
"Flirtation"

LEWISTON. ME.

HARRY KAHNE

Mabel Fonda 2
Margaret Ford
Eddie Leonard Co
Patrlcola A Delroy

The Leightons

Proctor's

BOBBY RANDALL

Co

Sis
to Oil)

(One

"The Incomparable Mentaliat"
OKPIIEI'M CIRCUIT

"Flirtation"

SCHENECTADT

Amaranth

Marie Nordtxrom

Raymo A Rogers

Falls

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

DETROIT

&

Keystone

A A Q

Brown A Spencer
Chung Wha Four

Anderson A Graves
3 Bobs
Dave Roth

DIAMONDS "EMOOELINg
45

split)

Edwin George
The Rials

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half

A Madison

Nelson

Fosto
Joe De Ller

T.
Proctors*
Cross A San try

Suite B01

Mabel Berra
Mme Besson Co
Crawford A B'd'rick
Cross A Santora

Vincent O'DonneH

2d half

The Rayolites
John Ransom Co

The Kervills
Gordon's Olympia
(Washington St.)
Rodero A Marconi
Milton Pollock Co
Holden A Herron
Jim
BANGOR. ME.

Isabelle

Girls
to nil)

(One

Howard A Fields
Morgan A Binder

CAN

Weber

3

Al Raymond
Adelaide Bell Co
Gordon's Olympia
(Scolley Square)
H A K Kelly

Dupree A Dupree
Spencer A Williams

JACK KANE
and PRODUCED
CHANDOS SWEET

NAP

Co

A Johnson
Ward Co
Lambert A Ball

Pistol
Solly

HARRY FOX

Stanley

I

Zardo

Organdie Girls
Coogan A Casey
Harry Cooper
4

-

Hippodrome

Lady

Broadway

KEITH

B. F.

Boston

With

148t

"Messenger Boys"
Oruett Kramer A Q
"At the Party"

Grace Wallace Co

M ARCELLA SHIELDS

Maria Lo
Buckrldge Casey Co
Pearson

Sunshine

Sutter A Dell
Adams A Burnett

Archie Onri
Joe Armstrong

ACT WRITEN

Elsa Ryan Co
Julian Eltingo
Morris A Campbell

2d half

Pal*

BOSTON

Fred Lindsay Co

B. F. Keith's

B. F. Keith'*

Max's Animals

Vaudeville Exchange, Boston

Gordon A Ford
Lee Kids

Dreyer
Thornton A Holland
Wilson Aubrey 2

Larry Clifford Co

BOSTON

Schlchtl's Manikins
Wright A Die trick

-LAB

Shirley
2d half

PHILADELPHIA

A Parker

Buzzell

H B Toomer

Brown A Weston
Julius Tannen
< o LI Mill I. 8. C.

Davis

Lyric

(Birmingham

t-fl/^ W1V/1 ' 1,J "EIII0ONTINC

971 Jess

C.A.

split)

SYRACUSE

'

A

Bob A Tip
V'elma Thelma

Mary Anderson
The Adrolts

June Mills
The Savages

l'|."

ATLANTA,

Majeatle

Manning A Hall
Fallon

LOUISVILLE

Franci* Renault

McCurry A Roach

Johnson Co

HEMMENDINGER.

T..

PLATINUM
JEWELRY
T.I

II

Muller

Vera Michclena Co
Keith's

fill)

Joe Howard R*V

Whiting & Burt
Tinnln Dancers

(One

to

Ciccolini
Bits A Pieees

Fargo A Whito

2

'

(Charleston split)
Maude Ryan
1st half
Nash A O'DonneH
Raymond A Schr'm Jerome A Newell
Carney & Rose
Four Acf-s

1st half

Keith's Orpheuna

Whiting A Burt
Will Oakland
Wyatts Lads A L
Nathan Bros
Lexey A O'Connor
(One to lill)

N. Y.
Jefferson
Alfred Powell Co

II

Hay os Rev
Bron.ion A lialdwln

Moss' Coliseum
Kitty Doner Co
Harry Breen
Novelty Clintons
lOthers to 1111)
2d half

R

AlBIRN,

Santos

Eddie Boss

I

D

1)

"Revue of Revues"

PATEKNON

2d half

Dugan A Raymond
Phillips

CA.

A

Earle

2 Little

A Sells
TROY, N.

M'C'm'k A Wallace
Tommy Allen Co
Eleanor Pierce Co

A Mack

Milter

Roode A Francis
Scanlon DennO Bros
Morton Jewell
Fred Elliott
Nathan Bros'

the N. V. A.
(Putnam Bulltl*!). Me* Vert

2d half
El Cota
Russell & Devltt

BRO**3LYN

Bernard A Carry

Bijou

Little

The Brit ton*
Kajiyama

Homer Miles Co
R A E Dean

Fern A Marie
"Maid for Love-

Lamy Bros
Bennett A Lee

Official Dentist to

BROADWAY

i495

Dunham A

2d half (I'll
Jcannette Keane
Bison City 4
Clayton A Edwards

««<» HILL SAVANNAH.
Bijou
(Jacksonville
— CHASTE COMEDY COUPLE —
half
IIOKWITZ — KRAI'S
HAP
Oakes
H Garland

Plaaa

Welda

Mile

McGrath A Deed*

1921

Tripp

Potter

Oil)

1st

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

(28-1)

half

2.1

St.

A

Wheeler
(One to

Hughes -Musical
Jim

Circuit

Mary Haynes

Rozella*
"Little Cinderella"
2d half
Bally Ho I

Dominion

KNOXVILLE

Harvey Heney A G
Loney Haskell

Smith on

Royal Gascoignes
John B Hymer Co

3

MAY

Mansfield
A Corel II

Hippodromo

2d half

Mcore

I

Majestic
Neol Lester Co
Rudell A Donigan
Thos Holer Co

F J Sydney Co
Lovenberg Sis A N Shapiro A Jordan
"Old Time Darkles" Hall A Colburn

Pietro

3

CLEVELAND

Brooks A Powers
Geo K Brown Co

OTTAWA

"Love Tangle"

P.tluee

Harrison's Animals

Frabell*
Basil A Allen
Sadler Goston Co

Kent Co

A Field*
(Others to nil)
Proi-tor's SSrd

PA.

Orplieum

A A E

Kramer A Boyla

Co
Wm Rock
Billy Glason
Wm Ebbs
O'Meara

Dare Bros

Mullen

ALLENTOWX,

Ethel CUftoa

(Others to fill)
Keith's Jefferson

Ruby Norton

Lee Kids

C Johnstone Co
Jay Vclie Co
Dave Harris
(Others to till)
2d half (6-1)

JOHNSTOWN
1st half

W

Howard

Clara

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)

Great Johnson
J a Da Trio
J Ward Girls
Gallagher A Rolley
Eddie Foy Co

A Dog
B Kenny A Nobody

nil)

B. F. Keith's

Raymond A Schr'm Fadcn
Frank
Eugene & Finney

Joe Darcy

(Others to

READING. PA.

split)
1st half

SI*

fill)

II

1st half

CHICAGO

(Richmond

to

Dave Winnie
The Hennlngs
Hagerty A Gordon C A C MeNaughtoa

NORFOLK, VA.
Foster

(Two

PolPa
(Scranton split)

•

7,

Mitchell

Poplar Girls
W'KES-B'RRE, PA. 4Lew
Hawkins

1312-1313 Masonic Temple

A Vincent

Nestor

Mien's

A

fill)

A

Fred Lewis
De P A Yorkov
Foley A O'Neil
J C Mack Co

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

AGENCY

"Behind Scenes"
Gilbert A Boys

(2-4)

CINCINNATI

Keith's

1st half
Clare Carroll
C L Fletcher

Sis

I

Henry A Moore
Bartram A Saxton
The Flnnarda

Kara Co

A Evans

M'L'ghliti

Palace
(Mobile split)

»

i»i

to

2d half

Roaebuds

7

Wilbur A Adam*
Frank Farron

May

(One

Louise

S

RYAN 8I8TER8 A. BERRENS
BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

ERNIE
YOUNG

nil)

NEW ORLEANS

J Crelghton
Hall A West
(Others to All)
2d half (5-8)

Ashley & Dorney Co
Francis A Hume

Delroy
Lady Alice's Pets
2d half
Jane A Miller

(Other* to

Hi

TORONTO

Pantage*

Opening

N. J.

Morano Bros

Nazarro Co
Eddie Hum? Co
2d half
The Templetons
Hazel Crosby Co
Tonic Gray Co
La Fr'nce A K'n'dy

Fcnton A Field*

Stein

Rome A Wager

RY

It I

Cliff

to All)

'

J A E Burks
Nelson Waring
Roberta Reiley o*
'June Time"

Poll'*

Max Holden
B A P Val'utfne
Hunter Randall A

Iluth Roye
Frank Dobson Co

Grovint

the

Philson

Vnlefie Bergere
Mason A Cole
Van Cleve A Pete
Burns A Frabito
8 Blue Devils

N.J.

A

WATER

MASf,

Poll's

S

A Edwards

Barron

Hymack

Booked

/

Gus Edwards Co

A Maids

half

A

NEWARK.

B A

Bryant 841-849

Frosinl

A

,

Seymour Family

Marie Hart
Ardelle Cleaves

Brooks

3

Frank Gould
Mason A Shaw
E Taliaferro Co
DnWIt! Young A

Wclton A Marsh'll

(Others to nil)

l'atricola

CARRIE

Emmy's Pet*
Rome A Gaut

Dalton A Craig
Carson A Willard
C Johnstone Co

Proctor'*

Carson & Willard

Carl

Tel.

Mabel Fonda S
Bernard & Scarth
Frank Bush
Eddie Leonard Co

(2-41

half

DOB

Loll

SHUBERT

I

ALBANY

Muller A Stanley
Fred Allen
La Toy's Models

Ziegler Sis

BROADWAY

IDS

,

Geo E Moore Co
McCloud A Norman
Enos Frazere
Lockwood A Rush
Selblnl

BAP
Eddie Hume C»

O.
B. F. Keith'*
Musical Hunters
WvtA .J> ,«*Vtr»J.«0i

Yvette Rugel
Elinore A Williams

Ryan A Moore

B. P. Keith's
2d haft (-28-1*

1st

Bherwln Kelly

a

Patterson

JERSEY CITY.

O'Neil
A Hall
1

ROCHESTER.

A

Valentine

TOLEDO,

Vierra Hawailans

Proctor's

Tony Cornetta

(Others to nil)

(Two

Rogers
A Bennett

Howard A Sadler
•

1st half
,

Frank Shields
Challis A Lambert
Olcott A Mary Ann

nder Our Exclusive Direction

I

*tt In •»*og».

Princes*

1st half

Mcintosh

Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (28-1)

Kelly

BUDDY
AND
DOYLE
With tha MESSRS.

Faber

(Louisville split)

Arcade
(Savannah spilt)

Dopley

Manning

Wood A Wyde
Greenlee A Drayton

Duval A

split)
1st half

nil)

to

Tommy
Avey A

Keith's Colonial

(One

(Columbia

WE PLACED

St.

Billy

NASHVILLE

Dale,

Cahlll

2d half

fill)

M

F A

McWatters A Tyson
A Romalne
"Under Apple Tree"
Sybil Vane
La France Bros

Victoria

(5-8)

(1-8)

VALENTINE VOX
C.

8.

Van A Emerson

Oris Inator of singing In two voices simultaneously.

JACKSONVILLE

Hass'rd * Spell man

G«llls

V A E

half

fill)

Mth

Proctor's

Capt Anson Co

to

td

Siclen

Glenn A Jenkins

(On*

(H'LESTON,

A Maids

Mcintosh

Keith's Hoyal

The

Arthur Miller Co

Morgan A Gates
Van Horn A Inez
Galletti A Kokin
(Two to nil)

(Others to till)
2d half (5-8)
Farrell Taylor Co
B A J Crelghton

2

Howe A Howe
A Gordon
r.n A Howland

Kckoff

Yvette

flit)

2d half

S Miller Kent Co
Jack George Co

Temple

Lj

(2-4)

-No vaity

Oliver

W TESTER.

Mack Co

Hunter Randall

Casting Nellos
2d half
Alfred Powell Co
Gertrude Van Dyck

Vlerra Hawaiian*
2d half

A Kokin

Galletti
»

A

Perrone

Joe Darcy

H. F. Keith'*

(2-4)

half

West

Claudius A Scarlet
Horlick A S Sis
Maude Allen

half

1st

John Blondy A Sis
Edna Droen
Kennedy A Rooney

Morgan A Oaten

INDIANAPOLIS

'

nil)

to

1st

(Others to
2d half
Yvette

Rozella*

Frank Mullane
Latowls Tr
Belle
'
2d halt
Clinton Sis

Roanoke

Kent Co

J C

Proctors'

Jane A Miller
EI Cota
Eddie Clark Co
"Cheer Up"
Fargo A Whit*

ROANOKE, VA.

(2-4)

Kramer A Boyle
Princess Radjah
Matthews A Ayres
E T Spencer

2d half
Noel Lester Co
Rudell A Donigan
Thos Holer Co

A Douglas

Pilcer

Mack A James
Ed wards Co
(Two to nll>

& Thornton

Calvin

Keith's Riverside

Wm

Graves A Desmond
Geo Rosenor

A Warrea
A Bate*

half

1st

"Little Cinderella"

Keith's Prospect
2d half (28-1)
CU.slCli'.t ::->. 'J?
Dave Harris

1

New York

Palace Theatre Building.
,**/

S

Bobby McLean Co

2

KEITH.

B. F.
•

bill*

Ho

Bally

Shapiro £ Jorden
Mall A Colburn
Wheeler A Potter

HYKACC8B

A Leon

Gillespie

Pallet

Chester
Higgins

Mujestio

otherwise

»re printed doee not denote the relative
The manner in which
Importance of *cte nor their program position*
•Before name Indicate* act te now doing new turn, or reappearing arter
absence from vaudevill*. or appearing in city where listed for the first time.
these

ARRISBCRG. PA. Marcel

II

not

rbfta

according to the booking

In division*,

Muson A Cole
Lane A. Hendrlg

Danse Fantasia*

WEEK (May
NEXT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

BILLS

Friday, April 29. 1921

FLINT. MICH.
Pnlnre

Kennedy A Nelson
Mack A Salle
Belaya

ILL.

Palace

riifton

H A
(One

\

A Johnsoa
Bcranton

to

(I

B A L Waitoa
irnet A Hill

Ward A

Blighty Girl*
Great Basso Co

.las

(Two

Briscoe

:t

to

fill)

llll>

2d hnlf

Dooley

Lewis A Henderson
(Jrad>

'

<»

A M^**

'

t I

Hedley

Palace

A Moret
Willing
Larry Comer

S. Ibinl

imi.

Orphrum

Bolger Bros

Mary

& North
MASSILON,

* Betty
Schyler

Gibson
alia*

Tirf V
ASH A HYMANS
BOOKED DATES WEST TIMS

,-irn

i

ii

SEASON.

<

Four to

PORTLAND, ORE.

(One
fill)

HAMMOND,

to

till)

The

O.

Gorelon

Parthenon
Ward A Dooley
Jtlaing Generation
(Two to All)

Five Chapins
Angel A Fuller
"eiold.m Bird"

2d half
Meredith A Snoozer
Helen Staples

2d half
Gibson A Betty
Art * Peggy

(Two to

Elise fichyler

(One

till).

to

(One

HtINT*GTON, IND.

Beehler Jacobs Agenc>

(2-4)

eSame

Beehler Jacob* Agency.

A North
Watsika A C study
(One to mi)

Sllber

2d half

A U'atudy

A

Garnet

Hill

(Two

(Three

to

I>an

SAGINAW, MICH.

to nil)

O'Donri'll

LANSINL, MICH.
Strand
Arco Bros

(One

to

Park*
Sealo

half

My

Uew's Annex B'dp

W. <6th

160

.

Rao Samuels

Lew

Y.

N.

St.,

&

A 8
Murray Bennett
(Two to nil)

M;..

A

!.

Salle

Zclaya
Swor Bros

2d half

Johnson
Scranton

H A A

CHICAGO

Hugh Herbert Co
Foster Ball Co

Majestic
Emily A Weilman

Romanes
Texas Walker
5

TCm Seabury Co

Orpheum

Wm

Harry Holman Co

Max YorK

Friscoc

Dunlay A Merrill
Harrison Dakin A

Kimberly Page Co
Leo Beers

BL'MINGTON,

HACKET DELMAR REVUE

RuHW

'

2d half

BOOKED DATES WEST TBIS SEASON.

Hungarian Rhap"

•

Circus

CLAUDE

Merriman

Wm

Orpheum

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

r

DENVER
Orpheum
tSunday opening)
Arman Kalia Co
Otto A Sheridan

A B Wheeler
A Dsyne

fi

Hyams

Ash A

Wynne
crhi

DORIS DUNCAN
Orphenm Circuit
CHAS. BIERBAI K

Oe

Direction

A A ream
Ilacketi A i» in

r.an-'n JF •""nTSfrh
.Mr A Mrs <; \\ •)«!.>

'\f'

K*y Conlln
'Grey
J^teM

a.

»

Flo A 'Hi*' Walte rs
Chas Henry's Pets
<

p (ls

,.,i

,
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Veikes.

A:

Agent
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Sa

I>ity- S
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'
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Esther
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We Hi
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Rost

^
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Di.

\

II..

1
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Mi
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-•

Imsn

A

Nobie

i
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Kaisha Cs
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I.'
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1
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Flynn Minstrels
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\ gency.
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Wsnds a Seals
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A
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«

BYRON

on Co
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•
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RAV & EMMA DEAN
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'......•

2d half
Trio

•

.1

A

Il'-pp's

i

I

Tr.. inoi

Jat k

C

La< 'oste
4

CONSECUTIVB WEEKS
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4
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2d haif
Be.

DIMION, CAN.

,

BA1 TON

i

•

1

Ma

.o.d

Piila e
I

V.'ahnT

•••
•

«.

Brown

ii

h

Hunt

r«-n*i«

I

Stanley

Mankin
MorrtS A Tonne
Mumford
Stanley

Mr A Mrs

Dnytttn

i : i :

May

Virginia Bolleg

•-

•

.

ttv.

<

I'ep-O .Mint Hi

Jimmy Lyons
i

..IMI

||

Yefb

a' land

Win:-

I

J**»,

#4

m A

F

TV

'I

Lit. he

«•

Mi M.ihon Sim
dune A.- A be rt
Arthur Sullivan
Ralnh V hlte h<

<

B

\vrnnp

Drew

llutton

<

3d half

mphony

^>>

y P.roM

BI

Oene A Menette
Alf Ripon

Id half

Vincent
Stj. n:<

Bvsns

Miner
s oi. ty

ANNEX
Ji***
Street, New

4«th

Jean A VsD>sn
Robinson *TI< r.'r
Ws'ter Fe nn* r Co
Anger A a.i. i„ n

Paranu

o

(

ItUlliilOff

II

Breis

half

L'tl

<

\"\\

a

•

Beehler

f

kingtbury A

ICOtM OKD.

-"
I'

'

loin.'

•«

•

f

1

'

ptine

I

•

.

OWI MOKT,

'

OAKLASO

;«

Can.

•

I

\v

US

..i

.i
.t P..

*

.*

l

'•

•

B«l

1

1

Hayatake
C

f

. .-

?.

>•

MJa

A Htllw

Be Ck

r-

A Walla'

TRKKT

JO LIFT. II
Orpheum

»

•

.

i

•
•

Trio
Ds:

CHOOS
GEO.
KW

-

i

a

McCoy A Walton
Ting-a-Uag
DALLAS. TKX.

Hulte 402
160 West

A Frankiyn Carson Bros
C "Rounder of H w'y" Harry Wstklns
Anthony A Arnold
Moher A Bldridge

s.

ITY

4

Uberfy
Palermo's Cunineg

MAY FIRST

Jeffefsani

T.e«?er B< rnsrd Ctt
Mil's A Smith

OKLAHOMA

JOE MICHAELS

Vors t

'•

Monkeys

new HRaikh^RTErs
A ITER

A Dayton
1

c

4

Ev.r«tt's

I>oew

Dogs

a

it

\oy
Harvey
l>t

J

4|

RNOWILLE

4

Darro
Winters

d..<

Marit tta e'raig

Royal

Bronrsff s

CLEVELAND
Brov-

Grace

sfcrlt

Johnson* Bros

Arnold

Syncopated! Snot4
2d hnlf

Si^grlst a

Emily

A:

"Women"

Liberty

Herman A Young
M'Conneil A W>st
L'nig'n
2d half
Msrtells

haif

"Pat. lies'
7

Lawrence A Lyons
Lee Beggs Co
Hawthorne A Cook
Klnkald Kilties
Baalesani

Dawson

A

'

3
I'd

Margj. rtt

AOO

J A J eJibKon
Patrice A Sulli.an

Rives

Tom Mahoney

Wrn Dick
ApollO

1'rt uton

Criterion

OAKLAND. CAL.
state
Reckle M * Arley
Tayleir A Arnold
Exposition 4

Mykoff A Vanity
Bobby A Earl.
Fallen Stars

Ajnx

CARON

IJ

Garden

Me\ieker's

"

'

i

Ol \« IL BLI
Hajt stle

t<

ity

Pitser

A

A

KANSAS CITY

Amoros A Jeantt'e

CHIC

NEW HEADQUARTERS

I

".»

A.

.<

Wfl

ris

A Mce'oy

Il-ras

Steed's Pvncop't'd
2d half
Wonder Girl

Novelty
Nove

Psttersttn

Orpheum

TOPEKA. KAN.

Waak A L

ILL.

2d hnlf

w BST

•

IM .

Orpheum

•>

i

n

.p

IS

«H

Whiit. Black

"T^y Shop"

Eddie Olngrattt Co
Meroff Co
Rudlnoff
Fos A BartoB

Bobby Randall
B gelow A (MatM
it«o to mi)

».|i..'1"jt-\V»ri,»-

•

.,

i

inor

rji

)

While

A Kekf

'hallt n

Hopk

land

,
';

\\

IS)!
HJs

'i.'

.

:,

v

•

•

Bubbl*
M« run

|

Ifft

M

h

.In

r..

1

Rw
HINNEAPOl

'A t ;«• n
f
rdrn r A B

Bloom

•.

•

Orplieiim

Dsscan A

<>

•

.

I

i

•

r-r#

.'<•

A

.t -i

.

ifforel

'

;

..

'..• .i

»1

(2-4)
,<

•

Co

||

H'kini A c
Wallace

lei

L

Zippy A

I»ii\is

Siiila

•

a-

M

•

•

.

D

KBttONTON,
Orpheum

i

.

<

,'.

In.

I

Or|.lier to

i

Si

•••

1

•..• :.

i

n

jOn Fifth Av<
Donoxan
RtR)sd<

rd

si, h«
i.

1

Or re i) a

>'>«i

Norton &

Rantf'

a Hoi
S- \ ii. our
ha Bllsw U
The I.. Orol «
Mi

'

'..I

H A A

i]

'

ri

A:

2d half
II

t

Rose VslydS

CHICAGO

'Mart- Tie"
<>nn A C
1 mhoff
e 'ha hot
A Tortoni
Hunting a Francis

W^ard

Freda

A.

L orcl Robert, Jack
A Kaymontl AlelodyRedely
Festival

Lltllo

2d half
Cliffords

5' eve

Adams A Oerhue

Byron A Halg

"Hungarian Rhap"

A

r

BELL

WEEKS— Ia>8T 6 DAVS
Beehler Jacobs A eney.

23

Harvey

Fashion R< v 1021
3

Cy A Cy
Odiva

THEATRE BLDG.
Dr. M. C. CARY

a.

i

Krano

DENTIST

Conn<

Wilson

;i«

r.

o,v(,:i

y.

K'.-ii,v

i!,l

'»

ILL.

A Montgom'y

Wells

2d half

Brown A Blains
Mae A Hill

Joreian

Lecnard A Post ay
A! II White Co

«'o

2d half

MeVIC KER'S

Vernon
TCHIS'N. RAN.

III

••(•

v

:

Nice

Special Rates to the Profession.

half

I'd

s.tui
•

Mealy

r.«

A

(Evansvlll^ split)
Ut half
Garelnetti Bros

Ida re

'a

e

I^oenr

Orplteum
Fmrrtfe

CAT

Crescent

A Elmer
A Tyler

Rice

i

NEW ORLEANS
Dsveys
Beulah Pearl
Harry Mason Co
Freddy Silvers A F
Skelly A Helt Rev

Dlxie ,,

INDIANAPOUS

BOSTON

Iteehler Jacedis Agene-y.

Hippodrome

A McBride

Mto A E
Downing A B Sis

Long A Perry
Dan n v
Wlll J Evans
Jones Family

2

.

BOOKED DATB8 THIS SEASON.

Ross

TERRE HA I TE

Wynne A Carmen

«'arfleld A Smith
Jimmie Rosen Co
in

Walter Kauffman
Skating Macks
2d half
Les Perettoa

Robles

Janovv
"Holiday

Bentley

"Week F'm Today'*

Society Symphony
2d haif
Bollinger A R'nolds

Sfalght"

Sisters

F Walsh A

Helt Rev

A

Salle

2

E\ ans

nn>

Slsto

nil)

Orpheum
H Brown
A Farreii

Ich

A

Trace y

Gordon

Venelome

IsWgf

Frank Wileox Co

to nil)

e'ook

INI).

Wm

=

NASHVILLE

Helen Jackley
Coffman A Carroll
Lee Beggs Co

WANZER & PALMER

Kay Hamlin A K

SAB

I

'

Odiva

comDact

neat<

O'Neill

HOLYOKE/ MASS.

A LeBuff

Psters

A

Skelly

2d half

3

2d half

Dellaven

PEORIA, ILL
Orpheum

Liixedn

\1ii"

•Fe.r

half
i

,\j

to

Witt.-rt

i

Brown Ga
(Two to till)

<

RIOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.
Iteetiler .lu< «ibs

i

>'•

COURTNEY SISTERS

a#i

'*'>.»

ri

W-

till)

:.!

iiwi

A

Pttwe
sn< il

.'

.

i

Gilbert a

I

Orpheum
TMmorf A L* e

>

(Two

St.

Weston

Cells

Oakes A Delour

Crandali'i circus

Lillian Walker
Catty Ling ILe Tr

W

Newman

n
fo

1

v

Pstricola
Mj Kits

RES MOINES

HI

(Two

8

Saiton

Hob Ha'!

W

'

e'lark

•4 half

A Sundi'd

GALESBI RC,

Stanton

Will

»

-

Empress
Jewell A Raymond
Dan Holt Co
Hsyden (;'(!win A R
(One to nil)

Granel
(Terre Jfauto split)
1st half
Joe Melvin
Stanley ^- Birnes
Lgford a Frederick

e to nil)

vi ruii»'

Kimberly I'age Co
Montgom'y A Allen
Frazer A Peck

Arthur T< rry

Harmon
Black a White Rev

(One

Amerie-an

*»oJiel,

Oscar >:iruno 1
Paul Noian Co

Carment

a,

CHICAGO

"THE LOVE BANDIT"

Rooked

Net-ley

A Frances
Wilcos Co
Nick Hufford
Ishil.awa Bros
Nevins A Mack
Veal Abtl

Majestic

,

EVNSVILLE.

Id half

MILWAUKEE

Crossy

ILF..

Ifur.tmg

A Wolfus

Williams

Claude Golden

OMAHA, NEB.

Bijou
Perretos

l*es

'Nobody Home"

Lorraine sis Co

STORY-BOOK STUFF,.

Daveys
Beuish Pearl
Harry Mason Co
Freddy Silvers A

Long A Perry
Danny
W.I) J Evans
Jones Famllv

Jo-Jo Harrison
Flying Russells
National
Juggling DeLisle
S'ymour A JeaneCte
Link A Phillips

s\

Clad Moffat

Samaroff A Sonla

Fr.>n'.<

c

Remipfl

Hnrri"t

Cai»f!e

TO poll

White Lv

Elsie

C

SEASON.

A West

2d half

A Mack

Sullivan

Al Lester Co
Overseas Rev

2

BIRMINGHAM

Fitzgerald

to

I>oew
Sterling Rose t

III

M

Bart Doyle
5 Musical Buds

S'ymour ft Joanclte
Yen Wah

Beehler Jncohs Agency.

:d half

Aurora Co

O'Hara and

A Qulnell
Howard A Atkins
W B Patton Co

BLOIK, ill.

Orpheum
Oaiees A Delour

4

Bang A Bnyd<

A

(Jilmore

COn-

Majestic

MONTREAL

Fein A Tennynon
on nor s A Boyne

Harmon

Iahikawa Bros

Hill

to nil)

Jazzland

McDermott

Billy

"Syncopated Feel**

i

VAC Avery
Josephine

O'MALLEY
BOOKED DATES WEST TBIS SEASON.

2d hnlf
Casad Irwin A
Byrd A Aid. n
"Volunteers"

C' rg's'n

Florence

Stafford Co

Joe Jenny 1

Tom Mahoney

kavmtjnd
bond
AMERICAN
MOKlM

e.*o

ALT, REPRESENTED BY
Beehler Jacobs Agrne.v.

SPR'GFIELD. ILL

•

DUNHAM

Rial to

CHAMPAIGN.

Fords P.evue
Tom Smith Co
.las C Morton Co
Bert Melrose
Delmar A Kolb
Edith ClifTord

Lordona

t

On bb^rts
He Maria Five
(Two to nil)

C-irls

Belfords
2d half
Bmns A Burr

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

IA.

Mnjeatic

Sisto

6

MARION

&.

DES MOINES,

(One

F

AH

Harrison Dak'g
"Rubeville"
(One to nil)
2d half

Sis

to nil)

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

LOS ANGELES

Montrose
Clayton A Rennle

Belle

(Two

LAUREL LEE
ROOKED DATES WEST THIS

Aifr.d Parrel] Co
Ren & ootids

Dennis Sisters

ILI^

ind

«.r

Chas Irwin

Baker Co

heila Terry Co

to nil)

CENT BALI A,

ValesUa Suratt «*o
Fradkin A J Tell
The Nagyfys
Finn a Sawyer

Treat"
State-Lake
"Spirit Mardi tins"
Margaret Young
"Artistic

Bert

(One

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpheum

"Janet

Newman

G'rtrude

Beehler Jacob* Agency.
of France"
HAG
Ellsworth
Cordon's

H

I LI*

Majestic
Cornell Leona A Z
Murray Voelk

Logs

s

Sebastian

A

Renie

Jupiter Trio

Dunlay A Merrill

A M

Jupiter Trio

(C-7)

Reckless A Arley
Taylor A Arnold
Exposition 4

2d half

MAURICE GREENWALD ACTS

A Mack

Sullivan

A

Pearl Abbott Co
Carlton A Belmont
"Fickle Frolica*'

K. una Sisters

3

Hippodrome
Work A Mark

Kramer A Patterson
Brown Gardner A B Barlow Banka A G
Curtis

Bob White

M A N

Callahan A Bliss
J A I Martin

BALTIMORE

Albert Rlckard
"Lovers' Lane"
Arthur Fields
Margot A Francois

(One to fill)
2d half

Dumplins

Princess
M'Conneil A Austin
Harry Sykes

haif

Lola Brava

The Ovandos

Delancey

CONHECUTIVB WEEKS

HOUSTON

Buff

Jean A Valjean
Robinson A Pierce
Walter Fenner Co
Anger A Atl-ion

Jo-Jo Harrison
Gabby Bros
(One to nil)
2d half

A Daisy

MOE

s\

Musical Nosses

€

Evans M*>ro A E
Downing A B Sis

Greeley Sq.

Mills

CHONG

Helene Davis
Harry Brooks Cs
Swarts A Clifford

2

M

(1-2)

King Bros

'Straight"

Lynn Cantor
Robb A Whitman
J Gordon Playe rs

Roof Garden 3
Beatty A Bvelyc
Nevins A Mack

Cook

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

Flo Le\vi«
Wilfred Clark Co
Rice A Newton
Elizabeth Brice Co
Carl MeCsllough

Joe Laur.e
8ig

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

Harry Kahno Co

Peggy Bremen \^o
Palace
A G Dooley

Taylor A Francis
Brosius A Brown
2d half
De Maria Five

OKM'LGEE, OKI.A.

Flying Mayos

Herbert Brooks

Bob

(.Two to nil)

JENNINGS H MACK

KANSAS CITY

Dogs

Herbert's

JAG

Sidney Grant

Frances Prlteh'd Co
Wilson Bros
J C Nugent
Claude A Marlon

A Aldcn

Byrd

A Le

Peter*

Hippodrome
Williams

2d half

Grand
Cordon

MODESTO, CAL.

Xing Street
Juggling F. rrwr
La Rose A Lane
Martin A Courtney

Bergman

ATLANTA, GA.

Bob Ferns Co
Laurie Ordway Co
Fortune Queen

McConnell

HAMILTON, CAN.

Dolly

(One

A Smith

Mills

"FOUR JACKS AND A QUEEN"
With ADELE JASON
in a Miniature Song Cycle.
NOW ON THE LOEW CIRCUIT.

Co

ilaatell

2d half
Santry A Norton

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

e'arlos
to nil)

I^a

2d half
Juggling DeLisle

Bldg., New York City.
Grand Opera House, Chicago.

53

Dixie Hamilton Co
"Breakfast for 1"
Weston A Rline
Lea. h Wallln 3

2«

2d half

Ming Toy

HI Putnam

A Parker
Marmeln Sis A
Sampson A I'ougla

Dancers DeLuxe

R'nolds

Salle

Howard A Cradd'ck

Orpheum

Pro

Adam A Robinson
Fein A Tennyson
A Robles

.

Rlckard

Albert

BEND, IND.

Producers of Girl Acts and Revues.

liutler

Bell A Bo (grave
Julia e'urris

Pearl Abbott Co
Carlton A Belmont
"Fickle Frolics"

Harry Lee
Valda Co

Uncoln So..
Wonder Girl

"30 Pink Toes"

Dl

Connelly A Francll
June Elvldge Co

D

2d haif
Williams A Daisy

Beiiurel A Braver
Hall A O'Brien

A Queen

Jat-ks

4

A

T'-dllnger

Sparks Co
Lorn v NaSS
Salle A Robles
Cardo A Noll

i

A

Warwick

BRYANT

2d half

Russell Co
Jim Doherty
T Brown's Indians
Cameron A Rogers

SO.

MINNEAPOLIS

Loew
Maxon A Morris
Gordon A Gordon

Sis

Powers Marsh A
Frank Ward
6 Musical Queens

W.ston Co

Grace Ayres
(One to nil)

Alex'nel'r

M. L. GREENWALD
and LEW HERMAN

B'T'SVLE, OKU. Hart Wagner A E
Emma Carus
Odeon
•"Four Volunteers"
Hill A Quinn«)l
Black A White Rev
Howard A Atkins
vV B Patton Co
2d half
O'Meara
2d half

City

Cells

<»ii. is

StHte-Lake Theatre Building, Chicago

New York

Klnkald Kilties

Phoue:

His

All)

2d half

Howard A Craeld'ck
Herman Lieb Co

Our A^ts Always Working.

Cecil

WESTERN VATOEVILLE

ORPHEUM CIBCUIT
Palace Theatre Building,

Luoien Lucca
Johnson Baker A J
MASON CITY, IA.

Orphrum
Fox A Sarno

A Kennedy

Francis

A

Clifford

Weadiek A LaDic

n'y

Stanton

Will

•

L'ockstaeler

WINNIPEG

Bradley A Ardine
TrLxic Friganza
Ce Dora
Charles Lloyd

Kennedy A Ntison

Prince

Mlddleton

IS

Curzon Sisters
Cygi A Yadio

PAIL

(One to

Phillips

A EWry
Hawthorne A e'ook

J

Clark

Sultan

"Summertime"
Lowry

A

Mathews A Bl'k

B.C.

David Saplrstcin
Morton A Gla*s

Orpheum
Wilfrid Du Bu'.s
Foley A La Tour

F»«

ErforeVs Whirl

Rose Yalyda

Worden Bros
Edward Marshall

Id half

Story

A

Stanley

Bob White

Suite 415.

JAN
Arselma

The Barlows

Orpheum

ST.

Specialty

COAST TO COAST

MM

(RomaxBldg.)

O

Girls

Grand

J

£t

VANCOIVER.

Rial to

BOB BAKER
Booking Acts of Merit

A Son

r

Jack Conway Co
Bobb 1 A Nelson
An^er A Packer
Monroe Bros
Cordon A De-lmar

nil)

1-1

A Bullew

'arleton

•

Green
Y.ung A Wheeler
Hampton A Blake
Miniature Revue

Kirksn.ith Sis

C

Sam Wilson
Cardo A Noll

Victoria
Pierre 7

9

Skating Macks

Hippodrome
Burrell Bros

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

2d half

Dean

ST.

Bloom A Sher
A E Mitchell

Orpheum

FRESNO, CAL.

Pit litre
3

JOHN GEIGER
BOOKED DATES WEST TBIS SEASON.

to nil)

Walsh A lu r.tley
"Week F 'm Today*

Beehler Jaeobs Agency.

Waiter Hallcy Co

MICKEY CURRAN, Manager
WEST

Puge

A Leedani

Tight?

Jeffra's Strund
Henry*i IVm
Fred Hugh** Co
Lane A Harp* r
Clifford-Wayne 3
Janet Childn

Orpheum

A Ebby
A Rogers

Hlwyn

fill)

F> Htivsl

balf
MSisters

GEORGIA CAMPBELL7"
PLAYED WEST THIS SEASON.

Barlow Bank* A a
Phillips

Tllyou

Arthur Terry

Cal

v

O'Neill

•

Adrian
(One to

Taylor A Francia
Brosius A Brown
(One to nil)

Adonis Co
E A M Williams
Mullen A Francia
Hail Erminie & B

Representatives,
47th STREET

Artlftts*

.Blair

Sz

Id half

Herman A Young
Robb A Whitman
Daw.son L'nig'n A C
JoM*phine Harmon
Reynolds A G'r'dine
«*urtis A Fitsgernld
J Gordon Players

Crandill's Circus

MADISON, WIS.

.<-».»
MAitvlV*
2d hnlf
Ed Gingrass Co

>S

DANNY DAVENPORT OFFICES

Mayfiedd

St

.

iMeiod

Leonard A Ptirray
Al H Wh.te e'o
C A T Harvty

Orpheum
Nalo A Rlrxo

A R (One
-

Hayd. n (iilwln
(One to nil)

SIOUX CITY

24;»

Hart Sillers

Raymond

Dan Holt Co

y

LOl IS
Orpheum

nil)

Jewel A

Hibbltt A Malle
Ei Rey Sisters

ST.

Vera Eihelia A Co

2d half
Paul Blondy
t Blighty Glrla
Garnet A Hill

•85

Harm

n

!;•

2d half

KOKOMO. IND.
Strand
Arthur Houston Co

plays

bill

Fresno 5-7)
Franklyn Ardtll Co
MeConnell Sis
Billy Beard
Sylvester Family
Williams A Fierce
Cummins A White

LILLIAN SHAW
HOOKED DATES WENT THIS SEASON.
Watsika

Weston's Models

Winton Bros
Geo Yeoman
Newell & Most

Orpheum
IND.

Kuhn

Ina

RAM EN TO

S At

Murray

Helen Staplee
(One to All)

Lungdona

B« rry

2d half

nil)

UK II MOM),

Huntington

Waiman A

CLAYTON & LENNIE
BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

fill)

to

Irene Franklin

'

-

DANCER

Orpheum
'lhe

**ixt*,''&0:

Eiains

Mae A Hill
.Tk.-ie Reddy

half

2*1

A

Brtiwn

*•

I

Lon«y V«?»
"Lovers' bane"
Miner A Evans

BtafOi

Lorw

Toy Shop
AwssrSS A Je»»nHtrua A Preston
Floret!"

INVITES OFFERS FOR NEW SEASON
ADDRESS VARIETY. X. Y.

SEATTLE

Mi.ian. »

Dueos Bros
Frank Dc Vos
Joe Browning

BAND

and

Beehler Jacob* Agency.

Lawrence A Lyons
Bob Ferns Co
Arthur Fields
L'o.iai/d TiitW *

MAY
ACROBATIC

Delila
Bios-om Seeley Co

a

t.

MEMPHIS

*

to nil)

SIOUX

a

The T.rtrt-oni.ms
Roher A Goltl
"Marrge vs IiiN-'ce**.
Anne K»nt «"o

1 Clifft.rds
St» \e Frt da

nr.dos

O'.

J Flynn Minstrels
d naif

em

I-sew

Fulton

HENRV~§ANTRY

2d half

"""

"

svneop't'd

.1

The

Rent O

Fist

TALL KIM R

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SK\SON.

VIOLA

A

Sunisone

Budd.e Walton
•Fall of Eve"

MIDDLETOWN,

1ND.

-M.xtur.M'"

Grant Gardner

Orpheum

Five Chnplns

Kuhn

Ina

pan Ahrarn

E A B Conrad
Ned Norworth Co
Bronson A Edwards

sre.

A Queea

Jacks

4

Nalo A Rlazo
Berry A Whitl. dge
(Four to All)

Liberty
Australian Baltoa

Orpheum
Geo J'-sst \'a Rev

Fitner A Reaney
A ^rtJtttVjtasrn'yCi
Gene Greene
Emerson A B'ldwln

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

2d half

Browning Co

Bessie

(Two

Wan

Yen

Alex'der Sparks Co

Page A Green
Young A Wheeler
Hampton A Blake
"Miniature Revue"

LINCOLN, NEB.

O.

Helm & Lock wood

3")

to

(iT>J»f.

>,"

Beehler Jacob* Agency.

Grand

A Peggy

"Mixtur.

Lynn Cantor
L Bernard «'o
Fos a Barton

Cy A Cy

A Lyka

Hart A Helens)
Rerniee LaharrCtt
<"i... to mi)

City
Pierre Trio

r>.

A merit an
Witt A Winters

Orpheum

n

Weeton'i Models
(One to nil)

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

Sllber

;n

Waiman A Berry

WALKER & TEXAS

Maxfi. Id

.Mo

CITY

Wllkor
Melroy

New Ysrk

Building,

NEW YORK

A Francis
B Browne Girls
8IOIX CITY. 1A.

2d half

Dan

SAN FRANCISCO

••Moonlight"

MARCUS LOEW
Putnam

Mullen

Kingsbury A M'son
St Hubert
Golden Troupe

Moss A Frye

2d half

O.

Regent
Gladys Greene
>rt

The It* .tors
Burke A It. ity

A Faye

Cleveland
Jessie

Everest's Circus
Murray Clrlo

Orplteum

2£ge MacFarland Paul Blondy Co
Mary Maxfield
Siding D"" ""
lleim A Lockwood
4,0ns to fill)

MARET

e\

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

Margaret Alvarea
A lire Lloyd
Holmea A La Vers
Lobby O Neil Co

* Nagel
OMAHA, NEB.

Trio

MARION,

PROSPER

BOOKED DATES WEST THIS SEASON.

Orpheum

Dunham A

A Johnson

MKE

SALT

«;os.«.!pa

Prosper

Generation

Mining

Olaon

city *
i
atone * "•>'••

Four

A Mark

J< lining

fl,l >

WAYNE, »ND.

HAMILTON,

1
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half
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Chas Cain
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OBITUARY
E.

AYLWARD.

Theodore Edward Aylward, Cin-

He was a

Who
Wo

1920.

26,

Her

years.

de

MOTHER

ALFRED

and

1919.

MRS. GRACE SULLY

WILLIAM 8ULLY

Marquise

sister is the

la Tourrette.

April

Times Square

was pronounced serious.
The deceased was born

district

street, New York.
Mr. Renard is
of the„ vaudeville team of Renard
and West.
Ho was summoned
from Waco, Texas.

has been identified the entire
years of his theatrical career with of
the (J rand Opera house, starting >n
the box office and climbing to the
responsible post he; last occupied,.
A widow and four children— two
one and two daughters survive.

—

years,

18

many prominent

theatrical folk.

'Ok memory

in lovino

The

Mo-it AVonderful Friend

Who

Had.

Died April

Harry and Leo Fits-

I

place

dancing.

FolletHng jout the idea has made it
necessary to have the ceilings very
low ah<r consequently the ventila-

..

Mme.

Graeff, mother of Francois
CJraeff; director of" the BoUpSC Film
Co.. Paris.

Luke Bernard, the Pittsburgh
"head waiter," was the big card at tion fe rot, of the best. Tho service,
perhaps because of the newness!
Jean Morizot, author, formerly on the Friars Rolls Royce committee Was
uncertain,
several
parties
stnff of
"Courrier Cinematogra- dinner Sunday last. Luke is a won- leaving
without being served. The
der at arousing diiiner guests to the
phique," Paris.

man

Robert Lebeaud, general
ager of "Publi-Cim*." Paris.

Ever

food, when it did arrive, was Very
good. There Is a small dance floor
in the place, but Surday night
a
vPry 'ordinary orchestra stuck to
the grand, opera selections.
The
seating capacity probably equals
that of any restaurant in New York.

of exasperation.
Three or
four present were on* the point of
"busting" tl^p fresh waiter who

bossed

1910.

26.

inhusband in a dancing academy. terior, supposedly following
the
Miss Beaumont has a class of 100 of "The Ship," just outside idea
Los
Cleveland children taking up toe Angeles. It is a very
pretty

TA)int

CATHERINE POWELL

ETHEL PONCE.

sister of

the Keith agents, died at
her home, Frcnkfort, ?{, Y., Thursday night, April 21.
gerald,

upwards

for*

died Thursday, April
The deceased was 66, and durI}'.
35 ing her life enjoyed the friendship
of

in Lon21, 1862, and

of Nat Renard died
at her home, 115 W. 64th

19,

The

KATHERINE

BOLTON.
of the matter until two days
Katherine Bolfori. proprietress of
later when, following a hasty consultation of physicians, his case a theatrical boarding house in the
little

don, England, August

f

The mother

BeHsie Hunter, survives. Mr. Hight
was born in England and came to
America shortly after the Civil
War. During his career he played
with many of the leading stars of
tho day.

EARTH

THIS"

tnls* city.
«*i' iatft appearance was in "The Light of the
World." She has been married four
'

Died April

Miss Her More nnd More. With
Broken Hearts, A» Each Day

SULLY

25,

cated In the alleged booze running
conspiracy; the four others have
been already sentenced and fined in
Federal' Court "Rachie" is the king
jpf
the; conspirators, government
agents declare. He figured promU
nently in the trial of Jules FormeL
who was recently sentenced to
prison for operating a gambling
thu* -AllajiticfiTftyr
iTgggiajiinpt. house Jn, 3aratoga
Although ha
Eight girls worked In the chorus at was alleged to be a partner of Forthe Albany cabaret, while it is mel, he testified on behalf of
the
planned to use twelve in the Board- prosecution and admitted that
he
walk show. The Atlantic City cast had been promised immunity,
on
will be entirely new excepting Mr. three indictments hanging over
his
Johns and Grace Edler, lately in head, one for perjury, another for
vaudeville with her sister, Berna conspiracy* and a third for accesEdler, who replaced Peggy Randall sory to a felony.
bs the soubrette in the show at the
New Kenmore last week. Bernicc
The Anchorage, a new eating
Beaumont, whose toe dancing was a place
New York on Fifty-fift n
>#||fj
hit of the New Kenmore show, will street, near Sixth
avenue, opened
return to her home in Cleveland, last week to a great play.
The plate
where she is associated with her has been modeled after a
ship's

Passes Dy.

VINCENT' SUUY.
APRIL

CABARET

New

native of

April 23 in

OF

CATHERINE POWELL

MKMOKIAM
8ACRRD TO THE MEMORY OF

WHO DKPARTED

Friday, April 39, 1921

** *

IN

F.

VARIETY

York -City and when a boy was sent
abroad for a musical education He
FERO HIGHT.
Earl Lindsays floor show, "The
later served in the Civil War, wrote
Ferd I light died at thn Actors' music, and at one time was editor Revels of 1921," will terminate its
Fund Home', Staten Island, April of a leading country daily in this live weeks' run at the New Kenmore cabaret at Albany tomorrow
22. lie was 91 years old. Mr. Hlght, state.
night (Saturday) and will go to
who was an actor for 65 years!
Atlantic City for an indefinite fun
made his last appearance in 1909.
Antoinette Glover de Cordoba, at the Breakers.* Harry Johns, the
His wife, professionally known as
wife of Pedio de Cordoba, now in juvenile of the show, says It is
at
the Hudson, died planned to enlarge the chorus for
**Nemeal8"
Nfi*
EMORl'
M
'If* 1A> % i

cinnati representative of A. L. HJrlanger and Charles B. Dillingham,
and manager of the Grand Opera
house in Cincinnati, died at his
home, Fort Thomas. Ky., of acute
.JRt'iPpl's i!isQaRC following a brief
Illness.
He was stricken while/ in'
the oflioe of the theatre, but made

JOHN

.

age of 82 years. He U survived by
a widow, a granddaughter and a
sister.

THEODORE

t

i

JOAN VERNIE

known in
well
Kthel
Ponce,
vaudeville and in the 'music pub1
lishing business oa a song writer to whom she was known as "Aunt
Hnrial was at Stamford,
and composer, died April 14 at her fcato."home in Brooklyn following a short Conn, Saturday last.

Gabriel Keuser, a French motion
picture pioneer.
professionally

d'Anglebermer,

M.

and everybody.

everything

Tommy Gray

Even

for Luke's

fell

The blow-off came when Jim
Corbott knocked Luke "cold." The
boys thought it was Luke's' head
stuff.

Arnold ^Johnson and his liand
known' as Doriani, formev st«ige that hit the «tone_ floor. When the
manager of the CIgaJe ami the gathering was wise to the h.unt opened Monday, April 25, at Mat'there were shouts of lauKhter, and tin's. Atlantic City.
Gaito Rochechouart, Paris.
Bernard was the center of a gathHARRY L. DAVIDSON.
IN MEMOXY Or
*
Harry 1*. I>avids6n«died April 1 at
MY BELOVED'FATTIER
Pierre Campsna, secretary of the ering long, after the dinner was over.
Dixie
Brc wn,
wKe of Jimmy
For French Federation du Spectacle
his home, in San Francisco.
Brown, the songwriter, is playing
HENRI BRUNO DUPERRE
many years the deceased had been And a popular actor.
"Rat-hie" Brown, reputed to be one an engagement at the v.v,i\)\ Arts,
Who Died April 21st, in Montreal.
a publicity and business manager
I
age 61.
of the biggest professional gamblers At lan lie City,
for the principal legit producers. He
Mme. Mounet-Sully, widow of the in the country, no w* faces 'trial in
'
LEON DUPERRE
is survived by his wife, Edna Eslate doyen of the Cottiedfte-Fran« Federal Court on charge of hatching
(Dl PEKKE and DITKRRK)
The May Leslie room at Kcisenmeralda., now with Harry Puck and caise, and mother of A. de Lorde, a conspiracy to
smuggle booze weber's is becoming tho elubroom
Co. in vaudeville.
playwright.
across
the.
border.
He was indicted for the daylight saving actors. They
Illness from a mastoid operation.
by the Federal Grand Jury, ar- begin to drop in on May
She was the wife of Phil Ponce,
anywhere
Oscar Weil.
Henri Keroulf, French playwright, raigned and released on bail last from 1 to 4 o'clock in the morning
song writer and music salesman, at
April 14, of pneumonia, aged 64. week. Brown is already under in- and take things pretty much in their
San Francisco, April 27.
present sales manager for Jack
Oscar Weill, for L'5 years the Deceased born *r. Corsica, wrote dictment in Illinois as one of the own hands. An impromptu enterMills. Inc.
including Tnc Nuit leaders in the world series baseball tainment is likely to bi >ak
The deceased was formerly a recognised dean of music critics in several farces
out at
famous for his de Noce8, H with Barre. "Le Billet scandal and is declared by investi- any moment and the lay members
partner of Stella Traoey in vaude- San Fcancisco,
and "Taupin a des gators to be the man who en- are beginning to expect more than
de
Logement"
NorMme.
sung
by
"Spring
Song,"
two
Her husband and
ville.
Dorothea, dica and other'bpera stars of note, Idees Jioires," produced last year at gineered the deal to "throw" the just the dancing. The dancing afKthel and
daughters,
series.
He is the fifth one impli- fords enough amusement to the ondied last week in this city at the the Cluny, Paris.
survive.
•

'
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NEXT WEEK

BILLS

Kaisha Co

(Continued from page 27.)
Wells * Montgom'y Callahan ft Bliss
"A Modern Diana" J & 1 Marlin
Dixie 4
SAN JOSE, CAL.
Six Virginia Step'rs
Hippodrome
SACRAMENTO
Howard
ft Hoffman
HipiHxl runic
Dogs

Bussc's
Melville

A

Stetson

O'Connor
Morey Senna A r>
Robert

A C

Sherlock Sis
half

j.i

Mr. A Mrs Wiley
Calvert & Shayne

& Ward

Roiiaird

Arthur Dragon
Wheeler S

MM

ST.

Canaris A Cleo
Regal A Mack

H'llhnn
2d half

Jack

Golrtle

Kihel

& Kane

Lewis

I>ao

Bnlley 2
Kurton * She*

'Miff

licCarmock

ft

W

BtOM Rev

Stopping

HARVEY, HANEY, GRACE
LI WEKKS -1,()ST
Y)AVS
4

Royul

Rose Hi-vue

Bobby

Earle
Fallen Stars

Wm

ft

Sherlock Sis

Wilbur & Lyke
Melroy Sister*
Hart ft Helens
Bern ire J .a Bar Co
(One to fill)

Maxon

2d half
ft Morris

ffcMSteS

ft

lose
l>n»
I

l>orir

<Jo»*Jun

I>e

Murphy

State

Ector

ft

Dena

Bond Berry Co
Hsrry Mines
Gypsy S
2d half

Les Arados
Malcta Bonconi
Bart let Smith X S
Jack Martin 3
t

SAN ANTONIO

V^

Lyndall A 1. Co
Babe LaTour
ft Laulur

Craze*

Austin

Harry SyUee
1

Kenna

Id half

.

Dolb'ge

Mahon.

ft

y

Qrtmmer
<^

Cecil

Clay

ft

Stratford

Sisters

L

Ryan

WEEKS— LOST

29

ft

ft

Comedy

4

CORRELL
DAYS

3

Stanley

ft

Winter Garden
Sis

rawern Marsh ft D
Prank UfaPd
Musical Queens

Jimmy Lyons
Mr ft Mrs W

.

Strand

Summers

Meyerv

ft

4

Hill

WASHfNGToN

r
•

KFAIO

III

l»;nsy

ft

Wilnon

Fiske ft Fallon
Jantes Kearney Co
Christopher ft

w

Morrow

W VA.

Ijanlgan

(One

to

Coiiy

ft

Hand
ft Haney
nil)

I

••

ivii

La

\

in.,

ft

ft
II

T*a filler

Clark

ft

Uray

1

IT.

Ross

WORTH. TKX.

Majestic
Kens Fables ft

w

J<-an -tU>>d<»U ......
"Step Lively''
Adams ft CrilTlth

ft

c.»

Maley

"Everyman"
HOt STON. TK1.
El

2

New York and
RI'TTK. MONT.

Gertrsds Taylor Co

"Harniony liand"
ft Deianey
'Fall of Rhelms"

Pant ages

Austin

(10-2)

(Sams
bill
plsys
Anaconda 3, Missoula
CAM
Butters
Tracey Palmer
4)

DAYS

S

Roy Ilarrah Co
Babcock ft Dolly
Jimmy Lucas Co
Corradlnl's Animals
(One

to

fill)

it

Hove

CALC.ART, CAN.
Phil

Adler

Pantnges
La Toska

to

Osaki
Tuck-

MajCNlic
ft Takl
A Clare

Rempsr

Bheda

A Dunbar

-Marie Cahill

ft Crampton
Hamilton Co

Austin
5

ft

Fox

All' n

Pstrowars
l»ES MOINES

Long Task Sam

Majestic
Osakl ft T.l
Tuck & Clare

31
|

Nate Lrlpslg
l^orralnc Bis Co

Jupiter
«;

ft

Mack

I

Men

Harrison liahn

a:

III

A

at

Lilis

r

ft

ft

Wei la & Boggs

"Jed's

Vacation"

"Liberty Girks"
i»urt

WINNIPEG

SARGENT BROS.

(.;

PLAYED

«"o

ft

Brace
\'<

C\|..

,

l»\VS

:t

WEEKS

SOLID

Pantages

lie

(

Capn's
p

'Mnking Movies"
GT. r\LI.S. MONT.
Pant ages

II.

.use

Family
|>avl<l
I

Hand

TAIL

Ptintaar*
<r.

::

Amorous

Mollis Sis
Lillian Huby
Clifford Wayne 1
Tar/is ft Ifarrisos
i
srls ft Pekln
i

MILES PANTAGES
LEV ELAND

gel

ma

7)

"Appla Blsssoms"
nandarhmidl s
sitrllng Sat 4

Mra;itz

Orphenm

Miles
i»jiy

Miver

OI.DIN,

ndles

Pantages
ft Oscf

c,»

SEATTLE
'ha

»

<

Areno
ft

t

Kron

Royal*! Elephants

PantaaeH
(Sunday opening)

Gordon

mrr.-t

i

l>..Mn belle

r\\

Dancing Dsvey
'Oay Little Hume'

Lit

WTiiiianm
l>.v\

If

Beehler jaesfcs Agency

Nap

eppina

OAKL\NI>,

Pister'a Pisrrstl
l>obbs Clark ft l»

::

ft

Dlanna Bonnair
Pay ton ft Ward

Mliin^lur-It

"Ir. diction"

WEEKS- LOST

Cleveland ft
.loe Koberta

I.GKK

M Brown

Dunlay

Pantages
{Sunday opening)

MINNEAPOLIS
Little

Pantages

.

B. C.

Pantages

ROMONTON, CAN.

Barry 1'ot
Bouncer h Cir«./«

OK Ml

Meyers Burns ft
Gerenns Troupe

Itcchler .larobs

'o

t

VrCTORIA,

Selley

K

SAN FRANCISCO

STEVE FREDA

i

nipi

.

B. C.

Pantages
Alanson
(;ray A Aakin
Fern Bigelow ft
Jones A Jones
"Yes My Dear"

Pvsngatl

Violin Missi'K

Noodles Kugin

.

Bay

ft

Lot tie Mayer Co

VANCOUVER,

Pantages
Claire A At wood
Coleman Ooetr. Co

Rose

•i

OKLAHOMA

!:<

Quinn A Caverly
•September Moon"

Tlv« Narv*iJlo.H
Quiiiian Bros

,

A

1'ci-nalne

Molera Kevue
Pnul Klelnt Co

Pants gee

DESVEE.

Stein ft Smith
<'igiacne* Troupe

IleoHie

DAYS

4

LOS ANGELES

Lounc»r'u Circus

CITY

Savoy

Wood

Britt

Olga Steck
White Bros
Hinkey A Mav

Beehler Jacob* Agency.

Pantngea
(Saturday speningj
The Shal tucks

Orphenm
Nevins

Kin!.

WKEKS-LOST

:»

SAN DIEGO

Jessie Miller

& BURN ETT

Primrose Minstrels
Zelda Stanh y

MISKtX.Ki:

'

A Wilbur

Love

Wilkins A Wllklns
"Last Night*
Stevers A Lovejoy
C Morattl Co

Marva Rehn

Pantages
Losa King 3

fill)

REACH, CAL.

Hickman Bros
Hamlin A Mack
Vardor A Perry

PAULINE 8AXON

Geo L Graves Co

F A BOR

Cp

Peiie

ft

(Two

Darling's Circus

"Love Shop"

Lpoicn, I'j'-rpo.H.r

Davis

Barton A Sparling
Thornton Flynn Co

A

J;arl

stamm

Orvliie

Pantnges
A Both well
Marshall

Hlfford

PontageN
Wells A Bogge
Paul Retching

(3-4)

Pan tag es

Harniony Kids

e

TACOMA

SALT LARK

(Same bill plays
Helena 5)
S Ambler Bros
Green A La Fell
Chas Gill Co

Oallerlnl sis

Booth Nina

jest.,

ft

ft

CAM

ft

Chicago Offices

T/G

Hugo Lutgens

M

2d half

Cleve

Combe

T

ft

Camilla's Birds
Xechitl

Majestic

nenf«ie

]>lays

JoeI TowIa
T
Light ner Sis

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

c Breton

ft

Leipziir

Bradfor.l

ft

M

I

Cook A Vernon
Billy Broad
Paisley Noon Co
Eva Tanguay
Powell Troups

plays

Huhcr
Ed Blondell Co
Chuck Haas
"J'p'n'se Romance"

A P Usher
J

Pantages
Laretto

bill

Saskatoon 6-7)
Bender A Heer

Klvoli

chas Harts Co

T

Mason A Keller Co
Johnny Burke

Marcno

3

TORONTO

Pantages

(Same

_Bceliler Jacobs Agency.

Corinns Tilton Co

Ann

R Cummlngs
REC.INA, CAN.

Brldwell

GORDON

R.

Pantages
Vivian Co
Leonard A Willard
B Armstrong Co
Graco Hayes Co
"Not Yet Marie"

Ernest Hlatt

CONSECUTIVE WEEKS

19

5

Victor Moore

Ahearn A PetsrsoS
Mudge Morton
<i Swane Oordon

JOHN

Wilhat

WEEKS

bill

A

SPOKANE

LAM

Majestic

4

"Five of Clubs"

Hart
Temple 4
Shaw's Circus

Samsted A Marian
Merrltt

Paramount

Pantages
Paul Savoy

WICHITA FALLS

P George

Harrison Co
A Blrbnck

Staley

PORTLAND, ORE.

"Varieties of 1«*20"

Bsrry A Layton
Gibson ft Connelli
Lloyd A Goode

B

Kelly

Torillie s Circus

Kellam A Odare
Lillian's Animals

Keegan A O'Rourke

TOLEDO

20 CONSECUTIVE
Rcclilcr Jacobs Agency.

Miller

TarC
Muro

Moffat
Lorraine Sla Co
ttlad

McCurdy

ft

"Tld Bits"
2d half
Sherman ft Italcom
3 Keltons

HENRY CATALANO & WILLI A~M8

Marie Stnddnrd

.1

ft

fill)

to

Austin 6-7>
Three Falcons
PriCS ft Bernie

Broadway

King

ft

ft

(One

(Same

COI.I Mill S

14 half

Adler

Monti
.1

PIsssj
Kilties'

Howard

(1-41

CHARLES OLCOTT
W
DAYS

ll'I.STON.

Emily Darrell

Majestic

E E K H - 1 A )ST 3
Itecliler .laroi»» Agency.

2

Billy

Tom

Victoria

Roach

White
Arlington Co

Bseraan & Grace
(iALYESTON, TEX.

Eva

ROCHESTER

Sampsel A Lech'd

2

Reed A Tucker
Mary Marble Co
Billy Schoen

Thos Patton Co

ft

Priscilla
ft

King

Passes Theatre Building, New York City
Conlln A Glass
DALLAS, TEX.
H Dyer A Partner
Majestic
Hio ft Helmar
LITTLE R'K. ARK.

CLEVELAND
Bell

Sweet sixteen''

'

CO.

"yachting"
(One to fill)

Olympic

ft

Qulntelle

ft

Majestic

Shelton

ft

Zola

SAN AN'TONIO

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

2

Chaw CibbM
Ceo Randall Co
Tappau ft Armst'g
Clark's Hawaiians

SCI SIN ROOKING EXCHANGE
lti»3 IlroudwH.v, New York City

Baggott

WEEKS— LOST

21

Hill

Orphenm
Beaumont

TCLSA, OK LA.
Orphenm

"Rubeville"
2d half

Howard Atkins

O.

DAVENAUGH CELESTIALS

Fidlth Clasper

2d half

Bros

Burrell

O

r>cll
ii

O Harvey

B^chler Jacobs Agency.

(

Weber

ft

(fi-7>

Kobmson

Harold NHin-i Co
Hal ley ft Noble

ft

GILROY, DOLAN &

itorvr

"A Modern Diana*'
Dixie 4
Virginia St« pp. rx
2d halt

lexin<;ton. kt.
Ada Meade

Murphy

SC'LUKLD. MASS

6

Loew
Kenny

Alvin

MARION.

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

WINDSOR. CAN.

"Marr'ife vs iJiv'ee"

Warner

ft

Fred's Circus

Ray
& l/roll Co

Anne Kent Co
Seattle ft Blome

"Nine O'clock"

Rose

2d half
ft

* R

Tie»

Hilss.)

Paula

2 Taquls
Oaynell ft Mack
Maggie LeClair Cm
Lyle ft Emerson
"Girls Will be G'ls"

Hollfcl

2d half
Ijf*tette & Ri»oney
De Albert & Norton
"Cozie Revuo"

Carbcrry

Lyric

Babe La Tour
ft Lawlor

The Larconlans
Roher & Gold

Bernard

Trio
Chas (alvcrt

Ray

MConneii

Crazer

(1-2)

I^>ew
Coryalis Trio
Merry ft Nickerson

Jack ft Forts
Raines ft Avef
J K Bmtnett (*p
Monte ft Lyons

Courtney

Karbe

Willie
Dell &

Hippodrome

Bstltcr

Karbo

Willie
Dell ft

riant

TORONTO

Beehler Jacobs Agency.

Jack C.regory Co

ft

Lyndall

lioew

CONSBCUnVM WEEKS

24

ft

Id half

.

SPOKANE

ft

Mack A Nelson
Lanlgan ft Haney
(Two to fill)

Dumpl ins

Dolly

:?

2d half
& Clc»

BIG JIM

SALT LAKE CITY

Martin

TAFT. CAL.

Brady A- Ma honey
Fred La Heine Cs

Luxe

Grees

ft

"Sweeties"

("".maris

Hell ft Bslgravt
Julia Curtis

Dancers

Freed

Columbus Mus Rev
HT'GTOH, W. VA.
Hippodrome

Musical Nosses
2d half
Juggling Ferrier
Curtez ft Ryaa

Yurki 3
Adler A Clark
Lorimer ft Carberry

Manning

ft

*>

Jacobs Agc»cy.

l.orw

& Thorn
* Novill*

Regal & Mack

Hilda Orth

Clifford

Lock hart ft I~t<ldic Bergman M'ray ft N
Nell OConnell
WACO. TEX.
Eldridge H low- ft
Orplieom
Texas Comedy 4
McMahnn Sisters
Ling ft Long
Conne A Albert
2d half
Arthur Sullivan Co
Rollo ft Mulroy
Ralph Whitehead
Heles Vincent
Kanazawa Hoys
Royal

Mills ft Mouitos
G,tcesons & Jl'lihan

Colombia
Edwards ft Edw'ds

INDIANAPOLIS

Wigwam

PAUL

ST.

Animals

DETROIT

Lorlmer

SUPERIOR. WIS.

Jordan

ft

Glass

ft

Pickard'a Seals
Marshall ft Connors

Bwraftt

CONSECUTIVE WEEK!

Hart A Girls

Hilly

A

Shaw

Stafford's

Lewis

Harry Brooks Co

HOLDEN & HARRON

Miiybello

Wilting

&C

D

tl V*
lleelilcr

(Sunday «>pi mn^i
Marvelous dc On*/.os
K J Mooru

Mask &

Pick

Apollo 3

Ray nor

ft

Helcae Davis

4

R
O'Connor
Morey Senna ft

Hippodrome

2d half

Mykofl * Vanity

Maurice Samuels Co
Howard & Lewis
Chapell A. S Co
I'ptown
King Bros

Lowry

Everett's Monkeys
2d half
Busse's Dogs
Melville & Stetson

Beehler .fneohs Agency.

I

Winters

I>e

Marietta Craig Co

Neville

ft

Casino
(Sunday opening*

Thornton

ft

Grace

Brady A Mahonoy
Fred I.a Reine Ca

SAN FRANCISCO

Nap

State

Wilbur ft Girlie
Rose ft Thorn

IS

ft

&

Olecsons

Locvr

Montambo

A Mnulton

Mills

STOCKTON

Will Morris
l.< ster
ft
Moore

Santuccl

Horis Fridkin Va

Chishslm

Itp IiskI

I'rin.

,h

Pot I'ourri

Henry
l,;.rry
f»

DETROIT
Miles
la/'/arimbo Trio
Alexander Ton. v
"Sweet PWSStiea
Hudson A Jorvs

ft

4*

'

Riley

'"

Hrcefl

.<•
•

'"

Craar Kni-Kegent

Morao BleteM
Mnrdsck ft k»"'
:

Carnival of

,, >'

\ eni.

King A Irwin
Oillelte's .V"'"

*

'

.

VARIETY
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18, 1921.

of the N. V.

to one of

its

A. for four

member and a

years, but "just" a

biggest boosters,

and

I

will tell

you why.

NOT

Order.
.

.

the only organization on earth that I know of that helps those in distress who
of it, and all this beautiful work is done without blare of trumpets and
is never mentioned by the Order
in fact, I never knew of it myself until I stumbled
*
on to it.
is

members

are not

—

was so impressed with what I saw that I wish every man and women in the theatriknow of it, and then just have a little talk with himself and hear
/
something within him say: "It is my duty to be an N. V. A."
I

cal profession could

When one fights the N. V. A., he is not fighting the Managers; he is fighting his
brother and sister artists, among whom are those I have referred to as being so beautifully
taken care of in their dark hours.
Yours very truly,
J.

ROYER WEST,
(Of West and Van Siclen)

All styles ami variations entertainment that the cafe has not appropriated sufficient funds to
be seen. The latest develop- been using the past couple of years. allow the employment of principals
ment is the playing of cards at the During that time very few changes of a higher class.
Aside from Davis himself, the
tables. This is a real innovation for were made in the personnel of the
* Broadway restaurant.
entertainers, which consisted of six holdovers from the former shows
or seven girls in specialties and are the principal strength of the
With Lou Davis as the producer, ensemble number. Davis, however, present review. Marie Bond, Ruby
Techau Tavern, San '•"raneiscn, is has increased the number of girls Adams and Pearl Leonard constishowing a new revue. The show to ten and although the manage- tute this section of the new show.
exceptionall
Bond, an
Marie
Is a departure from ihe style of ment has approved of this it has
pretty girl, who i.
been a fixture
here for three years during which
time she devoted her time to singing only, has been given character
parts and in a burlesque wedding
number displaced heretofore hidden
talent as a comedienne in this now
looker.

may

--.

OPEN LETTER

iM'ld.

No. 16

playklg a bagpipe. The number is
one of 'the liveliest in the revue.
Ruby Adams, a big favorite here.
through her )<>n>, connection with
he cafe, is nn important factor in
the new revue and her personal
work and magnetic style i; a fen*

Palace Theatre

girl

lily

May

hire itsHf.

Trend seen route ack

in the factory

she talked
!

e.
i

Well she done so much
an the

girls

talkin an tellin

me

how youse done Movin Pichers
pepul an how them pepul

rite in front of the
laft that

I

was

I

all

worked

up.

done the dishes soon as super was et an
hureed for llOthin cause the

dresed, but
.

S€€t$<

was

I

alJ

T
I

soled.

^»»

the theatre

good.

I

Rockford aint never saw
pepul so Ki/zic
love pichers

tell

a regular wild west along the

nothiii

like

youse

if

la

the

almost continubootleggers and

officers,

revenue

and

custom's.

With

the

Canadian

dealers of
Montreal forced to sell their stocks
by May 1 or turn them over to the
government at cost, liquor prices in
Montreal and the Province of Que-

MMUMIM

I

l

RNINIIKD

— Flatbnith.

Beautifully furnished; 5 rooms and
bath; Piano. Short block from Subway Station. Two family house.
New interior decorations. May 1 to
Oct. 31. Rent $75.— F. Stevenson, 220

Bast 31st St., Brooklyn, New York.
Interboro Subway; Beverly Rd. Sta,

Art Hick. nan
Tity for a

n coming

tic

to Atlan-

summer season

Ambassador

\

SVKS-SEV,

at

starting In
June Kicki ;ui is Jit pres en t play.
intf at
the st. Francis In *FWsco.
The Ambassador was the place

gregation
\\

'

st.

•

Will move

to

Room

hails

tOO,

1st

808 Fitzgerald Building

his ag-

from

1482 Broadway

tin-

Coast.

<

Hct race on between the Blossom
Heath hiu and Kontalne irm, both
itx
Lyn brock, I* F, on the Merabout

May

Gfttl

made themselves famous.

Whlteman,

inc.

>K

wambold

Dentist

looking girls.
Since the new revue was Instituted a convert chars* of twentyfive cents has. been made

youse come buck please

i

a

nii:<;

apart.

"oilier

Hi.

.tie

43d Street.

Hrv.-int

ftO.'J

The

HEADLINERS

long hot of satisfied customers including some of the foremost performers and theatrical institutions in
;iic country is proof positive of our ability to serve you catitfactonly.
Our se*s are economically priced.
A irrge variety of new materials and designs on display.

A

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIO, 220 West 46th
-

between
government

chas. h.

i

rick road,

said.

^-i

Dr.

Lou Davis :«lso appears in the reue and his first effort in a cafe in
this city has made such an impress.ion that
is a foregone conclusion
that he is in for a long run at this
The- ehorus consists of good
cafe.

where Paul Whlteman and

was never so disappoint in my life cause if
could a went
nOed youse would a came

sooner.

1

It's

Canadian border nowadays accord*
ing to the stories of those who have
tried to beat the booze barrier up

Gunplay

ous

\

the

Youse ack must be good cause
never done

madc Hoffman Arms.

there.

t

ill

(;

Susskinds
Heath.
run
Blossom
Their brother-in-law, Dave Weiss,
formerly Blossom Heath's manager,
has Fontaine Inn for this summer.
Both places are now open. Blossom
Heath was redecorated at an expense of about $40,000.
Weiss is
quite popular in that section and
has pulled considerable of the trade
to Fontaine, Inn, but the battle is
being sharply waged, with Paul Salvin shortly to intervene with his r"-

Stellar French is one o* the new
principal! and leads a Scotch drill,

KiMBERI-Y & PAGE

about you

>

V

'

v

A

Lizzie Strude

.

•

few days ago I had occasion to go to a certain office on business, and while waiting
there I accidently saw three sheets of checks made out by the N. V. A. to needy professional members of the Order and also to professionals who were
members of the

last nite an all

.

Sir:

Have been a member

Rockford,

i

New York City.

lukewarm one at that.
But I have changed

Derc

.

Street

Bryant 5408

New York

«

-

'

V A R't £ i Y

so

w
-

v

I

».

Friday.

1921

AM THE

WHO HAS BEEN WITH

*.«->...

.

i

» V J irv#

*>

since the

FRED FISHER
FRED FISHER'S

.>*.*»....

•

/

,

day he went

Chicago

into business for himself

and

am

I

WITH

still

him,

»

now

'•

v.

<

>.»

..

charge of

in

Cohan's Grand Opera House Building, 119 North Clark Street

Office,

WOULD BE PLEASED TO HEAR FROM ALL MY PROFESSIONAL FRIENDS
Any
bee commenced to tumble.
kind of Scotch could be had for |27
the
below.
Nearer
borand
a case
der the price was held at $37.
Autos commenc-d to crowd into
Canada. They were hipch speed cars
that could carry from IS to 30

liquor was purchased at Plattsburg !
UNION SQUARE STOCK
and some just across the Canadian
(Continued from page 12)
border. One seizure the other day
did her gelatin special. About seven
was 400 cases of Scotch in a truck. encores were
demanded, with the
After May 1 the "bootleggers say chorus looking daggers at the ofthey will have difficulty in buying fender. The girls had some diffiCanadian liquor. The law in the cult manoeuvers to accomplish in
Dominion after that date permits the background, which probably acTin*
the sale of a bottle a day only to counted for their lassitude.
a single person or household. With house staff resented it because it
would prevent them from closing up
Ontario (including Toronto) lately earlier.
voting dry, this holds the purchasHattie Beall wore lights throughing territory to Montreal and vi- out, displaying nice lines and an
Miss Beall
cinity.
But there will be liquor, experienced delivery.
always, on l>oth siues of the border, also did a specially in an aesthetic
dance,
which
the
program
erroready for those who can affort^Jto
neously credited to (Jara Bora, not
pay for it.
in the cast*;
The second half of the shew was
a Pullman car comedy, "The Wrong
Ethel Lytle, dancer, writes from Berth." mostly utilized by Howard
Cristobal. Panama Canal Zone, that and Lyons for some ancient dialog
Kel ley's Revue, of which she is a well worked up and put over to reLyons again proved his
member, has gone over big with sults.
cosmopolitan
the
Zone's
colony. strength as a straight man by domBooked for three months the Kel- inating Howard and roughing him
around for sure-fire laughs.
ley cabaret show, which opened in
A chorus of 15 girls danced
the middle of March, has been re- through the numbers, doing very
booked for an. additional month.
well considering that they are also
affected by the weekly change of
policy.
They're never was a burHector Downs has purchased the lesque chorus in the history of the
show
business that danced uniformRio Grande, Atlantic City.
ly, and this one
is no exception.

cases.

The border runners devised
system. That was taking

own

their
it at

45 an hour past the Canadian
border at Rouse's Point, From there
to the American customs is about
four miles. The Canadians would
phone ahead to the Americans who

about

would he waiting. By the time the
car struck the American point it

was going

at its limit, all the

way

from 60 to 75 miles. The officers
were ready and so were the men
in the cars. They would exchange
shots, though seldom with effect.
The customs men are said to have
procured a machine gun which was
in plain view of the runners and it
swept the road they were coming
head on, hut there could he no stop
and the booze jumpers had to take
chance.
Many cars passed
through the light with bullet holes
and one experience as a rule sufficed.
Some did it for adventure and intheir

cidentally gain, while others made
The cabaret at Shanley's. Broadfor gain only. The New York
it
Herald Sunday carried a story of way and 44th street, was discontinued
last week.
The revue at the
the border which only told half of

Pre

it.

Catelan

was

dropped.

Bill

band remaining alone at the

Pike's

Breasting the works at the border
made the auto liders reckless. Some
of these were sober while more
were soused, (letting past the border they would brook no interference by the many local sheriffs* on
the American side and threatened
to shoot them as often as they appeared.
Further do*,* New York State.
though, trouble commenced to pile
up for trucks carrying booze. It
appeared quite evident someone

latter plaee.

Gibson's Criterion, at

1

49th street

and Third avenue, has (Jeorge

(Jib.

orchestra with Sam Rose,
Frank Victor and Jim Keane. Cus
Belswcnsrer is Gibson's partner and
manager of the Criterion.
son's

The cabarets of Atlantic City.
Which have been running full force
for several weeks, are preparing
was tipping from the selling place. for a shut-doVn after this week,
Several seizures of late have been it having been rumored the local
made below Albany and could not police will closely watch the places
have been detected without a tip for patrons who bring flasks in on
frona

someone who knew the

was

d*n~~its

way.

following the methods
employed by the New York police.

Some

JOHNNIE
R E L LY

hips,

their

liquor
of this

Restaurant business

is

at a stand-

in New York. Jn some restaurants not enough customers show to

still
i

'call

a crowd.
not heen

it

have

Still, tin*

menu

cards

reduced.

I

NOVELTY ACT

SOLID YKAIt WITH

SK< <>\|>

Blanche Pickert Stock Co.
E. H. WILCOX, Manager
BOON TON', N.
Week- of MAY
,1..

Maxim's is still running, with
Walter Kaffenberg trying it out on
his own.
The Percy l-'lkelcs show
Stopped there Sunday night. Marty
Culhane and one other principal of

Ihe show were retained
entertainers.

t.

individual

:«s

W. 44th

ST.. N. V.

28

RANDOLPH

E

ST.

CHICAGO

front Philadelphia last Friday for
in ton.
Miss
London.
who appeared hist season in "Afgar." will
go to Paris in a fortnight to join
Klsle Janis. The latter is due to
appear in a revue in the French
capital in May.
1

Burnham, originally of
Burnham and Greenwood, who has
Eunice

1

been appearing in pictures at Lasky's
studio
Hollywood,
has
in
hroken in a new act for vaudeville
written by Ed Flanagan.
She is
Franc and Lcary have separated,
working with Juanita Means, formerly with Raymond Hitchcock in Franc going back to his former
single act as a 'cellist.
Hitchy-Koo."
•

A. J. Scotto-O. S. l.ippert AmuseWeslyn, the author, has
a number of new acts ment Co., Chicago, will send out
which are at present in rehearsal. two companies next season playing
Maurice Brierre and Grace King "Flowers of France" with Mary
are to appear in "Canoodling"; Daily and Thomas Stonchouse in
Chester Spencer ana Lola Williams the lead, and "Called to Headquarare to do "Standing Room Only." ters." headed by George Stone
and Cleo and Thomas are rehears- house.
ing a new vehicle by Mr. Weslyn.

Louis

written

Frank
manager,

Whitbock,
will

May

Scharnberg,

1.

formerly

Edward A. Wcinstein, formerly
secretary to Walter C. Jordan. has
from the Sanger & Jordan
resigned
of
with
himself
affiliate
staff
to
Georgia Wolfe, the dramatic agent.

Poli

become manuger

the Miles, Detroit.

John

former

resi-

dent manager of the Palace. Moline.
George Schroeder, formerly ashas been appointed manager of the sistant manager of Fox's City, is
Orpheum, South Bend, succeeding now at the Albemarle in a similar
William Gray.
Both houses are capacity.
One or two original translations Junior Orpheums.
were discernible, but on the whole
Al Stryker, with Chas. Bornhaupt
they averaged well and worked with
Hal Forde and Gitz Rice will en- for several years past, joins the
more pep than a whole lot of wheel
choruses that do the same num- ter vaudeville as a team when staff of the H. B. Marinelli agency
bers over and over for an entire "Honeydew," in which Forde is May 1. Chas. Bornhaupt sails for
season.
playing, closes its tour in Boston Brussels within a week or two and
The book isn't important, a mat- next week. Forde and Rice appeared will make his headquarters permater of memory on the part of Hownently in that city.
ard, who is credited with staging, together for a couple of weeks early
writing and producing the produc- this season, but dropped the act
when Forde went into the Lew
Ths students of Hunter College
tion.
It is worthy of note in passing {Fields' show. Rice teaming up with
will give a dance recital at the
that the costumes of both principals 'another partner.
Longacre theatre Sunday evening,
and chorus among the women were I
_J
May 16, having rented the house.
spotless and fresh.
George
Ali
tho
animal imperson- Ruth Silverman, secretary of Jake
A few more nights like Tuesday
f
and the sailors will have to play ator, returned from Kurope last Lubin of the Marcus Loew booking
the ball games and fight clubs, for week, following three years of en- office, will be the premiere danthere is no nourishment in less than gagements abroad.
He is readying seuse.
half a house on the lower floor and a
new turn for vaudeville over
less than that number above.
Con.

WITH CON TO WISE HIM
(Continued from page 20)
the gamblers who was sit tin' in the

here.

VARDELL
and
SEWELL

Anton Scibilia, producing for the
legit hitherto, will enter the vaudeville production field shortly with
a

new

Argentine dancing act, combleachers signalled to Jazzbo's corprising \z people. M. S. Bentham
ner, Jazzbo's second gave him the
has charge of the bookings.
office and he was ready with his
The gambler using a pocket
right.
Margaret Sousa Hinton, daughmirror to catch the sun turned it
ter of Col. George F. Hinton, manJazz saw
into "Tomato's" eyes.
ager
of Dillingham's Globe, sailed
"Tomato" blink and just smacked
him on the button, takin' plenty of?
time, for my egg was as blind as a

OFFKK

"WINDOW SHOPPING
FtTL.LT

tt

PROTS3CTRD.

Pirates

Lay OIF

THE DANCING

bat.

what happened
I didn't find out
until today, when Jordan called me
up lonC distance and tipped mo.

Your

Tie that one.

pal.

Con.

XdYL°R TRVNKS

210

NOTES.

The enforcement

act

is

Mae

Morris

working

very nicely in the newspapers.
hi
other places if you are well known
it's

all

right.

Featured at Ike Bloom'*

PHONE

WRITE

WIRE

For W.

CALL

MIDNITE FROLICS, CHICAGO

ASTOR MORGANS-BIG BALLAD

•

•

LOVE

LIKE A BlfBBL

IS
and

F.

H.

HENDERSON'S— Sen»ational

PUB. CO.,

K
|'l.Vor,U.r

1

K

1

ri

,-, ,

!S J. rk I n\f |!irr, K..l

.

*..llh I-,.,.,.!

..,.1

S Wlfll.K IN

CABARET

*

AN

I

VAUDEVILLE

* OPENING
NEW YORK
"THE TWO BRAZILIAN DIPLOMATS"

K5*iff*

\V IfMH T

'ill.'
Dancing Humphrey h earned tar
more, recognition than tin- uaunl daucinM
turn of this kind K.'t.s for itself.
Moth
>>f
these youiiK people rank well on r»H«

MAY

21

•

Tif Dancing Humphrey!

'•«'><!

down
lire

i

i>ut well executed dances and
n bombardment of applause.

good

l>el

wWl

P*,, ...I

,..

M.h,

,1,

bring

They

for a product ion."

VARIETY

MITH

1

wrhirlvrinded

llu-litrrlvea into t»».- hi^hc .st favor of the
evening. Th*".1 " young tepperu maa»g*
'" gel everyone'* attention, show comph"

AT ELECTRIC PARK, KANSAS CITY

D
NOW TOURING PANTAGES
CIRCUIT
MM
*M

^"..V. - ?£l23?.''.

>

t

2305 7th AVE.,

IN

SIDNEY

LVk\L\.l

Inc.,

iHV\

pen ranee and they dance
iiiuugii lh<
enjoy it. They keep the audience pulling
i<>t
hem a ii tii«' time "
V A It IK TV

DYING WITH THE BLUES
ARROW MUSIC

WHAT

„„ n ,,.r.

I
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II,

i

—BILLY
„...»..

,rl*i..-.

friday,

April 29,
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FORMERLY WITH HARRY WEBER AGENCY

Have

Joined Hands to Give the Performer a Real Personal

FOR THE BEST TIME

IN

THE

.

Which

Is

Booking More Weeks Than Ever Be fore
li

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH THE B.

KEITH (WESTERN), W.
AFFILIATED CIRCUITS

IN

K.

V.

M. A.

AND ALL THEIR

THE EAST THAT WANT A FULL CONSECUTIVE ROUTE IN THE MIDDLE WEST SEE

PALACE THEATRE BLLXL;
WILL BE LOCATED THERE FOR SEVERAL WEEKS, THEN AT OUR PERMANENT OFFICES

HARRY WEBER

Suite

•»«

-

OFFICES,

WOODS THEATRE BLDG
CHICAGO, ILL.

302-303

WRITE; WIRE

OR PHONE

i

.

.........

VARIETY

.
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,

>
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>
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im

rrraay, April zv,
-
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H
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VING YA
MANAGER

move May

Will

1 to the

new Loew Annex

W. 46th
NEW YORK

1 60

CITY

Cable Address C ant or it

Room 506

Telephone Bryant 9496

CHICAGO OFFICE,

JOHN HYMAN

will also

move

AND INJURE^.

MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING

CHARLES YATES,

to the above address.

nau Hospital. Philadelphia. Later the McKlnley hospital, Columbus.
the week Miss Montran, the prima Ohio, this week. She hag cancelled
of the company, underwent a bookings for the time being.
Lizzie Hanneford of the Hannedislocated his knee in stepping out nose and throat operation in New
ford Family because of a heavy cold
©f an automobile. The team were York.
been
Murphy
has
forced out of the act last week.
Francis
last
was
of
Senator
forced to cancel the last half
forced to cancel his future vaude- It is showing with the Sells-Fioto
week as a result. (April 21.)
general
following
a
circus,
Chicago.
bookings,
reville
has
agent,
Bill Vidocq, Keith
The monologist will
Miss Latell (Kelly-Latell) an iron
turned from Lakewood and is back breakdown.
long
Adirondacks
for
a
Exfor
the
act
with the Ringling show, fell
Keith
leave
Jaw
the
of
on the fifth floor
rest May 1.
at Madison Square Garden last
change.
week.
She
was able to return to
Illness beset the Donna Montra
A member of Page, Hack and
and Bathing Girls Revue last week Mack at the Congress, Saratoga, the show the following day.
Sam Baerwitz, the agent, recently
twofold when Juva Marconi dislo- fell from a pile of tables and chairs
cated her hip while dancing, caus- to the stage, injuring his hand and operated on for rupture in the Jewing her confinement in the Lanka- arm. The act did not complete the ish Hospital, Brooklyn, haa gone to
matinee performance, but managed Lakewood to recuperate.
Roland Young was taken suddento work at night.
ly ill over tho week-end and was
Leigh De Lacy has canceled the out of the cast of "Rollo's "Wild
immediate time for her sketch, due Oat" at the Punch & Judy theatre
'
to her losing her voice.
for the Monday performance. SidThe daughter of Oug Sun was ney Blackmer substituted.
operated Monday for the third time
Charles Doll, director of "Midnite
within three weeks and she is re- Frolics" (Chicago), is confined to
ported critically ill in a hospital at his bed.
Jack O'Malley, of the
THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
Springfield. Ohio.
show, is handling Doll's duties.
La Graciosa was operated on in
t5OT~ Broadway
New York City
Felix Adler is convalescing in
Brookline, Mass., following a serious
operation at the Carney Hospital in

ILL

1212

in

lotsky

&.

Representative.

McCuirk houses during

his

illness.

Dave Kramer (Kramer and Boyle) donna

H.

HICKS & SON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a little fruit delivered to your home or yout
friends

—take

it

to

your week-end outing

MAY

$1,031.02.

JUDGMENTS.

following judgments were $261.95.
in the County Clerk's office the
William Mackee;

filed

past week. The first name is that
of
judgment
debtor;
judgment
creditor and amount follows:

Inc.;

Thomas Alexander;
Mfg. Co., Inc.; $357.93.

$520.09.

C.

T.

Confortl;

F.

Mac-

Charm School Corp.;
Bennett, Inc.; $604.13.

Dana

T.

Norman L. Sper and Henrietta J.
Goldstone; City of N. Y.; $105.20.
Louis Silver; T. J. Drenna, commissioner; $59.20.

Herman

Timberg;

L.

Maver;

J.

Mason;

$1,008.75.

Lina

Abarbanell;

Petition
An involuntary petition In bank*
ruptcv has been filed against:
Swift Hammerstein, operator of amusement properties at
314 West 34th street.

Emma

PAMABASIKA PETS
WANT:— MAN
mal

like to

$181.70.

act; also

to

work high

clans

!•

man for pony act. Would
man wiVh Novelty Aot;

hear from

service always at your disposal*

not you?

•

]

RESTAURANT
Formerly

WALLICK'S

B'way, Bet. 43d

Room

403

Telephone Bryant 1691

Why

J.

Jacques Grunberg;

—ALWAYS OPEN—

DONNELL
Omr

Studios,

and Samuel

1

be located in the new Loew Annex, 160 West 46th Street,

Vaudeville Acts?

Matthews;

D.

Inc.,

prefer Clown
that would assist in
Gilbert M. Anderson and L. Law- act. Also RoodAct,
groom and assistant. All
rence Weber; K. Gordon; $20,883.87. must be reliable peopte. Call or write,
Miss Franaeska is at the Hotel
Patrick A. Powers: U. S. Print- giving full particulars to Paroahasikai
Murphy, Mt. Clemens, Mich., taking
Headquarters. 2324 N. Fairhill St.. Philaa course of treatment for bronchitis. ing * Litho. Co.; $85.
delphia. Pa.
Manager, Geo. E. Robert*
Abe Sablotsky of Sablotsky &
McOuirk, of Philadelphia, has been
confined to his home for several
days due to the after effects of an
operation for the removal of his tonsils. Joe Cohen is handling the Sab-

AND
will

Evans Film

Apeda

$28.80.

Filmart Labs.,

that city.

FITZPATRICK
BOB

Co!, Incf
Co., Inc.;

Eugene Platzman; University So- Mahon; $294.18.
Bankruptcy
ciety, Inc.; $53.20.

-

CHAS.

Howell's Cine. Equipment
Howell's Sine. Equipment

The

AND THEREAFTER

..........

Hamilton C. Reynolds (English
Opera
Assn.);
P.
Remington;

&

44th

DELICIOUS

SOFT SHELLED CRABS
AND

COLD DELICACIES
SPECIAL BLEND OF

We have placed

100 others*
»

„

Sts.

COFFEE

r

VARIETY

April 28, 1921

r lJay,

»•

%,»

»
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We

beg

announce the opening

to

of a

..•»..

..k..

Branch

Broadway (Loew State Building),
on May 1, 1921. Our branch office will be under
the management of
Office at 1540

£\
'

HARRY FIRST
We

take this opportunity to invite you to

our Board

Room
M.

at

visit

your convenience.

STIEGUTZ &

CO.,

Inc.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES
42 Broadway,

New

York

Phone 3400 Broad

ASTORS OUT $500,000

today both these buildings because sell, IT. (Jinn, M. Corryj attorney,
of an exodus of tenants since the F. N. Turner, Manhattan.
war will take showmen, and arc
be very anxious to keep showmen
Associated Exhibitors, Delaware,
anxious to get them.
has merged with Art Plays, Manout of the Knickerbocker.
From
an authoritative source It hattan.
With business at a standstill and was learned that all these buildings
failures and great losses recorded in
or their managers catalogued theatLeader Theatres, Brooklyn, moevery line of business, men in close
rical people as "undesirable" for the tion picture! ; $32,000; M. Shapiro,
touch with the real estate market
reason that they are held to be J. ( ul k is. M. Kay; attorneys, Levy,
say the Knickerbocker will have
The renting CJutmnn & Goldberg, 215 Montague
doubtful rent risks.
trouble in selling out if theatrical
agent of ne of them said he had street, lhooklyn.
concerns are barred.
Ninety pe~ more trouble with the* few showmen
cent, of all the business in the Times
Marconi Amusement Corp., Brookhe had than with all his other tenlyn, $LT>,000; O. Amato, J. Fennisqunre district Is theatrical or reants combined.
more, l\ L, Frugone; attorney, A.
lated business.
It
Is the theatre
II. Goodman, 1482 Broadway.
mart of the world, and to exclude
this "msiness Is to shut the doors
INCORPORATIONS.
Puritone Phonograph Co., Manon practically »he only business
hattan, $5,000; R. and E. Sergio, R.
Fitzer Amusement Co., Fabius, Thyssen; attorney, M. C. Diagroso,
there Is to draw from in theffieighv
Onondaga county, theatres and mo- 261 Broadway.
borhood.
tion pictures, $125,000; M. and R.
Several large buildings in the and M. Fitzer; attorney, H. ShulMonumental Film Corp., Manhatsame section, the Tim«»* and Aeolian man, Syracuse,
tan. $2l2.r>,000; M. Muller, K. J. E.
buildings chiefly, have discouraged
Vollhehr: attorney, J. E. Menzel, 44
theatrical and motion picture peoManhattan, Whitehall street.
Theatre,
Delancey
ple when renting was brisk.
But $2r»0.000; IT. l'.lindcrman. S. HolTable Phonograph Corp., Manhatlander. Ii. Kahfl] attorney, I. Colin.

(Continued from page

1)

5

t

HAIR BALSAM
and

$1.00 at I^freifttH.

<' ht"'-

tan,

Broadway.

Wka Patcho »;ut\ W. Y

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

Pt*am»hlp accomodation* arranged on all Llnea, at Main Office Prirea. Boat* arc
«.lbrrt» Bond*
Koine very full: arran«r early
ForclajD ftloacy bought and wold.
Bought and aold.
«l.lfi-61SV
l»hone:
Slayvraant
Vork
New
*»t.
PAM IAI lajti * 8rt\ 104 KAfct Mfh

-

.

.

-

•

.

.

.

,

....

$15,000;

Delaware Charters.

Grand Amusement Co., $3,250,000;
George F. Strotz, Abo Frankle. Des
Moines, Iowa;
Arley B. Magee,
Dover; attorney, Arley it. Magee,
Dover.
Capital Theatres Co.; $500,000;
L. B. Phillips C. II. .larvis, Dover;
attorney
James M.
Batter Held,

Dover.

Community Playhouse Co., $J50.Corporation Trust
000;
of
Co.
America, Wilmington.
Temple

Producing Co., amuseCorporation Trust
Co. of America, Wilmington.
ments,

TECK

ft

Phillips,

Tj.

29

Liberty

st reet,

Harwood,

.

•

*

Manhattan,

-

•

-

•

•

•

-^ „

publicity;

.

.

Bartlett

has

been

en-

to play the lead In the
Friedlander and Hough sketch'

new

the Elephant's
being readied
other people,
props will be

in

now

for vaudevllK
special scenery
carried.

and

Back," which

"On
Six

Fred Marshall, manager of the
Jefferson, and his assistant, Jerry
De Rosa, have arranged to entertain 2,000 disabled soldiers at the
Jefferson the evening of May 5.
In addition to the regular' bill thai*
will
be several special features
added.
Mr. Marshall is an exoflleer of the Canadian. Army.

Martin Beck arrives today (Friday) from abroad on the Aqultania.

$10,000;

Lean and Cleo Mayfleld returned to vaudeville this week at
Cecil

II.

Blue Jay Comedies, Manhattan,
II.
B.
motion pictures, $50,000;
Moore. M. Reich. T>. E. Cawley; attorney,

Richard

gaged

Fiske O'Hara will close his
son in Cleveland May 7.

D.

S.

Birenbach; attorney,

RcmoTrn l>andruff rttopaflair* aallnc
Restores Color and
Beauty to Gray and Faded Hait
•or.

street.

Muney, A. N. the Majestic, Chicago, with four
.1. Ililperin,
weeks of middle west bookings to
316 Broadway.
follow.
"Look Who'j Here,", the
Blue Ribbon Pictures, Manhattan,
show in which Lean and Mayfleld
300 shares preferred stoek, $100
S. R. Panorama Amuesment Co.,
value;
no
par
each; 600 common,
Brooklyn, $20,000; E. Srhachnowitz, had been starring, closed last week.
active capital, $33,000; W. P. Alun- M. Rosenthal, B. Zuekerman; attorney, P. Unas, 116 Nassau street.
299

PARKER'S

HIupqx

100 shares preferred stock, $100
each; 100 common, no par value;
active value, $10,500; V. N. Harwood, H. A. Vivian, S. .1. Quinn;
attorney, R. C. Moore, 220 West 42d

1493

H>*

EVELYN BLANCHARD
BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Mr

~~

CITY

Time KrxtrU t<*<1 Material,
Comedy Acta, ftlnajle*. Ktr.

for III*

Hketrhee,
4,«t«

.sea-

Rewritten.

Rrtwimod and Osiafnsi Arranged.

ATTR AQIVE SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE
Beautiful residence

oir- IxaVr frrmt. n*er Litchfield, Torn.; t acres, i! r<»«mia, 1
bath, t tolleta, electric llpht, telephone; wide atone T*randa, vegetable «;• r«l*»n. fruit
ahore
haa
plot
atone wall on T.aUe with runway to combined koatkosae ami
trees;
Karaso; private driveway bordered with maples; 1 nufe from exprca station; i
hour* from New York; Lake < miles lonfj, jj«>o«1 (n"shim
Tc|ppkone: —
j in, ooo.oo
mi'I.i,kn. Riverside *».so.

IRIS

....

.

MURDOCH

AND

KENNEDY

LATE FEATURES FROM MUSICAL COMEDY

0PEKIK6

EVIiy

20

at

DES MOSNES

for a Tour of the Pantages Circuit

Exclusive SVI^nagement—EDDSE RILEY

•

ri
DAVE
IN NEW YORK NOW
,

VARIETY

84
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CAR£ L£W GOLDER, PALACE THEATRE BLDG.
WILL SEE ANY GOOD ACT ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
vaudeville to titled "News of 1921."
two girls.
It holds six boys and
Bugs Baer, the Evening World humorist, wrote ths act.
Hugs Baer, the morning American's
humorist, wrote the act.

nection with the deal that the Shuburts were paving the way to free
themselves from the producing end
of the business before the A. K. A.
closed shop principle becomes operative in 1924.
The recent Equity
attack upon the firm, when the
actors' association tried to have the
Shuberts expelled from the P. M. A.,
is still a sore, and it is reported
that the managers would never participate in the closed shop prineiple.
William Fox is mentioned as the
new lessee of the Central theatre,
the date said to be about Sept. 1.
During the last 10 years Fox, on
short term leases for special feature pictures, chiefly the Lyric theatre, has paid the Shuberts enough
rentals to build two or three houses
on Broadway. It is the intention of
the film producer to take over the
Central for his own productions
from time to time and to rent it to
other picture producers when avail-

^HUBERTS BOOKING AGENTS
(Continued from page 1)
tain that the theatres do not swing
id the Syndicate ia the transfer.
It has heen an open secret for
some time that the Shuberts desired
to remove the hazards of the theatrical producing business and theatre management from their risks
as far as possible, and the projected
vaudeville chain is looked upon as
one of the various avenues they
have opened up within the last few
months to accomplish this purpose.

The

troubles with

some of

their biggest

allies.

known

that

It

is

Pauline Saxon, formerly Pauline cents.
Sister, has teamed with
Mignonette Kokin and Fred GaC. Elliott Griffin.
They will do a
musical skit by Ranee Gray. Act lettl are rehearsing a new novel y
will be known as Saxon, Griffith and act which will be reJtdy in four
Saxon, and will carry four people weeks.
No animals will be in-

and special scenery.Frank Ford has taken over one of cluded.
the former Valerie Bergere sketches.
Bird and Bernard left "Broadway
Mona Hungerford in a comedy
playlet by Harlan Thompson and Brevities" at Cincinnati.
Larry Schwab. Five people (Larry
Schwab).
Clarence Jacobson has resigned as

several

by franchise contricts. the
Shubert t itand to win withou'. taking a chance with their own money.
The frr em. nl booking office, r>uting
upward of 7;" attractions a year, is
the apple of the Shubert eye, and
*iith a vaudeville booking office
handling several hundred acts a
week, the combined revenue from
this branch of the brokerage business assumes huge proportions.

trolled

in

Sisters, forGirls, with

gether with the Winter Garden,
along with the new house to be

ations," with It people and three
sets of scenery. (Rose and Curtis.)

Sherman and Rose

in

"Hitchy-Koo^'
Hitchcock,
April 23.

"Jim
at

sending fur mail t« Y
addreaii Mail Clerk.

\KIKTY

POSTCARDS, ADYKBTISING OK
< IKCt I.AK
I.KTTKKS WILL NOT
II K ADVKKT1MKD.
I.KTTKKS ADVKKT1SKD IN ONE

LSSI'K

ONLY.

Ails Roscoe
All Slityin.iii

Howler Richard
l-oyd Warren Mrs
Itraatz Selma
Huckner Arthur

An^or Al
Ardell

Lillian

Atkins Jack

Hussy Wilmu

Ht'lmont To?»i/

Cupozjsole Francis

Berraig Fred

Caprice Mi.s*
Caasy Stuart

Mr
Mark Helen

Btaaett

Blansell
Bloaaota

Raymond

with

closed

for

the

Jam Jems" ended

Cleveland April 23.
"Ziegfeld Follies" (19.1

its

season

rVad
Inured

dfc

Chase Colin
Clark Chas
Cleary Virginia

"Jimmie"

closes in

i

»

May

"Dance Cre-

will close at Pittsburgh

7.

"Blind

Youth"

(Lou

Tcllegen)

closes April 30 in Northampton.

Ed d lee Richards (Bennett and
Richards) has doubled with Billy
They are doing the former
blackface Bennett and Richards

TRUNKS
AT BIG DISCOUNTS

SPRING
FURS
able pelts.

Just the thing you
need to add the perfecting
touch to your spring costume
is here at a marked price sav-

R1ALTO LUGGAGE SHOP
Near Sth Avenue.
BTaqfllfOs

St..

open

Inc.

Scurfs. Coatees. Stoles and novelty fur pieces, including the
very popular one, two and three
skin scarfs in all the latest
styles and all the most fashion-

ALL MAKES
ALL SIZES
FOR TUB PROFESSION.

ttt West 45d

RATKOWSKY,

A.

jeusou

Baltimore tomorrow.

ing.

Buy
er

If

direct from the manufacturand save at least one-third

You Don't Advertise

less

VARIETY

Special

in

than the wholesale
Discount

to the

price.

Profesaioa

34 West 34th Street
Don't Advertise

So August
Woods,

season.

far the allies, including A, H.

Charles

Casino.

LETTERS

When

SHOWS CLOSING

a comedy singing

to-

NEW YORK

CITY

who has

heretofore beea the backbone of the office, have not shown
any exciting activity in the producing end. which may ar may not
mean a backward start.

con-

Winthrop Ames on the coast for
three months' returned to New York
this week with his wife and infant
son.

COLOR CHART
AND BOOKLET

HOW TO MAKE-UP

open

for

JUST OFF BROADWAY AT TIMES

now to arrange your new dances for next season. I specialize in creating now dances and original ideas for all acts
Dept. V.
Lal !' ,n,on * or Write
•St Fight .h Are., nuir T.r.tli St.
Tel.: R200-6130
R200-AIXA Circle
C\\

Call

WALTF.R KAKKK,

«™

VARIETY'S
PUBLICITY

in a dancing turn.
Bob Perns, formerly Kerns and
Lynn, In a comedy sketch with two
m<-n and a woman.
Miner and Evans, Evans formerly
of Wyer and Evans, a mixed team
from the west.
Valle Band and Sam Wilson's
Byncopators, singing and .dancing,
with special scenery.
Gus EdwardaV latest act for

STEIN COSMETIC CO.
nitOOMK ST., NEW YORK

Taught by

WALTER BAKER

AasUtant to Ned Wayhnrn
formerly danclnir
master Cor Zie*fel d f'olliea and
and. C.pftof TaUSI SE

ACTS.

& Brown

Bobbins

Dam®

Sta<*

"Rosener's Pan" Is the title of a
volume issued quarterly by (leo. II
Fox Ilosener, the vaudevillian. It Is deMay 3. The team is a new comedy scribed on the cover as 'The Black
combination, Bobbins having been
formerly with Rstelle and Bobbins Sheep Among Magazines." Among
and Brown of Brown and White.
Fulalie Young (C. B. Haddock's
"Sirens" act) and George Jincks.
Lola Brada, with a girl and man

NEW

write for

430

McMaster

women

turn in "two," with special scenery.
Fiske and Lloyd, new comedy
talking and singing.
Meyer and Walker, formerly a
duo now a trio, wire' specialty.
Cecil Grey impersonations.
Clayton Drew Players in a Shakespearean travesty.

Equity's Effect.

M.

"ofte."

burning their bridges behind them.
Until they have interested friendly turn.
Ralph Robbins, last with "Blue
tenants for their various houses,
Eyes," in a single.
productions will go on to keep the
Steed's Syncopated Septet, with
houses open. Four or five new pro- Anna Maybelle, Ralph Hertlein and
ductions are now in rehearsal, with five piece jars band.
as many more waiting in the offing.
Marion Harris, singing, assisted
The failure of several feature pic- by Fred 1 1 off* s Symphonic Jazzists.
tures which were regarded as potential road attractions for next season
I.
Robert Samuels was back in
has changed the whole booking outNew York last week after twelve
look, and with the allies making
weeks
at Atlantic City.
He will
plans cautiously the Shuberts are
leave for the mountains next month
forced to make productions themand
will not resume his booking
selves for next season, or at least
duties at the Keith Exchange until
to commence the new

bag for property and productions,
and with the same bag being con-

in

in

four,

of the

Workman moved over from the
Crescent. Brooklyn, to succeed him.

Meantime the Shuberts are not Walsh.

Shubert self-preservation stroke.
With some one else holding the

also pointed out

treasurer

merly of Merle Price and

50th street.

berts on long term contracts will
not renew, and the reorganization
of the business is regarded as a

was

Adams' new act, three peoby Harlan Thompson.
(L.
Schwab.)
Pat Barrett and Norah Cunens in
a comedy talking and singing net
Phil

ple,

completed at Seventh avenue and

managers associated with the Shu-

It

Us Hope God has Whiskers"
"The Man that Married an
Ostrich." The volume retails at 25
"Let

and

Saxon and

senior member of the firm,
JLiee Shubert, has been interested in
.vaudeville for a long time, and his
promotion of a $20,000,000 concern is
the culmination of a scheme that
has occupied much of the manager's
time and thought for the last year.
From the inception of their business, in the days of the late Sam S.
Shubert. the Shuberts have looked
upon the producing and house man- able.
agement ends of the business askWhat theatres the firm will reance, their sympathies being essen- tain for their
vaudeville in New
tially with the brokerage phases of York
has not been divulged, althe business, both in real estate and though both the 44th
Street and
booking aspects.
Century have been mentioned,

Another development actuating
the younger managers to get out
from under and devote their time
to a sure thing, has been their

the stories featured for the initial
issue are "Female Impersonators,"

PLAN

SQ.

I

TheLangwellHotel

•

New York
AMERICAN PLAN

123-129 West 44th Street,

EUROPEAN PLAN
(WITHOUT

(WITH MEALS)

MK.1I.H)

$1.50
$2.00

Day and Up
Day and Up

$3.50
$4.00

Day and Up
Day and Up

Variety has evolved a publicity plan of promotion in Variety,
fof the player, aimed to keep his name or her name before the professional public the year around.

Day and Up
Day and Up

$4.00
$7.00

(1)
(2)

(1)
(2)

It is

ROOM AND PRIVATE BATH
(

Day and Up
Day and Up

$6.00
$10.00

1

(2)

it,
( 1

(2)

I

CLUB BREAKFAST

LUNCHEON

75c

IT A. M.

A

I

A

to
(

ll:*t A. If.)

\K'lr.

SrIKVH

(It

F.

1

.T)

V

M

A

M.

TO

to

:*:3<)

1*.

OINNER

Write or inquire at any Variety
he furnished.

$1.25
!\f

lt*t V. M..

>

fS

AT

J<!

c

U

(„

MOIUHMK

| : t|

p«|<

IV
|
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v

IN

\N ATMOSPIIKKr:

flssftt

BKAIIMis \i*V OK

HONK

in
is

type will make it as much
thusly made commercially.

office.

Details of the plan will

^

Those preferring

"FOOD THAT SATISFIES"

.

may be obtained through

to cuts.

The constant plugging of a name
of a by-word in showdom as a commodity

Itfsliuirmtl Conducted on Itoth n la (arte hi-., T;»|,|„ D'Hote I'lans.
Beal, Old-ruoliioiiecl, Masai Cessed reed Served in Tliut famed Old -Fashioned Waj.

30c to $1.00

not expensive for the publicity that

from display announcements

,

J

Jl«^ VC

UCtilllS C( >MCC IT1

1

a si\ months'

111J

it

campaign alone similar

lines

mav

J*

—

—
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Magnavox and be Heard

se the
>Cr N A

/

Increase the volume of your voice or musical instruments so that every one within blocks will
hear. The Magnavox offers opportunities for a
hundred and one novelty acts. Be among the
first to use it. You have a band or orchestra at
your disposal when you use the Magnavox

V

ideal for

dancing

v<

The Magnavox

been

Tias

I

used

with success for the following:

Concerts and Entertainments
Lectures and Public Speaking
Playgrounds
On Recreation Piers
To take the place of Band or
Orchestra

acts.

,

For Dances
For Church Entertainments
For Social Gatherings
Hotel Paging
For Shopkeepers to attract
i

The Magnavox equipment

will remedy the
acoustic qualities of the theatre.
Every one
thruout the audience will be able to follow the
act without ear-strain. No theatre can afford
to be without a Magnavox.

1
i

>

J.

»

'

man Harry

Cook Will Marion
Creditor Betty
Corzon Miss Lee

Deane Phyllis
De Hoch Frank
Delsos Australian

Kane Dora

Natrons Yvonne

Kerville Josle

Newklrk

Gordon A Germaine
Green Bile

Kerwin A J
King Armand
King Dot

Noblette Venza

1*

Hall Bob
Haskell Jack

La

Helvey Neal
Hendricks Duke

Lee Mildred

Follette Geo
Lane Russell

Rcavis Ruth
Reynolds Jas
Rice Eddie

Lowrie Renie
Fleurette

Maxon Mrs
McFadden Edw

Miller Bertie

Morgan Mr Lee
Morok Anna

HOTEL NORM AN DIE

BI.DG.,
E. Corner SBth * B'way, N. ¥. City.
PHONE: FITZROY 384S

Mueller Eldridge

W

Barry Lydla
Brooke James Ten
Byron Bert
Belmont Belle
Blessing Chas Mrs
Becker Bert
Bolln Carl

Tavares Virginia

Thomas Billy
Thompson Richard

Nash Mr Lee

No. 28

ville

WCCK

is

and ERNIE

<'n*sai)y

Omwiiv

MACK

(' \r>

with

•

EDDIE MACK

.

lit

.

clothes.

Hamanas

Ellsworth Fred
Eiko Mr
Evol
Edmunds Glen
Earl & Lewis

i'JW
P

OPP- Columbia Theatre

l.^a

F

your N. V. A. card.

Kenan

Mudge F

Stratford Comedy
Sully Lew

Lillian

Tucker C Q
Tracey Sid

Thayer

Temple Joe

A P

Bddte

E

<*has

Hart Chas Co

O Mar

Henderpon Norn. an
Hnl" Sue
Harrison Chas
Hsyatak* Marie
Hallo Eunice

l.'ii'.Vt

.

.

Bj * is
Bis .v s
I

Clms

.1

Duffy Jamrs J

Davenport Enrl
Davenport <~>rr n
M'<'<'V
.*
Da«
Dale Billy

DuNord Leo

Jordan Marlon
Joyce Jack
joiw * Helen ^T

Jnko

(!<

orge

ht

•

Winn

F

A\

C

Williams Claudia
Wells Marie

George

s
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Also

AVE., NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK
THIS
AT
HOUSE WITHIN TWO WEEKS
SECOND APPEARANCE

Wed:

world'*

manufacturer* of theatrical footwear

'

'

RETURN ENGAGEMENT AT PROCTORS 5TH

JO

***

5TAGL

The Vaudeville Organ

Knl*o S>ttie «)
Kelly Florence
King Madeline
K« in Hi' !»;i r.l
.

***.

'I

Ifarrah i'-»y
H:ign t,t I »:in< Ing
Harris S & (1
KurubJ rt 6c6¥fJ

i.

Casino Philadelphia 9

2

Boh

ll.-irty

II

Phillips

Lew

The

Wilson Misses
Williamson Geo
Wllbu* Elsie
Williams Connie
Wllnon John Mrs

Carsle

Perry Alice
1'opty Dot
Plekard H

\

falo.

Kelly

Weeks Leroy
White Rob

O'Dea Jimmy

Harris Dave

&

Valyda Rosa
Vox Valentin©
Vincent Jew«l

McQulber Dorothy
Mill- r Dlii. 8 Mrs
Narder Vlke

('has Bllerjr

Thiel© Otto

Mac * Mar-her

Henlere Herschel
Harris Honey
Harrison Chas Mrs

4

Spahman Albert
Stafford Edwin
Seamanns Ma be He

Mun<htk Gertrude
Mayes Jack

Ilurtlg

York.

Sommerville Jennie

Mannnrd Virginia

'

"Hip Hip Hurrah" 2 GayetV Boston
9 Columbia New York
"Hits and Bits" 2 Casino Brooklyn.
Jingle Jingle" 2 Gayety St Louis 9
Columbia Chicago 16 Gayety Buf-

Wm

Schroeder
C
Sackett Albert
Skinner J J
Simmons Helen

M

Albany •

V'irls

Kchrein Bert
Sperling Phliip

Morgan June
Martyn Maude
McFarland George
Mabel A Malfe

York.

from Happyland" 2 Gayety
Buffalo 9 Ilurtlg & Seamon's New

John George
Smith Oliver Co

Haywood Hurry

n.ny

W

Scott

Manafleld A Blddle
Martin Felice Mrs

George Fred
Gordon J Playrra
Olenmar Taullns
Gordon Leon
Gra> Bee Ho
Gut A Haw

M

New

•'Bostonians" 2 Empire
Casino Boston.
"Flashlight* of 1920" 2
BtjMBon'l Now York.

Htacy Deliah
Heymoure Doley

C A

McGuire Anthony
Murray Edith
Marlon Marcelle
Muschik Gertruda
Moran F A H

Gordman Joe

Blanch*

Estelle

Smith John

t»

,

(May 2 May 9.)
"Beet Show in Town" 2 Columbia

Single Billy

Ford Chas
Faber A McGowan
Foley Thos J

Haaetton

Lottie

Riggs Mary
Rogers Frank Mrs

McKay George
McKay A Ardlne

II

Haas Geo

L

Roberts Peggie

Lewis A Norton
Lubin A Lewis
Lee Bryan

Mitchell

OMo Mrs

Burlesque Routes.

Itenard A Jordan
Rolls A Royce

Lund Chas

Flanders Leo R
France & Hamp
Faber Earl
Fiek's Bert Band
Foster May
Fluhrer A Fluhrer
Francis Al

DeVolfl .T'wtll

10 per cent, here with

Lorraine

•.

Kuk> ne

pay ton
Dawson
!><•

Opp. Strand Theatre

Lubin A Lewis
Levy Ethel
Lathen Mr
Lackey Evelyn
lUowerle Glen
Lloyd Wilkes
Lewis Margarette
La Follette Jack

Bswreti Marls

722-724 Seventh Ave.

1582-1584 Broadway

Richards Lawrence

Vfrvo" l>«n
Hiirf

They're teamed

Save

y

Loft in Dixie

Gonne

rilnfon A M'N'm'ra
Cooper "Fitch"

America—

York Florence

GoJdberger Arthur
Germain Jean
Qllh Leo

Nada
A

Camming!

STANTON

best and most popular clothes in

VAL & ERNIE STANTON

Joe

ighton A «'r'ton
Clifford Ituny J
<";i«<.«.« ii
Bydnejp

most popular teams in vaudeand Colonial, New York, this

.

Mike

.'»»

"

VAL
The

Patey

Byron Ben
Benny Ja< k
Brooks Frank
Burke Helen
Browning Art

Ca>«diier

of the best and
at the Palace

* Lloyd

Ball Leonette

BellS
Ba«l!e

A ParallelOne

Bernard
Bayle A
Bernard
Belmont

Berry Irme

MACK TALKS:

EDDIE

Bell Jessie

Schaefer R P
Schuyler Ellse
Startup Harry

Wm

Morrow
Morton Ed

Bernet Sonnle

A Woods

Sax

Jim

Baggc-tt

Ryan Tom C

Morriss Riehard

WARDROBE TRUNKS

Brsase Stella

Rutterman Peter
Ryan Ben

McNiel Dixie
Mercer Vera

Inc.

W

SAB

Manford Dane S

McNamara Teddie

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

A

Richard Mrs
Robinson Lida
Rosana Jean
Rose A Moon
Ross
Russell Bijou
Russell Jack

M'Donald Margaret

Mahy

Anderson l.urcllle
Armstrong & Grant
Armento Angelo
Adams Geo
Ashworth Leah
Adams Nip
Arnold A Sobel

Keith

it'-gun Jani'i
Roshier Jack

-Woods Helen

UK AGO OFFICE

<

R

Rlchey

Lingurd Billy
Leroy Dot
Lazar Liza

Zarkln Seymour

Warren Edith

W

M

Knignt Frank

Wm

Wilson

Wanamaker Dot

Ramsey Edna

Long Tack Bam

Johnson Genevieve
Johnson Harold
Johnson Paul
Johnson Robert
Jones E A
Joyce Jack

A Wicks

Gaylord Bonnie
•ayster Mrs

I

New York

Winona Miss

Velde Anna
Vllk Annette

Paquptte Arthur
Pates Peggy
Pieberl Chan

Livingston Mildred

Ivcrson Fritzie

Carrett Lloyd

&.

Co.; Inc.

White Kitty

Trevette Irene
Turner Chas S

Billy

Oakley Edith
Orton Myron

Leona Hazel
Lew
Leonard Jim
Holmes A Riley
Humphrey John S Lester Bert
Linn Ben

Faber King
Faulkner Rex
Fields Al
Follette

Gibson A Frice
Gleason Lew

Hilton

Dever Bobbie

Bute Mr F

For Beaches
For Skating Rinks
For Fairs and Exhibitions
For Train on Open Air Announcements
Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A. and
Lodge Entertainments
For Schools

K A STERN DISTRfBl TOB9

Clinton Bert
Clucas C Carroll
Colt-

O. Morris

1270 Broadway,
*:

To demonstrate Records

Send for Bulletin No. 25

..-;:

at-

tention to their stores
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Week

Week

April 4th

April 11th

Week

The Parkers

Nathan* Bros.
Walsh and Edwards
Whippls and Houston and Co.

Mattylee Lippard

April 18th

Walsh and Edwards
Whipple and Houston and Co.
Vernon Stiles
Wm. Kent in "Shivers**

Chas. Withers' "For Pity's Sake"
Intermission

inter mission
Belle -Baker

Weaver Bros.
"The Viol-Inn

•

.»

Jen Beyer

Lou and Jean Archer
Frank Gaby

BILLY GLASON

\*

Tom Wise

and Ce.

Chas. Withers' "For Pity's Sake*
Intermission.

BILLY GLASON

Maybells Sherman

'

Frisco
Hilton and Norton
Mari Lo and Co.

Daley,
Exit

Exit.

a JUST

Kokin and

GLASON

and

NEAL

Note:

—

B. F. KEITH'S RIVERSIDE, Now,

I

R.

O'HARA,

n Conjunction with

Songs Written

Staff

By THOMAS 8. BURKE.
HARMANUS BLEECKER HALL.
*—This

week.

Fassett

"The Acquittal."
sott

Players

Players

in
F;is-

Next week

"Up

in

in

Mabel's

Room."

EMPIRE— This

week. "Hip. Hip.
Hooray." Next week. Frank Finney with "Bostonians."
GRAND.— Keith vaudeville and
pictures.

MAJESTIC— Popular

priced

vaudeville and pictures.

MARK STRAND.— First half, Eugene O'Brien in "World's Apart."
PRICES REDUCED
ON ALL

H

New

Humorist, N. Y. World

have some good songs that may be worthwhile to some Publishers

Week

Direction

of April 25
stantly asking him for plays and
pleaded for more adequate facilities
at Cambridge with which to carry
on his work, particularly along the
lines of the new lighting and stage
design experiments.

LEW GOLDER

publicity stunt and going well until
several of the dogs became mixed
Several of
in a free-for-all flght.
the children were severely bitten.

CLEVELAND.
Lamb"- (Yiddish)
Lost
by the Toronto National

•The
played

company

at the Majestic Sunday
drew close to capacity at $1.50 top.
The takings were $1,500, due partly
to the fact that the date was a Jewish holiday.

GRAND
of

April

J.

WILSON ROY.

HANNA.— "Pltter

Next,

Patter."

"The Masquerader."

OHIO.— "Just

Next,

Suppose."

"The Tavern."

SHUBERT-COLONI AL. — CleveNext,

land Opera (second week).
Thurston.

OPERA HOUSE.—"Twin

CALGARY
By

By

Beds."

Next, Fiske O'Hara.

FRANK MORTON.
(M. Joiner. Mgr.).— Week
25, John 10. Kellard in

PROSPECT.— "La La Lucille."
STILLM AN.— Films, "SentimentTommy."
STATE.— Films, "The City of Silent Men."
EUCLID and ALHAMBRA —
Films, "Extravagance.
ALLEN.—Films, "A Small Town
Idol."
STRAND and METROPOILTAN,
al

Shakespetean repertoire.
ORPHEUM (R. MacLeod, Mgr).
Ray Samuels, Lew Dockstader,
Morris Rodesk, Capitol
corre- definite closing plans in sight. Picspondent for the Universal News ture houses continue to move along Sultan Curion Sisters, Vadie and
Gygi, Morton and Glass, David SoService, who annually is the hit of with business sluggish.
perstein.
the show given by the Legislative
PANTAGES (D. G. Inverarity, Films, "Jim the Penman."
Correspondent's Association at the
The Academy reopened this week Mgr.). "The Stage Carpenter," Edna
"Black
Films,
end of the bill-making session, in
his characterization of an East Side under its new summer policy of Rigdon, Thornton and Flynn, Bar- Beauty."
ORPHEUM.—
Films, "Power."
Jewish type, may not be back in vaudeville and pictures. "Girls of ton and Sparling, Green and La Fell,
HEIGHTS— Films. "Big HappiAlbany next season as a reporter. the Follies," a tabloid, and "Trum- Ambler Brothers.
PRINCESS (J. Clarke Belmont. ness."
He is contemplating a career on the pet Island" underlined!
MgT.).
Harrls-Proy
Co.
in stock
stage.
Margaret Anglin will give a num- musical comedy. Also pictures.
ALLEN, REGENT, BIJOU, EM"The Passing Show" is booked at ber of performances of Emile
the Hall for matinee and night, Moreau's "Trial of Joan of Arc" at PRESS, LIBERTY.— Pictures.
Monday. May
Gypsy Bellaire, an the Canisius College open air amAlbany girl, is one of the principals pitheatre during August.
M. M. Stewart, advance agent for
in the show.
Alumnae of the Sacred
the D. W. Griffith's "Way Down
154 West 45th St.,
Heart convent, where she was eduEast," has arranged bookings which
New York
Some indication of tho slump in gives the big feature to
cated, are planning a reception for
the Grand
business here may be gathered from
NKWEST
on May 2, 3, 4.
her.
the fact that the Olympic, one of
the most consistent money getters
Helen Neff, sister of John Neff. a in the
In
advertising
the
feature
picture
town, has taken to the billui^e.'.y known JMjwj*.. editor of the
boards and i>j using .n,hout u hundred in Which a dog plays the important
Knickerbocker Press, has joined a eight sheets
featuring its weekly p&rt * leeaV-ms-naget afferod prises
stock company at Summerville, the bill.
to the children who would present
Boston suburb, for the summer seathe largest dogs at the theatre.
ALL MATERIALS
son. Miss Neff was with "Jimmie"
After the matinee hundreds of chilthis season, leaving the company
Buffalonians watched with inter- dren assembled with all sorts and
when the show played Detroit.
sizes
of
canine wonders, which were
est Jim Doyhi's solo appearance
with "Hitchy Koo" minus Harland lined up for a parade in the prinDixon, who was called to replace cipal thoroughfares. It was a good
Fred Stone at the Globe in New

—

1 '

—

—

CAPITOL.—

—

i>.

FRENCH

& M TRUNKS

Write for

ff

EMMY ADELPHI

Miner's Bronx New York.
Last half, Bert Lytell in "A Message
SHUBERT TECK—-"Connecticut
"London Belles" 2 Empire Provl- from Mare."
King Arthur's Court."
Yankee
donee 9 Gayety Boston 16 Casino
CLINTON SQUARE—First halt, Fox film at
on two weeks' booking.
Brooklyn.
Mary Miles Minter in "Eyes of the
Shea's Hipp,
PICTURE
"Maids of America" 2 Empire Heart." Last half. Bebe Daniels in "The Easy HOUSES—
Road"; Sheas CriteBrooklyn.
"She Couldn't help It."
Tommy";
rion,
"Sentimental
•'Million Dollar Dolls" 2 Gayetv DeALBANY.—All week, "Madonnas "The Oath"; Palace, "A Strand,
Perfect
troit 9 Gayety Buffalo.
and Men."
^'Powder Puff Kevue" 2 Casino BosLELAND.— First half. Roscoe Ar- Crime" and "Made in the Kitchen."
ton.
buckle in "The Life op the Party,"
*Roseland Girls" 2 Columbia Chi- and "The Silent Barrier."
With the "Fanchon and Marco
Last
cago.
ha*f, "The Thirtieth Piece of Silver" Satires of 1920" booked for the week
"Sporting Widows" 2 Gayety Wash- and "East Lynne."
of May 1 the Majestic will close
ington.
for the regular season, reopening on
COLONIAL.— Daily change.
•'Step Lively Girls" 2 Empire NewMay 16 with Bonstelle Stock. Bookark.
"Passion," starring Pola Negri, ings at the Teck are uncertain,
•'Town Scandals" 2 Gayety Kansas the Continental star, had its premier though Guy Bates Post in "The
City 9 Gayety St Louis lb Colum- presentation in Albany
at the Clin- Masquerader"* is slated fo:* the week
bia Chicago.
ton Square last week and drew of May D. A number of films will
Williams Mollie 2 Miner's Rionx record-breaking
crowdn. The the- probably fill out during May. The
New York 9 Casino Brooklyn.
atre was packed nightly and it is (layety
closes
(burlesque)
next
reported the Clinton Square will week, after several weeks of debook the film for a return date.
clining
receipts.
Court
Shea's
N. Y.
Street continues steady with no

ALBANY,

Galletti

Exit

SONGS AND SAYINGS

By BILLY

i

BILLY GLASON

Mac and Oaley

Catalog or See Our Agenti

NEW YORK

SHOES
$11.95

NATHAN, 531 Seventh Ave.
CHICAGO
BARNES T. CO., 75 W. Randolph
8.

BUFFALO.

York.
All of the reviews of the
By SIDNEY BURTON.
show mentioned Dixon's switch, ami
MAJESTIC— "Mary Rose." Ruth Hitchcock in his introductory reHERKERT & MEISEL T. CO. Chatterton
play
doing
Barries
in
marks asserted proudly that thety
tie WASHINGTON AVE.
excellent business.
had come* to his show when they
ST. I.OPlfl

REMOVAL NOTICE

wanted real

talent.
Doyle doubled,
playing his own and his partner's
ecofing heavily in his dances
and stopping the show at one point.
roles,

FRED and ELSIE BURKE
*t

The

Girl

and

the

Touring Ix>ew Circuj 1

Dancing Goof*9
Direction

MARK LEVY

4

,

RIALT0. CHICAGO,

WEEK OF MAY

S.

,

•

SOFRANSK

Professor George P. Baker of
Harvard, speaking before the local
Harvard Club on I'riday. "stated
that three plays, the products of his
pl«> writing course, nave been accepfni by Broad wny managers for
production within
the
past
six
reotthjs and that two more have

^rat©Mljy bees contracted
said that

for.

New Loew
160

—TO—
State Theatre

West 46th Street

U'c

the gfans^eis we*e con-

3Ui*iE 205
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HEADLINING STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO, WEEK OF

'

FEATURING MARDI GRAS SEXTETTE

has been open

for
got all of

DETROIT.

•

—

—

'

NEW

.

Detroit, starting

DAVENPORT.

tured.

The finish of the broken agreeEva Tanguay headlining at ReThe Palace of Joy, the largest
trimming pool in the world, is ment argument between J. Harry gent and big drawing card.
about to open its doors after two Rlanchard, who opened the big new
At the Photoplays.— "Sacrad and
The enter- Capitol under a long-term agreeyears of construction.
ment with tho local capitalist who Profane Love," Broadway; "A Small
furnished the money,

is

told in the

payment of $11,000 to Blanchard
and the payment also of a $10,500note to him as a settlement of his
old contract when he conducted the

Idol," second week, Majestic;
"Jim the Penman," Adams; "Sowing the Wind," Madison; "Guile of
Women," Colonial;; East Lynnc,"
Washington.

Town

Elite theatre.

Contracts were let last week for
the Capitol theatre, to be erected
man- by
John H. Kunsky.
ager) has Alexander and his show
of wonders all this week, and is
Thomas W. Penniman has comgetting ready for a season of summer stock with the Princess Play- pleted arrangements for the buildat the
ers, beginning May 1.
Theodora ing of a theatre, seating 3,500,
Warfleld, leading woman; Easton corner of Grand River and the
vaudeville
and
Boulevard,
play
to
Yonge, playing opposite. They are
announcing "Parlor, Bedroom and pictures.
Bath";
"Some Baby";
"Safety
Emmett S. Flynn has succeeded
First"; "Good Gracious.. Annabelle"
Eddie Crane as Detroit manager for
and "39 East."

THE LURTIS.— (C.

Make-up comes

off

almost as easily as
Bottom's head, in

Midsummer Night's
Dream, when you

I

ALBOLENE
it,

preventing make-up

Has

practically superceded the sticky or watery oldfashioned creams.
poisoning.

In 1 and * ot tunm for
the mnkc-up box; Also
in
lb. and 1 lb. can*
for the drewiiik tab!c.
.

H

At

druffgiits

all

ana

dealer*

SampU free on nquttt

ycKESSN
.

ft

eUblWhcdlMS

>1

N8BINS

Incorporate

Manufacturing
Fulton Strtet.

"Hands

Off,"

and three vaude-

Fitrmaurice's production of "Paying
the Piper," with Dorothy Dickson
Tell.

ISIS— Clara Kimball Young in
"For the Soul of Rafeal."
STRAND— Ethel Clayton In "The
Price

of

Possession."

Griffith's

follows.

IDLE HOUR, LIBERTY, ALCAZAR, DIVISION, MADISON—
Pictures.

.

.

.

.

.

*

I

>•

-m<

(r.

«.' »,,

filed preliminary certificates of d»ssolution with the secretary or stat*
at Indianapolis.

MAJESTIC GARDENS — George

"The Fall of Babylon"

* ><-.»

The Loom is Realty and Amuse T
ment Company and the Loom is
Amusement Company of Peru have

ville acts.

and Alma

«> •» a

.

KANSAS CITY.
By WILL

R.

HUGHES.

GRAND.—William -Collier

in

"The

Ruth Chattertoa -in
Hottentot,"
"Mary Rose' to follow.
EMPRESS.—Hi Jinks Musical
Comedy Co. in "The Mountaineer
:

Girl."

Photoplays.— "Bob Hampton .©*
"Scrambled
Newman;
Placer,"
Wives," Royal;; "The Plaything of
Street
Broadway," Twelfth
Saturday evening, April 23, saw
the finish of the regular season at
the Shubert and the Century theatres.
The former closed with "The
Greenwich Village Follies" and the
.

American wheel house with "The
Wniri of Mirth." The Shubert will,
however, be open the last half of
next week, when Joseph Kcssler and
Co. will be seen in "The Jewish
Heart," "When It Is Too Late" and
pear in court Wednesday to show "The Price of Lore." All of the
cause why an order enjoining him plays to be in Yiddish. This Is a
from further use of the premises return engagement.
Prosecutor
should not be issued.
llomus said the place had been
watched for some weeks, but only
The Grand will close its season
recently
had sufficient evidence the week of May 2, with Ruth Chatbeen" obtained to close it up. The terton in "Mary Rose."
place maintained a floor show which
was pretty strong. Chief of Police
Although the National Electric
Carroll said liquor had been served Show has been
running in Convenopenly there.
tion Hall all week and hundreds of
visitors were in from surrounding
Manager Harvey Arlington of the towns the business at the theatres
Orpheum has announced that his failed to show much Increase. Tho
house would start showing musical "Greenwich Village Follies," at the
comedies beginning May 1, The pol- Shubert, got the cream, and wellicy of the house will be four shows filled houses were the rule. At the
a day. ' Bert Smith's Ragtime Won- Grand "Eileen" fared badly. The
ders will open the house under the company was a strong one and the
new policy. In the cast will be production elaborately staged. The

Lakeview Gardens, a resort on
Reed's Lake here, was closed by the
police last week and the manager,
John McMeal, was ordered to. ap-

Billy

Allen,

Buddy

Harry

Clark,

Electric

Show management

reports

Grace. Chuck Hoback, Lew nearly 100,000 admissions
on the
Luther and a chorus of 16 girls.
week. The show will be made an
annual affair.
Grand Rapids is in the throes of
amateur productions.
Three are
The lobby frames used by the
scheduled for the coming month.
"Jingle Jingle" company, playing
the Associated Producers.
J.
O.
THE COLUMBIA.
(Chappelle, Brooks has also resigned
The
Mystic Chutes Co. of East the Gayety this week, are the most
from
the
manager.)
Orpheum, Jr., is tun- Detroit branch of the A. P.
Grand Rapids, with Ramona Park elaborate and costly ever seen in
ing up a little to meet the different
as the place of operations, has filed front of a burjesque house in this
oppositions
and
has
BothweN
papers of incorporation at Lansing. city. They cost $360 each, and the
topping a good bill.
Tho company is capitalized at flash shown here represented an
$30,000 and will operate several outlay of $2,100.
amusement devices on Reed's Lake.
By JAMES WATTS.
Extra advertising, street band*
ORPHEUM.-June Elvidpp In
The Majestic Colonial Theatre Co. in fact, most everything was done
"The Crystal Gazer" and vaudeville.
By DON CLARK.
of Jackson, Mich., has purchased the by the management of the "Eileen"
GRAND.— "Nine o'clock," Arcade theatre at Charlotte from company to boost business. The
Princess stock company closes its
comedy; vaudeville pictures. F.
season here Saturday night, and farce
Hancock. The new owners management, in a signed advertiseGAKRICK.—
Symphony con- takeRay
the
go
to
will
ment in the local press, guaranteed
company
possession May 1.
the entire
cert Sunday, Mary Pickford in "The
tho attraction would please, and ofBurtis theatre, Davenport, for a
."
Love Light
May
opening
fered to return their money to any
engagement,
summer
The final play in Des Moines was
1.
Following the two poorest weeks'
Daventhe
and
Patsy"
"That Girl
business of the year, the Orpheum
E. Galizi 6 Bro.
By VOLNEY B. FOWLER.
port^ opener is "Polly with a Past." theatre jumped into the limelight
Orwataat ProfeaThe Rialto, vaudeville, and Park,
last week with the best record for
A'T-oniion
•IooaI
Manufacturer* and
With Singer's Midgets
ten years.
Kepalrara,
headlining the house sold out for
ACTS
PLAYS
Inromparabla SpeSKETCHES
with the entire week, and it is estimated
To buy cvcloram* Velvet or Satin color
cial
works.
fitvr
WRITTEN
I
• a
Patented
or without front drop. State price,
that thousands were unable to get
CALL,, or TERMS FOR A STAMP
Shift Keju.
nnd "ize. Address. K. HOFFMAN,
tickets. A special supper show was
341 Went 3Mb Street. N. Y.
E.
L.
[TeL Franklin r.m
given from 6 to 9.30 Saturday
N«w Vara City
"THE CHICAGO WHITER"
evening and capacity business was
215 Caaal Street
201 LOOP END HI, DO.,

De

—

Kal

Cuts right into the grease nnd
does the skin good* instead of

harming

Kindt,

in

...

burlesque, changed policies for the
summer on April 24, tho former going to photoplays and pop vaudeville
and the latter to feature
movie*. The Rialto is charging 35
cents top and- the Park has dropped
•
to 25 cents.

ORPHEUM—

KALKER.

D.

RAPIDS, MICH.

—

the last two Sundays and
the. draw, as Luna has not yet
Films this week: "Small Town
opened its gates. The park is the
"The Nut" at
same as last year, with a few Idol" at Des Moines; Piper"
the
of
The State enforcement law
at Ri"Paying the
Strand;
Volstead act has put a crimp in changes.
at GarChorus"
alto; "Out of the
;Rings local in regard to cabarets
den.
The city of New York is suing
and dance halls. The biggest dance
the Parkway Baths for lost ground,
hall, Stauch's, has a large sign over
the said Parkway Baths having
the main entrance warning the pataken from the city the grounds
trons entering that they will be
Marched for all liquor. Three of from high water mark to low water
By JACOB SMITH.
mark on the Parkwa^ Baths' front.
the cabarets have already felt the
SHUBERX DETROIT. Eddie
The issue came up when the Park
wrath of the law in this vicinity.
"Midnight Rounders." Two
Saturday and Sunday nights the Department placed signs up last Cantor in
stating "No ballplaying," wookn
police go through Stauch's, season
local
"Four Horseman."
GARRICK.
and the Parkway Baths' owners
searching the occupants.
very good.
tearing them down.
The suit will Second week. Business
"Call the DocDETROIT.—
come
up
next week, as one of the
The Hotel Shelburne is alternat- many
in which the city is at odds tor." Next, "Just Suppose."
ing its dance floor for the event of
with the bath emporium. .
its vaudeville shows which it will
JiVay Down East" is all set for
run this summer. At present Lieut.
Tan indefinite run at the Shubert Tim Bry inn's Band is" being feaMay 17.

By

.•»/•.-.»••,•<•..

HARRY WEBER

Theodora Warfleld and Charles Wil-

but from inside information it is
Some of the houses here are suf- learned that May 30 the first show
ing with "summeritis," the hot will be staged. S. Schwartz, former
and general business condi- State Senator Kenneth P. Suther11
many empty seats may land and William Dangleman are
If,- and
a reconsideration of summer the parties interested in the above
venture.
18.

CONEY ISLAND.

Direction

GRAND

i-»»

2

was leased by the Duluth Theatre
son are playing the leads.
One Company a year ago.
musical comedy will be presented
during the summer season and Des
Moines girls will be taken to davenport for ihe chorus. The Adams
By HARRY D. KLINE.
Theatres Company, lessors of the
POWERS— "Turn to the Right,"
Princess, will manage the summer
with Joseph Btryker, opened Sunengagement at Davenport.
day to turn away business. SplenB. F. Elbert, local theatre owner, did production and fair cast.
EMPRESS Frank Van Hoven,
has been appointed one of the three
Bronson, Natl Billainita,
arbiters to settle the wage dispute Aileen
between the street car company and Harry and Grace Ellsworth.' "The
Intruder." Dave Roth, Potter and
its employes.
Berchel this week, "Robin Hood," Hartwell, Grace Sisters.
Buch Brothers, Marreturn engagement, and "A Knight
Young,
Miller and
Gibriey,
for a Day," staged by local post ion
the Dancing Kennys
Martin,
Charles
Next, Georgia
American Legion.
The house played its and Harry Carey in feature film,
Minstrels."
last Columbia burlesque show for "Hearts Up."
TEMPLE—Feature film, Tom Mix
the season last week.

The Star closes for the season prise failed before it was finished,
but with the advent of new capital
it progressed rapidly until now the
Luna Park opens Thursday. Five opening date is announced. It is
understood that Samuel Gumpertz
vaudeville acts are on the bill.
is one of the large stockholders in
extensive advertising the new corporation.
After an
campaign, the Allen was compelled
The left wing of the old Sea
to cancel the film "Passion," to be
Legal compli- Beach Palace is to be made into a
featured this 'week.
fight
club which will seat 4,200 peow*re
as
the
reason,
'given
cations
The opening
t*e recent decision in favor of Loew ple when completed.
date has not yet been announced,
being the real cause.
Saturday.

Steeplechase

*

'

Cktmuf
New York

DULUTH..

DES MOINES.

—

NEW
NEW

INDIANAPOLIS.

WANTED

—

—

<!

GAMBLE

B.
withes to

MADD0CK

announce the removal

of his offices,

on

May

in the Fitzgerald Bldg., to the

r

PLAYHOUSE STUDIOS
141

West 48th

Street

NEW YORK
HELD OVER

MARY
<*WKR BY

I.F.NTF.K

8

CHICAGO

done.

Amateur nights, instituted by
Manager §tun Brown of the New

Grand, are scoring a great success.
Friday night brought an overflow
1st, crowd with many turned away. Ten
amateur acts were given between
the two evening vaudeville shows.
On Friday final papers were signed
whereby the Duluth Theatre Company, Finkelstein & Ruben, managers, associated with the Oook
Lros" become owners of the St.
Louis hotel properly for a considThe property
eration of $350,000.

ALTON » ALLAN
Just closed with Annette Kellerman's Revue
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J
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MORE WEEKS AT WINTER GARDEN, CHICAGO

"Ernie Young's Latest FincT

WHAT VARIETY SAYS:
"Mary

Rcilly,

a local sensation, late
of

Edelweiss Gardens, a singer
»t
jazz numbers, par excellence.
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ALBEE,

E. F.

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

General Manager
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(Palace Theatre Building; New York)
EDWARD F. ALBEE
A. PAUL KEITH

KEITH

B. F.
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*
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Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville
(AGENCY)

PROCTOR,

F. F.

F. F.

PROCTOR

Founders-

*

"•

0>

Artists

can book direct by addressing

K.

S.

HODGDON

»

*-

»

\
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one dissatisfied with the performance.

Through some personal arrangements with tho members of "The
Whirl of Mirth" company, which
closed its season at the Century this
week, I. M. Weingarden, who owns
the production, did not take them

Loew's
Marcus
AMALGAMATED

Beautify Your Face
MUM ImI

Tea

Man,

f*«fl

M

«ake

tht "rVaraealaa" aava
tataae)
ratalaai aattat aart» a>
aaviaa ait aarraai taatr faatarai <parfaatfaat
aat *aa.avt Maariaaaa.
at

ui

CaaealtaMaa

F
•«7

Faaa

traa.

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

r«at*»aala

B. SMITH M O
riftb Ar«. M. f.

a

Waldorf)

(Opp.

The

out of town as a company.

members

VAUDEVILLE

scattered

to

cities.

PHONE BRYANT

Eddie Britt, assistant treasurer at
the Grand, will go to Fairmount
Park again this season as assistant
William M. Gray, resident man-

JAMES MADISON

ARTISTS

New York

aw»S

Booking First Class Acts
FIRST CLASS THEATRES

auditor.

PutnamBuilding, Times Square

New York

1441 Broadway,

different

MAY BOOK

in

DIRECT

LUBIN

H.

J.

says

Aa competition becomes

keener, vaudeperformers need better material. I
have written many good acta for good
people and am ready to repeat past per-

ville

ager of the Grand theatre, will leave
soon after the season closes, May 7.
for a combined business 'trip and
vacation to New York.

O. M.

SPANISH

I

m ORPHEUM sn
MORT

MARTIN BECK,

H. SINGER,
General Manager,

CHARLES

1

SAMUEL.

FORT.

I

President

NEW ORLEANS.
By

General Manager

my leaae (11th
New York City.

formance. Just renewed
year), at 1493 Broadway,

— Schilling's

Band and Oscar Babcock.

1

FRANK VINCENT,
GEORGE GOTTLIEB,

Gripping Playlet For Sale

S.

LAZ LANSBURGH,

BENJ.

Managers' Booking Dept
E. H.

B.

^HANE,

Between 11 and

i

1

Masonic Temple Building
J.

MATTHEWS

Presa Dept.

Charge

in

NOTICE

McMAHON,

Manager Auditing Department

GENERAL OFFICES,
PALACE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

&

Feiber
AFTER APRIL

Car-

Colored

C.

JOHN POLLOCK,

—

LYRIC— Bennett's

1

CHICAC.O OFFICE

Law DepL

CONWAY,

Publicity and Promotion
O. R.

Four parts; good lead for either man or
woman. Detective mystery with startltngly new twist.
Emotional aituations
and comedy relief; auapenae held through*
out, with good dialog and an "O. Henry"
ending.
Address B. A. W., 515 Rose
Court, Santa Rosa, Calif,

BRAY,

at

General Western Representative

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily

1

28th

WE WILL

Shea

BE LOCATED AT

nival.

STRAND.— "The

Penalty."

The question of the extra art at
Orpheum and the request of the
local musical union was amicably

the

M

1NERS

Company
INC.

AKE-UP

Henry C. Miner.

Est.

Longacre
Engineering and Construction

by arrangement with Pen
Piazza, manager of the theatre.
settled

theatre
financing
construction

.

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THEA.

CHICAGO OFFICES

NEW YORK

American Bond & Mortgage Bldg.

PD
r U L.LILK

OFFICES

6C2 Fifth Ave.

June to Miriam Fink, daughter of ceeded. accomplished the impossible
by getting something with "blues"
a local millionaire.
when it was thought they were all
$10.00
Cunning, who hiked hither and through for this town, which has
Big Bargain* Rave been oaed. Mac yon as a vaudeville Jail breaker, is listened to an avalanche of them.
Crazier and Lawler looked like an
• tew 0«co'.i<5 Hand roooratioa and fibre now one of thone See? All Knows

TRUNKS,

—

''

Wardrobe Trunka. tit and tit. A few Air' and is bringing his entertainAlao old
•xtra large Property Trunka
Parlor Floor ment for a week at the old Orpheum,
Taylor- and Bal Trunka.
beginning May 1.
II Wear flat StreM
New Tork City.

art

that

waj

I

"i

Va**-

-

With

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
DELGER BLDG., 1006 MARKET, 8T.
PHONE PARK
8AN FRANCISCO

Suzanne Lehmann. wife

of
ill

Don
at a

•

•--*—*

j^.--

neat wardrobe, setting and general
endeavor the crowd appreciated the
striving and rewarded them gra-

way

to

recovery.

Dave Frank, southern representative of Leo Feist, is to be married In

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
ART. BOOKBINDING CO.

119

WEST42d STREET
NEW YORK

CITY

The Lyric is offering this week
Lymlall. I.aurell and Co.. three
what it styles ''Vacuum Vaude- hefty girls in athletic work, made John
ville," which may mean clean di- an apt closer,
the burlesque wres-

vertissement or
thing.

may

not

mean any-

4332

The Western Vaudeville

th&ir

ciously.

Phlllipni, has been seriously
local hospital, but is on the

BLDO., CHICAGO.

AUSTRALIAN
BEN and C"| || I
CIRCUIT
JOHN
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTdMIME

WARDROBE PROP.

gan, Herbert Brenon and others in
the old stock days.

5330

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING

and

the

Manager Ziblich of the No Name
theatre has purchased the old Elysium, maintained by Lester Loner-

TELEPHONE BRYANT

PAUL GOUDRON

Inc.

Specializing

Trina Varela was married
other day to Pierre B. Roy, Jr.

BROADWAY, LOEW BLDG.

1540

tling at the

end bringing salvos.

J.

Nath. Bunnell Manager.

Thomn

Carmody, Booking Manager

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

Rain in torrents played havoc
Loew's was getting the play of with attendance at the Palace Tues- little in the first-half cntertn.inr.u-nt
day
night.
week
The few that were in half reciprocal enough for their inthe
part
of
the town the first
Iiabe were a kindly gathering trying their dulgence. The show was very small
with a snappy, zestful bill.
burto
be
amused,
in
but there was timey.
disported
best
has
Tour,
who
La
Brown ami Spencer began it
lesque these many years, was the
They are .vtill in "orn\" with Spenprize bon mot, and although not
Guorrini & Co. cer at the piano and Fleta Brown
headlined was entitled to the posiThe Leading and
vocalizing.
They were slow in
She sailed right in and made
Laraen
tion.
starting, hut managed to roll up a
ACCORDION
every post a winning one. Willie
FACTORY
healthy score.
Karbe was the opener. He is a forIn the United States.
Chung Wah Four received premier
eigner with upside down work. His
Tlie only
Factory
because they veered
that mike- ruiv 8<>t consideration
main strength, a finish on a swing—
from
the conventional. Travers and
Readi
made
bf
ing trapeze, brought tumultuous apband).
Douglas are not playing their sketch.
plause, which was deserved.
277-279 Columbui
"Morning Glory, naturally now ami
Avenue
Dell and Ray swung along quietly
They
San Franchco, Cal do not seem intent enough.
at first and, gaining as they ptoi>f

J.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

did not do nearly so well as when
last here.
Lazar and Dale had only a begin.

.

Between was
ning and a finish.
nothing but punchless talk.
Happy Harrison's Animal Circus
had as its main proponent an un-

rldeable donkey that failed to arotiw
laughte,r when the plants carriea
tried 'to force matters.

The final bill at the Orpheum *JJ
W«re
a quiet affair. Booth and Nine
watched attentively as they went
through their bike and banjo pacej.
The act rivets the eye with eiiouB"

I
i

*

Cizii

.95

uiiii>
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»
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Under the Street supertislea

ooohmo

all

Leeatee In the Marl at the eit>. |u«1 oft Broadway.
theatres, department stores, tractlee lino*. "L" road and

principal

offices,

•nb»ay.

Wo
folk*.

maintained

lartoit

aro tho
of bousekeeplap furnished apartment! speclallzlae to
Wo aro on tho around daily. ThU alono insures prompt service and cleanliness.

theatrical

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT

'

Address

—

land. a Coun, 241 West 43rd Street, New York
Apartment? can be seen evenings. Office in each building.

Principal Office

Phone Columbus 2273-4

NOTICE

SEYMORE HOTEL
ROCHESTER,
Up-to-date European

$1.00

t

ml<

Five Minute

Rooms Newly Renovated. — All ^onVacancies Now Op»'n.
venWmees.

— 1473

40th St.—Off B'way

I'honr: Bryant 1477-8.

Walk

Phone

L0N6ACRE

to Theatre*.

Headquarters

Write for our
100-Page

14.7-1423 THIRD AVENUE
nopjpVNLAR 60~*>-rnttr

Catalog
With

nin*trate<1

Cash at Full
Face Value on
Any and Ml
Purchases

Kngravinprn

—

FURNITURE

—

al*o

Halftone
fu ir«* Sperial
Sale Circular.

l«'.

Cash
MEN AND WOMEN OF THE
or Credit

STAGE

i

whom the artisfie in furniture present* eser Iti strongest appeal, should follow
the esampie of the hundred* el lending memhers of the profession who have furnlsiied thctr l*8Sjt*S thronj^h us, ftr.<V4herehy rutt only anve. from 2.% to 40'~'c> on the
price, but nvull them*el\e* of «he privilege of our convenient deferred payment
SfStess, the most liberal in New York for over a quarter of a century.
I.IHKKAI. TERMS
.Month
Value Week

S3»5 VALl :K
*IO0
Consisting of all
<£9v£C » "-(I

$.'.0(1

$H.(Mt
*!» (HI

S'JOO

9t.z&
$$.$$

$10.00

k:<imi

S3. (HI

iit.M

$1.00
IS.tM

Slfi.00
$.»0.00

I

l*eri«Ml

Furniture

•JeWa*

-

A 4-Room Apartment
s:»oo

ti-n»
•Kith

or

$-00
•

vai.ii:

Teriod Furniture
of Rare lleaufy

1< ><i

.nrgcr
l °

tfOTCi
Jj/3 »I"K( IU,

from w.i -.if in l< \ > II
51-h Street Cros«tf»»rn » »r- Mil

rcirii,.,)

A 5-Room Apartment
$*,00
lix'onipiiriilil.v

000

20%

VAI.FK

CCJ&C
^piJOiJ

liii-li

Period Furnilure

$1,000
F.hiliornfe
in Peri od
\\<«

-><l.~r

|>ell«

li.rni

\

\l

I)«*-ik'>««

—

WM.

wltb Bath from t2.B«
Katea to tli* rrof«>MMioD
R. SKCKKR. Pen. M gr.

Up

HOTEL STRATHMORE
at l«th ST., I'llll MiKIllll\
Al.l. TIICATIICS

NKAK

R!ucle room* Hlth running sratci. $2.00 a day.
single, with private bath. $2.90 a
doable. $2.50.
sjay. double. $.100.
B. V. CAH1LI.. Mgr.
Mante Managensrnt for the Past fen Yeara.

BT OKI HKl M CIRCUIT ACTS
~i

>ii

St

MM Kit HATKS

IKK

I

—

Wood had

Colvin and

followers

are

in

fashion.

KOOMS
HOTEL
RICE
— —

CTerrthlnp

CHICAQO.

PITTSBURGH.

$2 00 and Up wlthoejt Batk
$3.00 and t'p with Bath
J. O.

Eddie

Clrrscd

HAMMOND.

INO.

.Shower Raths; Rates: $1 15 Single: $3 00 Double,
One Atlntite Wnlk from Orpheum Tbestie.
Opposite New Parthenou Theatre.
TM EO. 0USC0FF. Prep.

MAJESTIC HOTEL
EUROPEAN PLAN.

joyed capacity throughout

Hath.
City.

WITH BATH
BATH
1

"Senti-

Pictures,

^
'The

mental Tommy."

BLACK STONE.— Pictures,
City of Silent Men."

—

KENYON.

ROCHESTER.

Your Men."

"Man. Woman, Marriage."

LYCEUM.— Pictures,

"Polly

a Past."

PHONE. —
CAMERA Came."

with

FAMILY.— First

Pictures,

ANNA SCOTT,

of

FONTENELLE HOTEL
$.:.00

Every

"The $10,000 Beauty." Emery Munlie
and fJirlie, Mayc Hunt. Martindale
"Th^ and Young. Canaanq and Schwab;

"When Dawn

Manager.

OMAHA, NEB.

vaudeville,

half

Me.

•IT, w. 12th St.. KANSAS CITY. MO.
THEATRICAL RATES. $1.00 PER DAY A UP.
ALL MODKIIN CONVENIENCES.

Jewels, All Rajah, demons Belling
and Co., Kawana Japs. James Reynolds, the McNaughtoni and Shirley
Mason in "Wing Tov, M film.

WILLIAM PEN N.— Pn tuns,

City.

HOTEL EMPIRE

By L. B. SKEFFINGTON.
FAY'S.— Willard's
Fantasy

"Know

Pictures,

INO.

HOTEL BALTIMORE
$3.00 PER DAT
$2.00 PER DAY WITHOUT
600 ROOMS
Baltimore Ave. A 2th St.. Kansas

stay.

its

HAMMOND,

Water In Rfery Room; Also Rooms with
Rate: $1.25 and up. Located la Center of
Close to All Theatres.
N. SC0FE8, Mar.

Hiinnliig

1

—

OLYMPIC.

Prop.

DENVER, COLO.

HOTEL HAMMOND and CAFE

Cantor show, which
two weeks there, en-

after

NICHOLS. Mgr. and

17th and Broadway

ing with great success this season.

The

COLEMAN HARRISON.
GRAND.— Pictures, "Truth About

ILL.

SAVOY HOTEL

opened to near capacity nt the Alvin, where musieal shows are meet-

By

Modern and llonelike.
Proprietor.
I Mlniitea' Walk froBJ Loop.

\'ew.

KLINGBEIL BROS..
Dvurhum St

IS9 No.

Very Modem, Running Water In All RnoaM.

"Broadway Brevities," with Bert
Williams
and
George
McKay,

i

Husbands."

Ray over

Fiske O'Hara, in "Springtime in
Mayo," is playing to fair returns at
the Nixon, despite the sudden turn
into
July-like
weather.
"Twin
Beds," with Zaina Curzon, next.

the
fer
Apparently not
ot humor.
field
pleased with the reception accorded,
they did not chance even a quick
Rigoletto Bros, have gone
bow.
Duck and are working in slipshod

They

AND IP

.

of-

little to

CHICAGO

St.

RATrTrf SI 00

C.RAHAM. Manager

double act with Naomi
the Keith circuit.

the Threshold." and inserted an uncalled for speech.

Doarbom

U.NK IIIINDIIKD 'OL'TKIDK

Kates: $0 and op.
A.

St.

III,.

FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOP

FROM

MARTIN

Near Randolph

81..
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NEW TREMONT HOTEL
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Single
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Afi^r announcement that
Four Horsemen" would go into

OP ST. LOUIS
the second half, BiS Tip Tops. "AL-iost Juat N. of Washington Ave. on IStk St
Special Theatrical Mateo
Shubert On April L\r Man- the Captain," Mary Ma.\li< Id, Garid
and
Smith,
th
Hofhl.
IVr
Up— Strictly Modern and
Week
$7.00
ager John Reynolds, of the Shubert
Homelike
Down East." SecFILMS
interests, decided on a switch which
Taiweeic,
Lyceum;
Norma
ond
the
Pitt
into
brought the picture
and caused the former house to re- madge in "The Passion Flower," all
In the new edition of the "Revels
Veek, Regent; Sentimental Tommy,"
main idle since "Way Down East
of 1921," to be at the Butler Hotel,
closed there two weeks apo. "Shuf- all week, Star; Frank Mayo In there will be a complete change of
fling Along." with a colored cast, "Tiger True," all week, Rialto.
program and several new faces In
including Sissle and Blake, was anFred Jtelding, a tenor,
Players
are the cast.
Manhattan
The
nouneed for the date at the Pitt,
will make bis lir«t appearance and
Four
summer
"Tho
scheduled to open their
but has been held over.
a singing and dancing
May
Bolton,
Horsemen" is starting its run with stock season at the Lyceum next soubret, will bo on the program.
considerably less advertising than Monday in "Adam and Eva."
that which preceded "Way Down
Marjorie Bambfau, formerly a
East.*'
George L. David, dramatic critic stork
come
in Beattla,

Sam

B.
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Way

will
and Chronicle, to tho actress
propaganda of Sign onMetropolitan May 1 in "The
the Door."
Caaaaday at Fay's, consisting
George
of waving Irish flags, etc.
The Blue Bird theatre, Bromerton,
frowns upon all propaganda.
is the smallest town In the country

the Democrat
to criticise

rises

Clyde A. Henry, for several years
photographer with various of the
larger picture companies in Los Angeles, has joined O. Henry, his fapho:o
organisation
ther,
largest
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WuMlilngton St.. Bet. Iji Hall* and Wells
Catering to Orpheum Acta

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
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Ratea $1.60 Per Day and Up
One Block from Palace Theatre

Ihsk Elevator Apartment*: Every Po«*lble Service; With Kitchen and
Kite he net I eh; 4-Koom Suites ENpccially Adapted for Two Couplea; Large
Kitchen.
ProfewMJonal llotes Quoted.
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Ave. Eaat
Calgary. Alt*. Cass.
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COLONIAL HOTEL

Three, Four and Five-Room Hlgh-Clsaa Furnlahed Apartment*—$10 Fp
rhoneat Bryant S950-1
MRS. (iEOiUJE HIKf.F.I. Mgr
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Strictly Professional.

A 6-Room Apartment
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on Broadway

personal appeal to start a program
AND ROOMS
Jack La Vier found
pleasantly.
Ijirsre Rooms. fS.OO and Cp.
them receptive after breaking down
Apartment*. *I0 to flS.
Room
1, 2 3
COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
an almost insurmountable barrier
He stalls a 310 WEST 48th 8T.f N. Y. CITY
of disinterestedness.
during the final minutes
trifle
which slows up the exit.
"Once a Thief" held enough color some clowning hy Joe Towle and
the
and human interest to win appro- De Haven and Nice, which kept
Thomas P.' Jackson car- auditors seated for a peek at the
bation.
ried it over the sagging spots se- acrobatics.
curely. Joe Towle might have done
better if he had left when the leavA summery Sunday sent the
He seemed
ing was propitious.
and
glued to the stage, however, and crowds into the open spaces
Pangrew tiresome. De Haven and Nice, theatre attendance was off.opening
its
under
much
was
tages
with odd and welcome foolery.
quota as a consequence. The
Lightner* Sisters and Alexander day
possessed about the usual deand their revue were quietly re- show
gree
of merit without revealing any
ceived. Winnie Lightner's mugging
Rigoletto Bros,
striking qualities.
and tricks somehow missed. Anna and Swanson Sisters headlined.
Chandler was another quiet num- Conchas, Jr., snared the honors
ber.
right off the reel as he followed the
Davis and Helle were helped with picture. His vehicle is much like
that of the late Paul Conchas, with
heavyweight juggling to the fore,
but he has a ladder ascension feat
to conclude that places him with
the best of the openers.
Kurt and Kuehn were hot and
cold the first few minutes, but built
For the Theatrical Profession
into proportions toward the end,
ultimately hitting all sections to
Strand Luggage Shop
Walter Law acted very
Th*> LvcMLeTS shop With a Conscience.
applause.
tM SIXTH AVE.. Bet. 30th anil 40th Sta. much old school in his sketch "On
"Open f.venings Till 7"

Liberty Loan

Phone Circle 6640

754-756

every Apt.
Prop.

Home and
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Lansdale-Canton Apartments

FOR THEATRICALS.— Modera aad UP-te-Oate.
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elevator, fireproof building of at he neweat type, having every device and 1011nirnre.
Apartment* are beautifully arranged and conpiat of t, S and 4 roon-iH
..
buth and 'phone.
with bWchena and kitchenette*
SI7.00 Fp Weekly.
Addreaa all communication* to Charlea Tenenhaum, Irvtngtoa Hall.
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Single, with bath: S3 00 Double,

bath.

Every

THE DUPLEX

330 and 325 West 43d SL
Phone Bryant 41 31-42*3
Three and leu* reams with bath, furnished *e a
degree of modernness that esecls anythini In this
type at building.
These apartments will accommodate four or mere adults.
$9.50 Up Weekly.

Phono Bryant 7tl2
141-24? West 43d St.
One. throe and four room apartmonta. with
kitchenettes, private bath and telephone.
the
privaey thete apartments aro noted for la ono of
It* attractions
$15.00 Up Weekly.

»

i"

1119

Complete tor Hous. keeping. Clean and Airy.
323 West 43rd Street
YORK CITY
Private Bath 3-4 Rooma. Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession
r
Hiram Ilea* *nd «-'«>-fric
igtif
Fp
SU..

•

Aa up-to-the-minute, new. fireproof Ouildina.
arranged in apartments of three and 'eur reomi
with kitchen* and oMv*t» bath.
Phone la each
apartment.
•
$17.00 up Weekly

VANOIS COURT

'

N. ¥.

bath

An

and 3ie Weet 4Sth 8L
Phone Longacrr 1830

to 347

,

THE BERTHA
355 to 359

HENRI COURT
912. 314

Phono Longacre 4500
Wool 45th St.,
Iwtt completed: elevator
A ouildina do Ipso.
opartmenti arranged IP »olte» •» one. two a .id
throe rooms, with tllod oath and shower, tiled
Thoeo apartment* embody
klteheec kltehonottoat
every luxury know.i to modern teienro.
$60.00 Up Monthly: S>6.0« Up Weekly.
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Highest Bidder," Rex; o Malley of
Oak;
the Mounted." Strand; "Isobel,"
"The Easy Koad, M Liberty; "What
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';ui Building Company and the Beau
Art na Company.
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Exerointug her option to purohapp,
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Bavenport-Engberg has secured title to the substantial resilience at Belmont avenue awl oii\u
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CURTAINS FOR SALE AND R£NT
BUMPUS & LEWIS DROP
Some of ine Acts we have equipped with scenery: Skelly & Heigt R

I

for TiT.ooo.

a recommendation

Jf

made

to

the

rvue,

Fortune Queen

SCENIC STUDIOS
245 W. 46th
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Bryant 26S5

N. Y.
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CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
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LOEW CIRCUIT
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and ELDRIDGE

Susquehanna.

.

GLOBE THEATRE

MAU

SIDELLI

KEITH TIME

MOHER

Fa.,
a brother of
Sadie Belgrade, owner of the Bel- "Dance Diversions of 1921"
grade Stock Co.. at the Richardson.
BRIM FULL OF FUN With THE DUNCAN
Direction, ABE THALHEIMER
Oswego, motored to the Starch City
SISTERS. • BROWN BROTHERS. IS
W. 42d St. E»es. at n :,i
from his home, did Charles W. OckPALACE
GIRLS.
HARLANO
A
DIXON
REFUBLIC MaU Weil & Sat.. 2:30.
stadt,
leading
man, accused of
aa "TIP-TOP"
polyg&f.iy and perjury on Boston
GRACE LA RUE and
warrants, supply bail.
Oekstadts
HAMILTON
f. ther
RnOADWAY and KORTY-8IXTR ST.
in Boston put up one bond,
but the Bean City authorities deMATINEES WEDNESDAY and 8ATUR1AY
IRENE FISHER, At Piano
manded another in Oswego.
The
Kvenings 8:30. Matinees stock company's owner's
brother
TIMES SQ. Tbura. and Sat.. 2:30. sought to wire cash to gover the You Like It." "Richard the Third."
Evea. at 8:30.
West 44 Strrrt
bond, but the telegraph company, "King Lear." I'Macbeth." "Merchant
LITTLE Mats. Wed.. Thura A Sat. VM
in
it is said, declined to transmit the
of Venloe*| and "Julius Caesar."
s
The
$1,000.
Hence, the auto trip was
Foli's is also delving into the
'
necessary. The Susquehanna chief higher order of offerings this \vWk
arrived in Oswego with $l').000 in in presenting the San Carlo Opera
cash, checks and drafts.
Company with a Monday night
By FRAHK CRAVEN J
The organization always
opening.
-t
A New Mould Play
Arthur O. Forbes, manager of the does well here ant' this engageTHEATRE.
Avon, Watertown, since the middle ment will, from all indications, be
W. 4M ST.
of December, will sever his connec- equally successful.
They, too, are
Brock Pemberton'a Production*
tion with
the theatre Saturday, presenting a different bill for each
Mats. Wad. A Sat. at 2:30.
Eve*. I iff.
when
Hartley
F.
Joy,
head
of
a
Butterfly,"
"La
"Mm*
performance,
Bett"
Lulu
ga5£ s"Mtes
local restaurant company, will as- Boheme."
"La Tosca," "Martha,"
n ft mrin i W. 48 St, Bryant 48. Era. 8:20
sume the duties of manager.
DUIinOlll Mat a Tbura A Sat. 2:20.
"Cavalleria Rustlcana," "Pagliacci."
"Rigoletto," "Carmen" and "II TroA Faraa CoaiUy la Threa Acta. W.tfc
VARE8I
W+
vatore."
CHARLE8 RUGGLES
I. CUMBERLAND
EVELYN G08NELL
B. C.
ALLYN KINO
By H. P. NEWBERRY.
Another return engagement for*
NORMAN TREVOR
Evenings at 8:15.
E™- 8:3 °Wert 4X St
EMFBESS.—"The Miracle Man." Richard Walton Tully's "The Bird'
iTIII TOM w iCtb st
TUL.I UlS
LIBERTY Tup. Mat* Wed. and Sat.. t:15.
Mata Wed. A Hat.
with Eddie Lawrence In title rdle, of Paradise." Florence Rockwell
GOOD SEATS AT THE BOX OFFICES
supported by Edythe Elliott and playing the lead. Business good.
all the Empress favorites.
The Shubert-Garrick, after four
AVENUE.—"Way Down East.'' D. weeks with the Fox film, "Over the
W. Griffith's film,
one week only. Hill," is dark.
Donald Foster. Juvenile, at first ex- Two performancesfor
daily.
"Echoes of Broadway";
pected here next week, will join the
LADY BILLY"
BOYAL.— Kelly's Comedians in JoeCosmos
In the Musical Catted J Hit.
Detzell and Carroll Pete In "The
Knicks later. The Manhattan Flay- musical comedy.
$*V.W
Sound
Cure";
Simpson and Deane in
SEATS
MATS.
this
week
BEST
ers have been rehearsing
ORPHEUM.-William Hall in "A
Tea Party"; "W. S. B."; The
at the Empire here.
Man of the Feople" headlines vaude- "The
Fiorzies; Nord and Belmont; feaville.
City Council by Chief of Folice W.
films.
Manager W. Dayton Wegefarth.
FANTAGES.—Lottie Mayer and ture
H. Searing is carried out police ma- of B. P. Keith's, sprang a new one
Moore's Strand Odiva and her
diving
every
in
job
girls
headline
the
on
vaudeville
be
trons will
"Thimble
holding
mata
week,
thiH
Trained
Seals; King and Cody; Miss
bill.
public dance hall in the city.
inee" on Wednesday. Every womCantor; Walter Fenner and
COLUMBIA.—Film. "The Ken- Lynn
an attending the performance re- tucky Colonel."
company
in "Show Me"; Anger and
Cubaret operators will be com- ceived a thimble, the inscription asCAPITOL.— Mae Murray in "The Adelon in "Slapped"; feature films.
pelled to submit to city regulations suring
"Keith's sewsher that
Loew's
Palace
Nazimova in
Gilded Lily."
designed to eliminate objectional smiles."
MAFLE LEAF.— "Shepherd of the "Billions*
features in their resorts and to pay
Hills" (film).
Loew's Columbia Marion Davies
an annual fee to the city for a liFhilip Goldman, superintendent of
DOMINION.—Hugh Ford's pro- irt "Buried Treasure."
cenoe if the Council passes an ordi- the Wieting opera house, has asMoore's Rialto Rosemary Theby
nance to be introduced by Robert sumed charge of the theatre. The duction, "The Great Day."
ALLEN, COLONIAL, GLOBE, In "Good Woman."
Monday.
Hsketh
H.
managerial post was recently va- REX. BROADWAY.— Pictures.
Moore's Garden
Doraldina in
cated by H. N. Holde, who went to
"The Woman Untamed," with a
the Colonial at Cleveland for the
"A Message from Mars" will be
N. Y.
Shuberts.
staged by local talent shortly.
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plan" at Keith's here Tuesday night.
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Direction.
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N'UTK Th" only Udy doins the' t»>e-totoe.catfh.
riaying KEITH and ORPHBl'M Circuits.
Direction. JOE SULLIVAN.

•

MENNETTI

Billy Glason'a route.
Dave Thursby'a act.

.

Not
f

HAVING

•

Dick Path's disposition.

voice*.

IRCLIT— NOW

i

Utile Girls in Blue"

TIP-TOP

have excellent

LOEW

—— ——

Present*
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•

m

-:*

Bed aheeta, and nncs paper sheet*
are pretty much the same. A good
people lie in them. We knino
of a lot of Agents in the "Thousand
Thievea Building" (Putnam. B'ld'q.)
icho lie too, but not so much in Bed
sheets, or News Paper sheets.

in 'Frisco:

And

COHAN

THF.ATHK,

COHAN

Bvea, 1:11:

Series

M.

ma

•"-

many

Frank Donegen's contract with Geo.
HIP, 'FRISCO.
Cohan*
Ban Francisco, March 1.
"Voice or Money," an act With two Sammy Berk's baby boy.
men and a woman, registered an .all Frank Gaby's personality.
round success.
excellent
comedy
Home
Claude Anderson's bank roll.
ia provided by a clever Yiddish comic
and

DRAMA

Circuit

MANDEL & ROSE
MILTON WALLACE THINGS WORTH
ot

'V". "

BOOKED SOLID

Direction

AM Kit K AM

INCLUDES:
OLIVE TELL

EMMCTT CORRIGAN
uko.
M.

Run
+ + +

8:::0.

Sat. 2:30.

NKW

»

OEOHOS SIUNEY

Hit and

Evea.

&

World.

AARON HOFFMAN

by

W. 44th St.
Mats. Wed.

'

BOOKED SOLID

Booked Solid Loew

What Variety thought

Sparkling Coaiedy.

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

HARRIS PreaenU

B.

"WttCOME STRANGER
A.

Hudson

FRANCES

Operatie Versatile Comedian

Digger,''

HOPWOOD'g

and

Circuit

Whirlwind Oddities.

Tnundaj aad Saturday.

"The Gold

Conductor

CAUL KPOIMnnfC.-

8AM

Artistic

of Placer
AVF.ltT

RAWSON

SKATING MACKS CLARE

•Dcjr'tflr,.

INA CLAIRE

WESLEY BARRY
STRAND ORCHESTRA

-Tii Paaalar

alau..

Orpheum

Junior

-8CC0MD YEAR—

With

SAM H. HARRIS

MJ -GrjciivRM

Wilson

"The Loose Nut"

M

"DEBURAU"

Wast 4Gtb 8t

MARSHALL NKILAN'H

Bob Hampton

I
S

LYCEUM THEATRE

MAHK

at 47tli

Woat 44th at.. Bvea. at
Mat* Tbura. and Sat.
BRLASTO PraMata

Charlie

A Comedy from the Franca by Sacha

-

Tu*P»it* I'o^t^i-v-

PrwnUUotuhf 8

1

UONEL ATWILL

"THE BIRTH
OF A NATION"

CAPITOL GRAND ORCHESTRA

t'WAY

GUY

NEW YORK THEATRES
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IN

DON'T CARE"

'I

LAURIE ORDWAY

Itookrd Solhl. I.OKVt

DEAR ME

TIM*

HORWITZ & KRAUS

Direction,

tLSlE

CHARLES PURCELL

YEAR THE RIGHT GIRL'

I

F0LLE1TE
LOU

L

PEARL
AND WICKS

ELT INGE

JACK

1

"LADIES' NIGHT"

.

|

EQILDA MADAME*

LOEW

VANCOUVER,

NTER

CIRCUIT, 1920-21

Direction

LEW CANTOR

-

-

MITZI

—
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—

feature act headed by Signe FatUrson, 2d week.

Crandall's

Metropolitan

— Norma

Talmadge in "The Passion Flower."
The Gayety closes Fs burlesque
season earlier this year by several
weeks, Manager Jarboe giving as
the reason that no repeat dates were
played by any attractions of the
wheel (Columbia).

Tommy and Billy Spence. professional minstrels, headed the cast of
Andrews boy minstrels at the
benefit performance given for the
welfare of the boys' work in Wash*
ington.

the St.

Ringling Brothers and the BarBailey combined shows
reach here again this season 'on
about the same dates as usual, May

num and

16

and

17.

SYRACUSE,
By

CHESTER

EM PIKE.— All

BAHN.

B.

Knicker"SmllirT
Flayers
In
bocker
Through." This stands out as the
Knicks
the
offering
best dramatic
have given in their six years at this
of the
one
it's
fact,
In
playhouse.
best repertoire attempts in 15 or 20
Jack MacParlane, leading
years.
man, makes his John Carteret very
human, an J the transition from old
age to youth and back to old age is
done very smoothly. Florence Eltlridgc, leading woman, is at her
best

in

the Jane

week,

Cowl

role.

Next

The Barnum

&

Bailey-Ringling

Bros, circus hits Syracuse June
billing is being placed.

11.

Advance

The

It
was recently reported that
Thomas Wilkes would establish a
new stock company in Vancouver.

so the only probable house for
the company would be the Avenue
Theatre during the summer. The
Wilkes company played for four
weeks at the Empress Theatre
about five years ago, but business
was not good.

If

Somerville

Players

opened

their second stock engagement at
the Stone on Monday. Incidentally,
Prances Savage, who is the company's leading woman, furnished a
decided
surprise
to
Binghamton
folks by taking quarters at the
Y. W. C. A.

The K*>bbln« Amusement Co.
Utica is floating a new issue

of

,

IMPORTANT NEWS! PRICES REDUCED!
WARDROBES

D. C.
By HARDIE MEAKIN.
The New National held a splendid

CAN NOW

In

"Adam and Rva"

Knicks' permanent leading
-

THOMAS

J.

sh the

woman

KEOGH

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

OCEAN BEACH, NEW YORK
k

^THEATRICAL

H&ivr

TRUNKS

BE BOUGHT IN
$55

to

MAIL OKDKRS WttXMt}

F. O.

ST;

LOUIS

N. Y. CITY

$90
B.

NKW YORK MTY

USED TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
Hartman, Indestructo, Belber
EVERY
EVERY
Murphy,
Oshkosh,
Bal
Neverbreak,
Central,

Taylor,

ukvv
MAKb

STYLE

SAMUEL NATHANS

THEATRE FOR

Gilbert

m

FAMOUS HERKERT & MEISEL MAKE, OF

WASHINGTON,

of
week. "Adam and Eva."
serial
8
per cent, gold
FA STABLE.— Last half, "The $100,000
notes, dated
1, 1921.
The notes
Meanest Man in the World." This ai'ft.in $.1,000.May
t;i.oo and $iu0 <ienomaudience Monday night (the 25th) to
George M. Cohan production* warn inations, and the marketing*"!*
be- welcome
Robert
B.
Mar. tell
in
born at the Empire here early in ing handled by the Utica
InvestShakespeare. His opening bill was
indisale
the season. The advance
ment Co.
"Richelieu."
Genevieve Hamper is
cates good business.
again his leading woman, and his
Joseph Latham, of Elmira, who
Walter Gilbert, leading man of has just finished a film contract, list of plays this season has. in adlast season, will rejoin the Knicker- appearing in the support of Vivian dition to "Richelieu," "Hamlet," "Am
bocker Players at the Empire Mon- Martin, will join the Foli stock comday, replacing .lack MacParlane, pany at the Palace. Springfield. May
who returns to Rochester as leading 16. Harry McKee, who formerly diSALE
man of the Manhattan Flayers at rected the Mozart Flayers at Elthe Lyceum there. The latter com- mira, is directing the Foli combinaCentral Illinois City showing sucpany is also owned by Howard tion.
cessfully road shows, vaudeville and
Kumsey, lessee of the Empire and
pictures. Drawing population fiftyWith Macthe Knicks' manager.
thousand. Owner's represent.-!! ivc
Marion
Tucker
Joel.
another
Parlane also goes Florence Rtdfrtdge Syracuse amateur vocalist, was preM J. DIXON. 20"i Kn*> 31 St 91
(Mrs. Rumsey), who resumes her sented
under
the
"inspirational New York
of
City.
woman
the
Manplace as leading

Lotus Robb,
hattan combination.
who has been with "Hollo's Wild
Oat" in New York, opens with Mr.

^
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NOW THAT SPRING IS HERE. WHY NOT SPRING A NEW SETTING
ON YOUR AUDIENCES.' WE HAVE SOME VERY SEASONABLE NOVELTIES BUDDING IN OUR ST'JDIOS V'HICH WE EXPECT TO BLOOM
VELVET, 8ILK, SATEEN SCENERY INTO REAL HOT HOUSE •BAUTIfcl ?N THE. VF.RY NEAR FUTURE. COLLEGES, CLUBS, EXHIBITIONS
PRODUCTIONS, REVUES and ACTS CONSULT US NOW rem voir MIC'.V SPRING STAGE ATTIRE. WE & WINDOW DISPLAYS, TO ORDER
THEATRE & STAGE DECORATIONS AR E PAST MAStERS IN the ART OF ftfACal DECORATIONS. SET- QR SUPPLIED ON RENTAL BASIS
T~ING£ FOR RENT, ALWAYS — RFN1 M.S APPLYING ON PURCHASE
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PICTURES
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riday,

PECK S BAD BOY.

film

1

almost

is

tlcorge Majeroni ts good as Orsini

like

and Al Hart as Hanscom, the mounThe title and the story hinga upon taineer. Is splendid. "Diane of Star
Jackie Coogan
Wheeh-r Oekinan a woman, Vera Stanford
(Miss Hollow" should be a good box-office
Doris May Young), who before her
marriage attraction.

Bad Boy

Mk'i

Watching the
reading a book.

•T. Man in the «.'aaa
2rT Qlri In the Case
mSZ Village Grocer

QUO VADIS.

papers, but it all falls back on the
who slipped the papers into bis

kid,

pocket as a ^oke.
He also gets into the big action

punch at the finish. Jack steals a
handcar and is off down the tracks
The
before he can be stopped.
young Doc jumps on another handjust
beboy
the
overtakes
ear and
fore a train crashes into the car he
Tins
pieces.
to
it
smashing
was on,
is worked up well and is a great
thriller, especially for the children.
saw Jackie Coogan in
Those

who

The Kid" and predicted that he
would be a star without Chaplin

feel reasonably assured after
Whatseeing "Peck's Bad Boy."
ever any one may think of the pickid
this
ture all will admit that
There may be other
is a' wonder.
about,
kids just as clever roaming
but it Is safe betting that they are
few and far between. This boy goes
about his work In a manner t.iat
would put the oldest and most experienced of screen Stare to shame.
Not only is he the mischievous,
fewfun -loving boy, but when a
there are
tears are demanded, and
one or two spots that call for the
to It In the
sol) stuff. Jackie goes
a tear
most natural manner. Many of
patouch
his
with
he will bring
his dog
thos when they are taking
All
wagon
dog-catchers'
off in the
the time it must be remembered
aM..
A
yeare
six
only
that he is
ma J
baby, nothing more than that,
naturalness
his
to
answer
he the

course, and it is sent home by one
of the few clever bits of the picture.
Upon the reconciliation Vera Is
about to explain to her husband
what she has been doing since their
separation, but catches herself just
in time when the parrot shrills
"Hush!" The whole piece is done
in the "society play"' style, which in
the pictures seems to mean demonstrations of nouveau art furnture
•and the display of good breeding by
being rude to the servants. The interiors are so artistic and in such
good taste that no one could possibly live in them outside a film
studio, and everybody's manners are
polished beyond perfection. But the
costuming is undeniably beautiful
and the photography excellent.
It should be mentioned that Kathryn Williams, as the woman friend
of the heroine, gave a capital performance, playing a society woman
with an air of ease and natural, unaffected poise such as you would
look for in a woman of the world.
Sunday night business at the
Capitol was unusually brisk, and all
that has been said does not take
from the fact that Miss Young
doubtless has a large and loyal following among the fans. It is also
probable that the fans will be attracted by 4ier latest picture, although it is not her best.
Rush.

aw

may

and his unassuming manner. more
does seem that a few
It
been
tloseups of the kid could have
very
for the little fellow is so
it Ml
small that, except in a closeup,
expressions.
his
catch
bard to

Wen,

we Judge pictures today.
\s
•Peck's Bad Boy" is not a great
grown•ieture hut it will please the
kidups and he a real joy to the
"

dies."

DIANE OF STAR HOLLOW.
Put Scott
'..ii>.'

I

...B"rnard DurninK
Evelyn Greeley
...Gronje AJaJeronl

•

•

• •

•

Drain]

Father Lorenzo.
D. Crinpi

.

.

Harrison

Fuller Me)li*h
George B. Romain

«

Sheriff

PiHro

,.

•

•

•

.

.

.

•

• • •
1

Al Hnrt
D'Connor
Jos'ph Gramb.v

•

.

.Louis

• • •

J.

Sonia Mhi.'I!i
....Charles Ma cUaj

Cartotia
Dr. Ogflen
.T'HHie

May Hopk tss

,

mother,

Jessie's

Wool

....Freeman

HaiiKcnm

Julia

Neville

The

picturization of David Potstory, "Diane of Sta;Hollow," is a new contribution to the
s reen and should j.ump into instant
favor because of its being a subject
seldom touched upon in the film
world.
The director, Ollie Sellers of
•When ltearcat Went Dry" fame,
has gone in for thrills, believing the
public wants action in pictures
rather than atmosphere.
And no
doubt he is right, particularly in the
case of Diane.
The story is of an army of black banders being run to earth by a
dashing young officer of the mounted police.
Diane's father, Orsini, was a man
of fabulous wealth whose affluence
ter's

famous

HUSH.
Hugh <>ruham.
Herbert

Frank G tendon
Kathiyn Wiiltama

v

»"<'<

...

P»"

Bertram tf»s*by

lirooks...

Oemrd Alexander

HrookR

<lracH
Wai.l

Touns

KtnibsJl

ciara

.......I.

.

Dane

Isabel

id atrifp

John

Builcr

Plan

I««

«'n

<

lei hill

loose narrative play devoid of

A

form or structure ami disastrously
overburdened with long, elaborate
titles, is

Kimball

the starring vehicle of Clara
Young, this week at the

It is sponsored by Harry
Garson and the authorship Is ascribed to Sada Cowan. A well-warn
but interesting enough theme is
worked out understandably, but the
whole thing is artificial and mechanically theatrical. One never for

Capitol.

a

moment

life
It

in
Is

gets the Illusion of real
the characters or Incidents,
always a group Of puppets

moving tncpugh manufactured episodes at the behest of n moving
picture director.

The fiction devices are transparand the tools of the scenario
carpenter are always in plain night.
Old
man Fictitious Coincidence
Works overtime, while many of the
discursive titles ere so long Ihej
save to be put In sueh n mail print
thai reading them is .1 strafn from
ent

midway

of

r, >«>

enormous

Capitol.

1'
i* a
question whether the storj
would he more comph te if the action
Was dispensed with and the tit>*

alone given, or

'

lie

other

way

In ut

Harold Miller

to

Lloyd

faithfully to the

stage play by

The lady pretends to be insulted at
his amorous overtures and leaves Kgan

affection is Beth Klliott, staShe is
agent at the town.
leery of drummers, but
in the end her sympathy is enlisted.
Meanwhile the plot to rob her of
some land she has to let go for
taxes develops. It seems the railroad company wants this land for
improvements, and Fatty, of course,
first

tion

somewhat

interest.

Much

of the feature's success is
due to the simplicity and straightWe
forward appeal of the cast.
have h*>re the later Arbuckle, a regHis chief
ular fellow, though fat.
support is Betty Ross Clarke. Instead of trying to play a big-town
cutis she made good as the kind of
girl one really finds in the smaller
tow us, and she was particularly
convincing in a shy, charming way
when it came to playing the love
scenes. Lucille Ward as an old maid
held up the comedy end, and the
minor parts were creditably handled.
Particular credit should go to
Walter Woods for the way he developed suspense toward the end,
though why a marriage should ?t*M'
the question at issue when the £$
signed the paper before she Ivas
married remains a question.
teed.
1

SCREEN GRAND GUIGNOL.
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terror

them

his
together.
lest

:

:

.1

week.

•'

!

Marie Prevost, for a liana one of
the comedy queens of the Senr.ett
lot, has been placed under contract
by Universal.
Ethel Grey Terry has been especially engaged by the Sellg-Rork
combination to play the lead opposite

Lewis

James

Stone

Oliver

two of the

in

Curwood

two-reel

features.

half-starving

Betty Compson has the measles,

and work on "The End of the
World" at the Famous Players has
ceased.
Penrhyn Stanlaws, who

is
all

coming, and, panic-stricken, hides has been directing the star, is
behind a curtain.
Entering, his spending his time while waiting in
wife recognizes the demi-mondaine drawing pictures of making them.
as an old pal she's put It over badly on her husband when she perS. R. Kent, general manager of
suaded him that she was a model distribution for F. P.-L., is here
of purity and they compare notes on a visit.
about the good old times. In the
end the husband shoots himself, but
Norman K. Whistler, who has
it
is the demi-mondaine and not
the wife who weeps over his dead been production manager at the
California,
has resigned,
Claud
body.
"The Final Appeal" carries the Rader succeeds him at the house.
very hackneyed story of the judge
who has betrayed a girl in his
Gareth Hughes is building a
youth.
Years after be condemns home in the Hollywood foothills,
his own son, the child of the in- joining the Laurel Canyon contin-

—

—

to death.
At the last moold sweetheart comes and
pleads wi h him. disclosing the consaves the girl's fortune and wins demned man's identity, but before
her hand. So ends a series of laughs he can act the clock strikes the
and a show with no mean love fatal hour.

I

last

as
the
the
the

the time in
wtfe should catch
He hears his wife

main outline of the of his calls. She
James Forbes, and and he helps her,

what Walter Woods as scenario
writer and Joseph Henabery as director have added* by way of "business" is sure -dire screen stuff for
The story starts
Arbuckle fans.
with three drummers on a railroad
train and some amusing horseplay,
with Fatty left at a railroad Crossing in a rainstorm.
Tht next day he makes the big
town and starts in selling his goods,
not before falling in love, however.
The victim of this woman hater's

•

Charlie Chaplin has qualified
ladies' barber.
He bobbed
May Collins Just before
opening of "True to Form" at

Lucille

1

••

The former Griffith Studios have
been rechristened Gooden Studios,
Arthur F. Cooden having taken
them over. Neil Hart is the star.

hair of

Ward him. He cannot lind an exit from
Jim Blackwell
JuIIuh
Richard Wayne the room, but he does bin' a man
Ted Watt*
who has l»een done to death bidden
Pearce
Oeorge
John Kimball
Robert Dudley behind a curtain. The gang returns
Plere*
'... .Gordon Rogers
BUI Grabb
and he is accused of the crime. In
terror he hands over all his money
L,asky probably set himself back and is allowed to escape. Then the
"corpse" sits up, and police, conlittle more than $15,000 for this production, but it is adequate, never- fidence trickster and decoy drink to
theless, with Patty Arbuckle star- the success of their next enterprise.
In "The Woman Upstairs" we
ring and holding up honors at the
week, with Charlie have, a young rake married to the
Rialto
this
One
Chaplin in a revival of "The Floor- "purest girl in the world."
The screen story holds night an old d emf-mondalne- flame
walker."
« • it

turn to the sper.king stage.
Her
original contract with Metro carried an option for an additional
year, which was foregono by mutual consent.

a

Roscoe Arbuckle
Betty Roas Clark
Frank Holland
Wilton Taylor

v

1

i

Ingraham is directing. In
east
are
Helen Raymond,
G. Llngham, Helen Lynch,

Thomas

This hlbitors (Screen Plays) is making
hand, including Orsini, was what is a series of one -reel horrors. Percy
commonly known as the Black Nash is the producer and the stoSergeant Scott of the ries are all by well known authors,
Danders.
.mounted police suspected Orsini experts in the horrible. In some
Diane, the daughter, arrives home cases their identity is more or less
from Paris to learn of the accusa- thinly veiled, for instance, everytions against her father. She seeks body at
the recent trade show
out the sergeant in defense of he" seemed to identify Georgo Saxon as
father, and her beautiful simplicity that doyen of sensational journalwins the love of the officer at first ism. George It. Sims. All the stosiifht, but duty commands him to ries already
shown are well told,
continue hi* Investigation.
without showing any great originalThrough Hanscom. a mountain* er, ity. "The <;entie Doctor" tells of
Russian
inclined
a former memo* r <>f the band, Ser- a
Nihilist ieally
geant Scott learns the truth about medical man who is betrayed to the
Orsini's eriir.es against society, and authorities by his worthless wife
during a raid on his country home and her lover. Escaping from SiOrsini beria, lie settles down in the LonScott is seriously injured.
jumps into the river and supposedly don slums to alleviate the sufferings of the poor.
is drowned, hut safely reaches the
Meanwhile his wife and her lover,
opposite hank.
After 1 he sergeant recovers from also in London, have fallen on evil
his gun WOUnds he seeks out Diane, times, and after he has chivalrously
thinking that her father is dead. told her that "Any woman can get
He proposes marriage to Diane, ami money," and pointed out the way
lis stabs
the girl accepts him Orsini to fortune, they quarrel,
;is
plunges through the door and cov- her but not fatally, and the "gentle
Recognizing
.ailed
in.
is
gun,
with
threat*
a
doctor"
ers the sergeant
When learning her he completes Ihe lover's vork,
enlng to kill him.
of the proposed marriage Orsini re- carefully stabbing her in the origTho lover :s arr .ted,
inal wound.
tires to his room and turns the gun
and in doe eourse hanged, while the
himself, thus paying for hii
11. ><>n
Nihilistic one ,n lefl still "gentle"
sins with his own hand*
out gloating cv«-r .» newspaper acthriller in e\ e,
The picl are H
ex< ution.
count of
i«
Beenicly
«<>rise of the word.
••".!.
s round a young
The '! 11
m.
*>t
of money in a
win*
Bernard Durning 'a-? Sergeant man who
After a
newspaper competition,
s.-,,i;
n vers acceptable, and Bvelyn
had company
mio
rails
dr.y
he
refreshing
vivkl
perform;;•, ei« \ gives a
->
S Hat, where he is
pfi
nee ;iv, Diane. «;..;» h in«« may le ,nd e
•• iful
decoy duck.
b<
with
f\
little
')is
star
from
xpe< •. .1
;l

Car.

Carter De Haven has started on
third production which he is
release through First National.

the

Rpth IClllott
Franklin Royce
Martin Dniry
Mri. BabSltr

"What

the

THE TRAVELING SALESMAN.
nub Blake, a drummer

again supportin a new U.
You Kxpect?"

is

Walton

ing Gladys
feature,

and power surrounded him with
Inspired no doubt by the success
hand of associates that was eve/ of the Little Theatre, British Kx-

[

westerns.

reel

Kcndrew.

1.

.

-

Klysces being used, while the lighting effect is splendid. It is an innovation for Paris, highly appreciated by the public. The immense
(la union t Palace is crowded before
the curtain rises for the first films.
The orchestra is increased to 80 instrumentalists for this big show.

ready to follow his dictates*

Vt-m Stanford....
ja<k Stanford- .

Lincoln Steadman. May Wallace,
I^os Angeles, April 27.
Harry I. CJarson and Bertha IVn- Hazel Howell, Ruth Ashby ar.d
wick were severely cut and bruised Clara Morris.
last Thursday night when the automobile in which they were ridDuring the last fortnight Hal E.
ing collided with a CJlendale elec- Roach "got it twice in the same
tric at Lake Shore and Berkeley place."
I^ast week while at a stag
avenues. Miss Fenwick sustained party his $8,000 auto was stolen
a fracture of the left knee.
from the street and u week prior
to that his ocean-gonig cruiser,
flkMfti -rsalOi- -Sho .IV »s4K<al ,*Mr> "TV?. Par, '.•>«« hied. ,.»«„ $2!\W&. ,w\*.
He is destroyed by lire in Sun i'edro
is back to two-rcelers again.
to appear in a series of Westerns Harbor.
in which he will revive his character of "Cyclone Smith."
May Allison quits Metro in July
Josephine Hill and Ruth Toyce. She has been *with the company
four
years.
While her plans are
former U. favories, have returned
indefinite at present, she may reto the lot and will be seen in two-

Paris, April 14.
of the very best shows presented in a motion picture establishment now occupies the stage and
screen of the* Hippodrome. The famous Cines reel is interrupted at
the scene of Nero's feat, which is
resumed on the stage with an oper-

One

develops violent jealousy, mistreats
his wife, accuses her of deceit and
infidelity and drives her to rebellion.
In these passages there is some
pretty intimate by-play involving
separate bedrooms and such details
of the domestic arrangement.
At
length the pair separate, but are
reconciled by the good offices of a
woman friend, and apparently live
happily thereafter, although neither
one deserved it.
The moral' is "Don't tell," of

intelligence and must go down as
one of the very best of the anim.il
There is a little love story
actors.
carried through the picture. It involves the Bad Boy's sister and a
struggling young doctor. The latdeeply involved in
ter becomes
whatever plot there is through being suspected of stealing Important

..

By FRED SCHADER.

atic company npd u .oyer„ 1,00, supers
and chorus, including athletes, acfb-'
bats and dancers, accompanied by
friends.
the music of Jean Nougues.
With the disclosure the husband's
Jean del Borso impersonates Nero,
love grows cold.
He insists upon Geo. Elvel as Petrone, Mile Simone
knowing the identiy of the man in Logier sings the role of Lygie and
the cast'. The wife refuses to tell M. Zocast that of Vinicius. The set
and -the husband's suspicions are is elaborate, the scenery of the
directed to the wrong man.
He opera from the Theatre des Champs

probably right. Those who are familiar with the old "Peck's Bad
Boy" plays will be disappointed if
they expect to see any of the oldtime fun in a grocery store. There
is a grocery store without the comic
storekeeper, the policeman, the pin;
in the chair and the "take-one' en
This is a
the basket of apples.
modern grocery store, with everything up to date, and is used as a
hang-out for the kid, who takes
things as he pleases with the permission of the storekeeper, who
charges everything up to "the old
man" as the boy takes it.
There is very little fun derived
here and the action is a bit slow, as
The
It is throughout the picture.
one big comedy bit is the scene in
church, where the boy's dad begins
to feel the effects of the ants which
the boy has placed in his lumbago
pad. This carries a good Ave minutes of continuous laughter.
Jackie is accompanied through the
film by a half-breed mut that does
very well, and if there is anything
like grabbing off second honors they
go to the dog. The animal several
times shows signs of almost human

I

COAST FILM NOTES

Jolo.

Raymond Melton
an
Indiscretion
and
James Corrlcan committed
«Tpack
....Lillian L.«>lt*h'o.i whoso conscience troubles her beCl Pe<k
Charles Hatton cause she has not made a "clean
jickle'a Pal
.....Gloria Wood breast of It" to her
Sekle't tlirl.
husband. The
By Herself man in the
••
•Queen ie"
case has married since
the old affair, and by unhappy
'Peck's Bad Boy" as a picture will chance turns up at a seaside resort
where Vera and her husband are
pot go down in history as a great
spending a vacation. The chance
It is just a picture,
achievement.
meeting and the wife's harrowed
and it is more than likely that the conscience drive her to confess to
producers of It didn't expect to do the husband after a spiritual strugr more' than pr< aeftt 'simply a -pitlur*: fter< which is •minutely- set. forth Jn
They had Jackie Coogan, and in fig- the titles, together with the advice
uring that he was enough they were against her course by her women

trigue,

gent.

ment the

The Screen Writers' Guild will
give a supper and ball at the Ambassador in a couple of weeks in
aid of its building fund.

"The Oath" is historical, and in it
a parish priest accepts the blame
The city of Los Angeles Is startfor a crime
committed by his
younger brother.
The youngster ing to keep a motion picture hishas killed the wicked nobleman who tory of the events of importance in

was responsible
downfall, and

for his bet rot bed's

the
priest -brothertakes the blame because he's prom-

ised

their dying

mother

to

prolect

the lad.
in

The stories are all well produced,
some eases exceptionally so, and

Percy Nash

is to be congratulated
hito one
reel than many producers contrive
to obtain in five or six.
These are

the city.

Charlie Chaplin celebrated his
32<l
birthday on April 16.
The
occasion was marked by a party at
the Fairbanks-Pickfoid home in
Beverley Hills, at which the comedian was the guest.

upon getting more meat
the

turned out from the studio
and were not. specially picked for
showing.
rjore.
lirst

Erie Kenton, who was engaged
by the Warners to direct "Money
Flies," Quits after completing that
picture,

it

ucatioual

is

a two-reeler

for

Ed-

release.

Agnes Ayres has gone east to
play the lead in support of Thomas
In "Cappy Ricss. H

THE FREEZE-OUT.

Melghan

This poker-title covers a Univer-

Harry Carey as the
excuse in a picture
theatre accustomed to program features of merit, and as viewed by a
Stanley audience failed to stimulate
interest.
The reason is only too
apparent.
The incidents in it are
sal feature, with
It has no
star.

Anita Stewart is offering a reof fL'.OOO for the information
that will lead to the return of the
jewels that wejfe stolen from her
home on Northwestern avenue ten
days ago. One of the rings con-

ward

tained a heart-shaped diamond on
developed from a stereotyped plot. which a valpe of $10,800 had beer,
For a group of actors to participate placed by a local Jeweler.
in a picture that does nothing more
than try to imitate some of the
Victor Hermann, former vaudeearly Hart pictures that were put ville booking agent and more lately
out by Triangle invJtes failure. a director for Belsntck, and Sara
"The Freeze -Out" is a western.
Mason, a scenario writer, were marIts action covers the vicissitudes ried last Thursday in Hollywood.
of a "stranger'' who comes Into a Hermann returned to the const a
town unannounced and then makes few months ago and has been in
a plaee for himself by threatening almost constant companionship of
Miss Mason was
to build a new gambling palace, Jack J'iekford.
much against the wishes of the pro- a!no connected With , h*» K^.i^niew
prietor of the established one ;uid forces at one time.
against the wishes of the moralist
Mack Swain ban been placed unma'am, who hopes to exert a good
influence on that particular town der contract by Charles Chaplin.
Swain
will make his tirst appearThe hero, becoming thoroughly ImHe popubued with piety, transforms his sa- ance in "Vanity Fair."
larized
the characterization of Ambookcases
and
loon into a library,
brose in the illms for several years.
all, and appoints the town drunk as
The late Kric Campbell, who worked
librarian.
The story and scenario are the with Chaplin, was of practically the
same proportions as Swain, who
effort
original
by
an
result
Of
George Hall. The "art director"— stands six feet four inches and
why there should he any demand for Weighs about L'OO pounds.
one is hard to explain is B. H
Joe Martin, the Universal chim«
Sheely, while tin- photography is by
Harry Fouler. Jack Tord is the pansee, u.is reported dead last week,
but later
denial was
cured from
director,
The .-..
Includes J. Charh s Le one of the executives of he comaioyne, Joseph Harris, Helen Ker* pany. Charles IK-rtxiuah, the pubguson, .1. h'arrell Mae Dona Id and licity promoter :'<.r tl.< organisation,
Lydia X a mans Titus, m ir r no who h.n lately recovered and re*
star
was Mr. MacDonn'd who turned to the job on th" "*. stated
romped tiw*ay with the acting hon« that if the monk had died he would
the
town drunk. .\ better have f- it certain th.»t it wa because
as
or*
h and the
of chagrin at hi« r<
screen Interpretation of a man -.it
job
wood hootch hasn't failure if (he mOllk o get
urated «n
j
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The

William

house and a smaller home.
Burns Lyman Smith, part owner
of the property, denied he had received any offer from Mr. Loew and
later a denial came from the Loew

It.

Syracuse. April 2T.

.•

PAGE RENEWS WITH FOX.

estate includes two
pieces of property, a large rooming

A branch managers* convention of of Marshall Neilan productions and
Reports that Marcus Loevr, New
Gold wy official! will be held at the sales representative for Charlie York
Theatrical
Manager,
had
Goldwyn studios at Culver City the Chaplin, has closed with Allen started negotiations to purchase a offices.
second week in May. Kxecutivc of llolubar to pass on all contracts
site
for
a
new
theatre
here
were
the corporation and the managers of under his new agreement with First
denied today by both the Boew Com22 branch exchanges will be present. National.
Lasky Due In New York.
pany and those owning property
Samuel (Joldwyn in due back from
New
and
will
leave
May
1
considered the site.
VVWV*'
Jesse E. Lasky arrives tomorrow
Issued
a
N^ii'*n
has
„,W*r$PA)!
York .<lay"4 with bfhC-i'g 16 aivervd
statement io Dir traue'*pr<*ss M Ifcwt .. SRftft re^orX had R. that, the,, New- •(Saturday) from the coast. He will
to start work on the York producer was to purchase the' remain e£*X, 'a*bc0rd&wg to '*prtM Mt|
(Jenei'al Manager Al Lichtmao this he is about
week announced six appointments to most elaborate production of his Burns estate at the northeast cor- plans, about six weeks.
take six months to
career
that
will
branch office managerships. These
appointees are now at work in their produce and will involve extensive
1 1

-

Warren and Harrison

ner of South
streets.

Rumor Denied by Both
Parties to

i

r •
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*

.

1

make
in

picture*.

his debut as a screen actor
Roscoe Arbuckle's "Casoline
Gus," now under production.

The Cup of Life" has been announced by Thomas H. lnce as the
release title of his Associated Producers' special production, which
was recently completed under the
working title "Pearls and Pain." It
wUl be released in June.
Ralph lnce has started directing

Conway Tearle and Zena Keefe
their next
Shall Pay."

Selznick

special,

in
"Y'e

Page

the

Beginning Sunday,
One

Canyon Pictures Corporation.

A. Brady has been appointed
publicity and advertising chief for
the Associated Exhibitors. Inc.
"Idle

Hands."

the forthcoming
Pioneer special feature, will have
an all -star cast. It includes Call
Kane. Thurston Hall. J. Herbert
Frank. Mile. Dazie, Ted Lewis.

Jerom** Storm has been signed to
direct for the

new

E.

W. Seltg-Sam
The first

Kork picture combine.

production will be a picturization
of E. E. Hose's "The Rosary," starring Lewis Stone
Plans for four
specials a year have been set. Ethel
.

Vrey Terry and Wallace Beery will
i#pear in the support.
Bertram
Bracken has also been signed by
the same concern to direct a series
of twin reel features.
J.

manager

leged to show in

when M. Bartht-lemy, a member of the Chamber of Deputies, occupied the chair, to voice their discontent at the inequitable taxes imposed on the movies by the law of
The exhibitors of these
last June.
devastated regions have created a
separate union, with M. Delnatte as
president. Barthelemy explained to
his constituents the measures proposed to relieve the cinemas of the
devastated towns, but warned them
the trade had adversaries in Parliament to be convinced the industry is
united in seeking redress. He promised to introduce some measure on
behalf of exhibitors which he trusted would be acceptable to the government. M. Delnatte then visited
Paris and has been in conference
with M. I'okanowsky. the sponsor of
the new bill to be voted soon, and
Lille,

also sought the assistance of the
Parisian Exhibitors' Syndicate.

War Over

Ad

Sees

Play

Philadelphia. April 27.

A neat little war development
here this week in connection with
the double appearance of "The Passion Flower," as a straight drama
and as a picture.

1

Ride back today
the Frontier days

The Stanley people got the jump

fisted

in

girl

snatched from the Indians and
transplanted into the hearts of

two men.

nal form."

The fact that it was a stage play
and not a picture was also billed
-hundreds of Indians and

big type.

in

scouts in prairie conflict.

The Stanley people who had seen
their opportunity and had booked
the picture for a second week at
the Palace downtown, couldn't let
the Shuberts get away with this,
so the ads in the Monday papers

great

the story of a gambler's
love for a boy and a girl.

such

heart • touches as
only Neilan. can achieve.

the latter for the

-such
ley

looks as if both sides would
the picture people getting
the big end.
It

NEILAN

—

its

„
Of

/"-wfeRandall Parr J,n >

Initial

reel.

"L'Etrange Aventure de Dr. Work,"
with .lean Ilerve, Maria Russians.
Marthe Ferrari, with Ilo'nri Poidner
general manager.

M

Regina Dumien. who was noticed
in "Petit Angel." Is now appearing
in a film for A. Legrand. the title of

which

is

Fairfax

installation of shooting gal-

motion pictures us the
target has long been mooted, but the
W'ith

drawback was

the, flying

bird

or

running deer did not stop even when
struck in the heart by the sportsman's bullet. The Pathe people are
perfecting a devise in their Vincennes studio by which film shoot-

animal Wil! not Tall, but ite will
Kton his cape * :«i soon (IS the Run
Is llred (onJe ;s the bullet should gel

int<»

1

1

"

tSSO

M

'

•

'

I i

»

by

Marion

The Baby lone episodes of Griffith'* "intolerance" is to be released
here as a separate film.
The

Hampton
PJacei*

Scenario

not yet announced.
i

leries

Barry can bring to the

MARSHALL

two branches the J. H. Produchead of which will be
found .lean Ilerve of the Comedie
Francaise. and the Ignis Film, of
which Robert Saidreau is the chief.
issuing

.

humor as only Wes-

screen.

tions, at the

is

air.

i

—

last

frontier

and photo-

graphed from the

"Note More complete in every
than the stage production."
Most of the dailies gave space to
a comparison between the picture
and spoken play, and were inclined
to hand it to the former for story-

The

of

the s c a n c grandeur of
Glacier National Park.

detail

interest, and to
artistic stuff.

scenes

strife directed

carried the bottom line:

Th<*

divided

—to

—with Bob Hampton, ihe iwogambler,
—with Buddy, the freckle-faced
cyclone
chaps,
—with the Kid, the white

,

ruvv I'Ycn ii eomi iny h:is l.e< n
formed, the Htfrctetc tt'K#ttetf»ri*eH

P*».r.te

,

runs

ic

>

#np«?xt Vicv p*<?ture»*n
the Opera House.

tG"

May

;i

£incmatographUme»,

rangements have already been made

FRANCHISE

and Film.

ing will afford some gratification.
"So* ur
de Lait," scenario by
of the quarry being halted
new film, is now in hand Instead
Leon nee,
by
operator, as arranged in simby the Eclipse Society for the Chris- ilarthe
de\ es. there is a mechanism
It
is rtimora!
tine Vernon series.
picture comes to a
William Farnum may play for a whereby the s'>en
as
Us the shot hits
Fox production while in Franco, Standstill
screen. The new instrument has
The Paramount people intend exe- the
heen Inspected by tli«* French milicuting a reel in Paris from the tary
authorities and will be used for
French play by Pierre Fror.d »*e. target
nraettcf ski the possibility
"Motltmurire," for which a producer of a oorrrn»rr'n; n*+ i*
now being
and the principals will come here studied. Hnn e;
pail n< .v stop at
specially if the project materialise. home and pot off hoi.«
in ;i.« jimerlc.

A

England on

when they hold an
Associated First National
first

FRENCH PICTURE NOTES
Paris, April 14.
Tiie managers of the moving picture halls in the counties of Nord
and Pas de Calais recently met at

Connecticut

the Mauretania, taking with him
prints of "A Connecticut Yankee."
to be presented In London.
Ar-

benefit,

R. (Jrainger, eastern

"A
12 for

of those pictures of rare quality that exhibitors are privi-

bssbi

J.

and

May

Broadway, at 47th Street

on the Shuberts by a week with a
presentation of the Spanish drama
at the Stanley where it received
The Quality Film Productions has good words from all the critics.
The Shuberts, in their advance
signed Roy Stewart for a series of
western subjects.
ads in the Sunday papers for this
week's opening at the Walnut street,
Franklin Farnum has signed with made the following statement:
the Westart Film Co. to make a se"This production has not been
ries of western special productions
for them. Production will take place subjected to the pruning hook of
in Tulsa. Arizona. Mr. Farnum re- any film censor board, nor has it
cently completed a contract with been altered one iota from its origi'*>

sails

TRAN

PRESSING PUBLICITY
Philly

Allen Holubar has signed to do six
specials for the First National, two
of which will be "all star" features
Bind four starring Dorothy Phillips.
ss

his

MARK

K.tllin.

3.

The King Amusement CompaMy of
Troy has been dissolved. Michael,
iiattie ami Benjamin Apple were
the directors and owners of all the
stock in the comftany. which operated the Kins theatre in Troy.
The house is st small one. playing

Knute Erickson, the original Yon
Yonson of the legitimate stage, will

renewed

travel for his organization to insure
the proper settings.

Norhert Lusk. representing Hugo
leaves on the Aquitania May
By Appointment he w!M meet in
Cornwall a famous Englush author.
Lois Wilson lias been chosen to This writer, whose identity is withplay the lead opposite Wallace Heid held, has been studying the screen
in his latest Paramount picture. for the past year and is negotiating
'The Hell Diggers," work upon vith Pallin for the translation of
which has just begun at the Lasky his books to the celluloid.
studio.
Agnes Ayres, originally
scheduled to play the part, is to
leave in a few days for New York
to take the feminine lead in "Cappy
Ricks," starring Thomas Meighan.

Sheba"

of

'

They are:
respective territories.
S. Jeffrey, Boston; Ben W.
A. C. Leeves.
Deadell. Chicago;
Dallas: R. 8. Plynn, Detroit; S. K.
Fried. Minneapolis; P. C. Bonistall,
Pittsburgh.

has

Yankee."

:

George

Fox

contract with Will A. Page for
three weeks longer, commencing
this week, arranging to have Page
handle the publicity for "The Queen

"l
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!OAST

PA. DUPLICATE

PRODUCTION LAGS AS

LAW

LONDON FILM NOTES

FOR CALIFORNIA?

SALARY DEADLOCK CONTINUES
•1*

Proposal

—

•

Current Activities.

several'

27.

to

start

on a new production

in
in

The stories
produc- about ten days.
preparation at Goldwyn are "The
Christian," by Hall Caine. for which
studios in LjDS) Angeles continues. Charles Kenyon is doing the screen
Likewise the wailing and ranting version; "Tho Poverty of Riches."
an original by LeRoy Scott; "From
against the producers by the people
the Ground Up," by Rupert Hughes;
of the professional colony because "The Man from Lost River," by
of their cutting of salaries goes on, Kathcrine Xewlin Burt, which is bebut there is little hope of relief in ing adapted by Lambert Hillyer,
will direct it, and a Chinese
The pro- who
sight for the players.
phantasy which Gouverneur Morris
for the greater part, insist
in

tion at practically all of the bigger

ducers,
that they are either up to schedule
or away ahead of releasing dates

on production and they are going to
wait for money to loosen up before
they start producing again. In the
mean time, the actors and actresses
aie hanging on by their eye teeth
and hoping against hope that something will happen to lighten their
burdens.
There is but one studio that is
actually closed down for the time
That is the Robertson -Cole
being.

where, according to

plant,

official

statement, it will be practically 90
days before production begins again.
But at the other big celluloid plants
work is going on at a slow pace.
A further layoff took place at Universal City within a week when an
additional half dozen camera men
ar;d assistant directors were placed
with the 150 odd members of the
working staff who went on the reThe intired list a fortnight ago.
itial saving at the Laemmle plant
was $10,000 weekly by the first layoff and practically another $1,500
was added by the second layoff.
At the Universal the explanation
is that the plant continued to work
at double time during the period
when the other studios here were
idle earlier in the year.
Irving Thalberg, the youthful head
of the west coast activities of Universal, is going East in a few days
York at least
and will be in

New

three weeks. In the meantime the
only work that is going on is the
making of six pictures. Of course
the big thing at U. still is the Von
Strohtim picture, "Foolish* Wives."
now in Its fourth week of constant
•*night shooting" on the big Monte
Carlo set; "Fanny Herself" is a
special that is being directed by

Tod Browning, while the program
making are "What Can
You Expect," which Is being directed by Harry B. Harris, with Gladys
Walton starred; "The Gossamer
Web, with Edtih Roberts, directed
by King Baggott; "The Shark Master," with Frank Mayo, directed by
Fred I eRoy Granville and the last
Harry Carey regular program picture, "Christmas Eve at Pilot Butte,"
With Jack Ford behind the "boiler
horn." Within a week or so Stuart
Paton )3 to start on a new Priseilla Dean picture, entitled "Con-

pictures in

'

'

flict."

Miss Compson's

Illness.

At the Famous Players-Lasky
work on the first Betty Compson
picture, "At the End of the World,"
has been stopped because of the
illness of the star.
Cecil DeMille
la working on a special as yet unearned; George Melford is directing
"The Great Impersonation," with
James Kirkwood as the principal

is

writing.

Fox Has Eight.
At the William Fox studios there
are eight companies working. Emmett J. Flynn is starting on a new
super special; Charles Giblyn is directing William Russell; Lynn Raymond handling Tox Mix in "After
Your Own Heart"; Howard. Mitchell

by the author, the motion
picture censorship bill, fathered by
Assemblyman R. W. Colburn of
before

the

Morals

for

expected to come up
Committee of Public
action any day now.

is

Since the introduction of the bill in
the legislature a stiff fight against
its
passage
has prevailed and

reli-

of tho cutting
at some studios
in personnel. At
the Stoll Studios Sam Hardy, the
studio manager and brother of Jeffrey Bernard, the managing director b/m been.erigylfedtu.t.be *eronr
struction and is said to be thinking
of producing on his own.
Work
there Is also apparently hindered by
the "floor" being overcrowded, and
George Ridgewell, who has been out
to Switzerland to make some exteriors, was hung up for some days
because he arrived at his destination without sufficient negative film
to carry on.

*

version of George Elliott's "Daniel Deronda" is nearing
comprMion and will shortly be
shown by Butcher's Service. W.
Courtney Rowden is the producer as
well as the adaptor, and great care

The

film

introduction of famous people of
the period, including Thomas Car-

The matinee hero at that Reade's "Christie Johnstone."
was shooting some score of
Indians.
The Gaumont company has
Had Lena been caught then and completed "The Adventuren
spicuous.

first

i

Is at present on the Italian Riviera making Santa Margharita its headquarters. Marjorie

Hume,
ish),

lent

by Famous-Lasky (Brittitle role, and othem

plays the

in tho cast are Ivo Dawson, who
is
just back from California, and Nora
Hayden. Grang»>r-Bj D ger., „rP »,!*>,..
making The Fifth Form at St.
.,

•

Dominic's," one of the best Knglish
school stories ever written.

"Love Maggie," the Samuelson
sequel to the much-discussed and
not too nice theatrical or alleged
story of theatrical life, film "The
Honeyput,"

time

Christine McNab."
the producer.

just
of

Will Kellino

is
there Sallna street would probably
have witnessed a scalping or shoot,
ing similar to that on the screen,
The next Granger- Binger film will
but Lena wasn't. Syracuse sleuths, be an adaptation of May Sinclair's
however, nabbed Lena and she con- novel, "Kitty Tailleur," the producer
fessed.
being Franklyn A. Richardson. The

out of a clear sky to the lovers of
the fistic sport. The bill had been
sponsored by the American Legion
Another and passed by both houses of the
Artie Root and others.
good bout will be the Jack Sharkey- Legislature. In explaining his aclittle tion the Governor said that the bill
These
return.
Midget Smith
fellows will mingle for the third left the way open to clubs organized
Sharkey's followers claimed for no other purpose than to protime.
Jack should have received the de- mote bouts and that tho bill apfor
cision in their last bout, which was parently was not drawn wholly
given to Smith. Smith has been the purpose sought, which was to
Legion
and
American
permit
the
should
improving right along and
to
give Sharkey a good stiff workout. National Guard organizations
Eddie O'Dowd. the Columbus fly- hold boxing contests.
action
or
As
SewtfW
!s
UN*
Weight, will meet the American -till*
holder, Johnny Buff, and Johnny was learned here, Cameron L. Orr,
Howard, the Bayonne copper, will county prosecutor, announced that
have it out with Eddie O'Hare, there would be no more prize fights
whoever he Is. The Inst pair are or boxing exhibitions of any kind
in this county. "The boxing matches
heavyweights.
in the past have been In violation
There have been no
Al Wagner of IMiilly has joined of the law.
Mickey Curran's string and will be prosecutions because no one obhand Monday night at the 'Jar- jected to them. In the future, howSn
en to challenge the winner of the ever, tli" law is going to be enWagner re- forced" he said, "and arrests will
Chaney-Bieger tilt.
ceived a newspaper verdict over follow any attempt to stage such
last
Saturday night at the exhibitions." Mr. Orr is a member
Chaney
National A. C. of Philadelphia and of the American Legion and >\>dared he enjoyed a hKht as well as
is regarded as a comer among the
Morris Kane, the Hurtlg anyone, l.ut as long as th- l.iw pro
feathers,
& H-amor. publicity man. is ready hi bits them there would be none,
In contrast to Mr. Orr's decision
side bet
to post $10,000 to go as
th<game here, word
for a Wagner-Johnny Kilbane bout regarding
comes from St. Louis that the Govfor the title.
ernor's action will li.iv bit. little
ity.
It
ffect on th<- game In that
Kansas City, April 27.
Governor Hyde's veto of the box- in claimed thai eight-round, no dehave i>« n popular
Ing bill this week eame hke a bolt cision affair*

SPORTS

Continued from Page

Sir Phillips Gibbs' story of

news-

paper land, "The Street of Adventure" Is being done for tho screen
with Kenelm Foss as the producer.
Already a good deal of hlstorlo Fleet
street haa been transferred to celluloid, including "JTe Olde Cheshire
Cheese," which is probably the

world's most famous hostelry. The
has been taken to reproduce Lon- newspaper office
interiors will be
don life as it was in the sixties. A "shot" on the
premises of one of the
feature of the production will be the

lyle, Whistler and "George Eliot"
record-breaking performances, for ward,
of 228 Cleveland street, will
herself. These celebrities, however,
the general average that is considhave
think
occasion to
whether it will be mero 'extras" seen in the
ered fast work is from 15 to 20
pays to drop an odorous capsule on scenes which have been made around
scenes a day.
where they lived. Many of
At present the Fox lot is the only the floor of a film house. She is Chelsea,
the exteriors have already been
one where anything like normal pro- going to serve that time in the made at Venice.*
duction is going forward.
Penitentiary.
Judge
Onondaga
Walter West, not content with diAt the Ince lot, out Culver City Shove ordered' it should be so.
recting the Broadwest racing films,
way, John Wray is handling "Hail
One day last week Lena thought has now gone in for the genuine
the Woman," but Maurico Tourneur she was having
a grand time. She article and has made his turf debut
Flying Duck. The horse won
is supposed to start on a new prothrew on the floor of a theatre one with
its first race the other day at the
duction in about two weeks and
of those innocen. looking pink cap- Wye meeting. In the intervals alInce expects to have Douglas Macsules with such force it broke. Im- lowed to an owner of race horses
Lean, who has just come back from
mediately there arose a groan from Walter West is finishing "The
the east, started in about three
Some Sportsman's Wife" at Epsom. This
the gallant 400 patrons.
weeks. Working on the same lot at
is the screen version of an original
present is a Hobart Bosworth pro- thought it was the film on fire, oth- story which it is hoped will run conduction which is being directed by ers weren't sure, but all made a currently with the showing of the
Handkerchiefs and
hurried exit.
Rowland Lee.
Another Broadwest feapicture.
flying skirts were the most conture under construction is Charles
Walsh Alone.

the two big leasing lots there
is little
or nothing stirring.
At
Brunton R. A. Walsh is tho only director busy at present. Mary Pickford is supposed to start on "Little
Lord Fauntelroy" in about 10 days.
The Hollywood studios have but
Marion Fairfax working at present,
but Marshall Neilan is expected back
in about three weeks to start work
there on a new First National production. Douglas Fairbanks is busy
shooting "The Three Musketeers"
and expects to be able to finish the
picture in six weeks' time, although
this is doubted about the studio.
Over at the Mayer lot Edwin
Carewe is finishing the Anita
Stewart picture, "The Prico of
Happiness," pnd the only other
activity is the work of the Carter

GORE

company

will shortly

principal Stoll producers are George
Ridgwell, Rene Plalssetty and Maurice Elvey.

FOR

On

P.

is now completed and
be shown to the trade.
Peggy Hyland once more plays the
George King, who represented heroine and Fred L. Granville Is
the
whether its defeat will be a cer- Stoll in America, is the London producer.
manager of the "Big Four." The
tainty or not cannot be told until
Stoll company now acknowledges
Louis Mereanton, the producer of
after the Public Morals committee that their
American affairs were "Mlarka, the Child of the Bear," wa«
lias given a decision.
badly muddled.
at one time manager for Sarah
The proposed amendments would
Bernhardt, who is now one of his
Despite rumors the Stoll company backers, and later for Gaby Delys.
except from censorship films "purely educational, charitable, fraternal announces another big program, the He was responsible for the screen
or religious purpose by any religious pictures all being adaptations from debut of Re jane, Jean Richepin (the
"best sellers."
Among them are author of "Miarka"), Ivor
association,
fraternal society, li'The Four Feathers," "The Broken and Phyllis Neilson Terry. Novello
He has
brary, museum, school or corpora- Road"
and "The Truants." by A. E. just completed making Anthony
tion of the first class."
W. Mason; "The Experiment" and Hopes "Phroso" at Cannes. MalThe bill proposes appointment by "The Knave of Diamonds," by Ethel vina Longfellow plays
the title role.
the Governor of a censorship board M. Doll; "A Dear Fool," by "Artecomposed of two men and one wo- mas," in which G. K. Arthur, who
The other evening Percy Nash
Kipps
in the Granger- was
man. The chairman would receive appears as
busy in the restaurant of the
an annual salary of $3,000; the vice- Binger version of H. G. .Wells' novel, Hotel Victory (once known to inchairman, $2,500; and the secretary, will be featured; "Expiation" and famy as London's chief underworld
"Man and His Kingdom." by E. haunt, the Cafe
The .salaries would be paid Phillips
$2,400.
Europe) making a
Oppenheim; "Downunder
from fees collected by the board, Donovan," "The Melody of Death" scene for the British Exhibitors
which would charge $3 for the first and "The Four Just Men," by Edgar film, "Ships That Pass In the Night,"
inspection of a picture and $1 for Wallace; "Half a Truth" and "The fllmization of Beatrice Harraden's
novel. The
each inspection of a duplicate of Pointing Finger.'" by "Rita"; "The Markham, company included Daisy
Walls of Chance," by H. G. Wells, and FrancisIrene Rooke, Joan Kits
the picture.
Roberts. A full course
"FrailArthur,
and
K.
featuring
O.
The author of the bill asserts that
dinner was served In the early hours
ty," by" Olive Wadsley. Also more
it is a duplicate of the law now in
of the morning, but six "goes" of
stories from "The Adventures of
soup were
force in Pennsylvania.
Sherlock Holmes," several of this was satisfiednecessary before Nash
with that part of the
series being already completed. The meal.

Shirley Mason; Berney
Durning with "Buck" Jones in
"Honor of the Force"; Philo McCullough directing "The Canyon Kid"
with Eileen Percy and Edward
Sedgwick on "Live Wires" in which
Johnny 'Walker and Edna Murphy
are co-starred.
W. K. Howard,
who has been an assistant director
on "Buck" Jones' pictures, is to be
given an opportunity to direct and
will start this week.
On the comedy lot there are five companies
150 DAYS' SENTENCE
working, the directors being Eddie
Cline, Jack Blystone, Al. St. John,
William Watt and Sinclair.
DISTURBER
In the last 90 days the work on
the Fox lot has been cut tremendously in cost, and efficiency
and speed are the watchwords there Syracuse Woman Sent Away
now. Within a week one director
for Dropping Capsule.
on the lot. -working on location shot
101 scenes in a single day. The previSyracuse, April 27.
ous best record was 76 scenes in a
day by Carl Harbaugh. These areFor the next 150 days Lena Lein-

directing

Sam Wood Is directing the
Elinor Glyn story, "The Great De Haven company which is now
Moment," with Gloria Swanson as leasing there. John Stahl has just
the star and Wallace Reid is on lo- finished a production and the Mocation doing "The Hell Diggers" rosco company is idle at this time,
r Kthel Clayton "has Just finishes a having eoihpieted "Ths Hscil Bros ft*
picture and
is
now laying off.
Of course the short subject stu"Fatty" Arbuckle likewise.
dios are running along and grinding,
Frank O'Connor is on the lot do- ibut not entirely with their usual
ing a picture for Realart, while over •speed.
At the Christy studio tinat the Realart lot there is a Wanda comedy grind goes along full force.
Hawley production in work at At the Selig studios the two-reel
Present. Bebe Daniels, who was re- Curwood stories being made by Col.
leased from the Santa Ana jail on Selig and Sam Rork are going forSunday after serving a ten-day sen- ward and a screen version of "Th*'
tence for speeding, is expected to Rosary" is to be shortly started. At
start work early next week.
Productions studios the
Special
At Goldwyn there are but three Warners are making three different
companies working. Will Roger! is series of comedies and the Wilnat
b "«y on "A Poor Relation," with Hallroom Boys comedies are also
Clarence Badger directing;
Tom working there.
Moore on "Beating the Game," diTh» salary question stands jus:
rected by Victor Short zingcr, while about where it was In January,
E. Mason Hopper is in the fourth with the exception that some of
jveek on "Tin- Glorious Fool." Wal- the "holdouts" are now ready to
Job whercever
Worsley has just completed weaken and take
"The Ace of Hearts," while Frank they can at whatever price ofikre
Lloyd left for New York with "The fered, while those who have been in
Urim Comedian" company to take the habit of playing bits and atmosthe i'm.,1 scene* for that production
phere
are the hardest, hit and a
there.
Reginald Barker is supposed great many actually in want.
Player;

27.

amendments pro-

posed

San Diego,

Los Angeles, April

Up Before able sources tells
down in expense
Committee
and great changes

Sacramento, April

With

By IVAN
News from roundabout but

Comes

Legislative

Studio and Production Work at Low Ebb Robertson-Cole Plant Out for 90 D&y *— Schedule of

The general slackness

^

MB

b*yh

11

-

wnaa

|

<

•

i

big daily papers.

Great efforts are being made to
revive the Alliance Film company.
Ernest Reed, late managing director
of Fox Films in London, is the new
controlling power and Harley Knoles
will probably return from America
to produce again.
Whatever happens, though, it is certain that the
firm will never do any good with
such features as their last film, "The
Door That Has No Key," a picture
on a pedestal of its own for nastiness.
Even "Carnival** is
fresh in places.

a

little

Screen Plays, a merger with British Exhibitors, who are responsible
for the Screen Grand Gulgnol, are
at work in their Clapham studios
on more one -reel thrillers. Three
are being made at the moment:
"Icicles of Death," "The Voice from
the Dead" and "The Burglar," this
last from the pen of that past master in horror, George R. Sims. It is
the intent of Screen Plays to provide one reel of tabloid thrill for

every week

In the year,

Famous-Lasky (BritiGh) are at
work on Cosmo Hamilton's "The
Donald
Princess of New York."
Crisp

is

the producer.

there with the consent of the county
attorney and the chief of police, and
that they will be continued. The
word from St. Louis says: "Fortunately the police chief, the president
of the board and the prosecuting
attorney are fistic fans and never

miss a bout."
At the opening of the baseball
season at Atlanta, Doraldlna, who
was making personal appearances
locally with Iter film, appeared in
the uniform of the Atlanta club,
throwing the first ball on the field.
••

Christy Mathewson is not almost
well, as was reported from Saranac
Lake last week. His doctors say
that he is making slow but sure
progress and that they expect to restore him to health in time, but he
The story was
is still very weak.
the wish being father to the thought.

Edward

H

Benny"

Beaver,

a

basketball and
baseball
football,
star at Union College a few years
ago, died at Raybrook last week
Beaver was
after a long illness.
our- of thgreatest athletes ever
developed at the Up -State colleg.
the BeavIl« and his brother were
er twins," who created a sensation
the
throughout
basketball courts
on
The deceased, who
the country.
was .. member of the Ulf class at
In ion, contra* ted the disease Which
his death
r< suited
-oom *4u
in
im< roller*
.

jiww
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FOREIGN FILMS REJECTED. PICTURE PLAYERS
GET

TOW MIX TURNS DOWN
OFFER OF WILD WEST

flIMMEL CONFESSES FRAUD

DEAL

IN $100,000,000 FILM
•t

To*

Frank
Italian

Sex Discussions Bar
and German Plays.

WARRANT FOR BISHOP

That Famous Playcrs-Lasky has
of both Italian
Erlanger and Dillingham Said rejected a number on
which it had Actors Say They Were Not
and German films
secured options was made known by
Paid for Film Work
to Have Made Proposal.
an official of that concern.
was
films
rejected
number
of
The
L.os Angeles, April 27.
San Francisco, April 27.
indicated as a "considerable quan" Tdrft 1st*; ttfcfWtttfelttl Ifcfr'WtftA warrant for the arrest of Dr.
\
tity.'' Anibng tfftstf, tUftttftefel deern star, has turned down an of- clared, were some Italian films' on Wilbert Deroy Cosper, motion picfer of A.
Erlanger and Charts sex subjects that were held to be too ture producer and Bishop of the
>

Fleischmann Letter* Used in Promotion
Were Spurious Dalimier Promised Fat Job
When World Trust Was Formed.

fadmits,

.

,

—

(

L

that was presented frank. Famous Players feared they Christian
Phllospohlcal
Institute,
was issued in the police court here
him by Fred Wyatt, manager of would never get by the censor.
"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligarl" was last week following charges made
the Mason Opera House here and specified as having been rejected,
by Judith Reusch, actress, that her
the local Erlanger representative. but for other reasons.
salary and the salaries of several
The offer to the screen star waa for
fellow dancers, who entertained bea circus and wild west proposition.
tween reels of "The Kingdom of

B. Dillingham

3r

to

Paris, April 27.
francs,
being Joined by
000,000
Andre Himmelferb, the young Garibaldi and Roumagnac in the
enterprise.
Himmel
proposed buyFrancoAmerican
of
the
manager
Corporation,
ar- ing out Pathe, and with this object
Cinematograph
Last year the Miller Brothers MINNEAPOLIS BACKS
rested on the charge of defrauding went to Nice wtth Dalimier in order
made him a proposition of $100,000
M. Rivory of 1,250.000 francs, has to interview Charles Pathe.
for 26 weeks to head a wild west ag- Withdraws Ban on "Outside the
been questioned in the presence of
Trias America.
gregation for them. This Mix likeLaw" After Forcing Out Two.
his lawyer, Andre Hesse by the inHowever, the funds promised by wise turned down. He states that
vestigating magistrate, who ordered
Roumagnac and Garibaldi were not in the event he does go into into
Minneapolis. April 27.
'an, inquiry as to whether two docuforthcoming and the former sugThe Mayor's Censorship Commitments In Himmel's "possession were gested that Himmel should go to the circus game it is going > be
under his own management and tee has withdrawn its ban on "Out
false. These consist of a letter purAmerica to raise money. In March, that he has his plans all doped out side the Law" with Prbjcllla Dean.
porting to be signed by Fleisch1920. furnished with a letter of in- to that end for some date im the
Recently it forced the withdrawal
mann, chairman of the American troduction from the French
Min- future.
from local pMay houses of "Midsumcorporation, in which Himmcl was
istry of Fine Arts, they both left
mer
and "The White
•informed half of the capital had
for New York, where the French
Moll."
been paid by the American stock- High Commissioner
hinted to Him- "Over the Hill'' Baltimore Takings.
holders, and another communicamel he was in bad company, RouBaltimore, April 27.
tion alleged to be from the same
"DECEPTION" FOR BOSTON
magnac being suspected as a GerThe Fox feature "Over the Hills,"
corporation authorizing the French
manophile.
"Deception" will be shifted to
is not drawing as well as was exbranch to collect the second half of
"By patriotism," concluded Him- pected, judging by the takings in Boston opening a week from next
the capital. The accused protested
mel. "I soparuted from my asso- this city. It closed Saturday after Sunday. May 8
The Colonial will
the documents were genuine, and
ciate and commenced negotiations a three weeks' run here, playing to house it, while Hugo Reisenfeld is
they were submitted to experts for with
American financial men, Mr. about $4,200 the first' week; $3,600 to stage a special show to precede
further investigation.
Fleischmann being the representaHe was again examined a few tive on whom I counted, but who the second and $2,900 the third week. the film.
days later, and in tears admitted ultimately failed me."
that the accusation was exact. He
Dalimier. the former Minister of
recited the circumstances of the Fine Arts, who was associated with
birth of the Franco-American Cine- Himmel, and was to have held a
matograph Corporation in October, fat position in the proposed trust,
1919, at which time C.aribaldi and has also been examined. At the re-

DOWN

Human

Hearts" film at a local theatre, were not paid by Dr. Cosper,
producer of the film. Dr. Cosper is
visiting in Los Angeles on behalf
of his production.

Joined by other dancers, twenty
musicians and several stage hand's.
Miss Reusch is awaiting action by
the State Labor Commission.

KmMm"

Roumagnac (the latter describing
himself as Mexican ex-Minister of
Finances) claimed to represent an
important Italian him company,
known as Cuazzoni. Himmel, who
was at the head of a small cinema
company, with a capital of 150.000
francs, transferred his concern into
corporation with a capital of 15,-

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

GOLDWYN DUE ON

COAST.

Los Angeles, April

Samuel Goldwyn

and the. head of the
be certain to attend.

9.
|

company

quest of the plaintiff. Rivory, the
balance of the funds deposited at
the Equitable Trust Co. in Paris,
withdrawn by Jlimmel and paid into

French banks

in

his

own name,

is

being

centralized
by an offieia
trustee and will be converted into

French war loan bonds
'decision

is

"BIRTH OF

MAY NEVER RECOVER

until a final

reached in this

affair.

A NATION"

GENERALLY REVIVED

Producer's Case Discouraging Repeating in Principal Cities
to His Physicians.
During Summer.
Los Angeles, April 27.
hope for the ultimate recovery of George Loane Tucker is
expressed by his intimates. Tucker
has been ill for several months and
has undergone a number of operations. Some time ago he was appraised by his physicians they did
not believe he would live for 10 days.
Last week an announcement was
made that Tucker would produce
his next picture in Hawaii, but one
Little

Following the engagement at the
where It will open Sunday
afternoon. "The Birth of a Nation'
will be revived in all the principal
Capitol,

cities

late

this

summer.

Announc-

ing the booking for one week only,
it is said the big feature will play
two and possibly four weeks on
Broadway, thus breaking down the
policy and establishing a new recof his close associates stated late in ord at the Capitol.
The show is
the week that there seemed little playing on a percentage basis.
chance of that coming to pass, as he
Griffith and his associates interdid not blieve that "G. L. T." would ested in the "Birth" are said to have
ever direct another picture.
brought forth the spectacle at this
Word has been received here that tirrre because of the long list of picFamous Players-Lasky would re- ture flops now on Broadway.
lease Tucker's latest Mayflower pro- Shelved about five years ago to

duction of "Ladies Must Live" as a await a new generation to develop
ten-reel special and that the re- into another audience," originally
lease date would be announced dur- regarded as a period of about ten
ing the summer.
years, the producers moved the revival forward and are cashing in
on the wave of feature picture advertising now filling the daily newsSamuel Schwartzberg's New Pro papers, most of which has overstated the real draft of the specials.
ducing Company.

CENSOR-PROOF COMEDIES.

On

Samuel Schwartzberg,

theatrical

this comparison C'.rifftth expects
$50,000 a week for the Capitol engagement, the capacity at the exist-

attorney, has organized the H. C.
R. Productions, Inc., in which Al- ing and regular house scale.
fred P. Smith (last with Fox); Patrick C. Hartigan (formerly Pathe) ;.
and .Harry D. Krause are the direc- 1ST
tors.
The new company will produce twin reel "censor proof come- Distribution Deal for Jackie Coogan
Film Closed.'
dies and two and five reel westerns.
The Italian Metropolitan Club,
headed by Judge Preschl. is finanOn Tuesday an agreement was
cially interested in the new corpora- reached between Irving and Sol
tion.
Lesser and the Warner Brothers and
First National whereby "Peck's Bad
Boy" will be released through the

NATL GETS "BAD BOY"

....

SIX SCENARIOS IN 10 WEEKS.

latter.

Los Angeles, April 27.
The contract calls for a percentJohn Montague, who lately joined age on the rental basis. Instructions
Charles Fmerson Cooke in the Fox were also issued that the name of
scenario department, has hung up a Sol Lesser is to be eliminated from
record on the lot by doing six stories all billing, but that the names of
in 10 weeks that he has been there. Irving Lesser and Warner Brothers
Of the six, two were originals and are to appear in conjunction with

7

four adaptations.
They were "Big Town Tdeas" for
Eileen Percy, "Honor of the Force"
for Buck Jones, "Children of the

.

,

fttt*.

£ ^^m

Adolph Zukor

presents

zUQceptlon
A
Romance of Love Behind a Throne

I

The Biggest Week in
Broadway History
.

-

_

•
,

LAST

week

at the

Rivoli,

New

York, "Deception" broke

all

records for that or

die Rialto Theatre.

54,254 people paid

to see this

mighty spectacle

in the

first

seven days of

The record week before was 53,873 paid admissions.
The newspapers were unanimous in calling "Deception"

its

run.

a masterpiece.
picture in history to be held over for a third week at the Rivoli.
money-making powers of this great love drama are limited only by the size

Thit

is

The

the

first

of your theatre.

Directed by Ernest Lubitsch
(This>
(

I

l>

I

is
lit

"inrii ii press
/nil-, ad.
fir
three
M
column
the
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I

I
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Mat or
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electro at

your exchange.)

First National.

New Theatre in Minneapolis.
Night" for William Russell, "The
Minneapolis, April 27.
Mediator" for "Buck" Jones, "The
A new picture house seating 1,000
Eileen
r
c
and
Canyon Kid" A>r
,V^ >'.
J h J>lanned for opposite the Curtis
•*Aft^r Your
m Heart" for Tom Hotel.
his is not a Finkelstain £
.

*

Q, Qaramoun
F*¥°U iflAYERSIASKYCORFORAnON

m

27.

expected to
join F. J. Clodsol here Immediately
after his return from Europe the
There is
latter part of this week.
to be a convention of the Goldwyn
sales force held here beginning May
is

Hclure
*»«

/*

will

—
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CLOTHES IN PICTURES

KOR HAS BOUGHT SO FAR 129
GERMAN FEATURES FOR FAMOUS

"Hush," which in other words means "Should a Woman Tell" husband
Of any inidscretions on her part before they met. It reminds one of the
old saying, "What the eyes doesn't see, the heart will never grieve for,"
or words to that effect. As always Clara Kimball Young is charming
and well gowned. One of her evening gowns consisted of silver sequins
that shaded in jet. Black velvet bands that started from the waist line
formed the shoulder straps.
As Salome Miss Young looked beautiful.

Ban on Imports Would Come Too 10,000 5c. CHECKS
Late— Future Master Productions Can Afford to
FOR FILM'S PUBLICITY

jdert Declare

Pay

Tariff

—Auerbach's

S>ws that Adolph Zukor has
>ught for the Paramount shelves
time-to-time release at least
*29 features should set the opposi-

now in full fling here and on
coast, agogr. Insiders, aware of
prohibition
lis situation, declare a
imports would come too late in
ly case.

They point out that master proluctions made ii. future, whatever
ie outcome in Washington of attempts to get anti-dumping leglaition, can afford to pay their way,
In the meantariff Or no tariff.
time, a hearty campaign in press
and public continues the discussion.
With Gillmore on the Coast,
Louis AuerLuch, vice-president of

"The agitation against the importation of foreign films, especially those of Germany, is ill -timed,
illogical.

"Perhaps the agitators do not
that ninety -live per cent, of
shown throughout the
pictures
world, whether it is the darkest
part of Africa, China, Japan or the
Indies, are American pictures. The

know

producers in America when making
a picture expects his foreign sales
to carry a great deal of the production cost,

and

through some

if

companies

American

will

have a hard time existing.
"In the exportation of films

the*

fore from foreign countries, still it
goes without saying that the American product as a whole cannot be
superseded by that of any nation in
the world.
"An article in regard to pictures
being propaganda is far-fetched.
The greatest films ever produced
were historic films based on facts
and history. First among these was
'Quo Vadis' based on the Christian
Mr.
era; then came 'Cleopatra/
Griffith made 'The fcirth of a Nation,' which deals with history, and
so on down the line. Certainly no
man can claim that 'The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari,' which lately closed at
the Capitol, is a propaganda film.

ill-

advised action this source of revenue is reduced or taken away
it will so reduce the income that

many

Bona fide checks for five cents,
drawn on the 125th street branch
of the Chatham- Phoenix bank and

<

we

have time and again encountered
from
other
opposition
6erious
countries who complain, because
their pictures are not being shown
in the United States. England is
agitating today against our pic-

We have assured them over
and over again that, whenever their
pictures come up to the standard
of the American product we shall
bring them before the American
Although there are in this
public.
one ever has accused Shakecountry today hundreds of pictures No
from England, Italy, Scandinavia, speare of being anti-British because
the Central Powers, etc., produced he wrote plays that were bitter atin the last four years, only three tacks upon Henry VIII., Richard III.
pictures have been ^hown, only and other characters of history."
three out of hundreds have been
of the quality demanded by patrons
of American motion picture the-

tures.

"Certainly the American producer
can make no complaint that this is
an invasion. On the contrary, it is
Just as much to his benefit to see
what other countries arc doing as it
is for other countries to see what
America is doing in the production
Of
the great public amusement.
Competition from other countries
inspires Americans to increase ef-

Morgan, John

P.

J.

STARS' RUIN,

Under Revier
San Francisco.

The nowest addition
stellation of

Jam Over Guinan

whether

week

—

of

Film.

•

.

Am

to announce
that hereafter all films to bo marketed for Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia will have to receive

the Board of Censors' stamp before
sale.
It appears that the deal for the
the Woman" was
picture "I
negotiated before it had been approved by the Pennsylvania board.
lla criticism declared the picture
showed too much crime."

Am
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Five Croups of Comedies

be "Disraeli."

pictures are made
e Pictures. Inc.
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JACQUELIN
COMEDIES
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to direct the
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(Colored Players)

CHARACTER

Los Angeles, April 27.
V : mii\.-i, Metro star, completed
her •ontract lost week and left for
Y-tik Monday.
N

j.

DIZZY DUMBBELL
COMEDIES

CHARLIE CONKLIN
COMEDIES

V!.
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Now Ready

FOR THE STATES RIGHTS BUYERS

"DARKTOWN AFFAIRS"

NAZIM0VA BOUND FOR
.fctai

field."

•

arranged ihis week.

Will

Tearle continues that his contract
expires in four months on September 8, 1921, and that Mr. Selznick
has notified him he will not re-employ him under the stipulated renewal options because the salary
Tearle has it that he
is too large.
was compelled to desert the legitimate stage for motion pictures because of the unpleasant publicity
attendant upon their divorce and
even in pictures Ms Income is comparatively
modest, Mrs. Tearle's
allegations to the contrary notwithstanding.
He says salaries are
dropping and that tho film business
Is collapsing, which allegations Mr.
Selznick in a separate affidavit supports with the statement that in
Justice to the defendant he Is going into detail as to the reason why
artists' salaries must be cut from
40 to 60 per cent., and for that reason c"uld not and would not take
advantage of the renewal option
stating that "among the various factors causing this condition I may
mention the over production of motion pictures and the influx into this
country of foreign films and the inflation of prices and the general
business depression which has peramusement
the
affected
sonally

mo

refuse

to

Ion.

Arils*

of

"

Uno ef

Released

First

deal

mneth

*r

i***i
••*•»

to $600 per

3.

!

*i

^JswRH m

1912,

man

Four Months More.

lucrative
Tearle says that although he did
opportunities deposit over $25,000 in 1919, his
and
engagements,
were lost which I could have taken bank account at the end of the year
advantage of if 1 had not been in showed a balance of $333.43 and In
1920 when he had deposited some
jail."
lie claims this motion for an In- $50,000 he had $1,545.44 left at the
total
crease is not being brought in good end of the year; and that his
v
faith; that it is for the purpose of cash on hand is only $5.000 which
harrassing and annoying the de- he must husband to support himfendant because of undue and un- self and keep up the alimony payHis apparent "fabulous"
pleasant notoriety; that the plain- ments.
incomes dwindles to a modest sum
tiff lives in luxury at the Commodore Hotel and can well support after deduetiru? a 10 per cent,
herself, but does not want to work; agent's commission and paying exthat she Is an aetress of treat abil- penses in keeping with his position
for lielaseo in as a star.
ity and had workt
1914 in "The Roomernng" at $75
In closing he adds he could not
per week, but had refused to go on pay his alimony awards at times
the road with the show, preferring because of the fact Mrs. Tearle
to stay in New York and that Mrs. purposely kept her address secret
Tearle is the recipient of an ample •en from her lawyers thus causincome from her father who the ing him to default.

the Oeorgs Arils* producHon* firs to bo released hereafter
1 [through the
UnlteJ Artists' cor-

'

'

21,

as is a supplementary affidavit annexed sworn by Lewis A. Selznick.
Tearle for his part answers that he
has been punctual in paying his all.
mony debts weekly excepting for a
period of time in 1913 when ho was
out of work and ran $400 in arrears, charging that his first wife
showed him no leniency and that
"she knew well at that time of my
she
condition although
financial
was able to support herself, yet, in
order to gratify her spirit for revenge, she had me thrown into jail,
which had the effect cf nearly ruining me and which did affect my
capacity for earning more money
for some years because it gave me
notoriety of a kind which caused

^ whereby

^

--

May

New Arrangement.

•

i

November

managers

(Justine

The

«i$

f

.

this

street,

filed

until

dent exchange owners

,

*
'

>-.

Forty-fifth

answering affidavits to
those submitted by Josei hine Park
Tearle, his first wife, on a motion
to increase her $25 a week alimony
award, under a final divorce decree

,

Madison. Wis.. April IT;*'

HOL.L.YWOOD
HOTEL.
THE BENDKZVOUH OF THEATRICALS BEST

J|

in Ex-Wife's
Declares Players' Salaries Mutt
40 to 60 Per Cent.

Tearle's affidavits are Interesting

to the con-

The censorship hearing before
Legislature was begun today.

West

160

in

Famous riuyers-I,asky Corporation

* w%

TEARLE'S PLEA

Conway Tearle, through his at- defendant alleges to be a
torney, Frederick E. Goldsmith, of great wealth.

San Francisco is Roy Stewart, who
is starting work on the first of four

ican pictures for every foreign picture that is in the United States.

',#' <f"

—Selznick

Come Down

Pittsburgh, April 27.
Xhe decision by the Pennsylvania
Board of Censors condemning Victor Kremer's production starring
th©
Texas Guinan, called "I
Woman," has caused the indepen-

27.

motion picture stars

Suit

j

Walter

San Francisco, April

IS

week, contending that Tearle is now
the recipient of a $1,760 weekly income. At the time of the divorce,
CENSOR 0. K. BEFORE SALE Mrs. Tearle alleges Tearle was only
earning $4,000 a year. Argument
Penna. Exchange Makes Rule After on the motion has been adjourned

Walter Wanger Reported

Work

Starting

V.VIa U:t *

Income Threatened Actor Tells Court

Whil« the trip is primarily a vacation, it is understood Wanger
motion pictures, pictures to be filmed in this city, goes to England to pass on certain
painting, authorship, music or any all of Which will find him in the research work that has been quietly
carried on for some time in conother arts.
steller roles.
with a stupendous produc"All countries have tried to reA new organization, the Quality- neetion "Richard
HI," which Famous
fuse the importation of all commo- Films Production, Inc., of which tion of
Players
is about to undertake.
dities, including films, so as to keep George II. Davis, former manager
Encouraged by the success of the
their money at home.
This applies of the Aleazar Theatre, is president,
to all parts of the world, and al- is producing the pictures.
Harry two Gorman costume picture*
though the statement was made that Revier will be the director-in-ehief. "Passion" and "Deception," the diGermany allows motion picture im- Del Claussen is chief cinematog- rectors of Famous Players propose
experiment in this direction
to
portation or only two per cent., this rapher.
designed to make
is not a fact.
They allow fifteen
The first picture is adapted from themselves. It ia film production
Shakespearean
the
Per cent, at the moment, and that is a play of the Northwest.
Stewart
using the original lOCftto be increased considerably.
If plays a dual role in this production. in London,
tlons. and there is some talk of
any one wants to take Hie time and The snow
W covered country around
Whiteside over to
Walker
sen.ling
patience to look through the tier- Truckee and other parts
of Northpar
man motion picture publications, ern California will be used as the appear in the title role.
being held over
is
"Deception*'
they will see pages and pages adver- background.
for .ii hud week at the Rivoli.
tising stars like Pickford, Nazimova.
Clara Kimball Young. Viola Dana,
and the entire list. There are today
ARLISS WITH "BIG 4."
WISCONSIN CENSOR BILL UP.
^."/v^vmany probably twenty Amerv

fort

.

names of

ROY STEWART STAR

atres.

t$l!KI

capital as the droll
During the filming of it
is

GERMAN FILM INVASION SPELLS

"Unless a foreign picture comes
Rockefeller and Thomas Fortune
to the high standard set by our
Ryan.
super-features it finds very little
"Mother Eternal** is presented by
market in this country, and thereIvan Abranson, but is backed by
fore the fear of this foreign invasion
E. A. Spitz, who has studio interis a dream, and not a reality and
The Casino is under rent for
ests.
*
based on facts.
weeks and is being operated at
"The exporter and importer of six
a weekly expense of $3,000 weekly.
pictures has his work cut out for
includes rent and orchestra
Years ago, for instance, in That
him.
expenses, the latter item reaching
South America, five per cent, of
week the
American pictures were shown in $2,500 weekly. The first
picture drew less than $1,000.
that country- These conditions have
was
however,
splurging,
Publicity
been reversed and ninety-five per
The idea of the checks
ordered.
cent, of the pictures being shown
O'Shaughput over by L. B.
there today are American. Although was
press agenting the
today we are meeting greater com- nessy who is
picture.
petition than we have ever had be-

said:

ill-advised

in

up

the Export and Import Film Co.,
issued a statement this week
covering the opposition's ease fully.

and

exchanges

tures.

Inc.,

Tom Moore

Irishman. The picture holds a screen romance.
Mr. Moore took unto himself a wife, by name Rene Adoree, who is as
as her name would have one believe, but Miss
the wife on the screen. That falls to Helene Chadwick, and splendid she is.
Miss Adoree looked like a great big kiddle in her white stockings and
black strapped low heeled shoes worn with a blue silk dress that had
frills on the full skirt edged with white.

signed "Mother Eternal" were sent
out this week. In total 10,000 of
the jitney checks were ordered, ea ch
one enclosed with a letter from the
signer who desires to "share her
wealth and happiness," attention
the war, has been shut off. It is
being called to the film now showunfair, and illogical, therefore, to
ing at the Casino. Each check was
hinder him at this late date with
made out in the name of the indian agitation against foreign picvidual addressed, the list including

ie

Ho

opened

'dttigmftflly 'liltfiVaffkh-V:-

"Mother Eternal" Does Some- attractive in person
Adoree does not play
thing New to Gain Notice.

Germany.
"The American exporter is making every effort to open up the big
foreign market for American productions so as to keep the American
producer of motion pictures busy
and to give him again a new outlet
for his product and increased income which for years, on account of

>n,

•"Ma'de'ln IMWtf*
ohV o*t thoYe
amusing as well as a love story.

Statement.

has already
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WIN BY LAW PROMISED

GOV. MILLER TO SIGN BILL

FIRST RUN RIGHTS

CREATING CENSORSHIP HERE
un

>>•

..

Kansas

27.

Judge Stump of Baltimore Circuit
No. 2 Ap.il 26 granted Loew's
Thia Prediction >M*cta After Hearing at. Capitol Decision Reserved Awaiting Court
Hippodrome, represented by Geo.
Garden- -the&vr<* \< ppe>
Mc'Derfribtf
Attempt Is to Let sented by Chas.
Briefs Judge Jenks and Paul D. Cravath Speak
Whitehurst, and
Nixon's Victoria theatre, represented
Easy with Fans.
Executive
by Fred G. Nixon-Nlrdlinger, an injunction restraining the First National
Exhibitors as distributors
It is the intention of the picture of five distinguished persons qualAlbany, April 27.
from distributing and other theatres
industry,
he
said,
to
establish
at
ified
their
by
experience
and
their
in Baltimore from using any print
After a long hearing on the LuskClayton Picture Censorship Bill be- once and maintain a board of re- interest in public affairs," the peti- of the Charlie Chaplin picture, "The
view to whom it is intended to sub- tion reads, "to make a thorou^'i Kid," in violation, of contract for
fore Governor Nathan L. Miller,
veteran legislative observers at the mit all films, and to prevent the and sympathetic investigation of exclusive first run for aforesaid

—

—

—

Close

friends,

particularly

those who have helped him jam
through his legislative program, declare ho will affix his signature to
the

bill.

The Governor had promised SenaLusk and Assemblyman Clayton

tor

that he would sign the measure if
it passed
the Legislature, it was
reported.
The same report said
that the executive hearing was
granted so that the proponents of
the bill could give the opponents a
"stiff
argument" on censorship.

"This scheme was mapped to let
the Governor down easy before the
thousands of motion picture patrons
throughout the State," a veteran
observer remarked tonight.
Action on the bill will be deferred
until Tuesday or Wednesday so that
briefs may be filed, one of which
will be submitted by former Supreme Court Justice Almet F. Jenks.
In a last minute effort to save

;

to raise the money for
the exploitation of its "star" by the
sale of stock which Is being offered
at thirty cents a share. The circular, which is in the shape of a multigraphed letter, makes some of the
is

the picture industry from censorship, the producers, through Paul
D. Cravath of New York, urged the
Governor to appoint an investigating commission, which would
report back to the Chief Executive
their recommendations for protecting "the industry and the public
against objectionable films and advertisements."
The producers offered to bear the expenses, of such
an agency, but Governor Miller did
not commit himself,
Luminaries of the picture industry
opposed the Lusk-Clayton legislation,
included Augustus Thomas,
William A Brady, H. L>. Connick
Benjamin B. Hampton and Charles
L. O'Reilly.

Those who spoke in favor of cenwere Senator Clayton R.
Lusk of Corning, Republican leader
in the upper house and Assemblyman Walter F. Clayton, Republican
sorship

of Kings, sponsors of the

D.

C;

Mrs.

number in foreign countries.
"One day's profits from the

Hamon.
"Two hundred and eighty

she

said,

own

"is

submit

all

production and

whom and

of our
whose direc-

films

ture

perhaps make her
under the Mayer

of

Clarence

s.

Waterman

of Brooklyn, Dr. William
O. Stillman, president of the American Humane Society and Charles
J. Tobin of Albany, and Howard
Barber of New York, representing
the Society for the Prevention of

Crime.

—

•

.

i

"Dream Street" at the
Hall, and "The Birth of a
Nation" at the Capitol. This is a
distinction that has never Mattered
any other motion picture director.
44th Street;

Town

Fox has three features current on
Broadway, but they are all by dif'

1

location,

and having

is

un-

choice
is

re-

fair arrangement
a, possibility that it
ar

garded as a very
,there

vh.it

;is

•

j

.

life

company

Even this small investment
represents a big earning, for it is
over $5 a week, and the possibilities
This company will
are greater.
not stop With Clara Hamon pictures.
They will produce them now, all
business men, for their success is
assured."

RUMBLINGS OF GOODMAN DEAL
Daniel Carson
Coodman. who made "Thoughtlei
Women" with Alma Rubens, wfi
shortly conclude a producing contract of big import with one of the
most important money interests ii
New York. There has been consk
erable speculation along Broadwaj
as to whom Dr. Goodman would all]
himself with for future work.
He has been much sought afte
production
since
cost
his small

contract

there.

understood

is

It

Carter De Haven, who is working
whether you want the standards of tion we will follow.
on "His Lady Friends" at present,
the people made by the motion pic"It is inti
that all other prowill
also go East on the completion
ture people or by a commission ducers in this country will be afappointed to take care of this job forded an opportunity of submit- of the picture.
Mary Pickford may be compelled
and this job alone."
ting their films to this Editorial to take the
trip across the continent
"I object to the standards of Rus- Committee.
in the event that the Wilkenning
sia being placed on the screen in
"We
propose
to do everything In case comes up in the near future, made its startling success.
the name of American womanhood
power," the text reads, "to pre- and in the event that Doug is not
in America,"
she declared, after our
hibitlon of films here- finished on "The Three y isketeers"
having given a synopsis of a pic- vent the
OVER.
MAYER-CAREWE
after released which have not been at the time the pair will have their
ture she described as "indecent."
L.OS Angeles, April 27.
approved
by
the new Editorial Com- first
parting
since
they
were
Taking up the proposal of the
B.
Edwin
and
Louis
Carewe
producers for an investigation, she mittee. As a means of accomplish- married*
Mayer will enter into a new arreferred! to the proposition sub- ing this end, the producing comrangement after the comp'etion of
mitted by the producers for a probe panies whom we represent will pur.
WEST VA. HOKE.
the present Anita Stewart picture

ROW

sue the policy of withholding their
services from theatres that insist
on exhibiting films hereafter released that have not been approved
by the new Editorial Committee
We believe that by these means we
will soon be able effectively to protect the industry against the exhibition of objectionable films and

of the industry as "old stuff," say-

NEW

Charleston, W. Va., April 2T.
theatre is to be built In
by the Washington
Amusement Co., which was granteda charter of incorporation by Secretary of State Houston G. Young.
Work on the structure, to be located on Washington street, near

if the director remains with the organization
Carewe and Mayer had a misunderstanding during the last week,*
and it was reported that the director
would quit. It is understood that
the differences have been patched

Maxwell street, will start at once.
advertiser.. ents.
It will cost approximately $75,000.
"If you will act upon our suggesThe seating capacity of the new
six other respective Bishops of the tion of appointing a commission we
theatre will bo approximately 900.
Catholic Church in New York State, will be guided by its advice as to
Those active
completing prewish to be recorded "in favor of the organization and procedure of liminary
organization of thj comclean pictures and to reaffirm peti- the new Editorial Committee.
pany were: F. R. Custer, E. T. Eng"We very much
«.u... hope
that
tions filed by the Rt. Rev. Edmund
„*,!,«,
„«, the
"'".land, E. T. Chrystal, II.
Smalu
'
. ~
.\!
„
F. Gibbons, Bishop of the Albany comm lssion you appoint will reach _,,„_„..
r »dge and O. „
B. Bobbttt, al of whom
•/ *u * \w
i
i
.
" nw"
inclusion that the interests
oft »_,.„ tUA ,
Diocese, on behalf of the Catholic the concl
m
are
the
incorporators.
rporators.
...
, ..
.
Bishops in
York State for cor- the public and of the moving picrective legislation on the subject. ture industry can effectively be proSALES
The petition presented by repre- tected through the voluntary maArthur S. Kane is in Los Angeles
ntatives of the picture industry chinery we propose to create along
If. howconferring with the picture stars
to Governor Miller set forth the be- the lines above outlined.
lief that the "most effective means ever, the commission should report
in whom he and his company are
of ridding the industry of objec- that other measures are necessary interested, and various business astionable productions cannot be ade- effectively to protect the public sociates.
John c. Ragland, general manager
quately devised until the matter against objectionable films and adlias been fully studied not only by vertisements without undue inter- of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corp.,

First National specials, which was
part of his original understanding
with the producer.

ing "it has happened before many
times."
For the first time since the censorship bill was introduced in the
Assembly, the name of a religious
creed came up at the hearing when
Mr. Tobin, an Albany attorney, said
he represented Catholic interests.

A new

Charleston

up, however,

m

*w

" H

NEW

and Carewe

is

to direct

CRITERION OPENS.

Oklahoma City, April 27.
The new Criterion theatre, costing

'

over $700,000, opened today to ca*

.

'

New

pacity business.

,

NEW KANE

producers and theatre owners, but ference with the legitimate operaalso by some competent commis- tion of the moving picture indussion charged primarily with the try, we pledge our co-operation to
carry such measures into effect.
protection of the public."

The Criterion is one of the largest
moving picture theatres in the
United States and is modern in

HEAD

every

about

seating

particular,

2,500.

An

18 piece orchestra Will furnish

by a
the
music,
supplemented
$25,000 pipe organ, which alone can
produce a full orchestra effect.
First run pictures will be shown.
The stage is large enough to accommodate the large traveling attractions. Ten, 35 and 50 cents will

has announced the appointment of

Henry K. Wilkinson, manager of
the Olympic, Pittsburg, as general
sales manager of Kane Pictures, a be the scale.
newly created post.

"We earnestly hop that after
It further declares that the
industry would welcome the appoint* considering the program we proTO
A LAEMMLE?
uient of such a commission and pose and our assurance of co-operWTFE GETS ?TQ00
TiOS Angeles. April 27.
would co-operate w.'th it in every ation you Will concli.de that the
San Francisco, April 27.
Irving Q. Thalberg. the youthful
public interest <to~fM>t r*%uJ£e .thai,
way.
atrs." Fra ecw SSyleltseest;
ida w r.orjne»:. secreUu.y Jo Cajrj l^aemm|0>
"We therefore respectfully re. the censorship bill enacted by tin of Howard Mylehreest,
picture ac- who has been the general manager
a commission Legislature should become a law.' tor, who died from
quest you to appoil
injuries sus- of Universal City for about six
tained by being thrown from a months, is going to New York this
horse while the Marshall Xcilan week.
continue throughout the summer in
BALTIMORE HOUSE.
Production Company was filming in
fie Is to remain east for at least
Times Square.
a bronco-busting scene In Arizona, three weeks. At the V. it Is rumored
Baltimore, April "7.
was
last
week
granted
an
award of that he is to wed Rosa bed Laemmle
C. K. Whitehurst. owner of the
$5,000 from the insurance carrier while in New Vork. and that eh<*
H0RWITZS EIGHT A YEAR Garden, playing vaudeville, and of
the picture concern by the State will return to the coast with him.
several local picture houses, will
Productions.
Joseph
Horwitt
open the newly erected Century to- Industrial Accident Commission.
which entered the State right dis- day (Friday) playing straight picRe- Editing "Dream Street."
$2,500 Fire
tributing field recently with "Dol- tures.
The opening attraction will
When l>. -,w. Griffith's "Mream
lars and Destiny" as its initial of- be
The Gilded Lily," with Mac
Winchester. W. Va
April 87.
Street" moves t»» the Town H»N
iering. is to release a minimum of Murray.
A lire which for a while assumed for a run starting May 1, the ne«
eight multiple reel features a year,
dangerous proportions wrecked tne version will be a re-editod ana,lr
The New York State and Northern
projecting rooms of the si rand differing from the- original prin"t
ZUK0R BACK LATE IN
Ni w Jersey rights for "Dollars and
theatre on North Main street, and now being exhibited st (he Central.
Destiny"' have been purchased from
Cable advices to H. D. II. Conni«-k sent the audiences sourrying to the
The Town Hall will be employ**
Horwlti Productions by the Trump state that Adolph Zukor is row in street f<»r safety. A loss of $3,300 t<# exhibit motion picture* for *
Film Co. Cosmopolitan Fflm Co.. of Paris.
At the New York ottice It to bui'ding. films and motion pic- period until October I. .film WenBoston, have purcluised the Ken was said that he is dne at the end ture machines, was incurred whten t,"-. i> designing the eel In t'
Knejand rfghl
'* only partly covered »»y Insurance
Of Slay.
I
picture palace,
....
•
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NEW

GRIFFITH ON BROADWAY
Beginning next Sunday night D.
Griffith will have three features
playing simultaneously on Broadway, with "Way Down Fast" at the

W.

ferent directors.
It is said "Dream Street
limited time in its second

this

in

\

ation.

:.

Unconstitutional?
Branding the bill as "unwise legislation," Justice Jenks, in presenting
the main argument against the bill,
called the Governor's attention to
the unconstitutionality of the act in
its Infringement on property rights.
In
submitting
the
producers'
proposition, Paul D. Cravath of
York
said
New
he was "not there to
claim the motion picture industry
does not need reformation."
Admitting the "existience of evil and
ihe nee ssetty for Ifta correct ion i\
the motion picture field." he said
that a board of censorship "would
not accomplish the purpose sought."

$50.00

twenty years, the

pic-

final

dolla

a year is a fair amount to estimate
as yearly profits on each investment"

:

will

3

negatives of this picture will pa
the cost of the production.
"Never, in our opinion, at a
time, has a girl— remember tha
Clara is only 29, going on 30 -entered the movies with an I ?c >me stfl
sored and insured as is Clara Smith

Can- Mr. Tobin declared Archbishop
Brook- Hayes of New York City, and the

bill;

on William Sheafc Chase of
lyn, a representative of the International Reform Bureau of Washington,

simultaneously
throughout
the
United States, as well as a limited

STARS EAST FOR

"we

attempting

wildest promises ever reen in a
trick promotors prospectus.
Some?
of the paragraphs read:
''Three hundred or more films of
her first picture will be released'

•

over the Governor to the censor- ducers of moving pictures, to

murder pf Jake Hamon,

quital of the

the moving picture industry and three theatres for the past four
report to you their recommenda- years,
and thereby establishing
tions as to the best means of pro- priority rights of first run and the
tecting the industry and the public exhibitors' right of assentatlve.
Guy Wonder, who is also manager
against objectionable films and adof the Rivoli theatre, at which thevertisements."
critics have persuaded themselves
The text further stipulates the atre the Chaplin Picture was advertised as part of the double feature
to think we are, and I want to ex- industry's
willingness to provid
press my conviction that I "believe funds for com: ensation and ex- in opposition to the aforesaid three,
declined to give the print to the
the program of the leaders of this pense of such a commission.
three theatres holding the rights,
industry will effectively purge the
Admission Made.
and performances at the Victoria
industry of the kind of Sims and
Most of the films exhibited in were held up for over an hour.
advertising that have brought so
much discredit to it and that has American theatr j are free from Finally additional papers were fiFed
been the occasion of the movement objection, it declares, but the ad- and he was instructed to deliver the
print to the entire satisfaction of
that has finally taken concrete form mission is made that a certain few
films and advertisements of films exhibitors throughout the city.
in this bill.*'
When Mr. Cravath said that he have been so objectionable as to
would not take the Governors timeP rInff J««*edU on the entire movREST.
ing picture industry.
It admits
to state the fundamental inherent
objections to censorship, the Gov- that the movin^ picture industry Many Planning Vacation* on At
has not thus far wholly succeeded
Isntic Side ef Continent.
ernor interrupted, saying:
in working out effective measures
"I realize that just as fully as
Los Angeles, April 27.
anybody else. Censorship in itself to prevent the exhibition of objecPlans for summer vacations in
is to my mind a thing to be avoided, tionable films and advertisement,
and
agrees
-public
interest
New
that
the
York
on
the part of the screen
unless some greater evil results by
requires that effective measures be stars are already going forward.
its avoidance."
Anita Stewart, who has just comMrs. Waterman, representing the taken to this end.
The petition further declares the pleted "The Price of Happi ss,"
Women's Association far Better
ture and
Motion Pictures, was one of the industry's .willingness to establish is to do one additional
principal advocates of the bill. Mrs. and maintain an p Mtorial Commit- then flit for the East. She will again
summer
at
Bayshore,
Long
Island,
Waterman is credited with winning tee supported by the principal proship plan.
"Tho question,"

City, April 27.

According to circular advertising,
Texas company which signed*
Clara Smith Hamon up 'or' the

State capitol last night predicted exhibition of films hereafter released which have not been apthe Governor will sign the measure
which creates a board of three mem- proved by the new board.
"We are probably not as good as
shown
be
ber* to pass on films to
to 10,000,000 residents of New York we think ourselves to be," he said,
"i think we are not as bad as our
State.

tion.

DEAL

the

Down

Throughout the arguments on the
legislation.
Governor Miller refrained from intimating his inten-

RAW STOCK

IN

Baltimore Theatres Re-estab- Producers Make Giddy Promlish Claim to "The Kid."
ises to ihe Unwary.
Baltimore, April

X

CLARA H ANION FILM
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friday, April 29,

TRADE'S CLEAN-UP PLAN

REMEDY

"

•'

r

*

At

FRIENDLY DEALING,
EQUITY'S FILM ACTOR PROPOSAL

pressure Used on Minority, the
Objectionable Film Makers.
'
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WM. BRADY OUTLINES

"

TO

41

...* j-~

IN

>*•.

Llstems
composed of olergrn en and
to
statement
a
according
jicators,
ued by the National Association,
111am A. Brady declared that 90
•cent, of the motion picture intry "is clean," and that "we are

In an address before the

WEST

AUSTRALIAN SHOWMAN
IN

STILL

IN

SLUMP.

The slump in the amusement
business in the Middle 'Western
cleaning the other 10 per cent."
with
Links
Up
National
First
Yale
held
the
was
at
has not abated since the unmeeting
cities
The
six
of
depression
employment
Club, and, among the more^ imporGroup in U. S.
persons present were E. R.
months ago, is the opinion and obt
Rockefeller
of
the
official
of
servation made by an
eree, secretary
Sydney, Australia, April £.
t)ean Swift of the
dation;
Famous Players, who recently, reFirst Nathe
of
registration
The
turned from that territory.
ion Theological Seminary; Rev.
tional Exhibitors of Australia, Ltd.,
erick Eastman, director of the
Kansas City is singled out as
Department of tho with a capital of €100,000, brings being included among the cities that
ideational
closer
into
Australia
of
showmen
sbyterian Home Missions Board;
are off in the amusement business,
Country contact with the great film world and .while there was a prediction
Edward Brunner
v.
the Pacific, the new com- locally
that spring would see a rehurch Secretary of the Federated across
signalizing a linking up. with
uncil of Churches, and Rev. Harry pany
turn to normalcy this is not the
First
the
comprising
*'
showmen
the
ntington, Jr., editor of "Christian
case.
National Exhibitors of America.
ork."
In Detroit the small activities of
new
the
of
directors
The first
Mr. Brady declared, in part, that
Ford in-comparison to war and precompany are Harry Musgrove, war industries is still a factor in
bile Governor Miller, in the event
Union
manager
general
formerly
favoring
cenbill
the
signed
t he
the slump in legit and picture
Australian
and
Ltd.,
rship, would appoint a capable Theatres,
houses. With a population of 800,DickenMr.
G.
E.
and
Ltd.,
Films,
ecutive, at the same time the n
000 Detroit has 150,000 unemployed,
-resigned from
Dickenson
Mr.
son.
assurhad
no
picture
industry
while Kansas City with a total
n
to Amalce that the next Governor would the position of secretary
population of 700,000 is declared to
Ltd.
Pictures,
gamated
act wisely. "Who. knows but exhave only 40,000 unemployed, St.
of
Exhibitors
National
First
The
in
fitting
be
may
saloonkeepers
Louis is normal, it is said, the
judgment on the morals of the * im- Australia, Mr. Musgrove says, will amusement business holding its
the
in
interest
showmen
the
give
munity and dictating what should be
own, although there are- too many
shown in public in motion pictures?" control of the films they offer on theatres for the demand.
"The political ele- the co-operative basis, the middlefc^id Mr. Brady.
ment in State censorship is a dan- man being eliminated. The scheme,
gerous one and it is on 3 that cannot he adds, is a protection for all CINCY
the
small
or
big
b. avoided in appointment of cen- showmen
amount contributed to the cost of New Demands in Effect May 1.
sorship boards."
being
exhibitors
the
Strike Expected.
by
picture
trade
each
the
that
further
He said
paper advertisements reflected the based on the rating of his theatres,
exbe
With the exception of Ascher
cleaning power of the association, just as the hiring amount to
and it was suggested that the Allied acted from him will be based on Brothers' new Cap'.tol, picture operChurches of the United States could the ability of his theatre to attract ators at every theatre in Cincinnati
co-operate with the motion picture business, the figures being arrived are scheduled to walk out May 1,
expires. The
.interests by having a representative at through study of local conditions fvhen their agreement
and*, Capitol pays higher than the union
population
competition,
llnspect all films released and having of
getting $50
operator
chief
[the Seal of the organization placed number and seating accommodation scale, Its
Spon films that meet with the ap- of theatre, such sums being fixed by and his assistant $40 a week. The
a board, over which the exhibitor managers ar.3 advertising for" nonproval of the church.
union operators.
has elective control.
Under their present scale the opold Tivoli theatre, this city,
.
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PICTURE WITHDRAWN.

and the Tivoli theatre, Melbourne,
have been taken over by First NaRoad,
the
for
tional for the showing of their films.
Fox Feature Unsuited
It Is Reported.
Both these theatres were owned by
Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres.

-0
Los Angeles, April 27..
Conservatism was the keynote of
the Equity meeting at the Ambassador hotel Saturday night. About
1,000 attended, half of the crowd

$20,750 JUDGMENT

Hartford, Ltd.

Equity members.

Court Rules Against Weber

Anderson

Another Fox feature, "A ConnecYankee," opened at the Teck,

EXPLOIT WASHBURN FILM

When "Dream

Street" goes into
Hall for a run following its Kansas Exhibitor Has Indian Band
enlimited
engagement at the Central the exBuffalo, Monday for a
and Star as Ballyhoo.
gagement, regarded by the producer periment of mechanical synchroni•a a test of this picture as road zation of certain portions of the
Kansas City, April 27.
Bfiaterial for next season.
picture will be tried out.
Manager Frank L. Newman, of
beins
An opening out of town
The singing of the prize fighting the Newman theatres, will give his
•ought for "The Queen of Sheba" leading man, the violin playing of patrons a run for their money next
for the same reasons.
the evil spirit and the exhortations week and is making the other film
of the spirit of good will be heard managers sit up and take notice
as well as visualized.
of the way he is circusing his atticut

Town

PLAYWRIGHTS DEMAND LIGHT

ELMO LINCOLN BIVOKCE
Los Angeles, April

UP.
27.

Mrs.

For his Newman theatre,
film "Bob Hampton of
Placer," is the picture, he has secured • band of eight Blackfeet

tractions.

The demand for legitimate play$5,500 FOR TRAVERSE
wrights as picture scenarists has
A Jury verdict for $5,500 was
dropped to zero. This week a proof
minent playwright offered to con- awarded Richard Traverse, star
film,
in his
tract with a picture producer to the "Determination"
the
deliver three original scenarios in breach of contract suit against
a year for a minimum sum, but the U. S. Photoplay Corporation, In the
Bergen county (Hackensack, N. J.)
proposition was rejected.
The author was told to submit Circuit Court early this week. The
any stories he wrote and they would defendant corporation was headed
be judged on their merits. Irrespec- by Capt. P. F. Stoll. who recently
disappeared *o mysteriously, .t is
tive of his name.
in bankruptcy at present but there

where the

Indians from the Glaclor National

.

Miss Gordon's attorney, Frederick
Goldsmith, sued the principal officers of the Kitty Gordon Photo
Play Corporation, of which AnderWilliam Klein
son is president.
appearing for the defendants, contended the individuals were not responsible, since it was a corporation matter and the company was
a New Jersey concern.
Mr. Goldsmith sprung a surprise
by showing a letter over the signature of Governor Edwards of itfew
Jersey that no such corporation
ever filed papers in the State of
New Jersey. He contended the

JACKIE C00GAN

FOX HAS LEFTY FLYNN
Goldwyn Signs Jack Gilbert

for

Two

«

GOLDWYN

•

«

Mrs. Jules
large

joiony in "film row" in the firm of
J*>l!o* At Gollos, formerly located in
*|j«

Masonic

Jp*ned offices

wtaut.

Temple, who have
at «04> South Wabash

First

1

m

Mastbaum accompan-

ied her husband to west Dad en last
week for the First National con-

and while there about
worth of jewelry was Stolen
from her room. She is covered by
burglary insurance
vention
$22,000

Years.

Los Ang< 1« 8, April 27.
Jack Gilbert, who has been with
Goldwyn, has been placed under
contract by William Fo* for six
mouths, and is shortly to DO seen
.is a Fox co-star with a feminine

of force measures, but

wove his art
idea that negobetwefh players and pro-

gument around the
tiations

ducers conducted

in
a spirit of
good fellowship would be sufficient
to bring about a betterment of con*
dltions.

However, the Equity secretary did
urge vigorous, concerted action on
the part of players toward some

movement

calculated to meet the in*
vasion of German film productions.
did not develop any constructlvo
program to this end, but his oratory
was applauded.

He

Addresses were made by William
H. Crane, Will Rogers, Frank;
Keenan (who said that only Equity
members would be engaged to sup.*
port

him

in his film

productions);'

Bert Lytell, Lillian Burkhart Goldsmith, Lawrence Grant, Milton Sills
and Sir Gilbert Parker.
Gillmore left Sunday morning and
is due in New York next Sunday
morning.
He is stopping over in
Kansas City to open a branch

Equity office there.
Mr. Gillmore arrived

here

last

week and Joined Frazer Short, who
the
Equity.

organizer for tho
Immediately plans wero
made for a mass meeting of tho
professionals which was held in tho
ball room of the Ambassador Hotel
is

local

Jackie Coogan In "Peck's Bad
Boy," current at the Strand was
taken over on a 60-50 agreement
between the producers and the
managemert, the latter guarantee- last Saturday night.
Admittance
ing a certain sum if the gross did was by invitation only. Among
tho
not come up to an estimated fig- speakers listed were W.
H. Crane,
ure.
,
Theodore
Roberts,
Fred
Niblo,
The future release of the picture Charley Murray, Bert Lytell, Wm,
is still being negotiated for with
M. Creesy, Frederick Warde and Mr.
First National, and those on the
Gillmore.
The advance publicity
Jnside declare there is a halt in
for the meeting stated that an enthe proceedings with both parties
deavor would be made to enlighten
unable to agree or. the terms of
the profession as to the aims and
the release.
purposes of the Equity as related
to the motion picture industry.

POSSIBLE AS CENSOR.
lira.

Syracuse, April 27.
Florence S. at. Knapp of

i(

•«•

New Chicago Firm.
Another arrival among the

TERMS

Deal
on With
National

Releasing

Park reservation, who will bo at Syracuse, who baa boon at the bond
the theatre during the run of the of Republican organization work
among women In Onondaga County
film.
These Indians are from the tribe since the advent of equal suffrage,
shown in the film and are in charge may be named as one of three memof an agent from the reservation. bers of the State Motion Picture
At his Royal theatre Mr. Newman Censorship Commission.
According to report! In cr^rr.rA
announces the appearance, in percircles
hero today, Mrs.
son, of Bryant Washburn, who will zation
is ;i $15,000 bond posted.
remain for the week and discuss Knapp's name has been suggested
HteSR.&Kaba, Nv.-v .York th.eAt.ri.- vj>o:-JH-iis <jf iute.reyt cojoceruiug mo- ia GJovernox Jaf-ilifJa w.hp, .under n
Lusk -Clayton Rill, will name the
cal attorneys, who acted for Mr. tion picture production.
three commissioners to censor th<
Traverse, are al«<> trying Harry

Saide at. LInknhelt, after
suit
$r>0.000
Webster's
,McRae
thr«
attempts, finally brought a
same eorporatloV also
tn<
divorce action against her husband, against
contract grounds. The
known to the screen as Elmo Lin- on breach of trial all this week.
up for
coln, to a hearing in court.
Two ase is
suits previously started woe withdrawn on reconciliations being fMORRIS QUITS
fected.
Los Angeles, April 27.
Lincoln, of the screen, Is
Otto E. Linknhelt in private life.
Gouverneur Morris and the Gold*
She named another woman in her.ljpyn film outfit have conic 10 the
*ction.
A controLincoln is represented by parting of the way*.
Philip Cohen.
The star is allowing versy over the last .Morris picture
h)« wife alimony of
of
is
the.
a
month,
$255
the concern mad<
giving her a car and the furniture the split
°f their home.
The court COmplittented him on his liberality.
Rob Mrs. Mastbaum.

Two hundred and

forty-eight applied for membership
after the meeting. The majority of
these were small part and "atmos*
''*'
phere" people.
Frank Gillmore, here as a mis-

Kitty Gordon was awarded a
judgment for $20,750 Monday by sionary for' Equity among the film
Justice John Ford against L. Law- colony, directed his talk to the benerence Weber and G. M. Anderson. fits to be derived from membership
The action was based on the allega- in the actors' organ isai ion. He re-<
tion of breach of contract. ..The peated the argument that "Equity
jury was 'out but ten minutes. shop" is not "closed shop," and said
Though the plaintiff is now in the association's books would alvaudeville the case was relative to ways be open to the membership.
Gillmore asserted that the picture
moving pictures, Miss Gordon haying been engaged to make a series producers would have to meet
"Equity
shop" conditions once tho
of eight pictures, only one of which
was completed. Her contract called film organization was perfected in
for salary of $1,250 weekly and 25 this territory. He carefully avoided
talk of a strike or the employment
percent, of the net profits.

EFFECTS FOR "DREAM

business.

&

new demand

After four tryouts
It is reported that Bcr. Fuller
New Haven, Baltimore and Wash- has bought into the new company.
ington, Williaim Fox is said to have From good authority it is learned
withdrawn his picture, 'Over the that Hugh J. Ward Is interested
Hill," as a potential road attrac- J with Harry Musgrove in the new
The men say operators In the
tion for next season. The company vepture.
Cincinnati territory are getting only
Which closed in Baltimore last fit85 cents an hour, while in other
vrday grossed about $12,000 in three
ST." cities the wage is $1.40 an hour.
Weeks at the Lyceum, and the other
Furthermore, they complain aV havbeen
have
•ngagements are said to
Try Synchronized Music At ing to work seven days a week.
at the same ratio, except Hartford. To
Town Hall.
Where the picture played to good
in

FOR KITTY GORDON

from $31 to Kitty Gordon Photo Play Corporation merely used the name as a
trade mark.
The managers say that unless the
Justice Ford gave the opinion
union relaxes its demand and shows that where a corporation did not
"a more accommodating disposition" file papers of incorporation, the inthe open shop will be introduced in dividuals are responsible. This was
Cincinnati and vicinity. They con- Included in the charge to the Jury.
tend that "crank turning" cannot
be called a skilled craft.
erators' wages range
Their
$45 per week.
is for from $34 to $50.
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to Participate in Rite Renews Merger
Off Strike Talk and Puts Stress on Conservatism Says Producers Will Meet "Equity
Shop" Conditions.

Failure of

Unemployment a Factor— St. Louis
Has Too Many Theatres

COOPERATIVE PLAN

'.', »

movies.
Mrs. Knapp is at present a m« mher of the executive committee of
the Republican State Committee.
she was Onondaga's delegate to the

Chicago Republican .National Convention.

s

REVIVING "INTOLERANCE"

R.

I.

CENSORSHIP DIES.

Closing of Session Finds

it

Still

'

ill

Committee.
Providence, R. I., April 27.
Exhihitors and
exchange men
here breathed a sigh of relief when
with the adjournment of the Lcgis*
lature last Saturday the act "concerning motion picture films or reels
and the censoring of the same for
ptto?fc
exhltttfdiV introduced by
Mr Kiernan of Providence, died in
committee. The act was one of n any
introduced with the meeting of tho
Legislature in the January session.
Not unlike the Lusk bill, which
passed both houses in the State of
New York, provisions were mado
for the board to consist of three res-*
ident citizens of Rhode Island, "one
of whom shall be a woman, well
qualified by education and er.peri* nee,
to act as censors mder this
'

There is talk of D. \\\ 'irifflth reviving "Intoleranco" on Broadway act."
'Lefty"
a run. Color is given to the refor
4
he
selected.
lead still to
port hy the announcement last week
l-'lynn has also been placed under
REISENFELD.
RICHES
FOR
arrived
at
producer
a
had
contract by the company for two that the
Hugo IleiHcnfeld. for his end \U
friendly settlement with the crediyears,
hold*
On the Fox Sunshine comedy lot tors of the corporation that financed cutting and titling "J'Aoeuse."
per cent, on the
Lewis Sil*T, who lias bOOtl casting the proposition. Under the terms a contract for 15
The principal holders in
paying profits.
director, will start making pictures of the settlement Griffith is
American and Canadian rights
while Monte Urice, former song the creditors 100 per cent, and in- the
Klaw and Abet GanZ.'the
Marc
ore
reensh
the
and
writer, who has been the Fox "gag terest, giving part
man" for the comedies, will take mainder in notes endorsed person- producer, each holding a GO per cent
interest.
ally.
over tht casting department.
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